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Vol. XXXI-Part I 

AGENDA 

Agenda for the Second Session of 'the Bombay Legislative Council 
commencing at the Council HaJJ, Poona, on Monday, the 20th July 
1931, at 2 p.m. 

I. OATH OR AFFIRMATION OF AI,LEGIANCE TO THE. 
CROWN. 

II. NOMINATION OF FOUR CHAIRMEN BY THE PRESIDENT. 

III. QUESTIO~S AND ANS\YERS. 

IV. GOVERNMENT BILLS-
(1) Bill No. III of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the B·Jmbay 

Irrigation Act, 1879)-Second Reading. 
Notices of amendments* have been received from

(1) M~. B. S. Kamat, · M.L.C. 
(2) Khan Bahadur M. A. Khuhro, M.L.C. 

2) Bill No. XV of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Locaf. 
Boards Act, 1923)-First Re<tding. • 

(3) Bill No. XVI of 193} (A Bill fUrther to amend the Bombay District 
Police Act, 1890)-First Reading . . 

(!) ... Bill No. XVII of 1931 {~Bill further to amend the City of Bombay 
Improvement Trust Transfer Act, 1925)-First Reading. · 

(5) Bill No. XVIII of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay 1 

Hereditary Offices Act, 1874)-First Reading. 
(6) Bill No. XIX of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Entro 

tainments Duty Act, 1923)-First Reading. . ~ · · · 
(7) .Bill No. XX of 1931 (A Bill to provide for the regulation and 

control of transactions in cotton in Bombay)-First Reading. 
(8) Bill No. XXI of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay District 

Municipal Act, 1901, and the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925).:..::.. 
First Reading. · 

V. DEMANDS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY GRANTS. 

VI. NON-OFFICIAL BILLS- .. 
(1) Bill No. XII of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay 

Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925)-First ReadintJ-Rao Baha.dur 
D. R. Patil, :U.L.C. 

(2) Bill No. XIII of 1931 (A Bill furth~r t.o amend the Bombay District 
Police Act, 1890)-First Reading-Ra'J Babadur D. R. Patil, '1\I.JJ.C. 

• Printed aa Appendix to this Agenda. 
Mo Hb 42--1 
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(3) Bill No. XIV of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay 
· Pleaders' Act, 1920)-First Reading-Ra.o Bahadur D. R. Patil, ~I.L.C. 

I 

(!) A Bill further to amend the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879-
Motion for leave to introduce the Bill-Rao Bahadur D. R. Patil. }I.L.C. 

(5) A Bill further to amend (sect~n 5 of) the City of Bombay Munici· 
pal Act, 1888-Motion for leave to introduce the Bill~Rao Bahadur 
S. K. Bole, M.L.C. ! i 

(6) A Bill further to amend (se~tion 11 (2) of) the City of Bombay 
Municipal Act, 1888-Motion fo~ leavr to introduce the Bill-Rao 
P,ahadur S. K. Bole, M.L.C. 

1 1 

• • 

(7) A Bill further to amend (section :ll (1) of) the City of Bombay 
llunicipsl Act, 188s.:-Motion for leave; to introduce the Bill-Ra() 

. Bah~dur S. K. Bole, M.L.C. 
1 

(8) A Irill further ~amend (Scheduli, B of) the City of Bombay 
lluoicipal Act, 1888-Motion for leav to introduce the Bill-Rao 
Bahadur S .• K. Bole, M.L.C. · 
· (9) A Bill further to amend the Bo bay District Municipal Act, 
1901-Motion for leave to introduce the Bill-Mr. L. R. Gokhale, M.L.C. 

(10) A Bill further to amend the Pr~vincial Small Causes Courts 
Act, 1887, in its application to the PresiJency of Bombay-Motion for 
leave to introduce the Bill-Mr. L. R. Golhale, M.L.C. 

(11) A Bill further t& amena' the Bom!ay Municipal Boroughs Act, 
1925-Motion for leave to introduce the Bil\-lli. L. R. Gokhale, M.L.C. 

(12) A Bill further to amend the Sind InciUilbered Estates Act, 1896-
~~~~~~for leave to introduc~ the Bill~Kha~' n Bahadur M. ·~· Khuhro, 

VII. . MOTIO~S TO AME},-r:D ST~lliXG RDERS. 
lloti~n No. I CJf 1931-Serond Reading.- Ir. R. R. Bakhale. li.L.C. . I • 

·vrn. :MOTION lTh"DER STAXDIXG ORDER XII, 6, TO PRESEXT 
AN ADDRESS TO HIS EXrF'..LLEXCY THE GOVERNOR. 

By Mr. A. N. Surve, :JJ.L.O. 

· " That the following humble a4dress be presented to His Excellency 
the Governor of Bombay :-
• llay it please Your Excellency, 

We, the members of the Bombay Legislative Council, respeftfully 
pray that, in view of the omission to nominate representatives of Labour 
and agriculturist.<:J to the Round Table Conference in numbers commen· 
surate with their importance and numerical strength, and with the 
amount of protection they need and the stake they have in the country, 

. your Excellency will be pleased to bring to the notice of His Excellency 
th~ Yiceroy the Secretary .of State for India and the Prime :Minister of 
England >the great dissatisfaction now llrevailing in these classes on 
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that account, and to urge the necessity of nominating additional re• · 
presentatives of these classes for participating in the deliberations of· 
ihe Round Table Conference for the purpose of safeguarding their 
interests." 
IX. DISCUSSION OF MATTERS OF GENERAL PUBLIC 

IXTEREST.• 

Resolution by Mr. Y~ N. Jog, M.L.O. 

1. ·• This Council recommends to Government that the scale .of. 
&<\!aries of .all GoYernment sen·ants ineluding the All-India, Provincial 
and Subordinate Services in all GoYernment departments be reduced as· 
per the following schedule with e-.!Iect from 1st August 1931 :-

5 per cent. per mensem from salaries of Rs. 51 to 100 
10 (lo. do. do. Rs. 101 to 250 
15 do. do. do. Rs. 251 to 500 
::!0 do. do. do. Rs. 501 to 1,000 
::!.') do. do. tlo. of over Rs. 1,000 " 

Re.~oluJ.ions by Syed Miron Mahomed Shah, M.L.O. 
I 

1. ·• This Council recommends to Government that they be pleased 
to appoint, enry year, a certain number of contractors in each district 
in Sind to supply food-stuffs and other necessary things to officials on 
tour on peyment of bills and to punish in the manner determined by 
·Gon'rnment any officer asking any member of the public to supply 
anything to him free of charge." . · 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that any officer of 
.Cr0vernment asking for or receiYing lapo (illegal gratification levied by , 
tapadars in Sind) directly or indirt-ctly be ·dismissed from service 
immediately on the proof of such act.'' 
' 3. " This Council recommends to Government to instruct the Re~enue 

Officer, Lloyd. Barrage, Sind, while disposing of the land on concessionary 
rates, to give priority over all others to those zamindars who have 
forfeited thei.r lands within the Barrage zone in Sind under the Fallow 
Rules, irrespective of the limit of time of forfeiture."· 

4. " This Council recommends to Government to appoint an expert ' 
-official of long experience to t·nquire into the condition of cottage indus· 
tries and other indigenous industries in Sind and to suggest measures 
for their re\'ival and development." · 

5. " This Council recommends to Government to take steps for th~ 
introduction of legislation for the regi!.'tration and licensing of money
lenders with a view to restrict the exorbitant rates of .interest and 
numerous other fraudulent ways adopted by them in their dealings with 
the agriculturists in the Presidency." · 

G. " This C'oum·il recommends to Government to declare · · in 
unequivocal terms that in future it will be their policy not to demolish 

•Resolutions a.re a.rrangel according to •he or.ter of priority ae determined by ballot. 
llo Hu 4:!'-la 
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c>r damage or acquire under the Larid Acquisition Act &r any o-ther law 
m force any mosque, temple, or any other place of worship." 

7. " This Council recommends' to Government to- take steps to 
introduce in this Council a Bill, td be called the " Sind Land Revenue 
Code," incorporating such revised: rules as may be suggested by & 

Committee of official and non-official members o-f this Council with a 
non-official majority to be appointed for the purpose of (1) examining 
the Commissioner in Sind's Special Circulars regarding Revenue matters. 
in Sind, (2) reporting on their suitability and propriety and (3) suggest
ing revisions, modifications or amendments thereof, and other means t() 

· establish revenue policy in Sind ori a sound basis.'' 

8. "This .Council recommends 'to H~ Excellency the Guvernor in 
Council to urge on the Government of India to exempt the l\Iussalmans 
of the PresideD;cy including Sind from the operation of the Child l\Iarriage 
Restriction Act, 1929, passed in. the Assembly and to· suspend its 
operation in the case of other communities also until such time as the 
Government of Bombay are in a position ~o compile a list of all children 
under the age of 14 years if females and mider the age of 18 years if males 
and to make adequate arrangements for'

1
the maintenance of authentic 

records for the registration of births of Qhildren within the Presidency 
of Bombay." ) 

9. " This Council recommends to Government to take steps to han~ 
a feeder Railway line constructed between Hydembad and Hala via 
1\:latiari, similar to the one that has recently been constructed between 
Tando Adam and Sakrand, district Nawabshah." 
. 10. "This Council recommends to Government to take early steps 

to establish schools in the rural areas of the Presidency for the education 
of adult agriculturists." · 

11. " This Council recommends to Gove~ment to move the GoYern
ment of India to construct a branch Railway line between Tando. 
1\Iahomed Khan and Shahbunder." ', 

12. · " This Council recommends to Government to appoint at an early 
<Utte a committee of official and"ilon-official members of this Council 
and ali expert engineer with experience of road construction, to travel 
in Sind, and to report on the condition of roads and other commu
nications in Sind and to suggest measures for their extension an<! 
improvement." 

13: " This Council recommends to Government to instruct the
.C()mmissioner in Sind to abolish the antiquated system of granting chairs 
to certain individuals of the public as a sign of distinction and honour.'r' 

14. " This Council recommends to Government to order the abolition 
of the custom of holding Durbars, in the province of Sind, in future." 

R~~~lutions by Mr. Syed Munawar, 'ill.L.G. 

I. " This Council recommends to Government to appoint a committee 
of officials and non-officials at an early date for the purpose of suggesting. 
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practical steps for the prevention of beggary in the presidency in general 
and in Bombay City in particular." . 

2. "This Council recommends to Government to take immediate 
.action on the Report of the 11Iusalman Wakfs _Enquiry Committee, 
Bombay City, by introducing necessary legislation to amend the Wakf 
Act and by taking steps otherwise , necessary to give efiect tO; the 
recommendations." 

3. " This Council recommends to Government that the liquor shops 
in mill areas in Bombay City be not kept open after 6 p.m. on the 
mill-hands' pay-day and the two following days every month." 

4. '' This Council recommend!'l to Government not to renew the 
temporary liquor licence in the refreshment stalls in the second enclosure 
at the race-courses in Poona. and ;Bombay.". · 

5. " This Council recommends to Government the desirability· of 
exploring the possibilities of starting, in consultation with the Director 
of Industries and the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, spinning and 
weaYing factories on co-operative lines on a small scale at centres of 
cotton producing districts in the presidency, with a view to providing ' 
employment to agriculturists and others, specially handloom weavers 
who have been displaced from their hereditary occupation, so that the 
agricultural population may not be divorced from the lap.d to the 
detriment of agriculture in the province." 

6. " This Cou~cil recommends to Government to appoint at an early 
Jate a committee consisting of officials and non-officials to inquire into 
the condition of cottage industries in the presidency and to suggest 
measures for their development." . · · 

7. "This Council recommends to Government that they he pleased 
to revise substantially the present scales of pay of the sub-registrars 
and registration clerks so as to bring. them on a par with the pay of 
officers of similar status in . other departments and that of the sub
registrars and registration clerks in other provinces and presidencies.". 

8. " This Council recommends to Government to represent to the 
Government of India the desirability of abolishing at an early date th~ 
water-tax levied on places of worship -in the cantonment areas of India." 

9. "This Council recommends to Government that the Development 
Department chawls at Worli be let out to the textile workers of Bombay 
at rents which they could fetch at present." · 

10, " This Council recommends to Government that transport facilities 
and adequate police protection be provided for the workers residing 
at the Development Department chawls at Worli." · 

ll. ''This Council recommends to Government that a commission 
be appointed .at an early date to enquire into the administration of jails 
in the B~mbay Presidency and to suggest ways and means for introducing 
jail reform on the lines pursued in the West and in America." 

12. " This Council recommends to Government to take immediate 
steps for imparting technical and scientific education in schools and 
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colleges on a wide scale and to establish technological and scientific 
institutions on modern lines for giving scientific and technical education." 

13. " This Council recommends to Government to add a second year 
training class to the Central Urdu Girls' School, Poona, with effect from 
the ensuing official year." l · 

14. " This Council recommends' to Go\""emment to take all necessary 
steps· for the development of the Unani and Ayurredic systems of 
medicine." . ·, 

15. " This Council recommends to Gonrnment to convert the Dhulia 
Training College into a school by removing the second year class from 
Dhulia to the Poona Training College for Men." 

Resolution.by Rao Bahadur G. K. Chita1e, M.L.C. 
1. '' This Council recommends to Government to appoint a committee 

· consisting of the following gentlemen to consider and report after taking 
evidence as to how the financial aspect of the irrigation works in the 
Deccan can be improved, having regard to the fact that the present return 
on the amount of about Rs. 10 crores, which is sunk in their constmction, 
is even less than one per cent. and to suggest ways and means to 
improve the same. 

Members of the Committee :-

Sir chunilal V. Mehta, Chairman, 
Mr. ·v. N. Vartak, Retired Chief Engineer, Irrigation Department, 
The Commissioner (Central Division), 
Mr. B.S. Kamat, 1\fr. J. Humphreys, Mr. G. Wiles, Shaikh Abdul 

Aziz and the mover of the resolution (Rao Bahadur G. K. Chi tale)." 
I 

Resolutions by Dr. ·P. G. Solanki, M.L.O. 
1. "This Council recommends to Gov~rnment to give immediate 

effect to the following recommendations of the ' Starte Committef' ' 
appointed by the Council to inquii:e into the educational, economic and 
social conditions and disabilities of the depressed classes in the Bombay 
Presidency :- t 

(a) to appoint forthwith a. Board of i Advisers from among the 
. depressed classes ; ' . 

(b) to launch the smaller of the two :schemes mentioned in the 
. report ; and 

(c) to adopt in all the schools and colleges and in all the Govern~ 
ment offices and in the various departments under Government and 
local bodies' control the schedule of the nomenclature of the depressed 
classes as published in the appendix to the report." 
2. "This Council recommends to Government that 30 per cent. of 

the posts of menialstaf£ in a.ll Government offices including the Secretariat 
requiring no educational qualifications be reserved for the members 
of the depressed (untouchable) classes, no further appointments to such 
posts from members of other communitie~ being made until the s.'lid 
proportion of 30 per cent. is reached." 
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3. " Thi& Council recommends to Government to reserve at least 
10 per cent. of the posts of Government services in all the various 
departments of Government for candidates possessing the requisite 
minimum qualifications from the depressed (untouchable} classes, no 
further appointments to such posts from members of other communiti£s 
being made until the said proportion of 10 per cent. is reached.~' 

4. "This Council recommends to Government that they s~ould 
forthwith stop all grants to primary, secondary and high schools under· 
the control of local bodies, municipalities, and to all private institutions 
aided by Government which refuse admission, equal treatment and 
intermixing in the classes of the boys and girls of the depressed 
(untouchable} classes, with the children of the Hindu. communities." 

5. " This Council recommends to Government that they should 
without any further dela.y put up boards and public notices at all the 
public and local board wells, dharamsha.las and tanks, informing the 
people that these places are open to all human beings including the 
untouchables for their use, irrespective of caste, creed or religion, and · 
that whosoever prevents any human being from making use of these 

· place3 shall be punished by the authorities." 

Resolution by Mr. N. E. Navle, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that the block &ystem 
now existing in almost all the Deccan Canals areas be stopped and that 
water charges be levied ac~ording to the crops grown· by irrigators." 

Resolution by Rao Saheb P. D. Kulkarni, Jf.L.O. 

1. ''This Council recommends to Government that the block system, 
now existing in almost all the Deccan C2..nals areas, be stopped and that 
irrigation charges be levied, taking mto account only the actual areas 
occupied by the crop it&elf." 

Resolution by ·Dr. lJI. K. Dixit, M.L.O. 

1. "This Council recommends to Government that the Surat Borough 
Municipality be restored forthwith." 

Resolutions proposed to be move<l by Mr. A. N. Surve, :JJ.L.O. 

1. "This Council recommends to Government to move the authorities · 
concerned to select additional representatives from the non-Brahmans 
of this Pre&idency to represent their case at the Round Table 
Conference." · 

2. " This Council· recommends to Government not to renew this 
year the temporary liquor licence to the refreshment stall in the second 
enclosure of the Race Course at Poona." 

3. " This Council recommends to Governinent to move the authorities 
concerned to give additional representation to Labour on the Round 
Table Conference." · , 
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4. " This Council recommends to Governm~nt to raise loans to meet 
the deficits in. the budget, which it proposes to cover up by dismissing 
employees from its services." . 

5. " This Council recommends to Government to give liberal remissions 
and suspensions of land revenue and not to use coercive processes ·for 
its collection, and to. raise loans to meet the deficit that may arise 
in consequence of the adoption of 'this proposal." 

6 .. ·" This Council recommends to Government to appoint a committee 
similar to the Haj Pilgrims Protection Committee for minimising the 
trouble and annoyance to which the passengers are subjected in the ferry 
steamers plying along the western coast of the Presidency." 

7. . " This Council· recommends to Government not to recover the 
second instalment of land revenue in the Kolaba and Ratnagiri districts 
where it has not been recovered before the 15th June 19ql." 

8. " This Council recommends to Government to introduce legislation 
for the abolition of khoti tenure in the Kolaba and Ratnagiri districts." 

9. "This Council recommends to Government to appoint a mixed 
committee of officials and non-officials with a majority of the'latter to 
inquire into the practices employed by moneylenders in their dealings 
with agriculturists in the Central and Southern Divisions of the 
Presidency.~' · , 

: 

Resolution by Mr. Shaikh Abdul Aziz, M.L.C . 

. 1. "This Council recommends to the· Governor in Council to appoint 
a committee of officials and non-officials with a non-official majority 
to inquire into the Hindu and Muslim Devasthan properties (i.e. Wakf 
properties) and their present use by: the managers and to suggest means 
and 'measures to make the occupants and possessors use a sufficient 
portion of the income from such properties for the Devasthan~." 

Resolutions by Rao Baltadur D. R. Patil~ M.L.C. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government to take steps to issue 
strict· orders to all the civil, criminal and revenue courts in the mofussil 
to wor~ betwe~n 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on every working day." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government to issue strict 
· instructions to all magistrateR in the mofussil to try criminal cases a:t 

their headquarters." · 

Resolutions by Mr. L. R. Gokhale, M.L.C. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government to prohibit the Poona 
Electric Supply Co., Ltd., from levying any kilowatt charge." 
· 2. "This Council recommends to Government that the Poona 

Electric Supply Co., Ltd., be made to pay interest to its consumers on 
the deposits made to ensure payment of bills for supply of ~lectricity." 

3. (As No. 1 of :Ur. N. E. Navle.) . 
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4. " This Council recommends to His Excellency the Governor· in 
Council that economy should be enforced in various branches of 
Government services in various ways such as-

(a) by reducing the number of officials in all the departments; 
(b) by reducing the pay of the poats; and 
(c) by such other means as the Government finds advi.sable_havirig · 

regard to the efficiency of administration." 
5. " This Council recommends to Government that a Committee 

consi&ting of 15 members of this Council, of whom 8 should be from the 
elected members of this Council -and 7 from the officials, be appointed 
to fix the &trength, p:1y and allowances, etc., of the various departments,. 
and to report within three month~,; from the date of its appointment,, 

Resolutions by ll11an Bahadur M. A. f(huhro, 'bl.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that the land revenue 
should now be reduced by 50 per cent. all round in rabi as well as kharif, 
and that until the reduction is effected all the recoveries of the land 
revenu<>, which have not been ma.de so far, be forthwith suspended." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that the powers with 
regard to the appointment and selection of the head masters 9£ the 
Government high schools that have at present been delegated to the 
Director of Public Instruction may in future be exercised by Government 
themselves." " 

3. " This Council recommends to His Excellency the ·Governor m 
·Council that the remission of Jama., Salami, Judi and such other dues to 
Government should be given to the talukdars, inamdars, . jagirdars, 
jam.indars and landlords in proportion to the losses they have suffered 
in consequence of frost, flood, scarcity of rain and low prices of agri-
cultural products." · 

Resolutions by Rao Balwdur S. [(. Bole, Jl.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government to take immediate 
steps to introduce a tenancy bill in the interest of tenants in khoti 
rillages of the Ratnagiri and Kolaba districts." 

2. "This Council recommends to Government to take immediate 
steps for introducing )Pgislation for the registration and licensing 
of money-lenders and sowcars on the lines of the Money-lenders Act 
recently passed in the Punjab Legislative Council." · 

3. "This Council recommends to Government to do away with the 
cumbersome procedure and the dual system under which a firm of solicitors 
and two counsel are required to be engaged by a litigant in the Bombay 
1Iigh Court and to adopt a simpler and cheaper system as is followed in 
the .Madras High Court." 
· 4. " This Council recommends to Government to introduce legislation 
for the control of public temples receiving Government grants on the 
lines of the Religious Endowment Act passed in Madras." 
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5. " This Council recommends to Go\·ernment to appoint at an early 
date a committee consisting of officials and non-officials to enquire into 
the condition of the cottage indus~~ies in the presidency and to suggest 
measures for their development. 

6. "This Council recommends to· Government that the scale of par 
. of the kar~-uns and mistries employed for outdoor work by the Public 
Works Department in the Thana and Kolaba districts be revised and that 
the privileges given to permanent staft be extended to them." 

Resolution.~ ~y Mr. Hoosenally 111. Rahimtoola, lll.L.C'. 
. 1. " This Council recommends to Government to appoint a committee 
to inquire into the law's delays and costliness of justice in the City of 
Bombay and to submit proposals for improving the conditions." 

2. " 1.'his Council recommends .. to Government to supply to 
Honourable Members once during the term of each Council copies of all 
Acts relating to amending Bills to be dealt with by the Council." 

3. " This Council recommends to Government to supply to 
Honourable Members bound volumes of proceedings d each session of 
the Legislative Cvuncil.". · 

Resolutions by },fr. G .. M. Kalbhor, llf.L.C. 
1. " This Council recommends to Government to provide sufficient. 

funds for making grants to the district local bodies in the presidency 
· to enable them to undertake immediately the schemes embodied in the 

Compulsory Primary Education Act for compulsory primary education 
in their respective districts." · 

2. (As No. 1 of Mr. N. E. Navle.} 
3. "This Council recommends to Government that they should at 

once stop recruitment of candidates belonging to the forw~:~.rd 
communities for service in all departments until'the ratio of 50 per cent. 
of non-Brahmin servants is reached in all depa~tments." 

4. ·"This 'Council recommends to (iovernment to publish authorised 
reports of cattle slaughtered throughout the presidency every year, 
along with the yearly report of , the Agr~ultural Department. the 
information required being divided into the following heads, if possible :-

' 

1 .. ~ows under 9 years. 
2. Cows over 9 years. 
3. Bullocks under 9 years. 
4. Bullocks over 9 years. . 
5. Cow calves (under 4 years). 
6. Bufialo calves (under 4 years). 

7. She-bufialoes under 10 years. 
8. She-buffaloes over 10 years. 
9. He-buffaloes. 

10. Sheep and goats." 
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5. " This Council recommends to Government t() frame a Bill that 
will effectively check the passage of disease-carrying herds of c&.ttle into· 
and through the presidency and simultaneously compel the herdsmen 
to get their cattle inoculated with preventive serum.u -

Resolutions by Kh(/n Bahadur D. B. Cooper, .U.L.C. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that a Provincial 
Industries' Board composed of ·the representatives of bc.th city and 
mofussil industries ·be established to co-ordinate the work of the Director 
of Industries and the varioue agencies at work, to preserve and finance 
cottage and village industries and to prepare and launch schemes to 
market, both here and abroad, the products of all village and cottage 
industries." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government to nominate a group 
of 25 represent.9.tives of local bodies and others interested and experienced. 
in primary education including both the Minister for ~ducation and the 
Director of Public Instruction to meet in a conference to advise the 
Government on the most important problems and defects which have 
manifested themselves during the working of the Primary Education. 
Act, particularly with reference to the comments and criticisms made 
on primary education in the report of the Auxiliary Committee of the , . 
Indi.-m Statutory Commission." · · 

Resoluti.ons by Rpo Bahfulur R. R. Kale, M.L.C. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government to give immediate· · 
effect t'o th~ recolllllien.dations made by the committee appointed by 
them to consider the etate of the secondary and primary education in 
this Presidency." · . 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that pending the 
passing of a new Government of India Act all constitutional advance . 
permissible under the present Government of India Act should be effected 
by the exercise of powers vested in the Secretary of State for India." 

3. (As No. 1 of Mr. N. E. Navle.) 

ResolutwnslnJ Rao Bahadur B. R. Naa~, M.L.C. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that all the 
unauthorized arrears which are not recovered in pursuance of Govern· 
ment's decision not to collect during the current year more than one 
year's assessment owing to economic distress be treated as suspended 
and that 110 coercive measures be taken for their recovery." 

2. (As No. 3 of Khan Bahadur M. A. Khuhro.): , 

3. "This Council recommends to Government that the post of . 
Inspector of Agricultural Schools be abolished and the supervision of 
the agricultural-bias schools be handed over to the Education 
Department." 
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Resolldions l1y Jlir Bam1elr Ali Kl:an Talpur, JI.L.O. 

1. . (.!s :Xo. I of Khan Bahadur ll. A. Khuhro.) 

2. (As Xo. 2 of Khan Bahadur ll. A. Khuhr~.) 

Resolutions mJ .. llr. J. r;, Jlore, Jl.L.O. 

1. " This Council recom.m.ends to Government that no municipal 
<C\luncillor be appointed an honorary magistrate or a magistrate sitting 

. .an a Bench of llagir,trates, and that Gowrnment should see that any 
magistrate who stands as a candidate for election to a municipality ceases 
..at once to be a magistrate." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that Revenue Officers 
.and Magistrates should not be appointed as ex-officio nominated members 
~n municipalitieb and local boards." 

Resolutioo by . the Tlmkor of Kerwada, M.L.O. 

I. (As No.3 of Khan Bahadur ll . .A. Khuhro.) 

Resolutions by Ran Bahadur R. S. Asamle,·JI.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government to appoint at an early 
date a committee of official and non-official members of this Council 
to take adequate steps to collect sufficient data regarding the actual 
conditions of . the peasantry and to investigate the extent of distress 

. .among the cultiv.ators and the extent of relief needed." 
2. "This Council recommends to Government that steps be taken 

to give immediate e:ffect to the policy of prohibition by introducing at 
~nee total prohibition at least in the district of Sa tara in this Presidency_, 

X. *PAPERS PRESENTED TO THE COUXCIL-

1. Report of the Select Committee on Bill No. III of 1931 (A Bill 
further to amend the Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879). 

2. Report of the Select Committee on Motion No. I of 1931 to amend 
Standing Orders. · · 

..Poona~ 20th Joly 1931. 

G. S. RAJADHYAKSHA, 
~retary to the Legislative Council 
. of tl1e Governor of Bombay . 

•Kept in Secretary's office. 
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APPENDIX. 

AMENDMENTS TO BILLS. 

13· 

Bill No. III of 193f (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879) 
as amended by the Select Committee. 

Clauses 

Clnuse 4 

Ame~ndments 

Omit sub-clause 3, clau~e 911 in lolt; 

For sub-clause 4 (a), clause 92 of the Bill 
substitute the following :-
"All the larul1 cultivatPd sinct the 1st day 

of AugUBt 1911 a'llll having Irrigatiorw,ll 
facility from the existing water cour&u &hall 
be exempted from the charges of the con&truc
tion, lfUrvey a'llll other expe1111e& in conntc· 
lion with the new water course& ". 

In sub-clause 4 (a), clause 92 of the Bill sub
stitute the following for the wordS' beginning 
with "occupied " in line 7 ending with the 
word " a(ore&aid " in line 11 :-
" Occupieilland which has not been cultivated 

Bince thel&t iWy of AugUBt 1911 a'llll also 
the Gut•l':rnment waite land shall be aBlfessed 
to thrice the rate& chargeable to occupied 
land, which has been cultivated Bince the 
dole.afore~~aid ". 

Clause 92, sub-clause 4 (b)-
Omit Illustration and the following lines 
up to the word,.. approximately". 

In explanation to sub-clause 5, clause 92 of 
the Bill in line 6, OIQit the words " more 
thun ~rds of". 

In sub-l'lause 6, clause 92 of the Bill, insert 
the words " or Civil Court " t£fter the word 
" CommiBBioner" in the last line of the 
above sub-clause. 

Omit the second proviso to rlause 93 of the 
Bill heginning with the words " Provided 

Jurther" and ending with the word 1' afore-, 
said". 

Name of the mover 

Khan Bahadur M. A •. 
Khuhro. 

Do. 

Do. 

Mr. B. S. Kamat. 

Khan Bahadur M •• ~ •. 
Khuhro. 

Do. 

Do. 
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Monday, the 20tl~ July 1931 

The Council met at the Council Hall, Poona, on 1\Ionday, the 20th July 
1931, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, Sir ALI MAHOMED 
KHAN DEHLAVI, Kt., Bar-at-Law, presiding. . 

Pr_esent: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
ABERCROllBIE, Mr. J. R. 
~4NGADI, Rao Bahadur S. N. 
AsAVALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BALOCH, Mr. fuJI l\IIR l\lAHOliED 
BAXGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BRAXDER, Mr. J. P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H. 
BRO\\'NE, Mr. D. R. H. 
·CHIKODI, ~Ir. P.R. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. 
·CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. 
CoLLINS, 1\Ir. G. F. S. 
CooKE, Mr. G. H. 

"· 

CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DHALU:MAL LILA.RAll, Mr. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBAN 
EwBA...'\K, :Ur. R. B. 
GARRETT, Mr. J. H. 
GHULAll HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GHULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GoKHA.LE, Mr. L. R . 
. GovER RoRA., Mr. 
llARIDAS 1\IA.DHAVDAS, Mr. 
HARRISON, Mr. C. S. C. 
HuDSON, the Honourabl~ .l\Ir. W. F. 
JAlr JAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JITEKAR, Mr. HAJI IBRAHIM 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
JONES, 1\IajQr w; ELLIS 
KADRI, 1\Ir. J. S. 
KALBHOR, 1\Ir. G. 1\I. 
KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
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K.u!Ar, ?tlr. B. S. 
KAlmu, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. 
!4RnBA.JU, Mr. M. M. 
Kmm.Ro, Khan Bahadur 11. A. 
KULKAB~'l, Rao Saheb P. D . 

. llicKLIN, Mr. A. S. R. 
llADHAVSANG JORBHAI, :a1.r. 
lliTCHESWALLA, Mr. G. E. 
MEHERBAKSH, Mr. s. 
MoRE, Mr. J. G. 
N.ux:, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
NA.liDEORAO BunHAJmAo, Mr. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NEWlUN, Mr. H. L. 
OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
PARULEKAR, Rao Bahadur L. V. 
PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
PA11L, Mr. N. N. 
PATIL, Mr. v. N. 
PATIL, Rao Saheb V. S. 
PRADHAN, the Honourable Sir Govn."DRAO · 
PRADHAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
PRATER, Mr. s. H .. 
RAFIUDDIN .Amw>, the Honourable l\Ionv1 
RA.HDITOoLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
RESALDAR, Mr. A. K. 
SAHEBSINHJI Juv~siNHJI, Mr. 
SHAIKH ABDUL AziZ, Mr. 
SHAIKH ABDUL lli.TID, Mr. 
SHAIKH YAKUB V AZIR lliaonn, Khan Bahadur 
SHANKARRAO JAYARAMRAO ZUNZARRAO, Mr. 
SHINDE, Mr. R. B. 
SliART, Mr. w. w. 
SOLllKI, Dr. P. G. 
SuRVE, Mr. A. N. 
SuaVE, Mr. V. A. 
SYED .MmAN lliHOllED SHAH 
SYED MUNAWAR, Mr. . 
TALPUB, Mm BA...~DEH ALI~ 
THAKOB 011' KERW ADA, Sardar BHASAHEB RAISIXHJi 
THOMAS, the Honoiuable llr. G •. A. 
To~.n'l, Mr. S. 8. 
TUBNEa,·Mr. C. W. A . 

. VAISHniPAYAN, Dr. v. G. . 
V AKII., Mr. PEsTANSHAH N. 
;vAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir RusroM JEHANGIB 
V A...-vn:EKAR~ Rao Saheb R. V. 
W.!DKE, llr. B. P. 
WILEs, Mr. G. 

(20 Jt"LY 1931 
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NEW MEMBERS SWORN 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. Swearing in of . 
new members. 

The following honourable -members made the prescribed oath .or 
affirmation of allegiance to His ·Majesty the King-Emperor, and took 
their seats in the Cmmcil :-

The Honourable l\lr. G. A. Thomas, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
Dr. ll. K. Dixit, 
Mr. G. H. Cooke, 
l\Ir. H. B. Clayton, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
~Ir. W. W. Smart, I.C.S. · · 
l\Ir. C. S. C. Harrison, C.l.E. 
l\Ir. A. S. R. Macklin, I.C.S. 
Khan :&hadur Shaikh Ya.kub Vazir Mahomed, M.B.E. 
Mr. Haridas Madhavdas, 
1\fr. C. H. Bristow, I.C.S. 

NOMINATION OF CHAIRMEN OF COUNCIL 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I have now to announce a panel 
of Chairmen for the session, and I nominate the following honourable 
members: ' 

1. Mr. V. N. Jog, 
2. Mr. J. R. Abercrombie, 
3. Khan Bahadur M. A:'Khuhro, 
4:. Khan Bahadur D. B. Cooper . 

. GOVERNOR-GENERAL'S ASSENT TO ACTS 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The following Acts have received 
the assent of His Excellency the Governor General since the close of the 
last session :-

1. An Act further to amend the Court-fees Act, 1870, as amended by 
Court-fees (Bombay Amendment) Act, 1926, in its application to the 
Presidency of Bombay. · 

2. An Act further to amend the Indian Stamp Act, 1899, in its 
application to the Presidency of Bombay. · 

3. An Act further to amend the Bombay Prevention of Gampling 
Act, 1887. 

4. An Act~ amend the Bombay Totalisator Betting Tax Act, 1925, 
and the Bombay Race-courses Licensing Act, 1912 .. 

5. An Act further to amend the Cattle-trespass Act, 1871, in its' 
application to the Presidency of Bombay. 

6. An Act further to amend the City of Bombay :Municipal Act, 1888. 
7. An Act further to amend the Indian Motor Vehicles A1t, 1914, 

in its application to the Presidency of Bombay. 
8. An Act further to amend the Bombay Children Act, 1924. 

HO Hb 42-2 
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LORD WILLINGDON'S THANKS TO THE COUNCIL 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I am now going to read the letter 
which has been received from Hio:J Excellency the Governor General Lord 
Willingdon. thanking the Legislative Council for ofiering greetings on 
his appointment as Viceroy. 

Sir, 

" Vicerof'e Camp, 
Inclia. 

18th Aprill93I'. 

I have received a copy of the resolution passed by the Bombay Legielath·e Council 
on 18th February conveying to me ite greetings on my appointment as Viceroy. I need 
hardly say that it has given me the greatest pleasure to receive thla cordial mesooge, anrl 
I should be grateful if you would take an opportunity of conveying to, the Legi~lative 
Council my warm appreciation of their kindness. · 

Yolll'B very truly, 
(Signed) WILLINGDON." 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

STUDENTS AND CIVIL DisOBEDIENCE MovEMENT. 

Rao Bahadur S. · N. ANGADI (Belgaum District): Will Govern
ment be pleased to state whether any students, and if so how many, 
have withdrawn from colleges or high schools, Government or aided, 
to join the civil disobedience movement r . 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AIIMAD : 

1. Colleges l . 

(a) Government 
(b) Non-Government (aided) 

2. Secondary schools : 
(a) Government 
(b) Non-Government (aided) 

Total 

Total 

Numb~r of students who 
withdrew from colleges 
and achools to join the 

civil disobedience 
movement 

5 
14 

19 

2 
102 

104 

.l REVENUE EXAMiNATIONS : EXAMINERS. 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI (Bely~um District) : Will Govern-
ment be pleased to state- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that District Deputy Collectors are appointed 
to be examiners for the Revenue Higher and Lower Standard examina· 
tions and also for the qualifying test for mamlats ; 

(b) if so, who appoints them and how many Deputy Collectors from 
the Southern Division ha~e been so appointed during the last ten 

·years; . 
(c) if none froin Karnatak has been appointed, what is the reason 

therefor 1 
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The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) One Deputy Collector Is 
appointed examiner to draw up guestion papers assigned to him and to 
assist in conducting tviva voce examinations. -

(b) The Chief Secretary to Government, who is ex-officio President 
of the Permanent Committee for Departmental Examinations, appointa 
the additional examiners required by the Committee. · During the 
last ten years a Deputy Collector from Kolaba District was selected 
in 1921. 

(c) Since 1922 the Oriental Trarullator to Government has invariably 
been appointed on grounds of convenience and economy. f' 

EsTABLISHMENT, LLoYD BARRAGE ScHEME. 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi City) : Will 
Government be pleased-

(a) to give in a tabular form- , 
(i) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim Assistant Engineers, 

Supervisors, Overseers and Clerks in the Lloyd Barrage Scheme on 
temporary scales, and 

(ii) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim Assistant Engineers, 
Supervisors, Overseers and Clerks borne on permanent cadres of the 
Public Works Department ; · 
(b) to give the probable date when they propose to reduce the ' 

establishment mentioned in clause (a) (i) in consequence of the 
progress of the works to completion ; 

(c) to state the approxiruate number of the establishment men
tioned in clause (a) (i) which they propose to confirm on the comple-
tion of the works ; · 

(d) to state whether in view of Government circulars directing 
the employment of Muslims to the extent of 50 per cent. in Govern
ment service they propose to retain Muslim members in service ; 

(e) to state the number of the members of the establishment 
mentioned in clause (a) (i) which they propose to reduce in the budget 
for the year 1931-32 ; 

(j) to place on the Council table the list of members proposed to 
be reduced according to the new year's budget 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : The Honourable 
~!ember's attention is invited to the reply given to question asked by 
Mir Bandeh Ali Talpur and printed on pages 1142-1144 of the Bombay 
Legislative Council Debates, Vol. XXX. · 

Mr. HAJJ MIR 1\!AHOMED BALOCH: After the question was 
answered in the 1\f.arch ·session have any 1\fussalmans been appointed t 

The Honourable Sir GHULA.M HUSSAIN: Speaking from memory, 
I think some appointments have been made. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: Is it a fact that l\Iussalmans 
are being discharged from service indiscriminately 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: In which grade 1 Clerical1 
SYED l\IIRAN ·MAHOMED SHAH: Clerical as well as superior. 

MO Hb42-2a 
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The Honourable Sir GHUL...\.J.\1 .HCSSAIX : I want notice to enable 
me to make enquiries into the matt~r. 

Mr. HAJJ .UIR MAH01'1IED BALOC'H: I find that since the rrJ'IY 
was given to the question put by the honourable member Mir Bandrh 
Ali Khan in March last, only a couple of the assistant Engineers' posts 
etc. have been given to Muslims. ·At this rate, when will the 50% 
limit be reached as laid down by the Government of India, and do the 
Government' of Bombay wish to complete the 50% limit 1 

. The Honourable Sir GHULAM HliSSAIN : I think the 50% limit 
applies to clerical posts and not to officers' posts. 

1\u. HAJJ 1\IIR 1\t.\HOl\IED BALOCH: The Honourable the Gcm•ral 
Member says the 50% limit applies to clerical posts. I find that therr 
are permanent clerks to the extent of 364from the Non-Muslimcomm~mi
ties and only 29 are 1\Iahomedans, or say about 10%. · When will the 
.50% limit be reached at this rate 1 · · 

' The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: Every attempt is being 
made to give preference to efficient and qualified Mahomedans. 

SYED MIRAN 1\t.\.HOMED SHAH : Have Government placed on the 
. Council table the list of members proposed to be reduced as asked for by 
the honourable member 1\Iir Bandeh Ali Tal pur in his question to which 
we have been referred in the Government reply 1 

· The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAI~ : I cannot understand. the 
honour~ble member's statement " proposed to be reduced." There are 
no proposals to reduce only the Mahomedans. 

SYED MIRAN 1\aHOliED SHAH : I refer the Honourable the 
Gen~ra.ll\Iember to clause U) of the question which reads " to place on 
the Council table the list of members proposed to be reduced according 
to he new year's budget." Has this list been placed on the Council 
table!. . - · 

The Honourable Sir GHlJLAli Hl"SS.AIN: In the current vear's 
budget, no reductions have been made. · 

Khan Bahadur 1\I. A. KHl.HIRO: 1\Iay I know whether Government 
contemplate determining a certain proportion for each community 
approximately, for the clerical as well as the superior grades 1 · 

The Honourable Sir GHCLMI HUSS.AL"\ : In the higher ranks we 
cannot :fix any proportion. All depends upon the men who are available 
and their qualifications. Can the honourable member point out a single 
qualified Sindhi Mahomedan who is not employed ? 

Khan Bahadur :M.A. KHUHRO: Is it not a fact thai many Muslim 
clerks at present hi service have been given notices that their sen-ices 
will be terminated 1 

The Honourable Sir GHlJLAM HUSSAIS: Not to my knowledge. 
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Khan Bahadur M. A. KHtJHRO : Is it not a fact that two Canal 

Assistants' appointments that recently fell vacant on the Jamrao Canal 
were both given to Non-Muslims t · 

The Honourable Sir GHUL...UI HUSSAIN: That does not arise· out 
of the present question. 

RoADS IN SIND. 

Mr. HAJI liiR MAHOMED BALOCH. (Karachi City): '.Will 
Gov£>rnment be pleased to state-

( I) in a tabula? form for three divisions of the Presidency proper 
and Sind, separately for each-

(a) the length of metalled roads maintained by the Public Works 
Department ; · 

(b) the length of unmetalled roads maintained by the Public 
Works Department and open to public traffic ; 
(2) whether it is a fact that Government are maintaining 

G,005 miles of metalled and 727 miles of unmetalled roads in the 
Presidency proper and only 89 miles of metalled roads and 1,48'7 miles 
of unmetalled roads in ~ind ; · 

(3) if so, what programme, if any, have Government prepared 
for constructing metalled main roads in Sind coDJiecting various 
districts of Sind and other towns ! 

The Honourable Dewan· Eahadur S. T. KAMBLI: (1) (a) and (b)· 
A statement giving the required information is attached. 

(2) Yes. The figure of 6,005 miles of metalled roads in the Pres~dency 
proper includes certain roads transferred to Local Boards for maintenance 
at Government cost. · ' 

(3) As metal is not readily available and water is scarce, metalling 
of roads in Sind on any considerable scale is out of the question for the 
present on account of the cosi being prohibitive. Earth roads will, it is 
considered, largely meet the most urgent needs of Sind for years to come. 
It is proposed to construct the following roads, as earth roads in the 
first place, with necesRary croRs-drainage works from .the petrol 
tax funds:-

(/) Karacld-Hyderabad-Rohri~Punjab Road (East road)- . 
(1) Kotri-Hyderabad-Hala Section. 
(2) Sakrand-Moro Section. 
(3) Moro to Kandiaro Section. 

(II) Kotri-Dadu-SMkarpur-Balucltistan Road (West road)-
Shikarpur-J acobabad-N asira bad Section. ' 

The Road Sub-Committee ~f the Advisory Communications Board, 
Sind, have been asked to submit to Government a scheme costing about 
Rs. 50 lakhs !or constructing roads in Sind during the next 10 years
five lakhs to be provided annually from·Provincial re\·enues. Tho scheme 
will be duly considered when received. 
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S~ 1/wwirtg frlflalled and wiafiU!alUd rood• maintaiMd by tht Public Jrorh 
Dtparlnttfll i11 lilt PruidtJttY propn and Sind duriwg tile 1JtfJr 1929-30. 

Name of Circle 

Length of I Length of 
metalled unmetalled 

roads main· roads main-
tained by the I tained by the 
Public Worb Public Works 

. Department Department 

I 2 I, s 
-----r------------------- ~------

1 Miles ~ 
Northern Circle 
Central Circle 

Prlllitlew.cg proper 

Southern Circle • • • • 
Deccan Irrigation Circle • , •• 
Irrigation Development and Research Circle 

Sind 

Indus Left Bank Circle 
Indus Right Bank Circle 

I },)44 

.. !' 2,509 
• . 2,014 
. .

1 

146 
.. 64 

.. i 

.. i 

.I 

5,877• 

16 
81 

97 

Miles 

118 
121 
400 
69 

708 

1,276 
143 

1,419 

• This figure is exclusive of certain roads transft>rrtd to ~a) Boards for maintenance 
at Government cost. · 

Mr. HAJI?\fiR MAHOMED BALOCH : The reply to part (3) of my 
question is that metal is not readily available and water is scarce. Is 
there not plenty of metal available alongside from Karachi to Larkana 
at least from the hills that are there all along 1 

' The Honour~ble Dewa~ Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: Metal is available 
in particular places and not all along. 

SYED IDRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Do Government contemplate 
· constructing a metalled road from Hyderabad to Karachi which is all 
·rocky? 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: I want notice of 
the question. 

The Honourable the "PRESIDENT: I would ask the Honourable 
Minister to give his replies a little lou.der as the official reporters are not 
able to follow him. 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KA.MBLI: I said, Sir, that I 
require notice of the question to enable me to furnish the information 
asked for. 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHO.MED B.ALOCH: As regards Karachi-Punjab 
and Kotri-Baluchistan Roads mentioned in answer to (3), may I know 
why these roads should not be begun from Karachi as it forms common 
part of both these grand trunk roads and Karachi is an important port 
and the capital of Sind 1 
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The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI : I require notice of 

t.hat question. 
Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: Will Government consider the 

question of securing metal from the Khirthar range of hills which is 
only about 25 to 30 miles from Larkana as they can do- so very 

~~· ' The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T .. KAMBLI: That questionwill 
certainly be considered if and when metalling of the roads there will 
he undertaken. · ' · · · 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: Is it a fact that the capital of 
Sind is cut off from the interior for want of roads I 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI! Yes. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: Do Government propose to 

satisfy the wants of Sind in this i'espect, and, if so, when 1 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: Yes, when funds. 

permit. 
Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: Is it a fact that some time back the Government 

of India contemplated the construction of the Kotri-Shikarpur-Baluchi
stan Road for military purposes at. their own expense ! · · · 
, The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: I would ask for 
notice of the question. · 

Mr. HAJJ MIR MAHOl\IED BALOCH: The loc~l board of Kara~hi · 
has sent in. an estimate for the construction of a road from Karachi to 
Kotri. Has that been received by the Honourable :Minister 1 

The Honourable Dewan Ba'hadur S. T. KAMBLI: I would ask for 
notice of the question. . 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Do Government know that if 
tl1e construction of these roads is postponed, Government will have to 
pay whatever is demanded by the Railway for the many bridges across 
Reveral rivers which have been abandoned by the Railway Department 
now, if those abandoned bridges are not taken up now 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: I would ask for 
notice of the question. · 

l1r.· HAJJ ~UR MAHOMED BALOCH : It is admitted that there a~e . 
6,005 miles of Irletalled roads in the Presidency proper and 89 miles of 
metalled roads in Sind. When will the work of having more metalled 
roads in Sind be completed 1 

'The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Next question: 

REPRESENTATIVE WATANDARS. 

Mr. V. N. JOG for Mr. H. R. DESAI (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): 
Will Government be pleased to state- , 

(a) whether it is a fact that representative watandars were allowed · 
under the Watan Act to nominate outsiders (non-watandars) as their 
deputies when no watandar fit and willing to officiate was av~ilable ; 
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(b) whether it was the policy of Government in spe.cial cases, as for 
instance when persons of high rank are the representath·e watandars, · 
to appoint none but a watandar of the same watan as a deputy ; 

(c) whether, according to the provisions of section 53 of the Watan 
Act, the Collector too is bound, equally with the representative watandar, 
in selecting a deputy from amongst the watandars of the same watan ; 

(d) the reasons why special authority to select an outsider as an 
officiator is given to the Collector by Government Resolut.ion 
No. 8322/24, dated lstof November 1927, and not to the representative 

, watandar, if no deputy fit or willing to officiat~ is available from 
amongst the watandars ~f the same watan 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) Representative watandars 
were allowed till1927 to nominate outsiders as their deputies, although 
they had no right in .law to do so. 

(b) No. In special cases of the kind referred to, Government confer 
on representative watandars the privilege of appointing non-watandars 
as deputies on their behalf (i.e., on behalf of the representative watandars 
themselves). . . 

(c) Yes, when a suitable and willing person is available from the watan 
. family. , When no suitable and willing person is available for appoint

ment as a deputy either from among the members of the representative 
watandar's family or from among the watandars of the same watan, the 
Collector is authorised to appoint on behalf of Government any outsider 
whom he considers fit to serve as a deputy. 

· (d) The object of the W a tan Act is to confine the right of service to the 
watan family except in the case of persons of high rank who. cannot 
reasonably be expected to serve in person. In the selection of outsiders 
as deputies, representative watandars are likely to be guided by the 
payment which they can obtain from such nominees, and this is detri
mental to the efficiency of the administration.. Government therefore 
require that, except in the case of persons of high rank, representative 

· watandars should either serve in person or should appoint some one fit 
and willing to ~erve from the watan family. , 

EsTABLISHMENT, LLoYD BARRAGE ScHEME. 
• I 

Khan Bahadur GHlJLAM NABI SHAH (Thar Parkar District) : 
Will Government be pleased- · 

(a) to give in a tabularjorm: · ,, . 
(i) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim Assistant Engineers, 

Supervisors, Overseers and. Clerks in the Lloyd Barrage Scheme on 
temporary scales, and 

(ii) the number of Muslim ~d non-1\Iuslim Assistant Engineers, 
Supervisors, Overseers and Clerks. borne on permanent cadres of the 
Public Works Department ; · 

. (b) to give the probable date when they propose to reduce the 
establishment mentioned in clause (a) (i) in consequence of the pro~ress 
of the works to completion; ' . 
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(c) to st.ate the approximate number of the establis4ment mentioned 

in clause (a) (i) which they propose to confirm on the completion of 
the works ; . . 

(d) to state whether in view of Government circulars directing the 
employment of Muslims to the extent of 50 per cent. in Government 
service they propose to retain Muslim members in service ; , 

• {e) to state the number of the members of the establishment ·men-
tioned in clause (a) (i) which they propose to reduce in the budget 
for the year 1931-32 ; · .. 

(j) to place on the Council table the list of members proposed to be 
reduced according to the new year's budget 1 · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : . The Honourable 
Member's attention is invited to the reply given_ to question asked 
by :Mir Bandeh Ali Talpur and printed on pages 1142-1144. of the 
Bombay Legislative Council Debates, Vol. XXX. 

BARRAGE CANALS: JOINT PEACHES. 

Khan Bahadur GHULAli NABI SHAH (Thar Park:tr District)~ 
Will Government to be pl_eased to state- ' , 

(a) whether they intenrl to have a joint peach of several zamindars 
on new watercourses on the Barrage canals; 

(b) whether they have considered the consequences of. such joint 
peaches; . · 

(c) whether they are aware that serious quarrels took place among 
zaminuars in consequence of the system of joint peaches ~ .. ~. 

The Honourable Sir GHUL!l\1 HUSSAIN: (a) Yes, in the case of 
small holdings. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Occasionally there are disputes regarding distribution of water •. 

Such disputes are generally settled amicably. · 
SYED ~BRAN MAHOMED SHAH : What is the extent of the small 

holding which Government wish to join on the same karia 1 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: The answer is in plain 

English. It will not be a big holding, I can assure the honourable 
member. 

SYED ~IIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Big and small are two different 
words. I want to know the extent. Could the honourable member . 
give us an idea ? 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: What is the meaning of the word 
" extent " ? What does the honourable member wish to know 1 \ 

SYED ~BRAN MAHOMED SHAH : I want to know the extent of 
t.he holding that they wish to join on the same watcr·course, the acreage 
I mean. · · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : A few acres. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Will it Le 10 acres, or 12 acres, 

or 100 acres ? 
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The Honourable Sir GIIULAM lllJSS.UX : I can assure the honour
rable member that it will not be 100 aires. 

SYED MIRA..~ :.YAHOllED SH.ill : Do Government know that 
. even murders are taking place on account of putting them on the same 

water-course ! 

The Honourable Sir GHt-:L.AM Ht~SS.UX: Occasionally,-it is stat<'d 
in the reply. · · 

SYED lllR.-L~ M.A.HOliED SHAH : Is it not fair on the part of 
Government not to introduce a scheme which brings about murders? 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSS.UX: Murders are committed 
even ot.herwise. · 

In¥ YJ;LLAGES, CE~'TBAL DIVISioY ~-n SoUTHER."i DtVIstox: 
SETILEliEns. 

Mr. L. R. GOKH.A.LE (Poona City) : Will Government he pleased 
to lay on the Council Table, with regard to Inam villages in the Central 
and Southern Divisions of the Presidency, a statement containing the 
following information :-

(a) A list of inam villages su.mmari.ly settled under Act TI of 1863 
with dates of settlement ; 

(b) A list of those sdtled under Act ru of 1863 with dates of 
settlement ; 

{c) A list of those inam villages resumed by Government after the 
passing of S1lillillal'Y settlement Acts with. reasons for resumptions; 
· (d) A list of those inquired into under Act XI of 1852 (With dates 
of inquiry) and also su.mmari.ly settled; 

· (e) A list of those inquired into under Act XI of l852 (with dates 
· of jnquiry) but not summarily settled ! • 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) to (e) The- and trouble 
involved in. the compilation of the infotmation is incommensurate with 
its public interest and utility. Go"Vernment therefore regret that they 

· are not prepared to unde~ke it~ 

TAPE~A.BS .em SnnVlSlXG TAPEDA.RS ox JAll:B.Ao CANALS. 

. Khan Bahadur JAM J~'1IAHOIDID KHA1~ (Xawabshah Dis· 
trict) : Will Government be pleased to state the reasons why Tapedars 

·and Supervising Tapedars cannot be enti'!tained on J.:mrao Canals 
instead of Abdars and Canal Assistants ! 

- The Honourable Sir GHlJLiM ·HUSSAIN : For the equitable and 
· economical distribution of water on a perennial canal mch as the 
Jamrao, the employment of Canal Assistants and Abdars is necessary. 
Such duties form part of the irrigation management and control of 
perennial canals and are the functions of the Irrigation Department and 
not of the Revenue Department. · 
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WEIGHING OF GRAIN IN SIND. 

27 

Khan Bahadur JAM JA.Nl1AHOl\1ED KHAN (Nawabshah District) : 
Will Government be pleased to state- · 

(a) whether they are aware that the merchants in Sind whlle selling 
grain calculate 40 seers for a maund but in purchasing they take · 
42 seers ; · · ' · · ! · · 

(b) if so, do Government intend to take any action in the matter 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOl\1 J. VAKIL : (a) The practice is 
not uniform. In some places 4:1 seers and in others 42 seers are calcu
lated in a maund for the purpose of wholesale dealings, whlle 40 seers 
per maund is adopted by dealers for the purpose of retail sales; , 

(b) Legislation for the standardisation of weights and measures in 
the Bombay Presidency including Sind is under the consideration of 
Government. 

RoTATION oF WATER: JAMRAO CANAL. 

Khan Bahadur JAl\I JAl't'JtAHOMED KHAN (Nawabshah District) ; 
Will Government be pleased to state- . 

(a) whether they are aware that on Jamrao Canals not even 7 days' 
previous intimation of rotation of water is given to zamindars ; 

(b) if so, do they intend to take action in the matter to avoid great 
inconvenience and loss to 2amindars 1 
The Honourable Sir GHULAl\I HUSSAIN: (a) The intervals between 

the rotations cannot be fixed with any degree of exactness on account , 
of the very varying supply under existing conditions in the Nara, from 
which the Jamrao Canal derives its supply. It is not therefore possible 
in such circumstances always to give seven days' intimation to cultiva
tors. When the Barrage is in operation fluctuations in -the Niua will 
disap'pear. _ 

(b) No action in the direction indicated is possible in existing coadi- . 
tions. · 

IsMAIL CoLLEGE, ANDHERI : FEES. 

:Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division) : Are Government aware 
that the present rates of term fees in the Ismail College, Andheri, press 
hard on the slender resources of poor 1\fuslims, who form the bulk of 
the students in that college ? ' 

The Honourable :MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Yes; ·Govern
ment have decided this year that the Ismail College should be classed 
as a mofussil and not as a Bombay Arts College regarding the rates 
of fees. · · 

Mr. J. S. KADRI: What is the reduction in fees 1 
The Honourable .MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Rs. 15 per head. 

URDU-KNOWING MISTRESSES: DEARTH. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division): Are Government aware 
that the dearth of qualifitd and trained. Urdu-knowing mistresses has 
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· proved to be a serio~s handicap to the advancement o{female education 
among the Muslims of the Bombay Presidency¥ 

The Honourable l\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Yes. 

VERNACULAR TEACHERS: COURSES OF INSTRUCTIO:S. · 

l\Ir. J. S. KADRI (Northern ·Division) : Are Government aware 
that the present courses of instruction for the training of vernacular 
teachers are too heavy and cumbrous to be completed satisfactorily 
within the prescribed period ! 

· The Honourable l\IOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Government 
is not so aware. 

TELANG HIGH ScHOOL, GoDHRA: l\IustiM AND NON-1\IusuM 
STUDENTS. • 

Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division): Will Government he pleased 
to state- · 

· (a)th~ number of l\luslim ~nd non-1\Iuslim students admitted into 
Standard I of the Telang High School, Godhra, during the last 5 years ; 

(b) the number of l\luslim students who were refused admission to 
that school during the last 5 years, with reasons for the refusal ? 
The Honourable l\lOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: The following 

table gives the required information :-
(a) 

Year. .Muslim. Non-Muslim . 

1926-27 5 26 
. "1927-28 5 25 

1928-29 • 5 27 
1929-30 ' 7 27 
1930-31 5 29 

• 
(b) Number of· Muslim students who were refused admisgion :-

Year. For inefti('it'ncy. For want of a 
vac•ancy. 

1926-27 7 9 
1927-28 8 13 
1928-29, 8 4 
1929-30 9 6 
1930-31 9 10 . 

CoUNCIL ELECTION: VoTERS' LisT, N.D. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division): Are Government aware 
that the Gujarati and Marathi lists of the,Mussalman voters for the 
Urban and Rural Constituencies of the Northern Division at the last 
Council election were not only incomplete but were full of mistakes and 
inaccuracies in the names and surnames of voten 1 

The Honourable ~:lr. G. A; THOMAS: Government do not admit 
that this was the case:.- Where applications for correction or amendment 
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of names in the rolls were received befqre the lli!ts were finally published 
they were enquired into and such corrections were made as were found 
proper . 

. :Mr. J. S. KADRI: Has Government made any enquiry into the
matter 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THCniA.S: The printed answer says that 
where applications were received,_ they were enquired into. 

ExcisE APPO~TliEXTS: NoriFICATIOX IN;' BoltBAY GovERNMENT· 

GAZETTE." 

· ~Ir. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division): Will Government . be. 
pleased to state whether it is a fact that formerly the transfer and· 
appointments of the Excise Department used to be notified in 
the Bombay Government Gazette and, if so, why that practice was 
discontinued 1 · 

The Honourable :MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : The Honourable 
)!ember is referred to the reply given to clauses (a) and (d) of Rao 
Bahadur Kale's question printed at page 437' of the Legislative Council 
Debates, Volume XXV, Part VI. 

. . 

BoMBAY LEGISLATIVE CouNCIL UNIVERSITY CoNSTITUENCY: LIST 
OF, VOTERS.· 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): (i) Has the attention 
of Government been drawn to the fact that the lists of voters· in the 
University constituency of the Bombay Legislative Council were in many 
places deficient or incorrect owing to the (a) omission of the names of 
tlCVeral qualified voters from the electoral rolls, (b) entries being left on 
the lists several years after the voters had left the place where they were · 
residing at the time of the preparation of the lists ? 

The HonoUrable Mr. G. A. THO~IAS: (i) (a) No complaints about 
omissions from the electoral rolls have been received by Government or· 
by the officers concerned. 

(b) Every endeavour is made to make the rolls as complete and 
accurate as possible. Some names did remain on the lists after the 
voters had left the place where their names were recorded and gone to 
live elsewhere, but when this came to notice the voter's were given certi
ficates entitling them to vote at the places where they were actually · 
residing. 

.MEDICAL OFFICERS ; TRANSFERS. 

)Ir. ~I. M. KARBHARI (Thana and Bombay Suburban Districts):· 
(1) Will Government be pleased to state the strength of the Bombay_ ' 
~Iedical Department in the Subordinate Medical Service and the Bombay 
Medical Service 1 

(2) On what principles are traD.Hfers made in both 1 
(3) How many transfers were made in each section in the course of the 

la~t two years ? 
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(4) What is the tenure (period of service) prescribed at each place? 
(5) Is the tenure system strictly adhered to in both classes Y 
(6) How many of those transferred were given travelling allowance 

and how many were not ~ What were the reasons for not giving them. 
in the latter cases 1 

(7) Is it a fact that before transfers are made the officers are asked 
about half a dozen times to select places to which they would like to go 1 

(8) If these place~ are not available, are they asked again and again 
·till a suitable place in the <!Pinion of the Department is found for the 
applicant! . . 

(9) Is it true that when a transfer is made to such a place no travelling 
allowance is given 1 

(10) Is this practice applicable to the Subordinate :.Medical Service 
invariably J 
. (11) Is it a fact that the Honourable Dewan Bahadur Desai, when in 
charge of the :Medical Department, had insisted on transfers, but that 
the system was discontinued thereafter, since the . portfolio changed ; 
if not, how many trans_fers were made since then 1 
· The Honourable. Sirdar 'Sir RUSTOl\1 J. VAKIL : (1) A statement 

furnishing the information is appended . 
. (2) In the case of Bombay Medical Service Officers, no special principles 

have been laid down. Transfers are made in accordance with adminis
trative requirements. The officers of the Subordinate Medical .Service 
are not ordinarily ~ept in one place for more than five years. 

(3) The number of transfers e:ffected during the two years 1929 and 
1930 was 80 in the case of Bombay Medical Service Officers and 652 in 
the case of Subordinate Medical Service Officers. The number given in 
the case of Subordinate Medical Service Officers include the number of 
temporary transfers such as those made on account of leave vacancies 
and on fair ancl epidemic duties, et~. · 

(4) No tenure system exists either for the Bombay Medical Service or 
Subordinate Medical Service Officers. 

(5) In view of reply to clause (4), thiS""qUestion does not arise. 
(6) In the case of Bombay Medical Service all the transfers were made 

at State expense except one case in which the Offic.er was transferred in 
consequence of an adverse report. 

Out of 652 cases ~f transfers of the Subordinate l\ledical Service Officers 
travelling allowance was not allowed in 79 cases. In the latter cases the 
transfers were ordered at the expense of the officers under rule 488 of the 
Bombay Civil Services Rules, since they were purely in the interest of 
the incumbent and to a place of their choice. 

(7) No." But Subordinate Medical Service Officers are . asked 
occasionally to indicate their preferences. 

(8) and (9) If a post of their choice is not available, the Subordinate 
Medical Service Officers are transferred according to the convenience of 
the Department. In such a case, both the Bombay 11Iedical Service 
and Subordinate Medical Service Officers l,l.re granted travelling 
allowance, .. · 
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(10) In view of answer tO clause (9), this question does not aJ"ise. 
(11). In February 1928, when DewanBahadur Harilal D. Desai was' in 

charge of the Department, Government pointed out to the Surgeon 
General that it is undesirable to allow- officers to remain' in appointme'nts 
for prolonged periods, as the private practice, which is a_llowed to them: 
may develop to such an extent that the discharge of their public duties 
may suffer. These instructions still r~main in force. 

STATEMENT. 

'rhe Mtrength of Subordiuate Medical Service and Bombay Medical Service cadr-;,s on 
1st March 1931 is as follow!<:-

Subordinate M ed£cal Service cadre. 

394 sanctioned strength. 
79 leave reserve. 
4 seconded appointments. 
1 temporary post. 

Total 4i~ 

Bombay 3'1 ed·ical Service cadre;, 

54 sanctioned strength. 
8 leave reserve . 
1 temporary appointment in the Jail Department. 
3 appointments in the Western India States Agency. 

Total . . 66 

Mr. 1\L 1\L KARBHARI: In view of the answer to part · (11) and 
part (4) of my que~tion do Government think it desirable to fix the 
tenure of service ? ~ 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL: Government have 
not considered that question yet. 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI: To the 11th part of my question the answer · 
IS : 

•' In Feuruary 192~, when Dewan Bahadur Harilal D. Desai was in charge· of the 
Department, Government pointed out to the Surgeon General that it is undesirable 
to allow officers to remain in appointments for prolonged periods, as the private 
practice, which is allowed to them, may develop to such an extent that the discharge of 
their public duties may suffer." 

The answer to my 4th question is: 
'"No tenure system exists either for the Bombay Medical Service or Subordinate 

Medical Service Officers." 

In view of the answer to my 11th part of the question do Government 
intend to fix up a tenure ? 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL : I have already 
answered that Government have not considered the advisabU,ity of 
fixing the tenure of service. 

_ LLoYD BARRAGE : MusLIM AND NoN~MusLIM STAFI<'. .. , , 

Khan~ Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO · (Larkana District): (a) Will 
Governme~t be pleased to state in a tabular form separately ' the 
numbers of Muslim and Non-Muslim Assistant. Engineers, Supervisots;_ 
Ov~seers and Clerks in the Lloyd Barrage Scheme on a temporary scale . ~ 
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(b) Wi~ Government be pleased to state in a tabular form separately 
the n~mbers of Muslim and Non-Muslim Assistant Engineers, 
SuperVlsors, Overseers and Clerks borne on permanent cadres of the 
Public Works Department! 

(c) What is the probable date of the completion of works on which the 
temporary staff referred to in part (a) above is employed 1 

(d) What is the probable number of such temporary staff that will be 
brought on ~ permanent scale on the completion of the Lloyd Ba.rrage 
Works 1· · · 

(e) What is the number of such temporary staff proposed to be reduced 
under the Budget provision for the year 1931-32 1 

{f) Will Government be pleased to place on the Council Table a li~t of 
members proposed to be so reduced 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\l HUSSAIN: As regards clauses (a), (b),. 
· (d), (e) and (f) of the question, the attention of the Honourable Member 
is invited to the reply given to question asked by Mir Bandeh 
Ali Talpur and printed on pages 1142-1144 of the Bombay Legblative 
Council Debates, Vol. XXX. 
· ·(c) The probable date of completion of the works is 1934-35. 

SaoLAPUR AccusED : DISPOSAL OF BoDIES. 

~lr. GOOLAMHUSEIN EBRAHIM MATCHESW ALA (Bombay 
City): Will Government be pleased to state- ' 

(a) the names, status and the social positions. of the four Sholapur 
accused, han~d in January 1931, in the Yeravda. Jail; 
, (b) whether the dead bodies of the four accused were handed over to 

their relatives for burial or cremation according to their respective 
religious practices ; 

(c) whether the relatives of the accused had applied or made request 
that their bodies might be handed over to them for the performance of 
their last ·religious rites ; 
. (d) whether it is a fact that one of the accused belonged to the Bohra 

Muslim community ; · 
(e) if so, whether the last request of the accused, regarding his 

· burial was acceded to, and if not, what were the special reasons for 
refusing it ! 

· The Honourable Mi. G. A. THO~{AS: . . 
(a) 1. Mallappa Rewanshiddappa Dhanshetti, Private Service, 

2. Shrikrishna Lakshminarayan Sarda, Merchant, 
3. Jagannath Bhagwan Shinde,. Petition-writer, 
4; Abdul Rasul Kurban Husain, Frame-maker .. 

·(b) No.' · 
. (c) The relatives of the first three prisoners asked for their bodies. 

(d) Yes. 
(e) The prisoner .did not make any such request. 
SYED ::MIRAN 1.IAIIOl\1ED SHAH : With regard to the answer to 

part (c) of the question, may I know whether the bodies as requested 
by the relatives of the deceased were .handed over to them~ 

'' 
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'The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I refer the honourable member 
to the answer to (b). 

EsTABLISHMENT, LLOYD BARRAGE ScHEME. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Will Govern
ment be pleased-

(a) to give in a tabular form-
{i) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim Assistant Engineers, 

Supervisors, Overseers and Clerks in the Lloyd Barrage Scheme on 
temporary scales, and . 

(ii) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim Assistant Engineers, 
Supervisors, Overseers and -Clerks borne on permanent cadres of 
the Public Works Department ; 
(b) to give the probable date when they propose to reduce the 

establishment mentioned in clause (a) (i) in consequence of the 
progress of the works to completion ; 

(c) to state the approximate number of the establishment mentioned. 
in clause (a) (i) which they propose to confirm on the completion of

. the works; 
(d) to state whether in view of Government circulars directing the 

employment of Muslims to the extent of 50 per cent. in Government 
service they propose to retain Muslim members in service ; 

(e) to state the number of the members of the establishment men
tioned in clause (a) (i) which they propose to reduce in the budget 
for the year 1931-32; · , · 

(f) to place on the Council table the list of members proposed to . 
be reduced according to the new year's budget 1 
The Honourable Sir GHULA.M HUSSAIN: (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and 

(f) The Honourable Member's attention is invited to the reply given to 
question asked by ~fir Bandeh Ali Talpur and printed on pages H42-1144 
of the Bombay Legislative Council Debates, Vol. XXX. 

DESERTION RuLES : PoLICE DEPARTMENT. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) whether the Desertion Rules for the constabulary service in 
the Police Department are applicable to the clerks who are on a 
separate establishment in that department ; . 

(b) if so, whether they will be pleased to pia~ a copy of the rules 
on the Council table ; . 

(c) whether the clerks in the Police Department are required .to 
remain "Indoor" patients in civil hospitals when they fall ill1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) and (b) There are no 
" desertion rules " for the police force. If a policeman deserts, he 
can be prosecuted in a Court of Law under sections 34 and 36 of ~he 
Bombay District Police Act or dealt with departmentally for e,bsence 
from duty. Clerks are not members of the Police Force enrolled under 
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the Act, and the pro,isions of the Bombay District Police Act just 
mentioned do not apply to them. 

(c) No. 

SUITS AGAIXST AGRICLLITRISTS D' SIXD. 

Mr. SH.llKH ABDUL :MAJID (Karachi District): Will Govern
·ment be pleased to supply the following figures about Sind in a tabular 
form for the last ten years 1 

Year-
The number of civil suits filed ; 
The total value of suits filed ; 
The total number of suits disposed of ; 
The total amount of decrees executed against the agriculturists ; 
The amount recovered from them in cost (cash); 
The amount recovered from them in kind ; 
The amount recovered from them from the sale of their agricultural 

lands 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOliA.S: The information required by 
the Honourable Member on the first three points will be found in the 
annual reports on the admiriistration of Civil and Criminal Justice in 
the province of Sind which are in the Council Library. The collection 
of the information asked for on the remaining points would involve an 
amount of labour disproportionate to t~e \·alue of the results. 

ESTAELISHlm~'T, LLoYD BARRAGE SCliEllE. 

SYED MIRAN MAHO:\IED SHAH (Hyderabad District) : Will 
Government be pleaeed-

(a) to give in a tabular form-
(i) the number of ."Muslim and non-Muslim .Assistant Engineers, 

Supervisors, Overseers and Clerks- in the Lloyd Barrage Scheme 
on temporary scales, and 

(ii) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim Assistant Engineers, 
Supervisors, o,erseers and Clerks borne on permanent cadrei! of 
the Publio Works Departm~nt; 
(b) to give the tprobable date when they propose to reduce the 

establishment mentioned in clause (a) (i) in consequence of the 
progress of the works :to completion ; 

(c) to state the approximate number of the establishment mentioned 
in clause (a) (i) which they propose to confirm on the completion 
of the works ; 

(d) to state whether in view of Government circulars directing the 
employment of Muslims to the extent of 50 per cent. in Government 
service they propose to retain Muslim members in service ; 
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(e) to state the number of the members of the establishment men· 
tioned in clause (a) (i) which they propose to reduce in the budget 
for the year 1931-32 ; · 

(j) to place on the Council table the list of members proposed ·to 
be reduced according to the new year's budget ~ 

The Honourable Sir GHUL.AM HUSSAIN: (a), (b), (c), (d}, (e) and (j) 
'The Honourable Member's attention is invited to the reply given to 
.question asked by :Mir Bandeh Ali Talpur and printed on pages 1142-
1144 of the Bombay Legislative Council Debates, Vol. XXX. 

PUBLIC PROSECUTORS IN SI~D : CIVIL PRA~TiCE. 
y ' 

SYED JIITRAN :MAHOl\IED SHAH (liyderabad District): (a) Will 
-Government be pleased to state the number of Public Proseputors 
in Sind 1 

(b) How many of them are Mussulma.ns, how many Hindus a:ri.d 
how many other communities 1 · 

(c) Is it a fact that several matters of civil character are also referred 
to them by local authorities for opinion in accordance with which the 
{)!aims of many contending parties are decided by tne latter ~ ~ 

(d) How many of these Public Prosecutors have had civil practice · 
.and if so for how long before they were appointed by Government as.· 
Public Prosecutors 1 

(e) How many of them are practising as Civil Lawyers at present 
and how many cases has each of them had on his file in a Civil CoU'rt 
up to date 1 · · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOl\IAS: 
(a) Seven with 14 Assistants. 
(b) Out of the District Government Pleaders there are:-

5 Hindus, 1 Muhammadan, and i Christian. 
Out of the Assistant Public Prosecutors there are:-

7 Hindus, 6 Muhammadans, and 1 Christian. 

(c) Government have no information about such references and see 
no reason to make any inquiries about them since it is entirely 'Yi.thin 
the discretion of the local authorities (by which phrase Government 
understand the local bodies and not the local officers to be intended) 
to consult any member of the bar whom they may select. 

(d) AI3 regards the first part of this. clau~e, the attention of the 
Honourable Member is invited to the reply to clause (e) below. As 
regards the secon1 part of this clause, a statement furnishing the 
inforlru!tion regarding the dates of the commencement of practice and 
of the past and present appointments of the Public Prosecutors is laid 
on the Council table. They were recommended as suitable by the local 
officers and therefore presumably had been in such practice as qualified 
them for their duties. 
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(e) All Public Prosecurors are also Government Ple.a.ders and are 
required to atOOnd to the civil work of Government when needed. The 
latter portion of the question is _purely a private matter with which. 
Government have no concern. 

Name. 

1 Mr. C. M. Lobo •• 

2 ·~ P. D. Punwani. 

3 , P. T. Hathira-
mani. 

4 , H. B. tyabji •• 

5 ,D. N: O'Sul-
livan. 

~nt appointment. Fil'llt appointment. 

Band. 

D.G.P. and P.P. in II A.P.P., Sind and 
Sind, 192.9. A.G.P., Karachi. 

I A.G.P., Karachi and IIIA.P.P., Sind and 
I A.P.P, and A.G.P., A.G.P., Karachi, 
Sind,l929. 1914. 

II A.G.P., Karachi III A.P.P., Sind and 
and A.P.P.andA.G. A.G.P., Karachi, 
P., Sind, 1929. 1919. 

III A.G.P., Karachi! III A.P.P., Sind and 
and A.P.P., and A.G.P., Karachi 
A.G.P., Sind, 1929. 1928. 

IV A.P.P.andA.G.P., 
Sind and A.G.P., 
Karachi,1929. 

Hyderabad. 

From what yl'llr 
rommenced 

practice. 

1907 

1908 

1905 

1916 

1921 

6 Mr. Parmanand 
Kundanmal. 

7 , Sikander Beg 
. Mirza. . 

8 , JethsingNaran
sing. 

D.G.P. and P.P., A.P.P., 1921 
1926. 

I A.P.P., 1929 • • II A.P.P., 1926 

II A.P.P.,l929 

• • 1916 

1918 

1904 

1i awabshah. 

9 Mr. D. J. Lalvani.. D.G.P. and P.P., A.P.P., 1919 
1927. 

10 Mr.M usakhan IA.P.P.,1927 .. IIA.P.P.,1926 
Ansari. 

11 , Faruk Beg II A.P.P.,l928 
Mirza. 

..,1913 

.. ,1921 

1913 
I 

· Sukkur. 

12 Mr. K. H. Keswani. D.G.P. andP.P.,1927 Addl. A.P.P., 1907 .. 
13 , HasanaliGulam A.P.P. and · A.G.P., Addl. A.P.~., 1924. .. 

Ali Khan 1927. 
Agha. 

I 

I 

14 ,Hasana.nd 
Hemraj. 

15 ., Holaram K. 
Keswani. 

Addl. A.P.P. and Sub G.P., Rohri, 
A.G.P., 1927. 1902. I 

Offg. II Addl. A.G.P., •• ; • I 
and A.P.P., 1930 
(temporary). 

Larkana • . 

16 Mr. R. S. Topandas D.G.P. and P.P., Addl. A.P.p., 1918 . 
! 

1902 
1923 

1898 

1913 

1904 
N. Shahani. 1929. 

17 , Kishanchand IA.P.P., 1929 
M. Punjabi. 

, . Hony. Asstt. to D.G. 1923 
.P.,Sukkur, 1925. 
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Name. 
· I · From what year 

Present appointment, First appointment. com~enced · 

Larkana-contd, 

IS llr. Nebhandas U. II A.P.P.,l921 
Shahani. 

19 " Yar :llah· III A.P.P.,l927 - .. Hony. Asstt. 
mad Haya.t D.G.P.,l926. 
Khan Junejo. 

Tkar and Parkar • . 
.20 Mr. I m d a d Ali D.G.P. and P.P., 

I m a m Ali 1930. 
Kazi. 

Upper Sind Frontier • 

practice. 

· 19Q6 with I a 
break of 5! 
years spent in 
Government 
service as She
ristedar in the 
Dt. Ct., Hyder
a bad. 

to 1923 

Enrolled as . 8. 
pleader in 1911. 

.21 Mr. D a y a r am D.G.P. and P.P., Addl. A.P.P., Suk- 1909 
'"i) ... Ehanrajm a II Upper Sind Fron- kur,l921. 
,-ani. tier,l927. 

SYED l\IIRAN MAHOl\IED SHAH : With regard .to (c), do Govern
ment know that the local officers refer questions, for instance, the muta
tion of names in the Record of Rights involving transfer of property, 
to the public prosecutors~ , 

The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THOl\IAS: I must ask for notice of that 
~uestion. 

SYED 1\URAN MAHOMED SHAH: Do Government know whether 
such people had civil practice before they were appointed as· public 
prosecutors1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THOMAS: I presume so: See answer 
to (e). 

SYED 1\IIRAN MAHOl\IED SHAH : Have Government made any 
.such enquiry 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THOMAS : Not specifically. 

SYED 1\IIRAN 1\IAHOMED SHAH: When important cases involving 
transfer of property are referred to them, is it not necessary for Govern
ment to enquire whether they know civil law 1 

SHANBHOGS : KANARA AND RATNAGIRl DISTRICTS, 

Mr. SYED iiUNAWAR: Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) the number of 'talatis (Shanbhogs) according to their castes in 
the two revenue divisions of Kanara and Ratnagiri districts ; 
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(b) whether Government have given effect to their resolution of 
1925 to appoint 60 per cent. from the back-ward communities in these 
posts; 

(c) the number of appointments of talatis (Shanbhogs) made in the
two divisions of these districts since the year 1925 and the number of 
.those who were recruited from the backward classes ; 

(d) the' number of Muhammadans holding the posts of talatis 
(Shanbhogs) in these two districts Y 

. The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON : 

(a) Kanara. Ratnagiri. 
Brahmins .. 117 Brahmins .. .. 43 
Sonars .. 10 Kayasth Prabhu 1 

. Ganigs 2 Sonars 3 
.Sherugars 20 1\Ia"rathas 37 
Namdharis .. 27 Bhandaris .. .. 14 
Komarpants 4 Vani 1 
1\Iadiwals 2 Shim pi 3.. 
Bandi 6 Kunbis :> 
Kharvi 1 Teli 1 
Kabber 2 Koshti . . (1' 
Devdig 3 Gabits • :J<H..T 

"Bhandaris 5 Gurav 1 
Vaishyas ·g Jain.Kasar 1 

· -Badig 1 11Iahars 2' 
· Halakkivakkal -. . · 1 Chambhars 1 
Hazam 1 Muhammadans 6 
1\Iogers. 2 
Marathas .. 24 125 
Narvekars 1 
Nador 4 
Kalavants 7 
Lingayats 5 
Am big 1-
Christians 4 

. Deshbhandari .. .. ' 1 
Devlis 2 
Muhammadans •. .. .18 

280 
(b) Yes. 
(c) In the Kanara District 80 appointments were made out of which 

55 were from the backward classes, and in the Ratnagiri District out of 
39 appointments 29 were from those classes. · 

(d) 18 in the Kanara District and,6 in the Ratnagiri District. 
I 

Mr. SYED MUNAW AR: With regard to part (d)/ may I know, 
whether these figures of 18 and 6 in the case of Kanara and Ratnagiri 
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districts respectively are due to Government having carried out their 
Resolution of 1925 ~ 

The Honourable Mr. ""· F. HUDSON: I cannot say. I expect so. 

I!ANDLOOl\1 INDUSTRY IN THE PRESIDENCY. 
. i 

Mr. SYED MUNAW AR : W1ll Government be pleased to state-L 
(a) whether an industrial survey of the hand-loom and spinning 

industries has been made in the Presidency ; 
(b) whether the figure of 800,000 people, stated on page 30 of the 

Report of the Department of Industries for 1929-30, as being engaged 
in hand-loom weaving and allied industries in the Presidency, is an 
approximation or a conjecture ; 

(c) whether the number of Hindu and Mussalman hand-loom weavers 
has severally been ascertained and, if so, what their respective numbers 
are; 

(d) whether co-operative societies for credit, purchase and sale 
have been started at every big centre of hand-loom weaving 
industry; 

(e) whether the appointment of a Textile Expert, as forecasted 
on page 32 of the above Report, has been made ; 

(f) when the facilities for the hand-loom weavers especially items 
(d), (e) and (/) of paragraph 34 of the Report, will be provided; 

{g) whether the hand-weaving institutes and Demonstration classes 
at Tatta, Hala, Nasarpur, Lahori, Lakhi and Poona have attracted a 
sufficient number of those whose hereditary occupation is hand-loom 
weaving; 

(/~) if so, their number at ;ach Demonstration centre; 

(i) if not, what arrangements have been made to popularize the 
demonstration among weavers ? 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) A survey of 
hand-loom weaving of 40 important industrial centres in this Presidency 
excluding Sind has been made. 

(b) The figure is an estimate derived from the 1921 Census figures for 
workers and dependants deriving their subsistence from weaving, 

· dyeing, calico printing and allied industries. 
(c) No. 

(d) The Honourable Member is referred to the Honourable the Minister 
for Agriculture for a reply .to this part of the question. 

(e) No. 
(f) After the appointment of Textile Expert is made. 
(g) Yes, but as regards the Weaving Institute, Poona, owing to lack 

of education among weavers the non-weavers predominate in the 
Advance Course, 
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· (h) The subjoined table gives the information required:-
Name of the place of 

demonstration. 
The number of students at 
each Demonstration Centre. 

Tatta 18 
Nasarpur 10 
Hala 10 
~w· w 
Lahori 25 
Poona 23 

(i) The question does not arise. 
1\Ir. SYED 1\IUNA WAR : With regard to reply to (d), the Honour

able Minister of Education says that the matter relates to the Minister 
of Agriculture. Could he not have transferred this part of the question 
'to the Minister of Agriculture ~ 

The Honourable 1\IOULVl Ri\.FIUDDIN AHMAD: It is for the 
honourable members who put the question to do so. 

Mr. SYED 1\IUNA WAR : With regard to answer to (g), it is stated 
that ''owing to lack of education among the weavers the non-weavers 
predominate in the Advance .Course". Is it not due to lack of 
propaganda that they are not attracted to the demonstration 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD: That part of 
the work is done by Government. 

l\fr. SYED MUNA WAR : Do we understand that ''that piut of the 
· work " means propaganda 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Yes. 
1\Ir. SYED MUNAWAR: By what means 1 
The Honourable 1\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: The Director 

of Industries sends emissaries to inform weavers of the weaving 
demonstrations classes. Notices to that effect are put up for the 
information of the public interested in weaving and so on. 

SMALL CausEs CouRT, BoMBAY :--BaiLIFFs' QuALIFICATioNs. 

Mr. SYED 1\IUNA WAR: Will Government be pleased to state-
( a) Whether any qualifications are laid down for appointment as a 

bailiff in the Small Causes Court, Bombay 1 
(b) Whether it is a fact that men without any qualification have· 

some time back been employed as bailiffs in the Court 1 
(c) 'rhe number ·Of such appointments made during the last two 

years 1 
(d) The reasons for making such appointments 1 

The Honourable 1\fr. G. A. THOl\IAS: (a) No particular qualifications 
have been laid down for the appointment. It is desirable that a bailiff 
·should be physically fit, have a fair knowledge of English and the 
vernaculars, be familiar with the streets and localities of Bombay, and 
understand the practice and procedure of serving processes, levying 
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attachments and executing decrees. These general principles have 
been followed in making appointments. 

(b), (c) and (d) Do not arise. 
Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: With regard to the reply to part (a) of the 

question, certain qualifications are laid down for a bailiff's post. H 
these requirements are fulfilled by qualified persons who are already 
employed as candidates in the Small Cause Court, why are they not pre
ferred to men who have merely a workable knowledge of English 1. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. TH0111AS: I refer the honourable member 
to my reply to his next question. . . 

SMALL CAUSES CouRT, BoMBAY: BAILIFFs' APP?INTMENT. 

)Ir. SYED MUNAW AR: Will Government be pleased to 
state- . · ·' 

(a) Whether it is a fact that outsiders are recruited as bailiffs in 
spite of there being a number of qualified candidates awaiting 
employment as such and actually working in the Small Causes Court, 
Bombay 1 · . 

(b) If so, the reasons for overlooking the claims of those. candidates· 
working for months together in the Court 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a} The qualified candidates 

to whom the Honourable Member refers are candidates for clerical 
.appointments and do not desire employment as bailiffs. 

(b) Does not arise. · 
Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: Have these candidates refused to accept 

.appointments as bailiffs 1 Was any bailiff's place· offered to any one of 
them 1 .. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: These are candidates for 
clerical posts and not for bailiffs' posts. Bailiffs' posts are not offered 
to them. 

PRISONERS : RELEASE BEFORE DUE DATE, 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI (Western Sind): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) Whether it is a fact that in and after the month of November 
1930 ordinary criminals were released from jails before the expfry of 
their sentences, because of the rush of political prisoners in Sind and 
in the Presidency 1 

(b) If so, the number of such prisoners released from each prison and· 
the time each prisoner was released before the due date, giving the 
details of each prisoner 1 
The Honourable l!!Ir. G. A. THOMAS: (a) To relieve congestion in 

the jails some prisoners whose sentences had nearly expired and some 
old and infirm prisoners who had completed half their sentences were 
released. 

(b) A statement showing the number of prisoners released from each 
prison is placed on the Council Table. The collection of detailed 
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information about each prisoner would involve an expenditure of t.ime 
and labour disproportionate to the value of the results :-

Statement Bhowing the number of prisrmtra u·hoBe premature ;eleaBe U'll8 sanctionfd f,g 
Government to relitt·e ot·ercrmt•ding. 

Name of Prison 

1. Sukkur District Prison 
2. Dhulia District Prison 
3. Thana. District Prison 
4. Visa pur Temporary Prison 
5. Sind Convict Gang 
6. Hyderabad Central Prison 
7. Ahmedabad Central Prison 
8. Shikarpur Special Prison 
9. Ratnagiri District Prison 

10. Karwar District Prison 
11. Arthur Road Prison, Bombay 
12. House of Correction, Bombay 
13. Yeravda Central Prison 
14. Karachi District Prison 
15, Bijapur District Prison 
16. Belgaum Central Pri~on 
17. DharwarJuvenileJail 

Number of 
prisoners 
released 

28 
34 
28 
7 

71 
84 
66 
22 
8 

6 
1 

46 
70 
25 
21-1 
20 

Total . . 546 

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENr: OFFICIATING PAY. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): Will Government be pl~ased 
to state- , 

(a) Whether it is a fact that the Auditor General has ruled with the 
concw:rence of the Government of India that in case of a Government 
servant, having no substantive appointment, officiating service prior 
to 1st January 1922, counts for increment, when confirmation takes 

. place on or after the 1st January 1922 ~ , 
(b) 'Whether the, Government of Bombay (Educational Department) 

has issued a Resolution No. 'S. 88 (c), dated 26th November 1928, 
cancelling part I of Government Resolution No. 737 of 19th August 
1927 on the authority of the above ruling 1 
' (c) Whether it is a fact that no ef.rect has been gh an to it up to now t 

(d) When do Government pi:opose to put it into effect 1 
(e) Whether Government propose to allow the difference of pay, 

due to such teachers affected by the above ruling to be drawn from 
bt Aprill929 or from the date of confirmation, as mentioned by the 
Director of Public l11.truction in his letter No. S. 84 (b)-1-B of 
9th December 1927 1 

The Honow:able :MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) and (b) Yes. 
(c) and (d) No. Government have sanctioned proposals regarding 

the revision of the pay of the persons concerned, in accordance with the 
Auditor General's ruling. . 
. (e) All officiating service will count for increment provided that the 
incumbent was not confirmed before 1st January 1922 and that the 
officiating service was not put in on a pay less than the minimum of the 
time scale on which he is confirmed. 
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EXECUTIVE ENGINEERS : REMARKS ON SUBORDINATES. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) Whether Executive Engineers in the P. W. D. have to record 
their opinion in the persc.nal registers of the subordinates on their_ 
w~~~~~~ i 

(b) Whether it is a rule that such opinion is recorded after full 
l-nowledge of the wcrk of the subordinate after the period of six months 
at least 1 

(c) Whether there have been any instances in the Sind P. W. D. 
when Executive Engineers have made notes in the personal registers 
of the subordinates before the prescribed period of six months 1 

(d) If the reply to (c) be in the affirmative why no action has been 
taken in the matter 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: 
(a) Yes. 
(b) There is no such rule. 
(c) and (d) Do not arise. 
Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: I want to know from the honourable member 

whether it is not necessary for the Executive Engineers to express their 
opinions in the personal register regarding their subordinates after a trial 
of six months 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: It is not necessary. 
1\lr. S. S. TOLAN!: I want to know whether on the front page of 

the personal register it is written that the officers have to record their 
opinion about the work of their subordinates after a trial of six months' 
period ; I want to know whether the officer should not record his opinion 
in th~ personal registers 1 · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\! HUSSAIN: It is not necessary. He 
can express his opinion after two or three months. 

SHOLAPUR RIOTS: EVACUATION OF WoMEN AND CHILDREN. 

D.-. V. G. VAISHAl\IPAYAN (Sholapur District): {1) Will 
Government please state what bungalow in the Camp at Sholapur was 
set on fire by the mob on l\Iay 8th, 1930 1 

(2) Are Government aware that families of Europeans and Anglo
Indians residing in Sholapur were sent to Poona by special trains on the 
8th and 9th 1\Iay 1930 on account of the riots ~ 

(3) Is it a fact that the travelling and other expenses of these families 
were paid out of the Public Revenues ~ 

(t) What is the amount eo paid 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOl\IAS: (1) No bungalow in the Camp 
at Sholapur was set on fire by the mob on thP. 8th May 1930. 

(2) A number of families of European, Anglo-Indian and Indian 
residents of Sholapur wete sent to Poona by special train on the evening 
of the 8th May. 
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(3) and (4) The train fares which amounted to Rs. 4,080-1-0 were 
forgone by the G. I. P. Railway, while the charges on account of food 
amounting to Rs. 2,899-8-0 were met from the general revenues of 
Government. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYA.J.'{: :May I know whether the .Collector 
of Sholapur 1\Ir. Knight has made an affidavit regarding the setting 
fire to a bungalow in the Camp at Shola pur on 8th 1\Iay 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THO:\H.S: I am not aware of it. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHA.MP.AYAN: Will Government please place that 
affidavit of 1\!r. Knight on the Council table 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:\H.S: I want notice of the question. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member wants 
notice of ~hat question. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: How many families of Indian residents 
were sent to Poona by special train 1 

The Honourable l\Ir. G. A. THmiAS: I think th~re were about six, · 
but I ain not sure. I want notice to be able to give these details. 

"RHOLAPUR SAMACHAR." 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAliP.A.YAN (Sholapur District): (1) Are 
Government paying any subsidy to the Sholapur Samachar, a local 
newspaper at Sholapur ? 

(2) H so, for what purpose ! 

The Honourable 1llr. G. A. THOMAS: (1) No. 
(2) Does not arise. 

STATEMENT OF BUSINESS. 

The Honourable· the PRESIDENT : The Honourable the Leader 
<>f the House wants to make a statel!lent. 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: :Mr. President, I should 
like to make a short statement in regard to the business of this session. 
There was a very keen desire on the part of the non-official members 
<>f this House that Government should intersperse official with non-official 
work. In order to meet their wishes, Government have decided to allot 
the first four days for official work and the next two for non-official 
business. This process will be followed if the official work is not finished 
within the :first four days. H .the official work is over within the next 
iour days, then non-official business will continue to be taken up. I 
tnist that this decision of Government will satisfy honourable members 
<>f this House • 

.As regards the Agenda, we will ~o on·with the Bill:' as they are. in ~];e 
• Agenda. First, we will proceed With the second reading of the lmgat10n 

Bill, then with the first reading of Bills Nos. XV and XVI. 
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BILL No. III OF 1931 (A BILL FURTHER TO Al'tJEND, 
THE BOMBAY IRRIGATION ACT, 1879). , 

The Honourable Sir GOVI:NDRAO PRADHAN: Sir, I beg to present 
to this honourable House the Report of the Select Committee on Bill 
No. III of 1931.* 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Report of the Select Com
mittee on. Bill No. III of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay 
Irrigation Act, 1879) is presented. 

Mr. A. N. SlJRVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I .wish to rise to .a 
point of order. The point of order I raise is whether the report can 
be presented to the House if there is an irregularity of conversion of the 
Bill into a new Bill by an amendment in the Select Committee to which 
the Bill "·as referred. At the last session you gave a ruling that. the 
Bill should not be a fresh Bill on fresh lines. That was as regards the 
amendment that was then proposed by the honourable member 
Mr. Harrison. In the Select Committee the Bill has undergo:ne still 
further changes and new provisions have been introduced which make 
the Bill altogether a new Bill. On that point, I wish to draw your 
attention, Sir, to ~Iay's Parliamentary Practice, page 439: 

"The irregularity of the t'onversion by amendments of a bill into a new blll, by th~ 
committee to whom the bill was referred, has been considered (p. 376)." 

My submission is that the Bill has been converted into an altogether new 
Bill, and that is an irregularity. Now, what is stated at page 376 of 
May, on this point, is as follows:-

"Doubts have arisen whether the committee, to whom a bill has been referred, can by. 
amendment so chang~! the provisions of the Bill, that "·hen it is reported to the House, 
thf' bill is in substance a bill othP-r than that which was referred to the committee. A 
committee can negative every clause of which the bill committed to them is composed, 
and can substit.ute for thoae clauer:e new clauses, if relevant to the bill, as read a second 
time, and otherwille in order."' 
My submission here is that in the select committee the Bill has been 
altered to such an extent as to introduce new matters which are not 
relevant to the Bill and which are not otherwise in order. Then further, 
Sir. 

''On the other hand, in 1856, the Partnership Amendment Bill having been committed 
pro forma, was extensively amended, no amendment being inserted which it was not 
clearly competent for the committee to entertain. When objection was taken that it 
had become a new bill, the minister in charge of it, while denying the alleged extent of 
the amendments, consented to withdraw the bill." 
Then, again, refer to page 377, Ime 4:-

"The Speaker while declaring that the proper time for raising such a question was 
after the bill had been reported to the house, said that the admission of any one of the 
amendments to which his attention had been directed would so alter the bill as to. make 
it a new bill, and that he would advise the house under the circumstances that the bill 
should be withdrawn and leave be e.sked for the introduction ofa new bill." 
Now, I raise the point whether 'the innovations made in the select 
committee are relevant to the Bill. That is the first· point. The second 
point is whether they are in order. Now, Sir, when the Bill was read 
for the first time, there was no question of ousting the jurisdiction of the 
civil courts. In the committee stage a provision has been introduced 
ousting the jurisdiction of the civil court in certain matters. As I said, 

1. 
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that was never submitted to the House at the time of the first readinO' 
of the Bill. That is a point of principle-whether the jurisdiction of th~ 
court should be ousted or not. We had all along understood that the 
jurisdiction of the courts was to be maintainea intact, but in the select 
committee the jurisdiction of the civil courts has been ousted. Therefore, 
I say, that the addition of the provision to oust the jurisdiction of courts 
is not relevant and also is not other~se in order according to what I have 
read just now from May .. 
· Having finished with what is stated in May's Parliamentary Practice, 

I would now refer to the rulings of the Chair in this House. In Volume V 
of the Debates at page 1314 the following ruling has been given:-

"When the Bill passed the first reading. its scope was limited to bucket shops and 
recommitting it would not give the select committee power to tamper with the Bill on<'e 
it ha.s been read a first time." 

Thus, Sir, you see that the principle of the Bill being fixed at the first 
reading, if the select committee exceeds its power and tampers with it 
in material particulars, it . will not be admissible according to the 
ruling given by the Honourable the President, the late Sir Narayan 
Chandavarkar. 

Again, to the same efiect is the following :-
,,The Bill has already passed the first reading, it is confined to bucket shops and does 

notaimanyblowat betting in general. If Rao Saheb Harilal wanted to extend its 
scope, it would have been a capital opportunity for him to .have done so at the first 
reading." . 

Therefore, I say that, so far as the question of jurisdiction of civil 
courts is concerned, the Bill as reported extends th~ scope which was 
fixed in the original Bill at the first reading. 

Then again~ Sir, in Volume VII, pages 139-40 :-
" The principle to be home in mind is this : The Council settles the main principle of 

the bill at the first reading; and you cannot go beyond that principle, but you can limit 
the principle in select committee and in the second reading." 

Therefore, my point is this : we can limit the principle which is fixed 
at the first reading, but we cannot extend it either in the 'select 
committee or in the second reading of the Bill in this House. 

I will again quote from the same Volume, Volume VII, page 140 :
"If the Council is of opinion that the principle should be enlarged by bringing in other 

voters with other qualifications, that is enlarging the principle a!ld an amendment would 
be necessary now. In the absence of any amendment now, th1s would be foreclosed on 
the second reading." • 

To the same effect is another ruling in Volume VI, page 263 :-
• • Where a principle is affirmed at the first reading, it is competent to the select com

mittee and after the select committee to the Honse to limit that principle. Only it 
cannot extend it because by extending the principle it extends the scope." 

Therefore, my subinission is that as the scope of this Bill has been 
enlarged iri the select committee by introducing the question of ousting 
the jurisdiction of the civil courts, the report of the select committee 
cannot be placed before this House. 

The }Ionourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : May I ask the honourable 
member one question 1 Does _the original Bill placed before the House 
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for the first reading contain the section relating to the jurisdiction of the 
.civil courts 1 Will the honourable member kindly quote the section 1 

:\Ir. A. N. SURVE: There was no such section. The absence of such 
section implies that the court had jurisdiction. Now you exclude, in 
specific terms the jurisdiction of the courts. Therefore the ·principle 
of the Bill has been extended. Before this change the matter stood at 
this stage, that if any person was injured he had ..... . 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : Will- the honourable 
member kindly refer to section 91 of the Bill that has been placed before 
this honourable House 1 Clause 3 in section 91 reads: "No civil 
court shall entertain any suit or- application as regards the· proposed 
alignment or construction of a water-course." Was this inserted in 
the Select Committee 1 My question to the honourable member is 
whether there was any clause in the original Bill which gave jurisdiction 
to the civil courts in such matters. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The reply of the honourable 
member Mr. Surve to that is that as there was no mention regarding the 
jurisdiction of the civil courts, it was presumed that the civil courts 
had jurisdiction over any matter pertaining to the alignment. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Sir, I will explain 
the position. If you look at section 20-A of the original Bill, it reads:~ 

"Whenever it appears to any Canal-officer that it is expedient to change the source of 
water supply of any land, either for the more efficient distribution of water or for the 
settlement of any dispute concerning a water course, he shall serve a notice on the holder 
or holders of the land, and if he proposes to transfer the source of water supply of the 
land to any existing water course, on the owner or owners of such water course also, 
<:ailing upon them to state their objections, if any, to the change; and if no objection is 
raised, or any objection is raised and is found by the Canal-officer to be insufficient or 
invalid, the Canal-officer may change the source of water supply of the land in such 
m!l.nner as he thinks expedient." · 

There is no appeal or suit allowed to the civil court. As we proceed, 
the only power which is given to the Collector is as regards disputes 
about compensation. · 

Xow, if you refer to section 35, to which it was proposed to add 
section 35-A, you will find that it reads: . · 

·• Compensation on account of interruption of water supply.-If the supply of water 
to any land irrigated from a canal be interrupted otherwise than in the manner described 
in clause (d) of section 31, the holder of such land may present a petition for com
pensation to the Collector for any loss arising frorn such interruption, and the Collector, 
after consulting the Canal-officer, shall award to the petitioner reasonable compensation 
for such loss." 

The order under section 20-A referred to two things: it referred to 
alignment; it also referred to any damage which has got to be 
compensated to any landholder, in which case the only appeal that was 
allowed was to the Collector as regards the amount of compensation. 
So the same thing has been made more explicit in the present Bill. Not 
only that, but it is more fully explained that if any question of extending 
the alignment arises, then all the other appeals which are allowed, namely, 
to the Commissioner or Government, under the original Act, will stand. 
The scope of the Act has not been extended so as to restrict the 
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jurisdiction of the civil courts, but on the contrary, the power which was 
exclusively given to the Canal-officer was, according to the wishes of 
honourable members, given to the Collector. The Canal-officer was 
made of the rank of Executive Engineer and the decision as regards 
alignment was vested in the Collector instead of in the Canal-officer 
as in the original Bill Without appeal or revision. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Bas the existing Act any 
reference to civil courts having jurisdiction at all ? · ' 

The Honourable Sir GOVI:t-tTDRAO PRADHAN : There is a mention of 
" Arbitrator" but the jurisdiction is limited, and then under section 26 
you will find it says " whenever a dispute arises between two or more 
persons " etc., it shall be referred to the Collector if there is no 
arbitration allowed and any order passed by the Collector under this 
section will remain in force until set aside by a decree of a civil court. 
We have not taken away that power. If you refer to section 26 of the 
~riginal Act1 yon will find it reads : 

" Whenever a dispute arises between two or more persons in regard to their mutual 
rights or liabilities in respect of the use, construction or maintenance of a water-course, 
or among joint owners of a water-course, as tu their respective shares of the expenses of 
constructing or maintaining such water-course. • , , • • • any person interested 
in the matter of such dispute may apply in writing to any Canal-officer duly empowered 
to receive such applications, stating the matter in dispute. Such officer shall thereupon· 
give notice to the other persons interested that, on a day to be named in such notice, he 
will proceed to enquire into the said matter, and if all the persons interested consent, in: 
writing, to his being arbitrator, he may pass his order thereon ; failing such consent, he 
shaH transfer the Dlatter to the Collector, who shall enquire into and pass his order 
thereon. Any order passed by the Collector under this section shall remain in force 
until set ILl!ide by a decree of a Civil Court." 

The power that was given to a civil court under section 26 referred to 
a dispute arising between two or more persons in regard to their mutual 
rights or liabilities in respect of the use, construction or maintenance of a 
water-course or among joint owners of a water-course, as to their 
respective shares of the expense of constructing or maintaining such 
water-course. So, the power as regards the apportionment of the 
liabilities between two zamindars has already been given to a civil 
court. As regards the construction of a· new water-course and 

'its alignment, as you know, Sir, under the Bill originally introduced in, 
the Council at the first reading, the decision of a Canal-officer was given a 
finality. On the contrary, not only we have not restricted the rights of 
the zamindars to the Canal-officer's decision, but have substituted for the 
Canal-officer's decision, the decision of the Collector, and we have merely 
made it more explicit that though under the original Bill there was no 
suit or appeal allowed in a civil court, we have made it more clear that no 
suit shall lie as regards the alignment etc. That is the only thing we. 
have done, we have made it more clear. That is all. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Which clause in the original Bill 
lays down that the decision of the Canal-officer shall be final¥ 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Clause 20A, under 
which it was the Canal-officer who was to decide and whose decision was 
not left open to appeal or revision. It was final and the only thing that 
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is left open for decision is the amount of damage or compensation ·to be 
paid by the Collector for any loss for which provision is ·made l,ID.der 
section 35-A. 

~Iay I also request your attention to section 83, clause 2, of the otiginal 
Act ~ So, in the original Bill, the only que&tions which were open l o the 
decision of a civil court are sta ed in section 26 in wh'ch you will find 
~hat he only questions whkh were left open to the decision of a c vii 
court were as regards alignment or construction. My submission to you 
and to the honourable House is that the Bill, as it wa presented for the 
first reading, gave a finality and. so to say, gave an arbitrary power to the 
canal officer which the honourable members did not want. So, instead 
of the canal officer, we substituted the Collector, and in the original 
Bill the Collector was given power to award compensation for any loss, 
etc. So, we make it more clear, we w'sh to leave no doubt about it, that 
as regards the alignment the decision of the Collector is a final one as 
there is no such provision :n section 26, but as regards all other matters, 
the parties ha ,.e a right to go to a· civil court and they have also a right 
under the original Act to prefer an appeal to the Commissioner or to go in 
revision to Government over the decision of the Commissioner, and that 
power is there and it is not taken away. So, not only no po~er is taken • 
away which was not there, but, on the contrary, larger powers are given· 
to officers, which were not there. So, I fail to understand where it ~~~ 
become a new Bill. On the contrary, the only two principles. which were 
discussed at the first reading were these. U you refer to the Council 
debates, you will find-and I maintain that there wer~ only two main 
principles underlying this Bill-that one was that there was an intention 
to give the power to a canal officer to construct a new canal of his own 
accord because that power was in the original Act. In the original Act 
the only power which a canal officer possessed was that if any landholder 
came to him and said that he wanted a particular canal to be constructed, 
then the canal officer looked into the matter, gave 'notice to the othet 
persons int~rested, acquired the necessa1y land· and constructed the 
canal and the costs "·ere recovered from the landholder and the canal was 
handed over. But, of his own accord, he had no such power. So, I Eaid 
that the Bill was intended to give a canal officer power to have a new 
canal constructed for two purposes, for the more efficient discharge of 
water and for settling any dispute. etc. The second principle of the Bill 
was that the cost of sue h canal would be paid by the zamindars who were 
benefited. These were the two principles, and I repeatedly asserted 
that no amendment could be allowed to go behind these two principles 
and that these principles must be accepted at the first reading, and that 
with regard to everv other matter a free discussion would be allowed in 
the select committ;e and that I did allow. · 

Syed Miran ~Iahomed fhah and Mr. A. N. Surve rose
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: No discussion please. 
Mr. A. N. SL"RVE: On a. point of information, Sir. You will see that 

section 20·A in the original Bill referred to disputes, whereas section 9lt 
Mo Hb 42-4 
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which has taken the place of section 2Q-.A, refers to alignment of water
oourses, etc. Now, the disputes to which the Honourable the Finance 
Member has referred are altogeiher done away with. On that point we 
discussed (whether the Collector would haYe finality is another matter) 
but the only question that was before us was, if there was a diSpute 
between two neighbours, that question might be settled by the Collector. 
Now the question is one of alignment and the Collector has been gi-ren 
the power, but .••••.•• 

The Honourable the PRESIDfu~T: What is the point of in.forma· 
tion! · 
. Mr. A.. N. SURVE: The point of information is only this, will the 
Honourable the Finance Member please show me where in the original 
Bill the Collector was given the final power to determine a question 
about a%anment! 

The Honourable Sir GOmllRAO PRA.DH..t..'i: I never said that 
the Collector was given that power. On the contrary I said that the 
power was given to a canal officer, and honourable members said ":So, 
we will not be satisfied with the decision of the canal officer, we want the 
deci..cQ.on of the Collector." I said, ".All right, I shall put the name of 
the Collector instead of the name of the canal officer and let the Collector 
~ecide." 

Mr. A. N. SL'RVE: That is about disputes about water. 

· The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRA.DHAN : I beg my 
honourable friena's pardon.. CJanse 2Q-A reads:-

.. Whenever U; appeara to any canal officer that it is expedient to change the source 
of waller supply of any land, either for the more efficient distribution of water or for the 
settlement of any dispute ooncemiDg a water-course, he shall do •••••• " such and such 
a thing. 

J.nd then the canal officer may change the source of the water supply 
·of the land in such inanner as he thi.n.ks expedient. That is, he makes an 
alignment, he orders a new canal or he orders a re-a]\,onment, and that 
power was concentrated in the canal offic~. The members of the select 
committee thought that that was an arbitrary power which was gi-ren 
to a canal officer and that they would not be satisfied with the decision 
cf the canal officer. They said they would have the decision of the 
Collector. ·I said, "All right, yon may ha-re the decision of the 
Collector." 

lh . .A.. N. SURVE: CJause 20-.A. only states "whene-rer it appears to 
any canal officer that it is expedient to change the source of water supply 
of any land, either for the more efficient distribution of water." That 
is the point in the original Bill. As amended, the point refers to this : 
"No civil court shall entertain' any suit or application as rt>gards the 
proposed alignment or construction of a water-course." · There it is for 
better distlibution of water. ·Here it is for the construction or 
alignment .. · That is an important point. 

Syed lliran llah.omed Shah ros(}-
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I do not think I should allow· 
further discussion. The point raised is clear enough. The Honourable 
~!ember has pointed out and quoted authorities to show what the general 
principles are. Those were the right principles on the question of a Bill 
. going to a select committee. Everyone here knows that the select 
-committee is not authorised to alter the scope of a Bill in its considera~ 
tion of the Bill. The pertinent question to be asked to the honourable 
member who raises the point of order, therefore, is, in what respect has 
the select committee deviated from the principles of the Bill~ He points 

·out only one instance, namely, that the authority or the jurisdiction of 
the civil court is barred by the introduction of a certain clause. For 
that we have got to go to the original Bill and find out whether the civil 

·court jurisdiction was preserved in the original Bill and barred in the Bill 
as amended in the select committee. We find that the facts are these. 
Xowhere in the original Bill was any specific mention made either to 
preserve or to bar the jurisdiction of the civil court in any of the matters. 
connected with the aims and objects of the Bill, on the question of align~ 
ment and construction of water~courses. Therefore, the honourable 
member jumps to the conclusion that the presumption should be that . 
the civil court had jurisdiction in matters which arose out of matters 
·<'onnected with the Bill. But I do not think that is so. The Honourable 
the Mover has pointed out rightly and clearly that under the original 
Bill none had any jurisdiction except the canal officer whose decision was 
appealable to the Collector, and the Collector's decision was proposed 
to be made conclusive. Before the Bill was referred to the select 
committee, it was agreed here in the House during discussion that except 
for the principles which were discussed and agreed upon at the first 
reading, other matters should be taken as matters of detail and should 
be settled in the select committee. The honourable member is perfectly 
right that the select committee, as a matter of general principle, has no 
authority to change the scope of the Bill. All that the select committee 
has done in this case is to lay down that the decisions of the canal officer 
flhall not be final, but shall be open to appeal and consideration first 
by the Collector and then, on that, by the Commissioner. And the 
expediency of the case perhaps required, as it appears to me, that the 
jurisdiction of the civil court should be specifically barred; for, other
wise no scheme could be given effect to or take any practical shape for 
years. Therefore, whether the select committee was right in introducing 
that particular clause or not would be for this House to decide on the 
second reading. But, in principle, the select committee has not gone 
lJeyond its powers. It has not altered the principles of the Bill or 
extended its scope. I, therefore, think that the point of order raised by 
the honourable member deserved all consideration, but does not hold. 

SYED MIRA~ MAHOliED SHAH (Hyderabad District) : Sir, 
I have another point of order to raise. I think my honourable friend 
Mr. Surve omitted to refer to the really pertinent clause, whibh he ought 
to have brought to your notice, which would show that the scope of the 
Bill had really been extended. The select committee has omitted clause 

-.6 of the original Bill, which contained new section 35-A. My submission 
MO Hb 42-4a 
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is that acct>rding to the new section 35-A, it was open to a person aggrieved 
by an order of a canal officer to present a petition for compensation to 
the Collector for any loss arising from such order. That section has 
been bodily eliminated from the amended Bill that has been presented 
by the select committee, the effect of which has been that the scope of 
the original Bill has been extended by depriving the people affected by 
the provisions of this Bill of the right of claiming compensation if they 
are affected by the order of the canal officer. This means. Sir, a real 
extension of the scope of the Bill. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHA..'": Sir, I think the 
point is made absolutely clear in the select committee's report. 
Referring to the proposed new section 92 (6), the report says: 

"This sub-section takes the place of section 35-A which was proposed to be insertt>d 
by clause 6 of the original Bill. In view of the fact that all lands in the Barrage area will 

. receive water and the fact that a provision has bet>n made in sub-section (4) of this. 
section for the more equitable apportionment of the cost of constructing the water
courses, we do not contemplate that any questions for the payment of compensation 
would arise." · 

We have given reasons for making the change. We have not taken 
away the proposed new section 35-A, but it has been put in another 
place and made clearer, and we have given the reasons for it. If my . 
honourable friend will please read it, he will find the reply to his 
objection. I am r~ferring to the reasons as to why original clause 6 
was Heleted, and where it now appears. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: Where does it appear in the 
new Bill1. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : In the Bill as 
amended it appears as new section 92, sub-section (6), and we have 
given the reasons for the change. We have stated: 

" This sub·section takes the place of section 35-A which was proposed to be inserted 
by clause 6 of the original Bill. In view of the fact that all lands in the Barrage area will 
receive water and the fact that a. provision has been made in sub-section (4) of this 
section for the more equitable apportionment of the cost of constructing water-courses,. 
we do not contemplate that any questions for the payment of compensation 
would arise." 

We have made it more comprehensive. We have said that all that 
arises out· of this should be pooled together and all the apportionment 
should be made by the Collector, the Commissioner, or the Government, 
or for the matter of that by the civil court. For the canal officer we 
have now substituted the Collect9r, and the original decision becomes 
the decision of the Collector. That is as regards the apportionment of 
the cost of construction of a water-course. If my honourable friend 
reads the report of the select committee, he will find that everything is 
clear there. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : I have properly read and 
digested the report, Sir. I shall point out that the explanation given is 
not a satisfactory explanation. We raised the point in the select com
mittee that apportionment of the cost of construction would not be 
.enough compensation. Even after the cost of construction and its. 
apportionment is decided, there is still the question of loss accruing 
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owing to the change of the source of water. By a change of thesource · 
of a. water course my cultivation may be reduced by 50 per cent. and the 
select committee has eliminated from the Bill the provision which.enabled 
me to claim·compensation in a civil court in regard to this matter. 
This is quite a different thing from the cost of construction to which my 
honourable friend is referring in sub-section (4) of new section 92. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Sir, section 31 of 
the Irrigation Act says : 

"Compensation may be awarded in respect of any substantial damage caused by the 
·exercise of any of the powers conferred by this Act, which fa capable of being ascertained 
and estimated at the time of awarding such compensation: Provided • • • • • ." 

Then, under section 35-A the decision inter partes was left to the Collector 
as regards compensation. They substituted the Collector for the canal 
<>fficer as the person concerned. Under section 67 of the Act every order 
passed by a canal officer is appealable to the Collector.· Then there is 
the provision for supervision and control. We made it perfectly clear 
that they may appeal to the Commissioner, they may appeal to the 
Government, and if they are not satisfied with that, they may go to · 
the civil court. Sub_-section (6) of proposed new.section 92 says: 

"Any person aggrie'l'ed by an order of a canal officer under sub-section (4) as to the 
apportionment of the cost of construction of a water-course may present a. petition to the 
Collector requesting him to revise that order, and the Collector after such inquiry as he 
thinks necessary and after giving the persons concerned & rea.sonable opportunity of , 
being heard may pass such orders as he thinks fit. The orders passed by the Collector 
shall, subject to revision by the CommiBBioner, be final and conclusive." 

Sub-section (4) of new section 92 deals with the method of calculation of· 
the cost of constructing water-courses. So, there is a general provision 
in the Act, which is not deleted; I referred to section 31. 
· I will make the position clear. Section 35-A became necessary. 
because under original section 20-A it was the decision of the canal. 
·officer. As it was the decision of the canal officer, and a party was likely·, 
to suffer damage, and compensation had to be awarded, it was proposed 
to refer the matter to the decision of the Collector under 35-A. But 
when the original decision is the decision of the Collector, then section' 
35-A became redundant, and section 31 of the main Act came into 
operation. So, the question of compensation is dealt with in section 31 
of the Act, which says "Compensation may be awarded in respect 
of any substantial damage caused by the exercise of any of the powers 
conferred by this Act," excepting those which are excluded. Every 
·compensation which is awardable for any act done or for the exercise 
of any powers under this Act, barring those for which compensation .is 
excluded, is open to the decision of a civil court. So, we did not think 
that section 35-A was necessary, and we have given our reasons for i~ 
in the report of the select committee as to why we have deleted section· 
35-A and what is substituted for it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I think the reply given and 
the explanation tendered so fully give rne the impression that there 
is no point of order ther~ at all. I do not know what point of 
·order I have to meet. I do not think the scope of the Bill has . 
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been lampered with or in any way affected. As a matter of fact,_ 
I personally think, as I said at the last session when the Bill was read 
the first time, that the Bill was brought forward in a form which- it 
was soon after considered-required modification. The form is 
different, the Bill is the same. It is a case of a new bottle and the old 
wine. I do not think the point of order arises at all. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): On a point of 
information. A note has been appended to the report of the select 
committee saying that there is a minute of dissent by my honourable 
friend on my right (Mr. A.'N. Surve), and that it will be published when 
recei\"ed. I asked my honourable friend, and he says he has just handed 
it in. H it is so, we want to have it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. I am glad the· 
honourable member has given me an opportunity to bring to the notice 
of honourable members here the necessity of a certain procedure to be· 
followed after a select committee has finished its labours. The law ou 
the subject is this. After a select committee has finished its labours. 
the dissenting members of that committee are entitled to submit their 
dissenting minutes only after signing the report. ln this case certain 
members did not sign the report but sent in their dissenting minutes •. 
The honourable member ~Ir. Surve signed the report and said 
that he would submit his dissenting minute later on and he did so. There 
are also· rulings of Presidents which lay· down that a member should 
not divulge the procedure adopted in the select committee or make any· 
personal references. It is a wholesome principle that the House should 
not be informed as to what took place in the select committee. "nat
took place in the select committee is not to be brought before the Houst> 
except under very extreme circumstances. The dissenting minutes. 
were sent,·not one but two or three, with long details of the procedure· 
that was followed in the select committee. It was my painful duty to· 
draw their a.ttention to the Standing Order. It is Standing Order VIII,. 

· 7, which says: 
" The select committee to whiclL.a Bill has been referred shall 

make a report thereon within two months from the date of the 
reference, unless the Council orders the report to be made sooner· 
or grants an extension of the period: the report shall be signed by 
the members of the committee or by a majority of them. 

(3) H any member of a select committee desires to record a minute· 
of 'dissent on any point, he shall sign the majority report, stating· 
that he does so subject to his minute of dissent, and shall at the same
time hand in his minute." 

That minute should be limited to the discu~sion· of the merits and the 
points on which he differs. There was a minute of dissent by another 
honourable member who properly discussed certain points and gave his 
reasons for his difference of opinion. But these dis~enting minutes were 
not in proper form and, therefore, they had to be sent back giving a 
chance to those honourable members to alter them and make them. 
acceptable .. The hono~able member to whom the honourable member-
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from Sa.tara referred fell under that category, and he was asked to 
submit his minute after eliminating the portions which were objection4 

able. It has been received now with the corrections and will be pub
lished to-morrow. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID: This is a measure which affects not 
only the present generation but the future generation also. Further, 
some of the honourable members from Sind who are deeply interested 
in this measure have not yet arrived. In view of this, may I request 
you to postpone the consideration •..... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member has~ 
stood up before his time. There is no inotion before the House to 
proceed with the Bill. · :' 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: I move that the. 
Bill be read a second time. In making this motio:rt I want to bring to 
this honourable House certain points which have been adopted by the 
select committee in order to meet the wishes of the honourable members 
of this House expressed at the first reading of the Bill. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. The Honourable 
Member has not asked the Chair to waive the objection which stand~ 
against his motion under Standing Order VIII, 8 (2) (a). 

The Honourable Sir GOVThl>RAO PRADHAN: The Bill was pub
lished on the 4th and to-day it is 15 clear days. .But technically the 
report was despatched only on the 5th and so it becomes due 
to-morrow. No objection was raised by any honourable member not 
to exclude that one day. It was. a question of one day .. The rule says 
that 15 clear days must elapse from the date of despatch. It was 
despatched on the 5th. But as no objection was raised ....... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The time for the objection is 
at the second reading, not when the select committee report is presented. 
It is clearly the bounden duty of the Honourable Member who moves 
the second reading in this particular instance to ask the permission of tho 
Chair as to whether he has permission to move the second reading of 
the BilL The interpretation of tbe.law, as he seems to understand it, 
is not correct. The Honourable Member stated that the Bill would be 
ripe to-morrow. The question is whether it is ripe for this session at 
all. If it is not ripe to-day, it will not be ripe any day during this session. 
I will read the law on the subject : Standing Order VIII, 8 (2) (a) 
Rays:-

"(a) that the Bill as rE-ported by the select committee be ~ead a 
second time either at once or on some future date to be then statE-d; 
provided that no such motion shall be made unless copies of the report, 
of minutes of dissent and of the Bill, if amended, have been despatched 
to each member 15. clear days before the date appointed for the · 
session of the Council. .•... " 

15 clear days before the 20th. Unless the report is despatched 15 clear 
days before the date appointed for the session of the Council, the Bill 
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ca,ri.not be brought up in that session. It is not c~rrect to say that the 
Bill will be ripe to-morrow. I know, on the other hand, on the grounds 
of equity this House has allowed such motions to be made if honourable 
members have had sufficient time to study the Bill. So, the position 
taken by the Honourable Member is distinctly wrong. If the Honourable 
Member would ask me to waive the objection, I would do so in his 
favour. 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh"DRAO PRADHAN: I have no objection 
to take up the Bill to-morrow. ·Of course, there must be 15 clear days 
before the Council session. Because there was not much business, 
I thought I could save the tii:ne of the House by proceeding with the Bill. 
1 have no objection to take up this Bill to-morrow. There are two 
.small Bills which can be taken up now. 

Rao Bahadur R.'R KALE : If any other Bill is taken up honourable 
members may say that they have not read it and so they are not ready 
to proceed with it. 

The Honourable t.he PRESIDENT : I want to save the time of the 
·House. Is the honourable member 1\fr. Abdul :Majid sure that the 
leader of the_ party from Sind is expected to-morrow~ 

Mr .. SHAIKH ABPUL l\IAJID .: I am not sure, Sir. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: Not only the leader but other 
members are expected to-morrow. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I want to 1.-now whether the Sind 
members who are interested in this Bill will be here to-morrow. Other
wise there is no object in post.poning this Bill. If no assurance is given 
to me that some more. Sind members will be coming to-morrow, I will 
allow the Honourable :Member to proceed with the Bill. 

Khan Bahadur M. A.KHUHRO: Apart from the consideration that 
certain members are expe~ted to-morrow, at present about 8 members 
from Sind are absent, many of them a~ positively expected to-morrow 
to be present. Another consideration is the minutes ·of dissent by 
members who were on the select committee. These minutes of dissent 
have not been ·published. They must be published and circulated 
among the Council members at least before the Bill is taken in hand for 
consideration.' I have, Sir, addressed one letter to you on the subject 
to-day. · 

. The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Yes, that is the letter I have got 
in hand. · 

Khan Baha.dur M.A .. KHUHRO: We received the letter sig~ed by 
the Secretary stating the objections only to-day. We know that there 
have been occasions in the past when disclosure to a certain extent of 
what happened in the select committee has been permitted in a dissenting 
minute. · 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I would like honourable members 
to abide by the Standing Orders strictly. As I said, the Standing Order 
Jays down that honourable members must first of all sign the report. 
The honourable member Khan Bahadur Khuhro had not done so. • He 
has signed it to-day. The honourable members from Sind did not sign 
it in time. In fact the matter was delayed too long. An urgent wire 
had to be sent, which, uniortunately, was not received by the hono~able 
members before they left. They made it very difficult for the Council 
Office. All this difficulty arose because they did not bear in mind the 
Standing Order on the point. Then there is the second thing, to which 
I wish to draw particular attention, and that is that the dissenting minute 
should not be, if I may say so, a harangue on the proceedings of the select 
-committee, bringing out grievances against the select committee. Such 
minutes cannot be allowed. ··Even to-day, at this stage, the honourable 
members who have signed the select committee report, are not ready to 
correct their minutes. Their dissenting minutes cannot be accepted. 

An instance has been pointed out by the honourable member (Khan 
'Bahadur Khuhro). Reference has been made, he points out, in a dissent
ing minute to what happened in a select committee-the instance of 
1\Ir. Swaminaravan. I had seen that before I sent the wire. There is a 
difference between the statement of Mr. Swaminarayan and the state
ments of honourable members in their dissenting minutes. ·1\Ir. Swami
narayan simply alluded to a fact that certain a-mendments would not 
have been carried in the select committee had it not been for the casting . 
vote of the Chairman. He says : 

"The discussions in the select committee were conducted in a great hurry and in many 
·cases popular amendments were thrown out only by the casting vote of the Chairman." 

That was an argument made by :Mr. Swaminarayan against a particular 
clause-that the clause should not be taken as if the whole of the select 
-committee had passed it. But here personal grievances have been made, 
things which I could not allow to go to the press at all. I, therefore, do 
not think the minutes of dissent could have been allowed in the form in 
which they were submitted. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO : With due respect, Sir, I will submit 
that there were other difficulties also. Although the letter forwarding the 
report is dated the 29th June, it was received by the Sind members only 
on the 6th July, and we submitted our minute of dissent on the 8th. 
The objection was not received till the 16th of July. Therefore, we had 
no time to correct. Besides, so far as I remember, no personal attacks 
have been made .. We have only disclosed the fact, as was done· by 
Mr. Swaminarayan, that certain amendments were disallowed by the 
Honourable the Chairman. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : What does the honourable 
member wish me to do 1 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : If we are pointed out any personal 
remarks, we shall correct them. We have already signed the report. 
Some time may be given so that our corrected minutes of dissent may be 
printed and circulated to honourable members of the House. At least 
two days ought to be allowed. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDE:XT : I wonder whether it would be
practicable at all. 

. SYED lllRAN ~L\HmiED SHAH: Sir, there is no limitation at 
all about the time within which the minute of dissent should he sent in. 
· The Honourable the PRESIDE}.nr : The time-limit is understood by 
all members of the House. The select committee's report has to he 
submitted to the Council and the Bill has to he proceeded with when 
the Council meets. The report of the committee has to he signed by the 
members as soon as it is received; they should sign it and send in their· 
dissenting minutes; if any. However, that cannot be helped. Honour
able members who wish to correct their dissenting minutes li'.ay do so 
during the course of the day, and the dissenting minutes will be published 
as early as possible. But the Bill will not wait for that. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : I think there is a time-limit : Standing 
()rder VIII, 7 (3): 

" If any l\Iember of a Select Committee desires to record a minute of dissent on any 
point, he shall sign the majority report, stating that he does so subject to his minute of 
dissent, and shall at the same time hand in his minute." 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Kow, we rr.ay proceed with the
Bill. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : Sir, shall I rise to a personal explanation 1 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I would not allow it. In fact 

that personal explanation might give an opportunity to give out what 
. ca.nnot be permitted in the minute of dissent. 

SYED lURAN liAHOl\IED SHAH: Sir, you will kindly show us. 
the concession that you said you would do to us a few minutes ago. 
Certain honourable members are arriving to-morrow positively. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I would, certainly; but no
assurance has been given that they are coming. The honourable
member from..Larkana said that some were expected to-morrow and 
SOJ!le later-some possibly at the fag end of the session. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO: Sir, I made a clear request that the 
Bill might be taken up day after to-!!!_orrow, because the minutes of 
dissent have to be circulated. · 

SYED lURAN .MAHOMED SHAH : Syed Muhammad Kamil Shah 
and Mr. Bhurgri have sent a message that they are arriving to-morrow. 

The Honottrahle the PRESIDE~T : Syed l\Iuhammad Kamil Shah 
is here; I am informed he called on me to-day. 

SYED l\IIRAN 1\IAHOJ\IED SHAH: Mr. Bhurgri is arriving to
morrow. At least this concession we expect from the Chair. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable members must 
remember that I myself suggested that the Bill might be taken .up 
to-morrow if there was a possibility of the absent members from Smd 
coming here to-morrow. . 

SYED l\IIRAN MAHOl\IED SHAH : There is a possibility and like
lihood also, but we cannot swear that they will arrive he:t:e to-morrow~ 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Honourable the 1\Iover agrees 
that it may be taken up to-morrow, and we proceed to the next business, 

- Bill Ko. XV of 1931. 
Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: Sir, as to that we have some difficulty. 

We were not prepared for the other Bills. We expected that this Bill 
would go on for at least two days. We have no objection to the Irrigation 
Bill being postponed, but we cannot go on with the other business~ 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : Let ns no~ waste a day. 
The Ho:pourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. Bill No. XV of 

1931. 

BILL No. XV OF 1931 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
BOMBAY LOCAL BOARDS ACT, 1923). 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOl\I JEHANGIR VAKIL : Sir~ 
I introduce Bill Ko. XV of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay 
Local Boards Act, 1923)."' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Bill No. XV of 1931 is introduced. 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOl\I · JEHANGIR VAKIL : Sir~ 

First reading. I move that Bill Ko. XV of 1931 (A Bill further t() 
amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923) be read a fust time. This 
is a Bill, Sir, which merely contemplates to effect only three very minor 
amendments in the Local Boards Act which experience. of the administra
tion of the Act has shown to be most desirable. At this stage I do not 
propose to enter into the details of the Bill, but wish merely to say that 
the clause No. 2 aims at permitting police patils who receive remunera
tion from the local boards as ex-officio cattle pound-keepers, to stand for 
election as members of local boards. Clause 3 refers to public ferries. 
The existing clause (d) of section 75 of the Local Boards Act is, to a 
certain extent, inconsistent with section 2-A of the Bombay Ferries Act. 
The latter Act provides for vesting public ferries in any local body, that 
is, either local boards or municipalities, whereas section 75 is not very 
clear on the point. If it is allowed to remain, it can claim at any time 
the income of the ferries vested in the municipality and, therefore, a very 
minor amendment is necessary, namely, the substitution of the word 
"a municipality" for the words "the district local board." 

Section 93 (3) of the Local BoardB Act is now redundant in view of 
section 10 (4) of the Bombay Local Fund Audit Act which was passed 
into law last year. The procedure laid down in the Local Fund Audit 
Act for publication of the audit notes has been improved. According t() 
the Act, the report of the audit note is published in the Govemment 
Gazette. As we are all aware, the circle of readers of the Government 
Gazette is very limited. Government therefore thought that for the sake 
of people interested in the advancement of self-governing institutions a 
wider publicity should be given to the report of the audit. Another point 
is that in the Government Gazette only the report of the audit was published 
and not the explanation given by the various local boards. The new . 
provision ....... . 

• Appendix 2. 
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Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: May I interrupt for a minute, Sir 1 
.Among the publications placed on our tables, there is no Local Boards 
.Act. We are rather handicapped. 

(A copy of the Local Boards Act was handed over to the honourable 
member by the Secretary.) 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTmi JEHA.\'"GIR VAKIL : It is but 
iair that the local boards Qught to be given an opportunity to have their 
~xplanations also published and that has been done by the Audit Act. 
So I think that is a distinct improvement. I therefore hope that all 
these three minor amendments will be allowed without any very long 
debate. At present I do not intend to, enter into arguments, but if 
at a later stage any explanation is necessary, I shall be very glad to do so. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to oppose the 

fust reading of this Bill. The trend of public opinion and legislation 
which follows it, is that local bodies should be as independent as it is 
possible to· make them, and with that idea when the Local Boards 
Act was under rev'i3ion, the nominated members were reduced to a ,·ery 
bare minimum. '\Vhatis the status of the police patil1 A police patil 
is a Government servant. Again, he is a servant carrying a very low 
salary. Some of the police ·patils get hardly Rs. 15 per year. It is 
proposed that men. of this standing should be brought into the local 
bodies while it is the desire of every one of us that those bodies should 
be as independent of official control as possible. It is for this reason a 
very undesirable innovation which it is proposed to introduce. 

The second point is that there are many independent persons who are 
willing to offer themselves for election. When we have independent 
persons available, to set up rivals to them in the form of Government 
.servants would be to try to exclude independent members from the local 
bodies. For that reason also the introduction of police patils into the 
local boards is very unwholesome. 

1\!y third objection to the principle of this Bill is that the police patils 
are supposed to be whole-time Government servants. According to the 
terms of his service the police patil is 1equired to give uninterrupted 
.service for 24 hours in a day. Now for instance if a police patilliving 
15 miles away from a taluka town is. called upon to attend the taluka 
local board meeting, what will happen so far as his duty which he owes 
to Government as a Government servant i3 concerned 1 Will it not be 
.affected and the public left unprotected during his absence ? Therefore 
I think that this proposal, though temptfug at first sight, is on the who'e 
.a very bad innovation; and we must be very cautious when we give 
{)ur consent to it. 
' Another point is that the country is at present in a state of transition. 

It is emerging from the state of dependence to the state of indepen
dence. It may be that some people want absolute independence, 

· but what the measure of that independence will be only time can decide. 
·Under these circumstances, if we are sending these police patils who are 
Government servants and to that extent under Government influence 
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to the local boards, I am afraid that local self-government will be 
shackled and the ambitions of the people to have free local self-gevern
ment will be unnecessarily checked. 

I therefore humbly submit that the innovation proposed to be 
introduced by the Bill is unwholesome ~nd hope that the House will 
not consent to see Government nominees being brought in by backdoor 
methods when better men with superior qualifications and carrying 
more salary who were brought into the boards in the persons of magis
trates and other Government servants under the old Act by nomination· 
are eliminated from it for fost~ring the growth of local self-government 
on independent lines and without tutelage. If better qualified Govern
ment servants are excluded by the Act, it is hardly sound to introduce· 
inferior Go\ernment servants with lesser educational and other quali
fications and who are more su•ceptible to Government influence into 
the taluka boards which this Bill proposes to accomplish. I oppose the. 
first reading of the Bill. 

Khan Bahadur ABDLTL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN (Poona and 
Sholapur Cities) : Sir, the police patels are the ex-officio cattle pound
keepers. Recently these pounds have been transferred to local bodies. 
Thus the police pat~ls become stipend.Utry servants of the boards and 
as such they become disqualified to be members of the local boards 
under section 9 (2) (e) of the Local Boards Act. · 

By the proposed .amendment Government want to make the police 
patels qualified to be members of the board. It is not proper for a 
servant of the board to be a member of the board. Nowhere either in 
the municipalities or local boards is a servant allowed to have any voice 
in the deliberations of the bodies. The amendment, if passed, will 
strike at the root of all constitutional government. 

If the Government are so anxious to utilize the services.of the police 
patels in rural areas; they can allow them to continue their member
ship after asking them to resign their duties as pound-keepers. Thus the 
disqualification would not come in the way of their remaining in the post 
of police patels and being members of the boards. But under no · 
circumstances \rould it be desirable to allow them to be members of the 
boards and at the same time to continue as pound-keepers. This is, 
as I have already said, against the sound principle that no servant of 
the board should be a member of the said board. 

I therefore oppose the amendment. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK (Surat District): Mr. President, I rise to 
support the first reading of the Bill. I believe there is some misappre· · 
hension in the minds of the honourable members of this House. It is 
not that the police patels cannot become members of local boards. They 
can become members of the district and taluka local boards. After the 
transfer of cattle pounds to local boards, police patels who are, by virtue 
of the Cattle Pound Act, ex-officio pound-keepers, become servants of the 
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local boards, have to resign their pound-kee:rwrship if they want to be 
members. As the honourable member Khan Bahadur Abdul Latif 
pointed out, it is open to the police patels who become members of the 
board to resign their pound-keepership. I quite agree with him that 
they can do so. But honourable members have not given sufficient 
consideration to the question· of the revenue of the local boards. As 
soon as you take away this duty of pound-keepership from the police 
patels, the revenue of the local board is sure to fall. The board cannot 
get an efficient man to act as pound-keeper for a small remuneration. 
The police patel, being an official, can carry out the duties more effi
ciently than an outsider. The police patel as a Government servant 

. has other duties to perform and therefore is in a better position to per
forl)l this duty also. In my own district I have found that when police 
patels are elected as members of the board, they have to resign their 
pound-keepership _and local boards have to appoint non-official villagers 
as pound-keepers. The result will be that there will be a considerable 
decrease in the income from cattle pounds. Therefore, the principle 
of the Bill brought forward by Government is very desirable. I do not 
know whether the opinions of the local boards have been invited, but 
some of the local boards have, I believe, approached Government with 
the suggestion that this change should be brought. about. With these 
words I support the first reading of the Bill. 

Sardar BHASAHEB· RAISINHJI (THAKOR ·oF KERWADA) 
(Gujarat Sardars and Inamdars) : Sir, I want to say a few words on this 
Bill. 1So far as Gujarat is concerned, the police patels who hold the posts 
of cattle pound-keepers have proved very efficient and it has not acted 
adversely. In my opinion, if you remove them from the posts, there will 
be a loss of revenue to the local boards. Under the' existing law, when a 
police patel is elected as a member of the board, he should resign his post 

·as cattle poll!ld-keeper. I think it is advisable to rectify this illegality 
in the interests of the local boards themselves. With these words 
l support the first reading of this Bill. · 

Mr. P. R. CHIKODI (Belgaum District) : Sir, I rise to support the 
. Bill: In the first place, the police patets, although they may be pound
. keepers, stand exactly in the same position as the kulkarnis or revenue 
patels who receive certain remuneration for collecting the revenue of 
the local boards. When those other officers are allowed to become mem
bers of the boards, I do not see why these police patels, because they are 
pound-keepers, should be deprived of their right to become members 
of the boards as weH. It is not. 90rrect to say that these are whole
time servants of the boards. They are not, nor are they the whole-time 
servants of Government themselves. They represent the public. 
Government have admitted that these patels are the representatives of 
the public. They are, as it were, rendering aid to local boards. In the 
opinion of the Legal Remembrancer, their rights to stand as candidates 

· or to become members of the boards have been taken away. But it is 
not the final word. I think Government. ought to have first consulted 
the local boards concerned and also the police patels themselves. 
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Unfortunately, that has not been done, and I am convinced that if the 
Bill, which is of a contentious nature, had been sent for opinion, it 
would have- received a very strong support. It is of a contentious 
nature as has been evidenced now, and the best thing would be to send 
it for opinion to the local boards concerned and also to publish it for 
-t>liciting public opinion. Then it will be clear that this Bill will ltave 
the support of the bodies and people who are concerned. That is 
why I support the first reading of the Bill. 

Rao Saheb B. G. DESAI {Kaira District): Sir, I rise to support the 
first reading of this Bill. Under the Local Boards Act of 1923, every 
person who pays a certain amount of land revenue and local cess is 
.entitled to vote and every voter is ordinarily entitled to contest the 
~lection as a candidate. That is the ordinary franchise given to all 
-cess-payers. Police patels in almost every village are cess-payers, and . 
if the amendment is not accepted, the police patels will be deprived of a 
valuable personal privilege which is extended to an· the other voters. 
Besides, police patels, by virtue of their position and connections, do 
possess a close knowledge of, and acquaintance with, local circumstances 
which have been in the past and are likely to be also in future useful to 
the local boards if they continue- to be allowed to become members of 
these local bodies. Under the Local Boards Act of 1923, the manage~ 
ment of cattle pounds came to be tran11ferred to local boards and these 
police patels who were also ex-officio pound-keepers prior to 1923 
continued to act as such. But for that reason they cannot be 
regarded as full-timed regular salaried servants of local boards which as 
a matter of fact they are not. Besides when the police patels are not 
debarred or disabled from contesting council elections even though they 
continue to act as police patels and receive remuneration, far less can 
they be debarred from contesting the elections on comparatively smaller 
and less significant bodies like the local boards for the mere reason that 
they continue to act as cattle pound-keepers and receive a little 
remuneration. In spite of these facts, the police patels are sought to be 
prevented from contesting the local board elections and it is to remove 
this disability that the present amendment of the Local Boards 
Act is proposed. I therefore support the amendment proposed by the 
Honourable the :Minister of Local Self-Government and I commend it 
to the Council for acceptance. 

llr. J. G. 1\fORE {Sholapur District) : Sir, I rise to oppose this Bill. 
I have had some experience of taluka local boards' administration for 
the last six years and I can positively say tUt the mischief that this Bill 
intends to make is to extend the indirect control which Government have 
.over local boards. Under the present Act, officiating patels and 
kulkarnis are allowed to stand for election and to get elected. What 
happens in the boards is a matter worth placing before this honourable 
House. Wh(m these members come into the board and when there are 
-ex-officio nominated members like the mamlatdar of the taluka or in a 
·district place the sub-divisional magistrate, the magistrate or 
mamlatdar exercises a control over the offi9iating patels and kulkarnis 
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whose discretion is, therefore, not independent and not sound. And 
they have to vote in favow.: of Government servants who might be 
there. So, this pernicious principle which is in the Act is now being 
extended by the present amendment. When a police pate! receives 
remuneration from a local board, he in a way becomes its servant, and i£ 
he is its servant, then he cannot become a member of that very board of 
which he is a paid servant. Suppose when such a pate I who is paid by a 
board is allowed to become its member, a matter crops up in the board 
regarding the fabrication of accounts of the cattle pound with which he 
himself is connected as a keeper of that pound, then it is natural that he 
should try to exercise all the influence that he possesses over the board 
and to get a decision favourable to himself. So, the principle underlying 
this Bill is the extension of the principle of indirect control of Govern
ment over these local bodies.. Therefore, I oppose the first reading of 
the Bill. · · 

Mr. V. A. SURVE (Ratnagiri District) (Addressed the House in 
Marathi): Sir, I oppose the first reading of this bill, the object of which 
is to enable police patels who are cattle pound-keepers to get them
selves elected to local hoards. I fail to see this extraordinary 
solicitude on the part of Government for these police patels when 
Government do not care to show half that solicitude for poor illiterate 
agriculturists who may have lost their right of vote as the result of 
mistakes committed by officers who prepare the voting lists for the 
Legislative Council and Assembly by mere alterations in names of voters. 
The police patels get Rs. 25 or Rs. 50 or Rs. 100 per year as remunera
tion for their work. Sometimes they get about eight annas per month 
for their salary. So Government get the work done by these servants 
practically free ?f charge and these servants have to do all sorts of odd 
jobs for the Government throughout the year. 

I am utterly at a loss to know why Government should come forward 
· to ask this honourable House to pass legislation of this kind when they 

do not show the least anxiety to protect the rights of poor agriculturists 
who lose the right of vote through the mistakes committed by persons 
who have to prepare the electoral rolr. 

I urge this honourable House to reject the first reading of this Bill. 

(After recess.) 

NE\f ME~BER SWORN. 

Mr. H. L. Newman made the: prescribed oath of allegiance to His 
1.Iajesty the King-Emperor and took his seat in the Council. 

(Discussion tm Lolxi,_ Boards Bill resumed.) 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, I rise 
to oppose the motion. I do not wish to repeat arguments, but may 
I ask the Honourable Minister or, for the matter of that, the Secretary in 
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charge of the Department how many police patils up to the· present 
have been occupying places on the taluka local boards and district local 
boards ? Is it that as a class the police patils have· been excluded from 
these bodies ' I do not think so. I do believe, with a certain amount 
of inner knowledge, and I must say that on every district local board or, 
for the matter of that, on every taluka local board you will find no~ less 
than 8 or 9 members who are represented by the class of police patils: 
Then again, what does the legal interpretation of the Reme,mbrancer of 
Legal Afiairs mean 1 What he has said is this; He asks them to make 
a small sacrifice. As police patels they are not excluded from becoming 
members of these local ~odies. He says that if they want to qualify. 
themselves for a seat either on the taluka local boards or on the district 
local boards they should give up the small commission which they get, 
which is 25 per cent. of the total receipts from cattle pounds. Under 
these circumstances, may I ask where is the rhyme or reason for this 
amendment ? If it were that they w~re excluded as a class, that would 
have been another matter. If it were that they were not represented 
to the extent to which they are entitled, that might also be another 
story. If it is just to satisfy the whims of some people who feel that 
these police patils ought. to be there though they are not prepared to 
give up the little commission which they get, then I should thin)c there 
is no case made out for the Bill. As regards this commission, I would 
say that the total amount which we get from the pounds varies from 
district to district. I may very well put it down at Rs. 10,000 to 
Rs. 15,000 a year. One-fourth of that will represent a sum between 
Rs. 2,000 and Rs. 3,000. Every police patil's remuneration-!' refer 
to those who are in charge of these cattle pounds-would come to a very 
few rupees, may be Rs. 20 or Rs. 15. Therefore, all that is required is 
to ask them to be public-spirited enough, if they want to sit on these 
boards, to give up this little commission. If they are not prepared to 
do that, what service, honorary or otherwise, intelligent or intellectual, 
can we expect of such men who are not prepared to make such .a, small 
sacrifice ? Under these circumstances, I feel it my duty to oppose the . 
Bill. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI (Poona District): Sir, in this Bill, in 
all, three amendments are proposed, one relating to police patils and two 
others are about matter which is not controversial, all of .which are fo'r 
the repeal of a certain section in the Act. I oppose the amendment of 
the section 9 {2) which would allow a police patil, who is a pound-keeper, 
in his capacity as a pound-keeper to be a member of a local board. 
I oppose this amendment as a matter of principle. Only a man who is 
disinterested should be entitled to sit as a member of a local board, to do 
justice in the cases of the pound-keepers. Because the pound-keepers 
are subordinate servants to the district and taluka local boards. There 
are so many cases of misappropriations and defalcations against pound
keepers, and many more of this nature are likely to be decided in future 
by taluka and district local boards. If pound-keepers are now allowed 
to stand for election of local boards, then the servants of the Boards will 
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be sitting in judgment on their own cases, and naturally a great loophole 
will be kept open for them and these cases of misappropriations and 
defalcations will be encouraged rather than nipped in the bud. That is 
~he great calamit.Y which ~II ~efall ~y allowing this amendment. If it 
Is allowed to pass, the prmmple wlll be polluted. · 
, Another thing is that besides the poun,d-keepers there are so many 
other servants of local boards who have the right to vote, and they are 
disabled from standing for election. The honourable member from 
Kaira Mr. Desai says, taxation and representation must go hand in hand. 
It is an undisputed fact. The Act as it stands is not depriving them of 
their right of voting. Chief Officers, accountants and engineers of the 
local boards have their right to vote in local board elections, though 
they are servants of the board. They are not deprived of their right to 
vote. They can vote, but they are not allowed to be members of the 
local boards,. because they are interested in one way or another ; and to 
allow them to become members is against the general principle. The 
same principle is applicable in the present case. Servants of the boards, 
who are interested in the matters to be dealt with by the boards in one 
way or another, should not be allowed to become masters, i.e., should 
not be allowed to become members of the boards. If police patels in 
charge of cattle pounds are allowed to become members of these bodies, 
when the crimes that are committed by them in their capacity as pound
keepers will be coming up for decision before the boards, there is every 
possibility that partiality may take place in giving judgment on such 
cases. In that case defaulters wil1 be sitting to pass judgment upon the 
action taken by themselves. For these reasons the inclusion of pound
keepers among the members of the local boards is objectionable. With 
this· view in mind I oppose the amendment proposed in clause 2 of the 

· present Bill. 
Rao Bahadur S~ N. ANGADI (Belgaum District) : Sir, I rise to support 

the first reading of the Bill. You will remember, Sir, that various 
objections have been taken. I thought that it was not going to be a Bill 
of a very controversial nature. 'But now we find that it has assumed 
an entirely different turn, and it is gettrng to be more and more contro
versial, and I find that it is getting to be more controversial for reasons 
which I cannot explain . 
. It is said, for instance, by the honourable member from Ratnagiri 

that the police patel is a very bad .sort of person, that he is a devil and 
cannot be believed, that he tampers with the electoral rolls, and so on . 

. I think, when he said that he tampers with the electoral roll, he was 
clearly labouring under a misapprehension. I think he ought to know 
that the electoral roll is originally not prepared by the police patil, but 
is prepared by village officers, mostly by the kulkarnis, and it is signed 
by the revenue patils. I do not know if the procedure is different in his 
district, but so far as my district is concerned, the electoral roll is prepared 
by the kulkarnis and revenue patils. When this is so, there is very little 
chance of the electoral rolls being tampered with by the police patil. 
He said ~Lso that sometimes the names are wrongly written deliberately 
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by the police patil. That may be his experience in his district, but, 
confining myself to my own district, I say that there is no such false 
writing of names. But even assuming that such a deliberate mistake 
is made, there is ample opportunity provided to correct the mistakes. 
One could approach the Collector, and if there is any mistake in the· 
name, that can be rectified. There is some time allowed for doing this, 
and if the voters do not do this, I think the responsibility and blame must 
not be thrown on the wrong person. Therefore, when my honourable 
friend Mr. Surve made those charges, clearly he wasl abouring under a 
gross misapprehension. 

Coming to the speech of my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chitale, 
he appears to suggest that there is sufficient representation, nay, over 
representation of the class of patils. That may be so in his own district, 
but I might tell him that in my own district there are very few police 
patils as members of local boards. The majority of members on the 
district and taluka local boards is drawn from classes entirely different 
from that of the patils or village officers. 

I do not think the police patils are very anxious to stand as candidates.· 
After all, this is a Bill which simply enables the police patils to b.e 
members of taluka local boards or district local boards. In the very 
few cases where he is debarred from being so, it is by reason of the fact 
that as a pound-keeper he is receiving some remuneration. I do not 
think the Bill is one of such a character that there should be serious 
opposition to it. . ' 

Again, it was said that because sometimes we come across cases of 
misappropriations by these police patils in their capacity as pound· 
keepers, so it would be a question of the police patils themselves 
sitting in judgment upon then own offences. In the first place, 
I do not believe that there are many ca~es of, that character, . 
and even if there be some, there are other members on the board 
who can easily silence them. I do not think that the police patil is 
such a devil. This Bill enables the village patil to be a member of the 
District Local Board because he is at present disqualified on account of 
the fact that he receives some remuneration. I do not think that there 
can be any serious objection. In these days of democracy, if these 
police patils and revenue patils. are influential, and amenable to the 
influence of officers, it is our duty to see that they are not elected to the 
local bodies. ·Why debar them from standing as candidates 1 It shows . 
weakness on our O~'D part. I do not think any man should be disallowed 
by law from standing as a candidate .for local self-government in· 
stitutions. On this general principle I have great pleasure in supporting 
this Bill. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Sir, enough has 
been said with regard to the first part, that is to say, the police patils. 
The Bill is dealing with three matters. It is a heterogenous Bill dealing 
with three different subjects. A great deal has been said about the 
police patil's disqualification. I want to confine myself to th~ third: 
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point where it is proposed to delete sub-section (3) of section 92. This 
sub-section (3) was added in the Local Boards Act in the year 1 9"27. 
There a proYision is made by whic~ the report of the audit of each local 
. board shall be sent to the Collector and published in the Bombay Gorern
mtmt Ga'ZRJ.te and that the administration report shall be published in any 
newspaper selected by the board-the whole report of the audit. This 
was done in order to give publicity to the report of the audit. The recf.'nt 
Act which we passed last year, namely, the Audit Act, deals only with the 
publication of one simple matter. The accounts should be submitted 
to the Examiner of Accounts and afterwards it is submitted to the local 
board, and what is to be published according to this Act is only a very 
small portion of it, namely, that which deals with misappropriation. 
H there is any misappropriati~n of any money or any surcharge, that 
matter is published. But it is stated in the statement of objects and 
reasons that in view of section 10 (4) of the Bombay Local Fund 
Audit Act; sub-section (3) of section 92 is no longer necessary. That 
sulH:lause (c) says that that portion of the report where any amount 
which ought to have been brought into account but which has not bet>n 
brought into account should be published. This clause contemplates 
only a portion of the re:Port, while sub-section 92 (3) contemplates the 
whole report in the vernacular of the district. Apart from misappro
priation, there may be other irregularities which people of the district 
would like to know. Therefore, it was particularly inserted in section 92 
of the Act of 1927. So this part of the Bill is open to objection . 

.. Mr. HAJI MIR MAHO:\IED BALOCH (Karachi City) (A.ddressrd 
the House in Urdu): Sir, the object of the Bill is to enable the police 
patils to become members of district local boards. I strongly oppoSt' 
such a measure because a servant of the board should not become a 
member of the board .. It will create a ridiculous situation if complaints 
made against a pound munshi, who happens to be a member of a board 
or holds an office, are again referred to him in his capacity as a mem her or 
office-bearer of the board. Such a man at one and the same time becomes 
master and servant, and has to pass a Erdict against his own action. It 
appears to me that the Government has no one policy to follow in such 
matters. I will cite an instance here in which this very Government 
brought pressure upon a gentleman in Sind who happened to be the 
Municipal Chief Officer of the District Local Board, Ka1achi. He was 
in no way a subordinate of the Municipality, but yet was .compelled to 
resign his membership. Here Government in contravention of their 
decision are putting on: the statute book a measure which they themselves 
have condemned. I therefore request the Honourable Member in charge 
of the Bill to withdraw it. 

Mr. :M. M. K4RBHARI (Thana and Bombay Suburban Districts): 
Sir, I congratulate the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government 
for having introduced this Bill. He has attempted to remove the stand
ing injustice that was done to a respectable member of our community 
and a respectable citizen. H you look up the Local Boards Act, there is 

. Jlothing to prevent a. police patil from becoming a. ~ember of the district 
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local bOard or taluka local board. But incidentally because he happens 
to be a. cattle pound-keeper and because he draws a little remuneration 
in the form of commission, he is supposed by the Legal Remembrancer 
or legal opinion to be a servant of the local board. I believe his case was 
not properly put before the Legal Remembrancer. The commissjon 
he gets is not for the work he does, but a small remuneration for the 
expenses he incurs to engage servants, to look after the cattle in the 
pounds, to give them water and food. When my honourable friend 
Rao Bahadur Chitale advocated that the police patilshould show some 
good spirit of citizenship, I would submit and tell him it would be better 
for the district local board to give him a full time servant to carry out 
the work of a sen•ant of the local board. If this man the police patil 
is disqualified from becoming a member of the local bodies, it is a clear 
injustice that was done to him on account of the oversight and on account 
of the inadvertent section that was passed in 1898. H this police patil 
is not debarred from standing as a candidate to the Legislative <A>uncil, 
may I know why he should be debarred from standing as a candidate to 
a local board, which is inferior to this august body ! I would, therefore, 
say that the misapprehensions and prejudices that have been formed 
against this class of people should not weigh with us. You must remem~ 
ber that such men should stand for election and come in by the votes 
of the electors and not by nomination. If he is undesirable, do not 
vote for him. If he deserves, let him come in by the votes of the people. 
This Bill is intended to remove the injustice to the police patils who keep 
our cattle-pounds and so it must have the support of every member of 
this House. 

llr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City): Sir, we have heard about hall 
a dozen honourable members who are connected with taluka local boards 
and district local hoards. Some of them are presidents of those boards. 
There is a divergence of opinion among them : one set of honourable 
members say that those patels who are cattle-pound-keepers should not 

. he there, while the other set of honourable members say that they ought 
to be there and there should be no injustice done to them. Whatever 
that may be, a.s a matter of prinCiple I have to oppose this Bill. And 
for this reason: the policy of the law baa been that persons who are 
interested in any way in money matters either with the local boards or 
with the municipalities should not have any band in the management 
of those institutions and should not he entitled to take any part in those 
institutions. I believe that is a sound principle. These police patels 
are in one sert'!e servants of the in.stitutioll8 and are paid by them. lly 
honourable friend from Thana (lfr. Karbhari) said : " No ; those 
per~Wu.s do pay from their pockets for the service rendered by some . 
menial servant, and it is for that that they draw the amount of the 
(·attle-pound fees." I believe that is not a very accurate statement .. 
As a matter of fad, the expenses are incurred no doubt by the patel, but 
from funds supplied by the local boards. I am supported in my state
ment hy one of the presidents of these boards-I mean the honourable 
member from Ahmednagar (Rao Bahadur Chi tale). [H O'lilltlrable Jlember•: 
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He is right.] So, many of them support him. If that is so, 
it is a correct principle of law not to have these men on the boards. 
I do mean to suggest that they at any rate should give up their small 
remuneration if they prefer to be on the boards. If, however, .there was 
any amendment of the Act necessary, I should have thought that tht> 
police patels, kulkarnis and mulki patels should not be allowed to sit 
as members of taluka and district local boards. They are officers of 
Government, they_ are paid by Government. I am not now going to 
address the Hous~ on the desirability or otherwise of that step. My 
only point is that it is not desirable to have persons who are subordinates 
of Government officials on these boards. That is mv view. We 
know what these kulkarnis and patels in the villages are. "As a matter 
of fact it is within the knowledge of many of us that they are powerful 
officers, perhaps more powerful than the mamlatdars even. It is not 
therefore desirable to remove this disqualification and add to their 
numbers in the district and taluka local boards. As a matter of fact we 

' have been told that the number of those persons is very large in the 
district and taluka boards, compared to other persons. Invariably 
when a patel stands for election he is there. We know the reason. The 
.fact is that whenever a patel or kulkarni or any other village officer 
stands as a candidate for election, he almost tops the list. I do not think 
he is extraordinarily wise or extraordinarily clever and therefore he 
tops the list. We know the reason why he tops the list. By removing 
this disqualification we shall be doing harm to two principles. In 
the first place, people under the control of Government officers will be 
-coming and, secondly, persons who are receiving remuneration from the 
institutions or receiving stipends from them will be allowed to enter in 
their ~nagement. For these reasons, I oppose the Bill. 

Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District): Sir, I rise to support the Bill, 
especially that part of the Bill which enables the police patels to become 
members of the boards. An argument has been put forward in opposing 
the Bill that the police patel is the servant of the board. But may 
I point out that a police patel in his capacity as pound-keeper is not a full 
time salaried servant of the local boards, and therefore is not prevented 
from standing as a candidate for the elections to these boards 1 He 
simply gets a little remuneration for what little pound-keeping he does 
for the boards. If thls Bill is passed and if the police patel is allowed to 

· become a member of the ,district or taluka board, that would go to elevate 
the position of the police patel in the eyes of the public. If this Bill is 
passed, and if the police patel becomes a member of the board and sits in 
a chair beside the mamlatdar in the district local board or taluka local 
board, no talati, I suppose, would dare ask that police patel to carry his 

• daftar on his head. In my district (Kolaba District), some talatis even 
in these days get the police patels to carry their dajtar on their heads. 
'I do not know whether this system prevails everywhere. [A.n Honourable 
Member: Why should he 1] That is not the fault of the police patel, 
it is the fault of the Government. Government keep them illiterate ; 
ther_ should give them education. · If they are illiterate, that is ~o 
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reason why they should be prevented from becoming .members of the 
local boards. Having been born in a family of watandar police patels, 
I thank Government for having brought in this Bill to remove this 
disqualification. With these words, I support the Bill, 

1\Ir. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): Sir, I would not have .intervened 
in this debate but for the fact that in supporting or opposing clause 2, 
honourable members have lost sight of clause 3. The argument has 
been because clause 2 is there, therefore throw out the ~ole Bill. I say 
that whatever opposition there is to clause 2 may be put forward at the 
time of the second reading of the Bill. As yet, nobody has opposed 
clause 3 which seeks to give~ certain· municipalities incomes from 
ferries. \Vhen the second reading of the Bill is moved and the' 
Bill is read clause by clause, then all opposition to clause 2 may' be 
concentrated. ' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That would not be possible, 
because that is one of the principles of the Bill. That must be disposed 
of now. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: If that is to be considered a principle, I oppose the 
principle that a police patel who is a stipendiary officer or servant of a 
local board should be eligible to become a member of the district local 
board or taluka local board. 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI.: Sir, I rise to a point of order. Having 
supported the first reading, can the honourable member now oppose the 
principle of it 1 · , 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : He said that he .had objection to 
clause 2, and now that he is told that is a principle of it, he may oppose 
the Bill on principle. · 

:Mr. V. N. JOG: We are not at the stage when we should go to vote, 
If the Bill is mischievous then I have to oppose the Bill. It is a question 
of the second clause now. As a member of a municipality . I was 
interested in seeing that a certain portion of the income from ferries was 
got for the municipalities. If the mischief is greater than the advantage, 
then I have to oppose the Bill. As regards the argument that there are 
many persons among these police patels who own land and contribute 
to the local fund and therefore it is an injustice to deprive them of their. 
right to stand for local board elections, I wish to point out that there 
are many· Government servants who also own lands and pay rates to the 
local fund but who have also been debarred froin standing for elections 
to the local boards. What applies to ot~er Government servants should 
apply also to the police patels. In view of that opinion I hold that the 
Bill should be opposed. 

Mr. PESTANSHAH N. VAKIL (Ahmedabad City) : Sir, the obser·. 
vations made by the honourable gentleman 'l'epresenting Poona City 
as well as those made by the honourable member from Sind confirm me 
in my view that the honourable member Rao Bahadur Naik was right in 
saying that the op11osition to this Bill is based on a serious misconcertion 
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of ita principles. In the first place, Sir, I readily subscribe to the principle 
that a man who draws any income from the revenues of an institut1on 
or a pnblic body should not ordinarily have any share in its admini.'l
tration. It would be in consonance with the best Parliamentary tradi
tions, but, as I understand it, the Parliamentary practice does not go 
as far as that. So far as I k:now,-a member of Parliament who accepts 
any office under the Crown resigns his membership; but at the same 
time he is eligiple for re-election. Similarly a police patel in ,;rtue of 
his drawing a small remuneration for taking care of the village cattle
pound should not necessarily be disqualified from becoming a member 
of a district or taluka. local board. Now, the gentlemen who oppose 
~this Bill forget that there is nothing in law to prevent him from continuing 
to be a member of that body if he is prepared to make a small sacrifice. 
He is fully entitled to be a member of that body in virtue of the voting 
qualification which he possesses. The only consequence of this Bill 
being thrown ont would, therefore, be that a police pate! will have to make 
a small monetary sacrifice if he wants to be a member of the board. 
Now, my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chitale expects these people 
to make a sacrifice. We have no materials before us to enable us to say 
that they would be willing or otherwise to make a sacrifice in the interests 
of public service. But what about the interests of the board itself 1 
Those who have any conception of village economy ought to know that 
these petty officials are combining in themselves the functions of different 
officers in the administration of the affaifs of a village. We know .that 
the. "·illage is a very, very small unit and a v-illage board cannot afford 
to have different officers for different functions. A police patel, in nine 
cases out of ten, would be most unwilling to make a sacrifice of his mem
bership, but, I expect, if it comes to make a "choice, he will willingly fox ego 
his small inoome-I understand that it is only from Rs. 20 to Rs. 50 
a year, a very small amount indeed,-and, perhaps, a good many people 
would be coming for"\\"ard to make that trifling sacrifice. But wllo is 
going to replace them in that case 1 Would the district or the taluka 
local board be prepared to engage a full-time salaried servant in his place 1 
That is" the crux of the whole questioti:""" We have to look at the question 
from the point of view of the board and not from the point of view of the 
policepatel. Th3tis, to my mind, the chiefreason why we should save the 
police patel from the disqualificatjon which at present attaches to him. 

There is another question to be-considered. Is he a full-time salaried 
servant of the board 1 True it is that he retains a quarter of the. fees 
that are charged for keeping the cattle in the pound. If that is consi
dered to be a. salary in the real sense of the term, then, I beg to submit, 
he draws remuneration from divers other sources too. I am told, for 
instance, that he gets a. very insignificant amount-of course the amount 
makes no difference so far as the principle is concerned-he gets some
thing like 5 to 10 rupees; for collecting the cess on behalf of the board. 
That too has got to be taken intQ consideration. The receipt of any 
remuneration from the board disqualifies him. The amount of the 
t:emuneration is, as I state4 before, of no consideration at all. "'bether 
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he gets 5 or 50 rupees, it is all the same; the disqualific~tion is there. 
If you take these two ~r three things into consi~eratio~, th~ objec.tion 
to the Bill ought to vamsh: firstly, that these police pat1ls will contmue 
to enjoy the right of membership of the board. The only thing required 
of them would be that they would have to make a sacrifice of their SIIfall 
income. Secondly, if they make a choice to resign the keepership 9f 
the pound, the board will be put to a great Pxpense in having to get 
a full-time salaried servant to replace them, and thirdly, despite this 
sacrifice, there is nothing to prevent the police patils from drawing 
other small remunerations which they at present draw from other 
sources. On these grounds, I think that th.is honourable House will 
be well advised to pass this Bill which, to my mind, appears to be_ot a 
very non-controversial nature; and I am surprised at the opposition 
wh.ich is offered to it from different quarters. · 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH (Hyderaba.d District): Sir, I am 
sorry I have to oppose the first reading of this Bill. So far as I have· 
been able to study and understand it, the Bill is contrary to the principles 
of self-government as well as parliamentary procedure. _I have got some 
experience of the working of local bodies. I have some bodies under · 
my control. It is not a question of remuner11tion, as has been suggested 
by several of the honourale members, who said that because police patils 
receive a small remuneration they should be disqualified. The mone
tary question is not the real question to be considered here. The real 
question that ought to be taken into consideration is, to what position· 
would that remuneration put the police patils 1 What will be the status 
of the pa tils if· they receive a fixed share out of the income derived from 
cattle pounds ? They will become the servants of the Local. Body. 
Supposing a police patil who is appointed as pound keeper instead 
of receiving one-fourth of the share appropriates one-half of the share, 
under the present rules we have got control to check it and bring the 
misappropriation to light and take the orders of the board. I will give 
an example. I have started certain cattle pounds in my district. 
I have given one-half of the income from these pounds to certain people 
in return for managing them. They are fairly respectable people .. 
I have given the pounds to their charge on condition that they will give 
one-half of the income to the local fund cess. But they are subject to my 
control. If they make any false entries in their· records or misappropxia.te 
any money, then I can make a report against them and the board can 
pass <!rders. Now, if they are also members of the boards, they will 
sit on the Board as our colleagues and can influence the decision of the 
Board in their favour. We cannot pass that unalloyed judgment which, 
we can otherwise pass against our servants-for they are purely servants 
of the Board. That is.the distinction wh.ich the Honourale Minister has 
to make. If he is going to give the right of vote and equality to police · 
pa tils, he should also give the same to all public servants, because under 
the Cattle Trespass Act police patils act as ex-officio cattle pound keepers 
and are also public servants. Theref01e, it means indirectly giving to 
the public servants the right of vote and equality of opportunity tmat 
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is given to the members of the public. This amounts to shak.ina the verv 
root of self-government. Where is the distinction between : salaried 
officer and a member of the public 1 If a police patil is nominated on 
the local hoard because he is very serviceable for the purpose of 
suggestingmeasuresf<?r the management of cattle pounds, we ·ean concede 
the point. But if he is going to be given the right of vote and equal . 
opportunity, where is the check in case he commits mistakes ? He will 
sit with us as our colleague. I think by introducing this Bill Govemment 
is striking .at the very root of the principle underlying the institution . 
of Local Sell-Government. 

One honourable member suggested that a president or a member 
receiving allowances from .the Board's finances should not be allowed 
to become a member of the board or its president if police patils are 
objected to. But there is a distinction between a police patil who is 
a cattle pound keeper and the president of the district local board. For 
instance, the president of the local board is surrounded by an expert 
establishment • sanctioned by Government. The establishment has 
to put up note& to him and he has to pass the final orders in accordance 
with those notes. He is also advised by experienced officials who initial 
the papers and are jointly responsible with the president. Therefore, 
there is a check if the president attempts to misappropriate public 
money or do anything illegal. As compared to this position, the police 
patil comes in direct touch with the public. There is no intermediary. 
Supposing a hundred heads of cattle are impounded and he enters only 
50 in the records, where is the check~ He will be the master of the 
situation: Therefore, the control which is at present .exercised on the 
cattle pound keeper will he relaxed by the proposed measure. 

· If this is conceded in the Presidency, where is the guarantee that this 
principle will not he extended to Sind also 1 There also pound keepers. 
have a right of vote because they pay land assessment. But as soon as 
they accept the cattle pound keepership they are disqualified from 
contesting a seat on any Local Board. That is the inconsistency which 
the honourable House ought to- realise. I therefore hope the 
honourable House will he well advised to throw out this Bill at the very 
first reading. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTmi JEHANGIR VAKIL : Sir, 
the arguments advanced by several of the members who spoke in favour 
9f the Bill are a sufficient answer to the arguments which have been 
urged against the Bill. I do not, therefore, propose to take up tM time 
of the House by going over the same ground again. But I shall merely 
co~e myself to such of the points raised by some of the honourable 
members as have not been dealt with on the floor of the House. Permit 
me to say, Sir, that the honourable member Mr, Surve is not quite 
correct in saying that the police patil is a paid Government servant in 
the sense in which other Governments are looked upon. He is 
merely looking after this part of the business just for perhaps a couple 
of J:J.purs or sometimes not at all for a few days. Therefore, he cannot 
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be regarded as a regular Government servant.. The honourable member 
Khan Bahadur Abdul Latif is agreeable to let the police patils remain 
as members of the local boards, but his objection is that they must. 
not be given charge of the cattle pounds. We have already heard the 
honourable member Rao Bahadur Naik who has explained the 
difficulties of which he has personal experience, so far as his district is 
concerned. It is exceedingly difficult to find in small villages people 
to take charge of cattle pounds and it is generally the police patils who 
are very efficient in that kind of wprk and who are the most intelligent 
inhabitants of the villages. If we were to debar police patils from_ 
becoming members of local boards, the result will be that these local 
boards will have to engage cattle· pound keepers by spending perhaps 
four times as much, and I do not think all the district local boards are 
in a position to incur such an increased expenditure. I perso~ally should
be very sorry, Sir, if the police patils were disqualified from becoming 
members of the local boards. I know from personal experience that · 
some of these police patils are not' only members of the local boards, 
but they are presidents of taluka and in some cases district local boards. 
They are most intelligent as a class and I think it will be a great pity to 
shut the door against these people particularly. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : On a point of information .•... 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Honourable Minister does 

not yield. 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : I may 

also bring to the notice of the House that in this Presidency over 200 police 
patils are already members of local boards. It was only in 1929 that 
their ineligibility to become members of the local boards was questioned 
by the Examiner of Local Fund Accounts. Until then this question 
had never been raised. They have been members and at the same time 
have been performing some of the most important functions in villages, 
and yet complaints have not been made with regard to their misbehavi
our. That very fact shows that even if they are entrusted with the 
charge of the cattle pounds and a.t the same time allowed to become 
members of local boards, they are not likely to prove particularly 
obnoxious. 

At the same time, if a taluka local board or a district local board comes 
across a case where a police patel, who is a member and at the same time 
is in charge of the cattle pound, has not been behaving himself well, it is 
open to the taluka or the district board to remove him from his office as 
cattle pound keeper and they can do so at any time. Such instances are 
few and far between, and the district local boards and taluka local boards 
have got full authority to exercise their power of removing him from his 
office as cattle pound keeper. 

My honourable friend Syed lfiran Mahomed Shah is drawing my 
attention to the fact that the police patels are able to exercise an evil 
influence upon the other members of the board. Well, as I said, police 
pateh1 are the most influential people in the village. We all know that, 
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Even if a police patel is not a member of the· taluka local hoard or of a 
district local board, I can say from my personal experience that he has 
power enough to exercise that influence which he would do if he were a 
member .•....... 

Mr. V. A. SURVE: Are they not Government servants? , 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTO:.U JEH.A..~."'\GIR V AXIL: TLe 

honourable member Rao Bahadur Chitale stated that the police patil:l! 
as a class, who are not prepared to make a small sacri.fice, must not be 

, given the benefit which this Bill proposes to extend to them. That 
should not he an argument against the Bill, because the result will he 
that, if they are not prepared to make the sacrifice, it is the boarJ 
wh;ich will he losing their services, and I for one would certainly wish 

'that they should not, under any circumstances, be disqualified from 
becoming members of the local boards. 

With regard to the point raised by the honourable member Rao 
Baha.dur Kale, that the improvement suggested in the audit notes only 
refers to certain irregularities and defects to be given publicity to, I may 
draw his attention to the fact that it is particularly these defects and 
irregularities which really matter. The other part of the report generally. 
relates to ordinary matters and shows that everything is in order. That. 
part could easily be done without .. If, however, the honourable member 
Rao Bahadur Kale, as I understand, is particularly insistent that the, 
first three lines of the present section 92 (3) should go out and that 
the remaining part should remain, I shall be very glad to consider. 
the amendment when it comes at the time the Bill is read clause 
bv clause.· ' , 
·With regard to the suggestion of my honourable friend Mr. Chikodi,' 

that opinions may he invited from the district local boards, I can 
say this that no good purpose will he served by doing so, because 
I find in this House so many honourable members who represent district 
local boards in· the Presidency and they have already expressed their 
views here, and I personally do not think that the object which the 
honourable member Mr. Chikodi basin view would he served by referring 
this matter to the various district local boards of the Presidency. 

With these words, Sir, I commend the bill for the acceptanc.,. of the 
honourable House. · 

Bill read a first time. Question put and carried. 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir. RUSTOll JEHAXGIR V AXIL: Sir, 

I move that the Bill No. XV of 1931 (A Bill further 
Second Reading. . to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923) be 

read a second time. · 

t!~ read a seoond Question put ~d carried. 

BiU reail clause by clause. 
Clause 1 (Short title) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 2 (Amendment of sedion 9 of Born. VI of 1923) ordered to 

stand part of the Bill. 
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Clause 3 (Amettdmellt of scdiort '15 of Born~ f I of 19'23) ordered to 

-stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 4 (Repeal of sulrsectiort (3) of section 92 of Born. fl of 1923}
.. Sub-section (J) of section 9:! of the said Ac\ shall be ftpealed." 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay CniYersity): Sir, I beg to move 
the following amendment to clause 4 as under:-

l.nSl'rt tilt- 11'orda " the first sen~nce in " at the commencement of the clause .f: of 
'he bill. 

Sir, the clause 4, as it now stands, proposes to repeal the whole of 
sub-section (3) of sertion 92 of the Act. My point is that publication in: 
English in the Got"l'riUIItftl Gazeue is a mere waste of money and is tui
necessary, because the Got'('fltmeniGa:eUedoes not circulate much in talukas 
and it will be sufficient if vernacular ne\\-spapers of each taluka or district 
are chosen for giving publicity to the audit not~s. It is, after all, 
a district and taluka matter affecting a district or a taluka local board, 
and publicity given in such local vernacular ne~papers would be 
enough for all practical purposes to acquain~ the electorate with the 
opinions passed by the auditors. If my amendment is carried, the 
sub-section (3) of section 92 willn>ad as under :-

" Every local board shall publi.!h the report and audit notes •·ith the replies thereto 
in ite adminiatnth·e repon and in a local ne11'8paper seleet.E>d by the board. A ropy of 
the repon on every taluka local board ahaU also be sen' &o \he dislrid local board of the 
distrirt.'' 

All this will remain, but only the portion which makes it necessary for 
the notes to be published in the Bombay GOtff,ttlte••t Gazette will be 
deleted. Publication in the GOtwnmettl Gazdle, as I said, is unnecessa.rv 
and only costs unnecessary expense. • 

Question put and carried. 

Clause 4:, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

The preamble ordered to stand part of the Bill.· 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOli JEIU.NGIR VAKIL: Sir, 
Third ftl&din I mo\·e thai Bill No. XV of 1931, a Bill further 

~· t{) amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923, be 
read a third time and passed. · 

Question proposed. 

Mr. A. S. R. lUCKLIN: Sir, I have a formal amendment to move as 
follows:-

That tilt- fig~~~e "1 "be added after the figurea "193 "in clauae 1. 

Question put and carried.. 

~·u d hird . Question, "That the Bill be read a third time," 
1 rea a t t•me. put and carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : The Bill is read a third time and 
passed into law, 
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BILL No. XVI OF 1931 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND 
THE BOMBAY DISTRICT POLICE ACT, 1890). 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO~IAS: Sir, I rise to introduce Bill 
No. XVI of 1931 (a. Bill further to amend the Bombay District Police 
Act, 1890).* 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: The Bill is introduced. 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOlliS: I move the first reading of 

Bill No. XVI of 1931 (a Bill further to amend the 
Bombay District Police Act, 1890). Fi.nt reading. 

There is little, if anything, to add to the statement of objects and 
reasons which explains why the main amendment is necessary. The 
. wording of the section proposed to be amended is somewhat ambiguous. 
It has always been interpreted by the Executive as meaning that whereas 
a first class magistrate can only issue the prohibitory orders contemplated 
in the section if he has jmisdiction in the town or village in respect of 
which his orders are issued and if he is himself present in or in the neigh
bourhood of the town or village, the latter restriction does not apply 
to the District Magistrate, whose presence at or near the place is not 
required. Unfortunately the word " such " appearing in the 7th line 
of the section can be interpreted and as a matter of fact has been inter
preted by the High Court as requiring the presence of the District :Magis
trate also at or near the place before he can issue orders under the section.· 
It is sca.tcely necessary for me to point out that his presence is often 
impracticable partly owing to the large extent of most districts and 
partly owing to the impossibility in many cases of the District Magistrate 

· being able to visit the locality on account of urgent work elsewhere. 
Orders, however, under this section have almost always to issue at very 
short notice to meet or avert an emergency. It is, therefore, necessary 
to remove the restriction which the High Comt has held to be imposed 
upon the District Magistrate by amending the section in the manner 

. now proposed and giving clear effect to what was the obvious intention 
of the Legislature. 

A good deal could be urged in favour of removing the restriction in 
the case of first class magistrates also:-- Sub-divisions are larger than 

. they used to be and a fust class magistrate may on occasions find it very 
difficult to be present at or near a town or village where a prohibitory 
order is necessary, especially if simultaneous orders are required in 
several places within his jurisdiction. After careful consideration, 
GOvernment have decided not to remove this restriction. Should, 
however, it be the wish of this honomable House to remove the restric
tion in the case of first class magistrates also, Government would be 
prepared to accept an amendment to this effect. 

This opportunity is taken to extend the provisions of the section to 
specially empowered second class magistrates, for the re~son that if there 
are an insufficient number of first class magistrates in a district and if 
a state of affairs should arise necessitating the issue of orders under this 
section on a wide scale, there might be serious delay, resulting in loss 
of life and damage to property unless the power to issue the orders were 

• Appendix 3. 
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conferred upon a greater number of magistrates than the section 
provides for. It is not, however, the intention of Government to make an 
indiscriminate use of the proposed extension of powers. In fact, I hope 
that it will never be found necessary to empower a single second class 
magistrate to take action under the section.. The object of the amend~ 
ment is solely and simply to make it possible for Government to take 
wider steps than they now possess to quell disorders in the case of a grave 
emergency arising. I hope that this assurance will enable thls honourable 

· House to pass the proposed amendment with easy minds. . 
There is yet a third amendment of a trivial character, to which no 

reference has been made in the statement of objects and reasons. It 
is proposed to omit the words '' and subject to his order " which now 
appear in the second line of the section. Government have no ulterior 
motive whatsoever in proposing this omission. The reason for the 
proposal is that it is not at all certain what the words mean and it is a 
pior-i undesirable to retain in any Act words or phrases that are patient of 
more than one interpretation. I am quite certain that every lawyer in the 
House will accept this principle. I have been at some pains to discover 
what the phrase " subject to his (i.e. the District magistrate's) order ". 
means. Obviously it cannot mean subject to his prior order, because. 
that would entirely nullify the provision regarding first class magistrates. 
If they had to obt&in the order of the District 1\!agistrate before issuing 
their own order, the latter order would in effect be the order of the 
District 1\Iagistrate himself and it would be altogether superfluous to 
empower first class magistrates to issue any order under the section them
selves. Nor can the phrase well mean" under the general orders of.the 
District Magistrate," firstly, because if that was the jntention of the 
Legislature the word" orders" in the plural would have been used, instead 
of the word "order" in the singular; secondly, because if the general 
orders of the District Magistrate were referred to, it is most unlikely that. 
the word "general'' would have been omitted ; and thirdly and Ia.stly,. 
because all magistrates subordinate to a District 1\Iagistra.te are ipso facto 
under his general orders, so that any reference to this in the section would 
be superfluous. It seems, therefore, that the phrase must mean "subject 
to the revisionary order" of the District Magistrate. That too, however 
is superfluous in view of the third sub-section of this' section, which run~ 
as follows: "An order made under this section by a subordinate magis
trate shall be forthwith communicated to the magistrate of the district, 
who shall thereupon confirm, cancel or morufy the same as shall seem 
expedient." This is a most important sub-section, as it prevents a 
subordinate magistrate from misusing the powers conferred upon him 
by the section. · 

I have no doubt that the subtle brains of the legal members of this 
House will find other ways of interpreting the phrase "subject to his 
order." If so, this will simply reinforce my argument that it is better 
to omit a. phrase which can be interpreted in more than one way. 

Sir, I move that this Bill be read for the first time. 
J'li!J ~e11d a. fhst ti~. Question put and carried. 
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The Honourable Mr. G. A. THmiAS: Sir, I move that Bill Xo. XVI 
(A Bill further to amend the Bombay District 

Secon~ reading. Police Act, 1890) be read a second time. 
Question proposed. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Sir, I. wii!h to 
offer a few general remarks on thls matter. · It seems to me that the 
original object of having the words "The magistrate of the district, 
or in his absence and subject to his order the magistrate of the first 
class" was that this is a matter which is considered of such importan('e 
that it should not be entrusted to a lower class of officers, namely, the 
magistrates, even first class magistrates who are lower in rank and not 
filling the responsible position of a District Magistrate. That is the reason 
why, it seems to me, in the section as it stands the words " subject to 
his order" appear. That is. to say, a magistrate of the first class may act, 
but he has no doubt to first get the assent of the District Magistrate 
before tal-ing action. Whether it is subject to his discretion is another 
matter. As I read the section, it seems to me 'that that is the intention 
underlying the inclusion of the words " subject to his order ". I think 
it 'doett not mean" subject to .his general order ", nor does it mean that 
where necessary be may cancel the order. Neither of these meanings, 
I think, can be put upon the expression. It" means that the District 

· Magistrate himself must assume responsibility wherever possible. In 
case that is not possible, then a magistrate of the first class is given the 
discretion. Even this thing has to be done subject to the order of the 
District Magistrate. That is to say, after obtaining the consent of the 
District Magistrate t.he procedurt> that is going to follow must be followed. 
This Bill has been brought tQ make provision for cases where the presence· 
of the District Magistrate is not available. In those cases the first 
c1ass magistrate must act without being subject to the orde~ of the 
District Magistrate. Therefore, 1 think, logically speaking, the words 
"subject to his order~, must go.· I am not going to move any amend· 
ment. 

I have my own misgivings when"tbe second class magistrates are 
specially empowered to exercise these powers. Magistrates lower than 
first class magistrates must be considered rather not fit to exercise 
this kind of discretion. The question is whether the empowering of the 
second class magistrates to exer~ise this power should be introduced 
now, considering the importance attaohed to this question in the original, 
Act wherein it is provided that the District Magistrate, failing him the 
·first class magistrate with the consent of the District Magistrate, should 
exercise this power. In this Bill the discretion is sought to be vested in 
the second class magistrates specially empowered in this behalf by 
Government. I think that at the present time the second class magistrates 
·should not be empowered with thi<~ power. However, I leave it to honour
able members to express their opinion whether it will be expedient 
to lca.ve such discretion in thE> hands of second class magistrates, ber,ause 
we Imow Government can easily empower second class magistrates to 
exercise this power .. Section 42 deals with the prevention Q{ disorders. 
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·[Rao Bahadur R. R. Lie] 
I submit that this questio~ will have to be considered, when the Bill is.' 
put clause by clause, whether we should omit t.he words " or a magistrate 
of the second class specially empowered in this behalf." · 

Rao Bahadur G. V. P~ADHAN (Nasik.District): Sir, the interpre
tation which the Honourable the Home Member has taken Irom the 
High Court Ruling has found place in the amendment before the House.· 
But the words " In the abs~nce of the Magistrate of the. District " are not 
clear. Whether the District Magistrate is "absent from the district" 
or " from that place " is doubtful. These words should not find place 
there. Either the District Magistrate or the first class magistrate 
can issue orders. The word~ " In the absence of the Magistrate of the 
district " should be deleted. If the Honourable Member does not see 
eye to eye with me, an alnfndment will be moved by me to that 
effect. , 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Rao Ba"-adur Kale says that 
the order issued by the magistrate should be subject to the control of 
the District Magistrate. If the order issued by the Magistrate is subject 
to the order of the District Magistrate, what is the District Magistrate . 
to do with his own order under sub-section (3) 1 How is he to confirm, 
cancel or modify his own order 1 · 

• ' • ' I 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : These are orders of a temporary nature. 
I mean to suggest that he. may cancel it. Immediately it may be done. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO~IAS: I cannot quite understand. 
As regards the remarks he made in regard to empowering second class 

magistrates, I may give an assurance that it will be done only in cases· 
of emergency. There is nothing in section 4l..requiring the immediate 
orders of the District Magistrate. Section 42 deals with the prevention . 
of disorders. They do not spring up every day. In a case where a 
dillturban'ce takes place in a particular place where there is no first class 
magistrate and possibly no telegraph communication, I do think that 
the second class magistrate should have· power to act in such an 
emergency. · 

As regards the words " In the absence of the Magistrate of the 
District", if the Magistrate of the district is present, he will issue the 
order ; in his absence the Magistrate of the first class_ will issue th(order. 

Rao Bahadur G. V. PRADHAN: What is probably meant is "if the 
District Magistrate is not present in the plac~ where the disturbance . 
takes place." Even if these words are omitted, the District Magistrate 
has paramount power to issue orders. The first and second class magis
trates so empowered can issue orders. Practically these difficulties will 
not arise. · , 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOl\IAS: Will the· honourable member 
move an amendment 1 

Rao Bahadur G. V. PRADHAN: Yes ; I am going to mo,ve it. · 
Bill read a second time· Question, " That the Bill be read a second time " 
put and carried. . ' 

HO Hb 42-6 
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BiU r~ clau.se by clalfle. 
~a~e ~ (Short title) ordereifto stand p~t ~f the Bill. 
ClaUBe 2 (.A.mefldmetlt of tltdioft 42 of Bom: IY of 1890), 
In section t2 of the Bombay District Police Act, 1890, . 

(1) in sub-section (1) , . 
(a) the words", or in his abSence and subject to his order the Magis~te of the first 

class having jurisdiction in any town or village and present therein or in 
· the neighbourhood thereof,". shall be deleted ; ' 

· (b) for the word" such" where it occ\11'8 for the seoond ~ime, the word" any" shall 
· . be substituted: and · 

(2) after sub-eection (1) the following sub-section shall be inserted, namely :-
." (U) In the absence of' the Magistrate of the district a Magistrate of the First 

Class or 11o Magistrate of the Second Class specially empowered in this behalf 
having jurisdiction in any town or village and present therein or in the neigh
bourhood thereof may similarly issue a prohibitory order of the nature 

· referred to in sub-section (1) which shall have operation in such town or 
village and the vicinity thereof." 

Rao Bahadur G. "4 PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, I move: 
, ~That in sub-clause 2 (2) (IA) the words 'In the absence of the Magistrate of the 

district 'be omitted." • . :. . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : It occurs to me that if the amend
ment is accepted, the first class magistrate gets the power whether the 
District Magistrate is absent or not absent. The first class magistrate 
is given greater powers. Is the honourable member keen about his 
amendment 1 · ' ·· . . 
· Rao Bahadur G. V. PRADHAN ; Otherwise it would mean that 

iriasmuch as the District 'Magistrate can issue orders from any part of 
the district, the first class magistrate will never be able to . issue such 

· order. · · . 
: Mr. L. R. GOKHALE: II you take a~ay the words·~ In the absence 
of the Magistrate of the dist~ict " then the first class magistra~e will be 
entitled to issue any order whether the District Magistrate is 'presen\ or 
absent. We should specify whether the District, Magistrate is absent 
from the district or from the place of disturbance. J II you take away 
these words, it becomes ambiguous irnd the first class magistrate will 
be entitled to issue any order. Such ·an amendment is dangerous. 
If it' means absent from the ,place of occurrence, it may have' 
so~e meaning. ' ', · 

The Honourable the PRESlDENT : I take it 'that the honourable 
member drops his amendment. 

Rao Bahadur G. V: PRADHAN: Yes. 
· Mr. P. R. CHIKODI (Belgaum District): Sir, I move: 

" That the words 'or a magistrate of the second class specially empowered in this 
behalf ' be deleted." · ' 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI: I have ;n amendment to that 
amendment. 

The Honourable the }?RESID~NT : Let me propose the amendment 
.first. • . . .. 

·Question proposed.· 
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Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI ~ I want to substitute it with 
"a magistrate of the second class of not less than ten yeats'· stl~~g.'' 
[Laughter.] · • ·· · 

The'Honourable the PRESIDENT: I understand that the honoua.ble 
·member does not want to move the amendment· to the ·amendment~ 
Has the Honourable the Home Member any remarks to make. o~ .·the 
.amendment of the honourable member Mr: Ch.ikodi ~ · · · · 

.. ' ') 

The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THOMAS: I shall only ask honourable 
members to trust to Government not to make use of this provision. t() 
empo.wer a second class magistrate frequently. I can give an. assurance 
that -we shall make use of th~t power only in exceptional circumstances. 
The only alternative for Government, if this provision is not there, is to 
make second class magistrates first class magistrates which Govern
ment have power to do. ·But; of course, we shall not do that. I hope 
the House will rest assured . that only in r!!.re cases we . shall take · 
.advantage of this power. · . . .. 

Mr. P. R. CHIKODI : I should like to say one word. I am glad that 
the Honourable the Home 1\Ielll:b~r has given an assurance .that this 
power will be rarely given to the second class magistrates. B11:t I would 
like to tell him that such assurances are of no value,- because 
the Honourable the Home 1\Iemher is not going to be there.~ That1s one. 
thing. Secondly, the power is going to be given only on rare occasions, 
If as an alternative on rare occasions a second class magistrate is going to . 
be turne~ into a first class magistrate, we shall welcome that, because · 
that is going to happen only on rare occasions. I do not . see any 
reason to withdraw my amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:\IAS : Sir, I have nothing more to say. 
except that, if the honourable member can trust me, I do not see why he• 
should distrust my successor who will not be an Honourable Member but 
an Honourable' l\Iinister. · 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 2 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
The Preamble ordered to stand part ot the Bill. 
The Honourable l\Ir. G: A. THOliAS: Sir, I ask yo~ permiss~on to 

move the third reading. · 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Yes. 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Sir, I move that Bill No. XVI 

of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the· Bombay 
Third reading. District Police Act, 1890) be read for the third time 

and passed, 
Question proposed. . 
Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN : Sir, I move the formal amendment : 
"That in clause 1, the figure' 1 'be added at the end of the figures '193 '.'' 

Question put and carried. ,, 
Bill read a third Question, "That the Bill be read a third time," 

1ime. put and carrie.d. Q 
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The Honourable the PRESIDE~""T : The Bill is read a third time and 
passed into law. 

Now, I do not think we ha.vel'time to take up any other business just; 
· now ... There is one thing I should like to bring to the notice of 

honourable members regarding the Irrigation Bill to-morrow. As 
I have. pointed out, unfortunately too much reliance is placed on the 
Chair by the Government sid~ for waiving the provision of the Standing 
Order: to allow them . to proceed with Bills. Similarly, honourable 
members on the non~ffi.cial side rely too much for pressing their 
amendments. Both sides should study the Standing Orders and abide 
by. them strictly. In this case there were certain 'difficulties as regards 
the dissenting minutes and other· t~a'S, and possibly honourable 
members did not get the popies of the Bill in time to think over their 
amendments. :They have had full eight days. They had the copies of 
the Bill in their hands about the 8th, and that means there was all this. 
interval between the 8th and to.&y. This eveillng will be the last 
that I will give for honourable members to submit their &Jllendments. 
I shall not .accept any amendment if it is brought up "to"morrow 
morning as we proceed with the Bill. 

There is one IDJJ.tter in which I wish to correct mvself. I said that the· 
hono'l\f&ble member Syed Muhammad· K3mil Sh~h had called at my 
place. But I afterwards discovered that it W'lS Syed Ghulam Nabi Shah. 
I hope that the honourable member Syed Muhammad Kamil Shah.wilt 

·be here to-morrow. · 
The Counril is .now adjourned to 2 p.m., to-morrow, Tu;sday, the 

21st July 1931. · 

BOXBAY: PBilfTBD A3! TJIJI GOV1ti!.DDT CENTRAL PBI!Sb. 
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Tuesday, the 21st July 1931. 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Tp.esday, 
the 21st July 1931, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, Sir ALI. 
MAHOl\IED KHAN DEHLAVI, Kt., Bar-at-Law; presiding; 1 

· 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI KuRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur. 
ABERCROMBIE, Mr. J. R. 
ALLAHBAKSH, Khan Bahadur. 
ANGADI, Rao Bahadur S. N. 
ASAVALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BALOCH, Mr. HAJI MIR l\IAHOMED 
BANGI, Mr.. A. K. J. 
BELJ,, Mr. R. D. 
BHuTTo, Srr SHAH NAwAz 
BHUTTO, W ADERO W AHIDBAKSH lLLAHIBAKSH 
BotE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BRANDER, Mr. J. P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. c. H. 
BROWNE, Mr. D. R. H. 
BULLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 
CHIKODJ, Mr. P. R. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. 
CotLACo, Dr. J. A. 
CoLLINS, Mr. G. F. S. 
CooKE, Mr. G. H. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DHALUMAL LII.ARAM, Mr. 
DERAI, Rao Sahf'b B. G. 
D.~o;sAI, Mr. H. R.· 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBAN 
EwBANK, Mr. R. B. 
GARRETT, Mr. J. H. 
GHULAM HusSAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GHULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GILDER, Dr. M. D. 
GoKHALE, Mr. L. R. 
GovER RoRA, Mr. 
HARIDAS MADllAVDAS, Mr. 
HARRISON; Mi. C. 8. C. 
HuDSON, the Honourable Mr. W. F. 
JAMJAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadu~ 
JITEKAR, Mr. HAJI IBRAHIM 
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Joo, Mr. V. N. 
JoNES, Major W. Ew~J 

. KADRI, llr. J. s. 
KALimoB, Mr. G. M. · 
KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
':~tuuT, Mr. B. s. 
KA.nLI, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. 
~~,Mr.M.M. . 
Klrumr.o, Khan Bahadur M. A. 
KULXABm, Rao Saheb P. D. 
LELY, Mr. W. G. 
lliCKLIN, Mr. A. S. R. 
MADHAVSANG JORBHA.I, Mr. 
MEHERB.USH, Mr. s. 
MODAK, Rev. R. S. 
MoDI, Sardar Davar T. K. 
Mo:BE, Mr. J. G. . 
N.m:, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
NAlJDEOBAo BUDHA.JIBAo, Mr. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NEWlU.N, Mr. H. L. 
OwEN, Mr. A. c. 
P ABULEKAR, Rao Bahadur L. Y. 
PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
PATIL, Mr. v. N. 
PATIL, Rao &heb V. S. 
PB.u>HAN, the Honourable Sir GovtsDBAO 
PB.u>HJ.N, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
PRATER, Mr. S. H. 
RA.FIUD:t>IN Amu.D, the Honourable lloutVJ 
Rm:olroou, Mr. Hoos~ALLY M. 
RESALDAB, Mr. A. K. 
SAHEBSDi'HJI Juv USTh~JI, Mr. 
SlWKH ABDUL Azlz, Mr. 
SHAIKH ABDUL llinD; Mr. 
SlWKH Y A.K.UB V A.Zt& lli:HoliED, Khan Bahadur 
SB.U'XAB.BAO JAYABAllBAO ZUNZABRAO, llr. 
SHTh"DE, Mr. R. B. 
SlUBT, Mr. w. w. 
SoL.A.NEI, Dr. P. G. 
SlJRVE, Mr. A. N. 
Smr.YE, Mr. v. A.. 
SYED Mm.A.N lliB:OliED SHAH 
SYED MU.S'AWAB, lli. 
T.ALPCR, Mm Bn-nEH .hi K.u:.AN 
THAxoB o.r KERwADA, Sardar BRASA.HEB RA1sn.~ 
THoMAS, the Honourable Mr. G • .A. 
TOI •• U"I, Mr. s. s. 
Tl:ID.""ER, Mr. C. W. A. 
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V AISHA:\IPAYAN, Dr. V. G. 
V AXIL, llr. PESU:SSHAH N. . 
VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir RusTOM JEHANGIR 

V ANDEKAk, Rao Saheb R. V. 
WADKE, Mr. B. P. 
WILES, Mr. G. 

NEW MEMBER SWORN. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. S~earing in of a 
11ew member. · 

Mr. W. G. LELY made the prescribed oath of allegiance to His Majesty 
ihe King-Emperor, and took his seat in the Council. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Questions. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

PRI~Ii.Y EDUCATION AcT_: AMENDMENt. 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District) : Will Govern-
ment be pleased to state-

(a) whether they intend amending the Primary Education Act; 
(b) if so, on what lines and when; 
(c) whether it is a fact that they have received a number of 

representations from local authorities suggesting the incorporation 
-of primary school head masters' and assistant masters' allowances · 
into the regular scale of salaries; and whether the Belgaum local 
.authority is one of them; 

(d) whether the incorporation of the head masters' and assistant 
masters' allowances in the scale of salaries has been sanctioned in 
the case. of the Ahmedabad municipal local authority ~ 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIDDDIN AHMAD: (a) Yes. 
(b) The matter is under consideration. . 
(c) Yes ; no representation has been received from the Be~gaum 

District Local Board local authority. . 
(d) A consolidated scale of pay without head masters' and 1st 

assistants' allowances was sanctioned in April 1926' in the ca8e of the 
Ahmedabad Municipality. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: Has any other municipality asked for the sanction 
of Government besides the Ahmedabad Municipality 1 

The Honourable MOlJLVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Yes. 
Dr. l\1. K. DIXIT : Has it been given 1 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: No. 
Dr. M. K. DIXIT: May I know why the incorporation of the head 

masters' and assistant masters' allowances in the scale of salaries has not 
bf\en sanctioned in the case of other municipalities 1 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : 'I do not think 
it will be sanctioned in any case in future. . · 

M.o HbH-la 
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Dr. M. K. DIXIT : I am talking of the past. 

The Honourable MOL"LVI RAFIUDDL~ AHliAD: If the honourablE'· 
member requires the reason, I will find it out if he gives me notice. 

Crv:u. DISOBEDIENCE MoVE:MU.~ : Loss RESULTING FROM CLASH 

wrnr PoLICE. 

Rao. Bahadur S. N. AN'GADI (Belgaum District) : Will Gonrn
ment be pleased to state whether there has been any loss of life or 
property to the police on account of clash between them and the people· 
as .a result of civil disobedience movement 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOlL\.8: Three Head Constables and 
"two Constables lost their lives. A statement is attached showing the
extent of the loss of, or damage to, police property. 

81ateme111 Bhowifl{l lht tztt1ll of tht lo88 of, or damage to, police property on accovnt of 
, datil. betWUft tlltm aml tht peopla 1111 a resuU of cit'il dat!obedW!nce 'IIIOI!tmenl. 

District 

West K.handesh 
Poona .• 
Sholapur •• 
Kolaba •• 
Karachi 
City of Bombay . 

Total 

Government Private 
property property 

I Rs. a. P• 

.. 1 3 4 0 

.. 1186 0 0 

.. 3,977 5 8 
••• 92 7 9 
.., 72 11 9 
•• 557 0 0 

.. 4,888 13 2 

Rs. a.· p. 

40 0 0 
2,453 13 6 

30 0 0 

2,523 13 6 

Total 

Rs. a. p • 

3 4 0· 
226 0 0 

I 6,431 3 2 
92 7 9 
72 11 9 

587 0 0 

7,412 10 8 

LLoYD BARRAGE : EXPENDITURE oN BUILDINGS. 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOl\IED BALOCH (Karachi City) : Will 
Government be pleased to state with-reference to paragraph 43, page. 
24, of the report by Sir Visvesvaraya on the Lloyd Barrage and Canals 
Construction- . 

(1) whether the original provision for buildings was Rs. 64:85lakhs ~ 
· · (2) whether the revised recapitJ]].ation contains an increased expendi-· 
ture of Rs. 87 ·61 J.akh.s; · 

(3) whether the excess is in the Barrage and Rohri Canal circles ; 
(4) whether they agree with the experts that it is "high", i.e. 

instead of 3 per cent. it is 6·62 per cent. on works; 
(5) whether they have · stopped all further expenditure on this 

head as urged by the experts at the end of the paragraph ! 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: (1), (2) and (3) Yes. 
(4.) No. 
(5) No .. Buildings which are considered absolutely necessary 

are still being built but the provision made in the second revised 
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recapitulation statement of the Lloyd Barrage and Canals scheme ·.will 
not be exceeded. 

:Mr. HAJI MIR 1\IAHOMED BALOCH (in Urdu): With referelfce to 
the reply to my question (4:), may I ask whether Government have no 
confidence in the expert committee ~ · · 1 

I 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is hardly a question to ask. 

Government is not bound by the opinion given by any commi~tee 
appointed by it. Government appoints a committee for the purpose of 
giving it an expert opinion and Government is free to take any view which 
it likes. · · · 

:X ext question. 

LLOYD BARRAGE: DRAINAGE AND FLOOD PROTEC1;IVE BUNDS. 

1\Ir. HAJI MIR :UAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi · City).: Will 
Government be pleased to state with reference to paragraph 38, page 22, 
of Sir Visvesvaraya's report ·on the Lloyd Barrage ahd Canal!\ 
Construction---. . · . 

(1) whether they are convinced after the last floods in Sind that 
the natural. formation of ground does not permit of any drainage ; 

(2) whether they agree with the experts that "provisi~n of drains 
to carry away surface water is an urgent necessity" ; · 
. (3) whether they are aware that this absence of drainage facilities 

will' cause waterlogging in addition to fl.oorling of fields and towns 
at times of heavy rainfall or spill from the river and consequently 
affect the soil for producing crops ; . , · 

(4) 'Yhether there is a provision of Rs. 93 lakhs in the Barrage 
estimates for minor drainage ; . . . 

(5) if the answers to (1) to (4) are in the affirmative, whether, and, 
if so, when, they propose to construct drains 1 • · 
The Honourable Sir GRULAM HUSSAIN : (1) The natural f9rmation 

'Of the country does permit· of drainage to a limited extent b11t usually 
only at large capital expenditure. . ~ 

(2) Yes, it is an urgent necessity in some localities but not everywhere. 
(3) This question will be investigated by the newly formed Research 

Division, . . · 1 

• (4) Provision for drainage of canal area apart from the Manchar 
.Drainage scheme is Rs. 50 lakhs. . . · . 

(5) The design of drainage works has already been started. 

LLOYD BARRAGE : PRoGREss IN RoHRI CANAL. 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCR (Karachi City): Will 
Government be pleased to state with reference to paragraphs 23 and 37, 
pages 14 and 21, of Sir Visvesvaraya's report on the Lloyd Barrage··and 
.Canals Construction-

(1) the reasons why the cost of the Rohri Canal per cusec of canal 
capacity is Rs. 5,258 while that for rice canal is only Rs. 1,94:3; 
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(2) the reasons why the progress of excavation of the Rohri Canal 
is 43 · 5 per cent. while of the Right Bank Canals is 60 per cent. ; 
· (3) whether the number of establishment and divisions is bigger 

in the Rohri Canal Circle than in any other crrcles·; 
(4) whether Mr. S.C. Mould, Superintending Engineer, is responsible· 

for the progress and the cost of the Rohri Canal ; 
(5) the grade and salary of Mr. S. C. Mould before joining the 

Barrage; 
(6) the grade and salary of Mr. S. C; Mould in the Barrage; 
(7) the qualification of Mr. S. C. Mould and his experience of such 

perennial canal schemes before being promoted to the Barrage 1 
The Honourable Sir GHUL.A.}I HU~SAIN: (1) There can be no. 

comparison between the cost per cusec of a perennial and that of a 
non-perennial canal as discharge for discharge the mileage of channels on 
a perennial canal should be at least. five times that on a non-perennial 
canal such as the Rice Canal. 

(2) The percentage of earthwork done till· end of December 1930. 
to the total to be done on the Rohri Canal and on the Right Banks is 
81•2 per cent. and 85·4 per cent. respectively. It has to be borne in 
mind that while the quantity of earthwork to be done in the Rohri Canal. 
Circle is 239 crores eft. that on the Right Bank Canals system is 
194 crores eft. Moreover the quantity of earthwork done to end. 
)f December 1930 in the Rohri Canal Circle is 194•16 crores eft . 

. while that completed on the Right Bank Canals system is J65··7(} 
crores eft. 

(3) Yes. 
(4) Yes. . 
(5) Executive Engineer, salary Rs. 1,475 (i.e. Pay Rs. 1,150 plus

Technical pay Rs. 75 plus Overseas pay Rs. 250) per mensem. 
. (6) Temporary Superintending Engineer, salary Rs. 2,487 (i.e. Pay 
Rs. 2,150 plus Overseas pay Rs. 177 plus special pay Rs. 160) per 

. mensem. 
(7) :Mr. Mould is a B.A~ of Cambridge University. He took his degree 

in the Engineering Faculty. He had lrvery successful career and wa~;. 
a Wrangler, a very high distinction. From April1905 to March 1908' 
he was on the Jamrao Canal dealing with perennial irrigation matters. 
From 1908 to 1913 and again from l!H4 to 1923 he was employed on. 
Deccan Perennial irrigation works. In the Deccan he was in charge of 

· a district. where large construction ·work was in progress. 

1\Ir. HAJI 1\IIR 1\IAHOl\IED BALOCH (in Urdu) : What is the reason 
of t}lis difference in the progress of work in the two circles 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : It is in accordance with 
the programme. -

Mr. HAJI MIR l\IAHOi\IED BALOCH : But why this difference 1 . 

The Honourable Sir GHlJLA!l HUSSAIN : Each case .should 
be treated on its merits. We will finish the whole work within the time 

. that we have fixed for its completion. 
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:Mr~ HAJI MIR 1\L\.HOMED BALOCH : I understand that Mr. Mould 
is a Barrister. 

The Honourable Sir GHULA.M HUSSAIN : That is an additional 
qualification. 

LLOYD BARRAGE: WoRKING CosT OF· CANALS. • 1 

1\Ir. HAJI MIR MAHOMED .BALOCH (Karachi City): Will 
Government be pleased to state with reference to paragraph 86, page 4:6, 
of the report by Sir Visvesvaraya on the Lloyd Barrage and Canals 
Construction-

(!) whether they agree with the experts that the working cost of 
nearly Rs. 1-4-0 estimated is too little and that it will be nearly 
Rs. 2-12-0 per acre ; 

(2) if so, what will be the difterence in net returns and its effect on 
project results 1 
The Honourable Sir GHUL.AM HUSSAIN: (1) As per l~tes~ estimates 

the working cost will be Rs. 2 · 93 ·per acre in the ,first year of opening of 
the canals and as the area develops it will drop eventually to about 
Rs. 1 · 42 per acre. 

(2) There will be no appreciable difterence. 
1\Ir. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (in Urdu) : Do Government 

guarantee that the cost will not exreed these latest figures~ · 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : That is our present 

estimate. 

LLOYD BARRAGE : WORKING yEAR AND LAND SALES. 

Mr. HAJI Mffi MAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi City): Will . 
Government be pleased to state, with reference to paragraph 86, page 46, 
of the report by Sir Visvesvaraya on the Lloyd Barrage and Canals 
Construction, whether the final proposals and estimates to start working 
the project in May of 1932 and to realize Rs. 10 crores from the land sales ' 
respectively will be attained ? 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : Yes. 

LLOYD BARRAGE: CosT. 

1\Ir. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH. (Karachi City): Will 
Government be pleased to state, with reference to paragraphs 70 to 71, 
page 38, of the Report by Sir Visvesvaraya on the Lloyd Barrage and · 
Canals Construction- . 

(1) whether the final revised cost of the Barrage project without 
interest charges is Rs. 21·09 less salvage of Rs. 1·05 crores; 

(2) whether the excess of Rs. 169 lakhs on original estimates after 
the actual construction of 44 per cent. works will not be exceeded '~ain ; 

(3) whether Government propose to omit any works as suggested 
by the experts ; . 

(4) if so, the names of such works with their costs 1 
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The Honourable Sir GHUL.AM HUSSAIN: (1) No. The salvage 
value expected is Rs. 78 · M lakhs. Excluding this, the final revised 
cost of the Barrage Project without interest charges is Rs. 20 '03 
erores. 

(2) and (3) No. 
, ( 4) Does not arise. 

LLOYD BABIU.GE .: lliso!."RY AND CEMENT A.Rcm:s. 

Mr. HAJI MIR M.AROMED BALOCH (Karachi City): (1) Will 
Government be pleased to state with reference to paragraph 27, page 16, 
of the Report of Sir Visvesvaraya on the Lloyd Barrage and Canals 
Colll!truction, whether they. collllider the reasons given for the change 
.from stone masonry arches to cement arches to be adequate t 
, (2) Is it a fact that the chO.nge was introduced because the actual costs 
of stone arches had gone up to as much as 2 to 3 times the cost estimated 
by Mr. Musto ! . 
. (3) Is it a fact that Mr.' Musto had, after very thorough investigation 
and experiments, shown in the original project ;report of 1919 that the 
factor of safety provided by stone arches was quite sufficient 1 

(4) What are his (Mr. Musto's) reasons for rejecting stone arches! 
~he Honourable Sir GHULA.M HUSSAIN: (1) Yes. · 
'(2) No. 
(3) More detailed investigations have been carried out since the project 

was commenced and the stone has proved to be of doubtful quality for 
the purpose required. 

(4) Mr. Mtisto has no power to reject arches of any sort. 

LLOYD BARRAGE : Bonow PITS IN BEns or CANALS. 

Mr. HAJJ MIR M.AROMED BALOCH (Karachi City) .: Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether at the commencement of the Lloyd Ba11age Project 
· work borrow pits were being dug in the beds of canals ; 

(b) whether the Chief Engineer, I;@yd Barrage, had some time ago 
issued orders stopping the digging of borrow pits in beds of canals 
or distributaries ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that those orders were countermanded by the 
Acting Chief Engineer, and, if so, the reasons therefor ; 

(d) whether they have now stopped the digging of borrow pits in 
the beds of canals ! 
The Honourable. Sir GBULA.M HUSSAIN: (a) Yes. 
(b) to (d) No. 

· LLOYD BARRAGE STAFF: MusLDis .L"'D No:N-MusLIMs. 
Mr. HAJI MIR M.AHOllED BALOCH (Karachi City) : Will 

Government be pleased to state-
(1) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim clerks in the service 

of the .Barrage Department ; . 
(2) how. many of them, Muslims and non-l\Iuslims, are permanent 

and how many of them are temporary 1 
- . . 
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The Honourable Sir GHULAM 'HUSSAIN : (1) 122 Muslims and 
358 non-1\Iuslims. 

(2) The number of Muslims and non-Muslims, permanent and 
" temporary, are:-

Permanent. Temp_ora.cy, 

Muslims 
Non-Muslims 

3 119' 
.. 23 335: 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOl\IED BA.LOCH {in Urdu): Are Government 
trying to increase the number of ~Iuslims ~ . 

The Honourable Sir GHUL.lll HUSSAIN : We are always trying to 
increase their number. We have asked the Sind Muhammadan 
Association, which is the representative body of the Muhammadans of 
Sind, to send the names of their candidates; but they have never sent 
us the name of any candidate. If they send anybody's name, they ask 
for travelling allowance for coming before us. 

l\Ir. HAJI ~HR 1\IAHOl\IED BALOCH : Will Government consider 
the question of asking me about candidates for any posts falling vacant 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : If the honourable member 
forms an association and gets elected as its president and the Muham
madans agree to that association, we will most certainly consider any 
names sent by him. 

l\Ir. HAJI MIR ~OMED BALOCH: The Sind Muhammadan 
Association is sleeping. · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : Government are not 
responsible for it. 

STATIONERY AND PRmTING DEPARTMENT: CLERKS. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : W~ll Government be pleased to 
~tate- , · 

(a) how many posts there are in the clerical establishment of the 
Stationery Office, Government Central Press and the Yeravda Prison 
Press of the following classes :-

(1) Head Clerks, . 
(2) Selection Grade appointments other than the ordinary clerical 

grade, 
(3) Posts carrying duty allowances ; 

(b) who the present occupants of each of these posts are and 
(1) The length of services of these respective occupants, 
(2) Who are appointed to act in these posts during temporary 

leave vacancies ; · 
(c) whether it is a fact that with the exception of 2 Christians all . 

of these posts are occupied by Brahmins ; . 
(d) if so, whether Government have issued orders not to promote 

non-Brahmins to any of these posts ; 
(e) if not, whether the claims of non-Brahmins' have been 

·disregarded in this particular Department, and, if so, the reasons 
therefor ? " · 
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The Honourable Sir GRUL..UI HUSSAIN : (a) and (b) The 
accompanying statement furnishes the inlormation required by the 
Honourable Member. 

(c) Yes, regarding the Stationery Office and Yeravda Prison Press. 
No, regarding the Government Central Press. · 

(d) No. 
. (e) Promotions have been made with due regard to the claims of an 
classes of clerks on the establiShment. The Superintendent, Government 
Printing and Stationery, has been asked to pay special attention to the 
claims of non-Brahmins in cases where they can be promoted without 
injustice to other members of the establishment. 

Bkllionerg Ojfiu. (including tile establishment /fJJ' Gow-nmtrll Bool: Dtpot). 

(a) (1) 1 Head Clerk (Stationery Office). 
1 Head Clerk (i/c Government Book Dep6t). 

(2) Nil · 
(3) 3. 

Lmgth of Bmice. 
(b) (1) Mr. V. L Phadke (Head Clerk, Stationery Office) • • 26 years. 

Mr. G. Lopez (Head Clerk, Government Book Depl'lt) 20 , 
Mr. D. G. Bhave} · (19 , 
}Jr. J. N. Bhide Clerks in receipt of duty allowance. ~ 12 . ,. 
Mr. A. Pimento . L 30 , 

(2) Following clerks acted temporarily in these posts during the last two years:
Mr. D. G. Bhave as Head Clerk, Stationery Office. 
Mr. D. V. Naik as Head Clerk, Government Book Depot. 
Mr. N. S. Savant as Head Clerk, Government Book Depot. 
Mr. S. L Trilokekar for Mr. D. G. Bhave. 

(a) (1) 1 Head Clerk. 
(2) 2 Posts. 
(3) 6 Posts. 

Oorernmenl Central Pre1a, Bombay. 

(b) (1) Mr. B. J. Rege, Head Clerk •• 
Mr. K. B. Bodas, Accountant.. . . 
Mr. D. A. Puranik, Establishment Clerk .. 
Mr. V. B. D'Souza, Head Computor 
Mr. N. K.. Joshi, Work Order Clerk .. 
Mr. S. B. Patwardhan, Despatch Clerk .. 
?tlr. D. A. Nijsure, Bill Clerk •• - •. 
Mr. G. D. W adke, General Store Keeper •• 
Mr. S. G. Soman, Cashier •• 

(2) Mr. D. M. Muley acted as Head Computor. 
Mr. P. D. Dhupkar acted as Bill Clerk. 
Mr. K.. T. Ranade acted as Head C~mputor. 

(a) (1) 1 Head Clerk. 
(2) Nil. 

Y eratlf.fu Prison Pre8s. 

(3) Nil. 
(b) (1) Mr. D. S. Jogalekar, Head Clerk-14 years. 

(2) Mr. V. N. Goeavi, acted as Head Clerk. 
Mr. B. R. Soman, acted as Head Clerk. 

Length ofaertice. 
16 years. 
18 .. 
19 .. 

.• !6 •. 
22 . " 
21 " 
10 .. 
5 
8 •• 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE: As regards answer to (b), I would like 
to know what is the pay and allowance of 1\Ir. A. Pimento and the 
pay and allowance of Mr. D. G. Bhave and 1\lr. J. N. Bhide . 

. The Honourable. Sir GHt'LAM Hl:SSAIN: If the honourable 
member J,tives notice, I will procure the inlormation for him. 
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AssiSTANT MANAGER, <k>vERNME!I."T CENTRAL PRESS: HousE RENT. 

Rao Ba.hadur S. K.' BOLE : With reference to the replies given 
by Government and printed in the Legislative Council De~ates, Volume 29, 
page 771, will Government be pleased to state-

(a) why a. certificate to the effect that Mr. Joshi wa~ living within 
one mile from the Press was subjoined to Mr. Joshi's house rent 
bills when it was within the discretionary powers of the Superin~endent, 
Government Printing and Stationery, to grant the highest amount 
of house rent admissible under . the Government order sanctioning 
the said house rent allowance ; . . 

(b) who was responsible for. this certificate, how often it was 
repeated and the total amount drawn on bills bearing this certificate; 

(c) whether the Accountant General who passes these bills was 
aware of the nature of the certificate when he passed the bills for 
payment' · , 
The 'Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : (a) The. certificate · 

attached to the Establishment bills in support of Mr. Joshi's 
house rent did not vouch that he lived within a mile of the :Presa. 

(b) and (c) Do not arise. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE:. When the certifica.te did not vouch that 

the assistant manager lived within a mile of the press, did the Accoun~ 
tant General pass the highest amount of rent admissible to Mr. Joshi' of 
his own accord 1 · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : I want notice. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will copies of the certificates and house 

rent bills be placed on the Council table 1 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: I do not think that 

course will serve any good purpose. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : They will show how the assistant 

manager, though he was living outside the one mile limit, was drawing 
double house rent allowance. · ·· 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : If notice of the question 
is given, I will supply all the information which the honourable member 
requires. 

· Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to place on 
the Council table all the house rent bills 1 · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : All the information 
contained in the bills will be supplied. 

PRINTING PRESS: CLERKS UNDER MR. JosHI, ' 

R~o Bahadur S. K. BOLE: (a) Will Government be pleased 
to g1ve a. statement of the clerks who resigned, retired prematurely 
or were dismissed owing to various reasons during the time when 
Mr. M. V. Joshi was Assistant Manager at Yeravda. Prison Press till 
he resumed duties as the Assistant Manage·r, Government Central Press,. 
Bombay1 
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(b) Will Government be pleased to give a similar statement of the 
i:lerb who resigned, retired prematurely or were dismissed owing to 
various reasons from the. time Mr. M. V. Joshi took up duties at the 
Government Central Press up till now ! 

The Honourable Sir GHUL.Ul .HUSS .. UX: (a) and (b) The accom
·pmying statements A and B give the information. 

A 

· .&41ental dotoillf lie MIIIU of t:leru triose ~m:icu a4 lie Y erat:dG PNo. PrE38 
terrAil'lliWl or nn lenrliiWit.d dMrillf lie pt!riodfrom 12tlr. .thgJUt.1914 to lltll May 1925, 

dllrillf trlitl Jlr • .JI. Y. J0111P lt'IU 1M A38inalll Jla11ager, Y erarda Pri.wna Pru1. 

No. Name· of the c]erk 

1 Mr. A. B. Sonat.ake 
2 llr. K. A. Pandharpure •• 
3 Mr. G. N. DaDi 
4 llr. A. R. Desai 
5 Mr. C. D. Gujarathi 
~ Mr. S. A. Ku.lkami 
7 Mr. D. N. Pa1sb.ika.r 
8 Mr. S. :B. Raje 

• 9 llr. P. W. Ba.pa.t. 
10 Mr. B. P. Salvi 
11 Mr. N.Y. Vanulkar •• 
12 Mr. Shaikh lid • .AbduDah •• 
13 Mr. B. A. Brahme 

13-.A~· Mr. V. V. :Xamjosbi 
14 llr. S. P. Joshi 
15 Mr. A. B. Deshpande 
16 1 llr. K. M. Deshpande 
17 llr. D. G.lluJay 
18 Mr. G. D. Shirke 
19 ll.r. R. J.MuJay 
20 Mr. N. G. Joshi 
.21 Mr. T. R. Ghatpande 

.22 Mr. G. K. GokhaJe 

23 Mr. P. Y. Potnis 
24 llr. G. K. Deshpande 

25 llr. C. B. C'das 

26 Mr. K. C. Gorde 
:27 Mr. B. B.Deo 
28 Mr. B. R. KuJkami 
29 Mr. v. R. .Amolik 
30 Mr. G. A. Bhagwat; 
31 llr. :X. R. K.ul.ka.mi 
32 Mr. A. N. K8rve 
33 llr. P. B. Datar 
M llr. S. G. Date 
35 llr. Y. B. KuJkarni 
36 Mr. G. R. Joshi 
37 Mr. R. P. Kanade 
38 Mr. G. W. Phadke 

Reason for termination of the 
appointment. . 

. Resigned • 
. • Resigned. 

Resigned. 
Went away without notice. 

.• Resigned. 
Resigned. 

•• Resigned. 
Resigned. 

. • Resigned, served only for 4 days • 

.• Resigned. 

.. Resigned. 

. . P.esigned. 
Served only for a day and did not turn 
up • 

. .. Resigned. 

.• : Resigned. 
•• 1 Absent and services dispensed with. 
•• ~ Resigned. . ·I Resigned to join Arts College. 
.. 

1 

Services dispensed with. 
• • Services dispensed with. 
•• I Absent and services dispensed with. 
•. : Served only for a dsy and did not 

i turn up. 
-· .1 Resigned. Left service without 

I orders. 
•. • Resigned. 
. ·1' Resigned. Left service without 

orders. 
.. ; Resigned owing to some accidental 

and nnavoidable reasons • 
• • : Senices dispensed witlb 
•• 

1 Services dispensed. with. 
• . . P.esigned. 
.• · Services dispensed with. 
•• Resigned. 
•. : .Resigned. 
•.. Resigned. 

' Resigned. 
• . Services dispensed with. 
•• Resigned. 

Resigned owing to sicknee~. 
Services dispensed with. 
Services dispensed with owing to 
unsatisfactory work. 
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. 
No. Name of the clerk 

39 Mr. K. K. Raut 
40 Mr. P. G. Bhide 
41 Mr. G. L. Joshi 
42 Mr. V. J. Gupte 
43 Mr. D. K. Kulkarni 
44: Mr. S. A. Atre 
45 Mr. P.M. Mundie 
46 Mr. M. B. Shete 
47 Mr. K. B. Sathe 
48 Mr. N. S. Kawalgika.r 

49 Mr. B. G. Upadhye 

50 Mr. A. G. Ghodke 

51 Mr. S. C. Paranjpe 
52 Mr. D. D. Ghate 

53 Mr. V. N. Behre 

54 Mr. S. Venka.tramayya 
55 Mr. Y. S. Joshi 
56 Mr. N. S. Datir 

57 Mr. S. G. Gramopadhye 
58 Mr. B. D. Sangamnerkar 

59 llr. A. Aron 

60 Mr. G. L. Joglekar 
61 Mr. B. R. Puranik 

62 Mr.B.A.Gupte 
63 Mr. M. W. Deshmukh 

64: Mr. J. S. Supeka.r 

65 Mr. H. C. Bhawe 
66 Mr. G. M. Tole 
67 llr. D. R. Athawle 

68 Mr. R. B. Thite 
69 Mr. V. B. Thosar 

70 Mr. D. V. Shaligram 

71 Mr. S. R. Dabade 

.. 

Reasons for termination· of the 
appointment 

Services dispensed with. 
Resigned. 
Resigned. 
Resigned. · 
Resigned and left without notice. 
Resigned. · . 
Services dispensed with. · . · · 
Resigned on accotmt of bad health .. 
Left without intimation. 
Resigned. He was an ex-convict~ 
He stated that the service was not 
suitable with respect to his health· 
and the education of his children ... 

Resigned owing to fatigue of coming 
from Poona. · · . . 

Services dispensed with as he stayed 
away. 

• • Services dispensed with. 
Services dispensed with as he stayed 
away without intimation, 

Services dispensed with · owing · to . 
frequent absence. 

. . Left without notice. · 
Resigned. · 
Services dispensed with, He wanted . 
permission to .attend at lO a.m. 
instead of at 8 a.m. owing to weakness 
and he was given a month's notice, 
but he stayed away before the' expiry· 
of the period of notice. 

Not ascertainable. 
Resigned owing to his father's sick-. 
ness. He was required to go to his 
native place. 

• • Resigned being unable to ·walk the· 
distance from Poona. to .. Yeravda •. 

Resigned. 
Resigned to take up an appointment . 
in the office of the Controller of 
Military Accounts, Poona.. 

Resigned. · 
Resigned. Resignation accepted by 
the Superintendent, Governmenfl. 
Printing, Poona. 

Transferred to Composing Establish· 
ment. 

Resigned. 
•• Resigned. · 
• • Resigned. He was feeling weak owing, 

to frequent attacks of low fever. 
Resigned owing to illness. 
Resigned being unable to suffer the
trouble in attending office ow\ng 
to old age. ' 

Services dispensed with for oonti· 
nuoue absence owing to sickness. 

Services dispensed with as he stayed 
away from 5th December 1921 with
out intimation to office. 
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No. Name of the clerk 

72 :Mr. M. S. Pethkar 

73 Mr. R. G. Kelkar 

7t llr. N. A. Deshmukh 

75 Mr. i>. N. Dongre 

76 Mr. Durga Prasad Varma •• 

77 Mr. G. P. Anagarkar 

78 Mr. S. M. Theurkar 
79 Mr. S. B. Bodh!lk 
80 Mr. B: B. Sa want 

81 Mr. B. H. Tamboli 
82 1\l.r. B.S. Makasa.re 
83 Mr. Shaikh M.d. Abdul K ••• 
84 Mr. S. V. Deshpande 
85 lllr. J. S. Shukla 
86 Mr. S. V, Dole 

87 Mr. G. H. Bhide 

88 Mr. G. B. Salvelw 
89 Mr. D. N. Sa.thye .. 
90 Mr. Y. B. Subhedar 

I 
91 i Mr. V. B. Pathak 

. 92 Mr. M. B. Desa.i 

• 
Reason for termination of the 

appoint111ent 

-·----------
.. 

1 
Services dispensed with owing to his 

: continued absence owing to sickness 
: from 30th December 1921. 

Resigned aa the working condition 
told upon his health. 

Resigned. He WIWI ad vised by a 
'medical practitioner not to walk the 
distance from Poona to Yeravda. 

.. , Reeigned on account of distance from 
1 Poona. to Yeravda. No boarding 
I arrangement to suit and thus the 

service wa.s inconvenient. . 
Services dispensed with aa he a.bsented 
himself without notice. 

.. Services dispensed with aa he absented 

B 

himself from let August 1922. 
Resigned. 
Services dispensed with. 
Transferred to compositors' establish· 
ment from where he resigned on 
8th November 1922. 

. . Services dispensed with. 

. . Services dispensed with. 

. • Services dispensed with. 
• . Resigned on account of sickness. 
.. Resigned. 

Resigned owing to sickness in the 
family. 

Resigned being unable to attend from 
Poona. 

Services dispensed with. 
Services dispensed with aa his work 
was not satisfactory. 

. . Services dispensed with aa his work 
was not satisfactory. 

Services dispensed with. 
Services dispensed with. 

. -
Slaltment showing the names of deru whose service~ at the Gownmem Central Prua, 

Bombay, terminated· since May 1925, when Mr. JO$ki was tran8ferreil to Bombay. 

· No. Name of the clerk 

l Mr. N. B. Kalekar 
2 lllr. Ill. S. Mehta 
3 Mr. S. ~· Edgaonkar 

4 Mr. G. K. Soman 
5 lllr. S. K. Daptardar 
6 Mr. Shankar Vithoba 
7 lllr. N. G. lllhatre 

8 lllr. S. B. Shukla 

Reason for termination of the 
appointment 

.. Resigned from 4th July 1925. 
Invalided on lOth September 1925. 

, • Resigned from 11th March 1926 due 
to bad health. 

Invalided on 9th Aprlll926. 
Invalided on 4th June 1926. 

.. ' Invalided on 20th August 1926. 

... Resigned from 16th November 1926 to 
rejoin College. · 

•. Resigned from 16th June 1928 to join 
1 a more lucrative post elsewhere. 
I 
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Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : What is the number of clerks in the 
Y era\da Printing Press 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : The honourable member 
will realise the difficulty of remembering the number of the various , 
clerks in the various branches of the press. · : 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Is it about 15 1 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : I cannot say. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Are Government aware that some of 

these clerks have put in 20 years' .service 1 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: May be. 
Rao Bahadur S. N. AN GAD I: -May I know why there have been so 

many resignations and whether Government see any grounds in tha~ to 
order a general enquiry into the conduct of the person concerned ! 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: The honourable member 
should realise that they did not resign simultaneously. If they had 
done so, then Government might have made an enquiry. The clerks 
resigned at different times. One may have resigned after one month 
and another after two years and so on during the long period of. 
11 years. · ' 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Is there any truth in the report that the 
assistant manager used to ask as commission a certain percentage from 
the salaries of clerks and used to harass ..••.•• 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That question cannot be allowed. 
· Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI: Do not Gove.rnment think that when 
there are so many resignations there must be something about the man 
who is managing these clerks 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : There might be some
thing wrong with the persons who resigned. They might be getting 
better pay elsewhere. 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI: Wni enquiry be made 1 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: 'Not necessarily. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Does Government intend to institute an 

enquiry into the matter of the allegations that are made against . 
the assistant manager 1 One of them I have just now made. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That allegation cannot be said 
to have been made when it is ruled out of order here. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : But, Sir, I have already made it here. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Next question .. 

PESHWA DAFTA.B: CLASSIFICATION OF PlJELICATION. 

R.ao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state- . 
(a) whether the selections from Peshwa Da.fta.r recently published 

by Government have been priced as ordinary publiootions or special 
publications ; · 

(b) if they are priced as special publications the reasons for such 
classification 
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{c) what would have been the price if these publications had been 
classed as ordinary Government publications~ 
The Honourable Mr. W. F; HUDSO:Y: (a) The selections are being 

priced as specia.l publications. 
(b) These selections aie not of the nature of ordinary Government 

publications. 
(c) The figures have been worked out for selection No. 1, the price 

charged for which is based on full cost and is 13 annas. If it were 
charged for as an ordinary Government publication composition and 
" make-ready " charges would be omitted and the price thereby reduced 
to 5annas. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE: Would not many persons have bought 
th~se publications if they had been sold as Government publications ? 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is hypothetical. 
WATEB SUPPLY, ISLAMPUR. 

Khan Bahadur D. B. COOPER (Satara) : Will Government 
please sta.te-

(a) in what year the lslampur Water Supply scheme was first placed 
before them ; 

(b) whether any action was then, or has since been, taken to put 
the scheme into operation; 

(c) whether any revised scheme has been, or now is, submitted to 
Government; • 

(d) when it is expected that .the scheme will be in full operation 1 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : (a) 1915. 
(b) No, since the project had to be abandoned on financial grounds 

as the Municipality even with a 50 per cent. grant-in-aid from Govern
ment was unable to carry it out. 

(c) and (d) Yes, but as the gross estimated cost of the scheme is 
Rs. 5,42,690 and Government &re unable at present to give the financial 

· assistance asked for, the Superintending EDoaineer, P-q.blic Health, has 
been asked to re-submit the proposal when the financial situation. 
improves. 

WATER DIVINER'S DEPARTMENT : EXPENDITURE. 

Khan Bahadur D. B. COOPER (Satara) : Will Government be 
pleased. to state what were the total amounts spent annually on 

·maintaining the Department of Major Pogson, the Water Diviner, from 
the date of his appointment until his Department was abolished ~ 
·The Honourable .Mr. W. F. ·HUDSO:N: The following expenditure

was incurred on this account :-' . 
Year. 

1925-26 .. 
1926-27 .. 
1927-~8 .. 
1928-29 
1929-30 

Amount. 
Rs. 

. • 23,112 

. . 42,569 
4:1,855 

. . 30,175 

. . 38,580 
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Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: I would like to know whether in 
such cases where there have been failures, refunds have been granted to 
the people concerned. . 

The Honourable :Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I want rio~ice of that question. 

EDUCATIONAL POLICY : WASTAGE. 

Khan Bahadur D. B. COOPER (Satara): Will Governmtmtl be 
pleased ~o state- · · · · '· 

(a} whether their attention has been drawn to the article which 
appeared in the ".Times of India", dat~d t,~e 19th ~ov~mber 1930;, 
written by l\Ir. Dmshaw M. Mehta callmg EducatiOn m Bombay 
a profitless Policy " ; - . . · . . · ··; j 

(b) have Government taken any steps or actiOn m order to prevent · 
the wastage referred to in the article quoted ; . · · · ' 

(c) if the reply to (b) is in the negative, whether Government propose 
to take any action hereafter in the matter 1 · 

, . 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. . 
(c) Does not arise. 

TAKA vi LoANs AND LAND REVENUE AssEssMENT IN THAR l'ARKAR 

DISTRICT. 

Khan Bahadur GHULAM NAB! SHAH . (Thai Parkar District) : · 
Will Government be pleased to state- · · 

(a) whether the landholders of Thar Parkar District are indebted to 
Government to the extent of Rs. 40,00,000 as arrears of takavi loans 
and land revenue assessment ; 

(b) whether those landholders are also indebted to the Zamindari 
Bank, Mirpurkhas, and the District Central Co-operative · Bank, 
1\Iirpurkhas ; · · 

(c) whether for the last four years there has been continued failure 
.of crops on account of heavy rainfalls, :Hoods, locust~, etc.; 

(d) whether the prices of agricultural products have fallen; 
(e) whether, in view of clauses (a) to (d) above, they intend to allow 

the zamindars of the Thar Parkar District to pay up their debts to 
them (Government) in instalments spreading over 20 ·years; 

(/) if not, the reasons therefor t · · 
The Honourable Mr. W, F. HUDSON~ (a) Takavi outstanding against 

agriculturists at the end of the takavi year ending 30th September 1930 
was Rs. 25,31,599, while the arrears of land revenue outstanding at the 
end of the revenue year ending 31st July 1930 amounted toRs. 3,90,810. 

(b) Some of the landholders are indebted to the Zamindari Bank, 
Mirpurkhas. The District Central Co-operative Bank, Mirpurkhas, 
gives loans to co-operative societies and not to individuals who have no 
deposits in the Bank. 

(c) Yes, but these affected different parts of the district in ,varying 
degrees. 

(d) Yes, this year. 
(e) No. · 

Ato Hb 44-2 
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{j) Go'\"ernment ha,·e already rendered generous assistance to agri
culturists of the Thar Parkar District. Owing to damages caused by the 
floods, help was given to them in the form of grants for gratuitous relief, 
taka\i loans on a liberal scale, concession in the rate of interest and in 
the periods fixed for repayment, free grants of timber from forests and 

· Government waste lands and the concession of free pasturage in forests 
and other Government lands. Postponements of land revenue and taka vi 
arrears have also been granted liberally to the khatedars from time to 
time. Recently Government have sanctioned a special remission of 
2 annas in a rupee in the assessment this year in the talukas of .Mirpurkhas, 
Digri, J amesabad, Samaro, Sanghar and Khipro of this district. 
As the honourable member is doubtless we1l aware, Very much larger 
and special remissions have. now been granted to the Thar Parkar 
district. · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Is. Government aware that it is 
not possible for these people to pay all this sum of about 30 lakhs 
immediately next year or in the course of the one thereafter 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: They are not being asked to 
pay all this now. I cannot say about future years. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO: What about the instalments 1 Are 
they in contemplation 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON : I must ask for notice. I can
not carry all these different rules in my head, but every possible 
consideration is being shown to the zamindars of Thar Parkar. 

CAUSEWAY ,PVEB THE BEXNI NALA RIVER • 

. Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar. District) : Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(1) whether they are aware that the Benni Nala river between 
Navalgund allli Nargund in the Dharwar District on the Hubli Bijapur
Sholapur Road is not bridged ; · 

(2) whether they are aware thattraffic is held up in the monsoon on 
this account ; · 

(3) whether they intend to take any stepsin the matter 1 

. The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: (1) Yes . 

. (2) Yes. 
(3) The work has been included in the programme of communication 

works to be financed from the Petrol Tax Fund during the year 1931·32. 
It will be taken in hand when the programme has been. approved by the 
Government of India. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: Is it likely the programme will be approved early by 
the Indian Road Board 1 . 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAl\lBLI: If th~ Road 
· Conference is meant by the honourable member, then it is expected to · 

meet at Simla in September next to consider the programme~ . 
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GovER"N)lE~"T SERVA..~Ts: BoMBAY CITY: ScALEs oF PAY, . 

~Ir. V. ~. JOG (Dharwar District): Will Government be pleased 
to state- . . 

(1) whether it is a fact that a distinction is made by the Bombay 
Government in sanctioning the scale of pay to graduates in the offices 
of the city of Bombay and in the Civil Secretariat ; · l 

(2) whether it is also followed in the case of matriculates.; 
(3) if 'SO, the reasons for having such a distinction; . , .. , 
(·i) whether Government intend to keep the distinction in the new. 

scales to be introduced 1 , . · ' · , ' ·: 
·The Honourable Sir G. B. PRADHAN: (1) Yes.· .: ' 
(2) Yes. ' . ·. · · .. ~ . ..i 
(3) Work in the Secretariat is of a different nature and is more arduous 

and exacting. · 
(4) Yes. 

PoLITICAL PRISONERS: TREATllENT IN JAIL.· 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (&tara): (a) Will Governm.ent be 
pleased to state whether they had made any inquiry into the complaints 
of released politicar prisoners in regard to their treatment in Jails in. the 
Bombay Presidency 1 , 

(b) If so, what steps Government have taken or intend to take to rem~dy 
the grievances 1 . · . . . . . · 

(c) Has the attention of Governm~nt been drawn to the constitution 
of a Committee by the Social Service League to make investigations in the 
matter 1 , . · · · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THmiAS: (a) No such complaints were 
made to Government. The Honourable l\Iember presumably refers· 
to complaints which were made through . the medium of the. Press .. 
Government do not recognise any obligation on them to enquire into 
complaints made in this manner. They have made enquiries in som.e of 
the cases in question where the allegations were sufficiently precise and 
were not mere repetitions of allegations which had already been enquired 
into. . 

(b) The attention of the Honourable Member is invited to the Govern~ 
ment Press Notes of the 16th and 29th August and the 17th October 1930 . 
and the 26th February 1931, copies of which are placed on the Council 
table. · · · ' 

(c) Yes. 
II' ith the compliments of the P-305 

Director of lnformatii:Jn, BonWO.y. . , }6 .. 8-30 .: 
There ha.ve been recently a number of allegations in a certain section of the Press 

regarding the treatment of political prisoners in the Thana Jail. A Correspondent 
writing in the Bombay Chronicle of July 25th gave an account of the prisoners' grievances 
in the course of which be stated that the Jail contained 3 A. class and more than 100 
B class prisoners, that the food, which the prisoners were not allowed to supplement 
at their own expense, supplied to the B class prisoners was unfit for human coneumpti011 
being unclean, badly cooked and insufficient in quantity, with the result that not a. few 
of the &tyagrahis bad become emaciated beyond recognition and that dysentery had 
become the order of the da.y. He further alleged that the prisoners are confined in ill· 
ventilated reeking cells, given insufficient a.nd torn clothing and are not allowed the use 
of mosquito curtains and also made disgusting a.ccusa.tiona regarding the sanitary 
.arrangements. ' 

:u.o Hb 44-2a 
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How far biB Btatement ie from the truth ie shown by fads •·hich havt' emergt'd on 

enquiry and by the remarks pa1!8ed in the Visitors' Book both h official and non-official 
visitors of the Jail. In the first inf!tance on the lst August there were 9 A class pril'Oners 
and 52 B class in the Thana Jail The food, which is well cooked in a fly-proof kitchen, 
ia the Bame for both classee of prisoners, the only difference in the arrangements being 
that A cla8s prisoners are allowed to purchase extra food at their on cost if they so dPSire. 
On the 12th July llr. S. K. Wodeyar, Sub-divisional Magistrate, remarked in the ViSitors' 
Book that he had tasted the food 11Upplied to the B class prisoners and bad found it quite 
fresh and on the 15th of the Bame month Dr. T. Wells and Mr. J. Karim, both non-offici11l 
visitors, wrote: "The C clas.s prisoners complain about their food. The undersignrd 
examined the food and tasted it and found it Batisfactory. We do not think the complaint 
is justified." Again on the 19th and 26th July Mr. Wodeyar wrote: "'The politiral 
prisoners, A. B and C cl881! are all happy now with Banitary arrangements specially madt> 
for them recently by the Superintendent. C class political prisoners complain of grit 
found in their breads. To-day I tasted the breads and found them alright. I was also 
pleased to see the fresh food being een' to these prisoners in decent and clean pots. 
B class prisoners atill request that they should not be locked up at night, though they are 
informed the rulea do not permit." " Political prisoners of all classes are now pleased with 
the arrangements made for them.· I was I!Urprised to read the { hronick yesterday that 
A class prisonera have not been 11Upplied with mosquito curtains. I have been seeing 
their using mosquito curtains since my first visit in this month ; to-day also I see curtsina 
in all the cella of A class and some even in B class cells 8Upplied at their cost. Tin·potB 
have been provided for all seats in the latrines of A and B class. Hot milk and fresh food 
are supplied to B class prisonera. No complaints from C class about grit in their breads 
thiB time. Medical treatment given by the Civil Surgeon is quite Batisfactory and the 
prisonera appreciate that. They thank also the SupE"rintendent and Jailor for heeding 
their request& in time.~' These remarks go to prove that the alleged grievances in regard 
to food are without foundation and in fact enquiry in the Jail shows that the food issued 
is of good quality and that fresh vegetables are 8Upplied from the Jail garden. As for tht> 
allegations regarding dysentery and emaciation of the prisonera, there have been only 
5 cases of dysentery in the Jail, none of a serious nature and an inspection of the weight 
charta of the prisonera shows that the majority oft hem have gained weight since their 
adJDi.alion. The 5 casea of dysentery were due to the monsoon and not to the quality 
of the food. The cells are properly ventilated by two windows in addition to a barred 
door and the Banitary arrangements, which are the subject of constant BUpervision by 
the Jail authorities, are adequate. The prisonera are 8Upplied with sufficient clothing 
which is new and clean and which has been specially made for these political prisoners. 

W itA ~ complii'M1!l8 of Ut.e 
Dir«tor of lnf0'1'111a1ioo., Bombay. 

Alltged lll-freal'l'fUJnl of Prii!O'IIff'B after relta$e. 

P-32& 
29-s.::ao 

The edition of the" Keaari" published on the 16th August contained an article headed 
"When will thiB zulum be redressed !" which states that '!Yhen certain prisoners were 
released from Yeravda Jail on the 9th August they were re-arrested, dragged into the 
jail again, severely beaten and then confined in a cell for three or four houra merely 
llecaU!lfl they uttered a victory cry in the name of lli. Gandhi. . 

An enquiry haB been made into the circumstances of the release of the prisoners in 
question and it shows that the " Kesari" story is a. tissue of lies and falsehoods. On the 
9th August aiJ:teen prisonera were due for release and they were taken outside the prison 
under the usual eecort to proceed to the railway station. Aa soon as they were outside 
the jail they commenced to about and to create a disturbance. The Superintendent of the 
Ja.il thereupon ordered them to he put in the dock a.t the foot of his office stairs pending 
the departure of their train for Ahmednagar and arranged for them to be released in 
couplea to avoid any further trouble. They were not taken inside the inner gate nor 
were they bea.ten. The Superintendent passed by and Baw them aeveral times while 
they were in the dock and they made no complaint whatsoever to him. To anyone who 
know& the jail it is impoalible to believe that any jail official would attempt to beat or 
ill-treat any prisoner in such a public place as the dock which is next to the public sal~ 
room, the officea and the public roadway. 

With Ut.e eomplii'M1!l8 oflhe P-391 
Dirtdor of lnf01"r1101ion, Bombay. 17-10-30 

, In a report of the proceedi.n,as of the Bombay llunieipal Corporation meeting held Od 
Monday last which appeared in the Bombay f:hr011icle dated the 14th October :\Ir. B. N., 
Mehisheri is stated to have Baid that duriDg the tweh·e days he spent in Arthur Road Jail 

-he lost five pounds in weight and that the food supplied to the prisoners was so bad tbU 
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it was unfit e\·en for animal consumpti~n, and also that the sanitary arrangements were 
deplorable, the latrines in the Jail being in such a filthy condition that he had to request 
the Superintendent to make use of phenyle. · 

A!!ainst the allegations made by !llr. :llehisheri regarding his loss of weight we have the 
weight chart recorded in his History Ticket maintained during his stay in jail. The 
thart shows that on admission to jail on the 15th May last he weighed 109 lbs., on his 
transfer from Xasik Road Central Jail to Arthur Road on 29th September he weighed 
125 lbs. and that on his release on the 13th of this month, the day of the meeting, he 
weighed 124lbs. A touch of comedv is gh·en to the story by the fact that whiJe.in the 
Arthur Road Jail Mr.l\Iehisheri was ·seen doing physical exercises which he explained to 
the jailor were reducing exercises carried out as his weight had increased too much. 

The truth of the remainder of Mr. Mehisheri's statements may well be judged from the 
ob·l"ious unreliability of his allegation regarding his weight and it suffices to say that the 
latrines in the Arthur Road Jail are all on the llushing system, are absolutely sanitary, 
and are always kept scrupulously clean. 

With the eomplimtnls of the 
Director of Information, Bombay. 

P-69 
26·2-31 

Letters have appeared in the Press from a.lir. R. D. Baliwa.la. purporting to recount 
his experiences at Visa pur Jail. These letters are full of inaccuracies. In the first place 
)lr. B:tlh•ala states that on arrival at Visa pur he found " an army of policemen armed with 
lath is waiting near the Jail gate to give us a ' warm ' reception." In fact, no policemen 
are employed in any Jail. He is evidently referring to wa.rders and the la.tter did not 
dash upon the party and abuse or assault or threaten the prisoners. It is absolutely 
untrue to say that any prisoner W!\8 deprived of his sacred thread or his religious books. 
Nothing of the kind has ever occurred at Visapur. ,fhe statement that politicals are 
" taken out in the sun and subjected to all sort.'! of tortures " is a pure invention. The 
majority of the prisoners are employed on road making and cleaning prison premises in 
general, which includes the sweeping of barracks and yards. Nor is it true to say that 
prisoners are made to carry a. load of more than 2 mflunds on their heads. The maximum 
weight carried never exceeds 8 to 10 lbs. at the most. 

Another instance of the writer's inaccuracy is found' in his statement that 
.WO Satyagrahis resorted to hunger strike because of the "horrible " food. Tbe writer 
appears to have been in Visa pur Jail from the 27th November to the 26th December 1930. 
During the period of his stay there was not a. single hunger strike; so his story that" 75 
strikers were made t<J sit on their toes the whole night from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. and even 
drinking water was denied to them," is obviously untrue. It is true that Dr. Ja.ni was 
giYen a. separate cell but this wa.s because he was suffering from a. skin disease a.nd not 
because he went on hunger strike. The writer also complains that the water is " very 
bad and dangerous for human use". The water supplied to prisoners is the same as that 
supplied to the staff and is perfectly fit to drink. The writer also says that when he left 
Visa pur about 150 politicals were undergoing fetters. The truth is that there h!t!l never 
been more than a. dozen prisoners iu. fetters at any time. The barracks are well 
ventilated and quite fit for habitation and the clothing and bedding is more than 
sufficient. . · 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: With regard to (c) "Has the atte.ntion 
of Government been drawn tu the constitution of a Committee· by the 
Social Service League to make investigations in the matter," may I know; 
whether Gover.nment have received a report from this League 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. Ar THOJHS: Yes, we .have rec~ived 
a report. 

Rao BahaJ.ur R. R. KALE : If so, may I know whether , they are 
going to make any enquiry or any investigation into the facts contained 
in that report 1 , · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO~L\S: No. . 
Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : It was stated that no complaints had 

been received and therefore no enquiry was made. l\Iay I know whether 
there are any complaints disclosed in the report of the committee 
appointed by the Social Service League 1 
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The Honourable ~.G. A. THO:lL.\8: I want notice of that question. 
I cannot remember the contents of the report. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : My only point is whether it is necessary 
that the complaints should proceed from a particular individual or 
whether it is not sufficient that there should be complaint from ·a body 
like the Social Service League. Is such a complaint not enough to put 
Government on their enquiry 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:YAS: I must apologise to you, Sir, 
and to the honourable House. I am now informed that Government 
have not yet received the report. 

SHRI JARENDESWAR TE:lli'LE: CoNSTRUCTtoY OF RoAn. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay 'Gniversity): Will Government 
be pleased to state-

(a) whether a petition was made by the Manager of the Shri 
Jarendeswar temple on the Jeranda Hill near Satara Road Railwa~· 
Station, requesting permission to construct a public road from the 
foot of the hill to its top IQr the use of pilgrims and devotees who visit 

· the temple and are much inconvenienced for want of a road to ascencl 
the hill and carry provisions far to the top of the hill ; 

· . (b) whether the sai~ Manager expressed his willingness to construct 
the Road hirlself in case neither the Government nor the District 

· Local Board are able to do so, defraying the cost thereof by raisin~ 
subscriptions from the devotees ; 

(c) whether the Manager also gave a guarantee from respectable 
citizens of S!ltara that the road would be maintained in repairs at 

· his cost; 
(d) whether the District Forest Officer and Collector recommended 

that the permission may be granted; 
(e) how long the matter has been pending in correspondence and 

when it will be decided 1 · 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S.-!l'. KA.MBLI: (a}, (b)1 (c) and 
(d) Yes. 

(e) The matter was referred to Government by the Commissioner, 
Central Division, in December 1930. Orders permitting the Manager 
of the temple to construct the road jn question were issued in January 
1931. ' 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: My question was, how long the matter 
has been pending in correspondence. Of course, it is stated in the reply 
that Government received a report from the Commissioner in December 
1930 and they passed their orders in January 1931. I want to know 
how long before December 1930 the matter was pending with the other 
revenue authorities. 

The Honourable. Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: If the honourable 
member will please see me in the tea recess, I shall be glad to find out the 
infor~tion for him then. 
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KHATEDARS IN MEHLOL EsTATE. 

107 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ for Khan Bahadur . A.' E ... PATEL 
(Northern Division) : Will Government be pleased to state- . 

(a) whether they are awe.re that there was a uniform custom of 
leasing, mortgaging and selling of lands by the . estate khated.ars m 
the 1\Iehlol estate in Panch \Iahals District; . . . 

1 
(b) whether they are aware that there are two Jah~rnamas in the 

estate which allow the e~tate tenants the rights mentioned 'in clause (a) 
above; · . · 

(c) whether they are aware that the Collector issued an order in 
1916 to insert these privileges in the kabulayats whenever.lands are 
granted to any khatedar ; • · : : . 

(d) the number of kabulayats in which the privileges were inserted; 
(e) the number of kabulayats in which the privileges were omitted 

and the reasons for this omission ; : 1 , 

(j) whether they ere aware that there was discontent among the 
khatedars when the order of 1926 ·cancelling the jahirnamas of 1910 
and 1916 was issued; · · · . 

(g) whether it is 1'. fact that a Government Resolution was issued 
in 1930 cancelling the order of 1926, thereby. reintroducing the rules 
of 1910 and condoning all the cases of transfer of sales and mortgages 
from 1910 to 1930 ; 

(h) whether it is a fact that. cases of long leases have no~ been 
condoned; 

(i) if so, whether they intend to take any action in the mat~~r 1 · .. 
The Honoirrable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) Yes. 
(b) No. There was only one jahirnama issued in 1910, under 

which the estate lands, if mortgaged, sold or otherwise encumbered1. 

were forfeited and regranted to the mortgagees, purchasers, etc., on 
payment of certain premia. The regrant was made at the: discretion 
of the Estate authorities and merely conveyed the tenancy-at-will of 
the land concerned. 

(c) In 1916 the Collector of the Panch Mil.hals s~nctioned the insertion 
of the following two clauses in the conditions of auction sale of tenancy 
rights and in krtbulayats to be executed by new tenants :- . . · , 

"(i) The rights given to the tenants are such ~s are enjoyed by the 
other tenants of the Estate." . . · .•. 

" (ii) Permission is given for leasing out the land to other tenants 
for one year." . ' . , 
(d) The number of kabulayats in which the cla,uses quoted. above 

were in.serted is 235. · · · 
(e) The number of kabulayats in which the above clauses were not 

inserted is 5. These latter kabulayats were taken for a ten years' period 
under the orders of 1926 which were promulgated after cancellina the 
jahirnama of 1910. 

0 

, 

(f) There was discontent among the khated.ars when the orders of 
1926 cancelling the jahirnarna of 1910 and the orders of 1916 . were 
issued. · · 

(g) Yes. 
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(k) Only four cases of long leasas were not condoned at first. 
(i) Government have since directed that the four khatedars should 

not be evicted from the lands held by them on the term.in.a.tion of the 
leases they have m&de with their sub-tenants, but that they should be 
treated as tenants-at-will. 

l!EASURES USED BY K.HoTS, LANDLORDS A.~D SA WAKARs 

D" KoLABA, RATNAGIRI AND THANA DISTRICTS. 

Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) whether they are aware that the landlords, khots and sawakars 
in the Ratnagiri, Kolaba and Thana districts, when receiving annual 
rent (malda repayment of debts and interest in kind) from the tenants, 
use measures which are larger than the standard measures prescribed 
by Government ; 

(b) if so, whether the percentage of the excess over the standard 
· measure is uniform in the said district or whether it varies from place 

to· place according to the old established usage or according to the 
arbitrary will of the individual landlords, khots and sawakars; 

(c) the uniform percentage of excess over the standard in both 
the above cases ; 

(d) the minimum and maximum percentages of variations; 
(e) whether they have taken any action against this practice of 

arbitrary measures 1 · 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEH.ANGIR VAKIL: (a) Yes, 

in some places in the Kolaba: and Thana. districts. 
(b) The percentage varies from place to place either according to old 

established usage, or the will of the individual landlord, Khot or Sawakar. 
(c) There is no uniform percentage of ,excess. 

-.(d) In Thana the minimum and maximum percentages of the variations 
, are reported to be 4 per cent. and 25 per cent. respectively. In Kolaba 

the percentages are 9 per cent. to 20 per cent. 
(e) Legislation for standardisation of weights and measures in the 

Bombay Presidency is under the consi<teration of Government. 
Mr. N. N. PATIL: Are Gover:D.ment aware of the fact that immediate 

relief in respect of the measures, which vary according to the sweet will 
of the landlord, khot, or sawakar~ is needed so far as the tenants in the 
Kolaba district are concerned 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL: I should 
say that relief is needed. 

PRISOXER MR. GHATE: TREATMENT IN JAIL. 

Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District): (a) Has the attention of 
Government been drawn to the report appearing on page 5 of the 
Bombay Chronicle of the 9th January 1931 regarding the treatment meted 
out to Mr. N. M. Gh.ate 1 

(b) Will Government be pl~sed to state whe~her the Jail Doctor 
had .certified Mr. Ghate as a fit person for Chakki work ~ 
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(c) Is it a fact that Mr. Ghate was kept in a solitary cell for stating 
to the Havaldar or Jamadar that owing to his short stature it was not . 
possible for him to work on the Chakki ? 

(d) Is it a fact that Mr. Ghate was given "standing hand-cu.ftsn. 
If so, for how many days and for how many hours every day andfor.whatl 
reason? 

(e) Will Government be pleased to state whether the trying Magistrate 
had directed that l\Ir. Ghate should be treated as a B class prisoner 1 1 

{f) If the answer to (e) above is in the affirmative will Government 
please state why and when he was sent to C class 1 · · · · · · · I 

(g) Will Government be pleased to state whether Mr. Ghate has been 
deprived of his privileges of interview and correspondence ? . , · · 

(h) If the answer to (g) above is in the affirmative will Government 
please state the reason for· this action 1 . · ,·:, 

(i) ·what is the present state of Mr. Ghate's health 'and what work 
he is given at present ? . · , ' , . · ' 

(j) If the report referred to in question (a) is correct, viz;; that 
Mr. Ghate was beaten by the Havaldar, will the Government please. 
state the authority under which a prisoner can be beaten by a Jam.a.da.r t 

The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Yes. ·~ 
(b) The prisoner was certified fit for hard labour. · ' ' " · 
(c) No. . . , , ' li 
(d) He was given four days' standing hand-cu.fts for &ix hours a day 

for persistently refusing to do any work. ' : 1 

(e) Yes. ' · 
(f) He was not placed in C class. 
(g) and (h) The privileges were withdrawn for bad conduct.· 
(i) He has since been released. His health on release was good. 
{j) T~e report is not ·correct. ' 

WATER SUPPLY: KHAREPAT LAND. 

Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District): (a) Has the attention of 
Government been drawn to the plight of the cultivators for. want: of 
an adequate supply of water in what are known as the Kharepat lands 
in the summer ? 

(b) Have Government received any petition regarding the same 1 . ~ 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL: (a) and 

(b) Yes. · ·.' ' 

Mr. N. N. PATIL: Am I to understand from, the reply giv~n that 
Government are considering that question 1 . . ;, 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL: A peti
tion was received signed by the honourable member himself •. · Is. the 
honourable member referring to that petition 1 . . , ' ,; . 

Mr. N. N. PATIL: It was forwarded to Government under my signa~ 
ture. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL: It was 
considered, but looking to the size of the village and the fact that several 
other villages were similarly situated, it was not possible for Government 
to pick out only one village out of about.60 for water supply. 
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Mr. A. N. St"RVE: In addition to the said petition, ha,·e Government 
receited a resolution passed at the conference of Kolaba cultivaU>rs, held 
at Pen during Christmas 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir Rt'ST0:\1 JEHA ... ~GIR VAKIL : I am 
not aware of it ; I could not say offhand. 

PETROL TAX : SHARE or LocAL GovERX:'.I~T. 
1\Ir." H. .M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : Will Gov~rnment 

be · pleased-
(!) to state what amount they have received or are likely to receive 

from the Government of India as their share of the New Petrol Tax; 
(2) to state how they propose to spend the amount ; 
(3) to make a general statement on the subject 11imilar to the one 

made by them last year 1 · 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBU: (1) The amount 

actually received from the petrol tax revenue during the year 1930-31 
is Rs. 25,60,000. During the year 1931-32 a sumo£ about Rs. 16,00,000 
is likely to be received. 
· (2) This amount is proposed to be spent on the· following twelve 

schemes which have been approved by the Government of India and 
such further schemes as may hereafter be approved by them:-

(1) Bombay-Poona-Aurangabad Road. 
(2) Bombay-Ahmedabad-Rajputana Road. 
(3) Dhulia-Bhusawal-Edlabad-Nagpur Road. 
(4) Bombay-.(\gra Road. 
(5) Karwar-Bellary Road. 
(6) Bombay-Goa or Konkan North to South Road . 

. (7) Bombay-Poona-Sholapur-Hyderabad Road. 
\8) Bombay-Poona-Bangalore Road. 
(9) Karachi-Sukkur-Punjab Road on the west side of the river 

Indn& · 
. (10) Karachi-Suklm-Punjab Road on the east ~ide of the river 

Indus. 
· · · (11) Hyderabad-:Mirpurkhas-Rajputana Road. 

(12) Sukl"Ur-Shikarpur-Jacobabad-Quetta Road. 
It is also proposed, subject to the approval of the Government of India, 
to divert a sum of Rs. 16 lakhs out of the same amount to maintenance 
of roads in the year 1931-32, as a special case . 
. (3) Government have prepared a programme of communication 
works to be financed from the petrol tax fund during the year 1931-32. 
This programme was approved by the Rood Board at its last meeting 
held on 18th December 1930~ The programme has yet to be placed 
before the Road Conference to be held at Simla. The details of the 
programme are printed at pages 53 to 56 of the Preliminary Issue of 
the Budget of 41, Civil Works-Provincial, for 1931-32. 

DRAINS IN SIND. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Will Government 
be pleased to state- · 

-· (a) the number and names of the drains which existed in Sind before 
the establishment of the Public Works Department; 
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(b) whether it is a fact that they have been neglected and allowed 
to be silted up ; · · · 

{c) whether they intend to construct sufficient drains to carry oft 
flood water from the villages which are liable to floods during excessive 
rains 1 · 
The Honourable Sir GIIULAl\1 HUSSAIN ·: (a) The number and 

names of the old drains that existed in Sind before the establishment 
of the Public Works Department are not knowyt. There are certain 
very old channels which are apparently the beds of former courses 
of the river Indus and serve as drainage channels in times of heavy 
rains or floods. Such are the Sind Dhoro in the Upper Sind Frontier 
District, the Puran Dhoro in the Thar Parkar District, the Gungro.Dhoro 
in the Karachi District and several dhoros with various local n<tmes in the 
Nawabshah and Hyderabad districts. , , 

(Q) These old river channels are not maintained by the Public Works 
Department. . . 

(c) Several drains in connection with Irrigation Schemes are proposed 
to be maintained or constructed for leading surpl~s water to the natural 
drains formed by old river beds and they will be useful to carry th~ flood 
water due to heavy rains from. the villages. 

PRIMARY TEACHERS OF· N. J. HIGH SCHOOL,' KARACHI: 
CmrPE~SATIO~ PENSION AND LEAVE SALARY. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Will Government 
be pleased to state- · , 

(a) whether they are aware that some of the primary teachers of 
the N. J. High School, Karachi, were granted compensation pension 
after the abolition of the double shift system. in the said school in 1928; 

(b) whether the teachers in question went directly on leave on their 
relief from the N. J. High School; · ' 

{c) whether they received leave salary for about one year or so; 
(d) whether their leave salary is to be borne by Government for the 

period of the leave they earned while in Government service; 
(e) whether Government intend to recover the leave salary from 

their compensation pellilion; if not, the reasons therefor; · · ' 
(f) whether they are aware that the question of the Coll).pensation 

pension was decided after the lapse of mor~ than two years after their 
relief from. the school; . ~· 

(g) whether the teachers were entitled to three months' pay as they 
were not served according to rules with three m.onths' notice. prior, to 
their discharge ; if not, the reasons therefor ; , 

(h) whether they are aware of the decision of the Auditor General 
under Fundamental Rules that the date of the abolition of a post 
should be deferred till the termination of such leave as may have been 
granted to a Government ·servant holding the appointment without 
lien on any other appointment ; . · c 

(i) whether in view of the Auditor General's above decision they 
intend to give leave salary to the abovementioned teachers for the 
period of leave due to them.~ 
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The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDL.\D: (a) Yes, only 
one primary teacher . 
. (b), (c) and (d) Yes. 

(e) Government have decided that the leave granted to the teacher 
should be regulated according to the Fundamental Rules and the question 
of the recovery or non-recovery of the leave allowances from his compensa
tion is being further examined. 

(j), (.q}, (h) and (i) Yes . • 
N. J. HIGH ScHooL, KA.Iucm : P.RillARY TEAcHERS. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL M..\JID (Karachi District) : Will Government 
be pleased to state-

(a) the names of the trained primary teachers of the ~. J. High 
School, Karachi, under the double (shift) system; 

(b) whether they were matriculates before they joined that scaool 
in 1922; 

(c) whether they were permanent in Government service before they 
joined that High School ; 

(d) whether they subsequently graduated ; 
(e) whether their work in the High School was reported to' 

be satisfactory in the annual reports by the head masters and 
Educationai Inspectors ; · 

(f) whether they were discharged from Government service owing 
to retrenchment ; 
· (g) whether there are any teachers, both primary and secondary, 

. k;nowing only Sindhi, or who are non-matriculates or untrained 
matriculates or untrained under-graduates who were taken up .or 
transferred or retransferred to Government high schools and secondary 
schools and Training College for Men, Hyderabad, in or after 1922, and 
who have not been affected by this retrenchment ; . 

(h) whether these teachers who are not affected by retrenchment 
are temporary in Government service ; 

(i) if so, the reasons . for discharging permanent men and 
. retaining temporary men ; . - · 

(j) the names of the teachers referred to in clause (g) along with 
their qualifications 1 
The Honourable liOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) to (d) 

The accompanying statement "A " gives the requisite information. 
· (e) Yes, except in two cases. · 

(/)Please see the remarks in column 8 of statement'' A''. 
(g), (h) and (j) The accompanying statement "B" furnishes the 

requisite information. · · 
· (') For retaining the four temporary men mentioned in state· 
ment " B " the reasons are as under :-

Nos. (1) and (2).-Messrs. Makani and Kh.alik have put in longer 
service than the other temporary men retrenched. Mr. Makani also 
belongs to a bacl-ward community. Mr. Khalik was taken in Govem· 
ment service from Local Board service on 1st April 1925 when the 
llirpurkhas lladressah was col}.verted into a Government institution. 
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. Nos. (3) and (1).-Messrs. Wa.hid Bux Shaikh and Jalaldi.n' Shah 
ha. ve been appointed to ~he posts specially sanctioned for the .Mirpurkhas 
Madressah and High School, where preference is to be given to 
Muhammadans. 
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STATEliE:n 

The 81att1Mfll ~1Wtcing the 11aiii6B of trai!Wl primary lftdtr~ t:tppotltkci 

I Whether 
I permanent 

Qoalili<Ot;.., ot tho I Do"' ol 
inGovem-

Name 
time of appointment appointment in ment service .. in theN. J. High theN. J. High before ap-

School, Karachi School, Karachi pointment 

I 
intheN.J. 

HighSchool, 

i 
Karachi 

2 3 4 5 
I 

·I 
I 

:Mr. Ganumal Metha- 3nl ;tear trained.! 9th June 1922 .. Ye11 .. 
ram. llatric 1918 

(Sindhi). 

Mr. Abdul Rasul Md. 3nl year trained 23nl June 1922 . No .. 
Hassan. (Sindhi). 

Mr. Rajaram Vassan· 3nl year trained 12th June 1922 • ""'bon...,.. I mal. (Sindhi). 
1\lr. Wahid Bux Jum~ 3nl year trained 18th Octobei No •• 

Khan. (Sind hi). 1926. 
llr. Pahlomal Hasso- 3nl year trained 13th June 1922 • Probationary. 

mal. (Sindhi). 

Mr. V. S. Shukla .. 3nl year trained 24th April1922. No .. 
(Gujarati). 

trained, 5th ~a~ 1922 •. No Mr. D. L. Shukla .. 3nl year .. 
(Gujarati). trained~ 26th April1922 •

1 

No .., llr. G. S. Methar .. 3nl year 
(llarathi). 

··l :Mr. V. M. Bivalkar •• 3nl year trained 5th October 1925 No 
(llara.thi). (from 5th Octo·i 

ller 1925 to 9thl 
j November 1925· - working in! 

leave change1 I 
of Mr. Metbar).l 

.. I Mr. A. S. Pavaskar .. 3nl year trained 26th Aprill922. I No 
(llarathi). I i 

:Yr. Y.ll. Sattaye .. :&Iatric (llarathi) .. 1st September! No .. 
1924. I 
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ia tJ&e :S. J. Higli Scllool. Karadai, durmg tiM, peri.ocl of do11.ble &Jiift. 

i 
I 

Whether subsequently I 
graduated 

Dateof ' 
termination of 
appointment 

Remarks 

-------6-----~-------7----~------------s_._·. __ :•_. __ ~·-----
B.A. (Alig.), 1928.1 Not yet decided 
Graduated after h" . 

•. Given compensation pension B4 the post 
has been abolished. 

relief from Kal'8.(' · 
High School. · 

So . . 30th April1926 Transferred as Acting Assistant Deputy 
Educational . Inspector. 'i .A1f present 
Supervisor, District School Board, 
Karachi. 

So 

So 

No 

So 

No 

So 

No 

No 

So 

• • 17th October 1926 •• Transferred ro Hyderabad Municipality. 

• • 31st March 1927 

26th llarch 1926 

• • 31st March 1927 

Transferred back ·ro Swbrp~· M~ci; 
pality where he held· a lien. · 

• . Transferred ro :&lirpurkh.as Mad.ressah 
and High School'from where he wa.s 
transferred back ro his permanent 
poet under District Local Board, La,r. 
kana. 

• • Transferred back to the Karachi Munici~ 
pality where he held a lien. 

~-:.-. 8lst March lim--:-. 

.. 19th November 1925 Died. 

Do; ---:-·do.----

• . 1st March 1926 • • Discharged on account of the abolition 
of the poet. · · 

•• 16th .August 192! .. Died. 

.. 15th March 1928 .. 1 Discharged on account of the abolition 

I 
of the poet. A.lthough a matriculate 
only, he was appointed in the scale 
of 3rd year trained Primary teacher. 
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r 

&rial! 
. No.I 

! 
1 i 

Name in full 

! 

Designation Quali.6.cationa 
l 

3 4 

-~-~-.• -.-Md-.• -Jra-esa_n_A._I_Ia_k_·~-i--• .1 Assistant llaster.l ill year trained 

I 
Larkana High; 1906. 

:.-:·~- Mr. AMul ~~~ A. ·' ' ~ ' ~~:t MasterJ
1 

School Final 

I 
' Naushahro Madres. ' 

· sah am} High1 

, . , , . . . . • School. . i 

3 ! Mr. W:ahid Bmr: L. Shaikh Assistant Master,! Matric . I · · ' . Mirpurkhaa Madres.i 
sah and High 

1 · ' School. 1 
4 ' .Mr. Jalaldinshah I. Do. • • :Matric, S. L. C • 

• : I '· I ' . I 
5 i Mr. Sid~ Gulabkhan · Assi.st~mt Master,: ill year trained 

· ; ; " i : · · · ~.· : ·.: 1 ~... S<homr .... 
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uftdergraduate teadiers appointed in or after 1922 in Governnoent Seoondmg Bclioola . 
for Men, H yderabad, 

Date on which 
appointed to 

Government service 

5 

24t~ July 1919 

lst Aprill925 

24th July 1929 

5th October 1929 .. 
1st August 1927 . . . 

Whether permanent, 
probationary or offi. 
ciating in Govern· 

ment service 

6 

Officiating 

Do. 

Do.· , 

Do . 

Permanent 

Remarks 

7 

Appointed in the La.rkana High School • 
on 13th August 1922 '.owing' to the 
abolition of training school where, he 
was permanent. · . · , · . · 

Taken up on the conversion of Mirpur
khas Madressah into Government in
stitution on. 1st April 1925. .. His 
previous Local Boa.rd service was 
about 8 years, 

He was permanently, appointed in the 
Training College for Men froll'\ 1st 
November 1918. He was transierred 
to Lawrence M.adressa.h, Tando Bago, 
froll'\ 1st August 1922 under foreign 
service conditions. He reverted to 
Government service oalst August 1927. 
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JUDICIAL Co:mnssiONE&'s CoURT, Sr..-m: REGISTJ.U.R. 

.1\Ir. SllAIKll ABDUL MAJID (Karachi) : Will Government be· 
pleased to state-

(a) whether their attention has been drawn to a resolution passed 
by the Sind Mahomedan Association in their meeting held. in July 
1930 that the post of the Registrar, The Judicial Commissioner'.s 
Court, Sind, be given to a. deserving Mussalman ; 

(b) for how many years this post has existed; 
(c) the names of the registrars who have been appointed to hold 

that office :from time to time 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Yes. 
(b) Since October 1882. 
(c) A list giving the required information is placed on the Council 

Table. 

List Blwwing lhe nameB of ojficer8 holding the. poat of Regi8trar, Courl of the. Judicial 
~ommi8sione.r of Si!_ld, from 1882. 

Mr. Da.ya.ram Gidumal • 
., Ha.ssa.ram Hotcha.nd. 
, W adhuma.l Ga.ngaram • 
., Vazirmal Uta.mchand La.lva.ni • 
., Varia.lsing Nihalsing. · 
., Ghurbomal Javharsing. 
, Lilaram Jethmal. 
,, Chandiram Gia.nchand La.la. 
,) Dipcha.nd T. Ojha • 
., Dia.lmal Doulatram • 
., Tha.werdas Dayaram. 
, Cha.ndiram Kotumal. 
, Lilaram Vata.nmaL 
, Wadhumal Gangaram. 
, Vazirmal Uta.msing • 
., Tha.werdas Dayara.m. 
, M. DeSouza, 
, G. V. Uta.msingh. 
, E. V. Castellino. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO :.Is it not a fact that there has not 
been a single Mahomedan appointed to this post 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: A list of the names of the persons 
who have held the appointment is. given in the answer to the question. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Why has a Mahomedan not 
been appointed 1 Is Government precluded from giving the appointment 
to a Mahomedan 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:M:.AS: I am afraid I cannot give the 
reasons for every ·occasion. As regards the last appointment, the 
Commissioner in Sind at the time made enquiries whether a Mahomedan 
suitable to hold the appointment was available, and the answer was in 
the negative. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Of whom did the Commissioner 
make enquiries, to find a suitable Mahomedan 1 

'Xhe Ho:q.ourable Mr. G. A, THOMAS : TJJ.e Judicial Qommissio~et 
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:MuNICIPAL GIRLS' ScnooL, Su&AT: ADMISSION OF A DEPRESSED 

CLASS GIRL. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: Will Government be pleased· to state 
whether they are aware of a case of a. depressed class girl, the daughter 
of one Mr. Dumasia who is a :Municipal Councillor in Surat City Muni- . 
cipality, having been refused admission last year in the Municipal GirlS' 
School at Surat on the plea that she belongs to ~he Depressed class and 
that the school is situated in a ·ffindoo locality and that all the girls 
attending are Rindoo girls ~ 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Government 
have enquired into the matter and J.lnderstand that it is not a fact that 
admission was refused to the daughter of Mr. Dumasia to the Municipal 
Girls' School, Surat. · 

SMALL CAusEs CouRT, BoMBAY: JuDGEs' HouRs. 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR ~.Will Government be pleased to state-
Why some of the Judges in the Small Causes Court, Bombay, do. 

not observe punctual hours of sittings and rising and thus cause great 
inconvenience to the general public and members of the Bar and Court 
Staff~ 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : Government are satisfied 

that regular hours of sitting and rising have been observed by the Judges 
with a few exceptions which were due to the exigencies of chamber work. 
When the Judges sit after the usual hours, it is with the consent of the 
parties and their pleaders. No complaints of inconvenience caused 
have been received either by Government or by the Chief Judge. 

FILM CENSORS : BOMBAY. 

Mr. SYED MUNA WAR : Will Government b~ pleased to state_: . 
(a) whether there are any definite rules fot the appointment of 

fi~ censors ; ' 
(b) whether it is a representatiYe body and if so, the interest~ 

represented on the Board ; . . · 
(c) whether the appointments are for life or for a term of years ; ·' 
(d) the number of meetings of the Board per month and the average.· 

length of time covered by such meeting ; 
(e) whether the attention of Government has beendrawn to the 

reports appearing in the Times of I ndlia o£ the 17th February 1931 
and in some previous issues of the same paper regarding scenes of 
protest at the Opera House and Super Cinema ; 

(j) the reasons why such objectionable films were not censored 
before they were exhibited ~ 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) The attention of the 

Honourable :Member is invited to sub-section (1) of section 7 of the 
Cinematograph Act, 1918 (II of 1918), which provides for the constitution 
of authorities or Boards for the purposes of examining or certifying films 
as suitable for public exhibition, and for declaring the area within whic4 
such authority shall exercise the power~ confened on it by the Act, 

MO HbH-31.l 
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(b) The Bombay Board of Film Censors consists of six members, three 
of whom are officials and three non-officials. One of the officials 
represents educational interests. The non-officials represent three 
different sections of the community, namely, Hindu, Muhammadan and 
h~ ' 

(c) For so long as any member of the Board desires to hold office. 
(d) Two. A meeting usually lasta about an hour . 

. (e) Government have seen the article in the Times of l·ndia of the 
17th February 1931 headed" Angry Muslims Chase Actors with Knives 
ofi Stage". This refers to a drama which was staged at the Ripon 
Theatre. Government have also seen an article in the same newspaper 
of the 24th November 1930 regarding ·an incident outside the Opera 
House in connection with. another stage play. No reference can be 
found in the newspapers to any protests against any film, but Govern
ment are informed that on December 26th, 1930 some Muhammadans 
did raise a protest at the Super Cinema against the exhibition of a film 

. entitled "After Six Days." 
{/) The film "After Six Days" was certified by the Bengal Board 

of Film Censors as suitable for public exhibition. Government do not 
agree that the film was objectionable; it had been exhibited several 
times previously without incident, and the protests raised on this one 
occasion were, it is believed,_ engineered by interested parties. 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: With regard to (c), do I understand tlrat 
the appointments are made periodically 1 
· rhe Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The appointments are made 

as vacancies occur. 
Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: How will vacancies occur if appointments 

are not periodically made t 
The Honourable Mr. G. A: THOMAS: If the honourable member 

reads the answer, he will find it stated that the appointment may be held 
by a member as long as he likes. . 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: Does it mean that the appointment may 
be held for life 1 _ 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: There is nothing to prevent it. 

MILL EMPLOYEEs, BoMBAY CITY : GRATUITY AND 

WELF.ARE WoRK. 

Mr. SYED MUNA WAR : Will Government be pleased to state-
( a) the names of textile mills in Bombay City having a system of 

gratuity for their employees, the amount paid by each mill and the 
number of employees benefitted during the last two years ; 

(b) the names of textile mills in the City having a system of provident 
fund for their employees ; 

(c) the names of mills in Bombay City carrying on weUare work 
for their work-people to the same extent as is done by the Gokak 
Mills and as described on pages 22 and 23 of the Annual Fact9ry 
Report of t~e fresidency for the rear 1929; 
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(d) the names of mills in the City carrying on most of tlie items of 

welfare work done by the Gokak Mills authorities, if not all the 
activities ; .. 

(e) the number of social gatherings arranged for work-people of 
urious mills under the Bombay 1\fillowners' Association and. the 
number of work-people present at each such gathering ; i 

(f) the steps if any, taken by the Bombay City Mills. :to encourage 
the " policy of direct recruitment " and " to introduce a system of 
discharge certificates " mentioned in paragraph 26 on page 27 .of the 
said Factory Report ~ · 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : The Honourable Member 

is referred to Chapter V of the Memorandum from the Government of 
Bombay to the Royal Commission on Indian Labour, a copy of. which is 
available in the office of the Secretary, Legislative CounciL Government 
have no other information. 

Rao Bahadur S; K. BOLE : Is the Millowners' Association doing · 
anything at all in the matter 1 ' 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : I have no information.· 

JAILS: SALE OF MANUFACTURED ARTICLES. · 

Mr. SYED 1\IUNA WAR : Will Government be pleased to state-
( a) in regard to paragraph 52 of the Jail Administration Report, 

1929, (1) the name of the Jail where in regard to manufactured articles,· 
"sales to the Public fell by Rs. 10,000 in 1929" as compared ' 
with the pre\rious year ; 

(b) the reasons for the fall and the measures adopted by the Jail 
authorities to combat it 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: {(t) Yeravda Central Prison.· 
(b) The main reason was trade depression. It is also largely the 

practice for intending buyers to visit the jail and inspect the articles, 
and the number of such perE~ons fell considerably during the year in 
question. To encourage future sales and attract public attention, the 
prices of jail-made articles have been reduced as far as practicable, and 
they have been displayed in shops and by agents . . 

HIGH CoURT, BoMBAY: MusLIM EMPLOYEES. 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: Will Government be pleased to state-: 
(a) the number of posts carrying a monthly salary of Rs. 500 and 

over in the Bombay High Court; · 
(b) how many of these are held by Muslims 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) 19; 
(b) I. 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR : D~es the figure of 1 in (b) refer to the 
Honourable Mr. Justice Mirza 1 . . 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: No. 
Mr. SYED MUNA WAR: Does the figure of 19 include the High Court 

Judges? · · ' 
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The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: No. 
Mr. SYED Ml.T:tfA WAR :. May I know who this I is 1 . 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I would ask for notice. 

PoLITicAL PRISONERS, SUKKUR: JAIL WoRK. 

Mr. S. S. T0~'1 (Western Sind): (a) Has the attention 
of Government been drawn to the article in the Hindoo of Hyderabad 
(Sind) in its evening issue dated the 9th January 1931 alleging that the 
Political prisoners in Sukkur Jail are being made to excavate canals and 
to work as bl;J.angis ~ 

(b) What actio~ if any, have the Government taken in the matter 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Yes . 

. (b) No prisoner convicted in connection with the civil disobedience 
movement was made to work as a bhangi and with the exception of the 
prisoner mentioned in the Article, no such prisoner was employed on 
excavation work. The prisoner in question was a C class prisoner and 
he was sent to work with a bund construction party for two days. As 
this was an ordinary form of work given to C class prisoners no action 
was necessary. 

HoNoiliY MAGISTRATE SETH IIAssoMAL CBELLA.RAM. 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI (Western Sind) : Will Government be pleased 
tostate-

(a) whether it is a fact that Seth Hassomal Chellaram of Karachi 
was deprived of his Honorary Magistrateship and if so whether it was 
on account of his being instrumental in bringing about a settlement 
between the Foreign Cloth merchants of Karachi and the Foreign Cloth 
Boycott Committee ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the piecegoods merchants association 
appreciated the services of Seth Hassomal for saving the situation to 
the advantage of merchants ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the...association condemned the action 
of the Government on the gro~d that Seth Hassomal had worked in 
the intere~t of Public ~ 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Yes. His transactions 

with the prosecutors of the Civil Disobedience Campaign were considered 
inconsistent with his duties as an Honorary Magistrate .. 

(b) and (c) Government have no information. 

PICKETING ORDINANCE : SENTENCE ON DR. DUDANI. 

~lr. S. S. TOLANI (Western Sind): (a) Will Government be 
pleased to state how prisoners in political cases are classified 1 

(b) Is ~t a fact that Dr. Dudani belongs to a high and rich family of 
Larkana, is a double'graduate of the Bombay University, was an officer 
of the rank of Captain in the Army, was an Honorary Magistrate, a 
nominated Municipal Councillor and shortly before he joined the Civil 
Disobedience movement was. a reserve officer in the Military ? 
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(c) Were some of these facts brought on the record of the case launched 
against him 1 

(d) If so, why was he classified as " B" class prisoner by the Resident 
Magistrate, Larkana 1 . 

(e) Why did Government not revise the recommendation of the 
:Magistrate as it had done in some cases 1 · i . 

(/) Is it a fact that Dr. Dudani and his co-accused Mr. Parsram 
were given a sentence of 6 months' R. I. and a fine of Rs. 1,000 under the ·. 
picketing ordinance 1 · 

(g) Is this the maximum punishment that the Magistrate could award. 
or the law permitted 1 

(h) Did Dr. Dudani in his state}llent say that it was an entirely false' 
case against him 1 

(i) Are there any cases in the whole Presidency including Sind where 
a similar punishment was given for a similar offence 1 · ' 

(j) If so, will Government give a list of such cases 1 . 
(k) If the reply to (i) be in the negative, the reasons for awarding this 

punishment 1 ·· . ' 
T~e Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) The attention of the 

Honourable Member is invited to' the Press Note on the subject dated 
the 17th Aprill930..t a copy of which is placed on the Council table. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) and (e) He was classified in accordance with the rules mentioned 

in the Press Note of 17th April 1930. 
(/) Yes.' 
(g) Yes. . 
(h) Yes, but no proof was adduced by Dr. Dudani in support of his 

statement. . . · . . 
(i), (j) and (k) The labour and time involved in obtaining the 

information would ~ot be commensurate with its usefulness. 
With the complimen.U of the P-117 

Director of Information, Bombay. 174-30 
The Government of India recently announced the principles on which they desired 

that the jail rules in force in the several Provinces for the classification of prisoners should 
be revised. In pursuance of the principles there laid down the Government of Bombay 
have now issued instructions for the separation of all convicted prisoners into 
three classes. 

Class A will include only a. limited number of exceptional oases. Prisoners may be 
admitted to Class A if- ' . 

(1) they are non-habitual prisoners of good character; , 
(2) they, by reason of their education, occupation and superior mode of living,' are 

clearly of high social status. 
They will not be eligible for Class A if they have been convicted of-

(1) offences involving 
(a) elements of cruelty, moral degradation or personal greed; 
(b) serious or premeditated violence; 
(c) serious offences against property; · · · . 

(2) offences relating to the posseBSion of explosives, firearms and other dangerous 
weapons with the object of committing an offence or of enabling an offence to be 
committed ; . · 

(3) abetment or incitement of offences falling within these sub-clauses. • 
Class B will include prisoners who, while not qualified for admission to Class A, have, 

by socia.lstatus, education or habits of life, been acoustomed to a mode of living superior 
to that of the ordinary jail population. , 
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The ordinary jail population will constitute Class C. 
Prisoners in Class A will have, as far as may be practicable, separate cell accommoda

tion, a few useful articles of furniture, reasonable facilities for association and exercil'le 
and suitable sanitary and bathing arrangements. They will be given a diet superior 
to that of the ordinary jail population and will be permitted to supplement it at their 
own expense. They will be permitted to wear their own clothes. They will be given 
increased facilities for reading and will be allowed to write and receive one letter and have 
one interview, a fortnight. They will a.lso be permitted to use their own cooking and 
feeding utensils. A l&mp, or electric light, when available, will be provided for use up 
to 10 l'•IB., . . . . I 

Prisoners in Cla.ss B will be given the same diet as that in Class A, but will not be 
permitted to privilege of supplementing it. They will wear prison clothing, modified 
in certain respects and of a better type than that worn by C class prisoners, due regard 
being paid to their health and to the mode of living to which they are accustomed. 1'hey 
may write and receive one letter and have an interview, once a month. Where cellular 
accommodation is available a lamp, or electric light, will be provided for their use up to 
10 p.m. or where they are living in association barracks one or two good general lights 
will be provided for the common use of the prisoners in each barrack. 

Similar arrangements will, as far as conditions may require or permit, be made for the 
special treatment of undertrial prisoners of these classes. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: What provision of the rules contained in the Press 
Note of 17th Aprill930 goes against Dr. Dudani that. he was classed as 
a ·" B " class prisoner and not as an " A " class prisoner 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The Press Note does not refer 
to any particular person. It contains the rules, and it was in accordance 
with those rules that the classification of Dr. Dudani was made. 

PRisoNERS : WoRK AND FooD. 

- Mr. S, S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): Will Government be pleased 
to state- · 

(a) whether their. attention has been drawn to the following 
resolution No. 16 of the Sind Hindu Conference held at Sukkur .on 27, 
28, and 29th December 1930:-
. "This conference learm with concern that Hindus of certain castes 
are made to work for such labours as are against their conscience and 
.Hindu religion and aiso are given·food of non-Hindus in certain jails 
with particular reference to Central Jail, Hyderabad. This conference 
therefore urges upon the jail authorities to stop this and permit the
liberty of religion and conscience." 

(b) whether they have inquired into the allegations mentioned in 
the above resolution and what steps have they take:'l in the matter 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Yes. 

·,(b)' Inquiries have been made and the allegations have been found to 
be untrue. 

LARKANA MUNICIPALITY: PRESIDENT AND COLLECTOR. 

Mr. S .. S .. TOLAN! (Western Sind): (a) Is it· a fact that the 
Pre.,ident of the La.rkana municipality is a zamindar who has to deal 

· much with the Collector of Larkana 1 . 
·(b) Is it a fact that.the president is not an English-knowing gentleman 

and has often been getting private instructions from the Collector and 
gets them carried in the municipality with the help of his supporter~ 1 
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(c) Is it a fact that the president of the La.rka.na. municipality spent 

sums of m6ney for repairing a roa.d leading to Kambar on the recent 
visit of His Exce)lency the Governor of Bombay to La.rka.na. and Kambar 
without the sanction of the municipality ~ 

(d) Is it a. fa.ct that the La.rkana municipality_ stopped the work and 
resolved that the mc.ney so spent by the pre&ident be refunded to the 
municipality ! . 1 

(e) Is it a. fa.ct that the Collector of La.rkana. cvermles the municipality 
by directing the road to be made at the cost of the m~cipa.lity-on the 
g-round that the road wa.s in a bad condition 1 

(j) Did the Collector call for any expla.natiqn from the m,unicipality 
before making such an order! · 

(g) Did the Collector report such action to the Government!· 
(h) Is it a fact that the La.rk:ana. municipality. resolved on 2nd Novem

bf.r 1930 that a. double ga.rra. fee of &. 1 be not recovered from a man 
who had appealed to them and the president submitt.OO the paper to 
the Collector of La.rka.na. to set aside the same order ! 

(i) Wbata.ction, ifa.ny, do ·Government propose to take in the matter! 
The Honourable Si:rdar Sir RUSTOli JEHANGIR V .AXIL: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. He like other presidents discusses municipal afia.irs. With 

the Ccllector ~md occasionally acts on his advice, but there is nothing 
private in tba ma.tter, nor can advice be described as instructions. 

(c) Yes, but be ordered the work to be undertaken in virtue of the 
authority vested in him by section 31 (d) of the Bombay Municipal 
Boroughs Act, 199..5. 

(d) The Board stopped the work but did not resolve that the money 
spent on the work by the President should be refunded by him 
to the Municipality. 

(e) Yes. 
(f) No. . 
(g) Yes. The Collector acted in accordance with the provisions of 

section 214: (2) of the Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925. , . 
(h) Yes, but the Collector declined to interfere in the matter. 
(i) None. 
Mr. S. S. TOLA..~I: With regard to (e) how many days after over

ruling the def·ision of the municipality did the Collector of Larkana report 
this matter to the Government l 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTO~I JEHA..~Gffi V .AXIL: I could 
not say. that offhand. If the honourable member gives notice of 
the question, I shall find it out. . 

Mr. S. S. TOL.L"\1: Was it before I gave notice of these questions '. 
or after that t · 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOli JEHANGIR VAKIL: I could 
not say that offhand. 

Mr. 8. 8. TOLAKI : Did Government nphold the decision of 
the Collector t 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RCSTO:ll JEHA..~GIR VAKIL: It does 
not come to Government for action, but the Collector reports his action 
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to the Commissioner, and the Commissioner merely reports it to 
Government. 

Mr. S. S. T0~1:: The action of the Collector .in overruling a 
decision of the municipality has to be·upheld by Government, otherwise 
the action of the Collector is null and void ; it is illegal. I want to know 
whether Government decided the matter in favour- of the Collector. I 
am referring to (g). According to law, Government have to decide the 
matter ultimately. I want to know whether Government upheld the 
decision of the Collector ! 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUST OM J. VAKIL : It does not come to 
Government. The C-ollector reports the matter to the Commissioner. 

Mr. S. S. TOL..~1:: No, it is not like that. If the decision of the 
Collector i~ not upheld by 9overnment, it becomes null and void. I want 
to know whether GovernmeD,t decided the matter as required by law. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL: Government have 
taken it for granted that, if 'necessary, the Commissioner would 
have revised the order of the Collector. 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI: Have Government passed any order on 
the decision of the Collector t · · 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL : That is not required. 
:Mr. S. S. TOLAr.i1 : Will the Honourable :Minister look into section 

214 of the City Municipalities Act 1 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL : I will read out sub

section (3) of section 214 :- , 

"The Commissioner shall forthwith submit to the Government a report of every case 
occurring under this section, and the Government may revise or modify any order made 
therein, and make in respect thereof any other order which the Commissione'r could 
have made." · 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI : And further~ 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The next. 

CmL DISOBEDIENCE AND ~ARB IN SIND. 

Mr. S. S. TOLA};"' (Western Sind): (a) Will Governmen~ be . 
pleased to sta~ w~at their p~licy is~ r~ard to recognizing any po~er 
of zamindars m Smd to stop Satyagrihis (leaders and volunteers n;ten 
and women) from entering the villages for the purpose of congr~ss 
propaganda, demonstrations and speeches ? \ 

(b) Is it a fact that the District Magistrates delegated powers under 
section 144, Criminal Procedure Code, to Zamindars in Sind ~ 1 · 

(c) Rave such zamindars been invested with authority to use. ":eapops 
and lathis to prevent the entry of or to turn out Satyagrihis frop1 
villages? · 

(d) Is it a fact that the Collector of Larkana has given them to under· 
stand that they possess such powers ? : 
· (e) If so, under what law did the Collec~r giv.e such an understanding ? 
(/) If the answer to (d) be in the negative, will Government be pleased 
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to state whether t~e Collector of Larkana gave any instructions or 
ad vice of any kind to the zamindars with regard to the Satyagrahi 
movement and, if so, what· instructions and under what law ~ 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Government have no~ 
laid down any policy on the subject. 

(b) No. 
(c) No. 
(d) No. 
(e) Does not arise. · 
(f) No such instructions were given, but on one public occasion the 

Collector expressed his confidence in the willingness of his zamindars 
to prevent breaches of the law !Jf all kinds. · ' 

PRISONER, MR. HooNDRAJ : CLASSIFICATION. 

Mr. S. S. TOLlll1: (Sind) : (a) Will Government be pleased to 
state whether their attention has been drawn to the resolution No. 69 
dated 19th June 1930 of the Kotri Municipality requesting them (i.e. 
Government) to place Mr. Hoondraj prisoner in the" B" Class in which 
he was originally put and to the reply of the District Magistrate, Karachi, 
to the resolution 1 

(b) Is it a fact that Mr. Hoondraj was put in the "B "Class fiist and 
then put in the " 0 " Class 1 

(c) Why was he considered fit to be placed in "B "Class first and 
why was he considered unfit later on 1 

(d) Are Government aware that Mr. Hoondraj is a inan of education, 
good social position and one of the important members of the Kotri 
Municipality ' · · 

(e) Are these qualifications of Mr .. Hoondra.j sufficient to make 
him elig'ible for " B " Class according to the rules framed for classification 
of prisoners 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Government are- aware 
of the resolution. The District Magistrate did not give any· reply to it. 

(b) Yes. · 
(c) The sentencing Magistrate placed Mr. Hoond.ra.j in Class B, but 

as he was reported to have no income of his own, Government placed 
him in Class C. . · 

(d) He was reported to be educated and of fair social position .. Gov~m
ment are aware that he was a member of the Kotri Municipality. 

(e) The Honourable Member is referred to the answer to Clause (c) 
of his question. · · · 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: With regard to (c) and (e) .... 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I cannot understand what the 
honourable member's question is. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Nor can I. Will the honourable 
member express himself more clearly 1 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: With regard to answer to (c) I want to know 
whether the classification of the prisoners is made according to income 
only 1 
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· 'fhe Honourable Mr. G. A. THOll.-\.8: Not entirely. Everything is 
take-n into ronsideration. 

Yr. 8. S. TOL.."-1\1: I have to ask a question, Sir. 

· The Honourable the PRESIDE:NT : What is the question Y 

Mr. 8. S. TOL.Al.!: I want to know whether Mr. Hoondrnj 
~ad sufficient social position ! 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOliAS: Whether he had sufficient social 
position, for what t It is clearly stated in part {d) of the answt>r. He 
was reported to be educated and of fair social position, but to have very 
little income. · 

LA.lutA.NA Mu:NICIPA.LITY: NoliiNATED 1\IE:\lBERS • . 
' Mr~ 8. S. TOLANI (Western Sind) : Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) the total number of municipal councillors in Larkapa City 
Municipality stating the number of elected Hindu, Muhammadan 
and nominated members, respectively ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the number of the nominated members 
in the municipality has always been the maximum provided by the 
Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925 ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the municipality has been protesting 
against the number o( the nominated members and that before the 
last general election of the municipality .the board passed a resolution 
recommending its reduction from 1/5th of the total strength to 1/9th , 
as in other municipal boroughs; , 
· (d) whether it is a fact that while forwarding the papers to Govern

ment the Commissioner in Sind recommended that the number of 
the nominated members may be reduced from 1/5th of total strength 
to 1/Sth; . 

(e) whether it is a fact that the Government in their resolution 
No. 7030, dated 28th November 1927,.JDaintained the same strength 
of six nominated members and did not reduce even a single member ; 

(j) if the reply to (b) to (d). be in the affirmative the reasons 
for. disagreeing with the Commissioner in Sind and the 
Municipality ~ 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUST(lM JEHA..l\GIR VAKIL: (a) 

15 
10 Elected {~:!::a:adans .. 

Nominated 6 

Total 31 

(b) Yes. . 
(c) Yes. They suggested 25 elected members and a maximum of 

4: nominated. 
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(d) Yes. 
(e) Yes. 
(f) The distribution of elected and nominated members as fixed by 

Government was considered to safeguard the interests of the communi. 
ties concerned better than that proposed by the Municipality and' the 
Commissioner. · 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: The reply to (/)is: I 
"The distribution of elected and nominated members as fixed by Government was 

considered to safeguard the interests of the communities concerned better than that 
proposed by the municipality and the Commissioner.". 

I want to know how the reduction in the number of ~ominated se~ts will 
not be in the interests of certain communities. 

The Honourable· Sirdar Sir RUST OM J. VAKIL : The· reduction in 
the number of nominated seats was objected to by Mahomedans, 
because they were afraid that by the reduction of nominated seats they 
will lose their representation with the result that th~ representation of 
their community will not be proportionate. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! : ...... 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I cannot follow. the hon~urable 

member. Will the honourable member come nearer the chair 1 ' 
Sir SHAH NA WAZ BHUTTO : If we are not able to follow him, 

though he is near, how are you going to follow him when he comes 
nearer you 1 , · 

:Mr. S. S. TOLANI : I want to know whether there is anything 
on record to show that the Mahomeda!ls objected to the reduction of the 
nominated element. 1 • 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL:: What 
does the honourable member mean ~ The very fact that I' am aware of 
it means that there must be something on record. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO: With your permission, Sir, I wish 
to ask the honourable member who put the question whether he is aware 
of the fact that I brought a statutory motion in this Council three years 
ago that the present ~epresentation by nomination should be retained 
and that it was accepted by the Council1 

SHOLAPUR RIOTS : KHAN BAHADUR IMAMSAHEB. 

Dr. V. G. VAIS!fr\MPAYAN (Sholapur District): (I) Are 
Government aware that Khan Saheb Imamsaheb, now Khan Bahadur, 
is a leader of the Mahomedan Party at Sholapur 1 · 

(2) Have Government received any communication to the effect 
that Khan Bahadur Imamsaheb had any hand in the communal riots 
of 1925 or 1927 at Sholapur 1 

(3) Are Government aware that he is a Municipal Councillor and 
a leader of one of the two parties in the Municipality 1 

(4) Are Government aware that his assistance was taken in the 
inve-stigation of case~ arising out of the May 1930 riots at Sholapur 1 
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- (5) Did Government employ him on any salary 1 · 
· (6) Is it a fact that Government has granted him a piece of about 
114: acres of forest land at Hattur 1 · 

(7) Is it a fact that the land granted to him is worth more than 
Rs.15,000 t 

(8) Will Government please say for what services of Khan Bahadur 
lmamsaheb this grant was made t 

(9) Was this land ever applied for by anybody before~ 
(10) Was it applied for by :Mr. G. N. Atre, District Deputy Collector, 

in 19291 · · · . 
(11) Was a Panchnama then made about the value of the land and 

the trees therein t 
· (12) Is it a fact that the land and trees were then valued at more 
than Rs. 15,000 t 

· (13) Is it a fact that the two Panchnamas about the valuation of the 
land and trees were made by two different Circle Inspectors in 1930 when 
the grant of the land was to be made to Khan Bahadur Imamsaheb 1 

(14) Will Government please give the valuations ol the land and trees 
made by these two Circle Inspectors ~ 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (1) The Honourable Member 
evidently refers to Khan Bahadur Shaikh Imam Shaikh Muhammad: 
Government have no information whether he is a leader of any 
Muhammadan party at Sholapur. 

(2) No .. 
(3) The Khan Bahadur is a :Municipal Councillor. Government 

have no information as to his being a leader of a party in the Municipality. 
(4) Yes. ' 
(5) No. 
(6) Yes. The land was disforested land. 
(7) No. 
(8) In recognition of his meritorious service in the Police Department 

~and his valuable assistance in the investigation o£ cases arising from 
the riots at Sholapur in May 1930. 

(9) Yes. 
(10) Yes. 
(11) Yes. . 
(12) Yes. The figure was Rs. 17,000 which was considered excessive. 
(13) and (14) Only one panchnama was made in 1930, in which the 

land was valued at Rs. 5,000 and the- trees at Rs. 400. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: With regard to clause (2) of my 
question is it a fact thafMr. Pegge, the then Superintendent of Po1ice, 
had informed Government of Bombay regarding the stopping of the 
pension or contribution to the pension of Khan Bahadur Imam Saheb, 
then Khan Saheb Imam Saheb t 
· The Honourable Mr. G. A .. THOMAS: That question does not arise. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: I have asked the question: 
"Have Government received any communication to the effect that Khan Bahadur 

lmam Saheb hl'4any hand in the COlJlJnlQl~J riot~ o£_19~5 Qf IP27 at Sholapur t" 
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The reply is' No.' I am asking a supplementary question whether any 
communication was received by Government from the then Superinten
dent of Police, Mr. Pep;ge, recommending to stop the pension of Khan 
Bahadur Imam Saheb for having taken part in the communal riot 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS:· I require notice of that 
question. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: As regards (6), is this piece/ of 
land adjoining to t.he land which Khan Bahadur Imam Saheb owns ~ · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I do not know. 
Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: As regards (10), why was this land 

not given to Mr. Atre, District Deputy Collector, in 1929, when he was 
asking for it ~ • . . ; 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Every person who applies 
does not get the land. . 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: Did the price go down in one year by·' 
Rs. 12,000 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The land w~s estimated at 
Rs. 17,000, but it was considered excessive. Government valuation 
was Rs. 5,000. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: Is it a fact that two panchanamas 
were made, one by the Mamlatdar and the other by the Circle Inspector, 
in the month of September 1930, the first on or about the 20th of 
September and the .second on the 30th September 19~01 · · . · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: If the honourable member 
refers to the printed reply he will find that only one panchanama was 
made in 1930. · 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAI\1PAYAN: My information is ~his ..... 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : Government are not respons-

ible for the honourable member's information. · . . ' 
Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: May I take it that this land was 

solely given for helping the investigation of cases arising from the riots 
of 1930, and not for the meritorious service in the Poliee Department, 
from which he retired long ago 1 

The Honourable Mr. G .. A. THOMAS: If the honourable member 
refers to my answer to part (8) he will finll the answer to his present 
question. 
'* Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: This is a question supplementary to 
my question (8). I am asking whether this grant was mr.de to him 
solely for the purpose of helping in the investigation of cases and not for 
his meritorious service, because he had retired three or four years ago. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: That is arguing. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I will refer the honourable 
member to the answer to part (8). 

The lionourablu the PRESIDENT : It i& t()f bqtb,-that is the reply, 
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Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: Are we to take from this that in these 
days when retrenchment is going on in: all the departments, land is 
given free of charge instead of taking full price 1 . 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: What is the exact question~ 
·. Rao Bahadur G. K. CIDTALE: Have not Government suffered any 
loss by giving this 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Government have suffered no 
loss.· 

Rao Bahadui R. R. KALE : • In reply to part (12) it is stated that the 
land was valued Rs. 17,000. May I know whether that valuation was 
made in the same way as the valuation (Rs. 5,000) referred to in (13) and 
(14)' 

The Honourable Mr. G: A. THOMAS: I am afraid I cannot 
remember the details. I must ask for notice of this question. 

·nr. M. K. DIXIT: The Honourable Member stated that there was 
no loss to Government. There was an offer of Rs. 17,000 once, but 
that land has been given away which was valued later on at Rs. 5,000. 
There is a difference of ·Rs. 12,000 and this is a distinct loss to Govern· 
ment. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Government had not these 
offers simultaneously. But when I said that there was no loss to 
Government I had in mind the fact that the land was given for his 
valuable services .. 

Mr. L. R. GOKIULE: Do Government value the services at 
Rs. 12,0001 

(No reply.) 
• Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: Did the Government gain anything 
thereby~ · 

(No reply.) 
Mr. B. P. WADKE: Who were the authorities who calculated the 

value of the land 1 Will 'Government disclose that 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: It is done usually by the land 

revenue authorities, the circle inspectors. If you want the ex~ct details 
in this case, I must ask for notice. 

Mr. B. P. WADKE: Why is that done by the Circle Inspector and 
not by Engineers 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: It is not the business of 
engineers to value land. 

PoLICE AcTION: LAND REVENUE CoLLECTION IN GuJARA.T. 

:Mr. B. P . .W ADKE (Bombay City, South) : (a) Has the attention 
of Government been drawn to the account recently published by Father 
Elwin of the Christ Sewa Sangh in the Bombay Chronicle of the results 
of his personal investigation into allegations of police excesses in certain 
talukas of Gujarat in connection with the reali~atiot~; of land revenu.~ 
from the no·tax campaigners t 
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(b) Do Government intend to make an inquiry into the allegations 
as demanded by Father Elwin ? . . 

(c) What further action have Government· taken in regard to the 
correspondence between themselves and the Indian Merchants' Chamber 
ending with the latter's letter in reply to Government's. letter 
No. 6334-b/28 dated 27th November 1930 published in the .Bornhay 
Chronicle of 8th ~ecember 1930 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Yes. 
~~ . 

(c) This part of the question should have been addressed to the 
Honourable the Revenue Member. ·I am however authorised by him 
to state that Government have not taken any further action with regard 
to the correspondence mentioned ·in the question. · .' 

Mr. B. P. WADKE: As regards (b), may I know why Government 
do not intend to make any enquiry 1 ·· ... 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: They do not consider~ any 
useful purpose will be served thereby. ' · 

Mr. B. P. W ADKE : Are the statements made by Father Elwin 
untrue 1 • 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : Government have not made 
an investigation into the truth of those allegations and they· do 'not 
intend to make any investigaion. · 't 

Mr. B. P. WADKE: My question was whether the charges made by· 
Father Elwin~ the newspapers were true or untrue 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The allegations were not 
accepted by Government. 

ENTERTAINMENT DuTY : OFFICE SUPERVISOR. · . 

Mr. B. P. WADKE (Bombay City; South): (a) Will Govern~ent 
be pleased to state whether the Supervisor of Entertainment Duty 
under the Bombay Collector is a p~nsioner of the Bombay City Police 
since 1923 and if so, what his age was on 1st March 1931 1 . · 1 

·(b) I.s it a fact that this Department has been made permanent and 
if so, why the present incumbent is allowed to continue in the office ~ ' 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) The Supervisor ... o£ 
Entertainments Duty was formerly in the Bombay City Police, but 
since January 1923 he has served under the Collector of Bombay as 
Supervisor. liis age is 63 years. , 

(b) The establishment has been made permanent since July 1927 
and the present Supervisor has been retained in service as he is mentally 
and physically fit and has an intimate knowledge of conditions, in 
Bombay. . 

Mr. B. P. WADKE: With regard to (a) at what age ar~ Govern-
ment se:rvants supposed to retire from service 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Sometimes 55, sometimes .60. 
Mr. B. P. WADKE: But the present incumbent retired seven 

years before ! 
HO Hb 44--4 
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The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: No, not at all. He has never 

retired ; his services were transferred from the Police to the Spt'cial 
department. He has not retired, nor does he draw any pension. 

Mr. B. P. WADKE: How many other officers in Bombay City have 
been allowed to continue in service after 60 years of age 1 
' The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I do not know whether that 
arises out of this. ; 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : The Honourable Member said that 60 
was the limit. 

The Honourable Mr W. F. HUDSON: Still Government always 
have a right to extend. 

Mr. B. P. WADKE: Is it the policy of Government during these 
hard days to continue in service men who have attained 55 years 
of age 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is a matter of opinion. 
Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (in Urdu) : Could any saving 

have been made by Government by continuing him in service when 
younger officers will draw less than the maximum salary as is the 
case with this officer 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F: HUDSON: Government have benefited 
financially by this transaction undoubtedly. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI: \Vhat are his special qualifications 1 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: He· is the only man in 

Bombay who knows anything about the business. 
Mr. B. P. WADKE: What kind of business is he doing and 

how many assistants has he 1 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I must ask for notice of that. 

He may have one or two assistants; but he does the work himself. 
' Mr. B. P. WADKE: Has he to do only table work or has he to visit 
cinema theatres and other theatres 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: The point is that he goes 
round and inspects theatres. That 'ilrwhat he is concerned with: 

The 1 Honourable the PRESIDENT : No more . supplementary 
questions. ' 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : Befor~ the next subject is taken up, I would 
like to know whether the report of the Cotton Contracts Committee will 
be made available to the members of this House, because that Bill will 

'be coming up shortly. · 
The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Yes ; it will be made 

available. We have at. present only two copies available which will be 
given to any members interested. We have ordered more copies which 
will be distributed when they arrive. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : As a matter of fact my office will 
be obliged if a copy is given to them, 
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.(( The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: We have two cop~es 
now and the other copies will also be handed over to the members of 
~&~ - 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There is need of that report in 
view of the fact that the Bill will be coming up shortly. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: We have ordered 
them from Bombay and will distribute them as soon as we receive them. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : Along with the rules and regulations, I believe. 
There are by-laws under the Act which are not availab.le to us. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : The by-laws are 
made by the East India Cotton Association. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : But would the Honourable 
:Member get one copy and place it in the Library, so that if necessary 
honourable members may refer to it 1 · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Yes, certainly. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Before the Bill is reached. The 

Honourable Member will kindly see to it. 

BILL No. III OF 1931 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 
IRRIGATION ACT,- 1879). 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Mr. President, I beg 
Second reading. to move that Bill No. III of 1931 (a Bill 

further to amend the Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879) be read a second 
time. · ·· 
. In making this motion, I have but a few observations to make, because 
all the reasons -vv:hy the changes have been made by the Select Committee 
have been given in the report of the Committee. I will only bring certain 
features of the report before·this honourable House. ' 

The first important change which the Select Committee has made is 
that all the new sections have been incorporated ina separate part because 
they are, in the first instance, only to apply to the lands of the Lloyd 
Barrage. In order that there may not be any confusion. those sect~ons · 
which relate to lands irrigable by the Lloyd Barrage. canals are 
incorporated at the end of the original Act. 

The next change is that the word " Sind" has been omitted because 
there are certain ·canals in the Lloyd Barrage which do not come under 
Sind. It may be necessary that certain other changes may have to be 
made in the other canals· which now exist and to remodel the 
water courses as regards those canals. So a provision is made in the Bill. 
that whenever such changes are to be made in the canal system, they will 
be placed before this honourable House and a motion will be brought up : 
for their adoption before thia part is extended to these canals. 

The other change which has been mane is that originally it 
was the Canal-officer who was authorised to decide whether a particular 
alignment was necessary or not. It was found to be the general desire 
that the C9,nal-officer shoulil. be of the rank of an Executive Engineer. 
That. suggestion has been accepted by the select committee. It was 

lltoHbH-4a 
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further desired that the aligninent should be ordered by the Collector. 
So ~he officer who orders the alignment is the Collector now and not tht> 
Canal-officer. In the body of the original Art honourable members mnst 
have noticed that appeals to the Commisl'ioner and t.he GovernmPnt are 
admissible. That provision for appeals is there. So the decision of the 
Collector as regards alignment is subjert to surh revisional appeal as is 
provided in the Act. But if any remedy is allowed in a civil court, then 
the whole thing may be held up indefinitely. Realignment, construction 
of water courses and everything will be stopped by obtaining a temporary 
injunction. Originally there ·was no provision about this, but, as 
I pointed out yesterday, the Collector, instead of the Canal-officer, haM 
been authorised to order the alignment, and a revisional jurisdiction is 
given to .the Commissioner and the Government. · 

As regards any disputes concerning water courses, there is already a 
provision under section 26 of the original Act that if there is a dispute 
between two owners, then they should approach the Canal-officer. If 
they accept the Canal-officer as arbitrator, his decision will be final. If 
they do not agree, then the Canal-officer refers the matter to the Collector 
and subject to the decision of the civil court, the Collector's decision is 
made final. That provisiou is already there in section 26 of the 
original Act. · 

As the Collector was substituted for the Canal Officer in section 35A, 
the original clause in the amending Bill bocame unnecessary and has 
therefore been deleted and this provision has been embodied in section 92 
of the Bill now before the House. . 

Under the original Bill, all the costs were to be equally distributed upon 
all the lands which were goingto'be benefited by the Lloyd Barrage canal 
system. But it was pointed out that the lands which have already got 
water will not "be benefited to that extent to which lands which have had 
no water whatever, or which have been fallow lands for the last 20 years 
or more, would; and that there will be a difference as regards thE' lands 
which are already getting watar when there is a modification of the water 
courses. As regards the other lands which are not getting any water, 
they-will get water for the first time.:-- It was therefore. pointed out 
that it was not equitable to divide the cost equally but that it should be 
distributed in the proportion of 1 to 2 as regards lands which are already 
irrigated and Government waste lands ; and 1 to 3 as regards lands 
which have not been cultivated since 1911, and private waste lands. 

I know there are amendments. I will istate the reasons why 
that differentiation is made as regards the costs of rectangulation 
and sub-rectangU.lation which are included in the cost of the 
preliminary survey. The costs of rectangulation and sub-rectangulation 
were incurred for the right alignment of the canals and the 
original intention according to the Bill was that all these costs 
should be borne by the lands through which the canals were going 
to be constructed. But it was pointed out that to a certain extent there 
would be administrative inconvenience. Government are acting in two 
different capacities,' viz., as landholders and as administrators. As 
administrators they are going to· be benefited. Therefore, it is but right 
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that a portion of the cost should ·be borne by Govenim(mt. So it was 
decided that one-third of the cost should be home by Government and 
two-thirds should be spread over lands through which the water courses 
are going to be constructed. At the same time I may say for the informa
tion of honourable members that even if the whole cost is thrown upcn 
the lands, it works out at 4: anna'S an acre. Under the propo8ed 
arrangement 2 annas and 4 pies are thrown upon the private lands and. 
1 anna and 8 pies are going to be borne by Gov~rnment. . . 

According to the wishes of the advisory comnrittee in Sind, it 
was pointed out to Government that if any landholder was willing to 
construct the wat~r course at his_ own cost, then an option should be 
given to hi.Ir.. This provision was embodied in the original Bill which 
passed its first reading in the Budget session. Then a difficulty was 
pointed out. Supposing a landholder who chooses to make his own 
Karia or water course constructs only a portion and the rest is 
constructed by the Canal-officer, how is the cost to be distributed ! 
Provision is made in. the Bill before this honourable House for 
the equitable distribution of these costs. · 

About the cost of construction there are certain ambiguities-how the 
cost of the construction and the cost of the preliminary survey which 
includes the cost of rectangulation and sub-rectangu]ation should be 
divided. The suggestion was made that the amounts should be 
distributed according to acreage. It was a very reasonable roggestion 
and was accepted. 

.Xow as regards disputes about apportionment, suppose the Canal
officer decides that out of the cost X should bear a certain portion and 
Y should bear a certain portion. If the parties do not agree, then an 
appeal is provided to the Collector and the C-ommissioner. There is a 
suggestion that even a suit may be allowed as regards this apportion
ment. 

The clause about jurisdiction has been slightly modified and made 
more clear. 

As regards section 35-.A. as I pointed out, owing to the subsitution of 
the Collector for the Canal-oftict'r, this l!l'Ction became unnecessary. 
Tht subsequent clauses which were consequential amendments also 
became unnecessary and have been deleted. . · 

Illustrations have been added to make the matter more clear as to 
how the apportionment will take place. I do not think I need explain 
it in more detail beeause the report of the select committee is before 
honourable members and the reasons for the changes have been quite 
clearly stated. I therefore move that this Bill be read a second time. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE~T: Here I must point out one thing 

to the honourable members, particularly new members of the House, as 
some of them have been approaching me since yesterday asking whether 
the House is at liberty to discuss the motion on its merits generally: 
According to the law, when the motion that the Bill be read a second 
time'is put to the House, any honourable member who wishes to make· 
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general remarks discussing the Bill iri thiS second stage (that must be 
remembered) may do so. That is to say, the discussion should not go 
back to the stage which has been passed. The principle of the Bill will 
not be allowed to be discussed, but the details of the Bill may be discussed 
without going into the merit of each particular clause. That can be 
done when the Bill will be taken up clause by clause if the present motion 
is accepted by the House. 

SYED MIRAN liAHOMED SHAH : I want to move an amendment 
to the Bill, Sir. Will you allow the general discussion on the amendment 
as well as the motion together 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member has not 
placed any amendment in my hands. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District): Sir, I beg 
to move the following amendment : 

" That the Bill, as reported, be recommitted to the select cemmittee with a direction 
to visit the area affected by the bill, acquaint themselves with the actual conditions 
obtaining there, ascertain the public opinion1 consider the amendments submitted to 
this House and then re-submit their report to this House before the next sessions of the 
Counoil." 

Question proposed. 
Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University) : Sir, on a point of 

order. I do not think the amendment is in order, because I find that 
· it can come only under (iii) of (b) of (2) of st.anding order 8 of VIII, and 

there the direction. to the select committee is to make some particular or 
additional provision in the Bill. The amendment that was· read out 
does not seek a particular or an additional provision but it seeks some
thing else, it directs that the select committee should visit the area and 
should hear complaints and see the actual conditions and so on. There 
is no prayer that a particular or additional provision should be made. 

SAYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: I do not come under (iii) but 
I come under para (i) "without ]imitation." We can resubmit under 
this without limitation. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : But the honourable member has given 
some directions to do general things. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : I will change it to " without 
limitation " if that is required. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Would the honourable member 
enlighten the House as to what is the scope o£ those words 1 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : By " without limitation " -
I understand that the Bill would be recommitted to the select committee 
to recommend anything they like besides the recommendations that have 
been made by this honourable'House 110 that there are no limit~tions. 
I am coming under sub-clause (b) (i). The House must give some direc
tion. It cannot recommit but for what 1 Something should be done 
by the sele~;t committee. It has to be recommitted to the select 
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committee for suggesting that the committee should, after further 
consideration of the bill, visit certain places in the area affected by the 
bill and then make recommendations about the whole bill. 

The Honourable the • PRESIDE1"T : I think the amendment· 
proposed is in order, but I would suggest to the honourable member 
that the amendment might simply state that the Bill as reported • 
be recommitted ro the select committee under sub-clause (i) (b) of 8; 
and in stating his grounds for recommittal without limitation, he might 
mention the various reasons why he suggests this course. Would that 
suit him 1 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: Yes, Sir. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: He may now further explain his 
motion if he likes. The amendment now would be as follows : 

That the Bill, as reported, be recommitted to the select committee under cl&use 8 
(2) (b) (i). . 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: Sir, the honourable House. 
need not think th;at I have taken them by surprise nor the Government,. 
because Government are already in the know of the affair. Govern- , 
ment know that this motion was brought in the select committee and 
it was earnestly prayed by some of the members of the select committee, 
especially those representing Sind, that the select committee should 
visit the area affected by this bill, especially in view of the various 
representations suomitted by the various zamindars' associations in 
Sind ro the Honourable the Finance Member and manv of those 
representation were not translated nor given to the memb;rs in order 
that they might understand their contents as it was likely that a 
persual of those petitions and the digesting of the contents of those 
petitions might have changed the committee's opinion. I think we 
were quite serious in making that suggestion, but that was ruled out 
of order, though I thank you, Sir, that you have held my present motion 
in order here. 

My reasons are that sweeping changes have been made after the first 
reading of the bill by the select committee. That necessitates that the 
people should be given a chance to discuss and criticise the various 
changes brought about by the select committee. I think that in 
fairness, consistent with the spirit of the times, when we are 
expecting a popular Government, ·when our hopes are that people 
will govern instead of the Government that we have got at 
present and therefore in such an atmosphere and in these times we 
should give a fair chance ro people likely ro be affected by this Bill ro 
criticise the measure which is going ro affect them vitally-not going 
ro affect the present generation only, but, sa one of my honourable 
colleagues said yesterday, going to affect generations and. generations. 
This is a question of life and death for them. There is a regular 
agitation afoot in Sind which the docile people of Sind never imagined 
in the past, but it is because it is going ro affect their livelihood vitally 
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that they are very much conrerned about the passage of this Bill. I think 
therefore that the people should be given a chance to criticisr. and the 

, members of the select committee should con"'ider that criticism. There 
, has been a suggestion made to me that I should ask that the 
whol~ House sboul(l visit ·the area affected. I would be very glad 

, to accept this suggestion but for the present financial difficulties of 
Government, because a suggestion like that might be considered as too 
liberal, if not foolish. I feel, however, that the select committee being 
a body elected by this honourable House should have a chance to go 
and study the actual conditions obtaining there, and I think it iii no 
disclosure of a secret to say that many of the honourable members of 
this House who belong to this Presidency have got no experience of our 
irrigational system or of our revenue system in Sind at all. Therefore, to 
entrust a measure which is going to vitally affect the people of Sind to 
certain gentlemen who hav~ got no knowledge of the actual conditions 
would be unfair if they are not given a chance of personally visiting the 
place and studying the real conditions which would be brought about 
by the provisions of this 'Bill if it passes into law. I do not think the 
cost will be enormous nor the time that is required, because I suggest 
that the report should be submitted before the next session of the 
Council, i.e., the one to be held in September or October next. The 
committee may select certain areas where· we can manage to 
bring representatives of various zamindars' associations who have been 
carrying on agitations and who have sent in petitions and various 

· telegrams, I think, to the Honourable the Finance :Member who 
appears to have been flood('d with petitions and tel('grams on the 
very day when we were deliberating on the various clauses of this Bill 
in the select committee. That surely ought to have given him an 
inkling of the exact state of feeling of the people concerned. 
I earnestly appeal to the honourable House and also to the Honourable 
the Finance Member and to Government generally that Government 
will not be losers nor will the people be losers by the delay of two or 
three months in the passing of this measure. It is a huge scheme 
which has taken years. Now it is oiily a question of two or three 
months during which the members of the select committee might 
be given a chance to study the representations and the complaints made 
against the provisions of the Bill. Then they can go and visit the 
people who are going to be affected. by the Bill on the spot and then they 
may. if they are satisfied with the truth of the representations,. 
report ac{)ordingly, but if on the other hand they are satisfied that the 
clauses as now embodied in the Bill are right and proper or in consonance 

· with the feelings of the people and that those clauses fully satisfy the 
requirements of the experts of Government, then they may by all 
means make a report to that effect. . . 

With these • few remarks, · I commend · this amendment to the 
House for their acceptance. · 

:Mr. B. S. KAMAT ; Sir, I· feel constrained to oppose this amendm('nt 
which wuts to take the select committee for an outing to the Barrage 
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area. My reasons are that the motion seems to have been intended 
only as a last desperate effort to postpone the passage of the Bill to another 
session of the Council. I do not think that it is necessary for the select 
committee to go and visit the site. Indeed, many members of the select 
committee (official and non-official) have visited Sind in connection with 
their duties. I think the chairman of the select committee, the 
Honourable Sir Go"""indrao Pradhan, has seen Sind and the Barrage area. · 
The Honourable the Revenue Member nas also seen Sind and has spent 
practically all his official life there. Another member, the honourable 
member from Sholapur, who ~as on the Advisory Committee, has visited 
Sind and is acquainted with th~ ;Barrage conditions. As for myself, 
I had the privilege of going to Sind twice, specially for the purpose of 
studying agricultural conditions, and although I do not pretend to know 
intimately the detailed conditions' that are obtaining there, still it was 
my business to enquire into the agricultural conditions of all classes of. 
people from the zamindars to the haris, from officials and non-officials, 
and the co-operative bank people, in order to find out, e.g., the cost of. 
production in agriculture, the indebtedness, the cost of various crops and 
other matters in connection with the Royal Commission on AgricultUre 
and the Banking Enquiry Committee. I have seen Karachi, Hyderabad, 
Mirpurkhas, Larkana, Shikarpur, Sukkur and other places in Sind. 
But, Sir, my chief argument is not based on how many members of the· 
select committee have or have not seen the situation in Sind. My point 
is that the main principles of the Bill have been accepted by this House 
and the House has given a mandate to the select committee. Therefore, 
even if the select committee were to go to Sind and visit the plac~s, 
I do not think they would be able to go beyond the mandate of this 
House and reopen the question as regards the liability of the people 
concerned and such like matters. As for other details, we have had· 
any number of representations from the people of Sind-in fact the · 
select committee was flooded with telegrams from zamindars. as ·well 
as other people. Indeed, I do not imagine that any possible objection!:!. 
or any possible arguments could be brought forward now even if the 
whole of the select committee were to find themselves tomorrow at· 
Sukkur. Practically every sort. of objection has been either telegraphed 
or incorporated in written petitions and, in my opinion, no fresh light· 
could be thrown on the subject. The only thing that we could do is 
perhaps to see a few kariyas and a few field8. I do not think it is necessary 
to see the kariyas at site before we can really understand the problem. 
I would point out that if we are to discuss what should be the powers 
of the Canal officers, it is ·not necessary to see what the kariyas actually 
are. We know what they are in the Deccan. Many of us have spent 
our lives in studying irrigation grievances and the working of irrigation · 
schemes. We know what the water-courses and channels are. Their : 
sizes may vary. I do not think it is necessary to study the water-courses 
of any particular village before we can define the powers of the canal 
officers. I am sure it would be nothing but a waste of publio ~oney-;-
I am speaking now as a member of the Retrenchment Committee-
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it would be a waste of public money to visit Sind in connection with 
this Bill about which we have already heard so many objections. 

Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO (Larkana District): Sir, before I make 
a few observations on the motion before the House, I must syinpathise 
with the previous speaker (Mr. Kamat) in his ignorance. Though he is 
not aware of the A B C of Sind conditions, by paying flying visits to 
places like Karachi, Sukkur and Hyderabad, he speaks as if an authority 
and disputes the amendment moved by my honourable friend asking 
that the members of the select committee should visit the place and 
acquaint theJnselves with the facts. Sir, I understand that every Govern· 
ment ~xists for the good of the people and for the benefit of the people. 
If that is the real object of every Government, they ought to convince 
the people for whom they introduce legislation that it is in the interest 
of the people concerned. I regret to observe, Sir, that in this matter 
Government and the officials concerned have absolutely failed in con· 
vincing the people of the province of Sind that this legislation is introduced 
in the interest of the people. Rightly or wrongly, the fact is tha~ the 
people are not convinced of the benefits of this legislation at all. Under 
these circumstances, if Government want to push this measure in spite 
of the unanimous and univer8al opposition from Sind and without the 
co-operation of the representatives of that province, well, let them take 
the consequences. It is regrettable that in the last session of the Legis· 
lative Couneil when this measure was for the first time introduced, 
Government found that they had not the least chance of getting this 
measure through, the Government excluded Presidency proper from 
its ·operation and my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chitale when 
speaking on it, expressed how Presidency members were com1pted by 
this offer of Government of excluding the 'Presidency proper from the 
operation of this measure ..•.•••..•.• 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I might point out to the 
honourable member that the present motion before the House is that 
the Bill be recommitted to the select_committee with the object that 
the honourable mover has in view. The honourable member is, however, 
arguing on the necessity of a Bill like this. As the honourable member 
Mr. Kamat pointed out, the principle has been accepted by the House. 

Sir SHAH NA W AZ BHUTTO :. I will just come to the point. The 
remarks I made so far were only introductory. It is true that the 
principle of the Bill was accepted, but it was accepted on some under
standing. You yourself, Sir, had very kindly permitted us to discuss 
some of the principal amendments in the select committee, but some of 
them were not considered, and we were not given a fair chance to consider 
them.. It was. on that condition and that understanding that. we had 
accepted the principle of the Bill. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member and 
the whole House would get that chance again, if the Bill goes further, 
at the time of the second reading. 
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Sir SHAH NA WAZ BHUTTO : In order to save the time of the House 

I just wanted to suggest some solution, so that we may meet half-way · 
and, have a smooth wa.y in regard to this legislation. If that is not 
permitted, then I would only support the amendment. 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District): Sir, I rise to oppose 
. this amendment, and I do so with the greatest reluctance. I find ~hat 
the honourable member the leader of the Moslem party had something 
to say against my honourable friend Mr. Kamat, because he claimed to ' 
know a little of Sind, but my honourable friend Mr. Kamat made it very 
clear that he never pretended to know as much of Sind as the honourable 
members from Sind. He merely said that having visited Sind twice, 
he knew something about it, and _I do not thiiik: there w~ any justifica
tion for the leader of the Moslem party to have made those remarks 
~gainst my honourable friend Mr. Kamat. . 

Now, it is said that the select committee was flooded With a number 
of representations. There is no denying that fact. It is true that we 

. had a. number of representations, but it should not be taken' for granted 
that those representations were not considered by ,the select committee. 
It will be seen, and we knew, that almost all the representations contained 
similar allegations, and the principle adopted was that the longest of the 
representations should be considered. When we went through ·the 
longest of the representations, it was found that all that they contained 
was some allegations against the canal officers, and so far as the grievance 
against the canal officers was concerned, the select committee did agree 
to a change from canal officer to executive engineer, which· point was 
made clear by the Honourable the Finance Member. Now, it has to be 
further remembered that we had on the select committee no less than 
four honourable members from Sind ; my honourable friend the leader 
of the Moslem party was there, the honourable mover of the amendment · 
was there, so also the honourable member Khan Bahadur Alla.hbaksh 
was there and my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro was there. 
\Vhen all these representatives of Sind were on the select committee 
they could explain the entire position which they knew very well; We 
did not take a leap in the dark, and it is wrong to say that we had no 
sufficient light before us ; and, besides, we thought that, after all, even 
if we went to Sind, it would only be a matter of incurring additional 
expenditure without any further light being brought to us, because even. 
if we had gone there, the same representations would have been made. 
It was not a question, as was made very clear by my honourable friend 
Mr. Kamat, of inspecting a field here and a field there. It was a question 
of settling certain principles, and in the select committee, as the represen~ 
tatives from Sind are aware, every concession demanded by them has 
been conceded. The hitch came only as regards the costs to be borne 
as between the~Melves and the Government as regards waste lands, and 
of course, even there, as was pointed out by the Honourable the Finance 
Member, it was agreed that one-third of the cost should be borne by 
Government and two-third$ by the zaminda.rs. Of course, the only 
point on which the select committee did not agree was with regard to 
the jurisdiction of the civil court. A.B. regards this, as was pointed out1 
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if this ~as allowed, the whole thing wouldibe held up, God knows for 
how long-it may be for years. For that reason, it was thought reason· 
able not to allow that power to the civil courts. Otherwise, the select 
coJD,IDi~e was very favourable, and every point brought forward by the 
honourable I:Dembers hom Sind was very sympathetically considered. 
With all this, if they are to say that we. are ignoramuses and that we do 
not know anything, I do not understand the propriety of these remarks. 
With these words, l oppose the amendment. 

Khan Bahadur M. A.. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, l rise to 
support the amendment moved by my honourable friend from 
Hydera.bad. The argument put forward by my honourable friend from 
Poona. (Mr. Ka.mat) that he and certain other members of the select 
commi~e have visited Sind· in different capacities and therefore they· 
have acquired sufficient knowledge with regard to this particular problem 
is, I think, absolutely wrong.· v~siting Sind in different capacities means 
acquiring knowledge in those particular capacities with regard to those· 
particular problems. Visiting certain headquarters of districts does not 
mean acquiring knowledge with regard to the various technical problems 
connected with irrigation. In this particular question, what we mean 
really and what is intended by the honourable mover of the amendmen~ is 
that the honourable members of the select committee should be given 
a definite opportunity to go and visit, for example, certain water-courses 
that are intended to be constructed, to go and take the evidence of those 
people who are going directly to be affected by the construction of those 
water-courses a.nd by the source of their water supply being altered. The 
question governed by this Bill is not only the question of designing and 
construction of new water-courses. .Apart hom that, there is another 
fundamental question governed by this Bill, and that is with regard to 
the change of the source of water supply from one water-course to another 
water-course. Thereiore yesterday, during the question hour there were 
certain questions asked about disputes arising out of a change of the 
source of water supply. I think it is wrong to presume,· or for any 
honourable member to believe, that th..is particular technical side which 
is at present before the House could be known merely by a flying visit 
to Sind. W'ithout casting any reflection on any honourable member; 
I make bold to 8ay that even those honourable members who are serving 
on the Barrage .Advisory Committee-I am referring to those hom the 

· Presidency proper-have never cared to study this problem by visiting 
the fields. They simply come to Karachi on the day on which the .Advi
sory Committee has to meet ; they sit at Government House, Karachi, 
to discuss questions without themselves knowing much about them, relying 
on the data supplied by the officials, and therefore their knowledge is not 
first-hand knowledge. It has been made abundantly clear by every 
honourable member from Sind in this House that this question vitally 
affects the interests of the people there, and to deprive them of the right 
of adducing their evidence before the select co:qunittee, who occupy the 
position of judges selected by this honeurable House, is, in my opinion, 
absolutely wrong and unfair. The point of all honourable members who 

. . 
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. have preceded me and who have spoken against the amendment is that 
it is a question of time, that time would be unnecessarily wasted, and so 
on and RO forth. They know it perfe0t.ly well..:_bothhonourable members 
who happened to be members of the select committee-that it was 
expressed by us that ample opportunity should be given to visit the places 
and take evidence of individuals on the spot, and then the select committee 
could meet for a final decision. Apart from that, it is no secret that lam 
divulging when I bring to the notice of honourable members here that in 
the end of April I had made a reference to the Chairman of the select 
committee, the Honourable the Finance Member, that it will qe necessary 
that the initial meeting of the select committee should be fixed for some 
time in May. At that time I had made it clear that such a suggestion of 
visiting Sind and recording evidence was likely to be made by certain 
members of the select committee. Therefore, there was ample time for the 
members of the select committee to visit the places and see for themselves 
and then come and discuss matters in the select committee finally after 
having heard the people concerned and after having known thlngs for 
themselves. But I am sorry to say that the Honourablel\Iember in charge 
of the Bill refused to accept my suggestion. Therefore, for various· 
reasons better known to him, he did not care to agree to this suggestion. 
He held the meeting of the select committee in the middle of June. ·I am 
sorry to say that on account of the Honourable Chairman of the select 
committee and certain other Government members the select· com
mittee was deprived of this right. Apart from that the mover of this 
amendment has stated that this matter was not even placed before· the 
select committee, for giving their opinion and for voting on the subject. 
So, in my opinion to brush aside a very strong and a pertinent suggestion 
like this 8o sUID.IIlarily is absolutely not justified. 

Apart.from that, the minutes of dissent that have been submitted by 
myself, by the honourable members Syed Miran Mahomed Shah and 
Mr. Surve make it abundantly clear that the representations that we 
receivP-d from various bodies and associations which were intended for the 
members of the select committee were not circulated. These were receiv~ 
ed just before the select committee sat. So, its members did not have 
sufficient were opportunity to see what those represenations contained. 
There various other representation~ and petitions which were never circula
ted. Because many of them were in the Sindhi language, the members 
from the presidency who were on the committee could not have the bene
fit of the materia}g contained in those representations. It is proverbial 
that the English language is not much known in Sind. So, the agricul· 
turistscannot be expected to translate them into English and send them 
to the committee. But it is the bounden duty of the Chairman of the 
select committ~e to get them translated and keep them readv for the 
members before the meeting iii called for. " 

Another question-which was also tackled by the honourable member 
Mr. Surve-is that there was a departure from the ordinary procedure 
laid down for the select committee. For instance, the restrictina of the 
scope of the civil court. 

0 
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The Honourable the PRESIDE1'"r: Is that an artful way of criticising 
the ruling given by the President yesterday Y 
. Khan Bahadur M: A. KHUHRO : I am not divulging what happent>d 
m the select committee. I am only saying what has come out here. 
I want only to submit that the select committee has made certain recom
mendations in the alt~red Bill before us which were not in the oriuinal 
Bill. I was referring to clause 3. The civil court has been deprived 
of its inherent right of giving decision on the matter and the people have 
been deprived of the right to approach ch-il courts . 
• Another question which was refene,l to by the Honourable the Finance 

Member is the question of compensation. I think he partially agret>d 
in his speech that the,right of the civil courts to interfere in the matter 
of improper compensation and such other matters has not been definitely 
laid down in the Bill. The original clause 35A made it clear and that 
h~s been taken away when the Sind members who were on the committee 
were absent from the meeting of the select committee. These are really 
very cogent reasons in my opinion t~ show that the consideration of 
time should not weigh with us. It will be about a month or so as pointed 
out by the honourable member from Hyderabad. H Government ever 
intended to bring a Bill of this nature they should have done so earlier 
and given time to the people to consider it. The Barrage scheme 
commenced in 1923 and now 8 years have elapsed. During all this time 
no effort was made by Government to acquaint the people of the fact 
that a Bill of this charact~r is going to be brought. into this House. So, 
the whole responsibility lies on Government. But it is no reason to 
deprive the people of their inherent right. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : This is really a subject for which 
a few remarks should suffice~ 

Khan Bahadnr M. A. KHUHRO : I hope honourable members will 
take into consideration all the points and support the ameadment. 

Rao Bahadtu G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, I may 
remind the House that on the last occasion when we met in this House 
I pleaded for .the postponement of this measure in view of the points 
raised by honourable members from Sind. I do not wish to rely on my 
memory and so I ";n read from the Debates what I said on that occasion : 

"There are only four months, and I should think it is not too muc~ for Government 
to buy out their contentment if it is pollllible to buy it. If they were to oppose the whole 
Bill altogether and be so unreasonable, that would be another matter, but what appeals 
te u most strongly on this side of the House is their offer, namely, that they are willing 
to consider the Bill in the next July sessioll8, in the meanwhile they will go back. speak 
to the other men, take stock of the grievance.s and practical objections of the sev~ral 
zam.indars and agriculturists and after they will be ready and by that time also I thmk 
the fi!!'Ules which are now collected or are being collected by Government officers will 
also ~available and complete. What appeals to me personally is this that if fort~ 
small concession you can buy up their contentment and rnn through a legislation of ~hiS 
kind which is beneficial not only to Sind but to the re.st of the Pre.sidency, I should thmk 
the Honourable the Finance Member would be very well advised in leaving the first 
reading to-day-we shall vote nnanimously if you like-and having the other stages 
in the July see.sio111.'' 
I read this to the House just to remind it that this is not a new matter 
that is sprung upon us suddenly. There is a long history behind. this 
scheme. Enquiries began in May 1930 and the advisory -committee 
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met in Sind. This Bill was on the legislative anvil for a considerable 
time and some assurances were asked of the Honourable the Finance 
Member. After having promised to consider the Bill in the July 
sessions, I do not think it fair either to us or to Government to go back 
upon our promise. It is due to us to face the battle through and through 
now. Therefore, as a member of this House, I would plead earnestly that 
honourable members from Sind should remove this blocking motion lmd 
not oppose it. Then we will see what help we can give you in the manner 
in whieh we think it reasonable. J think this will satis.fy the honourabl~ 
members from Sind and the whole House. Otherwise this discussion 
will end in disawointment which my honourable friends from Sind 
will feel. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I only submit that. 
there are very good grounds for the recommittal ~f this Bill to the select 
committee. When the House a.ppoints a select committee it expects 
them to exercise their discretion and to give a right judgment. Judg
'ments are formed on materials that are placed before you. If the material 
is placed before Y.OU, you can come to a right judgment. But what 
happened in this case is several representations were received by Govern
ment. Some of them were in English. Others were in Sindhl. Even 
those that were in English were not placed before the members of the 
select committee. The point was raised and an adjournment was 
suggested to enable them to bn typed and handed over to the members. 
Notwithstanding that suggestion the work was proceeded with. Then, 
at the end of the first sitting the representations in English were placed· 
in the hands of the honourable members of the select committee. Then' 
as regards Sindhl translations they were not translated ....• 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I am informed that out of the 
Sindhi representations one typical was picked out and translated and 
sent to the honow:able member himself. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: I asked the 
honourable member from Larkana to pick one typical representation in 
Sindhi ; it was translated and given to honourable members. . -

Mr. A. N. SURVE : I am just coming to it. 
Mr. V. N. JOG: 1\lay I know whether the discussion is on the amend

ment or on the motion for the second reading ~ 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Only on the amendment. 
Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI: The honourable mover of the amend

ment has left out several points which must be made clear to support 
his cause. Those points must necessarily be made clear to make out 
his case. That is necessary for the purpose of the amendment which 
will only justify the proposal of visiting Sind. · 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: As regards the translations, at my request it was' 
agreed that one representation out of the whole lot should be translated 
and sent to me. But let me mention this fact. This was done several 
days after the committee was over, All along we were taking decisions 
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without having material before us. ·That is the point whirh I am makina 
now. If the materials were available to us then we would have bet>~ 
able to make our formal adjustments. As we were placed in that prE"dira
ment, whatever judgments we arrived at we arrived at without poS.'~t'Rsing 
all the relevant materials that could have been made available to us 
but which wa~ not done. That is one point. 

Then; the second point is that the honourable the nominated member 
from Poona (Mr. Kamat) referred to the mandate to the select committt-e. 
He sai~ that the select committee was not given any mandate to f'xamine 
witnesses. In that connection I wish to draw the attE"ntion of the 
House to a provision made in the Standing Orders. . . . . · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Mr. Kamat never said that .. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE: He referred to a mandate to the select committt>e. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHA..~ : 1.'he mandate to the 
('.Ommittee was only-you cannot discul!s the p1inciples: beyond that 
you can discuss anything. That was the mandate. 
· Mr. A. N. SURVE : If it did not extend to taking of evidenre, the 

Standing Orders have a provision that in certain cases the members 
of the select committee can call for evidence. I am reading from page 
231 of the Council Manual : 

"A ·select committee may hear expert evidence and representatives of special 
interests affected by the measure before them.'.' 

I am very thankful to the Government for having given us the assistance 
of the expert. I am very thankful to them for that. I wish to make 
that point clear. But as regards the special interests affected, we had 
no opportunity of knowing how the Bill would affect them. It was 
pointed· out that the Sindhi members were there and that they could 
guide the members from the Presidency. That point was made by my 
honourable friend Rao Bahadur Angadi. May I just ask if the Sindhi 
members were there till the end of the meeting 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Whose fault was it 1 
Mr. A. N. SURVE: We w~re depn'Ved of the guidance of the Sindhi 

members in the middle of the work. of the select committee. 

· The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I am informed that the unfortu
nate walk-out took place a few minutes before the end of the meeting. 

. . . 
Mr. A. N. SURVE: It was only a few minutes before, ber.ause the 

other members were not in the know of things. Had the Sindhi members 
been present, the work would not have ended quite so soon. If the 
proceedings collapsed, the reason was we were lef~ in the dark; we had 
no knowledge of the local affairs, and they could not be raised, because 
those who could have raised them were not in the meeting. · 

The Honourable Sir GOVlNDRAO PRADHAN : Does the honourable 
member include in the plural all the other members .1 At any rate, we 
are not going to be include.! in the plural. He can say'' I" if he likes. 
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' Mr. A. N. SURVE : By the plural only non-official. non-Sindhi 
members are meant. I purposely brought this fact to the notice of · 
the Honourable the Finance Member. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I should like again to point out 
not only to the honourable member who is speaking, but also to · 
members who may speak after him, that the motion m.oved by the 
honourable member from Hyderabad should not be made a ground for 
ventilating the grievances against honourable members of the 
select committee. The question is whether there is sufficient ground 
for the Bill to go back to the select committee. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: The moment we were deprived of the guidance . 
of the Sindhi members, I drew th.e attention· of the Honourable the 
Finance Member to another provision of the· Standing Orders, namely, 
the one under which he can approach the President to ·have fresh 
members appointed to the select committee. · ' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I think that was a very ·wrong 
suggestion made under a mistaken view of the law. No vacancy 

, occurred at all. · ' 
, . The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN :. That is why I did 
not accept the suggestion. . · .. ' . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The walk-out did not create any 
vacancy. It will be remembered by the honourable member that. 
a famous walk-out had occurred in this House, but that did not ()reate · 
any vacancy. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: I mentioned this fact simply because the 
Honourable the F~nce Member did not agree to the proposal that 
witnesses should be examined. He gave us to understand that. the 
Sindhi members would be in the committee and that they would guide 
us. Therefore, I raised the point that the Sindhi members were a,bsent 
and we were deprived of the benefit of their knowledge. That was the 
point. . · · 

'Then, Sir, take the other point, how matters are being car~ied 
on. Just this afternoon my honourable friend at the back (Mr. Gokhale) 
has pointed out that there is not a copy of the rules and by-laws under 
the Irrigation Act even in the Council library. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Mr. Gokhale said nothing about 
the Irrigation Bill at all; he spoke of the Cotton Contracts Bill. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: My point is that we are not in possession of the 
materials ; whether it refers to the Cotton Contracts Bill or the 
Irrigation Bill does not matter. You ask us to form a judgment on 
certain questions, but do you provide us with the materials on whjch we 
can form that judgment 1 That is my point. , 

Then, about the cost of construction, the ratio is fixed as one, 
two and three times. The point there is that Government waste lands 
are to be assessed at a lower rate than the private waste la,nds. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Is the honourabl~ 
member allowed to argue on the merits 1 

MO Hb44-5 
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1\lr. A. N. SUR\~: I am giving tpe grounds why the Bill should be 
recommitted to the select committee. I submit that Government 
lands have been burdened less than private waste lands. That gain is 
not to go to G.Jvernment but to those who purchase that land. There 
is no guarantee that the purchasers from G.Jvernment will· be the 
inhabitants of this Presidency, or of Sind because much of the land in 
Sind is at present uncultivated and the Sindhis have enough land 
to cultivate. When the Barrage land is brought into the market, there 
is every likelihood that it will be purchased by people from outside this 
Presidency. If that is so, then I submit that that land should be treat~d 
equally with private waste lands. That is a ground why G.Jvernment 
land should not be given preference. That is one other point. 

Even to-day the Bill is not complete. Even to-day there was placed in 
my hand a notice of amendments which are going to be moved by the 
honourable member Mr. Harrison. He is going to make a new provi
sion about the construction of canals to meet the convenience of wme 
private owner. That very fact shows that the Bill, as it has emerged 
from the select committee, is incomplete. Even G.Jvernment want 
to give notice at the eleventh hour of some additiollll which they desire 
to make. 

For all these reasollll, I submit that there are very good grounds why 
the Bill should be recommitted. 

There is another po=nt which has to be taken note of. The next 
session will be after two months-very likely within two months. The 
next session will meet in next September, and we will not lose much 
if we recom.init the Bill. Let it be reconsidered in the select committee, 
let the members who want to examine witnesses do so. That will help 
them to come to a right judgment, and then, let their report come here 
with the stamp of their full approval. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Sir, I rise to 
support the amendment moved by my honourable friend Syed Miran 
Mahomed Shah. , My honourable friend has two objects in view in 
moving this amendment. One is that_the select committee. should get 
an opportunity of going into the representaticms and resolutions 
submitted by the various zamindari associations and also to ron'lider 
the amendments that have been proposed to the Bill not only by non· 
official members but also by the official member, Mr. Harrison. Besides, 
they will also get time to visit a few select places in the province of Sind 
and to decide for themselves whether the revolutionary changt>s contem
plated in the Bill "-ill in any way benefit a large portion of the province 
and whether it i'3 uesirable 01 not to modify the Bill in the light of what 
they may happen to come to know there. Perhaps this honourable 
House does not know that about one hundred zamiw:lari associations 
belonging to various talukas have passed resolutions offering their 
criticism on the Bill. I am surprised to know that; only the resolutions 
sent by one zamindari association have been translated into the English 
language. Perhaps for want! of a. translator the select committee rould 
not .know the true significanre of those resolutions. I wish to submit 
to the House that it was the duty of the Chairman of the coll.lD1ittee to 
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have referred those resolutions or petitions for translation to the Oriental 
Translator, as he would then have come into touch with public opinion. 
I think the honourable member Khan Bahadur Khuhro said in his speech 
that he actuallv wrote a letter to the chairman of the select committee 
that he should. convene the committee in May and give the members 
of the committee an opporhmity of visiting a few places in Sind and 
seeing and deciding things for themselves. I also happen to know that 
other members of the select committee also made the same suggestion. 
I do not want to challenge the knowledge of anybody here about .the 
state of affairs in Sind. I have got-very great respect for my honourable 
friend Mr. Kamat (whom I do not find here now); he is an old and . 
experienced man ; but I would only request him to ·go through the 
resolutions of the various zamindari associations of Sind and take the 
evidence of the people affected by the Bill, as he will then be in a better 
position to decide how far the provisions of the Bill ought to be modified. 
Every one of us is anxious to help Government as far as possible in seeing 
that lands in the Barrage zone get adequate supplies of water and that 
the Barrage proves a success, because on the success of the Barrage 
depends to a very great extent our claim for separation also. None of 
us will throw obstacles in the path of the eommittee who wish to see that 
the Barrage proves a success and not the huge failure that some people 
in Sind have been led to think it will prove. . 

There is another reason why the amendment of my honourable friend 
=-hould be accepted. Now we are living in a democratic age, when no 
piece of legislation can be carried into effect at the point of the bayonet. 
If you want to keep Sind within the Presidency and rule Sind from 
a distance of 800 miles, then you should at least take the trouble of 
acquainting ymm;elf with the real views and grievaDl~es of the people of 
Sind. With this appeal I support the amendment and I hope that the 
honourable House will not feel disturbed at postponing the Bill for one 
or two rr..onths. 

:\Ir. HAJI MIR 1\UHO:MED BALOCH (in Urdu) : Mr. President, : 
it would be better if at this stage we hear the Government side. · 

The 'Honourable the PRESIDENT (in Urdu): The honourable 
member will get the Government view very soon. 

Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): Sir, with all my sympathy 
towards my Sindhi friends, I am constrained to oppose this amendment .. 
I think that no good purpose will be served by the members of the select 
comruitt~e going and visiting the place. I think no advancement will be 
made in the consideration of the Bill. 

As regards the representations, there was a number of representations 
received by the select committee. On the first day when a complaint 
was made that the select committee had no chance of looking into those 
representations, the matter was postponed to the Recond day. In the 
meantime, we went through the typical representations and came to the 
C'Onclusion that most of the representations were repetitions. Therefore 
we took the longest of the representations because they contained the 

KIJ Hb 44-f.ia . 
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most common grievances. We considered all the grievances mentionrd 
in those petitions and arrived at the conclusions which are before the 

· House. What more can we do by going to the place.? If we 
visit Karachi or Hyderabad or any other place, we shall get the same 
!~.'presentations containing the same grievances. Perhaps we shall get 
a. few . witnesses. Those grievances can be voiced forth by the 
Sind members who number H or 16. Even now mv Sindhi friends can 
analyse the evidence which we are likely to get if we· visit Sind and place 
it before this House and if they can convince the House with rega nl 
to those grievances, they will be very well met. 

As regards the point raised by my honourable friend Mr. Surve that we 
had not the benefit of the Sindbi members with regard to certain clauses 
of the Bill, I can point out (1 wa~ a member of the st>lect committee) that 
it was only at the end of the. Rill-clause 92-where the difference arose 
as regards the distribut.ion o1 the expense of rectangulation and sub
rectangulation. It was on1y on the third day that this difference arose 
and the Sind members took the course of walking out. After that the 
only section which wa!! discussed was clause 93. There was no burry in 
t~e closing of the select committee's deliberations because aftPr the walk
out t~e select committee only made consequential changes here and 
there. 

·With regard to the inspection of the site, I cannot understand how 
a few members going to Su.kkur can find out anything more. I bad b€'en 
to Sukkur once at the time when we were all taken there to see the Sukkur 
Barrage. During the five days we were there we visited c.ertain places 
and canals. So many experts are working over this matter trying to find 
out whether it will be an engineering success and revenue success and so 
on. We may not be more enlightened in the matt.er of the consideration 
of this Bill by touring the areas. We will not be in a position 
to say whether it will be beneficial to the agriculturists by only seeing the 
site. It is for the experts of the engineering department to decide . 

. I submit therefore that it would be a .!.aste of money when we are in very 
~Stringent circumstances if we go there to see the site. Already so much 
money has been spent over the Barrage. It would not be fair for the 
other part of the Presidency to delay thls matter because everything will 
depend upon the revenue success and the engineering success of 
the Barrage. ]'rom the engineering point. of view it is said it bas been 
a success. But we must also look to the revenue side. Therefore the 
earlier we begin the better. . 

Mr. C. W. A. TlJRNER: Sir, I move the closure. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I accept it. 
The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: . Sir, I oppo3e the 

motion. The reasons have already been given by the previous speaker~;. 
Question put and lost. 
Question, " That the Bill be read a second time," again proposed. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Sir, I do not propose to take 

up much time of the honourable House, but I wish to make a few obser
. vations as regards the general merits of the Bill in the expecta.tion that 
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I might induce some of the honou~able members on this side of the House 
to throw out this Bill even at this stage. · 

As pointed out by various colleagues of mine from. Sind, this is a Bill 
with which the interests of agriculturists of Sind are entwined. From 
the remarks of the various speakers who spoke on my amendment which 
has unfortunately been rejected by this honourable House, it seems 
t.hat they have not realised the significance of certain clauses of this 
Bill. They remarked that it will be no use seeing the site and .. one 
member, a very learned and experienced member (Mr. Kamat), went to 
the extent of saying that the honourable members can imagine the 
conditions here, after having hea-rd the representatives from Sind. I 
assure them that this is no question of imagination. This is no question . 
even of theoretical knowledge or bookish knowledge or literature. It 
is only practical experience that will really give them a clue to the. real 
con.'!equences of this Bill. · · · · 

I will give them only one instance. By passing section 91 as proposed 
in this Bill we shall be investing the canal officer with powers ~o change at 
his sweet will any source of watet supply. This clam~e consists of a. few 
lines only and ostensibly looks very innocent and harmless. But by 
investing the canal officer with this power we are going to transfer the 
very source of livelihood of the agriculturists to the hands of the canal 
officer. "How?" you will argue. Suppose a canal officer is given power 
under this Bill after it passes into law to change the source of my 
water supply which is 4 feet wide at present and he according to his own 
f1'1.]culations and schemes is going to reduce it to 4 inches. That is 
what is actually happening according to the moduling system. Shall 
I not suffer immeDJ!e loss owing to such a change 1 To justify his action 
he will have abundance of. arguments. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: May I correct the 
honourable member, Sir 1 It is not the canal officer who js empowered 
to change the source of water supply; it is the Collector. We have · 
Fmbstituted the Collector in place of the canal officer. That has been 
done in the select committee on the suggestion of the honourable member 
Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto. · 

Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO: You are quite right. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : I quite realise the fact that the 

Collector has been empowered to change the source of water supply. 
But it is after consulting the ca.na 1 . officer that he will chanae the source. 
:Moreover, the jurisdiction of the civil courts has been eliminated. It 
iH only an independent tribunal which can adjudicate the rights of the 
people. The Collector is an executive officer. It is not that we were 
fmamoured of the justice of the Collector. It is only a compromise. 
It was not my suggestion anyhow even in the select committee. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: It was the suggestion 
of one of the Sind members. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: May I remind the Honourable 
tie Finance Member that I was opposed to the suggestion 1 I am. 
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speaking for myseU and for the people whom I represent-agriculturists. 
I am neither bound by the ;uggestion of Sir Shah Nawaz nor of anv 
other Sind member. I can produce voluminous evidence to show tl1a·t 
the people are against that provision. They are against the Collector 
possessing these powers. . They wish that the civil courts should not be 
divested of that power. I am speaking consistently with the wishes of 
the people. I am bound to the wishes of the people whom I represent. 
This is against the interests of the people of Sind. Why have you 
eliminated the jurisdiction of the civil court in the matter of changl' of 
pooch when it can adjudicate about every other matter but not this 
ma~ter which concerns their very livelihood, since by changing the 
source of water supply you will be affecting the very source of their 
livelihood which they have been enjoying for 8 long time. 

By proposing recommittal to the select committee I did not mean that 
the Select committee should only take evidence as regaxds the grievances 
of the people. I think I was palpably misunderstood. I meant to say 
that the honourable members should actually visit the site and. 
should see the working of the water courses with their own eyes. 
I will show them the Karias which are in existence now before any 
scheme is introduced. I will also show them the state of affairs where 
the scheme has been in working order. You can see with your own 
eyes and ask the people on the spot whether by the introduction of 
the scheme they have been losers or have benefited. Let us base our 
judgment on that. I am sure you will hear from the people who 
have suffered immensely by the introduction of such schemes rather than 
benefited. At· present, only a f~w people, infinitesimally small, say 
10 per cent. have benefited. For the sake of 10 per cent. of the people, 
90 per cent. will be aggrieved by such schemes. My purpose is to point out 
that by the elimination of the jurisdiction of the civil courts, the people 
know the consequences. Supposing my cultivation is reduced from 
100 acres to ·50 acres, certainly I will resort to court, but by 

· 8 stroke of the pen they will brush aside the jurisdiction of civil courts 
which offer protection to the membe:rs.d the societies. This will mean a 
deprivation of the fundamental rights of the people. I will give you 
another instance. Supposing my honourable friend succeeds in 
getting the Bill passed as it is. The canal officer will, according to his 
own scheme, wish me to cultivate wheat instead of cotton. According 
to his own scheme, two-thirds of the barrage area is to be given to wheat 
cultivation. He will not take into consideration the prices of wheat ruling 
at present. He will not take into consideration what is the fate of wheat 
in the other parts of the world, whether there is over-production 
in Australia, whether there is over-production in Russia or in America,, 
whether in Persia the people are burning wheat instead of charcoal. 
He will never take these things into consideration but will go 
acoording to tabular calcula.tions and will say " so many acres of the 
barrage land will be disposed of at so much per acre." Wheat will 
be abundant and they will fix my duty at 100 acres per cusec. 1\'l10 is 
going to·resist the P. W. D. and who is going to listen to me if I say that 
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100 acres per. cusec will not be sufficient ? They will never admit my 
contention because the Government experts will say that 100 acres per 
cusec will be enough and the source of the water supply will be 
constructed not according to my judgment but to their judgment .. 
What is the remedy left to me ? The Collector 1 The Collector ~~~ 
say" I am not an expert" and, of course, we have to retain some confi
dence in him because we have no other course open to us as the 
civil court is going to be eliminated. . We consented to it because 
we found in the select com.:fuittee that we could not prevail against 
the majority members of the committee. The Coll~ctor will base his 
judgment on the decision or opinion given by the canal officer. To 
whom should I go for relief ~ To whom should I complain that 
my land is not fit for wheat cultivation, that 100 acres per cusec will not 
be sufficient for me? This change is going to affect me to that extent 
and going to change the very face of my soil, going to change the condi-. 
tion of the cultivation itself. Who is going to listen to that 1 I 
cannot resort to a civil court however much I suffer. I have got no power 
to do that, as I have no power to seek the help of a civil court in the 
matter of alignment and construction of my sluices from which I will 
draw my water. · 

Then as regards the second clause. My honourable friend raised a 
point of order. Though my motion may not be in order, r;.till I would. 
say and appeal to all the honourable members to consider this whole. 
matter in a sympathetic spirit. As regards the elimination of section 
35A which Government had proposed, my honourable friend revelled 
in rhetoric but did not explain, although he was a legal man, that 
it meant the deprivation of the fundamental right of getting compensa
tion, the greatest right which was conferred upon the agriculturist by 
this measure .. There is a clause, I understand, but I do not know 
which......... . 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : 26 and 31. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: 1\Iy honourable friend said that 

because there was a provision already in those sections, the section 35 
was redundant. They have legal experts on their side and yet they did 
not think that it was redundant when they incorporated. it in the 
original Bill. If it was redundant, why did they at all introduce that 
clause 35A 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Because it was the 
decision of the canal officer which was not open to an appeal to the 
Collector. Under the present Bill, the Collector's decision is open to be 
taken in appeal or revision to the Commissioner and Government. ' · 

SYED ?tllRAN ?t!AHOMED SHAH : As i£ the question of compensa· 
tion will not arise, as if the Collector is always such an officer that his 
decision will always be satisfactory to the people concerned. This is the 
pr.esumption you draw. You presume that the Collector's judgment 
wtll be accepted as a gospel truth by the people and that they will not 
raise any objection to that decision and that his decision will alway~ . 
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prove advantageous, not detrimental, to the people. That is the 
presumption you draw. You presume that in the rase of judgment given 
.by the canal officer, it may prove detrimental to the people and that th(' 
people will claim compensation, but that in the rase of decision·given by 
a Collector, it will alnys be advantageous to the people and therefore 
you eliminate clause 35A. I do not think that that argument will 
appeal to any side of the House. The Honourable the Finance Membn 
had the Legal Remembrancer and other legalad,isers to help him, he 
himseH is a legal man, he had the help of the Secretariat; and with all 
that, he thought it fit or necessary to insert clause 35A in the original 
Bill in order to a nrd compensation. The only change · made 
in the present Bill is that instead of the canal officer's decision 
being fina~ that of the Collector has peen made final. Otherwise 
there is no difference, only the officers have been changed. Where 
is the right of compensation? Supposing I suffer because my cui· 
tivation is reduced from 100 to 50, what is the remedy 1 Is there any 
provision which gives me the right to have resort to a court and to pray 
that compensation should be given to me~ My honourable friend 

' says that because of the alteration in the proportion of the cost of 
construction we shall haYe no cause to claim comrensation. This 
is another argument of his, but I say that the question of the cost of 
construction does not provide for compensation. It is quite different 
from the cost of construction. The only other reme~y. the con· 
sequential remedy, will be to claim compensation. Suppose I am the 
owner of a water course and I pay according to the proportion fixed. 
Suppose I pay the full cost, one share out of six. ~till I shall suffer 
on account of the c1iange of the source of my water course on account 
of the "peach" as we call the quantity of water, on account of the 
dimension of the sluice that you gave me. 'Where is the remedy! There 
is no remedy at all. This is another fundamental defect in this Bill. 
· The third thing of course is that which has been pointed out by my 
honourable friends. Government haYe in a surreptitious way tried to 
include the cost of the preliminary Sll.'t:£ey in the cost of alignment and 
construction of l:!o water course. The innocent people, laymen I mean, 
do not readily understand that the preliminary survey means the 
expensive- rectangulation business in regard to whlch the officials have 
been trying tO get the leaders of the people and the members of the 
Legislative Council to induce people to give kabuliyats and other agree
ments for getting their rectangulations, whlch mean a huge expensive 
business. For this GoYernment have made a closely hldden provision. 
Is it fair on the' part of a constitutional Government whose duty it is 

, to protect the rights of the people to provide for the cost of rectangu
lation, etc., in a surreptitious :way 1 It was only after I put a question, 
inadvertently perhaps, that. tbe honourable member the Chief Engineer 
of the Lloyd· Barrage admitted frankly that it does include the cost of 
rectangulation too. The people have always been agitating against thls 
rectan!rulation business and we wonder how this has come here; how, when 
it proPerlY belongs to the Revenue Department and not to the Irrigation 
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Department, it finds a place in the Irrigation Bill.' The surveys are 
always carried on under chapter VIII of the Land Revenue Code and 
so we were eagerly expecting some amendment of the Land Revenue 
Code so that we should be mobilised to oppose that measure. How can 
we imagine that it can come under the Irrigation Bill l We argued about 
this in the select committee and I still urge on the floor of this honourable 
House that this portion should be expunged and that this rectanghlation 
business should not come at all. If it does come, there will surely be 
a wide agitation and diScontent. If at the risk of discontent, you get 
this provision through, you ma.y do so, but the people will never be satis
fied with it. ' ' · · · 

With these few remarks, I resume my seat. 

(After recess.) 

Khan Bahadur 111. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, in making 
a few general observations on the second reading of this Bill, I want to 
deal with certain points '\\'hich have been omitted or have not been 
mentioned in the first .speech delivered just before tea time by my 
honourable friend from Hyderabad.. Sir, the Bill has not only one 'or 
two points in which there is a question of disagreement between the , 
people who are affected-the agriculturists I mean-and the Government, 
but there are various points which require in fact to be gone i;nto in more 
detail and more careful scrutiny. When new legislation of such. an 
important character is going to be passed by this House, it is absolutely 
necessary that every word should be properly weighed and p~oper 
consideration should be given to every clause of this Bill .. Sir, 
unfortunately, hitherto sufficient opportunity has not been given-either 
to this honourable House or to the select committee to understa.ndl 
appreciate and realise the viewpoints and the apprehensions of the 
agriculturists from Sind. Originally, as has already been mentioned, 
the Bill was intended to apply to the whole of the Presidency, but its 
scope was, however, subsequently altered in the February session, by the 
amendment brought forward by the honourable member the Chief 
Enginee1, Lloyd Barrage. Before the scope of the Bill was restricte~ 
only to Sind and the Lloyd Barrage zone, this question elicited sympathy 
and consideration from the entire House, but at present, unfortunately, 
the position is that o,n questions relating only to the province of Sind, 
the painful duty of criticising the far-reaching consequences and the 
re:,ults of the Bill falls only to the lot of the honourable members repre
senting that province. 

Sir, just as in the debate which took place thiR morning one or two 
drawbacks were mentioned and just as one or two interpretations were 
pointed out by my honourable friend Syed Miran Mahomed Shah tha.t 
were not originally mt'ant but were subsequently added up in the select 
committee, similarly I submit that there are certain other interpretations 
which are not at present very clear and which are not clearly defined, 
and there is an apprehension that these interpretations may be 
given quite a different meaning from what we might understand 
at present. Sir, to start with, the very word " water-course " is vague. 
We do not understand to what extent the word" water-course" has a 
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limitation. We are only told that the area that will bP commanded bv a 
water-course will be to the extent of about 1,000 acres, if I underst~od 
the Chief Engineer. Uoyd Barrage, correctly, but there is nothing defint>d 
so far as this Bill goes. Sir, although an area of 1,000 acres is mentioned 
in certain cases it is a larger area. For instance I have praet.icai 
experience that in certain places the very canals that existed up to now 
and gave water supply to the ~rea to the extent of about 10,000 acres are 
being altogether eliminated, and they are being replaced by new canals, 
minors, distributaries, or by whatever other name you call them. So, 
in those places where these canals are to be replaced, they should in fact 
rightly and justly be J'eplaced by the Government canals or the Govern
ment distributaries and minors, but they are, as we understand, in certain 
places being replaced by what may be called water-courses. A water
course as defined in the law at present is to be constmcted at the cost of 
the landholders according to the apportionment of cost that is recom
mended by the select committee in different shares. That proportion is 
in any case going to fall upon the land. The entire cost of the water
courses is going to fall upon the land, whether the land belongs to 
private individuals or whether it belongs to Government. In any case, 
as regards the water-courses that are going to take the place of the canals, 
Government ought to take particuiar care, and proper and fair discretion 
should be exercised that the cost of the watei-Courses does not increase. 
At present, in the Bill as it is, it is vaguely worded, and not knowing the 
proper definition of the word we do not know how far it has the limitations. 
To give an instance in the Larkana district, which I represent, there is a 
canal which is called the Ford-wah. It commands a cultivated area 
roughly of about 10,000 acres. Besides, it is the great backbone of the 
Ghar canal and a great support to it, which canal commands a very large 
rice area in the district of Larkana. This canal, according to the present 
system, is going to be altogether scrapped, eliminated and abandoned. 
From the recent discussions that I had with the executive engineer 
in charge of the canal, I find that it is going to be replaced not 
by a Government minor or by a Govemm.ent distributary, but by water
courses, and he pointed out certain. rules, which evidently the 
Chief ·Engineer has laid down, that no land is to receive water directly 
from a Government minor or distributary, and in order to justify that rule 
or that order, instead of takllig the minors and distributaries from the 
canal system which is called the Northern Dadu canal, at certain places 
water-courses are to be taken that will reach the land of zamindars and 
t)lrough those water-courses again they· (zamindars) will have to 
construct their own water-courses. That mean!! water-courses out of 
water-courses, and those water-courses they will have to construct apart 
from 'the consideration whether Government construct t.hem for their 
convenience or not. Necessarily, for the good supply of water {or their 
lands, they must construct them if they do not exi~t at present or do not 
appear to suit the new conditions. Therefore, in addition to these water
courses which necessarily and compulsorily they have got to construct 
for themselves, the cost of the fresh water-courses which will be 
constructed by Government just to provide water to these smaller water
cqurse~ is also being debited to the landholders. This, Sir, to a certain 
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extent creates a genuine apprehension in the minds of the people that the 
cost as givep. out irr the select committee will greatly increase-I refer 
to the cost of about Rs. 2-4-0 or Rs. 2-8-0 per acre which has been 
estimated by Government. 

Besides, there is another point which needs further considera~ion, 
and this point ·never camt' to the notice of the select committee, because . 
at that time nobody imagined wha.t would be the interpretation of the · 
word " water-course ". If the right interpretation, as every man under
stands it, is given to it, these minors and distributaries can never be 
called water-courses and therefore they cannot rightly ~e constructed 
at the cost of the zamindars. Secondly, as has been briefly mentioned 
already, the cost of the water-courses that is going to be debited to the 
land-owners is not properly defined. The interpretation now being 
offered is that all the different costs just as preliminary-survey, which 

· in itself is too vague a word, will be regarded as a cost of the excavation 
and construction of water-courses. There were about seven ·or eight 
items that were mentioned by the Chief Engineer, Lloyd Barrage: in 
the select committee, the cost of which, he said; would be debited to 
the landholder and would be considered as the cost of the water-courses. 
Rectangulation and sub-rectangulation now forms part of it and the 
land-owner has to pay for it. Then: alignment, acquisition of land, 
excavation, masonry work, boundary marks, and whatever Government 
spends on survey, which is and should be covered by the Land Revenue 
Code is going to be added to the cost of the water-courses. It is known 
to everybody in Sind, although it may not have reached the honourable 
members here from the Presidency proper, that rectangulation and sub
rectangulation is really an old question which was started some four or 
five years ago, when originally the Government of India was approached 
-for sending their survey party to undertake rectangulation Survey in 
Sind. At that time the zamindars were induced, and an effort was 
being made through co-operative societies, through different ~pecial 
officers appointed to undertake schemes to induce the zamindars to 
agree to rectangulation survey. But I know it perfectly well that no 
zamindar was willing and none in fact ultimately willingly agreed to it. 
It is admitted that the advantage will accrue, if at all it accrues, to the 
State and not to the land-owners. Sir, we have mentioned in our joint 
minute of dissent-my honourable friend Syed Miran .Mahomed Shah 
and myself-that one of the two obvious advantages of rectangulation 
survey is a proper and equitable distribution of water. Now, a proper 
and equitable distribution of water is the main consideration of tbe 
State and not of the people. If, for instance, a certain zamindar at 
present is getting 50 cusecs of water and his 50 cusecs are being cut 
down to 20 or 25 cusecs, and .the balance of 20 or 25 cusecs is going to 
be utilised for the benefit of other land-owners, it is not the business of 
the zamindar whose water supply has been cut down to pay for that; 
it is the business of the State to do it. If they are trying to bring more 
land under cultivation, and they are trying to distribute the water 
more equitably, as they sa.y, among the different land-owners, it does 
not become the business of any individual or any class of zamindars to 
pay for the r('ctangulation survey made for the purpose. Who can 
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justify this action of Government to cut down wat('r supply of the people 
and at the same time make them pay the pt>nalty in thC' shape of thf' 
cost o{ new water-courses ! · 

The second point that was raised by some honourable memhC'rs of 
Government was that because the survey numbers are very larg~> nnd 
unwieldy and· that the z.amindars are not able to cultivate the whole 

· number they are paying more assessment than what is really due. In 
all earnestness I ask the Government, whether th£'y really feel for l)roplC' 
more than they do themselves 1 The agriculturists know their intrrests 
better than Government officials are expected to know. When thC'y 
know that rectangulation is not going to give them any benefit and 
thil.t they can conv~Clniently cultivate the present survey numbers in 
their entirety, it is absolutely wrong to presume that the cultivators will 

·benefit by rectangulation survey. In the original Bill there wag the 
explanation which has been taken away by the select committee and 
substituted .by the one whlch is much worse and is added to justify 
all these lavish and absurd demands. · . 

The point about the ciril c.ourt has b£'en sufficielltly dealt with by my 
honourable friend from Hyderabad, and hence I do not wish to repC'at 
those arguments. I merely wisbto say that I give my fullest support 
to him in all that he has expressed about it. The jurisdiction of the 
civil court is an important question and no agriculturist from Sind 

· and no representative from Sind is prepared to give up that right, which 
is absolutely essential in the interest of the agriculturists. 

As regards the question of compensation which the agriculturists can 
claim, in certain cases it has been taken away. Section 26 of the exist· 
ing. Act referred to by the Honourable the Finance Member does 

· not pertain to claiming co.mpensation from Government in case of loss 
sustained on account of wrong action on the part of the canal officer. 
That section deals with the question of compensation between one land· 
holder and another. The other compensation which may arise is not 
dealt With. By the elimination of that clause we feel that our right has 
been taken away. · 
· Then, at the very end of the Bill a second proviso has been added to 

the new section 93 in the Bill. This was done at a time when the 
representatives from Sind on the Committee were not present at 
the meeting. That second proviso never existed in the original Bill. 
This proviso definitely lays down· that the landholders will have no 
right to claim compensation for any loss suffered as a result of the 
change of a water--course. A very great principle is involved in this 
question. The canal officer for instance takes up the work of a 
change. of a water--course and takes much longer time than neces· 
sary and also happens to choose the abl«ilani season for it, when the 
zamindar is cultivating his lands ; if as a result of that the zamindar 
suffers any loss, he is not entitled to claim any compensation. Who 
will regard such a legislation a measure of justice 1 The holders of land 
in that particular water-course will sufier loss which is not due to 
their own fault but due to the fault of the canal officer, who under· 
takes the work. By the i~clusion of this proviso, a great apprehension 
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exists in the minds of the ~griculturists in Sind. This proviso is in no 
way justified. . · · · 

As I said, Sir, the select committee has made very many funda
mental changes in the Bill. The Bill now has taken quite a different 
shape. When the Bill is so drastically changed, it. is absolutely neces
sary that the Bill as it has emerged from the select committee 
should have been circulated to the people in the province that is 
afft'cted. I find that thi : Bill was translated and published only· 
recently on the 13th July in the Sind Official Gazette. It hardly gives 
sufficient time to the people to understand whether the Bill as it has 
emerged from the select committee does them any good or evil. The 
people absolutely got no chance to express their opinion on this Bill in 
its present shape. The people who are affected ought to have been 
J.(iven ample opportunity to express their views on the. present Bill. 
By t.he hurried procedure adop~d by Government, that right too has 
been taken away. Some honourable members might have · presumed 
that the original amendment for referring the Bill back to. the 
select committee was a delaying tactics. There was no such intention 
at all on the part of any honourable member from Sind. Our only 
intention is that people have not had sufficient opportunity to express 
their views on t~e.Bill as it is presented to the House now. 

The proceedings in the select committee are confidential and 
therefore whatever transpired there cannot be published legally.· The 

. people are so ignorant about the delibera.tions of the select committee 
that when I. started for Bombay to attend the Council session, 
many people asked me whether we had signed the report and agreed to 
the report of the select committee. They were under the impression 
that we have agreed to the report of the select committee. They even 
do not know which members signed and what. attitude we have 
taken in the matter. This is a. point for the serious consideratioq of the 
House. As I have stated, the points that we have urged before 
this House ought to receive their careful consideration. Either this 
Bill should be postponed or thrown out at this ~tage. Nothing will be 
lost thereby. A new Bill can be brought after careful c~msideration.of 
the points that have been brought forward and the points that are 
contained in the amendments that are proposed to be moved. If such 
a Bill is brought, it will satisfy the people and it can be brought at t_he 
next session of the Council. 

Of course, it is the genuine apprehension of the members froni Sind. 
that this Bill will be rushed through this session with the vote of 
the members of the Presidency, who unfortunately do not know 
the conditions in Hind and the far-reaching effects of this measure. By 
the amendment of the honourable member the Chief Engineer 
(Mr. C. S.C. Ha.rrison) restricting the scope of the Bill to Sind onlx this 
(·.a.lamity is going to fall on our province alone. Therefore, it is true to 
say, as one of the honourable members mentioned this morning, that 
our union with this Presidency is not in the interest of the people of our 
province. Therefore, we are right in claiming that we should have our 
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own legiSlative council wherein these things could be properly and 
rightly discussed. Similarly the members from the Presidency may 
feel when we vote on then questions, that we do not understand the 
interests of the Presidency. We do not undero)ia.nd their interests and 

·they do not understand our interests. It is, therefore, our strongest 
ground that we ought to be separated from this Presidency. To-day 
we know the votes that were taken on different amendments were not 
exercised after properly understanding the principles that are involved 
in this Bill. I therefore strongly urge that this l3ill should not be 
pressed further at this stage but should be postponed to some later stage 
or thrown out . 
. Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University) : Sir, I do not wish 

to take more time of the House. The arguments that have been 
advanced on the floor of this House show that the Bill as it has emerged 
from the select committee has undergone fundamental changes-it has 
. revolutionised the original Bill. That argument, if it shows anythin~. 
shows that full consideration was given to the various objections and the 
various defects that had been pointed out in the original Bill. . I do not 
know, therefore, why there should be any objection to the Bill as it has 
emerged from the select committee. If the Bill had not undergone any 
changes, perhaps it could have been contended that the select committee 
had done nothing to improve the Bill. Numerous changes have been 
made in the select committee and the select committee made those 
changes in the hope that all of them are changes that could be introduced 
in the interest of the zamindars. If the Bill has undergone many changes, 
these changes are in the interests of the zamindars. We cannot at this 
stage refer the matter to the select committee. After having spent. so 
mnch time and labour on the consideration of the Bill, it is now too late 
to urge that another Bill should be brought in. 

Another point which my honourable friend referred to was about the 
separation of Sind. I only wish to say that the liability that has to fall 
on the Sind province in case it bec~es -a separate provil!ce, must 
be considered by the members who come from Sind. I had no intention 
toreferto this point, but sinre the honourable member from Larkana has 
referred to it, I wish to point out that it is in the interests o[ Sind that the 
Bill should be passed now so that they will have no difficulty later on. 
If it is not passed now and it goes to the Sind Council when that province 
is separately constituted, the government of Sind will have to be carried 
on by means of funds raised in Sind. At present the money required is 
c.oming from all the Presidency ; now the burden is on the whole of the 
Presidency. It seems to me that it is really in the interests of Sind that 
the Bill should be passed now as it will be difficult for Sind members to 
get a taxation Bill like this through their Council. 

Mr. B.S. KAMAT: Sir, after hearing the speeches from my honourable 
friends hailing from Sind, I am more convinced than ever that by refusing 
to go to Sind the select committee has been saved a great dea) of trouble. 
All that could be heard in that part of the country by a personal visit has 
been heard on the floor of this House. The issue be{()re the ijou.se to-day 
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is not whether the canal officer should or should not be empowered :. 
that point hllos been decided at the first reading of the Bill. Neither is 
it the issue whether the zamindars should or should not pay the cost :.that 
has been decided in March last. All that we are concerned with now 
is whether the task that was assigned to the select committee, namely, to. 
devise a machinery containing certain safeguards and restrictions on the 
powers of the canal officer~ has been well discharged by the select 
committee. Similarly, whether the select committee in apportioning .the 
cost of construction has discharged its dut.y in a proper manner. • That 
is the only issue before the House .. And. I maintain, without any· 
hesitation, and conscientiously say, that the select committee has to my 
mind discharged its task and brought forward an amended Bill 
in a manner which is just, which is fair and which iR equitable and in.every 
way satisfactory to all the interests concerned. The viewpoint 
whil;.:h some of my honourable friends from Sind put forward is, if I may 
venture to say so, a bit partisan in character. I am not surprised ~:Lt it; 
I sympathise with them to a certain extent ; they happen to enjoy at 
the moment. certain privileges as zamindars, of which they are likely to be 
deprived. But the viewpoint from which I have to look at the Bill is 
not this narrow parochial view. I beg to assure my friends from Sind that 
the view I have taken of the Bill both here and in the selec.t committee 
is the broad view of safeguarding the interests of the general taxpayer. 
That. is the viewpoint, the detached point of view, that my honourable 
friends Syed Miran Mahomed Shah and Khan Bahadur Khuhro have 
to take when looking into the Bill. The general taxpayer has spent 
twenty crores·of rupees, and to a certain extent it is our duty here to 
see whether that amount has been properly spent. Let me say frankly 
that I do not care what the exe0utive Government think' about 
the scheme. I hold no brief for them. On the other hand, I am their 
critic here and, if they were to make a mistake, certainly it is my duty 
as the watch-dog of the taxpayer, as a custodian of the public finances, to 
point it out. to them. It is from that point of view that. I have looked 
at the passage of this Bill. And it is from this point of view, I contend 
that the Bill has emerged from the select committee in a very satisfactory 
manner ; indeed, it goes in some respects even beyond the expectations 
of my honourable friends from 8ind, judging by their own suggestions; 
Take, for instance, the first question1 the powers to be given to the canal 
offker. That was the first important point. The second important 
question was the apportionment of the cost ·of construction; and 
the third was the apportionment of the cost of rectangulation. I shall 
deal with these three points and show that in all these respects the Bill, 
a~. it has emerged from the select committee,· is to the advantage, 
Jecidedly to the advantage, in favour of the zamindars. . 

Firstly, with reference to the powers to be assigned to the canal officer. 
Our Sind friends had never themselves raised the point as to the case 
where the canal officer wanted to have a second alignment after the first 
alignment, whether the zamindar was to pay the cost of re-alignment. 
I believe it was some member from the Presidency who dr~w the attention 
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of the select committee to this point. I think it was myself who at the 
first reading suggested that if the canal officer wanted to have a second 
alignment after the first, it was not fair and just that the zamindar should 
pay the cost. That point was never brought out by any member from 
Sind. Now it is decided that the Government ought to pay for this. 
In that respect, for instance, there has been an improvement in favour 
of the zamindars. 

Then, again, take tlie question of defining the status of the ca~al officer. 
That point was never raised by the zamindars. They said vaguely that 
his powers were excessive. They never had insisted that his status 
should be defined. That has been done now at the instance of the 
Presidency members. A clause has been inserted defining the status of 
the canal officer, that he should be of the rank of an executive engineer. 
That is the second improvement in favour of the zamindars. 

Thirdly, Sir, the original Bill had said that the canal officer should 
have power to change the source of water-supply of any land even for the 
settlement of any dispute between two shareholders. That vicious 
principle has now. been taken away by the select committee. That is 
the third improvement in favour of the zamindars of Sind. Now, I come 
to the question of appeals# There, as the Honourable the Finance 
Member pointed out, it was at the express desire of the Sind members 
that appeals were provided for to the Collectors. The select committee 
should not be blamed for putting in that provision. Surely, if they 
wanted to have an appeal to the civil courts thE-y could have pressed it · 
at that time. But the select committee came to the conclusion on tho 
merits that an appeal to the civil courts was undesirable in the interests 
of all people l:'haring the water of the Barrage. And all that we have 
done is to debar the jurisdiction of civil courts in respect of the alignment 
of the water-course and its construction. The reason for that has already 
been given, namely, that it is not fair that one single zamindar, who 
may be fond of going to the civil courts, should hold up the whole scheme 
to the detriment of thotlsands and thousands of people who are waiting 
for the water. Now, I ask in all fairness, is it just that any man who is 
fo,nd of litigation ~hould go up to the Privy Council for a petty decision 
whether a water-course should follow this line or that, and hold up the 
whole project and deprive thousands of people from enjoying their water 
and raising crops~ To enable such matters to be taken to the civil courts 
is out of the question. And I think that what the select committee has 
done is absolutely fair, just and equitable, not to any particular zamindar, 
but to the whole body of cultivators. 
. Then comes the question about compensation. As has been already 
pointed out by the Honourable the Finance Member, we find there is . 
already provision made for'it. We have modified the original Bill in 
that respect only because we are convinced that the main Act, the 

. Irrigation Act of 1879, gives every facility for people to go to the civil 
courts and claim compensation. That right is there and anybody who 
reads section 26 will not have the slightest doubt' about the existence of 
that right to claim. compensation in a civil court fOJ; substantial damages. 
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It is true, as my honourable friends have said, that when the new courses 
are arranged, probably those who are getting water for 100 acres ma.y 
get water for less than 100 acres. That may be or ma.y not be true. 
But assume that it is true. Well, the taxpayer is spending twenty crores 
of rupees on the Barrage as a whole. ·The whole object of public policy 
ought to be to see that the water goes round to all, not only to a few 
select people at the head of the Barrage but even to those who are at the 
tail. If some people get reduced quantity of water, I think public policy 
requires that little sacrifice on their part. Those who have enjoyed the 
right to draw unlimited water so long may have no doubt to curtail their 
acreage in future years, but thi(would be in the interests of those who 
never had the advantage of canal water for so many years. I might 
p;ive an analogy. Supposing you invite people to a dinner, is it fair, 
I ask, that the menu should be enjoyed only by those who are at the 
head of the table, and those at the tail should be starved or given less 1 
I contend, Sir, that it is not equitable and fair that those at the head of 
the channels should have the same quantity or acr~ge for all time as 
now, if it is to be at the expense of those who have beentf>tarved of water 
for so many years. "What we have, therefore, done is this. Assuming 
that there is a little hardship to vested interests, still we maintain that 
in the interests of the general body of cultivators, the distribution of 
water henceforward should be made more equitable than at present. 

Now, Sir, I come to. the second question about the apportionment of' 
the cost of construction. Here again ! maintain that we have met 
the Sind friends in the most liberal spirit. If my honourable friend~ 
will read my speech in the March session, . I had pointed out to the 
honourable member the Chief Engineer that it was not fair that those 
who had already any existing water-cours!'s in the peach, that is to 
say, people whose ancestors have built the water-courses now existing,. 
should be taxed to the same extent as those who have no water-courses 
at all at present. This is a fair principle of equity and it has been well 
respected by the select committee. We have taken i~to account the 
fact that those who have existing water-courses deserve some concession, 
and that concession has been considered in the formula, namely, 1, 2 
and 3, that is to say, if the cost of constructing a water-course is 3 rupees, 
the landholder who has got existing water-courses wilt have to bear 
one-third and those who have not got water-courses will have to bear 
two-thirds of the cost. Here again I maintain that this is. a fair 
apportionment, as fair between the zamindar and the tax-payer as we 
eould arrange. If you have a better formula, by all means bring it 
forward and we will give it every consideration. But under the circum
stances, considering the greater advantage which the landholder whq 
will now get water for the first time, I affirm that our formula is very 
fair and equitable. We are quite prepared to listen tQ. &ny better 
formula which may be put forward. · · · 

Now I rome to the question of rectangulation. I confess that this 
question emerged during the proceedings of the select committee, that 
is to say, it was not forcibly brought to the notice of this HoW!e in thQ 

.14oHb44-6 
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March session. But I deny that the question is an entirely new one as 
maintained by my Sind friends. I will ftuotP. thapter and verse to 
prove that it was not. surreptitiously brought in by any member of the 
select committee. The House knows that in 1929 an independent 
committee was appointed by Governmt>nt consisting of two disthlguished 
irrigation engineers, Sir M .. Visvcswaraya and Sir Nawab Ali Jung 

· Bahadur,.-.....one from Mysore and the other from Hyderabad State,-two 
absolutely independent experts having nothing to do with the executive 
Government of the Bombay province. They have distinctly stated that 
rectangulation is necessary and justifiablc, and that fact is before tht> 
Sind people since 1929. Then again the 'Vhi.te Book which bas been 
published by Government last year hall again distinctly pointed out 
that the question of rectangulation has been under consideration since 
a long time. That ''"bite Book says:-

"In May 1926 Government decided as a result of the conference of irrigation )lnd 
revenue officials held by the Commissioner in Sind that in order to secure proper distri· 
bution of water and facilitate the alignment of water-courses, it was necesRary to have 
the area rectangulated as far as possible." 

I have quoted from page 5. That White Book, I dare say, has been 
read by every interested zamindar since last year. It will thus be seen 
that so far as independent opinion goes, I believe the opinion of the 

. two expert irrigation engineers is before my Sind friends for a pretty 
.long time. There is nothing s~reptitious in thiR. 

Khan Bahadur ALL.AHBAKSH : Are you. referring to the Visves
waraya Committee's Report .1 

Mr. B.S. KA.M:AT: Yes. It says on page 29:-
"The main rectangulat.ion work is being done by the Survey of India who have under· 

taken to divide the land into plots of half a square mile each. The Speeial nevenue 
Officer is doing the sub..rectangulation ll'ork and is parcelling out the land into 16, 3~ 
and 64 acre plots." 

Further on they proceed to add ;-
"It is proposed to construct water-courses in all new land at the cost of the owner or 

occupant." • 

That gives a perfectly clear indication to every zamindar as to the cost 
of rectangulation being charged to him. There cannot possibly be any 
misconception there. Further on they proceed to say:--:-· 

"The justification for this measure is that under the new perennial supply, production 
from land will be much higher than at present and the land itself will appreciably l'ise 
in value ... 

So it will be seen they add two justifications : as to why this rectangula
tion should be done and secondly why it should be paid for by the 
occupants. I thP-refore say that it is not a fact that some official members 
of the select committee smuggled this question of rectangulation in the 
select committee, although it might have been better if the honourable 
member Mr. Harrison Jrad made that point clear to this House in the 
last sesPion. 

Mr. C. S. ·c. HARRISON: I made that point clear in Bombay last 
March. 
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Mr. B. S. K.AMAT: I now come to the second point: The question 
whether it was done surreptitiously or not is, after all, a side issue; I 
will take up the question of the cost of rect~ngulation which is more 
important. Is the proposal of the select committee in regard to .the 
distribution of the cost fair and equitable ~ I assert that the arrangement 
suggested by the select committee as between Government and the 
zamindars is perfectly fair and just. Even assuming that the cost of 
rectangulation is only eight annas...... : 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Four annas . 
.Mr. B. S. KA:MAT : If I may depend upon the leaflet circulated by the 

honourable member Mr. Harrison .. it is 8 annas. To'be on the safe side, 
I take it to be 8 annas. The whole question before the select committee 
was, who benefited by rectangulation and ·to what extent 1 Whe~ 
that was decided, then the apportionment of the cost would be an easy 
matter. Now, we had not this leaflet at that time· in our hands in the 
select committee. All the same, from my knowledge of rectangulation 
in the Punjab in the Lyallpur Canals, I know that Government benefited 
a great deal,-sufficiently at least to bear some of the cost. My 
honourable friend Sir Shah Nawaz remarked this afternoon that I have 
not seen the interior of Sind and its agricultural conditio~s .. · May I have 
the permission to say that I have also seen someof.the interior of Sind and 
its agricultural conditions, and in addition have seen actual rectangulation 
carried out in the Punjab? I am convinced that no sensible cultivator, 
once he knows rectangulation, will deny that it gives an immense benefit 
to cultivation. . Suppose a cultivator has a unit of 16 acres rectangulated 
and has four-acre plots by sub-rectangulation, the water flows much 
more easily and he irrigates his plots with great facility. The select com
mittee carefully considered the benefits which the Government and the' 
zamindars would respectively derive from this rectangulation, and 
impartially came to the conclusion that Government should bear one
third and the zamindars should bear two-thirds of the cost in proportion 
to the benefit which they respectively derive. It was in a spirit of 
honest compromise that they arranged this proportion. Now, Sir, the 
question is whether this apportionment is fair and just. I maintain 
it is; and my reasons are these. Government have treated the 
zamindars of Sind in various other matters (which I am going to describe) 
in a very liberal manner and it i~ not now fair on the part of the zamindars 
to higgle-haggle over a portion of this 8 annas. Let me point'out that 
two-thirds of 8 annas is, after all, 5 annas and 4 pies. They . have 
to pay 5 annas and 4 pies per acre and once for all. Is' that, I ask, 
a very big sum compared to the immense benefits which are derived from 
the new irrigation scheme 1 One benefit which has been conferred by the · 
Government on the zamindars in the past is' this : It is well
known and it has been made perfectly clear during the March session that 
Government have decided at the initial stage of this project to make 
a gift-I say it is nothing but a gift-of 3! lakhs of acres to the zamindars 
at a concession price of Rs. 15 an acre. When . that land is 
fully developed by irrigation, it can easily fetch something like Rs. 1001 
an acre. In other words, Government have given a concession of Rs. 85 
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an acre to the zamindars in respect of these mohag lands in the past. 
In view of that, 4s it reasonable to higgle over 5 annas ¥ Not only 
that, but still further, I work out the cost of this project per acre for 
irrigation at between Rs. 30 to 40 including interest charges. That is 
to say, the whole scheme will cost about 25 crores of rupees including 
interest and the total acres are 55 lak.hs, which works out at something 
like Rs. 30 to 40 per acre for bringing irrigation to the door of 
the cultivator. Now Government are selling these lands to the 
zamindars at the rate of Rs. 15 an acre, that is, 50 per cent. below cost 
price. We have to bear in mind this concession has entailed upon the 
tax-payer a strain of something like three crores of rupees. I ask in all 
fairness and earnestness, is it fair that thezamindarsshouldgrudge, after 
receiving this concession and this boon of three crores of rupees, to pay a 
little sum of 5 annas and 4 pies per acre ? If the sum of Rs. 3 crorl's 
had been brought into the exchequer of the Bombay Government, we 
might have partially saved the need for the present retrenchment in 
salaries by which we are compelled to inflict upon Gove~ent servants 
a cut and a pinch with a view to secure a reduction of some lakhs in our 
salary bill. This three crores could have earned interest of Rs. 15lakhs 
per annum. On these grounds, I maintain that the sum of 5 annas and 
4 pies is not a very big burden. Then again, take the land assessment. 
Sir M. Visveswaraya's Committee has pointed out that Government 
propose to charge a rate of Rs. 5 · 42 for the irrigated land which is very 
low.. Or compare it· with what we have to pay under Deccan Canals, 
something like Rs. 10, nearly double the amount. In addition to this 
advantage my friends from Sind will enjoy two crops now as a result of 
the irrigation scheme, while the assessment rate is not even half of what 
we are paying in the Deccan for one crop. In view of the great 
advantage in respect of assessment which they will enjoy for all time to 
come, is it fair, I repeat, that they should grudge this sum of 5 annas 
and 4 pies which the s~lect co~t1;-ee has recommended ? . The .two 
crops will give the zammdars financial advantages hundred times more 
than this Rs. 0-5-4 which they have to pay for the rectangulation. 

Lastly, let me now make only one appeal to the Sind zamindars who 
are now in this Honse. We are here to watch every penny of the 
Presidency's finances. H my honourable friends .from Sind, on their 
return to their homes, were to describe all the advaQtages which have 
been conferred upon the people of Sind by the select committee, I am 
sure that every sensible man would, instead of blaming the Sind represen· 
tatives in this Council, admit that the select committee has done things 
far beyond the expectations of the Sind members themselves and that 
their report does no injustice to any one but treats the rich or the poor 
cultivator most equitably. 

On these grounds, Sir, I urge that the second reading of the Bill should 
be passed. [Applause.] · _ 

The Honourable the PRESID~"T : It is very seldom that discussion 
is so lengthily conducted on a mere motion for the second reading of 
a Bill. Of course, on the first reading questions of principle are discllSI!ed, 
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but at the second readingt usua.llyt hardly any one speaks and the Bill 
is taken up Clause by clause. In this particular case, as I knew that 
the honourable members from Sind were deeply interested, I have allowed 
this general debate on the second reading, and I think we have taken 
several hours over that. All that was to be said has been said, and 
therefore I do not think I should continue the debate any longer. I will 
put the question ........... . 

Khan Bahadur ALLABBAKSH : The ~eneral discUssion will rednce 
the number of amendments which will come up for discussio~. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I am afraid that is not my 
experience ; honourable members will not be generous and withdrawing 
their amendments. I would, therefore, close the debate and put the 
question. . 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Only I! hours have been taken up 
in thP discUMion and there are still several honourable members who 
evidently wish to speak. There is only one ,hour left and even then it 
will be 2! hours which will be occupied over this discussion. 
. The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I would now put the motion 
unless the Honourable the Finance Member has anything to say. 

The Honourable Sir GOVI~lJRAO PRADHAN: Nothing, Sir. 
Mr. V. A. SURVE (Ratnagiri District) (in Marathi): I rise to a point 

of order. I invite your attention, Sir, to Standing Order 8 (6) (4) which 
Jays down that the select committee may hear expert evidence and 
representatives of special interests affected by the measure before them. 
I ~ubmit that the agriculturists who are' affected by this legislation have 
not been properly and adequately heard by the select committee and . 
therefore the Bill should be recommitted to that committee. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There is no poirit of order in 
that, as every provision of the Standing Otder has been complied with, 
and without wasting further time, I will put the motion. 

Bill read a 11e00nd Question, "That the Bi1lbe read a second t:me," 
time. put and carried. 

BiU read cwuse by claWJe 

Clause I (Slwrt title) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 2 (Amendment of section 24 of Bom. VII of 1879) :-
In section 24 of the Bombay Irrigation Act, hereinafter called the sa.id Act, after the 

word" water-course" the words "and no land occupied by a water-coul'lle cuiUitructed 
under section 20-B 92 " shall be inserted. 

SYED ?tiiRAN MAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I b(lg 
to move the following amendment :-

In saction 2 of the Bill, add the words" except lor the growth of tret'e for improvement 
of agriculture "after the word •• purpose " in aection 24 of the Bombay Irrigation Act, 

Thia is a. very innocent amendment. I think, in al1fa.irness, if Govern
ment have got an open mind and realise the difficulties of the people, 
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this is such an amendment to which there ought to be no opposition or 
eXhibition of a spirit of vengeance of any sort. This merely provides 
that the agriculturists should be permitted to grow trees on the banks 
of their own water-courses. At present they have got trees on the 
banks of their own water-courses and they enjoy the fruit, and as a mattt>r 
of fact,. they belong to them and they can make any use of them that 
they like. But, on the strength of the section as it stands, some canal 
officers and engineers have been taking exception to the fact. that Govern
ment have got this right and the officers say that under the present 
section the zamindars have got no right to trees standing on the banks 
of their water-courses because they have been grown without previous 
permission. In order to meet that objection or any future contingency, 
I seek to provide that the zamindars should he permitted to grow trees 
which are useful for them, especially in Sind where there is no rain and 
the question of fodder will arise and the question of implements of agri
culture will also .arise and fuel· will be very scarce within the barrage 
lone. From all these points of view, these trees will meet the require
ments of the.agriculturists and even the Government is going to hand 
over the water-courses to the· zaminda.rs who will thus be the owners 
of that property. That being so, why should the zamindars not be 
permitted to grow trees which will not hinder the passage of water ~ 
I think that the only object of Government in keeping the power in their 
own hands is to ensure that the zamindars will not grow such trees as 
will hinder or obstruct the passage of water. Trees will never obstmct 
the passage of water and therefore I think thi~ amendment should be 
acceptable to Government. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The amendment moved, I think, 
requires alteration to he put in the proper form. However, the purport 
is understood. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : I !>hall try to explain 
why 1 have not been able to accept the ~mendment in the select 
committee. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~T : The amendment as proposed 
by the honourable mover is before the House. 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh"'DRAO PRADRAN : Sir, I may explain 
that that was a point also raised by the honourable member, Mr. Kamat, 
in: the select committee. Section 24, aB it stands in the original Act of 
1879, reads as follows :- · · 

" No land acquired under this Part for a water-course shall be used for any other 
purpose without the previous consent· of a canal officer duly empowered to grant SU<'h 
permission." 

Sometimes the trees are so planted that the water-course ·iq damaged ; 
otherwise, permission is as a rule granted. Is not that thP practice 1 My 
honourable friend himself admits that there are trees along the bankR 
of. the water-course which belong to t.he zamindars and the fmits of 
which they enjoy. This saft>gnard was provided in the original Act 
and is being repeated now in tht> present Bill because otherwise the 
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r.amindars may plant such trees a.s might damage the water-course~ 
The water-course may be carrying watrr to more than o.ae person's land. 
So, if the trees are such that the water-course is likely to be damaged, no 
permission will be granted, but in all other cases permission is, as a 
ma.tter of fact, granted. This was the main thing which weighed with 
the select committ{!e in providing the present safeguard of previous 
permission. The section nowhere says that he shall not plant trees, or , 
that he shall not grow anything. It only provides that the previous 
consent of the canal officer should be taken, and that clause is inserted 
only to safeguard the water-com:_se itself. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : !.cannot tmderstand how trres 
damage a water-course. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHA.N: You may plant a 
tree the roots of which may damage a water-course. Is it the case of my 
honourable friend that permission is always refused'! On the contrary, 
he says that the trc:>es are there. If he brings to the notice of Government 
instanres to show that permission is as a nue refused, or that permission 
is not granted, then certainJy I could understand the position which be 
takes up. If, on the contrary, permission is granted, unless it becomes 
necessary to refuse permission, then I do not see why he should press his 
am~ndment. I explained the position in the selflct committee. The 
honourable member 1\lr. Kamat raised the point and my honourable 
friend will remember it. That is the only reason why I cannot accept 
the amendment. ': 

WADERO WAHIDBAKSH ILLAHIBAKSH BHUTTO: If the 
wa~r-course goes through only one zamindar'll land, then will 'he ,be 
allowed to plant the trees or not 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : The point is that 
in such a ca.se it is to the interest of the zamindar not to plant trees which 
will obstruct his water-cour11e. In such cases permission will not be 
refused. Can honourable members point out cases in which canal officers 
have wantonly refused permission 1 It is not in their interest to refuse 
permission. The land is there, and when we can get a benefit out of the 
land, why should we refuse permission'! All that is done is to provide 
a safeguard that the planting of such trees 11houlJ not be allowed where 
they would inwrfere with the water·course. 

SYED :MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: Sir, if my honourable iriend 
thP. Finance Member would point out those particular species of trees 
which have always obstructed water-courses in Sind and therefore he 
has put in this safeguard, then I could understand his position. So far 
as my knowledge goes, there are no such species of trees. I belong to 
Sind, and I have some experience. The trees are ut~ually grown at a 
distance from the banks of the water-course itself, about. two or three 
feet away from the brink of the canal, so that they are far away from 
the canal. I do not know which are those trees whose roots will be so 
huge that they would obstruct the passage of the canal. Il my 
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honom;able friend ~ould point out any example wht>re the passage of 
water m the ranaliS obstructed by trees, then I would be induct>d to 
withdraw my amendment. 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: Sir, I might be able to clarify the position 
somewhat if I explain that it is pm;sible for trees to damage water
courses very considf!rably. For instance, take the cas(' of the mango 
tree which is common in Lower Sind. ·If a zamindar who bas received 
permission plants tr('es on the top of the bank of the wat('r-course, and 
especially on bankR of water-courses running in high banks, the mere fall
ing of a tree across or into the water-course may injure the inter('sts 
of other zamindars further down on the water-course. It ia not alwavs 
possible for the c.anal staff to be promptly on tne spot, and even a f;w 
hours' lack of supply to a zamindar further down may cause him, if not 
considerable loss, then very considerable inconvenience. As has been 
pointed out by the honourable mover of this Bill, no case has been 
brought before this HouRe of a refusal by the canal officer to allow the 
planting of trees. I personally have never heard of any such refusal 
that co-q.ld be called unjustified. I understand that on the Jamrao 
canal the existing rule works perfectly well. The zamindars formally 
ask for permission and the ~anal officers grant it. The only condition 
the canal officer is likely to impose is that the trees shall not be planted 
on the top of the bank. . 

The honourable member from Hyderabafl says, from his vast store 
9f experience, that he knows of no water-course having bePn obstructed 
by trees. I would ask him to go about and keep his eyes open. It was 
only a matter of eight wet>ks or so ago that I saw a tree completely 
obstructing a water-course. The tree had been planted at the side of 
the water-course and had been blown down into the water-course by 
the wind. I did not enquire whether the water-course belonged to one 
zamindar, but if we assume that two or three zan.indars had an interest 
in t.hat water-course, the interests of those below that point were 
obviously jeopardised. If as act of··the legislature causes no harm to 
individuals, I cannot see any objection to such legislation. No 
instance bas been brought before the House to show that this clause 
has caused hardship in the past, and I personally can see no reason why 
we should assume that it is likely to cause hardship in the future. 

Question put and declared lost.' 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: I claim a Division, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to know bow 

many honourable membeJ'S stand up in favour of the amendment. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SILUI : That would be shown by a 

regular Division, Sir. . 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Before I order a regular 

Dh-ision, I woulJ ask those honourable members who are in favour of 
the amendment to stand up. Their names wou.ld be recorded ; that 
is all. 
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SYED MIRAN MAHO!l1ED SHAH : That will serve my purpos~, 

Sir. 
The following honourable members stood up in support of the amend· 

ment:- 1 

Khan Bahadur M.A. Khuhro. 
Mr. Shaikh Abdul Aziz. 
Mir Bandeh Ali Khan Talpur. 
Mr. S. S. Tolani. 
Khan Bahadur Ghulam Nabi Shah. 
Syed Miran Maho{ned Shah.·, 
Mr. Haji Mir Mahomed Baloch. 
Mr. Haji Ibrahim Jitekar. 
Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid. 
Wadero W ahidbaksh Illahihaksh Bhutto. 
Khan Bahadur Allahbak!lh. 
Mr. Gover Rora. 
Mr. Hoosenally M. Rahimtoola. 
J'.Ir. Dhalumal Lilaram. 
:rtir. A. K. Resaldar. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Are not the names of those 
who are against the amendment to be recorded 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Those who are not in favour of 
the amendment will be against it. What is the object of the honourable 
member 1 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: To have a record. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The names of those who are in 
favour of the amendment may reasonably be recorded in the proceedings, 
and they have been recorded. The rest of the House may be taken to. 
be against the amendment. Has the honourable member no value for 
the time of the House 1 

SYED MIRAN :rt!AHOMED SHAH: Sir, I think there has never been 
a case where only the positive side is recorded and not . the negative 
side. 

Khan Bahadur GHULAM NABI SHAH (speaking in Urdu} : Sir, 
some of the honourable members who have not stood ·up in favour of the 
amendment may remain neutral in a regular division; This being 
an important Bill, it is necessary that the names of those who are against 
the amendment should also be recorded. Therefore, it would be better 
to have a regular Division. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : A division is claimed, and I think 
the simplest way, after all, is to allow a. division and ask the hono.urable 
members to go to the lobby rather than waste time in this way. 

MO Hb44-7 
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• House divided. Ayes, 20 ; Noes, 58. Motion lost. 

Division No.1. 

ALI.AHBAKSH, Khan Bahadur , 
BALoou, Mr. HAJI Mm MAHOMED 
BuuTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 

Ayes 

BHUTTO, \VADERO WAHIDBAKSH !LLABJ· 
BA.XSH 

DRALUMAL LILABAM, Mr. 
. GHULAllrl Nux SJUu, Khan Bahadur 

GoVEB RoBA, Mr. 
JAM JAN MAHOl!rlED Kru.N, Khan Bahadur 
JAN MAHOMED Kru.N, Khan Bahadur 
J ITEKAB, Mr. HAJJ bBAHIJirl 

KHUBRO, Khan Bahadur M. A. 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENA.LLY M. 
RESALDAR, Mr. A. K. 
SHAIKH ABDUL Azxz, Mr. 
SJUJKH ABDUL 111AJID, Mr. 
SuRvE, Mr. V. A. 
SYED MIRAN 111AHOMED SHAll 
TALPUR, Mm BANDER ALI K.HAN 
THAKOR ot· K.I!RWADA, Sardar BJUsAHEB 

RAISINHJI 
ToLANI, Mr. S. 8. 

Telle;Bfor the Ayu: Mr. SHAIKH A:BDUL Azxz and Mr. HooSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA. 

Noes 

ABERCROMBIE, Mr. J. R. MACKLIN, Mr. A. S. R. 
ANGADI, Rao Bahadur S. N. MoDAX, Rev. R. S. 
ASAVALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. MoDI, Sa.rdar DAVAR T. K. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. MoRE, Mr. J. G •. 
BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. NAIK, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
BRANDER, Mr. J.P. · .NEWMAN, Mr. H. L. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H. OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
BROWNE, Mr. D. R. H. PATIL, Mr. N. N. 

· BoLLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILJ.Ji: PATIL,l\Ir. V. N. 
CHIKODI, Mr. P.R. PRADHAN, the Honourable Sir GovxNDBAo 
CBITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. PRADHAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
CLAYToN, Mr. H. B. PRATER, Mr. S. H. 
CoLLACO, Dr. J. A. . RAFIUDDIN AHMAD, the Honourable 
CoLLINS, Mr. G:F. S. MouLVI 

·CooKE, Mr. G. H. SJUIKH YuuB VAzm MAHOMED, Khan 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. .Bahadur 
DESAi, Rao Saheb B. G. SJUNXARRAO JAYARAMRAO ZUNZABRAO 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. Mr. 
D'Sou~, Dr. !f. Alban . SHINDE, l'llr. R. B. 
EWBANK, Mr. R. B. SMART, Mr. W. W. 

· . GARRET'r, Mr. J. H. , SoLANKI, Dr. P. G. 
GHuLAM HussAIN> the Honourable Sir SYED MUNAWAR, 11Ir. 
GILDER, Dr. M.D. THoMAs, the Honourable :Mr. G. A. 
HARRISON, Mr. c. s. c. TURNER, Mr. c. w. A. • 
HuDSON, the Honourable Mr. W. F. VAISJUMPAYAN, Dr. V. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. VAKIL, Mr. PEsTANSHAH N. 
JoNES, Major W. ELLIS . VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir 
KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R. RusTOM JEJUNGIR 
KAMAT, Mr. B.S. VANDEKAR, Ra.o Saheb R. V. 
KAMBLI, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur

1

. · WADXE, Mr. B. P. · 
S. T. · WILEs, l\lr. G. 

LELY, :Mr. W. G. -

Tellers for tke Noes: .Dr. J. A. CoLLACO and Mr. PESTANSJUH N. VAKIL • 

• Clause 2 ordered to stand p~rt of the Bill. 

, ClaU:se 3 (Amendment of seetio:n 28 o/ Bom. VII of 1879). 
In section 28 of the said Act, at the end of clause (e) for the full stop a semi-colon 

shall be substituted and after the said clause the following clause shall be inse}'ted 
na.mely:-

. "(/) whenever the source of wa.ter-su pply of any land dependent on any water-course 
is ordered t~ be changed by a Canal-officer under section 91." . 
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SYED MillAN MAHOMEI) SHAH (Hyderabad District); Sir,. 
·I move: 

For clause (f) of section 3 of the Bill, substitute the following :-
" (f) 'Whenever and so long as it may be necessary to change the source of water supply 

· of any land from one source to another ordered by the Canal Officer under section 91." 

I have added the words'' so long as it may be necesSary ";as it is'a.lready 
provided in the Act itself. The Honourable Member referred to section 
28 .end there you Will find from (a) to (d) the words ,, whenever' and ;:10 

iong as it may be necessary" appear for executing work, for repairs and 
so on. These words are provided in those clauses in order that they may 
have a deterrent effect on the capricious action of the canal officer, who 
might adopt dilatory procedure. Thereby the zaminda.rs would not be 
put to unnecessary damage or loss. Therefore, I have moved it. 

Question proposed. ' · 
· The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADRAN : I am prepared to 
..aecept the principle of the amendment, but I should look ·into 
the phraseology of it. I a~cept to put in the words "whenever and so 
long as it may be necesS2.ry" but I shall have to make' verbal changes, 
if any, to make it c.onform to the Act. 

SYED MillAN MAHO:llED SHAH : I agree. 
Question put. and carried. 
Clause 3, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 4 (Insertion of a new Part XI). 
4. A!ter sectien 89 of the said Act, the following heading and sections shall be inserted, 

namely:- · 

"Part XI.-Special provisions for certain lands irrigable by the Lloyd Barrage 
Canals. · . ·. 

90. This Part shall apply, in the first instance, to lands irriga ble by the Lloyd Barrage 
Canals only. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, by notification in the 
Bombay Go~ernment Gaze1te, extend this Part to lands irrigable by such other canals 
in Sind as may, from time to time, be improved or re-modelled for the more· efficient 
distribution of water therefrom : 

Provided, however, that no such notification may be published until the scheme in 
respect of it has been laid on the Council table and approved by the Council on a. m.otion 
made by Government." -

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Sir, I· move 
the following amendment : · 

Delete the words" in the first instance" after the word" apply" in the new section 
'JO: and delete all the words appearing after the words" only." . 

The section as amended will read as follows : • 
"This Part shall apply to lands irrigable by the Lloyd Barrage Canals only." 

The words which I have asked to be deleted are as follows : , 
"The Governor in Council may, from time to time, by notification in the Bombay 

Government Gaze1te, extend this part to landfl irrigable by such other canals· in Sind as 
may, from time tc. time, be improved or re-modelled for the more efficient di~tribution 
of water therefrom: . 

Provided, however, that no such notification may be published until:,, •• ," 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Does the ho~our~ble ~embe~ 
propose to delete the proviso also ! 

' 
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Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID: All these to be deleted. 
The Honourable Sir GOVI1'DRAO PRADH.-l..~ : He takes only two 

lines in that section. He wants to delete the proviso also. 
· Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID: In moving this amendment I hope 
honourable members on this side of the House, as well as on the other 
side, will consider the fact that speaker after speaker from the official · 
side stated on the last occasion when the Bill was before the House that 
it was intended to supply sufficient water to barren and waste lands 
coming within the Barrage zone, while the clause as it stands in the Bill 
gives power to the Governor in Council to extend the application of the 
Bill to other areas which do not fall within the Barrage zone. Now, Sir, 
my submission is that the areas not within the Barrage zone are going 
to su:.ffer by the operation of the Barrage canals, and it is a problem for 
Government how to save those areas from total ruin, especially the 
lands in the Karachi district which are rice lands. Government them
selves have admitted that the rice lands in Karachi district may not 
receive adequate supply of water and have therefore promised that they 
would give sympathetic consideration to the cases of zamindars wh(} 
might sufier by the operation of the Barrage canals. The Karachi 
District Zamindars and Jagirdars Association have submitted a petition 
to the Honourable the General Member-perhaps also to other 1\Iembers 
of Government-enquiring whether, in view of the Barrage canals coming 
into operation from the year 1932, the zamindars of the district could 
carry on paddy cultiv~tion and if they did they would receive sufficient 
water for that cultivation. For the information of this honourable 
House, I must also state that rice is the main crop in the Karachi district, 
and if sufficient water is not available there for rice cultivation, most of 
the land, being kalar land, will not be fit for any other crop. I hope, 
therefore, that the justice of the case of these people would appeal to 
everybody. This Bill is primarily meant for the equitable distribution 
and efficient control of water given to lands within the Barrage zone. 
There is no explanation given why the Bill should be extended to lands 
falling outside the Barrage zone. The lands outside the Barrage zone 
are threatened with a deficiency ofwater. All the arguments advanced 
in the last session in favour of the introduction of this Bill go to prove 
that if any benefit is going to accrue from the operation of this Bill it is 
going to accrue to lands within the Barrage zone. Not a single argument 
has been given to show that the lands outside the Barrage zone also will 
gain in any way by the construction of the Barrage. Some of the best 
authorities on the question are of opinion that sufficient water will not 
be available for the Karachi district, and Government have undertaken 
:improvements in the Karachi district on a vast scale to face the impend
ing danger. It was expected that all those improvements would be 
completed by the time the Barrage canals begin to operate, but they 
have not been completed ; hence this alarm among the zamindars that 
they might not get enough water in the coming season for the cultivation 
of rice. Sir, in fairness, Government must exclude the non-Barrage 
area from the operation of this Bill. If, to ensure equitable distribution· 
of_ water to the vast area coming under th, Barrage, you want to replace 
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.. the old karias within the Barrage zone, and you propose some charges 
on an acreage basis for rectangulation etcetera, what reason have you for 
charging anything on the zamindars in the Karachi district or in Lower 
Sind for improvements carried out to save them from the deficiency of 
water that is expected to result as a direct consequence of the operation 
of the canals within the Barrage zone 1 The demand of the zamindars, 
on the other hand, is that if enough water is not available for th{l cultiva
tion of their lan~s in Lower Sind, Government should go to their help 
with an assurance to them that compensation will be given to them either 
in the shape of lands in the Barrage zone or in cash. Instead of giving 
an assurance to that effect, you· want to apply this new Bill to that 
area also. · 

I understand, Sir, that so far as the change of the source of water 
supply is concerned, Government may have a show of justification for 
applying this Bill to Lower Sind, but my objection will still remain. 
Why should you charge anything for the improvements you may carry 
out or for the new karias you may have to construct, when as the result 
of the operation of the Barrage scheme the zamindars, even after the 
improvements, are not going to gain anything substantial1 At . the 
most they will get only the minimum supply of water and not . the 
maximum which they get at prE!sent. The supply of water is surely and 
certainly going to be curtailed and curtailed to a very great extent for. 
the area outside the Barrage zone. Under these circumstances, Sir, 
I hope that the honourable members will. consider this amendment on 
its own merits in the light of the few arguments that I have placed 
before them. 

If I were a powerful speaker like Mr. Kamat, I would have been in· 
a position to place my case before this honourable· House in a forcible 
manner and carry the House with me. I find that there is a prejudice . 
against the Sind members. [Honourable Members: No, no.] That is 
at any rate the imr,ression left in my mind. It is thought that they 
have reaped unbounded gains owing to the generosity of the Government. 
Reference was made to the large area given to the zamindars at a nominal 
malkano of Rs. 15 per acre. There was no generosity at all in that case, 
because all that land, the better portion of that land, was. fallow
forfeited land: it belonged to the zamindars originally, but the 
zamindars were deprived of that land without any rhyme or reason. 
Simply because they did not get sufficient water to cultivate that land 
for a period of five years, therefore according to the fallow rules, it 
became fallow forfeited. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : What is the relevancy of. these 
remarks~ . 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : I want to remo~e the impression that 
any generosity has been shown to the Sind zamindars. So far as my 
constituency is concerned, the fact is that we are threatened with defi
ciency of water to such an extent that the zamindars have been compelled 
to ask Government whether they could undertake paddy cultivation in 
the next season or not. I do admit that if this Bill is applied to the 
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[Mr: Shaikh Abdul Majid] 
Barrage zone, with necessary modifications, it may prove a blessing 

· for the people living within the Barrage zone-I say " with necessary 
modifications." But so far as Lower Sind or the area outside the Barrage 
'zone is concerned, their water is going to be curtailed. Where lies the 
reasonableness, where lies the logic of asking that the Bill should be 
extended to an area which is going to sufier by the operation of the 
Barrage scheme ! 

With these few words I move this amendment . 
. Question proposed. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I have to stop the business of 

the House at this stage. Before the House adjourns, I would like to 
inform honourable members that a copy of the report of the Cotton 
.Contracts Act Committee, a copy of the Minutes of Proceedings of that 
Committee, 'and a copy of the By-laws of the East Indian Cotton 
Association Ltd. have been handed over to the Secretary and are placed 
in the Library. Honourable members who want to make use of them 
may do so. 

The House is now adjourned to 2 p.m., to-morrow, Wednesday, the 
22nd July 1.931. 

---~-~ 
-~ ... 
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Wednesday, th.e 22nd July 1931 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Wednesd~y, 
the 22nd July 1931, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President~ 
Sir AL~ 1\IAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI, Kt., Bar-at-Law, presidin9. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF IIA.JI HAJRAT KJIAN, Khan Bahadur · 
ABERCROMBIE, Mr. J. R. 
ALLAHBAKSH, Khan Bahadur 
ANGADI, Rao Bahadur S. N. -
AsAv .UE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BALocH, Mr. HAn MIR 1\IAHO~IED 
BANGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 
BHUTTO, W ADERO W AHIDBAKSH ILLAHIBAKSH 
BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BRANDER, Mr. J. P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H. 
BROWNE, :Mr. D. R. H. 
BmocKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 
CmKODi, Mr. P.R. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. 
CoLuco, Dr. J. A. 
COLLINS, Mr. G. F. s. 
CooKE, Mr. G. H. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DHALUMAL LILARAM, Mr. 
DEsAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
DEsAI, Mr. H. R. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBAN 
EWBANK, Mr. R. B. 
GARRETT, Mr. J. H. 
GauLAM HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GRULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GILDER, Dr. M. D. 
GoKHALE, ~lr. L. R. 
GovER RoRA, Mr. 
HARIDAS MADRAVDAS, Mr. 
HARRISON, Mr. C. S. C. 
HuDSON, the Honourable Mr. W. F. 
JAM JAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
JoNES, Major W. ELLIS 
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WRI, Mr. J. s. 
KALE, Rao Ba.hadur R. R. 
K!lur, Mr. B. S. . . 
.K.umu, the Honourable Dewan :&hadur S. T. 
ltumHABJ, Mr. M. ll. 
KHmrB.o, Khan Ba.hadur M. A. 
KtlLltABNl, Rao Saheb P. D. 
LELY, Mr. W. G. 
lliCKLI!i, Mr. A. S. R. 
llAD:W.VSANG JOBBBA.I, Mr. 
liEHEBBA.XSH, :Mr. 8. ' 
lloDAX, Rev. R. B. 
lloDI, Sardar Davar T. K. 
Moo, Mr. J. G. 
NAIX, Rao Ba.hadur B. R. 
NAliDEOB.AO BUDliAJIRAO, Mr. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NEWlUN, Mr. H. L. 
OwEN, Mr. A. C • 

. · P ARULEXAR, .Rao Bahadur L. V. 
PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E,. 
PAT.EL, Mr. c. N .. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
PATIL, Mr. v. N. 
PETIT, Mr. J. B. . 
PRADHAN, the Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO 
PRADHAN, Rao Bahadur G. V .. 
PRATER, Mr. s. H. . 
RA.mmDIN Amu.D, the Honourable lloULVI 
RABili.TOOLA, Mr. HoosENA.LLY M. 
RESALDAR, Mr. A. K. 
8AB::EBsDi''HJI Juv ANS~"'HJI, Mr. 
SHAIKH ABDUL .Am, Mr. 
SlWKli ABDUL Mum, M.r. 
SlWKli YAXUB VA..ZIB MAHoMED, Khan Bahadur 
SHA...~O JAYA.B.AllBAO ZU:XZARRA.O, Mr. 
SHINDE, Mr. R. B. 
SlLlRT, Mr. w. w. 
SoLANXI, Dr. P. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
SURVE, Mr. v. A. 
SYED llm.ui MAHOliED SHAH 

SYED llUNAWAR, Mr. 
TA.LPUR, Mm BA...'IDEH ALI KHAN 
THAXOB OF KEBW ADA, Sarda.r BHA.SA.HEB RA.ISINHJl 
THOMAS, the Honourable Mr. G.~. 
ToLANI, Mr. S. S. 
Tun'ER, Mr. C. W. A. 
V AISHA.liPAYA..."i, Dr. V. G. 
v AXIL, Mr. PEST AN SHAH N. 
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V AK.IL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir RusTOM JEHA..~GIR 
VA..'IDEKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. 
WADKE, Mr. B. P. 
-WILES, Mr. G. 
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ATTEMPT ON HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR'S LIFE. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order; The House' will 
regret to hear that news has been received by me just now that a cowardly 
attack was made on His Excellency the Governor by <;me of the students 
as he was paying a. visit to the Fergusson College this morning. It 
was a sheer grace of God that he was saved. The House will get ari. 
opportunity, I am sure, to express its feeling on that very sad and 
regrettable incident, perhaps during the course of the day. I am. sure . 
the whole House in the meanwhile will regret and condemn the action. 

Now we take up questions. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS • . 

SANADIS, BIJA.PUR': REMUNERATION. 
. . 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District): Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) whether they were giving extra remuneration to officiating 
sapadis in the Bijapur District ; · 

(b) if so, from what year and for what reasons; · 
(c) whether the remunerati.on so paid to them has been stopped 

from July 1930 ; 
(d) whether the sanadis have now been ordered to refund the 

amount of remuneration paid to them with effect from 1914·151 
The Honourable llr. W. F. HUDSON: (a), (b) and (c) N"o extra 

remuneration in addition to their scale potgi was paid to the shet~nadis 
in the Bijapur District except during the scarcity period in 1927-28 and 
1930-31 when -extra remuneration was paid for six month~S in each year 
under the provisions of the Famine Relief Code ~o sanadis of those 
villages where the crops had failed. 

(d) In 1914:-15 at the time of the 2nd revision settlement, assessment 
on some sanadi lands was increased. In propo,rtion to this assessment ' 
the cash kambharti to be paid to these sanadis was reduced. But. 
through mistake the old kambharti was paid to them for some years. 
When this mistake was detected it was ordered to recover the excess 
amount wrongly paid· to such sanadis in Bijapur and Badami Talukas 
only. Clause (d) of the honourable member's question seems to refer· 
to this. . 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI: W'tll the Honourable Member kindly 
state what the total amount of the refund money will be in individual 
cases? · 

The Honourable Mr. W~ F. HUDSON: I have ~sked for the figures 
and will communicate them when I receive them. 
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Ra.o Bahadur S. N. A...~GADI: 1\Iay I know whether the sa.nadis would 
be given.the opportunity to pay the amount in instalments! 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSOX : I will certainly consider that 
suggestion •. 

:Mc.YroR AccrnENT!'!, K..A.RAcm. 

! : lfr. HAJI MJR MAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi 'City) : Will 
Government be pleased to state-

. (a:) the number of minor and fatal motor accidents at Karachi during 
each of the years from 1925 to July 1930; . 

(b) whether any precautions have been taken with a view to reduce 
such accidents ; 

(c) if so, the nature of such measures! 
The Itonourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : (a.) A statement giving the 

information is placed on the Council table. 
(b) and {c) The authorities in Karachi have consulted the Bombay 

Police and are considering the adoption in Karachi of measures which 
have proved useful in Bombay, such as restrictions on bullock carts and 
on parking in congested roads, marking white lines at comers and cross 
roads, stricter tests for applicants for driving licenses and propaganda 
to urge caution on both drivers and pedestrians. 

Statement ioowing number of accidents caused by motor vehiclu in Karaclti. 

Year 

Fatal 

Number of accidents 

lnvolv· In!olv·i' . 
ing .. m.g 

injury to no IDJDrY' Total 
human to I 
being hu~an f 

bemg 
I 

Remarks 

-----1·--- ____ , ___ - . 

1925 
.1926 
1927 •• 
1928 .. , 1929 .... 
~~~0 ending July 

4 42 • ~ .. !*These figures are not a >ail-
4 62 • . . able as the records have 
5 67 * . . been destroyed. 

4 I 119 78 201 I 3 97 189 289 
· 5 • 85 1 152 24:2 

MULLAH SCHOOLS, 8Th'D: GRAl\'J'S-IN-AID. 

. Mr: HAJI 1tfiR MAHOMED BALOCH {Karachi City) : Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(1) whether the grant sanctioned by Government for the Mullah 
schools in Sind has been found tg, be sufficient for the need$ of those 

,· echools ; . . · 
· · (2) the amount of grant sanctioned for Hyderabad, Sukl.."UU and 
Larkana Divisions respectively for each year from 1927 to 1930 ; 

: (3) the amount actually given as grants to the Mullah schools. 
and the balances, if any; 
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(4:) the conditions under which Mullah schools are given fun grant!!. 
in accordance with the Grant-in-aid Code"; 

(5) whether it is a fact that those Mullah schools which impart 
education in accordance with the full Primary Code have not received 
the grant they a're entitled to under the Grant-in-aid Code ; 

(6) if so, the reasons therefor; 1 . 

(7) whether the Mullah schools 'received any intima:tion before' the 
reduction of their grants and whether they were informed of. the 
reasons for such a. reduction ; 

(8) if not, the reasons therefor 1 
The Honourable l\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN .AIDIAD: (1) Attentio~ 

of the Honourable Member is invited to the reply given during the 
-current session to clause (a) of a similar question put by Mr. Shaikh 
Abdul Majid. . . . 

(2) and (3) The accompanying statement gives the requisite informa-
tion. · 

(4:)-(8) Attention of the Honourable Member is invited to the reply 
given during the current session of the Legislative Council to clauses (c), 
(d) and (e) of a. similar question put by Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid .• 

Statement 

192i-28 1928-29 19211-:1(1 

.Amount l I Amount~ Amount · 
.o\Jilount ~tuallyl A":,~unt [ ~tually .Aibount ~lly 

I grant grante to: ance gran lgrante to· aoce grant graote to Balance of l.ll''en 11t1 Bat t g1ven as Bal I of g1ven as 

sane- l!ullab [ ~ne- I Mullah ,. sane· Mullah 

I 
tioned schools tiOned i schools tioned schools , 

2 3' 51617 8 910 

----~----;::--;::-I-;:- --;::-1--;:-j--;:a, ---;;:.- ··~--;:-
Hrdcrabad .. ! 67,m 61,727i · 5,847 .67,5i4j 63,646! 3,9'.28~ _70,088 68,505 1,583 

Suklrur · ·i 51,401 50,356 1,0451 51,401! 51,303 98 57,837 53,540 4,297 
1 I I 1 

Larkana •. 

1

,_ss_,7-071-3-5,_595i -~1:2,_38_,7~ 37,908!_7_99 _,5,-175 U,71ol_4_65 

Total • · 1,57,682 1,47,678
1 

10,004 1,57,682 1,52,8571 4,82· 1,73,100 1,66,755: 6,345 

Kha.n Baha.dur M. A. KHUHRO: In the tabular statement large 
amounts have been shown as balances. What are the reasons for not 
absorbing the entire grants for the purpose for which they were given ~ 
. The :S:onourable ~IOUL \1 RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I will get the 
mfol'lllat10n and speak to the honourable member· about it. · . 

PuBLIC WoRKS DEPARTMENT: Mustm OFFICERS. 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHD:\IED BALOGH (Karachi Cit;r) ; Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(~) th~ n~mber of of?cers in the Public Works Department in the 
Indian Semce of Engmeers, the Bombay Service of Engineers and 
the Bombay Subordinate Engineering Service; .. 

(2) how many are ~Iuslims in each of the above cadres ! 
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The Honourable Sir GHtl...A)I HUSS...UX : (1) The number of 
officers in the Indian Service of Engineers, Bombay Service of 
Engineers and Bombay ·subordinate Engineering Service is 95, 161 
and «8 respectively. . . 

(2) There are 3, 7 and U Muslims respectively in the cadres of the-
services mentioned in (I) above. · 

Khan Ba.hadur M.A. KHtiliRO: May I know whl;!ther Governm!.'nt 
are taking any action to increase the negligible number of Muslims in 
the service! 

.The Hononrable Sir GIIUL.:\..M RUSS.~ : As I told the House 
yesterday, every available Muhammadan is given a chance. The honour
able member may name any one, and his claims will be considered. 

Khan Bahadur AI.T.ARBAKSH : Are there no graduates available 
at present! 

The Hononrable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN.: The honourable member 
will soon know that a few of them are being taken up. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHB.AKSH : How many graduates are there ? 
The Hononrable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : I cannot say offhand .. 
Khan Baha.dur M. A. KHUHRO : Is it not a fact that some of th!.'m 

are being appointed as apprentices without any salary 1 
. The Hononrable Sir GHL'UM HUSSAIN: Not to my knowledg!.'. 
There is one apprentice, and he gets Rs. 75 per mensem. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : Is there a likelihood of some being 
taken up after the Barrage works ! 

The Hononrable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : We will oonsider their 
cases. 

Romu CANAL CmCLE : MusLIM: OmCERS. 

Mr. HAJJ MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi City) : Will 
Government be pleased-

(!) to lay on the C{)uncil table lt-t'!omplete list (with names) of all 
. officers, Upper Subordinates and Lower Subordinates, who have 

served at any time in the Rohri Canal Circle under Mr. S. C. Mould, 
Superintending Engineer, from the commencement of the Circle up to 
the end of December 1930 ; · 

. (2) to state against each of them ·any punishment inflicted by or 
on the recommendation of Mr. B. C. Mould, such as reduction, dismis
sal, discharge from service, fines, stoppage of increments or removal 
from sub-divisional charges, etc. ; 

(3) to state whether it is a fact-that· no Muslim officer or subordJ': · 
nate has escaped adverse action and got a recommendation from 
Mr. S. C. Mould for service under him ! 
The Hononrable Sir GHULAM HUSS.Arn : (1) and (2) The 

importance of the question is not commensurate with the great 
labour that would be involved in collecting the information asked 

· for therein. In any case disciplinary action is hardly ever taken 
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by a Superintending Engineer except after full consideration of 
recommendations made in the matter by the Executive Engineer 
concerned. 

(3) Xo. 
Khan Ba.hadur .M. A. KHUHRO: In answer to (3) the Honourable 

Member says " No". Ia there sufficient information before the Honour
able l\Iember to enable him to give a definite reply in the negative t 

The Honourable Sir GHULAY HUSSAIN : Yes. 
Khan Bahadur .M. A. KHUHRO: In answer to· (1) and (2) the' 

Honourable Member replies that it is not necessary to call for ~nforma.tion. 
The Honourable Sir GHULAli-HUSSAIN : I would draw the atten; 

tion of the House to the nature of the question. . 
Mr. HAJJ MIR !\IAHOMED BALOCH (in Urdu) : I want to know 

how many Mu.:.slims have been dismissed or convicted under :Mr. Mould. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The reply to the question put 

is there. I suppose the honourable member refers to (3). 

1\Ir. HAJJ :UIR ~UHOMED BALOCH: No; I refer to (1) and (2). 
The Honourable Sir GHULA.M HUSSAIN : If the honourable members 

of this House will read the question carefully, they will easily realise 
how much time and labour will be involved in answering it. There are 
frequent transfers from one circle to another. We should have to make 
enquiries into all these transfers. If the honourable House is ready to 
pay, we can employ special establishment for obtaining the information. 

SYED ~IIRAN .MAHOMED SI!AH : There are the records of Govern
ment. You can find out the infol'III.3.tion very easily from them. 

The Honourable Sir GHUWI HUSSAIN : Look· at the number 
of upper subord.inil.tes who must have been transferred. Look at the 
period for which infflrma.tion is asked. 

SYED .MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: The number of upper sub· 
ordinates who have been punished must have been very few. The 
honourable member asks for the number of people who have been 
punished. 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : The honourable member 
has not read the question. If he reads it carefully, he will understand 
it. 

Khan Bahadur .r.t. A. KHUHRO: Have many transfers taken place 
during the course of the 7 years that Mr. Mould has been the Superin
tending Engineer ! 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: There must have been 
several. 

Khan Ba.hadur ALLAHBAKSH : The number of Muslims in those 
posts is very small, four or five, and it should not take a. long time to 
prepare a. statement. · 

The · Honour.a.ble Sir GHUL.UI HUSSAIN : Read the question. 
"Will Government be pleased to lay on the Council table a. complete 
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list (with names) of all officers, upper subordinates and lower 
subordinates who have served at anv time in the Rohri Canal Circle 
under Mr. S. C. Mould, Superintending-Engineer, from the commencement 
of the Circle up to the end of December 1930 ?'' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Next question. 

RoHRI CANAL CmcLE: OVERPAYME:XTS. 

llr. HAJI MIR MAHmiED BA.LOCH (Karachi City): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(1) whether they are aware that Mr. Wadhwani has built a huge 
. palatial building in Hirabad, Hyderabad (Sind); 
· (2) is it a fact that Mr. Wadhwani was reported for having made 

overpayment to an Executive Engineer ; 
{3) if so, is it a fact that 1\Ir. S. C. Mould, Superintending 

Engineer, left him off with ·a warning ; 
(4) are Government aware that in another similar case 1\h. S. C. 

Mould ordered recovery from the other Assistant Engineer 1 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN (1) 1\Ir. (L. T.) Wadhwani, 

Assistant Engineer, is in joint ownership of a building measuring 1,900 
square feet situated at Hyderabad (Sind). The approximate value of 
the building is es~imated to be Rs. 10,000 and the Assistant Engineer's 
share in the joint property is one-fifth, it being divisible amongst 
five brothers. 
· (2) No. 

(3) Does not arise. 
(4) No .. 

DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENTS OF PoLICE, Sr.-w : 
Mustms. · 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHmiED BALOCH (Karachi City): (a) Will 
Government be pleased to state in a tabular form the names of 
permanent and acting Deputy" Superintendents of Police at present in 
Sind 1· 

(b) Is it a fact that out of 14 appointments of Deputy Superin
tendents (both permanent and acting) only 4 are held by Mussalmans, 
7 by Hindus, 2 by Europeans and 1 by a Parsi 1 

(c) Is it a fact that Messrs. Gokaldas and Bhagwandas are junior to 
Messrs. Didar Husain and Mir 1\Ioulabux Khan 1 

(d) H the reply to (c) is in th~ affirmative, what were the reasons for 
superseding two Mussalmans by two Hindus 1 

The Honourable 1\h. G. A. THOMAS: (a) A statement giving the 
required information is placed on the Council table. 

(b) No. It will be seen from the statement that there are at present 
sixteen Deputy Superintendents of Police in Sind, of whom ~ve 
a;re Muhammadans, sev.en Hindus, three Europeans and one a Pars1. 

(c) Yes, in the cadre of Inspectors of Police in Sind. · 
(d) Promotion to the rank of Deputy Superintendent. of Police goes 

by selection and not by seniority. 
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Statement showing the names of permanent, acting and tempora1·y Deputy Supe1·intendenta 
of Police in Sind. , .. 

Serial No. ': Name of Deputy Superintendent of Police R~marke 

I 2 3 

---j ------1---,.....,.....,..-

1 

Permanent. 

Mir Maq bul Khan 

2 

• . Acting as District 
.Superintendent . of 
Police, Nawa.pshah. 

Mr. Gopaldas Daulatram. 
Khan Saheb Zaman Shah Mahbub Shah Hashimi_.. Acting as :Pistrict 

Superintendent of 
3 

4 Rao Bahadur Naravandas Wadhumal. 
5 Mr. Tahilram Dharamdas Vasvani. 
6 ~ Khan Saheb Jehangir Rustamji Sukhia. 
7 I 'Mr. Chima.ndas Devandas Motwani. 
8 i Khan Sa.heb Saiyid Muhammad Husain Shah 

1 
Shujaat Ali Shah. 

9 · Rao Saheb Tejumal Na.rayandas Mansukhani. 
10 ' Mr. W. H. Brotherston. 

Acting or temporary. 

11 Mr. K. R. Eates. 
12 Mr. Gokaldas Wa.dhumal Phulwa.r. 
13 Mr. Bhagwanda.s Premcha.nd.' 
14: ll!r. Dida.r Husa.in Khan Alla.hdad Khan. 
15 Mir Maula. Bakhsh Khan Kadir Bakhsh Kha.n. 
16 Mr. H. Galbra.ith. 

Police, Panch,Mahals. • 

Khan Bahadur l\1. A. KHUHRO : Is it not a fact that the two Muslim ' 
Inspectors who were superseded for promotion to the posts of Depv.ty 
Superintendents have since been acting as Deputy Superintendents~ 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : I do not know. 
Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: I mean Messrs. Didar Huss~UJ. 

and Mir Moulabux Khan 1 
.The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : I cannot see how that qv.estion 

ariSes. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: Are there any Sindhi. Muslims 

in the permanent grade of Deputy Superintendents 1 · 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THmiAS: I must ask for notice of that· 

question. · 
Khan Baha.dur M. A. KHUHRO : With regard to reply to ·(d) whic4 · 

says "Promotion to the rank of Deputy Superintendent of Police goes 
by selection and not by seniority," I wish to ask whether those Muslims 
who were superseded have now been given a chance to act and what 
is the reason for their being superseded in permanent vacancies by 
people who went above them, but are ordinarily junior to tl:l~m 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I must ask tor notice. It 
does not follow that because a JlUl.U was superseded on one occasion he 
should be superseded on the second occasion. On this, occt\sion they 
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were superseded because they were not considered equally good as the 
two men who. went over their heads. 

Khan Bahadur :r.I. A. KHUIIRO : Is it not a common rule in Govern
ment service that when a man is acting in any grade and he is found 
fit for it, he is given a permanent grade when the time comes, in his 
proper rank Y 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : Not in selection grades. The 
answer to (d) makes it cle::t.r that promotion to the rank of Deputy 
Superintendent of Police goes by selection and not by seniority. 

. :Khan Baha.dur :r.I. A; KHUHRO : Is not the grade of a Deputy Super· 
intendent an ordinary grade and not a selection grade ? 

The Honourable !\Ir. G. A. THmiAS : No, it is a selection grade. 
Khan Bahadur !\I. A. KHlJHRO : Does the confirmation also depend 

on selection or on the extent of service 1 
Th~ Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Confirmation depends upon 

the result of his probation, not on the period of service. If the man 
does well, he gets confirmed. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Does it not depend on the 
p~riod of ac~ing as Deputy Superintendent 1 ' 

The Honourable :Mr. G. A. THOMAS: No. 

FAIR FUND, SBINGNAPUR. 

Khan Bahadur D. B. COOPER (Satara District) : (a) Will 
Government be. pleased to state when the fair fund at Shingnapur in 
Sa tara· District was established! 

(b) How" many times during a year the fair is held and what is the 
duration of the fair at each time 1 

(c) What amount was collected every year as tax: from the pilgrims. 
during the past five years ¥ 

(d) What was the expenditure each year during the said period 1 
(e) What permanent establishmentTs maintained throughout the year 

for the management of the fund 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A: THOMAS: (a). In 1891. 
(b) Seven times during a year, the duration of the fair on each occasion 

'being 15, 5, 10, 5, 5, 4 and 6 days· respectively. · 
(c) The amounts collected during the past five years are given 

below:-

Year. 

1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 

Amount. 

Rs. a. p. 
9,245 14 0 
9,130 6 0 

. . 15,889 13 0 
2,575 15 0 

10,463 9 0 
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(d) The expenditure each year during the same period was as
follows;....:... 

Year. 

1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 

Amount. 

Rs. a. p. 
5,876 5 7 
6,346 1 4 
6,470. 9 9 
4,972 3 4 
5,218 3 4. 

(e) A Secretary on Rs. 75. per mensem and a peon on Rs. 14 per 
mensem. 

FoREIGN LIQUOR SHOP, GowALIA TANK RoAD. 

Dr. M.D. GILDER {Bombay City, North) : 'Vill the Honourable . 
the Minister of Excise be pleased to state- · 

(1) the number of foreign liquor shops" off" or" on" and refresh~ 
ment rooms along Gowalia Tank Road and Cumballa Hill existing at 
present and the distance between each of them ; ' 

{2) whether any application has been received to open another shop 
or refreshment room in the same locality ; 

{3) whether this application is for the transfer of a shop from Fanas· 
wadi {Thakurdwar Division) to Gowalia Tank Road {Grant Road 
Division); 

(~) the reason why the licensee wishes to transfer his shop; 
(5) the number of refreshment rooms and licenses for the sale of 

foreign liquor (" on" and " off ") in the Thakurdwar and Grant Road · 
Divisions respectively; ' 

{6) the approximate· distance between the proposed site for the 
transfer and ' · 

the Jain Vidyalaya, 
the New Era School, 
the Proprietary High School, 
"St. Columba's School, 
Gowalia Tank Maidan ; 

{7) whether any residents in the neighbourhood have sent in any 
objections ; · · 

{8) whether the Commissioner of Excise has refused his permission, 
and if so, on what grounds; 

(9) whether his decision has been upheld by the Honourable Minis~ 
ter and if not, the grounds for the Honourable Minister's action 1. 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (1) There are three 

foreign liquor " off " shops on Gowalia Tank Road. The distance 
between the first two shops is 315 yards and between the second and the 
third 185 yards. There are no foreign liquor " on " shops or refreshment 
rooms on Gowalia Tank Road or Cumballa Hill. · 

{2) and (3) Yes. · · 
(4:) (a) Strong agitation against the continuance of the shop ill the 

locality. · · 
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(b) The recent erection. of a costly Hindu temple at a short 
distance from the licensed premises. 

(c) Pressure brought to bear upon the landlord to ask the licensee to 
nca te the premises. 

(5) There are 5 refreshment rooms, 6 foreign liquor" off" and 2 foreign 
liquor " on " licenses in Grant Road Division and 1 refreshment room, 3 
foreign liquor " off " and 3 foreign liquor " on " licenses in Thal-u:rdwar 
Division. • 

(6) The appro:rimate distances are as given in the footnote* though, 
in the opinion of Government, mere approximate distances without 
a personal visit to the site can give no correct idea either of the real 
sitnation of the building or its suitability for a liquor shop. 

(7) Objections were received and were rejected by the Excise Advisory 
Committee of the Ward after full consideration. 

(8) The Commissioner of Excise rejected the petition mainly on the 
ground that there was no necessity for another shop in the locality. 

(9) The Commissjoner of Excise had overruled the recommendation of 
the Excise Advisory Committee of the Ward, the Collector of Bombay, 
.and the Commissioner of Police: Bombay, supporting the petition, and 
an appeal was made to the Honourable the Minister against the decision 
()f .the Commissioner of Excise. The Honourable the Minister after a 
personal inspection of the site agreed With the recommendation of the 
Excise Advisory Committee of the Ward and sanc~ioned the transfer. 

• The approximate distances of the site selected for the foreign liquor " on " shop 
and the following places are as under :-

, Yards. 
Jain Vidyalaya 
New Era School •• 
Proprietary High School 
St. Columba's School •• 
Gowalia Tank llaidan •• 

.. ~ 

14 
115 
90 

450 
100 

Dr. M. D. GILDER : With regard to the reply to part (6), is it main
tained by the Honourable the Minister that a. personal visit by him is 
necessary to decide the suitability or otherwise of a location for a liquor 
..shop which is known to be within 14 yards o{ a schooll 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFWnDIN AIDIAD : I visited the 
place personally and I found that the Jain Yidyalaya is on th~ first floor 
while this liquor shop is opposite to it, but the door does not face it, and 
therefore I decided that there was no harm. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: Can the childxen from the school go down to the 
road without passing the liquor shop 1 

The Honourable .MOlJL VI RAFIUDD~ AHMAD : They are not 
-children, as a matter of factthey are really speaking young men. 

Dr. ll. D. GILDER: That being so, is it not a. greater temptation 
for the young men to go into the " On " Foreign Liquor shop 1 

The· Honourable llOli'L VI RAFIL"DDIX AIDIAD : The honourable 
member himseU knows that matter very well. 

Mr. SYED :mJXA WAR : When there are already 5 refreshment rooms, 
o foreign liquor " off " and 2 foreign liquor " on " licenses in Grant Road 
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· Di\'ision, why was this new shop transferred to the Grant Rosd Dirision 
from the Thalnrrdwar Division l ' 

The Honourable ·MO'CLVI RAFitl>DIX AIDIAD: The reasons 
are given in the reply. 

lli. L. R. GOKIU.LE: Is there any particular teason why this parti-
cular site was selected for a liquor shop ? ' 

The Honourable MOt!. VI RAFIUDDL' AIDIAD : Xo, but the 
Advisory Committee saw no objs:•ction. . . 

Dr. M. D. GILDER: Did that Ad~"isory Committee contain any 
representath·e of the Bombay Municipal Corporation or any other public 
body! 

The Honourable MOt"LYI RAFlt1)D~ AIDIAD : I want notice .. 
of that question. • 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT : Is it possible now at least to change the place 1 

The Honourable liOt"LVI RAFit1)DIX .AIDIAD : N'o, it: is not 
~~~ ' 

Dr. ll. D. GILDER: With regard to reply to (8) which reads" The 
Commissioner of Excise rejected the petition mainly on the ground that 
there was no necessity for another shop in the locality," how· in those 
circumstances did the Honourable the Excise IDnister oonclude, after· 
his personal visit, that there was a necessity for another shop in that 
locality. 1 . . 

The Honourable 'YOt"LYI RAFfCDDIS AIDLill : The honourable 
member does not appear to have read the reply fully. The Police 
Commissioner, the AdYisory Committee and the Collector allapprond. 
of the place and on my personal \-isit I found that they were right. 

Dr. ~r. D. GILDER: The point is that the Commissioner of Excise 
stated that there was no necessity for another shop in that locality and 
the Honourable the :Minister takes the trouble of paying a personal 
'·isit to the place. On what grounds did he decide that there was a 
necessity for another liquor shop in that locality 1 

The Honourable liOVLVI RAFit1)DIX AIDL\.D: There was an 
appeal against the decision of the Excise C<>m:missioner. The Collector· 
himself thought that the new shop was necessary and on my personal 
visit I gave my decision in the appeal in his favour. 

Dr. ll. D. GILDER: That is my very point. When the Excise 
Commissioner decided that there was no necessity for another liquor 
shop, it does not matter what the Collector says or what any other person 
says. On what exceptional or stronger grounds did the Honourable 
the Minister conclude that there was a necessity for another ~hop ! 
He must have applied his mind to the question and found some reasons. 
for coming to his decision. I want to know what those reasons are 1 

(Xo reply.) 
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Sardar BHASA.HEB RAISI1\'1IJI (THAKOR OF KERWADA): With· 
regard to answer to (9), may I know why the Commissioner of Police 
was consulted in a matter relating to a liquor shop! Is he supposed 
to be an expert on excise matters 1 · 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFICDDrn AHMAD: I am.very soey 
that the hououra.ble mem.ber does not know that the Commissioner of 
Police is verynearlyinterested in the location of liquor shops. 

Dr. M.D. GILDER: The Conimissioner of Police is interested from 
the point of view of taking objection to that particular shop with regard 
to the preservation of peace. Is it not' so 1 

(No reply.) 

BARJAKHOL AND CHAPHERI: ORIGINAL SURVEY. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona. City) : Will Government be pleased 
to state the year of the Original Survey of the villages of Barjakhol and 
Chapheri of Taluka Ratnagiri ! 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: The villages in question were 
surveyed in the year 1865 and settled in 1867-68. 

lNA.ll .VILLAGE, K!NSARI: SURVEY SETTLEMENT. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City) : Are Government aware of 
.the· fact that the lnam Village of Kansari in Taluka Ratnagiri was 
surveyed by Government in 1873 and th1tt the survey settlement made 
at that time was not accepted by the lnamdars 1 

The Honourable l\Ir. W. F. HUDSON: The survey papers 'of the 
village show that a part of the survey work was done in the year 1855 
and part in the year 1865-66. The survey settlement was not however 
introduced for reasons which cannot now be ascertained. 

INAM VILLAGES OF K!NSARI : TRA:SSFER OF PLOTS. 

:Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City) : Will Government be 
pleased to state whether it is a fact that· two plots of land within 

· the boundary of the lnam village of Kansari have been transferred, 
without the consent of the lnamdars of the village, to two other villages, 
viz. Barjakhol and Chapheri of the same Taluka, i.e. Ratnagiri. If so, 
under what provision of law they were so transferred ~ 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON : The plots in question though 
standing within the boundaries of the Kansari village have belonged to 
the villages of Barjakhol and Chapheri since the original survey in the 
year 1865. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : Were the properties transferred as a matter 
of fact after the survey ~ · 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDS0:8: I am afraid I do not know. 
They have always belonged to these two villages. I understand it is 
rather a difficult question which is still under discussion, and an appeal 
has been made to the CQmmissioner. 
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WAGERING TRANSACTIONS : COMPLAINTS AGAINST EAST 
INDIA CoTToN AssociATION. 

193' 

Mr. V. N. JOG {Dharwar District) : (a) Have Government received 
a~y and if so, what complaints against the East India Cotton Association 
and the working of the Bombay Cotton Contracts Act of 1922 by the 
said Association 1 · 
. (b) Have Government taken any, and if so, what action or inquiry to 

elucidate the truth of such complaints 1 · 
{c) Have there been petitions or complaints. to Government that 

several members of the East India Cotton Association were and are still 
dabbling in unauthorised and illegal transactions called (1) Katcha 
Khandi (2) American Futures (3r American Cents (4) Indore Dhara 
(5) Ank Farak 1 · 
. (d) Is it a fact that such illegal gambling transactions are being 

carried on openly in Shaikh Memon Street 1 
(e) If so, do Government propose to take any and if so, what action 

in the matter 1 
The Honourable Sir G. B. PRADHAN: (d) Yes .. Government 

received a few complaints from private persons regarding the adminis
tration of the Cotton Contracts Act, 1922, by the East· India Cotton 
Association. · · ' 

(b) A few individual complaints were investigated, and Government 
decided not to take any action. The Honourable Member is aware that 
a Special Committee of Enquiry into the working of the CottoJ;t Contracts 
Act was appointed, and their report has been published. ' 

(c) Government are aware that allegations of this kind are freely 
made: It is not possible to substantiate them. · 

(d) Government have no information on the point. 
(e) The Honourable :rtiember is referred to the Bill about to be intro

duced into the Legislative Council and already published. 

BRIDGE ON THE BHIMA RIVER. 

)!r. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): (1) Are Government aware 
that the Bhima river on the Main Karwar-Hubli-Bijapur·Sholapur Road 
is unbridged 1 . , 

(2) Are Government aware that great inconvenience is caused to the 
through traffic public 1 , 

(3) Are Government aware that the road ultimately passes through 
the Nizam's Road 1 · · . , 

(4:) Do Government propose to take any steps in the matter~. 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: (1) and (2) Yes. 
(3) Probably'" Nizam's Dominions " is meant for '' Nizam's Road!' 

The reply is in the affirmative. 
(4:) The question of providing a crossing over the river' Bhima ·at 

Chanegaon is under the consideration of Government. 
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EDUCATIONAL INSPECTOR: h"DEBTED~'J:SS. 

Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

{1) whether it is a fact that one of the Educational Inspectors in 
the Educational Department is indebted heavily and there is a re()'ular 
attachment on his salary through the Treasury ; " 

· (2) whether Government or Head of the Department have a 
knowledge of the same; 

. (3) if so, whether Government approve of the policy of keeping 
such 'indebted persons in charge of responsible posts ; 
. (~) if not, what steps Government propose to take in the matter t 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (1) and (2) Yes . 
. (3) and (4:) Government are satisfied that the circumstances in this 
case do not reflect any discredit on the officer. Government do not 
consider that any action is called for. 

• DIRECTOR OF PuBLIC JNSTR.UCTION'S OFFICE: SUPERINTE~"DENT. 

Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District) : Will Govern.nient be pleased 
to state- ' 

(1) whether it is a fact that an undergraduate was recently 
· appointed permanently to the post of Superintendent in the office of 
the Director of Public Instruction in the Bombay Educational Service 
from the clerical cadre ; 

(2) whether it is a.fact that there were several senior and duly 
qualified persons in the Department who could have been selected for 
the same and who have been passed over; · 

(3) if so, the reasons therefor; 
(4:) whether it is a fact that there were several senior and 

duly qualified persons in the Department from the intermediate and 
backward classes who could have ~en selected for the post 1 

The Honourable ~IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (1) Yes .. 
(2), (3) and (4:) The post of a Superintendent in the office of the 

Director of Public Instruction is a special post which is filled by selection 
of the most suitable man and natw"ally due weight is given to the opinion 
of the Director of Public Instruction himself in its selection. About the 
officer under reference the Director of Public Instruction writes 
as follows :-

" I believe Mr. Khan to be head and shoulders above any Assistant 
Deputy Educational Inspector or Deputy Educational Inspector in 
the whole Presidency. 'I_know of no officer who was so well qualified 
for tne post." 
The ques~ion, therefore, whether there were any senior men whose 

claims were overlooked does nOt arise. The person selected was also a 
member o~ a.bacl"Ward community. · 
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BUDGET ALLOWANCES. 

Mr. V. N. JOG {Dharwar District) : (1) Will Government be 
pleased to state what sort of allowances are included in the term 
mentioned as House-rent and other allowances in the Budget 1 ·. 

(2) Does it include the compensatory allowance 1 . . 1 . 

(3) Are all the allowances subject to the vote of the Council~ . 1 
{4) If not, what are the allowances which are not subject to the.yote · 

of the Council ? 
The Honourable Sir G. B. PRADHAN: (1) The attached ·statement 

shows the allowances grouped under the detailed head .',' House-rent 
and other allowances." 

{2) Yes. 
(3) No. 
{4) The following allowances when drawn by persons whose salary is 

not subject to the vote of the Legislative Council are not subject to the 
vote of the Council :-

(a) Compensatory allowance. 
(b) House-rent allowance. . 
(c) Permanent travelling allowance. 
(d) Conveyance allowance. 
(e) Tentage allowance. , 
(/) Sumptuary allowance. 
(g) Fees to Government servants. 
(h) Rewards to Government servants. 
(i) Honoraria. 

liltatement, 
(1) Rouse-rent allowance. 
(2) Compensatory allowance. 
(3) Head Quarters allowance, 
(4) Overtime allowance. 
(5) Plague allowance. 
(6) Clothing allowance. 
(7) Proficiency allowance. 
(8) Sumptuary allowance. , 
(9) Forage and grain compenrmtion allowance. 

( 10) Fees to Government serv•nts. 
(11) Rewards to Government servants. 
(12) Honoraria. 

GovERNMENT SERVANTS, BoMBAY CITY: CASHIER's ALLOWANCE. 

Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): Will Government be pleased 
to state- · 

(1) whether it is a fact that an extra allowance in addition to th'eir 
own salary is given to some of the clerks in each of the Departments 
in the Secretariat for attending to money transactions; 

(2) whether it is a fact that it is not so given to others in the Island 
of Bombay and mofussil when they also deal with money 
transactions ; 

(3) if so, the reasons for the distinction 1 

1'he Honourable Sir G. B. PRADHAN: (1) A special allowance is 
given to cashiers in the Secretariat for additional duties, not only· the 
handling of money. 

KO Hb 46-~ 
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(2) Cashiers i,n many offices in the City and mofussil draw a special 
allowance varying with the extent of transactions and the amount of 
security required. 

(3) Does not arise. 

Mr. V. N. JOG : Why is the special allowance given over and above 
the pay I · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: The reply is there, 
that it is for additional duty-not only for handling money but for addi
'tional duty which the cashier has to do. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: Has not that been taken into consideration in 
determining the pay ~ 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : He gets his grade 
. pay ; so, that cannot be taken into consideration. 

CONVICTIONS~ CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE CAMPAIGN. 

Mr. SHANKARRAO JAYARAl\IRAO ZUNZARRAO for Mr. G. l\I. 
KALBHOR (Poona District) : Will Government be pleased to state-

( a) the number of convictions on account of civil disobedience 
campaign in the Presidency; 

(b) the number of accused who participated in the proceedings ol 
the c01it and those who did not take part in the trial; 

(c) the number of cases in :which the High Court set aside the 
orders of conviction passed by' subordinate courts; 

(d) the total expenditure on account of the trials and maintenance 
of the prisoners 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) 11,164. 
(b) and (d) This information could not be obtained without very great 

difficulty, and no approac.h to accuracy would be possible. 
(c) The High Court set aside the orders of conviction in 80 cases . 

. MANuAL OF FOREST RULES. 

:Mr. SHANKARRAO JAYARAMRAO ZUNZARRAO for Mr. G. M. 
KALBHOR (Poona District) : Will Government be pleased to state 
whether a manual of Forest Rules ill vernacular is kept in every village 
with the Forest Officer of that place for the use of agriculturists; 
if not, whetlier they intend to do so 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: All Round Forest 
Officers of the Presidency proper have been supplied with vernacular 
copies of the Indian Forest Act and the Privilege Code of the district 
concerned. Vernacular copies of the rules under the Indian Forest Act 
have also been supplied to these officers in the Northern and Southern 
Circles and will shortly be supplied to all Round Forest Officers in the 
Central Circle also. Agriculturists can always have access to these rules 
or codes. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Has this facility been provided 
in Sind also 1 
·.The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KMIBLI: I require notice 

of this question. 
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Dr. li. K. DIXIT : Are there forests in Sind 1 ';t 

The Honourable Dewan Baha.dur S. T. KAliBLI: Yes; there ar~. ·~. 
' , q I 

Sl'"ED :\IIR.L~ lLUIO:liED SHAH : \Then do Government propose 
to take similar action with regard to Sind 1 i ·,' · 

'IJ ..,. ; 'I 

The Honourable Dewan Ba.hadur S. T. K.AJIBLI: I ·would .ask ~OJ;' 
notice of the question. . . i , : 

Ra.o Ba.hadur G. K. CHITALE: What is the meaning of" Agricul
-turists can always have access to these rules or codes 1" 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. K..AliBLI: The ~entence 
means what the words thereof signify. 

Rao Ba.hadur G. K. CHITALE: What do they mean~' Are the 
agriculturists expected to go to the Round Guard or other Forest Officer 
and enquire what the rules are ? Can the rules not be published so that 
they will be available to the people themselves 1 That is the question; .. 

The Honourable Dewan Ba.hadur S. T. K.UIBLI : If the a~icul~urists 
cannot afford to purchase copies of the rules they may then go to the 
Round Forest Officer and acquaint themselves with the rules. 

• ' 0 
t' -

.COXVICT v. P. JAXJ: TREAT..\IENT IN JAIL. 

Ra.o Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): (a) Will Government 
be pleased to state whether any inquiry was made in the matter of the 
pttition made to the Honourable the Home M~mber by the widow of one 
V. P. Jani (.Jail No. 1470) who was convicted by the Chief Presidency 
.liagistrate, Bombay, on 31st July 1930 and sentenced to simple impri
sonment for one year complaining that. rigorous labour was exacted 
from rum for about 14 days and that he was confined in a solitary cell 
for about a fortnighti in the Yeravda Jail and that as a result he suffered 
from acute pain in the chest and lost 35 lbs. in weight 1 . 

(b) What was the result of the inquiry? 

(c) What steps were taken by Government in the matter 1 

The Honourable ~Ir. G. A. THOlliS: (a) The prisoner was released 
·on the 25th :l!a.rch 1931 and as far as is known is still alive. The 
petition was made by his wife and was enquired into. 

(b) The allegations were found to be untrue. 

(c) Does not arise. 

~IOTOR TRAFFIC. 

Rao Baha.dur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Will Government · 
be pleased to state whether Government intend to take any steps to 
-encourage railway or other companies of established reputation to take 
-over the management of Motor traffic so as to ensure better organisa-
tion, equipment, efficiency and supervision 1 

Ko Hb 46-:!a · 
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The Honourable Mr. W. ·F. Ht"DSOX : The question is couched in 
such general terms as to make it difficult to understand to what 
the Honourable Member refers. It is assumed that the Honourable 
Member is referring to the organisation of feeder and supplement
ary passenger and goods motor service by railway and other companies. 
If this is so, Government could do no more than make a reference to t.he 
Railway Board and to the Railways concerned and the present would 
not appear to be an opportune time for such a reference. As for private 
companies, the initiative must come from them. 

IRRIGATION ACT : PROCEED~GS OF BARRAGE ADVISORY 
. CoiDIJT'l'EE. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District) : Will Govern· 
ment be pleased to state whether they intend to supply the members 
of the Legislative Council with a copy of the proceedings of the 
non-official Barrage-Advisory Committee, with regard to the proposed 
amendment of the Sind Irrigation Act 1 . . 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : The attention of the 
honourable member is invited to the reply given to a similar question 
by Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid. . 

CANALS OF THE BELAPUR Sn'"DICATE Co:MP~.:Y • 

. Mr. N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar District): Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that owing to the canals of the Belapur 
Syndicate Company the lands of Mouze Malwadgaon have been 

· water-logged ; · 

(b) whether it is a fact that almost all the roads to the village have 
been blocked by water from the above canals; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the-.rillagers of Mouze Malwadgaon and 
their cattle find it difficult and dangerous to pass by those roads ; 

(d) whether it is a fact that a Marwadi named Jasaraj died owing 
tO a snake-bit~ while passing by one of these roads to Mouze :Malwad~ 
gaon; 

(e) whether it is a fact that the villagers of Mouze Malwadgaon have 
sent several applications and petitions to the Irrigation Department 
authorities and to the Collector of Ahmednagar ; 

.(j) what action was taken by the above officers on those petitions; 

(g) whether they intend to make inquiries in the mattE'r ~ 

' The Honourable Sir GHULA.M HUSSAIN: (a) Lands of the 
village Malwadgaon are on a lower level than those of the Belapur 
Company and some of them have been wah:~r-logged due p~rtly 
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io percolation from the cane areas of the Company and partly to 
the extremely fiat nature of the depression, which in its lower portion, 
has been bunded up by the villagers. · 

(b) Most of the roads approaching the village are rendered impassable 
at the points where they cross depression or nallas. 

(c) Yes. ' · 

'(d) Yes. 
(e), (j) and (g) Various 'applications have been received by the 

Collector of Ahmednagar and the question of allowing remission on 
water-logged fields is under consideration. As regards drainage of 
these lands the matter as in all other similar cases is under consideration 
and the necessary measures will be taken up in order of urgency and as 
soon as funds become available. 

)!r. N. E. N.H'LE : Is it not necessary for Government to construct 
at least temporary roads to allow the people and the cattle to go to 
.Youze Ualwadgaon ! : 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIX : The hon~urable member 
might refer to the taluka local board in the matter. It is their primary 
duty. · 

SEARCHES UYDER SECTION 165 or CRrniNAL PROCEDURE CoDE BY· 

POLICE STATION OFFICERS OF .K.A.llu. AND AHMEDABAD DISTRICTS. 

~1Ir. C. N. PATEL (Kaira District): Will GoverD.rnent be pleased 
to state- · ·- ·-··-·- ... · · · --· ·-··· --~ 

(a) the number of searches per each police station made under 
section 165 of the Code of Criminal Procedure by the police station 
officers of the Kaira and Ahmedabad districts during the year 1930 ; , 

(b) whether the record required by the said section was made and 
forwarded to the proper magistrate in each case; 

(c) if not, the number of cases per each police station in which it was 
not sent, and the reason therefor ; ' 

(d) whether it has ever been brought to ~their notice 'that · 
the provisions of section 165 have not been universally carried out by 
the police officers concerned ; 

(e) if so, whether they have taken or intend to take any disciplinary 
action against the officers not complying with the same 1 : 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) A list is placed on the 
.Council table. 

(b) No. 

(c) The record was not sent to a magistrate except as regards 
the searches conducted by the officers of Matar Police station. In other 
cases the provisions of section 165 were overlooked through inadvertence. 

(d) The matter has not previously been brought to notice. 
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, (e) A circular has been issued to the officers concerned to ensure 
.compliance with the provisions of the st>ction in futurt>. 

List. 

Name of Police Station No. of 
Name of Police Station I No. of 

searches isearchea 

Kaira District I 
Al.medabod District I 

Kaira Town 
i 

··' 42 'A'Di-vision 39 
·Nadiad Town 

' .. / 51 • R ' Di-vision ::! 48 
Nadiad Rural 12 ' E ' Di-vision . 70 
llabndha 78 Sherkotda 

.. , 
•• t 313 

Chaklasbi ss Mad hnpura 
.. 1 

6~ 
Kapadvanj 41 Xortlr Daskroi .. 142 
Thasra 78 Prantij 10 
Dakor 21 Harsol 10 .. I Umreth 5 }[odasa .. 15 
Anand 85 Viramgam 20 
Khambholaj 40 Patdi ::I 4 
Borsad 25 Ashlali liil. 
Virsad 30 Kujad .. }.'if • 
Mehmedabad 45 Sanand .. .Nil • 
Anklav 53 Detroj .. Nil . 
Matar 11 Ran pur 30 
Katbana 37 Dbandhuka 116 

Gogho .. .Nil . 
Dholera .. , 8 
Dbolka. 25 
Ba~la 28 

Total •. 742. Total 948 
i 

}.fAMLATDAR oF BoRSAD : l\1& •. l\1. ~L SHAH. 

r· :Mr. C. N. PATEL (Kai.ra District): Will GoYernment be pleased 
to state:- · 
r: (a) whethe:t Mr. Mohanlall\I. Shah was appointed as liamlatdar 

of Borsad in supersession d · the claims of other senior members 
.... in service; if so, the reasons ther,rlor; 

(b) why was 1\Ir. Shah transferred from Borsad; 
(c) whether if is a fact that the various excesses were committed 

by that officer as are alleged by Mr. Brailsford in his statement to 
the press; · 

(d) did 1\Ir. Brailsford communicate his impressions of the doings 
of this officer to the Commissioner, Northern Division 1 If so, was an 
enquiry made by the Commissioner into the truthfulness or otherwise 

. of those allegations 1 "What was the result of those enquiries 1 
, Th~ Honourable Mr. W. F. HCDSON: (a) ?.Ir. Shah was appointed to. 

act as 1\'Ia.mlatdar of Borsad in a leave vacancv of 3 months ancf . . 
18 days. · 
c · In the Divisional list of candidates for :\Iamlat there were two officers 
above ?IIr. Shah, but the latter was considered more suitable for this 
particular post; · · · · · · 

(b) 1\Ir. Shah was transferred to Bulsar on administrative grounds. 
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(c) and (d) Mr. Brailsford communicated his impressions to the 
Commissioner who made an inquiry into the allegations. The charges 

·were found to have been either grossly exaggerated or totally false. 
Nothing calling for disciplinary action was proved. 

PoLICE AcTION : J\.lEniCAL Am, 

Mr. C. N. PATEL (Kaira District): (a) Will Government lbe 
pleased to state whether a circular or order ":as issued to me.dical9fficers 
in the Kaira District not to entertain any cases of hurt or death· caused 
as a result of police action without a report in · writing fro.m ·.a 
Police Officer 1 

(b) 'rill Government be pleased to state whether the medical officer~ 
in-charge of the Umreth dispensary (Kaira District) refused to ·.do. ~he 
post-mortem examination on the corpse of the man shot at Ode without 
a report from the police 1 : 

(c) Is it a fact that after taking charge of the dead body the medical 
officer wrote several times to the Police Sub-Inspector,· Umreth, 
to authorise him to hold the post-m{)rtem.but the police station officers 
at Umreth did neither reply to the medical officer nor go to the 
dispensary 1 . · 

(d) When was the corpse x:eceived by the medical officer at Umreth, 
and when was it returned to the relations of the deceased 1 

(e) Is it a fact (i) tha.t the :Medical Officer at Umreth demanded Rs. 15 
as fees for holding post-mortem examination on the dead body, (ii) that 
the amount was paid by the relations of the deceased, (iii) that as the 
Police Sub-Inspector, Umreth, did not turn up or authorise post-tnortem 
the medical officer returned the money and corpse after nearly 8 hours 
from the arrival of the corpse, (iv) that the corpse had to be taken in a 
cart at dead of night to Nadiad a distance of about 20 miles through 
roads full of water and mud owing to monsoon, (v) that the· medical 
officer at Nadiad refused to take charge of the dead body, (vi) that l!.lli 
application had to be made to the Resident Magistrate who directed 
a post-mortem to be made. 

(f) Do Government propose to take any action to prevent recurrence 
of such events in future 1 · · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) No. 
(b) The Medical Officer acted in accordance with the Civu' Medical 

Code, Chapter XXVII, Rule. 2, which lays down that the Medical Officer 
must obtain written authority from a police officer before he carries out 
a post-rnortem in medico-legal cases. . 

(c) Please see the answer to clause (e) (v). The Medical Officer wrote 
once to the Police Sub-Inspector, who was however away from head-
quarters, and was thus unable to reply in time. . · 

(d) It was received at 7 p.m. on the 30th August 1930, and 
was returned at 12-45 a.m. on the morning of the 31st August 1930. 

(e) (i) to (iii) Messrs. C. N. Patel and Thakker put in a written 
application to the Medical Officer, Umreth, asking him to perform the 
post-rnortem privately and offered him Rs. 15 as his fee. As .the Civil 
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Medical Code did not allow a private post-uwrtem to be done, the Medical 
Officer returned the money immediately and obtained a receipt. 

(iv) The body was taken to Nadiad via Pansora. The journey is not 
particularly difficult even in the monsoon. There is a cart-track from 
'C'mreth to Pansora and from Pansora to Nadiad there is a metalled road. 
Pansora is not on the direct route to Nadiad. It seems that the corpse 
was taken by that route to excite the people of Pansora who had taken 
part in the attack on the police at Ode. 

(v) The Medical Officer, Nadiad, had no authority to take charge of 
the body. 

·(vi) He carried out a post-rrwrtem as directed by the Resident 
Magistrate, Nadiad, in accordance with his powers under the Criminal 
Procedure Code. 

(/) Does not arise. 

ADDITIONAL POLICE : KAlRA DISTRICT. 

:Mr. 0. N. PATEL (Kaira District): (a) Did any and, if so, which 
Officer-in-charge of Police stations, Kaira district, complain in 1930 or 
prior to that that the police force at their disposal was inadequate and 
that additional police should be given to them 1 

(b) When was the entertainment of additional police in Kaira district 
in 1930 decided upon 1 

(c). Why was the additional Police not recruited from Kaira district 1 
(d) What is the strength of the additional police employed in the Kaira 

district after March 1930 1 Where was the police force recruited from 1 
(e) Have any and, if so, how many members of this additional police 

force been suspended or dismissed or made to resign till now and for 
what reason 1 

(f) Is it a fact that several members of this additional police force have 
been guilty of rowdyism, affrays, assaults, thefts, walking away after 
purchasing goods without paying for them, etc. 1 If so, how many cases 
of offences by members of the additional police force have been reported 
to the Officers, and how many men have bee.n dealt with and 
punished 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Not only officers in charge 
of Police stations but all the higher local officers have for a number of 
yeal's past pressed for an increase of· the police force in Kaira district. 
Government do not consider the value of collecting detailed information 
on this point worth the time and trouble it would take to collect it. 

(b) It was decided in the spring of 1930 to make a temporary addition 
to the police force not only in this District but in other parts of the 
Presidency. · 

(c) Owing to the heavy pressure of work in certain districts, ·of which 
Kaira was one, it was decided to recruit and train the additional police 
only in those districts in which District Superintendents of Police could 
devote the necessary time for the purpose. The first contingent were 
recruited in May, 650 in number, and the second contingent of 1,450 men 
were recruited in July and trained for the most part in Poona as a special 
battalion. ·· 
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. (d) One Headquarters Sub-Inspector, 40 Head Constables and 
210 Constables, drawn from the special battalion. Three Sub-Inspectors 
were subsequently added. · • , , 

(e) There were no suspensions, dismissals or compulsory resignations. 
'Two men were however discharged. · · . 

(f) The answer to the first part of this question is in the negative. The 
second question does not arise. 

FIRING AT CHIRNER. 

:Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District): (a) Will .Gov~n:iment. be 
pleased to state whether they received the telegrams from the citizens 
{)f Panvel, the Bar Association,- the Municipality of Panvel, and 
ihe 1\Ierchants' Association and Taluka Local Boards of Panvel, that a, 
committee of officials and non-officials presided over by a judicial officer 
should be appointed to enquire into the firing at · Chirnet in Pan vel 
Taluka on the 25th September 1930 1 · · ·: 

(b) If so, has such an enquiry been held 1 
(c) If not, what are the reasons therefor 1, 
(d) Is it a fact that the Sub-Divisional l\Iagistrate, Kolaba ~ .. D., 

Teceived an application from some citizens of , Panvel that there 
were several witnesses ready to make statements before him, and that 
he closed the investigation abruptly without assigning any reason for 
not recording the depositions of witnesses 1 · · 

(e) If so, what were his reasons for so doing 1 . ~. · 
{f) Are Government aware that the Sarvajanik Sabhaof Poona' 

appointed a committee to enquire into the incident at Chirner and that 
the members of the said committee were prohibited from visiting Panye~ 
taluka and Uran Petha by the Sub-Divisional Magistrate by issue of an 
<>rder under section 144, Criminal Procedure Code! 1 ·' 

(g) What were the reasons for the issue of the order 1 . ,· 
(h) Is it a fact that some of the persons who made statements before. 

the committee were immediately arrested on their return to the village' 
and, if so, what was the number of such persons and what were the reasons 
for their arrest 1 ' · · · · ' 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Yes. The Panvel Munici
pality and the Panvel Bar Association suggested the appointment of a 
committee of non-officials presided over by a Judicial Officer, while the 
Panvel Merchants' Association, the Citizens of Panvel and the Panvel 
Taluka Local Board recommended the appointment of a Committee of 
non-officials only. 

(b) No. 
(c) Government considered that such an enquiry would interfere with 

.and prejudice the police investigation into the offences arising out of the 
Chimer riots. · · 

(d) and (e) An application signed by five citizens of Panvel was 
presented to the Sub-Divisional Magistrate. At that· time he had 
already completed his enquiry after extending it by two days beyond the 
presc~ibed date f?r presentation of witne~ses, and all the points had been 
sufficiently eluc1dated. He therefore mformed the gentleman who 
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presented the petition that there was no need to examine any 
more witnesses. 

(/)Yes. 
. (g) The order was issued as the proposed enquiry was "likely to cause 
obstruction or annoyance or risk of obstruction 'or annoyance to tlie 
Deputy Superintendent of Police and his staff lawfully employed 
in holding investigation under the Criminal Procedure Code into 
the cognisable crimes of rioting and murder, etc., alleged to have been 
committed in the course of the same series of events of which the 
~official committee intends to hold the enquiry." 

(h) Government do Mt know the names of the persons wbo made state
ments before the non-official committee. It is not, therefore, possible 
to say whether any such persons were arrested. Arrests were made in 
the regular C?urse of investigation. 

Mr. N. N. PATI1: Do the Government mean to say that they were 
giving no attention to the proceedings of this non-official enquiry 
committee ~ 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Yes. 
··Mr. N. N. PATI1: Is it not a fact that 1\Iessrs. Dhanaji Joma Patil 
and Gaja.nan Ba.lu Chirlekar who made statements before this non-official 
committee were arrested immediately on their return to the village~ 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I do not know on what dates . 
. they were arrested. If the honourable member gives notice, I will find 
it out. 

Mr. 1. R. GOKHA1E: Has not Government noticed the names of 
the witnesses appearing before the committee in the newspapers? 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : What newspapers ? 
Mr. 1. R. GOKHALE: The local newspapers. 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Will the honourable member 

give the names and the dates of the issues ? 
Mr. 1. R. GOKHALE : The Dnyanprakash and the J(esari 

among others. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: And the dates. 
l\Ir. 1. R. GOKHALE : About the time when the enquiry was going on. 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I am afraid that is not sufficient. 

INDUSTRIAL HIGH ScHooLs, ALIBAG. 

Mr. N. N. PATI1 (Kolaba District): (a) Has the Honourable 
the Minister of Education received an application for a special grant-in
aid from the Managers of the Konkan Education Society's Industrial 
High School, Alibag 1 · 

(b) Is it a fact that the institution is a pioneer institution which has· 
i~cluded at least one vocational subject in the school curriculum 1 . 
. (c) Is it the only institution of its kind in the Presidency ? 

(d) Is it a fact that His Excellency the Governor of Bombay praised 
the Managers for giving this new desired turn to education. in. the 
Presidency ? 
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(e) Is it a fact that Government have laid down conditions for its 
recognition by limiting the number to two hundred and not allowing_ 
any students to join in the 6th and 7th standards 1 

(j) Have the Managers complained that these conditions are proving: 
an obstacle to the progress of the institution 1 · · 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) A copy. of 
the application made to the Director of Public Instruction for a speciaL 
grant-,in-aid for the High School Section and for removing certain. 
restrictions was forwarded to the Honourable Minister of Education, 
Owing to financial stringency, no such grant could be -sanctioned. 
The industrial section of the fchool has, however, been receiving a grant 
since the year 1926-27. The amount of the grant for the year 1930-31 
was Rs. 2,049. , 

(b) Government are unaware whether this is a pioneer institutio:q. in. 
vocational training. · 

(c) Ko. 
(d) His Excellency the Governor congratulated the Managers on their 

desire to introduce an industrial bias in the schools under their charge. 
(e) and (f) A limit of 200 pupilS was at first imposed. On receipt 

of a further representation from the Management, the limit of pupils 
has been raised from 200 to .250. The Management have also been. 
permitted to admit boys coming fro~ the Society's schools in the district 
to standards VI and VII, subject to the condition that the limit of 
250 pupils is not exceeded. · · 

Mr. N. N. PATIL: May I know how many institutions .of this kind; 
there were in the Presidency before 1923? 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I do not know· 
about 1923, but there are more now. 

KoNKAN CoAST RAILWAY ScHEME. 

Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District): (a) What has prevented 
the Konkan Coast Railway Scheme from being completed 1 , 

{b) When will the scheme be taken in hand 1 . 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) and (b) The Diva-Dasgaon. 

Railway project may be regarded as the initial step of a possible. line of 
railway extending along the Western Coast of India and eventually 
connecting with the South Indian Railway .in its extension northwards 
from Mangalore. As regards the construction of the Diva.-Dasgaon 
Railway, the Railway Board asked for a guarantee, whereupon this. 
Government represented that the prospects of the line were likely to be 
favoura.Lle, as indicated by the estimates made by the late Special Officer, 
Railway Projects, who investigated the project, and requested the 
Railway Board to reconsider the question of a guarantee. The Railway 
Board however do not consider the project as likely to be remunerative 
and in view of the existing financial stringency and· the fact that 
precedence must be given to schemes of greater importance, there is 
hardly any prospect of this project materialising in the near future. 
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PATH.L"i MosEY-Ln'""DERS, KoLABA DISTRICT. 

llr. N. N. P.ATIL (Kolaba District): (a) Has the attention of 
&>vemment been drawn to the mercilfss manner in which the Pathan 
Sawkats carry on the money-lending business in the Kolaba District 1 

(b) Are they aware that criminal complaints were filed in the course 
~f the last year against some of them 1 

(c) '\That steps are Government taking in the matter 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: '(a) Government are aware 

that Pathans carry on money-lending business at exorbitant rates of 
interest in Kolaba District. 
··(b) No complaints were filed in 1930. In 1929 three Pathan money

lenders were dealt with under section llO. Criminal Procedure Code. 
(c) A copy o~ a Circular recently issued by Government for the guidance 

of Local Officers is placed on the Council Table. 

!'athan Money.lenilera. 
Instructions about taking steps to 

.prevent oppre88ion by-. 

GOVER~"11:EXT OF BOMBAY. 

Circn1ar Xo. 6076/2. 

Bombay Castle, 30th April 1931. 

· The attention of all District Magistrates and the Commissioner of Police, Bombay, 
is invited to paragraph 284* of the Report of the Bombay Provincial Banking EnqWry 
Committee, 19::::9.30, where it is su;gested that action Rhould be taken against Pathan 
money.Jenders under section 3 of the Foreigners Act (Ill of 1864) in places where com. 
plaints about oppre88ion by them are common and no proceedings can be taken against 
them under the ordinary law. 

2. The Governor in C.onncil is pleased 'to direct that all District :Magilltrates and 
the Commissioner of Police shon1d pay carefn1 and particn1ar attention to the operations 
of Patban money-lenders. 

When cases of brutality or intimidation can be prol"ed against them the prosecution 
should be instructed to preas for the infliction of severe and deterrent sentences and 
the police shon1d not hesitate to take action under Chapter VIII of the Criminal Procedure 
Code in suitable cases. 

It should however be borne in mind that complaints against Pathans are sometimes 
the result of communal hostility or business rivalry. 

The Governor in Council is not inclined to make use of the Foreigners Act against 
Pathans who are liable to extemment except in aggranted cases and then only after 
the Pathans have actually been convicted of an offence or ordered to give security under 
Chapter nn of the Criminal Procedure Code. 

By order of the Governor in Council, 

G. F. s. co~s. 
~retary t.o the Government of Bombay, / 

Home Department. 

----'-----------"------- -----------
• Copy enclosed. 
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The Commissioner in Sind, 
All Divisional Commissioners, 
The Chief Presidency Magistrate, Bombay, 
The Inspector General of Police, Bombay Presidency, 
All Deputy Inspectors General of Police, 
The Commissioner of Police, Bombay, 
All District Mawstrates, 
All District Superintendents of Police, 
The Political Department, 
The Finance Department. 

Copy of paragraph 284 of the Report of the Bombay ProviD.cial,Banking 
Enquiry Committee, 1929-30. . 
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284. Pa{han Money-lende1·a.-The question of the Pathan money-lenders formed part 
of the subject-matter of the enquiry entrU!!ted to us. The Bombay Riot~ Committee 
of 1929 also called attention to it as a. subject deserving special consideration and 
suggested that we should investigate the question. In most of the districts which we 
visited, we rereived evidence about the alarming manner in which the Pathans carried.. 
on money-lending business, We also collected information from various district magis
trates and the Commissioner of Police in Bombay to ascertain the extent of bU!!ines& 
carried on by these people, the terms on which they advanced loans and the methods 
adopted for recovery. It appears from the information received by us that except ill • 
Kanara and in parts of Sind, the Patha.n is to be found in small or large numbers in 
all the parts of the Provinre. In Sind he sells articles on credit and does actual money
lending bU!!iness. The Pathan 'a business is confined more to particular classes of people 
than to particular tracts. Nevertheless, it can be said that industrial towns, where 
there are large classes of indigent people, backward tracts and famine zones constitute 
their sphere of operations. Poor wage earners such as factory workera, menial servants, 
peons, low-paid cterks, aboriginal tribes, depressed and backward classes form their 
U!!ual clientele. Sometimes men in a better position such as railway servants receiving 
good salaries, also invoke their assistance. Except in a few tracts such as Shahplll' 
in Thana district and parts of Gujarat where cultivators belong to Kaliparaj classes. 
the agriculturists as a class do not resort to these Pathan money-lenders. 

The Pathans advance any amount from Re. l to Rs. 500 but their usual limits are 
from Rs. 5 to Rs. 50. The rates of interest are very high, two annas per rupee 
per month being very common, while in some cases the rate rises even to 360 per cent. 
Default in payment leads to levy of penal interest. The period of repayment varies 
from one week to three years, but most of the loans are for short periods ranging from 
one week to three months. Promissory notes and signatures or thumb impressions 
in khata books are the most common forms of acknowledgment obtained from the debtors. 

Recoveries are made regularly and punctually. In cases of default the Pathan uses 
force to make recovery. He seldom resorts to law courts as abU!!e, threa.t, intimidation, 
obstruction, violence and even other questionable means of recovery answer the purpose 
equally well, probably better, so fa.r a.s he is concerned. Even when criminal force is 
used against the debtol'fl, the poorer classes of population are so much terrorised that 
complaints against the Pathans for the use of force are seldom filed. We are informed 
that t.hree Pathans were bound over under Chapter VIII of the Criminal Procedure 
Code in the Kolaba district a.nd that two complaints were received in another district 
in which the accused were con vic ted and sentenced. The capital invested by the Pathans 
in this province ranges according to t.he estimates furnished to us from Rs. 4,000 
in Ratnagiri and Bijapur to Rs. 1,00,000 or Rs. 1,50,000 in Ahmednagar and East 
Khandesh. 

In considering the question of money-lending by the Pathans, one has to remember 
that they deal with classes of people who have practically no credit and to whom even 
the village money-lender ref11l!e8 to make any advances. The sums advanced by the 
Pathan are usually very small in amount and given for temporary accommodation. 
The lender runs a great risk of losing his money and has naturally to charge a highe~; 
rate of interest than that prevailing in the tract. It is, however, not so much to the 
high rates of interest, and these are undoubtedly exorbitant, that the objection against 
the system of money-lending by the Path an lies. It is the means and methods that he 
uses for the recovery of his dt.es that are objectionable. Assaults, insults t.o debtors, 
both men and women, intimidation and wrongful restraint are some of the measures 
adopted. Actual cases of violence may not be many, but the methods employed are 
such as to keep the borrower in perpetual fear of being victimised. Should wrongful 
methods of recovery be resorted to by the Patha~s, the best course would be to prosecute 
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them. This, if poll8ihle. would be certainly one way of checking the evil, but the people 
who deal with him are RO ignorant and are so terror-stncken that they scal't't'lv dare 
file a complaint against them. The result of the actic.n recently taken in Kolaba is 
reported to be very salutary. Some of the Pathans are reported to have doted down 
their business in the district after proceedings •·ere taken against the three Pathans. 
We think that it is very necessary for district authorities to watch the condut>t of the 
Paths.ns engaged in money-lending, especially in tracts where the population is back· 
"Ward, and take, whenever necessary, the initiative in prosecuting the Pathans where 
they are found harrassing the people. It would be too much to expect the opprtssed 
to come forward to file complaints of their own accord. Even when Government take 
the initiative, evidence may not be forthcoming against the Pathans owing to the fl'&r 
engendered in the minds of t)le injured parties. We suggest, therefore, that where 
eomplaints about oppression by Pathans are common and no proceedings can be taken 
against them under the ordinary law, Government should take action under section 3 
of the Foreigners' Act• or under some special legislation and deport sneh money-lending 
Pathaua as are found to be menace to society. A few such cases of deportation will 
1lave a very wholesome effect in curbing the evil. 

·•India Act lli of 1864. 

BHUSA w AL RIOT PRISONERS. 

·'• :Mr.· SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ (District West Khandesh): Will 
' Government be pleased to state- . 

(i) whether they are aware that a riot took place in the year 1923 
at Bhusawal, District East Khandesh, in which an unknown man was 
.done. to death by a mob taking him to be a kidnapper of children ; 

(ii) how many persons were convicted in that riot case and how 
:many of them are at present in jail; 

(iii) what al'e their names and for what period was each of 
·them sentenced to undergo imprisonment 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (i) Yes. 
(ii.) Seven persons were convicted in tbe case, five of whom are still 

;in jail. 
(iii) The names of the convicts are:

(1) Chandrya Manaji. 
(2) Vedu Barku. 
(3) Hirya Bansi. 
· (4) Usman Amir. 
(5) Vajir Mardan. 
(6) Mahadu Kisan. 

. (7) Onkar Pandu. 
'They were sentenced on the 24th August 1923 to transportation for life 
under sections 302/149 of the Indian Penal Code and two years' rigorous 
"imprisonment under section 14:7 · of the Code, sentences to run 
concurrently. ' The sentences of Mahadu Kisan and Onkar Pandu were 

·.commuted by Government to 5 years' and 2 years' rigorous imprison: 
ment, respectively. 

G.I.P. RAILWAY: WAin~G RooM, lliNMAD. 

lli. SHAIKii. ABDUL AZIZ (Central Division) : Will Government 
:be pleased to state- _ 

(a) whether there are two waiting rooms for Second Class 
. passengers at Manm.ad on the G.I.P. Railway, one for Europeans and 

the othe! for Indians ; 
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(b) whether the arrangements in these two waiting rooms regarding 
Benches, Privies, Lights, etc., are equal ! 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HL'DSOX: (a) and (b) Government have 
no information and a question of this nature should properly 
be addressed to the Government of India in the Legislative Assembly. 
If however the Honourable :llember desires to bring any local grievance 
in connection with the Great Indian Peninsula Railway to the notice ol 
the Administration, it is suggested that he should communicate with the 
representative of the Legislative Council· on. the Local Advisory 
Committee of the Railway. 

Mr. SH.UKH XBDlJL .AZIZ: Cannot Government give the iniort.na-
iion whether it is a fact or not ! - ' : ~ . 1 

The Honourable lli. W. F. HL1JSO~: We have no means of getting 
the information from the_ railway. They are not subord:inB.te to us, 
and there is no reason why they should answer our questions. We have 
no staff which goes about inspecting the local railway stations. I am 
afraid I cannot promise to collect information of that kind.' · ; The 
honourable member can get it perfectly well from our representative 
on the local advisory committee. · 

liotoR AccmiD-"TS AT K..AR..A.cm. 

)lr. SHAIKH ABDL"L )UJID (Karachi District): Will Government 
be pleased to state- · · 

(a) the number of motor accidents at Karachi during each of the 
years 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929 and 1930 (July ending)'; 

(b) whether any action has been taken to reduce the number of such 
accidents ; " 

{c) if so, what action has been taken! . 
The Honourable ~Ir. G. A. THOMAS: (a), (b) and (c) The attention' 

of the Honourable ~Iember is invited to the reply given to the question 
of Jir. Haji llir ~Iahomed Baloch during the current Sessions.* · 

AccoM:YODATION IN MAGISTERIAL CoURts ~ SINn. 

lir. SHAIKH ABDL"L :llAJID (Karachi District): Will Government 
be pleased to state- · - . · 

(a) whether they are aware that there are no waiting rooms 
in various magisterial courts in Sind for litigants and witnesses ; . 

(b) whether they propose to make enquiries in the matter 1 
. The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOmS: (a) and (b) From enquiries 

made it has been ascertained that a large number of courts in Sind have 
~een provided with waiting rooms for litigants and witnesses. In those 
courts where there are no waiting rooms, the witnesses and litigants 
accommodate themselves on verandahs. 

:llr,.. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : Will the Honourable the Home 
~Iember name three places outside dis+rict towns where waiting rooms 
have been provided ? _, . 

• Printed in to·day'a Debates. 
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The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I must have notice. 

SYED MIRAN MAHO~IED SHAH : Is it not a fact that for want of 
waiting rooms the litigants sit on the verandah, obstruct the passage 
and create noise~ 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO~IAS: I have no personal experience 
of that ; I cannot say. 

MOLLA ScnooLs IN SIND : GRANTS. 

· Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District) : Will Government 
be plP.ased to state-

(a) Whether they are aware that the annual g!ants sanctioned by 
them fot the Mulla schools in Sind art> not sufficient to mP.et the needs 
of those schools ; 

(b) the amounts or grants <~anctioned for Hyderabad, Suk1:ur and 
Larkana divisions, rt>spectivt>ly, for each of the years 1927-28, 1928-29· 
and 1929-30; · · 

(c) whether they are aware that some Mulla schools whi<'h are 
imparting education in accordance with the Primary Education Code 
are not receiving the grants they ate entitled to under the Grant-in-aid 
Code ; if so, the reasons therefor ; 
. (d) whether previous intimation witl). reasons is given to the Mulla 

schools. whenever any reduction is made in tht>ir annual grants ; 
(e) if not, the reasons therefor 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) Yes; however 
owing to acute financial stringency Government are unable to incur 
incr~a.c;;ed expenditure in this behalf. 
' (b) The acco~panying statement gives the requisite information. 

(c) Neither the rules in the Grant-in-aid Code nor the Primary 
Education Rules are applied to Mulla schools. The grants paid to these 
schools are in accordance with the provisions of the Mulla Code, a copy 
of which is placed on the Council Table. If any Mulla. schools tea.cll 
according to the Primary curriculum, such schools are paid additional 
grant admissible to them in accordance with Rule 8 of the Rules attached 
to the Mulla. Code. Usually full,grants due are paid to these schools. 
In some districts, however, where a. deficit is anticipated in the sanctioned 
allotment for the district proportionately less grants are paid to new 
schools and to those schools which have earned more grant than that 
earned during the 'previous year. • ' 

(d) No. 
(e) Mulla schools: do not get a fixed grant. Grants in their case

are assessed (on a capitation basis) on the results of the annual examina
tion held by the Inspecting Officers. Thus, the question of giving the 
Mullas previous intimation in respect of any reduction in their grants 
does not'arise. 
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Grants sanctioned for 1\Iulla schools 
during the years· 

Division 
1927-28 1928-29 1929-30 

I 

·-······-···~····- : 

Rs. Rs. is. 
Hyderabad .. .. .. 67,574 67,574 70,088 
Sukkur .. .. .. .. 51,401 51,401 57,837 
Larkana .. .. .. .. 38,707 38,707 45,1?5 

Total .. I 1,57,682 
I 

1,57,682 i 1,73,100 

1\IULLA CODE (1922). 

Infant Olass-Rs. 4 per boy. 

1. Reading the Infant Primer. 
2. Writing easy words. 
3. Arithmetic-Counting and writing numbers up to .JOO. 

Standard I-Rs. 6 per boy. 

1. Reading the first book. 
2. Writing short sentences from the Reader. 
3. Arithmetic-Numeration and Notation up to 1,000, Khoras up to 5 X 10. Simp!~ 

mental arithmetic based on the Khoras. 

Standard II-Rs. 8 per boy • 

• 1. Reading the Second Book. 
2. Writing to dictation from the Reader (a written copy book to)e shown). 
3. Arithmetic-Numeration and Notation up to 10,000. Addition and subt~tion 

of numbers less than 1,000. Khoras up to 12 X 10. Simple mental arithmetic. Multi
plications and divisions by numbers not exceeding 10. 

Standard III-Rs. 10 per boy. 

1. Reading the Third Book. 
2. Writing to dictation from the Reader. Copying a. simple letter (a written copy 

book to be shown). · 
3. Arithmetic-Numeration and Notation up to one lakh. .Four Compound Rule15. 

Indian Money Table and Table of weight. Simple mental arithmetic. 
4. General Geography of Sind with deta.iled knowledge of the Distric~ 

Standard IV-Ra.12 per boy. · 

l. Reading the Fourth Book. 
2. Writing dictation, writing a simple letter (a written copy book to be shown). 
3. Arithmetic-Higher compound rules. Table of length and measurement. ·simple 

mental arithmetic and interest by the Native Methods. . 
4. More advanced Geography of Sind. 

Notu.-1. Mullas should be encouraged to use patis rather than slates. 
2. Mullas should be instructed in the use of mental arithmetic as a preli-

minary to written work. . · ·· 
3. Nur Nama may be taught to girls in standard I when they are capab!P. 

· of understanding it. · 
wo Hb 46-3 
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1. The ma:limnm grant will only be given if the pupil satisfies the inspecting officer 
in allsubjecta. 

2. A. grant will not be paidforthname pupil more than once under the same standard. 
3. .The grants paid for girls will be double those paid for boys. 
4. For each bona fid~ student sent by the Mulla to a Local Board School, double the 

maximum grant per boy for the standard in which he joins the Local Board School will 
be alllwed for the first year. For every succeeding year in which the boy continues to 
attend the Local Board School regularly, half the maximum grant for boy for the standard 
in whieh he may be studying in the Local :Board School will be allowed. 

5. ·A grant not exceeding ·Re. I per mensem may be allowed if the attendance 
ia recorded regularly and correctly and if the returns called for by the Department are 
duly submitted. · 
--6.- llullae will be allowed to teach standard IV and above with special sanction of the 
Deputy Educational Inspector provided they are competent to do so. 

7. : Mulla sehools teaching up to standard IV and above like a J.ocal Board School 
according to Schedule H, will be classed'' Advanced "and others'' Ordinary''. 

· 8. Maximum grant per boy stu:lying in advanced school will be Rs. 2 more than the 
rate fixed for that standard in ordinary schools. Grant for girls will be double that for 
boys. 

~ DEccAN AGRICULTURISTs' RELIEF AcT : OPERATION IN SIND. 

Mr. SHAIKH A'BDUL MAJID (Karachi District) : Will Government 
be pleased to state with reference to the statement m~de in the "Report 
of the Administration of Criminal and Civil Justice in the Province of 
Sind, 1929" that "certain sections of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act, however, are not working satisfactorily, and some amendments in 
'the Act appear to be desirable" :- . 

(a) which sections of the above Act are not working satisfactorily, 
(b) the reasons why they do not work 86tisfactorily; 
(c) the nature of amendments suggested~ the above Report; , 
(d) whether, and, if so, when, the suggested legislation will be 

undertaken ; . 
(e) whether, and, if so, when, the whole Deccan Agriculturists' 

Relief Act will be applied to the Province of Sind ~ 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) The Judicial Commissioner 

of Sind recommended in 1929 that section 22 of the Act should be 
repealed, as it was not working satisfactorily . 
. (b) It has been noticed that dishonest debtors try to take advantage 
of this section by pleading that they have acquired the status of an 
agriculturist after decrees have been passed against them. 

(c) No amendments have been suggested in the Report. 
(d) and (e) The consideration of the repeal, amendment or extension 

of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act has been postponed pending 
the examination of the recommendations made on the subject by the 
Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee. 41 

CENTRAL JAIL, HYDERA.BAD: PRISONERS' WEIGHT. 

:llr. SHAIKH ABDL"'L MAJID: ·(a) Will Government be pleased to 
state the total number of prisoners in the Hyderabad Central Jail during 
the year 1930! · · 
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(b) How many priso11ers have been reduced in weight in that jail 
·during the last year 1 . ' 

(c) How many of them have been reduced in weight by 10 lbs. 
(d) What is the name of the jailor 1 
(e) For what period has he remained as jailor in Hyderabad Jail1 
(f) Has the a.ttentio:n of Government been drawn to the complamts 

published in certain Sindi Newspapers that the diet given to the prisoners 
;is of very inferior quality ~. . •" ' 

The Honourable Mr. G.' A. THOMAS : (a) 3,128. 
(b) 1,246. 
WHl . 
(d) There were tvl'o jailors during the period- . 

(1) llr. Keshavlal Hiralal, 
(2) Mr. Lilar,am Lachiram. 

(e) The former from the 8th December 1923 to the lOth April 1930 
.and the latter from the lith Aprill930 to the 17th March 1931. 

(f) Yes, but the allegations were found to be untrue. 

LAND REVENUE, SIN~ : RECOVERIES. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi): Will Government ·be 
··pleased to state- · · 

(a) how many warrants for the forfeiture of property were issued 
against the zamindars in each of the districts ol Sind for failing to pay 
land revenue assessment ; . . . 

(b) the total amount of arrears for which the warrants were 
executed ; . . ' 

(c) the total amount recovered under the following heads:-
(i) i:r.1 cash, (ii) in kind, (iii) by auction or sale of immoveable 

property 1 
\ 

TheHonourable·Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Government have been informed 
that the honourable member requires the information for the years.l927 
and 1930. His attention is invited to Appendix III to the Land Revenue 
Administration Report for Sind for the year 1927-28, a copy. of which 
will be found in the Council Library. This contains all the information 
that is available and Government do not consider it necessary to incur 
the trouble of collecting further details. Similar information for 1930-31 
will be published in due course in Appendix III to the report for that 
year. 

MITHRAO CANAL : WATER SUPPLY. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi): (a) Will Government be 
pleased to state since what year the administration of the Mithrao 
'Canal has been entrusted to the Executive Engineer of the Barrage 
Remodelling Division, Mirpurkhas 1 

(b) Is it a fact that before the control of the canal was entrusted to the 
above officer, the system of supplying water by rotation was not 
applicable to the Churkhi cultivators depending on the Karias receiving 
water from the l\Iithrao Canal1 

H' Hb 46-3a 
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· (c) Is it a fact that before the appointment of the above officer, the
rotation was fixed for Mold cultivation only when there was extreme
scarcity of water ~ 

(d) Is it a fact that last year when water at Bukl"llr was 13 feet, the 
above officer permitted the flow of water into the Karias waterin~~' the-
land from mile 72 to 78 for two days only a fortnight 1 e 

{e) Is it a fact that the above Karias are six to seven milt>s in 
length! 

(j) Is it a fact that several zamindars of Tando Jan :Mabomed affected 
by his orders sent petitions and telegrams to the above Officer without 
receiving any reply from him 1 

(g) Is it a fact that several zamindars interviewed the above Officer 
at Mirpurkhas in July 1930 and made an appointment with him to 
meet him at the spot~ 

·. (h) Is it a fact that the zamindars reached the spot after riding or 
walking seventeen miles and waited there in the scorching beat for several 
hours but the Officer in question did not turn up and when several 
telegrams were sent to him be replied that his motor had been injured 
and be could not come 1 

(i) Is it a fact that the zamindars wanted tO send one more telegram 
to him when the Telegraph Master told them that the Engineer bad 
forbidden him to accept any other telegrams 1 

(.i) Will Government state whaVorders were issued by the Superin-
tending Engineer in the matter· of :t;otation in the above case 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: (a) Since Aprill930. 
(b) No~ 
{c) No. 
(d) No. Bukk"lll' attained a reading of 13 feet on the 3rd July 1930· 

and by the 18th idem the karias between miles 72 to 78 got their full 
discharge for five days and one-fourth their full discharge for four days. 
: (e) No. Only ~:qe or two karias in this length are six to seven miles 
long. ., · 

· (j) No. Some telegrams were r,eceived from 1\Iirs Ditalkhan and 
Kadirbux and they were all answered. . 

(g) No appointments were made. The Executive Engineer onlr 
informed them of his tour programme in that tract. 

(h) It is not known whether a,ny zamindars travelled long distances 
to meet the Executive Engineer. The Executive Engineer wired to the 
Sub-divisional Officer concerned informing of his inability to keep to his 
tour programme due to a serious break-down Qf his Car . 
. (i) No. The telegraphic station concerned, viz., Tando Jan Mabomed 

being outside the Executive Engineer's jurisdiction is not under his , 
control. 

{j) Orders issued in the matter by the Superintending Engineer fi'ere 
to the efiect that all outlets should' be given water in rotation according
to their designed discharges and. according to the water available in the 
Canal. / 
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CAXAJ, AssiSTAXT, SnmHoRo: TRANSFER. 

:\Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District}:. (a} Will Go.vemw 
ment be pleased to state whether it is the policy ·of Government not to 
.allow anv official to hold his post for a long time in one place 1 . 

(b) Is 'it a fact that Mr. Parsram, Canal Assistant, Singhoro, District 
Thar Parkar, and his munshi Ashiram, ;~,nd Mr. Godumal Abdar h~ve 
held their posts within Singh oro lin1.its for more than fifteen years 1 .. 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM. HUSSAIN : (a.). No definite policy 
has been laid down by Government in the matter. Transfers of 
officers are, however, ordered when public necessity ·overrides other 
oonsiderations. ' 
· .(b) Only in the case of Mr. Godumal Abdar. . 

Khan Bahadur :M.A. KHUHRO: Is it not the administrativ~ policy:. 
of Government to transfer an officer after three· years 1 · ' 
. The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : Ther~ is no such rhle. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : What is the reason for keeping 
Mr. Goduma.l in one place for 15 years 1 ' 

The Honourable Sir GHUL.UI HUSSAIN: He must be ·a. ~eful 
officer. · · 

ZAJUNDARI AssociATIONs, SIND.: GruEv ANCES. 

:\Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District) : Will Government· 
be pleased to state- · 

(a} whether they have received recently any representations from 
the Zemindari Associations in Sind regarding the redress of their 
grievances ; · 

(b) the names of the-Associations or public meetings who may hav& 
submitted such representations ; · .. · 

(c) which of their grievances have been redressed by Government 1 · 
The Honou.rable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) and (b) Yes. The names 

will be found in the attached list. · 
(c) Government have granted, as a special case, a remission of two 

annas in the rupee of land revenue, in respect to ·both kharif and rabi 
crops, in all the talukas in Sind in which revision settlements have been 
introduced iri and since the revenue year 1917-18 and also in talukas: 
which though they were resettled before 1917-18, had been seriously 
affected by calamities, especially the floods of the last few years. As 
regards other grievance~ no action was considered necessary. · 

LiBt slwwing the 114111-e& of the Associations or public meetings in Sind from whom 
repre&entalio118 were received. · • 

(l) Sind Balvcbs' Association. 
(2) Zamindars of the Na.wabsha.h District. 
(3) Mussalmans of La.rkana. · 

(4) Anjuman of Zamindars ~f the Tail of Muesoowa.h Taluka J\lirpur l\I.athelo. · 
(5) Nawabsha.h District llluslim Association. 
(6) Sind Muslim Co.n.ference, 
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(7) Zamindan of ShikarpurTaluk.a. 

(8) Zamindanof BadinTaluka. 

"(9) SinjhoroTalub Zamindars' A.seot>iation. 

(10) Zamindan meeting, Shahdadpur. 

(11) Zamindars of t'pper Sind Frontier District. 

(12) Zamindars of Tando Bago. 
(13) Zamindars of Larkana District.• 

(U) Zamindan' Aseociation,lloroTaluka. 

(15) Nawabshah Dinsion Zamindars' Aseociation • 

. (16) Karachi District Zamindars' and Jagirdars' A.seoeiation. 

(17) The Muslim Zamindars' A.ssociation, Thar Parkar. 

[22 Jt:LY 193I 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. IDJDSOX: The answer is as printed except 
with regard to (c). Honourable members are aware that since t~e 
answer to this question has been printed, Government have given much 
larger remissions than is found in the answer. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Have Government considered 
the advisability of postponing the recovery of land revenue arrears 1 

The Honourable 'Mr. W. F. Hl.!'DSOX: Government are taking that 
into cons~eration every day.-

SYED MIIt\.N ~LlliO.MED. SH..lli : Have they arrived at any 
decision! 

'lhe Honourable Mr. W. F. HL"DSON: The Collectors have been 
asked to give concessions in cases where they are absolutely necessary 
and the local officers are well aware of it. 

DRI:t!.'"KIXG WATER: J.AliB"l"SAB .U"D VAGRA TALUKAS. 

Mr. M. J. STh1JA (Broach District): (a) Are Government aware
that very gre~t difficulty and hardship is felt by the people of the western 
parts of the two talukas of Jambusar and Vagra in the District of 
Broach for want of drinking water! 

(b) If so, what steps do Government propose to take to mitigate the 
hardship! 
' The Honourable Sirdar Sir RrST(}:H J. VAKIL: (a) Yes. 

(b) Government placed the following grants at the disposal of 
the District Local Board, Broach, to mitigate the hardship by deepening. 
the tanks and constructing new wells :-

Year. 

1927·28 
192S.29 
Hr29·30 
1930-31 

JAllB"l"SAR..SARoD RoAD. 

Rs. 
15,000 
8,500 

11,376 
10,000 

Mr. M. J. SThJlA (Broach District): Are Government aware-
(a) that the Broach District Local Board has constructed a katcha. 

road between Sarod and J ambusar Town ; 
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(b) that this road affords communication for eight villages of the 
Jambusar Taluka and also a section of the Borsad Taluka; 

(c) that the people experience great hardship when this katcha 
road is broken up in rainy season 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL: (a) Yes. It is only 
a fair weather road. 

(b) Yes. 

(c) Yes. 

CiviL DISOBEDIENCE MovEMENT, GuJARAT: BoYCOTT OF VETHIAS. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: (a) -Are Government aware of the fact that 
the Non-co-operation and Civil Disobedience movement is at its highest 
pitch in Kaira and Surat Districts in Gujarat 1 

- (b) Are Government aware of the fact that the Vethias and il?ierior 
village servants who have not joined this movement in Gujarat have 
been harassed, persecuted and socially boycotted by the whole village 
population 1 ·· 

(c) If the answers to (a) and (b) are in the affirmative, what action 
have Government taken in the matter 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Such was the case during 
the existence of that movement. 

(b) ·They were, in common ·with other Government servants, subjected 
to such treatment by the Congress and its sympathisers. · 

(c) The local officers were directed to do all that was possible to afford 
them relief. This was done partly by the use of the Prevention of Jnti
midation Ordinance, 1930 (V of 1930), and partly by the adoption 
of special measures. In Kaira District, where the persecution of these 
inferior village servants was not nearly as severe as in Surat District, . 
revenue and police officers paid special visits to villages where instances 
of such harassment were reported and in many cases the offending persons 
were prosecuted. In Surat District the following special measures were 
adopt.ed:- . 

(i) Vethias and inferior village servants were encouraged to make 
use of the special shops which were opened for subordinate Government 
officers for the purchase of grain and other articles, and in some cases 
their debts to the shops were remitted. 

(ii) Cash advances were made to them to purchase such articles. 
(iii) Rewards were given to them for good work. 
(iv) The police were asked to give them special protection. 

TIWNING CoLLEGES : DEPRESSED CLAssEs STUDENTS. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI : Will Government be pleased to state the 
number of males and females of the Depressed Classes studying in the 
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:various male and female Training C<llleges in the Bombay Presidency 
at present t · · 

The Bonomable MOl.;''L VI RAFiti'DDL.~ AHMAD : The accom· 
panying statements A and B furnish the requisite information. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

A . 

• Staiemelll•lww~ng the number of Depru8e4 C'W88 81udellla at preaenl in Gorernmenl 
Training I nlltuutiona forM en and Women in the Pruidency. 

'Number of Depressed Clasa 
students in 

Name of the 'rraining Institution . 
I year II year Total · 

--- ---
Bombay DiviBion 

Government Training School at Bhiwandi .. 1 . . 1 

Central DiviBion. 

Tr~ining College for Men, Poona .. . . 15 3 18. 

Training College for Men, Dhulia .. .. 6 . . 6 

~~al Training School, Narayangaon .. .. .. . . 
Urdu Training School, Poona .. .. .. .. . . 

Northern, Di!Mion. 

r· R. Training College, Ahmedabad •• - .. 2 ... 2 

Urdu Training School, Ahmedabad •• .. .. .. .. 

Southem Dit-iBion. 

Government Training School, Dharwar .. 1 .. 1 
I 
I 
I 

Sind. 'I 
: 
I 

Training College for Men, Hyderabad .. .. .. .. 

, . ~~-. ---
Total .. 25 I 3 28 

',. 
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Training I nstitutiMtB for Women. 

Number of Depressed Class 
students in 

N'ame of the Training Institution 

Junior Senior Second 
I year I year year 

Central DiviBion, . 
1. Training College for Women, Poona •• 2 • .. 
2. tUrdu Training School for Wqmen, 

t Poona .. .. .. . . .. 
' Northern Division. 

3. lfahalaxmi · Training College for 
Women, Ahmedabad •• .. .. .. • 

Southern DiviBion. . 
4. tTraining College for Women, 

Dharwar .. .. .. .. t 
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Tota~ 

' 

·2·' 

.. 
.. 

. .. 
i 

.. .. . . ..---
Sind. 

.. 5. Tralll.lng College 
Hyderabad 

I ,. 

fo• Wo""':':l_t_·· __ ----1··~·------ , •· .. i 

Total : .1 2 ~---.-2-

• There is no Second Year class this term on account of the intercalary term of this 
class due to the change in the academic year. '· 

t These institutions teach only the First Year course. 

B. 
Statement slwu:ing the number of DepresBed Clasa students at present in non-GOfJernmenl 

(Becagni8ed) Training Institutionafor Men and Women in the. Bombay Preside'IW1/~ , 

Training Inatitutionafor Men • 
.' 

Number of Depressed Class. 
students in 

Name of the Training Institution ----

First 18ooond Total Remarks year year 

----
.Booway Division. 

1. The Municipal First Year Training 1 .. 1 
Class, Bombay. , 

· Central Division. i 
I 

2. Union Training College, Ahmednagar.l 
! 

I .. 1 

~-- . ' 

Total ' •. j 2 ·I -~-' I . .. 
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X umber of Depressed Class students in 

Name of the Training Institution 

Bombay Dimio11. 

1. Seva Sadan Training College for 
Women, Bombay. 

Cemral Dit-isim!. 

2. Seva Sadan · Training College for 
W~men, Poona .• 

3. C. S. M. Training College for Women, 
Poona. 

~otal •• 

Junior : Senior 
First : First 
year . ; . year 

3 

DACOITIES IN S'GXKUR : ARRESTS. 

I 

Second I Total year 

---1-

.. I 
I .: ! . • 

1---~-4: 

SYED MIRAN MARO:MED SHAH (Hyderabad) : Will Government 
be pleased to state-· , 

(a) how many persons have been arrested so'far under the charge 
of rioting or dacoity in.Su.kkur District during last August j 

(b) how many of them were released on bail. before the trials 
began, and how many up to-date 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) 1,620. 
(b) Up to May 1st 1931, 678 had been released on bail of which 109· 

were released before the trials began. • • 
Khan Baha.dur M. A. KHUHRO : ?!Ia.y I know whether there are any 

reasons why a larger number have not been let out on bail ? · 
The Honourabl~ Mr. G: A. THO]!AS : I presume there are excellent 

reasons. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Is it a fact that there were no 

specific charges made against many of them? 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The charge sheets must have 

been put up before now. · 
Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Is it not a fact that the special 

magistrate reported to the District Magistrate that in certain cases there 
was absolutely no evidence ? 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THmLo\.8: I am not aware of that. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Is it not a fact that many were

kept in custody even without first information of the offence being 
recorded! 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOlL.\8: I want notice of the question. 
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UNDERTRIAL PRISONERS: UNBAILABLE OFFENCES. 

SYED MIRA...'f'\ MAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad) : Will Government 
be pleased to state the number ot persons accused of non-bailable 
offences, detained at present in each jail or sub-jail in Sind. . 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The number of such persons 
detained in all the jails in Sind on the 1st March 1931 was 721, as shovl"n 
below:-

Hyderabad Central Prison 72: 
Karachi District Prison 45· 
Su.k.lrur District Prison 88 · 
Shikarpur Special Prison 31 
Sub-Jails of Hyderabad Dutrkt 65 
Sub-Jails of Nawabshah 100 
Sub-Jails of Karachi 33- · 
Sub-Jails of Larkana 148 
Sub-Jails of Sull"Uf 28 
Sub-Jails of Thar Parkar · . . 35 
Sub-Jails of Upper Sind Frontier 76 

REVENUE DEPAR~MENT, KANARA DISTRICT: Muss.A.LMAN CLERKS. -

~Ir. SYED Mu"'NAWAR: Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) the number of 1\fa.homedans holding the posts of clerks in the

Revenue Department in the Kanan~ District ; 
(b) the number of applications received from Mahomedans since 

the year 1925 and the number of Mahomedans appointed as clerks 
since the year 1925; 

(c) the number of applications received from candidates from 
advanced communitie~ since the year 1925 and t]le number of such. 
candidates appointed as clerks since the year 1925 ; 

(d) whether it is a fact that the names.of Mahomedans who had 
sent their applications for these posts were not even registered~ · · 

The Honourable 1\Ir. W. F. HUDSON: (a) 13. 
(b) and (c) No record has been kept of applications received. The 

number of Mahomedans appointed since 1925 is 5 and that of candidates 
of the advanced communities 18. In addition 14 candidates from 
the backward communities were appointed. 

(d) Applications received by the Collector are not registered .. A 
waiting list of candidates is maintained by the Collector, and, twice a 
year, by advertisement in the local press, applications for entry in the 
list are invited. After the applicants are interviewed by the Collector,. 
the selected candidates are enlisted. Applications received at other 
times usually meet with the reply that there is no vacancy. Details. 
of the 27 candidates on the waiting list are given below :_J 

Brahmins 10 
Lingayats 1 
Nadors 2 
Sherugars 1 



Bandi 
Konkanmarathas .. 
:Moger 
Kharvis 
Yaishyas 
Xamdharis 
:Ma.homedans 
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1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 

27. 

'REVENUE DEPARTMENT, KA..~A.B.A DISTRICT: lliHOMEDA..~ HEAD 

KARKt"'XS. 

Mr. SYED ?.!UNA WAR: Will Government be pleased to state
(a) the number of Mahomedan head-karkuns in the Revenue 

Department in the district of Kanara ; 
(b) the reason why the Mahomedans are not given special preference 

tor these posts as is done in other districts, where tbe· clerks who 
have put in a service of 4 to 5 years are appointed as head-kark"l.llls 1 
l'he Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a} Nil. 

_(b) Appointments to the grade of head-karl"UD.s are made according 
to merit and after considering the claims of members of the backward 
classes generally. 

It is not known what are the ''other districts " 1eferred to in the 
question. In the remaining fiv~ · districts of the Southern Division 
Mahomedan head-karlnms are to be found only in the Dharwar District. 
In the remaining districts there are no suitable Mahomedans to whom 
preferential treatment can be given; in the Belgaum and Bijapur 
districts two Mahomedans were appointed to posts of head-karkuns 
but they had to be reverted as they tailed to pass· t.he Qualifying 
Examination. · 
. :Mr. SYED MUNA WAR : With reference to part (a) of the last 

·.question which has direct bearing on the subject of the present question, 
I want to l""Dow the reason why out of the 13 Mahomedan clerks in the 
Revenue Department in the Kanara district not one has been appointed 
as head karkun 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I suppose for the regrettable . 
reason that they were not fit for that appointment. 
· ~Ir. SYED MUNA WAR : May I know the criterion of that fitness ~ 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSO:N : The usual criterion,· I presume, 

framed by district officers. 

KAzl:s, BoMBAY CiTY: APPOINTMENT. 

:Mr. SYED 1MUNA WAR : Will Government be pleased to state
( a) who appoints Kazis in Bombay City; 
(b) whether their number is limited or increased fJOm time to time; 
(c) whether it is a fact that some complaint or information regarding 

vagaries on the part of one or more of them has reached Government ; 
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(d) whether it is a fact that one of the Kazis has unlawfully effected 
divorces or compelled payment of maintenance allowance in a ~umber· 
of cases; 

(e) whether it is a fact that some such cases have been decided· by 
the Presidency Magistrate, Second Court, Bombay, and: that the· 
Magistrate has passed strictures on the Kazi on several occasions; 

(f) whether any other complaints besides the above have come to· 
the notice of the Government of late ; 

(g) if so, the nature of the complaints and the action taken 
by Government thereon 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) and (b) No such appoint

ments are made. Certain persons_of their own initiative call themselves. 
Kazis. . 

(c) Yes. Please see replies to clauses (e), (f) and (g). 
(d) Government are not aware of any such cases. _ 
(e) Three complaints were lodged before the Presidency Magistrate, 

Second Court, against Kazi Abdul Latif Londay for perfornring marriages. 
alleged to be illegal. One case was compounded and the complaints in. 
the other two cases were dismissed, as the complainants did not appear 
to prosecute. The Presidency Magistrate, Second Court, remarked 
that it was unfortunate that the Kazi should get himself mixed up in 
unsavoury incidents of this kind. 

(f) and (g) Kazi Abdul Latif Londay has been charged along with 
others with the offence of cheating by performing a fraudulent marriage .. 
The case is being tried by the Resident Magistrate, Kurla. 

PRISONERS IN JAILS: CLASSIFICATION. 

Mr. SYED .MUNA WAR : Will Government be pleased to state
( a) the rules governing the classification of prisoners iu Class A;' 
(b) whether social status of the prisoner and gravity of the offence. 

committed by him are the chief determining factor.s in the classi-
fication; · 

(c) if so, why Mr. S. A. Brelvi, Editor of the Bomhay Chronicle, 
was put in Class B throughout the term of his sentence of imprison:
ment; 

(d) whethe1 it is a fact that men of status inferior to him were put 
in Class A 1 · 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) and (b) The atten~ion. of 

the honourable member is invited to the Press Note on the subject dated 
the 17th April1930. 

(c) The sentencing court placed Mr. Brelvi in Class B and this .. 
classification was confirmed by Government. 

(d) This is really a question of opinion rather than of fact. 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, THANA: ALLEGED EMBEZZLEMENT. 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether their attention has been drawn to the judgment in the 

c·ase in which the Administrative Officer, Thana, was charged with 
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embezzlement, whicll is published in the Times of India o{ the lith 
February 1931 ; · 

(b) the reasons for ordering re'rision ·when the Officer was totally 
exonerated by the First Class Sub-Dhisional Magistrate, 
Thana; 

(c) whether the fact of. the officer being made " an unfortunate 
victim of party animosity in the School Board of Thana " had not 
~ome to the knowledge of Government after perusal of the judgment 
in the lower court ; . 

(d) the amount of legal expenditure incur:red by Government in 
. tbe retrial of the case by the Sessions Judge t 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFil1JDL~ AIDLID: (a) Yes. 
(b) Go\emment were not satisfied that the Administrative Officer 

was rightly acquitted by the Sub-Divisional Magistrate. 
(c) No. · 
(d) There was no retrial; only a revisional application was filed. The 

legal ex:penditu.re incurred by GoYemment in connection with the 
revisional application amounted to Rs. 86-8-0. 

C!n PoLICE, Bo:uBAY : SPECIAL BRA"i.CH • . 
:Mr. SYED MUNA WAR : Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether the increased expenditure on the City Police of late has 
been partly devoted to the augm~ntation of the Special Branch to deal 
with ofiences under Prostitution and Children's Acts; 

(b) if so, to what extent the force has been augmented or is proposed 
to be augmented ; 
· (c) if not, what measures Government propose to adopt to combat 
the social evil and w-hen 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:\US: ·(a) No. 
(b) It has not been augmented. The measures proposed are stated 

in the answer to (c). 
(c) Government have approved administratively a proposal for the 

entertainment of a special wholetime investigating staff consisting of 
one Inspector, one Deputy Inspector; three Sub-Inspectors, four head 
constables and eight constables to work the Prostitution Act of 1923 as 
amended by the Act of 1930. Ow-ing, however, to financial stringency 
it was not found possible to make provision for this stafi in the budget 
for 1931-32. Provision will be lll;ade as soon as the financial situation 
,Permits. 

PRomBITORY ORDER O:N MR._-\. V. CmTRE: MANoAoN. 

""Mr. SYED MUNAW AR : Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether the Second Class llagistrate of Mangaon taluka, district 

Kolaba, had issued an order .under section 144, Criminal Procedure 
Code, against Mr. A. V. Chitre, B.A., a social w-orker, directing him to 

. abstain from making any speeches w-ithin the limits of the Mangaon 
·. taluka for a period of two months ; 

(b) if so, the date of the order; 
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(c) whether it is a fact that the meeting about which allegations 
against :Mr. Chitre had been n:tade was held on the 18th December 1930 
and the affidavit was made on the 5th February 1931 and the order 
under section 144: was passed on the same date ; 

(d) whether the ordet was ex parte; · 
(e) if so, what was the urgency in issuing the said order without 

giving an opportunity to Mr. Chitre to show cause why the order should 
not be made ; · 

(/) the evidence on which the order was passed; 
(g) whether it is a fact that only affidavits · were made by 

two persons, one of whom was not personally present at the meeting 
which Mr. Chitre had addressed 1_ 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Yes. 

·(b) 5th February 1931. . · 
(c) The honourable member is referred to the.answer to clause (f) 

below. In other respects the answer to this clause is in the affirmative. 
(d) Yes. . 
(e) The feeling between the Khots and tenants was high, and several 

more meetings were to be held in the week by 1\Ir. Chitre. Consequently ·. 
the Magistrate considered immediate action necessary. 

(/) The order was based on the·affidavits of two Khots in regard to a 
meeting held by Mr. Chitre on December 18th, 1930, and on· the 
information received from time to tll:ne that Mr. Chitre had been making 
speeches and spreading propaganda in the 1\Iangaon and l\Iahad talukas 
which were likely unduly to excite the agriculturists of those talukas. 

(g) Yes. Only one of them was present. The affidavit of the other 
person was based on the account of his brother who was present . 

., . G 
TALUKD.ARI LANDS, UJ.ARAT : AREA. 

The THAK.OR OF KERWADA (Gujarat Sardars and Inamdars) : 
Will Government" be pleased to state the total area of the talukdari lands 
in the four districts of Gujarat and what the percentage of the area is 
in relation to Crown lands1 . 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: The total area of talukdari 
lands is 1,536,845 acres. It is understood that by Crown lands the 
honourable member refers to lands held on ryotwari, bhagdari and 
narwadari tenures and excludes inam lands. The proportion of 
talukdari lands to Crown lands is 11 : 20 approximately. v 

DRAI:NAGE I~ SIND. 

llr. S. S. TOLAN! (Western Sind) : Will Government be pleased 
to state what schemes Government have in view regarding general 
drainage of rain and flood water in Sind necessitated by the experience 
of the increase of monsoon and overfl.ooding of the river in Sind causing 
enormous loss 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: Outside the Barrage 
zone, drainage schemes have been proposed in the Fuleli Canals 
Division for leading away surplus water from irrigation channels. 
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These drains will be useful in times of floods due to rain or canal breaches. 
In the remodelling projects of the Karachi Canals Division, the canals 
have been so aligned as not to cross or obstruct any existing drainage 
lines. These ~rainage lines with slight improvements will therrfore art 
quite efficiently. No special schemes are necessary in the Begari Canals 
and Shikarpur Canals Divisions as the natural drainage lines of 
the country serve the purpose. 

As regards the Barrage zone, only sueh drainage schemes are to be
now undertaken about which no doubt of their efficacy exists. The- , 
question of drainage is being investigated further in detail by the , 
Research Division and further schemes will be formulated in the ligh~ of 
the results of these investigations. Every precaution has, however, been 
taken while designing the new Barrage canals not to interfere with the
natural drainage of the country. 

· · SYED l\IIRAN l\IAHOl\IED SHAH : How. many drainage channels 
have been provided in the Fuleli tract ? 

The Honourable· Sir GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN : I want notice. 

SYED MIRAN l\IAHOMED 'SHAH : Is it a fact that Fuleli people 
have been asking for drainage chann~ls ? 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : Outside the barrage area, 
schemes have been prepared in the .¥uleli division for letting away surplus 
water. 

SYED l\IIRAN l\IAHOMED SHAH: When are they likely to be 
carried out 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : They are being carried out. 
Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : Why has the drainage scheme in 

the Begari Canals Division been neglected ? 
. . The Honourable Sir GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN : If the h9nourable member 
gives notice, I will obtain the information. · 

PRISONER :MANlKIU.I: TREATMENT IN JAIL. 

Mr. S: S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): Will Government be pleasell 
t<, state-

( a) whether their attention has been drawn to the article in the 
Hind Aftab of Hyderabad Sind dated the 14th October regarding the 
allegations made by Mr. Manikrai a . " B " Class prisoner against 
the Jail authorities in the Hyderabad Central Jail; 

(b) whether the allegations have been inquired into and if so,. with 
what results ; . . , . . 

(c) whether it is a fact that Mr. l\'fanikrai suffered in health on 
account of the indifference of Jail authorities in the matter of food, 

. water, etc. ; . 
(d) whether it is a fact that :Mr. Manikrai became. so seri~usly ill 

that his release from.Jail became necessary; 
(e) whether they have taken any action in the matter, and if not 

the reasons therefor ~ 
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The Honourable M:r. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Yes. 
(b) The allegations have been inquired into and found to be untrue. 
(c) His bad health was due to an old duodenal ulcer and not to the 

indifference of the Jail authorities. · 
(d) Yes. 
(e) Does not arise, 

:MAGISTRATES IN SIND, 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! (Western ·Sind): (a) Has the attention of 
Government been dra~ to the contribution by Mr .. ·Ha.shmatrai K. 
M:irchandani to the "Smd Observer" dated the 25th November 1930 
regarding the judicial administrati9n in the province of ~ind 1 

(b) What action have Government taken in the matter 1 
{c) Are Benches of Honorary Magistrates still appointed in Sind~ 

If so, at what places 1 
The Honourable M:r. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Government had not 

seen the article in question until their attention was drawn to it by the 
Honourable Member. 

(b) None. The appointments of Honorary Magi'ltrates and. Benches 
of Magistrates in Sind are made by the Commissioner in Sind, and he 
has abolished Benches at all places except those referred to in the reply 
to clause (c) of the question. 1 

(c) Benches continue to exist at the following places:
Karachi, 
Hyderabad, 
Shikarpur, 
Rohri. 

SATYAGRAHIS AND KHAN BAHADUR fuJI AMIRALI. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): (a) Is it a fact that Vadero 
Mahomed Panah of Valid and Khan Bahadur Haji Amirali resident of 
Lahoria in the Larkana District organized attacks on Satyagrahis in 
which they and other citizens were beaten and injured 1 

(b) Is it a fact that Khan Bahadur Haji Amirali invited. by written 
notification and collected a large body of armed people on 22nd and 24th 
June 1930 for the purpose of beating back Satyagrahis who had declared 
their intention to come from Larkana to Lahoria (a village within the 
Larkana Municipal limits) to hold meetings~ 

(c) Will Government be pleased to state whether the District 
Magistrate took any action against the aforesaid zamindars with regard 
to the incidents mentioned above in (a) and (b). If not, why not 1 

(d) Has the attention of Government been drawn to the te~egram 
sent by the Panchayat of Larkana to His Excellency the Governor of 
Bombay published in the" Sind Observer" of 28th June 1930 complaining 
of high-handedness and hooliganism instigated by Khan Bahadur Haji 
Amirali 1 

(e) What action did Government take with regard to it 1 
(/) Is it a fact that the Collector of Larkana in a public meeting on 

30th of June 1930 when presiding at the annual ceremony of the 
Larkana District Co-operative Bank made a speech justifying Khan 

xo Hb 46-4 
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Bahadur Am.irali's action, congratulating him and promising him the 
entire support of the Government and that he further exhorted the 
za.mindars to emulate the example of Khan Bahadur Amirali and see 
that no Non-Co-operator entered their villa.ges t 

(g) If the answer to (n be in the negative, will Government be pleased 
to place on the Council table an extract from his speech on the subject 1 

(h) If the answer to (n be in the affirmative, do Government propose 
to take any action in the matter t 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) and (b) The events to which 
the Honourable Member refers were as follows. Parties of Congress · 
·volunteers had on several occasions during the previous few days gone 
to Valid village near Laikana to make contraband salt. This was not 
approved of by the villagers, and on one occasion a volunteer was beaten 
and the salt scattered. On another occasion the volunteers interviewed 
the mukhi of the village who made it clear that they were not wanted in 
the village. They however threatened to return and did so again. On . 
this occasion they were accompanied by a party of police who were afraid 
that communal trouble might take place as the Muharram was in · 
progress. This unfortunately gave rise to the idea that the mukhi of the 
village had been disgraced, and it seems that threats were then made by 
the Congress volunteers to enter several villages. On June 22nd, a 
large number of volunteers were on their way to Lahori village near 1 
Larkana with a view to insult the mukhi of that village because he filed ~ 
a defamation suit against the son of a leading Congress leader, when they · 
came into collision with soine Muhammadans who were returning from~ 
a meeting held in Khan Bahadur Haji Amirali's otak and several 
volunteers were injured. The Congress party met the next day and 
decided to organise a similar. procession on June 24th. To meet this 
situation, a number of persons collected in Khan Bahadur Haji Amirali's 
garden. The procession was however stopped on the intervention of 
the Panchayat of Lahori and other leading citizens. A rumour was 
then circulated that the Muhammadans were coming to attack the bazaar 
and shops were closed .. The next day ·the Panchayat of Larkana 
organised 8.n eight days' · hartaLwithout approaching the district 
authorities. It was subsequently called off on the 28th on the interven
tion of the District Magistrate. 

The attacks on the Satyagrahis were not organised by the two 
zamindars referred to. Khan Bahadur Haji Amirali did not summon 
the people who collected on June 22nd and 24th by written notification. 
He however issued a leaflet on June 24th a copy of which .is placed on the 
Council table. · . 
. (c) Government took ~o action. They considered that the Congress 
volunteers brought upon themselves the results of their own actions. 

(d) Yes. 
(e) The telegram alleged to have been sent on the 25th June 1930 was 

not received. The telegram sent on the 26th idem in continuation of 
the former was, however, received. No action was taken on it as it was 
not in conformity with the rules which require that the chief local 
authority shall first be approached. 
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(f) No. . · 
(g) A relevant extract is placed on the Council table. 
(h) Does not arise. 

229 

Exlract from t'M sptecl& made by tht CoUector of Larkaoo at tht annual muting of the . 
Larkaoo Distric.t Cent~al Co-operative Bank on 30th June 1930. , ·· 

I had intended making a few remarks about the action of some of my leading zam~dars' 
in protecting the pea.ce of their villages from the trouble caused by the provocative and 
unjustifiable action of some of the Congress followers of this district. I have however 
already taken up a comiderable portion of your time and the respomibility of a zamindar 
for the safety and well being of his village is so thoroughly well understood as a part of 
our administration in Sind, that I comider it purely waste of time to make any further 
remarks. I would only say that I rely with confidence on my Waderos to give in the 
future as they have done in the past all the help required willingly and to the full 
to keep all movements private or· quasi political agaimt the law of the land within 
due bounds. ' 1 ~ 

TraMlatioft of tht leaflet is8'Ullll by Khan Bahadur Haji .Amirali Lahori: 
on 24th JuM 1930. 

Hindu and Muslim brothers, t • : 

It is probable that Congressmen may again and again without intimation attaokDur 
village poor Hindus and Muslims in order to create their own impressions on them and· 
as there are some persollB among the Congressmen who do not refrain from fighting and 
entering private houses for the purpose of molestation, and as in· this village poor 
Muhammadans and our Hindu brothers are mosbly law-abiding, they have requested me 
to protect them from these rioters who in thousands might suddenly attac}J and unduly 
molest the inhabitants of our poor village. It is a wonder that these Satyagrahis who' 
do violence, break law and intentionally attack n&-law-a.biding people-with intent to 
pick up quarrels, and then imtead of repenting they make false complaints and wish to 
malign ns law-abiding, pea.ce loving and silent men. Village La.hori is hardly at a distance 
of one furlong from La.rkana and since those La.hori people who want to attend meetings 
or take part in this movement can go to La.rkana and join them there, is not their action 
in coming to Lahori and insulting ns and other respectable people, which is a source of 
grief to our friends and well wishers, creating disturbance? !therefore, appeal to yon 
that if it comes to your notice that this class of people intend to make unpleasant, unfair 
and uncalled for attacks on us, and if out of humanity, you help ua.to save our La.hori 
villa.ge Hindus and .&luslims from their cruelties, so that theY. may be prevented from 
entering and creating disturbance in our village, do not bring with yourseH any sort of 
weapon, because we know our respomibility and we welcome and like the law and know~ 
that these very attacking and misled people are our brothel1!. All e~ well. . . , , 

AMJRALI LAHo~1: · ·• 

MARTIAL LA. w : DEATH OP R. H. SHAHA. 
'I 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN (Sholapur District): (I) Are 
Government aware that one Ratilal Hirachand Shaha, a boy of 13 was· 
shot dead, while standing on a terrace 27 feet above street level in his 
house in Shukrawar Peth at Sholapur, by a shot fired from Police lorries 
patrolling the city on 8th May 1930 ~ . . .' 

(2) Is it a fact that this house was far away from the places of rioting 
or arson 1 

(3) Will Government be pleased to state how many bullet-wounds. 
were found on the body of the boy at the post-mortem examination 1 . 

(4) Were these bullets sent to any Arsenal for examination 1 If so, 
with what result 1 

(5) Will Government be pleased to state whether the relatives of the 
boy have made any complaint to the District Magistrate at Sholapur 1. 

1 

(6) Has any inquiry been made by the District Magistrate 1 · 
1110 Hb 46-4a 
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(7) Is it a fact that t.he District Magistrate has refused ropies of pa"d
nama and other papers to the complainant ! 

(8) Have Government received the extra issue of the "Karma yogi" 
newspaper dated lOth May 1930 published in Sholapur City givina 
particular instances of indisrriminate firing in Sholapur by. the Polir~ 
on 8th May 1930! · 

(9) Have Government ordered any inquiry about. these allegations ? 
(10) If so, who is making this inquiry ! 
(11) Has the inquiry been completed 1 
(12) If so, will Government be pleased to place the papers of the inquiry 

on the Council table ! 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (1) A boy named Ratanlal 

Himchand Shaha aged about 14 years was alleged to have been shot by 
the police on the 8th May 1930. 

(2) The house is situated about l mile from the scene of the disturbance. 
(3) Seven. · 
(4) Yes. The examination showed that the bullets were not of any 

, type of Government ammunition. 
(5) Yes. 
(6) Yes. 
(7) The District Magistrate has since been instructed to give copies 

of the documents to the parties . .£9ncemed. 
(8) Yes. · .. , · 
(9) to (11) Government ordered no inquiry. The District Magistrate, 

however, himself inquired into every case except those cases in which 
there were no available witnesses to identify the person or persons who 
fired or in which the movements of the police could not be correlated 
with the times and places of alleged firing. 

(12) Government think. that at this late date no useful purpose would 
be served by laying on the Table the full papers of the District 
Magistrate's inquiry. A copy of the conclusions arrived at by him, in 
which Government concurred, is however laid on the Table. 

Ezlrad paragraph 11 Jrqm tM- Di&tm Magiatrate of 8~r'1 Idler 
tlaled tAt 8tU.Zyl930. . 

U. To deal first with the "a~citiea " published by the" Karma yogi " of Sholapur 
which I believe has been extensively copied, I attach a list gifing names and places and 
remarks. 

To deal with t.hese eeriatim-
1. Shankar Pandarinath Joshi-He «Ud not die in hospital. He got a bullet tluough 

his shoulder which appeara to have healed up. He says he 11as shot by a Sergeant who 
was kneeling up in the back of a lorry firing with a gun. He could not identify the 
Sergeant. His story did not convince me of itt~ truthfulness, nor did an obviously mann· 
factured bullet graze, where the bullet is said to have glanced off a wooden pillar before 
hitting him. But t.he story may be correct. 

!. Kalidas Odhavji-Not found as abeent from Sholapur. 

3. Ganpat Balkrishna Them be-Not found as absent from Sholapur. 

4:. Bhola Gareno = Bholagir Ramgir-He along with Nos. 17, 18, 00 and I think 
No. 19 was hit by pieces of a. bullet on an iron railing. The bullet went through the 
iron pipe of a railing about 2' from ground level. Bholagir and No. 20 Parashram say 
this was fired from a police lorry that came up the road opposite and tumed towards 
the Railway Station. This could not have been fired at any of these persons. 
· 6. Tatya Arjun = Tatya Awba-Killed in Playfair'e firing on patrol. 
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6. Not identified. 
7. Son of Ranade-A criminal complaint against a Sergeant for shooting this boy 

is under enquiry under section 202, Criminal Procedure Code. Comment is not. possible 
at present. · 

8. Ratilal Hirachand, nephew of Maneckchand Shah, late President of the Munici· 
pality-The Inspector of Ammunition, Kirkee Arsenal, states that the bullets taken 
from the body are either sporting ammunition or loca.lly made smooth bore bullets. 
The statement in the telegram which gave first information to the effect that the J>oy 
W&ll shot by a Sergeant was not borne out by any evidence when I inquired. into ithe 
matter on 9th May 1930. This was an obvious attempt to create racial prejudice, as 
auch telegrams were sent to H. E. the Viceroy, H. E. the Governor etc. · · · 

There are various other circumBtances which make it improbable that the boy was 
killed as a.lleged. But I do not know ho'l\" he was killed. I do not believe he was killed 
by the Policl'l. · , , . 

Yirappa, hit by the same ahot as No.9 and the same remarks apply. 
9. Thombre-Not injured and not inquired into. · 
10. Narsappa Antappa=Narsappa Krishnappa, said to have been shot through all 

open door from a passing lorry. He can hardly have been ~imed at and his brother 
states that they both were in a yard where they had gone to watch the Courts burning. 
The yard is only a few feet wide and the aide towards the Court is a house 20 feet high. 
I much doubt that he was killed here at all, but I cannot prove he Wl!.ll killed elsewhere. 

ll. Not identified. 
12. Bha.dange Mandke-Presumably shot on Playfair'a patrol in Chatti Galli; · 
13. Sargappa Ktubaaappa = Sangaya Karbaaaya-He states that he was shot· just 

behiri.d the Collector's bungalow. This area was absolutely peaceful and I cannot imagine 
any reason for firing here. I suspect that he was shot elsewhe~;e in a riot, but I cannot 
of course prove it. ·• · · 

U. Malkarjun Swami says he was shot' just outsid~ hiS shop, doesn't know wh~re 
the bullet came from and saw no police lorry. Possibly a ricochet.. . . ·. 

15. Sundarsingh Sardarsingh-Gitabai his wife, were sitting inside their house-see 
No. 4 above-and hit by fragments of bullet on railing. . ·· 

16. Ba.burao Shene-Not found, but from accounts of others was hit by hagments 
of~fi~~ . . . 

17. Parashram Ba.pu-aee No.4,· . 
18. Manohar Krishna was inside a closed shop and hit by ·476 buUet. There i11 

a corresponding hole through the door· and I ha.ve little doubt that a Police seppy let 
off his musket either accidentally or at random when paBBing in a lorry. . 

19. Shanker Dhondu says he came out 41n kis verandah to ~ what the' firing was 
&rJ.d some one in a pa&Bing lorry fired at him and rowed him. · · · · · 

20. Wasudeo Shastri also says he came out to see what the firing was and a ahot 
was fired and he immediately went inside. He was not hit. 

21. Chandrasain Baburao says he looked out of his 'Window to see what the firing 
was and a Police sepoy in a passing lorry aimed at him and fired. The bullet missed 
him and hit the wall. 

22 and 23. Not examined, · · 
1 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: As regards (4), will ~v~rnuient be 
pleased to put the report of this Arsenal on the Council table .1 . 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I cannot say until t have' a. 
look at the report. · ' . , 1 • 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: As regards (7), why were these 
panchnamas kept in abeyance for such a long time until the District 
Magistrate had to be instructed by Government 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I shall have to ask the District 
Magistrate ; if notice is given, I will fhid out, · · 

Dr. V. G. V AISHAMPAYAN : Why are Government afraid of keeping 
the papers of enquiry on the Couneil table 1 . . 
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The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Government are afraid of 
nothing. 

Di: V. G. VAISHA.MPAYAN: They promised in the last 'Council 
session to the honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale when he moved 
this question of an enquiry into the Sholapur riots that the papers 
would be kept on the Council table for the information of this honourable 
House. · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Will the honourable member 
refer me to the volume and page 1 I will find out what was actually said' 
and see if we can comply with the promise if it was made. I was not 
myself present at the last session and do not know what was said .. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: In the District Magistrate's letter, 
·dated the 8th July 1930, it is stated that Shankar Pandarinath Joshi 
did not die in hospital. The Karmayogi did not say ..... . 

The Honouable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member cannot 
refer to newspaper articles. 

Dr. V1 G. VAISHAMPAYAN: The report of the District Magistrate 
. refers to a statement of the Karmayogi. Did that local newspaper 
. ever print a report that this man died of a bullet wound in hospital ~ 
· The' Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I expect that the honourable 
,member ~ows that as well as myself. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN ~I have got a copy of that paper with. 
·· me, and it says that he did not die. Where was then the necessity of 

saying that he did not die at the hospital! Then, No.2, Kalidas Odhavji. · 
It is stated against his name" Not found as absent from Sholapur." He 
was lying in my hospital, and he has a sweetmeat shop in the City run 
in broad daylight. 

. ' · The Honourable the PRESIDENT : What is the question 1 
Dr. V. G. VAISHA.MPAYAN: It is stated in the reply that he is not 

in Sholapur. He is still in Sholapur and has got a shop. Why was wrong 
· · . information given ! 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Are Go~ernment aware that he 
· iS still in' Sholapur ~ -

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I do not know. This letter 
is dated the 8th July 1930, and we are now on the 22nd July 1931. 

' ' 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN.: He has been therefrom that date up till 
. now.: ~hat is what I want to say. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The reply is that the Honour-
. able Member does not know. · 

' · · D~. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: Then, No. 4, Bhola Gareno. This 
patient also was in my own hospital. The last line says: "This could 

· · · not have been fired at any of these persons." How do Government account 
for this shot then 1 If it was not fired by the police lorries, how was it 

. fired 1 I am explaining myself as the report of the enquiry is not on the 
Council table. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Has the Honourable Member. 
followed the question 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I have not the faintest ide; of 
it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Will the honourable member ask 
the question in a simple form ~ ; 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: What was the nature of this firing, 
No. 41 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : I am afraid I do not understand 
the question. · , 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: Against No. 7, Son of Ranade, it is 
stated "Comment is not possible at present." [An Honourahle. Memhe;r: 
That is sUb judice.] 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Would the honourable member 
proceed 1 · · 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: I shall frame my questions on paper 
and hand them over. . · · · 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: As regards {4)~ it is stated "The examination 
showed that the bullets were not of any type of Government ammuni
tion." 1£ the bullets were not of the type of Government bullets,: have 
Government instituted any further inquiries to find out whether the 
bullets were shot by people other· than police sepoys or sergeants ~ , ' 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : Government have .made 
enquiries, and all that they can say is that' the bullets were not of any 
type of Government ammunition. · · 

DISCUSSION ON IRRIGATION BILL RESUMED. 
Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH (Sukkur District): Sir, I beg to move 

an amendment to Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid's amendment;_:.. 
After the word " only " add the following : 
" and 8ub8titu.te ill8tead the following :- , 

' The Governor in Council may, however, by notification in the Bombay Government 
G<Jzette, extend the provisions of sections 91 and 92 (I) exclusive ofthe proviso to lands 
irrigablc by canals in Sind which take or may take off below the Lloyd Barrage, and the 
provisions ofsections 91 and 92 to such other canals in Sind as may, from time to time, 
be improved or remodelled for the more efficient distribution of water therefrom: 

Provided, however, that no such notification may be published until the draft there· 
of has been laid on the Council table and approved by the Council on a motion made 
by Government'." . · . 
Sir, my object in moving this amendment to the amendment of the 

honourable member Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid is to make the Bill applicable 
only to the Barrage area.. I find that certain provisions of the Bill, for 
instance, sections 91 and 92 {1) will be necessary in other cases outside the 
Barrage zone such as Fuleli or other canals which are now being remodel· 
led and it is necessary to change the source of supply and in that case that 
power has been given to the canal officer. The other provisions exc~pt 
sections 91 and 92 (1) exclusive of the proviso should not apply to the 
canals in Lower Sind because the supply in Lower Sind is being·i.mproved 
and the canals .ne being remodelled so as to save them from the adverse 
effect of the Barrage. These people are already suffering on account of 
the operation of the Barrage. Therefore it would be most unfair that 
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[Khan Bahadur Allahbaksh] 
ova and above the losses sustained on account of the operation of the 
Barrage canals they should be made to pay the cost of the watereourses. 
Neither was it contemplated that this cost should be recovered as it was 

. in the case of the Lloyd Barrage scheme. Therefore it has been thought 
advisable that the zamindars should not be charged with the cost of the 
watercourses. As far as the change of the source of supply is concerned, 
I think it would be necessary to change it when the canal is remodelled. 
Therefore this part should not be applicable in the case of the canals which 
now take ofl or afterwards may take ofl below the Barrage because their 
supply would be adveiSely afiected by the canals which lie outside the · 
Banage zone but are above the Barrage. I think this is a reasonable 
demand and I hope the Honourable the Finance Member will have no 
objection to accept this amendment. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. C. S.C. HARRISON: Sir, it seems to me that if this provision is 

not to apply to canals outside the Barrage area, the taxpayers' money 
is likely to be jeopardi.sed. In the case of the Fuleli Canal Government 
undertook certain works in view of the possibility of that can~l being 
afiected by the working of the Lloyd Barrage. But, Sir, apart from taking 
precautionary Ipeasures, the scheme provides for the development of 
waste land and also for the extension of irrigation to undeveloped kabull 
lands, that is, lands held by zaminda.rs and not by Government. It seems 
to me that it would be unfair to the Presidency not to recover the cost 
of new .watercourses from the zamindars. It may possibly be advisable 
for Government to consider the question of not charging for existing 
watercourses which a.Ie only slightly remodelled ; but I submit in that 
case, if and when the Governor in Council applies this Act to the Fuleli 
area, there is the opportunity given to the zamindars to represent their 
case to Gi)vernment for sympathetic consideration. But the general 
application of the Act must, I submit, be extendable to all canals in Sind. 
The honourable member Khan Bahadur Allahbaksh said that those who 
have already got sufficient water supply should not be made to pay for 
new watercourses merely because, as he says, Government is remodelling 
the Fuleli Canal on account of the fear ot shortage of water. I say that 
such cases should be treated on their merita. But what about the cases 
I mention, namely, the undeveloped kabuli lands¥ The Fuleli water is 
being redistributed and many who are not getting a proper supply of 
water will get a good supply. FUrther, there are Government waste 
lands. These are to be administered or disposed of in some way or other. 
They surely would bear their share of the cost of the wateroourses. 

The proposal goes further. In the Narichach area there will eventu1lly 
be considerable development of irrigation and lands which do not get 
water now will have a good supply after that scheme is completed. 
Are Government to pay for those watercourses ~ 

Further, there is the case of the Mirani Canal which I hope when better 
times come, will be undertaken by Government. That scheme will take 
up a lot of undeveloped land and also improve the tmpply of some 
of the area under existing small cana]s. H this Act is not made to apply 
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to canals south of the Barrage, then I submit that the taxpayers' money 
would be jeopa.rdised by transferring it to the benefit of individuals. 
I request honourable members to consider whether they should not trust 
in Government's wise decision and have individual cases referred 
to Government, if ever the Act is applied to the Fuleli Canal, by means 
of representations in favour of those who allege that they will not derive 
any particular benefit from the remodelling and whose watercourses 'Will 
be little, if at all, affected. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL :MAJID: On a point of information, Sir, the 
honourable member did not mention anything about the Mirani ca.n~l. 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : I mentioned the N&richa.ch Canal which 
is being undertaken at present. · 
. SYED MIRAN M.AHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District): Sir, I rise 

to support this amendment· to amendment, though . I ·was willing· to 
support the original amendment moved by my honourable frien_d 
Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid. But I hope this amendment will commend 
itself to the acceptance of the Government. If it is c!osely examined, 
Government will find that it is a very innocent amendment. · ' 

The reasons advanced by the honourable member the Chief Engineer 
are that if the Bill is not applied to. the whole area the taxpayer will 
suffer and in order to support that· statement he has given various 
reasons. He has also impressed upoii'the honourable me:r:J?.bers of this 
House that Government will take into 'consideration any hard cases that 
are brought to the notice of Government. I would like to bring to his 
notice the fact that his apprehensions are groundless because the instan
ces that hE!' mentioned were with regard to the undeveloped kabuli lands 
and Government waste lands. He said that if Government is not given 
power to extend these provisions to non-Barrage areas, then there will 
be much of the land within the non-Barrage area which will escape the 
cost which the general taxpayer has incurred in carrying out ce~ain 
remodelling schemes. But I assure him that that will not be the case. 
The general taxpayer is quite safe there because in new lands, the zamin- · 
dari undeveloped waste lands and the new lands that will be coming will 
be given to the purchasers and Government has got the option to lay 
down any conditions under which they will sell or let out these lands. 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: May I ask the honourable member what 
conditions can Government lay down for undeveloped kolruli lands t 

SYED MIRAN M.AHOMED SHAH : The undeveloped kabuli land is 
that which is fallow-forfeited, if I understand it rightly. That is the only 
undeVeloped kabuli land. If any zamindar wants water for these lands, 
even if he is going to get at a concessionary rate of Rs. 15 an acre, Govern
ment may surcharge him at the rate of Rs. 2-8-0 per acre. · That may be 
calculated to be the cost of a watercourse, including the rectangulation. 
He might pay Rs. 17-8-0 per acre instead of Rs. 15 per acre. As regards 
the Government waste land, of course they have got option to charge 
Rs. 100 or Rs. 200 or Rs. 1,000 per acre, but the question, the necessity 
that is really arising is with regard to the existing irrigated 1ands and 
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Government have also shown in their statement of objects and reasons 

· of the bill that they have brought this hill with a view to give power 
to the canal officer to change the source of the water supply which under 
the present law he does not possess. He cannot touch the source of the 
water supply of existing watercourses at present. It is with regard 
to that that Government have brought this bill in order to invest the 

. canal officer '\\ith a power which he does not possess at present. There 
is no other necessity for the bill._ The others are simply consequential 
clauses and provision has been made for the future contingencies. 
There are apprehensions in the minds of those who own land which will 
be adversely affected by the withdrawals from the Barrage next year 
·that they too shall have to pay for the cost of the new watercourses that 
shall have to be made in consequence of the remodelling' schemes that 
Government have undertaken and intend undertaking in future. In 

. order tO safeguard these people who have got their watercourses at pre· 
, sent and who will also, according to the very statement of Government, 
! be affected by the withdrawals from the barrage, in order to safeguard 
_the interests of these people, whether in the Fuleli Tract or in the Karachi 
Canals Division, remodelling schemes are being carried out or are 
.proposed to be carried out .. I will read from the White Book that 
·Government issued with reference to the Lloyd Barrage Scheme in July 
1929 and in which they express their intention to safeguard the tracts 
which will be adversely afiected by the withdrawals of the barrage. 
I. will read hom page 8, part C, paragraph (1): 

(c) LQWf!l' Sind. 
· .•• (i) It is the third section of Sind, comprising the larger part of the Fuleli Can aiR 
Divisionandt-hewholeofthe Karachi Canals Division, situahd 1o 1h tot1lt ol 1h 
limit of command of the Barrage which stands in danger of teing advo1fl~ rfu1< d st 

'the critical periods of the kharif season under future conditions. Tn recogniti<m ot 1 his 
:danger Government in 1923 gave assurance to the zaminda1s of lower 8ind 1ht ~)!1£· 
matie improvements to canals in this area would be undexta.ken, atd in 1 U!H'arce d 
these assurances projects have been prepared and are in process of :preral8til'n !or th 
complete remodelling of the canals irrigating Lower 8ind. lhe p1ojects will pov!c.'c 
for straightening the old tortuous inundation canals, for taking out ntw ban<tn 
and distril:.utaries, where required, and for control of draw-off to equalife dishil ut'c n 

·of available supplies at a higher level of command. t\s the result of th acloJti{ll of 
these measures not only would Lower Sind be safeguarded from roesible lowering of 1lle 
river levels at critical periods, due to withdrawals of the Barrage Canals, but the more 
equitable distribution of supplies would benefit considerable areas now ple<aJiouEiy 
commanded." · 

'· By quoting this passage, I wish to bring to the notice of the 
honourable members of this House that it is in consequence of the adverse 
effects of the barrage and i:q consequence of the assurances given by 
Government at the time when this scheme was going to be inaugurated 
and passed in this honourable House that Government have introduced 

· or proposed to introduce remodelling schemes, the effect of which is not 
the increase or improvement of agriculture even by an iota, but only. to 
prevent the adverse effects which would follow as the result of the pohcy 

, of Government. There was no question of benefiting the existing land
holders who have got watercourses at present. When that question 
of benefit does not arise, then I think it is unjust to charge them for the 
pew watercourses. ' 
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I think my honourable friend (the previous speaker) has., said 

that if any cases are brought to the notice of Government, then 
they will be considered because the notifications with regard to the ex· 
tension of the provisions of this Act will also be submitted to this House 
at which time the representatives of the Fuleli Canal or the Kar~chi 
Canals Division can represent and can bring such cases to the notice C?f 
Government and then Government will take them into consideration. 
But I wish to inform the Government and also to bring to the notice 
of the honourable members of this House that they will not be ~ble to 
give free new watercourses, because, under the Act, if any ~cheme is 
introduced and if the source of t]le water supply is going to be changed 
and a new watercourse is going to. be constructed, under section 92. (4) 
they will have to levy a charge~ They cannotgive free watercourses. 
Under "hat law can they do it 1 If they have provided for any such 
clause, then I will say that I can take protection under that cl~use. 
I see no special clause under which I can approach the Honourable the. 
General Member and say that I should be given protection because you 
have provided that those people who would be adversely affected within 
the area where remodelling schemes are introduced will not be charged 
for it. In the absence of such a provision, I thinkit will be absurd .to 
rely simply on expectations which are still in the womb of futurity, of 
which we do not know anything, and .to provide for them. Government 
can very well provide for contingencies ; they can move an amendment 
of this measure later on and then we shall consider it on the merits with 
reference to the non-barrage areas where such remodelling schemes may 
be introduced. Then we shall consider those amendments on its merits 
and then Government may suggest quite a different proportion of char
ging various people concerned. Just as they have. 1: 2: 3, they may 
charge differently in accordance with the conditions prevailing in the 
Fuleli Tract as well as in the Karachi Canals. Division, because · the 
advantages will certainly not be commensuratA with the advantages,that 
will accrue to the barrage canal people. The non-barrage area people 
have a strong case that this part· should not be made applicable as 
proposed by my honourable friend from Sukkur. 

:Mr. HAJI MIR MAIIOMED BALOCH (Karachi District) (Addressed 
the House in Urdu) : Sir, I find that one honourable member from Sind 
has brought forward one amendment to which another honourable friend 
from Sind has brought an amendment .... , ..•. 

(At this stage His Excelkncy the Goverrwr was seen entering the 
Goverrwr's Gallery.) · . . . , 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN called for three cheers for 
His Excellency the Governor and the House responded with acclamation. 

The Honourable the .PRESIDENT: The honourable' member 
Mr. Baloch may now proceed. · 

M:X. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH: Sir, the intention of this Bill 
is to give water to lands which are under the co:rnm.a.nd of the Sukkur 
Barrage. During the last session, the Presidency proper· was left out 
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of the purview of this measure. In the year 1923, when the Sukkur 
Barrage Scheme was before this House, Government gave an assurance 
that there would be plenty of water and that lands would he improved, 
and that schemes costing a crore of rupees in different areas "·hich 
were going to he affected by withdrawals of water from the Indus by the 
Barrage Scheme were proposed. These schemes included improvements 

·of Kalri, Pinyari, Sattahwah, Gungra.wah, Bagharwah, Ghar Maro, 
Na.sirwah and Gherabari. But to-day eight years have passed and only 
the Kalri scheme is only half-finished by now. At this rate Govern· 
ment will take 100 years to complete all the proposals.,, ..... 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: Sir, I would like to make 
a few observations in order to curtail the discussion c.ln the point. 
Government fully realises that after the Sukkur Barrage comes into 
operation, the canals of Lower Sind will he affected adversely. It is 
therefore that we have undertaken improvements of the Fuleli and the 
Karachi Canals. Now, the contention of my honourable friends seems 
to· be that we have undertaken these schemes to improve the water 
supply and therefore we should not charge the people for the cost of 
construction of the karias when they already have karias. I oppose 
the amendment, but I assure the House on behalf of Government that all 
existing karia.s in the Fuleli and the Karachi Canals, that is to say, all 
the canals below the Barrage, will be exempted from the cost of construc
tion, but all those waste lands of Government which will be brought 
under cultivation and will be hereafter developed, and any new karias 
that will be constructed there, will be charged for as well as all those waste 
lands ·or uncultivated lands of private owners which have no karias at 
present. When they are brought under cultivation, they will be charged 
the cost of construction. I trust this assurance on behalf of Government 
will satisfy my honourable friends and I hope they will withdraw these 

. amendments, because we fully sympathise with the case of the zamindars 
of Lower Sind whose canals are below the Sukkur Barrage. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH (Sukkur District): Sir, my first 
objection to that is-

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : In view of the statement made 
on· behalf of Government, does the honourable member Mr. Baloch still 
wish to proceed with his speech 1 

Mr. HAJJ MIR MAHOMED BALOCH: Yes, Sir. I think that it is 
for the honourable movers of the two amendments to decide. whether 
the Government assurance satisfies them and whether they should 
withdraw their amendments.· My point is that Lower Sind lands which 
have no connection with the barrage scheme, those in the Karachi dis
trict particularly, should be exempted. Schemes costing nearly a crore 
of rupees have been undertaken or proposed to be undertaken for 
remodelling various canals. So far, only half of one canal has been 
completed. If this is the pace a.t which Government do this work, 
I suppose 16 years will be require~ to complete ()ne canal, and it will 
take 128 ·yea.ra to complete_ &II the e1ght eanals .. It may he that the work 
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will be completed in 120, or 50, or 20 years. Even assuming· that the 
work will be completed in 20 years, Government could bring in a. Bill . 
in the Council in order to charge· increased rates: after the ·work. is: 
completed. Why should they keep this sword hanging over the heads 
of the zamindars of Lower Sind 1 It is the Chief Engineer, Lloyd Barrage,· 
who should understand this point and consider it. The Government 
propose to spend one crore of rupees to protect Karachi lands but za.min• 
dars are not satisfied with the way these proposals are carried out a.nd 
measures brought to harrass them. · I assure Government that they will 
not be satisfied with such crnel treatment and request that this amount: 
of one crore may be distributed amongst zamindars who are willing to 
accept it as compensation and leave the lands to Gover~nt and 
migrate elsewhere. They are not sure of sufficient water supply. 

I wish to say that affairs in the Presidency have now rea.ched sucb 
a stage that we are on the verge of ruin, a.nd if anybody is responsible 
for that ruin, it is the engineering department. In the course of the last 
twelve years they have spent several crores of rupees in the most 
extravagant manner and show petty-mindedness in small matters and wish 
to penalise Karachi District which derives no benefit from the Barrage 
Scheme. When it comes to a question ol recouping the amounts spent; 
no heed is paid to the interests of the zamindars at all. Even people 
who have spent lakhs of rupees in :improving their lands are not, left 
alone. Government can borrow money in order to carry out their 
schemes, but how are the zamindars, who are already deep in debt, 
expected to raise further loans ! Looking to all this, I am confident that 
Government will agree to the amendment moved. by· my honourable 
friend l\1r. Shaikh Abdul Majid .. The Honourable Member in charge of. 
Irrigation has given us an assurance, but after 20 years another Honour
able :Member may be in charge of the subject, and he might say that the 
giving of an assurance by Government is an old story, that conditions 
have changed, and he will want to, do what he thinks proper atl the 
time. 

In this connection, Sir, I wish to make an appeal 'to· my. honourabl~ 
friends from the Presidency proper.. This question relates to the lands 
in Sind, and they should listen to the representatives of Sind in. a cool 
manner. The value of the vote which they will cast on this question 
is extremely great. I myself am a resident of Karachi. But I do not 
know what losses the zamindars incur and what their profits. It 'is only 
after consulting them that I understand something about the question. 
Honourable members from the Presidency proper should not think that 
if Karachi district or other parts of Lower Sind are excluded from. the 
Barrage area, the costs will have to be borne by the Presidency proper. 
I wish to inform my honourable friends that Sind is a partner of the 
Bombay Presidency, and Sind should get the rights which the :rresidency . 
proper enjoys. They should consider that Sind is their younger brother, 

• When money is spent for the benefit of the Presidency proper, honourable 
members from Sind never raise any objection, and never enquire as to 
why the expenditure is necessary. I wish to give a few instances, 
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So far fifteen crores of rupees have been spent on irrigation works in the 
presidency proper, and that is for unproductive works. Annually 
twenty-five lakhs of rupees are paid as interest on the capital, hut in 
Sind not a single pie is necessary to be paid for unproductive debt. 
The net income from the canals in Sind is thirty la.khs to sixty lakhs 
a year. : · That is the amount which the treasury gains from Sind. In the 
course of the last 80 years Rs. 32 crores have been contributed to the 
treasury by Sind, and even assuming that Rs. 20 crores have been spent 
for Sind, that would still leave a balance of Rs. 12 crores in favour of 
Sind •. For roads and buildings Rs,' 72 crores have been spent for the 
Presidency proper ; in Sind not even a crore has been spent for the 
purpose: For the maintenance of provincial works Rs. 50,00,000 are 
spent ill. the Presidency proper, but in Sind they do not spent even 
Rs. 2,00,000. Look at the Back Bay and Development Schemes for the 
benefit of the Presidency. Rs. 14 crores were spent on which we are 
paying Rs. 56 lakhs annually as interest from general revenues. When 
so much has been done for the Presidency at the cost of Sind, the Presi· . 
dency need not worry about a small expense on karias in non-Barrage 
area .. They should consider that the zamindars will individually have 
to pay Rs. 2-4.0 or Rs. 2-8.0 per &ere for the cost of construction of water
courses,· and if they do not pay it, is there no other means of . 
making up the cost ~ It is for ~vemment to see how they can get the 
amount through some other means. Even at present the zamindars 
do not get sufficient water, and in future they will get even less water 
and they will be ruined. When the Barrage comes into operation, if 
Lower Sind will get less water, why should the zamindars of that area be 
burdened in this way ~ Speaking with a sense of responsibility, I say 
let Government pay the zamindars Rs. 1,25,00,000 for all their lands, 
and they are ready to give up their claims to their lands. I hope the 
Honourable the Finance Member will accept the amendment moved by 
my honourable friend Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid. 

. The Honourable the PRESIDENT : An assurance has been given by 
the Honourable the Leader of the Hunse on behalf of the Government 
that the old karias below the Barrage zone would not be disturbed, and 
if disturbed the cost ·would not be put on the owners of the karias, but 
that the new karias would be charged for. ·The Honourable the Leader 
of the House has asked the honourable mover of the amendment to the 
amendment to see if he can see liis way to withdraw it. I think it is 
but fair to ask the Honourable the Leader of the How;e, in the interest 
of the demand made by this amendment and the amendment to the 
amendment, whether that assurance is likely to be incorporated in the 
shape of any provision in this Bill. · If it is merely a verbal assurance, and 
the new part to be introduced by this Bill-sections 91 and 92-remains' 
as it is, I think the assurance will be of no avail unless some provision 
is made for making s~ch exceptions. . . 

. The Honourable Sir GOVTh"DRAO PRADHAN: If you will allow 
!Jle, Sir, I will explain the position~ In sub-section (4) of new section 92, 
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· it is provided that the charge will be calculated on an acreage basis on 
lands which are affected by the same canal system. To that we shall 
add an illustration, or in the body of the section we shall say, that. when 
Government declare a canal system, all the lands which come under. 
the canal system should be declared. When the notification is. placed 
on the Council table, those lands which are already irrigated will not be 
included in the canal system. If ·." X Y Z" lands which are. already 
irrigated and which ought not to have been charged are included, they 
ca.n be pointed out and they could be omitted. . ·, . ; I ' .I 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: ·wm the Honourable' Membe~ 
make it a. little clearer ? - · · : , . . : : ' ' ' ' ' ....•..•.. ' .. ' ·t. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Under. sub-section· 
( 4:) of new section 92,. the charges are to be levied on the .acr~age bas~. 
of lands affected by a particular canal system. We shall even embody, 
it in the clause itself that the notification which will be published showing, 
the canal system and the lands affected by it should specify the 1ands 
(which will be the basis) which will be affected by the particular canal 
system. In that case, when the notification for the extension of this' 
Act is placed on the Council table, those lands which are already irrigated 
lands, lands having ka.rias of their' own; will be e:x:cluded from that 
notification. Only waste lands, what are known as kabuli lands,· which: 
are not being cultivated will be included in the notification. · But sup•' 
posing, through mistake, some lands which are already .irrigated· are 
included in the notification-that notification will be p1aced' on ·the 
Council table and will be adopted only after a motion made by Govern
ment a.s stated in the section. Honourable members can point: out 
that X Y Z 1ands which we have included in the notification are really; 
already irrigated and are not liable to be charged, and they could theq 
be omitted. So, I am agreeable to mOdify that part of section 90 to 
read as follows :- · · · · ' ' : : ! 

" The Governor in Council may, from. time to time; by notifica'tion in the Bombay 
Governmem Gazette, extend thiR part wholly or partly to lands irrigable by; ..•• ,., ~· · 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH: That leaves the discretion to 
Government. · · ·.1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Under section. 92 
(4), what is the basis of the charge 1 The charge is on the a.creage 
basis of lands which are irrigated by a particular canal system. So, in the 
notification we shall put in that a particular canal will irrigate so many 
lands. We shall notify it and rn.ake it obligatory by putting it into the 
section. In that case when we come to extend that notification, if there 
is a.n oLligation on the part of Government to mention in the notification 
the lands which are irrigated by a particular canal system, necessarily 
we have to put on the Council table that notification .. We will say in 
~h: notification that it will extend to so many lands which will be 
1rngated and not to so many lands. We will say that it will extend to 
~ many lands which are waste or kabuli lands. If by some ntistake we 
mclude lands which ought not to be included, a motion .can be moved 
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on the notification placed on the table of the Houst> and it may be pointed 
out that such and such land should not be charged. 

Sir SHAH NA WAZ BHUTTO : Add the words " the lands which 
are already irrigated in Lowt>r Sind in tht> non-Barrage area shall not 
be charged." 

Khan Ba.hadur ALLAHBAKSH: Aftt>r the notification we have 
to fight to get their promise fulfilled. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : I am perfectly 
willing to abide by the promise. I am perfectly willing to add the two 
lines suggested by the Honourable l\lember Sir Shah Nawa.z. We shall 
put it in this section. As a further security I will also put in sub-~ection 
92 (4) that in the notification we shall put the lands to be irrigated in 
a particular canal system. In the Ghat canal area only 8,000 acres 
are to be charged. In the Jamrao canal are~o out of 9 bkhs of acres 
only one and one-third lakhs are going to be charged ..... 

. Sir SHAH NA W AZ BHUTTO : Under what provision do these lands 
escape from the cost, being in barrage area ? 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT: This means introducing in sub-section 92 (4:) a 
description of the Barrage lands only, that is to say, of lands which are 
a.flected by this new clause but under the barrage zone. How will that 
description help to identify lands in the non-barrage area, which have 
existing kari~~:s ~ 
· · The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : I am coming to .... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I think the time of the House 
will be saved if the Honourable Member chooses to take into consultation 
one or two members from the other side to frame the amendment. 
In the meanwhile proposed section 91 may be proceeded with. 
. The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : I will do it. 

, .Mr. M. :M. KARBHARI: On a point of information. May I know 
whether the assurance you have given relates to the fact that the 
present irrigated lands are not to 'De subjected to rectangulation and 
sub-rectangulation ! 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh"'DRAO PRADHAN: My honourable 
friend has misunderstood me. By putting a barrage at Sukkur we have 
reduced the water supply to lower Sind and we have to remodel the lower 
canals as & result of the barrage at Sukkur. Zamindars say: "You 
have reduced the water supply by the action you have taken at Sukkur. 
When we have already got lands'irrigated by our karias, why do you 
charge us 1" The honourable member Mr. Harrison says that he cannot 
accept the whole amendment, because there are certain waste lands which 
will be irrigated. It is fair that lands already irrigated should not be 

. charged. The honourable member Sir Shah Naw~z.sugges~s the addit~on 
of two lines to the eflect that the lands already rrngated m Lower Smd 
should not be charged. We say that in the notification we shall mention 
the lands-the waste and kabuli lands-which will be charged. If through 
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inadvertence we include in the notification lands which are · already 
irrigated, it may be pointed out by means of a motion tabled before this 
House. · · 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : There is some confusion which 
ought to be made clear. I do not accept the assurance. l press for my 
amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : If the· assurance takes shape In 
the clause~ 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : 1 would like· to point out to the 
Honourable the Finance Member and the Honourable the General Member 
that my objections is--

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Objection to what 1· We should 
. not forget the procedure of the House. .The honourable member has: 
moved an amendment to an amendment. ' It is under discussion. ,. What 
is he speaking on 1 · 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : The Honourable the Finance Member 
pointed out that charges should he recovered from those waste lands 
which are Government waste lands or private owners' lands not cultivated 
but which will come under cultivation aiter the re-modelling of the Fuleli · 
canaL I am afraid he is not right; · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : It is impossible then 
to meet my h<!nourahle friend. I have got .a proviso. I shall read it~,-

" Provided also that lands watered by canals in the Lower Sind non-Barrage a.roo 
shall not be liable to pay any charge for reconstruction of watercourses, if and when 
the notification is extended to them." 

Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO : The feelings are: In the interest of 
those people whose lands are undeveloped, why should the owners of 
existing karias be made to pay.1 I can well understand the objection. 
of the Honourable Member Khan Bahadur Allahbaksh. He asked that 
Government should bear the cost on behalf of the owners of existing karias, 
and not the owners of undeveloped lands. It is hard, but we have 
to meet half way. There is no other alternative. What is to be 
done 1 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Sir, may I point 
out that in the original Bill as it was framed it was merely stated that the 
notification would be published subject to the condition of previous 
publication 1 Mere publication of the notification. It was· expressly· 
stated that the notification shall be laid on the Council table, . There is 
sufficient safeguard. These are matters of detail. We cannot say at 
present what will happen in future. · There is enough safeguard. The 
notification will become law only if it is passed by the Council; The 
notification will be placed before the House. That being so, these 
questions of details can be discussed then with reference to particular 
areas in the notification. There is ample safeguard. The Honourable , 
the Finance Member has come forward with another concession by mean& • 

MO Hb i6-a 
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~f adding a second proviso. There is no occasion, therefore, for pressing 

. this amendment. 
Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : I beg leave of the House to 

withdraw my amendment. . · 
The Honourable Sir GOVTh1JRAO PRADHA.N : The proviso will 

read !18 follows :-
,,Provided also that lands at pie~~ent watel'f.d by canals in Lower Sind in non-Barrage 

area shall not be liable to pay any charge for reconstruction of water-courses if and when 
this part comes to be extended to such lands." 

SYED MillAN MAHOliED SHAH : Does it exclude lands which 
are to be cultivated five years hence 1 It ought to be made clear. 

Sir SHAH NA WAZ BHUTTO : Put the time limit say 20 years. 
The Honourable Sir GOVTh""DRAO PRADHAN : We have got to 

fix a date. How is that to b& counted ! 
The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : Order, order. Four honourable 

members are speaking at the same time. 
· The Honourable Sir GOVTh"'DRAO PRADHAN : The proviso will 

read: 

" Provided also that the lands watered within twenty years previous to the date of the 
notification by canals in Lower Sind in non-Barrage area shall not be liable to pay any 
charge for reconstruction of water-courses if and when this part comes to be extended 
to such lands." 

Has that general acceptance 1 
Honourable Members : Yes. · 
Khan Bahadur Allahbaksh's amendment to Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid's 

amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 
Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid's amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE!\"T : The honourable member Mr. Surve 

has an ·amendment to the same effect. · 
. Mr. A. N. SURVE : That goes. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Syed Miran Mahomed Shah has 

an amendment : does he wish to move it 1 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Sir, I wish to ask the Honourable 

the Finance Member if he can make the amendment more clear. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Does he wish to move his 

amendment " substitute the words ' the scheme in respect of it ' by the 
words' the same' 1" 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : I wish to move that, and I woulJ 
further request Government to put the notification as well as the scheme 
on the. Council table, because both are necessary. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : How would it read 1 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: " Provided, however, that no 

such notification may be published until the same apd the scheJD.e in 
respect of it, have been laid on the Council table," 
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The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADiiAN : I submit, Sir, that 
. when we put the word " scheme " we included also the notification in it. · 
I pointed out to the honourable member that, if he put the words " the. 
same," Government would have to lay only the notification on the 
Council table and not the scheme. 

SYED ?!fiRAN MAHOl\IED SHAH : I suggested that he should put 
the words " the same " also. ; 

Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO: We want both the scheme and the 
notification to be placed on the Council table. If the scheme is found 
very necessary in the interests .of the people, we may accept the scheme 
an,d reject the notification. 

The Honourable the PRESID-E~'"T : The honourable member is 
agreeable to that. Then the amendment would have to be : " Insert 
the words ' the same and ' between the words ' until ' and ' the ' 
in the proviso to 90." 

SYED MIRAN MAHO.:\IED SHAH (Hyderabad District): Sir, 
I move: 

In the proviso to section 90, insert the words " the same and " between the 
words "until " and " the ". 

Question put and carried. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDR!O PRADHAN : Sir, I propose : 
Add a second proviso to section 90-
·~Provided ~!so that the lands watered within twenty years previous to the date of 

the notification by canals in Lower Sind in non-Barrage area shall not be liable to pay any 
charge for reconstruction of water-courses, if and when this part comes to be extended 
to such lands." 

Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO : If Government. takes twenty-one 
years to effect this improvement and then there is a notification, what 
will happen 1 . 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1'"T : Now, I suppose" re-construction·~ 
includes both alignment and construction. 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh'DRAO PRADHAN: Yes. 
Question put and carried. 

Khan Bahadur GHULAM · NABI SHAH (Thar Parkar District) 
(Addressed the House in Urdu): Sir, I beg to move: 

Insert the following words in clause (I) of proposed new section 91, after the word 
··Jand " occurring in the clause for the first time : 

"Other than that in which rice is cultivated since 1911." 

· Change of water-course means change of source of water-course from 
one to the other. Bunds of water-courses have been strongly constructed 
since last 60 years and water at present very conveniently flows through 
them. If new water-courses are constructed, it is very likely that they 
might give way and Zamindars might not be in a position to cultivate 
their lands owing to the danger of flood. Land of rice cultivation is not 
a table land as the level varies from 2 to 3 feet at different places in the 
same area. It is beyond the scope of my comprehension to see how sucq 
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a land will be rectangulated and new water-courses constructed thereon. 
Government have realized these difficulties and it is therefore that both 
the Irrigation and Revenue Departments have by their decision 
resolved to exclude class " C " land from the operation of the system of 
rectangulation and new water-courses. I think the honourable member 
the Chief Engineer, Lloyd Barrage, will agree with me that the rice land 
coming under class "C "will not be fit for the purpose of rectangnlation 
and new water-courses. The amalgamation of karias is another thing 
which is resented by zamindars. If according to the provision of this 
Bill, water-courses of different land owners are joined together, itis 
bound to lead to perpetual quarrels and even to murders. The case of Sufi 
Kalandar Bux is one of this kind. He was murdered owing to a dispute 
over a water-course. Another incidence occurred in Digri taluka recently. 

Under these circumstances, I appeal to the Honourable the Finance 
member and the General member to accept my amendment. I would 
also draw the attention of the members of the Presidency to the conditions 
mentioned by me and I am certain that they will take the difficulties of 
the Sind agriculturists into consideration and support my amendment, 
specially when by the acceptance of the amendment Government will 
not have to incur any additional expenditure. 

I assure the members of the honourable House that new water-courses 
will not give satisfaction to the zamindars cultivating rice and whose 
lands are bounded by huge bunds. I am surprised to hear from the 
honourable member the Chief Engineer that the water will not be given 
for rice cultivation from Barrage Canal, as I feel it is unfair to impose 
the condition of the restriction of rice cultivation on the lands which 
have been cultivated since more than half a century. By the addition 
of this restriction I am sure that the public will be put to a great loss who 
are already indebted to the extent of Rs. 50 lakhs to Government. It 
will, therefore, be improper and unjust to saddle such people with further 
liabilities which they will not be able to discharge. I therefore appeal 
to the members of the honourable House to accept my amendment. 

Question proposed. 
SYED l\URAN ?.IAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District): For 

the benefit of honourable members of this House I would like, if they 
have not followed the amendment of the honourable the mover (Khan 
Bahadur Ghulam .Nabi Shah), to state his viewpoint. He means to 
say that rice lands which have been cultivated since 1911, that is, the 
last 20 years, should be excluded from the operation of this Bill ; and 
the reasons he has advanced are that there are certain lands within the 
Barrage zone in which it is almost impracticable to construct water~ 
courses.· 

}Jr. C. S. C. HARRISON : In such cases we are not necessarily going 
to construct water-courses on rectangulated lines. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : So in order to empower Govern
ment to prevent water-courses being built in such places the amendment 
has been brought up. There are certain lands which are only rice lands 
ill which they are not able to carry on scientifi.call~ their sys~elll of wa.te:r-
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courses. So the honourable the mover of the amendment wishes that 
those areas should be specifically eliminated from the operation of the 
Bill so that the Public Works Department might easily exclude those 
portions which are incapable of producing these new water-courses. 
I think they are justified in asking for that lest any canal officer might 
take it into his head in view of the power given to him to construct new 
water-courses in the lands which are on the low line and where rice is 
cultivated and make the zamindars pay their share of expenses un
necessarily. If the canal officer had not been· invested with the power, 
then such an amendment would have been unnecessary. But since the 
provision is there that the zamind.ars should pay the share of the 
construction, this amendment is very necessary in order to obviate the 
contingency which I have mentioned just now.. . 

The other object of the honourable the mover of this amendment is 
that existing water-courses on which rice cultivation is carrie~ on should 
not be checked because the effect will be the reduction of the water 
which may not -be sufficient for the cultivation of rice crops, though . 
according to the calculation of the canal officer that quantity of water 
may be enough for him for other crops. The contention of the 
Engineering Department from time to time has been that they are not 
bound to safeguard the interests of zamindars so far a$ the quality of 
the crop is concerned, but that is the greatest concern of the agriculturisU:J. 
If the h."ind of his crop is going to be affected, he is put to heavy loss. 
For instance, if instead of giving water for rice, they give him water 
sufficient only for dry crops, he is compelled either to reduce his culti; 
vation by 50 per cent., or he has to cultivate dry crop in order to make 
up the percentage of his cultivation. Therefore in order to meet this 
contingency the honourable member has brought in this amendment 
that Government should not change the existing water-courses on lands 
where rice is cultivated and the new moduling system should not be 
introduced on those lands. ·I think the honourable mover means that 
it is no use changing the existing courses which have got scientific sluices 
and which at present enable the cultivation of rice. Take for instance 
the Ghar Canal in the Larkana district. There are lands which have a. 
large cultivation and the land is low-lying. They will either have to. be 
raised by zaminda.r in order to maintain the level of the water-courses 
or he will have to pay heavy expenditure in order to bring them tQ 
the level of the other water-courses. With that view the honourable 
member has brought this amendment and I . hope the honourable · 
Hoilse will pass it. . 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH (Sukkur District): Sir, I move an 
amendment to the amendment of the honourable member Khan Bahadur 
Ghulam Nabi Shah. It reads as follows : 

"insteltd of the words' other than that in which rice is cultivated aiuce 1911' substi
tute the words' other than thot<e coming under the Mithrao and Thar Camllsystem' ." 

It would not be possible, Sir, to accept the amendment of my honourable 
friend that this proviso should not be made applicable to the whole 
Barrage area. Taking the case of the Larkana. district in which the 
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Thar Canal is situated, if this amendment is passed, that canal will 
practically be scrapped and there will be new water-courses so that the 
system will have to be changed there. But the object of my honourable 
friend Khan Bahadur Ghulam Nabi Shah is that of the Thar and 1\lithrao 
canals the same system should remain with slight modifications. There
fore he says that it is no use disturbing the supply there. I think he 
is perfectly right in claiming that since those canals are already moduled, 
the same system should work there. Therefore his point is that these 
canals should be excluded from the purview of this section. I hope the 
Honourable the Finance Member will accept this amendment. 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: Sir, I rise to oppose this amendment to 
the amendment most emphatically. I would like to take this opportunity 
to explain to this House,. to make it perfectly clear that no zamindar in 
Sind has a right, a preferential right, or a legal right, to water for rice 
cultivation. That mistaken idea. has been in the minds of many 
za.mindars for t~e last 20 or 30 years and it has become more and more 
confirmed since the Barrage work has been started. I think that the 
claim cannot be defended in law. When we took up the question of 
designing water-courses, some formula had to be evolved to enable us to 
proceed with the design and construction of canals, water-courses and all 
other channels. That formula was based on what we called" established 
rice areas.". Certain areas were' defined as rice are!\S where rice was 
grown in individual survey numbers for the purpose of calculating the 
amount of water. But that does not give any prescriptive right and 
certainly no legal right to claim water for rice crops. That must be 
clearly understood by every member of this House and especially by 
'every member from Sind because I am certain they are going to be 
disillusioned when it is realised by others that those who now grow rice 
have no legal•right to claim water for that cultivation, at the expense 
of tho8e who have not, in the past, grown rice. 'There are many such 
cases. If the honourable members of this House who are sitting opposite 
to me will kindly see me personally outside this Hall, I will gladly explain 
the matter more fully than I can do"' here. I think, Sir, that it should 
be clearly understood once and for all that Government cannot in any 
way commit themselves to acknowledge any established right whatso
ever to a special water supply for rice. The honourable member who 
moved this amendment to the amendment and the honourable member 
who moved the amendment have tried to make that distinction. The 

· amendment to the amendment is worse than the amendment itself from 
the point of view of equity, in that it proposes to exclude from liability 
very large areas on the Mithrao Canal, which has a command of something 
like 5 I'akhs of acres, and also very large areas of the Thar Canal which 
has a command of some I! lakhs of acres. He proposes to exclude from 
.the operation of the Bill some six to seven lakhs of acres from any liability 

· which this House is considering to impose on the za.mindars for the 
construction of water-courses. I submit, Sir, that that is aiming at the 
root of this Bill by means of a subterfuge which should not be 
~ountenanced by members of this honourable House. 
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The honourable member from Hyderabad, who attempted to interp:ret 

the intentions of the honourable member from Mirpurkhas, began to 
ride his hobby horse again that no benefit will accrue to certain irrigated 
lands, by making new water-courses. Both he and the honourable 
member from Mirpurkhas have, I think, confused the issue. InC class 
lands, in which classification a great deal of rice land occurs, we admit 
that it is more or less impracticable to construct water-courses on the 
recta.ngulated system, but we do not admit in any single way. that. it 
is impossible to improve karias in those areas. I have personal 
knowledge which the honourable member from Mirpurkhas may ·not 
have, because I am an engineer and he is not. I have looked at this. 
matter from the engineering point of view and I can assure him that he 
will be one of the first to come forward and say "For Heaven's sake, 
do improve my old karias because the water from the barrage canals 
is not flowing properly." Old karias have to be improved, and therefore 
it must be understood by every member of this House that we cannot . 
exclude either the rice areas on the Mithrao Canal or the Thar Ca.m.l, 
and I trust honourable members will follow me in opposing.this amend-
ment to the amendment. · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO (Larka.na District): Sir~ although 
I am opposed to the amendment to the amendment moved· by my 
honourable friend, I do support the amendment which was originally 
moved by my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Ghulam Nabi Shah. 
The intention of the mover of the original amendment is that those 
lands which are growing rice and are commanded by the Lloyd Barrage 
will not in most cases need the construction of new water-courses and 
therefore will have to be exempted. Although the amendment is not 
very happily worded and does not clearly set out th~ meaning of the 
honourable member's contentions, from the discussions -which I have 
had with him, I think I can say that I have clearly followed what he 
wishes to urge. His meaning evidently is that mostly the lands which 
are commanded, for instance, in the Thar Parka.r district by the Mithrao 
or Thar Canal and similarly those that are on the rice canal in the 
La.rkana district will not necessitate the remodelling and improvement 
of many water-courses, because water will not be required throp.ghout 
the year but it will be required only for the rice cultivation for four months 
in the abkalani season. Even at present, I know that in the Larka.na 
district of which I have personal experience, many of the water-courses 
will not need to be changed and it will be enough to have some slight 
diversions or some slight modifications in certain water-courses. But, 
Sir, in that case, even if some slight modifications may be necessary in 
certain cases where the present water-courses and karias of za.mindars 
m~~~~~~~~~m~~~~~~ 
get proper flow of water according to the future scheme designs, some 
expenditure m.a.y be necessary, but in comparison to the other water
courses that will be designed on other canal systems it will be far less. 
That will be small expenditure in view oj the fact that these lands ha.ve 
been growing rice with advantage and have been getting sufficient water 
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supply for all these years. They have, as a matter of practire for very 
many years, as my honourable friend from Mirpurkhas says 60 to 70 years, 
been getting adequate water supply to grow rice. These lands have 
thus certainly established their right for getting that quantity of water. 
But the speech of my honourable friend the Chief Engineer of the Lloyd 
Barrage is most disappointing on this question. He says that the people 
have no legal claim to expect that quantity of water which they are 
getting at present and which they have been getting for nearly 75 years. 
Of course, I may say that there may not be a legal claim, but there are 

. so many things for which there are no legal cJaims, and my honourable 
friend the Chief Engineer should not forget that these lands have got 
used to getting this amount of water for over baH a century ....... . 
· Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : May I explain, Sir 1 In my speech 

· I clearly pointed out that as far as we are concerned we are prepared to 
give them water which will be sufficient for their requirements. They 

· have, however, established no right to say that because .they have been 
receiving a particular quantity of water all these years, that therefore 
they should be given, for all time, the same quantity of water. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : What does the honourable member 
mean by ~· established right " t . 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: I,have explained that clearly. If the 
honourable member waits till the debates are published, he will find 
out what I have said. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUIIRO : That does not improve matters. 
The honourable member the Chief Engineer still maintains and believes 
that these people have no legal right to claim water. From what 
I understand from his remarks, it is in short his intention that apart from 
the rice canal which exists exclusively for rice cultivation, the zamindars 
who are growing rice to a larger extent on other canals will have no right 
to claim the water for rice cultivation. While designing new water~ 
courses, he evidently proposes to cut o:fl or to reduce their water supply 
to a great extent, by at least 50 per cent.--

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : That has never been said by me. 
. Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : That may not have been said in 

so many words, but that is clearly the meaning of his remarks. If 
his speech is properly analysed,· we see that these people have got no 
legal right, according to him, to claim the quantity of water which they 
have been having so far. Supposing a zamindar by name A is getting 
five cusecs of wat-er at present. According to him he has no legal claim 
to ask the Chief Engineer to provide him with the same .quantity of five 
cusecs hereafter from 1932. He may say that according to the duty 
of 100 acres per cusec you are directed to grow the dry crop, you are not 
entitled to grow rice. If you want rice, you are entitled to grow only 
50 acres per cusec and therefore he ·will say that he is going to cut o:fl 
the zamindar's water supply to this extent or by 50 or 60 or 70 per cent. 
That is his point of view. I would only say that so far as the legal 
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question goes, we may agree that these people have no legal right, but 
the honourable member should not forget at the same time that those 
lands which are growing rice at present are not fit for any other cultiva ... 
tion for the simple reason that those lands are saltish and those lands 
are low-lying and have been classified as third class lands unfit for any· 
other cultivation with advantage. 

(After recess) 

RESOLUTION REGARDING ATTEMPT ON H. E. THE 
GOVERNOR'S LIFE 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Sii-,. pefore w~ 
resume the regular proceedings, I wish to place the following resolutio~ 
before the House : 

"This Council, having heard of the dastardly attack on the life of His Ex~ellency tb~ 
Governor this morning at the Fergusson College, expresses its profound abhorrence at 
this occurrence and strongly condemns such cowardly action on the part of thf;l assailant. 
It further warmly congratulates His E.xcellency the Governor on his providential escape 
and admires his courage, coolness and presence of mind on the occasion." [Hear, hear, 
and applause.] · · 

In moving this resolution, I wish to be very brief. As I entered the 
portals of this House this morning; I was shocked to hear the tragic 
occurrence, the consequences of which, but for the intervention of 
Providence, would have been very serious. The fact that the dastardly 
outrage did not result in serious consequences, however, does not make 
it the less deplorable or condemnable. I am sure it is the unanimous 
wish of this House that we should place our emphatic condemnation 
of the outrage on the record. We have further to offer our warmest 
congratulations to His Excellency on his miraculous escape from this 
cowardly attempt. Further, we cannot but admire the courage and 
the presence of mind shown by His Excellency on this occasion. At a 
time when we are all particularly anxious and are endeavouring to 
create an atmosphere of peace and good-will, such an occurrence is the 
more strongly to be condemned, and I hope the Council will carry this 
resolution unanimously. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT : Sir, on this occasion I beg to associate myself 
with the resolution which has been moved by my honourable friend 
Rao Bahadur Kale. In doing so, I wish to say that I happen to be 
connected with the governing body of the Fergusson College ; after this 
regrettable occurrence an emergent meeting of that governing body was 
held in the afternoon, and I have been authorise~ by the governing body 
to say that the Principal, the professors and everybody concerned in 
the staff share in the views expressed in this resolution. They are 
deeply sorry for the incident, and they also desire to convey their feelings 
of joy at the miraculous escape of His Excellency the Governor. 

Sir SHAH NA WAZ BHUTTO (Larkana District) :·Sir, while associat
ing myself with the sentiments expressed by my' honourable frierld 
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Rao Bahadur Kale on behalf of the Moslem members of this Council, 

. I submit that apart from the gratification that we all feel at the safe · 
emergence of His Excellency Sir Ernest Hotson from the cowardly 
attempt made on his life this morning, we have got nothing to feel proud 
about what has happened. The good and fair name of the Bombay 
Presidency has been spoiled by a revolutionary act of this k-ind. This 
is the first instance that, in such a far advanced Presidency like Bombay, 
an attempt has been made at the life of the direct representative of His 
Majesty the King-Emperor. Particularly just at this time when we are 
on the threshold of the new freedom, Sir, these misguided youths are 
doing the greatest harm to the cause of India as a whole, and it is high 
time that every one of us and every patriotic and right thinking Indian 
ought to realise it, and we must express emphatically that the revolu
tionary movement and acts of this kind should be put down with a 
strong hand, so that this dangerous movement should be crushed once 
fo~ all and there should be no repetition of acts of this kind. 

Mr. J. R. ABERCROMBIE (Bombay Chamber of Commerce): Sir, 
I desire, on behalf of the European group, to associate myself most 
heartily with the congratulations which this honourable House is offering 
to His Excellency on his miraculous escape and with the feelings of 
horror and condemnation at the qastardly outrage, which have been 
expressed in the resolution moved by the honourable member 
Rao Bahadur Kale. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, on behalf of Labour, I wholeheartedly 
support the resolution. Sir, I most emphatically abhor the dastardly 
attack made on His Excellency the Governor, and thank Providence 
for saving his life. The presence of mind and courage shown by His 
Excellency on the occasion were admirable, and I offer him my heartiest 
congratulations on his miraculous escape and wish him long life. 

Mr. P.R. CHIKODI: Sir, on behalf of the Southern Division and the 
Karnatak, I desire to associate myself with the resolution moved by 
my honourable friend from Satara-

Dr. J. A. COLLACO (Bombay City, South): Sir, I beg to associate 
myself with the previous speakers in condemning in t.he strongest 
language that I can command the dastardly attempt made on the life 
of His Excellency the Governor. I am sure there is not a single individual 
in this vast Presidency or, for the matter of that, in the whole of India, 
whatever his political views may be, who will ever~lerate or countenance 
-acts like this. Acts like this, instead of promoting the cause of Swaraj, 
retard its progress and do a great harm to it. No nation has ever profited 
by the cult of the bomb and the revolver, and the sooner these young 
men realise this the better for themselves and India. Lastly, I must 
thank Providence that His Excellency had a miraculous escape, and we 
we~e all very glad to see him in our midst to-day. 

Dr. P.· G. SOLANKI: Sir, I associate myself on behalf of the 
bacl-ward classes, with the resolution moved by the honourable member 
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Rao Bahadur Kale, and with all the remarks made by the honourable 
members who have preceded me. Sir, the first duty that I owe is to 
thank Providence for saving the life of our dear Governor. Sir, I was 
shocked w hear the news, when I entered this hall 'this morning, and 
I was surprised that there should still exist such men in this country who 
could make an attempt at the life of the direct representative of His . 
l\Iajesty the King-Emperor. I have read of such incidents occurring 
in other Presidencies, but in this Presidency it is the first of its kind, 
and I do wish and expect that the authorities will take strong measures 
to suppress such movements which may be still under contemplation 
by some. These misguided young men may be actuated with the mis
guided idea of liberating their country, but these !lie not the ways and. 
means of liberating their country from a foreign yoke .. The measures 
adopted by these youths will surely go towards increasing hostility and 
at the same time for increasing the necessity of adopting the most 
stringent measures by the Government though very much against their 
wish. Sir, in these times of peace and truce such acts ought to . be 
condemned, and condemned very strongly, by this honourable House 
and all the people of this country at large. I congratulate His· 
Excellency on his miraculous escape from the murderous attack. May· 
God spare him for a very, very long time amongst us and God grant him 
long life and best of health. With these words, I support the resolution 
moved by the honourable member. ·. 

Sardar BHASAJ{EB RAISINHJI, THAKOR oF .KERW ADA(Gujarat 
Sardars and In.amdars): Sir, I rise to associate myseH with the previous 
speakers in the sentiments expressed by them in support of the resolution .. 
First I congratulate His Excellency on his miraculous escape from the 
cowardly attack made on his life this morning. Sir, I am sure that the 
news of the dastardly outrage which was made this morning were received 
with feelings of horror and indignation throughout the whole of 
the Presidency. Particularly, Sir, this was done at a time when His 
Excellency was paying a visit to that institution e\'idently with 
the desire to encourage education in this Presidency. It is \\'ell kno\\11 
that he has taken a keen interest in the advancement of this Presidency. 
There are many mo,·ements he has introduced for the welfare of this 
country, such as child welfare and so on by means.of legislation. Not 
only as a representative of His 1\Iajesty is he to be respected, but as an 
Englishman who has devoted the best part of his life in sening this 
couatry. I feel it my duty to associate myself with Dr. Solanki in 
the view he expressed that such misguided youths should be brought 
to book by the authorities. With these few words I heartily support 
the resolution. 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Mr. President, 
as Minister of Education I associate myself with the contents of the 
resolution that has been moved by my honourable friend Rao Bahadur 
~le. I was particularly glad to hear the speech of my honourable 
friend Mr. Kamat who is associated with the management of that 
institution. 
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It was not long ago that I had received a deputation of the Executive 

Body of that college including Mr. Kam.at. It was in connection with 
an assault on a Mahomedan student by his fellow students at the Collegl'. 
On that occasion I remember to have wamt'd the members of the deputa
tion against the spirit of indi8cipline that was prevailing among 
.the students at that time and desirt'd them to exercise a strict control 
over them. I am glad to learn from Mr. Ka.m.at that the Principal and 
the Professors of that College have asked him to express their sincere 
regret at the incident. It does not seem to be inspired on the face of it 
and looks like an individual act of an insane mind. I hope the college 
will not suffer by this incident. Further details, however, must be 
awaited to know more of the incident. We are all particularly interested 
in the question of the maintenance of discipline among the college boys 
at the present time and I hope to have further assurance from 
the management of the college in this connection. With these words 
I cordially Slipport the resolution. The Honourable the Leader of the 
House will no doubt speak later on behalf of official benches . 
. Mr. PESTANSHA.H N. VAKIL (Ahmedabad City): Sir, though 
I do not regard myself as a person of sufficient importance to represent 
the Parsi community, I am sure my co-religio11ists ·will be wry glad that 
I as a ZorCtastrian associate myself most heartily with the sentiments out· 
lined in the resolution moved by·my honourable friend Rao Bahadur 
Kale and also \\ith the excellent sentiments expressed so eloquently 
by other honourable members. Sir, it is an irony of fate that the most 
pacifically-minded leader of India, an apostle of pea~ and good-will, 
should have such ~auided youths as the would-be assassin to consider 
him as their leader. People will he coming forward, I expect at a later 
stage, to palliate the act of this D'isguided youth. [Hcmaurable Members: 
No, tw.] Perhaps they will say that the youth was inspired by patriotic 
motives. If so, I can only repeat the ""ords of Madame Roland " Oh I 
Patriotism, what things are done in thy name!" I take it, Sir, it is the 
cowardly act of an individual. He does not represent the youth of the 
country and he is not associated '\'rith any recognised institution in 
the country. Sir, I shudder to think of the consequences of his act, if 
the man had succeeded in his nefarious act. It would have been a great 
slur on the noble educational institution \\hich adorns this capital of the 
Peshwas. It would moreover have brought humiliation and untold 
miseries on our motherland, and it would have retarded all the honourable 
efforts of the leaders of both the communities to bring about a notable 
change in the political order of things. But through the intervention 
of a beneficent PrGviden~ we are saved from such dire consequences. 
I offer my respectful congra.tula tions to His Excellency Sir Ernest Hotson 
on his miraculous escape. His Excellency could not have done any harm, 
directly or indirectly, to the interests and prospects of this young_ m~n 
and yet it is difficult to understand the motive which actuated hun ~n 
attempting this cowardly and dastardly act. Only very recently m 
March last this House placed on record its appreciation of the good work 
which His Excellency had done in the various capacities in which he ~d 
ser~d in this presidency and they gave a clear proof of the deep affection 
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and respect in which he has been held, at any rate by those like us who 
have come in close contact with him. In my ovtn behalf and on behalf 
of the community to which I have the honour to belong, I again associate 
myself very heartily with what has been .expressed so eloquently by the 
preyious speakers. j , 

1\Ir. S. H. PRATER: Sir, on behalf of the Anglo-Indian community 
which I have the honour to represent, I wish to associate myself with 
the' resolution moved by my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Kale and 
to express horror and condem.nation of the dastardly attempt. on the 
life of His Excellency, and join with the other members of this ,House 
in thanking Providence for His Excellency's miraculous escape. 

1\Ir. N. E. NAVLE (Ahmedna.gar District): Sir, I rise to fully associate 
myself with the sentiments expressed in the resolution. moved by my 
honourable friend Rao Bahadur Kale and with the remarks. that have 
been previously made. We all regret the incident and there is not a 
single political party or man holding any political views who will in any 
way try to sympathise with such acts, I am sure all will condemn it. It 
is really regrettable that a student of an institution which has been in 
existence for a number of years should have come forward to do sue~ 
a. dastardly act. When persons like Mahatma Gandhi are trying to 
achieve the country's goal by peaceful methods, it. is regrettable .that 
there is such a class of people who try to achieve the goal by means of 
force. I am sure that every man who is trying to do good to the country 
will come forward to condemn such a. dastardly act. I congratulate 
His Excellency on his providential escape and I wish him long and happy 
life. I fully associate myself with the sentiments already expressed 
and support the resolution. · 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City) : Sir, as representing Poona. City 
and Cantonment of Poona I associ~te myself .with the resolution. 
I am sure that all citizens of Poona do view with the greatest abhorrence 
this dastardly attempt on the life of His Excellency who is the head of 
this Presidency. . 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: Sir, on behalf of the 
Government benches, I most heartily support the resolution. This 
dastardly and cowardly act has been condemned by every section of the 
House who represent the whole Presidency. I trust that the members. 
of the public of this Presidency and the rest of India will also express 
their indignation and abhorrence at such acts of violence. We should 
not only condemn the perpetrator of the outrage, but all those who 
instil such ideas in the impressionable youths of this country. We are 
all grateful to kind Providence for His Excellency's miraculous escape. 

Rev. R. 8. MODAK: Sir, on behalf of the Indian Christian commu
nity of this province I rise most heartily to support this resolution. 
I am sure this news will be shocking to the whole Presidency. An act 
of t~ nature will be a humiliation to any people. It is a. great pity we 
d~ still have some such people in our country. I hope that their existence 
Wlll not be permanent. It is not enough simply to condemn such acts. 
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The time has come when responsible people in the country who really 
do mean business for the good of their own country have to get up and 
make e:IIorts to put down such rash, irresponsible &nd cruel acts. 
I thank Providence for haljng saved His Excellency the Governor. 
I wish him long life. 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District): Sir, I am very glad 
to associate myself with the resolution moved by the honourable member 
Rao Bahadur Kale. It is impossible to condemn this dastardly act in 
too strong a language. I do not understand why such a dastardly act 
was committed by a misguided youth. It is high time that the educated 
young men of the country realised that we do not stand to gain anything 
by such acts as an attempt on the life of His Excellency the Governor. 
Such an act as was committed this morning will surely rouse the indigna· 
tion of the whole country. However, we are grateful to the kind' 
Providence for the miraculous escape of His Excellency the Governor. 
We thought that these stupid anarchic and revolutionary ideas had not 
crossed the borders of Bengal and the Punjab. In this Presidency we 
had not had such incidents and we really thought that we were free 
from the stupid ideas of misguided young men. It is high time that 
responsible leaders should impress on young men that by such stupid acts 
they are not going to gain anything for the country. On the contrary, 
they will do positive harm to the cause they may have at heart. With 
these words I associate myself with the resolution. 

Dr. J. ALBAN D'SOUZA (Bombay City, South): I rise, Sir, to 
associate myself most heartily with the resolution moved by the 
honourable member, Rao Bahadur Kale. It is really very regrettable 
th:J.t the shocking incident, the like of which has not occurred for so many 
years, should have occurred just at this time when India is doing her best 
to put her house in order for political purposes. Just now a move is made 
towards a settlement and the Round Table Conference has been arranged 
towards this end. That, at such a time this horrible incident should occur 
is really most deplorable. But, Sir, it is said that God sometimes writes 
straight by means of crooked lines. -rhe dastardly attempt is an utterly 
crooked act, but the writing thereof is straight inasmuch as His Excellency 
after his miraculous escape will be enshrined in the hearts of loyal citizens 

· all the more securely and dearly. Only during the last session we spoke 
in eulogistic terms of the personality and character of His Excellency 
the Governor. To have made a dastardly attempt on such a personality 
is as shocking as it is annoying. I heartily associate myself with the 
sentiments expressed by the previous· speakers. 

Rao Saheb B. G. DESAI (Kaira District): Sir, I associate myself 
heartily with the sentiments contained in the resolution moved by my 
honourable friend Rao Bahadur Kale expressing deep abhorrence and 
condemnation of the dastardly attempt made against the person of His 
Excellency the Governor of Bombay, Sir Ernest Hotson, the representative 
of His Majesty in this Presidency by a student at the Fergusson College 
~Wd join the honourable members of th.i& House ill c;~ffe:ring my respectful 
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•congratulations to His Excellency on his providential escape and wishhim 
long life. This incident exposes the morbid menblity of the misguided 
youths in this country, and I trust that every responsible member of this 
House will fully realize his responsibility and the serious gravity of the 
situation and earnestly co-operate with Government in putting · dow:p. 
and improving such deplorable state of affairs and thereby help to save 
. the good name of this Presidency from being further tarnished by any 
more repetition of such harmful events in future. . 

SYED MIRAN UAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District): Sir, while 
associating heartily with the resolution, and I think I possess the 
support of my frieads in the same, I wish to say a few words. It. 
gives me great pain to know that this dastardly and cowardly act took 

· place in an institution to which His Excellency was invited as a guest~ 
; That misguided youth by his attempt at the life of His Excellency at 
such a place has gone against the great traditions that our ancestors have 
built up. The hospitality of the Orientals is a bye-word in the pages of 
literature. By his attempt at His Excellency's life, this misguided youth1 

has gone against the great traditions of Oriental hospitality. His crime 
will evoke the condemnation, not only of the moderates, but als~ of the 
extremists, because it is inconsistent with every creed of politics in this' 
country. Even the extremists have not adopted this creed. Therefore, 
I wish to warn these misguided youths th.at nobody will countenance such 

· acts. Even the educated youth who dream of liberty for their country 
will not countenance such dastardly acts. Therefore, I wish to convey 
the feelings of the intelligent and educated youth of this c'ountry that 
none of us will countenance or sympathise with such acts. ·With these 
words I heartily associate myself with the spirit of the resolution. 

Mr. H. R. DESAI (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Sir, on behalf 
of the Sardars and Inamdars, I associate myself wholeheartedly with 
the resolution moved. I have no doubt that the whole of the country 
will with one voice condemn this dastardly attempt on the life of His 
Excellency. His Excellency richly deserves the congratulations of the' 
country at large on his miraculous and providential escape. With' 
these words I support heartily the resolution moved by my honourable 
friend from Satara. 

Mr. B. P. W ADKE (Bombay City, South): Sir, I associate myself 
with the previous speakers on behalf of the Bombay City which I am 
representing and heartily support the resolution moved by the honourable 
member from Satara. It is all the more regrettable that this dastardly 
act was committed in a City like Poona, which is the capital of 
ancient emperors and is the second important city in the Presidency. 
I consider it my bounden duty to join with the. previous speakers in 
congratulating His Excellency the Governor and wishing him long life 
and good health. 

:Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division): Sir, I join my humble voice 
in supporting tbe resolution and express my wholehearted conrlemnation 
of the rlastardly outrage perpetrated on His Excellency t.lls morning 
by a Brahmin student. On behalf nf the Mussalmans of Gujarat, 
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I heartily congratulate His Excellency on his providential el'tcapc and 
strongly protest against the diabolical activitiea of misguided youths 'in 
Colleges, who disgrace the institutions they attend and the teachers 
who train them. I hope this sad incident will serve as an eye-opener 
t..o the institution itself in which there have b~en some rowdy occurrences 
in the past. It has cast a blot not only on the institution but on the 
whole Presidency, because nowadays the spirit of anarchism has been 
spreading like wild fire throughout the country, and it is high time that 
such outrages are put down with a strong hand. 1 congratulate His 
Excellency on his providential escape and trust that he would be long 
spared to us. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, when a life is attempted 
at and it is saved, it is a matter for congratulation from a humanitarian 
point of view, even if that life be ofa very humble person. But when 
an attempt is made at the life of the head of a Presidency and that life 
is saved, it becomes a matter for great joy and glorification. Sir, India 
is full of martial races who have fought and dealt death ; but they have 
done so in open and honourable fight. But to aim at a person and try 
to take his life unawares, when he is unprepared and without giving him 
an opportunity to defend himself is a thing unknown to Indian tradition. 
Every right minded Indian considers such attacks as cowardly and 

·denounces them. Sir, it is a matter for very great congratulation that 
the dastardly attempt failed and we have this opportunity to-day of 
offering our congratulations to His Excellency whose person is held in 
high esteem. We, Sir, are on the threshold of great political changes, 
and at such a· moment such a crime is a very foolish act and is likely 
to affect adversely the political progress of the country. I am sure that 
no right thinking Indian will look on such a crime with sympathy or 
encourage it. Let us pray that in future we shall have no occasion to 
condemn such foolish attempts. I again offer my congratualtions to 
His Excellency and associate myself with all the sentiments that have 
been expressed by .the previous s~kers. 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI (Thana and Bombay Suburban Districts): 
Sir, on behalf of my constituency, and particularly my district, I very 
heartily associate myself with the sentiments expressed by this resolution 
which has been brought forward by the honourable member Rao 
Ba.hadur Kale. He has done a distinct service to this Presidency 
in expressing our loyalty towards the representative of His Majesty in 
this Presidency, who is His Excellency the Governor of Bombay. This 
action is not only cowardly and dastardly, but I say it is the meanest 
action perhaps that will go on the records of this Presidency. And we 
should not stop after condemning this action. It is our clear duty as 
citizens and loyal subjects to condemn this action thoroughly from 
every platform in the cities and villages, so that the younger generation 
of India may not be misled into committing such a dastardly and 
cowardly act. That is the cleu duty that lies before us. We must 
express our sentiments and take proper measures to &ec that su,cq a 
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cowardly act never occurs again. I wish again to congratulate His 
Excellency on the miraculous escape that he has had. We feel very 
grateful to Providence for going to his help and sparing him .for us, so 
that he may continue to favour us as he has been favouring us so long. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK (Sura.t District): Sir, I associate myself 
with the sentiments expressed by the previous speakers, and· I agree · · 
with every word of the resolution moved by tny honourable friend from 
&tara. I wish to say that the country is not going to be benefited by 
such cowardly and dastardly attacks of misguided youths. It is the 
duty of every citizen who has the best interests of the country at· heart 
to condemn such cowardly acts in- the strongest terms. I congratulate 
His Excellency on his miraculous escape and again assoc~ate myself 
with the sentiments expressed by the previous speakers. • 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Before putting the resolution. 
to the House, I think I should associate myself with the sentiments 
expressed by all honourable members who have spoken. It is gratifying 
to find that the whole House has come out so unanimously as the true· 
representative of the Presidency and shown the proper. spirit in 
condemning the action of the misguided youth this morning, and in 
congratulating His Excellency as our old and esteemed friend. It is 
said in Persian-" A calamity had appeared, but Providence alone· 
intervened and saved the situation." I put the resolution, and lam 
sure the whole House will receive it with acclamation. 

Question put and carried amidst acclamation. 

DISCUSSION ON IRRIGATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL RESUMED. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHOHRO (Larkana District) : Sir, by this 
amendment it is proposed that those lands which are growing rice at 
present and are getting sufficient water supply should not be penalised 
twice over. In the first place, the water supply will be cut off to a. great 
extent, or at least it is evident from the speech of the Honourable Member 
the Chief Engineer that the water supply will be reduced. On the 
other hand, if the water-courses are going to be remodelledr I maintain 
that the cost will be much less comparatively because the remodelling 
will not be for all the water-courses and will not cover the entire water
courses. The cost being comparatively much less, I think that.in fairness 
the cost should not be recovered from the owners who hold 'their lands 
on the water-courses which will be covered by. the canals an:d which will 
provide water for rice cultivation. As I have already said, the stability 
of rice cultivation for such a long period of 60 or 70 years is a sufficient 
evidence to show that these lands are only fit for rice cultiv~tion 
and nothing else. Otherwise people are not necessarily enamoured of 
growing rice. If they could, they would grow some other crop. By 
this Bill you are reducing the water supply and compelling them to grow 
other crops which they cannot grow with advantage, and at the same 
time are trying to inflict upon them the cost of the water-courses-the· 
cost which, as I explained, will be less than that of ordinary courses which 

1\!.0 Hb 46-(J • 
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would be wholly scrapped. Therefore, in fairness they should not be 
made to pay that cost. That is what is intended by the mover of this 
amendment and for the reason which I have mentioned I hope this 
honourable House will feel convinced and support this amendment, 
which is a very reasonable and justifiable one. I therefore trust that 
it will even be acceptable to Government. · · 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI (Thana and Bombay Suburban Districts): 
Sir, after reading the amendment and trying to study the situation, 
I am inclined to support the amendment .. My honourable friends on 
this side of the House had rather been by the clever manamvre ·of the 
Government isolated when the first reading was carried. I hope they 
will take sv.fficient interest in this matter and try to study and under
stand the question from the Sindhi point of view. I have got some 
knowledge of rice cultivation and I believe I can infuse my 1.'1lowledge 
in understanding and realising their difficulty. I understand that if 
the new water-courses were to be created, alignments and ;ectangulation 

·and sub-rectangulation carried out, it will not only increase their expenses 
but there is another demand to which they will be thrown and that is 
of improving their fields to make them fit to receive the water that will 
be given to them after these courses are improved. By asking the 
members from Sind I £ina that the rice-cultivated lands are not plain 
fields but some fields are hig4 and some are low and bunds have been 
constructed at very great cost.. If these bunds are changed by rectangu
lation and ~ub-rectangulation, it will impose an expense which I do not 
think the Government have taken into consideration. It is for this 
reason that I heartily support the amendment and I hope an equal 
interest will be taken by the honourable House and the House will try 
without prejudice to view the question from the Sindhi point of view 
and support this amendment. 

Mr. Haji Mir Mahomed Baloch having risen in his seat without his 
head-dress-
. The Honourable the PRESIDENT-: Order, order. I have long been 
thinking of drawing the attention of honourable members to one thing. 
It is this : I see honourable members who are used to wearing their 
·customary head-gears, when they come in with them on, remove them in 
the House. I think they should keep those. Those who come in without 
any head-dress after the European fashion may be allowed to remain 
bare-headed. But I do not think the others should cultivate the habit 
of removing their head-dresses. I see that the honourable member 
who.has just risen to speak, has removed his Gandhi cap. 

Mr. HAJJ MIR MAHOMED. BALOCH (Karachi City) (Putting 
on his cap addressed the House in Urdu): Mr. President, I rise to 
support the amendment moved by the honourable member Khan Baha
dur Ghulam Nabi Shah !Vld to oppose the amendment to that amendment 
moved by the honourable member Khan Bahadur Allahba.ksh. 
The intention of this amendment has been ex::J?lained already, 
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The zam.indars have been cultivating rice on the lands for the 
last seventy years. They have spent a lot of money in constru~ting 
bunds and improving their lands in various other ways. If this Act is 
applied to these lands, then the owners will not get 8 annas for every 

. rupee they have spent on those lands. Some of the karia.s situated in 
these rice-~ultivated lands are high; some aredow. If this Act comes 
into operation those karias which are situated on a higher level will 
have to go without water. I understand severallakhs of rupees have 
been spent on the construction of these water-courses in spite of the 
protests of the zamindars affected. What do the engineers of the Public 
Works Department care for the grievances of the people 1 Look at the 
Sukkur Barrage, look at the Back Bay Reclamation scheme ; how many 
crores have been sunk to the ruin of the Presidency 1 Can we put any 
more faith in their expert knowledge 1 The engineers go their own way 
without caring for public opinion. They construct canals in stra.)ght 
lines as roads to serve for motor cars to ply along and acquire land 
in spite of the protests of the people and they apply the same to the 
water-courses. 

The honourable member the Chief Engineer Sa.id that the za.m.indara 
had no right of rice cultivation. I may tell him that we have been 
cultivating rice for the last 70 to 200 years in those lands and have. 
a~quired prescJiptive right for such cultivation. I am surprised. to find 
him talking about no right to cultivate rice on lands. I have not come 
across any rule or regulation in the voluminous laws of the Government 
prohibiting the cultivation of rice. Can the honourable member· the 
Chief Engineer point out one to me 1 The proposal that the Bill should 
be recommitted to the select committee and the committee should be 
asked to visit the site was not accepted by Government. If this proposal 
had been accepted, the select committee would have had an opportunity · 
of examining the various conditions prevailing there and of hearing the 
grievances of the zamindars on the spot. That was not done. The 
people of the Thar Parkar District alone who will be affected by the 
irrigation schemes are already in debt to the extent of 60 lakhs of rupees 
which they have to pat to Government as takavi or to the co-operative 
societies and banks from which they have borrowed, let alone private 
debts incurred by the agriculturists. The agricultui'ists have been 
rendered so poor that they have no cloth to cover their bodies, they are 
half-starved and are eking out some kind of an existence. You now 
want to worsen their condition and the result will be what you have heard 
of in this very town this morning. The youth who was guilty of an 
attempt on the life of His Excellency the Governor this morning in this 
city is but an instance of the way things will go in time to come if you 
persist in your desire to get this measure through-convert a whole 
province into communists and anarchists by virtue of starving masses. 
The agriculturists will come to the breaking point and woe to the land 
where that breaking point is reached. The only way to prevent such a 
catastrophe is for Government to accept the amendment. · 
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Khan Bahadur Allahbaksh rose. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : At present the amendment to 
· the amendment is before the House and the mover of an amendment 
to an amendment has no right of reply. 

The Honourable Sir GOVlli'DRAO PRADHAN : Are not both before 
the House 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Yes, both may be argued together. 
The Honourable Sir GOVTh"'DRAO PRADHAN: Sir, I propose 

to point out to the House that at the first reading of the Bill the principle 
was accepted that the landlords are to bear the charges of any canals 
that may be constructed, and if amendments are now being brought 
seeking to exclude huge areas of land from the levy of charges, it appears 
to me that it will be going behind the principle originally propounded. 
I did not raise that objection because they went on saying "Don't 
remodel our karias at all." The arguments which my honourable friends 
have used are these : They say "We have been accustomed to take 
so much water that we are able to grow a particular crop and so Govern· 
ment have got no right to reduce that quantity of water." To that the 
honourable member the Chief Engineer replied that no one has got any 
legal right to say that he shall grow a particular crop and that he shall 
claim a particular quantity of water. The policy of Government in 
bringing forward this measure is the greatest good of the greatest numb~r. 
Supposing that in certain areas some landlords have been taking a large 
quantity of water to the detriment of the zamindars at the tail, that they 
have been starving other lands and have been getting all the water for 
their own lands for growing particular crops, they cannot do that under 
the provisions of the present Bill and cannot be heard to say that that 
quantity of water shall not be reduced and given to the other persons 
who are at the tail. As far as possible, the object of the Bill is what is 
stated in section 91, namely, for the more equitable distribution of water. 
The . words are " for the more equitable distribution of water." 
Whatever changes are going to be ordered by the canal officer are going 
to be ordered not arbitrarily and will-not cause injustice, but they will 
be for the more equitable distribution of water. In one or two cases 
the canal officers may think that injustice has been done. I would rather 
put it this way; that an injustice which was there in not giving water 
to the poorer neighbours at the tail has been reduced, if not removed. 
If there is now a claim that so many lakhs of acres of land should be 
:exempted from the payment of the cost of construction, the Bill need 
not have been brought at all. 

I could not understand my honourable friend. from Thana when he 
went on applying the conditions of the Deccan to the conditions of land 
in Sind. He went on applying conditions in Konkan or the Deccan to 
lands in Sind. 'That I have been contending is this that the basis of 
this Bill, the reason why this Bill has been brought is that power is sought 
to be given to a canal officer to order the construction of new ka.rias or 
water-courses for the .more efficient and equitable distribution of water, 
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and if so many lakhs of acres are going to be exempted from this, I 
submit that this Bill might as well not hav~ been brought, and so I oppose 
the amendment as well as the amendment to the amendment. 

The.Honourable the. PRESIDENT: I should like the Honourable 
the Finance Member to make clear one point, so that the non-official 
members on this side may be in a position to give their vote. A point 
was made out by the honourable member from Sind, Khan Bahadur 
Khuhro, that land which had been growing rice cannot possibly produce 
any other crop and that being so, the water for rice crop should be 
sufficient, as usual and lfs before. J£ that is not done, then the rice land 
would go out of cultivation and would lie fallow, giving less to the 
cultivators and to Government in revenue. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Ip. the fust place, 
I do not accept this broad proposition that lands which are at present 
growing rice are not fit' for any other crop, and wherever that is the case 
as regards some lands on the Mithrao Canal, provision has been 'made 
to give them enough water for rice crop. As a matter of fact, from 
previous records it seems that rice W!tS very rarely grown in Sind ;. the 
staple crop was wheat because there was not enough water for rice, but 
when the capacity of the canals was increased and widened, and when 
there was more water available, then alone rice could be grown. As. we 
all know, rice requires a lot of water. · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Have you got the expert opinion· 
of the .Agricultural Department about growing anything else on :rice 
lands~ 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Yes, we have. 
I say that the broad proposition that the lands where rice is .grown will 
not be fit for any other crop I am not prepared to accept. Some land 
there might be which would not be able to grow anything but rice; and 
for such land provision is made to carry so much water as would be 
required for it. So I submit, Sir, that naturally the policy of Govern
ment is to see that no injustice is done. Otherwise, why should we, if 
that land is not able to grow anything else, not give it water for the crop 
which is grown 1 We ourselves would be the suf{erers, we shall not get. 
any land assessment, we shall not get any rate for the water,' So, why 
should we pursue that suicidal policy 1 I have not been able to 
understand the objections that have been raised and so, I submit that 
I have got to oppose both the amendment and the amendment to the 
amendment •. 

· Mr .. M. M. KARBHARI : Am I correct in my apprehension that the 
landholders will have to iu.cur further expense to the expenses that will 
have to be incurred by Government in carrying on rectangulation and 

· sub-rectangulation for the improvement of their fields so that they may 
receive water after the new water courses have been created 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : There will be no 
extra expenditure. 
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SYED MIRAN MAHOliED SHAH : Will the Honourable the 
Finance Member explain his assertion that a zamindar has got no legal 
right to cultivate rice ! 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh"DRAO PRADILL.~ : A particular crop ! 
No one has a right to say that he has got a prescriptive right to grow 
a particular crop and which is enforceable under the law. I myself 
ask him that question, under what provision of law has a zamindar got 
such a prescriptive right enforceable at law ! 

SYED MIRL~ MAHOliED SHAH : It is a prescriptive law that is 
enforceable; when I have grown rice for 12 years, I get the prescript~ve 
right to grow that crop on that land unles~ under some law I am 
restricted from doing so. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T : Those legal problems may be 
solved by each honourable member privately. Does the honourable 
member who has moved the amendment wish to say anything ! 

Khan Bahadur GHULAM NABI SHAH (Thar Parkar District) 
(Addressed the House in Urdu) : Sir, I have been pained to hear the 
objection raised by the Honourable the Finance Member and the honour
able member the Chief Engineer of the Lloyd Barrage. I regret further 
that the right to grow rice in their lands which the zamindars have been 
enjoying for the last so many years is being sought to be taken away by 
means 1>1 this measure. I appeal to those two honourable members and 
to the whole House to think twice before tampering with the zamindars' 
a;ncient rights. It is my fum conviction that if, in the teeth ~~ opposi
tion from the Sind representatives, Government succeed by sheer weight 
of their power to carry this measure through and reject my amendment, 
the result will be disastrous. The poor agriculturists of my district are 
already indebted to the extent of la.khs and lakhs of rupees. Their 
distress will not be removed but will be increased. In conclusion, I once 
more appeal to the Honourable the Finance Member to accept my 
amendment. 

Amendment to the amendment Jm.t and lost. 

Question (original amendment) put. House divided. Ayes, 14; 
Noes, 44. Motion logt. 

. Division No. 2. 

Ayes. 

B..u.ocu. Mr. HAJI1tlm MA.HouD 
BHUTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 
BHUTT(), w A.DEBO w A.BIDBA.K.SH ILI...uu

BA.XSH 
Dlw.UllA.L I..tua.ul, Mr. 

. GHULAll NABI SHAH, Khan &hadur 
JAll Ja M.uloMBD K.IIA.N, Kh&ll &hadur 
Ja M.uiOKBD K.IIA.N, Khan &hadur 

:K.A.RBBABI, Mr. 111. 1\L 
:K.m:B.Bo, Kh&ll &hadur M. A. 
PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
SHA.IXH ABDUL MAJID, Mr. 
SuxVB. Mr. V. A. 
SnD .MI:RA.:!f MA.Ho:nD SHAH 
TALPUB., Mm BA.IIDllll ALI K.H.ui 

Ttl.la1jor IM Jvu: Kh&ll Bahadur An Annsu and Mr. S. S. Tor..uu. 
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ABERCROMBIE, Mr. J. R. 
A.NoA.DI, Rao :&ha.dur S. N. 
AsAVA.LE, Ra.o :&ha.dur R. S. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 

Hoes. 
}!ACKLIN, Mr. A. s. R. 
MonAK, Rev. R. S. 
MORE, Mr. J. G. 
NEWMAN, Mr. H. L. 
OWEN, M.r. A. c. 
P.!TIL, Mr. N. N. 

2G5 

BoLB, Ra.o Baha.dur S. K. 
BBANDE:&, Mr. J. P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. c. H. 
BROWl!E, Mr. D. R. H. 
BULLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILLB 

PATIL, Mr. v. N. . 
PRA.nHA.N, the Honourable Sir GoviNDuo 

: CHITA.LB, Rao .:&ha.dur G. K. 
CLAYTON, Air. H. B. 
CoLLINS, Mr. G. F. S. 
Coou, Mr. G. H. 
CooPER, Khan Ba.ha.dur D. B. 
DESAI, Ra.o Saheb B. G. . 
EWBANK, Mr.·R. B. 
GARRETT, Mr. J. H. 

PBATER, Mr. S. H. . 
RAFIUDDIN Amun, the Honourable · 

MoULVI 
SHAIEH YAXUB VAzm MAuoMED, Khan 

Bahadur 
SMART, Mr. W. W. 
SoLA.NKJ, Dr. P. G. 
THOMAS, the Honourable Mr. G. A. 
TURNER, Mr. C. W. A. 
VAKIL, Mr. PESTANSHAH N. GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 

H.wusoN, Mr. C. S. C. · VAKIL, the Honourable Sirda.r Sir RusTOM 
HunsoN, the Honourable lli. W. F. 
JoNES, Major W. ELIJS. 
K.ALB, Ra.o :&ha.dur R. R. 
KA.MA.T, Mr. B. S. 
KAMBLI, the Honoure.ble Dewan Baha.dur, 

S.T. · 

JEHANGm • 
V ANDEKAR, Ra.o Saheb R. V. 
w A.DKE, Mr. B. P. 
WILEs, Mr. G. 

Tellers /Qf' the Nou: Mr. S. H. PMTER and Dr. J. A. CotLACO. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The next amen~~nt, standing 
in the name of the honourable member Mr. Ha.ji Mir Mahomed Baloch-
is as follows : · 

Insert the following words in clause (l) of section 91 of the Bill, after the words "any 
land " occurring in the clause for the first time : 

" Other than and the third class lands within the Barrage area." 

In the first place, I do not know the meaning of " o~her than and the . 
third class." What does the honourable member mean by it ~ . 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOJ\IED BALOCH (speaking in Urdu): The 
amendment of my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Ghulam, Nabi Shah 
related to all rice land under class C. My amendment relates only to 
third class of rice land in classification C which will not grow anything 
Qu.t rice crops. All rice land is not of one clas~_. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT (speaking in Urdu): The 
amendment regarding rice lands has just been disposed of. 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : Sir, I should like to explain that, generally 
speaking, the third class lands referred to by the honourable member 
are rice lands. In substance this amendment is the same thing as the 
amendment which has just been disposed of. Further, as I explained 
in the course of my opposition to the last amendment, in regard to C class 
lands, unless the zamindars come forward and consent to rectangulation, 
we are not attempting to force it on them, and therefore it means 
improvement in the karias a.s they exist or new ones along the boundaries 
of the existing survey numbers. I have already said that A class lands 
are those lands which are eminently suited and are to be rectangulated. 
B class Iandi; are those lands .which it is desirable and possible to 
recta.ngulate, and C class lands are those lands where it would be' difficult, 
if not impossible, to rectangulate. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT: That is to say, the Bill does not 
entirely exclude C class lands ? 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: No, it does not exclude C class lands. 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Sir, there is apparently a. 
misprint in this amendment. It does not mean anything at present. 
I would suggest that the honourable member explains what it does mean. 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (speaking in Urdu): If there 
is a mistake, the wording of the amendment can be put right. I want to 
refer to third class lands of Class C. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT (speaking in Urdu) : The 
honourable member knows that the amendment of the honourable 
member Khan Bahadur Khuhro was to exclude a ll rice lands. That has 
not been passed by the House. The honourable member says that he 
wants third class lands to be excluded. When the House has once decided 
that rice lands should not be excluded, does he now expect the House to 
agree to his amendment 1 , 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (speaking in Urdu) : I have 
every confidence that the House will agree to it, because my honourable 
friend Khan Bahadur Ghulam Nabi Shah's amendment referred to even 
good rice lands. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: But Government themselves wish 
to leave out C class lands, as the honourable member the Chief Engineer 
himself has said. · · · 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (speaking in Urdu) : Sir, 
I move the amendment of which I have given notice, which is as 

_follows: 
In clause_ 4, insert the following words in cla use ( l) of section 91 after the words 

" any land " occurring in the cla use for the first time : · 
" Other than the third class' C 'lands wit h in t he Bar rage a rea." 

The honourable member the Chief Engineer, Lloyd Barrage, has 
admitted that such land will be excluded by Government themselves. 
The only object of the amendment is th?.t it should be incorporated as 
a provision in this Bill. C class land is generally full of pot-holes and 
ups and downs, and full of salts which make it unfit for any other crop 
than rice, and the provisions of section 91 ought not to be applied to it 
at all. I am sure the Honourable the Finance Member who himself 
expressed his inability to accept in broad terms that all rice lands were 
incapable of producing any other crop, will agree to my amendment which 
refers to only a small proportion of rice lands which are admittedly 
unfit for any other crops as det ermined by Government experts. There
fore, there should be no objection to exclude it . 

Question proposed. 
Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO (Larkana Dist rict): Sir, I desire to 

say only this much on this amendment , t hat the amendment in itself 
.is a simple and clear one. As the honourable monr has pointed out 
there are certain areas which are classed as inferior. The very fact that 
that land is Classed as C class land clearly shows that the land is inferior , 
and therefore the produce of it naturally must be very inferior. Besides, 
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the land assessment which is paid "6y the people that hold such land is 
so very high in comparison with the quality of the soil and the quantity 
of water supplied, that it is not possible for them to bear any extra burd~n. 
It will not be po!:lsible for those people to pay the cost of construction. or 
such other costs that will be inflicted upon them. Therefore, I hope 
Government will be generous enough to accept this small amendment, 
which is harmless and quite a reasonable one. . 

1\Ir. C. S.C. HARRISON: Sit, I rise to oppose the amendment .. The 
last speaker endeavoured to make out that t~is area is a small. one .. 
I have not got the figures with me; but I may say that there are probably· 
66,000 small holdings in this area. At the r~te of about 5 acres for each 
holding the area must be at least 3lakhs of acres. At the rate of Rs. 2-8-0, 
the cost will come to nearly 8 lakhs of rupees. 'What the honourable 
mover of the amendment intends is that this amount should be paid by 
the general taxpayer. . · · 
• Further the honourable member Khan Bahadur. Khu,hro s.aid that· 
these people are poor and they could not afford to pay this amount. In: 
my explanation about the classification of lands as-A1 ~~ C, there.is.~o 
confusion as has been stated by the honourable member. 
The classifications A, B, C, are Mil classifications. The classification as 
1, 2, 3, is for the purpose of rectangulation. As I said, class 1 is eJ:o.inently 
suitable for rectangulation; class 2 is somewhat difficult; and class 3 
is extremely difficult for rectangulation and may probably. have to be 
excluded in certain areas. In class 3 lands small holders. will have to 
pay no more than: others. A~ I said in my explanation, the water-courses 
will not be wholly altered but it may be necessary to improve water-conrse& 
and make new ones. If we make new ones they will not necessarily be 
along rectangulation alignmen~s; many will be along boundaries of survey 
numbers. It is not necessary to cut up these large su.rVey numbers·. 
I submit that this is merely another form of the previous amendment 
and amendment to the amendment. This strike's at the heart· of the 
amending Bill. • 

Question put and lost. 
Khan Bahadur 1\f. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District) ;· Sir; I. beg to 

move:' · · 
"In section 91, sub-clause (1), omit the words beginning with 'and' in line 6 e~ding 

with 'also ' in line,s. " . · . · 

I want to omit the words : . .. . ... 
. " and if he proposes to transfer the source .of water supply of the land to any eidsting 
water-course, ov. the owner or owners of such water-course also," , · . · . · . 

If my amendment is accepted, the clause will read as follows· : 
" Whenever it appears to any Canal-officer not inferior iri rank t~ 8,",; Executive 

Engineer that it is expedient to change the source of water supply of any land for the 
more efficient distribution of water, he shall serve a notice on the holder or holders of the 
land calling upon them to state in writing their objections, if any, as to the alignment 
or construction of the proposed wate_~-conrse."· : 

My object in moving this amendment is that under the clause as it stands 
at present the canal officer can change the water-coirrse of one man on to 
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[KhiUl Bahadur M. A. Khuhro] · . _ _ . . 
the water-course of another ~n. · If the rna~ is able to cultivate his 
lands with the existing · water-cour~e. it will be disturbing· the arrange
~ent to put him on to another .water-course. The object of this Bill, 
it is stated, is to provide a more efficient distribution of water for the 
larger areas of land that will come for cultivation under the Barrage . 
l)cheme. The new water-course will be required. . In · some cases the 
existing water-courses will not be scrapped but will be maintained as they 
are at pre&ent. These water-courses ·have just sufficient water-supply 
for the area commanded by them. When these water~courses are going 

· to remain intact and are not going to be scrapped, it will not be right 
for the canal officer to bring on .some more lands for . these water-courses 
~nd thereby create further complications for those people. · The Govern
ment are aware that there are a lot of disputes as a result of the change. 
of water-courses. If more lands are settled on the ·water-courses which 
have just sufficient water for cultivating the lands commanded by them, 
it will unnecessarily create further complications and make matters 
worse. , I thirik that the clause as it at present stands ia · ambiguous.· . 
a:nd gives wide and _general powers to the canal officer. '·.' . . - . ~ 

' ' ' ' . .. .. ~ 

. If it becomea necessary to improve a particular water-course -and 
increase the water-supply. more lands may .be settled on that 9ourse. 
But_ if this cla~se is going to be-pll.~sed as it is it will create complicatjons 
and will give more powers to the canal officer than what is contemplated 
by this honourable House to invest him with. So, my amendment 
may be accepted. If the intention of the Government is to empower~ 
the canal officer ~nly in cases where water-courses will have to be improved 
or where water'-supply is to be. increased in order to settle more lands 
on that water-course, the clause will have to be amended to f!Uit that 
intention. As it stands it gives very wide powers to_ the canal officer. 
I want to bring my object in moving this amendment to the notice of 
the House: r [Interruption.] There will be cases when 10 or 1.2 zamin~ 
dars will be put on a single water~course. · It will n~t be possible for 
them to ~cultivate the entire area by changing the water~course of one 
man to another man's water-course or by bringing more lands than · 
pecessary on that water~course for cultivation. In that case it will be 
very difficult. - I think, therefore, my amendment-as it stands should 
,be accepted. , ·· ' · · 

- Question proposed. -
- Mr. C. S.C. HARRISON: Sir; I rise to oppose the amendment. The 
honourable . mover ·· of this amendment seems to think that the canal 
officer will be a double-dyed demon and that he will, for .the sake of 
fun, abolish a-water~course and put the 'zaminda,r oil to another water,-

. cour~;~e . . •· Be is to have no conscience ! · The speaker further suggt:(sted 
that the canal officer may put on one water~ourM 10 or 12 zamindars. 
_A~suming t~a~ the canal officer has qorie so for 'the sake9! his own amuse.: 
ment, I cannot imagine that !mttirig them together he would make no 
provision for ~dditional water-supply.· . I have had a ·ca~e in the N awab.., 
sh~h_district 'Yitfl. regar~ to a ne:w water~course: _lt )VaS found absolutely 
~-. .... • • • - "' f . _ ' • • • • ~ • ·- ' 
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necessary to abandon a water-course belonging to a small zamindar.; 
According to the mover of this amendment that man should be left to 
shift for himself and perish. The canal officer would have no alternative 
than to put him on to a neighbour's water-course. In that particula:r 
case it was perfectly simple to convince the original holder that addi-. 
tional water for the additional ar~ will be given in the water-course., 
Every water-course is designed for the area that is to be served by it. 
There is not one single instance where it is possible for the canal of!icer· 
to add to the holdings on a water-course without making special provi-· 
sion for additional water. The point under discussion was considered 
in select committee. Every single point was considered by the select 
committee who endeavoured to settle it in such a way that it would 
cause least injustice to anybody. If the amendment is acc.epted, 
then we are likely to injure a large number of individuals. · 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBA.KSH (Sukkur District): Sir, I rise to support 
the amendment moved by my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro. 
There has been a tendency on the part of the canal officers to am.algamate. 
or combine as many water-courses as possible. This morning the zamin.
dars of Fuleli Canal came to see-· us and they informed us. that in. the 
re-modelling project of the Fuleli they have provided some regulators 
and distributaries running parallel to the Fuleli Canal. . In thus changing 
the source of water-supply they could have merely shifted the point· 
of off-take from the m.ain canal to the distributaries. Instead of that 
they have combined several kari3s into one. My honourable friend the 
Chief E~aineer says : " We do not do this for the sake of fun, or for 
the mere pleasure of doing it., I would like to point out to him that 
this thing has been done in the case of the Fuleli Canal, and therefore· 
it is absolutely necessary that we should have Some protection in the 
law itself. · · ~ 

Now, Sir, coming to the Bill itself, if we .delete the words proposed by 
my honourable friend the mover of the amendment, we will not deprive 
the canal officer of the power. of shifting the source of supply from one 
point to another. That power will be with the canal officer. The only 
effect of the amendment is that the canal officer will be deprived of his 
power of initiating the transfer of an area from one water-course:. to 
another. If he scraps or changes the source of a water-supply, then h& 
has got full power under this provision to change the source of ·the 
supply. If there is any aggrieved party who finds that he is not 
getting sufficient water from any water-course, then he can apply to the 
canal offiC€r, and the canal offiC€r has got power under section 64 to 
transfer his area from one water-course to another. What we wish is 
that the canal officer should not have the power of initiating the transfer 
of an area from one water-course to an existing water-course. I think · 
this is a fair amendment, to which I believe my honourable friend · 
the Finance 1\Iember should have no objection. With· the8e remarks 
I support the amendment. 
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SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH (Hydembad District) ·: Is my 
amendment <J.ccepted ? · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I do not know whether this is an 
amendment to the amendment. If it is accepted the clause would read: 
" If he proposes to transfer the source of water-eupply of the land except 
that within the non-Barrage area in Lower ind, etc." This is a separate 
matter entirely. The honourable member is trying to improve the 
section as it stands. The amendment befo the House is to delete all 
that. If the honourable member had an ameMment to the amendment 
to the effect '' Strike out only half a dozen words instead of a dozen 
words " that might have been taken as an amendment to the amendment. 
But this is an attempt to exempt Lower ind or non-Barrage area from 
the operation of this section, which is a fresh amendment which I cannot 
aocept. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH (H dembad District): I will 
then support the amendment moved. The Bouse knows, Sir, that the 
zamindars are very keen on this subject. Th representatives who have 
come here-some of them are present in th plleries--have given us to 
understand that they have got practical experience of the caprices of the 
canal officer. If this Bill ·is going .to inv the canal officer with arbi
trary powers to change the source of water-enpply from one water
course to another, it will create endless disputes resulting in murder and: 
litigation. In order to save people from perpetual quarrels and dis-. 
Union, I think it is. better that everybody snouJd be given his own source 
and his own water-course j:ust as he po at present. I do not · 
understand the practical difficulty that Government have to enco~ter. 
Everybody h~s at present his own water-ooune. Why should another 
man whose source of water-supply has been acrap~ on account of the 
introduction of 9- new schem.{\, l>e transfetred- from his original source 
to another existing water-course ? 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : May 1 ask the honourable member. what 
is to happen to him if he is not to get a supply from any other 
~uroof · 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Those will be yery exceptional 
cases. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEN:T : The point inade by the honour
able member the Ch~ef Eng'ineer · is, supposing, there is one out 
of a thouSa.nd, where is that man to go ? · · 
· Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH: He should be given a new _ water

course. · 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : I am going to expla.in. A source 

of water-supply is stopped on account of the crossing or c.utting by a n.ew 
canaL It caruio.t be stopped otherwi~e. 

Mr. C. S. C, HARRISON: . Mav I correct th~ honourable. member 1 
That is not. the only case. Tlie witer may have to_ come from an entirely 
diflerent direction. It .i~ not merely a. question of cutting his water
course. The water may have tO come from an_entirely ~ifierent ,~rection, 
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and that is the trouble. Especially .in the case of the Rohri Canat the 
water will come from an entirely different direction. Therefore, the 
water-course will have to be scrapped: A may have to be·put on B's 
water-course, orB on C's water-course and so on. 'It becomes purely 
fortuitous ; it is not within our control. Wherever possible we 
endeavour to meet the wishes of the zamindar, but there are ,cases 
w hirh are completely outside our control. . 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH :·That power is possessed by the 
canal officer under the existing Act. 

The Honourable the ·PRESIDENT: Order, order. The .honourable 
member Syed Miran Mahomed Shah is in possession of the House. 

SYED MIRAN MAHO:MED SHAH: My honou~able .· friend 
(Khan Babadur Allahbaksh) has pointed out the section which gives 
power to the canal officer. What is the fun of malting another provision 
giving him further powers ~ 'What is the use of multipl:ying legisla:tion ~ 
It is section 26. · 

Mr. C. S.C. HARRISON: That depends upon disputes: there may be 
cases of no disputes. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is based on disputes. That . 
refers to cases arising out of a dispute. Here there is no question of · 
dispute. ' " 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: This section does not apply: · 
I thought my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Allahbakih had studied · 
the subject, and I was relying on his statement and his knowledge. Here
after, 1 shall accept his statemen~ sparingly. my. point is only this; 
Why :make a legislative provision for one in a thousand, and give power 
to the canal officer to transfer the source of water-supply from one course 
to another. My honourable friend has given the instance of the Fuleli 
Canal, which area I represent. There, under the remodelling scheme 
they have constructed new branches. Instead of giving sources of water
supply directly from the canal they have given from the branches which 
run parallel to the canal. It is with a view to exclude that portion that 
I moved the amendment which you have not allowed. But my purpose 
will be served by the acceptance of this amendment. 

I wish to impress on the Honourable the Finance Member that this 
amendment is absolutely necessary. 'In their various representations 
the zamindars' associations have painted out that disputes will arise 
and disunion and discord will accrue between neighbouring zamindars 
if you do not provide separate sources of water-supply. Government 
:may say, how can we possibly give a separate water-course to small areas 
of ten and thirty acres~ In that connection I wish to point out that, 
if they cannot construct sluices with modules, Jet them give simple pipe 
lines. In the Fuleli Canal when an owner could not be given a sluice he 
was given a pipe and he was quite happy with it. They can scrap 
the modules and give him a supply by means of a. pipe. Have they got 
any reply to that 1 The zamindars of the Fuleli Canal hav~ complained 
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about the am.aJgamation of the various karias. I think the Honourable 
the Ymance Member will be well advised to accept this amendment and 
save the zamindars from perpetual disputes. 

The Honourable 1he PRESIDE!'t'"T : I should like to dispose of this 
amendment today. 

[Honourable MEMBERS: No, no.]. 
Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : I have to speak on this amend

ment, Sir. 
The Honoorable the PRESIDENT: I notice that the honourable 

member has a similar amendment tabled. · 
Khan Bahadur ATJ.AHBAKSH : I suggest, Sir, that it will be much 

better to take it up tomorrow. · 
"The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Hous~ is now adjourned to 

·2 p.m. tomorrow, Thursday, the 23rd July 1931~ 
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Thursday, the 23rd July 1931. 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Thursday, 
the 23rd July 1931. at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, Sir ALI 
?!IAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI, Kt., Bar-at-Law, presiding. . 

Present: 
ABDuL LATIF IIA.JI IIA.JRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
ABERCROllBIE, Mr. J. R. 
ALLAHBAKSH, Khan Bahadirr 
A..~GA.DI, Rao Bahadur S. N. 
AsAv ALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BALOCH, Mr. H..u1 Mm MAHOliED 
BANGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 
BHUTTO, W A.DERO W AHIDBA.KSH ILLAHIBAKSH 
BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BRA.."'DER, Mr. J. P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H. 
BROWNE, Mr. D. R. H. 
BuLLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 
CHIKODI, Mr. P. R. 
CmTALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. 
CoLLACO, Dr. J. A. 
CoLLINs, ?tfr. G. F. S. 
CooKE, Mr. G. H. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur, D.' B. 
DHALUMAL LILARAM, ?tlr. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
DEsAI, Mr. S. B. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J.,ALBAN 
EWBA."'K, ?tfr. R. B. 
GARRETT, Mr. J. H. 
GHt:tAM HusSAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GHULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GILDER, Dr. M. D. 
GoKHALE, Mr. L. R. 
GovER Rou, Mr. 
HARRISON, Mr. c. s. c. 
Hunsox, the Honourable Mr. W. F. 
JAx JA..~ ?!lAHOMED KHA..~, Khan Bahadur 
JAx ?tlARO:MED KRA..~, Khan Bahadur 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
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Jo:sEs,llajor W. ELLIS 
lUDRJ, llr. J. s. 
KA.LE, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
K..ul&T, Mr. B. 8. 
KAlmLI, the Honourable Dewan Bahadl\f S. T. 
KARBHABI, Mr. M. M. -· . 

· .K.aun.o, Khan Bahadur M. A. 
K~"'l, Rao Saheb P. D. 
LELY, Mr. w. G. 

·llicKLI:N, Mr.- A. S. R. . 
liADHAVSANG JOBBHAI, lli. 
liEHERBAKSB, lli. 8. 
lloDAK, Rev. R. S. 
Mom, Sardar DAV a T. K. 
MoRE, Mr. J. G~ 
NAIK, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
N..umEORAO BUDIUJIRAO, Mr. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NEWMAN, Mr. H. L. 
OWEN, Mr. A. c. 

· PARULEKAR, Rao Bahadur L. V. 
PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
PATIL, Mr. v. N. 
PAm, Rao Saheb V. S. 
PRADH.L~, the Honourable Sir Govo."'DRAO . 
PRADHAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
PRATER, Mr. s. H. 
RA.FIUDDIY Amw>, the Honourable Mot'LVI 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
RESALDAR, Mr. A. K. 
SABEBSINBJI Juv .A...">iSI:sHJI, Mr. 
SHAIKH ABDUL Azl:z, Mr. 
SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID, Mr. 
SHAIKH Y AKUB V AZIR lliHOllED, Khan Bahadur 
SHA:sKARRAO JAYARAliRAO Zu:s-ZARRAO, Mr. 
SHI:sDE, Mr. R. B. 
SnRT, Mr. W. W. 
SoLANKI, Dr. P. G. 
St'"RVE, Mr. A. N. 
SrnvE, Mr. V. A. 
SYED MmAN liAuoliED SHAH 
SnD MUNAWAR, Mr. 
TALPt'R, lim BANDER ALI KHAY 
THAKOR OF KERw ADA, Sardar BHASABEB RAISI:sBJI 
Taoli.AS, the Honourable Mr. G. A. 
ToL.A...~I, Mr. S. S. 
Tl:R:sER, lli. C. W. A. 
YAISHAli1'AYA:s, Dr. v. G. 
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VAKIL, Mr. PEsTL'\'SHAH N. 
YAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir Rusroll JEH..L~GIR 
V AXDEKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. 
WADKE, iUr. B. P. 
WILES, ~Ir. G. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. Questions. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

PoLICE : ADDITIONAL FoRCE ON ACCO~T o·F CIVIL 
DISOREDIENCE liOVE1lENT. 

275 

Rao Bahadur S. Y. ANGADI (Belgaum District) : (a) ·~ill 
Government be pleased to state whether any additional police 
force has been employed to cope with the situation created by civil 
disobedience movement in the presidency 1 . 

(b) If answer be in the affirmative, what is the total strength. of this . 
.additional force 1 

(c) How is ·it distributed over the various districts? 
(d) On what conditions is the additional force employed 1 
{e) What is the total expenditure incurred by Government on account 

of the employment of this additional force up to the end of January 
1931! 

The Honourable :1\Ir. G. A. THOM..\8: (a) Yes. 
(b) Six additional Superintendents, four Assistant Superintendents, 

nine Deputy Superintendents, nine Inspectors, three Police Prosecutors, 
13 Sub-Inspectors and 2,418 armed Head Constables and Consta,.bles. 
These figures include additional police posted at the cost of the inhabit-, 
.ants in Sholapur, Ratnagiri and Kolaba districts. 

(c) Statements A and B showing the distribution on 1st February 
1931 are placed on the CounciL Table. They do not include all the 
·officers mentioned in the reply to clause (b) as some of them were. 
recruit~d for short periods only. 

(d) All the members of the additional police force, except those of 
the Special Police Battalion which in the beginning numbered 1,006, 
draw the same pay !1-nd allowances as the members of the permanent 
force serving in the districts concerned. The pay of the Special Police 
Battalion was fixed at Rs. 28 per mensem for a head constable and Rs. 20 
for a constable. While under training, they were given full rations on 
the military scale and provided with free quarters. On the completion 
of their training, they were posted for duty to various districts in the 
Presidency where they receive the same pay as at Poona, and the 
ordin&ry and special allowances admissible to the permanent Police 
force, except as regards travelling allowance which has been fixed at 
a consolidated rate of Rs. 7-8-0 per mensem for a head constable and 
Rs. 3-12-0 for a constable. 

(e) Approximately Rs. Ulakhs. 
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8lolt:atal ~ tlf lilllrid.r la ..Aiel A.Uiliorwll S•ptri•~ A_.._, S•ptriatn
.,.... nl De,., S•pcri"'-"• of Police. Police Iup«Wr&, Police Prow. tor,. 
nl B.._ I~• rt/ffl'f'fl.lo ia npl1 IP tlaNe (b) of lAc fllulioa lm'l! tloi•J l.t, 01t 

lfl Ft:brwrf 19Jl. 

Namber and designation 
of the Oftice.r 

1 ~ SuPerin'endent of Police 
11Dspenor 

' . I ~t Superintendent of Police 
1 Deputy Saperintt>ndent of Police 
2~ 
I Pollee Ploseeutor 
'1 Su.b-lnspeetor 

1 Deputy Superintendent of Poliee 
1 Police Proaenrtor 
•1 Sab-IDI!pedor 

l~or 

11nspeetor 
1 Sab-lnspeetor 

S Sab-lnspeetors 

2 Deputy Superintendentil of Police 
1 Poliee Proeecutor •• 
*2 Sub-lnspeetors 

1 Superintendent of Polke 

i Deputy Saperintl'ndent of Polkl'-

1 Deputy Snperinliendent of Police 
2 Sub-lnspedors 

r 

::~}-· 
::ll ...... ·-~ 
;;I}J "'""· 
.. , 
• -I A.h.mednagar. 

I 
I 

· :: }sholapur. 

• • Karaehi _ (for Sin 
Criminal Inveilti 

::1}="'-1 
•• , Criminal Invl'llti-

1 gation Depa~nt. 

- • -~ Bombay Suburban 
I District. 

::1} Kolaba. 

STA~"TB. 

Jte.marb 

• Thto!!e' appoint
llle'Dts 1rl'n!' 

ereatl'd in eon
oeetion with the. 
Special~ Pob 
Battalion. 

~ 11.otri11g tAe distrihfioa o/2.118 a~d polkemn referred to ia replg to dou,. 
(b) of lilt tp.t8li011. 

--------------;:-------- ·----.1 Place 

:Bombay City 
~Wac hi I>istricl 
Hyderabacl District •• 
Sukkur Distrid •• 
~Khandesh 
Wen Khandesh 
Nuik 
AhmedDagar 
&tara 
Sbolapv:r 

Number 

200 
M 
23 
23 

100 
100 
50 
50 
50 
50 

Remarb 

------
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:X umber 

277 

Remarks 

---·-------·--------'~----------"'----

Belgaum 
Bijapur 
Dharwar 
Kanara 
Kolaba 
Ratna~ 
.A.bmedabad 
Broach 
Kaira. 
Surat .. 
Pan-rei (Kolaba. District) 
Shiroda (Ratnagiri District) 
8holapur City 

... , .. 
"I 
··I 

:!50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 

419 
63 

250 
:!50 
50 
24 

162 

Total • . 2,418 

\ LAND REcoRDS : DISTRICT lxsPECTORS. 

Rao Bahadur S. X. ..L\"GADI (Belgaum District): (a) Will 
Government be please~ to state the duties of District Inspectors of Land 
Rec,ords Department ! · . . . 

(b) What is the total cost to Government on account of these District 
Inspectors ! · 

(c) Do. Government intend to abolish the'se posts t 
The Honourable lli. W. F. HL'DSOX: (a) A list of the main duties 

of a District Inspecwr of Land Records is appended. 
(b) The total cost for the year 1930-~1 was Rs. 74:,547. 
(c) Xo. 

Li&t of the rooin datiu of a Di&trid bupecror of Land Rerorda. 
I. To supen"i.se and be responaible for the measurement and classification work done 

in the district by taking regular field tests. · 
;l. To control and arrange the work and check the diaries of all the surveyors work

ing under him, such as field party, inam survey, upkeep hieea survey, cadastral, district 
and maintenance surveyors. . . . 

3. To m!lintain the standard outtum of work of the surveyors so as to make the staff 
self-supporting. · 

4. To supervise the measuremrnt of hieeas in upkeep hieea survey in the district and 
to distribute assessment over sub-di'risions and to keep the work up to date. 

5. To settle boundary disputes. 
6. Tc eubolit"proposals about the disposal of alluvial Iande etc: 
7. To i~pect and supervise the work of the District Survey Office. 
8. To check and sign Akarbande and Kamjasti Patraks. 
IJ. To keep the district and the ta.luka maps corrected up to date. · · 

10. To see that the village maps are properly printed with up to date corrections and 
supplied to villages. . 

11. To assist the Assistant Settlement Officers and Superintendents of Land Recorda 
in all settlement work, preparation of Akarbands and to prevare certain st&tiatics before 
settlement. . . · 

1:!. To euperviAe the correction work of existing agricultural surveys, mapa and · 
records. 

13. To take test of ordinary Circle Inspector's work and inspect their daftars. 
14. To inspect village recorde particularly with a ,·iew to seeing that aU surve7 

corrections are duly incorporated in the Yillage accounts. 
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15. To test and maintain the P.erord of Ril!hts acrordin11 to a uniform system in tht> 
district. · 

16. To tes€ the crop and waste in~pection, birth and death f!'gisters, ravate' f!'reipt& 
etc. and other agrienltural statistics. • • 

17. To test the boundary marks inspection work done by the Circle Inspeetors. 
18. To compile the agricultural statist,irs of the distriet both annual and quinquennial 

and canal returns et{':, for the Collector. 
19. To train candidates in Cirele Inspector's duties. 
20. To teach and train Land P.ecords subordinates in survey and C'lassification and 

other Land P.ecords matters. · 
2t To give instructions to junior Civilians and probationary District Deputy 

Collectors in survey classification and rity survey matters if asked by the ~uperin
tendent of Land R.ecords. 

22. To give instructions and train the Circle Inspectors and tala tis in the RE"c·ord 
of P.ights especially in any changes which are introdu<'ed. 

23. To advise Revenue Officers in all technical matters concernrd with the ~nn-ey 
records and refer doubtful case11 to Superintendent 'of Land Records. 

24. To prepare all bills such as pay, travelling allowance and contingenC'y rtr. of the 
following establishments and keep accounts :- · · 

· (i) District In~pector. 
(ii) District Inspector's office. 

(iii) District Survey Office including the District Sun·eyor. 
(iv) Cadastral Surveyors including peons. 
(v) Upkeep surveyors. 
(vi) Inam. party-surveyors. 

(vii) Maintenance staff and city surveys. 
25. To supervise the original city survey work and the sun-t-y of inam villages going 

on in the district. 
26. 'To see that city surveys are properly maintained both by outdoor review as well 

u in office. 
27.. To detect land used for non-agricultural pttrposes and see that non-agricultural 

plots are properly measured. · 
28. To keep watch on all land acquisition cases in the district and to see to tht-ir 

prom.pt disposal. 
29. In som.e cases the ~cial duty of collecting statistics of rent, e.g. of land under 

canals, has been added. · 

LLOYD BARRAGE : P,OWER PLANT AT' SUKKUR. 

1\Ir. HAJI MIR 1\IAHOl\IED BALOCH (Karachi City) : Will 
Government be pleased to state, with reference to paragraph 46, page 25, 
of the report by Sir Visvesvaraya on the Lloyd 'Barrage and Canals 
Construction-

( I) whether the B. H .. P. of EngLnes is 3600 and the capacity of 
generators is 2350 K.W., 

(2) whether the cost of the plant is Rs. 15 lakhs nearly ; 
(3) whether they agree with the experts that all that power has 

been found too big for the necessities of the work ; 
( 4) whether the engines are of three types instead of one type only ; 
(5) why engines of one type were not purchased ; • 
(6) the names of the officers who recommended all this plant ; 
(7) what steps, if any, Government have taken in the matterY 

·.The Honourable Sir GHULA.J.\1 HUSSAIN: (1) Yes. 
(2) No. The cost of the Power House including erection and housing 

was Rs. 10,32,000. The transmission system, every bit of which has 
been in co:tistant use since it was purchased, cost about Rs. 4}lakhs. 

(3) Yes. 
(4) Yes. 
(5) Because it was not found economical to do. so. 
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(6) Mr. C. S.C. Harrison, Chief Engineer, Lloyd Barrage and Canals 
Construction ; 

Mr. A. A. liust<>, Superintending Engineer, Lloyd Barrage Circle ; and 
~Ir. J. S. Pitkeathly, Chief Controller of Stores. 
(7) Xo steps are called for. The plant is being disposed of oil \ery . 

satisfactory terms. 
. lli. !LUI IDR lL\HOliED B.\LOCH (in Urdu): In reply t~ my 
question (2) whether the cost of the plant is Rs.l5lakhs th~ HQnourable 
~!ember says that the rost of the power house is Rs. 10,32,000 am! the 
tra:c.smic;..:;ion system cost about R!'!. ij- lakhs. Does tbetotal not amount 
to ahout Rs. 15lakhs! 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : They are two c:lifferent items. 
The amour,t was spent in two different ways. 

lli. RAJI MIR MA.HOllED BALOCH : But the total is there. 
Tht' Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T: But not under one head. That 

is hardly a rnpplemeutary 'qut'~>tion. 
lli. H..UI IDR liA.HOliED BAI.OC'H : What was the reason for 

purchasing surh a big plant. when the power produced was not neces..qary! 
The Honourable Sir GHLL..UI HCSSAL~ : It was found out after

wards that the power prorlured was in excess o( requirements .. · 
~Ir. IL\.JI :YIR ~LffiOliED BAUX'H: What amount do C-.ovem

n!ent expect to realise from the disposal of the plant ~ 
The Honourable Sir GHLL.UI HUSSAIX : I ";11 inform thf> honour-

able ml'mber as soon as the transaction is complete. . . 
Rao Bahadur R. S. ASAV.\I.E : And the other honourabJe members 

of this House ! 
The HoMurable Sir OHUJ..All HLSSUN: Yeg. 

LLoYD BARRAGE : QUARRY PL.U"T. 

~Ir. H..UI IDR MAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi City) : Will , 
Government be pleased to state with reference to paragraph 4:7, page 26, 
of the report by Sir Yi.svesvaraya on the Lloyd Barrage and Canals 
Construction-

(!) whether it is a fact that the cost of quarry plant and designing 
(dressing?) plant, exclusive of sheds etc. is Rs. 5'25lakh.s and Rs. 3·6 
lakhs respectively; 

(2) whether it is a fact that much of the dressing plant is lying idle ; 
(3) whether it is a fact that most of the quarrying since September 

1927 is being done by contractors' labour instead of by the quarry 
plant; 

(4) whether the reason for these (this?). plant remaining idle is 
that engineers have changed proposed masonry arches into cement 
concrete reinforced arches ; 

(5) when this idea of reinforced cement concrete arches occurred ; 
(6) why the idea of reinforced cement concrete arches did not 

recommend itself to the engineers at first; 
(7) whether it is a fact that Messrs. Harrison and Musto were the 

officers who designed the project, recommended the purchase of 
quarrying and dressing plant and now again recommended the 
scrapping of it ; 
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(8) whether Government have taken any, and if so, what stt>ps in 
the matter! 
The Honourable Sir GlfC'L.UI m~SS.UX: (1) Yes. 
(2) No. 

· (3) All quarrying is being done by contractors but they use all the 
quarry plant, and pay for its use. 

(4:) Does not arise-tide reply to clause (3). 
(5) In 1928. 
(6) It was considered that the stone available around Sukkur "·ould 

prove suitable. 
(7) Mr. Musto designed the project which was approved b:y 

Government. There is no scrapping of the plant. 
(8) No steps are called for. 

lli. H.!JI lUR ~LlliOMED BALOCH (in Urdu}: When most of tht 
af('hes h:we been done in concrete,' does it not mean that tht.>re is no usc 
fer t'!J.e dressing plant 1. · 
. The Honourable Sir GHULA...'\1 HUSSA:rn : We differ in our opinions. 

Mr. HA.JI MIR MAHO~IED BALOCH : StoM arches cost Rs. 2-·1-0 
and cement arches cost Re. 1. How is it that stone archell are not good 1 

:Xo reply. 
Mr. HAJI MIR MAHO:MED BALOCH : If stone was found to be not 

good, how is it that it was used for some of tlta arches before 19281 
The Honourable Sir GHULAll HUSS.(IN : Which arche"' 1 
llr. HAJI MIR M_lliO:MED BALOCH : Head regulator. 
The Honourable Sir GHULAll HUSSAIN: They were much smaller 

arches and less weighty. 

B.A.RRAGE SPANS: STANDING WAVE AcnoN. 
Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi City): (1) Will 

Government be pleased to state, with reference toparagraph29, page 16, 
of the report of Sir Visvesvaraya on the Lloyd Barrage and Canals 
Construction, how many spans of the Barrage proper were constructed 
before 1928 with floor level at R. L. 11.6 before the floor level was raised 
toR. L. 177 to limit the disruptive action to the solid pavement, under 
standing wave conditions ; · 

(2) How do Government propose to protect these spans already 
constructed with floor level at R. L. 176 from this standing wave action 1 

(3) Have Government shown their disapproval of this portion of 
design t 

The Honourable Sir GHU!..AJ.'\1 HUSSAIN: (1) The honourable 
member presumably means the sill level and not the floor level. The 
sill level of 12 scouring sluice spans was constructed at R. L. 176. 

(2) N'o protection is considered necessary as owing to the presence 
of raised sills in the river spans, they can be worked continuously. The 
scouring sluices will, of course, be worked only as required. 

(3) Doesnotari.se-t>idereplyto clause (2). Raisingthe sill level ofthe 
river spans was a desirable and economical feature and not a necessity. 
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DIVISIONAL FOREST OFFICERS, 1\!USLBIS. 

Mr. HAJI 1\IIR 1\IAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi City): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(1) how many Rangers there are in Sind, and how many of them are 
:Muslims and how many non-Musliins ; 

(2) how many Divisional Forest Officers there are in Sind.and,how 
many of them are Muslims and how many non-Muslims; . 1 

(3) how many Muslim and non-Muslim Rangers have been promoted 
to the grade of Divisional Forest Officers from amongst the Rangers 
in the last ten years ; . · . · · 

(4) how Government propose to make up the deficiency of.Muslim 
Divisional Forest Officers 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: (1). There are at 
present 24 Rangers' posts in Sind, of which seven are held by Muslims 
.and the rest by non-Muslims. " 

(2) There are five Forest Divisions in the Sind Circle. Of these, two 
.are held by European Officers (one of whom is at present on leave and 
his charge is temporarily held by a non-Muslim Sub-Divisional Forest 
{)fficer) and 3 are held by non-Muslims. .· . 

(3) If by "Divisional Forest Officers" is meant gazetted appointments, 
nine persons from the Rangers' grade (all non-Muslims) were promoted 
to the Bombay Forest Service in the whole Presidency during the last 
ten years (from the year 1921 to date). . 

(4) Unless qualified Muhammadans respond to the periodical calls for 
candidates for selection and training, there is no means of making up the 
.deficiency of Muhammadan gazetted officers. · 

Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH: Did Government not con
sider a single Muslim ranger fit to be promoted to the selection post 
during the last ten years 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAl\IBLI : The men whom 
Government selected during the last ten years were better qualified 
than those who were not promoted. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI: Are these posts reserved for Sindhi Muhammadans 
·only 1 · 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBI.I: No,. certainly 
not. · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: Is it not a fact that men with 
superior qualification~> posseRsing British degrees were available for 
these posts? · 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI : I must refer the 
honourable member to the Recruitment Rules which· are published. 
Sinre 1929 recruitment to class II is made only by promoting rangers, 
who are ronsidered best fit,teu to occupy post~ in class II. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: Is it not a fact that a number of 
11Iuhanunadans were rejected in favour of non-Muhammadans 1 Have 
not qualified Mahomedan.s who were available been rejected 1 
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The Honourable De.-an Baha.:lur ~- T. 1\..UlRI.I: For what ~ts l 
"SYF.D IDlU..~ lLUIOliED SHUJ: For posts in cla~ II. 
The H(lliOUIIIble De11an Bahadur S. T. KAllDLt: I cannot do bett(·t 

than refer the honourable member to the recruitment rules. · 
SYED liiRA.X lliHOliED ~JUH: I wi"!h to 1..-now whether, wht>n 

there was a sufficient number of llahome.:lahll. "·bo comptif'd with the 
rules, availablt", any of therit were rejected. 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. K.UlBLI; In what rear 
and for what poets ! · 

SYED llllU.X li!HOllED SH.\B : In 1931 for rangt"rs' posts. . 
The Honou.rabl~ DP.wan Bahaclur S. T. KA ... '\IBLI: 'No selections 1rere 

made in the current year. for rangers' pods. 
llr. SYED llCXA WAR: Are the~ tle revised rules of rerrr..itrnf'llt 

or are they H,e old rules ! 
The Honourable Dt>wan BahaJur S. T. KAYBU: TheS~: rule<J ''erE

framed recently in 19"29 • 
.Yr. HOOSEX.!LLY ll. R.UilllTOOI ... \: How manv were ~lt'ttttl 

in Hl30 for the ran~rs' po<~ts l • 
The Honotmlble D~wan Bahadur 8. T. K!lfBLI : I require r.otire 

of the qv.estion. 
. Mr. HOOSE...~.\LLY ll. R.llilliTOOI ... \: Will R cory of the- rules 
be placed on the taUc l 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadlir S. T . .K..UIBLI: I require notict> 
of the question. 

I 
GKAZIXG FEES, DEccA.."'. 

Khan Bahadnr D. B. COOPER (Satara District) : Will Gonrnment 
be pleased to state-

(a) whether they are aware of the fact that the grazing fees charged 
by the Forest Department in the Satara District and certain other 
distri~ts in the Deccan are double Qle grazing fees charged in the 
districta of Gujarat ; 

(b) whether they have received any representations from the ryots 
of the Deccan districts to remove this anomalv ? 

·(c) If the answer to (a) and (b) is in the affirmative, what action 
have Government taken to remedy this grievance? 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadnr S. T. IU..li.BLI: (a) The rates of 

grazing fees charged by the Forest Department for village cattle in the 
Satara and other districts of the c~ntral Dirision are double of those 
prevailing in the Snrat District. The rates of grazing fees in the districts 
of the Central Division and Gujarat in respect of the areas in charge of 
the Revenue and Forest Departments are shown in the appended 
statements. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) The rates of grazing fees wete re\-ised by Government in llay 1928 

after mature deliberation and Government do not propose to alter them. 



Statement Rhou•ing the rateR of grazing fees cltarged by the F'nre-•t Drpartment in tl•.e tlistt·i~ts of tlte Oentral Division and Gujarat 

- ------- -------- -----

Fe<'s for villap:e cattle 
- Fees for non-viUage cattle and 

f'attle from Indian States 

-- of Forest Villagrs. of non-forest villa~€!8 . . 
I 

Buffaloes, I Sheep, if Goats, if BuffaiOl's, cows Sheep, if I Goats, if Bnft.Jo.,,l Sheep, if Goats, if 
cows etc. a.Uowed aU owed etc. allowed allowed cowsetr.. allowed allowed 

---- ---- I ------I 
Rs. a.. :I Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Hs. a. }I• Rs. a. p. n.. •· P·\ R•. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

The whole of the Central Division 0 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 8 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 
except Peint Taluka. of Nasil; ~ 

. 
I 

District. 
-" 

Surat District .. .. 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 40 0 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 o•·4 0 0 4 0 

Parroh 1\lahals .. .. Free within Not allo wed. (I) WesternMahals Not allow,ed. 1 0 0 Not all owed. 
the unit -Re. 0-8-U. 

~fin~ 1 (2) Eastern Mahals 
Rule VII. -B u ft a I o e e-

Re. 0-4-0. 

01 
Others--Re. 0-2-0 

Peint .. . ~I ·Do. ••

1 

Do. .. Do. . . Buffaloes-Re. 0-8-0 0 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 .o 0 4 0 4 0 
Others-Re. 0-fi-0. f-

---
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Slale~ntltl ISMwiflg flte mtu of grazi11g /et.t~ i11 lite Retuve IT a.9le larul1 i11 IAe 

· d~ricts of Gujoral, 

. ' j Animals for which 
Name of District fees charged Ratt-8 Remarks 

Ahmedabad 

Kaira 

Broach 

I 
2 3 

' Animals of " A " Free 
class villages. _ 

" A" villages are 
those in which the 
grazing area is in· 
1.1ignificant. 

Cattle of " B " class 
villages-
(a) Village cattle. • Re. 0-2-0 peracre. 
(b) Outside village Re. 0-4-0 (per head of 
· cattle. horned cattle). 

l 
Re. 0-2-0 (per head of 
sheep and goats). 

(c) Non-vi 11 agel Re. 2-0-0 (per head of 
cattle. I hornt>dcattle). 

Cattle of "A" 
villages. 

Cattle of "'B'' 
villages. 

Re.l-0-0 (per head of 
sheep and goats. 

Free 

Rs. a. p. 

0 2 0 per acre 

" B " villages are 
those in which the 
grazing area is not 
insignifirant. 

"A" villaaea are 
those in ;hich the 
revenue wastt' area 
is less than 2 per 
cent. of the total 
cultivable area of 
the village. 

" B " villages are 
those in which the 
revenue waste is 
more than 2 per 
cent. of the total 
cultivable area of 
the village. 

Pasture reserves are 
sold by auction. 

• • ( i) Cattle of villagt>sj 0 
where the grazing is

1 

2 0 per acre .. Grazing is sold to 
villagers annually 
at the rate men
tioned in column 3. 

sufficient. I 
(ii) LotA(l347acres), 0 2 

lot D (67 acres,_:..per1 

head of cattle per 
month.-

Per 100 sheep and 2, 0 
goats. 

Lot B (188 acres) per 0 2 
acre. 

Lot C (699 a.Cres) •• Free. 

(iii) Per head of 2 4 
cattle (except ele-
phants and camels) 

Do. do. 0 

I 0 2 I Per head of sheep and I 
goats. • 

0 

() 

0 

0 

0 

0 

J For Kuran lands in 
Kalak, Kana and 
Nadiad in Jambusar 
taluka (divided into 
4lots). 

I 
I 
I 
' For Narmada Beta 

(except Jadeshwar 
and Alia). 

Jadeshwar and Alia. 

For all Bets. 



RETRENCID£ENT: ABoLITION OF HIGHLY PAID Posrs. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT (Surat District) : Will Government be pleased 
to state-

• (a) whether any posts in any department carrying salaries above 
· Rs. 750 are abolished or proposed to be abolished in order to meet the 
huge deficit in the revenue ; 

(b) if so, which posts, and the saying effected or to be effected ; 
(c) whether any reduction is proposed to be made in the pay of 

officers drawing Rs. 750 and above ; if so, to what extent ; if not, 
the reasons therefor ; 

(d) whether any reduction is proposed to be made in the pay or the· 
number of officers drawing less than Rs. 250 and Rs. 750 respectively ; 
if so, to what extent, and why are Government not reducing the pay 
and number of officers drawing high salaries ; 

(e) the reasons for continuing the special posts of Deputy Superin~ 
tendents and such other officers in the Police Department created 
during the last campaign of non-payment of taxes after it has ceased ; 

(f) the monthly expenditure on such posts and the pay of each ; 
(g) why they were not abolished from the beginning of the current 

financial year as an immediate step towards retrenchment ; 
(h) the date from which they are proposed to be abolished; 
(i) what work the officers appointed to these posts are doing· at 

present after the Gandhi-Irwin Pact~ 

The Honourable Sir G. B. PRADHAN: (a) to (d) The question is· 
at rresent under the consideration of the Retrenchment Committee 
and Government. 

(e) to (i) The honourable member is referred to the Honourable 
the Home l\fember and is requested to address a separate question· 
to him. 
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SuB·REGISTRABS: YACA....~T .PosTs. 

[:.?3 J t:LY 1931 I 

Dr. ll .. K. DIXIT (Surat · District) : Will Government be pleased 
to state-. 

(I) whether it is a fact that certain sub-registrars' posts in the 
Registration Department in the Presidency are kept vacant since long 
and are not permanently filled ; 

(2) if so, the names of such posts with the reasons for keeping them 
-vacant and the dates from which they are vacant; 

(3) whether they are kept vacant for want of suitable candidates, 
()f with a view to abolish them and effect a saving in expenditure ; 

(4) whether the offices are at present managed by clerks; if so, why 
the clerks are not appointed permanent sub-registrars in such offices ; · 

(5) whether the public are being put to inconvenience, and how 
long the posts are to be kept vacant ; 

(6) the actual saving effected by keeping them vacant till now 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (1) Yes. 
"(2r and (3) The following are vacant from the dates shown against 

each and for the reasons stated in column 3·~-

Name of Sub
Registry office Date from which vacant 

2 

(1) .A.hnl!l,dabad III •• 20th August 1920 
~ 

(2) Amod 
1\latar 
Palghar 
Vengurla 
Sirsi 
Halyal 
Yellapur 

(3) Guhagar 
Tando·Bago 
Pardi 
Mahuda 
Do had 
Hirekerur 

.. 1

1 

28th August 1928 
• . 24th December 1929 
.. 

1 

6th November 1930 
• • 18th June 1931 
.. 

1

llth November 1930 
. • 18th November 1930 
• • 15th November 1930 

• • 24th November 1930 -
.• 8th January 1930 
• . 4th January 1931 · 
• • 9th June 1931 
, . ht March 1931 
• • 1st November 1930 

Reasons 

3 

• , Has never been filled up 
since creation for rea
sons of economy, 

•• )Probationersareofficiat-
•• ing as Sub· Registrars, 
• • as abolition of some 
• • post.s o1 Sub. Registrars 
• • is under consideration. 

:: }Karkuns are officiating 
• . as Sub-Registran for 
.. the reason stated 
• • above. 

(4) Some offices are in charge of clerks officiating as Sub-Registrars. 
They are not appointed permanent Sub· Registrars as retrenchment in 
this department is under consideration and because there are no vacan· 
cies in grade V (the last grade in the service) . 

. (5) No complaints have been received from the public. Permanent 
.arrangements will be made when the question of retrenchment is decided. 
No office has been kept vacant except Ahmedabad Ill, the creation of 
which has been only administratively approved so far. 

(6) Nil. 
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GOVER~MENT SERVANTS : RETIREltiENTS. 

Mr. V. N. JOG {Dharwar District): 'Vill Government be pleased 
to state-

{1) how many public servants are due for retirement by the end 
of 31st March 1931' and 31st March 1932, including the ministerial 
branches in the following services :-

(a) All-India Services, 
(b) Provincial Services, and 
(c) Subordinate Services (excluding menials); 

(2) what is the total of the salaries of these persons who are due 
to retire 1 

(3) In view of the financial stringency do Government contemp!ate~ 
(a) to fill up the vacancies by creating new cadres with lower 

scale of salaries, 
(b) to grant extensions, . 
(c) to fill up the vacancies wherever possible 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: (1) and (2) It is the 
policy of Government not to give extensions of ,service, except when 
this is definitely for the benefit of the administration. In view of this, 
Government see no object in collecting the information asked for. ' < 

(3) New scales of pay for new entrants have been drawn up and orders 
will shortly be issued. l\Ieanwhile. all scales are being reduced by' 
12! per cent. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: 'Vith rP.gard to amwers to (1) and (2), is it not that: 
the Accountant General asks every year, six months before the year'is 
ending, how many persons are retiring and whether extensions are being 
given ~ . I f,hin.k it is very easy to collect that information ~ · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : The Accountant 
General enquires in some departments. I do not know whether he 
(~nquires in every department. The honourable member will see that: 
the c:~uestion relates to all the subordinate services excluding menials;: 
So the enguiry would ba veto be extended all over the Presidency including 
Sind wbere there are hundreds and thousands of persons. As regards 
the All-Int]ia Serviced and the Provincial Services, sometime~ we do not 
know whether officers are going to retire or not. Some may retire on' 
proportionate pensions. If the honourable member ran exphin to me' 
even priva.tely for what purpose he wants this iillormation, I will see if I 
can satisfy him in so far as it relates to the All-India. and Provincial 
Services. It is impo3:::ible to {:!ive the information in so far ~sit relates 
tn tb.e subordinate services. · 

Dr. :M. K. DIXIT: Is it not a fact that information on this subjP.ct· 
will be very useful in calculating the extent o! retrenchment 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVI~TDRAO PRADHAN: No, because often
times minist-t-rial servants are given exten~ions find sometimes evfln the 
service men are given extensions. The whole question, as I have said, 
is before the Retrenchment Committee and thev Rre considering it, 
but. it io impossible to collect all this informatio~ which the honourable 
member wants. 
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BUDGET: CONTTYGE'SCIES. 

~Ir. V. Y. JOG (Dbrwar Disn:ict): (1) Will Gowrnment bt> plea.st>d 
to state what are the items included in the item " Contract Contingent 
Grants" Y 

(2) Are the Contract and non-Contract Contingencies two· distinet 
heads! . 

(3) What items:go into contract grant and what in the non-contract 
grant heads ! 

(4) What is the necessity of the two heads being shown separatel\' 
in the Budget ! . . · 

The Honourable Sir GOVI~'])RAO PRADHAN: (1) and (3) Tht> 
honourable member is referred to phapter '11 of Financial Publication 
No.1. Contingencies are of two k!nds :-

(1) Supplies and services and (2) contingencies proper, i.e. incidental 
. expenses. The former comprise charges which are incurred for the 
technical working of the Department concerned, charges, which are not 
merely incidental, but represent the main and proper activities of 
Departments, e.g., purchase and upkeep of live stock, purchase of appa
ratus, value of, and freight on, Europe Stores, books for a public library, 
exhibits for. a Museum, destruction of insect pests and wild animals, 
etc. Such charges are for the most part peculiar to the Department 
in which they are incurred. · 

The other clas~ of contingencies which is of the nature of incidental 
expenses, is divided into two parts, contract and non-contract 
contingencies. 
; As a general rule~ the contract grant consists of charges, the ·annual 

incidence of which can be averaged with reasonable accuracy, e.g. charges 
for the carriage of office tents and records or for book-binding. It is 
fixed by Government for each officer for a term of five years, and 
within that contract period, the officer is allowed to appropriate any 
savings, which may accrue in' one year, in the succeeding years, by 
anticipating such savings and prop~ing budget provision therefor. 
The savings at the end of the last year of the contract period lapse to 
Government. This element of contract does not exist in other contin
gencies, which are therefore termed non-contract contingencies, e.g., 
service postage and telegrams, rents, rates and taxes, purchase of 
periodicals, etc. 

(2) Contract and non-contract contingencies form two separate sub
heads under the same primary unit " Contingencies ". 

(4:) The necessity for showing these two elasses of contingencies 
separately in the budget is explained by the presence of the element of 
contract in one and its absence in the other. On account of that element 
of contract, no officer is allowed to exercise his powers of reappropriation 
to supplement his contract contingencies. Any unauthorised excess 
under this head is rero>erable from the personal emolument.~ of the 

· officer concerned. 
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w AKFs : REPORT or CoMMITTEE • 

. Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division) :. Will Government be 
pleased to place on the Council table the report of the Committee 
appointed by Government in April1930, to enquire into and report on 
the administration of Mussalman Wakfs in the City of Bombay, together 
with the orders passed thereon ~ ! 

The . Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Copies. of the 
report have already been distributed to the Honourable Members of 
the House. The report is under consideration. ' · 

Mr. J. S. KADRI: When will Government orders be passed on that 
re~rtl · 

The Honourablfl l\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN .AHM.ill: [Inaudible]. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT.: I must draw tl1e attention of 
the Honourable Ministers that I am frequently asked by the rep{>rters to 
request the Honourable Mini<sters to speak louder because· the repli<>s 
cannot otherwise be taken down, 

Mr. HOOSENAI.LY l\1. RAHIM'l'OOLA: Wl1en did Government 
receh•e the report of t.his committee ~ 

The Honourable l\WUL VT RAFIUDDIN AHl\U.D : Last year:. 

:Mr. HOOSENAI~LY l\L RAHIMTOOLA: When was it publisht-d·~ 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Last month.· : 
' 

' . 

Mr. HOOSENAT.LY M. RAHIMTOOLA: Why dirl Governn~ent 
take sueh a. long time to publish the report 1 

The Honourable MOUJ~VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD :· There were many 
considcration3 for which we had to· delay the J?Ublication. . . · 

Mr. HOOSENALLY :u. R.AHHlTOOLA: What were the reasons 
why GoYernment delayed the publication ! 

The Honourable MOULYI RAFltT])DIN AHMAD: Consideration3· 
of public policy and other matters, such as the evidence of witnesses 
and their objections to publication, etc. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY 1\l. RAHIMTOOI.A: Waa that rep~rt .a con
fidential doctmwnt 1 

(No reply.) 
Mr. HOORE~ALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA; Were the considerations 

confidential? ' 
·The Honourable }JOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Y t!s. 

ANGLo-URDu HIGH ScHooL BuiLDING, PooNA: PROGREss·. 
N 

Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division): Will Government be 
pleased to state how far the building scheme for housing the Anglo
Urdu High School and other educational institutions for Muslim boys 
and girls at Poona has progressed, and whether some donations promised 

Joi.O Hb 47-2 . 
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lor that purpose by certain :lluhammadan gentlemen have been or are 
likely to be realised 1 

The Honourable I\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AH~IAD: One of the 
donations promised has not been realised. Owing to financial stringency 
the scheme has not made much progress. · . 

Mr:J. S. KADRI: 1\Iay I know how much of the rlonations bas b<'"Il 
n1lised 1 · 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: [Inaudible]. 
Mr. J. S. KADRI: How much is in the hands o( GovernmetJt.1 

· The Honourable :MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : There is not.hin:z 
in th~ hands of Gonrnment at tlJe present time. ... 

Mr. J. S. KADRI: Cah any steps be taken to realise the promised 
donations ! "' . " 

The Honourable l\IOUL VI · .RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Yes. Steps 
can be taken and are ~being: taken. 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI. (THAKOR oF KERWADA) : 
What proportion ol the promised amount has been realised 1 

, The Honourable 1\IOUI.VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : W c are hoping 
that Rs. 1,80,000 will be' realised, but nothing morP. 

:Mr.- ,J. S. KADRI: Will this amount be realised very soon 1 

. The Honourable MOULVI RAFiliDDIN AHMAD: I cannot say but 
much ~ould depend upon.the fact whether we are in a position to begin 
the work. 

· , ExciSE OFFICERS : TRL~SFERS. 

llr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division) : Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) the ordinary time limit in vogue for the transfer of officers of 
the Excise Department from one place to another ; 

(b). the names of Excise Inspectors, Assistant lnspectors and Sub
Inspectors in the Bombay Presidency, who have been i~ the same 
chru:ge or in the same district continuously for five years or more ; 

(c) the special reasons why particular officers have been allowed to 
continue in the same charge for more than five years ~ 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) Ordinarily 
two years in the Presidency proper. 

(b) Statements A and B showing the names of Inspectors, Assistant 
Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors serving in the same charge or in the same 
district continuously for five years or more are placed on the Council 
table. t 

(c) The officers mentioned in statemen1:8 A and B were allowed to 
continue 'in the same charge or in the same district for more than five 
years because of their special experience of local affairs or their knowledge 
of technical matters. The attention of the Cqmmissioner of Excise has, 
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however been drawn to the subject-matter of the Rono.urable Member's 
questio; and he has been requested to see if these exceptions can be 
.reduced. 

A 

Statement showing the namu of office;/J serving in the same char!le r.ontinuoJUly for 

:Name of officer 

). Mr. H. C. Cama 
:.'!. llr. H. S. ~Iistry 
3. llr. P. J. Htidson .. 
4. Khan Saheb Chand Kadar 
5. llr. I<'. C. Pestonjamasp •• 
6. :llr. B. A. Patil 
i. :\Ir. E. H. 'Cdwadia •• 

jit·e uears or more. ~ 

Designation Charf!e 

Inspector Bandro. 
Inspector Bombay. 
Inspector Bombay. 
Inspector Sholapur. 
Inspector Bombay. 
Inspector Jlombay. 

s. :\Ir. Sayad l:II\,ar Say ad Ismail 
. Inspector Bombay; 
• •

1 
Sub.Inspector Liquor. Warehouse, 

I 
Dhulia. ' , 

9. llr. J. )[.Pathak 

W. :\Ir. J.D. Vesuna 
II. :Yr. B. :\I. Satarawalla 
I·' Mr. B. N. Cama 
13. :Mr. }1. E. Tojer 
l L llr. C. W. Foster 

:. Sub-Inspector Liquor Warehouse~ 
• 

1 
Bulsar • 

.. 
1 

Sub-Inspector .. ; Bombay. 
.. ·i Sub-Inspector .. , Bulsar. . , 
· ·i · · 1 Bombay. 
. ·J ! Bombay. 
• • Assi~tant Inspector •• · Karachi TO'\\"B. 

I ' 

B ., .l 

Str.!lement ihowitzg the Mmu of o..'ficers sen·ing in the same district continuotMly ' 
for five year& or more. , , 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
.'), 

·6. 
7. 

"· 0. 
Ill. 
II. 
)·I 

13. 
14. 
J.3. 

Xame of officer , Designation , I , l>istrict 

-----------1-·------. -,· 

llr. W. T. B. Dubois 
llr. C. B. Bhag1ragar 
)Jr. V. D. Samant 
}lr. U.K. Hindlekar 
~lr. 8. D. K. Va.zifdar 
lli. K. R. Sortnr 
llr. B. P. Patil 
~h. S. A . .Xahar 
~lr. A. X. Bagewadi 
)lr. D. K. Ati1avle 
~Ir. B. D. Kumta .. 
:\Ir. G. P. Pradhan 
:\Ir. B. M. Pradhan 
llr. K. G. Padawe 
llr. V. G. Kame 

, , Inspector .. 1 N~i~. . :.' 
. . Inspector • • . Thana. . 

Inspector • ·I East Khandesh. 
Assistant Inspector •• ' Ratnagiri, 
Assistant Inspector. • West Khan des£ •. 
A~sistant Inspeetor. • Kanara. 

. . Assistant Inspector. • Sa tara. 
Rub-Inspector • • Ratnagiri •. 
8ub-Inspector .. Dharwa.r. 
foluh-Inspector •• 1 Bel~?aum. . 

.. Sub-Inspector .. ' Bijapnr. 
Sub-lnRpector • • West Khandesh. 
Sub. Inspector •. Thana. 
Sub· Inspector .• Ratnagiri. 

.. Sub-Inspeetor .. Dharwar. 
I 

~Ir. J. S. KADRI; Will the experience and knowledge obtained by 
these senior officers who have been too long at several places be utilised 
for other districts now 1 

The Honourable liOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD: Yes; but I have to 
inform the honourable member that those officers possess local know
ledge which would not be much use elsewhere. 

ldo Hb 47-2a 
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LA:xo REVEXUE ConE : A.~EXDIM BlLL. 

Rao Baha.dur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): (a) Will Gowrn-. 
ment be pleased to state why the revised Land Revenue Code Amendmt>nt 
Bill has not yet been introduced in the Legislative Council though more
than a year has elapsed since it was stated that the matter was in rom•s
pondence with the Government of India 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSO:N: The attention of the Honour-
. able Member is invited to my speech in the Legislative Council on 5th · 
March last. For reasons connected chiefly with the present slump in 
prices and their finances Government have decided not to proceed with 
the bill at present. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK : Are we to assume that the amending 
Bill will not come up in the life-time of this Council? 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I should not make any such
assumption. If prices attain their normal level and the finances of the· 
Presidency are on a sounder footing than they are at present, I should 
have nry great pleasure in introducing the Bill. 

MEDI~::AL CoLLEGE, BoMBAY: INCREASE OF HostEL RENT. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay Universit.y); Will Government 
be pleased to state-. 

(a) whether the rents charged for the Hostel attached to the Medical 
College, Bombay, have been recently raised ; 

(b) the additional income that is expected to be realized by such. 
enhancement ; 

(c) whether the students have left the hostel with the result that at 
present there is a loss to Government of the original rent ; 

(d) the amount of such loss; 
(e) whether the rent charged for hostels attached to other Govern

ment Institutions in the Presidency was similarly enhanced ; . m if not, the reason for making a distinction in the case of the· 
Medical students t · · __ · 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL: (a) Attention is 

invited to Gevernment Press Note No. P. 150, dated the 2nd June 1931, 
which explains fully the incidence of the Grant Medical College Hostel' 
rents. A. copy of this Press Note is placed on the Council table. 

(b) Rs. 2,439 net per annum. · 
(c) and (d) The students left the hostel in the beginning of October 1930• 

and consequent on that, there was a loss to Government of Rs. 612 per 
mensem approximately, on the basis of the old rent of Rs. 3 per mensem 
per student charged till the year 1930. Since the beginning of the College· 
term in June 1931, new students unless exempted have taken up residence· 
in the hostel. 

(e) and (j) Full economic rent is being recovered from the resident 
'Students a.t the three Goveni.ment Medical Schools at Poona, Ahmedabad 
and Hyderabad. As regards the hostels attached to institutions under 
the control of other Departments of Government, the information may· 
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be obtained from the 
those Department!!. 
JJ'itA the compZimenl4 of the 

Honourable Members or .Ministers in charge of 

Director of InforrtWtion, Bombay. 
P.l50 
2/6/31. 

Till the year 1930, the rent charged per studei1t in the hostel attached to the. Grant 
Medical College was Rs. 24 per term of four months or Rs. 72 per annum. Of th1s rent, 
llalf was payable on account of rent proper and half was on account of general hostel 
·charges (servants, lighting, etc.) In January 1930, Gove~e~t decided~ charge ·th~ 
full economic rent for hostel quarters but postponed the applicat10n of theu orders unttl 
the term which commenced on September 24th, in order to give the students sufficient 
notice of the change. Government undertook themselves to bear certain charges that 
were previously met from the hostel fund, and fixed the economic rent recoverable from 
~tudents at Rs. 90 per annum, a figure which covered the standard rent pZU8 the cost of 

·t>lectric lighting. Subsequently in consequence of a reduction in municipal taxation, 
the standard rent has been reduced to Rs. 29 per term or Rs. 87 a year, inclusive of 

-t>lectric light charges. ~ . . 
The students protested against the increase in rent last September, and vacated the 

nostel, which has subsequently stood empty; Under instructions from Government,. 
the Surgeon General with the Government of Bombay. investigated the grievances of the 
8tudents, and on his recommendation Government have now decided to reduce the rent 
'llith effectfrom the term commencing from June 1931 as follows:-

Rs. 24 per student for each working term. 
Rs. 3-12 per student per month (of four weeks) during vacation. 

This decision means that the vast majority of the students will pay the same rent per 
t~l'Jll. as formerly, while only those who occupy quart~rs in the hostel continuously 
throughout the year will pay the full standard rent. The·amount realised by Govern
ment on this basis will actually be somewhat less than would be yielded by the adoption. 
of a uniform rate of Rs. 25 per student per term including the vacation. AlthouglJe 
.it is understood that the students would be agreeable to the latter proposal, the former 
has been adopted in order to conserve the principle of the standard rent. 

Rt>nt during vacation will ouly be charged to those students numbering an average of 
40 out of a total of about 220 who occupy their rooms during that period. But exemp· 
tion from vacation rent will be granted to those students who reside in the hostel on 
account of hospital duties which are not an integral part of their hospital course. 
·GO\·ernment consider it necessary that as many students as possible should reside in the 
hostel, and have made residence in the .hostel compulsory in the case of all students' 
11dmitted after June 1st, 1931, unless they fttt living with their parents or guardians in 
.Bombay or unless exempted by the Dean on the ground of their poverty. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE-: .May I know whether the public works, 
the buildings, that is to say the hostels attached to the various colleges 
are under the charge of the Public Works Department 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTO.M JEHANGIR VAiUL :· Of 
course, so far as the buildings are concerned, they are in charge of the 
Public Works Department, but the management of the building will 
.always be in charge of the different Departments concerned. . ·. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: In answer to (e) and(/) it is stated: 
'' Full econon;Uc rent is being recovered from the resident students 

at the three Government .Medical Schools at Poona, Ahmedabad and 
Hyderabad. As regards the hostels attached to institutions und~r 
the control of other Departments of Government, the information 
may be obtained from the Honourable Members or .Ministers in charge 
Qf those Departments." 
:My question was whether the enhancement of rent has been made only 
with regard to the Bombay Medical College hostel or: with regard to 
hostels attached to other high schools and colleges. There are several 
Government buildings, and whether a building is attached to a medical 
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school or to an arts college, are they not in charge or' the same Public 
Works Department l · 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir Rt:STOli JEHAXGIR VAKIL: I stated 
that the buildings are in charge of the Public Works Department so far 
as their care and repairs are concerned. • 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: What about the question, so far as the
charging of rent is concerned l 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RtST0:\1 JEHAXGffi Y .AKIL: The 
enhanc-ement of rent-the economic rent-is calculated by the Publie 1 

Works Department and communicated to the D£>partmeonts conce-rned. 
who have to charge accordingly. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. K.U.E: Therefore my question is whether there· 
had been a rise or enhancement in respect of other hostels, hostel~ 
attached t~ other colleges, or whether it is only with regard to medical 
college and school hostels that tht'! Public Works Department is !Zoing 
to enhance the rent. 
· The Honourable Sirdar Sir RCSTOll JEHANGIR VAKIL : The
rents had been fixed decades ago, and no alterations had been made. In 
1927 the Public Works Department raised the question of rE"-examining 
the rents chargedo in respect of Government quarters of officers as nll 
as staff which were occupied at reduced rents. As a result of this enquiry 

trents were raised as soon as full information in each case was collected. 
and on the basis of this information, in the year 1928 the rents of the 
hostels of medical schools of Poona and .Ahmedabad were raised, and of 
the Hyderabad medical school hostel in 1930. This increase in respect 
of these three school hostels nearly came to about 20. per cent. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : '.My question is not yet answered . 
. , The Honourable Sir GHULAM HCSSAIN : The Honourable Minister
in charge of Local Self-government is in charge of medical administration. 
and therefore, he can only reply about the hostels which are attached to
medical schools and hospitals. If the honourable member wants inform
ation as regards hostels attached to other educational institutions, 
he has to address the question to the Honourable the Minister in charge
of Education. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : My p<?int is, whether it is the Medical 
Department or the Educational Department or any other Department, 
the hostels attached to these various institutions are in charge of one 
Department 1 . 

The Honourable Sir GHULA.ll HUSSAIX : The Public Works 
·Department are merely the agents of the various Departments. 
• Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: Is it not one uniform principle which 
governs the question of raising o~ rents of all hostels ? Is t~e e~ha~ce
ment of rent to be confined to the hostels attached to the med1calmst1tu
tionsonly? 

. , · The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTO:\I JEHAXGIR Y .AKIL: 1 have 
. , lllade it very clear in my reply that the rE"nts of all the buildings are under 

:revision now. · • 
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Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : I am not confining my question to the 
medical schools only. "\\"here the Public Works Department charges 
rent, the buildings are in charge of the Public Works Department. 
I take it the several Departments are the agents-the Medical Depart
ment, the Educational Department, etc., are the agents of the Public 
Works Departm.ent 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULA~I HUSSAIN: No. On· the contrary, 
the Public Works Department are the agents of the various other 
Departments. Honourable members must have seen that when grants 
are asked for buildings for the Revenue Department, they appear under· 
the head " Revenue Department " ; for the Educational Department, 
they appear under the head "Education". So, the various Departments 
are responsible for the grants, and the Public Works Department are 
merely their agents. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. I think the 
Honourable Minister is not in a position to answer that question, unless 
he has enquired from the Public Works Department, whether the rents 
of other buildings of the same kind were increased when the question of 
the increase of rent under his Department came up. If he has not 
enquired about it and has agreed to the increase of rent for the medical 
schools and colleges, then his reply is correct. But if he has enquired 
about it, then he might let the honourable member know as to the relative 
position of rents in other similar institutions. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOll JEHANGIR VAKIL; I am 
not aware of the rents appertaining to buildings not belonging to my 
Department. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: I take it that no enquiry has been made 
as to the comparative rents in other Departments ~ 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTO:U JEHANGIR VAKIL: I did not 
make enquiries, because I did not think it necessary. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : That gives rise to a further question. Is 
it not his business to enquire whether the rents in other hostels are being 
similarly enhanced 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTO:\I JEHANGIR VAKIL: I have . 
already given a reply to that, that I was informed that rents in regard 
to all the Government buildings were being revised. I have said 
that. · · . 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : I think the Honourable Minister stated 
that he has not enquired whether the rents of hostels attached to other 
institutions have been raised. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir Rt'STOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : I did 
not enquire to what extent they were raised, but I did come to know that 
the question of rents generally was being considered by the Public Works 
Department. · 

Rao Baha.dur R. R. KALE : ~Iy point is, is it not necessary that ~he 
Honourable Minister l:lhould see to all this in the interest of his OW'J\ 
Department ? · • 
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The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: The honourable member knows 
now how far the Honourable Minister has gone into the matter. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. .K..\LE : In reply to (c) and (d), it is stated as 
follows: 

" The students left the hostel in the beginning of October. 1930 and 
consequent on that there was a loss to Government of Rs. 612 per mensem 
approximately." . 
The annual income that is supposed to be obtained is about Rs. 2,400. 
'So for 9 months from October to June the loss is Rs. 5.508. Is that 
correct ~ The figure of additional income expected to be derived for 
the year is Rs. 2,439; the figure of rent is given as per month. It i!J 
also stated that since the beginning of the college term in June 1931, 
new students unless exempted have taken up residence in the hostel. 
That is to say, for 9 months from October to June the total loss suffered 
by Government on this account is Rs. 5,508, that is, Rs. 612 multiplied 
by 9 .. Am I correct 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUST0::\1 JEHA...~GIR VAKIL : I would 
not say that the loss is exactly so many thousand rupees, but the honour
able member can easily calculate that it is Rs. 612 per month from 
October to June plus what we might have recovered by way of increase 
in rent. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : Government anticipated an increase of 
Rs. 2,000 odd by raising the rent but actually it has ended in a loss 
of Rs. 5,508. l\Iy question is whether Government do still intend to 
make some modification in the rent 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTmi JEHANGIR VAKIL: No. 
Dr. M. D. GILDER : The economic rent was at first fixed at Rs. 90 

and then it was reduced to Rs. 87. May I know whether Rs. 24 for each 
working term plus Rs. 3-12 per month during vacation is the economic 
rent 1 
.. The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : It has 
been uniformly maintained. It comes toRs. 87. 

l\Ir. M. M KARBHARI : Is it mads-a condition for students that come 
from outside that unless and until they take up rooms they will not get 
admission to the college 1 
· The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The reply is there : 

"The students left the hostel in the beginning of October 1930 and consequent on 
that, there was a loss to Government." 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI ; .Are new students exempted from taking up 
rooms in the hostel? 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTm.I JEHAXGIR VAKIL : It is 
made compulsory in the case of new entrants. 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI : Why is it so 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOli JEHANGIR VAKIL : It is in 
the interest of the students that they should live in the hostel. It 
contributes to discipline and the students are able to concentrate more 
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on their studies. Certain exemptions are made: Students who live 
with their parents are exempted and students who live in approved 
quarters are also exempted. 

Mr. M. 1\1. KARBHARI: May I know what is done in the case· of 
students who are too poor to pay the rent~ · · ·' 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL: If they are ~oo 
poor to pay the rent, it is left to the discretion of the Dean to make an 
exception in such a case and to charge either a reduced rent or no rent 
at all. · .. '· 

Dr. M. D. GILDER: As students are promoted nom first .year· to 
second year and from second year to third year, are Government 
prepared to increase the accommodation in the hostel to fulfil the noble 
ideal the Honourable Minister has put forward about the advantages 
of living in a hostel ~ · · 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL: Recognising· the 
advantages of living within the premises of the College, Government 
are prepared to do so, if funds permit. ' · · ' 

Dr. M.D. GILDER: Is the Honourable Minister aware that hi~ t~o 
replies are contradictory 1 He makes residence in the hostel compulsoey 
and yet he says he will increase the accommodation-so that all 
students can be accommodated-only if funds permit ? · 

(No answer.) . . 
Dr. 1\I. D. GILDER: Is it not a fact that the principle of compulsion 

is applied in order to break the strike of the students 1 
(No answer.) 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There were twg questions put 

and both have not been replied. The honourable member asks how 
he can reconcile these things-the increase of rent, compulsion· of 
residence there and no ability to increase accommodation 1 That 
is a very important question from the public point of view. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. . VAKIL : Every 
educational institution has got certain accommodation provided and so 
long as there is accommodation the principle of compulsion ought to be 
applied and is applied. When the accommodation is filled, it all depends 
upon the financial ability of Governmen~. That is my reply. 

Dr. M.D. GILDER: May I know of any other educational institution 
where the principle of compulsion is applied 1 ( 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL: I 'suppose the 
honourable member knows the regulations prevailing in Oxford and 
Cambridge. · 

Dr. :M.D. GILDER: But we are talking of the Bombay Presidency. 
Dr. M. K. DIXIT: Is the principle of compulsion appli,ed to students 

in any other medical school in the Presidency 1 · . , . 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL: ·Up till very 

recently, almost all the hostels attached to medical institutions were 
full. Therefore, there was no need to apply compulsion. 
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· Dr. ll. K. DIXIT: So, compulsion is applied only to fill up ncant 
rooms. 

Mr. ll. ll. K.!RBlllRI : Is the principle of compulsion applit-d to 
medical schools outside the Bombay city 1 

.The Honourable Sirdar Sir RCSTOll J. Y!KIL: Then is no
~ecessity, aa I said~ because of the fact that the hostels are full. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: Xext question. 

DEYUTY SCPEBDI'"TD"DDAS oP Poucz : lloTOB CAR ALLOw .&..WE. 

· Mr. N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar) : Will Government be pleased to 
state- · . 

(a) whether it ia a fad that Deputy Superintendents of Police ha-re. 
got to keep a car for the efficient discharge of their duties; 

(b) whether it is a fact that Deputies are allowed As. 3 as mileage 
while A.ssistant Superintendents are allowed .1s. 6; 

(c) what are the reasons for this difference ; 
(d) whether it is a fact that both kinds of Officers have the same 

duties to perform ; 
(e) whether it is a fact that this different treatment giYen to Deputy 

Superintendents has caused an amount of discontent amongst the 
persons in that grade ; 

(J) whether it is a fact that Deputy Superintendents of Polict-
using a hired motor conveyance are given As: 4 per mile, while if they 
use their own car they are given As. 3; 

{g) if so, why this difference is made 1 
The Honourable .Mr. G • .A. THOll1s: (a) It is not obligatory on 

a Deputy Superintendent of Police to maintain a car. 
(b) Yes, except the Deputy Superintendents of Police in the Selection 

Grade on Rs. 800 per mensem who are allowed six annas a mile. 
(c) A reference ia requested to Rule 377 as amended and to the foot· 

note to Rule Ut-I in the Bombay Civil Services Rules .Manual, a copy 
of which is in the Council Library. 

(d) Yes. . 
(e) Government are not aware oi any discontent among Deputy 

. Superintendents of Police caused by the working of the present Rules 
which are applicable to all members of other similar branches of the 
public service. ' 

(j) and (g) .A reference is invited to Rule Hi referred to in the answer 
to clause (c) from which it will be seen that Deputy Superintendents. 
except those in the Selection Grade appointment on Rs. 800, are allowed 
the actual cost of hiring such. a conYeyance subject to a limit of four 
annas a mile. This limit was based on the average actual rates for hiring 
such accommodation. 

· · Mr. N. E. NA YLE: It is stated in part (a) of the reply that it is not 
obligatory on a Deputy Superintendent of Police to maintain a ear. h 
it possible for· a responsible officer of the position of a Deputy 
Superintendent of Police to' discharge his dutiea satisfactorily in the~ 
~ays without kt>eping a printe carl 
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The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THOl\IAS: The answer to the question is : 
"It is not obligatory on a Deputy Superintendent of Police to maintain a car." 

It is certainly desirable to do so. But he cannot always afford to keep 
his own car. Government do not insist upon it. ' · 

Mr. N. E. NAVLE : Do Government maintain that it is possible for 
the Deputy Superintendent of Police to discharge his duties satisfactorily 
without keeping a private car ~ . l 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS:·I have discharged,my d~ties 
without a motor car. 

1\Ir. N. E. NAVLE: But it is different in the cas~ of a Dep~ty 
Superintendent of Police. Without a moment's notice he ~ay be 
required to attend the scene of o5ence. Is it possible for him to . 9,o so . 
without a private car 1 • 

The Honourable Mr. G . .A. THOMAS: Motor cars came to India 
a few years ago. Now~a-days motor cars are plying for hire and there is 
also a widespread motor bus service. He can utilise these, if he is not 
able to maintain a car of his own. 

LoCAL AUTHORITIES: ATTENDANCE ALLOWANCE.' 

1\fr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ for Khan Bahadur .A. E. PATEL (Nor
thern Division): (a) Are Government aware that certain local authority 
municipalities have not paid attendance allowance to their teachers 1 

(b) If so, which are those defaulting local authorities 1 . 
(c) What steps do Government propose to take in the matter 1 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) Yes. 
(b) The accompanying statement gives the requisite information. 
(c) Government have already asked the Commissioner in Sind and the 

Commissioners of Divisions to take action under the appropriate sections 
of the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, and the Bombay District 
Municipal Act, 1901, to compel those local authorities which have 
defaulted to pay the attendance allowances to which the teachers are· 
legally entitled. Some have already paid up the arrears and those 
which have not yet paid them are being dealt with. 

Serial l Nall\e of the lo<'al Serial Name ofthe local 
No. authority mnnidpality. No. authorit.y municipality., 

N~Jrthun Dil'isirm. Central Dit•ision-contd, 

( 1) Viramrzam. (9) Poona Suburban. 
(2) Nadiad. (10) Pandharpur~ 
(:i) Godhra. 
(4) Doha d. SouthP.rn Dit•ision •. · 
(/i) Broach. 
(6) Surat. ' (ll) Nipani. 

(12) Huhli. 
Central Did~inu. (13) Gadag Betgeri. 

(14) Dharwar. 
(7) Sangamner. (15) Vengurll\. 
(8) Poona City. 
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llr. J. S. KADRI: Cannot these allowances be abolished when so 
many local authorities are against it ' 

The Honourable l!Ot'LYI RAFll'"DDIX AlL\IAD: I may say that 
the local authorities may do so if they like. 

DRA.lUS: LICEXCES. 

)h. C.~. PATEL (Kaira District): Will Government be pleased 
to·state-

(i) whether a Dramatic Company by name "The Lax.mikant Natak 
Samaj" had recently gone to Xadiad on the occasion of the 
Santaram lair ; 

(ii) whether the Company applied for and obtained licences to 
perform several dramas from the llamlatdar, Nadiad; 

(iii) whether before some of these authorised dramas were even 
performed they were banned ; '· 

(iv) whether any application was made by the Company to 
the District Magistrate, Kaira, for permission to perform their 
dramas; · 

(t') whether the District Magistrate issued a licence for performing 
several dramas ; 

(t,.i) whether the District Magistrate revoked the licence granted by 
. himself, and, if so, for what reasons ; 

(t>ii) whether the District Magistrate or any officer authorised by 
him went through the plots of the different dramas, and, if so, what 
portions thereof were found objectionable by them ; 

(tiii) wl!.ether it is a faet that the drama "Ajat Shatru" is purely 
a historical drama dealing with the Buddhist times, and, if so, why 
this drama WaJ;I banned ; ... 

(ix) whether licences were granted to this Company by the District 
Magistrate, Ahmedabad, in respect of the very dramas which have 
been banned by the District Magistrate, Kaira, and whether all or any 
of the dramas that have been banned by the District Magistrate, Kaira, 
were ever banned before by any authorities in the whole of the Bombay 
Presidency ; 

(.:r) whether it is a fact that all the dramas banned by the District 
·Magistrate, Kaira, have all along been st.aged by the Company at 
Bombay, Ahmedabad and other places without any objection by the 
authorities of those places ! 

The Honourable Mr. G. A~ THOlL\.8: (i) Yes. 
(ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) A licence was obtained from the Mamlatdar 

and 2nd Class Magistrate, Nadiad, on the 23rd December 1930 to perform 
11 plays. After some of the plays had been performed on one or two 
occasions, the District Magistrate issued a notice to the Manager of the 
Company on the 4th January 1931 withdrawing the licence pending 
further examination of the plays. Subsequently temporary permission 
was given by him to perform nine of the plays pending detailed scrutiny 
of _the texts. . As the scrutiny proceeded, orders were passed from time 
to time between the 28th January and the 2nd April which had the 
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effect of cancelling the licences in respect of some of the plays and after
warls permitting their performance ~ubject to the omission of certain 
passages. 

(ti) The District llagistrate considered that some of the plays. 
contained passages which, under a thin mythological or historical 
dis!!1lise referred to e¥ents connected with the ciril disobedience mo¥e
me~t, ~d would, in the unsettled state of the district, inflame popul.lr 
excitement. 

(t~i) Yes. The plays were scrutinised by the Personal .Assistant to
the District Magistrate and the objectionable passages were marked 
in them. The Company possessed only one copy of each play which_ 
was returned to them. 

( riia) In the opinion of the District Magistrate, the character of Buddha 
of this pla~ appeared to be a well1knon Indian political leader in 

. disguise. This was one of the four plays which were e\entually allowed 
to be staged subject to certain excisions. ' · 

(i.r) Yes. The licences were granted by the City Magistrate,. 
.!hme.da ba.d. 

One ofthe dramas, the" \rma Ver ",was banned in the Surat db'trict 
in 19:29. • 

(x) The. four dramas temporarily banned by the District Magistrate,. 
Kaira, were licensed for performance in .!hmedabad and Broach, and 
three of them were licensed for performance in Bombay City and Surat 
during the year 1930. 

CART-TIUCKS, CA.llPOLI : ClllPOLI TAIL w A.TER. 

Yr. X. X. P.!TIL (Kolaba District): (a) Are Go¥ernment 
aware that on account of the Campoli tail water being allowed to flow 
into the Patalganga Ri¥er the ways and cart-tracks of se¥eral villages. 
ha,-e been cut oill · ' 

(b) If so, what steps have bee~ taken by the Government in the
matter! 

(c) What it the len!rth of track through which this water passes! 
(d) How man} applications complaining about the village tracks. 

being cut off have been received by Government 1 · · · 
(e) Have bridg~ or causeways been provided, and, if so, where Y 

(/) Is there any agreement between the Company and Government· 
and, if so, will Gonrnment be pleased to place it on the table! 

The Honourable lli. W. F. HCDSOX: (a) Yes. 
(b) Go¥ernment had called upon the Tata Hydro.El~tric Compan.y 

Limited, to construct the cro~us which have been rendered useless 
or dangerous owing to their operations but the Company have refused 
to accept the liability. The question of firing the liability to construct 
these crossings by reference to a law court is under consideration. 

(c) The entire length of the Patalganga River from near Khopoli 
in the east to Kasarbhat in the west. 
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(d) Four applications were received by the Collector of Kolaba, 
(e) The Tata Hydro-Electric Power Supply Company have so far 

built two causeways one near Khopoli and the other near Khalapur. 
(j) Yes. The agreement was published at pages 478 to 481 of the 

Supplement to the Bombay GO'Vernment Gazette dated 13th July 1911. 
~Ir. N. N. PATIL: With regard to {e), are these two causeways 

sufficient to meet the needs of the villagers who have. lost their cart
tracks! 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSO~ : That is a matter of opinion. 
Mr. N. N. PATIL: Will Government be pleased to call upon the 

company to construct more causeways l · 
The Honourable :Mr. W. F. HUDSON : If the honourable member 

will read the answer to (b), he will see that Government did call upon 
the company-.to construct the cauSeways. The question is now in this . 
position, that the taluka local board has filed a suit against the company 
and Government are awaiting the result of that suit before deciding 
whether it is desirable for them to proceed further in the matter. 

EntrcATIONAL GRANT, AIUIEDABAD Mu.mciPALITY. 

~ir. A .... K. RESALDAR (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): Will 
Government be pleased to state- · 

(a) whether they have received any representation from the Presi· 
dent, Ahmedabad Municipality, requesting them to reconsider their 
orders regarding the withholding of Government grant on account 
of education to the Ahmedabad :Municipality in view of the Gandhi-
Irwin pact ; . , 

(b) if so, whether they have sent any reply to that representation; 
(c) whether they will put the whole correspondence on that subject 

on the Council table ~ 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFH.JDDL.~ AHl\IAD: (a) No. 
(b) and (c) Do not arise. 

~Ir. A. K. RESALDAR: Have not Government received. any represen-
tation up to this time 1 . . -· 

The Honourable :MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: No, Sir. 

Mr. A. K. RESALDAR: Will Government reconsider their decision 
in view of the pact ? 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : May I ask what 
clause of the pact has a bearing upon this subject 1 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI (THAKOR oF KERWADA): They 
nave to revert to the status quo. 

L.uns SuB:YERGED BY Ixnus. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Will Government 
be pleased to state- · 

(a} the total area of land submt>rged by the Indus in the Karachi 
Dist~ct during the last ten years ; · 
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(b) how much of this land belonged to l\Iuslim zamindar~ and what 
portion of it was owned by non-Muslim zamindars 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) 15,580 acres. 
(b) The information is not available. 

" AGRICULTURAL LAND, JoHI : TENURE. 

l\lr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): (1) Has the·atten
iion of Government been drawn to an article published in Daily Alwa'kid, 
Karachi, dated 12th July 1930 by Mr. Khair 1\bhomed, B.A.; LL.B., 
Pleader, Larkana, to the effect that the agricultural land in the Taluka 
Jobi of Larkana District called "]{ache Jizamin" belongs to the khate
dars and that it would be sheer injustice to deprive theiD; of it~ P,ossession · 
simplv because it was not surveyed by the Survey Officers.~ , 

(2) ·Is it a fact that the khatedars have been in possession of the 
above land from generation to generation 1 .. , ' : 

The Honourable :Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (1) Yes. 
(2) Ko. The khatedars were in possession ·of only a portion of the 

land which was broken up into survey numbers in the year 1901; and 
.after an enquiry into the existing rights of the people had been made by 
a special :Mukhtiarkar in 1913-14 all the lands over which. vali<L'clarms 
were established were entered in the Record of Rights as the property 
-of the occupants. 

llr. SHAIKH ABDUL :MAJID : How much area was, ,broken; ' up 
into survey numbers in the year 1901 and what was the area entered 
as the property of the occupants in 1913-14 by the .. special 
mukhtiarkar, and what was the area over which private claims could'not 
be established! ; 1 

i I 

The Honourable 1\lr. W. F. HUDSON: I am afraid I must ask.,f~r 
notice of that question. · 

)If. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : Is the Honourable the Revenue 
Member aware that there is very much discontent among the peop~ of 
that part over this question on the ground that their claims were not 
eonsidered 1 , , ' 

The Honourable 1\Ir. W. F. HUDSON: I am aware that there is a 
certain amount of discontent, but it is not true that their claims were 
not considered. Their claims were fully considered in 1913-14. It is 
impossible to go into that settlement now, but I should like to assure 
the honourable member that the so-called claims of these people will be 
taken into consideration now that water is coming to the land .and it is 
quite possible that certain concessions will be made to them in regard 
to the purchase price in view of the fact that they had enjoyed those 
lands without any proprietary rights for a good many years. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Did they not hold them ? . 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Yes, in the sense they cultivated 

the lands. They had no right to these lands-it was decided in 1913, 
that they belonged to Government. It is quite true that these people 
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cultivated those lands, but, as the honourable member is well aware. 
that is a very different thing in Sind. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Was it eksali or pancha,qali ? 

The Honourable ?tlr. W. F. HUDSON: ~rtainly only eksali-I am 
speaking now without the book, but I am quite sure it was only eksali. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: Does not eksali for a lona period 
establish claims 1 ° 
· The Honourable Mr. W. ;F. HUDSON: No; the honourable member 
knows that as well as I do. f' 

JAIL CLASSIFICATION OF PIR PAGARO. 

· :Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL ~IAJID (Karachi District): Will Government 
be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the Pir Saheb of Pagaro has been placed. 
in Jail in B class; · 

(b) the reasons why he has not been placed in A class ; 
(c) whether it is a fact that the Pir Saheb has been reduced in 

weight 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Yes. 
(b) The. offences of which he was convicted disqualified him for 

A class. 
(c) Yes, his weight has been reduced to 207 lbs. 
Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : What was his weight when he was 

first admitted to jail 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO~fAS: 242 lbs. 
Mr. J. S'. KADRI: Was the reduction in the Pir's weight due to his 

being placed in class B ¥ 

The Honourable ?tlr. G. A; THOMAS: No. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Was he given the same quantity of food t 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO?tfAS: I hope not. 

. PoLICE SERVICE : ADMISSION oF DEPRESSED CLASSES. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: (a) Will Government be pleased to state
how many candidates from the "Depressed Classes " applied for 
services in the police service in :aombay City in its various departments 
during the last year ¥ 

(b) Were there applications to the Bombay Police Commissioner 
from fully qualified candidates from these classes ? 

(c) If so, what posts were given to these candidates or candidate ? 
· (d) How many young men from the Depressed classes have been 
actually admitted in the constabulary department in the " District 
Police " and in the City Police of Bombay 1 
. (e) If depressed classes men have been taken on in the constabulary 
services in the "Districts", what difficulties come in the way of their 
being appointed in the Bombay City Police Constabulary ? 
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. The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOl\IAS: (a), (b) and (c) So far· as 
the lower ranl-s of the police are concerned no written application was 
received. Applicants for such posts usually appear in person and do 
not submit written applications in which case no· record' is kept. No 
appointment was made during the past year. Two fully qualified 
candidates from these classes applied for the post of Sub-Inspector, and 
one of them was appointed early in 1931. 

(d) The phrase" Depressed Classes" includes besides the untouchable 
classes, the Aboriginal Tribes and the Criminal Tribes and some other 
wandering and back-ward castes. The following table· shows the total 
number from the Depressed Classes who have been enrolled in the 
constabulary up to 1st February 1931 :- · · · 

In Bombay 

In Bombay City 
Presidency 
excluding In Sind. 

Bombay City 
and Sind. 

7 622 4 

· (e) Attention is invited to the Press Note dated the 21st May 1931, 
issued on the subject by Government. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: With regard to (d), I want to know whether 
this information is given according t'o the old schedule under the Primary 
Education Act or according to the new schedule as recommended by the 
Starte Committee ? 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The revised schedule has'not 
been brought into force. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: The report of the Starte Committee has been 
out for months past and yet that schedule has not been adopted. Is it 
not high time that Government adopted that schedule 1 

(No reply). 

GOVERNMENT SERVICE : EMPLOYMENT OF DEPRESSED CLASSES. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) how many Depressed Class men were employed in' Government 
service in the following Departments in the three Divisions of the 
Presidency during the last two years:- · 

' \ 

{i) Revenu~ Department-as Talatis, Patels and Karkuns and 
Mamlatdars ; 

(ii) Excise Departments-as Sub-Inspectors and Inspectors; 
(iii) Forest Department-as Rangers; 
(iv) Educational Department-as Supervisors and I~spe~tors; 
(v) As clerks in the Secretariat Office in:va:dous dep~rtments 1 t 

MO Hb 47-3 
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~e Jlono~able Sit: GO-yiNDR.AO PRADHA...~: A statement showing 
the information reqllll'ed IS placed on the Council table-

. · · 8~ ~lowing tAe ••PIIber of Depr'U«ll Cla.N fMII emplcytd '"' GO!'tl"'lmtnl 

. . Mif"ftCe 1111 eie Deparlrlwllll ~ '" tk tlru Difli~WM of the Pruidtfl(l 
· during U.e lu:o yetm 1929-30 and 1930-31 

I 

Designation of posts 
Name of the 
Department Remarks 

Pate Is Tala tis Ka~kuns MamJat. 
' dam 
i -

Revenue Department. 16' 36 9 Nil 
I 

Sub-Inspectors. Inspectors. 

Excise Department! •• Nil I :Nil I 

: Rangers 

-·· ·-· .. ' .. 
Forest Department •• Nil 

~ 

*Assistant Deputy Educational * Supervisom of Educational 
I lnapecwm. Inspectors. School Boards 

are servants of 
i local authorities 

Educational Depart- Nil Nil 
and not of 
Government 

1 
ment. and their 

I 
appointme n t s 
are .made by 
the local autho· 

l 
rities COD· 

cemed • 
.. 

I 
! 

Clerks I 
Secretariat Offices .. 'Nil I 

MUNICIPAL Gmts' ScHooL, BmsAB: ADmsswx oF LA:xllmAI. 

Dr. P. G. SOLA1'1il: (a) Are Government aware of the fact 
that a girl named La.xmibai, daughter of one Bholla Ranchod of 
Abrama village about half a mile from BulBar, was refused admission 
last year, in a Municipal Girls' School at BulBar itself 1 

(b) Was the refusal due ·tO the fact that. th&. girl belongs to the 
Depressed class t 'l · 
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The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIX .A1IMAD: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. But it may be added that the girl was a resident ofthe 

village of Abra.ma where tliere is a school maintained by the District 
&hool Board, Surat. 

Sardar BH.ASAHEB R.AJSII\'"HJI (Thakor of Kerwada) : Under 
what rule has such a girl to be admitted·~ 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : · Ther~ . is 
no rule. 

Dr. P. G. SOLA}.'KI: Was the reason for refusing admission to 
her that there was a school maintained by the District School 
.Board, Surat ! 

The Honourable MOUL VI R.!FIUDDIN A1IMAD : I have said 
"Yes" to part {b) of the honourable member's question, but I have 
.added : " But it may be added .•..••. :. " etc. ' 

Dr. P. G. SOL.ll11B: Does it mean that the municipal authority 
was justified in refusing ad.mission to this girl ~ 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I have made 
:full enquiries on the subject but it is diffiault to say that caste was 
not the reason. We have now appointed a depresse.d class officer 
.and the whole question will be again considered. 

Dr. P. G. SOLA11U: Am I to understand that the correspondence 
which was going on between the father of the girl and the· authorities 
for months is not in possession of the Honourable Minister f 

The Honourable }IOUL \"'1 RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : The whole 
correspondence was not sent but a few questions were referred. • As 
I have already informed the honourable member, fresh enquiries will 
be made in this matter. 

Dr. P. G. SOL~'KI: Does it mean that the officer appointed will 
make enquiries and Government will not pass orders till his report is 
received~ · 

The Honourable MOUL \1 RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I do not under
stand the question. 

Dr. P. G. SOLA11U: Does it mean that the Minister has referred 
the question to the officer of the bacl.'"Ward classes J 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD ~ No, not 
as yet. 

Sirdar BH.ASAHEB RAISI~'RJI : What enquiries is the officer 
going to make ? It is clear that the girl has been refused admission. Is 
it not for Government without waiting for the report of the officer to 
issue orders directly ~ · 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDI~ AIDIAD : I have already 
said that we have made enquiries. Xow as the Depressed Classes 
Committee report is out, we have given further powers to the 
officer that has been appointed and possibly the whole question 
of the depressed classes and the municipality will be taken up 
by him. 

JIO Hb47-3a 
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Sardar BHASAIIEB RAISI!\"'HJI: Government have already passed 
orders asking the local bodies not to discriminate betwt-en depres..o.ed 
and other classes. Why have those orders not been given effect to ! 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN .AHMAD : I have nothing 
'niore to add.' . 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: I find in the reply an apparent contradic
tion. The Honourable Minister says " Yes " in answer to the question 
" Was 'the refusal due to the fact that the girl belonged to the depressed 
cwses." That means that the refusal was due to the fact that the girl 
belonged to the depressed classes. 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD : I said that 
I made enquiries. It is very difficult to get straightforward replies from 
these municipalities. The only information that 1 could get I have 
placed before the House. But I will make further enquiries and place 
the result before the House on a future occasion. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI : Do Government realise the difficulty of the 
father of the girl who had to stop her education for a whole year and was 
forced to- bring his girl to Bombay for education and had to spend a lot 
of ·money 1 Who is responsible for all that 1 · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Next question . 

. PRISONER II. D. R.uAH: TREATMENT IN JAIL. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City,· North): (1) Will Government 
·he pleased to state whether it is a fact that Mr. H. D. Rajah the organiser 
of the People's Battalion who was convicted for sedition and sentenced 
'to three years' rigorous imprisonment by Mr. H. P. H. Dastoor, the Chief 
Presidency Magistrate of BQmbay, has been placed in .C class now in 
,Yeravda Jail whereas some six months ·ago he wa.s given A class in 
.Thana Jail on a former conviction ; . 

(2) Is it a fact that in the Yeravda Jail he was put in fetters in a. 
solitary cell in a dark room &I;td was occasionally assaulted and frequently 
·abused both by officers and by convict warders; 

(3) Is it a fact that when one MP. E. V. S. Maniam from Bombay 
Visited Yeravda and wanted to see him he was not only not allowed to do 
so but was also assaulted and abused, his eatables and fruits 
snatched away, books and magazines seized from him and he was chased 
away by ordinary policemen and is it a fact that when he represented 
the matter to the deputy jailor· he refused to hear the complaint.and 
asked him to clear away; 

(4) Is it a fact"that when his brother :rtlr. Ramah, and his mother and 
other relatives requested for an interview they were not allowed to have 
it on the ground that Mr. H. D. Rajah had broken some jail rules and 
had thereby forfeited his privilege of having interviews; 

(5) What was Mr. Rajah's weight at the tim.e of admission and ~hat 
is it now 1 · 

(6) Will Gove:riunent be pleased to state the condition of Mr. Rajah's 
health and to place a copy of his jail. ticket (History Card) on the Council 
table'; · 
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(7) Is it a fact that private agencies including the Young Patriots 
· League, Bombay, are taking steps to hold an unofficial enquiry about the 
·treatment meted out to prisoners in the Yeravda Jail; 

(8) If so, is it the intention of Government to give the~ any facilities 
in the matter 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (1) The attention of the 
honourable member is invited to the reply given in the last Session of 
this Council to clauses (a) and (b) of Mr .. M. H. Mehta's question on, the 
.subject printed at pages 687-688 'of the Bombay Legislative Council 
Debates, Volume XXX, Part XIV. · 

(2) The attention of the honourable member is invited to the replies 
.given in the last Session of this Council to clauses (a) of Mr. M. H. Mehta's 
questions on the subjects printed at pages 803 and 688 of the Bombay 
Legislative Council Debates, Volume XXX, ~arts XVI and , XIV, 
respectively. 1' 

(3) Nothing is known about the complaint. , , . ~ ·r 

(4) Yes. · '! 

(5) His weight on admission was 118 lbs. When he was weighed last 
month, it had increased by 6 lbs. 

(6) He is in perfectly good health. A copy of his jail ticket cannot 
be placed on the Council table. · 

(7) Government have no information in the matter .. 
(8) Does not arise. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : l\Iay I know why Government do not want, to. 
place the copy of the history card on the Council table 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMf\.S: Jail history cards ar~ kept for· 
the information of the officials and are not available to.the public •... ,. 

Por HrssA SuRVEY : MAH4D TAL't!K~. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Will Government be' 
pleased to state-

(1) the number of villages in the Mahad Taluka of the Kolaba' 
District from which the cost of Pot Hissa Survey is to be xecovered ; 

(2) the amount of such cost to be recovered j 
(3) whether it is a fact that in the case of many villages the cost ()f 

such survey has been many times more than the annual land revenue 
()f these villages ; · : 

(4) whether it is a fact that pieces of varkas land, which are either· 
unassessed or are assessed at very low and insignillcant rates have 
been charged with cost of this survey which is even more than a 
hundred times the annual assessment of such pieces of land ; 

(5) whether it is a fact that some of the khatedars are required . 
to pay an amount on account of such cost which is many times more 
than the land revenue which he pays annually ; 
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(6) the maximum and minimum number of multiples the pot 
· hissa survey charge represents of the actual Land Revenue the land 
pays, are regards-

(i) any one village, 
(ii) any one piece of land,· 
(iii) any one individual khatedar; 

(7) whether Goveniment have received a copy of the Resolution on . 
this subject passed by the Kolaba District Agriculturists' Conference 
held at Pen during 1ast Christmas and, if so, what action if any · 
Government have taken in the matterY · 

· The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (1) 139 villages .. 
(2) Rs. 1,56,742.. · 

. (3) It is a fact that il,l some villages the cost of the Pot Hissa measure
ment exceeds the annual land revenue of the village; the maximum being 
ten times the latter. 

(4) and (5) Yes, there are instances of the kind. 
(6) The information is given below :-

Land 

I 
PotHissa Unit Revenue expenses 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

(i) Village .. .. 81 2 3 880 8 0 
775 0 0 107 4 0 

( ii) Piece of land · •• .. 0 0 3 1 15 0 
33 14 0 1 8 0 

(tii) Individual khatedar .. 0 0 :I 1 15 0 
63 1 3 7 6 

:Maximum Minimum 
number of number of 
multiple multiple 

10•86 .... .... •14 
124 .... .. ,. •04 
124 .... .... •06 

(7) Yes, the matter is under the consideration of Government. 
:Mr. A. N. SURVE: May I know whether the costs are being recovered' 

this year! . 
The H~nourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I am not quite sure about it. 

I will get the information if the honourable member gives me notice. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE : I remember a statement made by the honourable 

member that he will. be satisfied with the revenue collections this year 
and the other collections will not be made this year. 

, The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON : I never Slloid that. The· 
honourable member's recollection is incorrect. · 

RECORDS OF RIGHTS : KARANJANl : CHANGES. 

, Mr. V. A. SURVE (Ratnagiri District) : Will Government be pleased· 
to state-

(a) the number of Dharekari villages in the Dapoli Taluka of 
Ratnagiri District; . · . 

· (b) whether Karanjani village of the Dapoli Taluka is a Dharekan 
village; 
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(c) when the verification of the Record of Rights of such Dharekari 
villages takes place ; . 

(d) the particular years from 1900 to 1930 when the Record of Rights 
of Karanjani village was verified ; · 

(e) whether a particular Dharekari in whose Record of Rights the . 
verifying officer finds a change is duly notified of such a change gi~ing 
reasons for the same ; ; 

(f) whether such a change made in the Record .of Rights i~ taken 
as legal by the Government without duly notifying to the Dharekari 
concerned and without having his consent; · 

(g) whether the verifying officer who verified the Record of Rights 
of Karanjani village in the years 1910 and 1914 made any changes 
without any notice and without-the consent of one Mr. Ramchandrarao 
Ganpatrao Kalekar of that village, in his holdings; · ' , 

(h) the reasons and grounds for making such· a change in the holdings 
of the said Ramchandrarao Ganpatrao Kalekar ; , , 

(i) whether the change has resulted in reducing his holdings from 
" 46 acres and 20 gunthas " to " 44 acres and 13 gunthas " and 
reducing his land revenue from Rs. 19-10-6 toRs. 18-1-7 j · 

(j) who is responsible for the changes made in the Recorq of Rights 
of any Dharekari without his knowledge and consent ; · · . , . 

1 
· 

(k) what is the legal remedy against such changes made by the. 
verifying officer in the Record of Rights of any Dharekari ,without' 
his knowledge and consent; , 

(l) whether Government have made any provision for any Upri 
Tenant acquiring landed property in any Dharekari village without going 
through the deeds of mortgage or sale, or other necessary documents ; 

(m) on what legal ground or usage one Mr. Khemji Bhagwan and 
his heirs have acquired landed property in the village of Karanjani, 
under survey Nos. 21-22; ... , 

(n) whether any verifying officer, without any cau8e, reason or ' 
ground, has been empowered to reduce the holdings and land revenu~ 
of one Dharekari and transfer it to the account of any other holder 
in the same village on his own authority ; 

(o) whetherit is a fact that the verifying officer on hi.r; own authority, 
without notification and consent of the Dharekari Mr. Ramchandrarao 
Ganpatrao Kalekar of Karanjani village has reduced 'his holdingi 
and land revenue and transferred it to the name of other holders 1 . 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) The number of Dharekari 

(Government) villages in the Dapol~ Taluka is 38. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) The verification of the Record of Rights in Government villages is 

made (1) after the Record of Rights is first written in a village, (2) after 
the Record is rewritten, and (3) when the inspecting officer tests it. 

(d) The Record of Rights in the Karanjani village was verified in l907, 
1916, 1923 and 1928 at the time of promulgation. It was also· verified 
in part by the Inspecting Officers every year since 1907. 

(e) Yes. 
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(j) A change made in the Record of Rights cannot be considered as 
legal and cannot be certified unless it is duly notified as required by 
section 135-D (2) of the Land Revenue Code; but the consent of the 
khatedar is not necessary when due notice of the mutation is given as 
above. 

(g) No papers pertaining to the years 1910 and 1914 are forthcoming 
as such papers are destroyed after five years. 

(h) About the year 1914, the pot hissa survey ofthe village was carried' 
out and lands which were actually found in the vahiwat of khatedars, 
at the time of the pot hissa survey were entered in the names of the 
persons in possession. At that time Mr. Kalekar was found to be in· 
possession of 44 acres 17 gunthas only and therefore so much area only, 
was entered in his name in the Record of Rights. 

(i) After the pot hissa survey the recorded area of Mr. Kalekar's · 
holding was reduced from 46 acres 20 gunthas to 44 acres 17 gunthas 
with a corresponding reduction in assessment from Rs. 19-10-6 to 

· Rs. 18-3-1. 
(j) See answer to clause (g). In this case it does not appear that the 

khatedar made any compl~nt when the Record of Rights was promul- · 
gated after its preparation, at the time of the pot hissa survey, or at 
any time thereafter. 

(k) If the entries are incorrect the khatedar may apply to the Revenue . 
a:uthorities to get the Rec9rd of Rights corrected. 
· (l) No. · 

(m) Government are not concerned with this question. 
(n) No. 
(o) No. 
Mr. V. A. SURVE (in 1\Iarathi) : In reply to my question (a) it is stated 

that there are 38 Dharekari villages in the Djtpoli Taluka. Are they ; 
Government villages 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Yes; it is stated in the reply 
that they 'are Govern:q1ent yillages. 

llr. V. A. SURVE: Under what law are they Government villages 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. W. F. HUPSON: I must a'sk for notice. 
· Dr. :M. K. DIXIT : Are there any non-Government Dharekari 

villages also ? 
The Honourable 1\Ir. W. F. HUDSON: I do not know. 
Rao Bahadur R. S. ASA VALE : Are not khoti villages non-Govern-

ment villages ? . 
The Honourable 1\Ir. W. F. HUDSqN: I expect so. 

w .AD' CoMlUTTEE REPORT: BOMBAY CITY • . 
_1\Ir. SYED MUNA WAR : Will Government be pleased to state-
, (a) the reasons why the unanimous report submitted by the 
:Mussalman W akf Enquiry committee in July 1930 has not yet been 
published; 
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(b) the action, if any, taken by the Government on the Report; · 
(c) when the Report will be published and what action is contem

plated to be taken thereon ~ 

The Honourable 1\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : (a}, (b) and 
(c) The Honourable Member is referred to the reply given to a similar 
(J.Uestion asked by 1\Ir. J. S. Kadri, M.L.C., in the present session. : 

'· 

TuRKISH BATHS: BoMBAY CITY. 

Mr. SYED 1\IUNAWAR: Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether their attention has been drawn to the· very serious 

allegations made in the PreSf!. regarding immoral practices being 
carried on in institutions under the names of Turkish Baths, Universal 
.Bath and :Massage etc. in the BoD?:bay City ; 

(b) whether these baths are classed as brothels; 
(c) if not, whether they are licensed by the Municipality as public 

places; 
(d) the action, if any, taken by Government after the disclosures 

made about these Baths in the discussion on the amendment of the 
Prostitution Act in the last Bombay Session of the Council ; 

(e) whether Government are aware that the number of these· Baths 
is steadily increasing and that they constitute a serious menace to 
public morality ; · . 

(j) whether the Special Branch of the City Police to deal with 
Prostitution and Children's Acts attends to the work of abating the 
nuisance caused by those Baths ; 

(g) if not, what .measures Go~ernment propose to take in order to 
check the growin~ evil1. ' 

The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THO:MAS: (a) Yes. 
(b) No. 
(c) No. 

' ' 
I 

(d), (f) and (g) A Turkish Bath was raided by the Police and the 
managers were prosecuted, but the case ended in acquittal. This case 
shows that effective action cannot be taken under the existing laws, 
and fresh legislation is being considered. 

(e) Yes. 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: When is this fresh legislation likely to be 
introduced ? . 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I cannot say definitely. 

1\Ir. A. GREVILLE BULLOCKE: May I enquire whether Govern
ment considers that the enormous increase in the number of Turkish 
and other kind of Baths, is due to the passing of the Prostitution Act, 
1930? . ' 

The Honourable Air. G. A. THOl\IAS : The honourable member 
can answer that question better than I can. 
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LEE CoiDUSSIOY's RECOll:llEXDATioxs. 

· Mr. SYED MUNAW AR: Will Government be pleased to state 
which of the recommendations of the Lee Commission have been so far 
given effect to in this Presidency! 

The Honourable Sir GOV1!\1JRAO PRADHAN: Orders on the 
recommendations of the Lee Commission were issued by the Secretary of · 
State and w~re given effect to in all Provinces alike. 

Mr. SYED MUNA WAR : Will Government place the orders passed 
by. the Secretary of State on the Council table ! . 

'The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: They were issued 
many years ago. If they are required they can be placed on the Council 
table. There is nothing secret about it. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : The question was, which of the recom
mendations have so far been given effect to in this Presidency ! 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO. PRADHAl~ : The orders issued 
by the Secretary of State upon the Lee Commisson report were all 
alike for all provinces. There are no specific orders referring to every 
province. 

, Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : Are we to understand that all the 
recommendations have been given effect to 1 The question was which 
of the orders of the Secretary of State on the Lee Commission's 
recommendations have been given effect to 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Whatever 
· ·recommendations were ordered to be accepted by the Secretary of State 

have been accepted. There was no difference between Bombay and 
Madras and any other Presidency. The question was restricted to this 
Presidency, so the reply says that the orders are alike for all provinces. 
If the orders are available I will put them on the Council table. 

Mr. SYED MUNA WAR : Does the Honourable Member remember 
any of the recommendations that '\Vere given ·effect to 1 

' The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Overseas pay, 
passages, etc. These recommendations have been given effect to. 

. Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : There were several recommendations. 
The qu~stion is whether all of them or only some of them were given 
effect to in this Presidency. We are not concerned whether they 
are -given effect to in other provinces. There is no attempt to seek 
comparison between this Presidency and 9ther presidencies. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: So I said that if 
the orders are available I will put them on the Council table. ·They 
are not confidential : they have already been published. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : Are there any recommendations which 
have not been given effect to! 
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The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: I must ask for 
· notice. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: The question was, which of the recom~ 
mendations had been given effect to. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Next question. 

TA.LUKDARI ESTATES : SUSPENSION AND REMISSION OF JA.MA.. : 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI (Gujarat Sardars and Inamdars) = 

Will Government be pleased to state whether suspension or remission of 
jama in respect of the talukdari villages in the districts of Ahmedabad, · 
Kaira, Broach and Panch 1\Iahals was' ordered in proportion to the' 
decrease in rents in the talukdari estates from 1928 to 1931 due to :flood, 
frost and other causes 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. W. F. HUDSON: The suspension or remission of 
jama in talukdari villages depends not on the decrease of rents of superior 
holders, but on the annewari of crops. Accordingly during the years 
1928-31 suspensions and remissions ofjama were granted in the talukdari 
villages of the Ahmedabad, Kaira and Broach Districts. In the Panch 
:Uahals District there was no occasion to grant suspensions or remissions 
during the years 1928-31. 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI : In the last sentence of the reply 
Government say that in the Panch Mahals District there was no occasion 
to grant suspensions or remissions during the years 1928-31. May 
I ask, why 1 Do we take it that the crops were not affected by frost 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Not to the extent which 
would require remission. 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI : Or suspension 1 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Or suspension either. 

INCOME A.!iD EXPENDITURE, SIND. 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI (Western Sind): Will Government be pleased 
to place on the Council table the figures of income and expenditure on 
Sind (i) as supplied to the Simon Commission, (ii) for the years subse
quent to 1927-28 in the same form as that in which they were supplied 
to the Simon Commission 1 · . 

The Honourable Sir GOVI1'DRAO PRADHAN: As revised figures of · 
income and expenditure of Sind are being collected, Government regret 
they cannot at present furnish the figures required. 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI: Supplementary question. Is i~ a fact ••••••.• 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : If honourable members go on 
putting supplementary questions, I think we must stop there today. 
As there are some more questions and supplementary questions are 
likely to be asked, we shall therefore postpone the remaining question<; 
till tomorrow; : 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. The -Honourable 
Minister for Local Self-Government wishes to make a statement. 

STATEMENT re : MUNICIPAL BOROUGH OF SURAT. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTo:\I JEHA.~GIR VAKIL: Sir, "·ith 
your permission I wish to make a st~tement regarding a matter in which 
this House has shown considerable interest. · The House will recollect 
that Government was compelled to supersede the Municipal Borough 
of Surat for a period of one year from the end of February last because 
the councillors had refused to transact any business for five months and 
a breakdown in the municipal administration was threatened. This 
measure formed the subject of a debate in this Council and I then gave 
an assurance that, if there were no legal difficulties, I hoped to reduce 
the period of the supersession up to the period when the budget had been 
completed and passed, and the voters' lists for the next election prepared 
and published. The committee of management which was appointed 
by Government elected Dewan Bahadur Thakorram Kapilram as their 
chairman and have discharged their duties with marked energy and public 
spirit, and have now restored matters to a more satisfactory footing. 
They prepared and published on May 16th of this year an election roll 
on the basis of the voters' ·list issued by the old l\Iunicipality on Dec· 
ember 1st 1930, but Government are advised that owing to the long 
delay that occurred between the publication of the two lists and owing 
to .the fact that the election roll of .May 16th did not contain the names 
of all persons qualified to vote on April 1st 1931, that election list is 
invalid. Thanks, however, to the efforts made by the Committee of 
Management, it is expected that the new voters' list for 1931 arranged 
according to the new wards recently sanctioned by Government will be 
published on August 15th. If this is accomplished, the election roll 
will be published on October 1st and the election will take place before the 
end of the month of October. The rule prescribing that a period of 
four months must elapse between the publication of the voters' list and 
the date on which the term of o:ffice_Qf the municipal council will expire 
does not~ as has been assumed in certain quarters, apply to this case. 
Government are advised that the members of the Committee are not 
municipal councillors within the meaning of the rule. The actual date 
of the election cannot be fixed under the rules until the election roll 

. itself is published. It follows from this that we·hope to be in a position 
to restore the Municipality with effect from some date in the course of 
November next. 

The House will, I think, recognise that, with the cordial co-operation 
of the committee of management, I have done everything possible to 
expedite the process of the restoration of the Municipality and that the 
progr~~omme which I. have sketched out is a generous fulfilment of 
the assurance which I gave to this honourable House last :March. 
[Applause.] 
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DISCUSSION ON THE IRRIGATION ACT AMENDMENT 
BILL RESUMED. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: The Bill No. III ·was before the 
House and the amendment moved by the honourable member Khan 
Bahadur Khuhro was under discussion. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Sir, I had· got up 
to speak and so I shall proceed. I hope that the amendment of the 
honourable member Khan Bahadur Khuhro has not been forgotten by 
the honourable House. That amendment seeks to omit the words 
" and, if he proposes to transfer the source of water-supply of the land 
to any existing water-course, on the owner or owners of such water• 
course also" from the sub-clause (1) of new section 91 proposed in the 
Bill. Before I go on with my remarks, I wish to draw the attention of 
the Honourable the Finance Member to section 21 (b) and (c) of the 
present Irrigation Act, 1879, which reads as follows :-

"(b) w m'!lintaineuch water-course ina fit state of repair for the conveyance ~f water; 

(c) to allow the use of it to others or to ~it other persons as· joint owners. thereof 
on such terms as 11\!lY be prescribed under the provisions of section 23." 

Section 23, read along with section 22, authorises the canal officer to 
call upon the owrier of a water-course to allow any other man to get a· 
water-supply from his water-course, and the object of the words which 
are proposed to be deleted under section 91 is more or less the same. 
It also authorises the canal officer to transfer the source of the water
supply of a land to any existing water-course. I think, Sir, that in view 
of the existence of the necessary clauses in the present Act, there is no 
necessity of these words in clause 91 as they have been put in the amend
ing bill. The fact is that the Bill, as it is worded, is going to place power 
in the hands of a cana.l officer to transfer the source of water-supply of 
a land to any existing water-course, whether the zamindar or khatedar 
is willing or not ; even against his wi!l, he may be compelled to get his 
water-supply from a water~course which does not belong to him and to 
which he has no claim. But if the object of clause 91 is that a canal 
officer has to transfer the source of water-supply with the consent of the 
parties concerned, then I think, Sir, there is no necessity of retaining 
these words in clause 91 which the honourable member Khan Bahadur 
Khuhro wants to delete. I shall feel much obliged to the Honourable 
the Finance ~!ember if he will be pleased to state his own views about 
what .I have stated just now and then I will be in a position to 
express my views on the amendment- · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: How is that possible f That is 
a new procedure! . 

~Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : I think, Sir, that I have got very 
strong reasons why he should agree to the deletion of the words in the 
clause as they exist in the Irrigation Act of 1879 and accept the amend
ment moved by my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro, because 
the existing .Act clearly provides that any person desiring to have a 
supply of water thr9ugh a water-course of which he is not an owner may 
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make a privaUl arrangement with the O\TD.er for permitting the convey
ance of wah~r thereby, or may apply to a canal officer duly empowered 
to receive such applications for authority to use such water-course or 
to be declare~~ joint o~er th~reof (tide section 2~ of the present Act), 
and, further, 1t IS stated m section 23, that on receipt of any such appli
cation, the canal officer shall serve notice on the o\TD.er to show cause 
why such authority should not be granted, or such declaration should 
not be made, and, if no objection be raised, or if any objection be raised 
and be found insufficient or invalid, shall, subject to the approval of the 
Collector, either authorise the applicant to use the water-course, or 
declare him to be a joint owner thereof on such conditions as to the 
payment of compensation or rent or otherwise as may appear to him 
equitable--

The Honourable the PRESID~T: There is a vast difference thPre, 
as the honourable member can see. The time of the House is really 
valuable. The one is on an application, that is to say, the desire should 
originau from the owners, while the present clause refers to the right 
given to the canal officer to impose that condition if he thinks that it is 
necessary, in the inurests of the distribution of water, as was 
explained by the honourable member the Chief Engineer yesterday. 
I suppose that is the 4ifference. 

The Honourable Sir GO'VINDRAO PRADIIAN : There is a great 
di.Herence between the two. 

· Mr.· SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : Section 21 begins with the words 
" Every owner of a water-course shall be bound." So, according to 
the existing Act, the owner of a water-course is bound to allow the use 
of it (that is to say, the water-course) to others or to admit other persons 
as joint owners thereof on such terms as may be prescribed under the 
provisions of section 23 ftnd~· section 21, sub-section (c)]. Since the 
owner of a water-course is bound to admit others as joint owners in an 
existing wat-er-course, it clearly means that·the canal officer has got a 
right in accordance with sections of the existing Act to compel the transfer 
of a water-course of any zamindar t() an existing water-course. 

If this amendment is not acc~pt.ed, it will create much confusion and 
discontent amongst the zamindars and friction between the zamind.us 
and the officials, because water is a question of life and death to the 
zamindars. Why should any zamindar be compelled to give water 
from his own water-course to other khatedars who have no right to 
receive any wattr from him ! The honourable members from Sind 
have stated in their speeches during the last two days that 
sometimes even murders have taken place over this question of water. 
If canal officers are going to be vested with unrestricted powers on 
this question without consulting the wishes of the people, there is bound 
t~ be a clash between the Government and the people. Section 21 of 
the Act does provide all the necessary safeguards for the owner of 
a water-course who is compelled to allow any other zamindar to have 
water from his own kaliya, while in the new section 91 there is no such 
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safeguard provided. We would be quire prepared to agree to the 
scrapping of the old kariyas in places where there may be a necessity for 
them and even constructing one single warer-course to supply the needs 
of the lands settled on that kariya. But there is no reason why, when a 
kariya is not going to be scrapped, the zamindars should be compelled 
to supply water from their own kariyas to others:. In my humble 
opinion, Sir, this is a most important am~ndment, and if these words are 
not going to be delered, we would be quite helpless and powerless to 
convince our people about the justification of necessar7 modificatioils 
that are being embodied in the Bill. I hope, Sir, m view of what 
I have said, the Honourable the Finance Member will consider my 
humble views for what they are worth, and accept the deletion of the 
lines proposed by the honourable member Khan Bahadur Khuhro. 
. llr. HAJI IDR MAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi City) (Addressed· 
the House in 'Crdu) : Sir, I rise to support the amendment of my 
honourable friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro. When this Bill came up in 
this House for consideration, we were all aware that even murders were 
being committed in Sind on account of the change in the source of 
supply, and we were all in high hopes that when new canals and karias 
were constructed th~re would be no room left for any kind of strife among 
zamindars on this question and that provision would be made in the 
Bill that one zamindar should not take his supply of water from the, 
wat~r-course of another zamindar. It is a fact that under the existing 
Act the canal officers exercise enormous powers, and notwithstanding 
the existing troubles of the zamindars, this new legislation is going to 
add to those troubles. I entirely agree with my honourable friend. 
lli. Shaikh Abdul .Majid that there is no necessity for the retention of 
these words. Government have not so far chosen to reply to the 
various points made on this question. I hope that the Honourable, 
~!ember in charge will give a reply and satisfy the zamindars, 

The next point is that the Honourable the Finance Member should 
attach no importance to the fact that this question was not raised in the: 
select committee by the honourable members from Sind who were on 
the select committee. It is evident that they overlooked this matter· 
in the select committee, but that is no reason why they should not open 
it now. The fact is that all the smaller zamindars affected by it have. 
appealed to all the honourable members from Sind to save them from 
this calamity. For this reason, I hope that all the honourable members, 
of the select committee representing Sind will vote for this amendment. , 
They_ have not come to the C<luncil for their own benefit, b~t to represent· 
the VIews of those who have sent them here on their behalf. All the honour
able members from Sind who were on the select committee have stated 
that Government have already got enough powers. If that is so, why· 
should Government invest themselves with this additional power. I think· 
Gf:lve~nment are fully aware-and if they are not, they ought to know
that m the whole of the Presidency there is no such coercion as exits 
in Sind. Half of the.income that Government derive in the shape of 
revenue from Sind is extracted by coercion. If changes of sources of 
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water .are allowed_ in this way, there _will be more room opened up for 
hara.&.'IUlg the zammdars. The smaUer and poorer zamindars in the 
di..uicta of Sind are already indebted to the extent of lakhs of rupees in 
trying to meet the demands of Government. It is therefore the duty of 
Government to see that no additional room is given for coercion. The 
practi~ of distributing water from one water-course to several zamindars 
should be stopped. Each should get his supply of water separately. 
Let the distribution be according to some specified rules or orders. but 
ld there not be joint ownership of peeches. It is well known that Sind 
is a very backward province. Out of 15 of her representatives in this 
House only about 5 have a knowledge of English ; the rest know only 
Sindhi. Let not these poor zamindars be .. further harassed by the 
engineers. I hope the Honourable the Finance Member is sympathetic 
t~wards the needs of the smaller zamindars. Of course the big and rich 
zamindars attain their object in some way or other, but that is not 
possible for the small zamindars. I hope Government will agree to 
drop_ this provision regarding change of source of water-supply, and 
accept the amendment. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I ha-re only 
a few words to say in reply. Yesterday, the honourable member 
Mr. H.a.nison stated that in the case of the Rohri canal water will be 
coming from different directions, and therefore it will be necessary to 
change the water-courses of the zamindars. In such a case, I submit 
that the power already exists under the present Act. In that case the 

. water-courses will have to be entirely scrapped. But this amendment 
of mine only relates to the change of the source of water from the present 
water-courses to other existing water-courses. As pointed out by 
my honourable friend Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid, under sections 22 and 23 
of the Act poW'er is gi-ren to the canal officer to change the source of water 
if the owner is willing to have a change, but when the owner is himself 
not willing to have a change, and he thinks that his present water-course 
is giving him an adequate supply of water, I think there is obviously no 
reason why the canal officer should unnecessarily insist on changing the 
water-course that exists at present.- The same number of W'ater-courses 
should as far as possible be maintained. That is the object to be 
achieved, and it should be seen that all those people who ha\'e at present 
got separate water-courses should be given the same number of water· 
courses, even though in a rem<>9-elled form, under the new system, and 
only new sluices and only a little diversion that may be necessary should 
be made in ~e nte:r-courses. But the great change of taking away 
land that is on one water-course at present and putting it on to another 
water-course will upset the arrangement. That would not he at all 
difficnlt for Government, because under the law now in existence they 
can acq¢re the land of anothet person if it is required for a portion of 
the water-course, where found necessary and the new sluice shall be 
formed for that water-course. They can get him the water-course 
remodelled, and therefore this amendment of mine fot the deletion of 
these words is necessary. -The retention of these words becomes in no 
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way necessary, and I tliink this power is not required under the circum
stances. When the person himself wants a change, he can get it according 
to the present la.w. H he does not want it, but in the interests of 
better distribution of water it is necessary to make the change, Govern
ment have the power to acquire the land of the man through whose la.nd 
the water course is to run, an~ they can construct that water-course 
for him or allow him to construct it. What I am anxious to provide is 
that he must have the right of maintaining separate water-courses as he 
has at present. Whatever the supply of water may be .according to the 
duty that is assigned by Government, that quantity of water will be 
reguhted by the modules that will be put up. Having taken into consi
deration all these circumstances even after the new irrigationa.l system 
introduced by Barrage-Scheme, the present number of wa.ter-eourses 
can easily be maintained. H any ·'water-courses are scrapped, even 
then those people can be provided with different and new, yet separate 
water-courses. By reducing the number of water courses there will be 
very great complication. H my amendment is accepted, there will be 
actually in practice no difficulty for canal:officers. I hope the Honourable 
the Finance l\Iember will give proper consideration to what I. have 
suggested. 

The Honourable Sir GOVThl)RAO PRADHAN: Sk, I thought and 
though~ over the amendment. I am surprised to find that such an 
amendment should have been brought. The honourable member says 
that Government do possess power. Then, this is redundant. ·Hit is 
redundant, why is it required 1 I will expla.in the difference. 

I have stated ad nauseam why this Bill has been br~ught. I have 
stated that in the original Act there was no power given to a canal officer 
to order the construction of water courses of his own accord. H anybody 
comes forward and says," Give me a water course," then only the canal 
officer can do so. That is the main reason why this Bill becomes necessary. 
I will refer to the same sections 20, 21, 22, 23 and show how they 
are consistent with the present section. Those sections, 20, 21, 22, 23 
deal \liith the powers that are given to the canal officer. Section 22 says: 

"Any person desiring to have a supply of water through a water-course of which he is 
not an owner may make e. private e.rre.~ement with the owner for permitting the convey· 
ance of water thereby, or may apply to a cane.! officer duly empowered to receive such 
applications for authority to uae such water course or to be decle.red a joint owner 
thereof." . . 

\That does section 23 say 1 It says: 
" On receipt of any such application, the canal-officer shall serve notice on the owner 

to show cause why such authority should not be granted, or such decle.re.tion should not 
be made, and, if no objection be raised, or if any objection be raised and be found 
i.Jillufficient or invalid ••••.• " 

Here the canal officer is given the power to override the objection. 
" .•.... shall, subject to the approval of the Collector, either authorise the applicant 

to uae the we.ter-eourse, or decle.re him to be joint owner thereof on such conditions as 
to the payment of compensation orrent or otherwise asm.ay appear to him equitable." 

The canal officer is given power. He issues notice, he hears objections 
and he decides whether the objections are va:lid or invalid. H he tb,in~ 
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fit, he overrides the objections subject to the order of the C()llector and 
says, "Let this applicant be a joint owner and we shall pay him as 
compensation such and such amount.'' Section 23 says that the original 
owner shall maintain the water course and shall allow the use of the \Vater 
to the other man. There is an ob~!l'lltion laid on the original mmer to 
maintain the water course. 

What is section 91! Section 91 says the same thing. If the canal 
officer comes to the conclusion that it is expedient to change the source 
of water-supply of any land, "he shall serve a notice on the holder or 
holders of the land and, if he proposes to transfer the source of water 
supply of the land to any existing water-course, on the owner or owners 
of such water.:course also, calling upon them to state in writing their 
objections, if any, . • . . " and so on. The same power as under 
sections 22 and 23 is repeated exactly in section 91. Under section11 22 
and 23 the owner of the land comes forward and states his reasons. The 
owner of the water-course is called upon to show cause. Here the same 
thing happens, but the only difference is that the canal officer of his 
own accord decides whether X should be given water from Y's water 
course. He issnes the notice, hears objections and comes to the 
conclusion, if he thinks the objections of Yare invalid, that X should get 
water from Y's Water-course, but he will compensate him in a partjcular 
maDDer. What is the difference between sections 22 and 23, and this 
section 91 ! I fail to appreciate the objections which have been raised 
here repeatedly. This relates to small landholders. 

Khan ~ha~ur M.A. KHUHRO: Why not give them separate water-
courses! 
· The Honourable Sir GOVTh"'DRAO PR..IDHA..~ : It is impossible, as 
has been pointed out by the honourable member Mr. Harrison, who 
pointed out that it is intended to protect the rights of small landholders. 

• The big landholders can have their on water-courses. The small holders 
may have to depend upon hig zami.ndars. This is in the interest of small 
holders. 

?.Ir. HAJJ ~llR MA.HOliED BALOCH: I am not following the big 
zamindars. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PR.IDHAN : Do not listen to 
them. I am sorry to oppose the amendment. 

Question put and lost. • 
Mr. SHAIKH ABDlJL MAJID (Karachi District) : Sir, I beg to move : 
Insert the words" eooroo or" after the words "as to the" occurring in the last but one 

line of clause (1) of seetion 91. • 

The Clause will then read as follows :-
. ~ ••••••• e&lling upon thena to state in writing their objections, if any, as to the eoun-e 
or alignment or construction of the proposed wat-er-coarse." 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh1)RAO PIUDHAN : I accept th~; 
amendment. 

Question put and carried. 
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Khan BahadUl' M. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District}: Sir, I beg 
to move: 

"That sub-clause (3) of proposed new section 91 be omitted." 

My object in mov'ing this amendment is that the right of appeai to a 
civil COUl't has been taken away by the insertion of this sub-clause. 
Originally when the Bill was brought in the last Council session no such 
provision was made. People must have their legitimate right to go to a 
civil coUl't in the matter of disagreements. The select committee has 
taken away this right by the insertion of this clause. H in the original 
Bill this clause had found place there would have been no opposition as 
public opinion was in'V'ited. After having in'V'ited the opinion ·of the 
public on the Bill this material,!lhange has been made by the select 
committee which is a great departUl'e from the principle originally · 
involved in the Bill. I think it is fundamentally wrong that the select 
committee should have introduced absolutely a new principle by taking 
away from the people this important right. Even after the insertion of 
this sub-clause by the select committee no effort has been made to elicit 
public opinion as regards this clause and other modifications and new 
provisions that have been made which thoroughly change the character . 
of the Bill. Besides, as I have already complained, the report of the 
select committee was not published in time for the people to study and 
express their opinion on it. I do maintain so now. .The difficulty is that 
this new clause is inserted without hearing the people on the subject 
as to what they have to say. I submit that this is a very reasonable 
amendment and I hope Government will agree to the deletion of this 
sub-clause. At least in this respect let the Bill be in the form in which 
it was introduced at the last March session. With these words I move 
the amendment. · 

Question proposed. . 
Mr. A. N. S\JRVE (Bombay City, North} : Sir, I rise to support the 

amendment for the deletion of sub-clause (3). My reasons for supporting 
the deletion of this sub-clause are that by taking away the power of the 
civil courts, questions hereafter may arise regarding damages arising out 
of water-logging, alkaline formations and in other ways as a result of the 
canal construction. The persons who will suffer from these causes 
will have no remedy if the clause will remain. They ·will be losing 
their remedy in a court of law. For that reason I have mentioned in 
minute of dissent that it was not advisable to take away the jurisdiction 
of the civil courts. Now, I shall show from a reference to the White Book 
how things have been neglected in this connection. I am reading from 
the White Book on Lloyd Barrage at page 30 : 

"(E) Water-logging and Alkaline Formation. 
The Royal Commission has emphasized the desirability that the water requirements 

of the crops which will be grown when perennial irrigation is assured should be 
determined as soon as possible." 

I think, the reference is to the Royal Commission OD: Agriculture-
" and that from the outset investigllltiolll! should be carried out with a view to ensur

ing that the problem~ which have arisen in other irrigated tracts from water-logging 
and alkaline fonn'ltions do not appear in this trad. It attaches great importance to 
ob~ininll timely and authoritative information in regard to these "nd kindred ~tters 
which affect the welfare of the cultivator," 
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Further down th~ opinion of the Agricultural Department is given: 
''In the opinion of the Agricultural tkpartment it is not pol'l!ihlc to fol'('rast wat•·r· 

logginll and alkaline formation with any degrt'e of oortainty, unlces a compl'('hcnsive an•l 
scientific survey of the BOil and sub-BOil is undertaken." . 

Now, Sir, this is the state of affairs. The Department of Al!ficulturc 
says that a comprehensive and scientific survey is necessary, but so far 
as my information goes, this comprehensive and scientific survey has 
not yet been taken properly in hand, or only a small beginning has been' 
made, if beginning it can be called at all. I refer to pamphlet No. 17:! 
issued·by the Director of Information on the 7th July 1931. "Lloyd 
Barrage Works : Survey of Progress "-that is the title of the 
pamphlet. 

"The Research Division which was opened on lst October 1!!30, and which is und( r 
the direct control of the Chief Engineer, was engaged on making sub-soil investigation~ 
on both the banks ofthe river Indus with a view to ascertain how far the opening of th1• 
Barrage canals would lead to water-logging." 

This Division was also engaged on some other works, but what 
conclusions they came to we do not know. My point is that as Govern
ment themselves do not know what the effect of the opening of the new 
water-courses will b~ one cannot say beforehand how many cases of : 
water-logging and alkaline formations there will be. I know of some · 
irrigated areas where on account of irrigation large tracts of land have·' 
gone out of use owing to waterlogging or alkaline formation. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : How is that relevant ? 
.Mr. A. N. SURVE: I am coming to that, Sir. If the jurisdiction of 

the civil court is ousted, when the agriculturist su:ffers from any of these 
.results he will have no remedy. Therefore, I submit that the jurisdiction 
of the courts should not be ousted. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I think the houurable member 
does not understand the position. The jurisdiction of the civil court is 
ousted in the matter of alignment and construction of the water courses 
only, and in the matter of compensation, as has been explained over and 
over again by the Honourable the ]!nance Member, that jurisdiction still 
exists under the old Act. Here there is only a question of reconstructing 
the water-course as it exists ; it has nothing to do with the canal. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : Sir, the position taken up by the Honourable tho 
Finance Member as regards that is not admitted by me. The clause is 
open to a different construction. My point is that when you allow a 
certain act to be done and some consequences ensue from that, no 
compensation or damages can be claimed even .if you .su:ffer damages 
therefrom, because that particular act is made legal by a statute. 
That is my interpretation, and that is why I have been urging all along' 

· ihat the jurisdiction of the civil court should not be ousted. 
So, Sir, I have just brought to your notice how losses are likely to 

occur. Government have protected themselves against any damages 
that may occur. My interpretation may be right or wrong, but only a 

, court can decide which interpretation is correct. My interpretation of 
this clau.se is that if any persQn suffers frorg, waterlo~~~ or alkalin~ 
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formation and his field goes out of use, he will have no remedy, because 
Governmt.>nt will say: "We Wt>re permitted by the Act to align all these 
wat.('r-courses and construct them". 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Will the honourable member 
N'ft'r to sN.'tion 31 of the old Act ! Does he think that the opera.tion of 
the pt't"'St>nt dause would bar the operation of secti?n 31! : 

Mr . .\. :N. SURVE: Yes; that is the opinion I have formed. 
Tht• Honourable the PRESIDENT: That section 31 will not operate~ 
llr . .\. X. SURVE: Yes. . 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Does he think that the clause 

introduct>d amrnds St>ction 31 t • 
llr. A. N. SlJRVE: That is not being amended. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: If it is not amended, it standsJ 

and it operat('S if it is not amend~d. . · 
~Ir. A. N. SURYE : That is so in respect of matters which are speci

fically pro,idrd for under that section, but my submission is that the 
points which I am mentioning are not covered by that section. The effect 
of all these things v;ill be l'1lown only when the.water is turned on to 
the chaunels. The Yisvesvaraya Committee's Report says at page 31: 

"The effect on the sub·soil water levels will not be felt until after the new canal system 
h!U! ~n in operation for some time." 
Then in the nt'xt paragraph water-logging is discussed : 

"It. is said that in parts of Punjab, some of the drainage cuts ex<'avated before the 
('anals came into operation were afterwards found to be misplaced. The Chief Engineer 
i~ anxious that. this lesson should no$ be lost on Sind. He proposes to take drainage 
works in hand aftt>r irrigation from the new canal system has been practised for some time 
and its effects on the sub-soil water levels are. dearly known. The problem of sub· 
soil nt<t>r and draina~e is vitally connected with the success of the Barrage Scheme and 
it ~hould l'I.'!X'i\"e the closest attention of the engineers who will have charge of the schemo 
in fut.ul'l.'." 
lly point is this. You are proposing to take the work of draining the 
land aft!('r getting actual experience of watt'r-logging, but what provision 
ha \'e you made for the private owners of those fields whose fields may get 
wat~rloAg<'d or sufft'r damage by alkaline formation ! It is for that reason 
that I have bt't'n urging all along that the jurisdiction of the civil courts 
in regard to damages actually su:ffered should not be ousted. · 

X ow, as to alignment, I wish to draw the attention of the House 
to 91 (2) (iii): 

" If no settll'm•nt in rc8pect of the 81lid obje('tions be arrivt>d at between the Canal 
ofti.,...r and the holdt>r or holdt>rs of land conc-erned, the Canal offioer shall forthwith refer 
~he m~tt(>r to th.e Collt('tor whose decision, eubj!'<'t to any orders that D\1\Y be passed in 
ft'\'i.lion by t.he 0Jmn\issioner, shllll be final and conclusive." 
Tht' objt>ct of Governmt'nt is to make the order of the Commissioner 
final and conclusive. Having done that in this sub-clause, why do they 
inst•rt anotht'r claus!' ousting the jurisdiction of the civil court, which 
jt•opanlilt'S tht' right of a private owner in respect of damage on account 
of wat<>r-logging or alkaline formation ? When any matter is declared by 
a statute as final and conclu~ive, no court of law can reopen it or 
sit in judgment ou it. That is why I bave ht'en all along urging that 
t hi:J a.spt'ct of the case has not bt'en propt>rly considered. It deserves 
tht> wry Sl'rious considl'ration of the opposite benches. Otherwise, the 
poor landholdt•rs will ha,•e no rrmt'tly, and the Honourable the 
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Finance Member, when he lays down the reins of office, will havE' the 
misfortune of seeing those poor peasants wringing their hands. He 
sponsors this measure because he is now in office, but I appeal to him 
in the name of the poor cultintors not to dt>prive them of their rivil 
remedy. ' 

The Honourable. the PRESIDENT: I was just going to ask if the 
honourable member the Legal Remembrancer would explain the situation 
more explicitly, so that we might save the time of the House. A rertain 
amoUnt of confusion has arisen. There are three points on which 
I would like him to address the House. The first is, whether the bar to 
the jurisdiction of civil courts is something new in the amended Bill 
or whether it existed in the original Bill. Secondly, if it existed in the 
original Bill, was it only implied pr specifically mentioned ? Thirdly, 
if the order of the Commissioner· is final, and there is protection for 
Government in clause (2), why should there be a separate provision 
in clause (3) ~ : 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Sir, I have no ob· 
jection to dropping the separate clause if the words "and not liable to 
be. questioned in a civil court" are added to sub-clause (iii) of section 
~1 '(2). A separate clause (3) was added because some persons thought 
that the words " shall be final and conclusive " were not enough~ 
If those words are added at the end o{ section 91 (2) (iii), I am pre~ 
pared to delete sub-clause (3}. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: If the sub-clause (3} is not there, 
there is not sufficient protection for Government from the point of the 
view of the select committee ~ ls that not so 1 · 

The Honourable Sir GOVIl'-."DRAO PRADHAN : No ; the wording 
is clear enough in 91 (2) (iii). But the members of the select committee 
thought that it should be made absolutely clear. The words " the 
Collectorwhosedecision,subject to any orders that may be passed in revi
sion by the Commissioner, shall be final and conclusive "are there. But 
it was thought more expedient to say that the decision is not liable to be 
questioned by a civil court, Eves-now if these words are added, I am 
prepared to delete sub-clause (3). .Aa regards section 92 (6), however, 
I am not going to allow thedecision of the Collector as regards the align
ment and the source of water supply to be questioned by the civil court. 

Khan Bahadur 111. A. KHUHRO : Is it the intention that it should 
take away even the rights conferred by section 31 ¥ 

The Honourable Sir GOVIl'-."DRAO PRADHAN: No; it is not the· 
itention, as the honourable member, who was a member of the select 
committee, well knows. The intention is that, as far as alignment or 
change of source of water is concerned, the decision of the Collector 
should not be liable to be questioned by the civil court. So I was pre
pared to delete sub-clause (3) and add the words that the decision shall 
not be liable to be questioned in a civil court. 

SYED :WRAN MAHOMED SHAH : That will be rather worse. 
Now the. clause is specific with regard to alignment and constmction of 
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wa~r-courses ; in these cases the jurisdiction of the civil court is elimi
nated. If the words proposed by my honourable friend are added, 
the other mat~rs also come within this limitation. 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh'DRAO PRADHAN: The order is subject 
to re\-ision by the Commissioner as regards alignment or construction of 
wa~r-courses but not liable to be questioned in a civil court. · I will 
make that clear. 

llr. B. S. KA.MAT: Sir, the point is raised whether. under the Irriga
tion Act certain ma~rs should or should not be outside the jurisdiction 
of the chil court. If honourable members refer to section 67 of the 
original Act, they will find that the right of appealing agai:ri.'>t the order 
of the Canal officer is confined only to certain sections of the Act, thereby 
by implication showing in my opinion that other sections of the Act are not 
all appealable to civil courts. Take for instance section 28 which is with 
reference to the power to stop water supply. Now the power to supply 
water under section 28 has been given to the canal officer and by impli
cation I conten~ there is no appeal to a civil court. It will be seen that· 
even under the old Act every section is not appealable to the civil court. 
Only certain sections are. There are certain powers given to the canal 
officer which are absolute without any appeal to a civil court. I main
tain, Sir, on the analogy of that, there are similar ·matters in the new 
amending Bill which in the opinion of the select committee shou1d not 
be appealable, in the interests of the general cultivatvrs; such matters 
as decid~d by the select committee were the que&tion ofalignment and 
the question of construction of wat~r-courses. Just as in the main Act 
certain provisions are kept outside the jurisdiction of civil courts, we 
liked these two matkrs also to be ouside the jurisdiction of the civil 
courts. So we are not following a new principle at all. 

With reference to what fell from my honourable friend Mr. Surve, the 
question of water-lo~uing has not the remotest earthly connection with 
the question of the jurisdiction of -the civil court. Prevention of water
logging may be an ideal scheme and it has been no doubt· recommended 
by the Royal CoiillD.ission. But that has absolutely no connection with 
the power of the Privy Council or of the appellate courts or the High 
Court, any more perhaps than there is any connection between the steps 
to be taken in connection with the prevention of malaria and the Privy 
Council. I think that my friend, who belongs to the legal fraternity, 
will realise that there is no connection between water-logging and the 
jurisdiction of the civil court. I ha.V'e shown that certain provisions, no 
doubt, eliminate the jurisdiction of the civil courts but there is prece-
dent for it. · 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh1JRAO PRADHAN: The restriction 
applies to the alignment and the construction of water-courses only. As 
regards other matters, we have not taken away the power of the civil 
court. ,I do not, therefore, see any difficulty. lly honourable hiends 
seemed to agree that as regards alignment and construction of water· 
courses the civil court jurisdiction should be barred but it should 
not Le harred as regards compensation etc. So it is specifically stated 
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in sub-clause (3) that the power of the civil court is barrt'd in rt'gard to 

. these two matters only. 
Sir SHAH NA WA'l BHUTTO: Sir, what I wish to say is that I do 

not find any difficulty in the two sections at all. So far as alignment and 
construction of ka.rias are concerned, we have arrived at a compromi!le 
on that point. The difficulty of the Governmt'nt with rt'gard to tht'!le 
two matU!rs was thls: suppose an injunction of the civil court is brought. 
Then the work will have to stop. So they thought that in orderto prevent 
bringing in of injunctions and stopping of all improvt'ments, this provision 
should be brought in. We have agreed to that. But when section 93 
(6) was being discussed some apprehension was created in the minds of 
members. What they are asking of the Honourable the Finance Member 
is th!i.t he should make it clear that if by reason of his alignment any 
landholder is put to loss or suffers damages, he can claim damages and 
should not be restricU!d from going to a civil court for claiming damages; 
otherwise there is no provision to provide a remedy to a sufferer. He 
has no right to go to a civil court to dispuU! the alignment. He cannot 

. get any injunction, but if he is put to loss due to this alignment, the 
i question is whether he is entitled to go to a civil court. If that is going 
to be made clear, there is no objection at all. 

· The Honourable Sir GOVTh'1>RAO PRADHAN : The loss is inter 
partis. In the original Bill under clause 35-A the power of alignment 
was given to the canal officer. Government then thought that by the 
alignment or change of waU!r-course there may be damage, and gave 
r>wer to th~ Collector to settle the amount of damages between two 
parties. The question of damages is between two patties. Then the 
power of alignment was given to the Collector himself instead of the canal 
officer under the amended bill. Section 26 of the original Act provides 
for the settlement of disputes concerning water-courses. If my honour
able friends will please refer to section 26, they will find that the provi-

• sion for"settlement of damages is more than enough. Section 26 reads: 
" Whenever a dispute arises between two or more persons in regard to their mutual 

rights or liabilities in respect of the \&Se, construction or maintenance of a water-course, 
or among joint owners of a water-course, as to their respective shares of the expense of 
constructing or maintaining such water-course, or as to the amount severally contributed 
by them towards such expense, or as kl failure on the part of any owner to contribute his 

. share, any person interested in the matter of such dispute may apply, in writing, to 
any Canal officer duly empowe~d to receive such applications, stating the matter in 
dispute." 

If the parties do not agree with the decision of the Canal officer, then 
he refers the case to the Collector. Then there is the right of appeal to 
the Commissioner. The last paragraph of section 26 says: 

" Any order passed by the Collector under this section shall remain in force until set 
aside by a decree of a Civil Court." , • 

So the jurisdiction of the civil court is there. As regards section 35-A, 
as I said. the power as regards alignment was originally given to the canal 
~fficer, but, as the Collector is now empowered to orde.r alignment, section 
35-A wa: found unnecesssry and has been deleted. As regards section 
.93 (6) of the Bill as amended, I am prepared to add the words" till set 
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aside by a civil court" after the worns "final and co~clusive." But 80 

far as the Collector's decision with regard to alignment and construction 
of water courses is concerned, that decision must be final subject to 
revision by the Commissioner. 

So you will find that as regards settlement of disp,utes the jurisdiction 
of the civil court is there .in section 26. As regards compensation ltlso; 
provision has been made in section 31 of the existing Act .. I h!J.ye said 
that already and I have got to repeat it over and over again~ 
Section 31 reads :- · 

"Compensation m.ay be awarded in respect of any substantial dam.age.caused by the 
exercise of any of the powers conferred by this Act, which is capable of being ascertained 
and estimated at the time of awarding such compensation." 

Then there are certain provisoes. Yo).l will therefore find tha~ section 26 
makes provision as regards inter partis disputes and section 31· makes 
provision even as regards compensation against Government if substantial 
damage is caused in the exercise of the power conferred upon the ean,a.l 
officer. As I have aheady said, I am prepared to add the words" till 
set aside by a civil court" in section 93 (6). But I am certainly not 
prepared to give the right to any private person to. go to a civil court as 
regards the decision of the Collector and the Commissioner so far as 
alignment and construction of water courses are concerned. I· hope 
I have made it clear. 

Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO: Sir, perhaps I was not able to make 
my object very clear to the Honourable the Finance Member. 
The difficulty is this : Perhaps the Honourable the Finance Member· 
intends to let Government escape from the liability--

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO. PRADHAN: Section 31 does not 
allow Government to escape. 

Sir SHAH N A WAZ BHUTTO : There is no dispute so far as the power· 
of alignment and construction of water courses is concerned. But if ' 
the canal officer makes any mistakes in the exercise of the powers given 
to hlm, why should Government escape the liability 1 . We have nothing 
to question about the power of alignment and construction of water 
courses. Just as there is recourse to a civil court in case of dispute 
between two parties, so also there should be recourse to a civil court 
where by reason of any mistake or otherwise on the part of the canal 
officer a person is put to loss. Government must bear the consequences 
arising out of the additional powers they insist to invest these canal 
officers with. In that case Government should not escape liability as 
it is between the two private parties. It should be open to the aggrieved 
party to seek protection from a civil court even y;hen the ·aggressor 
happens to be the Government. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Mr. President, 
I have already expluined to the House that there are different sections 
under the original Act, such as section 26 which gives rights to parties 
inter se and section 31 which is generally worded. If my honourable 
friend will consult his own honourable friend from Sind (Sy£,d 1\Iiran 
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:Mahomed Shah), who is a lawyer, ·he will probably tell him that this 
section 31 is specially intended for compensation for acts which are 
done by a canal officer under this Act. It reads : " Compensation 
may be awarded in respect of any substantial damage caused by tbl.' 
exercise of any of'the powers conferred by this Act." Who exercises 
the powers 1 The canal officer or the executive engineer or the (',ollt'Ctor. 
Whatever powers are exercised under this Art by any officer, if the result 
of those acts is that there is a substantial dan:uige, then damages can 
be claimed, but under certain provisoes to that section no damages can 
be claimed. This is going to be a part and parcel of this Act. The 
exercise of the pow<Jr under section 91 will be the exercise of the power. 
under the present Act because it is going to form part of the Act. Section 
31 equally applies to that Act. So, if a canal officer so exercises his powcr 
under the Act as to cause substantial damage, and if that Act is not 
covered by the provisoes which are given to section 31, then Govern-
ntent are bound to pay damages. . 

Then there is a further safeguard provided. You will notice, Sir, that 
if after ordering one alignment Government themselves think that that 
is wrong and they change the alignment or construction, they do so at 
their own expense and they do not ask the owner to pay. If, therefore, 
the honourable member from Hyderabad, who is a lawyer, can explain 
this phase of the matter, I hope the honourable member from Larkana 
~ill be satisfied and raise no objection. 
· Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH: If the Honourable the Finance 

:Member will read section 31 further, he will find that it says that thE' 
person who su:ffers loss from any stoppage or diminution of his water 
supply du~ to any of the causes named in dause (d) of the section shall 
be entitled to such remission of the water rate payable by him as may be 

. authorised by the Governor in Council. In that case the man is entitled 
, only to remission of the water cess, whereas the point at issue is <lamages. 

These are two di:fferent matters altogether. · · 

SYED !lURAN :MAHOl\!ED SHAH: Sir, I think the Honourable the 
Finance Member has been alluding to..J:ny legal knowledge, and so far .as 
I have understood the s.rguments of my honourable colleague, I will 
explain the position as it appears to me only to this extent that the 
provisoes take away the protection which my honourable friend has been 
pointing out. I will read only two lines of the proviso (d) of section 31. 

"(d) failure or stoppage of the water in a canal, when such failure or stoppage is 
duetu--

(1) any cause beyond the control of Government, 
(2) the execution of any repairs, alterations or additions to the canal, or 
(3) any m~asures considered necessa.ry by any canal officer duly empowered in this 

behalf for regulating the proper ftow of water in the canal, or for maintaining the 
established course of irrigation." 

The canal officer can take protection under this section (3) and say, 
"I have changed your source of the water supply because I consider it 
necessary for regulating the proper flow of water in the canal or for 
maintaining the· established course of irrigation and therrfore you 
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cannot claim damages," so that the section does not give that protection 
which we desire. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: That i's in the canal, not in. the 
water course. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : If the quantity of water is 
reduced in a canal, then our source of the water supply which is from 
the canal is also automatically reduced. Suppose that in one canal 
the quantity of water is 100 cusecs and that quantity is reduced to 50 
cusecs. In that case they will regulate the distribution of that water 
and give me water accordingly. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINI)RAO PRADHAN : According to the 
rules. 

SY.ED l\URAN MAHOMED SHAH : There you are. We wish simply 
to pro\ide against that and we want to ensure that if by such a change 
the water supply is damaged, then we should be protected. Section 31 
does not give us that protection. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Those provisoes 
can never be deleted. They are there. Yesterday I stated that the 
policy of Gov(:'rnment is the greatest good of the greatest number, and 
that we do not like that one man should get all the water supply that is 
available and that other persons should suffer. 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT : Under the Act of 1879 I may point out, Sir, that 
on the Deccan canals there has been this provision for 50 years and an 
application form in use which the cultivator in an irrigation tract has to 
sign contains the specific provision that if the water supply is curtailed 
by the canal offic(:'r due to any contingency beyond the control of Govern-· 
ment, there is no right to damages in respect. of that curtailment. 
That proviso' is, therefore, tl1ere in actual practice on the Deccan 
canals and the cultivators accept that position. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Sir, I understand 
the legal position to be this. I believe what my honourable friends from· 
Sind want is to maintain the protection of the civil courts. My point 
is that under section 9 of the Civil Procedure Code, unless there is a 
specific provision barring the jurisdiction of the civil courts, it is open to 
any party to go to a civil court for relief. Therefore, my submission is 
that the provisions contained in sub-clause (3) of section 91 will be 
strictly applied to the question of alignment and construction. My 
honourable friend from Hyderabad is a lawyer and knows that under 
section 9 of the Civil Procedure Code the jurisdiction of the civil court is 
always open unless it is especially barred. The bar is only contained in 
sub-clause (3) of section 91. If by that bar you are not deprived of 
anything which is not intended to be justified, it is always open to y:ou to 
go to the civil court. The jurisdiction of the civil court is taken away in 
so far as the question of alignment and construction is concerned. With 
regard to other matters, that jurisdiction is there. Even under 
section 2G of the original Act, there i_s only one reference to a civil court. 
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Even there it is stated that any order passed by the Collector undt'r 
this section shall remain in force until set aside by a decree of a civil 
court. That means that•even if it were not so stated, my submission il'l 
that it is open to parties at all times to go to a civil court and qu('stion 
the order provided there is nothing in the Act to bar it. I mean that 
the civil court is open according to the other provisions of the Act. If in 
the Act itself the jurisdiction is barred in respect of a particular matter, 
then I think that all other matters can be questioned in the civil court. 
Supposing this Act goes before a civil court in a question affecting 
alignment and colllltruction, then it is perfectly open to argue that th£' 
court cannot entertain the suit, but with respect to all other mattt'rs,. 
the civil court's jurisdiction is not barred. That is obvious. It is not 
necessary to make any changes in order to give jurisdiction and so on. 
The jurisd!ction is there, it is sought to be taken away in regard to a 
particular matter only. Therefore I think the House will be well advised 
in not opposing really this sub-clause (3) of section 91 which reads, "No 
civil court shall entertain any suit or application as regards the proposed 
alignment or colllltruction of a water course." In respect of other 
matters, I do not think that the jurisdiction can be said to be barred. 

(After recess.) 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to cut the · 
discussion short now. I have allowed so much latitude already in the 
hope of a compromise. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Sir, Government 
have arrived at an understanding with the honourable members from 
Sind, as a result of which I hope further discussion will not be necessary. 
I therefore move the following amendment : 

In clause 4, section 91 {2) {iii) add the following words at the end: 

"as regards alignment and construction and shall not be qut>stioned in a 
civil court." 

Khan Bahadur :AI. A. KHUHRO : The words " shall not be 
· questioned in a civil court " are redundant. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAQ-PRADHAN : Supposing I add 
redundant words, the honourable member loses nothing. It may be 
bad phraseology, but he loses nothing thereby. Really speaking the 
words " and change of source " ought also to have been added. 

Khan Bahadur :M. A. KHUHRO : But that was not settled in the 
compromise . 
. The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. I should like to 

remind the honourable member from Larkana as the leader of the Sind 
party that one of his honourable colleagues from Sind has put in the 
words" source or •• in a clause above this, which the House has passed. 
Was the compromise not to add the words" change of source "1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: The compromise 
was not to add the words "change of source" because they said that 
we have· omitted. those words in sub-section (3) of ~~edion 91. 
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I said that was an inadvertent omission. I pointed that out to them. 
They said," You are adding it now; you had omitted it already." 

Sir SHAH NA WAZ BHGTTO: The Honourable the Finance Member 
agreed to it, and we trusted him. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~TJ': Then sub-section · (3) goes 
out. 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh"'DRA.O PRADH.AN: Yes, and sUb
section (!) will be renumbered as sub-section (3). ·I have told my 
honourable friends and the honourable member Ra.o Ba.hadur Kale 
has told them that tmder section 9 of the Civil Procedure Code a. civil 
court has jurisdiction overall matters unless they are specially excluded 
by law. The following amendment will have to be made to the 
amendment I have already proposed, and I formally move it~ 

Omit sub-section (3) and renumber sub-section (4) as sub-section (3). · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Before I can put the amendment, 
the honourable member Khan Bahadur Khuhro will have to withdraw 
his amendment. · 

Khan Bahadur M.A . .KHlJJIRO: Sir, I ask for lea•le of the House 
to withdraw my amendment . 

.Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 
Question (amendment moved by the Honourable Sir GovindraQ 

Pradhan) put and C-arried. 

:lli. C. S.C. H.ARRISOX: Sir, I desire to explain that I do not want 
to move the next amendment of which I have given notice, in view of 
the fact that section 17 of the main Act covers the point in question. 
I do not propose to move it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I think the next amendment,. 
of which notice is given· by the honourable member 1\Ir. Shaikh Abdul 
}~ajid, becomes redundant. 

The Honourable Sir GOVI1"'DRAO PRADHAN: I think it is 
redundant, but if the honourable member wants it, I will agree 
to it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Honourable 1\Iembcr in 
· <:harge is ready to accept it, but he thinks it is redundant in view of the 
change ~ade. 

~Ir. SIUIKH ABDUL UAJID (Karachi District): Sir, I beg to move 
the following amendment: 

Add clause (5) to proposed section 91 : 

"Any person aggrieved by an order of a canal officer under rlaut>e (1) may present a 
petition for compensation to the Collector for any loss arising from such order and the 
Collector m~y award to the petitioner reasonable compensation for such loss; and the 
order . of the Collector shall be final unless modified by the Commissioner in revision or 
by a Civil Court of competent jurisdiction.'' 
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Question proposed. 
The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADILL.~: The order wldcr 

clause (1) ia by the Collector and not by the canal officer. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE:n': The initial order is by the canal 
officer. 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh"'DRAO PRADH.A....~: The moment' tht're 
ia a dispute between two parties the Collector comes in. The canal 
officer has power when there ia no dispute between two parties. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~T : Has the honourable member 
understood the position l 

The Honourable Sir GOVThlJRAO PRADHAN : Let me explain 
it to him. 

The Collector, while passing order under sub-clause (3) of clause 2 may 
award such compensation as he deems reasonable. because one party 
takes water from another man's source. That was the original section 
35-A. I have no objection if the honourable members want to restore 
the original section· 35-A. But the Collector will be passing the order 

.for compensation. · 

SYED MIRAN l!AHOMED SHAH: We have deliberately omitted 
that clause of compensation from one party to another. We suggest 
in this clause compensation from Government for any damage caused by 
the canal officer. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: I am afraid that 
section 31 is not before the House and it cannot be amended. Section 
31 contains provision as rega,.-ds oompensation from Government. That 
section is not before the House and it cannot be touched. We thought 
35-A was redundant. Even if it is redundant, and if honourable 
members desire to have it, I have no objection to put it in a modified 
form. 

:Mr. B.S. KAMAT: Section 35-A ileals "\\·ith compensation from 
one party to another but not against Gov('rnment. That was never 
contemplated under section 35-A. ~ · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: We are losing time. A great deal 
of sympathy is shown by the Honourable 1\Iember and advantage should 
be taken of it by honourable members from Sind. He is prepared to 
reinstate 35-A in this Bill in consonanc-e with what has gone on before· 
in an altered form. If honourable members are agreeable to accept 
that in place of the amendment of the honourable m<>mber :Mr. Shaikh 
Abdul :Majid, then he will put it in proper form. Otherwise it is waste 
of time. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : We do not agree to that. The 
order is passed by the Co1leetor and the order has been.executed. For 
any damage arising out of the C{)llector's order, Government must pay. 
Why should another umindar pay? That is our objection. 
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SYED l\IIRAN l\1AHO.l\IED. SHAH : It is impracticable because 
nobody is benefited. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: In that ·case let 
the honoura;ble member move it and I am going to oppose it. 

The Honourable the. PRESIDENT: The honourable member has 
moved it. I shall put it to the vote. 

SYED l\HRAN l\1AHOl\1ED SHAH : The Hou~e must understand. : 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The House understands the 

whole case. There is no part of the Bill which ~he House does 
not understand. The honourable member wants to discuss it. I 
will not allow any honourable member to repeat what has already 
been stated. J,et me see what new matter can be brought before the 
House. 

. SYED l\URAN MAH0l\1ED SHAH (Hyderabad District) : Sir, the 
real purpose of the amendment that has been moved by my honourable 
friend Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid is to safeguard against the consequences 
of the action of the canal officer. Under the section referred to by the 
Honourable the Finance l\!ember it is only the question of compensation 
from one party to another that is dealt with. II one source of water 
supply is changed to another water-course that will result in benefit 
to one party and loss to another party and the question of compensation 
will arise from one party to another. If by the action of the canal 
officer when changing the source from one water-course to another any 
loss is incurred by the owner of the water-course who is to pay the 
compensation 1 The protection that was given under proviso to · 
section 35-A has be~n taken away. Under section 31 of the Irrigation 
Act the canal officer will claim that for regulating the water supply he 
has taken that step with the result that the owner of the water-course 
will not get any compensation. Under the new pro-visions the Collector 
will be the person who will pass final orders for the change in t.he source 
of a water-course. If that order of the Collector proves detrimental to 
the owner of the water-course who is to pay compensation 1 We have. 
acqepted that his order with ·regard to the change of the water-course 
and the construction will be final. We have also been shut out from 
seeking protection under a civil court. My honourable friend Mr. Shaikh 
Majid has therefore moved that" any party aggrieved by the action 
of the canal officer may present a petition to the Collector and the 
Collector may award to the petitioner reasonable compensation for the 
loss unless modified in revision by the Commissioner or by court of 
competent jurisdiction". . ' 

Mr. B.S. KAMAT: If protection is to be given to the Barrage 
people under section 91, why should not the same be extended to the 
Presidency people ? 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: That is out of order. Section 31 
is not before the House. Has the honourable member finished 1 

SYED MIRAN liAHOMED SHAH: We wish to be protected against 
the order of the canal officer as well as of the Collector. Otherwise 
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extraordinary powers will be vesU:!d in the canal officer and Collector 
against which we will be precluded from having any safeguard. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I do not know whether the point 
of view that the honourable member has placed before the House is 
correct in view of the amendment the House has just now passed 
adding at the end of clause (iii) the words "as regards alignment 
and construction and- shall not be questioned in a civil court " and 
deleting sub-section (3). The construction placed by the honourable. 
member is not correct. 

:Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL l\IAJID : I do not want to add anything _to 
what has already been said. I expressed my willingness to accept the 
modification which the Honourable the Finance Member suggesU:!d, but 
I do not know what has happened to that modification. 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh1>RAO PRADHAN : They did not accept 
it. I myself think that it is redundant. 

1\Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL l\IAJID: I will be in a position to withdraw 
my amendment if that modification is accepted. 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh'DRAO PRADHAN : I offered to accept 
it, but they did not accept it. 

Khan Bahadur l\L A. KHUHRO: We did not have that amendment 
before .us: it wa$ never put before us. We want something similar 
to sectio.n 35-A. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Honourable the Finance 
1\Iembe,r has said that he is agreeable to its being re-introduced, except 
that it will now be "the Collector" instead of "the Canal Officer." 

Khan Bahadur :M. A. KHUHRO : Section 35-A. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: Sir, I rise to a point of order. You ha\'e 
called on the mover to reply. 

Question· put and iost. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Now, clause relating to sect.ion 
92. The amendment standing in the name of Khan Bahadur Ghulam 
Nabi Shah is out of order, as the amendment to which it is a consequen
tial amendment was rejected .yesterday. The next amendment is in 
the name of Khan Bahadur Khuhro. 

Khan Bahadur K.HU.HRO : Sit, I do not move it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The next amendment stands 
in the name of Syed l\Iiran 1\f.ahomed Shah, and runs : 

For clause 4 (a) _of section 92 substitute the following clause : 

"4 (a) The cost of constructing all water-courses required for the irrigation of 
land which is occupied and which' is being cul~ivatcd since 1911 shall be borne by 
(klvel'llll\ent. · 
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The cost of const.ructing water:cou.rses whi{'h are. required· for. t.he irrigation of 
land which is occupied but whi~h jla~ not been <>ulti;,at{'d since 191.1 a~d ~norcupief 
Government wast.e land shall be borne. m equal shares. _' . · 

1 

The Honourable Sir GOVThTDRAO PRADHAN :' Sir; that am.(mdment 
requires sanction and, therefore cannot ·be moved. ' , , . ' . , · 1 ; , ·' .~ 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I hold it out of order on ano.ther 
ground also. .The first par~ .~~ects ~he principle of·· t~e ~ill which 
has been accepted. An add1t10nal ptnnt also has been raised now t~t 
it affects the revenues of the province a.nd · theref01e requires the sa'nc-
tion of the Governor. · ···· · ., ' 1 

' 
1 

•• r • 
1 

• • .:' 

SYED l\1IRAN 1\I.AHOMED SHAH: lwill try to explain my position. 
This is not an amendment of principle. I do not say that the''entire 
cost of construction o£ water-couises should be borne by· Government. 
I only say that the cost of 'a particular portirin should . be 'borne· ·by 
Government. · ' · ·' · . •·• .:".: · '" ' .. , ·.• •i "' '• 

The Honourable Sir G0\1NDitA6 PRADHAN :~·The . amend;ne~t 
;. 1 I • 1 1t , • . , in its first part says : I · : • • : • • • ' ' • • · ' ••• 

"The cost of constructing all water:c~urses required for the irrigation of l~nd which Is 
ocrupied and which is being cultivated since 1911 shall be borne·by Governll\ent."· '· ·:• .. 

The principle of the Bill is that the cost of all' the .water-conrs~s 1 shOuld 
be paid by the landholders. How 'does he 1=ay then that W doe's' ~,lot 
affect the principle of the Bill~ I :' : ·:I ' '' •' It( II':.· 

SYED l\URAN 1\IAHOMED SHAH: In spite of that myamend~~~t 
is in order as the entire cost will. be borne by the holders of those lands 
which were cultivated before 1911 ~nd of OCcUpied waste lands and 'by 
Government lands. It is only a particular class of. landovrners that 
I : eek to exempt.: : .. : / , , ' . . , : · : .1 : 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The first part of the' a~endm€mt 
is out of order. Is the honourable .member going to move the eecond 
Jl!l.It 1 I ' l ; I; ' i • ' :I ,., :· 

SYED l\IIRAN l\IAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad Distlict~: .~ir,·.ias 
you have' held the first part to be out oforder,' I'~ill move the second 
part : I . l / : · · . t • .. ' · · .. , , • , .. " . : J : I 

For clause 4 (a) of proposed new section 92, substitute the following elause:. , t I 
"The cost of constructing water.courses which are required for· thf irl'igatioq of 

land which is occupied but which has no~ been cultivated since.l9llqnd uno<'cupied 
Uovernment waste land shall be borne ii equal shares." • 1 ' · ,. ' , ' i. I 1 · 

I only seek to change the proportion.· ·According to the report of the 
selrct committee, the proportion falling on private waste lands is three 
times as against two on Government waste lands. I see no justification 
for making a distinction .between zamilJ,da:rs' ·waste lands and Govern
ment waste lands. The argument. accepted by the select committee· 
was that Government waste Ja.nds would fetch a lower. price on the 
market if they were charged as much as the priV'ate waste lands.• Why 
iihould you put artificial impediments in the way of the zamindar having 
a water-course and cultivating his· waste land by, burdening his .laud 
more than the Government ' waste land ~ Thi.<i is nothing ·.short of. 
strangling individual enterprw, .The charge to .. the general taX:plloyer 

xu Hb 47-5 
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will not be anything if private waste lands are put on the same foot
ing as Government waste lands as the cost is to be horne by the plll· 
chaser of the Government waste land and is not to be paid out 
of general revenues. I hope,. therefore, that the honourable members 
will have no objection to support my amendment. 

Question proposed. 
The . Honourable Sir GOVTh"DRAO PRADILL."'\: May I suggest, 

Sir, that all amendments similar to this be discussed togt>ther ? 
Mr: Surve, Khan Bahadur Khuhro and Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid have 
all amendments to the same effect. They may all be di.~uwd 
together. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I find some difficulty so far as 
the time of the House ·is concenfed. I find that there are some amend· 
menta which are more or less repetitions. There is an amendment by 
the honourable member Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid on the same lines with 
a slight variation in the proportion in which the cost should be distri
buted. His amendment says it should be 3 : 3 : 1. Then there is 
another amendment by the honourable member Mr. Surve which pro
poses the proportion of 1: 3: 2. The third one by the honourable 
member Khan Bahadur Khuhro puts it down as 1 : 3 : 3. Can honour
able members come to some agreement amongst themselves and save 
the time of the House ! H they come to an agreement, we could take 
up only one amendment • 
. Khan. Bahadur AIJ.AHBAKSH: I have an amendment to the 
amendment of the honourable member Syed Miran Mahoii?ed Shah. 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: What is the proportion that the 
honourable member proposes ! · 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH: Half and half. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Where is the third party ! 

. Khan Bahadur .ALLAHBAKSH: The third party is' exempted. 

The Honourable the PR~IDENT: I will have to go through it~ 
It concerns the time of the House. We shall discuss the amendment 
before the Honse. 

SYED M1RAN MAHOMED SHAH: It will facilitate the debate 
if the Honourable the Finance Member can enlighten us as to his view~ 
and tell us if he can agree to any compromise. If he does not agree, we 
might carry .on the debate. t 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: I am afraid I can..i 
not agree. I will explain the reason. When we adopted this proposed; 
ratio that Government waste lands should be charged twice and privaU; 
waste Ianda should be charged three times, what was passing in mY' 
mind was this ; that Government as a body receive money on behalf 
of the ratepayers. The price of the land which they will realise will go 
to the benefit of the ratepayers. But in the case of private waste lands, 
the enhanced prices will go to the pockets of individual landholders, 
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That is why the distinction is made. My honourable colleague the 
Revenue Member explained it in his speech. H you put private waste 
lands a.nd Government waste lands on the same footing, Government 
lands will fetch less,· thereby causing ·a loss to the general· taxpayer. 
If they get more price, it goes for the benefit of their subjects. But 
the enhanced price which private lands will feteh will go into the 
pockets of individual landholders. , That is why the ratio has been 
fixed at 1: 2 and 1: 3. I cannot, therefore, accept the amendment. 

~ • ', ,• j : ' • ' : 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : I have an amendment to the 
amendment which is before the House. · · ' · · ' · 

Add at the end" and that the lands cultivated between the years 1911 and 1932 shaU 
be exempted." · ' . · . • 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: That ID.ef!flS that some 80 per cent. of the 
lands are to be exerr. ,t>ted. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN ·: That is exactly 
what you have ruled out of order just now, Sir.. 1 • 

w • • • 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : But I do not say that it is to be 
borne by Government. The other lands will bear it. · . 

My object in moving this amendment is that the lands which are now 
cultivated and have got water supply should not b~ penalised\ They 
have got enough water at their command now. When the other waste 
lands are irrigated thefie people will be deprived of theil regular flow of 
water. They will get less water under Barrage conditions. The 
day before yesterday my honourable friend Mr. Kamat said that 
under post-Barrage conditions people will be much happier than they 
are now. I hope honourable members remember what the honourable 
member the Chief Engineer said yesterday. He said that people have 
got no legal right to rice cultivation.· When the Barrage comes into 
operation there will not be sufficient water in· the Barrage canals to 
irrigate the whole area which' has been provided . for in the project. 
I discussed this matter with the honourable member the' Chief 
Engineer- · ·, 

:Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : But I was not satisfied; · · ; · · 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH: He says he was not satisfied:'' B~t 
we know that the Barrage is going to be a failure. There can be no 
doubt about that. The honourable member the Chief ·Engineer is 
laughing and ridiculing the idea but the time is not fai off when you 
will see the results of the Barrage. I think by that time he will retire 
and his successor will have to face the criticism. It is always so. Our 
experts undertake such gigantic schemes and as soon as they are 
completed they retire and then their successors have to face the blame.' . . . ,, .... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member ia 
digressing. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : At least this much has been ascer
tained by .the Barrage Advisory Committee-! hope the honourable 

:vo Hb 4:7-5a 
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House will shortly receive the report of that Committee-that they hare 
sati&fied. themselvf!l that we will cultivate 51 lakhs of arrt>s with the 
;S~pply in the Barra~e canals, b~t I personally assure you tbat the suppl)· 
wdl hardly be suffiCient to ~ultlvate about 25 lakhs of arres. · 
' The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADBAX: Al'f' we disru~<~inJl 
the merits of the Barrage f' , : ·· 
,. !;{han' Babadur 'ALLAHBAKSH : I am roming to that . .. ,,, . ' . ' 

. , ,The Honourable Sir GOYI~"'DRAO PRA.DHAX: Comin~ to what 1 
·Khan B~hadur ALLAHBAKSH: The· Honourable Member should 

haye some pa~enre. 
The Honourable Sir GOVI~"'DRAO PRADHAX: I havf' ~ot t>nough 

patience, but aU this is irrelevant. 
The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: Time is valuablt> and the honour

;lbl~ 111embe~ m~tst ,<'4?~e to the point. 
Khan Bahadur ALLABBAKSH: I say that these peoplt> who are 

now. cultivating 18 lakhs of arres will not get suffirient water wh<'n 
'the Barrage canals open. There is hardly sufficient water to rultivatt' 
25 lakhs of aries whereas the honourable ml'mber the Cbil'f EnginN'r 
propoaes.to cultivate 5llakhs of arres. · 
'. ' Mr. C. S .. C. H.ARRISOX : 53 lakhs . 

•• i ,, .,,,!•' ; ·'' 

;., Khan· Bahadur ALLA.BBAKSH: Be says 53lakhs. I say thert is 
hardly enough watl.'r for 25 lakhs. Therefore these people who now ~et 
sufficient water will suffer because we will be bringing a larger area undrr 
cultivation and bt'cause of the modules and restricted supply of watt>r 
these people· will suffer. My honourable frit>nd Mr. Kamat is under 
·theimpre~on that theyl·will be benefited by the Barrage. I say that 
they will suffer seriously when the Barrage comes into operation. Why 
.should they be made. to pay now prior to the opening of the Barrage, 
an<\ before the results are available. It would be much better if tl1ey 
are asked to pay after say five or tell-years, when the Barrage is put 
into operation and they get an opportunity to see the results. 

Mr. B. S. KlliAT : They will all get the advantage of the perennial 
f!ste~.. . . ·.. . .. , . . 
, ... Khat:l Bahadur ALLA.HBAKSH: Now we get the advantage of it. 
Now we get two crops. Therefore I say that we are prejudging everything. 
w~ are going to ask these people to pay as SOOn as the water-rourSI.'S art> 
,r.omplete. . Government should at least give them this concession that 
thqse ;who. ca.nnot afford to pay should be asked to pay instalments. 
Even that. would not be fair .as Government is going to lessen the supply 
of, wl!-ter by, taking more lands under cultivation. It would be much 
bettl.'r if they recover that amount after 15 years when tht>y see from 
the actual results of the Barrage, whether· they are benefited or not. 
Thnefore, the object of my amendment is that at least thost> people 
shoui.J. be uempted. We feel that the Jlt'ople who have Leen getting 
·water pow will get a nmch smaller supply. Therefore J request that these 
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18 lakhs of acres which are at present cultivated should be- eumpted. 
If the Honourable the Finance Member agrees to tho principle 1 that no 
eost shall be borne by Government, then I say that that cost should, be 
distributed among the purchasers of Government waste lands and private 
individuals. The land which is not cultivated may bear that cos~•'' .If 
we find afterwards that there is sufficient water and people are·able to 
cultivate that lanJ, then alone would it be right to recover that amount 
from them. Therefore, I hope that the Honourable the Finance .Member 
will accept this amendment of mine. · · · ' · 1 

... · · 1 · • ' •· ~ · · • ' • 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The . a~end·m~~t.' -~t~;'.
1

,\h~ 
amendment moved is: •. , , ' . r f.:l .· , :1 

Add at the end of the am.endrnent m.oved the words "those lands whic4 have bren 
cultivated between the years l!Hl and 193.2 shOuld 1Jc exempted." .; ·: · ··' ·' ' :. ' 

•,• .· , 
Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District):, Sir, .. 1 nse .iQl 

support the amendment to the amendment. l.a~ yery gl'lQ._.and)f ~:}~. 
given me the greah~st pleasure to hear the most outspo~en and .fra:Qk, 
speech of my honourable friend from Sukkur whose. words .are -at pres~nt: 
being ridiculed by certain Government memb~rs ,bccau&~ the ,Jfifl~l 
ecusequences of the barrage are undisclosed _at present 11nd r.ann,ot .. 
hE." imagined rightly or correctly, at . this stage. 'Evny :'one. knows.. 
that plam truth in certain cases is :very bitf:R.r and it appear~ more f!q 
to•day-- , I ,~ , . : :• ;,f•l 1 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITAJ,E: What about the · money I of' 
the Pr~siJency sunk in the barrage 1 · 1 • · • ,. 

1 , • · ' · · ' · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: I am being q~~~ti~ned, -'.~.,Yhat, 
about the money of the Presidency~"' I will answer,"~ -What about the, 
money that has been sunk in the sea at Bombay and what about. the 
money-nearly 15 crores spent in Deccan Irrigation Works~which was 
stated yesterday as havin.~ been sunk in the Deccan C' This is sin.kjng 
anoth~r amount of money in Sind, which also is mostly on the vote of. 
the Presidency members. Sind forms one-fourth part of the Presidency 
and the results of the divisions that we claimed yesterday clearly show. 
what strength Sind commands in this House. It .is hardly one~fourth,, 
and the results and legislations that are being passed are. being passed. 
primarily and fundamentally on the vote of the Presidency membc:~;s, 
whose responsibility for the consequences is therefore . greate:~;, than, 
ours. So, Sir, if at any stage any honourable member fro~ the. Presi-. 
dency can say against the Sind members that they are solely resp(>nsible 
for bringing this barrage on themselves, I. think he is not.justi,fieq)n 
saying that. Sind members might be responsible to a certain extent, 
hut the Presidency members are far more respon8ible for what they call' 
"mis-expenditure." This "mis-expenditure" is not only''in' Sirid,_ 
hut, as I explained, it has been niore so in the Presidency' proper:· 1 I say 
this only in reply to certain criticism, ironical or sarcastic, which was· 
made previously and I have been compelled to answer it:in that 
strain .. _ ,c· · ,: :· .. ; 
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· Coming to the question before the House, and the sum and substann' 

of the speech of my honourable Iriend, it is true that the water whifh 
is going to be provided by the barrage is not going to be more than what 
we get at present to any appreciable extent, and if those honourable 
members who are trying to ridicule his speeoh at present were to take 
the trouble of studying the figures as to what is the quantity of the water 
which the barrage is going to provide, if they were only to study tlw 
quantity and volume of the water to be provided by the barrage as 
compared to what we are getting at present, they would easily .find out 
for themselves that the quantity of water supplied by the barrage is 
not more than what we get now. '· 

Rao Saheb R. V. V ANDEKAR: What proof have you got 1 
'' Khan ·.Bahadur 'M. A .. KHUHRO: Proof! There are volumes on 
the barrage, there are reports which you can read for yourself. I am 
not exaggerating anything in the least what the natural consequences 
will be, As has been rightly pointed out by my honourable friend, 
the quantity of water that we will be getting in the post-barrage condi· 
tiona will be half as much as we are getting to-day and yet more than 
double the land will be reqUired to be cultivated. That clearly indicates 
that these people ,wi11 get their water supply reduced proportionately. 
Supposing, for instance, a person A gets at present.15 cusecs of water. 
Then; according to that proportion, because of the larger area to he 
commanded by the barrage and the larger area which will have to be 
necessarily .. cultivated and because of that absurd and meaningless 
phrase "proper and equitable distribution of. water," the canal officers 
will in order to justify that phrase simply cut down that water supply 
to about one-third from 15 cusecs to. 5 cusecs. Then, the question is 
of· duty.' They will say that this'is the duty according to which tl1ey 
are going to distrjbute water.' That duty has not been experimented 
with by the Agricultural' · Department and found to be correct. 
I certainly challenge and dispute that duty which has not so far 
oeen reported upon as being a duty which is absolutely correct. 
No one can consider the Honourable-the Chief Engineer as art expert 
on the question of quality of the soil and the quantity of water required 
for its proper fertility. It is the function ofthe Agricultural De}Jart· 
ment which is so far evidently sleeping. They should be made to 
examine each tract closely and opine frankly as to all these questions of 
duty' and the exact quantity per area required. · They also should be 
asked to convince the people Df those tracts ho'y far these experiments 
are real and genuine and can be made practical. 

The Honourable Sir GOVI11JRAO PRADHAN : Are all th~se remarks 
relevant, Sir ! . . · 

. The Honourable the PR~SIDENT : He means to say that he would 
be. getting less water than now. · That .is the only point he is trying to 
make .. ,,:. , , . . 
.,:.Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO: I am just trying to prove that we 
shall be getting less water and at the same time we sh.all be asked to 
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pay more land assessment and other absurd demands. This is the 
point at issue. So, I submit that that it is the crux of the question, 
that the duties are not justifiable duties and that it is practically 
impossible, according to our vast experience as being cultivators ourselves 
who have cultivated lands for years together, to cultivate our lands 
with advantage with the reduced supply of water, and get advantageous 
crops which we are growing at present. The consequence will be that 
the whole country will be devastated, the crops will be very inferior, the 
cultivators will be giving up cultivating under compulsion because the 
profits of produce will not be in proportion to the expenditure and· will 
not be enough to pay the heavy demands of the State such as land revenue 
and other demands like these ef water-courses, survey, ete. So, when 
we think of the post-barrage conditions, we simply shudder at the idea 
of what is going to happen at that tune. So, I maintain and do strongly 
maintain that the conditions of Fuleli or the conditions of any part of 
Sind lower than the barrage are in no way worse than what is going to be 
the condition of the barrage area itself. If they are going to get less 
water, I maintain that we are going to get less water also. Similarly, 
on the same analogy, if those people are going to be exempted from the 
liability, there is every justification that we should also be exempted 
from the liability of the cost of the water-courses. I am prepared to 
prove this matter to anybody who wants to discuss it with me and to 
satisfy him that our conditions are in no way better than what they are 
pictured here to-day. So, I submit that we are going to be losers in both 
ways. On the one hand, we are going to lose appreciably the .water 
supply and on the other hand by this unjustifiable and unreasonable 
measure we are going to be saddled with this unjustifiable cost of the 
water-course. In that case, the suggestion made by my honourable 
friend from Sukkur may be taken into consideration. I request the 
Honourable the Finance Alember that time is not lost. It is a question 
of waiting for a year or two more. If as is hoped that in this period of 
one or two years all this land will begin to be cultivated, very well and 
if it is found that they are getting an adequate water supply and that all 
their imaginations and all their dreams are realised, there is no barril in 
charging the zamindars later on. If necessary yon may make such 
specific provision in the legislation that these people are being exempted 
temporarily and that at any time they are liable to be charged for 
the cost of the water-courses it will meet your requirements. The 
Honourable the Finance l\lember can always come forward before this 
House with an amending Bill. He will strengthen his hands and he will 
even strengthen the hands of the future Government which will be 
a more respoll8ible Government. He may charge whatever proportion 
is then considered to be equitable or reasonable. If he can cite a case 
and come before this House that these zamindars must be charged 
because they have benefited and because they have an adequate supply 
of water and that because of that they have gained an advantage and 
therefore they must stand the cost of the water-courses, he will carry his 
measure through without much trouble. 
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[Khan Bahadur ll A. Khuhro] , · . 
Taking all this into consideration. I submit, Sir, that the atm'tulmt•n\ 

moved by my honourable friend is a \·ery re880nable amendment and 
I hope the House ..-ill coW!ide.r it on its own merits and d.iapassionntt•ly. 
If any honourable member in thi& Houst- is no\ convinred of what I have 
staud to-day, he can accept the amendment and if at any latt>r stage he 
is not convinced of its desirability, he ca.n support the Honourable 
the Ymance Member or Government when they bring any other amrnd· 
ment of this Act on more justifiable grounds than I have mentioned. 
I hope therefore that this amendment will be accepted. . . 
. The Honourable· the · PRESIDE..TI: I ·cannot Wldentand why 

honourable members should tt.ke up110 much time on matters which have 
beea npeated and repeated forth~ last three days when no neW' light is 
being thrown. The purport· of -the amendment is understood. The 
object with which the amendment is put forth is understood in a sptech 
or two, a.nd yet all possible members from Sind would like to speak. 
I think it is in the interests of their time that I am appealing to them. 
I cannot understand why evely one of them should SJ>eak.• [At thi$ slli!Je 
Mr. Haft Mir MaAomtd &locA rose]. · "n'lt is it th1t the honourable 
member is going to say t · IJ I pull up every member for a single repeti· 
tion, the Honse -would probably he tired of it. · · , 
· 'The bonou.ra.bl~ member the t'hief Engineer, ·itoyd Barrage. 

t I I ' ' ' • , ~ • : '' ' • 

Mr. C. S. C. lL\.RRISOX: Sir, I will he brief. I oppose this 
ame.nd.mt>nt to the amt'ndment as being most iniquitous. · Assuming 
that there ate 53lakhs of atres to be irrigated and that there a.re' roughly 
7:-!lakhs of acres under command, out of this total of 72 lakhs Govern· 
ment own approximately 18 Jakhs of acres. So, out of 72lakhs, we have 
to take away 18 lakhs as owned by Government. Under the fallow
forfeit rules, we have not bee'l able to get accurate figuxts during the 
short time I had at Karachi before this session, but the Revenue Officrr 
informed me that it might possibly be 3 lakhs of kabuli undeveloped 
zamindari land. 18 plu• 3 makes 21 lakhs. The proposal now before 
the House is that the 21 lakhs should.Jake up the whole of the burden 
of the cost of the nter-cou:rses and the balance from 73, that is to say, 
5:llakhs should be let off. I think that my honourable friend was so 
certain that the House would find his proposition iniquitous that he 
attempted to draw a red ~rring across the track and discussed the 
question whether_ the dutie-s were coned or-not correct, although the 
House must be utterly sick of that question of duties. This question 
of duties has been brought up every single year for the last nine years. 
"ith all due deference to the honourable members hom Sukkur and 
.La.rbna, I ·submit that the question of duties is in very much better 
hands than theirs. ':'The whole matter is being gone- into very thoroughly 
by the Chief Agricultural Officer;· This question of duties baa been 
touched on in the Report of the Sir Visveswa.raya Committee, and they 
.hale stated that they aee no rea.!!l:m whateYer to suppose tbt the duties 
u;umed by the framers of. the project will no~ be reached. That i.s 
perfectly c~. The honourable member said that it has not been 
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wuched in the Sir Visveswaraya Committee's report ; . I contradict him. 
Is it fair that this House should make Government, which is after .all the 
taxpayer iU~elf,-who wgether with small holders own 2llakhs of acreg..,..,.. 
should bear the total burden which should rightly be spread over 73 lakhs 
of acres 1 . I hopf, Sir, that in his heart of hearts the honourable::wembeJJ 
must feel that the body which he represents is not very serious in putting 
forward the view which he has done .. ,, And with that I hope that he wiU 
not further draw red herrings across the path. l tru~t the :ijon~ . .'fill 
not countenance either the amendment or the amendment, to,: the 
amendment, because the question has been gone inw .very' care£'\1-IJY, by; 
the select committee. The honourable member 1\.Ir,_Kamat has aq:e~,dY: 
explained the matter and so has the Hooourable,the, Finance 'Member .. 
The issues are perfectly clear, and I ~rust the Hous;e will properly deci~ 
them. , ... , , 1 • r 1 " .• , 

1\Ir. HAJI 1\IIR MAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi City) i (Addresse'd. 
the House in Urdu): Sir, I support the amendment to the amendment .. 
For the last three days this Bill is being discussed. A great , many 
amendments have been moved so far, but Government did not agree to. 
accept most of them, and even in the case of the very iew amendments. 
which have been passed, . I do. not think they protect ,the: :zamindars 
sufficiently. I admit, Sir, that some improvements in. the Bill have been• 
effected by the efforts and speeches of the members of the select-committee,· 
and I am thankful to them for it. But on the present question,. the, 
great fear of honourable members from the Presidency proper .appears: 
to be that the Presidency will be saddled with these. costs if they are not. 
borne by the zamindars. But I say that the public treasury will not 
be burdened even to the extent of a single pie if:.this Jmotion:.is: 
accepted. · · · ; , . 1 ; . . . ,. t . 1 ·. ; .'. 

1 
Sir, the select committee decided that there should be ~division of 

the costs into six equal parts, occupied'waste l~nd payillg three' parts,, 
unoccupied or Government wast~ land paying two. parts .and the hi11~·. 
under cultivation bearing one part of. the cost. There are lSlakhs pf, 
acres of land which are now cultivated. Honourable 'members seem to: 
be under the. impression that these lands. are O'f~ed by ,ri~h. ~a~~dars:· 
But the fact Is that out of the people owmng these 18 lakhs of acres,' not 
even a thousand are really big zamindars.. Even assuming· that'.there r 
is that number of big zamindars, we must not lose sight of tl:ie: fact that 
there are about 25,000 zamindars in that area who are· ownerEI"M 10~ 
acres to 100 acres. They are all poor. .My object in s~pporting !the~ 
motion is to save these poor people from having to pay theit share of the· 
cost. The object of the amendment to the amendment is to save! these 
poor people from having to pay their ·costs and to shift the bil.rden·on. to' 
the shoulders of the big zamindars. On a rough estimate, . I think that. 
35 lakhs of acres are in charge of big zamindars. tet'the cost be'bornc·. 
entirely by these big zamindars and by Government~ 1 submit that 
this is a very reasonable proposition.' By this arrangement, the· public· 
treasury will have to bear no burden at all, 1 have therefo~ every hope: 
that the amendment to the amendment will be accepted •... , ~ . , . · 
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In this connection, Sir, I want to make an appeal to honourable mem

bers from the Presidency proper. For the last three days I have been 
seeing that they have remained absolutely silent. They are not giving 
the Sind members any assistance. Speaking for myself, I can say that 
I have always sided and voted with them on questions of public impor
tance. ; I am making this appeal on behalf of the poor zamindars, and 
I have every hope that they will come to the assistance of these people. 
'. Another point is that it has been argued that the money spent by the 
zamiridars on improvements should be added on to the cost of the 
Lloyd Barrage. I .submit that is not a reasonable proposition. I know 
that the Barrage will .cost Rs. 20 crores, but· it should be remembered 
that it is not a project like the Back Bay reclamation scheme or the 
Development Department; 1 It is ,a productive work. In this connec· 
tion, I wish to bring to the notice of the House that there are 12 lakhs 
of acres of land lying with Government which will be sold. Govern· 
ment themselves expect that they will realise about Rs. 200 per acre, 
but even assuming that owing to the fall in the prices of food-stuffs their 
full expectations will not be realised, we can ·safely assume that a price 
of Rs.· 100 per acre can be realised. On this basis, the 12 lakhs of acres 
will fetch Rs. 12 crores. I am sure it is no good making an appeal to 
Government,. because they will not look to our interests, in spite of the 
fact that for the past so many years honourable members from Sind 
have tried·to please Government in every way in their power. I hope 
the present attitude of Government will make them learn their lesson, 
and I· promise that on ·any future occasion, when honourable· members 
from the Presidency proper require the assistance of honourable members 
from Sind I shall drag the Sind members to their assistance. • 

Mr. C. W. A. TURNER: Sir, 1 move the closure. 
·The' DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Closure has been moved; The amend

ment as well as the amendment to the amendment have been sufficiently 
discussed, and in the interest of the time of the House which is very · 
preci~us, I think I should ~ccept tq~ closure. I call upon the honour-· 
able mover to reply. · · · · 
. SYED. 1\IIRAN 1\IAHOMED SH.AH (Hyderabad: District):. S~. 

there, is not only a~ uncompromising attitude that we are confronted 
with from Government benches, but it is even more regrettable to see 
the indi.fterence on this question on the part of the non-official side of 
the Hou~ •. This is really the point on which we ~xpect sympathy from 
our, non-official brothers. We only wish to appeal to them _to under~ 
stand the question ... If they think there is no case at all, certainly they 

· may go according to the dictates of their own conscience ; but if they 
think that a real case has been made out, then they .should give us a 
J>atient hearing, and~ assure them that we deserve it amply •. 
· In order to be ·brief 1 would only touch the facts that have 

been mentioned by the honourable member the Chief· Engineer for 
Lloyd Barrage, who is the expert and who .is the master of the show 
withiJl. the Barrage zone. · Sir, in the last session, the Secretary of the 
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Finance Department cautioned us against statistics. The honourable 
member the Chiel Engineer has given us some figures now, irrespective 
of the statement which he himself has prepared, that is the White Book 
on Lloyd Barrage issued in 1929. He asks how is it possible to throw 
the burden on 22 lakhs of acres which should be borne by 32 lakhs of 
acres as nil. Twenty-two lak:hs of acres comprise Goyernment waste 
land and also zamindari waste land. 

~Ir. C. S. C. HARRISON: That was not the figure I gave. 
SYED ~liR.L~ :MAHOliED SHAH: May I know the correct figure 1 

That is what I have noted down._ Sir, it is argued on behalf of Govern~ 
m('nt that this is an attempt to throw the burden on the general tax-. 
pay('r, when it should really be borne by the zamindars. This :position 
tickles the non-official members, and therefore I wish to explain that' not 
a single pie of the burden is to be thrown on the general taxpayer, for 
whom such an extraordinary amount of solicitude is being shown here. 
On page 4 of the White Book Government have stated that the entire 
land to be commanded by the Barrage canals is 75 lakhs of acres. · Out 
of that 59 will be cultivated. The modified figures are 53 la.khs will be 
c.ommanded by the Barrage at one time. : 

~Ir. C. S. C. HARRISON: 73 lakhs is the approximate, figure of the 
area command~. · · · · · ; : . 

SYED ~IIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : And 53 lakhs will h£ cultivated 
in one year. Out of that 18 lak:hs belong to Governm~nt arid 3' i.akhs 
he said zamindari fa How for~1 ired lands. ' · ' · ' · 

~Ir. C. S. c: HA.RRISOX; I did not say zamindari fallow forleite'd 
· land. If the lands are fallow forfeited they cannot he zamindari lands. 
I said that though I have not got the actual figures probably not more 
than 3 lakhs will be unde,eloped zamindari lands.' 

SYED MIRAX M.AHO~IED SIUH : At present 20 lakhs are being 
irrigared and 15 lakhs belong to Government. The tot?} comes to 
351akhs and the remaining Mlakhs will be either occupied waste land~ 
I do not know under what classification the honourable member the 
Chief Engineer has put them-or Government waste land cr kabuli 
irriga~d land. Now, the land lfhich is occupied and is irrigated at 
present iB 20 lakhs of acres which my honourable friend wishes to exempt: 
Only 20 lakhs out of 73lakhs. · '· 

)lr. C. S. C. HARRISON:. I think it will prev~~t confusi~n, 
if I ex})lain. The honourable mover of the amendment to the amend
ment says that the period between 1911 and 1932 should· be taken. 
There will possibly not he a bit of zamindari land which has not been 
cultivated at least once between 1921 and 1932. Therefore, the honour! 
able member has gone entirely wrong. He takes 20 lakhs under enlti
ntion. During the last 5 years the average area under eultivation is 
18 lakhs of acres. The average of 18 lakhs is different from 
the individual acres cultivated since 1911. Therefore, all his figurt>s 
are entirely wrong. 
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SYED ~liRA .. "\' lL\HOJIED SIUH : If the honourable mrmllt'r thf' 
Chid Engint>fr's words are tabn -as gosprl truth I have no rrply. 
But that is not the position. We are practical zamindars. We know 
that the statements made by experts are not exactly trur. He says 
that every aere, at least once, should have l:lt'en cultivated since 1911. 
If figures are obtained from the revenue officers they may be accrptaLle 
to the House. Otherwise there is a great danger to accept such sweepinrr 
statements 38 made by the Chief Engineer now. But I assure honour~ 
able members on this side of the House that it is not so. There is a lot 
of land which h38 not been cultivated since 1911. About 7 lakhs have 
been forfeited to Government under the Fallow· Rules. Apart from 
Government waste lands--- · 

ltlr. C. S. C. HARRISON : It must be included in the 18 lakhs. 

SYE~ MIRAN MAHO)JED SHAH : Still there is a lot of margin. 
The cost of construction of wah~r-courses can be distributed on to t.hr 
zamindari waste land and Government wast~ land, so that it will not 
be an additional burden on the general taxpayer. The honourahlt' 
member Mr. Baloch h38 pointed out that the entire cost of the barrage 
shall be paid out of sales of the land itself. Only the interest is being 
paid out of the revenue. When we Sind people do not grudge to pay 
interest on the· crores of rupees that have been sunk on Wlproductive 
works in the Presidency, why should the Presidency people grudge to pay 
the interest on this amoWlt ? We are brothers and we should not grudge 
to pay a few lakhs to each other. Even according to the admission 
of Government, at the end of 13 years we shall be able to earn 6 prr 
cent. return. After 20 years we shall be earning 10 per cent. interest. 
Somehow we are going to pay the whole amount. Nobody's purse will 
be a1Iected if a few lakhs are to be paid by you for the construction of 
water~ourses. According to the mover of the amendment to amend
ment the burden should be shifted from those of the occupied lands on 
to the shoulders of those who are to occupy the lands hereafter. ·My 
honourable friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro has proved, that after this 
scheme comes into operation, the quantity of water will be curtailed 
and consequently the cultivation witt be curtailed. He pointed out 
that in Larkana instead of 23,000 cusecs of water which they are getting 
at present, they will be getting I 7,000 cusecs of water after the scheme 
comes into operation. Apart from that the cultivation will be increased 
on the same quantity of water. . ' · 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: :May I request the ~onourable member 
to confine his remarks to the points pertinent to the amendment and not 
to :repeat arguments that have been already advanced 1 
.·SYED lllRAN .MAHOMED SHAH: Sir, it becomes necessary to 

refer to facts and figures in order to show who is going to be benefited 
by the scheme. The pre.sent occupiers are not going to be benefited ; 
their water supply will be curtailed ; and their cultivation is going to 
be restricted. Times without number Government have stated that 
the water supply at present given should be curtailed in order to ensure 
a more equitable distribution of water to all the zamindars. The water 
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supply to the present occupied land' owners will be curtailed ; their land 
assessment will be increased ; and also they are going to be made to pay 
for the reduced water in the shape of cost of water-courses. It is an. 
undeniable position and extremely unjust too. I do not know how 
to instil this fact into the brains. of non-official members. · ·, · · 

• ' ' ' ' • < i I • j ~ • 1 

As regards the fact that there ~hould be discrimination between Goyem,-
ment waste land and occupied waste land, I have sufficiently explained 
it in my first speech ; and the last speaker also has supplemented it.' .. This 
is the state of things, for which we want the sympathy of our non-official 
members. Several times many· experienced people have ·stated 
and proved that this scheme is ·going to prove a huge failure though 
my opinion is contrary to that. . On the other hand the official members 
who are responsible for this huge project want to show, on paper,. that · 
the cost of construction of the barrage will not exceed the estimates and 
that it is going to be a success. Many questions have been asked in' the 
Council as regards the revised estimates of the scheme and replied to.· 
In order to keep the estimates within bounds Government want 
to throw additional burden on the zamindars. By accepting their 
proposal the non-official members will be saddling their brother agricul
turists in Sind with this additional burden when they are already deeply 
in debt. The present generation will, of course, be unable to discharge 
the liability; while their posterity shall have to move the Government 
of India to write off this debt. So, under these circumstances, I app~al 
to the House to vote for this amendment. , '. , .. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Sir, I want to· read 
to the HolL'!e a relevant extract from the speech of my honourable 
friends--

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The contagion may be allowed. 
The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: In the year 1923, 

·the honourable member Sir ShahNawaz, then Khan Bahadur, said: 
"The other point, that Sind is inferior and cannot be cultivated year by year, is 

1•qually incorrect. I would like to BUhD\it that I am a zamindar and D\Y personal experi
cnre has shown me that even where we have got well water the return is always good. 
I have got lands which have bt>cn cultivated on Wt'll water continuously during thr last 
15 years with wheat crop." · ': , 1 , , 

Lastly he says: 
" Sukkur Barrage or no Sind." 

i I f / ',: I 

Now, I find member after member from Sind getting up and saying 
that the scheme is going to be a failure ; and that the whole money· is 
thrown away. But this is what their leader said : " Sukkur Barrage or 
no Sind." ' 

The question befor~ the House ·ill whether the cost should, be thrown 
on thofle whose lands are' being, irrigated at present or wh~ther they 
should be exempted ancl that the cost should be thrown on those who are 
to occupy lands hereaftt>r. · In my· opinion the •cost should be equi
tably distributed. It was thought unfair that the lands which are at 
present inigated ~:~Lould be charged to the same extent as the lands that 
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are to be irrigated hereafter. ·We thought it was equitable-and they 
also rirged-that the lands l_Vhich are irrigated at present should bear 
one share, the lands which are Government waste lands should bear 
two shares and the lands which are private waste lands should bear 
three shares. I have pointed out this afternoon why this discrimination 
is made between Government waste lands and private waste lands. In 
the case of private waste lands the unearned increment will go to an 
individual's pocket. In the case of Government .waste lands the 
unearned increment will go into p~blic exchequer and it will be for the 
benefit of all. That is why a discrimination is made. That is what 
the original Bill intended to do. I oppose the amendment. 
I ~ : 'i 1 ° • • 

· The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I shall put the amendment to 
the·amendment first. · . · '\h•J 

Question put and lost. 
, . The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I shall now put the amendment. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO: We have to discuss the amendment. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: It has been discussed . 

. , 
·.Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : The discussion was entirely based 

on the amendment to the amendment. 
:··The 1 Honourable the PRESIDENT : · The honourable member is an 
~ld me~ber of the House and knows the procedure. When there is an 
amendment and an amendment to that amendment, both are discussed 
~ogether. 

Question put. House divided. Ayes, 14; Noes, 44. 

Motion lost. 
Division No. 3. 

·I' 

·Ayes 

BALoou, Mr. llAJI Mm MAHOMED. 
BHO'TTO, W ADEBO W AHlDBAKSH ILLAm· 

BARSH,· 
DHALUMAL LILARAM, Mr. 
DIXIT, Dr; M. K. 
GHULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur. 
GovER RoBA, Mr. 
JAN ?rlAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur. 

KauuRo, Khan Bahadur M. A. 
PATEL, Mr. C. N. 
RBSALDAB, Mr. A. K. 
SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID LILABAM, Mr. 
SYBD MmAN MAuoMED SHAH. 
TALPUB, Mm BANDER ALI KHAN. 
ToLANI, Mr. S. S. 

Tellers for the Ayes: .Mr. S. S. Tot..un'and Mr. SYED MUNAWAR. 

.,, 
ABEI\OROMBIE, Mr. J. R. 
ANGADI, Rao Bahadur S. N. 
ASAVALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BRANDER, Mr. J.P. ~ 
BBIS'lOW, Mr. c. H. 
BROwNE, Mr. D. R. H. 

· BULLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 
0HlTALB, Rao Bahadur G. K. 

Roes 

CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. 
CoLLAOO, Dr. J. A. 
CoLLI!I'S, Mr. G. F. S. · 
Coou, Mr. G. H. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
EwBANK, Mr. R. B. 
GARBET'l', Mr. J; H. 
GaUL.UI HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 
B.unusoN, Mr. c. s. c.· 
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HUDSON, the HonQurable '&Ir. W. F. SnAIXB' YAJUP VAZm MAHOMED, Khan 
JoNES, Major W. ELLIS Bahadur 
KALB, Rao Babadur R. R. SHANJURB.A.O JAYABAMBAO ZUNZAI!BAO, 
lu.IUT, Mr. B. S. Mr. 
K.t.MBLI, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur S)(ABT, Mr. W. W. 

S. T. SoLANJU, Dr. P. G. 
LELY, Mr. W. G. Sun Mu:NAwAB, Mr. 
MACKLIN, Mr. A. S. R. Tuol!AS, the Honourable Mr. G. A. 
MoDAK, Rev. R. S. TUBliEB, Mr. C. W. A. · 
MoDI, Sardar DAVAB T. K. VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir 
NEWMAN, Mr. H. L. RusTOM JEHANGm 
OwEN, Mr. A. C. VANDEKAB, Rao Saheb R. V. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. WAnKE, Mr. B. P. 
PuDHAN, the Honourable Sir GoVINDBAo WILES, Mr. G. 

Tellers for the N MB : Rao Bahadur R. S. Au vALE and Rao Sabe b R. V. V ANDJ:KAB. 

ASHADm EKADASHI: GRANT OF HOLIDAY ON. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I have a request in my hand 
signed by a large number of honourable members, about fifty-four, 
asking for a holiday on Saturday next. It is Ashadhi Ekadashi, a 
holiday of the Hindus. I looked up the record to see whether a holiday 
was given in the previous years. It seems from 1928 to 1930 that holi
day never fell during the session period; it occurred jiist a few days 
before the session. There is the extra month this year, and I suppose . 
the holiday has come during the session this year on that account. 
I understand that the Honourable the Leader of the House is agreeable
to it on some condition. I would like to hear the condition. . 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : Mr. President, · 
Government have no objection if that is the desire of a Iarge·section of 
the House, provided that the other side of the House will agree that out 
of their six days one will be taken up to-morrow and the remaining five 
days will be allotted to them· after Government work is over. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : That will be all right : we agree to that. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is settled then. The 

House is now adjourned to 2 p.m., to-morrow, Friday, the 24th July 
1931. 
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Friday, the 24th July 1931. 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Friday, the 
24th July 1931, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, Sir A1I 
~L\HO)lED KHAN DEHLAVI, Kt., Bar-at-Law, presiding. ' 

Pre~ent: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI IIAJRAT KHAN1 Khan Bahadur 
ACHREKAR, Mr." A. B. 
ALLAHBAKSH, Khan Bahadur -
ANGADI, Rao Bahadur S. N. 
AsAVALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BALOCH, Mr. HAJJ MIR MAHOMED 
BANGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ . 
BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BRANDER, Mr. J. P. 
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VAKIJ,, the Honourable Sirdar Sir RusroM JEHANGIR 
V A."'\DEKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. 
W ADKE, Mr. B. P. 
WILES, Mr. G. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. Questions. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

INcoME AND ExPE!\"'DITURE m· SIND: 
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Mr. S. S. TOLA..."I\1 (Western Sind): Will Government be'·pleased 
-to place on the Council table the-figures of income and expenditure on 
Sind ( i) as supplied to the Simon Commission, ( ii) for the years subse
quent to 1927-28 in the same form as that in which they were supplied 
-to the Simon Commission 1 . . : 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : As revised figur~s of 
income and expenditure of Sind -are being collected, Government regret 
they cannot at present furnish the figures required. 

1\Ir. S. S. TOLA..~'I: Is it a fact that certain figures <!f income 
and expenditure of Sind were supplied to the Simon Commission up to 
the year 1927-28 ~ · · · · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Yes. 
1\Ir. S. S. TOLAN!: Why were they not placed on the Council 

table 1 
The Honourable Sir 'GOVTh'DRAO PRADHAN : They have already 

been published in the Simon Commission's report. 
Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : Do the revised figures show that 

the figures supplied to the Simon Commission were wrong 1 · 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: The revised figures 
.are being collected. They cannot be compared unless they are fully 
collected. · · 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: When will Government finish collecting them 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : I cannot say._ They 
are being collected by the special committee that has been appointed by 
the Government of India. 

l\Ir. S. S. TOLANI : Is it a fact that Mr. L. H. Chablani, Secretary of 
the Secondary School Board University, Delhi, wrote to the Finance 
Secretary asking to be supplied with these figures and the Secretary wrote 
·that the figures were ready but that he could not communicate them to 
him unless Government ordered him t'o do so ~ 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : That i~ not correct. 
Mr. SHAIKH ABDL'TL MAJID: Were the figures supplied to 

the Simon Commission authentic 1 
The Honourable Sir GOVI~'DRAO PRADHAN : I do not understand 

what the honourable member means by " authentic.', The figures 
MO Jib 48--la 
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APPE~l>IX 1. 

BILL No. III OF 1931. 

(A Bill further to amend the Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879.)
1 

REPORT OF THE SELECT· COMMITTEE. 

1082 

We
1 

the members• of the Select Committee appointed to consider 
Bill No. III of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Irrigation 
Act, 1879) have the honour to report as follows:- · 

We have carefully considered the Bill and hav~ made considerable 
alterations therein. The reasons for the principal alterations are noted 
against the clauses as re-drafted. We have amended the original plan 
of the Bill to suit the convenience from a drafting point of view. The 
consequential changes which have been necessitated by the insertion of 
new provisions have been suggested to be made in the Act itself, and the 
new provisions themselves, which are bnly applicable to lands irrigable 
by the Lloyd Barrage Canals, have been suggested to be incorporated 
in a special part (Part XI) at the end of the Act as it stands at present. 

·Clause 2.-This corresponds to clause 3 of the ·original Bill, and the 
only alteration made therein is due to the re-numbering of the proposed 
new sections in 3 separate part by themselves at the end of the Act. 

Clause 3.-This corresponds to clause 5 of the original Bill. 
Clause 4.-This clause provides for the introduction of 3 new part 

(Part XI) in the origmal Act. · 
Proposed new section 90.-This section incorporates the principle 

which was accepted in the Council that these provisions should apply 
in the first instance to lands irrigable by the Lloyd Barrage Canals only. 
We have omitted thewords •'inSind" after ''the Lloyd Barrage Canals,'' 
because we understand that some of the lands irrigated by the Lloyd 
Barrage Canals do not fall strictly within the territ<;>rial limits of the 
province of Sind. We have also provided that before this part is extended 
by a notification to lands irrigable by other canals in Sind, such noti
fication should, in the first instance, be laid on the table of the Council 
and should be approved by it on a motion made by Government~ 
that effect. 

Proposed new section 91.-Bub-section (1) corresponds to section 20A 
which was proposed to be inserted by clause 2 of the original Bill 'In 
re-drafting this clause we have provided that the Canal-officer who 
exercises powers under this section should not be inferior in rank to an 
executive engineer. We hal•e omitted the words ''for the settlement 
of any dispute concerning a water-course," because we think that the 
provision '' for the more efficient distribution of water" is sufficiently 
comprehensive for all ptirposes. · 

• .~.Yott.-The signatures of Mr.\·. N. Patil, Khan Baha.dur lL. A. Khuhro, Syed lliran 
Mahomed Shah, Khan. Bahadur .Allahbt.k:sh Cmar and Sir Shah :Xanz Kh.ar1 
Bhutto., Kt., will be notified wheu received. 

110 Hb i0-1 
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(e) if the reply be in the affirmative, when the police station will be 
established ; if the reply be in the negative, the reasons for not doing 
so 1 
The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THOMAS: (a) -Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) and (e) A police outpost has now been re-established. 

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT, SIND: SELECTION GRADE. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) whether the Inspecting line and the Teaching line in the Educa
tional Department in Sind are considered to be joint or separate for 
the purpose of apportioning Selection Orade posts allo~ted to the 
Suboril.inate Educational Service ; 

(b) if they are regarded as separate, 
(i) How many selection grade posts should be allotted to· the 

Inspection line and how many are actually enjoyed ·by it at 
present! 

(ii) How many such posts should be allotted to the Teaching line 
and how many are actually enjoyed by it 1 · 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) The Teaching 
.and the Inspecting lines are treated as separate for the purpose of 
awarding selection grades. The number of selection grade posts is 
calculated at 15 per cent. of the total number. of graduates in the Teaching 
-and Inspecting branches taken together and is distributed between the 
two branches in proportion to the number of men in each branch with 
more than ten years' service in Sind. 

(b) (i) and (ii) The subjoined table gives the requisite information:'-

'The Illi!pecting Branch 

The Teaching Branch 

Number of 
places adruis· 
sible in the 

selection grade 
on the balds 

mentiofi!ld 'in 
reply to clause (a) 

Number of 
places actually, 
held by men in 

the cadre 

···--···--· ·-··-----1-----

2 

11 

4 

8 

EDUCATIONAL SERVICE, SIND : SELECTION POSTS, 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): (a) Will Government be 
pleased to state what the total strength of the cadre of the subordinate 
~ducationa~ Service in Sind is in the Inspecting line and in the Teaching 
1me respectively 1 

(b) What is the percentage of Selection Grade posts allotted to them~ 
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· (c) How many Selection Grade posts are actually being enjoyed by 
the two lines respectively 1 

(cl) How many are lying ncant and why l 
(e) When will they be filled up 1 
The Honourable MOlJLYI RAFil"DDL' AIDIAD: (a) Tht' total 

strength of this cadre in the Inspecting and Teaching lines is 11 and 7~ 
respectively. · 

(b) and (c) Attention of the Honourable Member is imited to the 
reply given during the current session of the Legislative Council to clause 
(b) of the previous question put by him. 

(d) Out of the three additional places which pertain to the Teaching 
branch, two are held by men in the Inspecting branch and one is lying 
vacant from 4th June 1931. It will be awarded to the Teaching branch. 

(e) As early as practicable. 
Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: Why have 4 posts been awarded to the inspecting 

branch instead of 2 t Government admits in their reply to my previoua 
question that "the Teaching and the Inspecting lines are treated sa 
aeparat_e." 

The Honourable MOlJLYI RAFIL'DDIY AIDL-\.D : The appointments 
are mad~ on merits. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: ·The Honourable Minister has stated that for the 
purpose of awarding selection grades they are separate. . 

The Honourable ?tiOL'L "VJ RAFIGDDIX AIDL\.D : Yes. They are 
separate. 

. Mr. S. S. TOLAN! : The reply to (a) of my previous question is not 
correct then ! 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIL'DDIX AIDLID : 1 may say that 
they are awarded by the Director of Public Instruction himself. 

:Mr. S. S. TOLAN I : Is the Government going to adopt every suggestion 
of the Director of Public Instruction 1 

The Honourable ?tiOl:LVI R.AFll"DDIX AIDL\D: Certainly not; 
but some powers are delegated to him._ 

AssiSTll"T MAsTERS, Sn.-n : DEPUTATIOX TO SEcoxnARY TRA.I:!>.'"ING 
CoLLEGE, BoMBAY. 

Mr. S. S. TO~! (Western Sll;td) : Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) the names of the assistant masters deputed to the Secondary 
... Training College, Bombay, this year from the Government High Schools 

of Sind; ' 
(b) the respective length of their service in the Educational 

· Department ; . 
(c) whether there are any untrained assistant masters, senior ro 

them, who have not been deputed; 
(d) if the answer to (c) be in the affirmative, the names of such 

llUlsters with their respective length of service ; 
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(e) why the juniors have been preferred to the seniors; 
(/) whether it is a fact that the Sind Subordinate Educational Service 

Association has protested against this policy of the authorities to the 
Director of Public Instruction ; 

(g) if so, what Government intend to do in the matter ~ 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) and (b) The 
names and the length of continuous service of the assistant masters Jrom 
the Government High Schools in Sind who have been deputed this year 
to the Secondary Training College, Bombay, are given below:-

Name •• 

Mr. R.N. Thadani, Assistant Master, High School, 
Hyderahad. 

l\Ir. A. A. Jaswani, Assistant Master, Mirpurkhas 
Madressah and High School. 

Mr. B. C. Gorhe, Assistant Master, N. J. High School, 
Karachi. 

Mr. G. M.-Kureshi, Assistant ~faster, N. J. High 
School, Karachi. 

(c) Yes. 

Length of c:ontinuous 
service in the 
Educational 

Departm.ent on 
1st June 1931. 

Y.m.d. 

3 6 24 

2 11 7 

2 10 29 

2 1 28 

(d) The names and the length of continuous service of the untrained 
assistant masters senior to those mentioned in the reply to clauses (a) 
and (b), who have not been deputed, are given below:-

Name. 

Length of continuous 
service in the 
Educational 

Department on 
1st June 1931. 

Mr. G. H. Shringy, Officiating Assistant Master, High 
School, Hyderabad. 

Y.m. d. 

3 8 27 

Mr. H. N. Juriasingani, Officiating Assistant Master, 
High School, Larkana. 

Mr. G. A. Chugani, Officiating Assistant Master, High 
School, Larkana. 

3 8 12 

3 8 5 

(e) The assistant masters in question were selected for training at 
the Secondary Training College in preference to their seniors, as the work 
of the latter was not reported to be very satisfactory. 

(f) Yes. 

(g) The cases of the senior assistant masters in question will again be 
considered on merits next year. 
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Pu:suc WoRKS DEPARTliDT, SIND: B.S. E. OmcERS AS ExEccnu 
ENGINEERS. 

· Mr. S. S. TO~'] (Western Sind): (a) Will Government be 
pleased to state whether they are aware that some officers of the B. S. E. 
have been continuously officiating as Executive Engineers since 1923 
when the Barrage works started and have proved efficient 1 

(b) What will be the position of such officers after the amalgamation . 
. of the Barrage divisions with the running divisions 1 

(c) Do Government propose to set apart three or four divisional charges 
for such officers with a view to give encouragement to B. S. E. officers 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: (a) Yes. 
(b) If there are sufficient officers of the rank of Executive Engineer 

or senior Assistant Executive Engineer in the Indian Service of Engineers 
then available for Divisional charges, the officers of the Bombay Service 
of Engineers who are now in charge of divisions will ordinarily revert 
to their substantive rank of ·Assistant Engineers. 

(c) No: 
Mr. 8. 8. TOLANI : May I know whether Government have considered 

the question of reserving some posts of Executive Engineers 1 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAL"'\' : The reply is very clear. 

They have no right to the Executive Engineers' posts. 
Mr. S. 8. TO~'l : Have they examined the question 1 
The Honourable Sir GIIUL.lll HUSSAIN : It does not require any 

examination. · 
Mr. S. S. TOLANI: The reply to my question (c) is in the negative. 

May I know the reason why 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : Because they belong to 
an inferior service-provincial service. 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI : Do not Government consider that they are fit 
to hold charges of divisions 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM 1{l)SSAIN : Till they are taken in 
the cadre of All-India Service of Engineers they cannot be considered 
for these posts. 

PuBLic WoRKS DEPARTMENT, SIND: AssiSTANT ENGINEERS. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): (a) Will Government be 
pleased ·to state whether they propose to increase the number of 
Assistant Engineers because of the increased number of sub-divisions 
in Sind after the amalgamation of the Barrage divisions with the 
running divisions ! 
. (b) If the reply to the above be in the affirmative, is it the intention 
of Government to promote deserving Upper and Lower subordinates 
in preference to temporary Assistant Engineers who have short service 
and experience of running canals 1 If not, in what proportion between 
these classes are the appointments likely to be filled up 1 
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(c) Do Government propose to appoint a Selection Board for making 
selections for these appointments and also for selecting officers to be 
retained after the amalgamation 1 If not, what are the reaSOI}S 
therefor? 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: (a}, (b) and (c) The 
question regarding the post-barrage organization of the Sind Public 
Works Department is still under the consideration of Government. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: When is Government likely to decide this m~tter 
finally? 

The Honourable Sir GHUWI HUSSAIN : I cannot give the exact 
date ; but it will be decided shortly. 

. ' 
ToDDY LICENSES: DHARWAR AND BELGAUM DISTRICTS. 

Mr. B. P. W ADKE (Bombay City, South) : Will Government be 
pleased to state-

( a) the dates on which the period for toddy licenses :n the Dharwar 
District begins and ends ; · · 

(b) whether it is a fact that all tapping licenses are strictly terminable 
on the last date of the period of license ; . 

(c) the name of the ma.n who holds the toddy license at Hubli for 
the current year ; · 

(d) whet~er it is a fact that the said licensee is permitted to tap the 
trees during the current year for which he has not paid the tree tax ; 

(e) if so, the rate of tree tax that will be charged to him for the 
current year ; 

{j) the number of trees he is permitted to tap during the current 
year; . 

(g) the amount of loss to Government by this concession to the 
said licensee ; · 

(h) whether there is a rule that prescribes that the tree tax shall be 
payable for the whole year; even if the license is given for a part of 
a year; 

( i) if so, whether th~re is any provision for the rule being changed by 
excise officers without the sanction of Government ; 

(j) whether the sanction of Government was obtained in the case of 
the Hubli licensee ; 

(k) whether there is any special _rule or provision under ·which an 
excise officer can grant a concession of the nature mentioned in clause 
(d) above; 

(l) whether they propose to recover their loss from the Hubli 
licensee; 

(m) whether a similar concession was allowed to licensees in the 
Belgaum District 1 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD : (a) The toddy 

year commences from 1st August and ends on 31st July. 
(b) Yes; but exceptions may be made in special cases. 
(c) Messrs. N. F. Boyce and Company for both the Hubli toddy shops. 
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(d) No; the licensees were, as a special case, permitted to continue 
to tap for 13 days of the CUI'l'ent year, on payment of proportionate tree 
tax, 34:5 trees of the previous year. 

(e) For the 34:5 trees of the previous year tapped for 13 dap of the 
CUI'l'ent year, the licensees were charged proportionate tree tax at the 
rate of 8 annas per tree. For the other trees tapped by them~ they have 
been charged the usual tree tax at the rate of Rs. 3 per date tree. 

(/} 2,200 date trees for the Hubli Gardenpeth shop and 2,500 date 
trees.for the Hubli Ganeshpeth shop. 

(g) No loss has been caused to Government as the licensees have been 
charged tree tax for the maximum yield of the trees for the 13 days 
during which they were tapped. 

(h) Yes. 
(i) and (k) No; but the Commissioner of Excise has been recently 

authorised by Government to grant concessions of the nature mentioned 
in the reply to clause (d) of the question. 

(J1 Yes. 
(l) Does not arise. . 
(m) No. 
Mr. B. P. W.ADKE: It is mentioned in reply to (b) "Yes; but. 

exceptions II!ay be made in special cases." Will the Honourable 
Minister kindly explain what were the special reasons 1 

The Honourable llOlJLVI RA.FIUDDIN AIDI.AD : They are all 
explained in the reply, if the honomable member would rrad it carefully. 
There were special reasons for which this was done. 

Mr. B. P. W.ADKE: What were those special reasons 1 
The Honourable MOU'LVI RAFIUDDIN AH::\IAD : If the 

honourable member will kindly refer to the answer, he will find out. 
The special reasons are given there. 

G. T. HosPITAL: R. )I. O.'s PosT. 

Dr. M.D. GILDER (Bombay City, North) : Will the Honourable the 
Minister in charge of the Medical P9_rtfolio be pleased to state-

(1) whether his attention has been drawn to the answer to my 
question about I.M.D. Officers (Council Debates, Yol. XXV, p. 1446) 
where it is stated, " Orders have been issued in 1926 to reduce the 
cadre from 27 officrrs to 12 officers only as vacancies occur ; " 

(2) whether the post of House Surgeon (or Resident 1\Iedical Officer) 
to the Goculdas Tejpal Hospital, Bombay, was one of the posts to be 
removed from the cadre " as vacancies occur ; " 

(3) whether this post has fall~n vacant since 1926 by the retirement 
of the permanent incumbent, and if so, when ; 

(4) whether it is a fact that the post has not been withdrawn from 
the cadre of the I.M.D. ; 

(5) the name of the incumbent who retired and of the present 
incumbent; 
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(6) the reasons why the Department has failed to carry out the 
Government orders issued in 1926; 

(7) whether the ordt:>rs of 1926 have been changed; . 
(8) if the reply to (7) be in the affirmative, the extent of the change 

and the reasons for the change 1 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL:· {1) and· 

(2) Yes. l 
(3) The post fell vacant on 26th February 1930. 
(4) The post is held by an Indian Medical Departmen~ Officer, because 

the officers of the Indian Medical Department at present serving in this 
Department, who were transferred to this Presidency before the year 
1926 have existing and accruing rights on the relinquished posts till the 
number of officers is reduced, by retirement or otherwise, to the number 

·of posts reserved for them. There are at present 18 Indian Medical 
Department officers who were transferred to this Presidency before 1926, 
whereas the number of posts reserved for them is 12. 

(5) The name of the incumbent who retired is 1\Iajor A. B. DeSouza, 
I.:!ILD. The name of the present incumbent is Major J. H. A. Donnel· 
land, M.B.E., !.M.D. 

(6) Attention is invited to the reply to clause (4) of this question. 
(7) No. 

(8) Does not arise . 

. Dr. l\I. D. GILDER: 'Vbat are "accruing rights" and how do they 
accrue 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOl\I JEH.AKGIR VAKIL : I suppose 
these rights refer to officers who were in the Department before 1926. , 

Dr.l\I. D. GILDER : Then what are these accruing :tights 1 · 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEH.ANGIR VAKIL : Rights 

to promotion. · 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: [Inaudible.] 
Dr. l\L D. GILDER: "What happened to the post previously held by 

the officer ? Was it reduced from the cadre of the I.M.D. 1 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOl\I JEHANGIR VAKIL : The 

number was to be reduced from 18 to 12 and this Department has ~ot 
~ailed to carry out the orders issued in 1926. If there was any vacancy 
1t was not filled. Consequently tb.e number was reduced. 

Dr. M. D. GILDER: I want to know what happened to the post 
vacated by Major Donnelland 1 

The Honourable Sirda.r Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : A BJI.S. 
officer was appointed, I suppose. But I cannot tell you definitely. 

Dr. M.D. GILDER : That is exactly what I want to know. 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : If the 

honourable member gives me notice, I will find out. 
Dr. M. K. DIXIT: Have any officers been taken up since 19261 
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. The Honourable Sirder Sir RCSTOM JEHAXGIR VAKIL: You menu 
new men 1-

Dr. M. K. DIXIT : Yes. 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHA .. "\GIR VAKIL: No. We 

have not had any men from the Director General since 1926. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: One man was taken up in 1928. How does this 
reconcile with the reply just given 1 One appointment was made in 
1928 on November 6, if the Honourable Min.ister will refer to the Civil 
List and turn up the pages relating to )Iilitary Assistant Surgeons. 
I refer to :.l\Ir. Patrick Frank Fanaken. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL: Perhaps 
there is an explanation for it, but I could not tell you now. If however 
notice is given, I shall find out the information. 

Dr. M. D. GILDER: Is the Honourable Minister convinced that the 
Civil List showsthat one new man was taken up on the civil side after 
~~1 . 
· The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOl\I JEHANGIR VAKIL : Well, 

apparently, it ·does, but there would be some satisfactory explanation 
coming forward. ' If notice is given, I can find that out. 

Dr. M. K. TDIXI: May I take it that the policy of Government is 
not changed since 1926. 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir.RUSTOli JEHANGIR VAKIL: Yes. 

GOVERNMENT SERVANTS RECEIVI~G OVER Rs. 100 PER MENSEll. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City): Will Government be pleased 
to lay on the. Council table a statement showing the number of 
servants; both On· the temporary and the permanent establishment, in all 
departments of the Government of Bombay receiving Rs. 100 and more 
per month and the total amount of pay and allowances, etc., received 
by them in the years of 1910, 1920, 1925 and 1930 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVThl>RAO PRADHAN: Government 
consider that the compilation of the information as required by the 
Honourable Member would involve expenditure of time and labour 
disproportionate to its utility. 

i wish to add to the printed reply. On page 9 of the Retrenchment 
Committee's report., paragraph 36, you will find that we have got infor
mation as regards the different grades 'from below Rs. 40, from Rs. 40 to 
59, Rs. 60 to 199 and so on. This question specifically refers toRs. 100 
and above.· So the datum line which we have taken is Rs. 40 to 59 and 
.so it goes toRs. 199. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : Would Government be pleased to give figures 
for the years 1910 to 1920 1 

" The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHA...~: They are not 
available. These figures of the Retrenchment Committee are for the 
year 1928-29 and there the datum line, as the honourable member 
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will find, is different. The question 'Specifically mentions Rs. 100 and 
more. The information is not available. 

:Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : I accept that statement. But would 
Government be able to give figures for the years previous to that, 
i.e. for 1910 and 1920 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : We have got figures 
for 1925 but not for other years. If the honourable member wants, 
I shall give him figures for 1925. ' 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : Do, please. 
Rao Bahadur R. S. ASAVALE: Are the records of 1910 and 1920 

destroyed 1 · 
The Honourable Sir GOVf~TJ>RAO PRADHAN: The 1910 

information it will be difficult to get, but as regards 1920 inform~tion we 
may be able to get it, but, as I said, the time and energy involved would 
be not at all commensurate with the result.s. 

Mr.'V. N. JOG: Will it not be possible to give figures for Rs. 60 
toRs. 100 1 We have already got the figures on page 9 of the 
Retrenchment Committee's report up toRs. 60. I think it will not. be 
difficult to give figures. between Rs. 60 and 100. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : According to the 
demands of the Retrenchment Committee t.he datum line was taken at 
Rs. 40 to 59, Rs. tiO to 199 and so on. All the figures were collected upon 
that basis. Again every department throughout the Presidency and 
Sind must be asked to supply information as regards servants drawing · 
Rs. 60 to Rs. 100. 

1\Ir. V. N. JOG: Are not the figures available in the 
Accountant General's Office 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : No. 
J'llr. L. R. GOKHALE: Are not figures for years between 1914 

and 1920 available~ 
The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Every officer must 

be asked whether he has preserved the records between 1914 and 1920, 
because oftentimes some of the records have got no permanent value 
and are destroyed. To find out whether the figures are available, we 
must enquire from each and every office throughout the Presidency 
before I can reply to the honourable member's question. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University) : Is it not a fact that 
the whole question of the retrenchment of salaries is now engaging the 
attention of Government and will not the trouble involved in the 
collection of the information asked for be commensurate with the results 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: The question is 
about. the datum line. The datum line was fixed by the Retrenchment 
Committee and we supplied them with information for 1928-29 .. If 
you again say" Sift it and find out what posts are between Rs. 60 and 
100 ", again reference must be made to each and every department in 
order to collect the information. The honourable member will see that 
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there are 5 or 6 divisions made" Below Rs. 40, Rs. 40 to 59, 60 to 199, 
200 to 499" and according to that, the actual costs are gh·en. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : Did not the Retrenchment Committee rt>quire 
the figures for the years previous to 1914 1 
. The Honourable Sir GOVIXDRAO PRADHAN : Whatever they 

demanded was given. Three members of this House were on that 
Committee. I was not myseH a member of that Committt>e. The 
honourable member can refer to the honourable member ~Ir. Kamat 
and others. · 

.PRiliARY ScHooLS, NoRTHERN DmsxoY: RAJKOT TRA.IX~G CoLLEGE. 

Mr. M. H. MEHTA (Panch Mahals District): Will Government 
be pleased to state-

{1) how many students trained at the Hlmter Training College for 
Men at Rajkot have been employed as t~achers in the Local Board 
and Municipal Primary Schools in the Northern Division between 
1920 and 1926 ; . 

(2) whether any local authorities or Government employed such 
teachers after 1926; 

(3) whether the standard of efficiency maintained at the said college 
has been recognised by Government as being equal to that of the 
P. R. Training College for Men at Ahmedabad ; 

(4) whether Government approve of the appointment of persons, 
trained at the Rajkot College, made by the Local Authorities, for the 
admissibility of grants for their salaries, according to their Certificates 
of Merits i 

(5) whether Government have issued any resolution in this 
·connection, and if yes, when; 

· (6) whether it has been given a retrospective efiect 1 
The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD : 

No. of tearhers 
trained at the> 

Hunter Training 
College employed 
bet\\een 19:?().26. 

(1) District J.ocal Board schools - 3 
l\Iunicipal schools 13 

(2) Government have not employed any such teacher. The number 
of teachers employed by Local Authorities, etc., after 1926 is as under!·-

District Local Board, Panch Mahals 1 
Local Authority Municipality, Ahmedabad 1 
Non-Local Authority Municipality, Dholka 1 
Non-Local Authority Municipality, Mehmedabad . . 1* 

(3) As the Hunter Training College is not subject to inspection by the 
officers of the Educational Department of the Government of Bombay, 
Government are not in a position to say whether the standard of 
efficiency maintained in that College is equivalent to that of the 
P.R. Training College for Men, Ahmedabad. 

• Discharged from 1st Octobt;r 1029. 
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(5) No. The certificates issued by the Hunter Training College at 
Rajkot have not been recognised by Government as required by rule 2 (e) 
of the Bombay Primary Education Rules, 1924. 

(6) Does not arise. 
Mr. M. H. MEHTA : May I ask whether Government grant is paid on 

the salaries of teachers trained at Hunter Training College, and employed 
before 1926? · 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: [Inaudible]. 
1\Ir. M. H. MEHTA: May I know whether students studying in the 

Rajkot Hunter College were being admitted to the third year class of 
Premchand Roychand Training College at Ahme~abad 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I must ask for 
notice. 

REw·As-MAHABLESHWAR RoAD ScHEME. 

:Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District) : (a) When will the proposed 
scheme for the contemplated Rewa~-Mahableshwar Road be taken in 
hand 1 

(b) Has the survey for the same been completed 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: (a) The plans and 
estimate for the scheme are under the consideration of Government. 

(b) Yes. · 

GOVERNMENT ADVERTISEMENTS: KOLABA DISTRICT. 

Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba, District): (a) Is it a fact that Govern· 
ment advertisements in the Kolaba District are genenilly given 
in "Kolaba Sadvritta ", which has got the smallest circulation in the 
Kolaba District and which is not published regularly 1 · 

(b) Are there two other newspapers in the district with a larger· 
circulation ~ 

The Honourabl~ Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) and (b) Yes. It has the· 
second largest circulation of the three newspapers in the district.· 

HONORARY MAGISTRATES : APPOINTMENT OF DEPRESSED CLASSES. 

Dr. P. G. SOI;ANKI: Will Government be pleased to state how 
many men from among Depressed Classes have been appointed Honorary 
Magistrates in Bombay City and in the districts in the Presidency 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: None in Bombay City and two 
in the districts. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI : Why none in Bombay city 1 
The Honourable I\Ir. G. A. THOMAS : Because, hitherto, none has 

been found to be suitable ; we shall endeavour to take an opportunity of 
appointing some from these classes if suitable men are available. . · , 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: Was none suitable in Bombay citv itself 1 Are. 
there not well educated men in that city 1 • . 
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The Honourable Mr. G. A. THQ)L.\.S: The answer is that none were 
considered suitable in Bombay city. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: To that I ask the supplerrentary question 
whether among the highly educated men from the depressed classes none 
was found suitable 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THQ)L-\.S : My reply is the same ; none 
were considered suitable. 

Mr. B. P. W ADKE : What are the special qualifications required for 
appointing honorary magistrates from the depressed classes other than 
those required from the other communities 1 

The Honourable :Mr. G. A. THQ)IAS : They are the same in both 
cases. 

GoVERNMENT HIGH SCHOOLS, s~n : ACTIXG AssiSTA.."'T MASTERS. 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI (Western Sind) : Will Government be pleased 
to state--

(a) how many acting assistant masters there are in the Government 
High Schools in Sind ; 

(b) how many of them are working in clear vacancies ; 
(c) how many of those working in clear vacancies have put in more 

than one year's service ; 
(d) why they have not been made probationary yet; 
(e) when they will be made probationary 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFTIJDDIN AHMAD: (a) Seventeen. 
(b) Four. 
(c) Three. 
{d) and (e) The acting officers are both graduates and undergraduates. 

Graduate teachers are made probationary when they are selected for 
· deputation to the Secondary Training College which depends on the number 
of vacancies in the Department and the needs of the .various divisions 
in respect of trained sta:fi. It is not, therefore, possible to say when the 
graduate officiating assistant ma.sters in Government High Schools in 
Sind will be made probationary. As regards the undergraduates, the 
question of making them probationary will be considered after they pass 

, the Secondary Training College examination. The teachers in question 
have been informed that they should pass the examination before the 
question of making them probationary can be considered. 

CHOWPATTY SEA SHORE: NUISANCE~. 

Mr. B. P. W ADKE (Bombay City, South} : (a) Are Government 
aware of the fact that the Chowpatty Sea Shore is one of the most 
important civic centres for recreation purposes to aU classes of people 
of Bombay; 

(b) Are Government aware that hawkers, zawali huts, country boats, 
the ugly corrugated iron-sheets of the Royal Bombay Yacht Club, the 
irregular stone pitching and the noxious smell since January last have 
contributed to make the place a nuisance 1 
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The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHAN'Gffi VAKIL·:· (a) Yes1 
(b) The Bombay Municipal Corporation, to whom the foreshore was let 

on strict tenancy-at-will in 1926 subject to a clause under which the 
existing fishermen's huts and boats were to be allowed to remain, report 
that most of these huts are now being used for residential purposes. 
1:he question of their removal elsewhere is therefore now under considera
tion. Hawkers are allowed to squat inside the area reserved for them 
and the Municipality is taking necessary steps to see that. the area 
allotted to squatters is not exceeded. The presence of a large number of 
hawkers does cause a certain amount of nuisance, but the Municipal 
Commissioner does not think it is possible to deal with it adequately 
so long as the public patronise them. There are no " ugly corrugated 
iron sheets of the Royal Bombay_t acht Club " on the sea shore. The 
noxious smell is due to the washing up of algae at the foreshore and 
a special staff has been engaged by the Municipality for its collecti~ri 
and remo\·al. · 

Mr. B. P. W ADKE : As regards (a) it is stated, yes. U yes, why was 
not action taken by Government up till now as per the requirements 
of (b) ? I understand that the Royal Bombay Yacht Club have a cor
rugated iron shed, which does not give a view of the Charni Road Gardens 
ap.d the lamp post which was erected by our late eminent .architect 
1\Ir. Wittett, which has been hidden on account of the shed, and that 
was the reason why I asked this question in the Council in order to get 
that shed removed.- ' 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOJ\I JEH.ANGffi VAKIL.: I think 
that the reply is self-contained. The Bombay 1\Iunicipal Corporation is 
in charge of the foreshore, and that is my answer. What more informa-
tion does the honourable member want ~ · 

1\Ir. B.P.,W ADKE: When it is once given in charge ofthe Corporation, · 
is it not right for Government to ask the Bombay Municipality to iee 
that the property is maintained according to the agreement 1 It is stated 
in the answer that the Bombay Municipal Corporation, to whom the 
foreshore was let on strict tenancy-at-will in 1926 subject to a clause 
under which the existing fishermen's huts and boats were to be allowed 
to remain-

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : What is the question 1 . 

Mr. B. P. WADKE : The Honourable Minister says .it is the work of · 
tl1e Bombay Municipality. When the municipality is not keeping the 
terms of the tenancy-at-will, is it not the duty of Government to ask 
the Bombay 1\Iunicipality to follow strictly all the terms of the tenancy· 
at-will1 · · 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RCSTOM. JEHAN'GIR VAKIL : An 
agreement has been entered into between the Government and th.e 
Municipality, and so long as the conditions mentioned in the agreement 
are tomplied with, Government do not see any reason to interfere .. 
I understand that the honourable member himself is a member of tlie' 
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Bombay llunicipal Corporation, and if he finds that the foreshore is not 
kept in a proper condition so far as sanitation and other mat\ers are 
concerned, it is open to him to bring thafi question before the Municipal 
Corporation • 
. Mr. Ii.AJI iUR MAHOMED BALOCH (speaking in Urdu) : Whether 

the ll.onourable member is a municipal councillor or not, if there is a 
nuisance, is not Government bound to remon it t 

Mr .. B. P. WADKE: Why is there no answer to my question about 
irregu]at stone pitching t There is no regular stone pitching, the sea· 
shore is irregular, and thereby it becomes insanitary for the public to 
go there for recreation. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTmi JEHANGIR VAKIL : I cannot 
see, Sir, why they should go as far as the water. . ' 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT : Is stone pitching required for the purpo~e of 
protecting the shore which is being washed out by the waves ! 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHAN'GIR VAKiL : I will 
· enquire into the matter. So far a! the obnoxious smell is concerned, 
I suppose it is due to that stufi '\\·hich is in the nature of sea weeds, and 
the :Municipality is taking precautions to clear it as often as possible. 

)lr: :a. P. W ADKE : WilJ the Honourable 1\Iinister say when the 
ugly corrugated iron sheet shed which is objectionable for the general 
"-iew from the sea sand towards the Charni Road Garden and the archi
tectural lamp erected at the comer of sea wall will be removed ! 
' The Honourable the PRESIDENT: lt is not admitted that it is ugly. 

l\Ir. B. P. WADKE: 1 had asked my question about the ugly corru
gated iron sheet shed, but in the.reply it is mentioned as corrugated iron 
sheets. 
. The Honoura.bie Sirdar Sir RUSTO:ll JEiiANGIR VAKIL : .My 
mf&rmation is that there are no ugly corrugated iron sheets belonging 
to the Yacht Club on ihe sea-shore, and whether they are ugly or hand
some is a matier of opinion. 

PRiVATE BILLS. 

Owing to the absence of the horwurable rnember RM Ba'Aadur D. R. Patil, 
the following motions standing in his name were not taktn up:-

(1) Bill No. XII of 1931 (A. Bill further to amend the Bombay 
Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925)-}Iotion for first reading. 

(2) Bill No. XIII of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay District 
'Police Act, 1890)-:Motion for first reading. 

(3) Bill No. XIV of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Pleaders' 
A-ct, 1920)-Motion for first reading. 

(t) .A. Bill further to amend the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879-
Motion for leave to introduce the Bill. · 
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A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND (SECTION 5 OF) THE CITY OF 
BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888. . 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, I beg leave of the House to introduce 
· a Bill further to amend (section 5 of) the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 

1888. This Bill seeks to do away with the system of co-option. The 
object of introducing the co-option system was to co-opt experts and 
others whose services would be valuable to the Corporation. But the 
way in which co-option takes place shows that the object is not served 
in any way. · 

Question put and leave granted. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE: Sir, I introduce the Bill. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Bill is introduced .. 

A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND [SECTION 11 (2) OF] THE CI'fY 
OF BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, I beg leave of the House to introduce 
a Bill ·further to amend [section 11 (2) of) the City of Bombay 
Municipal Act, 1888. .This Bill seeks to democratise the constitution of 
the municipality of the City of Bombay by lowering the franchise from 
a R.s. 10 rental to a Rs. 5 rental. Under the existing franchise it has been 
found that out of a total population of 1,137,782, population numbering 
1,018,165 is deprived ofthe vote. In these days it is undesirable to 
allow 1,137,782 people to be governed by 119,619. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, I introduce the Bill. 
The- Honourable the PRESIDEXT : The Bill is introduced .. 

A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND [SECTION S9 (i) OF] THE , 
CITY OF BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888 •. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE ; Sir, I beg leave of the House to introduce 
a Bill further to amE'nd [section 39 (1) of] the City of Bombay MUnicipal 
Act, 1888. This Bill seeks to give reserved seats to members belonging 
to the llahomedan, back-ward and depressed classes in the schools, oom
mittec of the Bombay Municipal Corporation, as is done in the school 
boards in the districts. 

QuestioXLput and leave grant~d. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, I introclur~ the Bill. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Bill is introduced. 

A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND (SCHEDULE B OJ') THE CITY 
OF BOift:BAY MUKICilAL ACT; 1888. 

RaQ Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, I beg leave of the House to ip.troduce 
a Bill further to amend (Schedule B of) the City of Bombay Municipil 
Aet, 1888. This Bill seeks to correct the distribution of elected seats to 
be filled up by each municipal ward by introducing a more democratic 
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principle of representation according to population. The prt>sent 
number of seats allotted to some of the wards is very unfair, and thouah 
the. population of some of the wards is reduced, the numb~r ~f 
seats allotted to them remains the same. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : I introduce the Bill. 
The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: The Bill is introduct>d. 

A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE BOMBAY DISTRiet 
MUNICIPAL ACT, 1901. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City): Sir, I bt>g to move for leave t() 
introduce a Bill to amend section 12 of the Bombay District Municipal 
Act, 1901. The object of the amendment is to t>xclude from the operation 
of the said section certain persons who have been convicted of certain 
offences. That is the object of the Bill. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : I introduce the Bill. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Bill is introduced. 

A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE BOMBAY MUNICIPAL. 
BOROUGHS ACT, 1925. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City) : Sir, I beg leave of the House t~ 
introduce a Bill further to amend the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 
1925. The purpose of the Bill is the same as the previous one to remov& 
the disability of certain candidates for election who have been convicted 
of certain offences. · 

,Question put and !eave granted. 
Mr. L. R.. GOKHALE; I introduce. the Bill. 
The Honourable the . PRESIDEXT: The Bill ·is introduced. A~ 

regards the Bill in item No. 10, it would be ripe for motion for leave to 
introduce on 1st August 1931. It cannot be introduced now. · 

Mr; L. R. GOKHALE : If the C7uncil sits till 2nd of August, will you 
permit me to move for leave to introduce the Bill1 

The Hmiourable the PRESIDEXT: I see that there is a difficulty in 
the. way of the honourable me~ber. His Bill will be ripe for moving for 
leave to introduce on .the 1st of August. If on the 1st of August the 
business of legislation is not taken up, then he caunot move it. I can 
re-adjust the priority of particular classes of business. To-day's item 
of business is legislation. That finishes to-day. No one particular Bill 
out of that item can be taken and introduced \rhen that class of business 
is finished with and a new class of business is taken up. Suppose that on 
the 1st of August the business is resolution or Government business, then 
I have no· power. It seems to me that, under the circumstances, the 
'honourable member cannot move it in this session. 
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:Mr. L. R. GOKHALE: Can you waive the objection, Sir) 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I do not think I have the power 

to do so. On page 218, you wil1 find that Rule 19 (4) says: · 

"The period of notice of a motion for leave to introduce a Bill under this rule shall 
be as follows, namely :-

(a) ifthe Bill relates tc a transferred subject-fifteen days; · · 
\b) if the Bill relates to a reserved subject-one month or, if the Governor so 

directs, a further period not exceeding in all two months.'' 

The President has no power under that to waive the provisions. The 
same would apply to the next Bill standing in the name of Khan Bahadur 
Khuhro (A Bill further to amend the Sind Incumbered Estates Act, 1896). 

A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE BOMBAY MUNICIPAL 
BOROUGHS ACT, 1925. . 

Mr. J. G. l\fORE (Sholapur District) : Sir, I beg leave to introduce a 
Bill further to amend the Bombay City Municipalities Act, 1925.. The 
amendment proposed is. to clause (7) o£ section 3. Thereby I wish to 
amend the definition o£ the word'' Judge". Under section 12 of the 
present Act, clause (1) (c), judges are disqualified from becoming . 
councillors of municipalities. The principle underlying is obvious. It 
is to create and maintain confidence in the administration of justice. 
Sow, this amendment seeks to include honorary magistrates, bench 
magistrates and village munsi:ffs in the definition o£ the word '' Judge". 
These persons also discharge judicial functions and as such they are also 
judges. If this amendment is carried, the disqualification will attach 
to these persons as well. I hope this honourable House will give me the 
:necessary leave. . 

Question put and leave granted. 
~Ir. J. G. MORE: Sir, I beg to introduce the Bill. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Bill is introduced. 

MOTION TO AMEND STANDING ORDERS. 

[)lotion to amend Standing Orders (Motion No. I of 1931) in the name 
of ~Ir. R. R. Bakhale, which was put down £or second reading, was not 
proceeded with, 1\Ir. Bakhale being absent.] 

MOTION TO PRESENT AN ADDRESS TO H. E. THE GOVERNOR 
RE: ADDITIONAL REPRESENTATIVES ON R. T. CONFERENCE. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move the · 
motion which is placed on the table in my name and which reads as 
follows : 

''That the following humble address be presented to Hi11 Excellency the Governor of 
Bombay:- . 

!\lay it please Your Excellency, 

We, the members of the BOmbay Legislative Council, respectfully pray that, in view 
of the omission to nominate representatives of Labour and agriculturists to the Round 
Table Conference in numbers commensurate with their importance and numerical 
.strengLh, and with the 11mount of protection they need and the et.ake they have in the 
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rountry, Your Excellency will he plea!!ed to bring to the notice of His Excellenry th& 
"ficero,-, the Secretary of State for India and the Prime llinh!ter of England the great 
dissatisfaction now preniling in these classes on that arrount. and to urge the nere5.sity 
of nominating additicnal representatives of theSE" dai.ISC"S for partiripating in the 
deliberatiollll of the Round Table Conference for the pni'J'OI'f' of safe~ardinjt their 
interesta." 

Sir, the Round Table Conference had its personnel selected by the last 
Viceroy. It is stated that the original selection of the delegates to the-
Round Table Conference from British India was professedly made 
without any local or communal colouring. I do not know on what· 
principles the selection of representativ-es was II'ade, but I am quite 
confident of what the results have been. The results have been that 
'certain provinces and interests are over-represented and others are 
practically left out. In such a state of affairs it was but natural that 
loud complaints should have been raised, and as a matter of fact the)' 
were raised. The first to complain, as far as my information goes, were 
the women of lndia. Sir, our world is made of men and women nearl)' 
in equal proportions. N'aturally, when half of the Indian population 
consisting. of women was inadequately represented, it was but natural 
that the cry should have been raised at the earliest opportunity. Then, 
the next were the minority commlmities. Various other complainh 
also were raised against the selection from sev-eral quarters. And, as 
we find now from the announcements that are made from time to time. 
Government ha,·e realised their mistakes and have come forward now 
to correct them by nominating additional members. Only at the 
~ginning of this week we had a list of additional members nominated 
to the Federal -Structure Committff, and an additional list to the 
Minorities Sub-Committee is promised shortly. And some more 
additional delegates are to be appointed to the Round Table Conference 
itself. From this, you will see that the selection, as it was made, was 

·defective and not happy. The result has been that some who were 
lucl7 enough were gh-en representation. And the irony of the situation 
is that those persons got selected who...1rould be in a position to lord 
over those interests which were unrepresented. Sir, constitutions are 
framed not on v-isionary ideals, which may be Yery high-sounding, very 
attractive in outward show, but utterly worthless and incapable of 
being put into actual practice. It is necessary, when you are framing 
a constitution, that all interests should be brought together, whether 
those interests are big or small. Enry interest must have its voice, 
because if e\·en a small interest is excluded and if its interests are sacrifked 
in the future constitution, that interest will rise in complaint and it will 

. create difficulties in the smooth working of the future constitution. 
For that reason I urge that every interest should have its representative 
on the Round Table Conference. Sir, aft.er all, a healthy constitution 
depends upon the int.erplay of innumerable checks and balances. If 
J'OU invest power in the hands of a few, there is every reason to fear that 
tha~ power may not be used discreetly and it may create trouble in the 
ad.m.inistration of the country. 
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Now, Sir, coming to these two classes on whose behalf I am moving 
this motion, namely, labour and agricult\ll'e, they are very inadequately 
represented. I even make bold to say that looking to the vast interests 
they have and the stake they have in the welfare of the count:.;y, they 
have not obtained any representation whatsoever. On the other hand, 
those whose interests conflict with these people are tQ be on the Round 
Table Conference in large numbers. Sir, is it possible that the landlords 
or sowcars (money-lenders) will protect the interests of the agriculturists 
who are their tenants or debtors 1 Or will a capitalist protect the 
interests of the labourer on whose sweat he grows fat 1 Self-interest 
and experience point the other way. 'He may, instead of protecting the 
labourer and the agriculturist, do ev~rything in his power to thwart 
their interests and to keep the labourer and the agriculturist always 
under his control. Consider the agrarian situation in the United 
Provinces. But leaving aside the state of affairs in another presidency, 
to come to our own presidency ; are there not grievances in the Thana, 
Kolaba and the Ratnagiri districts regarding the Khoti tenure~ You . 
know, Sir, that the Khots allow barely a living income to their tenants .. 
The rest is all grabbedaway from the tenants in one form or another: 
It was only the other day that the honourable member for Kola:ba put 
a pointed question to show in how many ways these Khots have been 
preying upon the tenants who cultivate the soiL Take for instance the 
standardisation of measures. The sowcar, at, about the beginning of 
the rains, gives rice or seed with a small measure, but when the agricul
turist returns it, he takes it with interest and with a bigger measure. 
In this way the agriculturists are exploited. · 

Then I come to the· next point. Is it advisable to give 
vicarious representation ? That is a . very important point.· If 
representation is to be givf'n, it must be given to those persons who 
actually belong to that class. You cannot ignore the interests of the 
labourer. and the agriculturist because you must remember that, after 
all, it is the labourer and the agriculturist who is the producer of national 
wealth and on whose produce of labour even Government is kept 
functioning. Do away with the labourer and agriculturist and I do not 
know wherefrom money will be forthcoming to run the Government. · 
Take for instance our present predicament. Prices have fallen ~nd our 
Honourable the Finance :Member finds great difficulty as to how to make 
both ends meet. Therefore, I say that, after all, the labourer an,d the 
agriculturist are tqe producers of wealth ; they are the main supporters 
of Government. Therefore, Government must be very solicitous to take 
extra care to safeguard their interests. The classes, on the other hand, . 
subsist on what the labourers and the agriculturists produce. They do 
~ot add an iota. to the national wealth by their own labour. Everything 
ls produced by the labourer either in the factory or in the farms outside. 
Therefore, when I appeal to you, Sir, in their name and on their behalf, 
I hope that that appeal will not fall flat. 
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. I have stated something about the agriculturist. I now point out a 
·small instance from the history of labour in Bombay city. It was not 
quite long ago, it was only about 30 or 35 years ago that in Bombay the 
mil1s were working anything froni l1 to 16 hours a day. Nobody e\·er 
cared to enquire as to what was the length of life of the mill operative. 
The moment be came from his country and got himself employed in the 
mills, within three or four years be was a total wreck and had to go to 
his native place either completely disabled for the whole of his life or he 
found that he was led to the cremation ground. At that time it was not 
~vernment or the present day agitators that came to the rescue of the · 
mill-bands. It was people who belonged to their own class and those who 
kept in close touch with their conditions. I am very happy to say that 
one. of those persons who took .a leading part in getting this abuse 
remedied is present in this very Hall. I mention the name of Rao Bahadur 
:Bole. Sir, it was about 30 ,years ago that he and his other friends 
created an agitation in :Bombay and got the limit of mill hours reduced 
from 16 to 12 hours per day. Until then the millionaire millowners 
never cared for the welfare of their own operatives on whose exertions 
they enjoyed every sweet thing in this world. After that there was an 
awakening and when people found that Government did not come to their 
rescue, they fell a prey to agitators and its result was direct action which 
resulted in mill strikes. I remind this House of the mill strikes in the 
year 1921-22 .. At that time Govermnent appointed a committe~ only 
because the grievance was brought home to ~vernment and that too as 
·a result of the direct action taken by the mill-hands and not on Govern
ment's own initiative. Realising that there 'was an awakening in the 
labour ranks, Government. appointed the Royal Commission on Labour, 
which has made the recommendation that the working hours be redu
ced to 54 per week. Compar~ 16 hours a day then and 9 hours a day 
now. It took nearly 30 to 35 years to accomplish this progress. Why ~ 
Simply because labour is not protected. If you want to protect labour 
in the future constitution, you must g!ve them adequate repre~entation 
and if you fail to do that, the consequence will be 'that the lot of these 
labourers will be more pitiable than it ever has been. 

I have told you that these people have been raising complaints because 
they have not obtained sufficient representation. An~ on behalf of some 
of the labourers and agriculturists who belong to the non-Brahmin 
community, the All-India non-Brahmin Congress Committee held its 
meeting in Poona on the 30th April last and passed a resolution on this 
subject. It is as follows:-

"This Conference expresses its disappointment at the inadequate ·representa~ion of 
non-Brahmins of the Bombay Presidency and the t(ltal absence of representation of 
non-Brahmins from the Central Provinces and Berar at the Round Table Conference and 
suggests to Hie Excellency the Viceroy to nominate four more representatives for these 
provinces." 
',['his being an all-India body, it had to take care of all the 
provinces. Then, almost in the succeeding week, the Bombay 
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Presidency Kon-Brahmin Conference held its session at Shahbaj in the 
Kolaba district and on the 3rd May passed a resolution : · 

·• This Conference suggests the following names of persons representing the Bombay 
Presidency in connection with the suggestion made by the All-India Non-Brahmin 
Congress Committee for nomination of additional representatives of Non-Brabmins in 
the future work of the Round Table Conference." 

So, on behalf of theN on-Brahmins, two oftheir well constituted bodies-r. 
one of them of an All-India nature and one of a Provincial nature--have 
complained that their claims have not obtained recognition. This is · 
as far as the Non-Brahmins are concerned. As regards Labour, several 
unions have complained to Government that Labour requires more 
representation. The composition of the Conference at present is this, 
that there are more capitalists and more landlords on the Round Table 
Conference and just a negligible sprinkling of representatives of labour 
and agriculturists. So far as I am concerned, I do not know who 
represents agriculturists in the Round Table Conference. 

Khan Bahadur ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN : Mr. Jadhav ~ 

~h. A. N. SlJRVE: Was he included in the original selection 1 Of 
course, Mr. Jadhav was not in the original selection and only when the 
::Marat]la people held meetings and complained that the 1\taratha 
community was a martial race, that it had connection with the army 
and that their military interests must not be allowed to be swamped, 
on that account, I am told, ::rth. Jadhav was appointed. 

Granting that what my honourable friend to my left says that the 
ex-)Iinister of this Presidency Mr. Jadhav represents agriculture, what 
is the numerical strength of the agriculturists in the Presidency as 
compared with the total population 1 The total population is somewhere 
in the neighbourhood of two crores and about 80 to 90 per cent. of that 
constitutes the agriculturists. Does my honourable friend want us to 
believe that one representative can safeguard the interests of these nearly 
two crores of the people 1 Why are the other people there 1 So far as 
I can see, there are about 11 or 12 persons from the Bombay Presidency. 
If )lr. Jadhav rep1esents nearly two crores of people, then the ·rest, 
namely, eleven represent whom 1 My honourable friend to my left (Rao 
Bahadur Kale) will perhaps give me a satisfactory answer to that question 
when he makes his speech. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. K..:\.LE : I did not make the statement with which 
the honourable member charges me, but I merely passed on to the 
honourable member who asked me about it just what was remarked by 
a.n honourable member behind. 

l\Ir. L. R. GOKHALE : It was the honourable member Khan Bahadur 
Abdul Latif Haji Hajrat Khan from Sholapur. 

)Ir. A. N. S'L'RVE: I am sorry, if I mistook him for the interruptor. 
I was speaking, Sir, about complaints that were made by Labour. I have 
also told you that several Labour Unions have actually complained in 
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this matter. I am referring specia.lly to the Indian Seamen's r nion "-hid~ 
consists of over 25.000 men, and I am \"ery glad that the Secretary of 
that Union is in this House (lir. Syoo ~Iunawar) and when he rises to 
speak, I dqo request him to throw more light on this subject and tell the 
bouse what actu&l.ly he has done for getting representation for Labour. · 

Having shown that the Round Table Conference does not contain 
representatives of Labour and agriculturists who could protect the 
interests of these cla~es, I wish to point out that those who have· 
been selected and are supposed to be the representatins of Labour 
a.nd agriculturists are outnumbered by representatives belonginll 
to quite the opposite classes, and on account of that there is a 
growing volume of dissatisfaction and representative bodies of Labour 
and of agriculturists from the Non-Brahmin side have actuallr 
taken steps to ventilate their grievances and to draw attention 
to the wisdom of having representatiYes of these classes included in the 
Round Table Conference. I request every member of this House to 
consider this point in a sympathetic light and to accept the resolution 
in a sympathetic and kind-hearted manner. I commend my motion 
for the acceptance of the House. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T : To the motion moved by · 

the honourable member ~Ir. Surve there are two amendments--one bv 
the honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale and the other by the 
honourable member Syed Miran :Mahomoo Shah. The honourable 
member Rao Bahadur Kale may proceed. 

Rao B~hadur R. R.IU.LE (Bombay l'niversity): Sir, to this motion 
I. wish to move the following amendment : 

Sub.titute the words" rural areas" for the words" Labour and Agriculturists," ard 
the word" areas" for the word "classes " wherever it occurs. 

The honourable mover of the resolution mentions two classes, Labour 
and Agriculturists. I submit that my- phrase " rural areas" covers the 
amculturists and the labour classes, because the rural areas are made
up to~ considerable extent of these two classes. We in this Council are 
sent up from nrious districts as representi11g rural areas. If we look 
at the list of nominations so far made, it will be seen that they all belong 
to Bombay City, and perhaps it may be interesting to know the names 
of the present nominations which have been made. We have- . 

Yr. M. R. Jayakar, :\Ir. H. P. ~Iody, Sit Chimanlal Setalvad, Sir · 
Phiroze Sethna, Sir Cowasji Jehangir (Jr.). · 

These are men from Bombay City. I do not know whom they exactly 
represent. Then we have Dr. Ambedkar and :\Ir. ~.l\I. Joshi represent· 
ing, as is well known, labour and depressed and backward classe<J. 
They are all almost identical interests at present. Then we. han 
Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto, "·ho be-longs to Sind and not to the Prestdency 
proper. [lnt~tmtplioM.] 
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I am not yielding. Honourable members will please listen to me to 

the end of my remarks and should not be impatient. I have qualified 
my remark by saying that the honourable member Sir Sha.h Nawaz. 
belongs to Sind ·and not to the Presidency proper. Why did the 
honourable member ask that question when I had made that statement 
that Sir Shah Nawaz represents a place outside the province pf }3ombay 
proper l The division between Sind and the Presidency proper is well 
known-in fact too well known to require further elucidation. Latf)ly, . 
on the Federal Structure Committee we have two inore names, namely, 
Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas and one 1\iahomedan--

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: What ~bout :Mr. Jadhav 1 Whom does he. 
represent ·r 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : I am coming to that. ~have not finished. 
Just have patience. There was a proposal. to nominate one of our 
honourable membere who is now a :Minister-Dewan Bahadur Kambli
but owing to certain circumstances, he had to give up the nomination 
and it was only then that 1\Ir. Jadhav came to be nominated as the sole 
representative' of the mofussil in the Presidency proper. A time was 
when I know the Bombay City was all in all and people from the mofussil 
were neglected. It was considered that the people in the mofussil were 
not sufficiently qualified and were not allowed an opportunity to come 
to the front, and the tendency was to leave everything to the Presidency 
town. But at least during the last decade and since the reforms, and 
since the inauguration of the enlarged Councils, various members coming 
from variouf! districts have come here and have shown that they are 
able men and can properly represent rural areas. That being the case, 
if there is any complaint to make on the ground that the representation 
on the Round Table Conference is not adequate, it must be, Sir, on 
behalf of the rural areas, and I do think that no question of any communal 
considerations should be brought in in this matter at all. 

Kow with regard to the remark that fell from the honourable mover 
about Labour, let us consider a.man like Dr. Ambedkar, or a inan like 
~Ir. N. M. Joshi or a man like t.he honourable member Rao Bahadur 
Bole. They do not belong actually to the Labour classes--

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE: I do belong to the Labour classes. 
Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : Very well, I confine my rema:rks to the 

other two men. · 

Dr. P. G. SOLAXKI: l\Ir. Joshi does not belong to the Labourelasses. 

. Ra? .Ba.hadur ~· R. KALE : But no one can say that he does not 
Identify himself with that particular class, and that is th~ real criterion 
in m~king a choice to represent the different areal! or interests. I have
nothmg further to complain on the ground of the minorities also, becaus~ 
too much attention is being paid in these days to the minorities concerned 
and that question is being sufficiently discussed and de.bated and brought 
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to the attention of Government. I do not, therefore, wish to go into 
that question at all. The present re.solution is. no doubt, I think, some· 
what late. However, it may not be too late, because the second sitting 
of the Round Table Conference is yet to take place and it may be a month 
or two before it actually takes place, and we have in the past instances· 
where the Governor General or the Prime llinister has as a matter of 
fact made nominations up to the very enil. Therefore, if there is an 

. expression of opinion from any body like this Council, then there is no 
reason to think that it will be of no avai1. Therefore, I think that if 
we place our demands on this consideration, namely, as I have stated 
in my amendment, then the Government mll have no sound reason to 
object. · 

As regards Mr. Jadhav, I must say that in the speech which he made 
before the Round Table Conference, at the very beginning, be said : 

"I represent here the south~m portion of the Bombay 'prfjjlidency Non· Brahmins. 
They number about ten millions. I am also an accredited representative of the 
great Maratha community." 

It ~ be seen, therefore, that e-ren Mr. Jadhav's representation 
cannot be said to be a representation ·on behalf of the mofussil 
or rural areas of the Presidency, and he himself has stated that 
he represents the Non-Brahmins or the Maratha. community. 
Practica1ly then, so far as the Presidency proper is concerned, 
1 ask Government to point out to any single indi~idual who can 
be said to represent the. rural areas of this Presidency, it does 
not matter to what community he may belong. I think it is a. 
mistake which is often made, to say that_ a. Brahmin is not an 
agriculturist. I can give my own instance. When I was a. boy of 
10 years I used to go to the field and assist in the sowing operations. 
lly father used to send me there. I was born in a village, 1 attended the 
'rillage primary school, and I wa.s actually working in the field. I knmv 
much more about agriculture than many persons seem to imagine,-
1 have land,-and I do not know -\\·hy I should not be called an 
agriculturist. · 

An Honour~ble ME..\£BER : You were only watching the agricultural 
operations. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: Xo; I used to assist in the sowing opera· 
tion, actually putting the seed into the ground. I was doing the sowing 
operation when I was 10 years of age. 1 was asked to do that, because 
I suppose groundnut seed is a valuable seed, and it required a man from 
the house to go and watch and do the thing himself, and it could not be 
entrusted to others. However, this is all merely by the way. My pomt 
is that there are people and people who have been doing agriculture 
and who are interested in agriculture. There are very important agricul. 
tural problems, I know, and there must be people who are acquainted 
with the rural conditions. The greater part of the agricultural population 
may belong to a particular class. That may be so. But I am not taking 
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my stand upon any communal consideration whatever, but my stand is 
upon the rural or the mofussil area not being adequately represented. 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI : I£ the honourable member does not 
mind, may I know if any one has. told him that a Brahmin is :poi. an 
agriculturist, because he is a Brahmin 1 . 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: No; but it may be said it is not among 
his six occupations. I can quote the Hindu Shastras if he wants. The 
Smritis lay down six occupations for a Brahmin, but Parashara Smriti 
laid down a seventh occupation for the -Brahmin to follow, namely, 
agriculture. [Interruption.] The- question was asked, and I have 
answered it. The time has come whe1;1 the Brahmins will have to fa]{ 
back upon agriculture, as they are not doing agricultural work on the 
scale on which they used to do it before. Anyhow, .my submission is 
that there is a difficulty in the way of accepting the original motion which 
says that Labour and Agriculture should be represented ; that will be 
difficult. I hope honourable members will not be carried away by mere 
sentiment or any other considerations. Even according to my friend, 
he said that agriculturists will be both landlords and tenants. There 
are landlords whose interests are bound up with agriculture, and tenants 
whose grievances are different ; the landlords' gri(lvances are different. 
Therefore, why should there not be representation for the agricultural 
landlord also 1 Therefore, the wording of the motion, as it is, is uri.satis~ 

. factory. All that I wish to point out is that when you want 
representatives of agriculturists, there must be a representative of the 
landlord agriculturist aiso. I do not find in the list any landlord 
agriculturist. There are no representatives of tenant agriculturists, 
neither are there any representatives of landlord agriculturists. 
Mr. Jadhav represents the Kon-Brahmins and the 1\Iarathas. My point _ 
is that, if we are to make a request to Govern~ent, that request must 
be supported by something which is rea'lly sound. Therefore I submit 
that, if you want to proceed to claim further representation, then you · 
might proceed to do so on the ground that the mofussil areas, the rural 
areas, are not represented. There are members of this Council who are, 
I m11St say, the representa-tives of agriculturists ; because who. are the 
\'oters on whose votes they are returned 1 They are mostly agricul
turists, and therefore almost all the members coming from the district 
constituencies are representatives of agriculturists, and, if any one of 
them were to say that he is their proper representative, then I would 
certainly support the claim. · 

Rao Babadur 8. N. AKGADI : Anybody ~ 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: Why not yourself 1 I say, excepting 
the urban areas, Bombay City and other urban areas, the merct~ntile 
comm~nity or any other special interest, most of the members of this 
CounCil are really representatives of the agriculturists, and any one · 
from them, whoever may be proper, may be a representative of the 
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agriculturists. That t;hould be the intt>rpretation that must be pla('t>J 
upon that expre~on. But that cannot be done unless you accept tht> 
amendment, and hen('e it is that I have proposed it, and I hope, if at all 
the House is so inclined, it wiU support the amendment. 

The Bonourable the PRESIDEXT : The amendment moved is as 
follows: 

Omit the words "Labour and agriculturists" in lines ! and 3 and substitute in lit>u 
thereof the words "mofussil or rural areas;" and in lines 8 and 10 omit the word 
.. classes" and aubstitut• in. lien thereof the words" mofussil or rural areas." 

. SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District): Sir, 
I move the following amendment to the motion : 

Insert the words" and Moslem community of Bombay Presiden~y including Sind" 
after the word "agriculturists" occurring in the third line and the words "and 
community, after the word .. classes, occurring in linee 8 and 10 of the motion. 

Sit, in moving this amendment I may not be milninderstood to 
-'be speaking from a communal point of view. I think the speeches of 
the honourable mover of the motion and the honourable mover of the 
amendment have justified my moving this amendment, because the 
sum and substance of their spE-eches is that not only particular classes 
or a profession should be given enhanced representation on the Round 
Table Conference, but imder the cover of those words and that 
phraseology, particular communities be given increased representation. 
I do not understand the purpose of the amendment of the honour
able member Rao Bahadur Kale when he wants to substitute the words· 
" rural areas" for the words " Labour and agriculturists", excepting. 
that he means that Brahmins should not be excluded. He had that 
apprehension and he wanted that the term should be wider, so that his 
community be included in the term of rural. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : A ;Brahmin is included among 
agriculturists. · 

SYED liiR~'i MAHmiED SHAH : That has been denied by those 
who have questioned the status of tlie honourable member as an agricul
turist. The honourable member has put forward the plea that he 
represents the rural areas, the agriculturists, and therefore he can call 
himself an agriculturist, but that is denied by the other communities 
who do not belong to his fold. . 

ltao Bahadur R. R. KALE : W'ho denies it 1 
· SYED MIRAN llAROliED SHAR: The Xon-Brahmins deny it. 
It is from that point of view that I look at his amendment. We should 
not lose sight of the fact ·that the conditions · in· this country are 
such that. we cannot at present remove :£rom our eyes the. binoculars of 
communalism. The representation at present on the Round .Table 
Conference bas also been settled from that point of view. Every 
community is struggling for its existence, and especially the Moslem 
<lOmmunity which unfortunately happens to be a minority community. 
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One can see how the honourable mover of the .amendment by . a 
few sporadic remarks ridiculed the idea of discussing the minority com
munity problem here with the present motion a~ it has been in his 
<>pinion discussed every now and then and suffiCiently long. He was 
bored by the idea that the communal point of view should be represEmted 
.anywhere, any longer. 

Rao Bahadur R,. R. K.A.LE : 1\Iy point wa~ that representation for 
the minorities has been sufficiently provided. · · 

SYED !iiRAN MAHOMED SIIAH : Sufficiently discussed...:...he said 
that. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : · Discussed and provided. also. · 
8YED MIRAN MAH0:\1ED SHAH : However, so far as I have 

understood him, the object of the honourable. mover of this motio~ 
.appears to be that the non-Brahmin class should be given an enhanced 
repret~entation as·they have not been given sufficientrepre~en~ation on 
the Round Table Conference, which is a very important body, where 
the destinies of every community are on the anvil. Therefore, it is 
very necessary that the Moslem community which is struggling for its· 
rights now, and especially in view of the non-settlement of the comm.u~ 
nal problem in this. country in spite of various. efforts from various 
quarters, should also be sufficiently represented. 

Dr. J. ALBAN D'SOUZA,: What about the ·Indian Christians and 
the Anglo-Indians? 

SYED MIRAN MAHO:MEO SHAH: My honourable friend can 
move an amendment if. he feels so much for those communitiee. l feel 
for the Moslem community, and therefore I have moved my amendment~ 
That makes the difference between him and me. 

Now, Sir, ip. order to make my point of view clear in ord~r to 
be appreciated by the honourable members of this House, I would like 
to give them an illustration as to h.ow even under t.he dcnojnination ol 
"Labour" and "agriculturists" there is a iikelihood of Mussalmans 
hemg lost sight of. 

Mr. L. R. GOKH.ALE: What about the Sind Hindus ! 
SYED ~IIRAN 1\IAHOl\fED SHAH : The Sind Hindus have· been 

pressing for their rerresentation. It has been alleged that :Mussalmans 
have got sufficient representation, especially the Sind Mussahrians. It 
is true that the Honourable Sir Ghulalll Hussain will attend the Round 
Table Conference, but we look upon him as an alien,.being part and parcel· 
of Government of Bombay. As a. matter of fact, in our opinion; if 
he representB anything, he represents the Presidency as a. whole. He does 
not represent Sind or Sind l\Iussalmans only. With all due deference to 
the eminent position .that he occupies in the Government of Bombay, 
I cannot call him a l\Ioslem representative. · · 

The Honourable Sir GHUL.Al\1 HUSSAIN ; I do not claim it. 
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SYED MIRAN MAIIO:liED SHAH: I only wish to conn•v 
· the feelings of the MW!Salmans of Sind, how they feel, and how they look 

upon him. They look upon him as a representative of the Government 
of Bombay. In that sense, he cannot represent our true feeling~. 
· The Honourable Sir GliL"'...A)l HUSS.UX: I assure the honourabl'-" 
member I do not claim it. 

SYED MIRAN 1\IAHO:\IED SHAH: So that, Sir, Sir Ghulam Hussain. 
is not our representative. We have got only Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto t() 
represent the views of the Moslems of the Presidency. My hon«>urabl& 
friend the mover of the amendment has given us a long list of nine 
members from the Presidency, all of whom are non-1\loslems. I "ish to' 
convey, by moving this amendment to the authorities responsible for 
nominating these representatives, that while they should give increased· 
representation to labour and agriculturists, they should not lose sight. 
of the fact that under this denomination the :i\Iuslims should be given 
their proper share, because they can be covered by the phrase-: 
"labourers and agriculturists". If the words suggested by me are not 
included in the motion my apprehension is that only non-Muslim, 
commUnity will be represented and the Muslims will remain as they are 
at present. To be true to ourselves we ought to _appreciate facts. I can 
give an illustration in this honourable House itself. The Irrigation Bill· 
is an instance. Because this Bill is going to affect mostly the Muslim: 
Zamindars of Sind who are in a majority there and who are agriculturists, 1 

those who have eyes to see and ears to heat can see the amount of· 
sympathy we have received at the hands of the representatives from 
the Presidency. This is an example. We are_Iooking at every question 
from a communal point of view. I shall give an example of labour. 
In Bombay you have got Muslim and non-l\Iuslim labourers. During 
the strike last year, the Pathan labourers who could not go on strike 
suffered great hardship at the hands of their brother labourers. On each 
point, whether in agriculture o;r in labour we are not well adv~ced t() 
shake ofi the binocular of communalism, and look upon public questions 
in the same way as the other nations of the world. From that point 
of view I have moved this amendment. I wish to appeal to this side of 
the House to appreciate my point and not to misunderstand me. By all 
means let the agriculturists and labourers be given enhanced represent&· 
tion ; but under those denominations the Muslims must be given a fair 
share, so that this point of, vie.w should not be lost sight of by the 
authorities who nominate members for the Round Table Conference. 
With these few remarks I resume my seat and commend the amend· 

· ment to the House for acceptance. 
The DEPUTY PRESIDE~"T: There is a third amendment which 

has been placed in my hands to be moYed by the honourable member 
Dr. Sola.nki. Is he going to move it ~ 
• Dr. P. G. SOL...\...~KI: Yes, Sir. My amendment is:. · 

That in the Address after the words" Ia hour and agriculturists "the words" dep:e~std 
classes, Muslims and Christiane,. be added. 
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My reason for moving this amendment is tbt while the powerful bodies 
are voicing their sentiments, I would be failing in my duty if I do not 
voice the sentiments and feelings of .the depressed classes. I do not 
presume to be the leader nor an influential man from among the people 
whom I represent here. As their spokesman it is my duty, my foremost 
duty, to express their sentiments and grievances. This honourable 
House knows that there is one representative from this Presidency on 
the Round Table Conference and that is Dr. Ambedkar. · The honourable 
member Rao Bahadur Kale said that Dr.· Ambedkar can represent 
many constituencies-he may represent the depressed classes, he may 
represent the advanced classes-and he is a Barrister. So, that mini
mises the importance of Dr. Ambedka.r representing the depressed classes. 
So, I want that there should be more and adequate representation of 
the depressed classes at the Round Table Conference. I am surprised 
to see that this Government which has been calling itself the trustee of 
the depressed classes and which has been declaring in season and out of 
season that they a.re here for safeguarding the interests of the depressed, 
down-trodden and neglected classes, should not have thought of giving 
adequate representation to these classes in the Round Table Conference; 
It was distinctly stated on the floor of the Parliament when the Statutory 
Commission was appointed and when Sir John Simon was sent out here, 
that that Commission was going to India for safeguarding the interests 
of seven crores of the depressed classes of India. With all these kind 
expressions, what is the sympathy shown to these classes nowadays ~ 
Only one person from this Presidency and another from the Madras 
Presidency have been nominated to represent the depressed classes. 
My honourable friend Syed l\Iiran Mahomed Shah says that his com
munity is not properly represented. How much more so should we 
feel that our community should be represented in larger numbers and 
inore adequately, because our voice has not been heard so far and ought 
to be heard at the Round Table Conference at this juncture, when the 
country is passing through the transitional stage and is to hav:e a new 
and changed political constitution very soon ! I£ the rights and 
privileges of the backward and depressed classes are not asserted and 
ascertained now, a golden opportunity will be lost. I appeal to this 
honourable House to show their sympathy towards these classes. I have 
Tery little confidence in those who laugh it out and treat this question 
in a slighting mood. Some of my advanced class brethren may laugh 
it out and ridicule it, but it is already high time for them to consider 
seriously the question of these down-trodden countrymen. The advanced 
classes particularly the orthodox Hindoos have done injustice all these 
past centuries. I wish they rise to the occasion and show that they 
are prepared even so very late to give the dues to these classes which 
they are in every way justified in claiming as their birthright. 

J have put in Muslims in my amendment. Their condition is as bad 
as that of the depressed classes as far as education is· concerned. I have 
.also included the Christians. My honourable friend Mr. Chikodi laughs. 

MO Hb48-3 
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I may just invite him to come with me to remote villages, to see the 
conditions of these poor Muslims who do hard labour in fields and who 
are hated and despised by well stationed Hindu advanced classes. 
'Their condition is not a bit better than that of the depressed classes. 
[Honourable Members: Do Muslims admit it ¥] They have got one 
great advantage over the depressed and it is that they have a democratic 
religion which helps them. But the Hindu r~ligion puts down the 
Hindu depressed classes. The religion of the Mahomedans Iaises. 
them up while the orthodox Hindu religion puts down the poor 
depressed classes. None, in this world, dare point his finger at the 
Mahomedans; but everybody puts down, hates and despises the depressed 
classes because they are Hindus. It is their misfortune. They have 
suffered and they will suffer, because they have got patience to suffer. 
I now invite and ask the Hindus as a body to come to their rescue and 
be generous enough to help them and vote for my amendment, and 
request the India Government to send more representatives from any 
place in the Presidency to represent those classes provided they are 
capable and deserving.-
. About Christians, somebody-! think the honourable member 
:Mr. Kalbhor-asked me whether I have included the Christians in my 
amendment. Yes, I have included them because they are minor com
munity and none of them is sent from this Presidency. [Interruption.] 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT : The honourable member can go on. 
· Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: I seek the protection of the Chair, because 
I do not want interruption. As regards Mussalmans they are working 
hard in the fields-agriculturists and labourers in villages. There are 
thousands and thousands of Mussa.lmans who are labouring like other 
labouring classes. Only a few hundreds from among them are educated 
as they are among the Christians. My honourable friend Rao Bahadur 
.Kale said that Mr. Bole does not belong to the labouring class. In the 
·same way, he said that Dr. Ambedka'f does not belong to the depressed 
classes alone. 

Ra.o Bahadur R. R. KALE : Because the honourable member Rao 
Bahadui Bole said that he did represent the labour classes, I said that 
though he represented the labouring classes, he did not belong to it. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: You want to drag him into your fold of the 
advanced classes. It is stated that those people from among the 
depressed classes and Mahomedan.:~ who are educated and advanced 
belong to the advanced classes. Those people who come to the cities, · 
get education and move in advanced circles, they have nothing in common 
with their respective communities who live in rural areas. Even though 
it may be so yet blood is thicker than water. This has been proved 
by the honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale by bringing in his. 
amendment.· What has he got to tell us, Sir~ He wants by his amend-
. ment to include the Brahmins, the sowcars, the Banias and pleaders 
from the mofussil and rural areas where they are powerful and wield 
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very great influence among the poor villagers and cultivators. There 
already in the address is included the representation of labour and 
agriculturists ; but he wants by his amendment to include the Banias, 
the Marwaris and Brahmins and advanced class people ; people who 
come as strangers with a lota, a metal bowl to contain water, and a rope 
to draw water from wells who after some years stay in villages acquire 
lands by lending out money on exorbitant interest and becolll:e sowcars 
and sometimes big sardars (An Honourable Memher: Then Members 
of Council) and also Members of Council. Such men will be going to 
the Round Table Conference if this amendment of Rao Bahadur Kale 
is carried. I strongly protest against the amendment of Rao Bahadur 
Kale because he ought to have mentioned the Mahomedans and Christians 
and depressed classes who are in the rural area. I would like to request 
the honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale to add mofussil and rural areas 
after the words Labour and agriculturists. He must meet me half way. 
I will whole-heartedly support him. But he has not got that soft corner 
in his heart to take up that attitude. Though he is my personal friend, 
I differ from him on this point. He belongs to the same religion as 
myself. We are theists and belong to Brahmo Samaj Church. ·I do 
not attribute .any ·motives to him. It is natural. I would do so if 
I were in the same position. Already there are more than three or four 
representatives of the 1\fahomedan coinmunity .from the Presidency 
along with Sind. Compared to that, what is the representation of the 
Depressed classes who number 7 crores 1 There are only two. From 
this Presidency there is only one, and he is to be claimed by so inany 
constituencies such as Labour, nationalists, etc. Now, what chance is 
there for the Depressed classes in the Round Table Conference and in . 
the Federal Structure Committee in an assembly of hundreds of people 1 
I put my faith in the British Government, in the British statesmanship 
and in the British Justice. I hope that even though my advanced Hindu 
brethren may be in dozens there and my Moslem brethren may be in 
dozens there, yet justice will be done to the righteous cause, to the cause 
which deserves support, sympathy and justice. If my pleadings will 
have any effect on my brethren in this honourable House, they will give 
sympathy not only to the labourites, agriculturists and Moslems, but 
also to the Depressed classes and send a unanimous request to the 
Government of India to give them more representation on the Round 
Table Conference, which is to be held in September in London. 

Question proposed. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, frankly 
speaking, I am personally against both the substantive proposition and 
the amendments. It does not befit the dignity of this House : the 
debate has got altogether debasing. [Interruption.] Please do not 
interrupt. · 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, order. Let him go on. 
HO Rb4~-3a 
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Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: Certain communal matters which ' 
ought not to be brought in are being brought in, and that in a manner . 
•which ought to be condemned. Is this Round Table Conierence 80 · 

trivial, 80 simple, that the several communities ran be given representa· ' 
.tion according to their numerical strength t The House must remember · 
that the Round Table Conference is shaping the destiny of the whole 
of British India which is divided into nine provinces. [An Honourable : 
llember: Also of Indian States.] You will also find that the various , 
interests represented there are not chosen from the narrow point of view 1 

of communalism but from the higher national point of view. Looked 
at from that point of view, the task of nominating the persmmel that 
falls to the Government of India, or the task of sending down the names · 
that falls to the provincial Government, is so immense that it is impossible 
to conceive that they can do justice to this or that community . 

. I stand here, Sir, for dignity of debate. Let our discussions be 
.carried on with dignity. Then only we can hope that some attention 

. will be paid to our representations even at this late stage. The Secre· 
tary. of State and Parliament decided on a very small number. It is 
common knowledge that the number at first decided on was about forty, . 
but in deference to the wish of the whole of India and the representa
tions then made that number was increased and almost doubled. It is 
no joke to.. carry on grave deliberations in an assembly consisting 
of many members. That is the experience of all deliberative bodies. 
·.And that is why .only a few people representative of the several 
interests have been selected. We should not look at it from the narrow 
point of view of communalism-that one is a Brahmin, another is 
a Moslem, Christian or anybody else. That view is so narrow that it 
deserves to be treated with contempt.. To say that Mr. Jadhav did not 
represent. the interests of my non-Brahmin friends is not correct. He 
has fought for them. To say that they were not adequately 
represented by Sir A. P. Patro will not do. Those representatives 
have looked at that problem from--the real point of view, the point of 
view of nationalism. Read their speeches and then you will be 
convinced that. these small ideas of gaining the loaves and fishes do not 
count when the object is to gain self-government. 

· What does the substantive propoRition and the amendments show 1 
They show a very, vf>:ry small mind. The outside public will go under 
the impression that there are individual interests seeking advancement 
under the guise of this motion. This House should not give rise 
to such impressions. If it were put down in general terms that 
this Presidency was not a.dequately represented, that would have been 
another matter. 

Then, again, it is quite clear to me that the Minorities Committee has 
yet to be nominated ; . perhaps the names will be announced in the next 
·week. What right have we to assume that the local Government have 
not done their duty in bringing to the notice of the Government 

. of India or the Secretary of State for India, the omissions which they 
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how 1 You will also remember that the greater portion of India, the 
DaridraMrayan mterest is represented by Mahatma Gandhi, Mahatma 
Gandhi is a host in himself. He represents not only. the depressed 
classes, the agriculturists, but everybody- ; . 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI : Question. 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: Go outside and question, and you 

will see the result. [lnterrupti.<m.] 
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: _Pease do not interrupt the speaker. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: Do not interrupt me. Then, 
the premier body of India, the Indian National Congress, does not 
require any more representative than Mahatma Gandhi. By so doing 
it has set an example which ought to be copied by others. It is not'the 
numbers that go there that count. They are not expected-to make long 
speeches or vote. You have to appeal to the practical-minded English 
people and convince them of the justness of your cause. : If they fight 
there like this then the case will be absolutely lost. I should ·think 
from the practical point of view the lesser the number the better. It is 
from that point of view, I think, that a small number has been selected 
by the Government of India and the Secretary of State. 

Another point is this. Let me not be understood to be oblivious 
of the various interests behind the delegation ; let me not be understood 
to say that the depressed classes have no problems of their own, that 
the Mussalmans have no problems of their own as against the Hindus, 
or that the agriculturists have no problems of their own as against the 
landlords. I am very hopeful that a solution to the Hindu-Mqslem 
difference is not far off ; I am of robust hope that ultimately they will · 
agree to a common formula; I have not the least doubt about 
that. Apart from that little hitch, there has been plain sailing all 
through as regards the constitution of the local Governments. There 
is no difference of opinion as regards that in the Round Table 
Conference among the various minorities. There is only one hitch and 
that is between Hindus and Moslems. In these circumstances, it is not 
befitting the dignity of this House that we should vote this kind · 
of address to His Excellency. I dare say His Excellency will be 
perfectly right in ignoring the address as 'it goes too late. I think this 
House will be very well ad. vised to reject the amendments as well as the 
substantive proposition. I hope wisdom and not narrow communa· 
lism will prevail. . . 

Khan Bahadur 111. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, We have 
had a very lively and interesting discussion on this question as 
was expected. Various amendments have been moved by the 
representatives of various classes and communities who have grievances 
-in some cases genuine-that they have not been adequately 
represented. The original proposition of. the honourable member 
l\Ir. Surve, that the agriculturists have not adequate representation, has 
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of course in my opinion a considerable force. The names that have bren 
pointed out during the debate as representatives of the agriculturists are 

, only two. One is the late Honourable the Minister Mr. Jadhav and the 
other Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto. As to 1\lr. Jadhav, without meaning 
anything ill or derogatory to his position, I must say that although he 
may be holding certain lands in the Satara district, yet he is not 
dependent on agriculture, and he is not an agriculturist in the real sense 
that he could at all be taking personal interest in his land. His biography 
clearly shows that as soon as he qualified himself in ]aw he took 
to practice and subsequently entered service in different States 
and ultimately in this Government. The agricultural population which 
forms a large proportion of the population of the Indian Peninsula, ought 
to have been given adequate representatiol\. The amendment of my 
honourable friend Rao Bahadur Kale seeking to give adequate 
representation to the mofussil areas makes very little difference, because 
the agriculturists all belong to the mofussil. The landlords living in 
presidency towns and other towns, who are not taking any direct interest 
in agiiculture, cannot really be called representatives of agriculturists. 
The personal instance of the honourable member Rao Eahadnr Kale, 
who calls himself an agriculturist, as exemplified in his attitude towards 
the Irrigation Bill, has made abundantly clear ·to us what personal 
interest he takes i:q agricultural matters. So, Sir, to claim to he the 
representative of the agriculturists and to he one in real sense of the word 
are two materially di:fierent factors. I am told, Sir, that at the Round 
Table Conference on behalf of women Begum Shah Nawaz complained 
that women had not got adequate representation because they had been 
given only two representatives. But what abou~ the mofussil male 
population~ It is about 80 per cent. and they had only two representa
tives. That means that the injustice done to them is much greater in 
comparison to that of women even. 

As regards labour, I do not agree fully with my honourable friends who 
have spoken for enhanced representation. We know that Congress 
which is having adequate representation in this Conference is going to 
advocate the cause of labour and has very great sympathy with the labour 
cause·. Apart from that, labour has been given representation and many 
of the politicians to-day have got considerable sympathy with the labour 
class for various reasons. But, Sir, the Round Table Conference as it is 
represented to-day is greatly monopolised and dominated by the. 
representatives from the cities, lawyers and a few representatives of the 
business classes and such others who have no first hand knowledge of the 
agricultural conditions of the mofussil villages and have no right to claim 
to be the representatives of the agriculturists. I therefore submit that 
the representation given to the cities is far in excess as compared to that 
given to the mofussil. This is a question which is very important and 
should receive sufficient consideration. I admit, of course, that various 
peopl~ and various classes are claiming rep~esentation though they may 
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not have sufficient justification for doing so .. But it is for His Excellency 
the Viceroy to see that such an important population is not ignored 
and is given proper representation and that the wrong is righted. 
It is not too late now to do that. ' 

But there is another side of the question. This morning's rerort 
in the Times of India shows that the Hindu Delegation has seen His 
Excellency the Viceroy and is claiming representation for Sind. I was 
surprised to hear that. The question for which they want representation 
is Sind separation which question,,as every one of us knows, is practically 
settled so far as the Round Table Conference is concerned. They have 
made some insinuations and attacks against Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto; 
that they believed he would oppose separation whereas he altogether 
changed at London and advocated the cause of separation. There were 
two representatives from Sind, Sir Ghulam Hussain and Sir Shah Nawaz 
Bhutto. But the previous gentleman is an active Member of the Govern
ment of Bombay and therefore has his own limitations and I make bold 
to say that he cannot with open heart and open mind go and fight for the 
cause of separation which is classed by certain people as the cause of the 
Muslims, whereas it is not the cause of the Muslims but the cause of the 
province as a whole. [Interruption.] I have said that the former gentle~ 
man has his own limitations and realises his responsibility a~ to how far 
he can go. With regard to.the latter gentleman it has been rep)rted and 
it has been said in the address presented to His Excellency the· Viceroy 
that he definitely opined against th3 separation of Sind in India, where he 
had the privilege of being the Chairman of the Provincial Committee to 
co-operate ·with the Simon Commission and gave quite an opposite 
opinion before the Round Table Conference.· Has no body a right, when· 
he is convinced by arguments, to change his opinion 1 He may have 
given his opinion in a different capacity and £or different reasons 
altogether. Now he has been convinced and having gone to the Round 
Table Conference rightly advocated the cause of separation. On 
the contrary it proves that he had an open mind on the subject. 
Although'at the time of his nomination to Round Table Conference it was 
apparently presumed by many and probably Hindus might have thought 
too, that he would opposa separation, but that is no reason why Hindus 
should not make it an excuse for demanding their separate 
representation. If they trusted Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto for supporting 
their viewpoint, which he however could not do, for the reasons best 
known to him, it is no reason at all to now turn round and say that . 
one representative has failed us and therefore we must have another. 
The British Delegation has already admitted that Sind has a very goo& 
case for separation. At this stage some Hindus asking for additional 
representation because they are· dissatisfied with this representation and 
are determined to see that Sind should not he separated and they even 
want to nullify the decision of the Round Table Conference. If any 
representation is given to these Hindus of Sind, there is strong justifica· 
tion for Muslims of Sind to claim representation at the Round Table 
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Conference not having got adequate and independent r£'prest>ntation 
from the very commencement. I do not consider the a.mendmE'nt of 
.Syed Miran Shah to be communal because it has not been brought with 
that consideration at all. There would be strong justification for 
increasing Muslim representation in case such an absurd requt'st as is 
made by Hindus to His Excellency the Viceroy, is granted. Although 
I have very little hope whether this address will carry much weight when 
so many varied demands have been put forward and so many amend
ments to amendments have been tabled, yet I think it is all the same 
necessary that we should express our views about those classes that 
have not got sufficient representation and that this question should be 
properly looked into. It is never too late and therefore this wrong 
ought to be righted. With these words, I support the motion. 

Dr. J. ALBAN D'SOUZA (Bombay City, South): Mr. President, 
I· rise to support the amendment moved by my honourable friend 
Dr. Solanki. I hope the honourable House will not think that I am 
seekhlg to support. this amendment because of the fact that the word 
"Christian " has been introduced into it. I may inform the House 
that I have always stood for equity, fairness and justice. It is true, 

.no doubt, that every speaker, when he does rise to support a motion, 
always is for equity, fairness and justice. But I hope to prove to the 
House that on this occasion in standing for equity, fairness and justice 
I feel I am on sure ground. . 

I have listened with attention, Sir, to the rather philosophical and 
cynical speech of my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chitale. He 
implies that the discussion ha.s been carried on in a manner that does 
not become the dignity of the House. I do not know how or in what 
manner the statements made by my honourable friend, the mover of 
the amendment, with which I am concerned or for the matter of that 
the remarks of any other honourable member, are not dignified. Sir, 
the Round Table Conference is being held with a view to arriving at 
P!actical results in the interests· of the moral and material progress of 
India. My honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chitale says that represen
tation on this Conference should not be by communities. Granted this 
he must concede that the various interests such as those of Labour and 
Agriculture, and of Muslims and Christians, must be adequately served. 
Now, Sir, if for e.xample, at the Round Table Conference the Hindus have 
got 5 members, the depressed classes one member, the 1\Iuslims 2 members, 
Labour one member and the Indian Christians no member ( I am referring 
to the Bombay Presidency), how will the decisions be arrived at 1 
Practically by some form of voting. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, order. I am informed there 
is no 'Voting at the ~und Table Conference. 

Dr. J. ALBAN D'SOUZA: Granting even this, Sir, the expression 
· of opinion by five members, all corroborating one another, certainly 

C&Uies more weight than that by one or two members or in the case 
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of. Indian Christians by no member. I may be told that the Indian 
Christians have a representative from Madras in the person, if I am not 
mistaken, of Sir A. P. Patro. [Interruption.] But I wish to ask 
whether the conditions of the Indian Christians obtaining in the Madras 
Presidency are not far different in several ways from the conditions 
obtaining in this Presidency. 

Issues in connection with the various communities are so complicated 
and difficult to explain that I persop.ally think that it is wrong to maintain 
that all interests concerned may be served by one representative. 
If, therefore, there is more adequate representation, the interests· will 
be better served and the results more satisfactory. · 

Regarding .the statement made by the honourable member Rao 
Bahadur Chitale to the effect that Mahatma Gandhi could solely and 
by himself represent India at the Conference, I am afraid the honourable 
member is taking too much for granted. I am not at all inclined to 
introduce the name of the great Mahatma, for whom I have the highest 
respect, into this discussion, but practically speaking, I would ask my 
honourable friend, whether all the sections in India follow the Congress 
Creed. There is a. large section in India that does not believe in that 
creed and is not a. follower of the cult it recommends. 

I therefore heartily support the amendment of my honourable friend 
Dr. Solanki and I am grateful to him for putting the case of the minority 
communities before the honourable House so ably and boldly~ 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH (Sukkur District): Sir, I rise to 
oppose the resolution as well as all the amendments. The arguments 
so far advanced by the various speakers are not convincing at all. The 
honourable members who spoke just now advanced only two arguments 
namely, (1) that the mofussil is not properly represented and (2) that 
the agriculturists are not properly represented. I do not know what 
definition they make of a man living in the mofussil and what definition 
they make of an agriculturist. Even my honourable friends from Sind 
say that even Sir Shah Nawaz is not a proper representative of the Sind 
agriculturists or of Sind as a. whole. I ask them whom does he represent ~ 
I ask my honourable friends whether the Honourable Sir Ghulam Hussain 
is not a proper representative of Sind. He has been in political life for 
about 23 years. He has practised in Sind as a lawyer, he has been the 
President of a District Local Board and has served on various committees. 
He has mixed with the zamindars and knows their grievances. He has 
remained in the Cabinet of the Bombay Government first as a Minister . 
and recently as an Executive Councillor. Still, my honourable friends 
say that he does not represent Sind and that they want some agriculturists 
to be nominated as delegates to the Round Table Conference. Sir Shah 
N awaz says that he r~resents Sind as a whole. He was not for separation 
at first but now he wants separation of Sind from the Presidency proper. 
My honourable friends however say that he does not represent SUid 
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in a proper way. I for one say that Sir Shah Nawaz is the representatiYe 
of the whole of the Presidency and not of Sind alone- · 

SYED MffiAN MAHOl\IED SHAH : He is not the representative 
of the Sind agriculturists. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : What representative ot agricul-' 
turists does the honourable member want t Does the honourable member 
want an agriculturist who has been tilling the soil for 50 years 1 Does. 
he want such a representative to be nominated to proceed to the Round 
Table Conference 1 I cannot understand what he means by saying" We 
want an agriculturist." You will find, Sir, that there are about nine 

. people from this Presidency-
An Honourable ~IE:rtffiER : They do not represent th~ agriculturists.: 
Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : What does the honourable member· 

mean 1 Does he want a man who has been a tiller for 50 years 1 1 admit 
of course that neither Sir Shah Nawaz nor Sir Ghulam Hussain has been 
a tiller for 50 years. 

Another complaint is that many people from the cities have been., 
. selected. It does not necessarily mean that they hold the views of the 
pleaders or other professional men exclusively. They are all politicians,· 
they know the grievances of India as a whole, they know the grievances 
of their particular province well. Whom does Mahatma Gandhi 
represent t Will they say that Mahatma Gandhi does not represent the 
mo~ssil ! Do they say that he does not represent the cities 1 If repre
sentation is given to a member of one community, another community 
will ask for tepresentation and everybody will say " Give us proper 
representation." Instead of two, you may have four. 'You will only 
spend more money. What is the use of sending so many people 1 
.[Interruptions.] Therefore I say that there is absolutely no need. 
Moreover, it has been made amply clear that there is no voting. After 
all, each community is representeQ,. every class is represented, there is 
no class unrepresented, nothing is going to be decided arbitrarily, it is 
not a question of recording votes on the views of different communities 
and different classes. There is nothing like that. [Interruptions.] 
I am sure that there can be no better men to represent Sind Agriculturists 
or Sind people's interests than· the two honourable members Sir Shah 
Nawaz Bhutto and Sir Ghulam Hussain. Why do you want to add to 
the number and thereby burden still further the taxpayer who will have 
to bear the cost of the delegates 1 If your purpose is only to add to the 
taxpayer's burden, do send more representatives, otherwise there is 
absolutely no reason to ask for more representation. I oppose the 
resolution as well as all the amendments. 

(.After recess.) 

Mr. H.AJI Mffi M.A.HOMED BALOCH (Karachi City) (Addressed 
the House in Urdu) : Mr. President, I have listened to some excellent 
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speeches on this motion, and I am inclined to think that the general 
opinio_p. among honourable members is that they should all be sent to 
the Round Table Conference. That is the only way in which every one 
of them will be satisfied.. Tliey will thus have an opportunity of making 
a trip to Europe at the expense of Government. Sir, we are all aware 
that the time for the re-assembling of the Round Table Conference is. 
fast approaching, and in my opinion the motion has beeii brought' forward 
somewhat too late. The honourable member ought to.have brought it 
up for discussion in the February-l\1arch session. 

Sir, my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chitale stated that represen
tatives should not be sent to the Round Table Conference on a communal 
basis, but so far the nominations have been made ori that basis. Sir,.it 
has been said that only such men should be sent as representatives who 

• will take a broad national outlook. But these representatives must 
first of all become nationalists by action, and not by mere words. What 
is the state of the country to-day ¥ Go where you like, you find these 
communal differences. On the railways you find there are arrangements 
for tea for Hindus, tea for Mahomedans, water for Hindus, water for 
Mahomedans, Hindu hotels, Mahomedan hotels, and so on. · That is 
not nationalism. I have seen in Bombay separate hotels for Brahmins, . 
for Hindus, for Non-Brahmins, for depressed classes, and so on. We 
talk a lot about having a broad national outlook. But let those who want 
us to take a broad national outlook convert us by their deeds, not by 
mere words. For centuries together the depressed classes in India are 
being treated worse than animals. First of all let these differences be 
settled. Till then a true national outlook is out of the question. I think 
it is wrong to say that any body is a nationalist unless he has proved 
himself to be so by his deeds. I would request my honourable friend 
Rao Bahadur Chitale to show by his deeds that he is a true nationalist. 
In the case of some of these people, if a depressed class person touches 
water, it is pollution. Why should there be this attitude towards the, 
depressed classes 1 They are human beings, they have. a heart, they 
have sentiments, they have intellect. 'W'hy should they be considered 
worse than animals 1 It is only that man who will say " I am a depressed 
class man, I am an untouchable " who is the true nationalist. Where · 
is the harm in touching them, in eating with them, in drinking with 
them 1 I ~o not say that there should be inter-marriages between the 
depressed and the other classes, but why not at least get rid of this curse 
of untouchability~ In the Madras Presidency, I understand that if a 
depressed class man goes by a road, the road becomes defiled. All 
animals can go by that road, but not a depressed class person I We · 
have as· an honourable member o£ this House a gentleman like 
Dr. Ambedkar a person belonging to a depressed class. I should like to 
ask in what respect he is inferior to the rest of us. Who made the 
depressed classes 1 Surely, not God; it is the higher classes who are 
responsible for creating them and keeping them at a distance. The 
British Government may say," We will give more rights to the Indians," 
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But we do not want it, as in the Round Table Conference, on a communal 
basis. We do not want such a Swaraj. In such a Swaraj, th"kisan, 
the agriculturist will be against the sowcar and the zamindar and t•ice 
versa~ In my opinion, it is the representatives 'of Labour and agricul· 
turists who must be sent to the Round Table Conference. My honourable 
friend Rao Bahadur Kale said that five rt"presentatives were sent from 
cities, but there was none from the rural art"as. Sir, for the last 200 to 
300 years the la.ndlords, the sowcars, the zamindars. were in power, but 
now Labour is coming into its own. In my opinion, if proper 
representation is not given to Labour and the agriculturists, there will 
be civil war. in India. With these words, I support the motion moved 
by my honourable friend Mr. Surve. As regards the amendment of my 
honourable friend Dr. Solanki to give more representation to the depressed 
classes, the Indian Christians and the :Mussalmans ~]so, I have already. 
said that true nationalism will remove this communalism. So long as 
justice is not done to all the communities, these differences will continue 
to exist. ·' · 

Rao Bahadur S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District): Mr. President, 
after feeling the temperature of the House, I am really feeling doubtful 
whether to .support this motion or not. However, I think it is neces· 
sary that I should put before this House my own views about the matter. 
You will remember, Sir, that the motion by itself is a very innocent one, 
but all the same it has been the misfortune of this House that 
~ven resolutions which are very innocent in the beginning get very 
controversial in the course of discussion. It is really true that there is 
no complaint whatsoever against the present personnel of the Round 
Table Conference. They have all been selected on one important 

. principle, namely, that they are all persons of very eminent abilities, 
· persons who have rendered service to the public as well as to the 
country. For these important considerations the present personnel is 
put there on the Round Table Conference, and, .as was pointed out by 
my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Kale, it :is true unfortunately and 
it so happens that all these persons belong to the city of Bombay and 
there is very meagre representation of the rural areas. However, as 
I pointed out, the principle adopted was the principle that those persons 
were to go there, to an important body like the ~ound Table 
Conference, not for carrying on an ordinary debate but for framing a 
constitution which is to de~ide the destiny of this country. For this 
reason of course it is true that :very able men are wanted, and 
that is the criterion by :which the Government of India. and also 
His Majesty's Government have been guided in the matter. However, 
the particular fact still remains that all these persons unfortunately 
come from the city of Bombay alone and that there is no representa
tion of rural areas. Not that I suggest that it is very much necessary 
that there ought to be representation of the rural areas, but on 
one broad principle I think it stands to reason to suggest, that though 
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all these men are men of very high abilities, are men who have rendered 
very meritorious services to the country, yet what the honourable 
member Rao Bahadur Kale said seems t.o be wisdom. We have 
repeatedly heard it said that good government is no substitute lor 
self-<rovernment. On that principle it may be said that though it 
is tr~e that the persons selected are men ofvery high abilities and they 
would certainly look to the interests of the country as a whole and they 
would try their level best to see that .a11 conflicting interests. a;re 
properly reconciled, yet, on that broad principle, there is no reason why 
some support should not be accorded to the amendment of the honour
able member Rao Bahadur Kale. For instance, you will see, Sir, that 
if we take the example of Dr. Annie Besant, whose services to 
the country we are well aware of, we find that she has not been 
included in the personnel. I think nobody would deny that she is one 
of those very few who have rendered great service to this country and 
her views on constitution making are well known, and yet we find that 
she has not been selected. I think the obvious reason must be that she 
is not an Indian. She is an English woman, and for· that reason 
she must not have been taken up on the Round Table Confer
ence. Similarly, though these persons who are our own brethren 
have been selected, there was absolutely no reason why some one 
representing the rural areas should not have been put on the Round 
Table Conference. Again, Sir, it was said by my honourable friend 
Rao Bahadur Chitale that Maha~tma Gandhi is the one man who cari. be 
said to represent the whole of India, and since Mahatma Gandhi is there, 
there is no necessity for any others to go and attend the Round Table 
Conference. I would very much like to agree with the view of Rao 
Bahadur Chitale, but the fact remains that, notwithstanding the fact 
that Mahatma Gandhi is being invited, the Government of India have 
also along with him invited several others. If the Government of 
India or His Majesty's Government thought it fit that whatever 
Mahatma Gandhi put before them would be accepted, then they would 
have asked these gentlemen who have been selected to attend the· 
Round Table Conference to sit at home and invite Mahatma Gandhi 
alone. They want to know the various shades of opinion in this 
country. For that reason they have not only invited Mahatma 
Gandhi, but several others holding views about several important 
problems connected with this country. That is not the general prin4 

ciple. I· do not think there is much objection in the amendment put 
forward by my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Kale. But several 
other grounds were advanced that it is too late and it is not possible for 
the Government of India to take the chance· of selecting other persons 
and so this resolution should not be pressed. Whatever that may be, 
as I have said, I am not personally very ke~n ·whether Govern
ment send more representatives to the Round Table Conference or not. 
But one thing is clear that the destiny of the country is going t.o 
be solved, apart from constitution making. . · 
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The most important question is the question of franchise. There is 
a quarrel between rural and urban areas as regards franchise. Th<'re 
we have to be on our guard. In the pa~t the rural area was neglected 
and certain portions of the presidency are being given a small number of 
seats, as compared with other parts of the presidency. Tht>refore, 
whether Government would agree to give additional representation on 
the Round Table Conference or not, we should in all seriousness 
put forward this suggestion that, when it comes tQ a question of settling 
the question of franchise it is very much necessary that there ought to 
be a very adequate representation of the rural areas. Particularly you 
remember, Sir, that I have always cried hoarse that Karnatak has been 
neglected very much and under the lat~ reforms it was absolutely 
neglected. Up till 1896 it had been given 8 seats. It may be that . 
those big men who. belong to the city and who have got their 
own interests in addition to the interests of the nation, and who 
are themselves millowners or connected with millowners, when it 
comes to a question· of self interest, will not hesitate to take a big 
slice-themselves and leave the rural area to itself. It is a very natural 
fear. Therefore, I would suggest to Government, if this resolution is 
not to be accepted,- they should give an as~urance that, so far as 
the franchi~e committee is concerned, they will see that there is adequate 
representation of all parts of the Presidency so that the conflicting 
interests are well balanced and reconciled. With these words I resum!'l 
my seat. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division) : Sir, I fully sympathise with 
and support the principle underlying th~ motion of the honourable 
member Mr. Surve, and appreciate the spirit of the several amend
ments. I myself was going to move an amendment on behalf of 
Muslims rather in a modified form, but, as my honourable friend Syed 
Mi.ran Mahomed Shah had moved in the matter, I did not think 
it necessary to move my amendment. Sir, I must say that if any 
people of the country has really any grievance in the matter of 
representation on the Round Table Conference, it is the 1\Iussalmans of 
the Presidency proper excluding Sind. I can easily prove that we are 
almost voiceless in the Round Table Conference, because our Maho
medan representatives, paJ;ticulinly Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto who is a 
stalwart champion of Sind, do not tully and adequately represent us. 
Since Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto ha'l advocated the separation of Sind from 
the Bombay Presidency, his interests are almost divorced from the 
interests -of the Presidency proper. Then my honourable friend Sir 
Ghula.m Hussain is more a. Government representative than a represen
tative of Mussa.lmans. If a.t all be represents the Mussa.lmans, he 
represents the 1\Iussa.lma.ns of Sind, with whom he is primarily 
concerned. As regards Mr. Jinnah, 1\Iahomeda.ns think that he is not now 
quite in touch with the present pelitic!!.! outlook a.nd conditions of the 
Muslims of this Presidency. The times are moving fast and conditio~ 
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are so changing that unless one is in the midst of the people, he. cannot 
claim to be in possession of first-hand knowledge of the views, needs 
and requirements of the Mussalmans of this Presidency. 

An Honourable MEMBER : ·what about his fourteen points 1 '' I 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The scope· of the present 
motion is to consider the question of getting the nomination of some· 
additional members on the Round Table Conference. The present 
members who are on that conference are not before the House for 
criticism, and cannot be disownedL · 

Mr. J. S. KADRJ: My point is that we want additional representa
tion of the Mussalmans of the Presidency proper. Representation by 
Mr. Jinnah is out of the question, because he now lives far away from 
the Presidency and represents more the Bombay city. · 

What I mean to urge is that the interests represented are more or less 
dominated by the urban areas and the rural areas are not adequately 
represented. . Mussalmans also form a large part of 'the rural areas. 
Eighty per cent. of the population of India consists of agriculturists and 
labourers. If in the original motion, the words "Rural population" 
were substituted for the words " Labour and agriculturists " it will 
serve the purpose well. The honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale will 
also be satisfied. In the words "Rural population," all agriculturists and 
labourers, whether Hindus or Mussalmans, are included. My pleading 
is that the Mahomedan representation on the Round Table Conference 
for the Presidency proper is very meagre. I therefore strongly urge · 
the necessity of additional 1\Iahomedan representation on the Round 
Table Conference from the presidency excluding· Sind, which I believe 
is well represented by its stalwart champion Sir Shah Nawaz. Thus, it 
is very necessary to embody in the address the claims of Mahomeda.ns · 
of the Presidency. If the motion is so worded as t.:> satisfy the nee.ds 
of the various minorities, which want adequate representation, minori
ties including the depressed classes, Indian Christians, etc., it will satisfy 
all sections of the House. I think, though it is rather late, it is 
necessary to press the claims of the minorities on the attention of the 
Government of India, and I am sure, Bombay Government will 
sympathetically consider the pros and cons of the question and press 
the matter on the attention of not only the Government of India. but 
also the Home Government. With these words, I support the motion 
of the honourable member Mr. Surve, who will, I hope, embody the 
amendments in his motion before he finally puts it for the acceptance . 
of the House. ·, 

The new constitution for India. should provid.e adequate safeguards 
for all communities and particularly the minority communities. The 
latter should, therefore, be tfforded every facility to be represented 
adequately on the Round 'fable Conference, so that they ma.y be able 
to present their case fully before the conference. India consists of 
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many n~tionalities and creeds, and it would not be t>MY to weld th<'m 
together into one nationality for the whole vf India. Dr. Moonje 
says" Hindustan for Hindus", I say cc India for Indians." If justice is 
to be done to all the ,communities inhabiting this country, Government 
should, in fairness, consider the just and equitable claims of the minori· 
ties to be adequately and satisfactorily represented on the coming 
Round Table Conference. With these words, I support the motion. 

Rev. R. S. :MODAK: Sir, I rise to support particularly the amendment 
move'd by my honourable friend Dr. Solanki, not because it inclrdes 
the Indian Christians, but because it is in the interests of the minority 
sections of the population. If the Round Table Conference is likely to 
be expensive, I think we can cut it short by not sending any repreRen· 
tative at all .. If anybody can adequately represent anybody else in 
the country, I. think the system of Government will be quite different 
from what it has been in India. It is a matter of close relationship with 
certain classes of people and it is a matter of first hand knowledge about 
certain classes of people. Communal representation is absolutely 
necessary at a. unique time like this when the Round Table Conference 
is going to decide the destiny of India for a. long time to come. Under 
these circumstances, I should say, while it is necessary to safeguard the 
interests of the rural areas, it is quite necessary to safeguard the interests 
of labour and equally and perhaps more necessary to safeguard the 
interests of minority sections in our country. Unfortunately we have 
got in our midst a communal system of viewing things. As long as it 
exists we have got to go by it and therefore in order to speak with personal 
knowledge and relationship of the dificrent communities of India, 
I think, Sir, the honourable member Dr. Solanki's amendment must be 
wholeheartedly supported by this honourable House. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK (Surat District): Sir, I do not see any 
difference between the original motion of the honourable member 
Mr. Surve and the amendment moved by my honourable friend Rao 
Bahadur Kale. The original motion says that agriculturists and the 
labourers of the presidency are not adequately represented on the Round 
Table Conference. Rao Bahadur Kale's amendment says that the 
rural area has not been sufficiently and adequately represented. Well, 
Sir, it is common knowledge to ~very member of this honourable House 
that mostly agriculturists and labo:urers reside in the rural areas. 
Ninety per cent. of the population reside in '\'illages and India is a country 

· of villages. It has been known to everybody. Therefore I do not see 
any difierence between the original motion and the amendments. 

As has been stated by some previous speaker, this is an innocent 
resolution and non-controversial. If that is so, I do not understand, 
why so many amendments have been attached to it. I have my full 
sympathy for the :Mahomedan commuwty and other minorities and 
I would be very glad if more representation were given to them. But 

· if any one will read the original motion and the amendment moved by 
the. honourable member Rao Babadur Kale it does not debar anr 
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communitv from getting representation. The resolution says "Agricul-. 
turists and labourers." Are there not Mahomedans who are agriculturists 
and labourers in the rural area 1 Are there not the depressed classes 
in the rural areas agriculturists and labourers~· Sir,· agriculturists and 
labourers include all classes and communities. The motion does rtot 
say that high class Hindus excepting :Mahomedans, depressed classes or 
other communities should be nominated. · Therefore, I. feel that there 
was no necessitv for the amendments. The motion gives ample scope 
for the representation of any of the communities. I think the original 
motion, as it is worded, will have. the hearty support of every one in 
the House. [An Honourable .Member:. Question.] But if any amend
ments are presseu, I am afraid that the result will not be as desired 
by the mover of the motion. In that case, he will be well advised to 
withdraw his motion and I r-equest him to do so. · 

Sir, there is no denying the fact that the agriculturists have not been 
fully represented in the Round Table Conference., If you see the past 
history of this Government you will find that they have 1;\lways ignored 
the agriculturists and labourers who form the backbone of the country. 
EYen if this motion is unanimously passed by this House, I doubt whether 
Government will accept it. Government knew very well that the 
country has 90 per cent. of her population in the villages, and yet they 
ignored the interests of the agriculturists and labourers. Therefore, it is 
very doubtful, even if the House passes the motion unanimously, whether 
Government will accept it. This motio_n has got the moral support of 
every one of this honourable House. The motion is quite just and 
every honourable member of this House has ·got a right to say that 
Government have not taken into consideration the claims of the vast 
population of the rural areas in a matter of this vital importance. With: 
these words 1 support the original motion of the honourable member 
Mr. Surve. 

Sardar Davar T. K. MODI (Surat City): Sir, I rise to oppose both 
the motion and the amendments. At the next session ;of the ·Rolmd 
Table Conference, the business that will be transacted will be the 
work taken up from the stage where it has been left. 1 And,. Sir, 
provincial autonomy is now a settled fact. It is also settled that there 
will be separate electorates for the Mahomedan community unless Hindus 
and :Moslems agree to do away with the separate electorates. Sufficient 
safeguards have been granted to the minorities. For these reasons I do 
not see why labour or agriculture should be given more representation 
than they have already been given .. The Mahomedans o~ the presi
dency proper do not require any further representation, because, as 
I have already said, they are going to have separate electorates unless 
the two major communities agree to abolish them. [Interruption.] 
If I am v,rrong,·I shall be glad to be corrected by speakers whQ will follow 
me, hut, as far as I have been able to understand, I take it as a fact that 
the separate electorates will continue unless the two major communities 
come to an agreement by which they may be abolished. Therefore, if 

MO Hb48-4 
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more Mahomedans are nominated from this presidency, what ate those 
m~mbers going to do at the Round Table C<>nlerence ! What are they 
gomg to do 1 What are the additional representatives from other parts 
of the presidency going to do at the Round Table Conlerence ! Would 
their deliberations be more useful to the members of the Round Table' 
Conference than the deliberations which ha~e already taken place and 
which will be continued by the members who are already at the Roun1l' 
Table C<>nlerence ! Therefore, on these grounds, I oppose them. ! 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL 1.UJID (Karachi District): Sir, I have; 
followed \_Vith interest the discussion that. has taken place on the motion 
of the honourable member 1\Ir. Surve and the amendments proposed bY, 
other honourable members. I am not going to support any particular 
amendment or the motio~. I only want to place a few views of my own 
on this burning question of the day. I agree with my honourable friend 
from Karaehi (Mr. Haji Mir Mahomed Baloch) that we have awakened 
too late to demand representation at the Round Table Conference. But. 
the speeches that have been made here demonstrate a keen desire on the 
part of the vast majority 'Of the people of this presidency for adequate 
representation at the Round Table Conference. The honourable member. 
Rao ·Bahadur Chitale made a suggestion that Mahatma Gandhi's 
representation at the Round Table Conference was a sufficient guarantee 
that the interests of all the communities would be safeg-Uarded. I wish' 
it were so. So far as I am concerned, I will be only too glad to see that 
India as a whole is represented at the Round '!able Conlerence by one 
man only. But we should not ignore facts as they are. It will be 
a sad mistake on our part if we do not face things as they are, Who is 
responsible, I ask, if Mahatma Gandhi is not in a position to be the sole 
delegate of India at the Round Table Conlerence 1 A community 
consisting of 24 crores i.s not in a position to convince the minorities i~ 
India that their interests will be safe and is not in a position to conclude 
an amicable settlement with them, and hence the necessity of representa· 

· tion at the Round Table Conb!rence of the various interests and 
various communities. If the major community had come to any settle.: 
ment with 'the minorities in India., the question of the representation of 
the di:fferent interests and classes and communities would not have 
arisen at all, and in that case, surely, Mahatma Gandhi would have 
been the sole delegate of the people of India at the Round Table 
Conference. There prevails now a state of affairs, which we should 
confess to our humiliation is not at all satisfactory. Take, for instance, 
the case of t~e depressed classes in India. I think if there is any com-, 
munity in the whole of India which deserves the greatest sympathy froiD: 
each and every quarter, it is the community of the depressed classes, as 
they are nicknamed. And so far as the Mussalmans of India are 
concerned,_the settlement arrived at by the Indian National Congress 
session at Madras was upset by the Nehru constitution, and up to this 
time there has been no attempt on the part of the members of 
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the majority community-not even by the Indian National Congress
to come to a settlement with the Mussalmans on the basis of the 
resolution passed in 1927 in the Madras session. 

Sir, my honourable friend Mr. Kadri, while insisting on the representa
tion of Mussalmans at the Round Table Conference, stated that the Sin~ 
Mu~salmans did not stand in need of being represented further, as they 
already possessed in Sir Ghulam Hussain and Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto 
able f'hampions of their cause. I have great respect for both these 
honourable gentlemen, but I do not think that the Honouxable Sir Ghulam 
Hussain can claim to represent any communal or political organisation 
of the Mussalmans whether in the province of Sind or in the Presidency 
proper. He has been looked upon by the people as more or less the 
nominee of the Bombay Government. Even though he has advocated 
the separation of Sind on the merits of the question at the Round Table 
Conference, so long as he continues to be part and parcel of the Bombay 
Government, the people of Sind can never claim him to be their represen
tative at the Round Table Conference. As for my honouxable friend, 
Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto, at the time of his nomination, public opinion 
in Sind was that he was nominated simply because of his signal services 
to the Bombay Government in the various capacities and in the Bombay
Legislative Council for supporting the official measuxes that were brought 
before the House from time to time. It is indeed fortunate that he has 
represented the Sind Mussalmans in a very able mariner. But the 
prejudice does still exist and the Sind Mussalmans do feel that they 
have not been adequately represented at the Round Table Conference. 
Both these honourable members, Sir Ghulam Hussain and Sir Shah 
Nawaz Bhutto, were nominated to the Round Table Conference more 
because of their close association with the Bombay Government than 
on the ground of their representing public opinion in Sind. There 1\re
so many differences between the various communities in India which 
justify the demand on the part of each community for adequate 
representation. There is the question of electorates, there is the question 
of weightage, there is the question of maintaining the Muslim majority 
in Bengal and Punjab, there is the question of Sind separation and 
granting of full reforms to British Baluchistan and North-West Frontier 
Province. There is also the question of adequate Muslim representation 
in the Federal Assembly .. So many problems have connection with one 
community-the Muslim community only. Similarly there are depressed 
classes, non-Brahmins, Lingayats, Christians and the very powerlul 
European minority. All of them have got to see that their interests 
nre safeguarded. I think that this motion has been brought up :very 
late before the Legislative Council. With all that I think if the Bombay 
~overnment want to respect the wishes of the people of the Presidency, 
1t is not too late for them to see that the desire of this House is given 
effect to as far as possible and justice is done to all the communities. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honouxable member has 
got only three minutes more. 

MO Hb48-4a 
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Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL 'MAJID : Two minutes will do, Sir. Only 
one word regarding the system of electorates. If it were guarant.~ed 
to the people of India that simultaneously with the inauguration of the 
future constitution the disabilities imposed by the caste syst.(>m would 
be penalised and that the debts of the agricultural community would be 
wiped out, I think there will be no deman•l for separate electoratt.>s on 
behalf of my community at least and also Dr. Solanld confinus it with 
regard to depressed classes. With thelle words I do feel that adequate 
representation should be granted ro the people o( this Presidency hi 
whatever shape the motion or the amt'ndments to it mav be arl't'pted 
by this honourable House. • 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD : 1\Ir. President, 
I had no desire to intervene at this stage in the debate, but I felt consi· 
derably amused at some of the speeches. I could not restrain myself 
from speaking, if only to correct wrong impressions. What the House 
desires is to turn the Round Table Conference into a miniature Bombay 
Council. That certainly would be an exhibition in England. t 

The honourable the mover of the a<ldress wanted agriculturists and 
labourers to be represented. His is a very good abstract motion. But 
behind it was the representation of non-Brahmins in the mind of the

1 

honourable mover of the address· and Brahmins in the mind of tlw mover 
of the amendment. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : No . 
. The Honourable MOULVI RAFlUDDIN AHMAD: Then in the eyes 
of the Muhammadans the same· idea prevails. "Here is a church ; let 
us get married." So think some of them. (Laughter.]. With regard 
to the question "why were rural districts unrepresented at the Round 
Table Conference" was it the fault of the Government 1 Was it the 
fault of the minorities that they remained unreprese~ted 1 Th('y, 
remained unrepresented because the Congress did not co-operate with 
Government. Does anyone believe that a man like 1\Ir. Belvi or 
Mr. Kelkar or Mr. Patel would not have had a chance did he care to 
go 1 They would have nothing to do with the Round Table Conference.: 
Hence some rnral members of the Assembly and this Council are absent 
from the Round Table Conference. ' 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE-: Are not those who sit in the Assembly 
and· the Council the representatives of the people 1 Is the Congress 
alone representative of the agricultural classes 1 

. The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AmlA.D : People like 
Messrs. Belvi and Kelkar had very good chances if they had not com· 
pletely identified themselves with the Congress. [Interruption.] What 
was Government to do but to take men from what is known as the Liberal 
party or the party of co-operation 1 They naturally represented the 
whole of the Presidency-people like Sir ChimanJal Setalwad are claimed 
by rural as well as urban population. [Interruption.] 
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Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI : Who represented agricultural 
India t · 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AID1AD: With. regard to 
Rombay it may be mentioned that it had a very large representation 
because of its commerce and industry. Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas 
was invited because of commerce, Sir Cowasji Jehangir because of the 
mill industry and other members because of various other interests 
which are to be found in Borr bay. Therefore we must not think that 
the rural population was neglecte? and Bombay was particularly favoured. 
Take the case of the Muhammadans. Can we find any better represen
tatives of the Bombay Presidency as a whole than Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola 
and 1\Ir. Jinnah 1 If 1\Ir. Jinnah was not the representative of the 
Muhammadans, why has he been sent over and over again to the 
Assembly ~ Sir Ibrahim was selected, we all know, on behalf of the 
1\Iuhammadans, but .at the last moment, I do not know what happened 
but he did not go. He was asked to go also because he represented the 
Southern Division of this Presidency. Then at the last moment Sir 
Ibrahim for various reasons best known to himself did not go. U more 
Muhammadan representation was needed, it would have been better 
if you, l\Ir. President, had been invited as theirrepresentative. Again, 
Sir, nobody would deny the abilities of Sir Gh1,llam Hussain. He would 
be an ignorant and prejudiced man who said that he was not able and 
that he did not represent the Muhammadans of the Presidency. Why 
should honourable members be so parochial in their view 1 If he 
represents the Government of Bombay and also the :Muhammadans, 
and also other populations, where is the harm 1 I am very sotty to· 
see some Muhammadans coming forward and disowning him as their 
representative. That is the fate of the l\Iembers of the Government. 
However, Sir, the matter has become too personal. ' 

I say that the interests of India as a whole had been very ably repre
sented at the Round Table Conference. My honourable friend Rao 
Bahadur Chitale spoke of l\Iahatma Gandhi. Suppose for a moment 
that the Congress had not agreed to go at all. There were Indians who 

· had represented the whole of India and they would have brought a new 
constitution for India all the same. We are all very glad that the Congress 
consented to do so, but I must say that the Government of India had 
selected the ablest men from the whole of India who had perfect title 
to represent India. . 

Lastly, about agriculturists. Who can better represent agriculture 
than my honourable friend opposite (l\Ir. Kamat) who had been a member 
of the Agricultural Commission, and who is one of the greatest autho
rities on agriculture ! With these words, I think it would be better, 
on .the whole, if the mover of this motion withdraws it. 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI (Thana and Bombay Suburban Districts):· 
Sir, I am very reluctant to say that I see no wisdom in this resolution. 
When we are discussing the resolution, we are narrowing the issue at the 
Round Table Conference. We as Indians seem to believe that in this 
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world we are going to live. by ourselves and we ha\"e not takl'n 
into account the progress civilisation is making out~ide. If India is to 
live and if she is to progress politically, socially, morally and economi
cally, she has got to make her move and her progress side by side with 
other nations on a democratic basis. That is the issue at the Round 
Table Conference. The issue at the Round Table Conference at presrnt 
is how best in the interests of India and in the interests of England 

_and for the benefit of humanity the administration is go~g to be 
adjusted, what the relations are going to be between these two countrirs .. 
I am very sorry to find that we as members of this august legislati\"e 
body are narrowing the issue and discussing. things which I do not 
think would do us credit. But there is one suggestion which would 
have been very wise fpr this body to make to His Majesty's Govern
. ment and to the British Parliament and it is this : Mahatma Gandhi, 
though he may be called the all-India man, still according to his own 
declarations and according to the limitations put upon him by the 
Working Committee of the Congress, cannot go beyond the Congress 
point of view. If Mahatma Gandhi is going to represent any point of 
view, it will be the Congress point of view. If therefore there is any 
necessity for any other interests to be represented by anybody, I think 
the only person who is capable of doing it is our ex-Viceroy Lord Irwin 
who has do11.e an immense service to this country and who by his states
manship and ability brought about the present truce.· He knows the 
minorities more than Dr. Solanki S'eems to know. He 1.-nows about the 
Christians more than what my honourable friend Rev. Modak seems to 
know about Christians. So, I say that in the wider interests of India 
as a whole this House will be very well advised in suggesting the nomi
nation of Lord Irwin to represent the other side. lt was Lord Irwin 
with whom Mahatma Gandhi after having a heart to heart talk 
concluded the truce and came to an understanding. If Mahatma 
Gandhi is going there to represent the Congress view, Lord Irwin 
should be there to represent the otber side. I wish I could move 
an amendment to that effect, but if I were to do so, I am sure that the 
Honourable the President would hold it out of order and it would no 
doubt be a right move on his part. If this House is going to do 
anything, it should be to suggest that Lord Irwin will he the best man 
to represent the other side of the Indian case. 

Dr. M.D. GILDER (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I see that the name 
of a great public man has been mentioned-! mean Sir Ibrahim 
Rahimtoola. As regards the reason why he did not go to the Round 
Table Conference, I may inform the House that I as his medical 
attendant, in company with other medical advisers, advised him not to 
go to EU!ope during the winter. Otherwise he would certainly have 
gone. 
· Mr. V. A. SURVE (Ratnagiri District) (Addressed. the House in 

Marathi): Sir, the second Round Table Conference is meeting because 
the first did not have the Indian National Congress representatives. 
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Now Mahatma Gandhi is going to represent the whole of India on the 
Conference, and we may say that the Congress does represent the whole 
of India. The Mahatma is impartial and to him the Hindu, the 
Muslim, the Christian, the Parsi, the Backward and the Depressed all 
mean tlie same and all are equally dear to him. We may certainly 
depend upon him to care for the interests of all with equal solicitude. 
And yet, I see honourable members here seriously advancing the view 
that some of them should b.e sent to make the pilgrimage to Europe. 
But at whose cost ~ At the cost of the poor ratepayers, as if the exist
ing burden on the ratepayers is npt enough. The Government is goj.ng 
to pay the cost of the delegates, and these representatives of· the 
agriculturists wish to add to the cost of the delegations, which cost· , 
they Jrnow very well will ultimately fall on the poor ratepayers. If the · 
Government were to say to these prospective delegates "Well, you 
may go to the Round Table Conference but you will h~ve to pay your 
own charges, " how many would be ready to go 1 The money that the 
ryots pay to the Government treasury and which they earn. by the sweat 
of their brow and at the cost of their blood will be wasted. · 

Some honourable members ask for more representation of the 
backward classes ; others ask for more representation for the depressed 
classes; and still others ask for more representation for the agriculturists. 
Some say they want to represent minorities. I find that the minorities 
of the Parsis and the Indian Christians are educationally very forward 
and even if they do not get special representation, they are sure to make 
headway wherever they may be. The chief question is about the 
untouchables, the down-trodden and poverty-stricken untou~hables. 
It is the duty of all to support their cause and to protect their interests. 
It is the duty of the British Government to give protection to the rights 
and interests of these untouchable classes. The late Viceroy told the 
Parliament that the interests of the minorities and backward 
c1asses should be protected when introducing new legislation. When the 
British Government themselves are so solicitous about protecting the 
interests of the untouchables, why should my honourable friends say 
that the interests of the untouchables are not adequately or properly 
represented and that. there should be more representatives from these 
classes 1 The depressed classes have no education, have no clothing on 
their bodies, have no roof to shelter them, and are being oppreesed on' 
all sides, and therefore I would request most earnestly, that my 
honourable friends such as Dr. Solanki and Dr. Ambedkar should first 
set about improving the educational and . social condition· of their · 
unfortunate brethren. What would the untouchable classes gain, except 
an additional burden for the public treasury, if my honourable friend 
Dr. Solanki, for instance, is nominated to the Round Table Conference 1 
If any of my honourable friends wishes to go, let him go at his own 
expense. I shall not object, in fact I shall give my wholehearted support 
to his going without putting the State exchequer to any expense. 
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Rao Bahadl;lf S. K. BOLE : Sir, I support the motion mo\"ed by my 
honourable friend Mr. Surve. I need not speak much as he has made 
out a strpng case in support of his resolution. h must be admitted that 
the labouring and agricultural classes ha\"e not got adequat~ represent-a
tion on the Round Table Conference. When I say this, I do not mean 
to say that those who have been already selected by ~nrnment 
to represent the ditlerent intereats of India do not represent them 
properly, ~ut what I mean to say is that all sorts of interests are required 
to be adequately represented at the Round Table Conference. From the 
selection that has been made, it W'ill be seen that Labour and Agriculture 
have received very meagre representation. So also, the depressed classes 
have got very meagre representation. I therefore submit that it is wry 
reasonable that adequate representation should be provided for them 
and the honourable mover has done good service to those classes by 
ventilating their grievances on the floor . of this House. Sir, the 
grievances of these classes are so many, but who represents them uptil 
now on the Local Boards and Municipalities ! The priestly class, the 
sowca.rs and the pleaders. These were their representatives. It is said 
that the British Government and the British merchants have been 
exploiting India, but I say that the labouring and the backward and the 
agricultural classes and the depressed classes are being exploited by the 
priests, the pleaders and the sowcars or the Banias. It is only after the 
Reforms that some members belonging to the labouring, agricultural 
and depressed classes · are seen in the Councils, Local Boards and 
1\Iunicipalities where they are able to ventilate the!f grievances. So it 
is necessary to give adequate representation to these classes through their 
own members on the next Round Table Conference, failing which their 
grievances will not be properly represented there. Take for instance the 
franchise question. My honourable friend Rao Bahadur Angadi referred 
to that question. These classes want adult franchise, but their demand 
is being strenuously opposed by the capitalists and interested classes. 
They do not want adult franchise, but we want that franchise and so on 
the Franchise Committee our representatives should be there in adequate 
numbers. Unless they are there in i.dequate numbers, their cry will be 
a. cry in the wilderness. 

When on the floor of this honourable Holl1!e, some of the members of 
the advanced classes see members belonging to the depressed and the 
backward classes and the labouring classes are asking for more 
representation at the Round Table Conference, it is but natural that they 
should feel that their dignity is wounded. That is because uptil now 
they had the monopoly of representing the backward and the depressed 

· classes whom they exploited to their heart's content, but they must 
remember that those days are gone. Now these backwaxd and depressed 
classes have realised their own difficulties and they are beginning to stand 
on their own legs. So, the resolution moved by my honourable friend 
·Mr. Surve should I think be supported along with the amendment of my 
honourable friend Dr. Solanki. Dr. Solanki's amendment contains 
everything that the lfahomedans want. So, I support the honourable 
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member Mr. Surve's resol~tion \Vith the honourable member
Dr. 8olanki's amendment. With theEe words, I resllli!e my seat. , 

Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): Sir, I rise to oppose all the 
amendments and the original motion. I think that the movers of the 
resolution and of the amendments have not fully realised the issue before 
the Round Table Conference. The main issue before the Round Table 
Conference is the constitution of India, and in that what is tried to be 
done is whether India is to get independence or not. That is the main · 
question before the Round Table_ Conference ; the other questions are 
subsidiary. The main question is whether India is to get substantial 
independence, viz., dominion status, and in that, I think, Sir, that the 
representation of these various interests separately ia not in,volved. The 
whole question is whether the power which is vested in Parliament and 
the British nation is to be taken away from them and given to India. 
In this matter, all the interests, whether of labour, or of landlords,. or of 
agriculturists, or of the various communities of India are one. The main 
question, as I say, is how much power India is to get, and I think the 
representatives who have been already selected can very well do justice 
to that question. There is, I think, none who can say that India should 
not get independence which it has been demanding for the last so many 
years. 

With respect to the question whether this class or that class is 
represented, I submit that even if this motion is passed and some person 
is selected as representing labour, or the agriculturists, or the rural 
interests, or the minorities including the depressed classes, there will 
not be ::;atisfaction, because the motion in one part says." There is great 
dissatisfaction now prevailing in those classes." I do not know where 
the classes have for themselves expressed this dissatisfaction. But 
even if one or two more representatives are added, I do not think 'the 
dissatisfaction will disappear, because the persons who have not been 
selected will think that they are better able to represent those interests, 
and the dissatisfaction will continue to exist. So, I submit that the 
best thing would be to leave the selection as it is, and this House should 
not be inclined to add any more members to the present nominations 
whil'h have already been made. · To my mind, Sir, it is not a question 
whether a. particular class or a particular Presidency is represented there 
or not. The conditions of labour throughout the whole of India are 
more or less the same. The conditions of labour in the Madras Presidency 
do not differ very much from those in the Bombay Presidency or in the 
United Provinces. Wherever there are labourers in India, their condition · 
is more or less the same. I believe there are already certain persons who 
represent Labour on the Round Table Conference, and therefore any 
addition is unnecessary for them. Similar is the case with regard to 
agriculturists. The conditions of agriculturists in the whole of India 
are more or less the same. If there are such persons already there, I do 
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'not think it is necessary to add to their number. If a representative of 
agriculturists comes from Bengal, I think he will be able to rrpresrnt 
the interests of the Bombay agriculturists as well as those of the United 
Provinces. With these few words, I hope the House would be indinl'd 
to reject the original motion as well as the amendments .. 

An Honourable MEMBER: Sir, I move the closure. 
. The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I accept it . 

. · Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, of all the interests 
self-interest is the hardest to be killed, and from the various speeehrs 
that I have heard I feel quite convinced of that fact. However, I have 
to reply to certain points raised by the various honourable members. 
··My honourable friend to my left has moved an amendment proposing 

to omit the words " Labour and agriculturists " and to substitute for 
them the words " rural areas ". Here, Sir, let me make it quite clear 
that·when I drafted my motion, I had made my mind quite df'ar of all 
these mutual conflicts ; I had risen above them. I was not trying to 
bring into conflict the rural areas with the cities or one community 
against another. I challenge all those honourable members who have 
moved their amendments incorporating the names of their communities 
to show a. single word in my motion which shows that their community 
is excluded. Sir, is there any community which has not in its fold 
labourers 1 Is there a single community in which there are not agricul· 
turists 1 What a narrow view to take, when I purposely weighed all 
these facts, so that there may be no conflict in this House, and a unanimous 
recommendation may go from this House to His Excellency the Viceroy 1 
I rose above these narrow views and drafted my motion in a very broad 
spirit. ·I appeal to all those honourable members who have proposed 
their amendments on a communal basis kindly to withdraw them. Sir, 
when Mr. Joshi, who is avowedly a Labour representative, came down 
to India from the Round Table Conference. in the first interview which 
he gave to the Press he made a conf~ssion. of his disappointment. He 
said that labour grievances were not at all properly attended to in the 
Round Table Conference. That is the purport of the interview he gave 
to the Press, and any of the honourable members who are curious will 
kindly refer to it in the issue of the " Indian Daily Mail" of the 6th of 
February and in the issues of other .morning dailies of the 7th of February. 
I had before my mind what Mr. Joshi himself had openly stated and 
which still stands uncontradicted. He had said that unfortunately 
in the outline of the constitution which has resulted out of the reports 
of the various committees there is no provision made for giving to the 
working classes their due share in the political power that may be trans· 
ferred and that he was afraid that the constitution was so framed that 
the interest of the working classes will not only be not safeguarded but 
their position will even become worse to some extent ; and further that 
the constitution as framed does neither give any political power to the 
working classes nor safeguard effectively their interE-sts. Sir, take, 
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for instance. a case of half a dozen men against one man. What is that 
onE' man to do when all those six: men pounce down upon him 1 That 
is how the a!!Ticulturists and that is how the labourers are today kept 
down. Lab;urers and agriculturists are numerically not a minority, 
but from the point of view of their weakness of po~ition and the c~ious 
environment in which they are placed, they reqwre the protection of 
Government, and therefore we must call them minorities. Numerically 
they are not minorities. When they are fully awakened, they will teach . 
each representative of the classes sitting in this House that they can 
assert themselves, and all the opposition and all the tactics that are 
employed in this House today will one d~y have their !epercussio.n 
when the times are changed. If the House IS not pleased to allow this 
motion to go to the Viceroy. and the other authorities as a unit.ed demand, 
well, it may do what it pleases; I have nothing to say. I have done 
my duty by my people, and I shall at least have the consolation that 
what was in my power I have done. 

Xow, Sir, certain quotations have been read only to suggest wrong 
inferences, and I am referring briefly to one or two of them. I am 
referring to page 164 of the Indian Round Table Conference proceedings. 
My honourable friend on my left (Rao Bahadur Kale) has suggested 
that Mr. Jadhav represented the Non-Brahmins. In that connection 
he has read only one sentence, and whatever follows he has altogether 
omitted. I will quote the words which he has omitted. Mr. Ja.dhav 
said: 
"I represent here the Southern portion of the Bombay Presidency non-Brahmins. 

They number about ten millions." . . · 

Here the Honourable Member Rao Bahadur Kale stopped. He has not 
read the succeeding portion. Mr. Jadhav further said: 

"I am also an accredited representative of the great Mahratta community. The 
Mahratta community is well known for its past history, and its military prowess as lately 
as in the last war. I need not take up much of the time of the Conference in detailing 
the facts concerning or describing the achievements of my race." 

i.e. his caste. I have said in my' speech that Mr. Jadhav went there with 
the mandate of the Mahratta caste as 'regards its military interests. · 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : Only that 1 . 
Mr. A. N. St"RVE: I say that, and here the honourable member says 

that he represents the non-Brahmins. Let me explain it to him that the 
non-Brahmins are made up of three sections-the Mahrattas, the allied 
castes and the other communities which are numerically very, small. 
As regards Mahrattas, it is a very large group of a single caste. The 
allied castes is an equally large group consisting of several castes. 
I might read the definition from the Bombay Electoral rules in order to 
enlighten some honourable members who want enliuhtenment on that 
point. What is stated in the definition is as follo;s: · · 

"' Mahra;ta '.mean~ a H!ndu belon~in.g .to ~ny of the following castes, namely, the 
Mahratta, ll..unb1, .IIlah, Koli, Bhandan, 8himp1, Lobar, Kumbhar Dhangar Bhoi Bad 
Lonari, Bha.vin and Deoli, or Shin.de c~~o~~te&.'' ' ' ' 
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And to this list the Bombay Government has addl'd a few more castes, 
so that the whole group consists of about 33 or 3-l castes of 
wJ.?ch Mahratta is. a constitu~nt comprising a single caste. That wa; the 
pomt. After th1s explanatiOn I need not take un any further time of 
~he House on this point. .. 

' I shall now refer to the honourable member for A.hmednagar (Rao 
Bahadur Chitale). He has raised the point that Mahatma Gandhi 
represents practically every interest. Well, Sir, I could concede that, 
if Mahatma Gandhi was taken to England as a· plenipotentiary of the 
who]~ of India and all its peoples and the Round Table Conference was 
done away with altogether, I even say I would accept the proposition 
that half a dozen persons invested with po~ers of a plenipotentiary 
nature should form a small group and draw up a constitution. But, 
when you say that the ROlmd Table Conference is to be held 
with Mahatmaji as one of its members, the position brars a 
tlifierent aspect. If other members are there then Mahatmaji loses his 
plenipotentiary character ; therefore other interests must needs be 
represented. That is the point. On the top of that there is no certainty 
that Mahatmaji will be going to England. He said that his going to 
England will become certain when he embarks on the ship. I think 
those members who have raised this point have no right to mislead the 
House into the impression that Mahatmaji is going to England and that 
he will safeguard the interests of all parties. :My friend at my back 
the honourable member: Mr. Karbhari referred to :Mahatmaji as a 
representative of Congress who is bound by the Congress mandate. 
Whahwer is outside the Congress mandate will perhaps be not the 
concern of Mahatmaji. If he exceeds his mandate his action will be 
outside his mandate. Therefore all his arguments which are of the type 
of a red herring sort are brought in only to cloud the main issue, and there
fore they should be discarded altogether. Let the mind of the House be 
clear on the point which I mention. The person who has returned 
from EnO'land and who is looked upon aa a representative of Labour has 
cried outthat he could not make himself heard. If the House wants that 
the labourers shall have adequate representation at the Round Table 
Conference then it is the plain duty of this House that they should carry 
this motion and that too with a unanimous voice. I have made myself 
quite clear that a labourite may be a. non-Brahmin, he may be 
a Mahomedan, he may be a Christian or of any other minority. It is not 
the privilege of non-Brahmins alone that the labour's representative 
should be there. Every community has its 1abourers. Then, why do 
you unnecessarily read this unwarranted meaning into the motion 
I have placed before you for your acceptance 1 I appeal to the House 
and in the name of the agriculturists and labourers I request you all to 
accept my motion. 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: Mr. President, I under
stand that the resolution and the various amendments that have been . . 
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moved pertain to this Presidency. The grievance in the original motion 
of my honourable friend :Mr. Surve is that agricultural labour. and 
industrial labour are not properly represented at the Round Table 
Conference. There are amendments, one of which suggests that the 
cities are fully represented and that the rural areas ought to be given 
more representation. Then representation is sought for the various 
other communities which are known as minorities-the 1\fahomedans, the 
depressed classes, Indian Chr,istians and so on. · 

Now, Sir, the object of sending delegates to the Round Table Conference 
is to frame· a new constitution for lp.dia. What is wanted is people with 
brains, and I always have had faith in brains rather than i~ numb~rs: 
If there is one good representative with brains, he is better than ten 
representatives v;ithout brains. Let us therefore see whether Labour 
in this Presidency is properly represented on the Round Table Conference, 
I am sure the honoura hie members of this House will agree with roe 
when I say that Labour in this Presidency is aroply represented on the 
Round Table Conference. Now, Sir, what is industrial labour 1 As 
honourable members of this House are aware, industrial labour is 
recruited from agriculturists. In fact, agricultural labour an:d industrial 
labour are one and the same. Now, I put it to my honourable friend~ / 
Has agricultural labour any organisation from which ~ representative 
could be sent 1 But industrial labour has an organisation. Who is the 
man most prominent as their representative 1 All honourable members 
will agree with me that Mr. Joshi is the most proper representative of 
labour. Has he not toiled for labour~ He has tried his utmost· to 
improve their condition; he is their recognised leader. I do not agree. 
with my honourable friend opposite who said that he did not do anything 
for labour. I know personally that he did his utmost for them to the 
best of his ability and placed the case of labour before the conference. 
Read the proceedings and you will know it . 

.Mr. A. N. SURVE: I said he came back a disappointed man. · · · 
The Honourable Sir GHULAlll HUSSAIN : He did get a hearing there 

and he placed the case of labour before the conference. If there is an 
additional representative, he will go on repeating what Mr. Joshi stated. 
I have disposed of the representation of labour from this Presidency. If 
there is any grievance in regard to labour, it is in the other presidencies. 
The Madras Presidency is not represented. [An Honourable Member: 
Mr. Shiva Rao is there.] One only. ' 

Coming to the rural popuhtion, what is the situation¥ Honourable 
members know very well that i~ is cities that supply the brains, and they 
have done it up to this time. [A.n Honourable Member: But the time 
has come now.] I am coming to that. Now, a number of people have· 
been selected from Bombay city. Bombay city has great commercial 
interests. Some of these delegates represent those interests. Again, 
how many parties are there in India 1 We- have the Congress, and then 
we have the Liberals with splendid brains hut unfortunately always 
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sitting on the fence. My honourable friend Rao Bahadur Kale ht·longs 
to that party. From the Li~eral Party there are Sir C'himanlal &talnlll 
and Sir Phiroze Sethna as delegates to the conference. Sir rhiroze 
Sethna is the President of the Liberal Party. They have made a study 
of constitutions, and they represent the Liberal Party in the C'onfrn·nce. 
What is to be done at the Conference t A constitution is to be mad£•. 
It has nothing to do with the rural areas and the cities. :My friend Rao 
Bahadur Angadi struck the right note. The \ital question is franchise. 
If you see carefully, you will find that even the rural areas of this 
Presidency are fully represented on the Round Table Conference. \Ye 
have the stalwart Dr. Ambedkar and· :Mr. Jadhav, the champion of the 
non-Brahmin cause, who .are fighting for the franchise of the rural areas 
in this Presidency, and my humble self who has al'\Yays been for widening 
and extending the franchise. [An Honourable lllember: It is not 
universal.] As 1 pointed out, from this Presidency we have four or five 
members who represent the rural areas. It is not that the case of the 
rural areas will go by default. 

Then as regards the representation of the depressed classes. Honcur
able m~mbers might have read what Dr. Ambedkar has done there. 
Coming tQ my own community, they have as their representative one 
of the greatest stalwarts among the 1\lahomedans, 1\lr. Jinnah, whose 
name is associated with the 14 points. Every one of them has 
confidence in him. They caU these 14 demands after his name. They 
cannot say that they have not got adequate representation. 

Coming to myself personally, 1 would say one w9rd. I being in office, 
do not claim their leadership, or the position of their representative. 
But I assure them that I have never sold their interests. I hope they 
will admit that fact. I assure them that I never take somersaults. 
I wish the honourable members of this House would realise the position 
of Government in this matter. There is one resolution and a 
large number of amendments to it. Now, which of these are we.to send 
to the proper quarters t It is not i~ the hands of the Government of 
Bombay to nominate any one. But if we send the report of these 
proceedings, it will not reflect credit on us. I must admit to my 
humiliation that everybody will ridicule us, when they see that we are so 
sharply divided. So, it \Vould be better if we did not wash our dirty 
linen in public. I would, the-refore, ask the honourable member 
to withdraw the resolution and the other honourable members who have 
moved them to withdraw their amendments. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I suppose the honourable member 
.·has made up his mind by now. There was a good piece of advice given 
to him by the Leader of the House. Has be made up his mind 1 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: I just make an appeal to other honourable 
members who have moved their amendments. Perhaps they may be 
asked whether they have made up their minds to withdraw their amend
ments. Then, my tum will come. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member himself 
started with a philosophic observation that "self-interest is the great 
interest." I do not know how others would withdraw. The question 
can drop if he does not wish to push his motion. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: Perhaps we can meet the difficulty in this way. 
All the amendments may be combined into one. If that ,suggestion is 
acceptable to honourable members. [Honourable .Members: No.] My 
suggestion is the wording may be. " representatives of labour and 
agriculturists of all minorities." [Honourable .Members: No, no.-] · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I shall now put the amendments 
one after another. I think the amendment proposed l?y Dr. Solanki 
should be put first, as, if that is accepted, the other amendments need 
not be put to the House. The amendment is- · · · 

That the words " depressed classes, Mussalmans and Christians " be addf?d aft.er 
• " labour and agriculturists " in the address. · 

Here, I must ask wha~ the attitude of Government is. 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : We leave it to them.' ;· 
Question put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Does the honourable member 

Rao Bahadur Kale insist on hi.'l amendment 1 
Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: No. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The third amendment alf!o falls. 

The motion as amended, with the few consequential verbal amendments, 
will read as follows.:-

That the following humble address be presented to His Excellency the Governor of 
Bombay :- · . . 

"May it please Your Excellency, .. 

We, the members of the Bombay Legi.sla.tive Council, respectfully pra.v that, in view 
of the omission to· nominate representa.tives of Labour, agriculturists, depressed classes, 
Mussalma.ns and Christians to the Round Table Conference in numbers commensurate 
with their importance and numerical strength, and with the amount of protection they 
need and the stake they have in the country, Your Excellency will be pleased to bring to 
the notice of His Excellency the Viceroy, the Secretary of State for India. and the Prime 
Minister of England the great dissatisfaction now prevailing in these classes and 
comm~nities on that account, and to urge the n~cessity of nominating additional repre· 
sentatrves of these classes and communities for participating in the deliberations of the 
Round Table Conference for the purpose of safeguarding their interests. " 

Question put. House divided. Ayes, 31; Noes, 20: MoHon carried. 

Division No.4. 
Ayes. 

ACHREKAR, Mr. A. B. 
ANOA.DI, Rao Ba.ha.dur 8. N, 
BALoca, Mr. H.ur Mm lliHOMED 
BIIUTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 
BoLE, Ra.o Baha.dur 8. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBAN 
GHULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
Jur Ju MABoMED KHAN, Khan Baha.-

dur 
Ju 11IAHOMED KHAN, Khan Ba.hadur 
KADRI, Mr. J. S. 
KALBROR, .Mr. G. M. 

l 
I 

KHURRO, Khan Babadur M. A. 
MEHERBAKSH, Mr. S. 
NAMDEORAO BUDHAJJRAO, :Mx. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. · 
Own, Mr. A. C. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
PATIL, Mr. V. N. 
PATIL, R.a.o Saheb V. S. 
PRATER, Mr. s. H. 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
RESALDAB, Mr. A. K. 
SHAmR ABDUL Azrz, Mr. 
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SnDtB ABDUL 'MA.1ID, Mr. Stu Mrau MAROIIIBD SHAH 
SB'A.li'UJIJlAO J.t.tA&AliDU.O ZVN&Aa&Ao, SYBD MtrtfAWA'R, Mr. 

Mr. TALPtrR, Mill BUDER ALI KBA'!I 
Sourtu, Dr. P. G. Tnxos oP KERWADA, &rdar BnA-
SnVJI, Mr. A. N. SAHBB RAtsiNRJt. 

Telltra Jor tlu! .Ayu: Mr. SBAtltD ABDUL MAJID and Dr. P. G. SoLANKt. 

:Noes. 
Cmuu:, Rao Babadur G. K. I LBLY, Mr. W. G. 
DBSAI, Rao Sabeb B .. G. • lli:HTA, Mr. :&1. H. ' 
Dxut, Mr. H. R. 1 MoDI, Sardar Dnn T. K. 
GJLDU, Dr. M.D. l Nux, Rao Babadur B. R. 
GoUA.LB, Mr. L. R. j PARULBIAB, Rao Bahadur LV. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. PATEL, Mr. C. N. 
K.t.u:, Rao Baha.dur R. R.. 1 PlLADHAJr, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
K.t.JUT, Mr. B. 8. I SUBVB, Mr. v. A. 
KABBBARt, Mr. M. M. I VAIIL, Mr. PBSTANSHAH N. 
KUL:uan, Rao Saheb P. D. WADKB, Mr. B. P. 

Telkta Jor tlu! Nou: Khan Bahadur ALLABBAKSH and Khan Bahadnr ABDUL. 
L.t.nr HAn HA.JR.&T Knx. 

The Honourable Sir GHULA?.tHUSSAIN: Sir, now that I find that 
the majority of the honourable members of this House 1\re in favour of 
the motion as carried, I will see that the report of the discussion is ~ent 
to the proper authorities. ' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The next item on the agenda is 
resolution standing in the name of the honourable member Mr. Jog. 

Mr. V. N. · JOG: There is no time left, Sir. I will have to 
ask for postponement. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE; It may be taken up after Government 
business which begins on Monday. Monday is Government business 
day. · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : After . the Government 
business is finished. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House is now adjourned to 
2 o'cloc~ on Monday, the 27th July 1931. 

BOJil!AY ll'Bil'T¥» AT TliB OOHRNJO!IT CllNTJIAL P&ISS. 
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Monday, the 27tlt July 1931 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Monday, 
the 2ith July 1931, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, 
Sir ALI 1\IAHOMED KHAN DEHL.A.VI, Kt., Bar-at-Law, presiding. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF H.!Jt lli.JRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
ABERCROMBIE, Mr. J. R. 
AcHREKAR, Mr. A. B. 
ALLAHBAKSH, Khan Baha.dur -: 
AsAv ALE, Rao Ba.hadur R. S. 
BALOCH, 1\Ir. lli.Jt 1\Im 1\lAHoMED 
BANGI, l\Ir. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTIO, "Sir SHAH NAWAZ 

BHUTTO, W ADERO W AHIDBAKSH lLLAHIBAKSH 

BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BoWERS., 1\Ir. P. L. · 
BRANDER, 1\Ir. J. P. 
BRISTOW, 1\Ir. C. H. 
BROWNE, 1\Ir. D. R. H. 
BULLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 
CHIKoDI, Mr. P. R. 
CmTALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. 
CoLLACO, Dr. J. A. 
CoLLINS, Mr. G. F. S. 
CooKE, Mr. G. H. 
CoOPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DHALUMAL LILARAM, Mr. 
DEsAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
DEsAI, 1\Ir. H. R. 
DESAI, Mr. S. B. 
DIXIT, Dr. 1\1. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBAN 
EwBANK, Mr. R. B. 
GARRETT, 1\lr. J. H. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GHULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GOKHALE, ?!lr. L. R . 

. GOVER RoRA, Mr. 
HARIDAS MADRA VDAS, 1\lr. 
HARRISON, Mr. C. S.C. 
HUDSON, the Honourable Mr. W. F. 
JAM JAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Ba.hadur 
JAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Ba.hadur 
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Joa, Mr. V. N. 
Jo~"ES, Major W. ELLis 
K..&.DRI, lli. J. S. 
K.!LBHOR, Mr. G. M. 

· Kw:, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
K.Alt:AT, Mr. B. s. 

· KumLI, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. 
K.AlmHA.RI, Mr. M. M. 
:K1rulmo, Kha.n Ba.hadur M. A. 
KUIJURNI, Ra.o Saheb P. D. 
LELY, Mr. w. G. 
MAcKLIN, Mr. A. S. R. 
M!.nHA.VSANG JORBHA.I, Mr. . 
MEHERBAKSH, Mr. S. 
MEHTA, Mr. M. H. 
lloDAK, Rev. R. S. 
Mom, Sarda.r DAVAR T. K. 
MoRE, Mr. J. G. 
NAIK, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
NAMDEORAO BuDHAJIRAO, Mr. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
OWEN, Mr. A. c. 
PARULEKAR, Rao Bahadur L. V. 
·PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
PATIL, Rao Bahadur D. R . 

. p ATIL, Mr. N. N. 
PAm, Rao Saheb V. S. 
PRADHAN, the Honourable Sir GoviNDRAO 

PRADHAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
PRATER, MR. S. H. 
RAFIUDDIN AHMAD, the Honourable MOULVI 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY 1\I. 
RESALDAR, Mr. A. K. 
SHAIKH ABDUL AziZ, Mr. 
SHAIKH ABDUL Mum, Mr. 
SHAIKH Y..urtr.s V AZIR MAHOMED, Khan Bahadur 
SHANKARRAO JAYA.RAMRAO ZUNZARRAO, Mr. 
SHINDE, Mr. R. B. . 
SMART, Mr. w. W. 
SoLANKI, Dr. P. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
SURVE, Mr. v. A. 
SYED MmAN MAHOMED SHAH 

SYED MUNAWAR, Mr. 
TALPUR, Mm BANDER ALI KHAN 
THAKOR OF KERw ADA, Sardar BHABAHEB RAISINBJl 
THtnus, the Honourable Mr. G. A. 
ToLANI,Mr.S.S. . 
T~~R,Mr.C. W.A. 

(27 JuLY 1931 
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V Al~HAllPAYAN, Dr. V. G. 
VAKIL, Mr. PESTANSH.lli N. \ 
VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir RusTo:M JEHANGIR 
V A..'NDEK.A.R, Rao Saheb R. V. ' 
w .A.DKE, M.r. B. P. 
WILES, Mr. G. . 

NEW MEMBER SWORN . . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. Swearing . in 
<>f a new member. 

Mr. P. L. Bowers made the prescribed oath of allegiance to His Majesty 
the King-Emperor and took his seat in the Council. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Questions. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

LANDS SUBMERGED BY INDUS. 

:Mr. HAJI MIR :M.A.HOMED BALOCH (Karachi City): Will 
Government be pleased to state- 1 

(a) the area of cultivable land in the Karachi District eroded by 
the river Indus during the last ten years ; 

(b) the names of zamindars whose lands have been eroded by the 
river during that period showing against the name of each the area 
of land submerged and the area of their remaining holdings ; 

(c) the area of land thrown out by the river on the other side and 
the manner in which it has been disposed of ; : . 

(d) the approximate produce of the lands before being submerged; 
(e) the approximate prices ·of these lands on the basis of the· 

produce yielded by them ; 
(() the approximate price and produce of the lands thrown out by 

the river 1 
~1r. R. D. BELL: The attention of the Honourable Member is 

invited to the reply given to a similar question by M.r. Shaikh Abdul 
.Majid at the current session. 

CANAL CROSSINGS IN SIND. 

:Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi City): (a) Will 
Government be pleased to state the number of compact holdings 
of zamindars in Sind that have been cut up by (i) main canals; 
( ii) branches, and (iii) distributaries and minors ~ · 

(b) What facilities are being provided for each zamindar to cross such 
canals from one side to the other, with his bullocks to cultivate 
the lands thus separated ! . . 

(c) Will Government be pleased to place on the Council table a 
tabular statement showing the average distance of crossing on each 
main canal, a branch canal and all distributaries and minors grouped 
together 1 

1110 Hb 56-la 
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The Honourable Sir GHt"L...\11 HtSSAIX: (a) It is presumed 
the Honourable ltembt'r refers to the intersect{on of private holdings by 
Lloyd Barrage channels. The labour invoh·ed in collecting this 
information would be out of all proportion to the advantage to be 
gained by the information. There must be thousands of such cases. 

(b) Bridges are being constructed on all roads ()f importance and 
ferries will be installed at places of les..<~er importance. It is obviously 
impossible to provide a crossing for each indhidual zamindar. 

(c) A list showing structures across main canals and branches is 
placed on the Council table.* A similar list for distributaries and 
minors is not yet ready. The average distance between bridges on all 
channels is about 3! miles. 

Mr. HAJI MIR :YAB.OliED BALOCH : With regard to the reply to 
(b), will the ferries be free to the public or willa charge be made 1 

The Honourable Sir GHLL.UI HtSS .. UX : Xo charge will be made. 
Khan Bahadur AT.I.AHBAKSH: Will the ferries all be Government 

ferries or private ferries! 
The Honourable Sir GHUL.A~I HCSS4UX : They will be generally 

Government ferries. · 

LLOYD BARRAGE: REVE~'UE RESt"LTS. 

Mr .. HAJI MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (Karachi City) : Will 
Government be pleased, with reference to paragraph 7 4, pages 39 and 
40, of the report by Sir Visvesvaraya on the Lloyd Barrage and Canals 
Construction- · 

(1) to place on the Council table ''the Chief Engineer's Estimates 
of Revenue Results " supplied to the two experts ; 

(2} to state whether they agree with the Chief Engineer that all 
accumulations of interest in excess of the estimate of Rs. 20· 04 crores 
will be met from the proceeds of the land sales ; 

(3) to state whether it is a fact that the Governments of Bombay 
· and India submitted an estimat~ of revenue results to the Secretary 

' of Stat~ for India while asking the latter to sanction the project, 
showing that all capital. and accillnulation of· interest were to be 
wiped out by the proceeds of land sales in a short time after 
the completion of the project; 

(4) to state whether they agree that the project will give a return 
• of 51 ·per cent. at the end o.f ten years after the completion of 

the project! 
The Honourable Sir GHUL..UI HUSSAIN : (1) copy of the 

estimate given to the authors of the report i'! placed on the Council table. 
(2) The Chief Engineer has never suggested that accumulations 

()f interest should be met from the proceeds of the land sales. 
(3) No. . 
( 4) A better return than 5l per cent. is expected ten years after the 

·• comph•tion of the pro!ect. 

•Kept in the Secretary'• office. 
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No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

:Xo. 

I 
I 

LLoYD BARRAGB ..&.ND CANALS PRo.rEcr • 

.4nticip~ed Finaru:ial RIJJJultB of the Project. 

Estimat,ed Anticipated 
cost ultimate 

including cultivation 
Name of Canal cost of Head (30 years 

Regulators after com· 
and Share pletion of 
of Barrage Project) 

Present net 
revenue as 
per 1919-20 

Project from 
Irrigation 

in the, 
Ba.rrag' 

zone 

Rs. lakhs Acres Rs.Ia.khs 

I il<>lui C.nd .. 
.. I 

767•29 2,06i,943 10'75 
Eastern Nara .. .. 447'74 1,645,100 8•88 
North-Western Canal .. ··; 302'14 77!1,235 4'61 
Rice Canal .. - .. 257' 53 4()7,470 . 7•88 
Dadu Canal .. .. 228' 82 486,717 3·63 

: 

. Tot.!' "I 2,003•52 5,379,465 35•75 

Saare of Barrage recoverable from 
I Khairpur State . • . . 25'63 .... II ~ • • 

I I 

! 

Name of Canal 

I 2,029•15 
! 

Net revenue 
10 years after 
completioJ,I. of 
the Project 

Net revenue 30 years after. 
completion of Project 

I
I 

1 

Percent- Percent· Net' 
age age revenue 

. Amount return on Amount return on 'per acre 
I . Capital Capital of culti-

_______ j 
1 

__ <_a) _____ , __ <_a>--,-_, __ v_ati_'o_n_ 

. I Rs. lakhsl' 
1
j Rs. lakhs 

1 I Rohri Canal • ·j' 34·5 4•50 65·3 8•51 3 17 
2 I Eastern N11.ra .. 35·2 7'99 1 66·1 14•76 4•02 
3 North·WesternCanal.l 17·8 [ 5'90 1 25•9 8'53 3•32 
4 I Rice Canal .. 17· 7 6· 88 I 21' 7 8•40 I 5·3:1 
5 I Dadu Canal •• __ 9_·'-: 4"25 __ 17_·_0~ 1 __ 7_·_42_ 

Total .. 114· 9 1 5· 83 j 195· 96' 9· 78 

Sote.-(a) The percentage return~ on capital are calculated without taking ,into 1 
-contiideration the accumulated interest charges. ) 

~Ir. HAJI :MIR M.AHOl\IED .BALOCH : With regard to the reply to 
part 3 of the question, when the estimate was passed by the Government 
of India and the Secretary of State, how was it intended to wipe out the 
capital and accumulation of interest1 

The Honourable Sir GlillLAM HUSSAIN : 12 crores from land sales 
and other land revenue income. · 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : Has the question whether ...••• •. 
4 ••• : ••• will be affected been considered by Government 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : That is being considered. 
Khan Bahadur .ALLAHBAKSH: [Inaudible.] 
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The Honourable ·sir GHt'L. .. UI HrSS.\IX: I refer the honourable 
member to the Honourable the Rennue .ltember. 

RtGISTRA.nos DEPA.RnrE~"T: lxcREA.SED FEEs . 
. Dr. lL K. DIXIT (Surat District): Will Gonrnment be pleased to-

state- · 
(1) the reasons for increasing certain kinds of fees . payable 

for registering documents in the Registration Department ; 
(2) whether the Department is workina at a loss and the increase is. 

- intended to meet the cost of the Dep~rtment ; 
(3) the income and expenditure of the Department for the last three 

years; 
(4) the expenditure sanctioned in the last budget for 1930-31, and· 

the actual expenditure and the surplus or deficit for the year ; 
. (5) whether the Department is meant to exist for the convenience 

and interest of the public or whethh it was intended from the time of 
its establishment to be a revenue yielding one ; 

(6) whether there was any revision of the fees payable in the 
Registration Department at any time ; if so, whether it was effected 
for increasing or decreasing the fees then chargeable ; if so, when and 
to what extent; 

(7) whether the increase is meant to any extent to meet the cost. 
required in satisfying the demands of the sub-registrars or whether
any portion of the increased income is intended to be utilised for it ~ 

(8) why the fee has been increased so as to affect documents of very 
small value which have been specially protected from the enhanced 

. stamp duty ; · 
, (9) why the scale of fee for copying and photographing documents 

is increased from two to three annas per folio and page, respectively: 
whether the expenses of copying or photographing·documents are not. 
met from the present scale d fee ; 

(10) the amount of the increased income expected from the revision 
of the various kinds of fees in the Registration Department and the 
head to which it is proposed to be applied; 

(11) whether Government had consulted public opinion before· 
increasing the fees and whether--any steps have been taken to
give publicity to the proposed increase ; if not, the reasons therefor 1 

\ The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AID1AD : (1) and (2) The 
\ Registration Department is not work-ing at a loss. The increase in the 

Registration fees on certain documents i~ intended partly to secure more 
revenue and partly to make the fees commensurate with the cost of regis
tration where they fell short of it. 

(3) The income and expenditure of the Registration Department: 
during the past three years was as follows :-

Year. · Income. Expenditure. 
Rs. Rs. 

. . . 1928-29 .. 11,7 4,622 6,55,392 
1929-30 . • 12,32,781 6,64,459 

. 1930-31 • . . . . . 10,88,950 6,38,241 
The above expenditure does not take into account an expenditur& 
amounting, on an average, to Rs. 1,18,000 per annum incurred 
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on printing, stationery, rent of offices' and proportionate pay qf District 
Registrars and Inspector General of Registration. 

(4) The amount sanctioned for expenditure under 9, Registration for 
the year 1930-31 was Rs. 6,74,000 and the actual expenditure incurred 
against that grant was Rs. 6,38,241*. There was roughly a surplus of 
Rs. 3t lakhs. 

(5) The former and the latter parts of the Honourable Member's 
question are not inconsistent with each other. · I 

(6) By Government Notification No. 2822/24 dated 23rd February 
1931 the Registration fees were raised from 1st April1931 as shown in 
the statement appended. · 

(7) No. 
(8) One basis for charging Registration fees is the cost of performing 

the service. The increased fee on documents of small value is 
commensurate with but still lower. than the actual cost of registratio~. 

(9) The scale was increased in order to secure more revenue. The 
expenses of copying and photocopying could be met from fees obtained 
according to the original scale. · 

(10) Rs. 1,60,000. This amount is to be credited to IX-Registration. 
(11) A notification was published. in the Bombay Government Gazette 

more than a month in advance .of introduction of the revised rates, but 
no objections have been received. · 

Statement refem,d, to in the a118Wer to clau8e (6) of the queBtioo. 

.Article of fee Original Revised 
table Value Registra- Registra.-

tion fee tion fee 

Rs. a. .Rs. a. 
Article I (a) • • Not exceeding Rs. 50 0 4 0 8 

Exceeding Rs. 50 toRs. 100 0 8 0 12 

" " 
100 to , 200 1 0 1 4 

" .. 200 to , 400 2 0 2 0 
, 

" 
400 to .. 600 3 0· 3 0 .. .. 600 to .. 1,000 4 o· 4 0 

" " 
1,000 to , 1,500 5 0 5 0 

" .. 1,500 to , 2,000 6 0 6 0 

" " 
2,000 to , 3,000 8 0 8 0. .. " 
3,000 to , 4,000 10 0 10 .0 .. .. . 4,000 to ,; 6,000 12 0 12 0 

" .. 6,000 to , 7,500 14 0 J4. 0 

" " 
7,500 to ., 10,000 . 16 0 16 0 

" " 
10,000 to , 11,000 17 0 

,, , 11,000 to , 12,000 18 0 

" .. 12,000 to , 13,000 18 0 19 0 

" 
, 13,000 to , 14,000 20 0 

I " " 
14,000 to , 15,000 21 0 .. " 
15,000 to , 16,000 22 0 

I .. .. 16,000 to , 17,000 23 0 .. " 
17,000 to , 18,000 20 0 24 0 .. .. 18,000 to , 19,000 25 o . 

" .. 19,000 to " 20,000 
For every Rs. 1,000 or part thereof 

26 0 

in exces11 of Rs. 20,000 • 1 0 1 0 

• Thts 1.8 exclusive of charges for printing, stationery, rent, etc., which amounted to 
Rs. 1,23,401. 
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. A.rAcle oi fee &able 

Article m 

Article IX 

For the registration of 
documen$ which acknow 
ledgee merely the pay
ment of the eolltlidera 
tion for BOme othe 
documents, the fee shal 
be c:.Jculated aceonlin 
to the IN wlormt ecale in 
.Artkle I subject to tb 

' maximumof 

• • For the tint yeer for each 
entry or documen& fo 
which inspection o 
search of register book 
or indexes is made 

For every subsequent 
year for each documen 
or entry 

Provided that no fee in 
respect of any one entr. 
or document shaD 

2 j I 
For the first; 
year for each~' 
entry or 
document fo 

I 01 which inspeo· 
tion or search, 
of register! 
books or! 

::.~ ·i 
For every: 
ad d i t ional, 

0 f year for ea('hl 
document or

1 entry •. 

,General 

exceed o 
search for or 
in~<pection of 
any number 
of en triea or 

j ~ Provided also that no f 
in l'et'pect of any num be 
of entries or document 
relating to one and'""tbe 
same property ahaU 
exceed . •• 10 

dOC"umen t s 

::~:d t~t~ same pro· 
perty or 
executed bv 
or in favo • 
of one and 
the same 
individual o1' 
individual&: 

For the fil"'lt 
year in the 
books of 
which search 
lsmade •• , 

For every 

I additional 
year in the 

I 
books of, 
which search 
ill continued ·I 

Rs. a. 

4 0 

1 0 

0 • 

2 0 

0 8 
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Article offee table 

Article X 

.Article XIII 

Article XI 

Questions and Answers 

-' 

. . For copying documents in 
the register books, be
sides t.he registration fee. 
for each folio of 100 
words 

For making or granting 
copies of entries and 
documents for the bene
fit of any person or to be 
forwarded to any other 
office or for granting or 
making copies of reasons 
for refusal by a Registrar,! 
for each folio of 100 
words •• 

. • (1) For every at.tendancej 
at a 11ri vate residence

1 

I under sectioua 31, 33 
_I ... ,, 

i • 

I (2) ... ••Y .......... ! 

I 
at a jail under sections/ 
31, 33 and 38 .. 

Original 
Registra
tion fee 

424 

Revised 
Registra.

. tion fee 

Rs. a. Rs. a. 

0 .2 0 3. 

0 2 . 0 ~ 

10 0 ' . 25' 0 

. 5 0 

(in the Dis
trict · of 
Bombay) 

20 '0 ' 
(at all other 
places) 

Dr. :M. K. DIXIT: With regard to answer to (5), what I want to know 
is whether the department was meant for the interest and convenience 
of the public or was it to be a revenue-earning one 1 . 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: The reply is 
clear, the department exists for both. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT : With regard to the reply to (6), was there any 
re\rision of fees before that period, i.e., before 1931 in any previous. years 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFITJDDIN AHMAD: The reply is 
clear. · 

Dr. ~L K. DIXIT: There is no. increase except this year 1 
The Honourable :MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Yes, I think so. 
Dr. M. K. DIXIT : With regard to reply to (11), was the notification 

given in the vernaculars of the Presidency? · 
The Honourable :MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I do not know. 
Dr. :M. K. DIXIT: Was it published in the local vernacular papers! 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I do not know 

whether it was thought necessary. 1£ the honourable member requires 
further information, I will try to obtain it if he gives notice of the question. 
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Sardar BIL\SAHEB RAISTh!IJI (TRAKOR or KERW ADA) : h 
it not the intention of publishing the notification in the wrnaculars 
that the majority of the people who do"not know English and who do not 
read the GQt"eNN.ment Gazette should know what the notification contains t 

(No reply). 

Dr . .M. K. DIXIT: With regard to (-1), how does the reply that there 
was a surplus of Rs. 3llakhs reconcile with the figures given t 

The Honourable .MOULVI RAFIL1JDIX AHMAD: It is very easy. 
The figures only of expenditure are giwn and not of income. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. K.AJ..E: With regard to (11), may I know whether 
at the time of publishing the notification in the Bombay GQt•ernme1it 
Gazette any objections were called for or was the notification merely 
made' 

The Honourable .MOULVI RA.FIUDDIN Alll1AD: The notification 
was, as usual, intended for objections just as every other notification 
which is given for that purpose. As no objection was received, G>vern-
ment took it for granted that it was approved. , · 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: Is the Honourable Minister aware that 
notifications usually specify that if objections are to be put fornard they 
should be put forward within a certain period~ 
. The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : No; no objections 
were called for. 

GuJA.RAT CoLLEGE : AmussiONs. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT (Surat District): (1) Will the Honourable the 
.Minister for Education state whether it is a fact that several students 
were refused admission in the Gujarat College this year 1 

(2) If so, how many and for what reasons 1 
(3) Is it a fact that some of them were refused admission on 

the ground that they had taken part in the civil disobedience campaign 
last year and that some of them held particular views ~ 

(4) If so, was admission refused with the consent of the Honourable 
Minister! 

(5) Has the Honourable Minister approved of this policy 1 
(6) Who is the Principal of the Gujarat College? 
(7) Is it not a fact that he is the same gentleman who was. 

the Principal at the time of the trouble at the Gujarat College, when the 
Simon Commission visited India 1 
. (8) Are the~e any other instances of Principals of Colleges refusing 
admission to students on similar grounds 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFHJDDIN AHMAD: (1) Yes. 
(2) About 250 students were refused admission, as the number of 

applications exceeded the number of vacancies. 
(3) No. 
(4:) and (5) Do not arise. 
(6) .Mr. G. Findlay Shirras, .M.A., I.E.S. 
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(7) Yes. 
(8) No. Not on the grounds suggested in clause (3) of the Honour

able Member's question. 

TRAI:t-.!NG CoLLEGES: NoMENCLATURE. 

l\Ir. r~. R. GOK.HALE (Poona City) : (a) Is it a fact that in the 
Central Provinces the term '' Training College " is restricted to the train
ing institution for secondary teachers, where graduates and under
graduates are admitted, while the training institutions .for primary 
teachers are called ''Normal schools" where vernacular final candidates 
are admitted and the heads of these institutions are called superinten
dents 1 

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, do Government intend 
to adopt the same course in this Presidency ? · · 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) Yes. 
(b) No. 
Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI: Will the Honourable Minister be 

pleased to state what are the reasons for not adopting the . Central 
Pro'V'inces terms in this Presidency? 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN .A.liM.AD : We follow our 
own rules and prefer to adopt our own nomenclature. We do not consider 
it desirable to adopt the designation suggested. 

Co-oPERATIVE DAIRYING AND CATTLE-BREEDING. 

Mr. G. M. KALBHOR (Poona District) : Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) whether the Registrar of Co-operative Societies has reported 
that co-operative dairying and co-operative cattle breeding operations 
are thriving in the Presidency on a large scale ; 

(b) the extent of the progress so far made on these lines; 
(c) the difficulties, if any, coming in the way of such progress, and 

what Government have done to remove them? 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: (a) and (b) The 

attention of the Honourable Member is invited to paragraphs. 67 and 
69 of the Report on the working of the Co-operative Societies for 
the year endir1g 31st March 1930, a copy of which has been kept in the 
Council Library. 

(c) The Registrar of Co-operative Societies has not yet reported any 
difficulties experienced by these societies which can be removed by 
Government. 

PRISONERS: RULES OF CLASSIFICATION. 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT: Will Government be pleased to lay on the 
Counc~l table a summary of the report made by the Inspector-General 
of Pnsons to Government regarding the working during 1930 of 
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the rules dealing with the classification of prisoners into A, B and C 
Classes 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOliA.S: He alluded to some of the 
anomalies which occurred in Classification before the svstem was 
fully understood by MagL<rtrates; and be recommended thai, owing to 
the difficultie-s of distingui8hing between classes A and B, there should 
be only two classes in future, provision being made by which Govern
ment alone should place very exceptional cases in the upper class into 
a special class with special privileges. The whole question is under the 
consideration of Government. · 

PluXARY TEACHERS : ScALE OF SALARIES. 

Mr. M. H. MEHTA (Panch )Jahals District): Will Government 
be pleased to state-:-

(a) the names of the local authorities in the Northern Division 
which had submitted schemes of consolidated scales of salaries of the 
;primary school teachers, abolishing the system of attendance 'allow
ance paid to Head Masters and First Assistant Teachers; 

(b) the number and names of the local authorities which had 
· undertaken to pay additional cost on account of those schemes from 

their own funds ; 
(c) whether the primary teachers including the Head Masters and 

First Assistant Teachers of the Godbra and Dohad ~Iunicipalities 
had an interview with Dewan Bahadur Desai, .the then Minister of 
Education, at Godbra at which they intimated their approval of the 
consolidated BC'heme ; 

(d) whether the Godhra Municipality had forwarded to Govern
ment their scheme for sanction with their letter No. 11, dated the 26th 
April 1927, and undertook to bear the additional cost ; 

(e) the grounds on which the schem:e was not sanctioned by Govern
ment; 

(j) the reason for the delay in the matter; 
(g) whether they had called upo;the municipalities to pay up the 

arrears of attendance allowance to Head Masters and First Assistant 
}lasters, although the schemes had been submitted to Government 
before such allowances fell in arrears ; 

(A) the names of the local authorities which had called upon the 
Government to withdraw the services of primary teachers lent 
to them; 

(i) whether they intend to withdraw their orders compelling muni-
. cipalities to pay up the attendance allowance 1 • 

The Honourable MOL!. VI RAFIL"'DDIN AIDLID: (a) The accom
panying statement supplies the requisite information. 

(b) One, viz. Godhra Municipality. 
(c) Government have no knowledge of the matter. 
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(d) Yes. 
(e) Because of the higher scales than those prescribed by Government. 
(f) Because the Municipality has failed to revise. its proposals •. 
(g) Yes. 
(h) Nadiad l\Iunicipality. 
(i) No. 

STATEMENT REFERRED TO IN REPLY TO CLAUSE (A.) Oli' TB.E QUESTION. 

NameB of the Local Authority. 

District Loca.l Boards. 

(l) District Local Board, Kaira. 
(2) District Local Board, Thana. 

(l) Ahmedabad Municipality. 
{2) Viramgam Municipality. 
(3) Nadiad Municipality. 
(4) Godhra Municipality. 
(5) Dohad Municipality. 
(6) Broach Municipality. 
(7) Surat Municipality. 
(8) Bulsar Municipality. 
(9) Thana Municipality. 

Municipalities. 

CULTIVABLE LAND IN J:UiucHI DISTRICT ERODED 

BY RIVER INDUS. 

l\Ir. SIH.IKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Will Government 
be pleased to state-

(a) the area of cultivabie land in the Karachi District eroded by the 
river Indus during the last ten years; 

(b) the names of the zamindars and the area of the land which each 
zamindar has so lost during the above period; · 

(c) the area of the remaining holdings of each of the above 
zamindars; 

(d) ~he area of the lands thrown out by the river on the other side 
of the eroded area and the manner in which it has been disposed of ; 

(e) the approximate produce of the lands before they were 
submerged ; 

(/) the approximate price of these lands on the basis of the 
produce yielded by them ; 

(g) the approximate price and produce of the lands thrown out by 
the river 1 · 
:Mr. R. D. BELL: (a), (b), (c) and (d) A statement giving the 

information required is placed on the Council table. 
(e), (/)and (g) The information is not available. 
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Sujawal 

Tatta 
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I 
Tbe area-r- . 

of the 
lauds 

thrown 
Art>a of Cultivable lout by the 

cnitivabl• al'('a rh1'r 
land Area eroded on the 

Name of Kha~ar 
eroded remaining during tbe otbn aide 

from his on his past tA!n of the 
t.bata khata Yf'&R eroded 

during tbel from &!'('& and 

~~n m~'i'{:~d tt: ~~~: 
It bas 
~n 

J I dis~d 

1 
__ s _· , 1 5 ~ 

·----- ---,---1·--
Nil. Nil. Nil. Nil. 

---·1----1---1-

• • Muhammad Uman 
Misrikban Jakhro. ,. 

Misrikha.n Abdullah·, 
khan Jakhro • 

.Abdnllahkban Jio·j 
khan Jakhro. 

Idrls Ishaq J akhro • ·1 
.Allah Rll.khlo Bhldo 

Jakhro. ..1 
Nakabnli 

A.. g. 

71 28 

A. g. 

9i u 

26 33 

7 21 

8 18 

8 0 I .. 

I 

A.. g. A.. g. 

.. i .. ,280 7 .. 

Total .. '--;;--,!,., •I :·,,. ' ---

• • Alimnrad Nnr 
Muhammad Shaikb., 

Dalllwlllad Datu .. 

Bajl son of Faznl .. 

1

1. 

Baji son of ImaU •• 

bmallwalad Sardar I 
l

llusmat Baehl W/0

1 
Bahadur Shah. 

1 Baghookhan Dito 
1 Khan. I 

ThBro 80n of Kasslm 
Shidl. 

Sono son of Bijar •• 

Soomro son of Janl 

Bakadar 80D of All 
Dadu. 

Kabnl:Kando 

Ahmed Bahn Sboro 

Jiandalsbah Faklrl 
Muhammad Shah. 

Uaflr 80n of All •• 

Na. 1 Nil. Nil. Nil. 

2 12 
4 

2 31 .11 27 

0 38 7 14 

1 21 5 33 

1 29 8 9 

2 13 -7 22 

5 0 u 231 

I 
2 0 21 24 

2 9 26 23 

1 24 11 22 

1 26 8 161 
2 31 : ::I 

15 27 

0 2 

5 11 

11 
,, 

Remarks 
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The area 
of the 
lands 
thrown 

Area of Cultivable out by the 
cultivable area river 

land Area eroded on the 
eroded remaining during the other side 

Taluka Name of Khatedar from his on his past ten of the Remarks 
khata khata years eroded 

during the from area and 
past ten Govern- the manner 

years mentland in which 
I it has 

been 
·disposed 

of 

1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 

------
A. g. A. g. . A. g. A. g. 

o trl--con!d. , • Hajl Tutlfnli Shllh 2 118 57 13 .. .. 
son of M!r Md. 
Shah. 

'Din Muhammad 12 27 65 8 .. .. 
Shah Jlandnl Shah. 

Wa)oo Kamil Shorn 2 28 3 10 .. .. 
Ismail Alia~ .. 6 11 14 '6 .. .. 
Tahir Muhammad 0 lll 84 24 .. .. 

I 
R&jib Muhammad. ' 

Mir Muhammad 3 7 3 22 .. .. 
Khair Muhammad. 

Sher Muhammad 3 21 2 10 .. .. 
Gopang. 

F~tiz Muhammad Ali 3 16 14 25 .. .. 
Bakhsh. 

Nakabuli .. .. .. 27 30 
\ .. 

~--- ---
___ , ___ 

Total .• 73 9 391 1 27 30 .. 
---------- ··--· 

njhand • • Fazul Muhammad 0 32 51 13 .. .. 
Daryakhan. 

Chimanda~~ Jethomal 0 19 33 20 .. .. 
Gehlmal Utumal .. 0 3 34 18 .. .. 
Budharmal To pan· 0 20 34 17 .. .. 
mal. 

Glomal Gangaram •• 2 6 110 341 .. 
f .. 

.. 
Aldas Teckchand .. 0 29 266 4 .. .. 
Gbulam Muhammad 1 10 203 85 .. .. 
Allah Bakhsh. I 

Pa.rlo son of Bahadur 0 26 30 3 I .. .. 
Bha~oomal Dhara.- 0 24 33 18 .. .. 
momal. 

Sher Muhammad 5 24 96 38 .. .. 
Shah Bacho Shah. 

Sayed Shah A din 10 7 .. .. .. 
Shah. 

Ghu!a.m Murtara 82 14 1,482 29 .. .. 
Shah. 

Pnnhoo son of 12 35 .. .. .. 

I 
Chattoo. 

Kisha.nomal Nather· 10 0 • .. .. .. 
mal. ' 
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I
. 'l'be atN 

olthe 

! I I tl::: 
Arn of i ICnlti't'llble I out by tM 

eulti\-able , lll'l'a , ri'WI't 
lanll ~a 1 f'rocitil ! oo the 

erodt'd .remaining 'dllfiug tbfo'l othfor eide 
lmm hill • oa bls I pall& tea of tbe 

d~ta tM
1 

kbata 1 rr:: i ~~=d· 
llemarb 

J185t tea 1 I Go'W1'm· ,&bt manMI 
Jl'ar.l 1 1•nt1aad 1 Ia which 

I it ball 

I : beta 
: di&poeed 

• . i . ol 

1 ! a 4 ' a 1 • 

---------1------------1-----1-----·-------------------
l I I I 

Xaajhaad---ewU. Pribbdaa Laiehaod 
A. g. A. " · A. g. I A. •· r 
GO 8! ?7 25 •• •• I 

Shah BlUIIIer 

ll:!rah!bsb Gul 
lluJwnmad. 

Sa)'l!d Wali llnbam 
mad Sbah. 

: .: I 
liathrimall>aadm&l 10 7 

Dhalamal Paujand&ll 7 21 

27 ~~ ,. I •• 

38 171 .. ; .. 
}iil. 

liatabull •• •• ,........---
Total • • 301 25 

.. I I 21' •. l 
--'~----! 
2,760 14 I 241 : • • I 

•• Bachalkbaa Khoda 144 12 
Bakbsh. 

A.Ji Murad Fate~ I 29 
Muhammad. 

630 82 

257 7 

GbniAm HUSillliJI 8G 10 23-1 33 
lliaa llitbo. 

H11ji A.hmtil Said 211 18 947 2.! 
Muhammad. 

llnhammad Hll.II!IIII tn 20 936 30 
.Kassim. 

IJJaram Narai.Dd&ll.. Ull 11 1,363 Ill 

Kiloomal :Kahiomal • 37 1103 13 

llaaarmal Cbbemal~. 
Imam BUb 
Muhammad H 
aain. . ' 

:Bava Gurmokhd 
('bello Lacbamao 
das. 

llino .Jio Din
1 

)(uJwnmad. 

Bberumal and Teet 
ehand 1101111 ol Narsi. 

13 0 

I 18 . 
0 17 

21 20 

8-l 28 

58 28 

155 6 

I 
I 

mal. I 
1----1---- -------

Total .. 7M 17 5,~9 5 
I 
14,239 20•

1 

• Thill laud 

I 
I • 

has beto 
given to 
thole per 
1001 0 
whole front 
a~~e It bae 
beta thrown 
by tbe 
river. 
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The area 
of the 
lAnds 
thrown 

Area or Cultivable out by the 
eultlvable area river 

laud Area eroded on the 
eroded during the other side 

Talnka Kame of Khatedar from hl9 remaining past ten of the Remarke 
khl\ta on his yeara eroded 

during the khata from area and 

I 
past ten Govern· the manner 

year& mentland in which 
It has ' I been 

I 
dillpoaed 

of 

1 2 3 ' 5 . 6 7 

I ------ ------
I A. !J· A. g. A. g. A. ' g. 
I I Gborabarl • • Yalrub Saleh .. 10 10 22 39 .. .. 

Mukbtiarali Shah .. 30 15 61 38 .. .. 
Haj1 Ismail Shahi 22 11 46 39 .. .. 
Khan. 

I 

Peroz Khan Dolat · 86 7 151 12 .. .. 
KhAn. 

Abdullah ShAh Phnl 45 11 114 27 ., .. 
Shah. 

Ahmed ShAh liuham. 41 29 lll 8 .. .. 
mad Shah. 

I Alison of Sabu .. 38 30 131 21 .. .. 
Mool11n llai .. 83 28 1,338 12 .. . . 
A.Uahdino Adam .. 9 8 171 7 .. .. 

·, 

Kwlm Muhammad. 2 25 49 1 .. .. 
Khanclland Mangha· 20 39 1120 21 .. .. 
ram. 

Ahmed Khan Mau 37 8 46 6 .. .. ! lledino. 
I 

Wahld llakbllh .. 8 27 38 12 .. .. f 
I 

Ali Muhammad ' Ul 229 33 .. .. 
Amin Muhammad. 

I. 

Bachi W/0 
mad. 

Muham. ' 11 78 18 .. .. j 
Veroomal Cba.ndumal 10 3 81 26 .. .. 
............. ··I 13 21 96 23 .. .. 

i 
8Ueman •• 8 6 15 22 .. .. 
Ladho Umar .. 7 6 56 18 .. .. i 

Tejumal Gopaldaa .•• 12 2 268 23 .. . .. 
Hashim Sumar .. 7 H li2 11 .. .. : 
Aloo Khamiso .. 1 24 16 31 .. .. 
HIIS6ain Bakhah .. 66 36 389 23 .. 
Haji Umar Khan 2 84 89 27 .. .. 
1.\hahkhan. 

Plr Muhammad Bano 11 39 15, 38 .. . .. 
I n,....... "I 8 20 158 71 .. .. 

29! 
I 

Doetall 8hl\h •• J 21 92 .. .. f 
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I I : It~:: 
f I tbi'OW'D 
. Ana of 1 Cultivable out by the 

I and ! trod~d on tbt! 
[ 

c:oltivabie' al'f'a I rh"''r 

erodro Al'f'a during the other side 
Kame of Ii:haledar 1 from hie remaln.lng: pu& lea ol tbt Rtmarks 

1 kbata 00 hJS 1 ,.ean troded 
during the kbata. I from a1u and 

I
, paet lea , Govem• tbe manner 

;reara mcnt land In wbtcb 
ltbu 

, been 
dlspotoed 

Ghorabarl-eontd. Nor 'Muhammad 
Khan. 1 

Ghulam Oathar 

.JumoPatban 

1 Haroomal 

Hashim Oatbar 

"i 

Pir Ibrahim Shah •• 
1 

Sidik Memo .. J 

Aloomal 

,!. g. ; A. I· i 
o ss 1 .oo 21i 

I I 
i 

5 7 i 

20 i 
sl 

I 
3 9: 

3 38 I 
I 

3371 
!'!8 

2 24 

23 

106 27 

19 17 

47 39 

986 27 . 

63 38 

M Cl 

213 2 Namnlndas 

KammaiiKhan 

lUarl 
"i 28 17 

6 38 

297 19 

42 38 

Slloo .. i 
' 2 I 

of 

0 

A. g. A. I!· 

HajJ 

Karimdino 

Bakbeho 

: :~I I I 
1s as a 13 .• i .. 
---.---~------

Total • . 712 1& 7,238 2 ; 712 15 c,ooo• 
I 

Mirpnr llathoro •• l .l\'il. N;il. 

• Out of this 
area about 
1,000 acrea 
have been 
given on 
permanent 
tenure and 
tbe remain· 
der II being 
given on 
e k • a I t 
tenure. 

MirpwSakro .. ) Nil. ~+1. 
----~----~--~------Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJI_D : With regard to (d), I want to know 

whether it has been given as compensation for the submerged land or 
whether it has been sold to them 1 

Mr. R. D. BELL: I ask for notice. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Has compensation been given 

to those zamindars and persons who have so lost during the above period 
or to other persons who have lost by erosion 1 

Mr. R. D. BELL; The reply is as in the footnote on page 16, that this 
land has been given to those persons on whose frontage it has been thrown 
by the river. 
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SYED ~IIRAN MAHO~D SHAH: That is to say, people on the 
opposite side 1 

l\Ir. R. D. BELL: That is so. 
IRRIGATIO~ AcT : BARRAGE ADviSORY CoMMITrEE. 

Th. SHAIKH ABDL"L !IUJID (Karachi District): Will Govern
ment be pleased to place on the Council table the comments and .find~ 
ings of the Barrage Advisory Committee regarding the Bombay Act VII 
of 1879 the Bombay Irrigation Act 1879 1 · · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN : A statement showing the 
proposed amendments to the Bombay Irrigation Act,' 1879, and the 
Temarks of the Lloyd Barrage Advisory Committee is placed on the 
Council table.* 

REVENUE A'XD JUDICIAL DEPARTME~TS: APPOINTMENTS OF TALUxDARS. 

The THAKOR OF KERW ADA (Gujarat Sardars and lnamdars) : 
Is it a fact that so far no candidate from the talukdars' class has been 
appointed to any post in the upper branch of the Revenue or Judicial 
Department 1 · 

:lir. R. D. BELL : Yes. 
·.' 

SuKKUR Riots: MuRDER oF Soxs oF JAGt.~IAL. 

:Mr. S. S. TOLA ... "\1 (Western Sind) : Will Government be pleased 
to state- 1 :·; 

. (a) whether it is a fact that a Committee consisting , of (1} the 
District Superintendent of Police, (2) the City Magistrate . ~nd:· (3) · 
Khan Bahadur Pirbux, C.I.E., Honorary Magistrate, was appointe~ 
to enquire into the Nebahoo Street incidents at Sukkur during 'the 
riots of August 1930 which resulted in two deaths and ten injur~d by 
the police ; , •· ·' · .... 

(b) whether it is a fact that the unanimous finding of the· 
Committee was that the murders of the sons of Jagumal were 
committed by certain ~Iuhammadan police constables on ·duty; · 

(c) whether Government have confirmed the finding of this 
C()mmittee ; ' · 

(d) whether Government will be pleased to place the report of the 
Committee on the Council table ; . · ' 

(e) what police constables were on duty on 7th August at Snkkur 
in Nebahoo Street where the murders were committed; 

(/) whether the alleged murderers of the sons of Bhai Jagumal 
have been sent up for trial; 

(g) if not, the reasons therefor; 
(h) whether Government's attention has been drawn to the 

following resolution :No. 8 of the Sind Hindu Conference held at 
Sukkur on the 27th, 28th and 29th December :-

" This conference strongly condemns the action of the Muslim 
poli~<" 'Who brutally murdered Jagumal's sons and is pained to see 

• Kept in the Secretary's office. 
xo Hb 56--2a 
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that the culprits have not been found out and that the Govemm~nt 
shonld pay adequate compensation to the relations of the dectaSE>d 
aa early aa possible." 
(i) what adion have Government taken in the matter l 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THmi.AS: (a) The Committee consisteJ 
.of Mr. Udharam, City Magistrate, Suklmr, Khan Bahadur Pirbakhsh~· 
Cl.E.; Special First Class Magistrate, Sukl'llf, and Mr. Eates, Deputy 
Superintendent of Police. 

(b) The Committee stated that they entertained grave suspicions. 
against two Muhammadan police constables. 

(c) They accepted the findings of the Committee. 
(d) A copy of the report is placed on the Council table.• 
(e) None. 
(/)and (g) No. The finding of the Committee on this point 

amounted to suspicion only. 
{h) Yes • 

. (i) Government have sanctioned the payment of compensation to the-
relatives of the deceased. ' 

Mr. S. S. TOLM."l : May I know whether these two Mahomedan police 
constables were on duty t . 
Th~ Honoura~le Mr. G. A. THm.IAS: They were on duty. 
Mr. S. S. TOLM."l : Then why is the answer to part (e) of the question 

given aa "None" ! 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : The answer is to the question 

" what police constables were on duty on 7th August at Sukkur in 
Nebahoo Street where the murders were committed." They were on 
duty but not in the street. · 
.· Mr. S. S. TOLM.'1 : Is it a fact that Nebahoo Street is near the police 
station, where these murders took place 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:MAS : I believe so. 

MUNICIPALITY, L.uuuN.&: HINDu AND MUJLUlMAD!.N CoUNCILLORS. 

Mr. S. S. TOLA....~I (Western Sind)T(a) Will Government be pleased 
to state what has been the proportion of Hindus and Muhammadans in 
the City of Larkana according to the recent census 1 
. (b) Is it a fact that the proportion of Hindu representation on 
the Larkana City Municipality is already less than they are entitled to 
according to rnles ! 

(c) What wonld be the proportion of Hindu and Muhammadan 
representation on the Larkana City Municipality in pursuance of the 
latest census figures of population 1 

(d) Have Government received a copy of the resolution passed by the 
Larkana Municipal Corporation on 12th May 1931 demanding elected 
representation on the board in accordance with the latest census figures 
and reduction of nominated members 1 

•Kept in the Secretary's office. 
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(e) Have Government taken ariy action in the matter 1 If not, 
-do they propose to do so, before the coming general election 1 If not, 
what are the reasons therefor 1 
. The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM J. VAKIL: (a) The figures of 
population of Larkana according to the census of 1931 have not 
yet been finally published. The exaet proportion of Hindus and 
Muhammadans cannot therefore be stated. . . . 1 

(b) The election rules lay down that there shall be 15 elected · 
non-Muhammadans and 10 elected Muhammadans and there are 6 
nominated members. It is understood that the Hindus are enjoying 
the representation to which they are entitled under the rules. 

(c) According to the provisional census figures reported to Govern
ment the ratio would be 15•7 non-Mussulmans to 8·9 Mussulmans. 

(d) Yes. t 

(e) Xo. Government do not consider it advisable to disturb the 
~xisting constitution of the Board of the Municipality pending the final 
publication of the census figures. · · , , · · 

~Ir. S. S. TOLAN! : \\'nen do Government propose to publish the 
:new census returns 1 : • .. · 1 

• . 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL: As soon 
.as they are ready. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! : Will Government reconstitute the Larkana 
municipality according to the latest figures of population 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL ~ Govern
ment have not yet made up their mind, but population is not the only 
basis on which allocation of seats is determined. · : 

SuKKUR BARRAGE: ToTAL CosT. 

11Ir. S. S. TO~l: (Western Sind): (a) Will Government be 
pleased to state the total amount spent on the Lloyd Barrage Scheme 
from the very beginning up to the year ending 31st March 1931 1 

(b) What will be the total cost on the scheme as estimated at present 1 
(c) Have they made any fresh enquiries as to the financial soundness 

·Of the scheme 1 
(d) If the answer to (c) be in the affirmative, will they place the papers 

of that .enquiry on the Council table 1 . · . 

The Honourable Sir GHULMI HUSSAIN: {a) Rs. 15 crOJ~~s approxi
mately. 

(b) Rs. 20·03 crores. 
{c) and (d) The matter is under investigation but as the enquiry is 

not yet complete, Government regret that they are unable to place the 
papers on the Council table at present. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN'! : May I know whether the scheme will be financially 
successful owing to the present world-wide trade depression 1 

The Honourable Sir GHGLAM HUSSAIN : Therefore we iue revising 
.all the figures. · . 
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Mr. B. S. TO~'l : I want to know whether it will be finanriallv 
successful · 

The Honourable Sir GHLL.All Ht'SS.US: How can I tell the
honourable member, \then the investigation is not yet complete? 
· Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : When will the rf.'\"iSE>d figurt>s bf.' 
ready! 

The Honourable Sir GHLLUI Ht'SSAIS: Shortly. 
, . Khan Bahadur ALL..UIBAKSH : Before the nut C<luncil session t 

The Ho~ourable Sir GHl.JLAM Ht'SS.A.L\'" : I hope so. 

Cxvn. DISOBEDIENCB : FORFEITCRE OF WATA...~ LA.'\DS. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYA.~ (Sholapur City): Will Government 
state whether the provision of the Delhi Settlement regarding restoration 
of forfeited property will be applied to cases where Government han• 
resumed or sought to resume watan lands on the ground that the watan-
dals have joined the civil disobedience movement 1 . 

Mr. R .. D. BELL : These forfeitures do not come within the scopf.' of 
the Delhi Settlement. Government have, however, issued orders 
adjourning sine die all proceedings in which final orders of forfeiture of 
watan land or cash allowances were not passed on or before 5th March 
1931. As regards cases in which orders of forfeiture were already 
passed before the settlement, Government are prepared to reconsider 
such cases provided the persons concerned apply to that effect, express 
regret and undertake that their conduct in future will be satisfactory. 

BAD CHARACTERS AT NoRTHBROOK GARDENS: SAFETY oP PASSE.RS-BY. 

Mr. B. P. W ADKE (Bombay City, South) : (a) Will Government 
be pleased to place on the Council table a copy of the last conveyance 
relating to the site (land) on which the Northbrook Garden in 
the Bombay City stands 1 · 

(b) Is it a. fact that the site is to be used solely for the purpose of a 
garden to which the public is to be admitted at all times without charge 
or fee for admission ! -

(c) Are Government aware that the garden shelters tn.avalis (bad 
characters) and is a source of danger to the passers-by at night time; 
. (d) Do Government intend to take any measures to ensure the safety 
of users of the public roads eroUJ!d the garden at night time ? 

(e) If so, what are those measures? 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) A copy of the conveyance 

is placed on the Council table.* 
(b) Yes. 
(c) The garden i~ situated in a locality in which a number of 

bad characters live, many of whom visit the garden, but the number of 
crimes reported to have taken place in the garden and its immediate 
vicinity during the past year is small. The answer to the second part 

•Kept in the Secretary'& office. 
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of this clause of the Honourable Member's question is therefore in the 
negative. . 

(d) and (e) There is a police chowki adjoining the garden and a fixed 
poFt close at hand. These arrangements are considered to be adequate. 

Mr. B. P. W ADKE : Is it not a fact that the police chowki is t9 the 
north-west corner of the garden ~ 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO::\IAS: The honourable member knows 
that better than I do .. 

Mr. B. P. WADKE: I might inform the Honourable Member that it 
is to the north-west corner, but in case crimes take place in the south-east 
corner, how is it possible for the policemen to cope with them, and what 
measures do Government intend tg take for that plirpose, becaU.Se they 
have admitted that bad characters are living in that locality~ ·. · · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Government consider that· 
the arrangements now made are adequate. . ! · 

1\Ir. B. P. W ADKE : I submit, Sir, there will be difficulty. 
, ' I 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is a matter of opinion . 
.' 'I '. 

l ·• ' 

ToPIVA.LA.'s IIIGH ScHooL, MALwAN: LAND ACQUIRED 

FOR BoARDING HousE. 

Mr. B. P. WADKE (Bombay City1 South): Will Government 
be pleased to state~ 

(a) how much land was acquii:ed by them for the managers of the 
Topivala's High School, Malwan, Ratnagiri District, for building 
a boarding house in connection with the said school; 

(b) when the said land was acquired; · 
(c) the names and castes of the owners and the amount of compensa-

tion paid to each ; , · 
(d) the extent of land that was acquired ; 
(e) whether it is a fact that the boarding house has been built; • 
(f) whether it is a fact that the land so acquired is now and then 

rented out for cultivation to t-enants by the managers of the school ~ 
Mr. R. D. BELL: (a) No particular portion of land was acquired for 

building a boarding hou.o;e. A total area of 9 acres 14 gunthas was 
acquired for the managers of the Topiwala High ·School for the 
construction of a school building, hostel and playground. , 

(b) The acquisition of the land under the Land Acquisition Act was 
sanctioned by Government in October 1915. The land was acquired 
subsequently and was handed over to the Societ.y on 30th October 1917. 

(c) A statement furnishing the information is placed on the Council 
table.* · 
. (d) 9 acres and 14 gunthas inclusive of the land required for the school 
building and playground. . 

(e) The boarding' house has not yet been built. . 
(j) A porti~n of the acquired land is leased temporarily for cultivation. 

•Kept in the Secretary'& office. 
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lh. B. P. WADKE: As rE-gards (a) is it not a diversion of the use of 
the land which was admittedly acquired for a public cause f 

llr. R. D. BELL: The management of this school are still proposing 
to build the hostel. 

llr. B. P. WADKE: Does public cause include the leasing of land on 
rent for cultivation 1 

llr. R. D. BELL: That is only temporary. 
-llr. B. P. WADKE: '\Thy was more land than was actually required 

acquired! _ 
· llr. R. D. BELL : That is begging the question. . 
llr. B. P. W ADKE : Is the honourable member aware that these lands 

were acquired from private owners who were driYen out of their homes ! 
llr. R. D. BELL : :So, Sir. 

ToDDY LicuCES : SALEs or BoMBAY. 

llr. B. P. W ADKE (B~mbay City, South) : Will G<lvemment be 
pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the system of disposal of toddy shops 
and tree-foot booths in the city of Bombay for the year 1930-31 was 
changed from auction to tenders ; . 

(b) if so, under whose orders this change has taken place; 
(c) whether it is a fact that with the exception of a few tenders from 

llessrs. Patel, Parukh, Irani and Company~ and some others, no tenders 
were received from the old licensees ; 

(d) whether it is a fact that an auction was held after the 
disposal of licences by tenders ; 

(e) what was tht\ result of the auction; 
(fl whether it is a fact that after this auction some more tenders. 

were put in by llessrs. Patel, Parukh, Irani and Company ; 
(g) whtther the shops were given to the said company ; 
(A) whether the shops given to the company were opened 

and worked ; . 
· (i) whether it is a fact that these shops were surrendered by the 
company to the former licensees; 

(j) whether it is a fact that the Bombay toddy licensees were asked 
to pay to the said company Rs. 10,000 as a price for transferring the 
licences from its name to thoSe of the former licensees ; 

(k) whether the Commissioner of Excise is aware of this payment; 
(l) if so, what action did he take in the matter ; 
(m) what action, if any, G<lvemment propose to take in the matter ! 

The HonourableliOlJLYI RAFIL"'DDIX AlllL\D: (a) Yes. 
· (b) t"nder the orders of the CoiJlDl.issioner approved by G<lvemment. 

(c) Xo. Apart from several indiridual tenders for certain shops ~om 
()Utsiders a joint tender from old licensees for all the shops was received, 
but was returned as the submission of a joint tender was inadmissible 
under the tenns of the tender notice. 
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. (d) An auction ·was held for the disposal of only those licences for 'Yhich 
.aaequate offers had not been received and tenders were also sunul-
taneously invited for these licences. . , 

(e) The Town Hall where the auction was to be held was picketed with 
the result that bidders were prevented from entering the building. The 
licences could not therefore be gisposed of by auction sale.. i · 

(j) Tenders were put in by Mr. Patel, Mr. Parukh, M:r.'Irani .and alsJ 
some other individuals. . ' · · · . 

(g) Those tenders in which satisfactory offers were mad~ by the 
individuals mentioned in clause (f) were accepted. · ' : 

(h) The shops were not open_ed. . 
(i) The shops were transferred to the previous licensees on application 

made by both parties. , . . . · 
(j) Government are not aware of a~y such transaction. ' · ' 
(k) No. 
{l) Does not arise. 

(m) Does not anse. 

l\Ir. B. P. WADKE: As regards (h), why were the shops no 
()pened 1 

• '•1 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I cannot' say 
why they were not opened. 1 · · · , . · 

:M:r. B. P. W ADKE : As regards (i) why did Government give 
permission to the transfer of shops from new to old licensees 1 · 

' ' 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: The Collector 
agreed to the mutual arrangement. 

Mr. lf. M. K.ARBHARI: Are Government aware of any profit being 
made by these transfers between the two parties ~ 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I have already 
said that Government is not aware of it. 

l\Ir. B. P. W ADKE : Is it not a fact that the excise authorities 
eonsented to give permission, because the old licensees refused to take 
over the remaining licences unless the licences which were sold to out
siders were restored to the old licensees 1 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I have nothing 
more to say, except that it was done by mutual arrangement before the 
Collector. · · · 

!Jr. B.~. W~K~: Asregards(m),doGovernmentdesiretoencourage 
th1s pract1ee, VIZ., g1vmg the shops to new licensees and to transfer them 
to old licensees 1 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : That does not 
arise out of the question. 
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BILL Ne. m OF 1931 (A BILL FORmER TO AMEND THE 
BOMBAY IRRIGATION Atr, 1879). 

Question again proposed : 
, •• Iba\ claoae • do etand pan of the Bill.,. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T : Order, order. We wert> discussing 
section 92, and the amendment Xo. 5 to clause 4: is the next amendment. 
I suppose the honourable member does not wish to moYE.' it. 

Mi. SHAIKH .A.BDt'L lLUID : I want to moYe it, Sir. 
Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUIIRO : lly amendment is abo\·e it, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESID~'"T : I ha\~e a different order in the 

list in my hand. The order does not matter, as only the proportions are· 
different in these various amendments. The honourable member 
Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid's amendment stands first in my list. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDlJL MAJID (Karachi DistrictJ: Sir, I move: 
For clalllle • (a} of section 92 substitute the following clause :-
.. The coat of constructing all water-coursea which have been constructed in whole 

or in pari by the eanal officer and are fed by the entire Lloyd Barrage Canal System. 
shall be calculated on an acreage basis and charged on the Ianda irrigl\ted by them 
in the following proportions, namely:-

1. Occupied land not cultivated Binee 1st day of August 1911 shall pay thrH shares. 
2. Government land shall also pay three shares. 

· 3, Occupied land cultivated llince 1st August 1911 shall pay one share only." 
In illustration make the following changes :-

In paragraph (1~ line 5, substitute figure •' 3" for •' 2 ". 
In paragraph (2), line 2, for the figu.rea •' 3: 2 : 1 ., substitute •' 3 : 3 : 1 •·. 
In line 8 for •' Re.l "read •' Rs.l0-7." 
In line 10 for •• Rs. 3" ft&d •' Rs. sx/O ". 
In line 11 for •' Rs. 2 •• read •' Rs. !.X lt ". 7 

I only formally move this amendment. That is all that I can say. 
Question proposed. 
:Mr. S. S. TOLA..""I (Western Sind): Sir, I rise to support the

amendment moved by my honourable friend .Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid. 
The Bill as it has emerged from the select committee contains many 
unreasonable provisions and this particular clause is most unreasonable 
and illogical. I wonder that members of the select committee ha\·e 
thought it proper to put this unreasonable clause in the Bill. Of course, 
I will say that the select committee as it was constituted was not 
properly rt>presentative of the opinion in Sind, because not a single 
Hindu from that pro\'"ince has been appointed on the committee. 

The Honourable Sir GO'\ThJ)RAO PR.A.DJIA..~ : Is it relevant t(} 
.find fault with the constitution of the select committee, Sir 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T: N'o; the House appointed the 
select committee. 

Mr. S. S. TOLA.N'I : I do not wish to make any comment, but I only 
wanted to say that the Mahomedans who are a majority community in 
that province were fully repreSented, but the Hindus who pay about 
40 per cent. land tax and 95 per cent. _income tax wer~ not represe~te~ 
at all. I put it to the House in all sertousnt>ss to cons1der whether 1t LS 

reasonable and logical that printe persons should pay more than 
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Government. Both the Government lands and private lands are waste 
lands only, and both the lands will get the same quantity of water and 
both have been put in class 3. How is it then reasonable that the private 

. lands should pay more cost than the Government lands t [Interruption.} 
It has been pointed out in this House times without number that water 
is hardly sufficient to cultivate the. already cultivated lands and st;~ it 
will be much less for the waste lands. If the honourable members oi 
the Presidency were to see the nature of the soil of these waste lands 
they would find that it is kalar and saltish. . Water supplied for cultivat
ing these lands will be insufficient and therefQre I believe that they will 
not yield much ; will it. be fair in that case to charge these lands thrice 
and the same kind of lands belonging to Government twice the 
cultivable lands ? I hope the Honourable the Finance :Member will in 
the end be good enough to make a statement on behalf. of. Government 
that he accepts the amendment. But. in case he does not agree, I am 
sure that the honourable members will not agree to this unreasonable 
clause, and I will appeal to the House to accept this ·amendment, 
which is fair and reasonable. · 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I support 
this amendment. I only wish to remark that two days ago when the 
honourable member the Chief Engineer spoke on certain amendment 
he said that the private lands undeveloped, so far as I understood, were 
about 3 lakh.s. · 

Mr. C. S.C. HARRISOX: I said that it might be as low as 3lakh.sacre&. 
Khan Bahadur }I. A. KHL1IRO : It amounts to the same thing. 

Government land, he said, is about 15 lakhs [An Honourable Member: 
18lakhs]. It does not look fair or reasonable at all that only three lakh.s 
of acres should be charged more. Compared with the Government waste 
lands which will be commanded by the Barrage, this is a very small area 
of three lakh.s of acres. It looks ridiculous that such a small area should 
be penalised. And, therefore, I think, it is but reasonable that there should 
be no discrimination between private undenloped lands and Government 
undeveloped lands, and that they should be charged alike. In support 
of that argument I would aoo point out that these three lakh.s of private 
undeveloped lands are held by a large number of small zamindars whose 
holdings are very small, sometimes even as low as three acres. Even 
after that area is supplemented with the lands given out under the rules 
for mohag, those small zamindars will remain all the same as such, since 
the mohag rules are so clumsy. It is obvious that the bigger zamindars 
cannot take much advantage of these undeveloped lands . 

.Mr. C. 8. C. HARRISOX : Just one word, Sir. The honoumhle 
member has suggested that there should be a. ehanue in proportion. 
Would he accept 1: 2: 2 ~ c 

. Khan Bahadur M. A. KHlTJIRO : Certainly not. · Cnder the propor
tion suggested by the hono~ble member the Chief En.:,oineer, those 
lands which are cultivated at present will have to pay more. Our con
tention has all along been that they should be charged as low as possible, 
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because they have to pay for new water-coul'St's in addition to t.ht-ir 
enormous expenditure incurred on the existing water-courses. We 
have already made that point sufficiently clear. We are not evf'n agree· 
able to what the select committee have suggested. I submit, therefort>, 
that private lands and Government lands should be charged alike, and 
the proportion should be 1 : 3 : 3. With these words, I support the 
amendment. 
, Mr. H.AJI MIR MARo:llED BALOCH (Karachi City) (Addressed the 
House in Urdu): Sir, I support the amendment moved by the honourable 
member Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid. We have been discussing this Bill for 
more than four days now, and many amendments have been proposed· 
to the Bill by the Sind zamindars most of which have been thrown 
out. In fact, Government have secured all their points. 

In regard to this amendment I wish to explain the point clearly to 
the Presidency members who have been complaining that they do not 
understand the conditions in Sind. There are three classes of land, 

• cultivated private lands, uncultivated private lands and uncultivated 
Government lands. These are to share in the cost of construction of 
water-courses in the proportion of 1 : 3 : 2. The proposal is to change 
the proportion to 1 : 3 : 3. There are only 3 lakhs of acres of private 
uncultivated land, which, the honourable mover of the amendment 
contends, should be put on the same basis as Government waste lands. 
There are 15 lakhs of acres of Government waste land, and the charge 
for those lands should be increased from 2 to 3. It must be remembered 
that these lands are for sale. The small zam.indars of Sind will not be 
in a position to purchase these lands: only the big zamindars and sow
cars will purchase them. They may even be sold as is talked about 
to big European syndicates, although the Honourable the General Member 
has assured the House that, as far as possible, the lands will be given to 
Indians. The proposal of the amendment is to change the proportion 
to 1 : 3 : 3 from 1 : 3 : 2. I wish to inform my Presidency colleagues 
that it will not affect the revenues of the Presidency to any very great 
extent. I therefore hope that the non-official members from the Presi
dency will support the amendment. rao not wish to appeal any longer 
to Government benches as nothing can be expected from Government. 

The honourable member llr. Tola.ni has complained that there 
was no Hindu member from Sind on the select committee. I think 
Government ought to have taken- one. Instead of 16 members, they 
could· have taken 17 members adding one more from Sind, a Hindu. 
As the select committee was constituted by Government, there were 
16 members on it, 12 of whom were either Government members or 
members from the Presidency. The Honourable the President told 
us that it was for the House to select the members. 1\lay I point out 
that we only heard of the names given us by Government and had no 
hand in selecting them ? 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : I think that is a very wrong 
view of the position. 'Then the members of a select coDUDittee are 
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proposed, it is obligatory on tlie !Dover of .a. Bill-whether oflic~l or 
non-official-who moves for referrmg the B1ll to a. select committee,. 
to submit the names of honourable members whom he proposes to be:. 
on the committee. That is the law.. It is then for the. House to accept 
those names or propose alterations-as the House has very often done• 

Mr. HAJI :MIR MAHOMED BALOCH (in Urdu) : I admit that . 
the mow~r has the right to suggest names. But solll.etimes Governnl.ent 
reject good suggestions from this side of the House also .. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I do not remember that at all .. 
In fact, the honourable mover is always polite and finds himself in great 
difficulty in rejecting a name when it is· suggested by the House. 

Mr. HAJI MIR MA.HO}IED BALOCH (in Urdu) : I bow to your· 
ruling, Sir. · · 

1\Iy request, therefore, to this House is that it should accept t~e amend-
ment which is under consideration. · · 

1\Ir. C. S. C. HARRISON rose-
The Honourable' the PRESIDENT : The honourable member the

Chief Engineer might wait because there is an amendment to this amend
ment which has just now been placed in my hands, so that he might 
get an opportunity to answer both amendments. · 

Khan Bahadur ALLA.HBA.KSH (Sukkur District) : Sir, I move an 
amendment to the amendment of Syed Miran Mahomed Shah : 

"After the words 'acreage basis ' insert the words 'per canal system ' ; 

After the word • only ' add the proviso : 
' Provided however that all lands for the irrigation of which the water.courses were

coristrucred by Government at the cost of the landowner between 1911 and 1931 
shall be exempted from the area to be charged for under the foregoing section'. " . 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: 1\Iay I request the .honourable member-
to withhold that amendment for a few minutes, Sir 1 The whole question. 
is to be covered by the amendment which I am moving concerning the 
cenal systems ami the exact date between 1911 and 1931 will come up. 
in the course of my amendment. . . 

Khan Ba.hadur ALLAHBAKSH: No, Sir; I cannot accede to that 
request. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The amendment moved by the 
honourable member Khan Bahadur Allahbaksh is to clause (4) of 
section 92. . 

1\Ir. C. S. C. HARRISON: I am afr2.id that I misunderstood the 
amendment of the honourable member, Sir. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I was just going to point out 
that. The amendment is : 

"After the words 'acreage basis' insert the words 'per canal system'." 
Then clause (4) would read: 

•: The cost of constructing all water.courses which have been constructed in whole· 
or Ul part by the Canal·officer and are fed by the entire Lloyd Barrage canal system shall. 
be calculated on an acreage basis per (anal system •.•••. " 
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That is the first amendment. The merit of the amendment may be 
discussed. Later on he says: 

"-~fter the word' only' in eub.clause (b) of clause(!), add these words: 
'Provided, however, that all lands for the irrigation of which the water.courses w~re 

constructed by Government at the cost of the landown~r bt-twet-n 1911 and 1931 shall 
be exempted from the area. to be charged for under the foregoing sub·eection." 

That is to say, those water-courses which were construct~d by Govern
lnent between 1911 and 1931 and charged to the landowners should 
be exempted. Does the honourable member wish to supplement it 
.by any remarks t 
· Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH: Sir, the amendment moved by 

my honourable friend Syed l\Iiran Mahomed Shah said that all lands· 
which were cultivated from the year 1911 to 1931 should be exempted. 
Then the honourable member the Chief Engineer pointed out that there 
will be only Government waste lands amounting to about 15 lakhs of 
.acres and there will be only 3 lakhs of acres which were not cultivated 
from the year 1911 to 1931; so that there will be no confusion between 
the two amendments. The present amendment seeks to exempt such 
..zamindars as have paid the. cost of the water-courses between the years 
1911 and 1931. Sir, there were certain canals in Nawabshah and Thar 
districts which were recently remodelled and improved by Government 
.and the cost of these water-courses was recovered from the za.mindars 
.as far back as only 14 or 15 years ago--which is not a long period. Now, 
on account of this Barrage scheme and under the present Act if passed, 
these people wil~ have to pay a second amount. They paid for the 
water-courses only 10 or 15 years ago. If there are no such cases then 
my honourable friend should have no objection to accepting my amend
ment. But I know there are cases in which the zamindars have paid 
the costs of the water-courses very recently. I therefore say that it is 
but fair that the people who have once been made to pay the cost of these 
water-courses as recently as 15 years ago should be exempted from the 
purview of this clause. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. C. S. C. HARRISO~ : Sir, I ri~e_ to oppose both the amendment 

and the amendment to the amendm~nt. In the first place, Sir, the 
.amendment to the amendment endeavours again to throw a greater 
burden on Government. Throughout the discussion, Sir, and since 
this Bill was first mooted, it has been the attempt of honourable 
members-and I suppose from their personal points of view a justifiable 
..attempt-to minimise payment by those who, many of us consider, should 
bear the payment, and throw it on to the shoulders of the taxpayer . 

. The honourable member. from Karach~ l\'Ir. Haji Mir Mahomed 
Baloch, seems to think that Government will lose this money which 
they will not be able to recover from the agriculturists. What I would 
like the honourable members of this House to bear in mind is that if the 
burden is placed upon Government land and if we are to protect the 
jnterests of the taxpayer through not hurrying the sales of land, especially 
in the present depressed condition of agriculture, it will mean that recovery 
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from Government lands will be extended over a very long period, ~ay be 
.30 years, and therefore Government will be embarrassed to this extent 
financially that, when they come to prepare their redemptio:Il of debt 
programme to the Government of India, they will not have the receipts 
to counterbalance their liability to the Government of India in the early 
stages of the redemption of debt programme. That, I think, will place 
us in a very difficult position within the !!ext year or so when we come'to 
consider that matter. I therefore repeat that Government should not, 
and this House should not, lightly accept any further proposal to throw 
additional burden on the Government share, that is to say, the taxpayer's 
share. . ., : 

The honourable member from -Poona, Mr. Kamat, expiaiiu~d ivery 
dearly in his speech three or four days ago why these .proportions had 
been agreed to by the non-official members of the select committee; and 
I think he made out a very good case--certainly it was a :'\l'ery clear .one
and I therefore do not desire to cover that ground again; I : . : ' 1 , ' 

In connection with the remarks that were made by the honourable 
members with regard to the amendment, I will deal with one that fell 
from the lips of the honourable member from the Larkana'District, 
.Mr. Tolani, who attempted, so far as I could hear his very indistinct 
speech', to make this House believe that most of the waste lands are kalar. 
I think he is speaking with a very limited knowledge. of Sind',; 
his knowledge is probably confined to the Larkana District: )£ he is 
referring only to the Larkana District, then I am jnclined 'to 'agree that 
the lands round about Kambar are, most of them, kalar lands.: In that 
particular case, however, that land is specifie~illy ·ear-marked for ~ice, 
so that he need not deprecate the fact of its being kalar. . . ' · ·. · ·: 

X ext we have an argument put forward by another honourable member 
from Larkana, Khan Bahadur Khuhro. He again gets hold of a· red 
herring-one of the several that he seems to have floating around in the 
sea in which he flounders-and he says that if the undeveloped 'kabuli 
land is only likely to be 3lakhs, why not relieve it of some of this taxation 
and shoYe it on to Government 1 His proposal comes to this,· that the 
taxpayer is asked to relieve the individual and to take the burden on his 

· shoulders. . I think the members of this honourable House are~watching 
those proposals very carefully and will certainly not. agree to them. 

We come to the amendment to the amendment moved by the 
honourable member from Suklrur, Khan Bahadur: Allahbaksh. He 
proposes again a further limitation which in its turn means that the 
taxpayer is to bear the burden for an indefinite number of years, in that 
he would like to exclude areas which have been cultivated. between 
the period of 1911 and 1931, viz., certain areas which he says ~fleet the 
Nasrat Canal and other canals under which.certain water-courses were 
re-modelled. So far as the Nasrat Canal is concerned (it is a pretty big 
system~, the fact that we have got to make very few alterations in that 
area will mean that the share that will be thrown on that area will 
be '·ery small indeed. Automatically the fact that they made the 
water-courses 15 or 16 years ago will mean that they will pay very little 
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now •. Those water-courses were built on the rectangulated system and 
it is in very few instances that any change will be made. 

The honourable member then referred to the Thar area. There was 
no remodelling of water-courses in the Thar area and there has not been 
for the last thirty years. If he means the very small system of the Hiral 
Canal, then my remarks apply to that system also. These water-courses 
were scientifically aligned, and, so far .s I have seen the plans, there are 
probably not more than a dozen alterations necessary. They will 
automatically be relieved of the greater part of their share on this acreage 
basis, especially the Thar Canal, which will form a distinct system of 
its own • 
. I trust the honourable members will take note of these things very 

carefully and reject both the amendment and the amendment to the· 
amendment. 

SYED MIRAN :MAHOMED SHAH : Will the honourable member 
the Chief Engineer kindly state whether only the canal system has been 
taken or the entire barrage area 1 

• i Mr. C.·S.' C. HARRISON: If that is so, I must oppose the whole-, 
because that will cause great hardship in many cases, especially to people 
like my honourable friend from Hyderabad who has got land. in the 
barrage area and the honourable member from Larkana also. I do not 
think he will accept that proposal. 
. Mr. B. S. KAMAT : Sir, I am just going to illustrate by figures, with 
your permission, some of the remarks which have been made by the 
honourable member the Chief Engineer. Our friends from Sind appear 
to be fighting for a petty thing and this may be put in a nut-shell by 
converting the whole thing into rupees, annas and pies, so that the whole 
House can understand the situation. I will give a concrete example. 
I do not pretend to be an expert mathematician, but calculating the 
costs on the basis of Rs. 3 per acre as the cost of constructing, it comes to 
this. There were two sets of proportions--one favoured by the select 
.committee and the other favoured by our Sind friends. The select com· 
mittee proposed to distribute the s~ of Rs. 3 into 1 : 2 : 3 : that is-. 

R~. aS ~· fo~ those people who have got existing' karias. 
1 0 0 for Government lands. 
1 8 0 for those lands which have not got existing karias. 

3 0 0 
What pur friends propose as against this, that is, what they are prepared 

tO pay is-
. Rs. a. p. · . 
about 0 · 8 0 for those · zamindars who have got kar1as. 

1 4: 0 for Government lands. 
1 4 0 for other zamindars. 

3 0 0 
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Therefore, the quarrel is about four annas an acre, and I say it is not 
a very big amount to quarrel about. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : He is not right, Sir. 
Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Sir, I had no 

intention to speak on these amendments, but just ~ow I have received 
a telegram and I think my other honourable f#ends from Sind have 
also received similar telegrams, from the President of the Zamindars' 
A.<!sociation, Umerkote. The telegram reads : . ; 

"Ph~ase oppose the Irrigation amendments strongly:"-
Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : The sender evidently · means 

" Amendment of the Act." · · 
Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL M:AJID-: 

" Interests of zamindars will suffer enormously, discontent 
growing"-
Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: Crops growing. [Laughter.].· 
Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : It is easy for honourable members 

to laugh because they do not know the conditions of agricriltJ!Ie in Sind 
and they perhaps do not therefore realise the consequences. I wish to 
impress upon this honourable House the consequences of the provisions 
of this Bill including the amendments that have been moved to-day. It 
has been admitted that there is not much difference between my amend
ment and the original clause and the difference made out by the honour
able member Mr. Ka.ma.t of four annas only in the lands owned by Govern
ment and the occupied land not cultivated since 1911 is not such as to 
justify any opposition from the Government benches to the amendment 
moved by me. The fact is that even those zamindars are going to be 
charged who h~ve got their fixed water supply from the e.x:isting karias 
and who in all probability are bound to suffer as the result of the opera~ 
tions of the canals in the barrage zone~ The full supply, I have· been 
told by the honourable member from Larkana, Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto, 
cannot be assured to the zamindars to the extent to which they get at 
present. Rather their supply will be reduced. Under. those. circum4 

stances, in the case of those zamindars at least who are already settled 
and get enough water for their cultivation from the existing karias, 
they should be charged absolutely nothing and, if they are to be charged · 
at all, the charge should be nominal only. . . 

The other point on which I differ from the clause of the original Bill 
is with regard to the Government lands and occupied lands which have · 
not been receiving water for the last 20 years. Both kinds of lands 
I want to treat on a par, but I think the reason of opposition from the 
Government side to this suggestion is simply because I believe that the 
figures that have been given to us show that the occupied landswhich 
have not been receiving water for the last 20 years are not 36 lakhs of 
acres, but out of this 36 la.khs of acres a good portion of the land has been 
receiving water also, and it suits Government to include even such lands 

· in the area which has not been receiving water according to their calcula
tions since 1911. I do feel-rather I am certain-that this amendment 
will meet with the fate so many other amendments have met with in 
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. this honourable House, but before I resume my seat, I deem it my duty 

to inform Government that the changes contempla.W by them are 
simply revolutionary and are bound to bring about agrarian discontent, 
which might lead to agrarian upheavals also. -

. The .Honourable Sir GOVThlJRAO PRADIU ... ~ : Mr. President, with 
regard to the amendment which has been brought before the House, 
I think I explained more than once as to why we are dividing the charges 
in the proportion of 1, 2 and 3. The honourable member from Karachi 
(lir. Baloch) stated emphatically to the House that a. lot of zamindars 
are going to be affected by this. But he forgot that any additional 
burden thrown upon the Government land for water-courses also reduces 
the price of that land. Supposing the price of a. particular piece of land 
is Rs. 100, then if the burden thrown upon it is lx, then the price which 
the purchase~ will pay for it is 100 minus lx ; if you make that burden 
2x, then the price which the purchaser will pay is 100 minus 2x. That 
is, to the extent of lx or 2x Government suffer in revenue. Govern· 
ment land, as I understand it, is roughly about 1,800,000 of acres ; 
cultivated land, upon which the bm:den is to be only one share, is about 
5,000,000 acres and private waste land is about 400,000 or 500,000 of· 
acres; making a total of 7,300,000 acres. The proportion which the 
honourable member from Poona. (llr. Ka.mat) gave was a little in· 
accurate. If Rs. 3 is the basis; then in the proportion of 1, 3 and 3, 
the charges are 6~ a.nnas, then Rs. 1-4-6 roughly for other acres. But 
that does not show the inequality of the division, because the attempt 
of the honourable mover is that o,OOO,OOO acres instead of being charged 
at 8 annas should be charged at 6~ annas ; that is, an additional 
burden of 1} annas multiplied by 5,000,000-beca.use there are 5,000,000 
acres-is to be thrown upon 2,200,000 or 2,300,000 acres. Then again, 
the inequality becomes enhanced when you find that private waste land 
is only 400,000 acres and Government waste land is 1,800,000 acres. 
So, more than four shares of this additional burden will be thrown upon 
Government land plus the additional charge of Rs. 1-4-0 or Rs. 1-4-6 
that you are going to increase by this amendment. There are two objects 
in view in this amendment. The priiila.ry object is to benefit the persons 
who are already getting water. [InterruptiQn.] That is exactly the 

· reason. When we find-
Khan Bahadur .ALL.AHBAKSH : These are not the correct figures. 

We are only increasing the Government's share. 

The· Honourable Sir GOVTh"'"DRAO PRADH..\.~: You have not 
calculated the additional burden . 

. Khan Bahadur ALLAHB.AKSH: We haYe. 
The. Honourable Sir GOVTh"'"DRAO PRADHA.."'\ : If private culti

vated land which is 5,000,000 acres which is going to bear one share, 
if private waste land which is 400,000 to :>00,000 acres, which is going 
to bear three shares of the burden, and if Government waste land which . 
is 1,800,000 acres--
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)Ir. HA.JI ~IIR MAHO:\IED BALOCH (Speaking in. Urdu) :··The 
figure of 1,800,000 acres is not correct; I think 1,500,000 .acres are 
Go\·ernment waste land as 300,000 acres have been given away to 'fallow 
land claimants. · · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : I am explaining
it as clearly as it lies in my power .. Wnen you divide the charges in, 

· the proportion of 1, 3 and 3, taking Rs. 3 as the basis, the charge .for 
one share comes to 6!} annas; if it is in the proportion of 11 2 and 3, 
then it is 8 annas ; that means that the charge. on private lands. which 
are now getting water and which are cultivated is to be reduced, according 
to the amendment, by It annas. But that is not all. As I said-and 
"·ith the permission of the Chair I would repeat it-you have got to 
multiply it by 5000000, because these 5,000,000 acres ar~ going to have 
a reduction in the water charges to the extent of 1} annas p~r acre, and 
this additional burden is to be thrown upon 2,200,000 or 2,300,000 acres. 
()yer and above that, the amendment also proposes that where the 
Belect committee has fixed the charg3 at Re. 1 per acre, we should raise 
it to Rs. 1-4-6. But it is not merely raising it to R!!. 1-4:-6, but the 
additional burden, which is lifted off these 5,000,000 acres, will be' dis
tributed upon these 2,200,000 acres, and that is a thing which the House 
ought to take into careful consideration. Govermnent land will·· be. 
-considerably burdened by these additional charges, and what will b_e 
the result 1 The purchaser necessarily. will pay less for it. The other 
day in reply to a question we said that twelve crores of rupees are expecte.d 
to be realised from the sale of land, which would go to liquidate part 
of the Barrage debt, and if the calculation is made on the basis of the 
present amendment, the figure is reduced to ten crores of rupees. What 
is the result! The result is that the ratepayer loses two crores of. rupees. 
As I said two or three days ago, you make these distinctions for .two 
reasons. If Government .land fetches more, then that additional value 
goes to all the ratepayers, but if any private person benefits, then the 
additional money goes into his pockets only. Government, as I say,· 
is looking to the welfare of the ratepayers; naturally, whatever addi~ 
tional money they get goes back to the ratepayers, but the additio;nal 
value which a private owner gets goes into his own coffers only. I make 
that clear now, and I have stated that the other day more t4an once. 
These are important reasons. That is the idea underlying the amend
ment-to reduce the burden upon the cultivated lands and to increase 
the burden upon the Government lands ; not only in shares, not only 
in ratio, but the additional burden taken off these private lands is to be 
thrown upon Government lands. I therefore oppose the amendment .. 

Amendment to the amendment put and lost. 
Amendment put and lost. . 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The next am~ndment standing 

in the name of the honourable member Mr. Surve is as follows: 
In paragraph bearing No. 92 (4) (a), second sub-paragraph, so alter the sub.clause 

beginning with the words ·• shall be assessed to three times " and ending with " to twice 
the ratea " as to read as follows :-

.. shall be &lll!esaed to twice and Government land shall be assessed to three times the 
rate<!." 
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[Th.e President] · 

Is that an attempt to benefit, future purchasers of waste land l 
Mr. A. N. SURVE: No. 
The ~on?urable Sir GOYIXDRAO PRADHAX: Sir, I have got my 

·own obJections to the amendment, hut apart from that, I submit that 
.this House did not even accept the proportion of 3 : 3 as hetwef"n 
Government .wast~ land and priwte waste land. The honourable member 
wants to change the proportion of 2 : 3 as between Government "·aste 
land and private waste land to 3 : 2, which is the other way, but the House 
has just decided that Government waste land should not bear the hurdf"n 
in equal proportion with private waste land. Of course, technically the 
honourable member Ill3Y he right, but the amendment is absolutelv 
wrong in principle. • 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment which stands in my name : 

In p;ragnph bearing No. 92 (4) (a), second sub-paragraph, so alter the sub.<'laus~ 
beginning with the words "shall be assessed to three times" and ending with "to twice 
the rates " aa to read u follows :--

" Shall be assessed to twice and Government land shall be &S3tlssed to three times 
the ratea." 
Sir, as the clause stands, private waste lands are to bear thrice and 

Government waste lands twice the assessment. My submission is that 
the private landowners all belong to the Presidency and they require 
"preferential treatment as compared with those who are to come here&fter 
as purchasers from Government of waste lands. On this point, you will 
see that Government Ill3ke absolutely no secret about this fact, that the 
lands which they now hold are to be sold in the open market, and they 

· are to be sold out even to persons who come from other Presidencies. 
This fact has been :nentioned in the White Book on the Lloyd Burage. 
There are these two points, that the land is to he sold in thr open Ill3rket, 
and that the purchaser Ill3Y he an outsider. Now, as compared with the 
men who hold private waste. lands, this man, who Ill3Y he a new-comt>r· 
an inhabitant of other Presidency, is treated in a better way, because the 
Ill3n who has been holding private waste land has been already paying 
Government some revenue in one form or another, whereas the total 
stranger to the Presidency ha.s·up till-now not given a single pic, and he 
is going to get all the benefit which the men of the Presidency and Sind 
have been Ill3king ready for him. It is a pity that we have been enacting 
such provisions for the benefit of outsiders when part of our provincial 
revenue is being diverted ; though Sukkur Barrage is said to be a produc· 
tive scheme, still money which really belongs to the Presidency and which 
ought to go to meet the delll3nds of the Presidency including Sind is being 
diverted to the Barrage scheme which should be financed out of loans. 
Thus, Sir, by reason of the carrying out of the Barrage Project we are 
placed at a very great disadvantage. The nation-building departments 
are starved to provide money for the project. In this ~nner, Sir, we are 
Ill3de to suffer privations and may I ask in whose interests ! Is it not 
in the interests of the strangers who Ill3Y come forward to purchase 
Government waste lands 1 I fail to understand that if both lands are 
'Waste, why the lands of private owners should be Ill3de to bear three · 
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times the cost whereas the Government land which is intended to be' sold, 
to those from outside the presidency should bear only twice the 'cost. · 

The other point is that this proportion is liased on the cost per acre 
which is already give~ out for~ very long time at Rs. 2. I am mentioning 
this because if the cost of construction increases, naturally the amount 
based on these proportions will also increase, and the burden ;on 
the landholders will increase pro tanto. Therefore I submit that the 
point whether the cost has been ca.lcuhted up till now at · Rs.. 2 
stands. So late as June 30th we were given to understand that the cost 
per acre of construction together with rectangulation was Rs. 2-8-0. Out 
()f this amount the cost of re~ttangulation is Re. 0-8-0; therefore the cost 
()£ construction amounts to Rs. 2' per acre. • 

::\Ir. C. S.C. HARRISON: Subject to the remarks I made at the last 
session. ' · · 

::\Ir. A. N. SURVE : Up to June '1930---
Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : Up to June 1931. 
::\Ir. A. N. SuRVE : For a number of years people have been given to 

understand that the cost of. construction was Rs~ 2 per acre.. It is not, 
Qnly we, but the Visv~swarayE- Committee was also given the same' 
figure and its recommendation is ba.sed on that figure. I will read their 
re~ommendation. It is on page 30 of ·their report. They say: 

" It i.e proposed to construct water-courses in all the new lands at the cost ot the owner 
or occupier. There will be no difficulty in recovering Rs. 2. It .••••• ;,: •..•...... , 
••.....•••..•.••.... owned by the owner." 

Taking into consideration these words '' there will be no difficulty. in 
recovering the charge" .and the further words, which .are quoted in brackets 
'' about Rs. 2 per acre," it is clear that that Committee relied on the figures 
supplied by Government officers. They say· that .this figure of Rs. 2 
can be borne by the cultivator but the figure is now not Rs. 2 but it is 
increased to over double the amount, viz., Rs. 4 annas four. I think that 
the peasants will be hardly hit, by the reason that the old estinla.te has 
gone wrong. Therefore I submit that the owners of private waste lands 
who will be subject to this proportion should 'be treated very . 
sympathetically. Otherwise you will be giving preference to an outsider, 
and neglecting the agriculturists who belong to this Presidency. For 
this reason I have moved this amendment and I trust the House will 
kindly accept it. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOl1ED BALOCH (Karachi City) (Addressed the 

House in t'rdu): I rise to 'support this. amendment moved by my 
honourable friend Mr. Surve. As it is, there are 15 Iakhs of acres of 
Go\'ernment and 3 lakhs of acres of prhrate fallow waste lands. In the 
former amendment moved by my hdnourable friend Mr. Shaikh Abdul · 
Majid he suggested a rate of 4 annas more for the cost of construction , 
of Government waste lands which would entail on them a loss of Rs. 3! 
lakhs. :My honourable friend Mr. Surve suggests 8 annas which· will 
-come to 7! lakhs. As we have seen in many auctions of Government, 
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in thia case of the auction of Barrage lands, the prices will go up in auction 
and Government would not be put to any serious loss. I wish to draw 
the attention of honourable members, viz., Finance Member and the Chief 
Engineer who are fighting fo~ a few lakhs of rupees that this loss of 7lakh~ 
is nothing when compared to the extraordinary loss they have incurretl 
on the purchase of machinery for the Barrage which comes to 5 crorel!l 
and 6 crores including dredgers, Railway plant, etc. These big losses are 
lost sight of by Government and they higgle for a paltry sum of 3 lakhs 
a~d 4 la~hs, particularly when these lands are going to he taken hr 
b1g zammdars. I trust the House will carry the amendment. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: I have nothing more to say. 
The Honourable Sir GOVI:t>."DRAO PRADHAN : I oppose it. I have-

already explained. · 
Question put and lost. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The next amendment on the

list stands in the name of the honourable member the Chief Engineer. 
That must be in the hands of all honourable members who have been 
following the Bill. There is now submitted what is proposed to be an 
amendment· to the amendment of the honourable member :Mr. Harrison. 
To understand the position clearly, let me refer to the Chief Engineer's 
amendment. It reads: 

In sub·section (4) of section 92-
(a) for clause (a) substitute the following, namely:-

"(a) The cost of constructing any such water-course shall, where the water-course
is constructed by tbe canal-officer, be paid by the holder or holders of the land to !}(" 
irrigated by it to the canal-officer. The eanal-officer shall, on completion of the 
water-course, give to the holder or holders of land concerned notice thereof and of the
sum payable by him or them on account of the cost of constructing the water-course. 
This sum shall, as far as possible, be calculated on an acreage basis." 

Now the amendment placed in my hands this moment says: 
After the words 'canai system ' insert the following words. 

But the words ''canal system" are not to be found in Mr. Harrison's 
amendment. They appear in the original clause. Honourable members 
from Sind will~ therefore, understand that what is now given in my hand 
is not an amendment to the amendment, hut really an amendment to 
the original clause in the Bill. I had already indicated to the House, 
before. we proceeded with the 'Bill, that amendments to the Bill 
would be received only up to that evening and not later. Amendment.; 
r€ceived up to that time )vere allowed, and subsequent notices of 
amendments were disallowed. I ·am therefore not inclined to allow this 
amendment to a clause of the Bill, unless the House, particularly the 
Sind members, wish me to do so at this late stage. Even if only the Sind 
members are net agreeable, I am ready not to allow it. 

Khan Bahadur 11. A. KHUHRO : What is the amendment 1 
The Honourable Sir GOVI~"DRAO PRADHA...\": Xow, the 

amendment proposed iJ-. 
In section 92 ( 4) (a), after the words 'canal system ' insert the following, namely, 

. "ahaU be added to the estimated cost of the construction of aU water-courses 
proposed to be constructed in that system but not yet coMtructed, and .. 
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The Sind members will find that the cost of constructing water-cpurses 

is to be shared on an acreage basis, and the unit of calculation is the area. 
watered by a particular canal system. Suppose there are one lakh of 
acres under a particular canal system, and out of this, water-courses are 
built only for 40,000 acres, and the construction of water-courses for the 
remaining 60,000 acres is postponed for ten or fifteen years; Now, as · 
the Bill. stands, until water-courses are completed for the remaining 60,000 
acres, the canal-officer will not be able to apportion the cost falling on 
the owners of these 40,000 acres and will not be in a position to tell the 
owners what their share is. He will have to wait till'water-courses are 
completed for all the remaining 60,000 acres. Meanwhile, th~ interest 
charges on the cost of the water-courses for the 40,000 acres will accumu
late, and the zamindars will have to pay those interest charges whim the 
canal-officer is in a position to tell them what their share of the burden 
is. The amendment now proposed to be moved seeks to rectify this 
po8ition. Under this amendment, the canal-officer will calculate the 
share of the owners on the actual expenditure on the water-courses already 
completed and the estimated expenditure for the rest of the water-courses. 
He will then notify to the owner that the sum should be paid in so many 
instalments. If he is not in a position to do so, the zamindars will have 
to pay unnecessary interest charges. Supposing my honourable friend 
Sir Shah N'awaz Bhutto wants to pay the whole sum in one instalment, 
he can do so under the Bill; but how is he to pay it until we are in a position 
to tell him what his actual share is ? To remove this hardship, this 
amendment has been proposed: 

In section 92 (4) (a), after the words •' canal system" insert the following, namely, 
•' shall be added to the estimated cost of the construction of aU wa.ter-courses 
proposed to 1M: constructed in that system but not yet constructed." 

I request honourable members to look into the copy of the Bill with 
them ;-the amended clause will read : 

"The cost of constructing all water-cour11e11 which have been constructed in whole or 
in part by the Cana).olficer and are fed by the same canal system shall be added to the 
estimated cost of the construction of all water-courses proposed to be constructed in that 
system but not yet constructed, and shall be calculated on an acreage basis •• , .etc." 

Within a. definite, short period, some water-courses will be ready; 
some water-courses will not be ready, but their estimates will be there. 
But in order to tell the zaminw.r what he has got to pay, the estimated 
cost of the mn.a.ining water-courses which are not yet constructed shall 
be taken as the basis for calculating and he will be told definitely wh.a.t 
his sh.a.re is. And he h.a.s got to pay cert2.in rate of interest. It is in the 
interests of the umindars thet I think this amendment should be made. 

Then in the same clause there is a further amendment. Through 
oversight we took the basis of 20 years ; we omitted to mention 
the definite date. We want now to substitute the words and figures 
"between the first da.y of August 1911 and the 1st da.y of August 1931" 
wherever the words and figures " since the first da.y of August 1911 " 
occur, Through oversight we only mentioned the beginning a.nd omitted 
to mention the end of the period during which the land has not 
bt>en cultivatfd. Then it was pointed out that some person may scre.tch 
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his water-courses after 1st August 1931 or some person may construct 
water-courses after 2, 3 or i years and in that case nothing can be done. 
Therefore, in order to remove this defect this amendment has been 
proposed. That was the intention of the select committee, namely, that 
land which ha.s not been· cultivated between 1st of August 1911 and 
1st of August 1931, should be considered as waste land. But as I said, 
through oversight, the date when the period is to end W'3S .omitted. 
I think it is really a formal amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: It is a fortification rather than 
·a formal amendment. · 

The Honourable ·sir GOVTh"'DRAO PRADHAN: These are two 
amendments. Then the third amendment is that for the word 
" occupied " the word " cultivable " should he substituted. In the 
illustration the word " cultivable " has been used. If there are sandy 
deserts, they are not going to he included in the canal system. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Have honourable members 
understood the position clearly ! 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : There is one ambiguity. ·How 
are we to determine the estimated cost for the construction of all 
water-courses 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh"DRAO PRADHAN : According to the 
.frame of the Bill, the costs are to be calculated upon acreage basis, that 
is, acres watered by the same canal system. So when there is a canal 
system you know how many acres will come under that canal system. 
And when you know how many acres are going to he watered by particular 
canals, the cost of these water-courses will be calculated per canal. The 
estimate must he made first, otherwise there cannot he any 
apportionment. The total cost of constructing water-courses through 
this· area fed by a particular canal system will he estimate?. 

Sir SHAH NA WAZ BHUTTO : The objection is this : Suppose you 
provide Re. 1-4-0 per day as an estimated cost and you actually get the 
work done for 12 annas per day. !~.there any provision to enable him 

. to get the refund 1 • 

The Honourable Sir GOVI1'1JRAO PRADHAN : Estimates or the 
revised estimates 1 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : It is like this : there will be certain 
water-courses which will h~ left out---

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : May I clarify the issue, Sir 1 I see the 
honourable member's difficulty. All water-courses are being estimated, 
whether they are to ·he constructed immediately or not. Supposing 
that the estimated cost of the work to he completed two years hence is 
Rs. 5lakhs, what would he the actual cost of that work per acre is difficult 
for me to say, but we expect to complete all our estimates within the next 
two or three months and I think Government will give an undertaking 
that the cost will11ot exceed. the average estimate for the other water. 
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tourses of the area, if that will remove the suspicions of my honourable 
friends. Further, if there is any excess over the estimate, I would ask , 
Government to bear that small excess. That, I think, will remove any 
suspicions of the honourable members. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : There is a· further !lmbiguity. 
According to the proposed amendment we have to pay accordipg 
to estimates. Suppose the estimated cost of the Fuleli Canal system is 
10 lakhs of rupees and when we actually start work it might cost 
Rs. 8 lakhs or it might cost Rs. 12 lakhs. Therefore what we 
wish is not to pay on the estimates but on the actuals. Whether 
it is more or less that is our luck. But we wish to pay on the 
actuals. Whatever water-courses-are not constructed now, that also 
should be determined on the actuals· now as estimates for the future 
water-courses. 

l\Ir. C. S. C. HARRISON: That is what I said. 
l\Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : Sir, I cannot say what is 

the opinion of my honourable colleagues from Sind about this 
a.mendmen'fi-,- · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I· am not asking for individual 
opinion. Honourable members should decide whether they agree to · 
allow the amendment or not. 

:Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL l\IAJID : I wish to state o~ behalf of myself . 
that--

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I would advise the honourable 
member to join the other honourable members in coming to a decision. 

Sir SHAH NA WAZ BHUTTO : We must have some time to discuss 
tbis amendment between ourselves. There is some difficulty which 
we cannot solve offhand. For instance, if you have 400 water-courses 
and out of the lot 200 water-courses are got ready and they recover 
from us the average of actual cost that they have incurred on those 
200 karias, there would be no difficulty at all. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : But why allow the amendment 
at all1 . · 

l\Ir. C. S. C. HARRISON: There is a difficulty because you_ cannot 
strike the average rate till the whole work is done. That was our diffi
culty and it may also adversely affect personal interests. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: 1\Iay I suggest that 
these amendments may be considered after the recess and in the mean
while we can proceed with the next clause~ That will save a. lot of time. 
The honourable member the Legal Remembrancer's amendment may 
be kept over till after the recess. · 

.Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: Clauses (a) and (b), I think, may be kept 
over. The amendment to clause (c) may be taken up now. , 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT : I have an amf:'ndment to that, but it hangs on 
Mr. Harrison's amendment. · 
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The Honourable Sir GO\U'l>RAO PRADH.L~ : I want to brinz 

to the notice of the House one f.a.ct. The honourable member Khan 
Bahadur .Alla.hbaksh and others sta.W th2.t sub-clause (b) with tht• 
illostmtion did not commend it.seU to them. I gave them a promi:-t.' 
in the select committee that if they moved an amendment GovernmP.nt 
wo~d not oppose it. It w~ actually inserted at the request of thl:' 
AdllSOry <A>mmittee that when a zamindar was ready to put up his 
own kari&s, then he must have the option to do so. That was acceptt>d 
on the previous day. Then next day it was suggested that no option 
should be given and all karias thould be constructed by Governmt-nt. 
I told Khan Baha.dur .Allahbaksh that if it was the desire of the Sin,l 
.members not to hne this· provision then they might move an amend
ment in the open House and Government would have no objPction .. 
They have not moved an amend.Inent-

Mr. B. S. K...UUT : I han moved one. It seems that the honou.rablt
:member Mr. Harrison is also moving a similar amendment and if ht>
moves his. own, my amendment need not come up. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE....~T: We will go to clause 4 (c). 
SYED MIRA..~ lUHOill:D SR.lll (Hydembad District): I move 

that-
In eection 9:!, cla~L.oe (4) (t'), line 215, for the words "bv not more than.,. substitute 

the words "in equal." . · • 

My object in moving this ~ndment is that the instalments should 
be equally divided into annual instalments. 

Mr. C. S. C. lilRRISOX: Equated payments 1 
SYED MIRA..'\ MAHOliED SHAH: Yes. 
The Honourable Sir GOYTh'l>RAO PRADH..L~ : Supposing a man 

wants to pay off earlier? 
SYED MIRA..~ MAHOliED SHAH: Xobody can prevent him from 

paying off the dues earlier. But there should be provision for 20 annual 
instalments. Xow you have vest-ed the discretion in the canal office-r 
to spread the payment in" not more than" 20 instalments. So he can 
spread it over 20 years or less than that if he likes. Therefore my 
purpose is that there should be prorisiol! for 20 equal annual instalments. 
If a man wants to pay off early, there is nothing to prevent him. 

The Honoumble the PRESIDE~""T : The interest would fall on the 
man who takes 20 instalments ! 

SYED MIR.L~ ~L\HOliED SHAH: Yes, Sir. 
· The Honourable Sir GOID'l>R.\.0 PRADH..L~ : I think there is 
a proviso which has been tabled by the honourable member ~lr. Harrison 
that no i.nstalment shall be less than five rupees. The minimum shall 
be fin rupees. If the honourable member accepts that, I will have 
no objection. Otherwise, supposing a man has got 55: are we to take 
four annas from him 1 Equal instalments would mean equated instal
ments, bec&tL.<~e the"\" will include interest. The amendment should 
tht>refore be " in eq~l equated instalments." What was the i<ka when 
we disc1l.SS(>d it 1 We first wanted equated instalments. The oth.tr 
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side said, " No, for the first yer.r l\'P. bhall pa.y all the interest charges 
plus a portion of the cost. That will reduce the interest charges. Then 
apportion the cost." I myself said" You cBn have equated instalments." 
but equated instalments include the interest as in every other case. 
So, if the honourable member desires thet there should be equal P.qua.ted 
instalments, I have no objection but with the proviso that the instal· 
ment shall not be less than. five rupees per year. I understand thr.t 
the honourable member's desire is that the discretion given to the cand 
officer to reduce the number c.f instalments should not be there. So, 
if anybody wants 20 instalments, he must get them and there should 
be no discretion left with the canal officer to reduce the number of years. 
I will not object to thr.t. but then the words will hE' " shall be permitted 
to pay the sum due by 20 equated annual inst&lments provided the.t 
each instalment shall not be less than five rupees." 

SYED 1\IIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : I t>,gree to th~t. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The amendment ·proposed by 
agreement is this : 

" In eertion 92 (4) (r), in line 215, omit the words 'not more than' and add befortt 
the word • twenty' the word • in ' and after the word 'twenty' the words • equated 
annual instalments provided that no such instalment shall be lese than five rupees peor 
year calculated with interest at surb rate as may be fixed but not exceeding, etc.,. etc.'" 

Would the honourable· member move that 1 
The Honourable Sir GOVI.NDRAO PRADHAN : When we .IIl.ll.ke 

equated instalments, the words " together with interest " are redundant 
because "equated" includes interest. You may therefore omit the 
words "calculated with interest" because interest is already there. 
Y Oll do not want to pay double. , . 

SYED MIRAN 1\IAHOMED SHAH : I accept that alteration, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The proviso that is contained 

in the amendment of the honourable member 1.\Ir. Harrison will not 
in that case be moved later on. Does the honourable member from. 
Hyderabad follow me 1 

SYED 1.\IJRAN MAHmiED SHAH: Yes, Sir. 
The Honoureble the PRESIDENT : The amendment moved by the 

honourable member is that the words" not more than" shall be omitted 
~nd the words " in twenty equated annual instalments calculated with 
mterest at such rate a.s may be fixed by Government provided that no 
such instalment shall be less than five rupees-· 

The Honourable Sir GOYI~"DRAO PRADHAX: If we pay a higher 
rate, we shall not ask for it because equated instalments mean thP,t 
intert>st is already fixed. Whatever rate of interest we charge under 
tht> Agriculturists' Loans Act will be the basis. 

SYED ~liRA .. '\ li.\HmlED SHAH: I see. 
Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHVTTO: We understand that you will chi.rge 

us a rate of interellt which you. giw to the Gowrnment of India. 
Is that sol . · · 
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The Honourable Sir GOYI~'l>RAO PRADIU ... ~ : The ra~ of interest 

we pay to the Cl'Qvernment of India always ~aries. 
Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO: That does not matt~r. 
The Honourable Sir GOYTh'l>RAO PRADHA ... ~ : In the case of 

equated instalments, the in~rest is already fu:ed. How can that be 
al~red afterwards 1 What we sa.id was that the rate of intereRt would 
be that which we pay to the Government of India, but that rate alwan 
varies. " 

Mr. B. S . .K.UIAT : I think that there is some misunderstanding. 
What we understood in the select committee---

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T : If the honourable member 
accepts it, I think what can be done not to complicate mat~rs at present 
is to add these few words and add the pro,·iso at the end of sub-clause (c). 
After we dispose of that, when the honourable member ~Ir. Harrison 
rises to propose his amendment regarding the in~rest on the basis of 
the Agriculturists' Loans Act, then the honourable member may redu-ce 
thattothe-

.Mr. B. S. KAMAT : H we accept this sub-clause, we do not agree 
to the rate of interest that Government will charge. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : The sub-clause is not being put. 
The amendment before the House is this : 

Omit the words, in line 215, ''by not more than " and add the words, after the 
words "·sum due ", " in twenty equated annual instalments calculated with interest 
at such rate, etc., etc." Add a proviso at the end of sub-clause (c) " provided that no 
such instalment shall be less than five rupees .•.••. " 

Khan Bahadur ALL..ffiBAKSH: Originally it was decided that we 
should pay equal instalments. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : That is coming. 
Khan Bahadur ALL..ffiBAKSH : In the select committee we decided 

·that we should pay in twenty equa.l instalments and the interest was 
to be calculated every year. This means that we are to pay compound 
interest. The second thing is the interest which the Government of 
Bombay pays to the Government of India might vary and in that case 
we do not get the benefit of that. I think that is whs.t the Honourable 
the Finance Member gave us to understand. 

The Honourable Sir GOYI1"'DRAQPRADHA...~ : That rate always 
varies. . 

Khan Babadur ALLAHBAKSH : That is our luck, we take that risk. 
)Ir. C. S. C. H.ffiRISO~ : I would explain, Sir, that in the interests 

of the Sind zamindars thelll.Selves the honourable member's suggestion 
is dangerous. I will give an example. Within three or four years we 
shall strike an acreage basis. That will be struck on the rate of interest 

· which may then be more than 7 per cent. This year it is 61 per cent. 
So it is in the in~rest of the honourable members to have equa~d pay
ments. I a.m. afraid my honourable friend does not understand the 
question of equated payments. It certainly is not in the interest of the 
zamindars not to accept'equated instalments. In the next four or five 
years the rate of in~rest is not likely to go down and therefore they have 
got nothing to gain by relying on luck, as the honourable member suggests. 
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; The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: I£ you pay all the 
inter~st charges this year and all the interest on the balance next year. 
is not that paying compound interest ? I am quite prepared to stick 
to the original c1orrangement. But if you want equated instalments. 
equ~.t.ed instalment means that the interest is calculated beforehand 
upon a fixt>d rate. But if you think that there will be equal instalments 
and that you are going to pay the whole of the interest upon the whole 
sum, for the first year plu8 the instalment and the interest upon 
the whole of the balance the next year plus the instalment, it means you' 
are paying compound interest. Because, supposing .the whole amount 
is Rs. 200, and the instalment is only Rs.10 per year (20 equal instalments). 
the first year you pay Rs. 12 interest plus10, second year Rs. 12 interest 
upon 200 plus 10 instalment--

. Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH :·No, in the secotid year we pay 
interest on 190 plus 10, and in the third ye2.r we p:c>.y interest on 180 
plus 10. 
: The Honourable Sir GOVIl\'TIRAQ PRADHAN : Equated instalment 
means the same thing. You can go to any mathematician and ask him 
and he will tell you that the interest is calculated on the same basis. 
If the honourable members Wll.nt equated instalments, I have no 
objection. I am willing to keep the matter open to them. We under
stand it to mean the first instalment; then interest upon the balance plus 
instalment, and so on. · .. · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Wby do you not fix the interest 
at 6 per cent. ? · · 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh'TIRAO PRADHAN : Because we 
ourselves pay 6} per cent. 

SYED MIRAN MAHmiED SHAH : The amendment which 
I originally proposed will make the thing cle2r. 

The Honourable Sir GOVI1'TIRAO PRADHAN: I have ste.ted what 
I have got to say. 

SYED MIRAN MAHO:\IED SHAH : I wish to make my honourable 
friend understand my view-point. What will be the difficulty if you 
accept my amendment to substitute the words " in equal " instead of the 
words "not more than"? Let the rate of interest be. calculated 
according to the z.rrangement mide in the select comiuittee. 

The Honourable Sir GOVI}t'TIRAO·PRADHAN: I would like to add 
half a dozen other words. 

The Honourz.ble the PRESIDENT : Would the honourable member 
wish me to put his original am~ndment to the House 1 

The Honoumble Sir GOVINDRAO -PRADHL~: I think, Sir, that 
they do not know their own mind. 

SYED :MIRAN :MAHO:\IED SHAH : Let my amendment be· put 
to the vote, Sir. 

The Honourable Sir GOVI~'TIRAO PRADHAN : I am not able t<> 
underi!U.nd ~·hat they want. 
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' The Honoumble the PRESIDE~"T : The first amendlnt'nt I put to the 

House is u follows : 
In ela-a!lll! !,~eetioa. 92 (.&) (t:') for the words" bv not mone than" nbetitute the word 

.. io .. and insert the word •• equal .. bet.-een the words .. t.-enty "and .. annoal ... 

Question put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESID~""T : The next amendment 1s as 

follows: 
Ia tlao!le 4, aection 9:1 (.&) (c) add at the end the following proviso:
• Pro1ided tba& no such instalment shall be less than five rupee&." 

' Question put and carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : There are two matters now to be 
considered, the Ia.te of interest as suggestt>d by the honourable member 
lli. Kamat and the words of the a.mendm~t proposed by the honourable 
m~mber lli. Ha.rrison; tha.t; is one matter. The other matter is what 
we ha.ve left over regarding the previous clause. It has to be considered 
by honourable members as to whether the fresh amendment introduced 
to-day should be allowed or not. They have to make up their minds 
definitely, and the House when it re-assembles after tea will consider that 
.a.s the first thing. 

(After recess.) 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : Taking the clause we ha.d in hand, 
~Iause 4 (c), there is an amendment by the honourable member :Mir 
Bandeh Ali Kha.n Talpur. 

lliR BA~"DEH ALI KH..\S TALPl'"R : I do not move it, Sir. 
lli. C. S. C. H.\RRISOX: Sir, I beg. to move the following am~ndment: 
"In &Ub-tlauee .& (<") for the .-ords 'payable by Gov-ernment on its own borrowings 

on the date on ' 8Ubstitute the words ' fixed by Government io respect of loans granted 
under the Agricnlturists' Loans Act, 1884, in the year in'." 
.:Xow, Sir, my reasons are that the word.s " payable by Government 
-on its own borrowings" involve loose phraseology. Government at the 
present molnt'nt are paying intt>rests on many sorts of loans. If we go 
back to periods between 1902 and 1910, Government have borrowed 
money for irrigation in the Deccan for instance at 3! per cent. Since 
then they ha.Ye borrowed at various rates of interest--at 4 per cent., at 
.51 per cent. and at 6 per cent.-so that the phrase " payable by Govem
m ... nt on its borrowings " is nry loose. Government loans raised this 
year bear 6} per cent. So, some definition is required. I put it to the 
House that the &Int'ndment proposed by me limits the scope. I suggest 
interest on the basis of the Act XII of 1884, because it covers takkavi 
loans. The alternative to that iS to fi:n~o definite rate of interest. In 
fixing tha.t definite interest we must be careful to see that Government 
do not lose on the transaction. We are at present borrowing at the rate 
of 6} per cent. Last year we borrowed at the rate of 6 per cent. We 
st:a.rW last vear the construction of the water-courses and therefore 
several have 'been constructed with fund.s borrowed at the rate of 6 per 
cent. This year we are constructing watt>r-courses with fund.s borrowed 
at 6} per cent. I &m not in a position to say what we will have to pay 
next year. It certainly will not be less than 6} per cent. If the House 
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~ [)Ir. C. S.C. HarriP.on]. 
is not prepared to .1ccept the amendment I have proposed, a. definite 
rate of interest "'ill have to be fixed and it cannot be less than 6! per 
cent. I do not how whether the Honourable the Finance Member will 
agree with my suggestion. It is my personal opinion. I trust there, 
will be no objection to the amendment I have proposed. · 

I would explain one point to zoemove any suspicion on the question of 
ealculating the interest. If we ma.ke the bill for the cost of constructi~nl' 
QU an acreage basis, we shall have to take the m~n e>.'Penditure {and 
interest) of probably three years. The water-courses were'begun to be 
eonstructed last year and this year the construction is proceeding ; next 
year also the construction of '\Wl.ter-courses will continue. While charg• 
ing the cost of construction on an acreage basis we will take the average 

• d the r(ttes of interest for the vears ~of actual construction of the water
. ()Ourses. If that is agreeable to honourable members, I have nothing 
more to say. ·· 

Question proposed. 

Rao Bahadur G. V. PRA.DHAN : On a point of information. Is it 
a fact that Government charge half a per cent. more than the rate at · 
which they borrow in a particular year when they give loans 1 

lfr. C. S. C. HARRISOS : I think it is correct. I do not think I need . 
go further than say that in spite of the fact that Gov~rnment are charging 
half a per cent. more they are losing. · 

The Honourable Sir GO'VI1"DRAO PRADI!AJ.'{: Sir, we give several 
kinds of loans, namely, to co-operative societies, by way of tagavi and 
so on. The Government of India while giving a loan charge :fth per 
cent. more to us perhaps for the establishment charges .. We have to 
charge }th per cent. more for covering our expenses. In spite of the fact 
that we charge half a per cent. more, we are losing on every loan we give, 
whether ~agavi, or development or any other loan. If there is to be any 
fixed rate, then it will vary every year. This year we p~y 6! per cent.; 
next year we may have to pay 6! per cent. So, 61 per cent. will be the 
the least we can fix. .· 

)Ir. B.S. KA2'1IAT: The point is more or less one of keeping up faith .. 
Whatever assurance was given by Government in the select committee 
Ehould be kept up. If there is a difference here and there il\ the interest, 
I do not think it desirable as a matter of public policy for Goveriunent 
to go back on the assurance they gave to the members of the 
select committ€e. I do think that Government charge a little more under 
the Agriculturists' Loans Act than the rate· of their OWJJ: borrowings. 
The undertaking given by thel!l to the members of the select committee 
and the members from Sind was that they would charge the same rate 
of their borrowing from the Government of India. I think it is much 
better to stick to the promise given by them. 

That is with reference to the rate of interest. If the honourable 
member the Chief Engineer has moved the amendment ·as a whole, 
I shall have to make some comments. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T : The honourable membf.r 
Mr. Harrison moi'ed the amendment with regard to interest only. 
' Mr. B.S. KA.li.A.T: It you are on sub-clause(('), I have nothing to sa~·. 
· Khan Bahadur ll. A. K.Ht'HRO (Larkana District): ~ir. the sell'<'t 
committee decided that Go\·emment should not charge anything more 
than whatever interest Governlnent pay on their borrowings. At that 
time there were various amendments moved by members from Sind who 
were on the committ~. As a sort of compromise, it was afterwards 
decided that Government should not charge more than the rate they 
pay. The Honourable the Finance :Yember suggest~d that this should 
be so •. Besides, the construction of the wat~r-courses is being consideretl 
by Government as part of the Barrage scheme. Therefore, it was deci~ed 
that whatever rate of interest they pay on their borrowing they should 
charge to the owners of land whose water-courses should be constructed. 
I think the amendment moved by the honourable member the Chief 
Engineer to put in the words "Agriculturists' Loans Act" h vague. If 
his amendment is accepted the interest will be slightly more and besides 
we will have no guarantee as to the reasonable charge. There was an 

. amendment in the name of my honourable friend :Yir Talpur to charge 
no interest at all. That was not moved in view of what happened in 
the select committee and in order to maintain the compromise. We 

.hope the Honourable the Finance Member will not go back on the promise 
he gave to the select committee. 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh"'DRAO PRADHA ... ~ : I am not going 
behind what I said in the select committee. I am prepared to keep the 
clause as it is. If they want to fix the rate we will fix it at 6l per cent. 

1.&. B. S. KA.:YAT : It may go down to 5 per cent. 
The Honourable Sir GOYTh"'DRAO PR.IDHA ... ~: :Xo question of future 

arises. The water-courses will be completed in a couple of years ; 
at any rate they will be completed before 1933. If you want to keep 
the section as it is, I ha\"e no objection. 

Mr. C. S. C. IL-\RRISOX : The wording of the section as it stands is 
very loose. It may adversely affect the zamindars as well as Go\·ernment. 
I am trying by this amendment to avl?id any subsequent trouble. t'nder 
the Agriculturists' Loans Act half per cent. is added. If you so desire 
you may add the words "half per cent. less than". 
' Khan Bahadur ll. A. KHUHRO: We may accept the clause as it k 

The Honourable Sir GOYI1"DR10 PR_IDH.·\S: We have not got 
one loan. We have got several"loans. 
. Rao Bahad':ll' R. R. KALE : I do agree that the rate of interest should 
be fixed at the initial stage, because the rate at which Go\"emment borrow· 
may vary from year to year. Therefore, the proposal of the honourable 
member the Chief Engineer, namely, to fix the rate at half per cent. less 
than what is charged under the Agriculturists' Loans Act, may be 
accepted. 

Sir SHAH N'A W .AZ BHCTTO : Does the Honourable Member intend 
to go back upon his promise given to us ! 
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The Honourable Sir GOVI~"DRAO PRADHAN: No ; but .we. have 
different rates for different loans. 

Sir SHAH NA WAZ BHUTTO : Say then "the rate of interest, paid 
on the Barrage loans." 

l\fr. C. S. C. HARRISON: There seems to be a simple way. If it 
can be drafted as an amendment to my amendment, I think Government 
will raise no difficulty. I have brought in my amendment simply to 
fix the rate. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Now, the question is whether. 
honourable members from Sind are willing to let the clause remain as 
it is or accept this alteration-" half a per cent. less than that charged 
for loans under the Agriculturists' Loans Act." · 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO.: We are in favo~ of the clause as 
it stands. 

. ' 
Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : I do not see how the Rouse can. accept 

it in the interests of the Sind zamindars themselves, be~ause, as I have 
pointed out, there are many varying rates ·of interest for Government 
loans. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House sees that there is 
some difference between the Honourable Member i!l charge of the Bill 
and the honourable member the Chief Engineer. The Honourable 
Member in charge did now actually state that he was willing to let the 
clause stand as it was, and I suppose that the other side of the House 
would like to hold him to that. · 

Sardar Davar T. K. MODI : Sir, may I know if the rules of ·debate 
have been suspended and the House is sitting in Committee 1· 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : If the honourable member wishes 
to speak on the subject, he may do so. · 

Sardar Davar T. K. MODI: I do not wish to speak, but an Honourable 
Member has already spoken several times. 

M:r. B.S. KAMAT : Sir, the Sind members want to stick to the original 
wording. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Is the honourable member the 
Chief Engineer going to withdraw his amendment 1 · 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : Yes, I desire to withdraw my amendment. 
Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : We have now to go back. There 

is the amendment to the original clause by the honourable member the 
Remembrancer of Legal Affairs. I want to know whether the House 
would wish it to be moved. If the House is not agreeable, then, as 
I have already ruled, that amendment will not be allowed. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : Sir, I understood that the 
honourable member the Chief Engineer would not move his amendment 
if the amendment proposed by the honourable member the Legal 
Remembrancer was accepted. 

)llO Hb 56--4 
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Mr. C. 8. C. HARRISON: Sir, I understood that the honourable 
tnembers from Sind were agreeable to the amendment proposed by the 
honourable member the Legal Remembrancer, if the words " estimated 
cost " were defined. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : Is the honourable member the 
Chief Engineer agreeable to "estimated cost" being defined as the 
a\"erage cost of such water-courses as are already constructed 1 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : Yes, with a slight alteration, which, as 
I shall explain, will be slightly in fa'Vour of the Sind zamindars. Our rates 
are falling slightly. The a'Verage cost of construction of water-courses 
already constructed will be slightly higher than the average cost 
of construction of water-courses completed up to March next. 
Theref~re, I suggest that the wording should be " average cost of con
struction of water-courses constructed up to the end of March 1932." 

The Honourable the PRESIDE11'?f : Then, the honourable member 
{Mr. Harrison) is not proposing his amendment 1 

l\Ir. C. S.C. HARRISON: If that is agreed to, I am not proposing my 
amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1"'' : Then, we will take up the second 
amendment, that is, the amendment to the original Bill. Is it the 
.wish of the House that the honourable member may move it 1 ·[After 
a ·pause.] As no one objects, the honourable member the Legal 
Remembrancer may move it. 

Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN : Sir, I move-
. After the words" canal system" appearing in sub-section 4 (a), the words-

" shall-be added to the estimated cost of the construction of all water-courses 
proposed to be constructed for that system but not yet constructed, and " 

be added. 

The necessity for this has already been explained. 
Question proposed. 
Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : Sir, my first amendment is : 
Insert the word "remaining " between the words "all " and " water-courses " in 

the amendment proposed. 

The second amendment is : 
Add a proviso at the end-
" For the purposes of this section, estimated cost shall be arrived at by reckoning the 

average cost of such water-courses as are constructed up to 31st March 1932." 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member for 
Sukkur District (Khan Bahadur Allahbaksh) proposes two amendments 
to the amendment that is before the House, or rather one is an 
amendment to this amendment and the other is a separate proviso 
by itself. The first amendment is : 

In the proposed amendment, after the word "all " add the word "remaining." 

Then, after all the amendments of the honourable member the 
Legal Remembrancer have been gone through, he wants to add an 
explanation which reads thus : 

For the purposes of this section "estimated cost" shall be arrived at by reckoning 
the average cost of such water-courses as are constructed up to 31st March 1932. 
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[The President] 
Now I will put the first amendment to the House. 
Question put and carried. . · 
Original (Mr. Macklin's) amendment, as amended, put and carried~ 
1\Ir. A. S. R. MACKLIN: Sir, I move-
In section 92, clause (4) (a) and in the illustration thereto, for the words and figures 

·•• since the first day of August 1911 ",wherever they occur, the words and figures" bet •. 
·ween the first day of August 1911 and the first day of August 1931 "shall be substituted. 

'The necessity for this amendment has been explained by the honoUrable' 
·member the Chief Engineer. 

Question put and carried. 
M:r. A. S. R. :MACKLIN : Sir, I move-
After the word" occupied" where it occurs for the first time in sub-section (4) (a), 

·the word " cultivable " shall be added ; arid ' . 
after the word " Government " in the top line of page 6 of the Bill • the word 

~· cultivable " shall be added. . 1 . • 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : As the Bill was 
-drafted in a great hurry' the word was omitted through oversight. 
· The Honourable the PRESIDENT : -Are the two amendm~nts me~ged 
into one 1 

:Mr. A. S. R. :MACKLIN: I do not quite follow. · ' 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member first 

proposed to insert the word " cultivable " after the word " occupied " 
and in the same breath he went further and proposed to insert the 
word "cultivable" after the word "Government" also. I suppose the 
two go together. 

Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN: That can be done now; although it was not 
the original intention, it is the best course. ' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The amendment proposed is :. 
After the word " occupied ,. where it occurs for the first time (line . 136), the word 

" cultivable " shall be added ; and · 
after the word " Government " in line 138 the word " cultivable " shall be added, 

Question put and carried. 
Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : Then the explanation that I have 

proposed comes in. 

The Honourable the P:ftESIDENT: The Explanation reads thus: 
"For the purposes of this section 'estimated cost' shall be arrived a.t by reckoning the 

average cost of such water-courses as are constructed up to 31st March 1932.'' 

Question put and carried. . 

)lr. A. S. R. MACKLIN : I have a proviso to add after this Explanation. 
It reads thus : 

" Provided that Government shall, by notification, define, for the purpo~s of this 
sub-section, the several canal systems." · 

That will make it perfectly clear what exactly is. meant· by " canal . 
system". That expression has always been in doubt. · · 

Question proposed. 
Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: What is the object 1 

KO Hb 06-4a 
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Mr. C. S. C. HARRISO~ : The object is to make it clear. The
phraseology is looee in so far as it relates to the Eastern :Xara. system,. 
because under that system you ha\e the Jamrao which is a separate 
syatem, the Mithrao which is a separate system, the Kipro Canal, the 
Hirai, the Thar and the right bank Hirai distributary which is a separate 
system. So for the purpose of remo,;ng ambiguity and hardship. 
I think Go\'ernment should declare what the different svstems are in 
.that pro\'iso. · 
· . Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : The canal systems are already 
defined. Each canal is a system by itself. If the objPct of the honourable. 
member is to make a smaller unit than the. existing canal system, then 
I certainly object to that. Alr('ady we have centralised canal system, 
the north~west perennial canal system, the Eastern N'ara Canal system 
and the Rohri Canal system and then there is the fifth Canal system. 
These are the fi\'e canal systems and these will be taken as the units. 
. Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : What about the Mithrao and the Kipr() 
and Hirai Canals ! · ' ' 
, Khan .Bahadur ALLARBAKSR ; They come in the Eastern K ara 
Canal Aystem. We do not wish that the Eastern Nara Canal system 
should be di\'idcd into \'arious minor canal systems. To this we object. 
Therefore, we suggest that the canal systems may be defined as these 
:five canal systems and no more. 
: Khan Bahadur :M. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District) : Sir, in the select' 
committee the honourable member the Chief Engineer himself said that.. 
there are only five canal systems in Sind and that the canal systems 
are clear and defined and therefore he said that each ·canal 
system would be taken as a separate unit for the p~pose of calculation. 
Of course, if there is going to be any change made now or if there is going 
to be left any loophole like this, at any later stage by a notification in 
the Bombay Governmtmt Gazette, the definition of t~e canal systems 

:may be changed. I think this is creating genuine apprehensions because 
w~ understood that each canal system would be taken separately, and 
now, as I understand from the speech of the honourable member the 
Chief Engineer, he intends to break up the Eastern N'ara Canal system 
'into four or five smaller units. We stand to lose because by this formula 
of 1 : 2 ~ 3 proportion, I am afraid some of the lands which are now culti-

• vated may stand to lose and they may ha\'e to pay more. The real 
·object of gi\'ing benefit to them may not be derived. I think, Sir, that 
the honourable member the Chief Engineer's fear that there will be 
ambiguity is unfounded~ The select committee's suggestions for 
recognising only the five systems came fro~ him alone and we stick to 

·the suggestions which he himself made. 
. Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : Sir, I think I ought to correct the 
honourable member's interpretation of what took place in the select 
·committee. I said that this difficulty was arising since the term" canal 
'system, was used somewhat loosely and therefore I say that the situa~ 
tion s~ould be clarified by Government making a notification. It is 
nnnecessa.ry to put it in the body of this Bill, and I am sure the honourable 
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· [Mr. C. S.C. Harison] 
member will withdraw his objection. I will give the instance o£ the 
Thar Cana.l System. Only a smllJl area on that· system is to be 
.remodelled, requiring small expenditUie and changes. · ·~ 

In the other case, let us look at the Jamrao Canal System £rom the · 
point of view of equity. On the Ja.mrao Canal System, we prop~se to 
do nothing so far as the old system. is concerned, absolutely nothing that 
"·ill be a charge on the zamindars. We have got to raise the main ca.na\ 
and some of the distributaries, which is pUiely a Government charge, 
but we are tacking on to the Ja.m.rao Canal System the small area which 
is known as the Shahu-Wa.h area. which used to be served by water 
from the tail of the Marak Canal. That area can be better irrigated 
from the Jamrao and therefore we are tacking a small area of something 
like li lakhs on to the JaJ:Urj\o Ca,nal. There is no justifi~tion for 
Government to chl!.rge all the za.mindars of the Jamrao Canal for this. 

Khan Bahadur ALL..UIBAKSH : How many canal systems. 1 · 
::\Ir. C. S. C. HARRISO~: There will be about 12. , 
Kha.n Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : Define them. 
::\Ir. C. S. C. HARRISON : I do not think that it is' necessary to define · 

them in this Bill. ,. 

SYED :\IIRA.J.~ ~UHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District): Sir; 
I think that if we are to permit the course suggested by the .honourable 
member the Chief Engineer, there will be no end to the trouble that may 
follow hereafter. So far as we understood in the select committee, t}l.~ 
honoUiable member the Chief Engineer gave us to understand that the · 
object of the bill was to widen the scope of calculation pursuance .to that 
idea and in'my honourable friend M:r. Shaikh Abdul Majid has moved 
.an amendment that the entire project should be taken as a. unit .. We 
aim at widening the scope of the unit, not dissecting it and making 
smaller units. The honourable member the Chief Engineer has . been 
pointing out the benefits which will accrue to certain people, but then 
there will be losses to other people, which losses also should be taken 
into consideration and we should remember that his suggestion will 
-eause hardship and loss to the greater number. If we dissect and make 
smaller units, that will be detri:rUenta.l to many people .. We should 
therefc.re stick to the five well defined, well-known units and not the 
srn.a.ller systems like Hirai, Jamrao and other smaller canal systems. 
The fust thing we should bear in mind is that while it may benefi~ some 
people, it will sUiely injUie the greater portion of the zamindars. · 

Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO (Larkana District): Sir, the fact is 
that in the select committee this question was left to us, the representa
tives of Sind, and that we proposed that the whole barrage zone should 
be one barrage system. Even then no objection was raised. It was 
C€rtainly after some discussion that we arrived at an understanding 
that it would be rather difficult to distribute the cost fairly to all 
-concerned if units are not slll8ller that cana.l system was suggested and 
not piecemeal. I cannot understand why at every stage effort is made 
to go behind what we had already decided in the select committee. 
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· Mr. B. S. KA.MAT : Sir, some of my honourable friends from Sind 
are asling me to refresh my memory and to say ·what happened in the 
select committee. l 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T: The point is not what happrned 1 

· in the select committee, hut the present motion. 
· Mr. B. S. KA.MAT : I believe the honourable member the Chief 
Engineer was proposing to reduce the unit from one complete barrage 
system into several smaller caru\l systems. The proposal of my Sind 
friends was to make the barrage system one whole unit. That unit 
the honourable member Mr. Harrison wanted to cut up into smallet 
units. When he proposed the several canal systems, we had pinned 
him down to a smaller unit, but whether to five or six--

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: No, I did not. It has never been done 
by me. 

Mr. B. S. K.Al\IAT: I sav I cannot remember the exact number. but 
I think the honourable member the Chief Engineer now wants to increase 
the number to much more by having several smaller units within each 
canal system. That. was not the understanding arrived at in the select 

. committee. 1 

'The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : Has the honourable mo\·er of 
th~ amendment anything to say 1 

Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN: No. I have nothing more to add. 
·:·The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : The amendment before th& 
House is: r 

" Provided that Government shall by notification define for the purposes of this sub. 
sect on the several canal systems." 

Question put and lost. 
Mr. A. S. R.l\IACKLIN: Sir, I have to move one more amendment. 

It mns as follows : 
In paragraph I of the Illustration to sub-section 4 (a) of the proposed new section 92,. 

for the words "constructed by the Canal-officer at a " substitute the words " or will 
be constructed by the Canal-officer at an actual or estimated." 

This is purely a consequential amendment. 
, Question put and carried. 
. Mr. B. S. KAllL4..T: I beg 1io move the following amendment : 

"In clause 4, section 92 (4) (b), omit the Illustration." 
I have given my reasolld in my dissenting minute in the report of the· 

select committee-. I think the illustrati<ln is rebundant. It only over· 
burdens the whole clause. I move that it should be entirely deleted. 

Question proposed. 
·Khan Bahadur M .. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, although. 

it will not make much difference whether the illustration in section 92 
(4) (b) exists or-not, the only thing is that if it exists it will facilitate 
matters for the canal officer in the matter of calculation, and it will be 
easy for everybody to understand. Otherwise, the canal officer might 
put a different meaning on it. The illustration Jl).!l.kes things simpler . 

. That is the point. The only argument advanced by the honourable 
memb~r Mr. Kamat is that it overburdens the clause. So just for the 
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, sake of saving space it is not· proper to take the risk. I therefore 
·hope that the honourable member Mr. Ka.ma.t will withdraw· his 
l ' . amendment. 

Khan Baha.dur ALLAHBAKSH : Sir, in the select committee the 
Honourable the Finance Member gave us to understand, in regard to 
the option given to a. zamindar to construct his own water-course, that 
we could delete it if we objected to it. I want to omit the proviso to 
section 92 (1 ), which reads as follows : · 
' "Provided that if the holder or holders of such land agree to construct such new water. 
eourses ...•...•.. u · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : There is no. such 
amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member is 
talking on some amendment which has not been tabled. ·· · 

Khan Bahadur AIJLAHBAKSH: I. am. coming to that, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Coming to what 1 
Khan Baha.dur ALLAHBAKSH : Coming to the amendment of the 

honourable member Mr. Kama.t. If the option given to the zam.indar 
to construct his own water-course is taken away, the illustration in 
section 92 (4) (b) will not be necessary. It is necessary only when 
the option is given to the za.mindar to construct his own water-course. 
Therefore, Sir, I move an amendment with your permission, and the · 
Honourable the Finance Member agrees to it. : · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: To which part does the honour-
able member want to move his amendment ~ · 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH: To section 92 (1). 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That was. over. long 'ago. 
The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Sir, I accept the 

amendment moved by ·the honourable member Mr. Kama t. 
SYED·.MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: May I request the honourable 

mover of the amendment to explain properly the purpose of his amend
ment 1 ~e has merely said that it makes the section cumbrous •. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is his look-out, and it is 
up to the House to vote it down or support it. · 

Question put and carried. 

SYED MIRAN l\IAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District) : Sir, 
I beg to move the following amendment : 

In clause 4, section 92 (5), Explanation, omit the words "and of such preliminary 
survey. operations as are necessary for such alignment, but shall not include more than 
two-thuds of the cost of main rectangulation and sub-recta.ngulation." 

Sir, this is a matter on which we have raised our objection at the time 
of the first reading of the Bill, and honourable members of this House 
are well aware that Government· have. adopted an uncompromising 
attitude on this matter. Even then in the select committee we deli
berated on the remaining provisions of the Bill. 
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On this matter, I should like to inform honourable mem~rs that 

not only have the people got objection to paying the cost of recbngu
lation which has been put into th.ia Bill, but even to the rectangulation 
itself. Government are well &W&I'e of it, and for the inform..'\tion of the 
, non-official members of this House I would like to inform thrm tb&t 
Government have, by various me.a.ns, h<:en inducing the zamindars to 
accept the system of rectangu.lation, beca.u...~ there is no provision by 
which they can compel the za.mindars to adopt the system of rectan

_gula.tion. By the insertion of the words which I am proposing to omit 
they want the za.mindars to accept the recta.ngulation aystem, to the 
; very principle ol which they have got objection. From the trend of . 
discussion that has gone on in this House, honourable members mlL~ 
have known that there are certain tracts in which rectan!nllation is 
impossible, according to the opinion of expert zamindars. So, if it is 
undertaken in such places, it will involve the za.mindars in unnecessary 
cost, since the cost of :rectangulation as well as the wa.ter-eourses is to 
be paid by the owners of the water-courses and the owners of the lands 
that are irrigated at present although they get a suffi.cit>nt quantity of 
water. · · 

N"ow, Sir, this rectangulation was not contemplated in the beginning 
when this scheme was brought for the sanction of the honourable House 

.in the year 1923. If you refer to page 5 of the White Book on the Lloyd 
Barrage, it will be clear that what I am saying is true. This is ·what the 
White Book says: 

"The original projed as sanctioned by the Secret.ry of State did not provide for 
the rectangulation or equare aurvey of the area, but in May 19:?6 Government decided, 
aa a ftSUlt of a oonference of Irriga\ion and Revenue offici&la held by the C()llllllil. 
sioner in Sind that, in order to eecu:re proper distribution of water and facilitate 
the alignment of water-oounes, it was aeeea-ry to have the area remmgulated as far 
as poeeible, and arrangement& were made for· the re<t&ngulation work to be 
oom.meneed by the Survey Department of Judi& in the ensuing cold weather." 

So that, honourable members will be able to understand that it was 
not within the contemplation of those resporuiible for the preparation 
of the Barrage project itself to include rectangulation within the cost 
"Of the Barrage or to impose it on the zamindars. If that was the original 
intention, then it ought to have been mentioned in the scheme, so that 
.it might have given a clear idea to the representatives of the zamindars 
that such an additional _charge would be imposed on them. as a conse
quence of the execution of the Barrage scheme. It was therefore that 

_ when I made my general remarks at the second reading of this Bill that 
1 said though I was contradi~ted by some of the official members-that 
this was not an original idea~ and from the passage I have quoted from 
the White Book it will be clear to honourable members that this idea 
'is an after-thought, and it has originated as the result of a conference 
held by the Commissioner in Sind in 19'26 when they decided to carry 
on :rectangulation throughout the Barrage area. Xow, Sir, that also 
they have put in very mild terms, because they say " the area rectan~u
lated as far as possible", ~nd it is further state~ that "Government are 
carrying out the sub~rectangulation of occupied lands by pursuation. 
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So that it was not originally contemplated to make the system compul
sory on the owners of water-courses ; but as far as possible that option 
will be given to the zamindars and in pursuance of that idea they have 
been carrying on rectangulation so far by persuasion rather than by 
compulsion. From this it may be clear to honourable members that 
Government cannot impose this charge bit by bit on the owners pf 
land. Of course the option must be there. I think under the provi· 
sions of the Act itself zamindars have got the option whether to submit 
to the rectangulation or not. So, honourable members will see that 
since under the present Law Government have no power to impose the 
system compulsorily upon the zamindar, it is not fair to legalize the 
S\'stem in the name of the cost of water-courses and over and above 
that they should not be compelled to pay two-thirds that has bee~ 
imposed by the select committee. The reason advanced by Govern· 
ment advocates in favour of this system is that the zamindars by making 
certain squares of a particular area of their holding will be benefited 
much more than Government. But from the perusal of the Book it 
will be clear to the honourable members that the benefits that will 
accrue to Government are proper distribution of v:rater and the alignment 
of water-courses .. It will give Government the. b~nefit o~ utilising the 
minimum quantity of water with the maximum profit. I think the 
honourable member lli. Kamat also said in the select committee that 
Government would get more benefit--

:\Ir. B. 8. KAMAT : I did not say that. 
8YED lURAN MAHO:MED SHAH : Perhaps he said that Govern~ 

ment would get equal benefit-- · 
~Ir. B. 8. KAliAT: Nor did I say "equal benefit". . . 

. SYED !ITRAN MAHOMED SHAH : I shall then explain the position. 
I have now described the benefits that will accrue tJ Government. It 
is stated by Government that the benefit that will accrue to the zamin~ 
dars is that they will be saved from paying the assessment for a. whole 
tmrvey number, when they have cultivated only a portion of the number. 
That is only presumption that the zamindar at present cultivates a . 
portion of a survey number and makes himself liable to pay assessment 
for the whole survey number. I do not think that any zamindar will 
be foolish enough to do so. This fact is known even to the hari, our 
cultivator, so that he too will not put the zamindar to the necessity of 
paying the assessment for the whole number. This argument is not . 
.susceptible of any reason or practical experience of the zamindars. So, 
this argument will not hold water. The zamindars are not going to 
benefit to the least extent by this rectangulation. On the other hand 
Government will benefit a great deal by rectangulation, because they 
say that the construction of the new water-courses depends upon rectan~ 
g~lat.ion.. This system is indispensible for Government for the proper 
dlstn?utton of water. There is no provision of law to compel us to 
sub~rut to this system. The system of rectangulatioh is imposed upon 
us In order to facilitate their construction of the new water-courses. 
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I do not know how the zamindars are going to be benefited more S() 

that they should pay two-thirds and Government should pay one-third 
of the total cost of rectangulation. There was a proposal in the st>lE'Ct 
committee that Government should pay half and zamindar should pay 
half. Government did not agree even to that. 

All the contention on the part of Government is that the cost wilT 
be only very small. They say that the cost will be only four annas per 
acre and out of which Government will pay one-third and the balance 
only will have to be paid by the zamindal'S. That is the point I think 
the honourable member Mr. Kamat was making at the time of the second 
reading. He said that it was only a moderate charge for the enumerable· 
benefits that will accrue to the zamindars. We have described what 
these benefits are to honourable members times without number. We 
have already got our own water-courses. It has been stated by Govern
ment that because we have no prescriptive right to the water we gt>t 
at present, our water supply should be limited. Tak-ing that fact inro 
consideration, the quantity of water the zamindars are getting at present 
will be reduced. Then they will have to pay enhanced assessment. 
They have further to bear a proportion of the cost of water-courses. 
This fourth charge sought to be imposed is for rectangulation. It is not 
merely the charge of four annas as has been sought to be made out. 
You will have to take into consideration the aggregate liability of the 
zamindars, after the execution of the scheme. You will have to consider 
also whether the total liability that will be imposed on the zamindars 
will be commensurate with the benefits that will accrue to them which 
I have alre;t.dy described. I admit that the zamindars who have got 
waste lands and who will be getting water for the first time will be bene
fited no doubt. What about the zamindars who have got their
water-courses and who are getting enough water supply through them. 
They will not be benefited in the least. It has been stated repeatedly 
by honourable members from Sind that if Government· accumulate in 
this fashion the liabilities on the shoulders of the zamindars, they will 
not be able to discharge them. This charge for rectangulation will be 
the last straw on the camel that will brettk its back. I appeal to honour- · 
able members of this House, the representatives of the people, to imagine 
the feeling of the people of Sind that they are being burdened infinitely. 
It is unjust and inexpedient. This is a question of heart appealing to
heart, so that my appeal to them to accept the amendment will be fruitful. 

. It is a modest amendment. I accepted the charges for the alignment 
of the water-course. My objection is only with regard to rectangulation. 
It does not exclude the cost of alignment but it does exclude the cost 
of rectangulation, on which we have spoken from the very first reading. 
I have nothing more to say on this point but once more appeal to the 
honourable House to pass my amendment with united support. 
. Question proposed. 

Ra.o Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Sir, I am not going 
~take the time of the House except to bring to the notice of honourable 
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members that the clause in the explanation as it stood before it went into 
the select committee was like this. If you refer to the Bill, unfortliDately 
the printing of the select committee report is not proper, that is to sa:r, 
the addition is not shown in Italics as is always done. The whole J.S 

shown as if it is an addition. As a matter of fact the original clause ~as: . 
" For the purpo~es of this section 'cost of constructing a water-co\ll'Se ' shall include . 

the cost of aligning the water-course and of such preliminary survey operations as are 
necessary for such alignment." · 

That was. the original clause. If I remember right my honourable 
friend Mr. Kam.at raised the point as to what is meant by "survey 
operations". In order tll give the members of the select comm.ittee an 
idea as to what the survey operations meant the whole discussion started.· 
For the first time the question of rectangulation and sub-recb~oulation 
came in. 

&rdar Davar T. K. MODI : Are we concerned with what tqok piace 
in the select comm.ittee? Is the honourable member in order in referring 
to the details of the discussion that took place in the select comm.ittee 1 
Is it not a matter of domestic concern with which this House has nothing 
to do? 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member is 
perfectly right. But what the honourable member R.ao Bahadur Kale 
is arguing is that it is not, as the honotu:able mover of .the amendment 
thinks, that these words are new. He is therefore referring to the 
provisicn in the original Bill that was sent to the select committee. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: I am pointing out that there was th~ 
cost of preliminary survey operations included in the explanation wpich 
contained the words" for the purposes of this section' cost of constructing 
a water-course' shall include the cost of aligning the water-course and 
of such preliminary operations ", so that this cost was included in the 
explanation in general terms. When the members asked for an 
explanation of what is meant by preliminary survey operations, 
then came the question of rectangulation and sub-rectangulation, As . 
a matter of fact if the explanation stood as it was, the irrigation officers 
might claim the whole cost. '\\"hen it was brought to the notice of the 
members of the select committee that preliminary survey operatiob.s 
meant rectangulation and sub-rectangulation, then arose the question 
whether the whole cost should be borne by the zamindars. . Then we 
~ecided that two-thirds should be borne by the za.m.indars. My point 
18 that honourable members will see that the wording will show that it 
is not what the present explanation says. The present explanation says: 

" The cost of constructing & water-course shall include the cost of aligning th~ 
w~ter·course and of such preliminary survey operations as are necessary for such 
alignment, but shall not include more than two-thirds of the cost .•..••.• " · 

It excl~des _one-third of the cost. That was thought really· to be a 
concession m favour of the za.mindars. The original clause as it 
stood would have included the whole cost. Now it is made clear that 
it shall not include more than two-thirds of th~ cost of rectan.gulation. 
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and sulrrectangulation. So, the explanation instead of being in f1wour 
of Government, has been in favour of the zamindars. With rt>gard to 
the benefits conferred by rectangulation and sub-rectangulation, tht>re 
have been minutes of dissent, but I am not g()ing to discuss that point 
now. During the debate on the second reading, it has been point<'d out 

·that as the benefit is mutual, Govt.>rnment should bear a portion of it. 
The select committee by amending the Bill have made the provisions 
more in favour of the Sind zamindars. I think, therefore, that the 
clause should be passed by the House M it is . 

. Sarda.r Davar T. K. MODI (Surat City): Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment. I am, Sir, convinced that rectangulation is a very good • 
thing, but that does not induce me to oppose the amendment. The 
reason is this. Rectangulation includes sub-division and consolidation 
of survey numbers, and, so far as I am aware, Government have no power 
to do that except with the consent of the landholders. My honourable 
friend from Satara (Rao Bahadur Kale) said that the introduction of 
the words "·but shall not include more than two-thirds of the cost of main 
rectangulation and sub-rectangulation " was a concession to the Sind 
zamindars. But I wish to pbint out that by introducing these words 
ffi>vemment are taking indirectly a power to themselves which does 
not belong to them. If they want the power to introduce rectangulation 
they must get it by a separate Bill, because rectangulation includes sub· 
division and consolidation of survey numbers. Otherwise, they take 
.indirectly the power to make rectimgulation. Then, Sir, if you look to 
the statement of objects and reasons, even there Government do not 
make it clear that survey operations would include rectangulation. They 
say-only: 

" It has been made clear in the explanation to this section that the cost of construct· 
lng a water-co11J'8e shall in such cases include the cost of aligning the water-course and of 
such preliminary survey operations as are necessary for such alignment." 

Even there they did not make it clear that " preliminary survey 
operations " would involve rectangulation. This is altogether a new 
thing that they are trying to introduce. I understand from some members 
of the Council that in certain villages. rectangulation has already been 
carried out. How it has been carried out, I do not know. I want to 
.know whether the landholders have consented to it. Otherwise, I do 

·not think ffi>vernment have the power. These words that have been 
added by the select committee are dangerous words and should be deleted . 

. :Mr. B.S. KAMA~: Sir, I do not wish to take up the time of this House 
~y going over the question of rectangulation, because I have roughly 
calculated that every minute of the House taken up costs the tax-payer 
about five rupees--that is the total of the daily allowances paid to all the 
members divided by the number of minutes we sit for a day (270) gives 
roughly Rs. 5. The only point I wish to emphasize is this. My 
'honourable friends from Sind have not realised what the efiect of this 
amendment would be. If the words coming after " the cost of aligning 
the water-course" were taken· away, they would be in a worse position. 
J . . 
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The words '' the cost of aligning the water-course " would give the 
executive Government a free hand to levy from the landholders not 
only the cost of the preliminary survey operations but also the total cost 
of rectangulation. Therefore, the amendment proposed would leave 
our friends in a worse position. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I have g<::!t 
a small amendment to the amendment. I move that : · · 

The word •' only" be added after the words'' aligning the water-course.". 

The question of rectangulation survey and sub-rectanguiation survey 
was, as I said, introduced in the select co~mittee. My honourable 
friend Rao Bahadur Kale has tried-to make out that the explanation as 
it stood in the original BW conveyed the meaning that the cost 
of rectangulation and sub-rectangulation would be recovered from the 
landowners. The explanation in the original Bill was : 

For the purposes of this section '' cost of constructing a water-course '' shall include 
the cost of aligning the water-course and of such preliminary survey operations as are 
necessary for such alignment. 

He probably presumes that rectangulation and sub-rectangulation 
necessarily follow aligning a water-course. That is not the case at all. · 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: I said'' preliminary survey operations" 
included that. · · · ' · · · · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : '' Preliminary slil."'Vey operations " 
mean only contour survey or any such survey which may be necessary 
for the alignment, but not the rectangulation s\ll"Vey. Rectangulation 
comes under the category of ordinary survey of land which is governed 
by Land Revenue Code, sections 96 to 101 or 102. The question of 
rectangulation survey and sub-rectangulation survey is entirely different 
from the question of aligning a water-course. I will give an example. 
Since 1926- . . . . : 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: I said that, as I understood it, the 
expression '' preliminary survey operations " included rectangulation 
and sub-rectangulation. · 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO: I say it does not include, because 
it is only a question here of the survey necessary for the construction 
of a water-course. Since 1926 Government through its officers have 
been trying to make rectangulation and sub-rectangulation survey with 
the consent of the landholders. They have done their best through 
various 8,gencies, such as co-operative societies and Government officers, 
to explain to the zamindars how necessary it is even for their own benefit 
to consent to have rectangulation and sub-rectangulation surveys. 
Government have not told them that the cost of rectangulation and sub
rectangulation will be debited to the zamindars. Government only 
wanted the zamindars to agree to the undertaking of rectangulation end 
sulHectangulation surveys at Government's own cost .. They were 
~ven given inducements by Government: if there was a. slight deviation 
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and a man lost five gunthas, Goverlllllent said, he would be given 
compensation by way of another piece of land of even double the size. 
That is clear and conclusive proof for my statement that GovHnm.•nt 
never thought of recovering the cost of rectangulation and sub-rect<l.ngut\· 
tion from the landholders in the shape of an addition to the cost 
of construction of water-courses. Before the select committee met, 
this idea. never occurred to Government. It was not explained in the 
March session that the preliminary survey operations would include 
rectangulation and sub-rectangulation. Only when we met in the selt>ct 
committee and we enquired what was meant by the vague expression 
" preliminary survey operations " the honourable member the Chief 
Engineer said for the first time that'' preliminary survey operations" 
included rectangulation and sub-rectangulation. So, these words came 
to be added to the Bill in the select committee. No landholder had 
understood it in that sense. It may have been in the mind of 
the honourable member the Chief Engineer. Nowhere in the course of 
his speech at the time of the first reading did he give us to understand 
that ''preliminary survey operations " included recta.ngulation and sub
rectangulation, and nowhere ""as it made clear by Government that the 
cost of recta.ngulation and sub-rectangulation would be included in the 
(:ost of water-courses. · 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : I think, in the March session, the 
honourable member the Chief Engineer did make some reference 
to it. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO: None of us understood him to say 
so. If Government had the power to make rectangulation and 
sub-recta.ngulation, why did they resort to persuasion to get landholders 
agree to it 1 The honourable member Sardar Davar T. K. Modi has made 
it clear that this question cf rectangulation and sub-rectangulation was 
not involved in the clause as it originally stood in ·the Bill before the 
House. If honourable members will read the Land Revenue Code 
(sections 96 to 102) thev will find that the consent of the landholders is 
absolutely necessary tO make rectangulation and sub-rectangula.tion 
surveys. I do not see how the honollrnble member the Chief Engineer 
can show that rectangulation survey is necessary for the purpose of 
constructing a water-course. I ~;n give an example. In my district 
of Larkana, in the rice canal area, Government are not going to undert2.ke 
the rectangulation survey and s~b-rectangulation survey. 

Mr. C. R. C. HARRISON : The honourable member knows as well as 
any other .member of the select committee, that I said in the select 
committee that in the Larkana District the old water-courses would 
not be efficient. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. K.Hl.i1IRO : Oh, in certain cases the 
water-courses will be efficient and in other cases inefficient ! And in
efficient water-courses are going 'to be laid for the same purpose as the 
efficient water-courses. If·people do not want efficient water-courses, 
why do you thrust on them ! I was going to mention that in the Larkana 
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District which is mainly coJ:Ili1landed by the rice canal, no rectangulation 
has been undertaken. I want to make it clear to the House that although 
they are not going to undertake rectangulation and sub-rectangulation, 
still thev are going to make modifications and improvements in the 
water-cdurses. Even the water-courses which are slightly indifferently 
aligned are going to be re-modelled and improved, without going into 
the question of undertaking elaborate arrangements for sub-rectangulation 
survey. If it was absolutely necessary, they would certainly have 
undertaken this survey. This conclusively proves that rectangulation 
.and su b-rectangula tion survey is not necessary for the sake· of constructing 
new water-courses or aligning these water-courses. There are so many 
.areas which I know. I know practically the whole of the upper part of 
Larka.na District-where they have not undertaken sub-recta~oula.tion. 
Even in the vast area coJ:Ili1landed by Northern Dadu Canal in Ratodero, 
J .. arka.na, Dabri and &ome other taluka where they are undertaking new 
water-courses and actually they have commenced the construction of 
new water-courses they have not thought of rectangula.tion and sub7 
rectangula.tion. It seems to be imagined that after four or five years 
the Chief Engineer and his subordinates might think it proper to undertake 
the rectangula.tion, but since the water-courses will be constructed prior 
to undertaking rectangulation as well as sub-rectangulation, it _proves 
that it is not necessarily connected with the alignment of water-courses. 
I hope I have made abundantly clear to ·the honourable House that 
this survey has absolutely no connection with, and no bearing whatso
ever on, the question of construction of water-courses. I hope the 
honourable House will understand and realise the significance of what 
I have said and from the illustrations I have given to the honourable 
members it is clearly proved that rectangulation and sub-rectangula.tion 
survey is absolutely distinct from the construction of water-courses. 
Therefore I hope that honourable members will agree with us and accept, 
the amendment of my. honourable friend from Hyderabad. · : 

Sir, this is a very important question so far as the agriculturists of 
Sind are concerned. They have been agitating for the last four or 
five years over this question, I mean ever since the idea of this survey 
has emanated from the Government officers because it is a very important 
question to them. Therefore, it was imperative for us to take such a 
strong attitude in the select committee on this question, although we 
adopted a very compromising attitude in all other matters . wherever 
it was possible for us to do so. The Honourable the Finance Member 
himself knows it. But on this question we were very firm. We are 
Yo icing the wishes of our electorate on this question. We could not, 
<.!Onsistently with Our position, as the representatives mainly of the 
agricultural population of that unhappy province, agree for our already 
over-loaded people to bear the cost of rectangulation and sub-rectangu~ 
lation survey. 

There is another point which I wish to bring to the notice of the House. 
In the select committee it was suggested by Honourable the Chief 
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Engineer that the cost of this sll1'\·ey would be only 4 annas pt>r acre. 
The honourable members Rao Bahadur Kale and .l!r. Kamat will bear 
me out. The proportion of two·thirds and one·third therefore put the 
ehare of the zamindars at annas two and pies four and that of the Govern· 
ment at anna one and four pies. But the other day the honourable 
member the Chief Engineer made a statement in this House that the 
eost will be 8 annas per acre. There is absolutely no determination of 
the cost-whether it is going to be 4 annas or 8 annas or even a.rupee. 
Only the other day in the select committee it was stated that 2 annas 
and 8 pies will be borne by the zamindars and 1 anna and four pies by 
Government. One day it is 4 annas and another day it is 8 annas-·th~;~.t 
is, one hundred per cent. increase. We do not k-now where we stand. 
This was the point that was tackled by my honourable friend Rao Bahadur 
Kale who suggested that you should lay down specific costs in the Bill 
and that you should at no stage exceed that estimate. This constant 
variation and fluctuations in stating the approximate estimates of the 
costs by doubling the former estimate in such a short time, I consider 
most dangerous from the point of view of the agriculturists. I do 
therefore hope that the amendment moved by my honourable friend 
Syed Miran Mahomed Shah and as further amended by me will be 
accepted by the House. 

:Mr. C. W. A. TUR:t-."ER: Sir, I move the closure. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : I accept it. 

· .. SYED M1RAN M.A.HOMED SHAH : I simply want to clear some 
misunderstandings created in the minds of some honourable members. 
The honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale did not, I think, understand 
my point in moving this amendment. He seems to have thought that 

•I meant that this explanation did not exist in the original draft Bill 
and that it was included by the select committ~e. I did not mean thtt.t. 
It did exist in the original Bill and there was some modification in the 
select committee and I admit that modification was in the interests 
of the zamindars. But I have obi!ction to the very principle of the 
rectangulation survey to which my· honourable friend Mr. Modi has 
referred. I think he understood our point that by the inclusion of this 
preliminary survey which ostensibly looks very innocent, Government 
is coming by the back door .to get it legalised. They do not possess 
any power now. I think I made that clear in my speech. Government 
at present have no powet to impose this scheme of rectangulation and 
when we .do not submit to rectangulation they cannot recover the cost 
also, so that by including a share of rectangulation in the cost of water· 
courses they want indirectly to legalise the system itself. When the 
charge becomes legalised then the work also becomes legal ipso facto. 
Th!l irrigation officers can put that construction on that provision. There· 
fore, what I meant was that in the original Lloyd Barrage project as 
presented to this House this scheme of rectangulation and sub-rectan
gulation was not included. This was brought in as a consequence of 
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the conference held by the Commissioner in Sind, and Government 
wish to legalise a. thing to which people have objected since long. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEI\""T: The honourable member has 
already said that. 

SYED ?lURAN MAHOMED SHAH : Sir, I must clear the misunder· 
standing that has be~n created by the speeches of some of the honourable 
members. 

Another point made out by my honourable friend Mr. Kamat is that 
by the deletion of the words the zamindars will be worse ofi. I think 
by the inclusion of the word "only" which is proposed by my honourable 
friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro that apprehension will also. be removed, 
so that it will be a specific charge for alignment and not rectangulation. 
With these words I commend the amendment to the House. 

The Honou.rable Sir GOVINDR..t\.0 PRADHAN : Mr. President, 
I oppose the amendment. I will make a very ~rief reply. My friend 
Syed Miran llahomed Shah when he m.owd his amendment stated that 
in the White Book, Government did not say that they would charge 
for rectangulation and sub-rectangula.tion in specific terms. But he 
did not point out-in the first place I do not admit that statement-tha.t 
all the charges of construction of water-courses were to be divided equally. 
The charges for the construction of water-courses come to about Rs. 3 
per acre. So instead of paying 3 rupees on the 50 lakhs of acres of 
occupied land, they pay one-half, that is 75 lakhs of rupees are lifted 
off their shoulders. And what do we want here 1 The charges for· 
rectangulation and sub-rectangula.tion come· to about 16! la.khs for 
73 lakhs of acres. That works out at about 4 anna.s or a little more 
per acre. It is not correct to say that it jumps from 4 to 8 annas. When · 
it was urged that rectangulation and sub-rectangulation survey also 
assists Government in their administrative . capacity, ·then it was 
arranged-though this rectangula.tion and sub-rectangula.tion survey was 
recommended in 1925 for the better alignment of the water-courses, for 
the scientific construction of water-courses and for nothing else-that 
one-third of the cost should be borne by <fflvernment. Government were 
prepared to bear this one-third share. So out of 15 or 16 lakhs about 
5llakhs being borne by Government, the rest of this amount will have to 
be spread over the 73 Ia.khs of acres. I submit that this is ·a. very fair 
arrangement. We are lifting a. burden of 75 la.khs of rupees from their 
shoulders ; we also bear our share of one-third of t'ft.e oost and we only 
a.sk them to pay about 10 lakhs odd on 73 la.khs of acres.' I submit that 
I have to oppose this amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T: I will first" put to the House the 
amendment t.o the amendment moved by the honourable member Khan 
Bahadur Khuhro. · • 

Question put and lost. 
)(t) Hb 56-S 
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The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : Now I put the main amendment 
moved by the honourable member Syed Miran Ma.homed Shah. 

Question put. House divided. Ayes, 23; Noes, 38. Motion lost. 

Division No. 5. 

Ayes • 

.!u..AlmAXSH, Khan Bahadur 
BALOCB, Mr. 1IAn 11IR M.woKED 
BHUT'l'O, W ADEBO W ABIDBAKSH ILLAHI· 

BAXSH 
Dlw.U1W. I..n..uu.x, Mr. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
-GIIDLAK N.&BI SHAH, Khan Bahad~r 
GOKBALB, Mr. L. R. 
-Govn RoRA., Mr. 
JAM JA.ll' M.uiOKED Klu.N, Khan Bahadur 

.JA.ll' MA.HoKED Klu.x, Khan Bahadur 
Ku:BHA.RI, Mr. M. M. 

KHtliRo, Khan Bahadur M. A. 
MEHTA, Mr. M. H. 
MoDI, Sardar Davar T. K. 
1\loBB, Mr. J. G. 
PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
R..umrroou, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
SHAIKH ABnt'l.lliJID, Mr. 
SYED ll!IBA.N MAHOMED SHAH 
TALPo,l\Im B.&Nn:m ALI KHAN 
ToLANI, Mr. S. S. 
VAISHAMPAYAN,Dr.V.G. 

·Tellers for the Ayes: Khan Bahadur D. B. CllOPER and Mr. HooSE:SALLY RAHIMTOOLA. 

ABERCROMBIE, Mr. J. R. 
.ASAVALE, Roo Bahadur R. S. 
BA.li'GI, Mr . .A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BoWERS, Mr. P. L 
BRANDER., 1\Ir. J. P. 
BRISTow, Mr. C. H. 
BROWNE, Mr. D. R. H. 
Bt'l.Locu, Mr. A. GBEVILLE 

CmTALB., Rao Bahadur G. K. 
<:LAYTON, Mr. H. B. 
CoLLINS. Mr. G. F. S. 
.CooKB, Mr. G. H. 

. ·COOPEB, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb B. G, 
EwBANK, Mr. R. B. 
-GARBETT, Mr. J. H. 
GHUL.&ll HusSAIN, the Honourable Sir 
HARBisoN, Mr. C. S. C. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. 
JONES, Major W. ELLIS 

Noes. 

I 
KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R • 
K.uu.T, Mr. B. s. 

I 
K.olBu, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur 

S.T. 
LELY, Mr. w. G. 
lli~.Mr.A.S.R. 
MonAX, Rev. It. S. 
PRADHAN, the Honourable Sir GOVINDBAO 
PRATER,Mr.S.H. ' 
SHAIKH YAKUB v.um lliHOMED, Khan 

Bahadur 
SMART, Mr. W. W • 
SYED MUNAWAR, 1\Ir, 
THOJIIAS, tb,e Honourable Mr. G. A. 
TURNEB, Mr. C. W. A. · 
v AXIL, Mr. PESTANSHAH N. 

r.
AKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir RusTOM 
JEHANGIR 

Ali'DEKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. 
WILES, Mr. G. 

Tellers for the Noes: Mr. M. M. KABBHARI and Dr. V. G. VAISHA:MP.&YAN. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Sir, there are only 
()De or two amendments remaining and if we sit a little late this evening, 
we may be able to finish the second reading, so that on Wednesday I will ; 
move for the third teading. I am going to accept the amendment about 
the civil court. • 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I find that there are four or 
-five amendments here. One is by the honourable member .Khan Bahadur 
Khuhro and a similar one bv Mr. Surve, to exclude the words " more 
than ;two-thirds". That ~ probably an amendment on which the 
honourable member may take some time. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Yes. 
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. Th·e Honourable the PRESIDENT : I d~ not think that the House 
will be able to dispose of all these within ten or frlteen .minutes. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : It all depends upon the honourable. 
members from Sind. If they are going to take a. long time, it will not 
be possible to finish the 'Yhole thing this evening. ; 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : There are' many amendments, 
Sir, for instance, relating to the provisos to section 93. They will take 
at least two or three hours more. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to finish at least 
section 92. Are honourable me!:D.bers agreeable ~ 

Honourable MEMBERS: .So, Sir .. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The House is now adjourned 

-to 2 p.m., on Wednesday, the 29th July 1931. 

BOMBAY :PRINTED AT THE GOVEBI!IMENT CEI!ITBAL PRESS, 
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Wednesday, the 29th July 1931 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Wednesday, 
the 29th July 1931, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, Sir ALI 
MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI, Kt., Bar-at-Law, presiding.; · ' 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
ABERCROMBIE, Mr. J. R. 
AcHREKAR, Mr. A. B. 
ALLAHBAKSH, Khan Bahadur 
AsAv ALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BALOCH, Mr. HAJI MIR MAHOMED 
BANGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 
BHUTTO, W ADERO W AHIDBAKSH lLLAHIBAKSR 
BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BowERS, Mr. P. L. 
BRANDER, Mr. J. P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H: 
BROWNE, Mr. D. R. H. 
BuLLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 
CHIKODI, Mr. P. R. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. 
CoLLACO, Dr. J. A. 
CoLLINS, Mr. G. F. S. 
CooKE, Mr. G. H. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DHALUMAL LILARAM, Mr. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
DESAI, Mr. H. R. · 
DESAI, Mr. s. B. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBAN 
EwBANK, Mr. R. B. 
GARRETT, Mr. J. H. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GHULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GILDER, Dr. M. D. 
GoKHALE, Mr. L. R. 
GovER RoRA, Mr. 
HARIDAS lliDHAVDAS, Mr. 
HARRISON, Mr. C. S.C. 
HuDsoN, the Honourable Mr. W. F. 
JAM JAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
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J.&.."'i lliHO:MED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
Joa, Mr. V. X. 
Jo:sEs, Major W. ELLis 
KADRI, Mr. J. s . 
.l.ULBHOR, Mr. G. M. 

' : KALE, Rao BahadUl' R. R. 
K..u!AT, Mr. B. s. 
KA.liBLI, the Henourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. 
KARBHA.RI, l\lr. M.l\I. 
KHUHRO, Khan Bahadur M. A. 
KuLKARNI; Rao Saheb P. D. 
LELY, Mr. w. G. 
MACKLL"'i, 1\Ir. A. S. R. 
MADHA.VSA.NG JORBHAI, Mr. 
MEHERBAKSH, Mr. 8. 
MEHTA, Mr. M. H. . 
MoDA.K, Rev. R. S. 
Mom, Sardar DAVAR T. K . 
.MoRE, Mr. J. G. 
N~K, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
NAMDEORAO BUDHA.JIRAO, Mr. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
PARULEKAR, Rao Bahadur L. V. 
PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
p ATEL, llr. c. N. 
P ATIL, Rao ·Bahadur D. R. 
PATIL, 1\Ir. N. N. 
PATIL, :rtlr. v. N. 
PATIL, Rao Saheb V. S. 
PETIT, Mr. J. B. 
PRA.DHAN, the Honourable Sir GoviNDRAO 
PRADH.A.'l, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
PRATER, Mr. s. H. • 
RAFIUDDIN AHliAD, the Honourable l\IouLvi 
RAHIMTOOLA, 1\Ir. HoosENALLY M. 
RESA.LDA.R, Mr. A. K. 
SHAIKH ABDUL Aziz, Mr. 
SHAIKH ABD'C'L MAJID, Mr. 
SHAIKH Y AKUB V AZIR MAHOMED, Khan Bahadur 
SHA.NKARRAO JAYARA..'\IRAO ZUNZARRAO, 1\Ir. 
SHINDE, Mr. R. B. 
8liART1 lli. W. W. 
SoLA.NKI, Dr. P. G. 
SURVE; 1\Ir. A. N. 
SURVE, Mr. v. A. 
SYED MIR.A.'l lliHOMED SHAH 
SYED 1\IUNAWA.R, Mr. 
TA.LPUR, Mm BA..'\"DEH ALI Ka.u 
THAKOR o:r KERWADA, Sardar BHAS.!HEB RA.ISINHJI 
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THOliAS, the Honourable l\lr .. G. A.. 
ToLA~il, lir. S. S. 
Tn:xER, Mr. C. W. A.. 
VAISHA:MPAYL", Dr. V. G. 
VAKIL, Mr. PESTANSHAH N. 
VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir Rvsrmr JEHANGIR. 
'VAXDEKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. · 
WAnKE, :Mr. R. P. 
WILES, :Mr. G. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order .. Questi~ns. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

GAliBLrNG AT AMUSEMENT PARKS, BoMBAY. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state- · 
(a) whether they have received any protest against the gambling 

places opened in the city of Bombay under various names such as 
"White Cities", "Carnivals"·, "Amusement Parks",· "Golden 
·Cities " etc. ; 

(b) whether they have taken any steps in the matter! 
The Honourable Mr. G: A. THOl\IAS: (a) Yes. · 
(b) A standing order has been issued by the Co:ffimissi!Jner .of l?olice, 

Bombay, to all Divisional Superintendents of Police to see that .games 
which lend themselves to gambling at places of amusement are stopped, 
Playing a game of skill is permitted by the law, but.to prevent such games 
when played at a carnival from degenerating into gambling the maximum 
stake or fee for entering the competition has been limited by an order 
of the Commissioner of Police to Re. 1. · ' · 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Does not this competition amount to 
gambling 1 · . ' 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: That is a matter of opinion. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Is the Honourable Member aware of the 

profits that the proprietors of these amusement parks are making ~ · 
The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THO.l\IAS: I am not aware of it. . 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will the Honourabl-e Member please find it 

out? · 

The Honourable ~Ir. G. A. THOMAS: I have no means of ascertaitrlng 
it. 

RETRENCH:MENT CoMMITTEE : PROCEEDINGS. 

:\Ir. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City) : (a) Will Government be 
pleased to state how long the work of the Retrenchment Committee will 
go on? . 

. (b) Will Government be pleased to lay on the Council table the 
'proceedings and the preliminary report, if any, submitted by the said 
:Committee ? 
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The Honourable Sir GOYIXDRAO PRADH.-L'\: (a) The Com
mittee have completed their proposals for retrt'nchmE>nt in th~ 
present year. It cannot be said how long it will take to make prorosal~ 
for permanent retrenchment. 

(b) The preliminary report has already been laid on the table. For 
reasons of economy the proceedings have not been printed. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: Are Government going to take any action 
on the Retrenchment Committee's I't'port before the members of this 
Council have had an opportunity of expressing their views on it ? 
Th~ Honourable Sir GOVTh'DRAO PRADHAX: Government haw 

not considered that r~port at all, because the report was sent to us only 
about a week ago. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : I want to know whether Government 
will take any action on the report before any opportunity is gi;en to t.his 
House to express its opinion on it. 

The Honourable Sir GOVI~'DRAO PR.U>HAN : Opportunity will 
certainly be given to the House during the next session. But there are 
certain matters in regard to which Government will have to take action 
immediately, for instance on the suggetions tendered by the Departments 
themselves·. 

Rao Bahadur R. 'R. KALE: Regarding the suggestions which have 
been tendered by the Departments themselves, Government may take 

. action. But as regards the proposals or suggestions put forward by the 
Retrenchment Committee, is any action to be taken t 

The Honourable Sir GOVI1"'DRAO PRADHA..~: Any action which 
Government can immediately take for r£>trenchment, they will take. As 

· to what steps Government will take in the future I cannot say. 
. The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : There is an important matter 

. which must be brought to the notice of the Honourable Member in this 
. connection. Some of the honourable members approached me asking 

me whether they could move an adjournment motion to consider this 
report. I have not formally taken -that motion in hand. Honourable 
members on the non-official side are therefore naturally anxious tO> 
know whether Government is likely to give them an opportunity at the 
next session to discuss the report. In that case, the adjournment motion 
need not be brought up now. Jf the Honourable .Member can indicate 
the nature of the action Government would take on certain classes of 
suggestions, then the honourable members on the non-official side may 
decide whether to wait till the next session as regards the other points or 
whether they. should move the adjournment motion at this session. 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAlX: We have not considered 
the question, nor do we know the nature of the motion. If they bring 
the motion, we· can then consider it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : If the motion is allowed, the 
procedure would be different.· I thought the motion need not be brought 
up, if honourable members arrive at some understanding with the 
Government. 
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The Honourable Sir GHULAJI HUSSAIN: We do not know what 
they want, specially in regard to thi~ matter. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KAI~E: What we want to know. is whether 
Government will take any action whatever in respect of the recommenda• 
tions of the committee before this House has an opportunity of examining 
and expressing their opinion upon them. ' i 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : Government will give 
them an opportunity to discuss it at the next session. Therefore; 
I think they need not bring th~ adjournment motion ?OW. · , ' 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: We take it then that, excepting the . 
proposals which have been submitted by the Departments themselves, 
none of the recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee as such 
will be taken u~ until the Council has considered them. ' 

The Honourable Sir GHULAli HUSSAIN : We· cannot bind 
Government in regard to that. · · 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: My point is that before the recomimin~ 
dations made by the Retrenchment Committee are acted upon we should 
have an opportunity of discussing them. ~ 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: We are endeavouring to r~duc~ 
.expenditure in every way possible and as far as possible, and certain 
temporary proposals which were. put up to us by th~ Retrench~ent 
Committee in advance have been .considered and we proceeded to im'ple.: 
ment them as far as we could immediately. I could hardly imagine th~ 
House wishing us to hold our hands until they have had time to discuss 
the report, without our taking any action in the direction of retrenchment. 

:\Ir. L. R. GOKHALE: May I kn<yV whether the proposal of the 
Retrenchment Committee about the Peshwa Daftar is being acted upon 
by Government 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I have taken it upon myself 
to decline to take any action in that particular matter-it is a very small 
matter-until the House has . expressed its opinion on it ; · and. the 
establishment which is performing that work has been told to carry on 
until it gets a month's notice, so that I can assure the House that n6 
action in that particular regard ·will be taken until the House has had an 
{)pportunity of discussing the matter. The matters on which we are 
~ndeavouring to implement the wishes of the Retrenchment Committee 
are in regard to questions of not giving leave readily and things of.that 
sort which, I am sure the House will agree, it is obviously wasteful for us 
not to take action on pending the discussion of the matter in.this House. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : What about the Historical Museum at 
Satara, which was opened last year by His Excellency the Governor ~ 
We find that although there is nothing in the earlier part of the report, 
in the latter part it is stated that the museum establishment is to be 
cut off. Is that going to be the case 1 

. ~h~ Honoura.ble Sir .GHUL.All HUSSAIN: We· cannot reply tti 
1ndlVldual questions. "e have made a general statement. . 
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The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: I should not like the Rt>trench
ment Committee's recommendations to be referred to and discussed in 
this manner. I have informed honourable members of Government of 
the intentions of the non-official members as regards the Retrenchment 
Committee's proposals. .If an assurance can be given that the main and 
important suggestions made in the interim rt>port of the committeE' will 
not be taken up until the House has had a chance to discuss them, that 
ought to satisfy the non-official side. 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSOX: With all due deference, 
I doubt whether that is a sound proposition. I do not think myself that 

· it is in the least likely that Government are going to be in advance of the 
House in the matter of retrenchment. I suspect very much that the 
boot will be on the other leg. But if by any chance we did do anything 
in advance which the House finally disapproved of, it will only have l1et>n 
for two months. It is not likely, for instance, that we are going to rut 
off establishment or dismiss permanent officials, or anything of that kind~ 
I think the House may safely trust us not to go beyond its wishes. On 
the other hand, it must see that, if anything can be done in the way of 
imple_menting the proposals of the Departments in the course of the next 
two months, it would be pure waste for us not to do it. I do not think the 
House would require further assurance beyond what I have said about 
the Poona Daftar. As regards the Historical Musewn at Satara, all that 
has happened is that the :Museum Committee itself has been asked to 
suggest retrenchments, and I do not suppose, judging by the way of most 
committees, that we shall have their rt>port much before the Hause meets . 
next. I do not think myself that Government can definitely commit 
themselves to taking no action at all upon the recommendations. After· 
all, they are only interim recoJl)lllendations, and they are intended 
expressly for the purposes of this year. We cannot afford to leave 
another two months to go by without taking any action upon them. 
With all due deference~ I think the House may trust us in this matter 
that we are not likely to go further than they will wish. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Now that the Honourable 
Member has gone so far, may I ask him to enlighten the House on one 
important point about which they are anxious, namely, whether Govern
ment is lik~ly to make any retrenchment in the educational grants 1 

Mr. P. R. CHIKODI : Af! a member of the Retrenchment Committee
! may say that honourable meinbers on this side are anxious to discuss 
the whole report and there is no advantage in discussing it piecemeal. 

Dr. M.D. GILDER : I am desirous to know whether any retrenchment 
will be or has been effected on the medical side. 

Mr. P.R. CHIKODI: We sat for 8 hours a day and prepared and 
lmbmitted the ad interim report, because the financial year was fast 
going out and if effect is not going to be given immediately, all the 
efforts of the committee will be wasted. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: Shall we have an opportunity to discuss in this 
session! 

The Honourable the PRESIDE:XT: No definite motion was placed in. 
the hands of the President. When honourable members a!!ked me. I 
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told them that they could discuss it by means of an adjournment motion. 
The motion as such was not placed in my hands. I must say that I am 
responsible for that, because I did not want the question to be rushed 
through. As there is now a general understanding, I do not think there . 
is any necessity of an adjournment motion. All the salient points in the 
report, I understand, will com~ up for discussion at the next session. · 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Even if an adjournment· 
motion is allowed I understand only two hours will .be allowed for 
honourable members to discuss the question : whereas I would suggest 
that it would be possible on a private business day to move a resolution 
on the subject which will give them an opportunity to discuss the whole 
question for a whole day or for two days. With all respect to honourable 
members, a resolution of that kind will be of greater importance than any 
other resolution that I have seen tabled so far. If that. would satisfy the 
House, we might do that. There is Mr. Jog's resolution. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Its scope is limited. 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: It deals with one matter, but 

we might allow its scope to be enlarged.. We will be prepared to do so on 
the understanding that Government will not take part in the discussion 
beyond listening to it, as they are not in a position at present to do so, 
because we had not time as Government to consider the report. If it 
will meet the wishe& of honourable members,-it will be useful for 
Government to get the general views of honourable members,-a fresh · 
resolution with an enlarged scope can be moved with your permission 
on a non-official day, but not on a Government day. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: Government say that they have not 
considered the report. Having regard to the fact that Government will 
not be able to meet the deficit of 60 lakhs by adopting a few 
recommendations, and that they will have to resort to some other means, 
is it not necessary for this House to discuss the whole report and ascertain 
the views of Government 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I do not think I would allow any 
further discussion. The suggestion made by the Honourable Member is 
an important suggestion. It will be for me now to see whether I can 
give practical effect to it by having, instead of a short notice resolu
tion, the resolution already tabled in an extended form. I shall be able 
to see to it in consultation with some honourable members as to'wne~ 
that is possible. If that is possible, the important suggestion made 
by the Honourable Member can be accepted by this House. 

Next question. 

STEAM BoiLER AND SMOKE NUISANCE: CmEF INsPECTOR. 

Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): {a) Will Government be 
pleased to state the special qualifications possessed by the present Chief 
Inspector of Steam Boilers and Smoke Nuisance, Bombay, who is still 
on probation 1 

(b) What administrative experience did he have when his appointment 
on probation was made? 
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(c) What was his last appointment and on what pay l On what pay 
was his appointment as Chief Inspector made and what is his present 
pay! 

(d) Are there ten lnspectors,-6 on Rs. 400--30-900. and 4 on 
Rs. 400-20-600 t 

(e) What are the duties of the Chief Inspector l 
(J) Is it a fact that the seniormost Inspector is kept in the office 

to assist the Chief Inspector and that the duties assigned to him are to 
check all calculations of new boilers ~ubmitted to the Chief Inspector for 
approvall 

· (g) Is it a fact that the main duty of the Chief Inspector is to check the 
calculations of the new boilers t 

(h) Was this duty of the checking of the calculation done at the time 
of Mr. Macintosh by a clerk! 

(i) Is it a fact t11at the Chief Inspector of the United Provinces was an 
ordinary Inspector in Bombay before he was taken by the United 
Provinces Government ? 

(j) What are the grounds for always appointing a candidate from 
England as the Chief Inspector of Boilers and Smoke Nuisance 1 

(k) ·Are Chief Inspectors of other provinces appointed from men 
selected in India ? 

(l) Will there be a saving if the appointment to the Chief Inspector's 
· post be made from the senior Indian Inspectors 1 

(m) Under whom is this department for administrative purposes ~ Is 
it under the Collector of Bombay 1 

(n) Was this department under the Director of Industries when 
Mr. Bell was the Director of Industries in this Province 1 

(o) Is this department under the Director of Industries in other 
provinces 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULA.M HUSSAIN : (a) and (b) Mr. John 
Pratt, the present Chief Inspector of Steam Boilers, was recruited in 
England through the High Commissioner for India. 1\Ir. Pratt received 
his education in Gordon's College, ..Aberdeen, and thereafter served an 
apprenticeship of five years with an Engineering firm. For four years 
he was employed as an Engineer in Steam vessels belonging to a well 
known Steam Navigation Company during which period he obtained 
both his 2nd Class Board of Trade Certificate (1914) and his 1st Class 
Certificate (1916) in Bombay. Until HJ20 he served as an Engineer
Lieutenant R.N. R. and was mainly engaged on mine-sweeping. There· 
after he studied at Robert Gordon's Technical College and took his extra 
1st Class Certificate. Since 1921 he was employed by the National 
.Boiler and General Insurance Company first as an Inspector and later 
as Assistant to the Chief Engineer in the Boiler Department. Mr. Pratt 
was considered by the Selection Committee appointed for the purpose the 
best of the 35 candidates who applied for the post. 

(c) Mr. Pratt was drawing a salary of £380 per annum in his last 
appointment referred to in (a) and (b) above. He was appointed as 
Chief Inspector of Steam Boilers in the Bombay Presidency on 
Rs. 11200-75--1,500 and his present pay is Rs. 1,275 per mensem. 
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(d) There are four Inspectors on Rs. 4:00--30--900 (old grade) and six 
.on Rs. 4:00--20--600 (new grade) at present. 

(e) The duties of the Chief Inspector are defined illlder the Indian 
Boilers Act, 1923, and Regulations and Rules thereilllder and illlder the 
Bombay Smoke Nuisance Act, 1912, and Rules thereilllder. , 

(f) The Senior Inspector spends some time in the office as a Deputy of 
the Chief Inspector so that he can do the Chief Inspector's office and 
routine work when the latter officer is on tour or act for him when he is 
on leave. He also spends some time out of the office inspecting boilers. 
When in office he assists the Chief Inspector in the same way as other 
Inspectors do, and this assistance includes the checking of the calcula~ 
tions of new boilers. · ' ·' 

(g) This is one of the many duties of the Chief Insp~ctor. It is not 
his main -duty. . 

(h) The checking of calculations was done by Mr. Macintosh, though 
there was a clerk who could check the 'figures as there is at the 

: present time. The checking of" calculations is not confined to seeing that 
:the answer is correct. It is mainly done to see if. the correct formulm 
has been used and if the Regulation concerning that particular part of a 
boiler has been applied. The ordinary clerk with no technical training 
.cannot do this. · . • · .. • . 

(i) A temporary Inspector of Boilers (1\Ir. W. Mackay) was selected for 
the post of Boiler Inspector 1n the United Provinces in 1921, and is now' 
Chief Inspector of Factories and Boilers there. 

(j) At present it is believed that there are no facilities in India lor 
.obtaining the tr~ining and experience considered essential for the incum.' 
bent of the appointment of Chief Inspector. Government will, however, 
make further enquiries into the matter. . ; · · · · · 

(k) According to the information in the possession of Government the 
Chief Inspectors are European in all Provinces except the P1mjab; . 

(l) As none of the senior Indian· Inspectors possess the qualifi~ations 
considered essential for the appointment, this part of the question does 
not arise. · 

(m) The Department is under the Collector of Bombay for admini~tra...' 
ti ve purposes. . · ' ' 

(n) Yes. ., "' 
(o) Yes, in some provinces the Boiler Department is illlder the Director 

of Industries 
Jxm:;STRIAL ENGINEER. 

Rao BahaJur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): .Will Gover~~ 
ment be pleased to state- . · 

(a) whether it is a fact that they had advertised towards the end of 
1929 the post. of Industrial Engineer and called for applications from 
g~aduates of recognised univen:ities, ,preferably with foreign qualifica~ 
tlons; 

(b) whether any graduate out of the applicants was recommended 
by the Director of Industries ; · 
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(c) whether the present holder of the said post was one of them ; 
(d) whether he is a graduate of any nnh·ersity ; 
(e) whether the post was filled in contravention of the terms of the 

oow~mt; . 
(f) whether the control of Technical Education is transferred to the 

· Department of Industries ; 
(g) the pay of the present incnmbent and whether he has been maM 

permanent; 
(h) whether it is intended to employ a pellllanent hand on a salary 

of Rs. 800, and, if so, whether any fresh applications are being m\ited 
for the same t 
.The Honourable MOULYI RXFil'DDL.'\ AIDLID: (a) Yes; but no 

reference was made to foreign qualifications. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(cl) and (e) No ; but the candidate selected was best suited for the 

post because of his immense practical knowledge in addition to his being 
a resident of this Presidencv. 

(f) The administrative co~trol of industrial and technical education 
(excluding the College of Engineering and the Royal Institute of Science) 
has been transferred to the Director of Industries. 

(g) The pay of the present incumbent is Rs. 850. He has not been 
made permanent. 

(h) The question of appointing a permanent incumbent has been kept 
pending the receipt of the recommendations of the Retrenchment 
Co~ttee. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: The answer to (d) and (e) is "no". My 
first question is : 

"whether it is a fact that they had advertised towards the end of 1929 
the post of Industrial Engineer and called for applications from graduates 
of recognised universities .•••••.•••• " 
· My second question is: 

"whether any graduate out of the-applicants was recommended by 
the Director of Industries ; " ' 

If they advertised for a graduate, how is it that a non-graduate came 
to be recommended and appoinud Y 

The Honourable MOUL VI RA.Fit'DDIN AHMAD : The Director of 
Industries particularly recommended this gentleman, although he does 
not possess a graduate's degree, on the ground that he possessed a licence 
or good qualifications in Engineering and he had immense practical 
knowledge.· The Director of Industries rt>commended this man for the 
appointment. 

" REVlSIOY oF L.u-n REVDi't"E L~ KA.toL AXD HALoL TALt:KAS. 

Mr. M. H. liEHTA (Panch llahal<J District): Will Government be-
pleased to state- . . . . 

(a) whether there IS a scarc1ty of cultn·able land m Kalol Taluka of 
the Panch llahals District ; 
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(b) whether most of the lands in this taluka are in the hands of 
sowkars under sales or mortgages ; 

(c) whether the cultivators are mostly tenants of the sowkars ; 
(d) whether the rents (.~ountk) are raised by the landlords during 

the last few years ; 
(e) whether revision of assessment in 1926 was based on the rates 

of rents charged by these landlords; 
(j) whether they intend to revise the revi'led rates in Kalol and Halo I 

Talukas, as the revised assessment was based on the principle of rates. 
of rents; ' 

(g) whether they are aware that the rates of assessment are increat:ied 
by 100 per cent. in many cases and 60 per cent. on the whole 1 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSOX: (a) Yes. 
(b) Not most, but an appreciable part. 
(c) Only to the extent mentioned in (b). 
(d) Yes. 
(e) The revision of assessment is based on the increased prosperity of 

the Taluka due to advent of the Railway, iffiprovement in communications 
and other factors, including statistics of rent, which are usually considered 
in determining an increase. 
m~ , . 
(g) It is presumed that the question is restricted to Kalol Taluka and 

Halol :Mahal. · 
Kalol Talul,a.-No; only in one village did the increase amount to, 

100 per cent. and over. The increase for the Taluka was 35 · 77 per cent. 
Halol .Makal . ..:...In no case did the increase amount to 100 per cent. 

The increase for the whole 1\Iahal was 28·46 per cent. · · 
Annual remissions will be given in those villages and groups where the 

increase of the assessment exceeds the prescribed limits. " 

HoNORARY 0RGANISER, KoLABA DISTRICT. 

Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District): (a) Has the attention of 
Government been drawn to the fact that for the last year there was only 
one Honorary Organiser in the Kolaba District 1 

(b~ Is. it a fact that names proposed by the Provincial Co-operative-
InstitutiOn for the same were rejected 1 

(c) If so, what is the reason for the same ? 
(d) Do Government intend to appoint another organiser this yead 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KA.MBLI: (a) Yes.· 
(h) One name was suggested, and was still under consideration when 

the list was revised in September 1930. · 
(c) Does not arise. · 
(d) Yes. 

PRniABY EnucATION OP GIRLS, LARKA.'iA. 

Mr. S. S. TOLA.NI (Western Sind): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

( a) whether it is a fact that the Larkana Municipality has only one 
girls' school of its own in the town baring about 100 girls and that the 
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· expenditure incurred annually on it by the :Uunicipality i5 about 
&.. 1,000 only ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that Government have not admitted the 
. expenditure of the said school for the purpose of Government grant ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the Larkana:Uunicipality had submitted 
proposals for opening two girls' schools, one in the town proper and 
the other in the Lahori 'fillage, and that they were not approved by 
Government ; 

(tl) whether compulsory primary education has been introduced 
anywhere in the Presidency including Sind ; 

(e) if the reply to (d) be in the affirmative, the names of such places; 
(f) in which places, where compulsory primary education for girls 

ha.s not been introduced, proposals for expansion of girls' primary 
education on voluntary basis have been approved by Government, 
during the years 1927-28 to 1930-31; 

(g) whether Government are aware that all the communities in 
· general and Mohamedans in particular are strongly against the 
intro<:Iuction of compulsory primary education amongst girls, in 
Larkana I 
The Honourable MOt'L\1 RAFit"DDIX AHlL\D: (a), (b), (c) and 

(tl) Yes. · · · · . ' . 
(e) The following local authorities have introduced compulsory 

primary education in the areas within their jurisdiction :-
. . (1) District Local Board, Larkana. 

(2) District Local Board, We.st Khandesh. 
(3) .!bmednagar :Uunicipality. 
(4) Sholapur Municipality. 
(5) Broach Municipality. 
(6) Poona City llunicipality. 
(7) Karachi Municipality. 
(8) Bandra Municipality. 
(9) Satara llunicipality. 
(10) Surat Municipality. 
(11) Dhulia Municipality. 
(12) Bombay City Municipality. ' · 

(j) Government have sanctione!f the opening of girls' schools in 
connection with schemes for expansion on a voluntary basis for both 
boys and girls in the case of the following U>cal Authorities :- . · 

(1) Hubli Municipality •. · 1 Girls' School. 
(2) District Local Board, Dharwar . • 10 Girls' Schools. 
(3) District Local Board, Hyderabad . . 6 Girls' Schools. 
(!) District Local Board, Suld:ur . . 2 Girls' Schools. 
(5) District Local Board, Larkan!J. 5 Girls' School!. 
(6) Karachi Municipality 8 Girls' Schools. 
(7) Hyderabad Municipality . . 2 Girls' Schools. 

(g) Xo. . Government, however, are aware that education of girl! is 
not popular tbro~ghout Sind. 
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Mr. S. S. TOLANI: With regard to (d); I wanted to know whether 
compulsory primary education has been introduced for girls anywhere 
in the Presidency. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T: The word' girls' is not there. 

Mr. S. S. TOLA.."I: The subject matter is girls. May I know when 
Government have accorded their sanction for opening of 34 girls' schools 
mentioned in part (f) of the reply, why Government refused to give 
sanction to the Larkana municipality Local Authority f ' 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: According to 
Government orders sanction in these matters can only be given to local 
authority, municipalities, for schemes on compuls?ry basis. 

lir. S. S. TOLA~1: I~ the .f~ce of strong obje~ti~~. of th~ public 
opinion to compulsion for primary education with regard to girls, is there 
any course open for local authorities to expand it on a voluntary basis ? · 

The Ho~ourable the PRESIDENT : That is asking for legal opinio:(l. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Has any request been made to 
Government to introduce compulsory education for girls anywhere in the 
Presidency ? . ' 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: If the honourable 
member gives notice, I can find out the information he asks for, 

Khan Bahadur 1\I. A. KHUHRO : Has a~y protest been made from 
Sind or anywhere that there should be no compulsion for girls ? 

The. Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\UD: I am not aware. 
of any. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : How do Government then say that 
it is unpopular in Sind 1 , 

The Honourable :MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD : Yes, it is 
unpopular. 

Pt"BLIC WoRKS DEPARTMENT, SIND: OvERSEERS IN CHARGE oF 
Sun-DIVISIONS. 

1\Ir. S. S. TOLANI (Western Sind): Will Government he pleased:. 
to state- · 

(a) whether they are aware that there are permanent overseers. 
(Bombay Subordinate Service) who have been put in charge of regular· 
Public Works Department Sub-divisions since 1922-23, when the· 
Bar~age works were opened, on account of their experience and. 
ment; 

(b) whether after the amalgamation of the Barrage divisions with· 
the running divisions the same men will be made tQ continue in those 
charges in preference to new men who have had no experience of Sind 
irrigation ; 

(c) whether Government intend to set apart 12 or 15 per cent. of 
the total number of Sub-divisional charges for such subordinates ? 
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The Honourable Sir GHUL.Ul HrSS.UX: (a) Yes . 
. (b) GoYernment are unable to gi-re any undertaking in the matter at 

present. 
(c) No. 

The Hono¥fable the PRESIDE~"T : Before proceeding to the next 
business, I would read a letter received from the Private Secretary to 
His Excellency the GovefDor in reply to the .communication made on 
behalf of this House : 

"I am to acknowledge the rereipt of your letter :So. S55, dated the 22nd July 1931 and 
\o say that His Excellency has re<"eind with much pleasure the copy which you enclosed 
of the resolution that was adopted unanimously by the Legislative Council on the 22nd 
instant together with the speeches of the various members who spoke on the l't'solution." 

BILL No. W OF 1931 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND 
THE BOMBAY IRRIGATION ACT, 1879) • 

. Question again proposed : 
That clause 4 of the :Bill do stand pan of the :Bill. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: :Now, we are in the latter part 
of section 92. There is an amendment standing in the name of the 
honourable member from Larkana : 

In the explanation to sub·clause (5) of section 92, omit the words "more than two
thirds of." 

The Honourable .. Sir GOYIXDRAO PRADHAN: Sir, is this not a 
repetition of an amendment already negatived by the House ! The 
deletion of the words " more than two-thirds of " would mean that 
Government will have to bear all the cost. The same was the effect of 
Syed lfiran Mahomed Shah's amendment. There is a difference in 
words : that is all. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: Is the honourable member 
moYing it! 
. Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : I am moving it, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : There is a difference between the 

two. Syed Miran Mahomed Shah's IPJ!endment was to exclude the cost 
of all survey operations, but the present amendment is to exclude only 
rectangulation and sub-rectangulation costs. 

Khan Bahadur ll. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I beg to 
move: 

• In the explanation to sub-clause (5) of the proposed section 92, omit the words •• more 
than two-thirds of." 

If my amendment is carried, then the explanation will read as 
follows:- ' 

For the purposes of this section "the cost of CODlltructing a water-course" shall 
include the cost of aligning the water-course and of such preliminary survey operations 
as are ne«'6S&ry for such alignment) bnt shall not include the cost of main rectangulation 
and sub·rectangulation. 

I propose by this amendment that the cost of rectangulation and sub· 
rectangulation should not be charged to the owners of the land com· 
manded by the watu-course. .!.s the House will remember, there was an 
amendment mov~d by which every other cost, except the cost of aligning, 

. was sought to be excluded. By this amendment I \\ish to exclude only 
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the cost of rectangulation and sub-rectangulation. Every one of us 
firmly believes that rectangulation and sub-rectangulation has nothing 
to do with the construction of water-courses. The other day I explained 
how the question of rectangulation and sub-rectangulation was .distinct 
from the question of aligning a water-course. There was also a legal 
point raised as to whether Government can introduce in· the Irrigation 
Bill a question which relates entirely to the Land Revenue Code. That 
point was raised by my honourable friend Sardar Davar T. K. 1\Iodi, 
but in his final reply to the debate on the amendment moved by the 
honourable member Syed Miran Mahomed Shah, the Honourable the 
Finance Member did not refer to it.· I also pointed out in the course of 
ruy speech that it was entirely. a Land Revenue Code. question. !.refer
red to sectioils 96 to 101, wh1ch deal elaborately w1th the questwn of 
survey, and said that rectangulation and sub-rectangulation had nothing 
to do with the question of aligning a water-course. I gave instances 
and arguments to prove my contention. But no reply was made to 
that point. I have already stated and pointed out very clearly, and now 
I will only say briefly that in various places in Sind water-courses have 
been constructed, and are being designed and constructed. even at 
present, without rectangulation and sub-rectangulation. I refer. to 
Larkana and various parts of the Nawabshnh and Thar Parkar districts. 
That clearly shows that recta11e,oulation and sub-rectangulation are 
subsequent ideas of Government: they are not necessary for the construc
tion of water-courses. Even the provisions of the Bill show that from 
1926 water-courses have been in course of construction, because there is 
a provision in the Bill to give retrospective effect to this Bill from 1926. 
In the case of most of the water-courses already constructed, there has 
been no rectangulation or sub-rectangulation. .Moreover, sub-rectan
·~ulation has been taken up only from this year. That clearly shows 
that rectangulation and sub-rectangulation are not necessary for the 
construction of water-courses. 

Apart from the question of charging zamindars anything for rectangu
lation and sub-rectangulation-which I consider . to be absolutely 
unjustified-there is another point. Government have not been able to 
tell us exactly what the cost will be. At one time they said that rectan
gulation and suh-rectangulation would cost four annas, at another time 
they said that they would cost eight annas. Similarly, Sir, when at 
the last March session when questions were put regarding the cost of 
construction of water-courses-! tried to get a copy of the proceedings, 
but could not, and therefore I speak from memory-a statement was 
made that the cost would be Rs. 2 per acre. Subsequently in answer to 
a question put by my honourable friend from Sukkur (Khan Bahadur 
Allahbaksh) it was stated that that cost would be Rs. 4 per acre ; 
and then in the select committee it was stated that the cost would be 
anything between Rs. 2-8-0 to Rs. 2-12-0. So, there was considerable 
\'ariation in the course of two months, and we do not know what the 
ultimate cost will be. My honourable friend ~Ir. Kamat will bear me 
.out when I say that in the select committee it was clearly stated that 
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the cost of rectangulation and sub-r('('tangulation would bt' four anna~ 
per acre. The other day the honourable member tht Chief Engine~>r 
said that the cost 11ill be eight annas. That means that it has bt'en 
raised by one hundred per cent. in the course of a few days. 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISOX : I stated no definite figure of cost. · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHt11RO : I remember perf('('tly well that it 
was calculated that the zamindar's share of the cost will be two annas. 
and eight pies and the Government share will be one anna and four pies 
in the proportion of two-thirds and one-third respectively. Now at the 
rate of eight annas it will be double the amount. 
-· Another point which I made was that the two questions, namely, that 
the construction of water-courses and rectangulation and sub-rectan
gulation survey were quite distinct, remained unanswered. I think 
that it is absolutely wrong that the question of rectangulation survey 
should be brought in the matter of water-courses. I think this charge 
of rectangulation survey should not be debited to zamindars. It is 
absolutely unjustifiable. I therefore hope that my honourable friends. 
will support my amendment which seeks to exclude the cost of rectan
't'tllation and sub-rectangulation survey from the liability of the zamin
dars under this Bill. I may say that it was at no time intended that th€' 
zamindar should be asked to bear the cost of this survey. All of 
a sudden it has been proposed to debit this cost to the zamindar. 
I therefore request the honourable House to accept my amendment. 

. The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : The amendment proposed is : 
In clause 4, in explanation to sub-clause (5) of the proposed section 92, in linea 5 and 

6, omit the words" more than two-th.ird.J of". 

There is an amendment to' this amendment by the honourable member 
Rao Bahadur Pradhan. 

Rao Bahadur G. V. PRADHA.N (Nasik District) : Sir, I beg to move : 
. "In plaoo of the words proposed to be omitted (' more than two-thirds') substitutt> 

the words' more than one-half'." _ 

The result of this amendment to the amendment moved by the 
honourable member Khan Bahadur Khuhro will be this: The mover of the 
amendment wants that the charges for rectangulation and sub-rectan
gulation should not be thrown on the landholders at all. As a matter 
of fact the proportion that I have proposed now was proposed in the 
select committee, namely, that the charges should be divided half to 
half. But at that time the honourable members from Sind thought it 
desirable to leave the House for reasons best known to themselves . 
. Ultimately I found that there was no seconder to the proposition. The 
result was that the original proposal that the charges should be divided 
in the proportion of one-third and two-thirds betwe.en Government and 
the landholders was carried by a majority. • 

My contention is that rectangulation and sub-rectangulation survey 
is not entirely necessary for the water-courses. Water-courses certainly 
may require that help; but not necessarily. Under these 
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circumstances, there is nothing to determine whether rectangulation and 
sub-rectangu.lation survey was necessary in the proportion of one-half or 
one-third or two-thirds. The proportion that has been recommended 
by the select committee, namely, one-third and two-thirds, has no justi
fication whatever. I therefore propose that it should be divideq half 
and half between Government and the zamindars. · 

Question proposed. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I rise to support the 

amendment. The other day a point was made that the cost of con- -
struction includes the charge of rectangulation and sub-rectangulation. 
Sir. it has been discovered in the select committee that the cost of con
str~ction consisted of various items, say X, Y and Z ; these three make 
up the entire cost of construction. Out of these it was discovered that 
two were authorised,-authorised in 'the sep.se that they were included 
in the project scheme which the Secretary of State had sanctioned. 
But the other factor, namely, Z, which represents the rectangulation 
and sub-rectangulation survey, was an after-thought. To this item the 
sanction of the Secretary of State was not obtained. Nor was that item 
included when the project estimate was placed before this House for its 
sanction. 1\nen the whole cost of construction consists of authorised as 
well as unauthorised items, I submit the sanction ot this House ought not 
to be obtained to the unauthorised item by having recourse to legislation; 
There may be some other recourse,-perhaps that item may.be moved at 
the time of the budget and sanction may be obtained in that way. Legis
lation and sanctioning grants are two different things. If this item, viz. 
cost of rectangulation is necessary, kindly place it at the time of the 
budget. At that time our relations with the side opposite are on a 
different footing. To-day we are called upon to give legislative sanction 
to an item which should properly come before u~ at the Budget time, 
when those powers which we could effectively wield at that time are not 
with us to-day. For this reason I submit that to give that unauthorised 
item sanction in this way, namely, by legislation, is a very undesirabl~ 
move on the part of Government. 

The second point is that Government want that all this area should 
be rectangulated and sub-rectangulated and in order to make us familiar 
with what this rectangulation and sub-rectangulation means, .I under
stand it has circulated a press-note which is without any signature or 
date and I cannot say from whom it has come. But I take it for 
granted that it bas come from Government. To that note two maps 
are appended. In the first map the area before rectangulation is shown. 
You see these different colours. . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: What is this 1 I have not a copy,·~ 
of that press note. . · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : That is a note
explaining how rectangulation and sub-rectangulation is carried out. The 
explanation is attached to the map that was placed on the Council table .. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Is it an authorised publication~ 
The Honourable Sir GOVI~"DRAO PRADHA .. ~: Yes, Sir. 
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. The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSOX: I could gh·e you my copy, 
S1r. 

llr. A •. :X. St'RVE: From these coloured spots on the map you v.·ill 
have an Idea that the same coloured lands belongt>d to the same owner . 
• Uter the rectangulation the colour arrangement has undergone a change . 
.All t.he scattered pieces of land belonging to the same owner are brought 
within one area by mutual exchange of ownership in different pieces of 
land. After rectangulation each owner gets a compact block instead of 
small pieces scattered over a large area. But all this land which has 
undergone rectangulation and sub-rectangulation is land which is not 
very valuable. On the other hand, if the land is valuable, then it is land 
where the agriculturists do not themselvt's come forward voluntarily to 
-get their land rectangulated .. From this you will notice what I say. 
Here is the village of Bhaikha. All these people refuse to have their lands 
Tectangulated simply because the consider it valuable. From this I say 
that if the people themselves are not at all in favour of having their land 
T<ctangulated, but Government want to enforce rectangulation by means 
of this legislation. I submit that this fact should be seriously considered 
by this House. In this Note Government themselves have divided the 
area. i!J.tO three groups, the first group consists of holdings which can be 
easily rectangulated and sub-rectangulated ; the third group consists 
of lands where there are innumerable difficulties and the second group 
consists of lands between these two classes, which I have mentioned. · 
Because Goyernment realise that rectangulation and sub-rectangulation 
is a point which has to be carried out against the wishes of the people, they 
nave come forward with certain concessions. What those concessions 
are is mentioned in this' note in paragraph 7. I am not going to read it 
in e.:rtenso, but I am going to confine myself to this particular fact that 
Government recognise that, unless concessions are given, people are not 
voluntarily coming forward to have their lands rectangulated, and in 
·order to win their consent, Government have gone to the length of 
giving two per cent. of their own land free to those persons who submit 
their lands for rectangulation. This fact is mentioned in the white paper 
book, page 6. It reads thus: _ 

" It was however stipulated that no compensation would be given in those casea for 
land which would subsequently have to be taken up for water-courses and thot~e, it ia 
estimated, would be about two per eent., of the area rectangulated. The lol!ll in Govern· 
ment land has therefore been about 2 •1 per cent., of the area. rectangula ted and it may 
be taken that t.he whole of this land island which would otherwise have had to be given 
out aa mohag." 

)ly point is just this that in. order to have 98 acres of private land 
rectangulated, Government go to the length of giving two acres from their 
own land so that 100 acres of land may be cut up into squares. If that 
kind of persuasion Government is employing, is it advisable, for the sake 

. of two annas and eight pies per acre to carry such persuasion at the 
point of the bayonet! I submit, Sir, that as Government have already 
volunteered to bear one-third· cost, they should bear the other two-thirds 
also for these two reasons, that because the item was not considered before 
and it is coming in now as an after-thought, and the second point is that 
the party which is to be benefited most is not the agriculturist but it is 
the Government. What does the agriculturist get by rectangulation l 
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· Nothing. But Government stand to gain a good deal by it. It is stated 
·that by rectangulation certain facilities for revenue assessments are. 
achieved. Governm~nt also say that by rectap.gula.tion water supply is 
regulated. I say that the water supply which Governm~nt will regulate 
was before the rcctangulation enjoyed by the cultivator at the head and 
now it will be enjoyed by the man at the tail, but that man at the ta~l 
will after rectangulation be giving Government land revenue which it was 
not formerly receiving from him. Therefore. in both ways the Gqvern~ 
ment stands to benefit, and I submit that in consideration of these points 
which are placed before him the Honourable the Finance Member should 
be pleased to reconsider them. I appeal to him to do so. It is after all a 
small matter of rectangulation and sub-rectangulation charges. It hardly 
amounts to 16lakhs. The whole Sukkur Barrage scheme is a scheme of· 
20 crores. That means out of every Rs. 100 this is a question of only 
12 annas and out o~ this 12 annas Government is going to bear its · 
.()ne-third share. Is it after all advisable tO thrust your own will against 
that of the poor people of Sind 1 I earnestly hope that the Honourable 
the Finance 1\Iember will respond to this appeal which I have made in 
the interest of the people of Sind. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Did the honourable 
member speak on the amendment or on the amendment to the amend~ 
ment ~ 

:Mr. A. N. SURVE: I have supported theamendmentofmyhonourabie 
friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro who seeks to do away with the two-thirds, 

Khan Bahadur GHULAM NAB! SHAH (Thar Parkar District) 
(Addressed the House in Urdu) :-1\Ir. President, I support the amend~ 
ment moved by my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro. I am 
also of the opinion that the zamindars should not be compelled to bear) 
an~r charge on account of rectangulation. The Government scheme is1 
bound to lead to a decrease of water-supply now enjoyed by tha.zamindars · 
and it will also lead to serious quarrels amongst the. zamindars themsel
ves, and in this manner it will create a lot of trouble for the administration. 
In our district the zamindars of C class lands are not at ·all prepared to 
agree to this scheme. There are sure to be clashes between the revenue· 
.()ffioers or the mukhtiarkars and the zamindarsand neither the honourable 
member the Chief Engineer nor the Honourable the Revenue Member will 
be able to prevent such clashes, with the result that discontent will grow 
and the relations between the agriculturists and the Government will be· 
strained. It has been stated that therectangulated blocksareintendedfor 
the better distribution of water and for the conservation and preservation. 

·Of water. The supply is bound to be reduced and the privilege which the 
zamindars have been enjoying since the last 70 years of getting a plentiful 
supply of water will be lost and they will not get that much quantity of 
water. If an acre fetches now Rs. 200, it will not fetch even Rs. 30. I 
was quite disappointed when I saw in the select committee that the Govern
ment members did not pay due attention to the telegrams and protests in. 
writing which came to the Government while the select committee was 
.sitting. Even now I see that Government are pushing on with their own 
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one-sided view. I remember, Sir, there was one honourable member 
here who had been to Ahmedabad jail who said "I was in jail and 
I know what the eonditiol\of a prisoner is." So, in this matter of the 
construction of water-courses and the introduction of the block svstt:"m, 
it is only when honourable members go down to Sind and see thi~gs for 
themselves that they will realise what difficulties of the zamindars are. 
I have, therefore, every hope that the amendment of the honourable 
member Khan Bahadur Khuh.ro will be accepted. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmt:"dnagar District): l\lr. Presidt:"nt. 
I had no intention whatsoever of intt:'rvening in this debate, but we have 
been charged with not helping our friends from Sind. Allow me to state 
publicly that when this question was discussed in party meetings when 
we gave a full hearing to our Sindhi friends, our representatives in the 
select committee were instructed to give all facilities to them and to st>e 
that proper justice was done consistently with the interests of the general 
ratepayers. I have been listening to this debate for the last four or five 
days, and I think that the principle which must be put in the forefront 
always is, taxpayers first, taxpayers last. and taxpayers for all time. 
If that principle is sound, I should think that the concessions made either 
in the select committee or in the House are sufficiently broad-minded, 
and there is no doubt left in my own mind that we have reached an 
extreme limit now. I am really surprised that my honourable friend. 
from Bombay (Mr. A. N. Surve) who is sitting first on these benches and 
who wants to lead us, has not kept that point of view in front, and has 
been always stating that we have been trying to extract as much as 
possible from the agriculturists. 

Speaking on the particular amendment now before us, may I ask thf'· 
Council to remember to what absurd difficulties the irrigators in the 
Central Division·have been led and what hardships they have to suffer 
for want of these rectangulations, which are not in force in the canals 
liere! [Hcmourable Members: Hear, hear.] The trouble, which I will 
show when I come to move mv resolution, has been due more or less 
to the absence of rectangulation: showing what piece of land is really 
irrigable and what piece is not considered irrigable by experts. That 

, has made for not only a tremendous effect on our losses of irrigatio11 
revenue, but allow me to say that that was a matter which should have 
been looked into by Government a long time ago. 1\Iay I assure the 
House that, having profited by that lesson, the system of rectangulatioa 
is not only in the interests of the agriculturists themselves, but serves 
the purpose of the general ratepayers also 1 Now, looking at it from 
that point of view, the Honourable the Finance l\Iember has stated that 
there is an amount of about Rs. 16,00,000 involved in the scheme. If 
that statement is correct,-and we must all accept it as correct-the
concessions so far made, according to which only one-third is to bt> 
borne by Government and the remaining two-thirds by the agriculturist~~ 
are, in my opinion, ample. For, this rectangulation is not so much for 
purposes of revenue assessment as in the interest of the agriculturists. 

. themselves. Now, my honourable friends are stating here that th€-
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·rectang:ulation system is only for easily assessing the particular lan~s 
which may come under it. Now, in the note before us an example IS 

given as to how recta.ngulation is going to be made. When the water
. course runs on a particular contour, you know exactly how you are going 
to ~ret the water, and what particular lands will get the supply. in 
pre.ference to those lands which stand at the tail and .which sometimes 
.do not get any water. I should think that if you were ~o ,look at tlie 
whole scheme from that broader point of view and do justice not, only to 
the first person who has his land at the head but also to the last person 
who has his land at the tail, then you will be convinced. that the rectan,
gulation system is not only necessary but absolutely necessary in the 
interests of the agriculturists themselves, so as to guard the interest .of 
the men who are lower down the stream.· Now, Sir, the honourable 
member from Nasik (Rao Bahadur Pradhan) asks us to mak~ a further 

-<:oncession of about two to three lakhs of rupees. As for myself, once for 
.all I have made up my mind, having given a concession to the ex~e11t of 
th·e to six ·lakhs of rupees, it is not desirable that we should give them 
any more concessions, and it is for this reason. Sir, twenty crores of 
rupees is not a small amount to be taken from the general tax-payer, t.o 
be spent for the benefit of a particular province. Not only that, 'but we 
haYe been paying on that sum an interest which is larger than·what· :we 
have ever paid for any irrigation scheme either in the Deccan or Gujarat 
or eYen in Sind itself. Let us remember that that interest which we have 
to pay is sufficiently high, and we will have to pay that interest for· a 
considerably longer time, as we find that in these days of depression it 
is not possible to sell off the lands which were intended to be·sold in a 
particular time which was then fixed. So, these interest charges will, as 
a matter of fact, amount to a bigger sum, and we shall have to pay them 
for a longer time, as the time within which we expected to get rid of the 
whole of the lands will have to b~ increased. Under.these circumstances, 
I think it is my duty t~ oppose not only the amendment but .the amend-
ment to the amendment also. ·· · 

)lr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): 1' u~der~tand, 
Sir,- . . .. ·.,, ·. , 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I hope honourable members. will 
help me to get through the remaining portion of the work on this BilL , 

)Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID: Sir, I understand that we have 
already taxed the patience of this honourable House to its full capacity, 
but I believe that if there is anything which every one of the honourable 
members present in this House can do the least of all, it is to observe 
patience in considering the misfortunes of .others. This attempt at 
rect~ngulation and sub-rectangulation is in fact the strangulation of the 
zammdars and parcelling out their lands in portions according to the 
whims of the canal officer. · . 

Sir, when the honourable member Rao Bahadur Chitale began to 
speak, somehow or other I felt that perhaps he was coming to our help, 
although the large number of defeats that we have secured in this House 
on various amendments on account of the co-operation of the honourable 
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members from the Presidency proper mth Go,·ernment did not justify 
that expectation. This is the last but one amendment, and I think it· 
only wants to give a benefit of a few lakhs of rupees to the .zaminda ~. 
I hope the honourable member Rao Bahadur Chitale will not gn1dgt> 
these few lakhs to the Sind zamindars. Sir, the honourable member luts. 
already complained about the crores of rupees that have been spent onr 
the Sukl-ur Barrage, and he has complained of the intt>rest charges alw; 
'and if I am not wrong, I think that if Sind continues to remain with the 
Bombay Presidency, the Bom~ay Presidency will have to share the 
interest all the more. I am not wrv sure about the success of the 
Barrage scheme, and if the worst fea~ of the people come to be true, tht> 
Bombay Presidency and the honourable members belonging to the 

·Bombay' Presidency, who have be~n supporting Government in each 
and every item of this Bill, ought in fairness to bear a share of the losse~· 
that may ultimately be incurred by the zamindars and the Gowrnment 
as a whole. 

:rhe honourable member Khan Bahadur Ghulam Nabi Shah has put 
the case of the zamindars before the House from his own personal know
ledge that he possesses as a zamindar and in his own district. Particu
larly in the Thar Parkar district,. where the work of rectangulation has 
been done in a selected area, the zamindars are already complaining of 
the -:reduced quantity of water that is being given to them on account of 
the Barrage plans, and in addition they mll be charged for rectangulation 
also. Sir, it would serve no useful purpose here to oppose Government 
when they have already made up their minds on the whole of this Billr 
.with the sure co-operation of the honourable xnembers from the Presi
dency. Therefore, I simply endorse every word that has fallen from the
lips of the honourable mover in supporting this amt>ndment. 

Mr. C. S: C. HARRISOX : Sir, I rise to oppose the amendment and tht>· 
·amendment to the amendment. First, Sir, I would like to say that it is 
the general impression of honourahl.!'! members on the other side of the 
House that when Government serrants make a mistake, they will never 
acknowledge it: moreover, they even make attempts to justify 
their mistake. Now, Sir, I do not propose to do that with regard to a 
certain mistake which was pointed out by the honourable member from 
Ahm.ednagar (Rao Bahadur Chitale). He said that C...overnment made 
a ·mistake in not having done rectangulation in the case of the Godavari. 

·and Pravara schemes and other Deccan irrigation schemes, and he blamed 
Government for it. I must take mv share of the blame, because 

:I constmcted the water-courses for those 84'hemes, and I will take the 
blame. After his eloquent speech, showing the necessity of rectangula· 
tion, and the great benefit that it is to the cultivator, I must, as I say,. 
eccept my share of the blame. Had I then the experience that I no"· 

rbl"e, I can assure the honourable member that I should have urged 
. Gonrnment to the utmost to have rectangulation done on the Deccan 
·:inigation schemes, and I know I would also han• urged that the irrigators 
should bear a fair share of the cost. 
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I will not weary the House with any further explanation as regards 

the necessity of rectangulation. As I say, the honourable member from 
Ahmednagar has put it very clearly and forcibly, and I do not think 
I can improve upon it. All that I would like to do is to invit.e hon· 
ourable members of this House who require to know anything further 
about rectangulation-and I admit there would be very few of them who 
do-to read the debates that -occlirred in the last session and that have 
occurred during this session. The remark made by the honourable 
member Sir Leslie Hudson recurs to my mind that the gramophone 
record is again being turned on in the House. That was with. special 
reference to repetitions by an hmiourable member from lower Sind. 
The honourable member from Larkana stated that rectangulation was 
not necessary in Larkana and a few other places and that we had. been 
carrying out the construction of water-courses without rectangulation. 
He is not speaking correctly. He may not be aware but it is a fact that 
main rectangulation has been done in Larkana and in fact everywhere 
in the Barrage area. That had been of very considerable assistance to. 
us. although we have not yet done sub-rectangulation. Having done 
rectangulation in the rice area we note such on the maps ; this has ~elped 
us to determine the lines along which the water-courses will ~un.with a 
view to facilitate their fitting in with the sub-rectangulation which at 
some future date may come to pass. lt is not correct to say that 
it is no concession to the zamindars. On the other hand we have mostlyt 
most reluctantly, to put our new wine into old bottles. The honourable 
member from Larkana said that he can place no reliance on the 
estimate of cost of rectangulation. He remembers most incorrectly 
I never have said that the cost would be Bs. 1-8-0 per acre. He might 
possibly be confusing me with the Honourable the Finance 1\Iember. 
I said it might go as far as Rs. 4. It is generally known now, that 
the cost will be much less than what I said. 

The honourable member from 1\Iirpurkhas (Khan Bahadur Ghulam 
Nabi Shah) made a heart-rending appeal to the Honourable the Revenue 
Member and myself not to rectangulate the third class lands. I think 
I have made it clear on more than one occasion recently ·and in 
March last that it was not our intention to enforce rectangulation with 
regard to any intensively cultivated lands and much less with regard 
to third class lands. We fully realise that it would be difficult to rectan
gulat,e class three lands and construct water-courses according tOo 
rectangulation lines. It has also been plainly stated in the pamphlet 
read out by the honourable member from Bombay. He need not there
fore have made that appeal to the Honourable the R~venue 1\Iember 
and myself, because we fully realise the difficulties. The honourable 
member himself is perfectly aware that we are not compulsorily running 
the water-courses on a rectangulated system in the third class area and 
that we are, in many cases, doing so without rectangulation. We are 
following alignments which will eventually be willingly acceptable to 
the zamindars themselves. The honourable member knows perfectly 
well that whenever the zamindars have any difficulties they come to 
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the SuperinU!nding Engineer or myself and we make every endeavour 
to overcome their difficulties. It has occurred in his own case. I know 
instances where difficulties encountered by zamindars were definitelv 
and willingly met. • 

Let me inform this House that most innovations are as a rule not at · 
first easily acceptable to those whom they may benefit. We hnt 
heard it said by the honourable member that in his own area the canal · 
inspectors and abdars are not necessary. I how that certain patients 
object to the bitter pill that the doct-or administers, even if it be for their 
good. . I do not think any honourable member will say that we can rim 
the scheme on a sound basis without having these innovations. If 
honourable members are going to object to rectangulation I can well see 
that they will object to canal assistants and abdar~ and t~.ce t•ersa. What 
we consider as absolute necessities are looked upon as unnecessary 
by honourable members and are objected to. I do not wish to weary · 
the House with any further remarks, but I do hope they will bear in mind 
.what has been said by the honourable member Rao Bahadur Cbitale, 
namely, that we must resist any more efforts to burden the tax-payer 
for the benefit of Sind. 

Mr. C. W . .A. TURNER : I move the closure. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I accept the closure. The · 
honourable mover of the amendment. 

· Khan Bahadur ll. A . .KHL'1IRO (Larkana District): Sir, I wish 
particularly to reply to my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chitale who 
has undergone a transformation within the last four months that is since 
March last. To-day he has made a strong appeal to this House for the 
interests of the tax-payers and said that no further concession should 
be allowed to our province, for the reason that whatever has been done . 
during the past few days are concessions only. That very idea is fallacious 
that what has been doDe for Sind in the past is a concession and whatever 
is being fought for by us is a further concession, is wholly wrong. There is 
no question of concession in not recf.:oning the cost of the rectangulation 
8Ul"Vey. I have already proved and all the points which I raised have 
not been answered by the honourable member the Chief Engineer. He 
dwelt on points which were quite different from what I raised ; and so 
my points remain entirely un-apswered. If xny honourable friend Rao 
Bahadur Chitale had understood all the points that I raised, he would not 
have said that these were concessions. He says that the rectangulation 
business is in fa,·our of the agriculturists. If he were to read our minutes 
of dissent, he would have clearly understood that rectangulation and 
sub-rectangulation survey is in the interest of the State. The very 
point he raised about the distribution of waU!r goes fundamentally and 
ehiefly in favour of the State, because by reducing the supply of water 
of certain zamindars they want to give to certain other zamindars 
and thereby quite obviously the State gets more revenue. 'Those zamin
dars whose water supply will be reduced will not be benefited and on 
t~e top of it they are being asked to pay for rectangulation and 
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'sub-rectangulation which in other words mainly entails increased revenue 
to the State. So, it cannot be said that rectanouulation and sub-rectan
gulation are in the interests of the zam.indars. Further more the 
rectangulation and sub-rectangulation will enable the tap~dar to find out· 
easily the survey numbers which haYe been cultivated and not cultivated 
and thereby it will help in facilitating matters for the Government officers 
in collecting revenue for the State. I wish to refresh my honourable. 
friend Rao Ba.hadur Chitale's memory by reading out ap. extract from 
the speech he made at the last session: 

· "This is an important point which will have to be remembered and dig~sted by this 
Holllse. But at the same time for so many years you have created som,e kind of vested 
interest amongst the zamindars or poor agriculturists, and if you find it necessary tq 
rhanl!e the course to such an extent that those old water·couises have· to .be deviated to 
a great extent, I do not think that this House will ever consider that it wifi. be fair to 
charge the zamindars or the agriculturists for that deviation." . . , : , . · 

This is a definite statement he has :made. I do not know whether 
by lapse of time he has grown wiser or otherwise. · · - , 

The honourable me~ber the Chief Enginee~ st~ted in)ris' las.t 
~I){'f·Ch that the cost would be Rs. 4. · · 

)lr. C. S. C. HARRISON : I said it might be as low as R~. ·2-8-0 .. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO: He said at one time that.it would. 
cost Rs. 4 and at another time he said that it would cost Rs. 2-8-Q, There 
are so inany variations in the honourable member's statement . .'He .has 
made another statement before the expert conimittee appointed by. 
Gowrnment. - · · .·. . 

)lr. C. S.C. HARRISO'Y: .Who said I made that statement~ ·; .: -' 

. Khan Bahadur M. A. KiiUHRO : The expert comm.it~e comprised of 
two experts appointed by Government to go into the question, have· 
made a statement in their report and that statement is primarily based 
on the evidence given by the honourable member the Chief Engineer. 
Otherwise bow can they get 'this information, that the cost will be 
Rs. 2-8-0 including the construction of water-courses 1 This is then 'the 
third statement on his part. In the white book which has been supplied 
to this House it is stated that the acr~age cost of rectangula.tion and 
construction of water-courses will all told be Rs. 2-8-0. This definite 
statement must have been based on the data supplied by the Chief 
Engineer, who guides the Government of Bombay in this question. 
I further submit that the honourable member who claims to be an expert 
and advises Government makes contradictory and different statements 
at different times. He attacked me the other day that I catch the 
red herrings that float round about me. I do not know whether I am 
doing so or he is doing that, since I have made it now clear to thi~ 
l10nourable House that he makes materially difierent and positively 
ront.radict<>ry statements according to the times as it suits him the most. 
He said three months ago : 

"On that principle, 8ir, I have reported to Government that the rate may possibly 
be something over Rs. 4 per acre." . , . 
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The honourable members from Sind are at a loss to find which of his 

figures are correct and that they may be rt"lied upon. There is no 
&88UJ'&nee as to the flol11lles from Gonornm<'nt since the statem<'nt of 
Honoun.ble the Finance Member who is in charge of the bill is distinctly 
different from his adviser (llr. Harrison) when he said in the last )larch 
session that the c.ost will be about Rs. 2 only. The figures are being 
changed from time to time and we do not know where we stand. There 
is no definite amount of which we could be apprised of as to what will 
be charged to us. We han great fear especially a.her the statement 
of the Chief Engineer whether we will be charged Rs. 4 or Rs. 2-8-0 ot 
Rs. 2. There is no pro,ision in the Bill as to the exact amount. 
Utiroately he may come with some quite different proposals, materially· 
altering and changing his even present assurances, when he always finds 
it easy to do so. 
1 Apart from that even in the question of rectangulation and sub-rectan

gulation survey cost estimates, he has made two different statements 
in the course of one month only. He said in the select committee that 
the cost will be only about 4 annas all told, and now he states 8 annas. 
His statements consequently are loose, unreliable and beyond our com
prehellBion. I would like to strike a note of warning to Government 
that the honourable member the Chief Engineer is guiding Government 
of Bombay on wrong lines. 

I for all these reasons protest 11gainst such varying statements. The 
honourable member the Chief Engineer and the responsible officers of 
Government ought to know their own minds. Therefore, I think that 
there is every justification for accepting my reasonable amendment. 
But an honourable membE-r has. moved an amendment that the cost 
should be shared half and half by Government and the zamindars. 
I feel that the response to our appeals from the honourable members of 
the presidency is very disappointing snd hopeless. For the last four days 
that we have been contesting we have received no support from the 
honourable members of the presidency. Under the circumstances we 
do not know where we stand. If the-Honourable the Finance Member 
accepts that amendment to my amendment, I shall consider the question 
of withdrawing my amendment. If he accepts the amendment to the 
amendment, it will facilitate matters. Of course I say that having realized 
fully that we expect no jll$tice from the honourable members of the 
Presidency. The point made by the mover is that as both the parties, 
Go'fernment and z!lmindars, receive benefit from rectangulation and 
sub~rectangulation, they should shl\re the cost half and half. There . 
is absolutely no justification why the zamindars should be made to pay 
two-thirds. 

The Honourable Sir G0\1~"'URAO PR.IDH.A.~: l!r. President, 
I am sorry I have to oppose the amendment .e.s well as the smen<lment 
to the amendment. 

[An Honourable MEMBER; Always.] 
. The Honourable Sir GOVTh'DIUO PR • .\.DH.L~: I do not think I havt> 
always done that : I have been more comiderate to the honourable 
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:members from Sind than they could have expected. One of the points 
made by the honourable mover of the amendment is that these survey 
operations ~remade for the purpose of land assessment and therefore 
ought to be governed by the Land Revenue Code. As has been stated · 
repeatedly by the honourable member the Chief Engineer and myselfr 
recta.ngulation and ·sub-recta.ngula.tion were undertaken for the purpose of 
aligning the water-courses scientifically : they were not undertaken for· 
the purpose of levying land assessment. As the honourable member from 
Ahmednagar stated, it was a sad mistake on the part of Government not 
to have undertaken recta.rlgulation in the Presidency. In order that 
that mistake might not be repeated in the case of the Barrage, Govern
ment undertook to have rectangulation and sub-rectangu.lation in order 
to distribute the water more efficiently and equitably .. That is why 
they are necessary for the purpose of aligning the water-courses. 
As honourable members said that Government were also benefiting .as 
administrators, we admitted that, but pointed ou~ that the benefit ro. 
Govern:ment would work out to one-sixth-if there was a. benefit of five· 
to zamindars, there was only a benefit of one to Government. But as
a mattf'r of compromise I said that I would accept the proportion of 
1 : 2, that is, Government to bear one-third and the zaminda.rs two
thirds. The experts of Government then said that the benefit to Govern
ment was impossible to be measured with m.athematic.a.l precision. 
Although, therefore, the benefit to the zamindars was five times· that· of. 
Government, I accepted the proportion of 1: 2 as a matter of compromise .. 
I am sorry I am not prepared to go any step further. 

Then, it was stated that this was not part of the Barrage. Nobody· 
said that it was. It was in 1925 that the Chief Engineer pointed out 
that in order to have a scientific alignment of water-courses, in order 
to have more efficient and equitable distribution of water, rectangulatioiL 
a.nd sub-recta.ngula.tion survey should be undertaken, and that was 
done in 1925. The honourable member from Bombay (Mr. A. N. Surve).
said that the sanction of the Secreh.ry of State should have been obtained. 
for the estimated cost of this survey. My reply is that it i~ no pa.rt of the 
Barrage scheme : it is merely necessary for the purpose of having new· 
scientific water-courses in private lands. Then, he said that we should. 
have asked for this amount at the budget time. I do not understand wha.t 
he means. We are not asking for any amount at present :. we are merely 
asking that a puticula.r amount, part of which has been spent, and part 
of which will be spent, for rccta.ngula.tion and sub-recta.nguJa.tion ought 
to be borne by the zamindars for whose benefit i.t is spent.. As lt has 
been urged that it is partly for the benefit d Government, as a matter· 
of compromise we have agreed that Govunment shall bear one-third. 

The honourable member from Larkana said that in the White Book 
(Sind and the Lloyd Barrage) the cost of rectangulation is put down at 
lls. ~-~-0. What i11 stated is that .the cost of rectangulation and 
provision of water-courses will amount to Rs. 2-&-0. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : That is v.-hat I meant. 
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The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PR.ADHAN : " Provision of 
water-courses "also. In this pamphlet which was placed in the hands of 
honourable members ·recently last, it is stated that the cost of rectan
gulation comes to about eight annas including the charges incurred by 
·the Government of India, which compares favourably with the Punjab 
rate of Rs. 1-8-0. 

The amendment moved by the honourable member Syed .Miran 
Mahomed Shah was practically similar to this amendment. It said that 
no charge should . be thrown on the zamindars with regard to 
rectangulation and sub-rectangulation. With some little modification, 
this amendment amounts to the same thing: I must oppose the amend
ment and the amendment to the amendment. 

Question put : . 
In place of the words proposed to be omitted ("more than two-thirds") substitute 

the words "more than one-half ". . · 

, House divided. Ayes, :n; Noes, 47. Motion lost. 
' Division No. 6. 
'' I 

• l' t 

BANGI,llr:A.. K. J. 
BliUTTQ, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 

. Ayes • 

BHt''l'TO, WADERO WAHIDBAKSB Iu •. uu-
.BAKSil' '· ' . 

DBALPAL Ln.AJWr, Mr. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
GHULAlll NA:III SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GoxBALB, Mr. L.· R. · · 
GovER,ROBA,Mr. , 
J.A.lll JAN MABOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JulliBOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur ' 
XADRI, Mr. J. S. 
KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
K.u!BBAEI, Mr. M. M. 
KHUBBO, Khan Bahadur ?tl. A. 
. KULXABNI, Rao Saheb P. D. 
lf.ADHAVSANG JOBBBAI, :Mr. , 
' . 

!ll.EHT.A., :Mr.l\1. H. 
NAIK, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
PATEL, Khan Babadur A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. C. N •. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
PBADHAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
RESALDAB, Mr. A. K. 
SHAIKH ABDt'L ?tlAJID, Mr. 
St•BVE, 1\Ir, v. A. 
SYED 1\hRAN l\IAHOMED SHAH 
TALFUR, Mm BANDEB ALI KHAN 
TBAKOB OF KEBWA.DA, Sardar BHASAHEB 

RAISINHJI . 
ToLANI, Mr. S. S. 
VAISHAMPAYAN, Dr. v. G. 
VAKIL, Mr. PESTANSHAH N • 

. , Teller~ for the Ayu: Mr. J. G. MoRE and Rao Saheb P. D. Kt.TLI<ABNI. 

ABERCROMBIE, l\Ir. J. R. 
AcHRBKAR. Mr. A. B. , 
AsAVALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BowERS, llr. P. L. 
BRANDER, Mr. J. P. 
BRISTow, l\lr. C. H. 
BRown:, Mr. D. R. H. · 
Buu.ocxs, Mr. A. GBEVILLB., 

·CBIKODI, 1\Ir. P. R. 
·CRITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
·CLAYTON,llr. H. B. 
CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. · 
CoLLINS, ?tlr. G. F. S. 

'CooKE, Mr. G. H. 
CooPEB, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DESAI,llr. S. B. 
EWB~K, Mr. R. B. 
-GABBETT,llr. J. H. 

Hoes. 

. •' 

Gat'LAM HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 
HARBisoN, Mr. C. S. C. 
Ht·nso:s, the Honourable llr. W. F. 
JoNES, Major W. ELLis 
KALBBOR, 1\Ir. G. l\[. 
KAllAT, Mr. B. 8. 
KA:IIBLI, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur 

S.T. 
LELY, Mr. W. G. 
)!ACKLIN, Mr. A. 8. R. 
)IODAK, Rev. R. S. 
OwEY, Mr. A. C. 
PATIL, Rao Bahadur D. R. 
PATIL, Mr. V. N. 
PAnL, Rao Saheb V. S. 
PBADHA'!I', the Honourable Sir Govt:NDBAO 
PRATER, llr. S. H. 
RAFil'DDIN AH31AD, the Honourable 

Mon.vx 
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SHAIKH YAKUB VA?.TR .M'.AaoMED, Khan' THoliAS, the Honourable M.r; G .. A •. 
Bahadur. J TuRl!ER, Mr. C. W. A. 

SHA..~KARRAO JAYARAliRAO Zt:NZARRAO, VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdal' Sir 
Mr. RusTOM JEHANGm 

SHIN DE, Mr. R. B. V ANDEKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. 
S:IIART, l\lr. W. W. WADKE, Mr. B. P. · 
SoLANKI, Dr. P. G. WILES, Mr. G. 

Tellers for tht Noes : Khan Bahadur D. B. CooPER and Mr. N. N. P ATIL~ · 

Original amendment (Khan Bahadur Khuhro's) put and lost:. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Now there are two amendments 

remaining to section 92 ; both are the same. I would ask the honourable. 
member Syed 1\Iiran 1\Iahomed Shah to move his amendment as I think. 
it is better worded. · 

SYED 1\IIRAN 1\fAHOl\IED SHAH (Hyderabad District): Sir, I beg 
to move: 

In clause 6 of section 92, after the words "final and conclusiv~,'1 add the followfug 
words:- . 

"rnless modified by a civil court of competent jurisdiction.'' · · 

From the attitude taken up by the Honourable the Finan~e Member, 
I think there will be no difficulty in accepting this amendment. 

Question proposed. . . . ' . I 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN·: Sir, I accept the· 
amendment. 

Question put and carried. 
SYED 1\IIRAN MAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I now 

move that- · 
" Both provisos to proposed section 93 be omitted." 

Sir, the clause runs thus : 
I I • 

"The provisions of sections 91 and 92 (except the proviso to sub-section (1) of se~
tion 92] shall be deemed to have come into operation and to have had effect froJil. 
the lst June 1926." 

Then there are two provisos : the first is : 
" Provided that anything done by the canal officer under the said provisions "between· 

the 1st June 1926 and the date of the co~:qiug into·operation of this Act shall not be in-. 
valid merely on the ground that any procedure laid down in the said provisions has not 
been followed." · ' 

Then there is another proviso. Now, Sir, my intention in moving for the· 
omission of this proviso was based on this reason, that by a comparison. 
of the old Act and the provisions of this Bill as emerged from· the select 
committee, I can find that there is much modification of the Bill as. 
amended by the select committee as compared with the original Bill or· 
the Act itself. I can imagine the illegalities committed by the canal! 
officers during the period since when they have undertaken the· 
construction of new water-courses without any legal authority. And; 
I can presume safely that the canal officer might have committed certain 
acts which could not be protected under any law of the land. Therefore· 
without enquiring into these excesses or illegalities, without knowing · 
~xactly the position of the agriculturists with regard to the action of the 
r-anal officer, I think it will not be fair to deprive the agriculturist Qf the· 
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protection afforded by the Act as amended now or the e:tisting In· of 
the land. Therefore, to say that the actions of the canal officer will be 
-exempt~d from any jurisdiction of the fiYil court or from any pt>nalty 
will not be fair to the agriculturist, unless an assurance is given that 
.objections will be invited from the agriculturists who may have suffered 
any loss on account of the action of the canal officers during the pt>riod 
since the 1st June 1926, and those losses will be accounted for. 

The other proviso runs thus : 
· "Provided further that no compensation shall be payable for the stoppage of the 

i!Upply of water to any waller-course or to any person who was entitled to such supply 
if snch stoppage was due to any action of the canal officer in changing or transferring 
the source of water-supply under the pnn·isions of section 91 during the period 
aforesaid." 

l\Iy reasons f~r the omission of this proviso are that I cannot un•ler
iltand how it is that the canal officer could have during the last four or 
:five years stopped the water-supply of an agriculturist except by doing 
it wilfully or capriciously, because the new water-courses that the canal 
~fficer might have constructed within the Barrage zone could not have 
possibly stopped his water which flows through his old water-courses 
which will be scrapped only hereafter. So there is no chance that the 
canal officer could have stopped the water-supply of anybody up till now. 
Therefore either this proviso is redundant or there is something sinister 
behind it. We do not know the conditions for which this proviso has 
been brought in. Therefore since we are not in the know of the 

. actual conditions and since we cannot presume how the agriculturists 
.could· have been affected by the construction of new water-courses 
(which will flow after the Barrage canals open) this proviso should be 
.omitted. Unless my honourable friend the Chief Engineer can explain 
to me, I think it is unnecessary to provide for things of which we have 
:no knowledge. With these few remarks, I move the amendment and 
'leave the honourable member the Chief Engineer to throw light on the 
matter. 

Question proposed. 

l\Ir. C. S. C. HARRISO~ ; ·Sir, I rise to oppose the amendment. 
1 think my honourable friend who has just spoken was prepared to modify 
his views if I could satisfy him on the question of this proviso, and I hope 
-that if he is satisfied with what I propose to say in explanation of this 
proYiso, he will withdraw 'his amendment. 

Now, Sir, the honourable member seems to think tha~ there is some· 
thing sinister behind this saving proviso. As was explained in the 
last March session, the proviso is necessary in order to protect Govern
ment to the extent that the recoveries will be legalised on expenditure 
incurred on the rectangulation and sub-rectanguJation work done up 
to date. That is one reason. The honourable member fears also the 
illegal actions of canal officers. He failed to give us any idea what the 
illegal actions might be. There is only one action that I can recall that 
may aggrieve individuals and that is the change of the source of 
water-supply. Action in that direction had to be taken in the case 
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-{){ the Kipro Canal. Certain changes haYe also had to be made in the 
~xisting peech rights of irrigators under the Mithrao Canal. Under 
Barrage conditions certain areas under the :llithrao Canal will have to 
be sen·ed by the Kipro Canal and as we have opened the Kipro Canal 
this year, we have had to change certain peeches. I understand tha.t 
in these instances there are no complaints at all, certainly none have been 
rzceived by me. If any injury has occurred, it is due to meeting emer· 
gent cases and there has been an interference with rights under the 
existing law and such interferences of indi\idual rights will occur until 
thE' amendment of the Act is carried out. 

There is one other point and that is the question of drainage.· We 
haYe. in certain circumstances, had to nick out land where we con
sider~d a few drainage lines urgently necessary. That again occurs· in 
the Mithrao area. These lines were nicked out and we received certain 
threatening letters from some of the zamindars concerned to the effect 
ihat they would prosecute the Secretary of State because our actions 
were illegal. I thereupon gaYe orders to hold this work in abeyance 
till the Bill was passed. I could not hold in abeyance the changes of 
peech on the Kipro Canal. So far as I know, these are the only 
instances which are illegal at present but will not be illegal when 
the amendment of the ma.in Irrigation Act is passed into law. There 
is no question of interference with the flow of water in other 
cases. as the honourable member himself pointed out, and we have not 
yet interfered With or interrupted the flow of water in existing karias 
on any other canal system without the consent of the parties concerned. 
Therefore, I hope the honourable member will accept my statement that 
there is no sinister motive behind this proviso, and such being the case, 
I hope he mll not press his amendment. 

Khan Bahadur 111. A. KHLliRO (Larkana District) ! Sir, I want to 
say this only that by adding these provisos--

The Honourable Sir GOv111JRAO PRADHA...~ : The first is ·a new 
~me, the second was already there. 

Khan Bahadur 111. A. KHLliRO : This deprives the people of claim~ 
ing their right of compensation for the loss to which they may be put. 
There are two provisos of which notice of elimination has been given. 
The second proviso deals with compensation clause which says that if 
any loss is sustained by the people 0'\ving to any wrong action on the part 
Qf a canal officer, they should not be deprived of the right of claiming 
C()mpensation for the damage caused by the stoppage of water-supply. 
The first proviso in effect says that even if the canal officer has done 
an~· illegal act since the 1st of June 1926, that act should be certified, 
as legal. · 

I think that in the first place the idea of ghing retrospective effect 
to such legislation is wrong in principle. We have never done it before 
a.nd we have never allowed Go\'ernment to pass a legislation to legalize 
their illegal acts which took place in previous years, say four, five or six 
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years ago. The principle of legalizing illegal acts years alter the tom
mission thereof ia wry dangerous and "ill proYe ¥ery harmful if onl'f' 
accepted, and we do not know where it will end. We should therefore 
make every att~mpt to oppose these two pronsos. There has bt>en no 
precedent like this. I do not know for what reasons, best known to 
Govel'Jllllent, they are trying to get these pro,isos retained in the bill 
~ hope this House will accept the amendment and rejtct the pronsos 
'NI tcto. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay rniversity): Sir, I think the 
honourable the mover of the amendment will admit that tht st:>lect 
f!ommittee has made this improYement upon the bill. Of course, the 
purpose of appointing a select committee is lt:'ally to effect improvement& 
upon the original bill by doing away with any defects that ma.y be found 
in the original bill. Logically speaking, if the amendment had covered 
the whole clause (new section 93), then we could have understood the 
honourable the mover's point of view, but having allowed the first part 
which says that" the provisions of sections 91 and 92 [except the pro\i~o 
to sub-section {1) of section 92] shall be deemed to have come into 
operation and to have had effect from the 1st June 1926," I think it is 
illogical to simply say that wha~ver has bt>en done since the 1st June 
1926 should not be validated. 

With regard to the seoond proviso, I think a refel(>nce to section 31 of 
the main Act will show that a similar provision exists already and tht> 
proviso (c) to that.section says that no cou:.pensation shall be so awarded 
in respect to any damage arising from stoppage or diminution of anr 
supply of water, etc., etc. So I think the second proviso is not new but 
that it is on the same lines as the proviso in the original section 31 of tht> 
Act. 
' I therefore do submit tha.t the amendment as moved should not be. 
accepted. 

. SYED MIR.t..~ M!HOliED SHAH (Hyderabad District):· Sir. 
I would like to enlighten my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Kale
who has perhaps misunderstood me. I think I am quite oonsistent and 
logical in moving for the deletion of the two provisos and allowing tht' 
section to remain there. I could have moved for the omission of tht> 
whole section, but then l thought that Government have carried out 
certain works and have constructed certain water-coUfS('s and tht>.t 
thmfore it was not right on our part to launch Government into any · 
sort of oomplications with regard to the con:,1:rnction of those water-' 

-courses: My reason for moving for the omission of only the provisos 
was because they do not give the protection, the concessions which ha Vl" 

been provided for in the bill as it has emerged from the select committet'. 
For instance, formerly in the or\:,.uinal bill it was only the canal officer 
who could judge and so far as the water-courses that were changed or 
constructed bv him, the sweet will of tht> canal officer was fin~l. but 
ac-cording to the amendment made by the select committee, we han· . 
vested that power of ju~oing in the Collect.:>r .••.••••••• · 
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Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : Then why reopen that question now 1 

: SYED MIRAN MAHO.l\IED SHAH : Because if the proviso is not 
omitted then nobody can complain to the Collector but if the proviso is 
deleted, the result will be that even now the owner of any' water-course 
can complain to the Collector that such and such a thing has not been 
applied to him and ask why he has been treated differently. Even now 
though his water-courses may have been constructed long ago he cari 
claim compensation under the provisions of the Act and he can get benefit 
if there is any room for it. Why then do you shut him out of his remedy 
by providing that no compensation can be claimed for any illegal acts 
th2.t may have been done byaca.nBlo:fficerduringthelastfiveyears. Why 
do you want to prevent the owner of any water-courses from enjoying 
or obtaining any relief, which he can get by mee,ns of any legal decree, 
and which protection is being provided in the present Bill for the future 
generations 1 Why do you seek to deprive him of that ? ·.On that 
ground, therefore, I did move for the omission of these two provisos so 
that any one who has been adversely affected can move the Collector to 
rectify the mistakes or wrong which m.a.y have been done to him .. Why 
do you want to make all the past illegal actions legal? The. protection 
against any illegal action remains there so far as the construction and 
alignment of the water-courses by canal offi.cer . is concerned. This is 
covered by the section itself . 

. · As regards the second proviso, if there is provision under section 31~ 
then I think this is redundant and it will only cause a multiplication of 
legislation. But that is not so. From the trend of the arguments of my 
honourable friend the Chief Engineer, you will see that there has been 
transgression of the law and transgression of the law will continue to 
be committed until the Act as amended by Government is put. into force. 
My main point is why do you want to shut out people of their right to 
claim compensation by resorting to a civil court ? This is my only 
reason for moving for the omission of both the provisos. I trust the 
House will accept it. · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Sir, I am sorry 
I have got tl) oppose the amendment. I shall explain whai is actually· 
provided in the provisos. The first proviso says" Provided that anything 
done by the canal-offi.cer under the said provisions between the 1st· June 
1926 and the date of the coming into operation of this Act shall not 
be invalid merely on the ground that any procedure laid doVt-n in the 
said provisions has not. been followed." It is only as regards the proce
dune. Suppose the canal officer has not followed the procedure which · 
was not in existence then. The procedure which is to be followed is now 
being laid down by this Bill. What the procedure should be is being now 
laid down and the order as regards the change of alignment or the change 
of the water-courses willMw be made by the Collector, and certainly the 
canal officer has got to follow that procedure. Does thie honourable 
House want that there should be a huge number of suits against the 
Secretary of State because the procedure which is now being settled 
has not been followed ~ If the honourable member says that the canal 
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officer has acted arbitrarily or has done anything vexatiously, certainly 
he is not immune from a suit for damages. So public sen·nnt is protectt'd 
il he acts vt>Xatiously or arbitrarily. I am further going to point out 
certain other provisions of the Act. Th~. first provi8o is merely intended 
to lay down t~at if the canal officer has not followed a procedure which 
js now being laid down (E.xcU8e the tept'tition, because I want to impress 
,upon this honourable Hou.~e what the first pro\i.so really aims at) and 
which did not previou.~ly exist. in the year 1926 becaul'lc it is being enacted 
,now, and if that canal officer has made any mistake in the procedure, 
please do not file suits, but if he has acted illegally or vexatiously or 
arbitrarily and i1 you are damaged, then you are Wt'lcome to file suits. 
According to the original draft of the Bill, it was the decil'lion of the 
canal officer as regards change of alignment or change of water·courst's 
which was to be final, but the select coiDJPittee and the honourable 
Bouse have adopted the provision that the order will be made by the 
,Colledor- · 

. SYED MIRA...~ MAHOMED SHAH : Subject to revision by the 
Commissioner. 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh1JRAO PRADH.L~ : Yes. My honour
able friend i.q a lawyer himself and can understand that the procedure 
that is being laid dow;n now could not have been followed by the canal 
officers during the last five years. The proviso merely provides for that 
Contingency. 

As regards the second proviso, what is it that it says! It says, 
·"Provided further that no compensation shall be payable for the stop· 
page of the supply of water to any water-course or to any person who 
was entitled to t~uch supply if such stoppage was due to any action of the 
canal officer in changing or transferring the source of water supply under 
the provisions of section 91 during the period aforesaid." If, Sir, you 
will read this proviso with the original section 28 of the Act, yon will 

• find that the original section 28 says, " The supply of water to any 
water-course or to any person who is entitled to such supply, shall not be 
stopped except-, etc." By the new .Bill you have added one further 
sub-clause. • I am rt>questing the attention of th~ honourable House to 
clause 3 of the Bill. It says: 

In section 28 of the said Act, at the end of clause (e) for the" full stop" a "semi-colon" 
shall be substituted and after the said clause the following clause shall be illserted, 
D&tnely:- . ' 

"(/) Whenever the eourt'e of water supply of any land dependent on any water· 
course is ordered to be changed by a canal officer under section 91." • 

If under section 91 a canal officer orders that the source of the water 
supply which is dependent on any wat~r-course should be c·hanged, such 
action must be protected. Under section 28 there are only fivE~ sub· 
sedions, and this will be the sixth under which if there is a stoppage of 
water supply as the result of the canal offic~r's action no suit can be 
brought for compensation. 

I shall also go to section 31, because all thl!se sections are going to be 
put in tht Act itself, they are going to form part of the original Act itself, 
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and section 31 says," Compensation may be awarded in respect of any 
substantial damage caused by the exercise of any of the powers conferred 
by this Act, which is capable of being ascertained and estimated at the 
time of awarding such compensation." Under section 31, except in 
certain places where provision is made that there shall not be ·a suit for 
compensation, the canal officer, if he exercises his powers vexatiously 
·or arbitrarily or illegally, is always liable to be sued for compens~tion 
for damage. So, the second proviso merely makes clear the same 
thing " Provided furt.her that no compensation shall be payable for the 
stoppage of the supply of water to any water-course or to any .• ,.,.,." 
Supposing there is an old water course here and by the new alignm.ent 
the old water course ceases to get water supply, can the canal officer be 
llued for compensation 1 Certainly not. Otherwise why has this Bill 
been brought 1 H need not have been brought at all. If there is any 
-old water-course, that old water-course is going to be useless when,the 
new one is ordered to be construct.ed because the old water-'course will 
not get water after the new one is finie.hed.. The sect.ion says that if by 
the action of the canal officer under section 91 there is a stoppage of 
water to the old water course, the canal officer shall not be sued for 
compensation. It further Rays'' or to any person who was entitled to 
such supply if such stoppage was du~ to any action of the canal officer 
in changing cr transferring the source of water supply ..... ;" If any 
landlord was taking watl'lr from the old water-course and owing to the 
decision of the canal officer under section 91, water from the old 
water-course is transferred to the new water-course, in such cases there 
ought to be no suit. It is merely an amplification of section 28, nothing 
more. The proviso does not take away any rights which the zamindars 
possessed. It merely amplifies section 28 to which a sub-clause is being 
added by this Bill and. this proviso makes it clear in what cases compen
sation shall not be claimable. It does not take away the rights under 
section 34:. . . , 

Then again, as the honourable member Mr. Kamat points out, and 
I was going to point out, it is only during the period of five years, that js 
from 1926 to the ,.,oming into operation of this measure, that if the canal 
officer stops any water supply or transfers it to a new water-course that 
there shall be no suit. for compensation, because the canal officer is acting 
under a power which is now being formulated un<ler section 91. So, 
I Aubmit that the apprehensions which my honourable friends entertain 
in their minds are absolutely groundless. It is far from the intention of 
Government that any rights of claiming compensation should be taken 
away from the ryot. That is why when amendments giving jurisdiction 
to the civil court were inserted in two placeB I never raised any objection. 
-1 accepted those amendments. I submit these provisos do not confer 
any additional rights upon Government, and they do not take away any 
rights of the subjects. I therefore oppose the amendment. 

SYED MIRA..'f\' MAHOMED SHAH : Might I point out, Sir, that the 
action of a (anal officer in the construction or alignment of a water-course 
does not expose the Secretary o{ State to any suit even now 1 
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The Honourable Sir GOYI~"DRAO PRADHAX : What is tht
bonourable member's contention! Is it that these words arl' 
redundant! 

SYED MIRA."i MAHOliED SHAH : I think so. 
The .Honourable Sir GOYIXDRAO PRADHA .. V: Then, let ID\' 

. honourable friend show me where the harm comes in having these word~. 
I have already explained to the House, and if the honourable mem~r 
wants I will repeat again, that the rights which are restricted as regards 
the stoppage of water are mentioned in section 28. In section 28 you 

. have one sub-clause which is called (/) in this Bill. As regardi! the 
first proviso, there can be no doubt that it only relates to the procedur~. 
As regards the second proviso, it only lays down that if during the 
period of five years (1926 to 1931) the canal officer has stopped 

· the water and transferred it to any other water-course or if he 
has transferred the source of water supply, which he has a right to d() 
uader section 91-and there is also a reference to section 91-there shall 

· be no suit for compensation. Section 31 of the Act makes pro,·ision 
for compensation in respect of damage in other ways. 

Question put and lost. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The next amendment of which 

notice has been given by the honourable member Mr. Surve 1s 
as follows. :---:- ' . · 

· In paragraph bearing No. 93, add at the end a third proviso a& follows :-
•• Provided, still further, that any cause or causes of action for claiming damages or 

compensation in :respect of anything done by the canal officer in pursuance of the prol'iso 
firstly 111entioned above, which 111ay have arisen between the 1st of June 1926 and the
date of the coming into operation of this Act, shall remain unaffected and enfor<'eable 
at law, if the person affected by such acts chooses to go to a court of law." 

The Honourable Sir GOVI~'DRAO PRADHA...~ : Sir, when I opposed 
the elimination of both the provisos, how does this amendment arise 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : How does the honourable 
member make the amendment consistent with the second proviso 1 -

Mr. A. N. SURVE : It is consistent in this way, that the Bill is to 
have retrospective effect, it comes-into operation from 1926, and the 
Honourable the Finance Member has admitted now that no procedure 
was laid down-

The Honourable.the PRESIDENT: The proviso which he wants t() 
add says "Provided, still furthe1, that any cause or causes of action for 
claiming damages or compensation in respect of anything done-the 
words ' anything done ' are to be emphasised-by the canal officer in 
pursuance of, etc." If the honourable member allows the two provisos t() 
stand and adds a third proviso with the words " anything done " in it, 
then what about the second proviso 1 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: My only point is that this is ex post facto legisla
tion, that is legislation after the acts are completed. If certain acts 
nave been committed between 1926 and the date on which the Act 
comes into operation, they will give the person affected a cause of 
action. How can subsequent legislation kill such cause of action which . 
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has already arisen? In order that the cause may not be killed, this 
proviso is intended to be added. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I am in a difficulty about the 
wording of the amendment. Unless he improves upon it, it is. incon· 
sistent with the second proviso. ! 

:Mr. A. N. SURVE: If the Legal Remembrancer is perhaps consulted 
{)n this point, he would be able to see what I am driving at. However, 
I am not pressing my amendment. My point is that if a cause of 
action at law has arisen, it cannot be killed by subsequent legislation, 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : I submit that 
section 31 of the Act is still there. I have said more than once that in 
the original Act there are two sections, 26 and 31. Section 26 gives 
power as regards the settlement of disputes or as regards the settlement 
<>f claims for compensation inter partes, and section 31 relates to suits 
against the canal officer .. If the canal officer has done anything in 
excess of the powers conferred by this Act, and if he tra,.nsgresses his 
powers, and if there is a cause of action which has accrued to any person 
between 1926 and 1931, that cause of action is not taken away. 

Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN : Sir, I move the following amendment ; 
it is in the nature of a formal amendment: · . ' · 

In clause 4, section 93, the first proviso, for the words " this Act " substitute the 
words" the Bombay Irrigation (Amendment) Act, 1931." 

If the proviso is passed as it stands, then when the proviso is incor
porated into the main Act the words "this Act" will mean the main 
Act of 1879. So protection will be given between the years 1926 and 
1879, which is not what is intended. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 4:, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
The preamble ordered to stand part of the Bill .. 
The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Sir, I will move the 

third reading of the Bill to-morrow. · 

BILL No. XVII OF 1931 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE CITY 
OF BOMBAY IMPROVEMENT TRUST TRANSFER ACT, 1925). 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTO.l\1 JEHANGIR VAKIL : Sir, 
I introduce Bill No. XVII of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the City of 
Bombay Improvement Trust Transfer Act, 1925)*. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Bill is introduced. 
The. Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : Sir, 

First reading. I :move that Bill No. XVII of 1931 (a Bill further 
to ameud the City of Bombay Improvement Trust Transfer Act, 1925) 
be read a first time. This is a very simple Bill and free from any ambi· 
guities, and I do not think I can add much to the explanation which has 
been furnished in the statement of objects and reasons. I might, Sir, 
in the beginning, make it clear that this Bill has been introduced at the 

·instance of the City Improvement Trust themselves. They have been 
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representing to Government for some time past that a large number of 
plots of land belonging to the City Improvement Trust, and t>!lpecially 
those which are sitnat~ in the north of the Island, have been l)ing 
undis~sed of for some considerable time. ~ht>y also ·rt>prt-sented 
that in spite of that fact a demand for loan was constantly made not. 
only from the members of the staff but also from individuals to enable 
them to construct houses on the Trust lands; but in absence of any • 
power to the TIWlt to advance loans the Trust was unable to meet with· 
the demand with the result that these plots of land have remained up till 
now undisposed of. A similar Bill was introduced in the year 1929 by my 
honourable friend Mr. Rah.ixntoola, but it was opposed by Government 
in view of the contemplated amalgamation of the Improvement Trust 
with the Bombay Municipal Corporation and also in view of the fact 
that as the ultimate financial responsibility was to rest on the Bombay 
Municipality it would not be wise to allow the Trust to incur any addi
tional liability until the main lines of the amalgamation were very care·· 
fully considered by the Improvement Trust and also the Bombay 
Municipality. That has now been done. Unless, therefore, a legislation 
is undertaken to empower· the Trust to advance loans to individuals 
for constructing buildings on Trust lands, they will continue to remain . 
unoccupied especially in vie\f of the fact that there is great economic ; 
depression which has in consequence had a very depressing effect on · 
the land-market and landed property not only in the city of Bombay 
but also in the suburbs . 

. It may not be out of place to state here. that this Bill is by no means 
in the interest of Government, because it is likely to act adversely on the 
development plots in the suburban district. But Government have· 
satisfied themselves as regards the margin of safety in respect of grant 
of loans and also in regard to the general financial aspect of the provi
sions contained in this Bill I do not think it is necessary at this stage . 
to make any further observations in favour of the Bill and I hope this 
honourable House will pass the BiJLwithout any great discussion. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHlliTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, the· 

object of this Bill is practically the same as the one which I introduced 
in this House. Naturally I w~ole-heart~dly support it and request the 
House to pass it through all its three readings without any amendment. 
The various provisions have been considered by the sub-committee of 
the Improvement Trust, and the percentages and the amount have been ' 
very carefully considered and arrived at by the sub-committee of the· 
Improvement TIWlt and then by the committee and then by the board. 
These items have also been examined by the Corporation, and by the 
Commissioner and all have been fixed after careful and mature 
consideration. I hope, therefore, Sir, that the House will pass the Bill 
without any change. 

Rao &hadur R. S . .AS • .\. VALE (Bombay City, North) : I rise to
support the first reading of this Bill, Sir. This Bill, as has been. 
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stated was introduced in 1929. Then it was thrown out, because Govern· 
ment had promised that they would bring forward a similar Bill before 
this House. I must thank the Honourable Minister in charge of the 
portfolio for having kept up that promise and brought forward this Bill. 
Rut I do not agree with him in the statement he has made that Govern-, 
ment will not be benefited but that the Corporation will be benefited.' 
If the city will have more property Government will be getting more 
income tax. There ·is benefit to Government also. . With . these few 
rt>m:uks I support the first reading of this Bill. 

Dr. J. ALBAN D'SOUZA (Bombay City, South) :. Sir, I rise both as a 
member of the Board of Trustees and as a member of the Improvements 
Committee to give this honourable House a first hand idea of the urgent 
necessity of introducing in the City of Bombay Improvement Trust Act 
the provision for advancing loans to persons desirous of .erecting small . 
buildings on vacant lands vested in or belonging to the Board.· . The 
Trust is annually sustaining a heavy loss owing to the deficiency in the 
sale of its vacant lands, especially those situated to the north of the 
isla,nd. I must say that Government has in some way .been responsible 
for this during at least the last two years. Whereas in the north of the 
island Government vacant lands are being sold and developed to a highly 
desirable extent-the model villas that have sprung up at Bandra, Khar, 
Santa Cruz and Chembur bear testimony to this-the Trust lands are 
lying painfully fallow. 

Sir, the statement of Objects and Reasons refers to the transfer of the 
City Improvement Trust with all its financial responsibilities to the 
Bombay· Municipal Corporation. There is an aspect of the Bill 
as relating to the transfer which I feel sure will appeal to this honourable 
House. I m,ay inform this honourable House, Sir, that in the matter of 
the transfer and the grave financial responsibilities accompanying it, 
the Corporation feel that they are going to entertain a bleached white 
elephant into their shed. The indebtedness of the Trust as on 1st 
Aprill931 is over 16 crores of rupees. This Bill if it is passed would do 
one thing for certain. It will alleviate to some e:x,tent at least 
the responsibilities of Government who shall have to provide somehow 
or other fresh sources of revenue to the Bombay Municipal Corporation 
for the upkeep of the white elephant. · 

I therefore trust, Sir, that alike in the interest of the City Improvement 
Ttust and, of the Bombay Municipal Corporation and of Government 
this honourable Houee will pass this Bill with its unanimous consent. 

(After recess.) 
Mr. B. P. W ADKE (Bombay City, South): Sir, I am surprised to see 

that the members from Bombq, and especi2,lly the members who are 
members of the Corporation end the· City Improvement Trust Board 
and Committee have supported this Bill. Sir, to support this Bill 
me~ns to &gree to put the cart before the horse. Everybody is.. 
askmg for a.ma.lgama.tion of the Trust with the Municipality. In 
the last week somebody has written a very good letter in the 
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B001bay Chronicle depicting the difficulties of the Improvement Trust 
and the liabilities automatically falling on the Bombay Municipality. 
The time when we are winding up the affairs of the Improvement Trust 
is.not the time for bringing forward this Bill. 

This Bill is brought forward under the pretext of looking to the 
welfare of the clerks when most of the staff has been reduced from the 
Trust service. 

Rao Bahadur R. S. ASA VALE : And the public also. 
Mr. B. P. W ADK.E : If somebody is going to consider that this is 

going to benefit the clerks and other employees of the Trust I submit 
that those who are serving the Improvement Trust have sufficient 
money out of their Provident Funds instead of Trust loans to the extent 
of 65% of the total cost of the building which loan you are going to 
advance I submit, and therefore there is no necessity for this Bill. 

For the present, there is no necessity for more buildings in the City 
of Bombay. According to the latest census-! do not know how far 
it is correct-the population of the City of Bombay is llllakhs. 

Rao Bahadur R. S. ASA VALE : Twelve lakhs. 
llr: B. P. WADK.E: You may say it is 12lakhs. In the boom time 

the population was about 12 lakhs. ·So, the census report is not as 
correct as it ought to have been. You will see that at present many 
buildings in Bombay are lying vacant. The Development chawls which 
are in a good area-in places like Dadar and W orli-are not tenanted 
by a single individual. Nobody likes to invest money in buildings at 
present. The Dadar-Matunga and Sion-1\Iatunga areas, after so many 
years, have not been built upon even to the extent of one-fourth. Even 
if you give this temptation to the public of Bombay, I do not think 
more than a dozen persons will come forward to put up buildings on 
the Improvement Trust lands. If we wait for a short time, the Bombay 
Municipality will take over the necessary staff of the Improvement 
Trust, and then if we pass such a Bill the benefit will go also to the 
clerks of the Municipality and publj_g ~s there is enough develoJl'l(lland 
available. The Corporation's finances are in a bad state at present, ahd 
they are contemplating fresh taxation. Even clerks, pleaders, doctors, 
architects, iltc., will be burdened with fresh taxea. 

An Honourable MEl\IB.ER : What an extraordinary profession ! 
1\lr. B. P. W ADKE : .... singing girls and prostitutes [lnterrupticm.] 

1\Iy honourable friends are anxious to hear the extraordinary reasons for 
my opposing the Bill. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY 1\I. RAHIMTOOLA: Are they (architects and 
prostitutes) in the same category 1 

Mr. B. P. W ADKE : A little commonsense will suggest the obvious 
answer to him. 
. The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member should 
address the Chair. 

1\lr~· B. P. W ADK.E: Bombay has at present enough buildings ~o 
meet its requirements. Rupees seven crores-perhaps more-of pubbc 
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money has been locked up in the unnecessary development undertaken 
a few years ago. That is the opinion expressed by the Chief Officer of 
the Improvement Trust Board in his latest report. 

Another point is this. A glance at the map of Bombay shows that 
{)nly one-third of the Q.rea of the island has been built upon and the . 
remaining two-thirds is lying vacant. If that is so, why tempt the 
public by hook or by crook to take up these lands 1 Even if you offer 
these plots free of charge, nobody is going to come forward to take 
them, because of the depressed condition of the industries. [Interruption.] 
Even if we pass this Bill now, what will be the result 1 We have been 
given to understand by the then· Municipal Commissioner Mr. Dalal 
that this year the revenues of the Corporation will shrink considerably 
{)Wing to the refunds in general revenue. When such is the state of the 
Corporation, where is the propriety in undertaking to give loans to 
purchasers of land 1 When the Improvement Trust is amalgamated 
with the 1\Iunicipality, this Bill may be taken up as it will be applicable 
to both developed lands. For these reasons, I request the honourable 
House to throw out tlie Bill at its first reading. 

l\Ir. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I have great pleasure 
in supporting the first readillg of the Bill. If the Improvement Trust 
had been invested with this power earlier, I am quite sure some more 
plots would have been sold by now. The member who preceded me has 
told the House that a large number of plots are lying in the hands of the 
Improvement Trust. Owing to the depression following the war, people 
have no money. Let us hope that when this Bill is passed into law, 
some people will go in for these plots. 

Corning to the clauses ot"the Bill, I would like to make some suggestions. 
First of all, it is stated in the statement of objects and reasons that the 
-employees of the Trust have been applying for these lands. If the Bill is 
brought in favour of the employees, why is it worded so vaguely and gene
rally in its terms 1 Perhaps it is intended that the by-laws will make that 
matter more clear. However that may be, my submission is that if the 
employees of the Trust are to get the benefit of this Bill, the Bill should 
be made more liberal. The servants of the Improvement Trust, when 
they retire at the end of their long service, generally have nothing or 
very little to fall back upon in their old age. For that reason you must 
give extra inducement to them to invest their slender resources in 
these lands. Take, for instance, the limits fixed in the Bill. Rs. 20,000 
is the maximum that can be advanced and the extent of the loan will be 
65 per cent. of the cost of construction. I submit, Sir, that these are 
not quite generous terms. 

~Ir. R. B. EWBAKK: On a point of order, Sir. Can the honourable 
member discuss these details regarding which he has already given 
notice of amendments at the first reading 1 
Th~ Honourable the PRESIDENT : He is discussing the effects of 

certam clauses, which he can do generallv at the first readinO'. He will 
perhaps move his amendments at the se~ond reading. 

0 
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llr. A. N. Sl"RVE: I am not going into the details of the BilL 
I am showing how the Bill can be libPrali.sM. For instance, if the loan 
to be advanced is ~nly 65 per cent., then the other 35 per cent. wilt-• 
have to be borrowed beeause ex hypothesi the employee has not got 
all the money in his pocket. So for the 35 'per cent. of the cost of 
construction he will have to seek anoth('r creditor. By the terms o[ 
the Bill he cannot give the first mortgage, the first mortgage of the 
building being given to the Trust and it is common experience that on 
the second mortgage the debtor has to pay a very high rate of interest~ 
I am only pointing out the consideration that is due to the pro!!pective 
lessee. 

Another point is that the bill provides for tha recovery of this money 
in 20 years. Tbat means the lessee has to pay 5 per C('nt. of the loan 
with interest per year. If he gets a little more inerea8e in the period 
of repayment, say 25 years, he will be getting the benefit of 1 per cent. 
and he will be repaying 4 per cent. of the loan every year. After all 
the money is eafe ; the Trust land with the building is with the Trust 
and I do not see any rearon why we should not b~ more lenient to the
poor employees . 
. My honourable friend from Bombay (:Mr. Rahimtoola) has told the 

House that this Bill has secured the full blessing and benediction of the 
Bombay.Corporation and of the Improvement Trust Committee. Well, 
Sir, I do not think that we in this House will be led away by this 
suggestion. The point is that the constitution of the Corporation and 

· of the Improvement Committee has not yet been sufficiently demo
cratised. "Whatever findings these two august bodies come to,-they are 
not really two bodies but one body with two naiUes and discharging tw() 
separate functions under two separate Acts-but so long as that body 
iS not democratised, I must, on behalf of the employees, request this 

. House that the points I have mentioned and the amendments which 
I have tabled should be taken into consideration and the Bill should 

• be liberalised. With these remarks, I wholeheartedly support the first 
reading of the Bill. 

Dr. M. D. GILDER (Bombay City,North): Sir, I would not have 
intervened in this debate, but some of the arguments employed have 
seemed to me rather to want an intervention . 

. lly honourable friend from Bombay City, South (Mr. Wadke), who has 
achieved the rerord of being the only member on this side of the House 
who has had a favourable word to say about the Development Depart
ment chawls of which we have heard so much in the past in this Council 
has drawn attention to the fact that a lot of land is lying vacant in Sion 
and Matunga. It is exactly beeause of this land lying vacant that thls 
Bill has been brou!!ht up. lt is because we want to dispose of this land 
and we want that this land should be built upon that this Bill has been 
brought. He says only half a dozen persons will probably take advant
age of the Bill. Then where is the objection to the Bill if only half 
a dozen men come forward for this land 1 Evidently the evil is not sO> 
great as to require his opposition in this Council. 
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Another argument that he used was that industries in Bombay are 

closed. I suppose that he meant that there is a good deal of depression 
in Bombay as regards trade. Well, it is on that ground that the Bill is 
based. It is rather funny bow the opponents of this Bill and the 
opponents of the same Bill ~hen it was introduced hy the honourable 
member on my right (Mr. Hoosenally Rahimtoola) in the March 1930 
session used different sorts of arguments. The honourable member th.e. 
Gf'neral Secretary then said :- _ - · 

" At present the market is depressed, but the time may come when the value of build· 
ings will go up enormously, in future, as it has in the past. We shall then find possibly 
that the Improvement Trust is giving loans up to 65 per cent. of the greatly inflated 
value of buildings in a. boom period, and subsequently under those circumstances, losses 
might possibly be incurred. I mention this as an example of the points that must 
necessarily be carefully considered before a scheme of this sort is finally 11-dopted." 

The Bill is opposed because there is the period of depresf!ion ; the Bill 
is opposed because there may come a period of inflation.· Whichever 
way you take it, it has got to be opposed. Might I ask my honourable 
friend the General Secretary to say what careful consideration the 
Gov~rnment has given to his own objection and on what grounds they 
have come to justify the change 1 With these words, Sir, I support the 
first reading of the Bill which has been introduced by an Honourable 
:Minister who, in the division on the last occasion, vot-ed against it · 

Mr. J. B. PETIT (Bombay Millowners' Association) : :rt'fr. President~ 
I rise to support the principle underlying the Bill, because I am of opinion 
that the acceptance of it bv this honourable House will enable 
the Improvement Trust to get rid of the enon:D.ous areas of developed 
land which at present lie unsold and unused on its hands and which are 
Musing it no end of trouble and loss. I think the honourable member tG 
my left (!!Ir. Wadke) was right, when he said that the Trust should have 
thought twice before producing such extensive fl.reas of costly and 
developed land in the absence of a definite demand for them·and that it 
should have made careful inquiries before undertaking such huge schemes. 
But a mistake having been once committed aJ;J.d times having meanwhile 
altered, would it be right to say that we should not help ourselves and 
make absolutely no endeavour to dispose of the land which is not only 
lying undisposed of at the present moment but also causing so much 
embarrassment to the Trust authorities 1 It is therefore that the present 
measure has been brought forward by the Government, after very careful 
consideration, on the recommendation, both of the Improvement Trust 
and the Bombay Municipal Corporation which has ultimately to bear the 
entire loss arising out of the operations of the Trust, to give facilities to 
intending purchasers by making them advances to the extent of 65 per 
cent. of the value of the structures tha.t may be erected on the plots, in 
order that the land may be sold off more expeditiously, in the 
first instance to employees of the Trust who m.a.y wish to have residence~ 
of their own and in the second instance to members of the public. In 
this '!ay it is expected that the Trust will be able at no very distant d1te 
to dispose of all the land which is now lying unused on its hands. · · 

Under these circumstances, I think the House ought to accept this 
measure which has come not a day too soon and which, as my honourable 
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friend for Bombay, South (Mr. Wadke), said, might have been more 
appropriately brought forward about 10 or 15 years ago. I have no 
doubt in my mind that, if it is passed, advantage will be taken of it by 
members of the public to such an ext~nt as will enable the Tn1st to 
dispose of the enormous areas of developed land which are now lying 
unused on its hands, at the earlist possible moment. This Bill if passed 
into law will thus have the effect not only of relieving the Improvement 
Trust of its losses, which go on increasing day after day with its heavy 
working and interest charges daily piling up, but will also indirectly 
benefit the Bombay Municipal Corporation, by enabling it to realise . 
taxes on the structures that would be erected on the land. The result 
will thus be that both the Improvement Trust and the Municipality will 
'be benefited and an enormous area of surplus land, which is now lying 
idle, will be disposed oL For all these reasons, I think the Government 
might be congratulated upon having brought forward this measure, and 
the House ought to accept it unanimously, if possible, by carrying all the 
three readings at one sitting. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL: Sir, 
I have not been able to follow the arguments of my honourable friend 
Mr. Wad.ke, but from what little I could gather from his speech I am 
inclined to think that he has not properly understood the object of the 
Bill. In the first place, I might make it very clear to him that this Bill 
is merely an enabling Bill. By vesting the City Improvement Trust with 
the power o{ granting loans, we are by no means making it compulsory 
on the part of the Trust to lend money. U the conditions are not 
favourable, for lending money, the City Improvement Trust themselves 
will take cs.re not to do ilo. It is merely an enabling Bill. 

There is another apprehension which my honourable friend apparently 
has and it is this: that he seems to have an idea that it is only by the 
amalgamation of the Improvement Trust with the Municipal Corporation 

• that the Municipality will have to bear the financial responsibility, that 
is, the responsibility forth~ liabilities incurred by the City Improvement 
Trust. I may inform the honourable :Q;l~mber that even according to the 
present Act it is the Bombay Municipality which is ultimately responsible 
for the financial liabilities of the Improvement Trust and the 
amalgamation has nothing whatever to do v.i.th the present Bill. He 
suggested that this Bill might have, with greater advantage, been 
introduced after the alll.&lga:r.n.a.tion end I thought it neccessary to refer 
to this because amalgamation is not going to make the least difference. 

With regard to the remarks made by my honourable friend :\lr. Su.rve, 
I do not remember to have said in my first speech that this Bill was 
intended absolutely in the interests of the employees of the Trust. 
I simply stated that along with others who are very anxious to take up 
the Trust plots, the employees of the Trust are also willing to take them 
up. If my honourable friend contempl.a.tes a greater concession to the 
employees, I would humbly submit that that is a matter entirely between 
the City Improvement Trust and their employees. So far as this Bill 
is concerned, I do not think it is possible to make any differentiation in 
treatment. 
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""ith regard to the remarks made by my honourable friend Dr. Gilder 

when he referred to the speech made in 1930 by the honourable member 
the General Secretary, the speech gives me an impression that what the 
honourable the General Sel.'retary was trying to emphasise was that the· 
margin of safety which he thought was absolutely necessary to be provid~ 
ed.in the Bill was absent in the Bill; and he based his arguments 1on 
that ground, especially in view of the depressed state of the property 
market, even then prevailing. ' 

I find that my Bill has received a very favourable treatment at the 
hands of this House and I do not think that any long speech is necessary 
to reinforce the arguments which I advanced in the course of my first 
speech. -

Bill read a first time. Question put and carried. 
The Honourable. Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL: Sir, 

Second reading. 
with your permission, I :move that the Bill 
No. XVII of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the 

City of Bombay Improvement Trust Transfer Act, ·1925) be read a 
second time. 

Bill read a second time. Question put and carried. 

Bill read cZause by clause. 
Clause 1 (Short title) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 2 (New section 55A of Born. XVI of1925). 

After section 55 of the City of Bo~bay I~prove~ent Trust Transfer A9t, 1925, herein• 
after called the said Act, the following shall be inserted, na~ly :-

" 55A. (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act and of the bye-laws ~ade there· 
under the Co~~ittee ~y. on behalf of the Board, advance loans to persons desiring 
to erect buildings on land vested in or belonging to the Board. 

(2) Any person desiring to erect a building on land vested in or belonging to the 
Board ~y ~ake an application to the Co~~ittee in the for~ prescribed by the bye
laws for a loan to be advanced by way of a ~ortgage on the security of the building to 
be so erected; and the Co~~ittee ~ay, after ~aking such enquiry as they think neces· 
sary, and subject to the conditions ~entioned in sub-section (3) and in the bye·laws 
~ade under section 113, advance such loan. 

(3) Every such loan shall be subject to the following a~ong other conditions:

(I) that the building in respect of which the loan is advanced shall be used wholly 
or ~ainly for residential purposes ; . · 

(:!) that the aggregate a~ount of the loan shall not exceed twenty thou-
sand rupees in any individual case ; · 

(3) that the period within which the loan shall be repayable shall not exceed 
twenty years fro~ the date of the first occupation of the building ; 

(4) that the a~ount of the loan shall not exceed 65 per cent. of the cost of the 
building (including outhouses and other works, if any, connected therewith) irres
pe<'tive of the period of repay~ent ; 

(5) that the person to who~ the loan is advanced shall execute a ~ortgage of the 
building (including outhouses and other works, if any, connected therewith) in 
favour of the Board containing such covenants and conditions as 11\ay be prescribed 
in the bye-laws." 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment to clause 2 of the Bill : · 

"In proposed new section 55 A, sub-section (3), sub-section (2), substitute the word 
'thirty' for the word' twenty '." 

You will see, Sir,--
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The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTmi JEILL\'GIR YAKIIJ: Sir, 
I rise to a point of order. According to Standing Order '111, 10 (2), notice 
of the proposed amendment should be sent to the Secretary sevt'n clear 
days before the date appointed for the session of the Council at which 
the Bill is read for the second time. The amendment by the honourable 
member lllr. Surve seems to have been handed over to the Secretary 
on the 27th of July, only two days ago. I did not raise objection earlit>r 
because it was open to you to allow the amendment or to disallo\v it. 
I would only bring this one point to your attention, Sir, that the amend
ment proposed by the honourable :Mr. Surve involves a number of very 
important changes in the Bill and at this stage without consulting the 
parties who are .responsible for the operation of the Improvement Trust 
it would be very awkward for me to accede to the wishes of the honourable 
mover. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: You will see that in the agenda the Bill has been 
: put down for the first reading only but the Honourable the Minister 
is rushing through the second reading of the Bill. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTO:U JERANGIR VAKIL : PE:r· 
mission is already given. 

lllr. A. N. SUR~: No notica has been given that the Bill would be 
read through the other stages during one day. 

The HonoUrable the PRESIDENT: I think this is tit for tat. Usually, 
the office is informed by honourable members of Government that the 
Bill would be asked to be taken through all the three readings, but no such 

· notice was given in the present instance. The Bill was published on the 
9th. It was despatched on the lOth from the office. The honourable 

·members at the earliest must have received it on the 11th, and the 
Honourable :Minister wanted the notice to be given on the 12th that 
is, one day after that, to be in time according to the requirements of the 
period of notice. Seven clear days before the commencement of the. 
session would bring it to the 12th which was not possible. So they had 

·very short time, namely, one day. The Bill I unrlerstand is to be taken 
through all its three readings. The amendment is, therefore, allowed. 

lllr. A. N. SURVE : I thank you very much, Sir. The provision in 
the Bill permits of advancing a loan to the extent of Rs. 20,000. The 
building is to be built in the city of Bombay. There is no prohibition 
that the building shall be used solely for the dwelling of the builder him
self. That is a point to be borne in mind. If the building is to be big 
enou()'h to be occupied by the builder himself and another tenant, then 
natU:ally the Improvement Board will have to give the builder more 
mo.ney. It has very big plots. These plots are not small ones. If the 
plots are big,· with Rs. 20,000 no builder will come forward to build 
on them. For that reason, I say that it is necessary to increase the sum 
to Rs. 30,000 which will be a decent sum. 

So far as I understand the Bill, the money will not be lent out of the 
eurrent revenue but the Improvement Trust will pay it out of loan 
money. It occasion~lly raises loans and according to its loa~ programme 
the money will be gtven out of the loan funds. So there 1s no reason 
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why it should be 20 and not 30 thousand. For these reasons, I sumbit 
that t.his amendment should be accepted by the House. · · · 

Question proposed. · 
~Ir. HOOSENALLY U. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, 

I rise to oppose t.he amendment. This question was very carefully consi
-dered in the Improvements Committee and its sub-committee. The 
idea is not to help people who want to build large buildings. The idea is 
to help people of moderate means to have their own residential buildings 
'SO that they could in course of time possess their own buildings in which 
they could reside. It was calculated that on small plots of 500 or 600 
.square yards in the north of the city such a building would cost at' the 
most about Rs. 30,000. Therefore, the figure of Rs. 20,000 has been 
.fixed, taking all facts into consideration, and to increase this limit, I think 
would not be safe or proper. The idea is not to help people who want to 
·build large buildings or palatial or decorative buildings; but it is to help 
people with moderate means to have their own residential buildings for 
their own purposes, and the figure of Rs. 20,000 has been very carefully 
-considered, and after careful calculations that figure of Rs. 20,000 has 
been arrived at. · 

Another aspect of the question is that supposing the ·Improvemimt 
Trust wants to set aside say two lakhs or one lakh or three lakhs for 
the purpose, then the limit of Rs. 20,000 may allow more plots to Ee 
sold and allow more persons to build houses, but if the limit is increased . 
lesser plots will be sold and lesser people will be helped. I hope that 
this House will throw out the amendment. 

Dr. J. A. COLLACO (Bombay City, South) : Sir, I rise to oppose 
the amendment. On tlm ~mprovement Trust Committee I oppose.d 
the limit of Rs. 20,000 even and I. suggested Rs. 15,000, · because- we 
did not want to help people who want to build palatial buildings but we 
wanted to help the poor clerks of the Improvement Trust who can raise 
a small cottage on Rs. 5,000 or Rs. 10,000. That was the reason why 
I proposed Rs. 15,000 in the Improvement Trust Committee, but it wa,s 
then suggested that we need not necessarily give Rs. 20,000 in every 
case and that it was optional, we could give Rs. 5,000 or Rs. 10,000 ~ 
anything up to Rs. 20,000. For that reason I supported the limit of 
Rs. 20,000 in the Improvement Trust Committee. I ask the House 
to vote against the amendment moved· by my honolltable friend 
Mr. Sur,re. . . 

Rao Bahadur R. S. ASAVALE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I rise to 
oppose the amendment moved by my honourable friend Mr. Surve. It 
is stated in the statement of object.J and reasons that the Improvement 
Trust plots are to be sold not only to the public but to the clerks, and we 
know what salaries the clerks are drawing. .How will it be possible ·for 
them to pay o:ft the loans of big amounts in 20 years 1 They will have to 
pay municipal taxes and aL'!o other expenditure for the repairs,-etc,, of the 
property. The object is that the builders should be masters of their own 
buil~ings within 20 years. That is the object underlying the Bill, The 
.ma:xunum of the• loans which the Improvement Trust will advance will 
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not be more than Rs. 20,000 and this sum will not be giwn in each and 
every case but it will not be more than Rs. 10,000 or Rs. 15,000 or even 
Rs. 5,000, and that is why the maximum of Rs. 20,000 has been fixed. 
IDth these few remarks I oppose the amendment. 

Dr. J. ALBA...~ D'SOUZA (Bombay City, South): Sir, I rise to 9ppose 
the amendment moved by my honourable friend :\Ir. Surve. The 
honourable members who have preceded me h1.we spoken from their 
personal knowledge of the intentions of the Improvement Trust 
Committee. This the honourable member ~Ir. Surve has not been able 
to do. 

My honourable friend lli. Surve seems to be labouring under a fallac\-. 
namely, that the buildings to be built must be big palatial buildings. 
This is not so. As has been explained by my honourable predecessors, 
the idea in introducing the provision is to .meet the needs of the small 
holder. As has been also explained by my honourable friend Ra() 
Bahadur Asavale, the main idea of the Improvement Trust Committee
in putting up the scheme is to help members of its own staff to possess 
buildings of their own for their own use. 

I certainly think that the amendment moved by my honourable 
friend ~· Surve deserves no support . 
• Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, at the very outset 
I have stated that the Bombay Municipal Corporation is very largely 
a body of capitalists and that it is not yet completely democratised. 
The honourable member who has opposed my amendment has used one 
very significant word. He has used the word " palatial " in reference 
to the building to be built, which shows that he has nothing but palaces 
before his eye. The servants of the Trust are not going to build 
palatial buildings or to live in them either. They will be trying to build 
small buildings, not palatial buildings, but those persons who have made 
these calculations on which the figures in the Bill are fixed are persons 
whose outlook is blurred with ideas peculiar only to rich persons and 

- capitalists. I am here on behalf of the employees, and it is my sub
mission that if two or three lakhs of rupees are set a part every year 
for giving loans, why not set apart Sse lakhs 1 Where is the harm! 
I have explained in my previous speech that you can only increase the 
amount in the budget of the Improvement Trust. Why confine the 
budget to two or three lakhs only 1 You can easily make a provision in 
it for five lakhs and if you make it five lakhs, you can divide that 
amount among a larger number of applicants. 

The second point is that the honourable member has stated that if we 
give smaller sums we will be giving the loans to a larger number of 
applicants. I say, in that case, the land will not be quickly disposed of. 
If you make your plots big enough and allow more people to build bigger 
buildings, then they will come forward for the loans. The land 
is now lying idle and the Improvement Board is paying interest on the 
money it has borrowed to develop the land. Perhaps the Honour
able the Finance :Member will tell us to what extent the Improvement 
Trust is indebted to the Bombay Government. Sir,' the fact is that 
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the interest charges on the loaDJJ from Government swallows up the 
major portion of its revenue. Therefore, if you want to go tO the rescue 
of the Improvement Trust, the only way is to see that these lands are 
quickly disposed of. For these reaEons, I submit that the Honourable · 
Minister will kindly see his way to accept my amendment. · 

The Honourable. Sirdar Sir RUSTmf JEHANGIR VAKIL: Sir. 
I have to oppose the amendment. The terms on which it is proposed t~ 
lend money as proposed in the Bill are far more generous 'than what the 
Government are doing in respect of the Development Department plots.' 
The Government grant loans of 75 per cent. of the value of the land and 
the purchaser has to pay Government in advance one-fourth of the value 
of the land, the balance of three-fourths being recovered in instalments 
in fifteen years. The Improvement Trust will give the land on lea8e · 
only. In other words, the purchaser has not to pay anything tor the 
land. The Government advance a. loan of 50 per cent. only for the 
building, whereas the Improvement Trust will advance to the extent of 
65 per cent. The third advantage is that whereas the Government 
recover their loan in fifteen years,· the Improvement Trust has proposed 
twenty years. So, taking into consideration all -these conditions, I am 
sure my honourable friend will realise that the tenns proposed are already 
very generous. · ·: · . . 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 2 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

' . . 
Clause 3 (Amendment of section 68 of Bom. XVI of 1925) ordeJ;ed. to 

stand part of the Bill. . . 
Clause 4 (Amendment of section 88 of Bom. XVI of 1925) ~rdered to 

stand part of the Bill. · · 
Clause 5 (Amendment of section 91 of Bom. XVI of 1925) ordered· to 

stand part of the Bill. · ' . 
Clause 6 (Amendment of section 113 of Bam. XVI oj'1925) ordered to · 

stand p11.rt of the Bill. · · · 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR .VAKIIJ: Sir, 
I move that Bill No. XVII of 1931 (A Bill further 
to amend the City of Bombay Improvement Trust 

Transfer Act, 1925) be read a third titre and passed. 
Q~estion proposed .. 

Third Reading. 

Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN: I have a formal amendment to move as 
follows:- · 

In clause 1 add the figure" 1 "to the figures" 193 ". 

Question put and carried. 

B.11 d hi d . Question, " That the Bill be read a. third time," 
1 rea a. t r tune. · t d . d pu an ca.rrte , 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Bill is read a third time and 
passed into law. · 

140 Hb 57-4 
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BILL No. XVIIl OF 1931 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
BOMBAY HEREDITARY OFFICES ACf). 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSOX: Sir, I introduce Bill No. XVIII 
of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act). • 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T : The Bill is introduced. 
The Honolltable Mr. W. F. HUDSOX: Sir, I ri~to move that Bill Xo. 

First reading. 
XVIII of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bomhay 
Ht>reditary Offices Act) be read' first time. Sir, aftt>r 

the storm and stress of the Bombay Irrigation Bill and the unexpected 
sands and rocks of the Improvement Trust Bill, I think perhaps that you 
and the House will be glad that we pass for a moment into rather quieter 
waters. Many innocuous Bills have been moved from this Bench, but 
I doubt if a more harmless one has ever been prest>nted to the House than 
this. It is merely proposed to lcga.lise what has bet>n a long-standing 
practice. · 

It is impossible for me to explain why the motion to legalise it has not 
been introduced before, but better late than never. The statement of 
objects and reasons shows clearly what the Bill is. There t.te in parts of 
this Presidency certain watandars who hold three or four watans-1 do 
not know v;hy, but that is a fact-and it is apparently impossible in some 
cases for the wata.ndars to perform all the offices of the various watans. 
On the other hand, it is not leg:J.l for Government, nor does Government 
desire, to deprive the watandars of any of those watans. But the 
services have to be performed, and it has been the custom hitherto for 
the watandar quite illegally to appoint deputies to perform those inferior 
services for which he holds the watans but which he is not able to perform 
himself. I think that it is obviously desireble that we should, now that 
the lacuna iii the law has been discovered, put it on a prop~r legal footing, 
and I therefore, Sir, without more ado, move that this Bill be read a 
first time. 

Question proposed. 
Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Sir, in ri11ing to 

support the first reading of this Bill._ I have to make one or two observa-
, tions. It is stated in the statement of objects and reasons that it has 
been the practice to allow watandars holding several watans, such as 
patil, kulkarni, talwar, mabar, etc., to appoint deputies. As a matter of 
fact, so far as the superior village officers are concerned, namely, the,.patil 
and the kulkarni, I think there is provision in the Act wh.ich allows them 
to appoint deputies. But the inferior village officers were not allowed to 
do so. Probably, the reason for that was that t.hey all belong to the 
depressed classes. But now that they are coming into their own, that is 
to say, they are in a position to perform other duties, it has become 
necessary to allow them the same priviJt>ge which is allowed to the 
superior village officers. From that point of view, I welcome this Bill. 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISIXHJI (THAKOR or KERWADA) 
(Gujarat Sardara and Inamdars) : Sir, I rise to offer my congratulations 

• Appendix 5, 
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to the Honourable the Revenue Member for having introduced this legis
lation, which will enable the watandars to appoint deputies. Sir, this 
question. as the Honourable the Revenue Member very rightly pointed 
out, has perhaps never been discussed in this House, and there is no mea
sure which will be more welcomed by the persons concerned than the Bill 
which the Honourable the Revenue Member has introduced. I hope 
the inferior village officers will really appreciate that Government, after 
these village officer.~ have rendered service for centuries, have recognised 
their right and have allowed them by this legislation to appoint deputies. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: Sir, I wholeheartedly support the first reading 
of this Bill, and I congratulate the Honourable the Revenue Member for 
introducing it. Sir, patels and kulkarnis have the privilege of appointing 
deputies, and they have no difficulty in going about looking after other 
work, but, as the honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale has pointed 

·out, the greatest difficulty and disability of the depressed classes who 
happen to be inferior village servants is that they cannot stir out of their 
villages as they have to perform their duties in the village. I know of 
instances in which many a time, these poor inferior village watan officers 
or servants had to leave more remunerative services which they had 
t.aken up for some time during the period of their non-service in the 
village ; they had to give it up simply because they had to perform 
Government's services in their own villages for about a year and thus 
lose the appointment elsewhere as everybody knows-or perhaps very 
few might know it here, because all are very fortunate in not belonging 
to these poor classes in this House and none have had to perform such 
services-that these people who perform these inferior services get· a 
return of only Rs. 15 to 36 per annum. Naturally, they try to seek some 
better employment elsewhere, but they were debarred from sticking to 
.'3uch services elsewhere because they had to be present in person in their 
''illages to render their services when their turns came. I sincerely 
thank the Honourable the Revenue Member for bringing' in this 
amendment of the Act, and he has thus laid all the depressed class inferior 
watan holders under a deep debt of gratitude. These poor servants will, 
I think, receive this amendment in the Act with great joy and pleasure, 
when they hear about it. With these words, I support the first reading· 
of the Bill. · · 

Rao Bahadur R. S. ASAVALE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I rise to 
support the first reading of the Bill and thank the Honourable 
the Revenue Member for bringing in this Bill. The grievances of theie 
watandars are of long-standing. I do not agree with the honourable 
member Rao Bahadur Kale that only the depressed classe.s will be 
benefited by this Bill. This amendment in the Act is intended for those 
who are in higher services but who have no right to appoint their deputies 
in cases of inferior services and those persons are the patils and kulkarnis, . 
if I mi~take not. For the performance of the inferior services for which 
they hold the watans Gowrnment up to now never allowed them to. 
appoint their deputies but were forced to do the duties themselves or to 
forego their watans and thus their wa.tans were in danger. In order to 
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avoid this difficulty, this Bill has been brought forward, and the Honour· 
able the Revenue Member has done a great sef\ic.e in helping the patil8 
and kulkamis by bringing forward this Bill. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North):. Mr. President, I rist' to 
support the measure which is placed before the House on behalf of the 
depressed classes. It is well known that these classes were held in bondagf' 
on account of their watans to the detriment of their moral and mat.t>rial 
growth. They could not go out of their 'illages and improve their lot 
by migrating to cities and earning high wages because of their being 
tied down to the duties of their watans. ·They could not take up mort' 
lucrative and more profitable occupation. But now, this Bill will enable 
them to retain their watan and yet go out of their villages to impro\·t' 
their condition in the matter of education and in other respects tlll<> .. 
I consider this Bill as a sort of magna charta to .the depressed classes. 
On that ground I wholeheartedly welcome and support this Bill. 

. Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District): Sir, I think I should be failing in 
·my duty if I did not give my support to this Bill. This Bill, however 
small, is of the highest importance to those who hold these small maha rki 
and patilki watans. It has been pointed out by the Honourable the 
Revenue Member in his speech that up till now it has been the practice to 
allow the watandars to appoint the deputies to render service in place of 
themselves when they are called upon to do so. At the same time he has 
stated that this practice must be legalised. I think he is right in 
saying that. It is a matter of gratification that the Government have· 
. expressed their pious desire in the statement of objects and reasons that 
it is not desirable to deprive the watandars of their watans. As regards 
the remuneration which these watandars get, it is a small pittance of 
Rs. 5 or Rs. 25 annvally. But ·though this is the case they take pride 
in their watans and in calling them watandars of the villages. I think 
Government will consider this point also and come forward of their own 
accord to inQrease the reJI1uneration of these watandars generously. 
With these brief remarks I heartily support this Bill. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE: I rise to support this Bill, Sir. It has 
. been stated that by this Bill the.Jllembers of the depressed classes who 
hold maharki watans will be benefited. But I may point out that 
members of the advanced classes who sometimes hold kulkami watans, 
patilki watans and also maharki watans, will be benefited by this 
measure. There are watandars who hold three l;nds of watans at the 
same time. Though they claim to be members of the higher classes 
they hold the watans which are enjoyed by the depressed classes, 
I mean maharki watans, and this Bill will be more beneficial to those 
persons than to Mahars. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There is some sort of misunder
standing about the scope of this Bill. It applies on'y to maharki and 
other inferior watans. It does not apply to other superior. watans 
such as Patil and Kulkarni watans in respect of which such pro,·ision 
already exists. · 

Bill read a 6nt time. Question put and carried. 
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The Honourable l\Ir. W. F. HUDSON: Sir, I am afraid that I owe you 
an apology for not giving notice that I wished to take the three readings 
to-day. I propose with your permission, if the House approves of this 
measure, to ask it to pass the three readings of this Bill. A.s the Bill has 
been received with gefleral approval, I trust you will allow me that conces .. 

sion. .So, with your permission, I move that the 
Second reading. Bill be read a second time. I do not think it is 

necessary to say anything further on the subject. I listened with great. 
pleasure to the chorus fi approval with which the Bill has been received. 
For myself I feel that I have established~ record for this bench, seeing 
that for the first time in history I h::tve earned the· approval of my 
nonourable friend from Bombay, Mr. Surve. [Laughter.] 
Bill read a second tiiue. Question put and carried. 

Bill read clause by clartse·. 
Clause 1 (Short title) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 2 (Amendment of section 64 of Bom. III ·of 1874) ordered to 

stimd part of the Bill. 
The preamble ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
The Honourable 1\Ir. W. F. HUDSON: Sir, with your permission 

I move that the·Bill be read a third time and passed 
Third reading. into law. 

Quer.;tion proposed. 
~Ir. A. S. R. MACKLIN : Sir, I move that the :figure ' 1 ' be added to 

the :figures " 193" in clause 1 so as to make it read'' 1931 ". 
Question put and carried. 
Bill read a third Question, "That the Bill be read e. third .time," 

tiii\e. put and carried. . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT:. Bill No. XVIII of ·1931 (A B~ll 
f~1rther to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act) is read a third. 
i1me and passed into law. 

• 1 

BILL No. XIX OF 1931 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE. 
BOMBAY ENTERTAIN;MENTS DUTY ACT, 1923). 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I introduce, Sir, Bill No. XIX 
of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Entertainments Duty Act, 
l9Z3).* . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Bill is introduced.' 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Sir, I rise to move that Bill 

F' d' N'o. XIX of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the 
Irst rea mg. Bombay Entertainments Duty Act, 1923) be read· 

a first time. Sir, if the Bill which we have just passed was necessitated 
by some carelessness on the part of Government, I think I may claim that 
the Bil.l which I have now introduced has b.een necessitated by. the . 
-depravity of human nature. I cannot blame my innocent predecessor 

• Appendix 6. 
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when he introducEd this Bill in 19::!3. for not l1eing: able to foreSt't' th~ 
remarkable devices and dodges by lfhich it would be effected. I am surt
honourahle mt>mbers who have read the statement of objrrts and rpa~ons 
will have learnt with horror and surpriSt' that any one can be so ingt'nious 
as to find these ways of defrauding the public exchequer. But experienee 
has shown that there .e.re various ways of getting round tht> entprtainm:>nt 
tax. In Bombay, Karnchi and elsewhert>, these ways have bren 
found and it is possiblt> now for people to•defmud the rt'venue 1·~· 
these little dodges which I have f'Xplained in the statement of ohjcet~ 
and reasons. I am quite sure that the House will not allow others to get 
away with the money which ought to come to the public t>xchequt-r. 
I think it is quite clear we must do something to prevt>nt these ingenious 
evasions. It has not been very easy, so ingenious is the human 'I'Ilincl. 
to draft this Bill, and I am quite willing to accept any amendment which 
will ID.I!.ke it still more difficult to evade the tax. But for the time be in~ 
we have done our best to stop the holes through which the Gowrn
ment revenue escspes. If the House accepts this Bill, the rE>vrnue from 
the entertainm~nt duty which et present is by no means negligihlt
will increase. I move that the Bill be reP-d e. first tim'O'. 

Qu~stion proposed. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, my attitude towards 

this Bill is the outcome of mixed feelings. While introducing the Bill 
the honourable mover of the Bill has mentioned how people are trying to 
employ these intricate methods to avoid taxation. You know, Sir, that. 
the cinema industry in this eountry is of very recent growth. It is 
quite a new industry and the competition is very great. The Govern
ment in our preside~cy is very conservative. In other presidencies tht' 
Governments there have passed enactments to advance loans to 
encourage indigenous industry. Here we find that our Government are 

· making no provision in that behalf and are giving no enco'uragemt·nt 
whatever to indigenous industry and still they are trying to find out 
ways how to hamper its growth by this l-ind of taxation. For thi11 
reason I submit that these people are forced to defraud Governmrnt 
revenues in this indirect way. Let Government come out and give 
every help to this industry so that it may improve and thriYl' . 
. Then many people .will go there and Government revenues may benefit in 
this way. But what do we find in this instance 1 We find that Govern
ment does nothing to aid· the growth of this industry but instead it is 
trying to hamper its growth. If people will not go in large number:'! 
to cinemas on account of its failure to improve the shows by thl' 

' adoption of up-to-date inventions in coMe ,of time cinema houses will 
not be patronised and Government revenue will in coneequence P-uffer. 

"If the honourable mover looks into the figures of the t>nter
tainment tax, he lll-ill find that for the last four or five years 
they are on the decline. For this reason, while I am against 
givint1 any encouraO'ement to fraudulent evasion of law. I request 
ihe honourable m;\"er to come to the as8istance of this in(li
genous industry, because, after all. Gonrnment must get its money 
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from the prosperity of the indigenous industry. If the indigenous 
industry is not to prosper, to that extent Government revenue is· 
bound to suffer. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University).: Sir, I· have an. 
inclination to speak on the first reading of this Bill, because I was a partr 
to the original Bill when it was passed into law in the year 1923. At 
that time the Council was induced to give its assent to the passing of this 
Act because it was pointed out that the revenue derived from this source 
would be utilised towards meeting the cost of compulsory primary 
education. This Entertainment Duty Act was almost passed on the 
same day on the understanding th~~;t the additional money that will be 
realised may be devoted to meet the cost that will be entailed by the 
Compulsory Primary Education Act. Although it was made clear during 
the ~ourse of the debate that this tax should be earmarked, it was pointed 
out-and rightly too-that it was riot possible to do so in the enactment 
itself, as no tax can be earmarked for a pa:t:ticular purpose. But the 
intention of the House was to appropriate the proceeds towards meeting 
the cost of primary education. I am sorry to say that owing to Govern
ment.'s policy, primary education is running the risk of a set-back. 
I wish to assure the honourable mover of the Bill that the Council still 
adheres to the principle of this taxation and is prepared to give support 
to the present Bill on the understandingthat the fresh money that wil~ 
be derived from this source will be utilised by Government, as promised 
by them, towards the cost of primary education and not allowed to merge 
in the general revenues and utilised to meet the increased ·cost of 
administration. . · . · · · . ' 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI (Poona District): Sir, when the 
Entertainments Act was first passed it was intended tliat it should work 
on the lines followed in foreign countries. But we find that the working 
of that Act has taken altogether a different line in this presidency. In 
foreign countries, I understand, a special officer is appointed not only to 
collect the tax but also to look after the convenience of the visitors of 
these places of amusement. But here an allowance of Rs .. 5 is given to a · 
deputy chitnis, who attends only to the collection of the tax. Moreover, 
more and more obstructions and difficulties are brought in the way of the 
people enjoying these amusements. These recreations and amusements , 
are very essential to people who work all day long. The programmes 
P,nd synopsis are sold at cost price in order to give an idea of what is to be 
shown. In these days of depression, when people have not got sufficient 
money, it is out of sheer ~ecessity that they go to these places of amuse
ment. The men get tired of work and in order to refresh themselves they 
go to a place of amusement. Under the circumstances we should not 
place obstructions and hindrances in the way of their amusements by 
taxing the things like programmes and s}"nopsis. The majority of. the 
people who go to see cinema shows or dramas belong to th~ lower class, 
and it will be very hard on them to put an P.dditional tax on the cost 
of these programmes and synopsis. [An Honourable Member:· Why 1] 
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The Honourable the PRESIDD."T: The honourable member may 
proceed without minding interruptions. 

, I 

. Rao Saheb P. D. Kt~'l : I han already explained that going to 
the cinema shows and dramas is not a luxury but a necessity. It is bu~ 
out of sheer necessity that people go to see them. It would work hardship 
on them if we put any extra burden as contemplated in the Bill before us. 
The honourable House should take into consideration the fact that it is 
mostly the people from lower classes who attend these cinema shows and 
dramas to lighten the strain of the day and see that no additional burden. 
is thrown on that class. The Bill may be taken into consideration on 
the lines of thoughts expressed by me. 

:Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City) : Sir, I rise to support the first 
reading of the Bill. I am really surprised to find that my honourable 
friend Rao Sabeb Kulkarni has such a soft comer for those who visit the 
cinemas. As a matter of fact many dences are being resorted to to 
evade this taxation to a great extent. In fact, if a ticket for cinema- or a 
drama is worth four annas, the synopsis is charged four annas. Wbat is 
this if not evading the tax ! This Bill is intended to stop such evasions 
of the law.· Nobody is going to stop people visiting the cinema shows or 
dramas. That is not the purpose of this Bill. People who are honest 
are made to be dishonest by these devices. In fact, there are a number 
of other ways by which this tax is evaded. Sometimes tickets marked 
complimentary are sent, and afterwards bills are sent to collect the~ 
charges. This is one of the ways. ' 
· An Honourable MEMBER: Why do you pay those bills 1 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : It is for those who pay and not for those who 
do not pay. I think th11t the money that Government intend to raise is 
certainly necessary, and I support the Bill. 

Mr. PESTANSHAH N. VAKIL (Ahmedabad City) : Sir, I rise to 
support the first ·reading of the Bill. I am mrprised at the remarks made 
. by the speakers who have preCeded me, with the exception of the honour
able gentleman who spoke last .. The honourable gentleman who spoke 
fust (Mr. Surve) would have enhanced his reputation for consistency if he 
had not made the remarks he did. The object of this Bill, as set forth in 

· the statement of objects and reasons, is merely to bar the door against the 
evil practices, the objectionable practices, indulged in by the owners of 
places of entertainment. When once the principle of a particular Act bas 
been accepted, I think it is the bounden duty of every citizen, and much 
more of a member of this honourable House, to see that all the provisions 
of that Act are properly carried out. We should not be a party to the 
perpetration of evil practices. I also fail to understand what is exactly, 
the bearing of the remarks made by the honoUJ'able member Mr. Surve·as· 
well as the honourable member Rao Babadur Kale. The receipts from the 
Entertainments Tax might have been promised for the advancement of 
primary education. But this amending Bill has nothing to do with that. 
If there is any difficulty or Any misapplication of the receipts from the 
Act, it is up to the honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale to bring forward 
a .resolution or to propose an amend.znt>nt to the Act, or to take any other 
measures which are open to him to do. This is merely a Bill to stop the 
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questionable practices referred to in the statement, and I do not think 
that this is exactly the occasion for ventilating grievances in that 
direction. Similarly, the acceptance by this honourable House of this 
Bill will not militate against the encouragement by Government of any 
indigenous industry, trade or ·commerce. In fact it has as much to do 
with the encouragement of cinemas as it has to do with the 'flowers that 
bloom in the garden. The only object is to see that owners of :places of. 
public entertainment are not circumventing the provisions of the original 
.Act. It is a very innocuous proposal that has been put forward by the 
Honourable the Revenue Member, and I think it is our duty to accor~ 
support to the Bill. · . ' .· ... 

Rao Bahadur R. S. ASAV ALE (Bombay City, North) : ,Sir, I rise to 
support the first reading of the Bill. At the same time, I wish to advance 
some suggestions to the honourable mover of this .Bill. As he has 
brought forward the Bill to increase the income from the tax on enter
tainments, he should also see if that income cannot be increased. by 
maling more provU;ion on the supervision side. As far as my knowledge 
goes, there is only one supervisor,, or superintendent, as he is called, for 
supervising all places of entertaimnent in the whole of the City of Bombay. 
I do not know how it is possible for one man to cneck the practices in aJl · 
the places of entertainment in Bombay City : it is beyon4 the ability 
of any one human being. I would, therefore, suggest to the_ honourable 
mover of the Bill, or whoever is in charge of that portfolio, to increase 
the staff in order to see that nobody escapes the .tax. With these few 
remarks I support the Bill. 

Dr. J. A. COLLACO (Bombay City, South) : Mr. President, while sup'" 
})orting this Bill, I want to make a few observations. This entertainments 
tax is essentially a tax that should belong to local bodies. But Govern
ment have stolen a march over the local bodies and taken the · tax to 
themselves. I hope, Sir, that when the City Improvement Trust is amal
gamated with the Bombay Municipality, this tax will be handed over tel 
the Bombay Municipality. It will cover a part of the enormous deficit of 
30 lakhs which the City Improvement Trust is incurring every year. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division) : Sir, I rise to support the Bill · 
<>n the ground that luxuries. should be taxed and no evasion of such a 
tax should be permitted. It is very necessary to arrange that this tax 
is properly realised, and, for that reason, the strictest supervision is 
necessary, as suggested by my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Asavale. 
In my opinion this entertainment tax should be extended to other cities 
and towns where cinemas,.dramas and other entertainments are increas-: 
ing by leaps and bounds. I would also suggest that the income resulting 
from the operation of this Act should, as far as possible, be utilised for 
the expansion and extension of primary education, as was originally 
intended. With these words, I support the Bill. , 

~Ir. HOOSEXALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : Sir,· 
I entirely agree with my honourable friend from Bombay City, South 
(Dr. Collaco) that this tax belongs to local bodies and Government have 
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usurped it. If I am not mistaken, in the pi'(nince of )ladras this tax 
or a part of it is gi\·en to local bodies, an<l I fully support him 
when he says that when the amalgamation of the Improvement Tru:-~t 
with the .llunicipality takes place, Government should give the whole 
or part of this tax to the ~Iunicipality. . 

Now, Sir, I would have liked the Honourable the Ren·nue Mt>mber t\) 
explain how he is going to work this tax and in what manner it is going to' 
be administered. Take the case of cinemas. The programmes are sol(l 
for 2 annas. A man taking a seat of Rs. 1-2·0 or Rs. 2-4 0, if he buys' 
a pxogramme, has to pay 2 annas more tax, that is, 100 per cent. mor~ 
on the programme. A man going in for a four-anna seat has to pay 
one anna as tax on the programme that he buys. How is this tax 
between two different classes of seats going to be collected 1 Will tht' 
tax be only on the two-anna programmt>s 1 The programme itself cannot 
be taxed but if the total entrance fee plus the programme charge is 
collected, the total will be different in the different classes of St'ats. How 
is this going to be collected! Take the case of carni\als. The admission 
to these places is either free or two annas. But there are a number of side 
shows the entrance fee to which is from 4 annas to 1 'rupee. One man 
may not visit any side show, another some and a third may visit all tht>. 
side shows. The amount thus spt'nt by each individual will be different 
and the tax each has to pay will be different. How is this going to be· 
managed and what system is going to be devised to collect the tax on 
various side shows! That is the explanation I would like to hear from the· 
Honourable the Re'\"enue 1\Iember. I believe he wants more revenue~ 
I would suggest one source of revenue to him, but I am sure he won't 
accept it. Some years ago the entertainment tax for entrance to the 
race-course was 50 per cent. It was reduced a few years ago to 25 per 
cent; He may as well raise it to 50 per cent. and get more revenue. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T: I do not know how that remark 
is in order. 

1\Ir. HOOSENALLY ~I. RAJDliTOOL..-\.: I thought he wanted more 
revenue. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : He wants to stop the evasion 
of payment of the duty. 

Re.o Bahadur D. R. PATIL (East KhHndesh District): Sir, I rise to 
support the first reading of this Bill. Everybody knows that we want 
more money and the resources of Go\·ernment must be augmented. 
Therefore Government have brought this Bill to get more money out of 
luxuries. I think this Bill must be accepted by this honourable House. 
My honourable friend Rao Saheb Kulkarni said that the poor people 
should not be taxed when they go to cinemas and dramas. 1\Iay I as~ 
the honourable member a question 1 When poor people go to A!anda 
as pilgrims on sacred days, will he kindly tell me whether he as President 
of Alandi Municipality charges those poor people ¥ So far as I know he 

· does charge 4: annas per head. When lu:mries are taxed, Government 
cannot be blamed. When Government taxes necessities, people are 
not in a position to bear the buJ:den of taxation. But those people who 
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want the pleasure of going to cinemas and dramas deserve to be taxed 
more than they are actually taxed. With these words, I support 
the Bill. 

The Honourable l\Ir. W. F. HUDSON: Sir, we have had a. very 
interesting discussion ranging ovet a large variety of subjects, some of 
them closely connected with the Bill, some of them straying in other 
directions. l\Iost of the arguments have already been very ably answered 
by my honourable friend l\Ir. Vakil and little is left for me to say.· 

I should be very glad to encourage cinema industries or any other ·· 
industries in this Presidency provided I can find the money. ·But I do 
not quite see how permitting the evasion of a tax already imposed is 
going to assist in that direction. • 

As regards what fell from the honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale, 
I shall have the pleasure, in the course of the session, in reply to a question 
which he has put, of explaining to him the way in which Governmenthaye 
implem~nted their original promise. I do not therefore .think it is 
necessary for me to say anything now because he will agree. that it is. 
scarcely relevant to the point of this Bill which, as I said, stops the holes 
where money is being wasted. ' 

As regards what .fell from one of my honourable friends that we are· 
not taking sufficient steps to collect this tax, I think there is a good dea] 
to be said for that. The House will remember, however, that only a few 
days ago I was asked a supplementary question which suggested that we . 
were paying the Superintendent in Bombay more thlln he was worth and 
that he had more assistants than he ought to have. I do not agree with 
that in the least and I may have to consider the question of additional 
establishment, but of course the House will understand that this is not 
the time, when the Retrenchment Committee is behind ns, to ask for 
additional establishment. I think that in Bombay the superidendence 
is fairly good, but I am quite ready to admit that in other cities it is 
decidedly Jess satisfactory. I personally tried, once or twice, when 
I was Commissioner in Sind, to induce Government to give me something 
rather more e:ffective·than what we had, but without succe~s .. I am· 
·afraid I shall have the same difficulty now, but I have noted· w];lat has 
been said because it is very desire.ble we should get all.the revenue we 
ran. 

My honourable friend from Bombay has certainly put me one or two 
rather difficult conundrums which, I am afraid, I cannot answer at the 
moment, but I can assure him that every effort will be made to work this 
Act in such a way that no injustice is done' to anybody .. I have no 
doubt that there still may be some evasions in connection with these 
programmes. But our special object is to prevent what does actually 
happen, that is, people going to what are called free entertainments. 
And that is as far as I can go at· present. This is the .main form of 
eYasion. Foolish people are induced to believe that the entertainment is 
free and when they get inside they find that it is not free, and they are 
oblig€'d to buy these programmes. 
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I do not understand why my friend Ra" Saheb Kulkarni wisht>s people 

to get off the tax. If they can &fiord to go to cinemas, they can afford 
to pay what after all is a wry small tax for the cheapest form of seat. 

I do not think any one has said anything against the principle of this 
Bill. I may assure the House that it is the duty of Government, especially 
now-a-days, to get in all the revenue to which it is legitimately entitled. 
\Y~ have very good information that we are not getting all the revenue 
from this tax to which we are legitimately entitled and for that purposd 
I introduce this Bill. I move that it may be read a first time. 

Bill read a first time. Question put and carried. 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSO:X: Sir, 1 have again to apologise 

for a quite unintentional omission. With your 
Second reading. permis1ion I will mow• that the Bill be read a 

-second time. 
Bill read a ·second Question put and carried. 

time. 

Bill read clause by clau.~e. 

Clau8e 1 (Slwri-title) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 2 (Amendment of section.2 of Born. I of 1923). 
For clause (b) of section 2 of the Bombay Entertainments Duty Act, 1923, ihe follow." 

:ing shall be substituted, namely :- · . 
.. (b) 'paym'!nt for ad!nission' includes- ' 

(i) any payment mg,de by a person who, having been admitted to one part 
of a place of entel'tainment, ie subsequently admitted to another part thereof for 
ad!nission to which a payment involving duty or more duty is required, 

(ii) any payment for seats or other accommodation in a plare of entertainment, 
(iii) any payment for a programme or synopsis of an entertainment, and 
( iv) any payment for any purpose whatsoever connected "ith an entertainment 

which a person is required to make as a condition of attending or continuing to 
attend the entertainment in addition to the payment if any for admission to the 
entettainment." 

Rao &heb P. D. KULKAR~1 (Poona District): Sir, I beg to move : 
In clause 2 (b) (iii) omit the words "or the syno}lsis of an entertainment." 

I have already expressed my views that 1 am not against the principle 
Qf the Bill which seeks to prevent the evasion of taxes. What I want to 
·press on lhe minds of honourable members is that the programme, 
-synopsis, etc., is very esSential to give an insight of the plays which are 
performed before the public. In fact admitU!dly they are very essential 
io get an idea of the play, to be performed. Moreover they are generally 
sold at cost price and the companies do not get any substantial benefit 
from sale of their copies. It is not adopted to make it a source of income 
io the companies. If these programmes are taxed, I think t.he charm 
<Jf the play will not be appreciated only by this reason i.e., this un-' 
natural extra burden of taxation. I therefore think that the programmes 
.and the synopsis which are sold at cost price should not be taxed .. It 
mll surely be instrumental to mar the charm of the play. I request 
the House to take into consideration what will be the effect of taxing the 
programmes and synopsis which are very essential to have an insight in 
the out line of the play beforehand. 
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' The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member has. · 
1 not included the word "programme" in his amendment. · 
I · Rao Saheb P. D KULKARl\"'1 : 1 do not want, Sir, to put the word 
"programme". I want the word ''synopsis" to be omitted from the 
text of this Bill. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Sir, I am afraid I am unable 

to accept this amendment. I do not quite understand it, because the 
honourable member seems to make a distinction between a programme 
and a synopsis in his amendment, whereas they are practically synony
mous terms. In some places it is called " programme " and in others it is: 
('ailed "synopsis". Everybody knows what it contains. It contains. 
the names of the actors and the parts and sometimes a brief description 
of the play. Sir, the House is well aware that these programmes cost. 
nothing to produce, as they are invariably covered with a large number 
of advertisements. They cost the management absolutely nothing, s,nd 
it is pure swindling on the part of the management hi these particular· 
cases to charge six or eight annas for these programmes. I am sorry that 
I have to oppose the amendment, but the situation· arises from the fact 
that these programmes, which people are compelled to purchase and 
there is no option a bout it, have been used as a mean~ of evasion~· We 
shall of course do everything we possibly can to see that no injustice iS' 
done to any bona fide purchaser of a ticket for any bona fide entertain
ment. This has been found to be one of the most favourite dodges of 
these people. I therefore regret I am unable to accept the amendment. · 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI:, When there are no advertisements, 
will the programmes be exempted from the tax ~ · 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I have seen thousands of these· 
programmes and I have so far seen no programme which did not have 
an advertisement on it. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KlJLKARl\"1 : Supposing ~here is such a programme ~ 
The Honourable :Mr. W. F. HUDSOX: I am not prepared to suppose 

what is unlikely to happen. . . 
Question put and lost. 
Clause 2 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
The preamble ordered to stand part of tqe Bill. 
The Honourable :Mr. W. F. HUDSON : Sir, with your permission. 

Third reading. I move that the Bill No. XIX of 1931 (A. Bill 
· further to amend the Bombay Entertainments 

Duty Act, l923), •. he read a third time. 
Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN: Sir, I have to move a verbal amendment,. 

which is all follows: 
In dause 1, add the figure •' 1 " to the figures •' 193 ". 

Question put and carried. . 
Clause 1, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
B'll d third . Question, "That the Bill be read a third time,'" 

• rea a tune. t d . d , pu an came . 
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The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T : The Bill is rt>ad a third time and 
pas...~ into law. 

BILL No. XX OF 1931 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGULATION 
AND CONTROL OF TRANSACTIONS IN COTTON IN BOMBAY). 

The Honourable Sir G0'\1~"DRAO PRADHA...~ : Sir, I int:odure 
Bill Xo. XX of 1931 (A Bill to pro,ide for the rt>gulation and control of 
transactions in cotton in Bombay).* 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : The Bill is introduced. 
' The Honourable Sir G0'1~"DRAO PRADHAX: I beg to move that. 

First reading. Bill No. XX of 1931 (A Bill to provide for the 
regulation and control of transactions in cotton in 

Bombay) be read a first time. 
The honourable members are aware that there is an Act called the 

Bombay Act XIV of 1922 to regulate and control the transactions in 
eotton, which was fir.3t passed for a period of three years and was after
wards extended from time to time and which is now extended up to 
_August 1932. There were certain complaints as regards the working of 
that Act, and so a committee wa~ appointed with the honourable 

. member Mr. Wiles, the Secretary, Finance Department, as Chairman and 
-on that committee the representath·es of all the bodies which were in
terested in the cotton trade, as well as the representatives of the growers, 
were appointed. That committee prepared a questionnaire and after 

. receiving replies to that questionnaire, they sat from day to day and 
prepared a report. The honourable members have got on their tables 
the report and also the proceedings of that committee. Government, 
after considering the report which was prepared by that committee, 
accepted certain of their recommendations and framed the present Bill. 
After the present Bill was framed, it was published and certain objections 

. were received by the Government and they were all considered. The 
main clauses of this Bill are really that the transactions in cotton as 
regards forward deliveries are tried to b_e given to only one association 
and any other bodies which deal in forward transactions are to be declared 
illegal. 

As regards ready transactions, they are also to be transacted according 
to the by-laws which have got to be approved by Government. These 
by-Jaws will be prepared by the association and will be subject to the 
sanction of Government. · 

Then there is a change made as regards the constitution because the 
panels are changed and representation is giYen to the growers. The 
growers of course have no recognised association. Therefore, for the 
present it is intended that the representatives of the growers on the 
panels will be persons who will be nominated by the Indian Central 
Cotton Committee, but they will be actuaUy growers. The main object 
of Government in bringing fbrward this Bill is to prevent speculation. 
The Bill is mainly intended for the benefit of the growers. Government 
do not wish to fatten the big cotton merchants who are there already but 

*Appendix 7. 
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I [Sir Govindrao Pra.1han] . . 
the main object of Government, as I have said, is to prevent gambling 
and also to see that the interests of the growers are safeguarded. It is 
not mv intention to hustle this Bill through during the current .session. 
It will be sent to the select committee and all facilities will be given to: 
the bodies which have got any objections to make to the different 
sections of this Bill, and a.ll these matters will be very carefully consi-
dered in the select committee. . 

I find, Sir, that according to the Standing Orders, the principle of the 
Bill and any amendments to the principle of the Bill have got to be 
considered at the first reading, and -I have got no option left. After 
hearing the speeches of the persons who have studied this Bill, we shall be 
in a position to know what is actually passing in their minds. Th~ real 
person in this House who has certainly studied this . question on the, 
~vernment benches is my Secretary, the honourable member Mr. Wiles 
who was the Chairman of that conunittee, and after hearing the views of 
the other honourable members, the whole thing will be summarised and 
replied to by the honourable member Mr. Wiles, and then, as I have said, 
the Bill rill be committed to the select committee where every possible 
facility will be given to hear expert evidence if necessary" and to hear 
all the objections that may be put forward as far as possible. 
• With these remarks, I request that the honourable House will be 
~pleased to accept the first reading of this Bill. 
' Question proposed. 

' Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): "What is the · 
1 

principle of the Bill ! •. 
; )lr. C. X. PATEL (Ka.ira District) : Sir, I rise to a point of order, 
. whether the Honourable the Finance Member can make his motion for 
the first reading at this stage. Under Standing Order VIII, 2 (2), when 
a Bill has been introduced, the Bill with the statement of Objects and 
Reasons, has to be translated into such \"ernacular languages as the 
President shall deem necessary and such translation should be published 
in the Gazette. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1"'T : I am sorry to find that the 
honourable member is not well posted on his facts .. The Bill was 
l'ublished on the 14th July and despatched on the 15th July and its 
tran.slations appeared in the Gazette in Marathi, Gujarati, Kanarese and 
rrdU On the 14th July 1931, I 

As to the other point of law which underlies the question, there has 
heen a ruling before this to the effect that the progress of Bills cannot be 
stopped because of the fact that Bills have not been translated as required 
under that Standing Order. I drew the attention of the honourable 
House at the time I gave my ruling that, speaking from a practical point 
of view, the translations should be published before the Bill is taken 
through its three readings. But the law does not say sb, and it is up to 
honourable members to bring in an amendment of the Standing Order 
and lay down the tim~ within which translations must be published 
htfore the Bill is u.ken up. 
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llr. L. R. GOKillLE (Poona City) : Sir, I rise to make a few 
obserration.s upon the first reading of this Bill- , . 
_ An Honourable liEMBER : Wlly not to-morrow ! 
. Mr. L. R. GOKHALE: I will begin to--day and end to-morrow. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE)."'T : If the honourable member would 

like to speak to-morrow, then I may for the' information of the other side 
of the House inform the House that the principle laid doWll in the
procedure which controls the passing of a Bill is that all questions of 
principle and amendments to the principle must be disposed of at the . 
first reading. I think it is really the bounden duty of the President to be 
very careful to see that no questions •. which relate to the scope or. 
the principle of the Bill, are allowed to go into the select 
committee as otherwise difficulties may arise afterwards when its report 
is presented to the House. Therefore, the Honourable the Finance 
Member will reply to-morrow to the pertinent question which has been 
asked by the honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale as to what is the 
principle underlying the Bill. It will be for me to see that the 
principles are discussed and disposed of before the honourable members 
proceed to the second reading of the Bill The House is now adjourned 
to 2 p.m.: to-morrow Thursday, the 30th July 1931. 

BlllrBAY: l'BJ:J'l'ED .t.'! DE GOVEll:nlD"T t'UT.U.L PBE&~. 
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Thursday, the 30th July 1931. 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poon.a, on Thursday, 
the 30th July 1931, 3t 2 p.m.,· the Honourable the Presid.~nt, 
Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI, Kt., Bar-at~Law, presiding. 

Present: 

A.BDUJ. LATIF HA.Jr H.!JRA.T :K.B:A.N, Khan Bahadur 
ABERCROMBIE, Mr. J. R. 
ACHREKAR,~.A.B. 
A.LL!.B:BA.KSH, Khan Bahadur 
AsAVA.LE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BANGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTIO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 

BHUTIO, w A.DERO w A.HIDBA.KSH ILLA.BIBAKSH 
BotE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BowERs, Mr. P. L. 
BRAJ.'l>ER, Mr. J. P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. c. H. 
BROWNE, lir. D. R. H. 
BuJ.LOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 

CmTA.LE, Rao Bahadnr G. K. 
Cu. noN, ?!Ir. H: B. 
Cor.uco, Dr. J. A. 
COLLINS, Mr. G. F. s. 
CooKE, Mr. G. H. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. D. 
DHA.LUMA.L LILA.R.ut:. Mr. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
DESAI, Mr. H. R. 
DERAI, lir. s. B. 
Dxxn, Dr. M. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBA...~ 
EWBANK, 11Ir. R. B. 
GA.RRETI', 11Ir. J. H. 
GHn.ut: HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GHULAM NA.Br SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GILDER, Dr. M. D. · 
GoKHALE;Mr. L. R. 
GovER Rou, Mr. 
HA.RIDAS llADHAVDAS, }Ir. 
HARPJSOS, ~Ir. c. s. c. 
Hunsos, the Honourable Mr. W. F. 
JA.M JAN 111A.Ho.MED K.lu.N, Khan Bahadur 
JAN }!A.HOMED KHA...~, Khan Bahadur . 
JQG, 11Ir. V. N. 

KO Hb58-l 
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Jon:s, Major W. ELLI8 
K..t.Dru, Mr. J. S. 
KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
K.uuT, Mr. B. s. 
Kl.MBLJ, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. 

' lURBHAIU, Mr. M. M. . 
KHl.iHRO, Khan Bahadur M. A. 
KUL1t.ARN1, Rao Sa.heb P. D. 
LELY, Mr W. G. 
MACKLIN, Mr. A. s. R. 
llADHAVSANG JORBHAl, Mr. 
MEHERBAKSH, Mr. S. 
MEHTA, Mr. M. H. 
Monn, Rev. R. S. 
MoDI, Sardar Davar T. K. 
MoRE, Mr. J. G. 
NAIK, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
NAMDEORA.O BUDIIJ.JIRAO, Mr •. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
P ARl.iLEKAR, Rao Bahadur L. V. 
PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
PATIL, Rao Bahadur D. R. 
PATIL,Mr.N.N. 
PATIL, Mr. V. N. 
PATIL, Rao Saheb V. S. 
PETIT, Mr. J. B. 
Plw>HAN, the Honourable Sir GoVINDRAO 
PRADHAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
PRATER, Mr. s. H. 
RAnUDDIN AlmAn, the Honourable MouLVI 
RES.ALDAR, Mr. A. K. 
SHAlKH ABDUL Azlz,.Mr. 
SHAlKH ABDUL M.um, Mr. 
SHAlKH YnUB V AZm MA.HoMED, Khan Bahadur 
SHANKARRAO JAYARA.MRAO ZUNZARRAO, Mr. 
SHINDE, Mr. R. B. 
SMART, Mr. w. w. 
SoL.Ah"KK, Dr. P. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
SURVE Mr. v. A. 
SYED MmAN M.u!OMED SHAH 
SYED MUNAWAR, Mr. 
T.ALPUR, Mm B.L.~DER ALI KHAN 
THAKOB OF KERw ADA, Sardar BHASAHEB RAISI:SHJI 
THoMAS, the Honourable Mr. G. A. 
Tm •. u.-x, Mr. S. S. 
TUBNEB,Mr.C.W A. 
VAISHAMPAYAN, Dr. V. G. 

[30 Jny 1931 
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VAKIL, Mr. PESTANSHAH N. · 
VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir RusTOM JEHANGIR 
VANDEKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. · 
WADKE, Mr. B. P. 
Wn.Es, Mr. G. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. Questions; 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. · 

LAND ACQUIRED FOR HosTEL, MALwAN. 

!549 

Rao Bahadur · S. K. BOLE : · Will Government .. be . pleased 
to state-

(a) whether any land was acquired by the Anant Shiva.ji Desai 
High School at Malwan in the Ratnagiri District for constructing 
a. hostel ; · · · 

(b) whether the hostel has been built; and if so, when; 
(c) whether the land has been leased for cultivation~ .. 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: The Honourable· Member 
is referred to the reply given to a similar question ' asked by 
:Mr. B. P. Wadke, M.L.C., in the current session.* · · 

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION'S OFFICE : CLERKS. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division) : Will ·Government be 
pleased to specify the present number of Brahmin, Non-Brahmin and 
:Muhammadan clerks and Superintendents in the office of the Director 
(){ Public Instruction, Poona, and state what steps, if any, have been ' 
taken to increase the representation of Muhammadans and Non· 
Brahmins in that office during the last five years 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: The following 
statement gives the required information:- · 

Brahmms. 

43 

1 

1 

Clerks. 

N on-Brahmins. Muhammadans. 

6 2 

Assistant Superintertilf;nts. 

1 

Superintendents. 

1 1 

Total.; 

51 

2 

Two vacancies of Superintendents in the office have been filled 
respectively by a Muhammadan and Non-Brahmin. Government had 
issued instructiona to the Director of· Public Instruction to advertise 
clerical vacancies in newspapers and to consult the Advisory Committees 

KoHb58-la 
*Printed in the Debates of 27th July 1931. 
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of the two communities with a view to secure suitable candida.tt>s. 
·In pursuance of these orders one Muhammadan and one Back"Ward. 
Class Hindu have recently been appointt>d as clerks in the office of th& 
Director of Public Instruction. · · 
. :Mr. J. S. KADRI: Will Government be pleased to consider th& 
question of having more Mahomedans and persons of the backward 
classes in the clerical staff 1 · 

, The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDI~ AHMAD: Every effort 
will be made to do so when vacancies occur. · . .. 

Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL: Were these two vacancies filled up 
before Government issued instructions 1 · 

~.The Honourable :r.IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD: What does th& 
honourable xumber mean by" before Government issued instructions "1 

Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL: lt has been stated in the reply 
that Government had issued instructions to the Director of Public 
Instruction to advertise clerical vacancies in newspapers and to ronsult 
the Advisory Committees of the two communities with a view to secure 
suitable candidates. My question is whether these two vacancies were 
filled up after Government issued their instructions to the Director of 
Public Instruction. · 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : This is onlv for 
clerks. The oth~r matter refers to the Superintendents. · 
; Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL: I know that but I asked my question in 
respect of superintendents. . 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: This does not 
refer to clerks but to the superintendents; it may be previous to that. , 

Rao Bahaclur S. K: BOLE: In respect of clerks, have there been any 
advertisements in any newspapers 1 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : We bad referred 
the matter to the Maratha 1\..§§ociation, and they suggested certain 
names, which were considered. · 

Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL: 'W'ben did Government issue instructions 
to the Director of Public Inst.ruction in the ~:ase of the clerical establish· 
ment 1 

The Honourable 1\IOULVI liAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I do not know the 
exact date. 
'Rao Bahadur D .. R. PATIL: Will the Honourable Minister give the 

approximate date 1 ; i 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: If the honourable 

member will give me notice, I will find out the exact date. 
' Mr. N. E. NA VLE : Looking to the very inadequate representation 
of the Mahomedans and Non-Brahmins in the clerical branch of the 
·Director of Public· Instruction's office, is it not desirable in the interest!" 
'of the backward classes and Moslems to give them adequate repreRenta
tiou in the clerical establishment, and to recruit clerks only from thes( 
communities and to stop recruitment from the advanced classes? 
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ThP. Honourable :MOL"L VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I am not prepared 
to go so far. I think every opportunity is given, and we regularly ask 
for returns with regard to employment of the Backward Classes ; and · 
that is considPred enough for the present. 

Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL : When were the vacancies of clerks filled 1 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I think it is 
stated in the printed reply. · 

Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL: I am asking about clerks. 
The Honourable :MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: YE>s, about clerks. 

EDUCATION CoMMITTEE REPORT: GovERNMENT ACTION. 

Ra.o Bahadur R. R. KALE {&tara): Will Government be pleased 
fu~~ ·, 

(a} whether they have concluded the examination ··of the 
recommendations of the Committee, for Primary and .Secondary 
Education! 

(b} if so, what steps they have taken to give effect to the ·recom-' 
mendations under each head¥ · 
The Ho11ourable MOULVI R.AFIUDDIN .AHMAD :(a) No. 
(b} :Poes not arise. · . . · ; · : 
Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: May I know how long. Govern.nient are 

likely to take to conclude the examination of the recommendations, 
seeing that already a year has elapsed 1 · 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN .AHM.'A.D : The report, is 
now under the consideration of the Director of Public Instruction. 
1 malle several enquirie~, and I atn informed that the University itself is 
considering this question of medium of instruction and vocations and so 
on, which is advocated in thP. report, and the Director of Public Instruc
tion informs me that unlesf! he knows something about the decision of 
the UniYersity with regard to these matters, he is not in a position to 
supply Government with his opinion. · . · 

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES: LEGISLATION FOR UNIFORMITY, 

Rao Bab.adur R. R. KALE (Bombay ·University) : (i) Will 
Government be pleased to sta~ · 

(a} whether they have received the views of the Commissioners of 
Divisiong and other bodies and officers as requested in Government 
Resolution No. 1612, General Department, dated 2nd July 1924 on 
the recommendations of the Committee appointed by them to 
consider the question of Weights and Measures in the Bombay 
Presidency ; : 

(b) what further action they have taken on the recommendations 
of the said Committee ; · · 

(c) when they intend to undertake legislation on the linea suggested 
in paragraph 42 of the Committee's Report; . 

(d) in whose administrative charge the subject of Weights and 
:Measures is 1 · 
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(ii) Are Government aware-
(a) that the want of uniformity in weights and measures in this 

Presidency has been felt by the people for a long time ; 
(b) that the present practice in this matter leads to fraud and result~ 

in the victimization of the poor and ignorant people ; 
(e) that the standards for weights and measures determined many 

years ago for various districts have gradually been departed from in 
actual practice owing to the absence of legislation for their 
maintenance i 

(d) that the committee appointed by them emphasized the need 
of undertaking some kind of legislation and enumerated the matters 

: for which legislation (whether of a compulsory or enabling character} 
should provide 1 
The· Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL ~ 

(i) (a} Yes. · 
(b)-(c} A Bill. has been drafted and is now being revised. It is. 

proposed, after obtaining the previous approval of the Government of 
India, to publish the Bill for criticism before finally undertaking 
legislation. . . 

(d) In my charge . 
. (ii) (a-d) Yes. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : May I l11ow whether the Bill will he
brought up in the next session of t.his Council? 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : I am 
afraid not, but it is quite possible that the Bill may be ready for the July 
st>ssion next year. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : Seeing that this matter of standardisation 
of weights and measures has become ancient by this time and seeing that 
Government haYe accepted t4e recommendations of the committee and 

- said that they would introduce legislation, is it not necessary that such. 
legislation should be t>xpedited 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM'" JEHANGIR VAKIL: Every
thing possible has bPen done to bring the matter to a head. It is very 
nearly ready, and the Bill will have to be published for criticism well in 
advance of its introduction .. So, I suppose next July will not be too late. 

HEsKETH ComnTrEE REPORT. 

· Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL (Northern Division): (a) Have 
Government considered the proposal of the Hesketh Committee Report 1 

{b) Have Government referred to the University the Committee's. 
proposals for the matriculation- syllabus 1 

(c) When is the Government Resolution for action on the Report 
expected to be published 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) I have 
nothing more to add to what I have stated in reply to the honourable: 
member Rao Bahadur Kale. 
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HESKETH COMMITTEE REPORT. 
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Mr; N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District) : (1) Will Government be 
pleased to state whether they a.pproye of the recommendationa of the 
Hesketh Committee, and if so what steps they intend to take to put the 
same into practice especially those that do not involve any fi.nanqial 
responsibility 1 ; 

(2) Do Government intend to appoint a. special Sub-Committee as 
suggested in the Report of the Hesketh Committee to suggest the ways 
and means to bring their recommenqations into practice and if so when ! 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (1) and· (2) 
The Report is still under conaidera.tion. · ' · · ! 

Mr. N. N. PATIL: May I know how much longer Government will 
take to complete the consideration of the report 1 

The Honourable :MQULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\1~: I. have a1;ready. 
given the reply. 

BRIDGE OVER DHARAMTA.R CREEK. 
Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District): (a) Has the attention: -of 

Government been drawn to the fa.ct that passengers have to undergo 
great hardships while crossing the Dharamtar creek in tb.'e Alibag taluka. 
~~~y ' . 

(b) Has a scheme for a bridge •over the Dharamtar creek been 
submitted to Government ~ 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KA.MBLI: (a) Yes .. 
(b) No. Only the probable cost ofa. bridge has been estimated. This 

amounts to about Rs. 10 lakhs and it is unlikely that any such provision 
will be possible for some time to come. 

BoMBAY PoRT TRUST: LEE PASSAGE CoNCESSIONS. 
1 Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kolaba District): Will Government be pleased 
to state whether the Trustees of the Port of Bombay intend to discontinue 
the benefit of the Lee passage concessions in the case of future appoint .. 
menta of non-Asiatic domicile 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULMI HUSSAIN : The Trustees have not 
got the matter under consideration at present. 

TRAINING COLLEGE EXAMINATION: FAILURES,· 
Mr. A. K. RESALDAR (A.hmeda.bad and Surat Cities): Will 

Government be pleased to state- , 
(a) the number of candidates that appeared. for the first year 

examination held at the P. R. Training College for Men, Ahmedabad, 
in April1931 ; 

(b) the number of candidates that failed in that examination; 
(c) the number of candida. tea that failed in the practical ora.llessona j 
(d) the names of the examiners who conducted the examination 

in the practical oral lessona ; 
(e) whether it is a fact that these examiners did not sit all the while 

in the rooms where the candidates were giving the ora.llessona ; ' 
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UJ whether it is a fact that the chief examiner who conducted that 
examination did not know the Guja.ra.ti language, in which the 
candidatea were giving their lessons ; 

. (g) whether Government called for any explanation from .the Head 
M.ast.er, P.R. Training CA:lllege for Men, Ahmedabad, and the Principal, 
Mission Training School,. Ankleshwar, from which the candida~s 
appeared for that examination, for such an unusual number of 

. fa.il.ures ; 
(A) if so, whether they will place a copy of the explanations on the 

Council table ! · · . 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN A1IMAD: (a) 103. 

' (b) 61. 
(c) M. 
(d) ·Mr. K. G. Gidvani, Educational Inspector, Northern Division, 

and Mr. J. A. Sayed, Deputy Educational Inspector, Kaira. 
(e) No. 

·<f) No. 
, (g) N9., . 
. (A) Does not arise. 
Mr. A. K. RESALDAR : Will Government be pleased to state whether 

Mr. Gidvani passed any .examination in Gujarati 1 
The Honourable MOUI.,YI RAFIUDDIN .AHMAD: I cannot say 

ofihand. 
· Mr. J. S. KADRI: Does Mr. Gidvani know Urdu 1 
'The Honourable MOULVI RAFil!'DDIN AHMAD: That does· not 

anse. 
Mr. J. S. KADRI: Because he examines boys in Urdu 1 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIU'DDIN AHMAD: I am sure the' 

honourable member himself had also examined some boys in languages 
which he did notk"llOW. 

The THAKOR or KERWADA: Before making the appointment of 
Mr. Gidvani as examiner, did the Honourable Minister ruakc enquiries 
whether he was con versant with the languages in which he has to examine 
the boys! 

The Honourable MOlTL VI RAFHJDDIN AIDI.AD: The honourable 
member knows that Mr. Gidvani had the assistance o( two experts ; 
he was the chief ther.e only a-officio. 

DisTRICT CoURT, WEST :K.lu.NDESH: URDU CLERKS. 

Mr. SHAIKH .A.BDlJL AZIZ (Central Division): (a)' Will 
Government be pleased to state how many posts in the selection grade · 
of clerks there are in the District Court of West Khandesh and how many 
of them are at present occupied by lla.homedans, Brahm;ns and 
Non·Brahmins I · 
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(b) How many new appointments in the District Court of West 
Khandesh have been made during the whole period of Mr • .Asundi's 
District Judgeship! 

(c) How many of these new appointments were in the selection grade 
and how many others 1 

(d) How: many of these new appointments have been given :to 
::Mahomedans, Brahmins and Non-Brahmins, and on what grounds were 
the appointments so distributed 1 . · 

(e) Will Government place the office order book on the Council table~ 
(f) How many applications were received by Mr • .Asundi from the 

Mahomedans working in the Judicial Depa~ent recommended by 
their superiors for the selection gra.de posts ! 

(g) Why were those persons not appointed 1 . . • . . 
(h) How many applications for posts were received by the District 

Judge, Mr. Asundi, from Ma.homedans and what were their qualifications 
and how many of them were taken in service 1 . 

(i) What effect have Government given up to this time to the 
Resolution regarding appointing 50 per cent. of Ma.homedans and 
backward classes in the District ! · : 

The Honourable llr. G. A. THOMAS : (a) There is no selection grade. 
The clerical appointments are divided into two divisions, lower and upper. 
In the District Court, there are six posts in the upper division and all 
(){ them are at present held by Brahmins. 
~~ I • 

(c) and (d) One was in the upper division and was given to a. Brahmin 
law graduate. Applications were called for from Muhammadan 
graduates in Arts and Law through the Muhammadan Education Society, 
but none were received. The other was in the lower division and was 
given to 2. X on-Brahmin. 

(e) No. 
(f) Two. 

(g) They had not passed the Matriculation or the School-Leaving 
Examination. 

(h) 13 Muhammadans applied, of whom 8 ha~ passed the Vernacuiar 
Final Examination and 5 the Matriculation Examination.· One was 
appointed a clerk and one an apprentice sectioner. · 

(i) There were 4.{) vacancies from February 1925, when the Resolution 
issued, to March 1931, of which 10 were given to Muhammadans and 17 
to N'on-Brahmins. The instructions contained in the Resolution have 
been carried out. 

lir. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ: With reference to (b), did those 
appointments include three probationary appointments also 1 · 

The Honourable lir. G. A. THmiA.S: I am afraid I must ask fornotire. 

. lir. SHAIKH ABDL'I.~ AZIZ: With reference to (c) and (d), which 
lS that :Mahomed.an Education Society through which application.<J were 
c~lled for ? · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:\Lo\.8: I ask for notice. 
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· Mr. SHAIKH ABDL1, AZIZ: The reply to (g) says that " thry had 
not passed the Matriculation or the Sdool-leaving Examination.'t 
I ask wheth('r those persons who were competent and recommended by 
the subordinate judges were refused only on account of want of 
qualification. · 

The HonourablE> Mr. G. A. THO:ll.-\.S: I must ask for notice of the 
question . 

. Mr. SHAIKH ABDu'L AZIZ: With regard to the reply to (h), may 
I ask:whether one of the 13 applicants was a graduate ~tlso 1 
. The Honourable :Mr. G. A. THO ::\lAS : I must ask for notice. I cannot · 

carry all these details in my bead . 

. Mr. SHAIKH ABDl!1, AZIZ : The qualifieations are mmtioned there 
and so I ask. . · 

· With regard to (i), it is stated that out of 4.0 vacancies ten were given 
to M~homedans. I ask whether those ten Mahomedans were already 
e_I?.ploy('d before 1925 and made only permanent after 1925. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THmUS: I ask for notice . 

. s~ CAUSES COURT, BoMBAY: DEFENDANTS' MoNEY ORDERS.' 

: Mr. J. S.KADRlfor Mr. S1'ED MONA WAR : Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) ~Vhy the payments of instalments of amount payable under a 
· decree are not accepted in the Presidency Small Causes Court, Bombay, 

when the same are sent by Postal Money Orders by parties residing 
· in the City ~ 

. (b) Whether Government .are aware of the inconvenience, loss of 
wage and other hardships caused to poor persons who have to call 
at the Court to pay up their instalments when the same are actually 
refused by money order ~ 

. (c) Whether Government are aware that where parties cannot 
personally appear at the Court to pay-:ap instelments, they are required 
to pay them through_ their advocates and thereby incur extra legal 
charges f 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) and (b) Payments cannot 

be accepted and credited to the proper account. unless sufficient 
particulars are given to show the number a.nd year of the suit and the 
Ledger Folio in which the Account has been opened. Government are 
considering whether special money order forms could be introduced in 
which these details would be shown. 

(c) Payments can be made by any agent and it is not necessary to 
employ an advocate for the purpose. 

CoLLEGE IN UPPER Srs:o.. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): (a) Is it a fact that the need 
for a College in Upper Sind was urged and pressed on His Excellency 
the Govemor of Bombay during his recent visit to Sind ? 
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(b) Is it a fact that 'it was brought to the notice of His Excellency 
that a philanthropist Shikarpuri gentleman had promised to donate a. 
lakh of rupees for the establishment of such a College if it was taken in 
hand at an early date 1 

(c) Is it a fact that there are only two colleges aided by Government 
in Sind and that both these colleges are in Lower Sind 1 · · • 

(d) Is it a. fact that the general cost of living is greater in Lower Sind 
than in Upper Sindt , · · · · 

(e) Is it a. fact that higher education is backward in Upper Sind 1 , 
The Honourable MOULVI R.A.FIUDDIN AHMAD: (a), (b) and (c) 

The answers to these clauses are in the affirmative. 
(d) There is no appreciable diff~rence between the cost of living in 

Lower Sind and Upper Sind. · · · ' 
(e) Upper Sind is less forward in higher education than Lower Sind... 
:Mr. S. S. TOLA11: In view of the answer to (e) do Gove:rnment 

propose to optm a college in Upy)er Sindt 
The Honourable MOUINI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : The_ reason given 

is not the only consideration. · 
Khan Ba.hadur M.A. KHUHRO.: !111 it not a fact that the cost of living 

is mnch higher in Karachi than anywhere else 1 . . 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : If the honourable 

member gives notice, I will find that out. 
Khan Bahadur M._ A. KHUHRO: Will Government be pleased to 

state whether they have received any protest from public not tA> apply 
compulsion to the girls, with regard to the primary education 1 

The Honourable MOTJLVI RAFIUDDIN AffiUD: I do not ~ow:. ' : 

DISCUSSION ON IRRIGATION ACT AMENDMENT 
BILL~ Resumed. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Sir, I move that 
Thi d . Bill No. III of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the 

r reading. Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879) be' read a third 
time and pass<>d into law. · 

Question proposed. 

SYED MIRAN MAHO:MED SHAH (Hyderabad District): Sir~ 
I objec·t to the third reading of the Bill. Mv reasons are that after 
a Btrenuous p~"riod of 5 days, we· have made illnumerable amendments 
which have been incorporated in the Bill. I think it has complicated 
the matters and, therefore, I think there is no use in hustling this Bill 
th~o~gh this Ression. Peop~e ?ugh~ to b~ g~ven a chance to. give their 
Oplllions as to how far the Blll1s gomg to mfhct hardship upon them. . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Under what Standing Order, i~ 
the honourable member speaking now ~ 

SYED MIRA..~ MAHOM'ED SHAH : Standing Order VIII, 11 (2) (a). 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Will the honourable member 

read it 1 
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. SYED lliRAN MAHOliED SILUI : It says : 
"If anyamend.men' be made w-hen a Bill is submitted clause by clause, any lltmber 

may objen. to the Bill being~ a .th.ird ti~e at the eame sitting; and euch objN'tion 
ahall prenil, unlese the President, m e:x:ertl8e of the ponr to suspend this protision 
disalloYB the objection." ' 

The Honourable the PRESIDJ:\"'T: The \\ords are "at the same 
meeting." 

SYED MIRAN MAIIOMED SHAH : It means at the same session. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'! : It is not so ; to-day for instance 

is a meeting. A seS!li.on i! composed oftseyeral meetings, that is to say, 
the number of rlates on which Council meets. So, if the Honourable 
Member had asked for the third reading on the same day after so many 
amendmenta had been carried out, then the honourable member's 
objection would have held good. 
· The Honourable Sir GOVTh"DRAO PRADIIAX : Because of that 

Standing Order, we did not move for third reading yesterday. 
· SYED MIRAN MAHOliED SHAH : But I can oppose th~ third 
reading. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDE}."'!: Yes. 
SYED MIRAN MAIIOMED SHAH: Now, Sir, as a last attempt, 

I appeal to the best instincts o£ honourable members with all the 
emphasis at my command on beh'llf of the people of Sind, most of whom 
depend upon agriculture. By the pas..'ling of this Bill, in spite of the 
various ~mendments which have been considered by certain honourable 
members as beneficial to the agriculturists of Sind-honourable members 

· from Sind pointed out that the effect of various amendments would 
reduce Sind V> · rack and ruin-the agriculturists of Sind will be 
placed untier a perpetual debt which they. will never be able to 
discharge. · The whole province of Sind is going to be revolutionised by 
this huge colos.'!al project, called the Lloyd Barragil, and the complica
tions will be so many that it will not justify this House, by this Act, to 
throw their destinies in the hands of a few officials who already 
hold sway in that unfortunat~ pronnce. It is really an official-ridden 
province and the people are so timitl that they cannot even afford to 
eontradict the wishes of any official in matters of vital intere8t to them. 
Instances are clear. During the past two years or so Government have 
been constn1cting water-course& and have been carrying on rectangula
tion in the holdings of the zamindars without their permission and 
without their consent. These people, little kno"ing that they have got 
a right to object to such a sort of procedure, have submitted to it 
and none among the thousands has gone to a court of law to seek 
redress or establish his right against the illegalities committed by the 
officials or claim damages from them. Can the honourable member 
point out one single instance in which any ont rPsorted to a court 
of law ! In spite of this the Government stated that the civil courts 
should have no jurisdiction in the matter of comtruction of water
courses. Yesterday the Chief Engineer told us that they have carried 
out comrtruction of many water-courses in Khipro Canal area. 
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:Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON: I have already pointed out that there are 
several threatened suits against Government. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH: May I know how many as a 
result of the construction of water-courses ~ · · 

Mr. C. S. C. HARRISON : Six or seven cases. 
SYED MIRAN ~1AHOMED SHAH : It is news to me. It is most 

unusual. 
The Honoura blr the PRESIDENT : An important piece of news all 

the same. · 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH.: It is an important piece of news 

that has come to me for the first time, no doubt. But I would like to 
bww the nature of these cases and what was the cause o£ action that 
accrued to plaintiffs. I am sure if tho~e cases were analysed . they 
would be found to be different from the caRes contemplated in this Bill. 

I want to give instances to show how far people have been deprived 
of their fundamental rights. WheD. every right is adjudicable by civil 
courts in this country, what i~ there extraordinary about this right that 
people should be deprived of their right to get it adjudicated by a court 
of law 1 What are the courts for ~ . When it was pointed ou~ that the 
change of a water-course might put people to loss, . the reply :was that 
there were remedies provided in the 4-ct itself, for instance section 3l. 
I think those remedies are ineffectual. For instance, claims to damages 
could be dii.!allowed under provisos of section 31. This is a fundamental· 
defect in the Bill, against which people will unanimously protest. It 
might even lead to agrarian trouble, as pointed out by. my honourable 
friend from Karachi. · · , 

Another hardship that has been inflicted by t.his Bill is as regards 
rectangulation. We carried on a deba.te lasting a day and a half in regard 
to this question in order to make our position quite clear. Government 
have been changing their estimates from time to time, and they have 
not yet been able to fix it. From· Re. 1-7-0 which was provided in the 
original Estimates of the Lloyd Barrage-

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHA.....~ : Sir, can tbe 
honourable member go into these detailR 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member must 
certainly discriminate between his remarks on the third reading and his 
remarks on the details of the Bill. 

SYED MIRAN ~IAHOMED SHAH : I am quite conscious of that, 
Sir. But I must give reasons why the honourable House is called upon 
to reject the Bill. . . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : In that att,empt the same grotmd 
should Mt be tra.velled over again. 

SYED MIRAN l'll.AHOMED SHAH : I am only just touching on those 
points. I will not enter into the details. I am enumerating the various 
defects in the Bill on account of which I appeal to the House to reject 
the Bill. My honourable friend (the Honourable Sir Govindrao Pradhan) 
need not be afraid that I am going to enter into a detailed debate. 
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[Syed Miran 1\Iahomed Shah] 
I was just pointing out that from Re.l-7-0 tbey had come toRs. 4-4-0, 

and yet th~ limit was not reached. lly honourable friend the Chid 
Engineer is not yet in a position to make a final statement as to what will 
be the final estimate of the cost of construction of these watf.'r-courscs, 
induding rectangulation. The agriculturist is, therefor£>, not yet in a 
position to know his aggregate liability so as to make pro,;sion for it. 
This is another matter in regard to which we have fundamf.'ntal 
objection .. 

Another objection to the Bill is founded on the legalising of the 
unwarranted actions of the Irrigation Department in the past. I moved 
an amendment in regard t.o that prm.-iso, but it was thrown out. The 
people of Sind have bef.'n deprived of the legal rights they bad against 
the pa8t illegal action of Government. 

What I now urge is that this Bill should be republished and given wide 
publicity, so that the people affected might he in a position to raise their 
objections and we shall also he in a position to tell them how far we have 
been· able to inHuence the judgment of honourable members from the 
Presidency and of Government, and how far Government have given in. 
By the time the next reading of the Bill is taken up people will have sent 
in their objections and Government will have had time to think whether 
some amendments cannot he accepted in the light of those objections. 

I, therefore, wish on behalf of the people of Sind to make a last appeal 
to this House to throw out the third reading. This is not an unusual 
procedure. I think the House once rejer.ted the third reading of one 
Bill brought in by the honourable member Rao Bahadur Bole on a motion 
made by Mr. Murzhan. I hope that the House will unanimously throw 
out this Bill, and place the agriculturist under a perpetual debt of 
obligation. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I have to make some 
observations. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I think that honourable 
members have every right to raise a..dehate on the third reading of a Bill 
as at any other stage of a Bill. But after having gone through this Bill 
ao·elaborately and in great detail, with every possible latitude that the 
Chair could give, honourable members should really spare the time of 
the House. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: I 'only want to point out that as the matter 
stands now, we are asked to give our vote without knowing what changes 
the Bill has undergone at the second reading. 
Th~ Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. ,The honourable 

member is repeating in the House a request which he made to me 
personally yesterday that the office should have the Bill retyped in its 
amended form and circulated to the House. That was impossible. It 
is expected that honourable members will take note of the changes and 
mark them in the copies of the Bill in their hands as the Bill is proceeded 
with. I do not think that is an argument against the passing of 
the third reading of the Bill. 
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llr. A. N. SURVE: Sir, I wish to point out only this, that if 
my request had been granted, we would have been _in a better position 
to give our intelligent assent, as distinguished from formal assent, 
to ~he third reading of the Bill. As matters stand at present, 
you, Sir, are aware th!it various amendments to amendments ·were 
handed over to you on sheets of paper, moved and passed: even 
Government on the other side suggested their own amendments and 
they have been accepted-- ·, · ' . ; 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I can quite understand that. 
certain honourable members are in some difficulty because of that, and 
cannot give their intelligent assent ; but equally so they cannot give 
their intelligent refusal to the pa&.sing of the third reading. , . . 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO (La.rka.na District): Sir, Iwish.to 
say a few words. I oppose the third reading on these grounds, that the 
two fundamental defects in the. Bill, namely, the proportion of the cost 
of water-courses to be charged to lands, namely 1 :. 2: 3, and also the 
share of the zaminda.rs in regard to the cost of recta.ngulation surirey · 
which was opposed by us most strongly, has been: retained by this 
Council and is to be charged to them. The very reaaona.ble amendment 
moved by m.y honourable friend Rao Bahadur Pradha.n to divide. this 
cost between Government and the zamindars half to half was also 
thrown out by the House~ The Bill is, therefore, obviously . being 
forced on Sind by the Presidency against the unanimous and joint 
opposition of the representatives of the province of Sind. Therefore, 
Sir, we are strongly opposed to this very undesirable measure which is 
being thrust upon the province of Sind. All the representatives of that 
province are opposed to that measure. Consequently, I think the 
House will be well advised to throw out the measure which· has 
been passed without the desire of the people of Sind. 

Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN: Sir, I have certain dr.iliing amendments 
to propose. My first amendment is to the amendment to clause· a· 
which was passed in this House, namely, that in section 28 of the main 
Act the following should be added : 

"(/) Whenever and so long as it may be necessary to change the source· of water
supply of any land from one source to another ordered by the Cana.l Officer under 
section 91." · 

For those words I move that the following be suQstituted : 
"(/) Whenever and so long as it is necessary to stop such supply pending a change 

in the source thereof by a Canal officer under section 91." · . 

Question put and carried. 

Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN: Sir, I have another amendment. 
The amendment which was passed by the House was : 
" In cia. use 4, in the proviso to proposed new section 90, insert the words 'the sa.me and' 

between the words ' until ' and ' the '. " 

My amendment, which is again one of drafting, is: 
" In cla.use 4, in the proviso to proposed new section 90, for the words' the same and' 

the words ' the sa.id notification together with the scheme in respect of such Ianda ' sha.ll 
be inserted." · 
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The proviso will then rl'ad : 
. "Provided. however, that no such notification may be published until the said notifi· 

cation together with the IICheme in respect of such lands has ~n laid on the Coundl 
table and approved by the Council on a motion made by Government.". 

· Question put and carried. 
· Mr~ A. S. R. MACKLIN : Sir, the House passed a second proviso to 
new section 90 as follows : . 

"' Provided also that the lands watered within 20 years previous to thl' date of the 
.notification by canals in Lower Sind in non-Barrage area shall not be liable to pay anJ 
charge for reconstruction of water-courses if and when this part comes to be extended 
to such lands." 

For that, I move that the following be substituted : 
" Provided further that if and when this Part is extended to such lands, the cost of 

reconstructing water-courses shall not be charged on lands watered within the 20 yeart 
immediately preceding the dare of such notification by canals in Lower Sind outaide tht 
zone commanded by the Lloyd Barrage Canals." 

. Question put and carried. 
Mr. ~ S. R. MACKLIN; I have one more amendment, Sir. The 

House passed the following amendment : 
"-In clause 4:, to the new section 91, sub-section (2), sub-head (iii), at the end 

the following words shall be added : 

' as regards alignment and construction and shall not be questioned in a civil 
court'." 
I' move that these words be-amended as follows: 
· " aa regards the alignment and construction of the proposed wawr-course and shall 
·not be called in question in any civil court." · 

Questio~~: put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Is that all~ 
Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN: Yes, Sir. 

• The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I will now put the question : 
· "That the Bill No. III of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Irrigation 
Act. 1879), as amended, be now read a third time and paseed." 

Mr. SHAIKH .ABDUL MAJID: I claim a division, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I am only waiting to see if the 

honourable member changes his mind. . 
Mr. SHAIKH .ABDUL MAJID : What I aim at, Sir, is that at least 

the honourable members coming from Sind should record their votes 
against the third reading of the Bill, and therefore I demanded the 
division. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I thought that they had put up 
a very noble fight and got what they could. All the same, it i.e for the 
honourable member the Leader of the Sind Party to enlighten the 
House as to whether a division is really wanted. I do not want a. speech, 
but he should simply say if the division is seriously asked for, and I will 
grant it. 

Sir SHAH NA. W A.Z BHUTTO : Well, Sir, they insist on it. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE:t-.TT : In that case, I grant it. 
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Bill read a third time. Question put. House divided. Ayes, 60 ; 
Noes, 13. :Motion carried. 
Division No. 7. 

Ayes. 
ABEBCBmlBIE, l\lr. J. R. KARBHABI, 1\Ir.l\I. M. 
AcHBEKAB, Mr. A. B. LELY, Mr. W. G. 
AsA.VALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. MAcKLIN, Mr. A. S. R. 
BAsor, Mr. A. K. J. MoDAK, Rev. R. S. 
BELL, lllr. R. D. MoDI, Sardar DAVAR T. K. 
BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. MORE, Mr. J. G. 
BowERS, lllr. P. L. NAVLE, Mr. N. E .. 
BRANDER, Mr. J.P. OWEN,l\lr. A. C. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H. PATIL, R~to Bahadur D. R. 
BROWNE, lllr. D. R. H. PATIL, Mr. N. N. ' 
BuLLocu,l\Ir. A. GREVILLE • P.a.TIL, Mr. V. N. 
CHrTALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. PETrr, Mr. J. B. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. PRADBAN, the Honourable Sir GoVINDRAO 
CoLLACo, Dr. J. A. PRADBAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
CoLLINS, lllr. G. F. S. PRATER, Mr. S. H. . . . 
Coou, Mr. G. H. RAFIUDDIN AHMAD, the Honourable 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. Mom VI. 
DESAI, Rao Sa he b B. G. SHAIKH YAKUB . V AZIR IIIAHOMED, Khan 
DESAI, 11Ir. S. B. Bahadur 
EWBANK, Mr. R. B. SHINDE; Mr. R. B. 
GARRETT, lllr. J. H. SMART, Mr. w. w. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Sir SoLANKI, Dr. P. G .. 
GILDED, Dr. M.D. SYED MuNAWAR, Mr. 
GoKHALE, Mr. L. R. THOMAS, the Honourable Mr. G. A. 
HARBISON, Mr. c. s. c. TURNER, Mr. c. w .. A. 
HUDSON, the Honourable Mr. W. F. VAISHAllfPAYAN, Dr. V. G. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. · VuiL, Mr. PESTANSHAH N. 
JoNES, ll!ajor W. ELLIS VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir.RUSTOllt 
KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R. JEHANGIR 
KAw.T, Mr. B.S. VANDEKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. 
KAMBLI, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur WADKE, Mr. B. P. 

s. T. WILES, Mr. G. 
Tellerafor the Ayes: Khan Bahadur D. B. CooPEB and Rao Saheb R. V. V A:NDEKAR, 

Noes. 
BHUTTO, Sir Sru.H NAWAZ · Ju MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
BHUTTO, WADERO WAHIDBAKSR lLLAHI· KiluHBo, Khan Bahadur l\1. .A. 

BAKSH PATEL, Ilk c. N. 
DHALUMAL LILARUt, Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL l\UJID, Mr. 
GHULAM Nur SHAH, Khan Bahadur SYED MIRAN l\UHOMED SHAH. 
GovER Rou, Mr. TALPUB, MIR BANDER, ALI KHAN 
J.a.M JA!ili!AHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur ToLANI, lllr. S. S. • 

Tellers for the Noes: Rao Saheb B. G. DESAI and Sardar DAn:R '1'. K. MoDI. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Bill is now r~a.d. a third 
time and passed into law. 

BILL!NO. XX OF 1931 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
REGULATION AND CONTROL OF TRANSACTIONS 

IN COTTON IN BOMBAY). 
Question again proposf'd : 

"That the Bill be read a first time." . 

Mr. 1\L M. KARBHARI (Thana and Bombay Suburban Districts): 
Sir, I rise to a: point of order. Section ROA of the Government of India 
Act says: 

"The local legislature of any province has power, subject to the provisions of this Act, 
to make laws for the peace and good Government of the territories for the time being 
constituting that province," 
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That is to say, this l£>gislature has no pow£>r to pa~ any Act which will 
have an t.ffect on, or which will r£>gn1Ate, or which is going to aff{'('t, the 
other par...s of India. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : I surpose that i:J the honourable 
member's exposition of sef'tion BOA. 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI : Y t-s. If this Bill is rassed, it is going to 
affect indirectly and inevitably the growers and the traders who do not 
belong to this Pr£>sidency, that is to say, who are outside this Presidency, 
as for instance, the growers in the Central Provinces, Berar, Rajputana, 
Malwa, the United Provinces, the Punjab and Bengal. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : What is the point of ordt>r l 

Mr. M. M. KARBH.ARI: This Bill, if introduced, becomt>s ,,lJra tlires, 
in the first place. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : How 1 
Mr. M. M. KARBHARI : BecausP. it is going to affect parts outside 

the Presidency. Section 80A of the Government of India Act provides 
that the local legislature of any province has power, subject to the 

· provisions of this Act, to make laws for the peace and good government 
of the territories for the time being constituting that province. But if it 
is held that it is not ultra ?nres, my second point. is .that this Bill, having 
received the assent of the Governor General under section 80A has become 

· a provincial subject, and the provincial subje.cts are govt.>rncd by the 
Devolution Rules, 

The Honourable tlt.e PRERIDEI'-l"T : All this is on the other side of the 
objection. 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI: No, Sir. I can point out that if this Bill 
is passed it does not become a provincial subject. On page 112 of the 
Council Manual you will fuid the heading" Partil-!ronirc.cial SubjecfiJ." 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I point out to page 110 before 
page 112 . 

. Mr. M. M. KARBHARI : But those are the Central subjects. 1 am 
alluding to the provincial subjects now. If it is a Bill for a provincial 
legislature, it must be governed by the Devolution Rules und~r the 
provincial subjects. Under all the heads of these rules, I do not find 

· that the provincial Governmenta s.:re ever given any authority or any 
right to control any commodity. If it is held that this Bill comes under 
No. 2U of the Provincial Subjects, which is "Control of production, 
supply and distribution of any articles to the extent to which by rule 
made by the Governor General in Council or by or under legislation hy 
the Indian legislature such control is directed to be exercised by a local 
Government, then I submit that this Bill is not intended for this. If 
they had come forward to prevent adulteration of foodstuffs or other 
articles subject to legislation by the Indian legislatme as r£>gards imJ!Ort 
and export trade, that would be another thing altogether. The obJect 
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()f the Bill is not even this. If this Bill had been brought forward to 
prevent speculation, or to regulate betting and gambling, there would 
have been justification for it. But their attempt is not to make an 
.amendment in that Act. It is neither a sourcP. of provincial revenue, 
because the object of the Bill is merely to control and restrict contracts 
in cotton to a particular body. 'Vithout entering into any merits or 
.demerits of the case, I would say that they are practically giving a 
monopoly of the trade to one body, and making a. law which is quite local 
in nat.ure. It cannot be provincial. In the Statem(lnt of Objects and 
Reasons it is stated that the present Bill follows the general lines of 
Bombay Act XIV of 1922, and is intenrled to incorporate those recom
mendations of the Committee appointed to examine the working of that 
Act, which have been accepted by Government. Now, I will quote a. 
passage from the Report of the Cotton Contracts Act Committee. On 
page 18 of the Report it is stated: 

" That a single association shall be given control of dealings in cotton and that the 
passing of contracts contravening bye-laws drawn up by the Association and sanctioned 
by Government shall be made an offence punishable with fine." 

That is to say, the effect of the Bill will be that it will prevent any other 
association which does not now.come under any law by which they could 
be punished is prevented from coming into existep.ce. The .attempt here 
madC\ is to favour a particular association as against any other body, 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Has the honourable member 
finished his point of order 1 He is now criticising the merits of the Bill..· 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI: My point, Sir, is that the Bill being of a local 
nature, it cannot be called pro.vinciallegislation. That is my· second 
point, and therefore I submit that thP. Bill may be declared as out of 
{)rder. · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: Sir, I have pot been able 
to follow the point of order of the honourable member, but I appeal to 
his commonsense. This is a repealing Bill; the previous Act is already 
in existence. That Act is ca..ll.ed the Bombay Cotton Contracts Act, and 
we are now proposing to repeal it. For that purpose, we required the 
.sanction of the Governor General, which has been obtained, Un.dersection 
80A of the Government of India Act. All the formalities have been gone 
through, and I cannot understand what my honourable friend means 
when he says that this is not a provincial subject. The Act which is 
now in existence and which we are amending by this Bill was passed by_ 
this honourable House. That in itself shows that this Bill can be 
<Jonsidered by this Legislature. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I feel that the honourable 
member who has raised the point of order is swayed more by what he 
fears the results of this legislation might be, and therefore of course he 
is trying his very best to put a stop to the legislation at this stage. But 
I have to look to the legal side of a point of order raised. I have not to · 
see what the results would be. I have to see whether the legislation 
brought np is brought up according to the law and the constitution laid 
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down for us. I find that section OOA (3) la~s down that the local 
legislature of any province may not, without the prerious sanction of the 
Govemor-~nera~ make or take into consideration any law regulating 
central subjects. The list of central subjects is gil"en on pages 109 to 112 
of the Council Manua~ and Xo. 17 in the list is "Commerce, incJuding 
banking and insurance." The subject of this Bill would come under 
"Commerce". For that prerious sanction of the Gol"emor-General is 
necessary, and under section BOA such sanction has been obtaint>d for 
this particular Bill which, as has rightly been pointed out, is intt>nded to 
amend an Act which has been passed by this House. It is mainlv the 
same Act, with some variations in the details, or may be nen in prin.ciple, 
which the House will have an opportunity to discuss. Practica1ly the 
same Act has been brought up again in the shape of this Bill to the ~a me 
legislature which passed the original Act. I do not see that there is any 
point of order. I think this Bill as brought up is in proper order and can 
be proceeded with. 

Mr. GOVER RORA : Under section BOA (3) there are sub-elaus..>s 
given as (a), (b) and so on. 

· The_ Honourable the PRESIDE~'T: The honourable member will 
find on page 53-" regulating any central subject." [BOA (3) (e).] 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, I rise to oppose the first reading 
-of this Bill. When the present Act was introduced in this Council 
in the year 1922, I was one of those who opposed the Bill at that. 
time. 

Th~ Honourable the PRESID~'T: ·For facilitating the debate I may 
:Point out here, as I said yesterday and as the Honourable Mol"er aoo 
said yesterday, that the principles of the Bill must be discussed here. 
But the important point for members who wish to take part in 

· · the disc1188ion . on the first reading will be to decide as to what 
the principles are. As far as I understand, it has been given out by the 
Honourable Mover that the honourable member the Finance Secretary. 
Mr. Wiles, who has studied the question thoroughly, will be able to lay 
down, according to the point of view of Govtrn.ment, as to what are the 
principles. ·If the House is willing to have his statement supplementing 
that of the Honourable Mover, I would call upon him, if he is ready to do 
so, to make a statement without entering into a debate. But I must 
give him another opportunity if he wishes to take it and answer 
any points of objection raised. If the House, howel"er, thinks that what 
the Honourable ~!over stated yesterday is enough, then they may 
proceed. To me, although I do not wish to commit myseU irrevocably, 
it appears that the principles are (1) whether there should be control 
of cotton transaction and (2) if so which should be the body to control 
it ! If the House is agreeable to control, then the second principle will 
be, who should control t These two issues might include possibly all 
that the House would like to discuss at the first reading. But 
there might be other questions of principle which the Home might point 
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~ut to me. If the House is agreeable, I would like to have a statement 
from the honourable member the Finance Secretary. · 

Ra.o Bahadur R. R. KALE : It is a desirable course. 

~Ir. V. N. JOG: Before the honourable member the Finance Secretary 
:makes the statement I wish to sa:r a few words. : · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Then, Rao B'ahadur Bole is in 
possession of the House. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: It would be better to have the statement from 
the honour~ble member the Finaqce Secretary. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : I am against any GQvernment control. 
'There is no control of jute in Calcutta. \Thy should there he control of 
-cotton in Bombay 1 In the year 1922 when, the p:r;esent Act was. 
introduced, as I said before, I was one of those who voted against the 
Bill and I was in good company at that time. The ex-Minister' 
llr. J adha v and the present ~Iinister Dewan Bahadur Kambli also voted 
.against the Bill. At that time &s far as I remember responsible Govern
.ment ~!embers like Sir Cowasji Jehangir and Sir Ibrahim E.ahimtoola 
said in their speeches that they were against Government control. of 
-cotton. That being so, they asked the members to pass the Bill as a 
temporary measure. They gave·an assurance on behalf of Governm~::mt.· 
ih'lt the Bill would not be extended after the war. But Government have 
€Xtended it from time to time till now. 

They have brought in a new Bill embodying certain provisions. 
I would like Government to introduce a Bill in order to stop speculation 
alt<>gether. Why should Government allow speculation 1 If they bring 
in a Bill to stop speculation I will whole-heartedly support it. But; 
instead of that, it is stated that they are going to control 'cotton. But 
it is not Government that is going to control cotton but they are going to· 
-delegate their powers to a certain body. Up till now .they delegated 
their powers to the East Indi1. Cotton Association which consists of 
millionaires and the membership of which is Rs. 20,000. There are only 
about 350 members. They are allowed to make rules in con.n,ection · 
with cotton contracts and in connection with the regulation of prices.: 
Though the prices are regulated by world conditions, here in Bombay the 
prices rre regulated and fixed by the East India Cotton Association. 
So, these people are running the ·show and they will not allow other 
.associations to trade. There is the Mahajan Association which consists 
of small merchants. Their fee is about Rs. 2,500, so that small 
merchants can join the association as members. There are 650 members 
of that association. At the instance of the East India Cotton Association, 
Government instituted cases against some members of the .Mahajan 
Association. But when Government saw the High Court judgment in 
<~ne of the cases they withdrew the other cases. Sii, it is said that. the 
.Mahajan Association are only taking differences but the members of the 
East India Cotton Associa.tion also are taking differences. One director 
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of the East India CA::ltton .Association Mr. Chunilal Bhailal Mehta had 
said in his .evidence before the magistrate's court: 

" I do forward business in cotton and I am doing cotton busint>ss 
according to the system of the East India Cotton Association Limitt>d. 
I do large business in thousands of bales. I did not give delivery of anv 
bales of cotton in 1928. Since the last two or three years my clit>nts 
are not giving or taking delivery at all and they are indiffert>nt." 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~~ : ·what is the relevancy c,f this t 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : It shows that the members of the East 

India Cotton Association also are dealing in differences. The· charge 
against Mahajan Association is that there is no cotton for delivery but 
they pay difference. These members of the East India Cotton Associa
tion also are doing the same thing on a much larger scale. That is shown. 
by this evidence. So, the relevancy is there. 

The East India CA::ltton Association does not recognise trji and mawli. 
There is contract from the members of the association and there is anotht>r • 
contract between members and clients. Then again the relatives of the 
members of the Eest India Cotton As.c~ociation do business in the Mahajan 
Association. So, it is no use saying that the Ma.hajan Associa.tion alone 
is a body of gamblers. The East India Cotton Association is a bigger 
body of gamblers. They are carrying on speculation on a large scale. 
These members ue growing fat at the cost of growers and small merchants, 
because they control the prices. 

So, Sir, I say that there should be no control and nobody should be 
allowed to have any control. Before the year 1919 there was no controL 
There were two associations which were C!l.rrying on business 
[Interruption]. You will have yonr time. They were carrying on their 
business ; there was no hitch. Only during the war time Government 
thought fit to have control. There was control of rice and rent r.lso. 
The Rent Act was very necessary for the benefit of the poor. But they 
have not extended that Act. This Act is quite unnecessary but they 
have extended it. This Act iS against the interests of the growers as 
well as small traders. Formerly in the previous Act contracts by other
association were made void so that they cannot file suits against each 
other. · But now in this Act they are going to introduce a penal clause. 
So, that would be very detrimental to the interests of the sellers as well 
as to the interests of the small traders. So, I request honourable member.i 

· tO oppose the first reading of this Bill. 
The Honourable Sir GOVL.""\DRAO PRADHAN: The honourable 

member Mr. Wiles wants to speak. You will kindly allow him to speak 
again. He will he merely stating the principles now. 

The Honourable th~ PRESIDENT : The House ha!! not asked for it. 

Rao Bahadur G. V. PRADHAN: We do want that the principle 
should be statf'd in definite words, so that the discussion may be
shortened and we may know what will be considered as questiQns of 
principle. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Therefore, I suggested that to 
the Honse, but the HousE' did not like to take it. 

Rao Bahadur G. V. PRADHAN: On this side we accept it. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : It is not a question of the feE>ling 

of one section of the House: it is a question of.the honourable member's 
right to speak a. second time. · · j 

An Honourable MEMBER : We shall hear the honourable member 
the Finance Secretary first. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Yes. 
Mr. G. WILES: Sir, I understand that I may speak later on .. · The 

speech of the honourable member who has just spoken shows that there 
is a complete misapprehension of the whole subject, and I shall have to 
reply to him in detail later on. I only want in response to your invita
tion to say now that, in my opinion, the only principle, which 
under your ruling cannot be altered in the select committee, is the 
principle that there shall be unity of control. The only possible unity 
of control at present, in the opinion of Government, is the East India 
Cotton Association. But that is no reason, in my· opinion, why 
the constitution of that association as laid down in the Bill should not 
be discussed by the select committee. . So that, the only real point at 
issue now is whether there shall be unity of control. Government are 
satisfied on tho evidence bt>fore them that it is absohitely'essential, 
both in the interests of the growers and of the trade, that there shall be 
unity of control. The control is not going to be Government control, 
·as was stated by the honourable member Rao Bahadur Bole. As he 
himself stated in his next sentence, Government are going to hand it 
over to an association. In fact the principle of this Bill is to grant 
a charter to the East India Cotton Association, but the constitution bf 
the association is a matter which certainly can be gone into in detail in 

· the select committee. 
M.r. B. S. KAMAT: Sir, w~ are now emerging from the agonies of a 

discussion over irrigation matters into similar troubles about cotton. 
It. will be observed that, there is a sort of similarity of features between 
the Bill which we discussed during the last week and this Bill, inasmuch 
as in that Bill there was a battle royal between vested interests on one 
side and the tax-payer on the other; in this Bill also I expect we shall 
have a battle royal between some vested interests and the growers of 
cotton. There is, besides, a further complication inasmuch as instead 
of ont: vested interest we .have three vested interests, namely, the 
millionaire capitalists, the middle class-or even the indigent speculator
and thirdly the non-indigenous trader who wa11ts to buy cotton in 
India at a cheap price. In the course of this three-cornered fight the 
House will, I hope, watch the interests of the millions of growers of 
cotton who are likely to be affected by thi~ Bill. That is how I look at 
this problem and I hope that will be the attitude of this House in 
relation to this Bill. 

Coming now to the principles of the Bill. The Chair was heard to 
suggest-I take it~ Sir, that it was not a ruling, but only a suggestion-
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that possibly there were only two principles invoh·ed. The Honourable 
the Finance Member did not elaborate that point, but I venture to 
think that from the non-official point of view there are more than two 
principles, at least three, if not four, contained in the Bill.. The first 
is, Is control necessary t That is a major principle. And ancillary to 
that, if control is ner.essary and desirable, should that control be 
through a single body 1 The second issue, as the Chair has suggested, 
is regarding the constitution-that is to say, if you wish to have control 
and that through a single body, what should be the constitution of that 
body, whether it should be a close preserve of millionaires, or it should 
have a democratic constitution. Thirdly, a very important principle 
involved is whether we should legalise, on some plea or other, 
.option contracts, that is to say, teji-mandi or Katcha-Khandi business, 
which this Bill seeks to legalise. There might be a fourth, but a subRi
diary, principle, namP.ly, whether there should be penal clause in the Bill. 
As to the first principle, whether there should be control of the trade
! know that .mv non-official friends on this side have been exercised 
during the last week by the flood of printed literature on the 
subject which has been pouring upon us from certain bodies in Bombay. 
I have gone very carefully through that literature which has been placed 
before 'us, and I have also been looking into the previous higtory of this 
Bill and the bye-laws and articles of association of the East India Cotton 
Association. I have to ask my honourable friends to divest. themselves 
.of a few fallacies and apply their minds in as closely reasoned a manner 
as possible and look at this question, as I said, from the point of view of 
the cultivator. In the first place, we have to remember that cotton does 
not stand in the same category as other crops. It is a world crop, traded 
in all the world over, and having its ups and downs, according to 
repurcussions of the markets all the world over. Secondly, any 
speculative transactions in Bombay we must remember react throughout 
India on the pockets of the cultivators. I say this after some experience, 
if not in cotton transartions, at any rate of the marketing conditions of 
'cotton. Last year, I was in Broach investigati.rig questions about 
banking and agriculture, and I was sillprised to find that within a few 
hours of the American futures' rates being known in Bombay, by means 
of telegrams, those rates wrre known in Broach and in villages. The 
same is the case "ith the Berars. Within a few hours of the American 
rat-es reaching Bombay, they ar~ telegraphed to remote parts in the 
Berars. That i11 a. special feature of this particular cotton trade. It, 
therE-fore, affects thousands and thousands of cultivators .. We cannot 
deny a good denl of speculation and gambling is going on in respect of this 
crop. After giving dose consideration to this question, I am therefore 
inclined to think that the State is justified in controlling and regulating 
this traM. But, really speaking, are ~vernment controlling the trade 
in the general sense of the term! They do not regulate the 
cotton transactions, e.g. in Hubli and Dharwar. Thry do not regulate 
.the ordinary cotton transactions in Surat and Broach. They ·are 
regulating the forward cotton transaction~!~ only in Bombay. This is not 
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.entirP.ly the same thing as regulating the trade throughout the Presi- · 
dency, as is so commonly supposed. Now, let us see the analogy of 
other countries. The chief thing to rf'member is tha.t it is not the trade 
that is regulated but speculation and gambling in that trade ... This sort 
of gambling is regulated and controlled in a most democratic coun~ry 
like .America. ; it is controlled in England and perhaps in other countries 
like Egypt also. If, thcr~fore, cotmtries which are immensel:r interest~d 
in cotton have submitted to a sort of control, control with certam. 
conditions, the question is whether this country, which·is linked up with 
{)ther countries so far as this trade is concerned, should not fall into line 
with those other countries in respect of this control of gambling. I for 
one, after giving this. question very careful consideration, am of opinion 
th~t we must bring ourselves abreast of the other countries and bring 
these transactions in cotton llll;der control. 

Having answered that question, the other subsidiary question is, if 
control is desirable in the interests of the thousands o{ cultivators, how 
"Should that control be exercised and by what agency t That again raises 
the controversy as to whether there should be a single controlling agency 
or a multiplicity of agencies. Those who know· the history of 
this question know that we have evolved from the stage of having many 
.associations into a stage of having one single association, with perhaps 
latterlv a second rival association. When the Cotton Control Board was 
~stablished during the war years, I happened to be in the pre-Reform 
Council, and I know the history of this question since 1918. There were 
very many associations then in Bombay ; some have gone to their doom 
and others have merged together, AftPr knowing the fate of all these 
.as-;ociation!l, I hope it may be generally conceded that instead of haVing 
dual control, control should be vested in a single agency. Just imagine 
what the effert would be if there is dual control. See the effect of diarchy 
in ou.r own Councils. Diarchy never leads to good results so far 
as ad.miniEtration is concerned. Here again I wish to bring the analogy 
{)£ other countries having this control, countries which are democratic. 
Many friends approached me last week and asked me what the nature 
of control in the United States was. I have been told and I am satisfied, 
that oth<'r countries control thls sort of gambling by means of one single 
association. That is exactly the principle which my honourable friend 
.Mr. Wiles just now referred to, namely, unity of control. Then take the 
other view. Supposf;l some other association also is vested with the 
control. In that case the question arises why there should be o~lv one 
association like the Shree Mahajan Association allowed to control cotton 
trans~c~ions. There might be 3 ; there might be 7 or there might be 8 
.associatiOns. Then again, the East India Cotton Association is 
coD; trolling the ":ho.le business not at its sweet will but under by-laws and 
art1cl;s .of assoc1ahon approved by the Governor in Council. If other 
assoCiations are allowed under the law to have the control I think it 
nec~ssarily follows ~h~t either they must accept the by-laws 'of tht>< East 
India Cotton Association or the Government must give them a set of by
laws for their guidance. If seven assoriations apply for this purpose 
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of COntrol and if Government give them ileVen different !lets O[ by-laws, 
it will rather be an anomalous position 

On the other hand, Sit:, I do see the difficulty of refusing recognition 
to existing agencies. There will be a little hardship, no doubt, if we try 
to suppress an existing association which has been in existt>nce for the 
past five years-I think since 1925. As regards those of my honourable 
friends who have been apprehensive that this association because of some 
standing it has acquired must be allo)""ed to continue on the principle of 
live and let live, I do think there may be found a tia media by '\rhich it 
may be possible under the new rules to be framed for this East India. . 
Cotton Association and to be approved by the Governor in Council to 
allow this association to come in either as a sub-committee or some such 
subordinate body. I am told that under the rules of the Liverpool 
Cotton Association this sort of arrangement is allowed. So there is a 
precedent which will enable the existing association to continue1 if that 
association is doing good work, that is, to merge itself and form a sub· 
committee of the main association which is legalised or chartered by 
Government ; and in the form of a sub-committee it can continue to
function. I suggest that if there is hardship to the existing associa
tion-! do not mean to say that the existing associations should be· 
suppressed cr entirely prevented from doing their work-but if there is 
hardship they could be brought in within the fold under new by-laws so 
that they may be merged in the main association. That is so far as 
the controlling agency is concerned. 

Now I proceed to deal with the second principle which has been 
adumbrated, namely, if control is necessary, and if again the control 
ought to be in one association regulated by by-laws approved by the 
Governor in Council, what should be the constitution of that controlling 
authority 1 And here I must say that I part company with the honours ble 
the mover and part company as well with the honourable member the 
Finance Secretary (~Ir. Wiles).· I have carefully gone through the 
proceedings of his committ~e (Wiles Committee) and have also gone 
through some of the by-laws respecting this question. I for one am 
inclined to think that if the controlling authority is to be given to one 
single agency-be it the East India Cotton Association or any other 
association, call it by whatever name you like-that association ought 
to be a democratic body. The Wiles Committee comes forward rejecting 
the view of the majority of the members of the committee and accepting 
the minority view-a view which is for supporting the close preserve of a. 
certain body which has been operating the cotton exchange for the 
last 10 or 11 years. ·I entirely disapprove of the suggestion contained 
in the Wiles Committee report in this regard and to be embodied in the 
Bill, in one shape or another, in a modified form, call it a system of panels. 
and such like things. If it is admitted as the first principle that we 
ought to follow the example of countries like America and England and 
fhould have the same set of model by-laws as these countries have. 
I go further and say that we must similarly have democratic consti
tution for the controlling body in this country also. I confess that the 
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apprehensions of some sections of the people who are now existing in 
that body, namely, the East India Cotton Association, are to a certain 
extent justi~ed. But, on the other hand, if you read the minute of 
dissent by Sir Ness Wadia or if you read the supplementary note to the 
Wiles Committee Report by Sir Purshotamdas and his colleagues, you 
will find.that the view of the majority is that they themselves wisli to 
introduce safeguards such as reservation of seats in order to safeguard 
the interests of buyers like Volkarts and Rallis and o~hers, and even of 
millowners, in the constitution, so that their interests do not in the future 
suffer. I am convinced that that suggestion to have safeguards is a 
very good, sound suggestion. If you entrust the sole control and 
management to the East India Cotton Association on the lines of minority 
report I for one would be inclined to rejert entirely, in toto, the report of 
the minority members and act up to the suggestion of the majority in 
that report. And for very valid reasons. Let us see who are ·the 
members composing the minority. Leave aside Mr. Wiles who was the 
Chairman. He was an official. The others are, it should be remembered, 
representatives of only one particular interest. I believe ~he minority 
members were Mr. Lamond, Mr. Fotiadi and Sir Joseph Kay. Now, the 
question before this House really is: are you going to accept the suggestions 
of these members who are the minority in this Bill, or do you accept the 
arguments of Sir Purshotamdas and others which appeal to you as men 
of commonsense 1 I for one think, taking a dispassionate view of things 
-and I confess I made so to say a ''blind survey" of the suggestions 
contained in the Wiles Committee Report, that is without looking into 
the question of who may have written these question papers-that the 
suggestions made by Sir Purshotamdas and his colleagues are sounder 
proposals and those alone should be accepted in the select committee, 
that is to say, the constitution of the East India Cotton Association 
should be remodelled on the lines of Sir Purshotamdas' s, and his colleagues' 
suggestions. If you do that, many of the fears expressed from this side 
will be practically removed. The question whether Rs. 20,000 should 
be the limit of the deposit from a member of the East India Cotton 
Association, the question also whether Rs. 2,500 should be the entrance 
fee, all these are questions of constitution. Once you send this Bill 
to the select committee after having first approved the principle, it will 
be open to you to remodel these rules and lay down other details like 
the limit of deposit money and entrance fee. If after hearing evidence 
and if after making further enquiries a bout the practices in America. and 
Liverpool, the select committee is convinced that 50 bales as tenderable 
for the unit is a very bigJimit and that it should be brought down to suit 
Indian conditions, then it will have to be brought down to 25, and it is 
perfectly open to the select committee to make these amendment3 and 
improvements; but because these details are at present in the hands of 
the East India Cotton Association according to their by-laws and their 
articles of association, it does not follow tha.t we should throw out this 
Bill; we can remodel many of these by-laws in the way I have suggested. 
1 am sure this Bill will remain open to amendment if it goes to select 
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committee. I for one at the pr~sent time am absolutely convince~l that 
the present constitution of the East India Cotton Association is nothing 
but the close preserve of certain influential people. The millowners' 
panel is composed of 34 people and the buyers' panel is composed of 
about 24 people. Is it fair that in a small body like this, these two panels 
combined should have the right, preponderating right, the dominant 
voice, in the board of directors so as to control the whole body at the 
expense of those who perhaps arE' not so influential as these two panels 1 
I therefore think that the whole system of panels should be revised in the 
light of the suggestion made by Sir Purshotamdas and his colleagues. 

Having shown, therefore, that on the second ~principle, namely, the 
constitution of this association, we on this side of the House do 
not agree with the honourabl~ the mover or the hon\)urahle member the 
Finance Secretary, I woul<l like now to come to a:nother principle 
contained in this Bill, namely, the legalising of the Teji Mandi, a vPry 
important principle indeed, although the Chair did not include that as 
one of the principles of this Bill. But with due respect to the Chair, 
I feel that it is the cardinal point of the whole of this Bill, a point 
on which the whole Bill hangs, on which the prices hang and therefore 
the pockets of the cultivators hang. On that question evidenre ought 
to be taken in the select committee and that question should he 
left open by the honourable the mover for amendment and correction. 
Now, I am surprised that the State which bas the powers to r-on· 
trol gambling-! ~ay control because they cannot totally abolish 
gambling any more than you can hope to abolish theft in India-that the 
State which is out to control gambling is itself legali11ing the worst form 
of gambling in this Teji Mandi business. It is said they have modelled 
this Bill on the Liverpool pattern. They claim that they have based 
this Bill on the constitution of the United States of America. If they 
have based it on those constitutions, I ask in all seriousness why they 
do not carry that particular model to its logical conclusions and 
prohibit entirely the Teji Mandi business which is a special feature of 
the Bombay market and is not prevalent in any other market in 
the world. I do not think it is fair -that the Wiles Committee, or the 
minority of it, should come forward and say that they want to legalise 
it. I for one think that the Teji Mandi business ought not to be 
legalised-

Mr. G. WILES: May I correct-the honourable member, Sir? Under 
the present law " options" are not illegal, and we· are not proposing to 
" legalise " them. 

Mr. B.S. KAMAT.: Sir Ness Wadia has definitely stated that it is a 
· doubtful point of law whether thl'y are leg~l. I am sure Rome 

legal opinion from the law officers has been obtamed by some members 
of the Wiles Committee. But Sir Ness Wadia states that. it is still a 
doubtful point of law and it has never been authoritatively settled. I ask, 
if there is no doubt about its legality, why include it in this Bill1 
· Sir, the sum and substance of the whole thin!! ig therefore this. I for 
one accept the principle of control, as it is followed in the rest of the 
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worlo. I accept that the control should be in the hands of .one 
controlling agency regulated by the by-laws approved by the Governor 
in Council. But I do not approve of the constitution proposed in this . 
Bill o{ the association which supervises the interests of the whole trade 
and I do not approve of the principle to legalise Teji Mandi trans
actions which are doubtful acr.ording to law. Furthermore, I do think 
that if the bv-Iaws are the real instruments of control for the associa- · 
tion, the reai weapon of power, then it does not stand to reason to my 
mind that these by-laws should be approved only by· the Governor in 
Council. If there is some method by which these by-laws are placed on 
the Council table and ·the honour_able members of this House given an 
opportunity of exa~g and scrutinising these by-laws, then we can 
see whether it is really a democratic institution. I therefore suggest 
that the by-laws should be passed not by the Governor in Council 
alone, but after the approval of the Council. After all, this Bill seeks to 
concentrate immense rule-making power in the hands of the East India 
Cotton Association and it seeks . to do this by only one section of 
members-powers which cover the whole sphere of the cotton transac
tions. I think this is a dangerous procedure giving by one clause the 
whole rule-making power under which that association could frame 
something like 200 by-laws, and about 150 Articles of Association. I do 
not think it desirable to give such powers.to a single association under 
these by-laws, although they may be subject to the· sanction· of 
the Governor in C<>uncil. · · ' ' 

With these remarks, I am doubtful, Sir, whether I should say 
I oppose or I accept the Bill. There are three principles in the Bill of 
which I accept one; there are two others which I do not accept. But 
I wish the 'Bill to go to the Select Committee. 

Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): Sir, when I rose first I did · 
not want to speak on tpe merits of the Bill but I was making a reference 
to what are the principles of the Bill, and my object was to get the debate 
confi.Ded to and concentrated on a few points instead of rambling over the 
\\hole area in detail. I therefore wanted to say a few words and with that 
object I had risen then at that stage, and according to my view I submit, 
Sir, that there is only one principle namely, that of regulation and control 
of transactions in cotton. The Chair has said that it has not yet ruled 
what are the actual principles but, with due deference to the Chair, 
I think that the Chair has laid down two principles. I submit, however, 
that the only principle in this Bill is the regulation and control of cotton 
transactions and that is, as has been admitted, the primary principle of 
the Bill. I submit that. that is the only principle. The other provisions 
of the Bill are the way in which that control is to be exercised or is 
to be implemented. For instance, now it was said that there should 
be a unitary control or double control, that is the. only way of tightening 
the control, and it is a matter _of detail whether the control should be 
exercised by one body or whether it should bt> exercised by various bodies. 
That is a matter of detail and so, I submit that it would be better if at 
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thi~ stage we decide the point whether there should be control 
in the cotton transactions and whethl:'r it was a principle or a Dlatter of 
convenience to the various mem.bt'rs that the mover of this Bill said that 

· he would allow at the time of the second rt'adina or in the select com
mitee all matters to be diM!UlYied, and I submit, Sir, that it is con8ist('nt, 
after having decided whether there should be rontrol in the cotton 

. transactions, to consider wh~ther that control should be by ont> body 
and what should be the constitution of that controlling body. All these 
are matters of detail-whether there should be })('nalty for breach of 
these various by-laws--otherwise somebody might even say that that is 
another principle which was not even referred to by the la8t spt'akt>r. · 
The principle is whether it should be made penal if there is a breach. 
One might think it is also a principle, but I ·~ubmit tbat it is 
simply tightening the control in one way. Formerly it was held that 
such variations in contracts which had been entered into in liolation of 
these rules were only void, but they think that that would not be sufficient 
and in 'spite of th~ voidness of these transactions people are entering into 
various transactions and escaping the consequences of these provisions 
of the .~ct or evading the provi..Uons of this Act. Therefore, it is thought 
now it seems that it should be made penal to enter into certain 
transactions. That is a sort of control of a higher degree. So, I submit, 
Sir, that it wouJd be better ,if you would be pleased to say that the 
principle of tbis Bill is only to be the regu]ation and control ol the trans
actions, how it is to be done, whether by one body or wheth{'r that control 
is to be tightened by penal clauses and what kinds of contracts are to be 
brought in under the JWn&l clauses. All th{'se are matters which may 
be left to the Select Committee. · ~ 

The Honourable Sir GOVThJ)RAO PRADliA.!.": l\Iay I tell the 
honourable House that my honourable friend wants the House to under
stand that the unitary control is the principle which ought to be decided 
at the first reading ! As regards the constitution bf that body, as regard.~ 
the penal clauses, as regards the panel and as regards other matters, they 
will all be left open in the select committee ; but it is not only the 
principle about the control, whether the control shouJd be in one body, 
wh<'ther therP should be a unitary control i~ the principle which should 
be ronsidered at the first reading. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: Then. coming to the other details of this Bill 
I am inclined to oppose the Bill. I for one would not like any control 
in contracts. There should be a freedom of contract with regard to any 
article. There are no controls with regard to rice, wh{'at and 
other articles and why should there be control only with respect 
to cotton l It is said that this control is necessary because gamlJ!ing 
is aoina on in these transactions and that there arf' various 
fluctuations and it happens that on account of the fluctuations sometimes 
heavv losses are caused to the trade. It is admitted that in spite of this 
control, transactions which take the form of w-agering or gambling are 
going on and we have seen even with regarcl to the other forms 
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<>f gambling, however skilful these controls have been with regard to 
several transactions such as gambling on the turf, that such transactions 
are ruade, and human ingenuity finds out various other devices 
an(l methods to evade these provisions and to gamble • in one 
form or another. It may be in a different form but after a few yean 
such transactions do appear and in spite of their evil consequences they 
would never be stopped. Therefore it is rat.her much better to leave 
the trade alone and have the freedom of contract in such matters. It 
seems that Government is not even quite certain with regard to this 
control. If you go into the history of this Bill, when the Bill was first 
introduced in the year 1919, it wa~ introduced simply as a war measure 
and there the honourable mover who introduced theBillhasclearly stated 
that it was on account of certain war conditions and also on accom:it of 
heavy fluctuations in prices and heavy losses that Government .were 
rather constrained to introduce the Bill at that stage and it was never 
meant t<> be a permanent feature. It has become almost a habit of OlU' 

Governmeut tha.t Acts are brought first before the House on the assurance 
that they are temporary measures and ultimately they go on the 
statute permanently. If we look at other Acts, for instance I may quote 
the Court-fees Act and the Stamp Act--that though they werP. brought 
as temporary measures t.hey have often times threatened to go on 
the statute book permanently. A similar announcement was made in 
the year 1919 that thi..'\ measure would be taken out of the statute book 
within a short time. We have ~een that again in the year 1922, though 
there was a repealing Act, again in the year 1922 the Bill appeared in 
the f<>rm in which it is now and it.has a life till Aprill932. Even when 
that Act was passed, you will see it was said " it shall remain in force for 
three years and for such period thereafter as the Governor in Council 
may by notification direct.". So, the Government, by intending to have 
the period confined to only three years, never wanted to make 
the measure a permanent one. Even now it seems they are not 
convinced that this Bill should be put. on the statute book permanently. 
We see in section 2 it has been said that " it shall come into force on the· 
first day of April 1932 and shall remain in operation for three years". 
If Government is convinced that there is a necessity of such a m'.'asure, 
they would have clearly omitted the remaining, sentences which run 
thus: 

" shall rema.in in force for three years and thereafter for such period as the Gove~or 
in Council may, by notification in the Bombay Government Gazette, direct. " 

So they are not quite convinced that it is necessary to have this measure 
on the statute book permanently. They think that the conditions of 
trade at present are such that there should be control. Perhaps ihey 
might be hoping that within three years the conditions might be better 
and that there should be no necessity of having any control at all. I do 
not know whether they are so very sanguine that within three yeara the 
circumstances would be ~o improved that there would be no necessity 
of this Bill being on the statute. 
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Then, Sir, another consideration which I wish to bring to the notice 

of this House is this that if the former Act gives Government power to 
extend it from time to time, why is there the necessity of bringing this 
new messure before the House 1 They might have wry well taken 
power as there is already a provision in the Act to extend the Act, bu~ 
a. the honourable mover of this Bill has said, they want to bring in a 
new princip~ and that is what he says, namely, the principle of this Bill 
is that the control should be unitary. As at present it is not quite clear 
that this is so, though indirectly it might lave the same efiect, but 
certainly it is now felt that the control is not completely unitary and 
therefore Government have felt the necessity of making the control 
quite unitary and more tight, and it is for this reason that they 
have come with this Bill before the House. Whatever that may bep 
Sir, with regard to the actual announcements which have been made 
from time to time, I submit, that Government having been given the 
power to extend it for so many years, I think it is not necessary at this 
stage now to have the control even when the special conditions under 
which the Act was brought into this honourable House in 1919 or 1922 
are not in existence now. 

Coming to the other provisions of the Act, I submit, Sir: why should 
there be at all any unitary control 1 ""by should a particular body be 
given a monopoly of this trade 1 The honourable member who 
preceded me said that if there should be real control, it is better that 
there should be one body and that dyarchy or dual control is 
always mischievous and would not work well. But I submit, Sir, that 
Government can, instead of coming forward to invest only one single 
body with so much power of controlling the whole trade, do better and 
follow the procedure which they have adopted with regard to coopera
tive societies and other institutions and associations by having model 
by-laws or rules. After having framed such model by-laws or rules, it 
would be better to allow any num~er of individuals to form themselves 
into various associations and by framing such rules, they can very well 
regulate these transactions. To be..more plain, I can give an illustra
tion. It would not be quite convenient and also within the means of 
small petty dealers and traders to join a big body whose subscription 
is very high and whose dealings may be quite extensive. Even if you 
reduce the subscription, as the honourable member who preceded me 
said, even if you· reduce it to Rs. 250, you will be shutting out 
small traders who are unable to pay even this amount. Therefore, it 
should be left quite open to any man ~ho wants to do legalised 
trade, though somewhat of a speculative nature. It should be open to , 
any number of persons to join in a body and to adopt whatever model 
rules Government may make and carry on honest and genuine trade 
and settle those transactions among themselves. The rates of sub
scription for membership might. be difierent, and also the transactions 
might be on a moderate scale-you might say 10 bales-because by 
putting a very high limit I think many persons who have a desire to do 
bona fole honest trade might be shut out, because they are poor 
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and their means do not permit of their becoming members of tlie East . 
India Cotton Association. Instead of giving control to a body which 
would ultimately monopolise the whole trade and work it to the 
detriment of the smaller persons who want to do bona fo1e business, it is . 
much better that Government should take the power to make model rules 
under which persons with small means might form themselves into an 
association, and if they are dealing in future transactions, they among 
themselves can settle matters. That may be left to th~se persons who 
are members of such an association .. We have seen that even in, 
co-operative societi~s there are some societies which are very big ~ 
there are big societies which are called banks, and their share-holding ~s, 
very large, but there are also petty societies which w~rk quite nicely.· 
So, I submit that it is not good that in such an extensive place 
like Bombay there should be only one body to control transactions and· 
come in the way of honest trade by petty dealers. · · 

Then, with regard to the constitution, I submit that ·is again a 
question which has to be considered from many points of 'view. We 
shall have to go into the by-laws and the rules, but this is not the time 
for doing it, as it is only the first reading stage. Then, Sir, if 
unitary control is accepted, I submit the constitution must be as 
democratic as possible. I can give a figure even below the figure men
tioned by the last speaker, for purposes of memberships, but that is a 
matter of detail, and it can be settled at the time of the second reading. 
What I wish to emphasise is that the body should be as democratic as 
possible, and there should be every scope for even a small trader to come 
in and have transactions. 

Then, with regard to the various other details which have been given 
in this Bill, I have some suspicions with regard to the definition of 
"contract" in clause 3 (a) and the provisions of clause 8. In the. 
original Act a contract has been defined as a transaction in cotton to be 
carried out in whole or in part in Bombay, but in the definition in the · 
present Bill the words "except such as the Governor in Council may, 
by notification in the Bombay Government Gazette, declare to be expluded 
from the provisions of this Act" are added, and it is perhaps 
to implement that that clause 8 has been put in which says : 

"The Governor in Council may, by notification in the Bombay Government Gazettt, 
de('lare that any contracts Rpecified therein which <.>an only be made subject to the rules 
of any Foreign Exchange shall be excluded from the provisions of this Act." 

I submit that there ifi room for' rntertaining some suspicion in regard to 
thi3. I do not understand why a foreign exchange should be excluded 
and the definition of " rontract" should be so widened as to exclude 
those transactions, and the suRpicion entertained is that it is perhaps to 
enr~ourage forri1-,rn traclrrs at the sacrifice of the interests of this country. 

Mr. G. WII.F.S: May I ask the honourable men1ber to suspend his 
dceision 1 I am agreeable to an amendment omitting those words. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: So, I think there was some ground for my suspicion. 
I "as thinking that it wa11 to encourage the weavers Rnd spinners in 
Manchester and Lancashire that this provision was made in the Bill, 

xo Hb 58-3 
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but as there is an as..'IUI'anr.e that an amendment to omit this provision 
will be accepted by Government, I will not dilatP. upon it. 
, Then, roming to the other points, it was sairl that when the ori~inal 
Act was passed, ready contracta did not come within the purview of these 
transactions. If we go through the proceedings of this Council at the 
time, we shall find it reiterated that readv contracts would not come in. 
Section 5 of the original Act says: • 

•• Any contract (whether either party thereto is a member of the Assodation or not) 
which is entered into after the date on which by.Jawa under this Act are eanctiont•d by the 
Govemor in Council and published in the Bombay GotV~tmenl GGztUt, and which 
contravenes any such by-law shall be void. If though this 'IVM so ready contracta in 
which delivery wu recent were not reached. " , · 

. But it has been now made quite Clear that in this control even ready 
contract.s are included. That would, I submit, really affect prices which 
must be governed always by supply and demand. They would come 
up to growers of cotton. The wording in clause 7 of the Bill is 
" Any ready contract" (whether either party thereto is a member of the 
Association or not) which is entered into ...•........................ 
shall be void. In the original Act, it was left in doubt. The word 

. " contract" might include a ready contract and a forward contract, but . 
it was given out at th~ time the Act was passed in 1922 that ready 
contracts were never meant to be included, and we now find that ready 
contracts h~ve been included in this way, and the definition of" forward 
contract" has been given separately. I cannot understand why ready 
contr11.cts which really contemplate delivery are proposed to he controlled. 
That will really affect the growers. It this body wants to benefit at the 
sacrifice of the agriculturi11ts in the mofussil, they call setUe prices at 
any time and the agriculturists will suffer thereby. Therefore,· I take 
strong objection to section 7 which wants to include even ready contracts 
~nd bring them under control. 

Then as regards the option in contracts or teji tnandi contracts, I fully 
agree with the honourable member who preceded me. What we want 
to control.really is wagering. By this method of 9ption contracts, 
I submit the element of wagering has been sanctified by thiil legislature, 
and I take strong exception to it. 'Tit.h these few remarks at this stage, 
I resume my' seat. 

Mr. I •. R. GOKILU.E (Poona City) : Sir, after having heard the very 
cogent reasoning of my honouraMe friend Mr. Kamat., I think if we 
cannot avoid the passing of the firi!t reading of this Bill, we may suggest 
the various amendments about 'which he has spok('n, From my point 
of view the Bill will have to be amended so much in form, as if it. were a 
new Bill altogether, in the select committee, tmd it would therefore be 
very reaSQnable and proper not to pass the first reading of this Bill as 
it is. 

In this Bill, Sir, not only is the unit of control stated to be the ERllt 
Ili.dia Cotton Association, but, going through the Bill, it appears that 
there is a pact or understanding as it were between the Governor in 
Council and the East India Cotton Association. As a matter of fact, 
~the whole Bill there are five or six places where the Governor in Council 
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is the supreme authority to control the activities of the A!l..'!OCiation. 
Clau-;e 1, sub-clause (2), clause 3 (a) clause 4, sub-clauses (1) and (3), 
clause 5 and clause 8-in all these clauses the final autho~ty rests with 
the Governor in Council. 'Vhat I mean to say is that after the Bill once 
passes through this House, this House will have no control whatsoever. 
upon it. The Governor in Council would of course depend upon ! the 
sense of the Association. The Bill, when once it is law, is in fact under 
the control of the Governor in Council, and this House will have nothing 
to do with it. In fact, as regards the period of the· Bill, though it is 
enacted that it will be law for three years, the Governor i:n Council has 
the option to extend it to any period ; he may extend it to five years, 
10 years or even to fifteen years, and the Bill will never be again before 
this Council. In the same way, there is an option given to the Governor 
in C{)uncil in clause 3 (a), in which the definition of" contract" is give~. 
It says: 

" Contract " means a traD.S&Ction in cotton to be carried out in whole or in part in 
Bombay, except such as the G9vernor in Council may, by notification in the Bombay 
Goverrunent Gazette, declare to be excluded from the provisions of ~his Act. " 

Now, in clause 3 (a) the C:r0vernor in Council has been given full auth{)rity 
to exclude certain contracts from the operation of this Act. I do ·not 
knQw whether an explanation would be forthcoming hereafter, but it 
appears rather suspiciou.~ why this exception has been made in clause 3 
(a), and why it is the Governor in Council that has been authorised to 

· exclude contracts, unless there is a certain purpose or motive behind it. 
It is not clear why it is done ; it may be in the interest of Liverpool oi 
in the interest of some dealers in Bombay, or it may not be, bnt I think 
such a provision is not desirable. Then again, Sir, in clause 4 (1) there 
is also authority given to the Governor in Council, and it is a very 
important authority. It says: · . 

" The Board may, subject to the &&nction of the Governor in Council, make bye-laws 
for the regulation and control of traD.S&Ctions in cotton :-" 

Now, whatevf'r the by-laws may be, this House will have no {)CCasion to. 
think about those by-laws or for the matter of that of the articles of 
a!'lsociation. Once this a!;SOciation is authorised or is declared to be the 
unit through which these contracts are to he regulatOO., then all that the 
association will have to do will be simply t{) go to the Governor in C<>uncil 
and get the by-laws sanctioned and passed without the knowledge of 
this House. That is certainly not the practice in matters of legislation 
by this House at all. In the same way, there is also provision for the 
artides of association of that association. Clause 5 says: 

" The Articles of Association relating to the constitution and administrative 
machinery of the Association shall not, except with the sanction of the Governor in 
Council, be altered in respect of the number or constitution of panels or the represen• 
tation upon (a) panels or (b) the Board ........ " 

Here again, the final authority is the Governor in Council. I do not 
think, if thi11 Hou..o,e is to pass this Bill into law, this House should not 
ever again bt> consulted as regards this important matter. 

My honourable friend Mr: Jog has already referred to clause 8, and of 
course I am glad to find that the honourable member lilt. Wiles bas 

MOHb58-3a 
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accepted the propriety of the comments that my honourable friend has 
made upon that section. 
· 1 find, Sir, as a matter of fad that this lfgislation is the outcome of 

the control of cottQn by Government and the intt"rference on the part 
of Government in matters connected with the cotton trade. From the 
year 1887 up ro 1919 there was no cotton control by the Government. 
There were two or three associations in Bombay who were controlling 
their own affairs. In 1919, as a War measure, this control came in. It 
was for a short period, and to begin with there was a nominated official 
chairman and a nominated board, and I believe the honourable mPmber 
Mr. Wiles was the first chairman. That body continued for thrt'e years," 
and statutQry recognition was given to that body by the Act of 1922, 
and now again there is this Bill before us in 1931. It therefore appears 
that when the Government first had that board, it was the thin Pnd of 
the wedge for interference by Government in the matter of the cotton 
trade: I do not know why Government havt" selected only cotton for 
their control. There are other articles in India such as linseed. Some· 
times silver has ro be rontrolled. Tht"re has been often-times cornering 
in other articles. But Government have not made any effort to control 
those articles but only have pclected cotton from the year 1919. I do 
not mean ro suggest that it is ,in the interest t)f Liverpool or any other 
country. But what one finds· strange is this. Government simply 
legislate upon cotron and on no other commodity. If the Government 
want to do good to the people and if they want to stop !!peculation thPy 
ought ro have selected similar other commodities. · Whenever, Sir, there 
has been an att.empt to enact this sort of legislation, it has bPen admitted 
often by the movers of Bills that speculation could be controlled and will 
not be controlled by any sort of legislation. There have be~>n such 
attempts on a number of occasions. If that is a fart, why should 11ny 
attempt be made in the same direction again 1 If one cannot control 
speculation I think it is better to let speculators to themselves, unless 
it is essentially necessary in the interest of cotton growers. 

Here I may point out, looking to th~ panel of the board that is likely 
to be constituted under the association, that in the new board there are 
only two member3 of the cotton growers out of a tota.l of 18 members. 
[lnte"llption.] They roo, I am told, are fictitious cotton growers. 
I never knew there can be fictitious cot.ton growers. Be it as it may, it 
appears strange that we are trying to look to the interest of tbe cotton 
growers in a body of 18 members where there will be only two members 
of the cotton growers. As a matt~>r of fart in the remaining two panels 
of buyers and sellers there are 8, and the chairman will he official. I am 
sure any one member joining these will always roake a majority and 
the poor cotron growers will be nowhere. Surh a constitution is given. 
Reading between the lines of the Bill, it is simply an attempt to put 
forth the name of the as.."'ciation the real control being in the hands (If 
the Government or rather the Governor in Council. I take strong 
objection ro such a sort of control W"hen it lS stated that the Bill is m 
the interest of the cottQn growers or the country at large. 
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·There is another anomaly. As my honourable friend pointed out we 
are here t.o declare illegal what we c8Jl speculation. And in the same 
breath we are making legal what is a worse form of speculation te}i and 
numdi and teji and mandi put together. That is attempted in t~e Act. 
This is a sort of opt.ion cont.ract. What the Act contemplates to do is to 
legalise these option contracts, viz. teji, to legalise rmmdi and t.o Iegalise 
t1111.ndi and teji together. What is the propriety in doing this 1. I Jearnt 
only recently for the purpose of this Bill the terms teji and mand( al).d 
hedge. (An Honourable Member: They are folmd in the I~aw Reports.) 
Yes; they are in the Law Reports also. From the Law Reports we find 
that all along the High Court have declared that any forward contract 
where t.here was no bona fide intention to make delivery of goods was 
illegal contract. It was a sort of gamble. When the High Courts have 
declared this, our Government with its parental regard for the interest 
of the people corue forward and say that the High Court is .not right~ 
they are wrong and let us go and declare that. these are contracts which 
can he recognised and acted upon. There is a fairer way of dealing with 
such contracts. 

There is one more point. "Ready contracts" have always been declar~d 
to be a legal method of dealing in cotton and there should. be no occasion 
whatsoever to regulate a ready contract. And yet, there is an attempt 
made in this Bill to deal with ready contract. They say that they are 
going to save the members from the expense of litigation by resorting to 
arbitration, as we are told that on account of there being no direct method 
of compelling arbitration, a good many dealers of ready contract business 
had to go to courts of law. There it was complained that the lawyers 
in Bombay arbitrarily pile up their money. (An Honourable Member: 
Not in Poona.) In order to stop piling up of money by Bombay lawyers, 
our association has shown this parental affection towards those men and 
they are going to administer their arbitration proceedings ·and not to 
ask them to get a costly legal High Court judgment. I do not think that 
it is such a simple thing. There is something else behind it .. There is 
no occasion to interfere with these ready contracts. They are 'perfectly 
legal and those who enter into them will have every right to do so. They 
know their remedies and to how to get them. They ought to be excluded 
from the operation of this Act. 

There are one or two other points on whieh I wish to address 
a few words to this honourable House. In the first place we are told 
that in foreign countries-the honourable mE-mber Mr. Kamat said
thE>re.ar: certain laws .by means of which con~rol has been taken by certain 
a~soc1ations sueh as m England and Amer1ca. I think the honourable 
member is not accurate. It is not to my knowledge a fact-·perhaps 
fact is rather a strong word-it is not correct to my knowledge to say 
that there is legislation either in America or in England for the matter 
of that about contracts or about these forward contracts on the lines of 
this Bill. In those countries what has been done is this. There are 
associations and those associations do voluntarily officiate as arbitrators 
or as controlling authorities in contracts of a forward character, No 
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doubt their members are bound by thE.'ir rulE.'s and those rules are binding 
on those who have enrolled themsE.'lves as memLers of that a!ISO<'iation. 
It is not beyond that there is any law whereby this interferE.'nre or this 
control is e:KU!nded, of course I mean by Government. And if in Bombay 
too this so-called association takes upon itself to control all its dealings 
nobody would come in its way. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"1': Is the h(lnourable ruembf'r likely 
to finish in a rr.inute or two~ . 

Mr. L R. GOKHALE : No, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE..'T: Then he may eontinue his spe('Ch 

after the tea interval. 

(After rece.1s) 
Mr. L. R. GOKHALE: Sir, one of the reasons why there may l,e somt 

misapprehension about. this Bill is this. This Bill was said to be foundc,l 
on the report of the Wiles Committee. But the report and the minutes 
of proceedings of that committee were made available to us only two or 
three days ago. As a matter of fact, many honourable members of this 
House have not had sufficient time to go through the report and 
the minutea of proceedings of that committee and to hame their 
coni.ID.ents upon the present Bill., One other difficulty in the way of the 
honourable member is this. Tlu.• Wiles Committee had before them the 
evidence takeri orally hom some witnesses. I am told some witnesses 
were examined orally and some submitted statements which were 
admitted. They are said to be statements from persons who know the 
business and who know the interests of the cotmn trade and of the cotton 

· cultivators. That piece of evidence is not before the House and is not 
available m us. I do not know of any Standing Order under 
which honourable members of this House are entitled to have 
that evidence placed before them. That E'vidence would have thrown 
a good deal of light on this problem and would have materially helped 

. honourable members of this House in understanding the Bill and its 
pros and cons. Yet, another help which could have been made 
available to the members has not been made available to us. I mean 
the rules and by-laws of the East India Cotton Association. I was 
fortunate enough m get a copy of them last week through the efforts 

·of an hnnourable friend 9f mine. But many of the other members have 
not been supplied with thE' rules and by-laws. The artic1es of association 
of that as!lociation was placed in the hands of members only yesterday. 

An Honourable MEMBER : Last evening. 
. Mr. L. R. GO.KH.At:E : Only last evening. So, there was hardly 
any time to digest the material nailable. 

One other disadvantage under which we labour is this. The Bill was 
published under Rule 18 of the Legi.slath·e Council Rules. Leave to 
introduce it was not actually moved in the Honse. Secondly, this Bill 
wa.s not before the public eye as much as other Bills. A motion for leave 
. to introduce the Bill was not formally moved in this HoUSf,. As a matter 
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of fact, only from that time the public in general have their attention 
drawn to a. Bill. But that was not done. . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: That is not t}le law· either. · 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE: I take it so. The translations were published 
on the 14t.h July, hardly a fortnight ago. There are very few readers
! hope I am not giving out a secret--who are interested in ~he 
Qoyernm.ent Gazette and read the Bills published in that part of 
the Gazette reserved for vernacular translations. The result is that 
the public in general have not·been informed about the provisions o~ the 
Bill that is now before the House. Consequently, honourable members 
have not been able to know the minds of their constituencies which they 
have the honour to represent in this House. That is one of the difficulties 
of the honourable members of this House. If this Bill had been: long 
enough before the public, the public would have helped the honourable 
members of this House with their opinions. I am sure there are a large 
number of cotton growers, cotton brokers, muccadams, jethawalas, 
cott()n buyers, sellers and a large number of other people and associations 
whom I need not mention, who are interested in cotton transactions,. 
and those people have not had sufficient time to express their views. 

I wish also to. state one more point. In the Bill there are sixteen 
members proposed ·to form the Board that is to administer and control 
these transactions. Out of the sixteen, only two are to be cotton 
growers and the rest are to be either sellers or buyers. The exporters 
are not to be there, I believe. On the Board, the exporters, 
muccadams and . other middlemen are not sufficiently represented. 
That is a great defect in the Bill. Persons who are buyers or sellers are 
interested parties ; but brokers are not equally ·interested, and, . they 
perhaps can take an unprejudiced view of these transactions, If 
brokers were represented in sufficiently large numbers on the Board 
I am sure that would be a better constitution of the Board, because the 
brokers in their own interests will watch the interests of the cotton 
growers also. 

I said, Sir, that in other countries there were no laws made for 
the purpose of controlling cotton transactions. As regards that I would 
make special mention of the American enactment which refers 
only to forward contracts. If in framing the Bill, the framers had 
before them the American law as their guide, I am sure forward 
contracts alone would have been taken into consideration. In America · 
there are some provisions about forward contracts only. If there was 
sufficient time available to honourable members, they would have been 
able to read the foreign laws on the subject and compare them. with the 
Bill before them. This Bill tries to control not only forward contracts, 
but also ready contracts and option contracts. In other countries they 
do not' control contracts other than forward contracts. If forwllrd 
contracts alone had been aimed at in the Bill there would have 
been some justification. I may at once make it clear that many 
members on this side of the. HoUBe are certainly opposed to speculation, 
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They do not support it ; they want it to be put down as far as it lies in 
the power of a legislative assembly to do so. But that does not 
mean that along with forward contracts ·we should aim at inkrferi.ng 
with honest contracts which are not forward but ready contracts. 

This Bill will also legalise transactions of an extremely gambling 
nature. And that is the most defective part of the Bill from my point 
of view. 

There is one other point which has to be considered in regard to this 
Bill. The inU~rests of Bombay are no doubt interwoven with the 
in~rests of other cotton growing districts of Bombay, and, for a matter 

. of that, of the whole of India. The cotton that comes to Bombay 
comes from Bengal, the Berars, Gujarat, southern India and many other 
places, I believe-- · 

An Honourable MEMBER : Sind also. 
Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : I am sorry I forgot Sind. And from other 

Indian Staus. As so many provinces are concerned, is it not necessary 
that the Bill should make some provision in the inurests of the cotton 
growers ·in those provinces 1 I hope that the Honourable Member 
when he replies will pay atuntion to this fact and explain to us how he 
conU~mplaus in the present Bill to safeguard the inwrests of the 
growers of cotton in the various other provinces. ' In my opinion, the 
Bill as it is framed, is incompewnt to deal with the interests of those 
cotton growers. 

The main object of the Bill is stated to be unity of control, but that 
unity of control, as the Bill stands, means the unity of one place, and 
that again amounts to the unity of three bodies of inU~rests in Bombay 
City. A monopoly is going to be given to a single association in 
Bombay, composed of those three bodies of interested persons. Those 
three bodies are rich perhaps in brains, certain1y in money, and 
they are going to have a monopoly in these transactions. It cannot be 
said, Sir, that they can speak for the whole country. The interests of 
these Bombay merchants, especially buyers and sellers of cotton, are 
against the inU~rests of the growers. I may take one instance, the 
corners made and hedging. A millowner contracts to supply a certain 
quantity of cloth on a future, daUI, and in order to fulfil that contract he 
does what is called hedging, that is, he enters . into a contract to 
purchase a certain quantity of cotton on a future daUI. He has to fulfil 
these contracts. Now, supposing that in making these forward 
contracts he has to pay a higher price than what actually prevails in the 
market, certainly he is a loser. Therefore, his atrempt is to see that as 
fa.r as possible he does not pay more than the raus then prevailing in 
the bazaar, What are his means t He may go and seek the aid of our 
great Association and say, "Here I am. I have purchased so many 
bales of cotton ; I have made a hedge contract and the time of delivery 
is January, February or Match or April. The time has arrived and 
I have to pay a higher rate and I cannot make both ends meet." Then 
the Association will come forward and help him and fix the rate. Will 
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there be fair play to the grower 1 My honourable friend nods his head 
to indicate that I am wrong. I am probably wrong; I hope I am 
wrong. But I hope the honourable member convinces the. House. 
I am quite colourless as regards these matters. My interest is that the 
country at large and the grower in particular sho~d not su:ffer by t~is 
Bill. Let there not be a monopoly in the interests of these Bombay 
men. Therefore I say that the hedge contract is indirectly helping the 
big millowners as against the interests of the growers. 

About settling days what they have done is this: Every fortrught 
or every month th~y make settlement. Supposing the contract is a 
forward contract to be. completed after six months. Within the period 
of six months they have 12 settlements and at every settlement they 
make up the difference, so that there should n9t at the end be a heavy 
payment to be made by one to the other. Suppose that the rate was 
Rs. 24.0 or Rs. 250 whieh was agreed upon. To-day the prevailing ra.te 
is Rs. 200. Within the six months Rs. 40 is the difference. . Ev~ry 
fortnight they fix a settlement day-they call it a cJearing ho\!-Se day. 
I do not exactly remember what exactly they call it~ At. the end of six 
months instead of paying the difference of Rs. 40 immediately, some 
actual difference that may be the result of actual calculations is arrived 
at. That certainly is not in the interests of the growers. I will just, tell 
you, Sir, why it is. The grower's price is fixed. It is a. forward contract 
and he has t.o receive one price. There is no question of difference. And 
that contract is made through a broker. The broker is responsible for 
the contract. As a matter ·of fact the grower knows very well that 
whether the price goes up or down he is entitled to the price agre.ed upon. 
It is not a gambling or wagering contract, but it is a sort of speculation ; 
it is business in anticipation. Generally t.he dealers in cotton in. the 
market review the 'market and therefore they always know what is going 
on. Our villagers have not that advantage. Whatever manipuL'I.tions 
are going on on settlerr.ent days are generally (I believe it is the same 
everywhere) in the interests of the persons who are buyers and mi.llowners 
and the members either directly or indirectly connected with cotton 
transactions. I am told there are 24 or 25 millowners on the Association 
and an equally large number of those who are intereRted as buyers or 
sellers. I would like to know how many growers' representatives-not 
fictitious and lmtrue-honest · representatives are on· the East India 
Cotton Association compared to the total number ofmemb.ers: ' Is it not 
true thatthereare hardly 5percent. or eyen 2percent. on that body~ In 
t.he first place, I may tell you, Sir, that it is only a!ter keeping a deposit 
of Rs. 20,000 that you can be a member of that East India C,otton Associa
tion body. Even a candidate who wants to come into this honourable 
House is t:tot required to pay Rs. 20,000. He has to deposit only Rs. 250 
and if he fails to get elected he loses that amount only. !Jet u~ see how 
many pet>ple are there in this land of ours ready with an amount of 
Rs. 20,000 as a deposit. And what is the rate of interest that they pay 
on that amount 1 Four per cent. Now, is money so cheap in India 
that people can afford to deposit Rs. 20,000 at four per cent. interes~ 1 
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Is it not indirllftly to stop all others who arP genuinPly intE.'rested in the 
transsctions from entering the Association? Now, this Legislative 
Council will have no voice in controlling this Association as I have alreadv 
said. The Governor in Council will control the by-laws. What chanc~ 
then is there for the growers to have their interests properly represented 
in the Association ! As a matter of fact I am told as the Association 
is now constituted there is very little repre!lentation given to the growers. 

Lastly, if this Bill is not pressed at this stage by Government and if 
an opportunity is given not only to the honourable House but. to thos~ 
who are interested in the trade to make their representations and aftf'r 
having heard the comments upon the Bill, if 1\ proper Bill, likely to satisfy 
the wanta of those who represent rural areas, is brought before the House, 
I believe, it is very likely that that Bill will be accepted by this House 
not only by a majority but perhaps unanimously. I am told that it is 
the intention of the Bill that is before the honourable House to help the 
speculator. 'fhat may be so. But we are here to help the agriculturists 
of the country as a whole and in the interests of that class of people 
I say : let there be a reasons bly framed Bill stopping speculation as 

. far as possible but at the same time not countenancing the Teji Mandi 
contract and also not interfering with the ready delivery contract and 

. protecting the interests of the grower. There are so many points in this 
Bill, but the majority of them are matters of detail. We are now confi.nl.'d 

. to matters of principle, and as has been stated there are two principles
the first principle is control and regulation and the second is unity of 

·control. I would however say that there is only one principle-the 
compact between Government and the Association-whether it should 
exist or not is the only question now. To my mind it &}!pears that it 
should not exist. 

I have nothing more to add at tbis stage. If unfortunately for this 
House the Bill is passed at its first reading, then I am sure the memb~rs 
on the opposite side will give us representation on the select committee 
and will give us a promise that all these defects whi<'h are of primary 
importance will be cured as lar as possible. My idea is that unless 
Government is prepared to have this Bill withdrawn and a better bill is 
brought before this House, the only duty of those who are interested in 
the g~owers of the country is to oppost> this Bill and see that it is not 
passed, if possible. 

Mr. HA.RIDAS MADHA VDAS : Sir, I rise to support the first reading 
of this Bill.· I find from the speech made by my predecessor that there 
is a good deal of suspicion on the other side that there is some sort of 
conspiracy [Hcmourable Members: Compact] between Government and 
the East India Cotton Association. But I assure you that this Bill is 
not an innovation but it is an amplification of the Act under which we 
are acting now. Before I speak on this Bill, I will have to give a small 

· history of the existing Act in as small a speech as I can. In about 1918, 
due to war causes, there was a big speculation in the cotton 
market. Then it was found necessary, for the safety of the finances of 

. the Presidency, that Government should come in and control cotton 
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transactions. But at the same time Government made it clear that they 
did not want to have any permanent control over the cotton business and 
the members of the cotton trade also made it clear that they did not 
want any control for a longer time than it was absolutely necessary. 
Then after two years a Bill was introduced in the Council giving : the · 
control to Government for a very limited period. The, administration 
of the Association was by nominated directors and not by elected 
directors. When two years' time elapsed the Cotton Contracts Act 
ceased to function. At that time the East India Cotton Association 
came into being as a joint stoc~ company and they began to function 
without the assistance of Government. They had never. an idea that 
they would continually function under the auspices of Government. But 
due to indiscipline among the traders of our own Association, within 
six months we found that we were not able to function without recogni~ 
tion by Government. I will not give the history of it here in a more 
elaborate way because it will take up the time of the honourab~e House. 
[Honourable Memhers: Never mind.] .. . . 

A certain member of our Association had contracted to a very large 
extent beyond his capacity to take delivery of a big amount of cotton, 
but that was before the Act lapsed. Immediately after the Act lapsed 
and the East India. Cotton Association came into existence, it 
immediately found that the member could not take delivery of tbe cotton 
owing to some technical point that the Act was not in existence. . Then 
the whole market--all the panels of exporters, importers and everybody 
interested in the cotton trade [Major W. Ellis Jones: Growers] and the 
growers combined [Laughter] ;-growers means sellers of cotton
requested Government. At that time-in the months of December and 
January-about 230 Berar cotton was in the market and if it was not 
taken delivery of according to the contract and thrown in, the market, 
the price of Berar cotton would have gone 100 down. Therefore, it was 
certainly in the interests of the growers that the cotton should .be taken . 
delivery of according to the contracted price. Then the merchants 
approached Government wit\ a request that the Act should be restored .. 
Fortunately the Governor General had not signed the repeal order and 
it was restored: Since then it had been found that if there were some 
sort of statutory recognition by Government, it would be to the benefit 
of all concerned. It is not a monopoly that is being sought for by the 
East India Cotton Association in coming to this Council, but it . is a 
statutory provision which is sought whereby we will be able to control 
an institution whose primary duty is to market the crop of Indian cotton 
in an orderly fashion and' in an orderly way and to ensure that the cotton ' 
growers of this country may get legitimate and fair prices. This is what 
the East India Cotton Association, during the last nine years of its 
existence, has done as its duty in so far as it lay in its power. However it 
was hampered in carrying out its duty in this respect . one hundred per 
cent. by the impediment which was caused to this body due to the 
actions of several other bodies who mostly dealt in differences but not in 
actual cotton. As an instance, I will give you a small example. 
Almost the entire cotton that is being imported in Bombay is being 
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handled and distributed by the members of the East India Association. 

· A body which deals in differences every week to the extent of three to 
four lakh.s ol rupees involving huge transactions loads in a very sudden 
and in an uncontemplated way the East India Cotton Assocution. How 
would the prices then be stable or managed by the East India Cotton 
Association ! · In order to evade this eventuality and in order that the 
prices of Indian cotton may not be unduly affected in either direction, 
a statutory recognition is sought. 

Now, Sir, as has been stated, an association is necessary for the orderly 
· marketing of Indian cotton crop. The next question is whether there 
should be one association or more associations, and in coming to the 
conclusion regarding this, the honourable House should also consider 

' whether in giving.this &tatutory recognition to any one body the interests 
of the whole community, viz. primarily the agriculturists and the traders, 
are being properly looked after or not. Also in coming to that conclusion, 
we have to find out whether anything and, if so, what has been done in 
other parts of the world to enable cultivators to get really fair prices. 
We must find out what were the innovations or what was the machinery 

·. which has been put into operation in other parts of the world by which 
the price of Indian cotton is governed. India is not growing the whole 
of the world's cotton crop, the greatest producer of cotton being 
the United States of America. India is in the position of the second 
greatest producer of cotton. We must therefore see what the United 
States of America is doing, how that democratic country is doing to 
adjust cotton prices and we must see what steps have been taken by that 
country to achieve that purpose. We find that they have got only one 
central body to adjust the priees of their cotton. From this also we can 
deduce that the Indian agriculturist will not suffer if we follow the 
footsteps of the United States of America-

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : May I enquire whether the American 
ABsociation is a voluntary association or a Government institution 1 

Mr. HARIDAS MADHA VDAS: It is.not functioning under Govern· 
ment auspices or recognition, },ut, as I explained before, there is some 

. sense of di<~Cipline to be developed in the Indian traders and if it is fully 
developed we also would not require this Government recognition, and 
we never had that intention. As I explained, we never had that inten
tion of having Government control. We had also formed a Company 
which functionl".d for six months without Government recognition. 

Now, Sir, we must also consider whether forward contracts for which 
this reco!mition is sought would be to the benefit or to the advantage of 
the agric~lturists or not. The forwarJ contracts are primarily for the 
agriculturists and su~sequently for the traders also [Interruptions]. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Will the honourable member 
. proceed and not mind these interruptions t 

Mr. HARIDAS MADill YDAS: Forward contracts are necessarily 
meant to ensure that the crop which is being grown an.i harvested in a 
very few months should be taken over to be disbursed throughout the 
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year. Who is going to bear these charges, to take ~p ~he crop which is 
harvested in two months, to be taken hold of and distnbuted for all the 
365 days! Who is going to pay for these expensef, fot'" this distri
bution if there is no forward contract 1 According to the forward 
contract, the market is established whereby every day buying and· 
selling is indulged in according to the information of the merchants. 
Some think that it is good to buy to-day and some t,hink that it is good 
to sell t.o-day and so on it continues for the whole year. · That keeps the 
market and the whole load of the whole cr<>p is being carried by other 
people than the cultivators. Thereby the cultivator is benefited. 
Again, that cultivator finds that his crop has become almost sure, that 
is to say, he thinks that he will get his crop, but it is not realised and at 
that time, by some circumstances the prices of Indian cotton are high 
and naturally at that time the st.ock of cotton is less and due to some 
foreign causes thE.'! prices have gone up. If there is no orderly and 
regulated market, how is it possible for that man to sell that 
cotton which he has 1 Therefore, if there is an orderly and regulated 
market, then the farmer also is able to get the best prices for his cotton 
if he can sell it forward. A check ought to be put on excessive spe.cula
tion or on speculation which may operate to the hurt .of the interests of 
the community as a whole or in general, and in order to have some check 
a central body is necessary. 

Again, it is the primary duty of a countrywhich wants to sell 
its commodities or of a manufacturer to find out a market, to provide a 
custom and to get a buyer. Now-a-days we have always seen that 
~!very country which wants to market either its industries or com:rp.odi
ties, makes propaganda towards that end. Is it not necessary that our 
country also, which has to market immense crop of cot~on, should 
acquire reputation for her cotton and should acquire reputation for fair 
dealing of her contracts, and if that is not established,how would the 
other people who are the customers of our cott.on would continue . 
to trade in our commodity when fair dealing, fair price and fair adjust~ 
ment is not guaranteed to them t It cannot be _guaranteed unless 
there is an association or a central body which is strong enough in its 
memb~r8hip to see that the liability incurred by its membership is 
sufficiently and fully met by any one of its individuals. Here 
~omplaint is made about the big fees or big deposits that art>. being 
required from a member of the East India Cotton Association before he 
can become its member. Sir, in Bombay we haYe been importing 
about 35 lakhR of bales. Out of that number, to the extent of about 
22lakhs of bales we are exporting. We have got forP-ign customers in 
Bombay who take up to the ntcnt of 22 lakhs of bales. The associa
tion does not charge a fee, it is a deposit of Rs. 20,000 which it 
takes from the member. On this deposit interest is allowed. Now 
~f any one of those _foreign customers who has always been dealing 
In forward transactions with the members of the association .involving 
him sometimes to the extent of a profit of 1! lakhs or of a loss 
of II lakhs, is to have confidence in our members, should not the 
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• association charge and would it not be justified in taking a deposit. of 
Rs. 20,000 ! Otherwise, how could the fairness of our dealings be 
ensured to the foreigner! It is not meant to check or to do away with 

. or to drive away any small trader from the association. This deposit 
is not intended for that purpose. It is not a fee but it is a 
deposit dra·wing interest very nicely and can be· returned the very next 
day to the member if be ceases to be a member or resigns Croru 
his, membership the very next day of his becoming a member of 
the East India Cotton Association, The only fee that is required from 
a member of the association is oniy Rs. 200 per year. I think that that 
amount is not more than what a decent club charges its members for the 
privilege of becoming its member!l. 

Now, Sir, there is also an impression that cornerers give a chance to 
cultivators to get higher prices, but it is a delusion in this sense that there 
is no element of charity whereby one man will take all the risk for the 
benefit of everybody concerned who is to be benefited. The cornerer 
first looks to his own pocket and not to the interests of the others. '''nat 
is the subsequent result! It is this that a cornerer may like to buy a 
certain quality of cotton about four times more than he expects to get 
actual delivery of. Now, of one part he actually gets delivery. He 
sells that to the consumer comparatively much cheaper than the market 
rate of similar quality in order not to encumber his own finances and to 
get rid of that with the condition that he should not bring that cotton 
again to the market. So, the legitimate demand that exists in the market 
to the extent of 100,000 bales is satisfied by selling at a rate lower than 
the legitimate rate, and therefore the other quality of Indian cotton, 
which is about 20 times more than the quality which he has cornered, 
is bound in its way to suffer to the extent of 20 rupees. Here the man is 
able to sell 100 bales below the market rate and that man, in order to 
sufficiently pay himself for the remaining three times of the cotton for 

· which he does not get the delivery he gets the price which he dictates, 
and thereby in his turn he also knocks down several rational and reason
able merchants too. Therefore, I should say that the cornerer does not 
benefit anybody and it is simply a delusion that cornerers operate to the 
benefit of anybody. They can benefit nobody .. 

We are perforce compelled to f~llow the American cotton prices because 
that is the governing body because that is a country which produces 
more cotton than any other country which produces cotton. So, 
naturally, the whole world follows the American cotton prices. There
fore, it is essentially necessary that we must have some central body here 
which should administer the tracling interests of Bombay. 

Now, Sir, it is made out by one honourable member that one of the 
ex-directors of the Association gave evidence before some cotton 
committee that he has dealt in thousands and lakhs of bales in one 
particular year where he has not made a delivery or taken a delivery. 
I do not understand why that point has been brought up. From that, 
it does not necessarily follow that be has not to give d~livery or that h~ 
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has not to take delivery. If I choose, I might enter into a forward 
contract which at a certain time I might sell out either to my profit or 
to my loss. 'Where is the harm in it 1 If the members of the East India 
Cotton Association, even including the ex-director, are dealing in cotton 
where they do not make or take delivery, it is quite legitimate, and it' is 
every day being done. That is certainly not to the loss of the farmer, 
and the farmer has nothing to do with it. His interests are not at all 
being affected by it. · 
. Now, Sir, about option contracts,· there is some doubt whether an 

option contract is a legal contract-or not. Not being a lawyer I am not 
competent enough to decide the point, but I know that wherever a 
dispute regarding an option contract occurred, the High Court has decided 
that as a result of the option contract delivery has to be made, that 
a real contract has come into existence and that it is a legal contract ; 
it is not an illegal contract. Our association want to control option 
business, not to increase speculation but to decrease speculation, and 
it is in this way. .At present option business is being done on a credit 
business. The premium involved in option business is not being taken· 
up by the dealers who are dealing in options. Therefore, this option 
business multiplies and multiplies to the extent to which matters have 
now reached, and that really is harmful to some extent to every man 
concerned with the cotton trade. Therefore our association thought 
that if they controlled this option business and thereby enforced payment 
of the premiums involved in option business through the clearing house, 
the volume of option business would go down appreciably. I believe it 
will go down to the extent of 90 per cent. and the option will also result 
in what we call actual delivery, or a legal contract. But that matter, 
as stated by the Honourable the Finance Member, can be discussed in 
the select committee, and I do not want to say much upon it at this stage. 

Now, about ready contracts: the fixation of prices which is involved 
in the statutory recognition of this association has nothing whatsoever to 
do with ready cotton-not in the least. We may fix any price, but a 
cotton merchant who holds cotton can sell it at any price. The fixation. 
of prices has nothing to do with ready cotton. The control over ready 
cotton that is asked for is for this reason. Ready cotton comes into 
Bombay from upcountry, and that is being brought by either small 
merchants, or farmers, or men of small means. That cotton is handled 
in Bombay, it is stored and insmed, and all these things are done by 
muecadarns and commission agents. Now, Sir, if these people charge 
mor~ for insurance and storage, is it not desirable that these charges 
and their behaviour with their upcountry constituents should be 
controlled 1 Is it not desirable that they should be controlled also 1 It 
is only for that purpose that control is sought, and for nothing else. 
The fixation of prices has nothing to do with ready cotton ; it does not 
affect ready cotton in the least. Now, Sir, I heard one of the honourable 
members say that members of the East India Cotton .Association 
purchase cotton at a higher rate, and if one of them finds that the price 
goes down when the contract falls due, by, say, Rs. 50 per bale, he being 
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an influential man and a member of the association, may approach the 
Board of Directors and say, "Well, gentlemen, fix such and such a 
price," and so on. But that very honourable member replies that the 
settlement that is intervening between these six months does away with 
this sort of contingency, because in the case of a contract which has been 
entered into at a price of, say, Rs. 200, if on maturity that price goes 
down toRs. 100, the man who has purchased is not existing at that time, 
because whatever money it was in his capacity to pay is paid up before 
the settlement period, and if the seller of the cotton finds that his party 
cannot make the settlement, he can sell it to others and close that 
transaction in the interval ; so, on the due date that contract is not alive. 
If it is purchased at a lower price and the price is higher on the day of 
settlement, that will be dealt with by the procei!S of settlement through 
the clearing house. I hope this explanation will set at rest the doubts 
of honourable members on this point. 
: Now, Sii, finally, what I have to say is only this. This Bill is 

hurriedly brought in. As was remarked by some of the honourable 
members the constitution of our association is now not fully democra
tic. On. the contrary, it is somewhat restricted, because it is divided 
into panels which means that the members in their individual capacity 
cannot govern the constitution, because the board is being elected only 
by 90 members, and any changes to be made have to be made by 
90 m£>mbers out of 400 or 500. So, naturally, as the years advance 
there is bound to be discontent and a desire to democratise this body, 
and ~ome members who are in a majority have been saying for 
more than a. year that their wishes ought to prevail, but they do 
not prevail because of these artificial panels, and therefore a fundamen· 
ta.l change ought to be made in the constitution of this body, because 
some of the interests were not represented. Afl a matter of fact, the 
report of the Wiles Committee came to us about four months ago. In 
our opinion, the Bill might have been expedited a bit. 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT: Do you support the minority view of the 
committee~ 

. Mr. HARIDAS MADHA VDAS: I must say that as far as my 
association was concerned, it did not, but it has nothing to do with it, 
because the majority reporl recommends greater democrati11ation, and 
that is dealt with th£>re-the election is given to the members as a whole, 
but not in the pant'ls. But the majority of the members who are in our 
association themselves accepted the minority report' when the Govem
ment asked for their opinion. So, it is rather difficult to say. ButO()ne 
thing is certain, that where we are now divided into nine panels, by this 
measure we will be divided into three panels. So, it is being democra
tised, and as this goes on for two or three years, the trade will be intelli
gent enough to have a broader constitution. Sir, I have no other 
remarks to offer. 

Mr. \V. G. LELY (Bombay Chamber of Commeree): Sir, I rise to 
support the first r£>ading of this Bill. The honourable member who hae 
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just spoken has clearetl a great .deal of the ground, but it seems tQ me 
that some of the honourable members who have spoken in opposition· to 
the Bill are labouring under considerable misapprehension. The 
honourable member who spoke first (Rao Bahadur Bole)-! think he was 
not very dear in his own mind on the point-gave~e to understand that. 
he is under the impression that this is a question of Government 
control. I think it has been made sufficiently clear by this tin1e that it 
is nothing of the kind, and that this is a Bill by which Govern
ment merely seek to give the governing body control over the 
trade. The honourable member ~ho spoke second (Mr .• Tog) seemed to 
have an idea that dealings in the East India Cotton Associ~ttion 
represent some form of big business, monopoly, and that Government 
want by this Bill to enable the Association to control all business 
in cotton for the purpose of making money. It is not a money-making 
concern ; it is only a governing body, and, contrary to what has been 
suggested, its function will not be to hamper the smaU dealer or trader, 
but to encourage anybody who wants to do . legitimate business 
in cotton. 

The honourable member Mr. Gokhale appeared to me, while profess
ing to deal only with the principles of the Bill, which I think is the point · 
before the Hous~;>, to roam in great detail over the other clauses of the 
Bill, and he again appeared to me to be impressed-obsessed, I would 
rather say-with this idea of Government control. Inde~d the honour
able member made such frequent reference to the Governor himself 
that I am not sure that he was not suggesting that the intention of the 
Bill is to provide a nefarious device by which His Excellency can protect 
his own operations in the commodity. He also, and other honourable 
members who addressed the House, seemed to be under a misapprehen
sion as to th~>. meaning of forward contracts. There is evidently ·some 
belief that a forward contract being necessarily to some ext.ent specula
tive is therefore tQ be stigmatised as a gamble. In my opinion, all 
businPss is to some extent speculation. It seems to me that in this 
('Ot.ton business, though I know very little about it myself, you are able 
to conduct your business with less dangf'r fram speculation than in 
business in many other commodities. Yon ha,ve this form of hedge 
contract which, far from being a gamble, is a protection against gambl
ing. A consumer, a millowner or whoever it may be, has to buy cotton 
for his mill. He may want to supply himself during the season with 
2,000 bales of a particular variety of cotton and he may not be able to 
get it, unless he provides himself with the cotton many months ahead. 
At the same time he wants to guard against the possibility of a serious 
fall in the price of that cotton by the time he comes to' use it, and 

. therefore when he buy~ it he r.overs it with a hedge. That is not 
a gamble. In that way, I think the dealer in cotton is a great 
deal better protected than many other people dealing in other commo
diti~s. ~ake for im'ltanee t~a or rubber, with both of which my own 
busmess 1s concerned. In e1ther case one has to wait five or six years 
for one's bushes or trc1•s to come into hearing. This mean$ that when 

)to HIJ 58--4 
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I plant in say 1931, I have to do so in the hope that when my gar•h'llS 
come into bearing in 193.) or 1~36, prires will be ~;ufficiently high to ~iv" 
me a profit on. my mom·y. That is a renl spe-::ulation. ·I know of 
rubber which was planted less than five years ago, when the pri\'e was 
about h. 6d. per lb. The price today has gone down to 2!d. p<'r lh. 
That ie a gamble on a srale from which it .seems to me that the 
cotton merchant is saved. 

The sole question before the House at present, I submit, is the question 
of principle as to whether this trade is or is not to be regulated 
by a governing body. As I say, I have no personal interest in cotton 
whatever. I am not a buyer, a seller, a broker, a grower, or even a punter 
in futures. But as a businessman I am quite clear that anything of the 
magnitude of the cotton trade, with all its various ramifications, must 
have some controlling body to govern its procedure, or that procedure • 
will fall into chaos. It seems to me equally fundamental that the control 
must be unified, and I suggest that the House at present has only these 
two points to deal with. 

Some of the honourable members who opposed this Bill referred to · 
two very prominent persons in the cotton industry, namely, Sir Pursho- · 
tamdas Thakurdas and Mr. Chunilal B. Mehta. · I have got here a cutting 
from the Times of Irulia reporting on the extraordinary general meeting 
of the East India Cotton Associatiun which was called t·) consider the 
Government Resolution on which this Bill is framed. It is reported 
that Sir Purshotamdas, who presided at the meeting, did .not whole
heartedly express himself in favour of the Bill, but, after the meeting had 
agreed to approve it, he congratulated them on not baYing made a rash 
decision in a contrary direction. Mention of Mr. Chunilal Mehta reminds 
me, if I may digress, that the honourable member whQ previously quoted 
him made play with th~ fact of his admission that his deliveries of cotto9 
through the Association's c~earing house over some named period were 
nil, and he regarded this as throwingdoubt on the utility of the existen•~e 
of the Association. The honourable member who represents the 
Association has aheady explained how this might happen. A simpler 
explanation would appear to be that Mr. Chunilal Mehta is not, as I am 
advised, a. mer.:hant, or a dealer, but a. broker. That being so, it would 
be a matter for surprise if he had deliveries of cotton to make. To revert 
to the press cutting from which I have aheady quoted, Mr. Chunilal 
Mehta moved the acceptance of the Government Resolution, and I read 
from the cuttings as follows :-

• 
•• Mr. Chunilal B. Mehta then moved that' Though the report ill not fully ~>&ti~factory ' 

the proposals contained in the Resolution of the Government dated June lith, 
beapp~ved. 

In moving the resolution Mr. Mehta observed that many BeCtiona interested in 
the trade did not acc.lpt the eonclu.siollll of the Government. A' the eame time, in view 
of the fact that the new Act would come up for review at the end of a four year period, 
they might approve of them. U the proposals of Government were pot accepted, 
he warned the~q that there wquld be dialocation of the cotton trade," 
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In view of the opinion of these experts, I think that the House may 
have sufficient confidence to pass the first reading of this .Bill, and 
to refer it to a Select Committee. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. I have got in my 
hand a number of amendments. It is my duty to decide as to which 
could he taken at the first reading before the Bill is referred to the select 
committee. I think we have had a fair amount of general discussion on 
the principle. [Honourable Memhe:rs: No, no.] I am not closing the 
discussion but for my purpose suffident opinion has been expressed in · 
the Council to enable me to coma. to a decision as to which out of these 
amendments in my hand should be treated as amendments of principle. 
I am inclined to fix that there is one principle, namely, the question of 
control or,-as the honourable member the Finance Secretary called it,..,
the unity of control of the cotton contract. On that there are a few 
amendments which I think should be treated as amendments of principle 
and the rest which more or less affect the constitution may 
be treated as amendments of detail. When the Bill goes to the 
select committee, the Chairman will have to give an open hearing 
on every one of these points which will be proposed in the select 
committee. ' 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Yes, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That being so, if I call upon those 

two or three honourable members who have their amendments down
amendments of principle-to speak, other· honourable members· who 
would follow them will have also tbat material before them for discussion. 
·There is another consideration which we will have to keep before us. 
I understand a few of the honourable members who have given notice 
of amendments will be absent to-morrow. Therefore, I would call upon 
those honourable members whose amendments are down for discussion. 
at this stage to move them, so that the discussion may follow as long as 
the House wishes or as long as I find that there has b~en sufficient latitude 
given for discussion on the prst readin~. 

After the debate began, an amendment was placed in my liands by the 
honourable member Dr, Dixit. It strik~>s at the very :root of the Bill. 
I would like to dispose of it first. I do not know whether I would call 
upon the honourable member to move it at all. The amendment. proposed 
is that in the preamble delete the following words '' control of " and 
substitute the words ''to provide suitable markets for".· The 
preamble would then read : . 

"Whereas it is expedient to provide for the regulation and to provide for suit· 
a.ble markets for tran.sa.ction in cotton-" • 

This is certainly a different thing er1tirely, and beyond the scope o£ the 
Bill. .\.sa matter of fact there is Act No. XVII of 1927 to provide for 
the establishment of bettl'r regulation of cotton markets in the Bombay 
Presidency. Therefore, I rule that amendment out of order. 

The other amendments which I c?uld allow at this st.age are three, ' 
They refer to clause :3 (f). One ts by the honourable member. · 

MO Hb58-4a 
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Rae Babadur Asavalt' and another by the honourable rurmbt•r Dr. Dixit, 
and still another by the L.onourahle memb('r Mr. Surve. They ar~> a\xlut 
the same. The honourable member Mr. Sun·e ~uggests the atl,)ition of, 
the words "any other association appro\·eJ by Go\cmmrnt:• 
Rao BabaU.ur Asavale tmggests the addition of the words ''any cothit• 
association foundetl in Bombay" and the honourable member Dr. Dixi1 
enggests the addition of "and the Mahajan Association I.imitl'd.~· 
Therefore, I would call upon the honourable membrr Rao Bahallur 
Asavale to move hi.'\ amendment. 

Rao Babadur R. S. A8AVALE (Bowbuy City, Xorth): Sir, I mtwc~ 
"Tha.t '&I!I!Oeiation • means not the East India C()tton As..<l()ciation but an' 

lo880Ciation founded in the City of Bombay." • 

My objret in moving this amt>ndment bas been nwle clear by the prerious 
speakers. Every member who has spoken on this Bill has ougg~'stcd 
that the right of controlling the cotton business must be open to any 
registered association founded in the City of Bombay to deal in cotton; 
and that no monopoly should be given to any particular body. The 
proposal to give the monopoly to the East India Cotton Association will 
not. be in the.interest of the cotton growt>rs or the small mt>rchants who 

· deal in cotton but it will be only in the intert'st of certain membPrs an,l 
especially the members of the Board of Directors of that association. 
It is therefore essential that if cotton business whirh is intended to bd 
controlled by Government to chPck heavy transactions of ~peculation 
in cottQn trade to safeguard the interest of the cotton growers and the 
public at large it must be left to any association who has a right to deal 
in that commodity. If the monopoly is left to one association. they 
will frame their own rules for their own good and the good o£ theit 
membf'rs and to the detriment of the cotton growers an~ small merchant:! 
such as brokers, etc. This has already bePn pointed out by many 
honourable members who took part in the debatf' and whereby it is quitiJ 
clear that. all of them have already given their heartiest support to mY, 
amendment to the Bill. Not onl..r. that the non-official members have 
support-ed my amendment but it has been supportf'd by the representa
tive of the East India Cotton Msodation who is specially nominated hy 
Government who stated that the members of the Association also do 
forward business. What does that show ? It shows that they deal in 
speculation. It has not been concealed by them that they speculate in 
f'.OttQn. It htis also been stated by the eame honourable meruhcr that, 
in 1926 or 192i one of the members went to such an extent in speculating 
in cotton that the poor gentleman committed suicide. I therefore say 
that as the members of the East India Cotton Association speculate the 
obje<>t of checking speculation doe:5 not hold good. The Honourable 
the Finance Member, wlt.ile introducing this Bill said that the Bill Wl.lil 

intended to control cotron and to prohibit speculation. Taking this 
into consideration, we find that thf! members of the East India Cotton 
ASSO('iaticn are acting qpite contrary to this principle. It bat~ been 
proved that speculation is there among8t the members of that body and 
therefore there should be no prohibition for any other body doit•g the 
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same business like that of East India Association. I am not against 
forward business. If forwar,l business is stopped, the cotton growers 
will not, be benefited. Limited forward business, though considered as 
!-\peculating business, yet would help the growers because I can say 
that forward business is made not to give delivery of goods at the same 
time and day when the busineRs is transacted, hut it is made to give the 
delivery of goods contracted after a particular period.. And therefo~e · 
forward business means business which will come into operation after 
flome months fixed at the time of contract. During that periqd if the 
merchant who has bought the cotton though he is actually not in posses- . 
sion can dispose it off if he gets higher price instead of taking delivery 
of the same and make a profit by receiving the. difference. Similarly 
a merchant who has sold cotton can buy the cotton and make a profit 
if the price goes down and get difference. In the same way he has to 
pay the loss if the prices go below his buying price. Therefore, forward 
business is nothing but speculation. Owing to this speculation even 
the cotton growers somet.imes do benefit and sometimes lose also .. When 
there is huge speculation in a commodity, those who. produce that 
commodity may also either benefit more or lose more and there.fore I am 
of opinion that forward business maybe allowecl but to a limited degree~ 
But, as I said, any one single aswciation should not have a monopoly: 
and any association founded in the City of Bombay should be permitted 
to have dealings in cot~on which would on the whole benefit both the 
growers and merchants. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Any association 1 
Rao Bahadur R. S. · ASA VALE : All associations recognised' by · 

Government, of course. · ' 
Question proposed. 

Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL: I want to move an amendment to the 
a.mendment with your permission. The wording should be " associa~ 
tion approved of by Government." ·I want to add the words "approved 
of by Government." 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: That is Mr. Surve's amendment. 
Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: I just want the Chair to consider 

whether the amendment is really in order. In the 'Bill •' the asso~ 
<:iation " is defined as the East India Cotton Association. It is stated 
that the object of the Bill is to confer a monopoly on that body. The · 
amendment proposed goes counter to the very principle of the Bill. 
I do ll:ot _say it negatives the principle of the Bill; but it extends 
the prmctple. Now that you have decided that the principle is that 
there should be one body to control and regulate cotton transactions,' 
I s.uggest t~at this amendment is ex~nding the scope of the Bill, if not 
gomg outstde the scope of the Bdl. Any amendment which goes 
counter to the main principle or which instead of curtailing the principle 
extends the principle cannot be regarded as in order. 

Mr. G. WILES: Sir, this amendment could not be accepted without 
subsequ<-nt amrndments which the honourable member has not tabled, 
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If this amendment were accepted by itself, the whole Bill would have to 
be changed. Take for example clau.OJe 5 which deals with the one parti
cular aasociation only. You must cut out that clause. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE...."'\T : The principle involved in tht' 
Bill is the control of the transactions by a particular association called 
the East India Cotton Association. Now, if the House is willing to 
accept that, it will throw out any amel\dment which goes against 
that principle. I have allowed the amendment at this stage, becau11e 
it cannot be allowed at a later stage. If the amendment is accepted in 
its present form, the result may be as the honourable member the · 
Finance Secretary has pointed out. But the amendmt'nt can be 
considered on its mexits. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHA..'i : Sir, Standing Ordt'r 
V, 8 (2) says-

"An amendment may not be moved which has merely the effect of a negative vote." 

The whole Bill :is based upon the assumption that there is going to be 
only one association and the .Board of that association may make bye
laws to control and regulate theEe transactions. Every clause in this 
Bill is baaed upon that assumption. That is why I said that unity of 
control was the basic principle of this Bill. l7pon that principle the 
definition of" the association" is given as being a particular body, and 
the board of that body is given certain powers. If there is to be an 
amendment which lays down that any association which may be 
formed shall be classed as ''.the association" and the board of that 
association can submit bye-laws for sanction to Government, then the 
whole Bill becomes useless. It negatives the whole Bill. They may 
vote against the Bill. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T : I am not yet ready to accept 
that. The Bill has been brought and it has been pointed out that it is 
based on certain principles. The main principle :is stated to be 
that there should be unity of control and that unity of control, accord
ing to the Bill, is attempted to be centred in a particular assoc~ation, the 
East India · Cotton Association. Now that principle is before the 
House. They may a~cept the principle of unity of control, but yet they 
hav;e a right at this stage to difier as regards the particular body which 
may have that control. If the amendment were, " delete the clause," 
then it would be a negative amendment. It is not .. delete the clause/' 
but it :is to delete it and substitute it by anoth!!r. 

The Honourable Sir GOVI~"'DRAO PRADHAN : I asked the honour
able mover whether he meant any number of associations and the reply 
was '' Yes." · 
• The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Thert> are three amendment~ on 
the same point. If the amendm~:>nt v.·ere to delete.the clause, then 
I would have ruled them out under the Standing Order quoted by tbP 
Honourable the Finance MembP.r. One amendment is to dt'lete thl' 
clause and substitute it by another to th~ effect that ''the a!'lsoriation" 
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means any cotton association founded in the City of Bombay. There is 
another amendment which says it should be an association approved by 
Government. Supposing the amendment is carried and it ~;trikes at the 
very root of the Bill, it is open to the Honourable the Finance Member 
to withdraw the Bill and take it out of the consideration of the House 
~~ : 
· The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : That is not mv 
poir.t. We hlt ve given a definition of the word '' ass~ciation " and als~ 
of the word '' board ". We have said that '' the associ11ti"n " shall be 
the East Indi~t Cotton Association and that the board shalll::e consti· 
tuted in such a.nd such a way. -I pointedly asked a question of the 
honourable movPr of the amendment whether he meant any number of 
associations and he- said, '' Ye-s "~ If the amendment means that any ~ 
number of associations that may come into existence for trading in cotton 
sh()uld be considered as associations under this Bill, then the difficulty 
arises that. there will he a number of boards and all those boards can 
prepare bye-laws and submit them to Government for sanct.ion. 
We have all along stated that the principle. of. this Bill is unity of control; 
it i11 not merPly C<'ntrol, but unity of control. Instead of defining '' the 
association" as the East India Cotton Association, they may call it the 
West India Cotton Association or the South India Cotton Association, 
but. there should be one body. If there is a multiplicity of bodies :as 
proposed by the amendment, t-hen the whole frame-work of the Bill will 
have to be changed. Such an amendment would amount to negativing 
the Bill. · 

:Mr: PESTANSHAH N. VAKIL: That objection would apply 
to Dr. Dixit's amendment at. any rate. Ther~· it is sought to invest two 
distinct bodies with the powers which tb.e Bill seeks to give to the East 
India Cot.ton Association alone. 

Khan Babadur A. E. PATEL: To my mind, Sir, if other associations 
are also to be iududed, it cannot be said to negative the Bill. It is only 
an amplification of the prindple. It means that an association may be 
something more than what Governmf'nt out of their sweet will 
propose. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The difference lies h~re. The 
honourable member the Finar.ce Secretary said that the principle was 
unity of control. I put it differently. I said. that there were 
tWO principles, naruP}y, firstly t,hat there Should be COntrol Of COtton 
transactions, and secondly, if there should be control of cotton 
transactions, which should be the agency of control~ These principles 
are bf'fore the House. Now, the agency is proposed by one member to 
be. this, that or the other. Another member proposes a dillerent thing; 
a third member a third thing. But the prirJCiple of agency of control is 
the principle before the Rouse. If the amendment before the House is 
accepted by the House and they want to alter the Bill in view of that 
acceptance, that. could be done. If Government do not want to accept 
that, they can withdraw the Bill. But the amendment does not offend 
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against. thP StandiDg Ordrr poiritt>d out by th~ Honc•urabh_• the Finance 
Member. It is not an amendment to delett> the rlause. I hold it in 
order. 

Mr. PESTANSHAH N. Y AKII~: Is tht> other amendment in order,
Dr.Dixit's! 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1'"T : Yes. 
Dr. 11. K. DIXIT (Surat District): 8ir, it is a queer position for mE' 

to occupy by your calling upon us to moye this amendment at this 
sta~ 

The Honourable the PRESIDEX1' : There is one amendmrnt. before 
the House. 11 the honourable member is going t<l move his amendment 
&EI an amendment to that, then he would be in order. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT : I am speaking on the amendment that bas be<>n 
moved by the htJnourable membPr Rao Bahadur A!l&vale. The 
principle involved is this: Whether there shall or !I ball not be any rontrol. 
That is one thing to be decided first. The unity or duality of control 
must come later on. So you have put us rather in nn awl-ward position 
by calling upon us to move the amendments and asking Rao Bahadur 
Asavale to move the amP.ndment, before the House has given its opinion 
on the issue of control. I reserve my right ro oppose the Bill as a whole 
with a view to rejecting the first reading. I am opposed to the principle 

·of control. That was my first amendment which you have ruled out 
of ·order. I bow to your decision regarding that amendmellt, hut I beg 
to point out that my amendment wa:; only to regulate trade and revenue 
c<lntrol and ro establish markets in the City of Bombay, not in 
the Presid<>ncy of Bombay. Ho'\fever, I do not press this pomt and 
I simply support the arri:endmPnt moved by my friend Rao Bahadur 
Asavale. In this connection I beg to submit that Government iR giving 
. a. monopoly to an institution which has been working this Ac~, and has 
been regulating and controlling the cotton business in Bombay for the 
.past nine years. Now, the honourablE' member the Finance S!:'rretary 
has given us ro tmderstand that the principle of the Bill is unity 
of cont.rol. ThiS unity of control i<:~ mea.nt, according to the Bill, to be 
gi\"en to only one association. He wal! the Chairman of the Committee 
which recommended this. I beg to submit that the Committee has 
recommended sc•mething that is not acceptable to this House. In the 
first place, I wish to submit that the committee which was appointed t0 
exarr.ine the working of the Act that has been in exist<>nce consisted 
of fourteen members. I further submit that these fourteen 
ml.lmbers it appears t<l me were sel<'Cted with a view to pack 
the committee. Out of the fourteen members that were appointed 
I am given to understand that eight members are members 
of the East India Cotton Association, and two are indirectly 
connected with its working. There is one--the honourable member 
the Finance Secretary who is a Government official and two member~ 
art- to reprt-sent the inter£>sts of cott.on growr.rs of the Presidency. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I am very sorry. Will the 
honourable member l"indly re8UJD<> his seat and wait a moment 1 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member may 
proceed now. 

Dr. 1\I. K. DIXIT: While you were engaged in consultation, I was 
talking about the composition of the Committee~the Wiles Commit~e.-
1 submitted that this Committee consisted of 14 members, 8 of whom· 
are the members of the East India Cotton Association and two or three 
were indirectly connected with that Association. The Chairman 
himself is a Government offi.cial and 2 gentlemen who are alleged to be 
representatives of the cotton growers were nominated by Government. 
Now, of the two gentlemen who_ were appointed by ·Government to 
rt>present the growers' interests, I' am told that one of .them does 
not own an inch of land and is only a cotton broker. I wonder how .a 
cotton broker could represent the interests of agriculturists. As 
regards the other gentleman (Rao Bahadur Bhimbhai), he is my 
colleague from Surat and I shall not say anything. All that I know o£ 
him is that he is a money-lender and a big landlord. So what I wish to 
submit is this': that the decisions arrived at by a packed committee of 
this nature which was appointed to examine their own work has to be 
taken with a certain amount of reserve. I do not mean to say that t~ey 
have proceeded with their business in, any spirit of partiality or 
dishonesty. But the mentality remains all the same. If I personally 
was, called upon to sit in judgment over my own working, it: is but 
natural that I should report in a favourable way. In the same manner 
this committee which was a packed committee was called ·upon to sit in 
judgment over their own working and they naturally reported in their 
own favour. It is no wonder that the first recommendation of tliis 
committee is that there shall be forward dealings and that all cotton 
transactions. shall be brought under the control of .a single body, 
that is their own association. They were unanimously of that opinion: 
That body has gone further in the matter of unity of control and has 
recommended that forward business should he transa~ted only through 
the members of the Association and that any transaction not done 
through them will be considered as illegal practice and should he madE,l 
an offence punishable ·with fine. Here the cat is out of the bag.. The 
East India Cotton Association does not want anybodis finger in their 
pie when they are controlling this business. The first recommendation 
is to make the action of any man dealing in cotton not through their 
agency, penal and liable to a fine up to Rs. 1,000. I "'ill submit that 
there has been for some time a very keen rivalry between the East India 
Cotton Association and the Mahajan Association. Things went so far 
that the East India Cotton Association went the length of prosecuting 
and persecuting about 300 members of the Mahajan Association in 
a. court of law. It did not stop there. When the magistrate decided 
in favour of the Mahajan Association, they went· further; of course 
they stood the expenses, I am 'told, of the prosecution · in the 
appeal. And on a very technical ground the member wh~ was 
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prosecuted as a test case was fined. However, the judgment 
distinctly states that if there was the slightest ground for believing that 
there was any contemplation of deli,·ery of goods, this was no offence 
whatsoever. The cat which has come out of the ball is this that 
the East India Cotton Association does not want to recognise any othu 
party that will come and interfere with the cotton business. Secomllv, 
they want to have the sole monopoly so that they can manipulate 
prices in the bazaar in any way they like. I will go further in 
this matter and say that the East India Cotton Association consists of 
three or four interests.. They are given all sorts of names, importers, 
exporters, sellers, buyers, brokers, jetha wallas and so many other 
names. It is very difficult to say 'who are buyers and who are sellers
one who is buying today is selling to-morrow. The buyer of to-day 
becomes the seller of to-morrow. The importer of to-day becomes the 
exporter of the day after to-morrow. It is very difficult to find out who 
is the seller and who is the buyer. All the same, so far as I have been 
able to gather my information by reading .the literature placed in our 
hand and to form an opinion, I have come to the conclusion that it 
is their business to see that the cotton is bought as cheaply as possible 
from. the growers, and for that purpose, they have resorted to various 
devices. I submit, Sir, that those various devices are contained in the 
various rules and regulations and by-laws which have been adopted by 
them regarding their transactions. The first and foremost is the fi.x:ing 
of the unit at a very high pitch. Nobody can do any ousiness under 
100 bales. Now, Sir, it is commonsense that when a thing which is of a 
lower value is offered for sale, there will be many purchasers and many 
bidders and there will be competition regarding the transaction because 
the lower value of the article being within their means will fetch a larger 
number of bidders. Suppose a house worth Rs. 5,000 were held out for 
sale, there would be a number of buyers and the owner of the 
house would certainly get a better price than the price fetched when a 
man who has put up a house for sale which is worth Rs. 50,000 or a lakh 
of rupees ; because the buyers would be few and there would be 
no competition with regard to the lJlices of the house which is of a 
higher value and as there would be no competition, the article 
would fetch a. :tnuch lower price. In this way pitching the unit up at a 
higher level of 100 bales is one of the devices so that the smaller people' 
cannot come in and commence dealings and thus competitio.1 is cut off. 
Secondly, there is no mutuality of contract in the by-laws that 
they have adopted. The purchaser in thei,. contract is bound to 
purchase Ol' to take delivery of goods when tendered, but a seller is not 
bound to give delivery. He can only pay up the difference if he 
chooses. This lack of mutuality of contract is a clever device to 
depress the price of cotton, and as far as one could see, this particular 
freedom is meant to give facility to the seller while the buyer is without 
that freedom, and is denied the facility which the seller enjoys. This 
facility is ghen in favour of the sellers with a view that inordinate and 
excessive sales could be effected by them if they chose to do so. 
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The third device they have is freedom to tender any sort of cotton 

other than that contracted for. This results in lowering the prices, I 
submit in this connection that when there is freedom to tender any sort 
of cotton other than that contracted for; the tendency is to lower the 
prices. I will just explain how this occurs. If a man has sold 1,000 
bales of cotton· of a particular kind, and if he is not able to :get 
that material because he has oversold the quantity that was likely to 
come into the market, he can tender any other quality and instead of the. 
quality contracted for say Broach, he may tender Kumta or any other 
quality of that group other than that which was contracted for. If there 
was no freedom to tender any other material different from what was · 
contracted for, the prices of this actual Broach would have gone up much 
higher and the grower or the cultivator would have certainly secured 
better prices. . . 

Then, Sir, the members of this East India Cotton Association, resort 
to other tactics with a view to depress prices, they combine to sell and 
sell and sell. The buyer goes and sells, the seller goes and sells, the mill-. 
owner goes and sells, because it is in their interests to see that prices go 
as low as possible. And the prices that will be paid by them when they 
buy cotton in the mofussil from the cultivators will also be low. The 
seller goes to the mofussil, the man who calls himself a seller goes to the 
mofussil and buys his cotton from the agriculturist.. The buyer also 
goes to the mofussil and buys cotton in the mofussil. I see a number · 
ot European and Japanese merchants coming now to Surat and villages 
round about Surat to buy their own wtton ........... . 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK : On· a point of information. Will the 
honourable member please say-- · 

Dr. 1\I. K. Dixit: I do not desire to be interrupted, Sir. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member does 
not yield. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: There have been many such'purchasers of cotton 
in the Surat villages seen by me and by several of my friends. These 
purchasers when in Bombay combine to effect forward sales and sales. 
Now the obvious effect of selling any commodity in the mark.et would 
be to reduce the price. Suppose a big merchant like Sir Purshottomdas 
or my honourale friend Mr. Haridas Madhavdas went out to the market 
and sold 10,000 bales of a particular cotton. What would be the effect 
on the market 1 , Certainly, prices would fall. And the poor grower in 
the villages who depends upon the prices ruling in Bombay would come 
to g1ief. The prices in Bombay are brought down by a peculiar sort 
of combine in which the sellers sell, the buyers sell, the exporters sell, 
the importers fell, the brokers sell. This action on their part brings 
~own the prices and it is to their interest to depress prices because thereby 
they can get cotton as cheap as possible, even the millowners who want 
to buy cotton for their own consumption, effect forward sales, with a 
virw to depress prices ..... . 
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:Mr. G. "1LES: Will tb'e honourable membt>r say if he thinks that the 
absence of control is likely to inflate prices ! 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT : I will come to that later on when I come to t~pt>ak 
on the firat reading. I suppose I ·will haYe an opportunity to 11peak, Sir. 
Xow 1 am speaking on the amendment. 

· Tile Honourable the PRESIDEXT: This is the first rt>ading of tht' Bill . 
. Dr~ M. K. DIXIT : 1 shall have the right of speaking on the 
~t reading. I am now speaking on the amendment. · 
·The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Yes. 

. Dr. ·~1. K. DIXIT : In this way prices are artificially brought down . 
to the utter ruin of the village growers who are forced to regulate their 
ow1;1 prices according to the level of prices ruling in Bombay. The 
grower is thus obliged to give away his cotton much cheaper. He cannot 
afford to delay, and wait for the market to rise or until better prices 
prevail; because as we know the agriculturist is always a debtor, he owes 
money to the sowkars who trouble him for repayment of money lent, 
others are also troubling him for recovery of their money particularly 
the landlords, and moreover he has to meet land assessment and other 
charges, and in this way he tries to get as much cash, ready money, as he 
can for his cotton even if he has to lose in the bargain. This is how the 
prices are lowered down and the interest ofthe grower is sacrificed. This 
is the reason why the East India Cotton Association want to keep the 

' control absolutely in their own hands and they do not allov. anybody 
else to have any finger in their pie. It is a commandment" Thou alone 
shalt trade in cotton and nobody else. If thou disobey, a thousand 
rupees fine is ready for thee." It is; therefore, I submit that there should 
. be a healthy competition amongst the associations that are going 
to control and regulate the cotton trade, and I submit that I have a good 
support from my honourable friends from this side. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: I do not know whether 
· there would be time enough for another speech this evening, as there are 

only five minutes to seven. 
Major W. ELLIS JONES:. The hommrable member told us during 

the course of his speech, Sir, that he was speaking on the amendment 
and that he would speak again on the debate on the first reading. 
I should like to have that point made clear, whether he would have the 
right to speak again on the principl~ of the Bill on the first reading. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: It has been ruled that if 
an honourable member gets up to speak on the amendment, he speaks 
at the same time on both, the amendment as wt>ll as the principle of tho 
Bill. If the honourable member wishes to get a second opportunity to 
speak on the general debate on the principle of the Bill, he cannot grt 
that opportunity unless he continues now. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: I understood you to say, Sir, that as I was speaking' 
on the amendment I could speak again on the general principle of the Bill 
on the first reading later on. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : No. I am afraid the honourable 
member has misunderstood me, but I would not bar the honourable 
member if he wishes to continue and speak now. 

Dr. ~t K. DIXIT: In that case I will continue now. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: As there is very little time now, 

I am afraid that Cf!nnot be done. However, I woilld allow: the 
honourable member to continue his speech. . · 1 

, 

There is just one matter in connection with the point raised by the 
honourable' meniber Rao Be.hadur Kale. I simply wish to [oform. the 
House that I have support fo:r the ruling I gave that the amendments· 
I have a.llowed to be moved are in order,and curiouslyenough, the ruling 
that I relied ur.on and which I ha.ve quoted before in my previoU.S ruling 
has arisen out of a point of order raised by the honoure.ble member Rr.o 
Bahadur Kale himself. It was in 1923 when the Hereditary Offices. Act 
Amendment Bill was before the House. The honourable member. Rao 
Bahadur Kale said : 

" The amendment does not go far enough. Under the ordinary law females inherit. 
There are female~ who are in the family and those who go out of the family."· 

He therefore says: · · ·, 
" The proposer of the amendment now wants that the right should be extended to the 

mother because she is as much a member of the family as anybody-else." 

Further he says : . , · 
" Hence it is logical to extend the principle of the Bill to its legitimate extent:"., 

There was an amendment of course that was proposed. In fact it was 
an amendment of its own kind. It was : .. , 

" .•.••.••.• Th~ Council is of opinion that the Bill introduced is no~ satisfactory as 
it does not go far enough in investing the female members ...•.• " · 

The Honourable thePresident Sir Narayan Chandavarkar ruledthus: 
"That is an amendment of the principle of th~ Bill. I have already explained it on 

previous occasions; but I shall again explain that any proposal that traverses ·the 
principle of a Bill, or goes outside its limits, scope and frame-work by setting up an 
alternative case, scheme or a counter proposal to the Bill would be a proper amendment 
to the principle of the Bill. If such an amendment is agreed to by the Council, the motion 
for the first reading of the Bill stands rejected." . , · 

That is the principle· I pointed out to the honourable House just now in 
allowing the amendment. • . · . · · ' : 

STATEMENT OF BUSINESS. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Honourable the Leader of 
the House wi!!hes to make a statement regarding Government business 
ton orrow and that was the consultation that the Honourable • the 
Finance ~!ember was having with me. · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : Sir, we will proceed 
tomorrow with supplementary grants first, then with the Municipal Bill, 

· and, if there is any time left, with this Bill. : · · 

As regards Saturday, I understand that some honourable members 
are going to Bombay tomorrow. If they like, on Saturday we may take 
up non-official work and postpone this Bill to Monday. ·We are 
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entirely agreeable to any arrangement t:hat the non-official members of 
this House desire. 

Mr. J. B. PETIT.: As the matter is fre~;h in our min!ls, I think 
we should go on with the present Bill and be done with it. 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HCSSAIN : Some of the members 
are going away. 

Mr. J. B. PETIT: They may be induced to stay. 
The Honourable Sir GHUL.A.M HUSSAIN: Just as they like. Let 

· them decide among themselves. 
Mr. J. B. PETIT: I do not know why ~hey should not stay on. 
The Honourable Sir. GHuLAM HUSSAIN : I do not think even 

tomorrow this Bill will be over. I think there are a largo number 
of honourable members who would like to speak on this Bill, and some 
of the important non-official members want to go away and desire that 
this Bill may be taken up later on. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : If this Bill is taken up the first· thing 
tomorrow, some honourable members may go by the afternoon train. 

• Let u.s first proceed with this Bill the first thing tomorrow and after that 
with the other Bills, 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : There are several 
honourable members who do not agree. Tomorrow, Sir, we will 
proceed with supplementary grants, the Municipal Bill, and if any time 
is left, we will finish this Bill. · · 

Then as regards Saturday, we will devote it to non-official business, 
and this Bill will be taken up on Monday. 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINliJI, THAKOR or KERWADA: I 
think, Sir~ that so far as the di.Ecussion has proceeded, it has dealt with 
the legal aspect and other considerations which have been placed before 
this Hou.Se. I think there are many honourable members who come 
from rural areas and who represent bona ·fide agriculturists. I am 
afraid that if the discussion of this Bi.llis postponed to Monday, some of 
our Sindhi friends will be very mvch inconveniEnced as they wish to 
~eave for their country and it will be a great handicap. to them. 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HU.SSAIN' : I will suggest another 
alternative. We will proceed tomorrow with the supplementary grants 
and the Municipal Bill, and this Bill, and then take it over to Saturday, 
if it is not over tomorrow. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: It mllilt be cltarly understood 
that all this rearrangement was suggested by tlte Honourable the 
Finance Member in the interests of this House, because he came up to 
me-andthatwaswhy I wassorry to interrupt the speech of the honour
able member from Surat-and said that .he saw so many honourable 
members anxious Vl speak, some of whom might want to go away, and 
therefore he asked me whether an alteration in the arrangement of 
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business should be nm.de. Otherwise, the arrangement of Gi>vernment 
business is fixed up. So, it is to the advantage of the non-official side 
that tomorrow the supplementary grants should be taken up first, then 
the Municipal Bill, and then later in the day the continuation of this Bill, 
to be continued again on Saturday, if necessary. . 

I , 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: What will be the particular object in changing 
the order of business 1 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADRAN: Those who have 
already spoken are going. Some of the others are also going and they 
want to speak. Well, I say let everybody have a say. I do not wish to 
hustle up this Bill. 

Dr. J. A. COLLACO : Can the Honourable Member tell us how many 
members are going ! 

The Honourable Sir GQVINDRAO PRADHAN : At ·least half a 
dozen told me that they were going. My honourable friend Mr. Petit 
got up and wanted to speak two or three times. But he has had 
no chance to do, so up to now. . · 

Mr. J. B. PETIT : I am willing to stay on. 
The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: But. he told me 

that he was going:. 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : So, tomorrow we will take 

up supplementary grants, the Municipal Bill, and then this Bill, and 
then, on Saturday we will again go on with this Bill, if it is necessary. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Honourable the Leader of 
the House is correct that Gi>vernment business is ~ntirely their own· 
bu;;iness. They can arrange it as they like. So tomorrow we will take 
up supplementary grants, then the Municipal Bill, and, if there is time, 
this Bill, whi;:h will be taken over to Saturday if .necessary. 

The HousE is now adjourned to 2 p.m., tomorrow, Friday the 31st 
July 1931. ·. · 
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Friday, the 31st July1931 

. 
The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Friday, the 

31st July 1931, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, Sir ALI 
MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI, Kt., Bar-at-Law, presiding. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur. 
AcHREKAR, Mr. A. B. 
ALLAHBA.KSH, Khan Ba.hadur 
AsAv ALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. ~ 
BANGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTTO, Sir SHAH N AW AZ 
BHUTTO, W ADERO W AIDDBAKSH lLLAHIBAKSH 
BotE, Rao Ba.hadur S. K. 
BoWERS, Mr. P. L. 
BRANDER, Mr. J.P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H. 
BROWNE, Mr. D. R. H. 
BULLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 
CmTALE, Ra.o Ba.hadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B •. 
CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. 
CoLLINS, Mr. G. F. S. 

'CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DHALuMAL LILARAM, Mr. 
DEsAI, Ra.o Saheb B. G. 
DESAI, Mr. S. B. . 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBAN 
EWBANK, Mr. R. B. 
GARRETT, Mr. J. H. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GHULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GILDER, Dr. M. D. 
GoKHALE, Mr. L. R. 
GovER RoRA, Mr. 
HARRISON, Mr. C. S. C .. 
HunsoN, the Honourable Mr. W. F. 
JAM JAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KADRI, ?t1r. J. S. 
KALE, Ra.o Ba.ha.dur R. R. 
KAMAT, ?t1r. B. s. 
KAMliLr, the Honourable Dewan Baha.dur S. T. 
KARBHARI, Mr. M. M. 
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K.ummo, Khan Bahadur ll. A. 
KtrLK .. Uili"I, Rao Sa.heb P. D. 
liA.CKI..D, Mr. A. S. R. 
lfADHAVSANG JoRBBAI, lli. 
l!ATCIIF.SWALLA, Mr. G. E. 

• lfEBEBBAKS11, lfr. 8. 
MEHTA, Mr.ll. H. 
liODll, Rev. R. S. 
MoDI, Sardar DAVAR T. K. 
:Mou, Mr. J. G. 
NA.IJ:., Rao Bahador B. R. 
NAlfDEOBA.O BCDHAJIRAO, Th. 
N'AVLE, Mr. N. E. 
OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
PARULEKAR, Rao Bahadur L. V. 
PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
P.&m., Rao Bahadur D. R. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
PATn., Mr. V. N. ·. 
P.&TIL, Rao Saheb V. S. 
PETIT, Mr. J. B. 
PRwHAN, the Honourable Sir GonSDRAO 
PRADBAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
PRATER, Mr. s. H. 
RAFIUDDIN Amw>, the Honourable )lonvi 
RESALDAR, Mr. A. K. 
SHAIKH ABDUL Am, Mr .. 
SBAim ABDUL MAJID, llr. . 
SHAIK11 Y.nUB V A..ZIR MAHOliED, Khan Bahadnr 
SBANKARBA.O J.&YABA.liBA.O ZuxZARRA.o, )lr. 
SunrDE, Mr. R. B. 
SliART, lli. w. w. 
SoLAXKI, Dr. P. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
SURVE,lli. v. A. 
SYED MmAN M.!HO:MED SHAH 

SYED MUlWili.AD KAmL SHAH 

. SYED MUNAWAR, Mr. 
TALPUR, lim B.U."DEB ALI KHA...~ 
THAKOR 01' K.ERw ADA,' Sa.rdar BHASAHEB RAISUI'11JI 
THons, the Honourable Mr. G. A. 
TOW.'I, Mr. s. s. 
TUD"'"ER, Mr. c. w. A. 
V AISHA.llPAY.&...~, Dr. V. G. 
VAKIL, Mr. PESTANSHAH X: 
V AXIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir Rusro:M JEHA..~1HR 
V ANDEKAR, Rao Sa.heb R. Y~ 
WADKE,lli. B. P. 
WILES, Mr. G. 

~31 JULY 1931 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT: ·order, order. Questions. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

VIcToRIA TERMINUS: THIRD CLASS BooKING OFFICE. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state-1 
(a) whether the Railway Passengers' Association has requested the 

G. I. P. Railway authorities .to remove the 3rd class booking office at 
the Victoria Terminus a.s near to the platform as possible; 

(b) what steps the Railway authorities have taken to comply with 
their requet~t t 

The Hono~.:Iable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) and (b) It is suggested 
to the honourable member that he should bring the matter to the notice 
of the representative of the Legielative Counoil on the Local Advisory, 
('ommittee of the Gre~t Indian Peninsula Railway with a view to its 
beiJ1g brought up before that body, which has been specially constituted 
for the purpose of dt>s.ling with questions of this uature. 

~luNICIPAJ. BoROUGHS: TENURE OF OFFICE or PRESIDENT. 
I 

Khan Bahadur D. B. COOPER (Satara): Will Government .be 
be }1Jeased to lay on the Coyrcil table a statement showing how: 
many Municipal Borough& in this Presidency elected their Presidents. 
and Vice-Presidents for a term of (a) one year, (b) two years, (c) three· 
years under section 19 of the City Mu:picipal Boroughs Act CJt 1925, ever 
since the formation of these Boroughs t • 

The Honourable S:rdar Sir RUSTOl\t J. VAKil, : The accompany-
ing statement supplies the information required :- . . . . . 

8tatnn~nt •lwwing the terrru for whick the Pruidentll and J' ice-Pruidenta of tM JJ uniciprtl . 
Bomugkl in the Bomhag Prui.dtncg were eluted 1ince the, pa1aing of tht Bombay . 

Xame of llunicipal 
&rough. 

.Sind. 

Hydere.bad 

Sukkur 

~bikarpur •• 

JA~.rlt.ana •• 
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Jlunicipal Borough• Act, 1925. 

Term of Term of 
Pre1ident. Vice·President. Rernarka, 

-·----- ·--------

... I year• 
: 

. .II year• • • • ~ver since the Born bay 
Municipal Boroughs 
Act, 11125, ca:m.e into 
force, I 

• , 1 year (~ince 1 'year (~ince 
11128·211). j . 11J2H-2!1), 

..! tl year (•ince 3 years 
111211). 

• • I 3 yee.ra , , 3 )'ean, 

. . t Previously the Preai. 
dent and Vice-Presi· 
dent were elected fQr 
a term of three yeu• • 

---·------
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Name of Municipal 
.Borough. 

Ahmedall.d 

N•diad 
Broach. 
Surati . 
Thana 

Celalral Diviakm. 

Ahmednagar 
\ 

Amalner 
Bhusaval 
Jalgaon 
Dhulia 
Naaik; r 

Poona City .. 
Poona Suburba~ 
Lonavla · • , 
Sa tara 
Sholapur •• 
Pandharpur 

Soutllent Diwnon. 
Belgaum 
Bijapur 
Dhary;ar 
Hubli. 
Gadag-Bettigeri 
Ratnagiri •• 

B~mbay Suburban 
Di8trid. 

Bandra · .. 

Kurla 

''I 
•. 1 

! 
i 

I 

[~1 JtiL\" 1931 

·Term of 
~sident • 

Termof I 
Vioe·~~ident. &marks. 

7"--.~-, 

3 years up to1 3 ye~rs 
1928 and 1 • 1928 
year there·; year 
after. after. 

3 years 
I year 
3 years 
1 year, 

lyear. · 
1 .. .. 

1 " 
1 .. 
1 

tl 

3 years 
3 .. 
3 

" 1 year 
3 yean 

1 year 
1 

" 1 .. 
3 years 
3 .. 
I year 

1 year 

3 years 

• ·' 3 years. 
I year. 

i 1 
::/ I 

1 year. 
... 1 :1 
• •I } 

... I " 

.. 1 1 
•• ti 

r 

3 yean. 
.. I 3 .. 
''I 3 
.., I y;ar. 
•• 1 

'· 

3 years • 

I 

.. ! 1 year. 

"1...1 " • • 1 ,, 
' 3 years. "I .. 1 year. 

·r I 
"I .. 

. I year 

3 years 

up to ~sident . and 'ire· 
and 1 President of the 
there A.h.IQedabad Municipa· 

lity wen~ elec:'ted for 
three years in 192i. 
The persona who held 
these poets resigned in 
Aprill928. .Both the 
President and Yire· 
President an~ elected 
for one year since then. 

. 
•• : •The Presidentand \'ice· 

President were elerted 
for a term of three years 
for the previotts trien· 
nium. 

· tThe President and \"ice· 
President were electtd 
for a term of time 
years for the previous 
triennium. 

The Presidents and rice· 
Presidents were elerted 
for a term of three 
years for the previous 
triennium. 

The Presidents and Vire· 
Presidents were elected 
for a term of three 
years before the )lunici 
pality waa formed into 
a .Borough. 
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!RRIOATION CHARGES : BLOCK SYSTEM: 

Khan Bahadur D. B. COOPER (Satara): Will Government be 
pleased to state- · · .: · . 

(a) Whether they are aware of any hardships felt by the ryots 
owing to the imposition of irrigation charges in the Canal areas i!l this 
Presidency under the Block system 1 .. · , ~ 

(b) If the reply to (a) is in the affirmative, what relief Government 
propose to give to the irrigators of the Canal areas ~ 
The Honourable Sir GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN : {a) and (b). It is 

pres1imed that the· honourable member is referring to the alleged 
g1·ievances of the irrigators und_er the block system of irrigation.. Thir. 
question is at present under the consideration of Government. 

PooNA ELECTRIC SUPPLY CoMPANY: IJEVY OF 

KILOWATT CHARGES. 

l\Ir. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City) : (11) Are Goyernment aware 
that the Poona.Electric Sup-ply Company, Limited, levies a kilowatt 

· charge on its consumers 1 
(b) Is this charge permitted under the terms of its license~ 
(c) Are Government aware that the company is now getting. power 

direct from the'' Tata Hydro-Electric Works" of Itlulshi Tank of Messrs. 
Tata & Company and that it supplies the same to its consumers 1 

(d) Is the kilowatt charge leviable under the terms of the license in. 
this changed method of recovery and supplying power 1 . 

(r.) If not, do Government intend to take an:y action in the matter .1 

The Honourable 1\lr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) :Yes. A kilowatt charge 
is levied by the Supply Company in the case of residential premi~es and. 
religious and educational establishments. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. . 
(d) Yes. The terms of the license have not changed and the kilowatt 

charge is still leviable, irrespective of the way in which the supply 
teaches the Company. . . . . 

(e) Does not arise. 

BUILDINGS FOR GovERNMENT UsE, PooNA. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City) :(a) Is it a fact that the 
buildings in Poona in which the Deccan Herald Press and the hotel 
behind it were located have been acquired for Govern'ment use 1 

(b) If so, will Go'"ernment be pleased to state what use they propose 
to make of these huildingl4 1 · 

{c) Will they also inform the Council what price was paid for them and 
how it was calculated 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLl: (a) No. 
(b) Does not a.ri.<se. 
(c) Does not arise. 
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GovE~'"l!E.NT PRx~'TiNG AND STATIONERY: TENDER FOR 8F.AtJXG WAX. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI for Rao Bahadur L. Y. PARtJLEKAR (Rat.nagiri 
District): Will Government be pleased to stat~ whether it is a fact-

(a) tJ:tat in accordance with the advertisement inviting tendt>rs for 
sea.ling wax Messrs. R.N. Joshi & Co. of Bombay submitted a tende: 
to the Superintendent, Government Printing an"d Stationery, Bombay,. 
at 1ilie rate of Re. 1-2-0 per lb. of superior ted sealing wax ; 

(b) that it was not accepted; 
(c) that a tender from the Bombay General Agency at the rate of 

Re. 1-4-0 per lb. was accepted, thereby incurring a loss of 
about Rs. 750 ; 

(d) (i) that the tender of Messrs. R. N. Joshi & Co. was accom· 
panied by a certificate about the good quality of the wax given hy 
the Director of Industries and that no l-ind of certificate about thf> 
quality of the same accompanied the tender of the Bombay General 
Agency! 

(ii) Will Government be •pleased to state why the tender of 
1\Iessrs. Joshi & Co. was not accepted and the tender of the Bombay 
General Agency was accepted at a loss of Rs. 750 Y 

(iii) Was the tender of the Bombay General Agency accepted on 
the. ground of superiority of quality, and, if so, will Government he 

.. pleased to state what was the test that was applied for determining 
the respective qualities of the waxes of the two tenderers 1 
The Honourable Sir GHlJLMI HrS3AIN: (a} to (c) Yes. 
(d) (i) Yes, the Bombay General Agency also produced certificates 

of the good qu11.lity of their product. 
(d) (ii) and (iii) In accepting the tender of the Bombay General Agenc~· · 

<tuality and suitability to requirements as well as the price were takeu. 
into account. · 

CENSUS : ENUMERATION IN SIND. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDL"L :l\IAJID (Karachi District): (a) Will 
Government be pleased to state whether it is a fact that the names of 
the coolies working on the construction of various Canals in Sind have 
not been recorded bv the Census Officers in Sind 1 

(b) Is it a fact that the "Daily Alwahid" of Karachi in its issue 
dated 4th 1\Iarch 1931 has complained about the negligeMe of census 
officers who have not enumerated the names of people living in Forests, 
Deserts and 1\Iountains and ever..' of coolies working in Sukb..-ur District 
within the Barrage zone 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HL'SSAIX: (a) No; it is not a fact. 
The coolies have been duly recorded . 

. (b) Yes, but the allegation made is incorrect and groundless. 

SUPPLEMENTARY GRANTS. 

Conversion of the Dl1aru·ar Juvenile Jail into a Btmlil lnstitutior,. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Sir, I rise to ~1..-e a demand of 
Rs. 10 as a token grant. The reason why this 'demand has to bP rur.de-
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is explained in the last 'few lines of the printed note*. I do iiot think 
any further explanation is necessary. 

Question put and carried. 

Appointnwnt of Back!Dard ClasseS Officer . .. 

The Honoural,le l\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Sir, I ·make ·a 
demand for Rs. 8,810 under the Head " Miscellaneous." The- facts· are 
very fully given in the exphmatory notet and I would be very happy to 
answer any questions. 

Question proposed. 
Dr. P. G. SOI~ANKI: Sir, I rise to support this demand, but I would 

like to make certain suggestions to the Honourable Minister. Though 
the demand is for Rs. 8,800, I should sav it is a very small and paltry 
sum in comparison to· the population fo; which it is to be used. • I may 
just mention here that the bacl"Ward c12.sses, according to the new nomen
cla.ture, would include the untouchables, the a.borigi112.ls, the criminal 
tribes and other wandering tribes who are known as other backward 
classes. Their number is about 40 lakhs. For this vast number of 
people only Rs. 8,800 is sanctioned at present. Looking to the stringency 
of finances I thank the Honourable Minister for sanctioning even this 
paltry amount and for h~ving made a modest beginning. I hope the 
l\Iinister will not stop there and that, in the next budget session, he will 
be kind enough to increase the grant and fulfil the promise which was 
given in the last session in this House. · · 

Regarding the Assisumt Backward Classes Officer, in the report 'there 
are two officers recommended, but looking to the present financial circum
stances, even if one officer is appointed, it will do till the budget session 
next year. I would request the Honourable Minister to see ·that the . 
officer to be appointed is put in charge of the Northern Division, because 
even in the recommendations of the report, it is suggested by all the 
members of the committee unanimously that one of these officers should 
work in the Northern Division as the condition of the depressed chsses 
there is worse than elsewhere and the other officpr should work in the 
rest of the Presidency. It IWJ;y be a.skeJ why in the Northern Division 
the condition of the depressed classes is worse than in tb.e Central and 
Southern Divisions, in spite of the fact that Guja.rat is a prosperous and 
fertile province. Sir, the reason for that is bigotry and orthodoxy of 
the Gujarat Hindus who are more conservative than those in the Central 
and Southern Divisions. They are custom-ridden and bigoted. It 
is the Gujarat people who come in the way of the removal of the disabi
lities of the untouchables in every way they can. During the last four 
or five years I have been trying to bring to the notice of the authorities 
the disabilities and hardships of these poor untouchables and their 
children. But I have to confess with great regret that all the questions 
which I have asked and the enquiries I have made in this House have 
been replied to more or less in the negative.· Even though I g~ther. 

• Appendix 8. t Appendix 9. 
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first hand inforrna.tion by going in the districts and finding out for my
self theii disabilities and hardships and I base tny questions on these 
first hand facts, _yet I get the reply " Inforrna.tion is not correct " and 
nofurtherinvestigationis made at all in the matter by the departments 
concerned. I wish and hope that the Honourable Minister will come to 
the help of these depressed classes and appoint this Assistant Backward 
Classes Officer in the Northern Division, so that he will be in charge of 
all questions relating to the depressed classes. Honourable members 
coming from and representing the depressed classes of Gujarat, who 
speak in the Council on behalf of the depressed classes, will assist that 
-officer in bringing all the facts to the notice of the particular officers 
concerned in difierent departments. This officer will be work-ing as the 
_offi~r solely in charge of the question of the untouchables particularly, 
and the aboriginals and others in general. I am sure a Yery 
sympathetic man of very kind heart and catholic spirit will be selected by 
the Honourable :Minister himself, a man who will be above all prejudices 
ag&inst the untouchables and who will work whole-heartedly for these 
people all the time consulting and co-operating with the leading men of 
the untouchable communities in all the districts of Gujara.t. I do not like 
to limit the choicf, but the best man should be found out, preferably, 
he must be from the dcpresl\ed classes. I would like to emphasise that the 
officer should be such as will not become unpopular in and unpleasant:to 
the people amongst whom he will have to work. The question principally 
relates to the removal of disabilities of the unt<mchables. The abori
ginals are not so much handicapped as the depressed classes and untouch
ables. The aboriginals can enter any scliool, can enter any temple, can 
enter any public place and can entt>r police servic-e and other services. 
It was mentioned in reply to a question I put regarding the depressed 
classes, which acc.ording to the new nomenclature include the untouch
ables only, that 287 or 286 are engaged in the police. I am sure th.&t 
these are drawn· from the aboriginal tribes. ·That very thing shows 
that the aboriginal tribes are not handicapped in any way. Over and 
above that, the aboriginals are being helped to a very great extent by 
the agents of Mahatma Gandhi. \Then I was at Dohad and in Panch 
Maha.ls with the Starte Committee I came across rashtriya slullas, homes 
and hostels started for these aboriginals by Mahatma Gandhi's agents 
with the help of funds supplied by rich Hindus. Sir, I want to 
impress upon the minds of the honourable members of this House that 
if any community is more hampered and handicapped than any other, 
it is the untouchable community. I would request that special efiorts 
should be made to help these people and to remOYe their disabilities 
and uplift them. ·Before concluding I request the Honourable llinister 
that the clerks and other stafi in the office must be selected from the 
educated young men from the province of Gujarat because there would be 
language difficulty if a Deccani or a Karnataki is appointed. With these 
words I support the demand for grant. 

Rao Bahadur R. S . .AsAYALE (Bombay City, Xorth): Sir, I rise 
to support the demand. But I would like to know from the Honourable 
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l\Iinister whether this Asoistant Backward Classes Officer will be a member 
of t.he forward community or a member of the backwa~d community. 
I believe the latter will take more interest in the welfare of the backward 
classes. I would also like to know from the Honourable Minister whether 
the pay of Rs. 18 provided for the peons will be sufficient for their 
maintenance, or whether they will be given hous-e-rent and clothing 
allowances in addition. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, I rise to support the demand. At 
the same time I would like to inform the Honourable l\Iinister that 
I wish that the grant demanded was more than he has asked for. I hope 
that he will increase it next time. I fully associate myself with the 
remarks made by .the honourable member Dr. Solanki and hope that 
the grievances referred to by him would be redressed. I think it would 
be better if the ASsistant Backward Classes Officer was a person from· the 
depressed classes themselves. There are quali.fied men amongst the · 
depressed classes and any one of them may be appointed. With these 
words, I support the demand. · 

llr. J. S. KADRI (Korthern Division): Sir, I rise to support this 
demand, for the grant is going to advance the interests of the depressed 
classes and the aboriginals. I have always taken great interest in the 
education of these cLuses. When I was Deputy Inspector of Schools 
in the Broach District, I took particular interest in starting central 
boarding schools for these classes and also for Bhils in the l\Iandvi Taluka 
of the Surat District prior to that time. Those schools have- been· so 
long prospering and have done a. lot of good to the backward classes 
and conduced to their educational and economic uplift a great· de!l.l. 
Such sort of schools are wanted in Khandesh and other districts where 
there may be a h.rge number of hill tribes and aboriginals. It is a. very 
hopeful sign that Government have of late been taking much keen 
interest in the advancement of the education of these classes. I hope 
that more central boarding schools with agricultural and industrial 
bias will bt: established for the benefit of these classes. With these words, 
I support the motion. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, Korth) : Sir, I am very glad that 
tl1e Honourable Minister has made a beginning in the matter of giving 
effect to the recommendations of the Starte Committee. Sir, the 
depressed classes have suffered long and much. I feel that the amount 
provided is rather disappointing. This is not a case for advancing 
slowly: this is a case for advancing doubly quick. If the depressed 
classes ne to regain the position which they have lost on account of 
the neglect so long suffered, I think that the Honourable Minister should 
bring forward more liberal propooals. I tan assure him that we' on this 
side of the House will very gladly support them. Sir, I cannot, to mark 
my. disappointment, move that the demand should be· decre&,sed ~r 
omitted, but I wish to suggest to the Honour.:~ ble Minister that if Govern~ 
ment go at this snail's pace, the depressed classes an~ those who take 
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interest in them "·ill be Yery much disaprointed. I do r~ut>st the 
Honourable :Minister to bear in mind "·hat I have said to-day. 

;Rev. R. S. MODAK: Sir; I most heartily support the demand that 
has been made. I am sorry that we have still to use the word " depressed '' 
in regard to these classes. With a good deal of experience of these classes, 
1 can say that if these classes are afforded equal facilities with the rest . 
. they will prove equally useful, if not more. In my humble opinion 
if we provide more grants of this nature, in the near future there will 
be no problem of the depressed classes of India. 

I hope that this honourable House will wholeheartedly sanction this 
demand. · 

Question put and carried. 

Expenditure under "5, Land Retvmue.." 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Sir, I make a demand for 

Rs. 4,01,000 under the head" 5, Land Revt>nue".* Ism sorry, Sir, that 
I have to make this supplementary dE>mand, but circumstances o~er 
which I have no control, in combination with the keepers of my financwl 
conscience, Mr. Wiles and Mr. Bell, compel me to do so. The House will 
doubtless have ·perused the rether lengthy explanation which I have 
circulated. I thought it desirable to give honourable members a chance 
of understanding the somewhat difficult position before this debate, and 
those who have had the opportunity of reading this note will have 
observed that the demand really consists of two parts--one .a. small 
demand and the other a considerably large one. 

I will take the small one first, that is, the demand for 
Rs. 10,572 for temporary establishment in connection with the 
work of survey classificetion and assessment of woodland plots 
in the Thana District. The history of that is rather interesting . 

• I will not go back very far, but in 1904, that is to say, a quarter of 
a century ago, it was decided to give . what were supposed to be 
woodlands in the Thana District to the wild tribes and get them to 
settle down to a ·steady life and if possiMe to get them to preserve the 
protected forests. I have no personP.l experience of this, but I understand 
that to a certain extent the experiment has been a success. But, as always 
happens in these cases, certain mistakes were made and it has now been 
found that a portion of this land was not suited for the purpose for which 
~twas set aside, that is to say, it is either too far from the forest~ to.be 
of any use or it is land which is more suitable for ordinary cult1vat10n 
than for forests. Government, therefore, decided that it would be
a good thing to separate those areas which were not natur~lly suited for 
woodlands and convert them into ordinary cultivated land.<J. As a mattt>:r· 
of fact, cultivation is going on.jn quite a. considerable proportio~ of ~he 
lands already. For that proportion we must have a survey classificatiOn 
for assessment -purposes and this work was actually undertaken. about 
a year ago and financed from the grant which has been at the ~1sposal 
of the Settlement Commissioner. Through a clerical error thl8 was 

•.-\pr.endix 10. 
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not included in the Budget of this yel'.r and, therefore, I now have to 
ask for a grant of Rs. 10,572 in order' to enable us to complete this work. 
It is obviously work which, in a. year or two, will be remunerative, because 
it is clear that even if we put on a. low assessment now, in due course the 
assessment will more than cover the cost. From the discussion in the 
Finance Committee it seems that some honourable members who ire 
acquainted with this tract are anxious that nothing should be done to 
expropriate the tribes who are in possession of these lands. That 
assurance I am very glad to give. It is not our intention, of course, to 
expropriate anybody who is making any attempt to cultivate the&e lands, 
and if necessary we shall impose the non-alienable tenure and make some 
concession as regards occupancy price. I hope that the House will be 
satisfied with the explanation of this comp2.rat.ively small matter which~ 
as I pointed out, is going to pay us very soon a great deal more than we 
shall be spending on it. 

Now I come to the more important part, that is to say,· the remainder 
of the grent for which I am now asking. In doing this I am, of course, 
conscious that I am asking the House to do what no one likes doing, ~hat 
is to say, to r€'trnce its steps. It will be within the memory of the House
that in the 'demands for grants in the last Budget session, on the motion 
of the honourable member Mr. Jog, this House decided to make a cut of 
five lekhs under the head" 5. Land Revenue". I can assure the House 
that Government has done its very best to carry out the wishes of the 
House in thet respect. We have gone through everything with a fine· 
comb, and I now put it to the House that I would ask them just to 
reconsider once again as to whether they really wish that cut to be made 
in circumst&nces which are too obvious and which I do not propose to 
elaborate. In the first pla!?e, I want to remind the House that the land 
revenue budget was no bigger than it h&s been for the last four or five 
years. It is quite true thet it appeared to be bigger,-about 8 lakhs 
bigger,-but that was not a true increase. That was simply because under 
2. new system of accounting we had to show under" 5, Land Revenue " 
items which formerly belonged· elsewhere. 1f the honourable members 
will look to the second page of this note, they will see that our real budget 
was Rs. 50 lakhs, which wes practically the same as it has been for years
since 1925-26. Therefore, I claim that the Land Revenue Department 
cannot be accused of any undue extravagence at a time when any .such 
policy would be obviously unsuitable. On the contrary, I am obliged 
to say that we ruwe U>.iled to do one or two things, for want of funds, 
which were imperatively necessary, suches, for instance, the construction 
and repll.irs to the chavdis which, in many parts of the Presidency, are 
in a Bk.te which is a disgrace to any Government and on which I would 
like to spend lakhs of rupees. Then again, we ouaht to have spent 
considerable sums in the last.two or three years on repairs to boundary 
marks and chavdis in Sind, for which we are admittedly responsible anQ. 
for which we hwe not been able to spend a pie (I think I am right in 
saying) during the last three or four years. The condition o£ .these also, 
I think, if. a disgrace to any Government. Anil. there are other important 
matters on . which also we have resolutelJ refused to spend money, 
however obVIous the necessity. 
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·Taking the Dudget as it was, we have been through it a.s carefully as 
we could, and we have cut out. a.s honourable members will see on the 
front page . of this explanatory notl', expenditure amounting to 
Rs. 1,09,000. Personally, it is "ith the grl'&tt>st regret that I have been 
obliged to agret- to the omission of Rs. 40,()(M) for the construction and 
repairs .of chavdis. When I was touring Gujant hst year, I could not 
help bemg struck by the terrible deterioration in the chavdis since I was 
last there and there is no doubt whatenr that this is a nutter in which 
we have neglected our duty. But still, in deference to the wishes of this 
Council, 1 have cut out that amount. That amount of Rs. 1,09,000 
I have taken directly out of the Land Revenue Budget. The honourable 
member Mr. Jog will remember, I think, that when he was speaking on 
this motion for the cut it came out th'\t" 5, Land Revenue "and" General 
.Administration" were very closely connected, and it was extraordinarily 
difficult to distinguish between the expenditure under one head and the 
expenditure under the other head. Therefore, I venture, in defence of 
the supplemenury grant for which I am now asking, to invite the attention 
of honourable members to page 16 of the report of the Retrenchment 
Committee. At page 16 of the report of the Retrenchment Committee 
it will be seen that after considerable pressure from this Government 
and, of course, in response to the appeal of the Retrenchment Committee, 
various officers and departments, all of whom are closely connected with 
" 5, Land Revenue," are prepared to surrender s\llll8 which amount to 
something like 3} lakhs. 

l[r; V. N. JOG : 2! lakhs. 
The Honourable lli. W. F. HrDSOX: I am including the 

departments at the top, such as the Finane~ Department, the Political 
Department, the Legal Department, the General Department and the 
Revenue Department·, and my honourable friend the Finance Secretary 
tells me that all these departments come under the heading " General 
Administration," and if we add them all up t()gether, we get about 3lakhs 
and in addition to that there is the one lakh which we have agreed to cut 
under" 5, Land Revenue," and it is noexaggeration to say that we have 
made a cut or are about to make a cut (because I understand all these 
savings are likely to be accepted), at any rate, of four lakhs, which I think 
the House will agree is a reasonable attempt on our part to meet with 
their wishes. The onlv alternative is to make retrenchment under 
permanent recurring exj>enditure, and I am not for a moment prepared 
to say that retrenchment under permanent recurring expenditure is 
not possible. What I !lo say is that, if we are going to do that, we ought 
not to retrench an establishment for one year and then restore it. That 
course is one -which I am sure the House would not wish me to pursue. 
I am sure the House would not wish us to abolish the C<lllector of Bombay 
until the 31st of :March and then reappoint him, or the Superintendents 
of Land Records for six months and then reappoint them. The permanent 
recurring expenditure, especially if established for many Ye:'rs, can 
oh~riously be only abolished after wry, ~ery careful coru:ideratiOn~ and 
we now have in the Retrenchment Committee a body specmlly·appomted 
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to look into the question whether pel'Dl.anent recurring expenditure can 
be curtailed. Those honourable members who have read the question
naire which the Retrenchment Committee has just issued will see tha.t 
they are considering the possibility of very considerable retrenchment in 
the Land Revenue Department, and I can assure the House that 
any recommendations "'"hich come to us from them after the~ 
·deliberations after this session will receive the most careful consideration. 
But I think it would be impolitic in the extreme for us to anticipate their• 
recommendations, and therefore I venture to hope that the House· 
will not insist upon our carrying out literally the cut which was passed 
at" the .March session. I would venture w remind the House that that 
cut was only carried by one vote, and although, of course, I know perfectly 
well that one vote, for the purpose of deciding matters in this House,. 
is as much as 100 votes, nevertheless it does show that the feeling was
closely divided on the matter, and I venture to hope now that 
on reconsidention the House will give me the money that I ask for~ 
I will in turn give them the assurance that Government will give the 
fullest consideration to any recommendations which the Retrenchment 
Committee have to make es regards the reduction of permanent recurring 
expenditure under the head of 5, Land Revenue. Sir, I move.· 

Question proposed. · 
Mr. A. N. St'"RVE (Bombay City, Korth) : Sir, I rise to a point of 

order. I am referring to page 222, Council Manual, Rule 32 (1), which. 
reads: · 

" Au esti.m!lte shall be presented to the Council for a supplementary or additional: 
grant when- . 

(i) the amount voted in the budget of a grant is found to be in.stdlicient for the
purposes of the current year; or 

( ii) a need arise& during the current year for expenditure for which the vote of the
Council is neceesary upon aome new service not contemplated in the budget for that 
year." 

These are the only t"\VO cases in "\Vhich a supplementary demand can be 
made. The first is that the grant is voted but. is found to be insufficient 
and the second is that some new service whicli was not cont~mplated. 
at the time of the budget grants has come into existence. Kow, Sir .. 
I request your attention to the following sentence in the demand 
in which the Honourable the Revenue ~fember· says : 

" A provision for the expenditure required in this ease should have been made in the-
budget et~ti.matea for the year 1931.32 but wu accidentally omitted." · 

This sentence, Sir, precludes the idea that the demand has fallen short· 
and at the same time it precludes the idea that a new service has come 
into existence because the Honourable the Mover says that it w&S in 
contemplation at that time but through an unfortunate mistake that 
item was omitted. The mistake is very unfortunate, but as the proceedings 
of this House are to be regulated by the Rules and the Standing Orders, 
I submit that the supplement~ry demand under Rule 32 cannot be made 
in view of the statement made in this demand. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: The part of the not.e for
the denu:nd that was read by the honourable member, I think, refers 
only to the amount of Rs. 10,000. 
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The Honourable Sir GO\lXDRAO PRADHAX : That is so . 
. llr. A. X. srRYE: It is a pa.rt of the t>ntire d.-mand. There are 

various items in this demand, but this particular part is opt>n to th.
objection which I have placed before you. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: llav I refer the honomable 
member to page 222, Rule 32, parapaph (2) f It reeds as follows: 

•• An estimate may be prest'nted to the Council for an additional or euppll'mPntary , 
gran' in respel't of any demand to 11·hich the Council baa previously refuaed its u.."fnt, 
or the amount of which the Council has reduced eithtr bv a redu<'tion of the 11·holt grant 
or by the omiJ;sion or reduction of any of the items of expenditure of whi<'h the grant is 
~ompoeed.'' 

Mr. A. N. SL""RVE: 1\Iy point is this, that the demand which is made 
is .a multiple demand consisting of various items. The paragrs.ph to 
which you, Sir, have drawn my attention refers to one item that owing 
to the cut of 5 lakhs several things have come into existence, but my 
point is this, that this Mahalkari Establishment was in contemplation 
at the budget time but unfortunately it was not included in the budget. 
Therefore, I rely on that part of Rule 32 which I have read and say that 
that item was in contemplation hut through some unfortunate mistake 
it was omitted. Therefore, the rule cited by me will come into operation 
and it being not a new service which was not contemplated, this 
particular item of Mabalkari Establishment cannot be granted by this 
House. That is my point. · 

The Honourable Sir GHlJLA.:\I Hl'SSAIX : As regards the Rs. 10,000, 
if the honourable member opposite to me reads Rule 32 (1) (ii), he will 
see that it reads as under : 

"A need arises during the current year for expenditure for which the vote of the 
Council is necessary upon some new service not contemplated in the budget for that 
'n.'ar" 
Thi~ is quite a new service. . It was not provided for in the budget 
at all. Therefore, we have brought it now before this House for sanction. 
As regards the rest of the items, as you, Sir, rightly pointed out, Rule 32 
(:!), which says "an estimate may he presented to the Council for an 
additional or supplementary grant in respect of any demand to which 
the Council has previously refu&ed its assent ........ " covers them. 
Therefore, Sir, it is according to thi..rules as they stg.nd. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: It must be remembered that the 
eut ~ade by the honourable House at the last l·udget session was to 
the whole demand for Land Revenue. The cut did not specify any branch 
of that demand. The Ho.nourable the Revenue ~!ember has given his 
reasons for asking the House to restore that cut. These facts have been 
mentioned. by way of argument. That is one thing. Ancther ground 
has been given by the Honourable the Leader of the House, that as a 
matter of fact the very statement which the honourable member relies 
upon does make a confession that that item was omitted and was out of 
mind at the time of the budget, and therefore it was not a part of the 
last budget. It was not thought of, and therefore when they have thought 
of it now, they ha\·e come t<J ask for it as a nev; service, and there too 
the honourable member's point is met. I therefore hold that the demand 
asked for is in order. 
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)lr. A. X. SL""RVE: Sir, would it not be better for the Honourable 
)!ember ro rely on Standing Order XI, 4, because the difficulty here 
is this-

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The point of order has been 
decided. 

Mr. A. N. SlJRVE: I am referring ro another point. I\Iy point is 
this that the Honourable the Finance Member could have <Obtained the 
certification referred ro in Standing. Order XI, 4. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I hope the honourable member 
is not serious, as one of the elected members of this Council, in', advising 
that that step should have been taken. 

)lr. A. N. SURVE: The difficulty is that we ourselves have made a 
cut of five lakhs of rupees, and we ourselves are required,ro restore it. 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HL1))80X: Part of it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Government have adopted a 
much better way of approaching this House by giving it an opportunity 
to discuss it and refuse or allow t~e grant if it. thinks fit. · _ , 

Mr. V. X. JOG (Dharwar District) : Sir, with regard to this supple
mentary demand I wish to have some information. The honourable 
member referred to certain sums tendered by certain district officers, 
and he also referred. to the fact that some of the other departments e.Iso 
were willing to surrender certain sums, the tot~l of which, including the• 
items surrendered by the district officers, would come to nearly three 
lakhs of rupees. If that is so, I cannot understand why a. supplementary 
demand of Rs. 4,00,000 is again made. If these surr-enders have been, 
made and if the Government are going to accept them, then there is no 
necessitv whatsoever to make a. fresh demand for Rs. 4,00,000. That 
shows that the Government have not yet made up their mind to accept 
these various surrenders. I think now, when the Retrenchment 
Committee has gone into the whole matter and when even their own 
officers are willing to give up these amounts, Government ought to accept · 
the amounts, and if they could not meet the full amount of Rs. 4,00,000 
from them, then they ought to have come forward with a fresh demand 
for only Rs. 1,00,000. \\ny should they wait till the full report of the 
Retrenchment Committee is out ~ I submit that after accepting these 
surrenders of Rs. 3,00,000 which, on their own admission, their officers 
are willing to give up, the deme.nd should be made only for Rs. 1,00,000. 
X o doubt, the Honourable the Revenue Member has said that Government 
have tried their best to accede to the wishes of this House after the cut 
of 5 lakhs was passed in the last session, and with. the assurance which 
he has given that they are still trying to see that expenditure ia 
reduced, I do not want to press the proposition too far. .But I wish 
to be satisfied that Government are accepting these cuts which 
Retrench~nt Committee have suggested, and they should give us an 
assurance that before the next budget comes before this Council they 
will try their best to see that permanent expenditure also is reduced. 
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~Ir. G. "1LES: Sir, before the debate goe3 on, I wish to remo,·e whllt 
I think is a misapprehension on the part of my honourable friend from 
Dharwar. If v.e take this cut of Rs. 5,00,000 as I understand was tht." 
intention of the honourable member when he moved his cut, either from 
5, Land Revenue or General Administration-

Yr. V. X. JOG: When I referred to the fi,!TUI'e of Rs. 18,00,000, it was 
with regard to District Establishment. That was the head I was referring 
to at that time, became there was a plus and minttt entry, and I was 
particularly referring to Rs. 18,00,000 under District Establishment, 
which does not include the other Departments. 

Mr. G. "1LES: I accept the honourable member's correction-from 
the "Di.;;trict Establishments " which are included in the head "C'Tenernl 
Administration". Now, having made the assertion that he did not mind 
whether it came from 5,Land Revenue or from the District Administration 
under the head" General Administration", let us assume that the whole 
of Rs. 5,00,000 cut had been found possible in that part of the budget 
which refers to Gene.ral Administration; still it ll"ould have been necessary 
for Government to come before the House to ask for the restoration of 
the five lakhs. The reason is that th~ expenditure from which you have 
made a cut was under the head 5, Land Revenue. Therefore, if we are 
not to exceed the budget grant under 5, Land Revenue, it must be restored. 
The only way it can be restored is by taking the savings which may be 
effected under General Administration and putting them under Land 
Revenue. That is, in fact, what we are doing now. The Honourable 
•the Revenue Member has told m that the savings from the District 
Establishments amount to about Rs. 3,00,000. They are reported to 
be under the head General Administration, so that at least three 
lakhs finallv mmt come back to 5, Land Revenue and must be restored. 
We have no. authority to spend the money. The only authority which 
can restore this three lakhs is this House, and t.hat is the demand which 
we are making now. But, instead of stopping at three lakhs, which is 
the· amount of the savings we have been able to effect thus far, 
the honourable member has asked for a restoration ofthe entire grant, 
giving an assurance that such further cuts as may be possible during the 
year will be efiected. But in the meanwhile we have to meet financial 
objections which will be raised regarding expenditure incurred under 
5, Land Revenue in excess of the amount which has been sanctioned by 
the honourable Home. The only way in which we can meet thi'l financial 
objection is to restore the cut under 5, Land Revenue under the assurancr 
that we will not spend t~e money as a whole. We promise tc effect the 
cut of 5 lakhs but we cannot promise that it shall come under 5, Land 
Revenue. I hope I have made the Foint clear. We are not asking to 
restore the 5 lakhs. We only want to remove it and put it under 5, Lan<l 
Revenue. 

!llr. V. N. JOG: It does not mean that it is a substantial demand. 
Mr. G. "1LES: It is not a substantial demand. We have made cuts 

to the extent of Rs. 3,23,000 and Rs. 1,09,000. This comes to 
Rs.4,32,000, whichistheretrenchment actually effected so far as we know. 
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The balance of the demand which is about Rs. 70,000 is being aske4 for 
now under the assurance that it will not be spent, if the retrenchment 
committee are able to suggest retrenchment to that extent. · 

l\Ir. V. N. JOG: I£ these three lakhs are not to be spent but as a matter . 
of account they are put on to Land Revenue demand, then 'there sho~d 
be a corresponding minus entry- · 

Mr. G. W1LES: That can only be done when savings are reported 
at the end of the year by the Accountant General. .. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: There must be a minus entry, otherwise· it will be
a substantial demand~ 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN :· It will be done. 
Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Sir, I rise to . 

support the demand made by the Honourable 1\Ir. Hudson. I am satisfied 
that Government have done their best to retrench their ex:p,endit~e as 
far as possible. I am very glad to J;Ilention as a member of the Retrench
ment Committee that many Government officers were examined by that 
committee, and they have extended their hearty co-Operation.and have 
done their best to reduce the expenditure wherever it was possible for 
them to do so. I may assure this honourable House that the Retrench-. 
ment Committee would do their b~st to effect economy even in. the 
matter of permanent retrenchment. Now all the members know 'that a 
questionnaire has been prepared and published. In respect of that, 
many officers have to be examined as witnesses and every possible attempt 
will be made in the direction of reducing the expenditure in the interest 
of this Presidency. 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON· : I do. not think, after the lucid 
~xplanation given by my honourable friend the ]finance Secretary, 
I need add anything. I am gratefnl to the honourable member 
Rao Bahadur Patil for his acknowledgment of the efforts we are making11 

and I can assure the House that they will be continued. 
Question put and carried. 

BILL No. XXI OF 1931 [A BILL FURTHER TO· AMEND THE BOMBAY 
DISTRICT MUNICIPAL ACT, 1901, AND THE BOMBAY MUNICIPAL 
BOROUGHS ACT (1925)] 
The Honourable Sirda.r Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : Sir, 

I introduce Bill No. XXI of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay 
District Municipal Act, 1901, and the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 
~w~ . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Bill is introduced. 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : Sir, 

I move that Bill No XXI of 1931 {A Bill further to. 
First reading. B b D amend the om ay istrict Municipal Act, 1901, 

and the Bombay :Uunicipal Boroughs Act, 1925) be read a first time.· 
This is a Bill which is virtually an omnibus Bill in which various 

Ho Hb 61-2 
• Appendix ll. 
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amendments dealing with different matters and sucrcrested to 
Government from time to time, have been collected tog~.her. The 
opportunity is also taken to incorporate in the Bill certain verbal 
amendments. The statement of objects and reasons very clearly explains 
the· effect of these various amendments. A careful perusal of the· 
statement of objects and reasons will, I hope, convince the honourable 
House that all these amendment"! are not very important involving any 
important principle. I will go over the various amendments proposed : 
maki.Q.g very brief observations on each of them. . 

Clause 2, sulrclauses (i) and (ii), deal with some verbal amendments 
with a view to make the phraseology more legal, even though the meaning 
is very clear now. ' 

· Clause 2, ~rn:b-clause (iii), has reference to disqualification of councillors 
on account of arrears. The disqualification which is now proposed . 
already exists in the Municipal Boroughs Act of 1925 and therefore it~ 
is not a new principle but a principle which has been recognised by this 
Legislature. It refers to arrears of municipal taxes by municipal 
councillors. I suppose this honourable House will admit that it is a 
very pernicious practice to allow it to continue. The municipal councillors 
themselves should be the first to come forward to pay up their municip:ll . 
arrears. If Government do not take steps to rectify this practice, it . 
will certainly set a very bad example to the ordinary ratepayers. 

Then clause 2, sub-clause (iv), refers to the election of the presidents· 
of the municipa1ities established for the first time or reconstituted after . 
dissolution or supersession. As the law stands at present there is always 
the retiring president of the municipality who is authorised to convene 
a meeting of the new councillors for the purpose of electing the presid€'nt 
and vice-president. But there can be no president of the municipality · 
which has been ·dissolved or which has been superseded. According 
to the present Act Government have got power to authorise the Collector' 
to convene the meeting. But that is not a very satisfactory procedure, 
because Government ha.ve every time to issue orders to the Collector 
to convene the meeting. Therefore, it is proposed in this amendment 
that the Collector should be empowered to appoint a person whom he ' 
considers best to convene. the meeting of a municipality which has 
been established for the first time or which is reconstituted after 
dissolution or supersessiqn. · 

Then clause 2, sub-clauses (v),'(vii), (ix) and clause 3, sub-clauses (i), (iii) 
and (v}, enable the municipalities to charge fees for issue of w:arra~ts. 
Section 85B of the Bombay District :Municipd Act and the corresponding 
section 108 of the Municipal Boroughs Act authorise municipalities to. 
charge for warrant fees for distress made for the purpose of recovery 
of their dues. Recently the examiner of local fund accounts raised the 
question whether the levy of fee is legal where warrant has not been 
executed and the ruling has been that the municipality is not authorised 
to charge any fees in such a case. This is not fair to the municipality, 
because all the expense incidental to the issue of the warrant has been 
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incurred already. It several times happens that the arrears are not paid 
until the warrant is presented. Consequently there is no need to execute 
the warrant, and all the expense incurred by the municipality goes to 
waste. I think this is a very necessary amendment which will enable 
the municipality to recover their fees in any case. · · 

Clause 2, sub-clause (6), of the Municipal Act and clause 3, sub-clause 
(2), of the Municipal Boroughs Act refer to the question of remission of 
rates to houses which are not occupied. According to the present Act 
the house which is not occupied is free from municipal rates. But the 
definiticn of an unoccupied house is that it should not be furnished. We 
find that in hill stations almost all the houses are always furnished. 
Therefore, according to the strict interpretation of the Act these houses 
are liable to be charged. This hits the landlords very hard, because so 
far as the hill sta tiona are concerned the season is very limited. I think 
it is but fair that even though the houses are furnished they must be 
exempt from payment of municipal taxes for the period during which 
they are not occupied. 

Clause 2, sub-clause (viii), of the Bill has reference to the District 
:Municipal Act and clause 3, sub-dause (iv), has reference to the Municipal 
Boroughs Act, and they refer to the regulation of washing places. \ 
Jl!embers of this honourable House are well a ware that it is not desirable 
to allow washing to be done anywhere and everywhere in a city or a town .. 

. According to the present Act the municipality has the authority to 

. prohibit the use of a place for the purpose of washing only if that place be 
! a public place, but so far as private lands are concerned, the municipality 
I has got no authority at all. Consequently, washermen are c;:lrrying on 

their trade indiscriminately in all parts of the town. This am.endll\ent 
contemplates giving authority to the municipality to set apart certain 
lands for the purpose of washing of clothes, and forbid at other places, 
even though they may belong to private individuals. I think that there 
can be no objection to authorise the municipality to have this power, 
because, as we know, it is these dirty clothings which generally carry 
all sorts of germs, and besides it is most insanitary to allow washing to be. 
done everywhere for the simple reason that a lot of water. will necessarily 
be accumulated in various parts of the town, leading to mosquito 
breeding and producing other insanitary conditions in th.e- heart of the 
town. This authority, as members coming from Bombay know, is already 
vested in the Bombay Municipal Corporation, and these clauses are taken 
almost word for word from the City of Bombay Municipal Act. 

These are the Vll.rious amendments which are proposed to be embodied 
in this Bill, and I hope this honourable House will pass the fust reading 
(){ the Bill without any great debate. • , 

Question proposed. -
Ra.~ Saheb P. D. KULKARNI (Poona District) : Sir, in these days 

(){democracy, the interests of the public must necessarily be protected. 
I wish to speak particularly with reference to two provisions unnecessarily 
made in this Bill. The first is as regards the provision empowering the 

KO Hb 61-2a 
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Collector to appoint a person to preside at the meeting called for the 
purpose of an election of the Chairman, When the municipality is 
composed of a. majority of elected members, the person who is 
to be appointed. to preside at the first meeting must be one of the elected 
members. There are many competent persons available even in the rural 
. areas who can be conveniently appointed to preside over such a meeting. 
That provision is essential to safeguard the interests of the public. 

Another provision to which I take objection is about the disqualification 
of members who fail to· pay any arrears due to the municipality. In 
connection with this provision, I am very sorry to note that neither in 
the marginal note nor in the statement of objects and reasons, attention 
has been pointedly drawn to the nature of this provision. There are 
marginal notes. to other-clauses relating to washing places, etc., but there· 
is no marginal note to this clause [sub-clause (iii)]. , In the absence of 
a marginal note, a reader will not get a· clear idea. at a first glance that 
there is. any such disqualification clause in this Bill. In the statement 
of objects- and reasons relating to this sub-clause also, only a reference 

· is given to a similar section in the Municipal Boroughs Act, but that does 
ntt give a cler.r idea to the-reader that this disqualification is sought to 
be imposed. In towns, governed by the Municipal Boroughs Act, suck 
a disqualification may perhaps be justified, as the representatives of the 
people there are more cultured than those of rural areas. But in rural 

. areas, where the representatives are more backward than in urban areas, 
some leniency ought to have been shown. I do not a.dvocat~the cause 
of people delaying or a. voiding payment of the municipal arrears due 
from them. But there are independently competent provisions in the 
District Municipal Act for the recovery of those arrears. In their 
presence; to debar them from continuing to be members of district 
municipalities will really be an infliction of great hardship on them. 
Such a· step will be most unjustifiable as regards the members of the 
district municipalities, where the representatives are not as much 
advanced as they are in city municipalities. The ordinary rules of 
recovery of the dues are surely sufficient to remove the difficulty of the 
arrears. TO' meet that want there is no necessity of this particular 
provision. These defects should be considered by the Honourable the 
:Mover of the Bill who should be liberal to remove them just now. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, my interest in this 
Bill refers to a very small point, and that is the question of pro\·iding 
washing places and charging ~he washermen for them. 1! have rea~ 
this Bill very carefully, but I have not been able to find out whether 1t 
is a revenue Bill or a Bill for improving sanitation. The reason given 
for bringing the washermen under the Bill is that their calling is a nuisance 
in the sense that it leads to the breeding of mosquitoes. Now, in rural 
area~ especially in district municipalities, I am perfectly sure that. the 
waeherman is not the only offender in this respect. There are various 
othan· offenders who give rise to the breeding of mosquitoes. ~ake~ 
for instance; the railway lines near municipal towns. Near these railway 
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lines water accumulates and mosquitoes are bred. Then, even in small 
towns we have now oil engines working, most of which require big tanks 
<>f water, and these tanks afford breeding places for mosquitoes. Even 
the municipalities themselves are sinners in this respect. They emp1oY, 
contractors for carrying out constructional works and these contractors 
dig up the earth and leave the place ·unfilled for days together, and 
mosquitoes are bred there when the trenches are ·filled up with ram water. 
So, there are many other sinners in the field. I do not know the reason· 
why the poor :washermen are singled out and penalised. if this is really 
.a sanitary measure then all the sinners must be simultaneously penalised, 
but what do we find in the present instance 1 Here the other agents 
.are left out and the weakest of the lot is taken to task. For that reason, 
I urge that this is really not· a measure for sanitation but it is a measure 
to tax the poor washermen. I do know that there is a provision for 
taxing trades and professions in' the municipal Acts for revenue purposes. 
'But have any trades or occupations been taxed so far ~ Are the munici
palities going to make a beginning by taxing these poor washermen ~· 
I think on this ground also the measure is most undesirable. · · 

Then, Sir, it has been stated that the district and city municipalities· 
have gone to Government with a request to enact such a measure 
because they have no power and control washing place~ I assert that · 
it is not correct. If the tank or well is a public . place, then· the 
Bombay District Police Act, section'61, clause (1), provides: 

" baths ojwashes in or by the side of a public well, tank, or reservoir, not set apart 
for such purpose by order of the Magistrate of the district or some other person having 
lawful authority in that behalf, or in or by the side of any pond, pool, aqueduct, part 
<lf a. river, stream, nala or other source or means of water-supply in which such bathing 
or washing is forbidden by order of the Magistrate of the district or other person having 
lawful authority in that behalf." · ' · · · 

:Kow, if the municipality considers that a particular washerman ;or a 
number of washermen are really. a danger to the public health, thaJt 
body can ask the District Magistrate to exercise his powenmder section 61 
and stop the nuisance at once. But that is not done. On the contrary, 
municipalities are being invested. with power for revenue ptrrposes ; 
a~d the analogy given is that of Bombay City Municipality.· Now, 
S1r, the analogy does not apply. In the case of Bombay a large 
eapital is sunk for provi~ing a washing place. That washing place is 
at ).Iahaluxmi and acres and acres of land are set apart for this purpose. 
The washermen do their washing in an enclosure and the rest of the 
land is reserved for drying clothes. .But all the washing is done 
inside the enclosure. The Bombay Municipality has also its own water 
works which have cost cr~·res of rupees whereas in the case of the 
district municipalities I am sure the washermen do not get the water . 
s~pply from the municipalities from their water works. They have to 
<:arry out their occupation by the side of some well, tank or stream 
which is not municipal property so far as the water in the tank or well 
is concerned. If a building is built as the Bombay Municipality .has 
<lone and a supply of water is given out of municipal water works, then 
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there would be some justification for the levy, but if that is not 
going to be done, I submit it will be very unfair to the poor washermen 
to subject them to the levy. After all, what will the municipalities do 1 
H there is a pool of water, they will say: "Here we have provided a. 
place for you to go to and wash your clothes. Now you pa.v us the tu ". 
The water is nature's water. It is not provided by the municipality at 
its cost and yet it m.ay ask the washerman to pay for using nature's gift. 
I think that would be quite unfair. For these reasons I think that 
either the clause must be deleted or if it is not deleted, the poor · 
washerman should not be subjected to payment. · 
. Dr. M. K. DIXIT (Surat District): Sir, the amendments suggested 
by the honourable. mover of this Bill are, to my mind, of a very trivial 
nature and I give my general support to it, because, after all, the points 
that have been urged against the Bill are two, firstly, that which has 
~een raised by my honourable friend Rao Sah~b Kulkarni about dis· 
qualifying a member if he fails to pay to the municipality the arrears 
within three months after a special notice has been served on him. The 
honourable mover has alreadv told the House that a similar section 
exists .in the Borough Municipalities Act. But the only point that has 
been raised against this by the honourable member Rao Saheb Kulkarni 
is that every Jl!ember of a district municipality is not likely to be of 
the same calibre or culture and that this would be a hardship on the 
members of the municipality. I am afraid I cannot agree with that. 

· The clause only says that if he fails to pay the arrears within th~e months 
after a special notice has been served on him he should be disqualified. 
~ a rule the demand notice is served out to the tax payer and after 
that demand notice is served, I suppose two or three months easily 
elapse more often than not before the actual payment is made. And 
if a man fails to pay his dues within that period then a special notice is 
to be served on him and after the expiry of three months of the issue 
of the special notice then he is to be disqualified. Is there any member 
worthy to be called a member of a district municipality who, after the 
receipt of a special notice, fails to pay his arrears within three months 1 
If he does so, he had better not be a member. He should be disqualified 
re.ther than be allowed to continue as a member. He· as a councillor 
should set an example to the other tax payers by paying up his arrears 
as early as rossible rather than taking advantage of the latitude of 
receiving a special notice. I do not think that is a very great point 
and I support this wholeheartedly. 
· Then comes the washerman's business. This is more a hardship on 

the municipality than on the washerman. It is only an enabling clause 
giving the fOWer to the municipality. The municipality may serve 
a notice on the washermanr It is not therefore obligatory on the 
municipality to serve a public notice ~n the washerman ~rohibiting 
him from washing his clothes at a certam tank or well. It 1s only an 
enab~ clause. If the ~unicipality thinks ~t. des_ira~le it ~y serve 
a notice. But what is obligatory on the muwc1pality lS that 1t should 
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provide a special place for washing purposes whether 11. public nctice 
of prohibiting washing is given or not. So the clause works a hardship 
on the municipality more than on the washerman. Even after providing 
a suitable place for the exercise by washermen of their calling, it is not 
nece~sary for the municipality to tax the washermen.. The mun'ici- · 
pality may or may not tax them. It is quite optional. Of course in 
the case <>f small towns where 'the municipality cannot get a suitable 
place to allot for washing purposes and where there are no water works, 
this clause will be more or less a deadlock. It will be malring a sort 
of whitewash or a nominal arrangement-keeping two ~tones near a well 
or pond and just complying with the requirements tif the Act and yet 
allowing the washerman to wash. his clothes anywhere. · However, . 
this is a minor point not worth opposing and I give.my support to the 
Bill that has been presented. . . , . • · , · 

Dr. M. D. GILDER (Bombay City, North) : Sir, it is very 'seldom 
that I have to confess that I differ from the opinion of the honourable 
member who represents my constituency. Evidently our constituents 
are of the sa:me mind and send to the Council two people more or less 
thinking similarly; and at any rate when we do differ we do not wash 
our dirty linen in public. [Laughter.] I am soriy; however, that on 
this occasion I have to differ from the honourable member who represents 
my own constituency (Mr. Surve). · As has been pointed out by the 
honourable member from Surat (Dr. Dixit), the clause is permissive 
only; it is not only permissive, but it says definitely that the owner of-a 
place can have a washerman in his place to wash his own clothes and the 
municipality cannot object. The washerman can wash his own clothes 
in his own house without objection. It is only when the. dhobi gets 
everybody's clothes and washes the miscellaneous collection in . the 
exercise of his calling that this clause applies. Now, the Honourable 
Minister has brought forward the reasons that such practice may breed· 
malaria. But I may point out to him instances, of course not from this 
country, but from other countries, where the U:t;U'egulated exercise of 
this calling of washing clothes has brought about an epidemic of typhoid 
fever in the town. There is no reason why, for instance, if the sullage 
from the washing place runs into a river during the time of an· epidemic 
of cholera, and if the river water ia used by other people for bathing, 
drinking and washing purposes the epidemic should not sprel\d like 
wildfire. This condition, therefore, from the point of view of public 
health, is an essential condition. This clause has worked in Bombay 
and it has not inflicted any hardship on the dhobis. As regards the 
argument of the honourable member thJ.t there are sinners i~ the field 
and that therefore one sinner the more makes no difference, it is anargu~ 
ment which answers itseU. As to the argument that the municipality 
can stop the nuisance through the District Magistrate, it really is a very 
circuitous course for a municipality to follow especially when an epidemic 
is present in the town. It would be much better to follow the shorter 
course in such cases. As regards the payment, I do, not think any 
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municipality would try to earn money from -r.a~hermen. l\Io:-ct }lroh\bly 
they would try to recoup what expenses thev have incurred in l'rtwidinrr 
the nece8sary facilities. I support the first' reading of this Bill. 

0 

Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): )Jr. Pre~ident, 
I rise to support the first reading of this Bill. )!any of the pro,-i,ions 
which are inserted in this amending Bill,nre not of a controwr!:'inlnature. 
They are quite necessary for the proper administration of the munici
palities. 

l\Iy honourable friend Rao Saheb Kulkarni stated that a non-ofiicial 
elected member should be asked bv the Collector to preside at a mertirw 
which is held on the dissolution ~f a municipality. If we look io th: 
wording of clause 7B, it is clear from that clause that the Collector is 
empowered to appoint even an elected member to preside if he choo~t·s 
to do so and there is no prohibition by which the Collector will be pre
vented from recommending any non-official member who is an elected 
member to preside at such meeting. 

As regards the we.sherman, I submit that it is the duty of the muni
cipalities to look after sanitation alw. We want power fmm officials. 
If that is so, when there is local self-government (and a municipdity 
means local self-government), why should it not lun·e the power to 
manage its own affairs in connection with sanitJJ.tion and why should 
the municipality go to the Collector and ask for redress ? I think we 
\\ant that power and that it is necessary in the interests of sanitation. 

If \\e look to sub-clause (2) of proposed new section 133A, we find 
that it reads as under : 

"The municipality shall provide suitable places for the exercise by washerm!'n uf 
their calling and may require p~yment of such fees for the use of any such plul e a~ 
shall from time to time be determined by it." 

From this it will be seen that a municipality cr..n charge some fee 
only when a site is given by it to a washerm::m. If a municipality duf'S 
not give water to a washerman, I do nc. t think it" ill charge the washerm,m 
for water. Again no fee is prescribed by the Bill. Discretion is ginn to 
a municipality in the matter of charging fee. A municipality will charge 
such fees as will be quite reasonable looking to the site which "ill Le 
given to the washerman. From all these points of view, I submit, Sir, 
that all the amendments are quite reasonable and they are not of a 
controversial nature, and therefore it woulJ be proper for this honourable 
House to accept the first reading of the Bill. 

Dr. J. ALB~ D'SOl"ZA (Bombay City, South):. Sir, I rise to SUJ!l'ort 
the first rer.ding of the Bill. I was a bit alarmed to hear t1e honourable 
member Dr. Dixit characterising the provisions of the Bill as tri,·ial. 
In my opinion, even if there were not so many provisions in the Bill 
but only one pro,·ision regarding the "· ashermen, the Bill "ould ~till 
deserYe the whole-hearted support of the whole House. 

I am of the opinion, Sir, that the provisions sought to be intoodueed 
are in one way or another ,·ery necessary in the gene.ral interests of ~l1e 
public. The first provision gives facilities for the calling of a meetmg 
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'()f a municipality which is reconstituted after dissolution or supersession 
and is very necessary for the progress of t'he municipality. '.The second 
provision which enables a municipality to reimburse itself for expenses 
incurred by it is just and correct. As stated in the statement of objects 
and reasons, there are ways in w bich people are able to get round the 
fees, and it is but right that a provision of this kind should be introduced 
enabling the municipality to reimburse itself to the .extent to wbicli it 
is out of pocket. The concession given to owners of bungalows furnished 
but untenanted is a step absolutely in the right direction. 

I now come to the most important p::>int, namely, the wa,shermen 
and the places where it is intended to segregate them, and the tax sought 
to be imposed upon them for facilities given to them. · I do think this. 
provision is most necessary. I will give the honourable House my 
~wn experience of what has happened in this regard at the Bombay 
city municipality. A reference was made to section 297 ofthe Bombay 
Municipal Act by the honourable member Dr. Dixit, which ·empowers 

. the Bombay City Municipality to make the dhobis wash their linen 
in particular restricted arP.as only. My honourable friend J?r. Dixit 
did not see any danger in dhobis being allowed to wash 'their ·cloth~s 
in any pla.ce without restriction. The danger in regard to cholera has 
been pointed o1.:t by my honourable friend Dr. Gilder. ' It is indeed 
a great and a real danger. In regard to malaria I am speaking from, 
personal knowledge because we have got ·in Bombay what is· called 
~Ia.laria Control. What this 1\Iala.ria Control has done for the city ·of 
Bombay can be seen in the reduced mala.ria illness and mala.ria mort-ality. 
The malaria mortality is far below what it used to be in the days· before 
the l!I.alaria Control was given to the Bombay Municipality. There is one 
definite point with regard to this mala.ria control which I must incise into 
the mind of this honourable House. It is generally believed that -dirty 
water is the water in which the mala.ria mosquito thrives. Such is not 
at all the case. The malaria mosquito, it has been proved, thrives 
in clear limpid and running water .and this is exactly the water the dhobis 
are using. I can give you more instances than one where durmg the 
malaria campaign for the control of malaria we came across small pools 
near washing places which were breeding centres.' These sufficed to 
give malaria to an area a quarter to half a mile round abou~ them. 
I am not exaggerating in the least when I say this. My honourable 
friend Mr. Surve felt ala.rmed over the proposal to tax the washermen. 
I can inform the honourable member Mr. Surve that now the Bombay 
Municipality have got a special department known as the -Licensing 
Department. Several industries and callings have been brought under 
the operations of the Licensing Department for the purpose of being 
taxed. If the municipalities concerned are going to be out of pocket 
for providing facilities or conveniencies in the form of sites water, etc. 
to the washermen, the municipalities are justified in reimbursing them
selves in some way and the right ·given them to do so is only just and 
proper. 
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Another point is that all professions and callings are liable to be taxed. 
It is but just that the dhobis also should submit themselves to a 
reaso~ble levy, if they are working as " professional " dhobis. Private 
dhobiS who work for private owners on private grounds are goin11 to be 
exempted from this tax. 

0 

I am particularly keen on the question of washermen and malaria and 
I have tried to inform the House of the close connection bet-ween the inju· 
rio us and nefarious activities of washermen and the health of a town or city. 

-The provisions of the Bill are intended to put a check to the washermen's 
propensity to propagate disease and epidemics in to" ns and cities. 

' With these few remarks, I supJ:Ort heartily the first reading of this Bill. 
· &o Saheb B. G. DESAI (Kaira District): Sir, I rise to support the 
first reading of Bill No. XXI of 1931. The Bill supplies a long-felt want 
which those who are members of district municipalities and of municipal 
boroughs have been experiencing since a long time. As an ex-President 
and member of the Nadiad municipality, I am able to testify to 
the difficulty which is experienced by municipalities in coping with this 
washermen problem. The :washermen in towns and cities have often 
encroached upon public convenience and have at times proved to be a 
veritable nuisance, so much so, that the rate-payers have raised strong 
complaints calling for strong and prompt action in the matter. But the 
municipalities have felt themselves helpless and unable to take any action 
in the absence of specific statutory powers enabling them to control 
and regulate the washermen's trade. It is therefore to enable the 

-municipalities to exercise efiective control and supervision over the 
washermen's trade, that the present Bill is brought. The nuisance which 
the washermen oftfn-times cause to a town or a city is too patent to need 
special mention. It has been condemned by the general public which 
wants to move with the times in the matters of sanitation and hygiene. 
It cannot be denied that the time has now come when municipalities 

· should be arm~;d with the powers which are sought to be given to them 
under this Bill. It is but in the fitness.. of things that the Honourable 
the Minister of Local Self-Government has come forward with a measure 
of this kind and he deserves our thanks for it. 

I was surprised to see some of the objections that were raised against 
some of the provisions of the Bill by some of my honourable friends. For 
instance, the provision as regards the levy of fees on washermen has been 
taken exception to. If the municipality has to provide a site or water 
or other facilities and conveniences to the washermen to enable them to 
-carry on their calling and if, in that process, the municipality is put to 
expense as· it is bound to be how is a municipality otherwise to 
reimburse itself 1 I am sure that the Honourable the Minister for Local 
Self-Government has a strong case in favour of his Bill. Besides, the 
levyina of fees has not been made compulsory by the Act. It is merely 
optio~l and is left to the good sense of the standing coiiUn;it~e to whi~h 
I think we can safely entrust that duty. Therefore, the BilllS a step m 
the right direction_ and I hope tht honoura\>le House will carry it through. 
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Rev. R. S. MODAK : Sir, I rise to support most heartily the first 
reading of the Bill. The clause in this Bill with regard to washermen has 
made a strong appeal to me because I too am interested in this question. 
I do admit that the washerman of to-day is a very· important member 
of society and it is but right that we should seek to take care of him by 
municipalities providing him with proper water and washing facilities 
in their areas. From my experience of Ahmednagar; I can give instances 
where I have seen clothes being washed even in gutter water. In one 
case I actually saw a washerman washing clothes in· a purgatory. · 
I asked him why he did that and he said to me there was no other place 
because there was no proper site where water was available and where 
he could go and wash his linen. I think to that extent he was right. 
I think for this reason some such Bill as is now before the House is a 

· necessity. I am not a doctor and therefore I cannot say anything with 
authority, but I have been a patient suffering ~om malaria and I know 
what that means. Therefore, I think that if a. provision like this 
is supported by the honourable House and if municipalities take benefit 
of such provision, a very important and beneficial change will be effected 
and the washermen will be prevented from injuring the health of cities 
or towns and in this way sanitation and public health will be safeguarded. 

I know that in some countries people do not use mosquito nets 
because they do not need them because of the absence of. malaria
carrying mosquitos. I have seen people who have got enough money to 
buy mosquito nets but not buying them. But in India, in spite of the 
poverty of the people, they have got to spend money on the purchase of 
mosquito nets because they cannot do without them. . . 

It is possible of course that municipalities may derive some income 
from the levy of fees. But I do say this much that if they make money 
in this way, they are safeguarding public health and sanitation. In. 
Ahmednagar, until some time ago there was no fixed market place and 
things used to be sold in dirty places. The Ahmedna.gar Municipality 
then erected a market place and commenced to charge a small fee to the 
sellers who took advantage of that market. At first there was some 
opposition against that small charge. However, after some days, both 
the sellers and the buyers were satisfied that that was a far better 
arrangement than before and immediately gave up their .opposition 
to the fee and willingly paid it. 

Therefore, Sir, I feel that in the near future, when this Bill is passed> . 
the municipalities will take measur~ to stop the washing of clothes by 
washermen wherever they like. Therefore, I hope that this honourable 
House will willingly support this Bill. 

Mr. PESTA..."'\SHAH N. VAKIL {Ahmedabad City) : On a point of 
information, may I with'· your permission request the Honourable 
Minister for Local Self -Government to enlighten us on one point 1 What 
is the provision in the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act regarding the 
appointment of a president in the case of a superseded municipality which · 
has been restored to its privileges 1 Because, I find that in section 19 {2) 
which makes pro'' is ion for the appointment of president and vice-president 
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to continue to carry out certain duties until their successors take owr 
charge there is nothing mentioned to pro\ ide for the case which I have 
just mentioned. For instance, the Surat municipality will be restored 
to its prh·ileges in the near future. In that case, what is the provision 
for the appointment of president and Yice-presider,t ? 

The Honourabe the PRESIDE~""T : How does that question arise 1 
. Mr. PESTA ... \"SH..-\H X. V ... -\.KIL: Because this is exactly the point 
which has been sought to be made clear in the case of the district 
municipalities. The amendment is to be made in the District Municiral 
.Act, whereas, to my mind, an amendment like that was needed in the 
case of the borough municipalities as well. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~""T : I am waiting for the )lini~ter 
to clear up the point. I haYe asked how this point arises. If the 
Honourable ~Iinister has a reply pointing out that such a rrovision 
does exist in that .Act, then he can point it out. 

The. Honourable Sirdar Sir RCSTmi JEHAXGIR YAKIL: .-\. 
pro\ision similar to the one contemplated in the amendment does not 
€Xist in the Municipal Boroughs Act. But there is in the Act a 
pwdsion which enables the Collector to call a meeting-

The Honourable the PRESIDE~""T : That is the latter part of that 
clause 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RCSTml JEILL\"GIR V.-\.KIL: Yes, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: The honourable member is 

referring to the first part of it. 
:11r. PESTA...\SH..\H X. YAKIL: I was referring to section 19, whereas 

what the Honourable Minister refers to is section 23. Section 19 provideil 
for the continuance of the office of president and ,-ice-president in 
cases where the new municipality has not yet taken oYer charge of 
the office. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT-: What is the difficulty of the 
honourable member ? 

)1r. PEST.L\SHAH X. VAKIL: I say that an amendment precisely 
similar to the one which the Honourable )linister proposes in the case 
of district municipalities is· also nece;;sary in the case of municipal 
boroughs. 4 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~""T : That cannot be taken up under 
this Bill. 

)fr. PESTA~SR.lli X. VAKIL: I menJy wanted the Honourable 
)Iinister to enlighten me on the point whether there is any provision for 
it in the existing llunicipal Boroughs Act. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: I do not think that is relevant. 
The honourable member wants to know as to why similar provision 
was not thought to be necessary in the 1Iunicipal Boroughs Act. 
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. The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOl\I JEH.ANGIR VAKIL: My reply 
is that it is not necessary that the provision in both the Acts must be 
introduced simultaneously and at the same time. There is in section 23 
of the Municipal Boroughs Act a provision which authorises the Collector 
to call a meeting. But the honourable member Mr. Vakil is correct 
in saying that it might perhaps be advisable to introduce a similar 
provision in the Municipal Boroughs Act also. But I have not consi~ 
dered this matter, an l probably, in the near future, a similar provision 
will be introduced in that Act. 

Mr. J. B. PETIT: I beg to move, Sir, that the question be now put~ 
because I think the question lias been discussed thoroughly so far, and, 
as far as I can see, there is ge~eral approval of it in the House. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I accept that very good proposaL 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHA..~GIR VAKIL : Sir~ after 

the general approval to the Bill, I do not think it is necessary for me to 
make a long speech. However; I think it would he adVisable to remove 
some misapprehension which seems to exist in the 'minds of one or twG 
honourable members who have adversely criticised the amending clause 
in regard to the power given to the CollPctor to nominate a person t() 
preside at the meeting. I may inform the honourable members that 
the man whom the Collector will appoint in such cases has very 
unimportant work to do. He is present at the meeting where a chairman 
is appointed. The president is not appointed at that particular meeti.Dg 
when the person appointed by the Collector is present. Only a. 
chairman is appointed. That is not a very important matter in the :first 
place, and secondly, there are very few occasions when necessity t() 
take recourse to this action would arise, and I hope there will be very. 
few such occasions, because this applies to cases where municipalities 
are either superseded or dissolved. There are one or two important 
objections to appointing a person who is a councillor as the person 
to preside. The principal objection is that sometimes local conditions, 
like communal or party factions may make the appointment of a 
councillor undesirable, because he will always be a man with. some 
bias, and I think that it would be ever so much safer to leave the · 
appointment of the person to the discretion of the Collector. 

I must confess, Sir, that I was rather grieved to :find the honourable 
m~mber Rao Saheb Kulkarni protesting against a provision being made 
which would discourage a very evil practice, namely, allowing the 
collection of arrears to hang on even in the case of a municipal councillor 
himself. I do not think that many will support that view. It is a very 
pernicious practice, and I think that this provision is absolutely necessary. 

Then, my honourable friend 1tir. Surve used these words : " Washerman 
i1'1 not the only offender." That is in itself an admission that washing 
dirty clothes in the public is really a nuisance, and I am very glad to :find 
that so many honourable members who have followed him have come 
forward to repudiate that argument. The same honourable member 
remarked that a similar provision does exist at the present moment in 
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the District Police Act. That is hardly relevant, for this reason. In the 
first place, why should a municipality, an absolutely independt>nt body, 
be at the mercy of the police to take action in a matter which is 
entirely within their own pronnce ? Secondlv, the section whil'h he 
quoted from the District Municipal Act does· not empower the Police 
Department to set apart places for washing purposes. I think his 
main ~int was that fees should not be ch~~ Jed, but that is left 
entirely to the discretion of the municipality, and if they in thrir 
discretion :find that fees should not be charged in any particular district 
or in any particular area, they are at liberty to do so. 

With these few remarks, I commend the Bill for the acceptance of the 
House. 

Bill read a first Question, "That the Bill be rrad a first time,, 
time. put and carried. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOll JEBAXGIR VAKIL: ~Iay 
I have your permission, Sir, to move the second reading 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Yes. 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTmi JEHANGIR VAKIL: Sir, I 

Second reading. 
move that Bill No. XXI of 1931 (A Bill further to 
amend the Bombay District Muniripal Act, 1901, 

and the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925) be read a second 
time. 

Bill read a second 
time. 

Question put and carried. 

Bill read clause by clause. 

Clause 1 (Short title) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 2 (Amend·ment of Bom. Ill of 1901) : 
In the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901- . 

(i) In sub-section (2) of section 11 for the words "this section " the word, figure 
and brackets "sub-section (1)" shall be substituted; 

(ii) In sub-section (I) of sections 12 and_l3 and in sub·section (5) of section 22, 
after the word, letter and brackets "clause (c)" the words, figure and brackets "of 
sub-section (1)" shall be inserted; · 

(iii) after clause (e) of sub-section (2) of section 15, the following shll be inserted, 
namely:-· 

'' (/) fails to pay any arrears of any kind due by him to the municipality within 
· three months after a special notice in this behalf has been served upon him "; 

(it·) in section 23, · · · 
(a) in the proviso to sub-section (7 A), for the 'll·ords "in the case of a new munici

pality constituted under this Act " the words " on 'the constitution of a new 
municip!!.lity after the general election "shall be substituted; 

(b) after sub-section (7A), the following sub-section shall be inserted, namely:-
• "(7B) On the dissolution of a municipslity otherwise than on the expiry of its 

term of office and after a general election or on the re-establishment of a munici· 
palitv under section 179 after its supersession or when a municipality is constituted 
under this Act for the first time, the Collector shall call a meeting for the purpose 
of an election under clause (() of sub-section (2) and shall appoint a person to · 
preside at such meeting until the municipality elects its own chairman for that 
meeting. In case of an equality of votes the result of the election of the chairman 
shgJ) be decided by lot to be drawn in the presence of the person presiding in such 
manner as he may determine. The meeting shall then proceed to elect the new 
pre&dent." 
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(r) In sub-section (10), before the word "when" the following shall be inserted, 
namelv:- . • 

.:Except in the cases provided for in sub-section (7B)." 
Min~~~ . . 

(a) in item (i) before the word "execution" the words "issue and" shall be. 
inserted; 

(b) in proviso (b) for the words "Governor General in Council" the words 
" Governor in Council " shall be substituted ; . , • 
(r·i) in sub-section (4) of section 69, after the word "seciion" the following shaU 

be inserted, namely :- · 
"(a) a dwelling-house within the limits of a municipality notified by Government 

as a hill-station municipality shall, if otherwise unoccupied, be deemed to be vacant 
notwithstanding the fact that it contains the furniture habitually used in it; and 

(b)" 
(t'l'i) In ~tion 85, . 

(a) for clause (b) the following shall be substituted, namely:-
"(b) every warrant issued under sub-section (I) of section 83 or distress made 

under sub-~tion (4) of the said section, and"; and · 
(b) in clause (c) for tile words "the said sub-section" the words and figures 

"sub-section (4) of section 83" shall be substituted. 
(viii) After section 133, the following section shall be inserted, namely:- · 

"133A. (1) RetJulation of tea8king of clothes by washmnen.-The municipality 
may, by public notice, prohibit the washing of clothes bywashermen in the exercise· 
of their calling, except at such places as it shall appoint-for this purpose ; and when . 
any such prohibition has been made, no person who is, by calling, a washerman 
shall wash clothes at any place not appointed for this purpose by the municipa
lity, except for such person himself or for the owner or occupier of such place. 

(2) W asMng place to be provided by tht municipality for W68hermen..-The munici
pality shall provide suitable places for the exercise by washermen of their calling 
and msy require payment of such fees for the use of any such place as shall from . 
time to time be determined by it. . . · 

(3) The municipality shall, before issuing any public notice under sub-section (1 ), 
publish in such manner as shall in its opinion be sufficient, for the information of 
persons likely to be affected thereby, a list of washing places proposed to be provided 
under sub-section (2), together with a u~tice specifying a date on or after which the 
list will be taken into consideration ; and shall, before finally fixing the said places, 
receive and consider any objection or suggestion in respect thereto which may be 
made in writing by any person before the date so apeci.fie4." 
(iz) In Schedule C, after the words "For service ofnotice ........ P .. "the words 

•• For issue 1>f warrant .•.••.•.•••• " sha.ll be inserted. . ' 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI (Poona. District): Sir, I move: 
"That in clause 2, sub-clause (7B), in line 10, after the words • shall appoint a person ' 

:add the words 'from amongst the elected councillors'." · 

I have already expressed my views at the first reading or' the .. 
Bill regarding the necessity of this amendment. Looking to the right 
of the public and the educational advance of the district it is essential 
that the elected members should have the chance of the chairman.· There· 
should not be any undue official control on the meeting ~t the outset. 
Though such occasions are very rare, this provision is unnecessary. . We are 
told that on very rare occasions the Collector is to use this power and that 
too with care and caution. I do not see any strong ground in not showing 
such a liberality of mind. Why do you not allow the members to·preside 
at a first meeting~ They are to really rule the aestiny of the town and 
from among them the president and vice-president are to be elected for 
a period of three years. The excuse of communal feelings is always 
brought in to defeat the weak side,but I do not see there is any substance 
in such excuses. Because, the president will have to be elected from the 
party that supports him. There should not be any opportunity of undue · 
:influence exercised by the man appointed by the Collector to preside 
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over that meeting. The matter is considered tril'"ial it s~?ems bv those 
honourable members who have no experience of the rural areas.' From 
my own experience I can say of the rural area that the matter is not so 
trhialas it is considered here to be. At the time of electing the chairman 
of the meeting there ~omes an importance to the post because the power · 
of giving of the casting vote to the president is invested in him and the · 
election of that chairman mostly depends upon the inclination of the · 
mind of the man who is called upon by the Collector to preside over that 
meeting. As this is a matter of much importance it ought to be left 
to the free will of the people. No discretion should be left to the Colle::tor 
in this case. ~he Collector is not debarred from appointing an elected 
member to preside over that meeting. There is every probability that the 
'Collector is to appoint an official to preside over t'hat meeting. To avoid 
this if the Honourable Minister is willing to incorporate in the clause 
that a non-official man will be appointed to preside over that meeting, 
that will satisfy our need. That has not been done. Looking to the 
requirements of the rural area, we want that the man who is to preside 
over the meeting to elect the chairman must be an impartial citizen and 
there should not be any chance of exercising any influence by him. If 

·. the man appointed by the Collector to preside over the meeting exercises 
his influence, he will try to give the chance of the chairman who will vote 
at the. time of ·electing the President to the side which may not really 
represent the views of the town independently. Now Government admit 
that such occasions are rare, why s}lould then they not be prepared to 
restrict the choice of the Collector in the matter of appointing the man to 
preside over the meeting for the election of the chairman1 'Vb.y should he 
not be from among the elected members 1 I am not pressing that the 
appointment must go to a particular community. He may be from any 
community the CollectOr thinks fit. But my p~int is that he should be 
from elected members. That is the sole sum and substance of my amend
ment. With that view in my mind, I have moved this amendment. 
'\Yhen the parties are balanced, influence exercised by the official 
appointed by the Collector would lead-to upset the well intended arrange
ment of the public. In order to avoid that danger, I am particularly 
.requesting the representatives of the people in this House to support my 
amendment, which is a very modest one. I think to demand this much 
from you is ve'ry natural. With these words, Sir, I request the representa
tives of the people to support me and vote in favour of my amendment. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. M. H. MEHTA (Panch Mahals District) : Sir, I rise to support 

this amendment of the honourable member Rao Saheb Kulkarni. The 
Honourable 1\Iinister said that a. doubt is likely to be created as to the 
inclin8tion of the Collector if an elected member is aprointed to preside 
at the W.t meeting. Wb.atever it may be, the elected member is there 
present even if he is not so appointed by the U>llector, and he will have 
every opportunity· to influence other members if he so likes. I think 
it is better that no outsider is allowed to have anything to do with the 
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election of the president of the municipality, and if an elected member 
is appointed there is nothing wrong. Therefore, I whole-heartedly 
support the amendment. , · 

Mr. V. A. StJRVE (Ratnagiri District) (Addressed the, House 
in l\Iarathi) : Sir, I rise to support the amendment. I do not see any 
reason why the Collector should appoint the president of the municipality. 
The taxpayers elect their representatives and the elected representatives 
of the ~xpayers should elect their president. · · 

The Honourable the PRESIDEKT : The honourable member has 
misunderstood the whole clause. 'The Honourable the Finance Member . 
may be good enough to explain to the honourable member the clause as 
to what it means. 

[The Honourable Sir GOVINDRA.O PRA.DHAN explained in :Jlaralhi 
the purport of the clause arul the amendment.] · 

Mr. V. A. SL"RVE: As Government know, there are two parties at 
the time of an election. The chairman who is appointed should be an 
independent man. Therefore, I support the amendment moved by the · 
honourable member Rao Saheb Kulkarni. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member .cann~t 
support the amendment if that is his view. The position may be explained 
to the honourable member. 

[The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHA.N explained in Mamtki 
the amendment trwved by Roo Saheb Kulkarni.] ' · · · 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City): Sir, I rise to oppose the 
amendment. . The object of the Bill is this. In a mUnicipality there 
is sometimes an equality of votes: ten(){ the member!i say that A should 
be the chairman and the rest ten say th9.t B should be the chairman~ 
In these circumstances, it is very difficult to select a chairman even fo:t· 
the time being. Such a situation has occurred many a time. This' i.& 
simply an arrangement made until the members present elect their own 
chairman. The person selected sits in the chair until the permanent 
chairman is elected. This is to a void the difficulty of electing a temporary · 
chairman. Such difficulties have occurred. The Bill is essential,. and 
I do not think the amendment should be accepted. · 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI (Poona District) : Sir, if the Collectcr 
appoints an official to presid~~t at the meeting~. of which there is 
every possibility, the official appointed is sure to influence the election 
of the chairman. The presence of an official at the meeting of a rural 
municipality will create embarrassment among· the councillors at the· 
time of giving their votes, In the rural areas there are many members 
of municipalities who hold positions of a semi-official nature, such as 
kulkarnis and patils. And when a person, who is their official superior; 
presides over the meeting, they will have to bow to his wishes. · : 

llo Hb 61-3 . 
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G. K. C'HITALE : Why do you not dte your 

Rao Saheb P. D. Kt"LK.ARXI: There are many instances in rural 
. municipalities of the said nature. In order t~avoid this danger, I suggest 
that the <A>llector's choice in nominating a chairman should be restricted. 
He should select a person from among the elected members. Absence 
of an official from the meeting will be a great relief to the members. That 
is my experience and the experience of many members of ether District 
municipalities. Moreonr, under the excuse of a communal tension 
Government may manage to influence the voting in their fawur by 
appointing an official. At the time of nominations to these municipalities,· 
enquiries are generally made as to how many members are likely to side 
with the public and ho"\\ many .with the officials. And the' nominations 
are made in the light of such enquiries. Under these circumstances, if 
an official is appointed to preside over the meeting called to elect 
a chairman, some members of the municipality may not be able to 
exercise their right of voting freely. To avoid this unpleasant thing, my 
amendment is that an elected non-official member should be appointed 
by the Collector. .This is a most reasonable.amendment. Whether it 
appeals to the representatives of the people or not is to be judged by 
their decision. I have done my duty in bringing the exact state of 
things to your'notice in clear terms. 

Question put and lost. · 

(After recess.) 

· Mr.· .A. Y. St'RVE (Bombay City, North): Sir,· I beg to move the 
amendment standing in my name : 

"In clalll!e 3, omit sub-clause (riii)." 

In support of my amendment, I beg to draw the attention of the House 
to the notes on this clause in the Statement of Objects and Reasons. 
The very first sentence re~ds as follows : 

" It baa been represented to Government that the washing of clothes by washermen 
is at preeent being carried out in all quartel'll of loWD.II and cities with the result that the 
practice breed• moequitoee and that municipalitiea have nopowe!'ll to regulate the wash· 
ing placet, ••••••• etc." 

Now, Sir~ may I know by whom has this representation been made to 
Government"! Has this power been asked by any of the municipalities 1 
No information on the subject has been placed before the House. If it 
has not been asked by the municipalities but if Govtrnment has been 
moved by the so-called experts who advice Government, then I must 

. confess to want of confidence in the advice given by them. Sir, Govern· 
ment acting on the advice of their experts have done many things and 

. to our great misfortun~ we have in a great many cases found that the 
advice of the experts has ruined the Presidency and . that it is better 
to aYoid such ad\ice. liv submission. is that the municipalities 
themselv~ do not want thiS .. · !\o case has been made out for inserting 
this clause in the Bill placed before us. 
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The second point is that it has been stated that the practice of washing 
dothes breeds mosquitoes. As to that, may I tell this House that 
there are mosquitoes and mosquitoes. There are several kinds of mos
quitoes. Xot all mosquitoes breed malaria. It is only one particular 
species of mosquito the.t is an enemy to health. So there is no assurahee 
that only mosquitoes which are enemies to public health are going to 
be brought under the control of the municipalities. · 

Sir, I have the honour to ~e the honorary divisio.nal secretary-~ 
The Honourable the PEESIDENT: Washerman's mosquito does 

not breed malaria ? · 
~Ir. A. :Y. SURVE : Yes, Sir. It is only, one kind of mosquito which 

breeds malaria. Mo:.;quitoes ·breed in utili water, but, the washerman 
by his operation does not allow the w~.ter to ,remain still and naturally 
therefore mosquitoes cannot breed in water used by him. . I have been 
placing before this honourable House my own experience. I have been 
the Honorary Divisional Secretary of the National Baby and Health 
Week Association, and in that connection I have seen several president~ 
of municipalities and urged them to employ health propaganda for the 
.Jl.dvancem,ent of public health. I must confess to my disappointment. 
that these big gentlemen in the rural areas hardly have any notion 
about their own duties in thi3 matter or any sympathy with the 
man who goes out to thelll to ask their co-operation. The m~cipalities 
in the lllofussil are so much diVided by party wranglings that ~hey 
hardly have any inclination to give their attention to this problelll .. 

Another point I would like to bring to the notice of this honourable 
House is the experience of the Bolllbay Municipality which followed 
the advice. of experts. In Bolllbay it was supposed that private wells 
served as breeding places of mosquitoes and therefore if they were closed 
by filling thelll up, malaria would disappear in Bolllbay. What has · 
been our experience in Bombay ~ We have closed. almost all the private, 
wells 2-nd malaria has not yet dibappeared. . 

Another point is that the washerman is not the only enemy of publia 
.health. There are so many .trades and callings which are injuriqus to 
public health. Take for instance, the b!ack~slllith, th~ copper-slllith, 
·the grinding mills-all of them pursue their avocations which a.re 
injuriou8 to public health. What steps have been taken to control· 

·these occupations? 
It was urged by my honourable colleague who is not in his seat now 

(Dr. Gilder) that washing clothes has led to certainepidemics. I am 
very glad he was very cautious to confine his remarks to epidelllic periods 

. and has not contradicted me generally but on a particular ground, viz.;• 
that if there is an epidelllic, t4en there is great danger to public health 

·to allow wa.shermen to wash clothes· in public wells and rivers.· He 
·has stat~d that if the wa.sherman takes the clothes of a cholera patient, 
·there is the danger of cholera spreading in the area. But I say that ' 
:washerman is not the only person who uses the public tank. · Private 

110 Hb 61-3a ' 
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pt>rsons are not debarrt>(f from "'"ashing tht>ir rlotht>s thena. In poor 
families who wash their o~ rlothes tht>y hal"t> to go to tht> tanh ewn 
during a cholera epidemic. Therefona the dangt-r mentioned by my 
honourable friend is still there even if the nsherman is prohibited from. 
using the public tank. Therefore if a pro,ision ha~ to be made in the 
~ase of 1.1.n epidemic, then it should be gt-nt-ral and not particular. 
as against washermen only. I hal"e quoted clause (1) of section 61 
of the Bombay District Police Act. You have there power whert'by 
the lla.gistrate ran issue a prohibitory order and it is of a permanent 
nature. But even apart from that provision which is actually on the 
Statute Book, if there is an epidemic. I think there are some other pro\i
e~ions to meet emergencies arising out of t>piclemics. The municipalities
can have recourse to these statutory pro,isions. For these reasons. 
I urge that I am not convinced that this is a measure which is based on 
Mnit.ary considerations alone. If it were to be a measure forth(' adY.ance
m.ent of sanitation, I would be the first person to come forward 'to sa~· 
J• let the municipalities haYe the power." Therefore I submit that the 
teal nature of this provision in the Bill is not from the point of ,;ew of 
sanitation but the object seems to be to supply a source of income to the 
municipalities. I have already said that if the municipalities are not out 
of pocket for making any provision for the wash('rmen. it is hardly fair 
that they should claim any payment from th('se poor people. With 
these remarks, I place my ameonclme~t before this honourable Hou.'le for 
its acceptance. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. PESTA..'\SHAH S. VAKIL (Ahmedabad District): Sir, whett 
our .friend Mr. Surre was waxing eloquent on the futility of measure'! 
to combat malaria nuisance, I was wondering whether we were lhing
in the year of grace 1931 or in the year 1831. I think we need not take 
our friend very seriously. If an honourable member is determined 
never to be in the wrong, it is no use connncing him by means of argu
ments which are not h'kely to appeal1o him. We have members of the 
type of the honourable member :\Ir. Sun·e on our own municipality 
also, and whenever measures to promote hygiene tmd sanitation are 
brought forward, objections very similar to those advanced by our-

. honourable friend are adduced on the floor of the Gandhi Hall, anrl 
I belie,·e similar must be the experience of gentlemen hailing from other 
places. (lnltm~ption.) 

: :Xow, ·sir, aft.er the chorus of approval accorded to the relative sectio~ 
dealing with the nuisance created by washermen, I should have though\" 
that mv honourable friend was going to withdraw his amendment. But 
no, he-~ must needs stick to his guns. Well, as regards this nuisance, 
!'think without any fear of digression I should relate what happened 
·in the case of the .Ahmedabad Municipality. In the city itseU any 
pool of water is good enough for a washerman-f.ny fOOl by the road.llide. 
He collects his linen and starts his operations there, and whatent the· 
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comlition of the water, it is good enough for his purpose. The result 
is that the clothes are impregnated with all sorts of germs. and what 
about the poor men-woe be to the owners of the linen who have entrusted 
the washerma.n with their cleaning. He is afliicted with all sorts ~of 
,..kin diseases and that is a nuisance which has not been so far referred 
to by any honourable member. Our honourable friend Dr. Gilder has 
alluded,. to another danger-a. much more serious danger.,........and that alone 
l"hould have convinced our honourable friend Mr. Surve that it was no 
use pressing his amendment after hearing the honourable member 
Dr. Gilder. Kow, that is in regard to the nuisance in the heart of the 
city. Ahm~dabad is situated on the banks of the river Sabarmati. 
The flow of that river is anything between four and five ptiles an. hour. 
The current is very strong, considering the shallowness of the waters, 
of the river. The washermen carry on their calling on the hanks of th~ 
river. But certain places are now set apart for these washermen. My 
honourable friend asks, " Whom did the objection . come f:ro~ 1'~ 
I reply that it came from the caste Hindus, from people who objected 
to bathing in a river who3e waters were polluted hy washermen .. and 
dyers, and the Ahmedabad Municipality recently passed, if I miStake 
not, a by-law under which dyers and such like people are not permitt~d 
to wash clothes on the eastern bank of the river, but they have' got to 
go to the opposite bank except in the monsoon when· the current is 
too strong to allow people to ford the river. Such is the state of affairs 
as regards the nuisance created by washermen, and I supposed that 
the honourable member l\lr. Surve, with his very great experience of 
municipal affairs, would be the first man to shcwer his blessings upon 
the Honourable :Minister fvr bringing forward an amendment which 
in my opinion was overdue. · . . , 

jJr. M. M. KARBHARI (Thana and Bombay Suburban D~tricts); 
Sir, I wonder if my honourable friend Mr. Surve has understood the 
other aspect of his suggestion and the effect his amendment is going 
to have on the poor washerman to his detriment. A~ present, the 
washerman has got tc use his wits in finding out a pla.ce where he can 
wash his clothes. Here in this Bill there is a clear provision made that 
the municipality should reserve pla.ces for the washermen where they 
can wash their linen. The washerman will to that extent be benefited, 
because the municipality will be expected to keep the water in very 
good condition and to keep enough water for the use of the washerman. 
The municipality will also have to take care that the water which the 
washerman uses for washing clothes is of a very good kind. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, my honourable friend 
to my left has practically proved my case. He has actually admitted 
that in the Ahmedabad Municipality, without there being any legal 
provision, they have prevented washing by a resolution. So, he has· 
practically admitted my case. I have all along been urging that if a 
municipality can enforce its resolution in other ways, wl1y have such a. 
.statutory provision 1 
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The second :point is the rollution of '\'rater to which he has rderrt>d. : 

Pollution of water is a crime under the Indian Penal Code and if nnY· 
body rollutes a watercourse or the Eource of water, he can he prosecutt'l:i. 

I am not at all rominced of the wundness of the arguments which · 
have been adYanced by the two honourable gentlemen who have opposed 
my amendment. I therefore press the amendment for the accE'ptancE.' · 
of the House . 
. The Honourable Sirdar Sir Rl'STO)I JEHA...'\GIR VAKIL: Sir, 
I have only one remark to make. The honourable member Mr. Surw ' 
said that the "municipalities are too much engrossed in their party 
Wrangling to devote any time to sanitation." These were the words 
uttered by tM honourable member :Mr. Surve. According to him ther 
are incapable of looking after their own interests, particularly in such 
an important matter ·as sanitation. Does it not therefore follow that 

. Government must come to their rescue and do that part of the "·ork. 
which they seem to neglect 1 . 
·, In the same breath, the honourable gentleman obviously seemed to 
attach the utmost possible importance to the opinions of those bodies 
which he himself has discr£dited and he asked me whether this legis
lation bas been undertaken at the instance of any municipalities. The· 
Bandra Municipality was the· first municipality which wanted this 
legislation and afterwards Hyderabad, Larkana and Shikarpur. The· 
opinions ~£ other municipalities have been invited by the local officers 
·and we are not yet in possession of the views of other municipalities, 
but this information should suffice for the purpose of convincing the 

· honourable gentleman that this legislation has been introduced at the 
instance of the municipalities themselves. Even if that were not the 
case, I think th,at in the interests of sanitation generally, Government 
would certainly be very well advised in undertaking this amendment. 
I hope that, in view of the exjllanation which I have given, the honour
able 1\Ir. Surve may be yet induced to withdraw his amendment. 

Question put and lost. - . , . 
. The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I wish to draw the attention· 

of honourable members to a. very small matter, namely, the mode of 
address, particularly when they refer to honourable members .in this 

. House. I have repeatedly heard honourable members speaking of other 
honourable members of this House as " The Honourable Mr. So and So;" 
for instance, the honourable member 1\Ir. Surve has been referred to as 
"the Honourable Mr. Surve" .. That is not the correct way. When 
an honourable member is referred to as" the Honourable 1\Ir. So and So," 
it only refers to the seven Honourable Members of the Cabinet of the 
Government on the front bench, e.g., the Honourable Sir Rustom 
Yakil, the Honourable Mouhi Rafiuddin and so on, but, if the speaker 
intends to speak of any other honourable member besides these seven,. 
I mean Members and l\Iinisters of . Government, he should say " the 
honourable mPmber So ancl So."" the honourable member ~Ir. Sur\'e "-
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not "the Honourable Mr. Surve ". That has been pointed out before by 
previous Presidents also, because that is the proper maimer of referring 
to other members of the House. 

Does the honourable member 1\Ir. Surve wish to move· his secohcl 
amendment 1 : 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: Yes, Sir. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to 'move my 

amendment to clause 2 which reads as follows : 
In sub-section (2) ot' proposed new section 133.!, in sub-clause, (t'iii), clause ~. o~it 

the following sentence :- - · · 
"and may require payment of such fees for the use of any such plac~ as.sha!l from 

time to time be determined by it." . . 

My reasons for placing this amendment befo~e this Horise are that the 
municipalities are not going to be out of pocket, and that being so, it is 
but natural and right that they should not collect any tax from the 
washermen. The honourable member for Ahmedabad 1\Ir. Pestanshah 
Vakil has admitted in 'this House just now that in Ahmedabad the 
washermen use the water of the. river Saba:rm,a.ti. That is Nature's 
gift. That is not water from the municipal water-works and the muni
cipality does not provide anything. He said that the washermen use 
polluted water but the river wate~ may be as polluted as the water 
from any other place. If someone pollutes the source of water, then 
the washerman will naturally use the polluted water ·for washing .his 
linen. Therefore, he has practically admitted that, as far as· his !)wn. 

municipality is concerned, it does not supply the washermen pure 
water. On these two points I submit that the amendment as placed 
before the House is a reasonable one. Municipalities should not tax 
these poor washermen on these flimsy ground"· There are big trades 
and occupations which they can certainly tax. \Vhy tat this poor man's 
earnings ? With these few remarks, I place my amendment before 
the honourable House for its acceptance. · · 

Question proposed: 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, I oppose 

the amendment of my honourable friend to my right. _He appears to 
have very wrong notions of taxation. He asks us to pass a legislative , 
measure for the benefit of the general public health which requires the 
municipality to spend some money-it will have to be a decent sum-for 
providing decent places for washing clothes, and he seriously asks that 
these poor people should be allowed to go without the least taxation. 
I should think that he would do well to realise the seriousness of the 
whole problem of taxation, not only municipal taxation but also 11.ll 
other taxation. My honourable friend was suggesting that all the 
municipalities are rich enough to supply funds. I am sure that when 
the municipalities have now elected members to the extent of about 
four-fift!J-s and if they find that this tax: is not n~cessary, the Bill provides 
that in that case they may not put such a tax:, but in places where it 
is possible not to do it, it will be in the interests of the general ratepayers, 
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and I warn all honourable members that they would not be doing their. 
duty properly if they were to say that these local bodies shall not tax 
and collect funds for necessary. purposes of sa.nitation. I can under
stand this that the washermen may perhaps find it hard to pay the small 
tax. But I know that even in the mofussil the washermen have not 
only doubled but quadropled their washing charges. Therefore, I do • 
not think that a small fee which may be considered neces..c::.ary should 
not be charged by municipalities or other bodies which provide special 
facilities to the washermen for carrying on their calling. I am absolutely 
against this amendment at least. 
· Mr. A. N. SURVE : I have no reply to make, Sir. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHA.\"GIR VAKIL: Sir, 
the honourable member 1\Ir. Surve seems to have based his argument . 
on the assumption that the municipalities are not going to be out of 
pocket by anything at all in providing facilities for the washing of clothes, 
bUt he ought to know that a river, if one exists in a particular area, is 
not very convenient so far as the whole town is concerned. I can give 
him an instance of the place from which I come, namely, Ahmedabad. 
It is about two or three or four miles and even five miles from certain 
parts of the city which are very thiCkly populated. The municipality 
therefore may not have to refer all the washermen to the river, but 
certainly in the majority of the cases, the municipality will have to make 
provision for water and that will cost them a great deal. 1\Ioreover, 
it is open· to the municipality whether to charge any fees or not. If 
they feel that fees should not be charged, it is absolutely left to their 
discretion. Under the circumstances, I feel that this amendment is 
not going to operate harshly so far as the washermen are concerned. 

Question put and lost. 
' Clause 2 ordered to stand part of the Bill. · · 

Clause 3 (Amendment of Bom. XVIII of 1925) ordered to stand part 
of the Bill. 

The preamb~e ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
: The Honourable Sirdar . Sir RUSTml JEHANGIR VAKIL: Sir, 

. , . I move that Bill No. XXI of 1931 (A Bill further 
Third readmg. to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 

1901, and the BombayMimicipal Boroughs Act, 1925) be read a third 
time and passed. · 
· Qll:estion proposed. 
Mr. A. S. R. MACKLIN.: Sir, I move a formal amendment : 
"That the figure '1' be added to the figures '193' in clause 1." 

· Q_uestion put and carried. 
Bill read a third · ' Question, "That the Bill be read a third time, , 

time. ·· · put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESIDEX'f : The Bill is read a third time 

.and passed mto law. . 
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~BILL No. XX OF 1931 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGULA
TION AND CONTROL OF TRANSACTIONS IN COTTON IN 
BOMBAY). 

Question again proposed : 
"That the Bill bA read a first time." 

Dr. ':!!I. K. DIXIT (Surat District): Sir, yesterday I was speaking 
about the amendment moved by the honourable member Rao Bahadur 
Asavale, and in supporting it I referred in de~il to various d~vi~e~ 
which were taken advantage of by the East Ind1a Cotton Assomat10n · 
for depressing the prices. I only refer to it '\\ith a view to point out 
that that is a statement coming nvt from me or an ordinary person, 
hut that is what has been stated by a member of the East India Cotton 
Association, not an ordinary member but a man who once occupied a 
very responsible position, namely, a seat on the Board of Directors, a~d 
he has put that down in black and white. 

Sir, I certainly oppose the first'reading of the Bill, because !'consider 
it is absolutely wrong in principle and very unfair and unjust.· It. sup~ 
piesses the smaller trader and is detrimental in effect' to the interests 
of the agriculturists, the toiling m.illio~, on whose behalf mostly . the 
great political struggle has been carried on recently. ·Referring to the 
word "control'", we have been told that control is necessary. Now, 
Sir, I submit that controlling any trade is very undesirable.' I can 
understand Government controlling the trade in certain commodities 
which are sources of revenue to them, or which are deleterious in their 
effects on society in general. Government can control the trade .'iri. 
toddy and liquor, opium, bhang and ganja and cocaine, and things of that 
kind. But trade in commodities the control of which does riot bring 
in any revenue to Government, or which is not injurious to society 
.should be free from any Government control. · 

We are told that there is no control by Government: But, Sir, I submit 
that the present Bill, if it becomes an Act, will be born, as we know, out 
·Of the ashes of the Cotton Contracts Control Act of 1922, which in itself 
was born out of the ashes of the Cottori Control Act of 1919. And what 
was the Act of 1919? It was nothing else butasortofreprintofthe Control 
Act which was pas8ed bv rules under the Defence of India Act, purely 
as a War measure. Reaily speaking, this Act is nothing else but a revised ' 
and an enlarged edition of the Act which was made by rules' under·the 
Defence of India Act. It is said that they have handed over the cont~ol 
to another body. All the same, that body exists because of 'the 
~wrnment control. The rules, regulations and bye-laws of that body 
\nil have to be sanctioned by Government, and, as one honourable member 
remarked yesterday, in almost every clause at least in majority of sections 
oQf the Bill as it is before us the blessed words " Governor in Council" 
and "Government Gazette" occur. So, I submit, Sir, through the 
agency of some body Government is exercising its control over the cotton 
t7ade, ":hich is undesirable. One honourable member on the opposite 
Hde (he 1s not to be seen in the House now) said that one of the honourable· 
n:embcrs on this side appeared to be obsessed with the word ~~control''. 
~aturally, honourable members on this side !l.re ·afraid of the word 
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"control", and if one is obsessed by that idea of control situated 1'8 '~"1.' 
are I think it is but human nature. Xow, Sir, that control which was 
put on the cotton trade in the years 1918 and 1919 was put distinctly 
on the understanding that it was going to he a temporary War measurer 
because there was the War and war conditions were prevailing then, 
and the control was put in simply because the prices of cotton bad gone 
up to very giddy heights, and for certain other reasons Government took 
over control then. But now the conditions are different. Those extra
~rdinary circumstances do not exist to-day. There is peace and prices 
~tead of being \'ery high are, I am afraid, very miserably low, and that 
1.8 the reason why control is not now necessary. But my honourable 
friend 1\Ir. Kamat wanted control because it was a world commoditv. 
Sir, there are so many commodities in this country which are worid 
commodities-silver, oilseeds, rice, wheat and.so many others. He does 
not advocate control for these commodities, hut he wants control for 
cotton alone ; and in doing so he referred to the control that is exercised 
in other parts of the world. He mentioned New Orleans, Liverrool, 
New York and places of that kind. But I am afraid his information i!\ 
rather inaccurate. But suppoSing for ergument's sake that there was 
a Government control of cotton in those countries, I Ill6Y submit that 

· those countries may well have Government control as their governments 
are national. In this country the Government is not national ; it is 
what we have always called an alien government, and our interests are 
bound to be divergent and not running parallel in the same direction at 
this stage. It is therefore submitted that there should be no Government 
control of this coinmodity. I may believe in regulation, I may believe 
in control that will evolve itsell from the Association, but not in the control 
that is contemplated by this Bill. Let the Association build up 
a reputation of its own, let them create confidence in the traders. Those 

• people who have confidence in the working of the Association will go in 
and trade, but to get control and Fower to regulate through an extraneous 
agency like Government I do not think_is very desirable. 

We were told by the Honourable the Finance Member that the princiJ!al 
object of the Bill is to check gambling and speculation as far as possible. 
Certainly a very noble object, but how are they going to achieve this 
object 1 They are going to entrust this task, with certain help from 
Government, to a body like the East India. Cotton Association, the 
znajority of whose members are very big specularors. To entrust the task 
of putting a check on speculation, to big speculators and big gamble~ I 
do not use the word in any undignified or slighting way-is not the nght 
thing ro do. This task is going to be entrusted to them and .to ~hat 
extent 1 There is another body which is in trade and whtch 18 to 
be suppressed-they may be gamblers and speculators themselws
but they are to be suppressed, and the task of checking speculation 
is to be given to one body alone, so that they alo~e can ~peculate 
with any other speculators to any e~un.t they like. Wlule I am 
referringto this, I do not m~an to ma.mt;am for a mom~nt that the 
members of the Shri Maha]an Association are angels m any way. 
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They may be as good or as bad speculators as the members of the· East. 
India Cotton Association, but that association is to be suppressed with 
a view to checking speculation, end the powers of supervision and control 
are to be given to a body whose members are big speculators. This, 
I am afraid, is not a thing which this House should allow. ·We ere asked· 
to pass this Bill. I ask the honourable members on this side of the 
House, on what moral grounds can we support this Bill ~ Government 
contemplate to give 'away the monopoly of doing· this business ~:nd . 
confining the. trade to one association. There is another associ~tion 
in existence with a membership .of no less than 640. They are bound 
hand and foot, and to be handed over to an association whose ·meillber
ship is very much less. What will be the effect 1 These. 640 members 
will be sacrificed to that asEociation and their business will be sacrificed
and they will be at the tender mercy of the East India Cotton Association~. 
These 640 members will be thrown out of their business. So, I submit 
there is no moral justification and no moral ground on whichthis Bill 
can be paEsed by this House. It will be like handing over a large body 
of small merchants to a small body of big merchants and npllowners. 
This is not a desirable thing to do on this part of the House who are 
guided more by democratic principles ; and we cannot allow these 640 
men to be sacrificed for the benefit of a small number of big merchants. 

But, Sir, my chief objection is this. If this Bill passes its first reading, 
what becomes of the poor agriculturists 1 The other day myself and some 
honourable members were talking about the artificial depressi9n of prices 
with a view to purchase cheap _cotton at as low a price ~s possible and 
what this depression in prices means to the agriculturist 1 What,are 
wages to mill-hands, Railway-shop workers and ~actory workers 1 
So are prices of agricultural products to the agriculturist. · And they 
cannct afford to have prices depres~ed. · I submit that th-e East India. 
Cotton Association will have a board of directors the constitution of 
which according to this Bill will.be 16 members-four will be from the 
buyers, four from the merchants, six _from the general body and two will 
be nominated members from the Central Cotton Committee. Now, Sir, . 
we find that on this board, there is not a single genuine member from 
among the agriculturists. We are told that there are two IIJ.embers 
nominated by Government from the Central Cotton Committ~e. One 
member who was on the Wiles Committee is likelv to be on this board 
and that is my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Bhimbhai Naik. · He 
takes great interest in agricultural matters but he will pardon me if J.say 
that he is there as a. nominated member and not as an elected member. 
l\Iy view is that if a man is nominated by Gov'ernment, he becomes favour· 
ably disposed to the body that appoints him. I have known of cases 
where the same man shows different mentalities as an elected member 
and as a nominated member. His mentality absolutely differs. Some 
members on the opposite side may not agree. The mentality of an elected 
member is quite different from that of a nominated member. 
[Interruption.] That is our experience on this side of the House. I d() 
not want to refer to individuals on this side, bqt times without n\unber 
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we have seen that members who opposed when they were sitting on thit 
side of the House as members of the opposition as elected members took 
up a different attitude as soon as they were nominated and transferred 
to the Government benches. We see the change in the attitude and in 

·the mentality. So, I submit there is not a .single genuine member to 
.;:represent the agricultural interests in that board. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : Does the honourable member 
refer to the present constitution ? It must be in the 'articles of association. 

Mr. G. WILES: He is referring to the proposed constitution. 
Dr. M. K. DIXIT : So, these two gentlemen do not represent 

. ·the agriculturists' interests so long as they are nominated by Government. 
'They only represent the authority that nominates them, that is 
Government. I submit further that the cotton trade consists of two 
parties-the consumer and the grower. If this Bill is to be enacted, then 

·the growers must have as much representation as the trade. It will not 
be too much, if 50 per cent. of that board consists of agriculturists. When 
I say agriculturists, I do not mean that necessarily they must be men 
who walk behind the plough in their fields and twist the tails of the 
bullocks if they are elected by the farmers. I mean members who are 
.elected by the agriculturists. They may be from the district board and so 
-on. They must be directly elected from the agriculturist electorate . 

.' Th~ Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : How 1 
Dr. M. K. DIXIT : The Honourable the Finance Member asks me how 

·that is possibl~. It is not possible immediately at present to have an 
. agriculturist electorate. I think it is a difficulty, but the difficulty can 
be easily overcome. If electorates can be formed to elect members to 

. the Council-rural electorates, I do not think there will be any difficulty 
to get electorates from the cotton growers' associations which have been 
formed in cotton growing districts. If you elect one member from each 
cotton growing district you will have ~ sufficient number of members 

·to be on the committee to guard their.interests. I would certainly wish 
· to have elected members to represent the growers and not members 

nominated by Government. I do not think the difficulty is insurmount
. able, Government have a ready machinery. If they have not one they 
can create one very easily and overcome this difficulty. Sir, this is not 
done. The cotton trade witl go on· looting the agriculturists. ·The poor 

. agriculturists are already looted by Government, the patel, talati, police, 
the schoolmAster, the Brahmin and others. [An Honourable 1\fember: 
Do not forget tne politician.] There will be one more agency the East 
India Cotton Association to loot the agriculturists. [An Honourable 
Member: The aoctor.] All agriculturists do not come to the doctor, 

. only .those that fall ill. So he does not loot them. · He often treats them 
in a spirit of charity. The agriculturists have already the Government, 

-the teacher, the Brahmin. the Sowkars, landholders and all the people, 
·tailor, barber, blacksmiths, etc. residing in the village to loot them. 
··One honourable member referred to politicians. [Interruption.] Tren, 
.I will not say .a wo:rd about it. 
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Then again, Sir, I do not know why the Honourable the Finance Member· 

should be in a hurry to pass this measure. Why should he be in a hurry~ 
There is now trade depression and in a few years' time they will have a 
new constitution for the Council whose members will have a softer corner· 
for the interests of the agriculturists. If he waited for two years or more 
it would not matter. There has been already an Act in operation which 
has been rather indecently prolonged. There will be no further indecency· 
in prolonging it for a year or two more. Let this be considered by the 
new Council. It will have a different constitution from the present one .. 
Let them have the credit or discredit of passing such a measure as this 
and let not the present Council 'be responsible for it. 

There is just one point. There are members in the House who are 
not in favour of having more than one association to regulate or controL 
the trade though they are against any sort of Government controL 
Control is the principal factor. 'Whether it is unitary control or dual 
control is a secondary matter. If they are against control of any sort, 
I ask them to vote for this amendment and help in throwing out the Bill. 

Mr. J. B. PETIT (Bombay l\Iillowners' Association): Sir, I beg to. 
support the first reading of the Bill. As far as I am able to see, the 
principle involved in it is exceedingly simple, namely, whether there· 
should be any contrd of the cotton trade, and if so, whether it should 
be confined to one authority. So far as the question of imposing control. 
is concerned, this honourable House has already adopted it-I admit as a 
temporary measure-when it accepted the principle underlying the present 
Act and passed it into law more than 10 years ago. So far as the second 
part of it is concerned, namely, as to whether it should be confined to· 
one authc.ritj, or, in other words, whether the control should or should 
not be unitary, even there this House has committed itself to a certain. 
extent by the constitution of the present Act. But in any· case, that 
to my mind is the main principle involved in the Bill ; and if the House 
is agreed upon these· two points, namely, that there should be control. 
and that it should be vested only' in one authority, then I feel that the 
House would be justified in passing the first reading of this Bill and in. 
referring the rest of the provisions to a select oommittee for consideration 
and report in the lig~t of the discussion that has taken place. . . 

I am sure, Sir, that it 'Yill be. readily conceded by this House that, 
thrcughout the world, where international commodities like ootton are 
concerned, it is usual in the interest alike of the producer, th~ dealer and 
the consumer, w impose some sort of control, laying downthe conditions.· 
under which that commodity may be marketed and trade in it carried OJ\.· 
As every one knows, the prices of cotton, owing to the fact of its being a 
world commodity,are, even ordinarily, subject to very heavy fluctuations, .. 
not only in consequence of weather a.nd crtp conditions which, from their· 
nry nature, are in themselves mOst uncertaiq., but 'l.lso in consequence· 
of the varying trade and industrial condi~ions that may be prev:tlent 
fc:.r the moment ~hroughout the '\\·orld. To these unceJ,'tainties may be 
added, in the case of cotton, the humful and pernicious effects of specula-. 
tion which is usually being conducted in this .commodity thtoughout' 
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the world on a scale which do~::s not pre\·ail in any other commodity. 
For these re3Sons the principle of <'<'ntrol resulting in some sort of 
met~Od and uniformity in the trading and marketing of this commodity 
.has been recogni.3ed by almost all the countries dealing in it and parti
cularly so by the countries producing it. There is contrcl in Liverpool; 
there is control in Xew York; there is control in Bremen; in short, there 
is control in all the principal centres of the world where cctton is either 
grown or .marketed on a large scale. Tne benefits of such a system are 
obvious. The principal of these may be sullllil3rised as follows : it 
puts an effective check on wild speculation ; it ensures the uniformity 
and standards of . the different qualities of cotton ; it encourages all 
factors which make for healthy trading i it promotes the interests of 
the cultivator, the trader and the consumer. It stands to reason that 
when a cultivator has picked his cotton and is ready to sell it off at the 
end of the season, he should expect to have its proper value. That 
such value should be guideq by weather and crop conditions is natural. 
They may be high ; or they may be low. They may benefit him or put 
.him to a loss.. But, these natural uncertainties are inevitable, and the 
·cultivator is usually prepared to take his chance by marketing his produce 
at the best obtainable ra~es when he is ready with his stocks for 
sale. As a rule he is unable to hold out long, even if and when conditions 
are' adverse, and has naturally to suffer a loss in such an eventuali' y. 
'But;'to expect him al~o to suffer losses in consequence of artificial de· 
pressions brought about by speculation, is both unfair and deplo. ~ble. 
Such conditions are not rare by any means to-day, and are certainly 
numerous where no control exists. And it is to protect him against such 
calamities that· control is usually imposed and insisted upon •. If in 
theory the principle of control is once accepted, then the question 
naturally arises as to whether such control should be exercised by a 
number d bodies, differently constituted and with different interests, 
pulling. one another in opposite directions; or :whether it should be 
unitary and should be exercised by only one competent and fully re
presentative body. The control th&t is being exercLed in all parts of 
the world is unitary and vested in one single association usually created 
'by a charter, and fully representative of all the different interests 
involved. It works in the full blaze of light under a proper and well
regulated constitution and. gives satisfaction to all the interests concerned. 
Such a representative body exists in Bombay, which is the largest cotto~ 
emporium of the country, in the person of the East India Cotton Associa· 
tion. This body bas already functioned for the last ten years with a 
certain measure of success, as is evident from the report of the Wiles 
{'ommittee. This committee bas, however, pointed out certain defects 
in its constitution and has also made certain other suggestions for 
·widening the scope of its activities. The Bill before us proposes to 
·embody these in a new enactment ; and it is to this that the assent of 
-this honourable House is now being invited. I think it is a very fair 
-mee.sure · and ought therefore to be accepted. :Most of the suggestions 
1hat han been made by the "\;'&rious honourable members who have 
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!',poken on this question do not relat~ to the pr~nciple· underlyin~ the 
Bill ; but are all of them, I submit, matters of det1nl and can be considered 
and effectively dealt with in the Select Committee. The Honourable 
the Finance jrember has already agreed to do so and has promised to 
,consider ewry such suggestion most carefully. Then whvt remains ~ · 

So far as the opposition is concerned, there are only three or four .argu~ 
ments advanced against the measure, which appear to have svme 
iemblance of reason on their side. One of them is that ·there' is 
no commodity in this country which is similarly controlled and that 
therefore there is no reason why c9tton should have such special treatment. 
"The answer to this is very simple. It appears to be forgotten, however, 
that no other article of trade which is in the nature of a world COIII!llodity 
is being dealt "\rith in the manner and to the extent that cotton is ; nor 
is there any other commodity which is subject to sue~ severe fluctuations 
as the result of speculation as cotton is. It is ~erefore, Sir, that 
I contend that cotton stands on a special footing· of 'its own which 
requires special· treatment. It has also been urged by those who 
are opposing the measure that such control as is proposed to be· imposed 
by this Bill does not exist anywhere else in the world. This statement, 
as I have already said before, is ali'lo inaccu.rate, as such contr~l does 
exist in almost all the principal centres of cotton in the world, and in 
some of them, even under Government supervision. .The third point 
advanced by the opposition is that if there is to be control it should not 
be vested in one body but should be vested in a number of bodies. The. 
disadvantages of this proposal, if accepted, are so obvious that it is hardly 
necessary to contradict it. I have already partly answered this point; 
but I hope you will permit me', Sir, to add that if more than one body is 
giYen the power to regulate the cotton trade and to exercise oontrol over1 
it, it would not only create conflicting factors but also cause confusion 
rather than give relief, and would thus create conditions which would 
haYe the effect of defeating the very obJect which the measure is intended 
to promote. There is only one more point which requires to be answered 
and that is, that Government should not be mixed up with this measure. 
"This argument also is both feeble and unconvincing. If there is to be' 
cbntrol and if it is to be effectively carried out, it must be vested· in one 
unitary body. That body must therefore have ample authority to 
deal with the situations that may arise from time to time, and to 
enforce its decisions thereon. It must therefore exercise very wide 
powers. But, like all human institutions, it is poasible that it may, on · 
certain occasions, misuse the e.uthority vested in it, or that the exercise of 
mch authority by it may lead to dissatisfaction owing to a combination 
·Of reasons which, though justified, may yet not be understood or 
appreciated. For these and other cognate reasons, which can more easily 
be imagined than described by a House consisting cf practical ·men of 
the world, it is necessary that there should be a certain amount of check 
and supervising control vested in some detached a.uthcrity which may be· 
.able to exercise it in case of need, without fear and without favour, and 
.bearing in mind the interests of the different conflicting elements existing 
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in tht> association. In whom should such authoritv be wsted l In theo 
different conflicting interests engaged in the trade l In tht> consumen~ 1 
In the gronn! It is clear that in t~uch an eventual.it~· nont> of tlw~e 
tan be expected to give unive1'88l satisfaction. It is therefore that it is 
provided in the Bill that Government should, on certsin occasions r.nd 
under certain e~entlUlities, exercise a scrt of supen isional control. 

. As will be noticed from the Bill, no new regulations and rules can be madt> 
without their consent. Such and certain other powers are resen·ed uncler 
the .Bill to the GoYernment who are expected to step in in the e\·ent of 
certain incidents happening. I think it will be conceded that if there: 
is to be any such supervising fOWer, it should be vested in a det~ched 
and independent body outside the association anrl not in any one of tht> 
conflicting interests compo~ing it ; and further, that nobody is ht>tter 
qualified than the Government to hold the scales eYenly between the 
different conflicting intert'sts collected in the association, in the remote
contingencies contemplatt'd in the Act. One word more, Sir, and I have 
done. It has been repeatedly said in the House during this debate that. 
this measure has been brought forward with some sinister motive; that 
it is being promulgated in the interests of the capitalists and the millowners 
or other rich consumers ; and that the poor and down-trodden cultintor 
is going to be sacrificed and is bound to suffer under its pro\;sions. How 
all this is going to happen no one has cared to show or prove. Without 
meaning any offence to anyone, I beg to submit, Sir, that there is not a 
particle of truth in this statement, and that there is absolutelr 
no foundation for this fear. The imaginary methods which some members 
(as for instance my honourable friend Dr. Dixit) said, would or are likely 
to be employed to attain this end, namely, the gain of the capitalist or 
consumer at the expense of the poor cultivator, are purely the result of 
their imagination. On the contrary, the ~ill. with all its safeguards and 
other provisions, is sure to pron a measure of great benefit and advantage· 
to the grower, rather than to any other party that is likely to he affected 
by the me88ure. · 

For all these reasons, I have great pleasure in supporting the first reading 
of this Bill and I trust that the House will pass it. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK (Surat District) : Mr. President, as a member 
of the committee known as the Wiles Committee, with your permission,. 
I wish. to make some personal explanations in order to clear certain 
misapprehensions and misunderstandings that. exist in the minds of 

· honourable members •. During the last ten daJ s, in the lobbies, I wa!' 
SJlOken of by some as a member of the East India Cotton Associatian,. 
by some as a cotton' broker or jobber, by some as a cotton dealer. Sir,. 
~ possess none of these qualifications. I wish to assure honourable 
members of this House that I have no connection with the East India 
Cotton Association nor do I know any of its memhers except one or two
and that in my whole life I have not bought or sold a single bale of cotton 
either ready or forward. I have only 110ld the kapas (unginned cottcn) 
that I grow in my own fields .. I have no connection with any cotton. 
association_either in Bombay or any part-of the Bombay Presidency. 
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Now, Sir, my honourable friend Dr. Dixit gave me some compliments 

to-day, and I must thank him for it. But both the honourable member 
Dr. Dixit and the honourable member :Mr. Gokhale (who is not in his 
seat now) referred to the constitution of the Wiles Committee and said 
that there were no real representatives of cotton growers in it and that 
one of them does not own an inch of land and that he is a cotton broker: 
I will deal with my own position later. The honourable member Dr. Dixit 
very definitely asserted that Rao Saheb Shirhatti did· not own an inch 
of land. That is not a correct statement. Not only does he own land, 
but he cultivates it himself adopting modern agricultural methods. He 
is chairman of the Cotton Sales Society of the Southern Division, Dharwar; 
and he is chairman of the Agricultural Association of Dharwar. In this 
way he is connected with every agricultural association of his district. 
If a. person who is so closely connected with agriculture is not entitled to 
speak on behalf of the growers, I venture to submit that la.wyers and 
doctors who reside in the cities, with due respect to their intelligence, 
their knowledge of human affairs and powers of oratory ~nd political 
instinct, are much less entitled to speak on behalf of the growers. My 
honourable friend Mr. Gokhale said yesterday that the two representative~ 
of growers in the committee were fictitions growers. But Dr. I>ixit said 
to-day that the growers' representative to be elected on the East India 
Association need not be a person who handles a plough. ·If he accepts 
that, then I wish to assure him that not only do I grow cotton myself 
on a small scale but I have got 150 tenants in my fields in different villages. 
If I am not a grower, I would like to know the definition of ~ grower 
from my honourable friend. · 

Now, I come to the main point, namely the principles of the' Bill. · As 
a member of the Wiles Committee I owe a duty to honourable mep1bers 
from the mofussil to explain the attitude I have taken in this n:i.atter. 
I know, Sir, that there is strong opposition to this Bill especially froni the 
members representing the mofussil. It is, therefore, I s.ay that I owe 
it to them to explain the reasons which prompted me to, adop~ 
the attitude I have taken. One of the honourable members who 
opposed the Bill (Rao Bahadur Bole) said that speculation should be 
prohibited altogether. He said that if a Bill was. brought before the 
House to do that, he should have been only too glad to support it. But 
the honourable member Rao Bahadur Asavale, who also' opposed the 
Bill, said that speculation was in the interests of the grower. I hold; 
Sir, that over-speculation cannot be in the interests of the grower. But 
when speculation is there, and if forward business is carried on, it has to 
be regulated by some set of rules sanctioned by this honourable House. 
Then, it was said that speculaHon could never be stopped. If it cannot · 
be stopped, it should be the aim. of this honourable HoWle to check it as 
far as possible. How can it be checked except by regulation and some 
sort of control? There is no denying the fact that some features of 
speculation do lie in forward transactions and I say also that possibly 
forward business is necessary in the interests of the growers. . But it 
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should be so regulated that there should not be over-specul4!.tion whit·h 
may react upon the grower. 

It has been said that if there be competition in speculation, it will 
be in the interests of the growers. I cannot follow that theory. If 
over-speculation i8 to be allowed without any rules or regulations or 
without &ny check, the crisis comes and adversely affects the grower 
ultimately. I may here submit that I do not agree with all the claust'S 
of the Bill. But I generally supp<>rt it so far as the principles of the Bill 
go. Bombay is the l&rgest Cotton Centre in India which handles 35lllkhs 

· nf bales of ready cotton from the whole of India-cotton worth about 50 
crores of rupees even at the present low market rates. Is it not necessary 
that the control of such a commodity should be regulated by some set 
of rules passed by this Connell, if possible 1 So far as forward transactions 
are concerned, I am prepared to concede the principle of this Bill, but 
I am opposed to the clause which seeks to control the transactions in 
ready cotton also. Ready cotton should not come under the Bill. So 
far as I understood, and from the proceedings of the Wiles Committee, 
I was all the time under the impression that ready cotton was not going 
to be touched, so that the non-members can deal in ready cotton when 

. they like. I therefore _request the honourable the mover of the Bill to 
remove this misapprehension on this side of the House about ready cotton 
transactions. The honourable the mover has distinctly given a promise to 
this honourable House that in matters of detail he will give all facilities 
to the members of the select committee to move any amendments. I ask 
those honourable members who say tbt a free forward transaction will 
do a lot of good to the farmers-] ask, sincerely and earnestly-if frre 
unauthorised, unregulated specul&tive transactions are going to do a lot of 
good to the agriculturists, then if these transactions are to be regulated 
by a set of rules in the drafti';lg of which the representatives of the growPrs 
will have a hand, how is such a procedure going to harm the agriculturists ? 
I am informed that about 31 million bales of re&dy cotton are handled 
by the East India Association in Bombay and about ten to fifteen times 
of that quantity are dealt in by the members of that association in forward 
business. If you take the other associations, perhaps the forward 
transactions are taking place in thousands of millions of bales. When 
such a large amount of business.is carried on in Bombay for forward 
business, is it not advisable in the intere~ ta of the growers and also in the 
interest of trade that this business should be transacted and conducted 
under a certain set of rules-statutory rules-which will be sanctioned 
by this honourable House ! 

Mr. G. WILES : May I interrupt the honourable member for a minute, 
Sir ! The honourable member spoke about transactions in ready cotton. 
I did not quite follow what he said. I think he wanted some assurance. 
Will he kindly let me know what he meant ? · 

Rao Ba.hadur B. R. NAIK : I said that ready cotton should not Le 
encroached upon. 
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to assure this honourable House that Government have no desire to control 
ready cotton.. I will explain it when I come to explain the details. 
I can only say now and give the assurance that Government have no 
desire to control dealings in ready cotton. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: It has been made perfectly clear now 
that ready cotton is not going to come under this Bill. 

It has been said that no such association under the control .·of 
Government exists in other parts of the world. I say it is not quite true1 
Such associations do exist in other parts of the world under the control 
of the Government. Take the -instance of New York .. There is an 
association there which is controlled by the executive order of the 
Government. In Germany it is the same thing ; in Italy it is the same 
thing; in Liverpool it is the same thing. The associations have 
Mnctioned certain sets of rules for them which work under the control 
of the Agricultural Departments of those Governments. The Agricultural 
Department of each and every country I have mentioned looks after, the 
association-sees whether those rules are adhered to and the transactions 
are carried out under the rules sanctioned by the associations. It is true 
that in all these countries there is no statutory control, but in Italy and 
Russia there is statutory control. . I will read a paragraph showing how 
the cotton is controlled in Russia (An honourable member : Soviet 
Government). It is not true to say that there is no executive control of 
Government over the associations of this nature throughout the world
in Alexandria, in Egypt and in every country where cotton is produced 
in appreciable quantity there is control and regulation il;l one form or 
the other. . ,. 

Now, my another reason for supporting the regulation of forward 
business is this: out of 6 million bales of cotton produced in this country; 
only 2! million bales are consumed in the whole of India and more than · 
half-3! millions-are exported to other countries. Is it not in the · 
interests of the cotton growers and producers that a stable, steady and a 
regular market should exist in a central place where most of the cotton 
of the country comes, in order to create confidence in exporters, in fore.ign 
purchasers, in investors and in consumers ~ I think it is absolutely 
necessary that a stable, steady market should exist. Now, what is the 
other advantage in having a regulated forward transaction 1 There is 
a clearing house to be established-! believe it is already in existence-· 
where the differences on account of forward transactions will be settled. 
What was the system formerly ? Cotton forward transactions used to · 
take place for 8 to 12 months' delivery and no difference used to be paid 
during 'the interval. So gambling or speculation was going on on a larger 
scale than now. I will give you an illustration. I sell 5,000 bales of 
Broach cotton to my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Patil at Rs. 200. 
Within a fortnight the prices go down toRs. 190. Then Rao Bahadur 
Patil has to pay me 10 rupees difference per bale at the clearing house. 
Then, again, if the price goes up toRs. 210 after another fortnight,, then 
I have to pay the difference to Rao Ba.hadur Patil. This will check 
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speculation to a great extent becanst' when the prices come down the 
buyer has to pay and if they go up he will get the benefit. 

It has been said that the prices are to be bed and determined by the 
East India Cotton Association. Sir there is nothing of the sort, so far 
aa I understand it. I say most respectfully, with due deference to 
the intelligent study of my honourable friends, that the prices are not 
to be fixed by the East India Cotton Association. The prices will go 
down and go up, the difference will have to be settled during the interval. 
There has been a misapprehension on the part of many hononrablt> 
members who said that the prices are to be fixed by the East India 
Cotton Association. But this is not the case. The price of Rs. 200 
remains 'and ultimately I will have to deliver the cotton to Rao Bahadur 
Patil or have to settle the last difference, whatever it is. Now, Sir, 
is it not in the interests of the growers of cotton that such large 
forward transactions should be kept uniformly under control? If any 
honourable member gets up and convinces me that this regulation 
of forward transactions by a set of rules passed by this honourable House 
is not in the interest of the growers, I am prepared to change my mind 
and support him. But so far I have not been convinced by the speeches 
of the honourable members. Sir, sentiment plays an important part 
in human affairs, sometimes it is inevitable. But as practical men, in 
'business yon have to face hard facts; you cannot work on sentiments 
in such a large amount of business. Cotton is the main commodity on 
which many of the cultivators depend for their livelihood. It is the 
principal commodity produced by agriculturists in this Presidency as 
a money crop. 

Now, Sir, I come to the most controversial point, the monopoly or the 
East. India Cotton .Association. I must submit that I am not in favour 
of giving any monopoly to any individual or a.ny body of men-if it is a 
monopoly in the real sense of the word. I do not know the members 
or ihe directors of the East India. Cotton Association except o~ gentleman 
about whom 1 have heard so much. With all due deference to the 
honourable members who mentiooeahis name,. I must ·say tha.t I have 
been working with this gentleman in the interests of cotton growers 
for ti.e last eight years. I have heard his speeches, I h:.ve seen his 
actions and he i~ as good a nationalist as any honourable member of 
this. House. I also, know, the in~erest he takes for the griwers. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I suppose the honourable member 
is refening to wmething which has been discussed outside the House 1 

·, Rao, Bahadur B. R. NAIK; I am saying that I do not know anything 
about the directors of the Association. They may be speculat.on; I do 
not know them personally except one or two as I said. But I am not . 
in favour of giving the monopoly to one body and as the honourable the 
mover has given the assurance that he is prepared-{lnterruption.] 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. 
• Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK :-that he is prepared to allow the 
Select Committ-ee to evolve a scheme by which other existing associations 
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and all interests including the interests of growers can be brought in by 
reducing if possible the qualifications of membership of this Association 
which will be able to win the confidence of the general public interested 
in the cotton trade. · 

An Honourable MEMBER : His word only 1 
Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK : It is the word of the Honourable the Mover 

w bo has introduced this Bill. If the Honourable the Mover doos not 
carry out his word, then it is certainly open to the House to th1ow out 

. the Bill at the second reading. 

An Honourable MEMBER : What about the rules ~ 
Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: The rules may be framed by anybody in 

Bombay,and if they are framed by the East India Association in particular 
where is the harm, as ultimately the rules will have to be finally passed 
by this honourable House and they will have w be first placed on the 
Council table 1 [Interruptions.] You may make that recommendation to 
the select committee, just such a recommendation was made to the select 
committee on the Cotton Markets Bill. The Honourable the Move:t of 
that Bill then objected to that and said that the rules could not be made 
subject to the sanction of this House, but we, the honourable members 
on this side of the House, stood firm and g()t Government to change their 
attitude and so we had made it a. condition that the rules should be placed 
on tiLe table of the House for its sanction. \\'hat is there to prevent us 
from adopting the same attitude now~ I therefore say that the 
amendment of my honourable friend Rao Bahadur .Asavale, though it 
looki innocent ()n its fSJCe, is not so innocent as it looks-· -

Sirdar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI, THAK.OR of KERW ADA~ When 
my honourable friend Rao Baha.dur Naik says that an assurance has been 
given by the Honourable the 1\lover of the Bill as interpreted by the 
honourable member Rao Bahadur Na.ik, and when the same thlng is 
meant by the amendment of my honourable friend Rao Bahadur .Asa.va.le, 
where is the difference between the two 1 · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : N&, no. That. is 
no~ so. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: This amendment seems very innocent 
on the face of it. It seeks to include all associations existing at present 
in Bombay and those that may hereafter oome into. existence. To-day 
there may be a few associations trading in cotton and in a short time, 
say a year, half a dozen more associati~ns may come into being for the 
Pu:Pose of trading in cotton. The set of model rules is ro be passed by 
th18 honourable House and is to be sent on to the difierent associations 
which are expected t() earry on their business under those rules. This 
is all very innocent on the face of it, but l ask my honourable friend who 
has moved this amendment " who is going to supervise and control and 
see whether these rules and bye-laws are properly enforced and carried 
out" 1 Therefore, I say there must be a controlling body. I am not 
enamoured of the name "The East India. Cotton Association "and would· 
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be perfectly willing if you were to change.it to, say, The Wr!lt India 
or· South India Cotton Association. I hold no brief for anybody, 
I hold no brief for the East India U>tton Association. Even if there are 
a dozen associations which are allowed to carry on the cotton business 
under a particular set of rules which are 11anctioned by this Hou11e, I shall 
have no objection, but my question is, "Who is going to supervise the 
working of these associations~ " and "Who is going to see that these' 
rules are properly carried out 1" Government will have to sppoint 
inspectors-

An Honourable MEMBER : They will take bribes. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: The complaint is made that they will take 
bribes. Instead of that, I suggest that the same purpose of efficient 
control will be served by a formula evolved by members of the select 
committee and which formula may make it possible for representatives 
of the interests of the growers to be amalgamated with the representa
tiYes of the other interests. Thus it will be possible to have one 
controlling body to regulate the cotton business. You may call that 
body by any name you like, and where is the harm if the East India 
Cotton Association were to be democratized on that line ~ \Vhere . 

. is the harm in accepting this suggestion ! Is it not more practicable 
and more feasible than the one contained in the amendment before th(' 
House ! If you say that no controlling association is required, that 
Government themselves should prepare a set of model rules and get 
them sanctioned by this House and that then they should be sent to 
various bodies trading in cotton, in that case where is the necessity 
of this Bill! You may as well ask that the Bill should be withdrawn. 
\Vhy do you want a Bill of this kind simply for the purpose of enabling 
Government to draw up a set of rules and to have those rules passed 
by this Council and then to send those rules on to the different associa·. 
tions trading in cotton? As I said before-and I say it again at the risk 
of tedious repetition that in New York, the Department of Agriculture 
supervises every transaction-- -.... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Honourable members have been 
referring to foreign countries and the systems obtaining there, and they 
are being contradicted by others. I think it would be very much better 
if authorities were quoted. 

Rao Bahadnr B. R. NAIK: The authority will be given by another 
speaker who will follow me. I am speaking with some knowledge of the• 
existence of such a state of affairs. [Interruption.] ' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. Honourable! 
members should not interrupt the honourable member who is addressing

1 

the House. A well reasoned speech like that should be patiently followed. · 
Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: When I say "controlling body" I should 

not be understood to mean only the East India Cotton Association. 
You may call that controlling association by any name you like. Th11t 
body may be evolved by some scheme or measure to be suggested by 
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the select committee. Wha.t will happen if there is no controlling body ~ 
There is a Government of India. Act known as the Ginning and Pressing 
Act under which every bale of cotton that is ginned and pressed has to be 
marked with the name of the ginning and pressing factory; the name of 
the place from which it comes, the number and the year. If there is no 
controlling authority who can examine and find. out whether the 
provisions of the Act are carried out 1 That Government of Jndia Act 
was enacted in order to check the fraudulent practices being resorted to 
by the cotton trade in various ways such as the damping of cotton by 
watering, mixing of seedlings with-the cotton and so on. I will give you 
the instance of some cotton which came from Sind and which was sent 
to Liverpool. It was as the result of the entries kept in the records of 
the East India Cotton Association that it was possible to trace the name 
of the original owner who pressed and ginned the cotton. The complaint 
about this cotton came from Liverpool and was traced by the East 
India Cotton Association. If there was no controlling authority, whether 
Government authority or authority appointed by the memb~rs of this 
House or by the representatives of the growers or other interests-! do· 
not mind-who could have detected this cotton and rejected it and traced 
the owner of the cotton~ I say· there must be some body who could 
supervise the working of the trade under rules and by-laws sanctioned 
under this Act. 

Another thing is that the forward transactions ha.ve to be checked. 
My honourable friend seems to think that forward transactions should 
be allowed to take place in the ordinary course and that they should be. 
left to take care of themselves. Now, suppose I am in Gujarat from 
where I wire a broker in Bombay to purchase for me 5,000 bales of Broach. 
cotton. If there is no controlling body under rules. and regulations 

' and if no books or records are kept what may happen is this: In the 
morning the rate may be Rs. 200. In the evening it may come down to 
Rs. 190. The broker will debit me with the higher rate of Rs. 200 though 
he may have act~.~&lly bought the cotton at Rs. 190. Without provision 
in the by-laws what can prevent him from doing it 1 If there is an 
association or controlling body, that body will actually keep a record 
of the names of the parties and the time when the cotton is bought and. 
the rate prevailing at that time. Thus the Bombay broker will find 
it rather hard to cheat me who am in Gujarat. Vice versa if I want to sell. 
Say I sell 5,000 bales of Broach cotton. The broker would go not to 
the East India Cotton Association but to the unregulated, unchecked, un
controlled market which is operated without any rules or by-laws and 
even if he is able to get a price of Rs. 210, he will give me credit for only 
Rs. 190. How can I find this out 1 · If there is a controlling body, that 
body will keep a record of the actu.a.l price at which the broker sells my 
cotton and the~ time at which he sells that cotton and gets. that price. 
In this manner, with the assistance of a properly constituted controlling 
body the upcountry bona fide cotton trader can find out just what price 
he has to get and he will thus be protected. There will be no room for 
any cheating by the Bombay broker. 
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Do we want the cotton trade of Bombay to thrive or not~ Do we 
want genuine investors to come into the cotton trade or not 1 If we 

. do, then it is up to us to devise some means whereby genuine investors 
and capitalists would be induced to enter the cotton trade. 
. Sirdar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI, THAKOR oF KERW ADA : Let 
them invest in gold. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: My honourable friend the Thakor of 
Kerwada who comes from Broach seems to think of nothing else but gold. 
I am not concerned with gold. If he wants to invest in gold, I do not 
mind. But I say, Sir, that if the House w-ants to draw foreign as well as 
Indian investors to concern themselves with the cotton trade, which is in 
the interests of the growers, then it is necessary to provide for a stable and 
steady market governed by rules and by-laws approved and sanctioned 
by Government and by this House by a statutory measure. 

My honourable friend Dr. Dixit yesterday mentioned about the 
necessity of establishing the regulated cotton markets in the interest 
of growers. Today he says that by the passing of the present Bill the 
poor agriculturists who are to be benefited by the markets created under 
the Cotton Markets Act, will be ruined. Is there any difference between 
the two 1 I do not see much. ·It is only in the volume of trade and the 
nature of transactions. The trade done in the mofussil cotton markets 
is comparatively small while that which may be done in Bombay under 
the supervision of the controlling body to be created by this legislation 
will be large. One will be in ready transactions, while the other in forward 
transactions. In 1927 the Cotton Markets Act was passed making it 
feasible for all growers, traders and other interests to bring their cotton 
to that market and not to sell it outside. A set of rules under that Act 
were passed by this House laying down that within certain miles of the 
market no other market was to be established. 'Vhat does this measure 
aim at 1 You can deal in forward cotton, but there will be one control
ling body. I do not mean to suggest that it should be the East India 
Cotton Association as at present constituted because I know that there 
is considerable opposition to that association. I know the reason 
why there is this opposition, it is because it is not a democratic body. 
This side. of the House wants that body to be democratised and if it 
is done then there will be no opposition to it and the Honourable the 
Member in charge has repeatedly given us that assurance and therefore 
I do not want to touch upon that point. Under,the Cotton Markets Act 
also a supervising and controlling body is to be elected from the various 
interests concerned. 

Now I will come to the details. My honourable friend yesterday 
referred to the fictitious nature of growers' representation on the Wiles 
Committee. If you will read the report and other proceedings of that 
comm.ittee, you will :find that at the very first meeting I pressed upon 
the committee to translate the questionnaire into the vernaculars of the 
Presidency so that many associations which have a direct interest in 
the growers will come to know of it. You will find it o~ the first page 
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where it is said that Rao Ba.hadur Bhimbha.i Naik said that this question
naire should be translated in the vernaculars of the. Presidency. Thia 
is what appears on the first page of the Minutes of the meetings of the 
committee: 

"Rao Bahadur Naik proposed that it should be sent also in vernacular so as to ~ach 
Village Agricultural Associations and Taluka Development Associations and the like. 

It was finally agreed that the Press Note should be sent to all Registrars of Co-operative 
Societies and the Directors of Agriculture in Provinces interested in growing cotton ~ 
the Provincial Co-operative Institute." ' '· 

On page 17 of the Minutes you will find the following :- . 
"Rao Bahadur Naik pleaded that the committee should safeguard the interests of 

the growers." · 

I pressed hard and strongly on the attention of the committee that there 
should be sufficient representation of the growers. · But, unfortunately 
I was overruled. The opinion expressed was that it was riot possible 
at this stage to form a panel of gruwers in the country, and therefore 
it would not be possible ro get proper representation of the growers by 
elec~ion. Well, Sir, I was in a minority there, and though I was satisfied · 
with the proposal that the growers should be represented, I was not. 
satisfied that that representation should. be by nomination by the Indian 
Centra-l Cotton Committee. My suggestion then was that there should 
be a panel of district local boards of the Presidency of those districts. 
whict grew cotton consisting of those members· who· were growers of 
cotton, and from among them they could elect representatives to the 
association. That was my suggestion in the committee and _I again 
place the suggestion before this honourable House. In the a,bsence of 
any available ready scheme it was suggested that the Indian Cotton 
Committee should nominate two growers' representatives. However, 
that is a. matter of detail and can be decided in the select committee. ' 

An Honourable MEMBER : How much representation do you .w~nt 
for the growers 1 · · 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK : 1\Iy ho~ourable friend asks me how .much 
representation I want for the growers. I would be satisfied with 
25 per cent. representation for the growers for the present. 

In this connection, I was told that meetings of the East ·India Cotton 
AssQciation are calle~ almost every day and sometimes at a moment's 
notice, and the question was how it would be possible for up-country 
persons to come every day to Bombay to attend the meetings. I admit 
thatisadi:fficulty,and it will have to be considered. Then,Sir, this associa
tion at present requires a. member to deposit Rs. 20,000 plus Rs. 1,500,
admission fee-plus Rs. 200 annual fee. But the poor growers will not 
be in fl position to deposit such a large sum of money. I am not satisfied 
with the present representation of the growers ~n the assqciation1 It 
mm;t be at least 25 per cent., if not more. The present arr~ngement 
suggested by the Wiles Committee is that the two growers' members 
should not have to pay a single farthing to East India Cotton Association 
~)r being directors on the Board and ~hey should have the right of voting 
m the general meeting of the E~st India Cotton Association also. Some 
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of the honourable members want 50 per cent. growers' representation 
on the· Board. Now the members of the Association will say, unless 
we change the constitution of the East India Cotton Association, how can 
the honourable members be justified to ask for 50 per cent. represent&· 
tion for the growers, without their paying a single pie 1 Would 
it be just and equitable ! But, Sir, if the constitution, as I have said, 
is evolved in such a way that qualifications for membership of the East 
India Cotton Association are reduced for the growers' representatives by 
fixing small fees which they can pay and get the right of membership, then 
I say we will be in a position to ask for more representation for them. 
But whether they reduce the fees for membership or not, I must say that 
I am not satisfied with the representation for growers being restricted to 
two members only, nor am I satisfied with the method of representation, 
namely, by nomination if a feasible solution for election is found. 
I would be pleased if a scheme is evolved, a method is found out by which 
some sort of representative institution should be allowed to elect the 

. growers, and their number on the directorate of the Association should 
be at present fixed at 25 per cent. of the total number of members. Sir, 
when I speak about growers, I must admit that growers alone cannot 
exist without the traders and consumers, neither can the traders and 
consumers exist without the growers. These two interests are essential 
to each other. My honourable friend Dr. Dixit was quite right t.·hen 
he said that the vital interests involved in the Bill are those of the 
consumers and growers of cotton and therefore these two interests should 
predominate the directorate of the East India Cotton Association. But 
I have a greater authority than the honourable member. I refer'to my 
friend Rao Saheb Dadubhai Desai. He is an auth?rity on the interests 
of growers and when he opposed the Bill on the subject in this House 
in 1922 he said that he would not mind if the consumers and the producers, 

• being interested parties are eliminated altogether and if the Board of 
Directors consisted of brokers only. On going through the debates at that 
time I found that my friend Rao Saheb Dadubhai Desai advocated that 
the directorate should be formed only of lirokers, who in his opinion were 
colourless. 

Sirdar BHA.SAHEB RAISINHJI, THAKOR o:r KERW ADA : I rise 
to a point of order, Sir. The honourable member is quoting from what 
he purports to be a speech made by an honourable member who is not 
here to reply. Would it not be properfor him to read out what was 
actually said t 

The Honourable the PRESID&~T : That would certainly be better ; 
but if the honourable member can rely on his memory and refer to a 
speech made by a member of this Council, he may do so. . 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: I was only making a passing reference 
to it, Sir. Therefore, I say, here is an authority who wanted the Direc
torate of the East India Cotton Association to be that of brokers only. 
Now, Sir, if it is suggested that 50 per cent. of the members should 
consist of growers and the rest of .the consumers, it should be rexnem· 
bered that business cannot be done without the brokers-the millowners 
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.and exporters also put their business through the brokers. The up .. 
country trader has also to do his business through the c.om.mission agent 
.and the broker. :My honourable friend Mr. Petit who i;; a m.illown.er 
does his business through his broker. I say therefore you cannot do 
without the middlemen in this sort of business. " 

1 

Now, I strongly oppose that part of the resolution which has been 
issued by Government rejecting the majority recommendations of the 
·committee about the formation and constitution of the Directorate of 
the East India Cotton Association and accepting the minority. The 
.majority decided that the· election of the directors should be made by 
the general body, one member to have one vote. That was the recom
mendation of the majority, but some members were in favour .of election 
by panels, and as a compromise their majority agreed that all members 
:Should be elected by the general body, but looking to the present state 
·of things for some years the seats for buyers and sellers were to be reserved 
but the election was to be by the general body. That recommendation 
.of the majority has not been accepted by Government. They have 
·come forward with a recommendation that the minority proposal should 
be accepted. Well, I think if honourable members on the other side 
.of the House want to oppose the suggestion of the majority they are 
quite at liberty to do so. At one stage they want to democratise the 
institution and at another stage they want to make it· into compart
ments. How can the two things be consistent and be reconciled with: 
each other 1 Here, this side of the House wants that the Association 
should be as liberal and democratic as possible, and I personally want 
that the growers should be represented to the extent of 25 per cent;; 
and they should be elected. But this is also a. matter of detail which. 
I need not have touched at this stage, and if the Bill is committed to a 
..select committee, the majority recommendation can be discussed there.1 

Before I conclude, I say that I am just as opposed to a.ny sort of control 
by a Government agency as any other honourable member of this House, 
if Government is going to interfere in the real sense of the word at every, 
stage. Sir, there were two bodies of a simi,la.r kind in Bombay, the 
Cotton Exchange and the Cotton Trading Association or some such 
body-I am open to correction-before 1919. These two bodies tried 
to amalgamate themselves and tried to evolve a scheme, without Govern
ment interference, by which they could regulate the cotton trade of 
Bombay. But, Sir, unfortunately they did not come to any agreement: 
There was rivalry between the bodies, with the result that these two 
bodies came up to Government and said " We cannot agree between 
ourselvrs, .and therefore seek your assistance, and you must assist us 
in the interest of cotton trade ". In 1919, this control was established 
.as a war measure, but so far as I have read the proceedings of the year 
1919, it is not totally correct to say that a permanent measure was not 
then contemplated. Member after member got up and said that till 
a permanent measure was evolved and that could only be done if all 
cotton trades interested in Bombay formed one strong representative 
.association. This measure would be put on the statute book as a 
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temporary measure, with a few nominated and a few elected members tc. 
control the trade. After that I believe the East India Cotton Association 
Ltd. was found. In 1921 the war measure expired. In 1922 the Cotton 
Contract Bill was passed and a charter was given to the East India. 
Cotton Association. After the expiry of three years for which period 
this Act was passed it was the duty of Government to come to this 
House for itA extension, but they did not do that. Under the 
extraordinary power of extending the Act by notification, they extended 
it up to the ye!l.r 1932. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAX : That power was 
given by the Act. · 
. Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: Yes, they had that power. 
· Now, Sir, I will sum. up. As far as the principle of controlling and 
:regulating forward business in Bombay City is concerned, I am in 
favour of it. As far as giving a monopoly, which I do consider 
a monopoly, to the governing body as it exists is concerned, I am not in 
favour of it. ·As an assurance has been given by Government that the 
Bill will be sent to a select committee, I hope the constitution of the 
Board will be democratised in the way the members of the select 
committee choose. 

The. Honourable the PRESID&~T : I do not know whether that is a 
correct statement. It has been emphatically stated that the control 
shall rest in the East India Cotton Association. That is the principle 
of the Bill-that the agency shall be the East India Cotton Association 
and no other. 

The Honourable Sir GOVTh"'TIRAO PRADHAN : The constitution 
.of that body can be democratised. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I think the honourable member 
is speaking difierently. He just now stated, as I understood him, that 
he is with the Government in the matter of one part of the principle 
of the Bill and that is the control of the trade, but he is not with Govern
ment in the matter of lodging that control with the East India Cotton 
A.ssocia. tion. . 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: l say I am in favour of the control and 
the regulation of the trade, but I. am not in favour of handing over the 
control to the East India Cotton Association as at present constituted. 
That is my point. The Association shall have to be reconstituted on a 
more democratic basis and then I will have no objection to recogniBe 
that body as a controlling body. [Interruption.] I say that I am in 
favour of regulating and controlling forward business in the City and 
lsland.of Bombay. I am not in favour of bringing under control ready 
business. Secondly. there must be unitary control; that aLso I am in 
favour of. but the control should not be given to the East India Cotton 
Association as at present constituted. Cnless the constitution of the 
Association is democratised on more democratic and liberal lines as 
suggested and as advised by the members of the select committee so far 
as possible, I would not be in favour of handing over control to the body 
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as it is now constituted. Thirdly, I am in favour of more representation 
being given to growers. Fourthly, the constitution of the Association 
should be so framed that other associations can also be. included as their 
members. A scheme or formula should be found out for bringing 
together the rival associations and also bringing together the merchal).ts 
and members of the Shri Mahajan Association and the East Indifl. Cotton 
Association. Let me tell you, Sir, whether it is Maha.jan Association 
or East India Cotton Association, it makes little difference. There is 
one thing which I am not in favour of. Why should there be any' penal 
clause by which you penalise the.existing associations carrying on business 
at their risk 1 Whether the trade be subjected to the control of the 
East India Cotton Association or any other control, that will come in 
time. For that why should you bring in a penal clause ! Those who 
have confidence in the existing associations, in spite of their speculative 
character, let them go there and do business and speculate. It is no 
business of the Government to say that it should be fined Rs. 1,000. 
This too is a matter of detail. Regulating and controlling the contract 
is the principle. 

Then the most important point is the. forward business. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Is the honourable member 

likely to take more time 1 
Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: I will take 10 minutes more, Sir. , 
The ·Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member has 

already taken one full hour. I will give him a chance for a few minutes 
to-morrow. 

STATEMENT OF BUSINESS. 

The Honour;~.ble Sir · GHULAM HUSSAIN : To-morrow we will take 
up this Bill, as there are a large number ot honourable members who _ 
wish to speak. The time that will be left to·morrow will be too short 
for any other Government business. On Monday, non-official business 
will be taken up. • 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Government business will go on 
to-morrow and on Monday private business "ill be taken up. 

The House is now adjourned to 10-30 a.m., to·morrow, Saturday, 
the 1st Augus" 1931. 
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Satur~y, the 1st A!tgust 1931 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Saturday, 
the 1st August 1931, at 10-30 a.m., the Honourable the Presidept, 
Sir ALI .UAHO:\ffiD KHAN DEHLAVI, Bar-at-L~w~ presiding.. · ·· 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF HAn HAJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
ABERCROMBIE, 1\Ir. J. R. . 
AcHREKAR, 11Ir. A. B. 
ALLAHBAKSH, Khan Bahadlll' 
ABA vALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BANGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTTo, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 
BHUTrO, W ADERO WAHIDBAKSH lLLAHIBAKSH 
BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BowERS, lir. P. L. 
BRANDER, M:r. J. P. 
BRisTow, 1\Ir. C. H. 
BROWNE, l\Ir. D. R. H: 
BULLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVI14E 
CHIKODI, 1\Ir. P. R. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, :Ur; H. B. 
CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. 
COLLINS, ?t!r. G. F. s. 
CooKE, Mr. G. H. 
DHALUMAL LILARAM, :r.rr .• 
DESAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
DESAI, Mr. s. B. 
DIXIT, Dr. :M. K. 
D'~ouu, Dr. J. ALBAN 
EWBANK, lfr. R. B. 
GARRETT, l!r. J. H. 
GHULAM: HusSAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GHULAM: NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GoKHALE, Mr. L. R. 
GoVER RORA, 1\Ir. 
HARIDAS .1\UnHAVDA.S, ?t!r. 
HARRISON, 1\!r. C. S. C. 
HuDSON, the Honourable ?t!r. W. F. . 
JAM JA..'t>f MA.HOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JAN .1\IAHOMED KHA..l>f, Khan Bahadur 
Joa, M:r. V. N. 
JONES, Major W. ELLIS 
KADRI, :Mr. J. S. 
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KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
Kuu.T, lli. R S. . 
K.umu, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. 
KARBIURI, Mr. M. Y. 
KBUHRO, Khan Bahadur M. A . 

. Kut~"', Rao Saheb P. D. 
LELY, llr. w. G. 
llicKLIY, Mr. A. S. R. 
M.wnvs.L~G JoRBBAI, Mr. 
lliBERBA.KSB, Mr. S. 
MEHTA, llr. M. H. 
MoDA.K, Rev. R. S. 
1IoDI; Sardar DAVAR T. K. 
MoRE, !Ir. J. G. 
NA.JX, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
NAMDEORA.O BUDB.AJIRAOj Mr. 
NAVLE, 1\Ir. N. E. 
OwEN,.Mr. A. C. 
PARULEK.AR, Rao Bahadur L. V. 

· PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
-PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
PAm, Rao Bahadur D. R. 
PAm, Mr. N. N. 
PATIL, Mr. v. N. 
P.&m, Rao Saheb V. S. 
PEnT, Mr. J. B .. 
PRADBAN, the Honourable Sir Govi~DRAO · 
PRADBAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. · 
PRATER, M.r. S. H. 
RAFIUDDIN Amu.D, the Honourable l\IoutVI 
RESALDAR, 1\!r. A. K. 
SHAIKH ABDUL' Am, Mr. 
SBA.IKB ABDUL 1.lum, Mr. 
SBAIKB YAKUB VAZIR liA.BOMED, Khan Bahadur 

• SBA....'nARRAO JAYAR.A..MRAO Zul'ZARRAO, 1\Ir. 
SBINDE, Mr. R. B. 
SMART, llr. w. w. 
So~"'KI, Dr. P. G. 
SURVE, 1Jr. A. N . 

. SURVE, 1\Ir. v. :A. 
Snn MIRAN 1\ll:o:oMED SBAB 
SYED :MUNAWAR, 1\Ir. . 
TALPUR, .MIR BA...'WEB ALI KHAN 

TBAKOR OP KERw ADA, Sardar BBA.SABEB RAISTh'BJI 

THoMAS, the Honourable Mr .. G. A. 
To~"I, 1\Ir. S. S. 
TURNER, Mr. C. W . .A. 

1 
VA.ISli.un>A.YA....'IT, Dr. V. G. 
v AXIL, 1\.lr. PESTANSBAB N. 
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VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir RusroM JEHANGIR 
VANDEKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. 
WADKE, "Mr. B. P. 
WILES, 1\rr. G. 

·QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

673 

V APPLICATIONS AND APPEALS TO GOVERNMENT OFFICERS : REJECTION, 
' ' • • I 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI for :au. L. R. GOKI!ALE (Poona. 
City): Will Government be pleased to state-

( a) whether they .are aware t~t hundreds of applicants imd appel· 
lants go to the civil court on account of Government's giving}'eplies 
to their applications or appeals, such as "application. is rejected", 
"appeal is rejected", "The. • . . . . . . • sees no reason to 
i}Jterfere with the order passed by the . . ·. .. • . . ·~ etc., 
etc. without stating any reasons for such replies ; . . . ' 

(b) whether Oovernment intend to issue orders to the officers to the 
-effect that they (the officers) should state the reasons as to why the 
.application or appeal is rejected or why the order of the lower officer 
-cannot be interfered with ! · · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: (a) .and (b) No~. 

ADEN : CIVIL ADMINISTRATION. 

Major W. ELLIS JONES: Will Government state· the . progress 
made in the consideration of the question of the transfer to the 
Government . of India of control over the Civil Administration of 
Aden and indicate the attitude which they propose to adopt with regard 
to it 1 . • ' • 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSA~N: In reply to a question 
put by :Mr. Husseinbhoy Laljee in the second session of the :J3ombaf 
Leg;slative Council, 1929, on the s'ubject of the transfer of Aden'control 
he was informed as follows : • 

" The question of the transfer has been mooted and is under discussion with the 
Government of India. While no decision has been arrived at regarding it the1 
Government of Bombay consider that from the point of view of ~e administration of 
Aden and of the finances of the Presidency the scheme has considerable advantages." 

Since then the Government of Bombay have been in correspondence 
with the Government of India on the subject. The administrative 
{).ifficulties with which the Resident at Aden and the Government of 
Bombay have been confronted are summarised i~ paragraphs· 2 and 6 of 
the memorandum on the Civil Administration of ·Aden, copies of 
which have been supplied to the members of the Legislative Council, 
the Press and certain public bodies in Bombay. A copv of the 
memorandum is now placed on the Council table. 
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After .consideration of various alternative.o, the Government of 
Bombay have come to th.e conclusion that the most direct and satis
factory solution of the difficulties arising from divided control is that 
AdtJn while retaining its special connection with the Bombay Govern-. 
ment to whom it would look, as in the past, for a supply of officers 
and administrative personnel, should cease to form part of the Bombay 
Presidency, and should be formed into a Chief Commissionership under 
the direct control of the Government of India. 

Be~ore taking definite steps in this direction it was considered 
desirable to place all· the implications of the position before the public 
specially interested in the matter a:ri.d to that end the memorandum on 
Aden referred to above was prepared and issued to the Press, to all 

·Members of this House and the Aswciations and bodies concerned 
both here and in Aden. Apart from the administrative difficulties 
which the present. arrangement entail~, and which are discussed in 
the memorandum, one of the main considerations for the Government 
of Bombay at the present time is dictated by the extreme financial 
stringency which makes it difficult to view. with equanimity the 
probability of an extra two lakhs or more of expenditure being transfer
red almost immediate1y from Central to Provincial Revenues under 
the existing constitution.· The delay in pl.Jlcing the full facts before 
the House has been mainly due to the fact that Aden has no separate 
budget a,nd that it has been found necessary to prepare special JYI'() 
forma accounts for the purpose. 

Now that the financial position has been clarified the Government 
of Bombay, supported, it is' hoped, by all responsible opinion in the 
Presidency, propose to press for the transfer of Aden at once under 
the powers vested in the Governor General in Council, with the 
approval of the Secretary of State, under section 59 of th~ Government 
of India Act. 

MEMOR'ANDUM ON THE CIVIL ADMINISTRATION OF ADEN. 

. 1. Inflrodvrtory Remarks.--Soll\e years ago considerable excitell\ent was aroused in 
political circles in India by the rull\our that the connection between Aden and India. 
which 'begiUI in 1839, was tQ be severed by order of His Majesty's Governillent and that
the control of Aden affairs was to be transferred to the Colonial Office. Assurances were 
consequently given both in the Legislative Assell\bly at Delhi and the Boll\ bay Legislative 
Council that no change in the position affecting Indian interests would be made until 
an opportunity ha.d been given for discussion of any project which might be under 
oonsideration. • · 

2. The connection between Aden and British India began in 1839 when an expedition 
under Major Baillie took possession of what was then only a barren rock, and founded a 
Settlell\ent there. This was treated as part of British India and included for administ.ra
tive p11rposes in the Presidency of Bombay. But since the Settlement commanded the 
harbour, which is the natural centre of trade for the adjoining parts of Arabia and Africa. 
it ·wa.sill\possible for its afiairs to be conducted without relation to the Arab tribes 
dwelling in the h,interl.and, . The Resident at Aden consequently entered into relations. 

. with these tribes and.jd.th the rulers of rell\oter places such as Makalla and Shebr, Socotra. 
etc. To the tribes ~e hinterland were extended guarantees of favour and protection 
in return for reciprociD pndertakings. In those days Turkey claimed sovereignty over 
nearly the whole of the Arabian Peninsula and the development of relations between 
Aden and the adjoining peoples and rulers consequently brought His Majesty's Govern-
11\ent into contact with the Turkish Empire. As a result of prolonged negotiations 
a joint Anglo-Turkish Boundary Coll\11\ission was appointed and in 1904-05 the boundary 
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'()( the Hinterland or Protectora.te, as it now iegan to be called, wa.s denr,arcated. It 
·was agreed on the one side that the Aden authorities should have no dealings with any 
· indigenous ruler under Turkil;h ~uzerainty beyond the boundary then fixed, and on the 
lther, that the Turks should not concern themselves with affairs inside that boundary. 
tlla.tters continued thus until the outbreak of the Great War in 1914, when the Turks 
invaded the Protectorate and endeavoured to blockade the Settlement. For strategic 
reasons the direction of operations against this menace was transferred from Army Head· 
quarters in India to the London War Office in 1917 and control of political relations wit.h 
the Aden tribes and rulers necessarily accompanied this strategic transfer. The civil 
administration of the Settlement as part of the Bombay Presidency was in no way affected 
. by this change. After the war it was suggested that this too might be transferred, but the 
Indian Government objected and the project was dropped. Matters remained there, 
until 1927, when after much corr.espondence about the incidence of Aden expenditure, 
the arrangements of 1917, originally adopted as a war measure, were confirmed, and 
acdministrative as well ae strategic control of the units composing the Aden garrison was 
also vested in His Majesty's Government.- The present position, therefore, is.:-

(1) the Aden Settlement to which Indian interests are c&nfined, remains part of 
British India., included in the Bo~bay Presidency, · · '· · 

(2) the affairs of the Protectorate, in which India is not concerned, are dealt with · 
by the Resident, who is also chief executive officer of the Settlement and 
Commander-in-Chief of the forces, under orders from the Colonial Office in 
London, . · 

(3) administrative and strategic control of the military and air forces in Aden is 
under the War Office in London .. 

'The Resident is consequently under three authorities, namely:

(1) the Government of Bombay, 

(2) the Government of India, and 

(3) His Majesty's Government in London, 

an arrangement which makes smooth and efficient working very difficult. 

· 3. The area of the Settlement of Aden is 75 square miles, the population' in 1921 wal5 
:about 53,000. The racial composition of the population is as undet :-

Arabs 31,612 
Indians 5,594 
Jews 4,408 
Somalis 6,551·. 
~iscellaneous 4,867 

Total 53,032 

The Island of Perim has an area of about 45 square miles and a population of 2,075. 
The Aden Protectorate comprises an area of about 9,000 square miles and has an 
-estimated population of 656,400. 

4. Administration.-The chief executive officer (i.e. the Resident and Conr.mander-in·, 
Chief) has under him three Assistant Residents, the first and the third being officers of the 
~ndia.n Political Department, and the second, an officer appointed by the Colonial Office 
1n London, who is also the Protectorate Secretary. Judicial work is performed by a 
Judicial Assistant who is a member of the Indian Civil Service and is an Additional 
SesRions Judge. The Police are under the control of an officer of the Indian Police 
Service. The Island of Perim is also under the administration of the Resident. The civil 
administration generally follows the lines in force in India. 

5. FinanaR.-t'ntill900 the entire civil and military expenditure in connection ~ith 
Aden. was borne by India, although as early as 18~6, the Government of India urged the 
propmty of the expense of Aden being divided between Great Britain and India. In 
lll95 the Wel.by Commission was appointed to examine the question. They reconr.mended 
that the equ1ty of the case would perhaps be met if the United Kingdonr, were to contri- · 
bute one-half of the military charges. As a. result of these reco~mendatioD.I!I His llla.jesty'e 
Govern~ent m!lde with effect from the 1st Aprill901 a net annual contribution of £72,000 
to.Indian revenues towards the military chargee of Aden, which continued up to 1927. 
W1th effect from 1st Aprill927, His 'Majel!ty's Govern~ent have become responsible for 
the whole of the political and military expenditure of Aden, subject to an annual contribu· 
tion of £250,000 from the Government of India for the first three years; to be reduced 
thereafter to £150,000 or a third of the total cost whichever nr,ay be less. 
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Civil expendi~ure in Ade!l is borne partly by the Government of Bomb11y and partly 

by the Government of Ind1a. The figures of l't'Ven\IE! and n:Pfnditul't' (Frovinri11l and 
CE-ntral) are aa follo1111 :-

(a) PrO'fincial. 

Account~ Revit't'd Budget 

A'·t>ragt> 

1927-28 1929-30 1929-30 1930-31 

Rs. 
I 

Rs. i Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Receipts· 4,29,900 4.73,100 1 5,20,000 4,78.000 4,75.3HO 
Expenditure . 3,74,000 4,78,400 4,94,400 5,22,400 4,67,30(} 
Surplus .. 55,900 5,3oo I 25,600 -44,400 8,00() 

(b) Central. 
I 

5,54,600 t Receipts 3,16,600 6,12,700 ..... 60. I 5,28,400 
Expenditure 9,95,200 I 7,44,600 6,72,600 8,75,9oo•i 8,22.100 
Deficits 6,78,6110 i 1,31,900 43,000 3,21,300 2,93,i00 

I 

• Includes Hospital Scheme not in budget .• 

In the above figures" Interest on Ordinary Debt "-Central-has been excluded, and 
due allowance Dl&de for pensionary liabilities accruing against Governmc>nt and for itt me. 
of expenditure in 1930-31 sanctioned after the Budget was passed. 

The Provincial expenditure includes a sum of Rs. 2·26lakhs (roundly) on police, in 
addition to '1\'hich His Majesty's Government have a~reEd to contribute a sum of £8,00() 
per annum and the Government of India a sum of ~. 42,000 per annum towards t.he 
reorganised police force. This point will be adverted to later. 

' The expenditure charged under "Central" includes at present certain ht>ads such aB 
Education, Medical, Public Health and General Administration. These items are 

Ra. 
1927·28 .. 2,26,920" 
1928-20 •• 2,20,288 
1929-30 .. 2,13,447 
1930·81 •• 8,66,880• 

"'ncluding Rs. 60,000 for 
Civil Hosplt&l 1111der U c. W. 
Central. 

being booked under the head "29-Political ". The amount 
involved in these items varied approximatfly from 
~. 2,26,000 to Rs. 3,65,000 during the years -1927-28 to 
1930-31. The propriety of dehit.ing to the Central Govern• 
ment items of expenditure which are really "Provincial '' 
in nature is under consid!'ration, and the adjustmentl! which 
may become necessary will convert the small precarious 
Provinciahurplus to a substantial deficit varying from 2 t() 
3 lakhs or more. 

6, D~(fictdtiu of the pa&ition.-As already explained the relation of the Resident to
three different authorities leads to delay and diffusion of energy. Moreover the strategic 
and political importance of Aden renders it obligatory from an imperial point of view that 
a high standard of civil administration should be maintained thel't'. It is necessary to· 
spend on the Police, in view of the isolation of Aden from the rest of India, and its peculiar 
geographical position, considerably more than would have been required had Aden been 
on the Dl&inland of India. A contribution towards this expenditure has no doubt been 
secured from His 1\laje~ty 'a Government and the Government of India, but the administra· 
tion of the force involves unnecessary correspondence, as the fu:Fident has often to obtain 
the sanction of thl't'e different authorities. Proposals for aid from Central Revenues are 
constantly put forward and although the Government of India are convinced in eomP of 
these cases that there is justification for regarding a portion at least of the expenditure 
as of Central rather than Provincial com·em, difficulties arise under the preSt>nt con~titu· 

. tiona} arrangements as the Govemment of India cannot incur expenditul't' on provincial 
eubject6. Experience has shown that the overlapping of responsibilities and functions 
onder the present system can only lead to delay and has l't'sulted in what one authority 
called "the stagnation of Aden". It is unfair to expect the Government of Bombay. 
whose intel't'St in Aden arises largely out of historical aasociation, to spend their proYinciat 
revenues for the improvement af a distant outpost and raising ita administration to 
a standard befitting a nodal point of the Empire. The pre~nt small surplus whieb th& 
Government of Bombay seoul't'e from Aden is doubtful and is likely to be converted into. 
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& substantial deficit as a result of the investigation i~to th~ classification of some of t~e 
items of expenditure now charged to Central Revenues. With the growing demands of 

. Aden, Aden is therefore bound t.o become an increasing burden on provincial revenues. 

CoTToN CoNTRACTs : THE WILES CoMMITTEE• 

Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Will Govern-
ment be p!eascd to state- · 

. ' I 
(I) whether they appointed any Committee to examine the working 

of the Cotton Contracts Act with particular reference to the constitu~ 
tion of the East India Cotton Association Ltd., and to consider whether 
any of the bye-laws made by the Board and sanctioned by the Governor 
in Council have acted to the detriment of the trade or any section of 
the trade; · 

(II) if the answer to (I) be in the affirmative how many and which' 
of the mem\>ers of the Committee referred to in (I) were directly 
associated with the East India Cotton Association Ltd.; · ' · 

(III) whether it is a fact that the members of the East India Cotton 
Association Ltd., formed .the overwhelming majority- on the said 
Committee; 

(IV) whether the said Committee made its report,·an.d, if so, whether 
that report has been published; . · . . " 

· (V) if the report referred to in (IV) is published, did that repo.rt 
specify any, and, if so, which of the bye-laws, .as having acteq to the· 
detriment of the trade ; · 

' ' 

(VI) whether the aid Committee invited any statements or 
opinions and recorded any evidence ; 

(VII) if Jhe reply to (VI) be in the affirmative:-
(a) whether the statements, opinions or the recorded evidence 

have been published; · · ..• 
(b) if the answer to (a) be in the negative why they were not· 

published; . . • 
(VIII) whether th~ Committee recommended ·that its proceedings 

be not published, but kept secret; · 

(IX) whether the Government have been appr~ached with a request 
that the statements and evidence referred to in (VI) should be · 
published in order to enlighten the members of this Council on the 
real grievances of the cotton trade ; 

(X) if so, the nature of the request made to Government and what 
action Government propose to take in the matter; · 

(XI) whether Government are aware that 'the cotton trade in 
general has net been at all satisfied with such ex parte inquiry, and . 
that the trade insist.. upon an inquiry by an independent Committee 
composed from among the members of the Legislature ; 

~XII) what action, if any, do Government propose to take on the 
a1d report; 
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(XIII) whether it is a fad that 'f'Mious mem hers of the trade offt'retl 
to give evidence before the Committee with a ,·iew to showing 
how the constitution and the bye-laws of the East India Cott()n 
Associat:on bad acted to the greatest detriment of the trade; 

(XIV) the amount of costs sanctioned for the •• Wiles Committt'e "; 
(XV) the amount expended by the Committee i 

The Honourable Sir GOYTh"'DRAO PRADHA..'f: The attention 
of the honourable member is drawn to the Press Note of 17th June 
1930 referring to the appointment of the C()mmittee referred to. The 

. Committee submitted its report in December last and it was published. 
Copies of the Report and MinuteJ of the Proceedings of the CommittE;>e 
are placed upon the Council table.* Most .of the honourab'e member's 
questions will be ~ound answered in the report. 

The Committee contained representatiYes of the millo~rs, exporters 
and jmporters of cotton, jetha valas, brokers and growers of cotton, 
a representative of the Banking Community and had an official Chaixman. 
Since the East India Cotton Association is constituted of all these 
interests except the growers and bankers, naturally a majority of the 
committee were also members of, or connected with, that association. 

The written evidence submitted to the Committee has not been 
publiShed. The committee made no recommendation in this respect. 
The papers are very bulky and the publication would be costly. Govern
ment hav-e not been approached to publish them, and do not intend to 
do so, unless there is a.general demand for it. 

It is not known whom the honourable member refers to as " the Cotton 
Trade in general ". There is a consensus of opinion from all the recogniz
ed associations consulted that action should be taken on the general lines 
of the report. A Bill has accordingly been introduced in the current 
Sessions of the Council, and full opportunity will be given to the 
legislature to decide upon its course of action. 
• No particular sum was sanct!oned for the cost of the Committee. 

There were no costs except the travelling alloW'8uce to the growers' 
representatives, payment of stenographers an<J the cost of printing, 
which amounted together toRs. 1,700-4-0. 

BILL No. XX OF 1931 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGULATION 
AND CONTROL OF TRANSACtiONS IN CO'ITON IN BOMBAY) 

Question again proposed : 
"That the Bill be read a first time." 

Rao· Bahadur B. R. NAIK (Surat District): Sir, with your 
permi'lSion, I will now deal with the forward businet~s in cotton-as 
I understandit-that is done in Bombay and which il'l goi..ug to be affected 
by the Bill under consideration. b has ht>en argued that if there is a 
control on forward business in cottQn, the market will be depressed and 
the growers will suffer. I fail to tmderstand this theory. The common 
sense viewpoint is that the interests of investors lie in depressing the 

•In the Council Library. 
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market if possible when cotton crop becomes ready for marketing 
and then to raise the price to profit them. Moreover, it does not always 
mean that forward· businl?'ss tends to keep prices high. There are two 
8orts of operators in forward bm;inef!:s, bullish and bearish. It happens 
many a time that persons who are bulls this week are bears the next 
week. I may give an illustration. If I believe that in the course of the 
next few months the market is going to rise, I may buy t-o-day 10,000 or 
20,000 bales ; but if I find later, after a few weeks, that the market is 
going dovm smd is likely to go down still further, I will become a bea:r. 
and sell. So, . forward business cuts both ways. If the speculatOrs 
bave the capacity to raise the market, they have also the capacity to 
depress the market in their own interests. Therefore, any regulated 
control on forward business is not going to depress the market. lwill 
describe what happens-! a.m open to correction as I am after all a 
layman in this line. Forward business is done in three ways. ·One is 
h~dge contract; second speculative contracts in which some actual 
dt>livery takes place but mostly settlement is made by p11.ying the difier
enecs; and the third is Teji-Mandi contract. Hedge contract is a. 
genuine necessary contract. As· every honourable member of . this 
Hou.'le is aware, millowners and spinners, in order to. cover their 
contracts for forward deliveries in cloth and yam, make forwatd con
tracts for supply of the cotton required for their doth and yam, They 
purchase cotton sometimes six months, sometimes twelve months ahead; 
That is to protect themselves from any loss on account of the 
fluctuations of the market. Then, Sir, there are some genuine growers 
who are inclined to sell their growth on forward delivery. If I feel that 
when my cotton is ready and comes into the market, I may not get its 
full price locally, and T 11,m inclined to sell my produce forward in Bom
bay. Say I have got 150 acres and I expect to get fifty bales out of i~ 
in next May, aml I get advice that the rates in August for May deliv-ery 
are favourable, so I sell in Bombay in August for delivery in 
May. When the time comes I deliver my goods in P.ombay. As anti
<:ipated by me the market has gone down. What would be Il1Y position 
if there is no regulation or control of the transactioni! in Bombay 1 
You know, Sir, how these cotton ml.'rchants have their organisations in 
Bombay .. I am an up-country man; I have not got the influence or 
the expemnce of the cotton trade. When my fifty bales conie into the 
Bombay market, the prices have gone down. The buyer will say: 
" Your cotton is not up to the sample, it is damp and watered. There
fore I am not going to acrept it unless you accept Rl!. 10 less per bale." 
r nder the regulations, therefore, there is a blind survey to be provided 
and also a board of appeal. in order to give a fair chance to the up· 
country man and other dealers. If thi-; is not provided I am sure t.hat 
I will b~ a lo.ser, because my broker in Bombay will have greater 
sympat~1es w1th the Bomb::t.y buyer with whom he is in closer touc-h 
th~n w1th me, an up-country man. If he is going to say: "I am not 
gomg to acc£·pt y~ur fifty bales at the rate agreed upon" I can say : 
''Let us have a bhnd survey." A surveyor is to be appointed by the. 
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Ea.st India Cotton Association on a l1igh vay; blind survt:oy means 
survey by an expert who is not connected with the cotton trade and who 
does not know the names of the parties who have soLi ann bought. He 
has to open' the bales in the presence of two officers of the East India 
Cotton Association and then to survey whether my cotton i<J up to the 
sample or not, and if there is any variation, up to what extent. If I am 
dissatisfied with that, there is a board of appeal to which I can prefer 
an appeal · On this board will sit members of the East India Cotton 
Association who will have no connf'ction with forward business, that is, 
independent persons who will have no connection with forward trans· 
actions in cotton. Therefore the up-country grower will have the 
chance to get justice under these rules and regulations. This is not 
only my own opinion ; it is supported by the opinion of the hi~hest 
authority on agriculture, namely, the Royal Commission on Agriculture. 
I will refer honourable members to page 394, paragraph 334, of tht
Commission's Report. I have the report but I do not want to waste 
the time of the House by reading it. It has been very greatly 
emphasised by the Royal Commissioners that the only defect in 
the Indian cotton market is that they have no surveys and no arrange
ment for settlement of disputes and they recommend that a board of 
arbitrators should be establi~hed in places where t},ere are cotton 
markets. If the honourable members are not satisfied with what 
I have said, let them reft'r to page 39!, paragraph ::\34 of the 
report. Therefore I say, that it is in the interests ()f growers and up
country traders that some re~lations for <'on trolling the market and 
to enable the farmer to get the full value of his produce, are necessary. 

I have already dealt with the way in which prices fluctuate in forward 
contracts. I can understand honourable mem.bers objecting to regu-

. lations for controlling ready cotton transactions. If there is going to 
be a bullish market in forward cotton, the prices will rise and so much 
difierence will go to the pockets of the Bombay dealers. This will not 
affect ready cotton. Ready. cotton can be purchased in lArge quanti
ties and those who have got money can invest it and buy cotton if they 
like. Healthy competition in readreotton does good to growers. 
· There is another reason why I consider it necessary to regulate th.is 

forward business. I have already discussed this point and I agam 
repeat it. Not only is it necessary that there must be a regular estab
lished market for the most important com.m.odity which is the largest 
money crop in India, but it is also necessary that the quality and the 
purity of the cotton should be preserved. And for that purpose an 
Association-by whatever name you call it-is necessary as a c~n
trolling body whose duty it will be ~ see that the qualit_y and pur_1ty 
of the cotton is preserved and the fall" name and reputation o~ Indian 
cotton is maintained in the world. And for my authority I w1ll quote 
the report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture in India. They 
have said that there is no doubt that there is a lack of cotton markets 
all over India and there is also a lack of keeping and preserving the 
. purity and quality of the cotton produce and that thereby the Indian' 
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growers are the greatest sufferers. Therefore they say that there must 
be cotton trading associations which should help as much as they can 
in order to preserYe the purity of the cotton. I refer to page 402 of 
the Agricultural Commission's Report. The Eas~ India Cotton Associa
tion may be composed of jobbers, jethawallas, or perhaps the great 
millowners, but so far as the purity of cotton is concerned, they say that 
by introducing the system of allowance the growers of India have bene
fited and the purity is preserved to some extent. 1.\Iy honourable 
friends ask me how it affects the growers. It does affect the growers. 
It should be understood by every man. I will give you an instance. 
Navsari cotton! which is one of the best cottons not only in India but 
in eYery part of the world by reason of its long staple, used to fetch 
Rs. 80 "on "on Broach two years ago. I will explain to the honourable 
members what the word "on 11 is. Suppose . the rate of Broach is 
Rs. 250, then you add Rs. 80 to that and the price at which Navsari and 
Surat is sold will be Rs. 330. The gin owners and up-country merchants 
are- no more friends of the agriculturists than the cotton ·merchants of 
Bombay. What do they do 1 They haYe their gins in the Surat 
district, they mix the Navsari with .an inferior cotton and to-day the 
price of Navsari has gone down to 45 to 50 "on" on Broach; . I ask 
my honourable friend the Thak~r of Kerwada to go and find out whether. 
what I say is true or not. . 

An Honourable l\IEl\IBER: 1\fay be due to depression.·_ .. 
Rao Bahadur. B. R. N AIK : Depression and malpractices al;o~ . My 

point is supported by. the Royal Commission on Agriculture and also· 
by the fact that whenever there is a mixture or any other sort of m.a~~ 
practice, it is bound to depress the market and affect the grower. 
I .therefore think that an association is essential to control such . 
malpractices. · ., 

Now, Sir, I was challenged by some honourable members who said 
that in the cotton trade of the country of America the Government does 
not interfere. There, even the grading of cotton is controlled by the. 
Agricultural Department of the State. Hemp (from which Manila 
ropes are made) is not allowed to be exported unless the hemp is graded 
under the authority of the Agricultural Department in New Zealand and 
Phillipines. I refer honourable mem.bers to page 402 of the Agricul
tural Commission's Rep0rt. Not a pound of cotton or hemp is allowed 
to be exported from these countries without grading being done under 
the authority of the Government. That will be found in the sam.e chapter 
and sarr.e paragraph. I quoted Russia yesterday but I do not wish to 
tire the House with quotations. 

Coming to the next important question, I adm.it that here is an alien 
~o.vernment which, .it has been alleged and probably'rightly, is acting as 
~f It was charged ~-Ith the duty of _protecting and encouraging the 
mterests of the fore1gn merchants;· It Is equally true, \s has· been pointed 
out by my honourable friends, that our O\\n countrymen who are cotton 
merchants, millo\\ners, exporters, brokers and so on, have been exploiting 
the growers to some extent. If this is admitted, then we are in between 
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two evils and "W"hen one finds oneself between two nils, one does m:-11 in 
choosing the lesser nil. We also know that at present the grom:-rs are 
not properly organised into one powerful body. tntil the growers are 
strong enough to have their o~ body which could face the combined and 
organised oru>laughts of the trade organisations, would it not be better 
in the interests of the growers themselYes to entrust the duty of protecting 
their interests to a body which works under Government supenision l 
Government, by themselves, are not trading in cotton and have no private 
interests opposed to those of the growers. Of course, they may try to 
aid foreign merchants engaged in cotton trade to a certain extent, but 
all things considered, would it not be better to choose the lesser evil and , 
choose Government and leave them to look after the growers' interests 
also until the growers are organised 1 Once the growers are organised, 
no association will be able to exploit their interests. My honourable 
friend yesterday said that the growers are being exploited by the cott<ln 
merchants who go to the villages to buy cotton. Is that not the greater 
reason why we should put more faith in Government and in a body the 
constitution of which is to be democratised and which will be under the 
control and supervision of Government t The word " control,, here is, 
in my opinion, a misnomer. I would prefer to use the word" supervision" 
which is intended to minimise over-speculation. Otherwise everyone 
is free to d~l in forward transactions subject to the condition that those 
transactions have to be carried on under the rules and agency of a 

. particular association. If you Will go through the constitution of the 
East India Cotton Association (which association I mention only as an 
instance), you will find that out of 365 members there are 197 brokers. 
Whether in Bombay or elsewhere, you cannot deal directly with the 
trade, and you have to employ brokers and sub-brokers. Even my 
honourable friend Mr. Jehangir Petit has .to employ a broker for his 
cotton transactions. l\ly honourable friend 1\Ir. Jones is a broker of 
Sir Ness Wadia. There is no control as a matter of fact, everybody and 
anybody can go in for forward transactions and indulge in speculation 
on a restricted scale, i.e. restricted to the condition that those transactions 
must be passed through some agencyjike the East India Cotton Associa
tion with a recognised constitution working under rules and bye-laws 
approved by this Council and Government. I have no brief either for 
the East India Cotton Association or for the Mahajan Association and 
I do not say that you should favour the one or the other, but I cannot do 
my business \1\ithout the help of some recognised body in Bomba~. 
Nobody can do it. The rules will be passed under a statute of th1s 
honourable House. I would even go so far as to say that "instead of 
the Governor in Council" you may substitute "the Legislative Council 
of the Governor of Bombay "; it is all the same to me so long as I know 
that the rules will be ultimately passed by this House. 

Another important aspect of the matter which affects the grower~ is 
the question of tM unit. You will find in the proceedings of the Wiles 
Committee that I have placed this point also before them. At present 
the unit is 100 bales. I pressed for its reduction to 25 bales, but &!! a 
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compromise the Committee by a majority adopted 50 bales as the unit 
in order to give a chance to large growers. I have studied the question. 
of the holdings in the Surat district and I can tell this House that there 
are very few holders in Surat district who can grow cotton which will 
be 25 bales. Out of 8,000 holdings in Chorasi Taluka of the Surat district 
only 15 holder~ own 500 acres of land and over. In the Bardoli taluka1 
out of 17,000 holdings, only 16 holders own land more than 500 acres
nearly 80 per cent. of the holdings are small holdings. I have studied 
Dr. Mann's Atlas carefully and I know what I am tall4ng about. I may 
not te in a position to deal in forward contracts, but to give an opportu~ 
nity to those who wish to deal in forward transactions, I said the unit 
should be 25 bales, and in this I think I am supported by the honourable 
members of this House. 

The next question of great importance is the question of teji-mandi. 
If you will look up the proceedings of the Wiles Committee, you will find 
that on this point also I have distinctly told the Committee that I do not 
understand the intricacies of this trade and I am not prepared to give 
my assent to it. It is after all a forward transaction which means a. 
speculative transaction and some delivery is ~eing done, I am told. 
I v;ill bring to the notice of the House one very strong and cogent argu
Jr.ent which was advanced by .the members of the Wiles Committee from 
Bombay as regards teji-mandi. They say that teji-mandi {known as 
option business) cannot be checked. If that is so, is it not then advisable 
to bring it under the control and regulation of a controlling body by 
which the effects of the teji-mandi transactions can be minimised 1 
I am not giving my own opinion when I say that teji~ndi cannot be 
checked. That is what they (the members of the committee) say and 
what they say is that teji-mandi transactions should be brought under 
the control of the governing body and all their transactions should pass 
through the clearing house. So that, when these people have to pay 
cash on every clearing day for the differences very few people will 
indulge in this sort of speculation, and it will therefore be a check on 
teji-rnandi business. That was the argument advanced by them. But 
whatever they may have said, to me it is a transaction of a speculative 
nature. I therefore purposely did not vote on the point in the committee, 
and I am quite prepared to do away with teji-mandi business if 
honourable members are prepared to support me there. 

• I think I have taken up a great deal of the time of the House, and that 
I should not weary the House any more, but before I resume my seat 
I wish to make my position clear. It is most unfortunate that two 
honourable members coming from the same district should differ, and 
one honourable member said that members from the mofussil should 
oppose the Bill. If I have differ~d from them on one essential point~ 
namely whether there should be unttary control or not-as most of them 
accept the necessity of control-I might assure honourable members that 
I have no self-interest in doing so. As I said yesterday, I am not at all · 
('Onnect~d with the cotton trade, but I honestly believe that some sort 
of control on forward transactions in cotton in Bombay is in the interest 
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of the growers and that can be efficiently done by one democrati&'d bodv. 
~ir, my opinion may be wrong ; I am not prepared to say that I am alwa ;.s 
rtght-1 may be wrong-but at least I hope I w-ill not be charged by 
my honourable friends that I am supporting the principle of regulating 
the trade in cotton in Bombay city to serve any self-interest. Honour
able members can take it as my word from the floor of this House that 
my only object is to safeguard the interests of the growers according to · 
my belief and nothing else. 
· I thank you, Sir, for giving me this indulgence, and in conclusion 
I would say that I favour allowing this Bill to be passed in its first reading 
and then refening it to a select committee, keeping my mind open for 
the second reading as to the line of action I should take after seeing 
the report of the select COli'.mittee. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: E'idently, the idea of monopoly 
seema to be uppermost in the mind of honourable members, but I hope 
they will,not assume the monopoly of speeches. 

· Sa.rdar Davar T. K. MODI (Surat City) : Sir, it is unfortunate that 
the Honourable the Finance Mem her should have moved the first reading 
ol the Bill without explaining to us why it was necessary to extend and 
amplify the existing Act. Instead of leading the debate on right lines, 
·he has refened us to the speech that the honourable member the Finance 
Secretary will deliver some time in the course of the debate. l\Iay 
I, Sir, be permitted to say that he has done so because he did not want 
to argue against his ow-n conviction 1 • Whate'\"er that may be, this Bill 
is of an unusual character. It is of an unusual character, because it 
proposes to interfere with the freedom of trade. Ordinarily, Go'\"ernment 
do not interfere with trade, and if Government propose to interfere with 

· the freedom of trade, it is for Government to make out a strong case for 
such interference. Instead of doing that, we have to stand up here and 
show cause as it were why this Bill should not be passed. 

Sir, the ease of GoV'ernment has been ably put by the honourable 
nominated member from Poona (:\Ir. Kamat). He told us rather dogma· 
tically that he w-as convinced that there should be unitary control, and 
that such control was in the interest of the agriculturist, but he has 
adduced no reasons whatsoever for saying so, and therefore I am not at 
all convinced how. it is in the interest of the agriculturist and why there 
should be a unity of control. The second advocate of Government has 
been the honourable member fo1; Surat District (Rao Bahadur Naik): 
I shall deal with his arguments later on. Now, the honourable nomina· 
ted member from Poona exhorted us to come into line with other countries, 
and gave us to understand that in New York and LiV'erpool the associa
tions were statutory bodies, but the honourable member who represents 
the East India Cotton Association has admitted that the New York 
Association is not a statutory body. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. N.A.IK: I said executive authority:. 
Sardar Davar T. K. MODI: I know that the honourable member for 

Surat District quoted something from a book, but I have not been able 
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to follow what his authority was. He quoted from some report or some
thing like that, and what he told us was that in America jute is controlled, 
but he has not told us that the New York Cotton Associatioti is a statutory 
body. On the other hand, we have the authority of the honourable 
member who spoke on behaU of the East India Cotton Association and 
we have also the authority of Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas who in his 
speech in 1922 admitted before this House that those bodies were not 
statutory bodies. If I am wrong, I shall be glad to be corrected on that 
point, but I think I am right in what I have said. So far as the Liverpool 
Cotton Association is concerned, I have hunted in the· Library for any 
statute governing it. What I have been able to find is that there is an 
Act called the Cotton Statistics ~ct, passed in 1868, which imposes a 
duty on every importer to give information as to the quantity of cotton 
imported into the United Kingdom. Except for that there is no other 
statute. It may be suggested that the Liverpool Association holds a 
Royal Charter. If that is so,· my submission is that the name of the 
association would certainly have indicated it. · . 

Now, Sir, whilst admitting that the Liverpool Association and the 
New York Association were not statutory bodies, the honourable member 
representing the East India Cotton Association frankly told us that the 
sense of discipline in those countries was far greater than in our country, 
and therefore those bodies were able to exercise unity of control and 
control the trade in general because of that. Therefore; it comes to 
tbis, that in the city of Bombay the sense of discipline amongst the 
traders in cotton is so small that they cannot carryon the trade without 
legislative sanction behind tnem, and this House is asked to pass this Bill 
on this ground. Now, Sir, at the present moment we are a.ll demanding 
Swaraj. At the present moment we are put up before the. bar of public 
opinion in Great Britain to prove our fitness to govern India. . At such 
a moment if you pass this Bill, what will you prove to the world 1 You 
will prove to the world that the sense of discipline is so small in India · 
that even a small body of traders like the cotton traders of Bombay are 
not able to govern themselves, unless they are kept in leading lines by 
statute. You will certainly furnish this as an example of your unfitness 
to govern India. Therefore, Sir, I leave it to the House to determine 
whether they are to sanction tbis Bill on that ground. But that is not 
the real ground. I do not admit that it is the real ground. In the year 
1919, the times were abnormal and the Government came to the rescue 
of the cotton trade. The Act of 1919 was passed as a war measure and 
as a temporary measure. In the year 1922, even at that time, the market 
was abnormal and the cotton trade rushed to Government to come to 
their assistance. Government thought that the trade would not be able 
to stand on its own legs and they very generously came to its assistance 
and passed the Act of 1922 for a period of three years. Under the emer
gency powers vested in them, they extended that Act. Instead of making 
any reference to this House they extended the Act three times and perhaps 
this is the 9th year of the life of the East India Cotton Association under 
its emergency power.· That is a side issue with which we are not 
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concerned. But the consideration for the House is whetht>r it shoultl: 
not be jealous of ghi.ng such powers in tht.> hands of G-owrnment. I 

I 
At present, what is the state of affairs 1 The trade has remained in 

leading strings and has been wallring on clutches and it is Yery nerYou& 
that if this protection is taken away it will not be able to stand on its 
own legs. Our effort must be to make every indhi.dual and ewry as..'lOcia'
tion self-dependent and able to manage its own affairs. lnstfad of 
fostering that spirit, we pass such bill as this Bill making them more and 
more dependent on other's help. I am quite against, on principle, t~ 
pass such grandmotherly legislation which seeks to give protection either 
to individuals or associations. The East India Cotton Association should 
no longer .be in leading strings. It has passed the stage of tutelage and 
it must be able to stand on its own legs without the control of cotton 
trade in Bombay. If on account of competition, if it goes to wall, it will 
not deserve the sympathy of anybody. 

Then the larger question is: If we "i.thdraw protection, such an 
·important trade as the cotton trade of Bombay will go to dogs, in case 
the East India Cotton Association is not able to hold its own without 
legislative sanction.' To that my simple answer is : How did the cotton 
trade of Bombay go on up till the year 1919 1 At that time there wai 
no assistance given: The trade was not interfered with either by statute 
or any order of Government. I am confident that, even now if we dQ 
not interfere with it, it will be able to hold its own, because it has got to 
maintain its credit in foreign countries. The people who are controlling 
the trade are public-spirited men, who know their own business. 

So far as the agriculturists are concerned, my f~iend the honourable 
member from Surat city has argued before us in a masterly manner but 
in a complicated manner. So, I have not been able to follow him: Just 

. -as he is a grower of cotton, I am also a grower of cotton. I grow 
potton to a considerable extent. It gladdens my heart when specula~ 
tion goes on in Bombay and the price of cotton goes up. It brings 

. into my pocket a little more money. As a cotton grower I do not go to 
the Bombay market to sell my cotton. I do not know what the East 
India Cotton Association is doing. If I find the price is suitable I sell the 
cotton to the local broker. If I do not do that, I go to the town to a 
ginning factory and there are men who will sell my cotton. 

Mr. J. B. PETIT: How many hales of cotton do you sell? 
Sardar Davar T~ K. :MODI:. I do not understand what hales mean. 

I am an agriculturist. 

Mr. J. B. PETIT: How many Khandis do you sell? 

Sardar Davar T. K. MODI: I know, Sir, I am not such a large 
grower of cotton as my honourable friend from Surat District said he 
was and who said that in the (,'horasi taluka there are 14 people who. 
hold lands extending over 500 acres each. I am a humble agriculturist 
and I speak as a humble agriculturist. I am quite content with 
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that. When I say that I am a humble grower of cotton my case is 
strengthened as on this side of the House we are concerned with small 
growers and not large growers who will be able to hold their own. 

Uao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: I never said that I am a. big grower of 
cotton. I said I grow some cotton and that I have got my tenants who 
grow cotton also. · 

Sardar Davar T. K. 1\IODI: I do not agree with tha~. I speak, 
Sir, from the standpoint of the small agriculturist who is more interested 
in having a local market and a board which will regulate the local 
market. An Act was passed in 1927 for establishing cotton markets. 
The honourable member who spoke on behalf of the agriculturists and 
the effect the East India Cotton Association will have on the agricul
turists has not seen his way as President of the District Local Board of 
Surat to establish a. local cotton market. But I say it does not affect 
me in any way. He should have taken steps to establish a market in 
Surat for the benefit of the agriculturists. 

Uao Bah.adur B. R. NAIK : As to why a market has not been estab
lished in Surat, I refer the honourable member to the report of the 
Bombay Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee. · 

Sardar Davar T. K. MODI: I have not been able to follow a single 
word of what he said. He said. something about banking. I do not 
know what he. said. . -

He also said something about the purity of cotton. That is a big 
issue. The question of purity of cotti<!n does not touch this A~t: ·So 
far as this association is concerned, I can see how it will affect the agricul
turists. H what we call monopoly-! do not know .whether it is ·a 
real monopoly-if the trade is vested in the East India Cotton 
Association, it would adversely affect the agricultll!ists in this way. 
It is composed of consumers and exporters and consumers and exporters 
are both interested in keeping the prices down. The answer to that 
would be that it is also composed of importers. But the cotton that is 
imported is of a different variety from what is grown in India. What
e,·er the price of the imported cotton is, the interest of the importer 
could not be to push the price of Indian cotton. But the predominant 
interest of the East India Cotton Association is to keep down the prices 
as low as possible, whereas the interest of the agriculturists is to· sell at · 
as high a price as possible. On these grounds I think it my duty to 
oppose this Bill. Still I have an open mind. H I am convinced by the 
arguments on this side of the House that this Bill is really in the interest 
of the cotton trade of Bombay and of the agriculturists of this Presi- · 
dency, I may be inclined to support it. 

!IIr. G. WILES: Sir, I apologise if my delay in speaking has led, any 
honourable members to form opinions adverse to the Bill. My reason 
was this. It is not a new principle we are introducing in this Bill. 
There is a statute, passed nine years ago by this honourable House. 
Practically, the only difference in the Bill which is now before you is 
in the constitution of the body which is in charge of the trade. Now, 
• MoHb62-2 
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many of us may have been bewildered by the mass of propaganda which 
. baa been poured on tons during the last fortnight. Some of us ha,·e 

been well coached by propagandists in the lobbies, and we have set-n 
the eftect of it in some speeches made to us. Others seem to be sus
picious of the intentions of Government ; perhaps some of us 
are suspicious of the aim of Go-ternment when Government do any
thing,. .. ·Others have a genuine misapprehension about the effect this Bill 
will have on the cultivators, whose interesta we are here to protect. 

May I start by making a plea that we shall form an independent 
judgment, based solely on the argumenta which have been or may be 
put before us ! There never has been any Bill brought before this House 
more free from politics than this Bill. Yet some members have even 
drawn the Round Table Conference into the discussion. It is perfectly 
amazing that anybody can hold the idea that "India will be proving 
its incapacity for self-Government by attempting to set ita house in 
order" and regulating the cotton trade. There is only one object ia 
the Bill, and that is the good of the cotton trade and of the 
cotton grower. Let us then put aside any bias ; let us not introduce 
into the discussion the question of rich and poor, or capitalist against 
cultivator. Put out of your minds any views you may have on the 
personalities of the present Governing Body, which have got nothing to 
do with the present Bill. 

Let me explain the exact meaning of Government control. I said the 
other day that the control of Government was in the interests of the 
public. We are in effect by this Bill giving a. charter to a body established 
by the cotton trade itself. It is not a body which is being established by 
Go~emment. In response to a demand from the cotton trade that a 
charter shall be given to an association which they have themselves 
established, Government have consented to bring this Bill. Government 
retain control, naturally. If you are giving statutory powers to anybody, 
Government must retain power to see that that authority is not abused. 
That is in the interest of the agriculturist as well as of the small trader. 
"Why," asked the honourable member Mr. Gokhale, "have Govem
:ment selected cotton 1 " Government have not selected. It was the 
eotton trade, as I said, that came and..asked for this power. Bombay is 
one of the great markets of the world, and the sole interest of Government 
lies in.seeing that that great market has an authority regulating it, which 
is worthy of it and which will continue to merit the confidence of other 
parts of the world. That authority we have in the East India Cotton 
Association. The risk, then, before us is the risk of shaking the 
confidence of the world in the Bombay market. 

Let me also remove another misapprehension that this is a war measure, 
whi~ Government, for some reason or other, has extended. It is not a 
wa.r measure ; it never was a. war measure in its present form. When 
Government first took action in 1918, it was a war measure; for several 
years there was direct Go\·ernment control, in that there was an officer of 
the Bombay Government who was actually the president of the board 
that administered the cotton trade. As soon as possible, as soon as the 
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trade asked it, that control was removed, and my honourable friend to my 
right Pir. Haridas Madhavdas) has told you what immediately happened. 
Within six months, the Association came to us and said that they could 
not manage their affairs yet and that they should have Government 
-control for a short time more. If Government had any intention of 
-continuing control, "·as not that their opportunity 1 They could have 
continued that arrangement. But Government· never had· that 
intention. As soon as the East India Cotton Association was properly 
<>onstituted they withdrew their control, and in 1922, th~ powers which 
thE> East India Cotton Association sought to exercise were given to them. 
It was not the intention, as I understand, of this honourable House at that 
time that the control should be removed at the first opportunity. I am 
unaware of any such intention. The chief object of making the Bill a 
temporary one was that the constitution of the body which controlled it 
might come up for investigation. Government did not, therefore, use 
'f:'xtraordinary po\\•ers in extending the old Act. There was the power 
which was deliberately given to Government in the Bill itself. And the 
reason was not that the measure should be temporary, but that if there 
was a desire in the trade itself to alter its constitution, the remedy should 
be in their own hands. Now, again at the request of the cotton trade of 
Bombay, an investigation has been made and certain proposals have 
been put before Government fo~ the reorganization of the body which is 
'tontrolling the trade. These are the matters which are now before this 
honouable House. . ' 

Why should there be unity of control? Well, perhaps I mightgive you, 
to start off with, a list of the associations and bodies whom we have 
consulted on this matter. The report which I signed as chairman ofthe 
-eommittee of investigation was sent to every association interested in 
Bombay City, and the committee themselves, as already stated hy the 
honourable member Rao Bahadur Bhimbhai, sent their questionnaire to 
}'ractically every body in the whole of India interested in cotton. It 
cannot, therefore, be said that we are proposing a measure without 
consulting anybody. Unity of control is insisted on by the ·following 
authorities: the Indian Central Cotton Committee, the Bombay Chamber 
()f Commerce, the Bombay .Cotton Brokers Association, the M.arwari 
Chamber of Commerce, the Indian l\Ierchants' Chamber, the Millowners' 
Association and the Bombay Cotton l\Ierchants and Muccadums 
Association. The one body th~t is inclined to object is the Shroffs' 
Association of Bombay. I omit, for reasons which I may perhaps explain 
to you later on, from this list the mushroom growth, the Shri Mahajan 
Association. 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI (THAKOR oF KERWADA} : Have 
they consulted any cotton growers' association 1 To my knowledge they 
are in existence. · · · . ' 

)fr. G. "1LES: The committee of which lwas the chairman, as the 
honourable member. Rao Bahadur Naik has told you, consulted every 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies and every Director of Agriculture of 
~Yery pro,ince. We are not acquainted with cotton grower~' a!)sociations 
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in other presidencies. The cotton gro"·ers' associations in the Bombav 
Presidency were all consulted, and not one of them has objected to unitr 
of controJ. 

Mr. L. R. GOKIL\LE: Are they all Government serrants, or are
~hey any private bodies r 

Mr. G. WILES: Presumably they are pri,·ate bodies. 
· Mr. L. R. GOKILU..E: Directors of Agriculture 1 

Mr. G. WILES: We had to consult them naturally through official 
agency. As has been already hinted by me, the Bombay cotton market 
is a world market, and you will never get any -body in other part-s of the 
world to have confidence in the Bombay market unless they are surP that 
there is one control, unity of control. The welfare of the Indian cotton 
grower depends upon the export trade. The honourable member from 
Gujarat said that he was not interPsted in what happens in BoO'.ba~·. 
·I think he has perhaps said more than he meant. Cotton prices in India 
follow world prices, and you cannot have an immense business like thP 
Bombay cotton trade run by any body of men in whom the rest of the 
world will have no confidence. Do not destrov that confidence. The 
foreign trader as well as the cultivat<>r desires t~ be assured that he will 
have _a fair deal. There must be unity not only of contract, but of 
classification of cotton and of other conditions of trade such as sur,·ev 
and arbitration. If you do not have one body whose rules ca~ 
be communicated to other part-s of the world, how can any outsider havp 
confidence in "the Bombay market 1 The control, Sir, which this Bill 
seeks to institute is rather, as was said when the last Bill was introduced 
in 1922, a sort of local self-government. You cannot have two bodies in 
any one town trying to run the government of the town. Rival parties. 

. you may have perlu.>,ps, but they cannot function simultaneously. 

Some confusion seems to ha. ve arisen over the use of the word 
'monopoly'. Now,.the East India Cotton Association is not a trading 
.association. Therefore, the word 'monopoly ' cannot be suitably used . 
. There is no monopoly, and competition will remain absolute an~ 
uncontrolled in regard to trade. Arising out of this, I may also reply to 
another misapprehension, which has already been answered by Rao 
Bahadur Bhirnbhai, a very common misapprehension, that the East 
India Cotton Association has any power to fix prices. They have no 

-power whatever to fix cotton prices. Prices are fixed and determined by 
· economic causes, and ordinarily no COIJ.trolling body has power to affect 

them, except by taking action w~ch is not contemplated by this Bill. 
Again, the East India CottonAssociation,asanassociation, has no interest 
in reducing the price of cotton. The East India Cotton Association, 
as an association, is unaffected by high prices or low prices. The members 
individually have of course an interest, because they are traders. But 
.this has nothing whatever to do with the Bill, which deals with the 
control of the trade or the regulation of the trade. Is it not better, in 
order that the cotton traders may know where they stand and the growerg 
:rp.ay know where they stand, to hale a single regulating body "rather than 
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have a number of bodies~ There is no such thing a.s.healthy competition 
between two controlling bodies. You can no more have a healthy 
competition beh·een two regulating bodies than you can have two 
municipalities trying to run one town. ·why did we select .the East 
India Cotton Association for this purpose 1 I have already implicitly 
answered that. The reasons are historical. The East India Cotton 
Association has arisen through the union· of all other associations· who 
·eYer tried to control the trade in Bombay. There were, before 1918, for 
a short time two bodies trying to co;ntrol the cotton trade in Bombay. 
That was one of the reasons why the trade came to the.Bombay Govern-· 
ment and asked them to control the trade, because they found that the 
existing two bodies, each trying to run the trade, must lead the trade to 
chaos. Historically, then, the East India Cotton Association, as far as 
Government was concerned, was the cotton trade in Bombay. There 
was no other body in Bombay at the time when the East India Cotton 
Association was formed which had any interest in the cotton trade in 
Bombay. The Shri Mahajan Association is a mushroom growth, which 
was established after the East India Cotton Association was formed. 
The Shri l\Iahaj311 Association has been doing a great deal of propaganda, 
but as that association's affairs are not an essential matter of principle, 
I would much rather deal with it, if necessary, at a later stage. I prefer 
now to speak on the main princ~ple of this Bill. 

The honourable member Rao Bahadur Asavale's amendment, as has 
already been pointed out, is a direct negation of all the principles of the 
Bill. I think it will be clear why that is so. If by " any association" 
he means " any number of associations, "that is the negation of control. 

, Even if we had a number of bodies all follo'\\>ing the same model by-laws, 
it would still be impracticable to have a uniform administration. The 
administrations must differ. You would have different .rates. You 
would have gambling, straddling between two rates in different markets, 
with disaster to the prices of· cotton. In the opinion of Government, 
therefore, the East India Cotton Association is the only· possible 
association to whom the control of cotton can be handed over. · 

X ow, just one or two words about its constitution. The Honourable 
the Mover has already explained that the constitution of the Association 
is not an essential matter of principle and he is willing that this should 
be referred to the select committee. I would, therefore, only say a few 
words in order not to take up the time of the House at this stage-just a. 
few words of caution. It must not be forgotten that the East India 
Cotton Association is a voluntary association. All we can say, therefore, 
is, " If you are prepared to mend your constitution in certain ways, then 
we will give you powers." That is the only way in which we can bring 
pressure to bear. As I say, this Association has been formed from the 
trade itself and Government do not wish to force on the trade 
an Association which is not made up by voluntary association. I suggest 
.al~o, in order to avoid misapprehension, that there is possibly a dangerous 
misuse of analogy in talking about democracy in. connection with an 
association of this sort. My own OP,inion is that in a matter of 
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this 80rt representation of intereE<.ts is of more importanreo than rt'prt>· 
&entation of individuals. As the honourable- membe-r Rao Bahadur ~aik 
said, if you give individual representation in the Assoriation. it 
will become an association of brokers. That was the origin of t hf' curious 
system of panels, which, at first sight strikes the outsider as he-in~ curious. 
The institution of panels was the only thing whirh t'nabled the Ea11t 
India Cotton Association to he formed in its original shape. ThE're 
would hav~ been no unity, no agreement. among the various interests in 
Bombay unless they got representation on the main body consonant with 
whatthey considered to be their intt>rest and stake in the trade. That 
was why the panel system was devised which divided the trade into 
various compartments and sent representatives according to compart
ments, not individual representatives. I would ask, before this Hou~ 
throws away this system which has worked really quite well. th11t it 
ahould be considered very carefully. 

I hope the House will give me some time to deal with some more 
.important points. There has been misapprehension about the nature of 
the control. The Bill provides that forward business, .that is to say. all 
speculative business in cotton, shall be done through the members of 
one Association. Now, at first sight, it seems most improper that any 
law should take away the right of anybody to trade. But you will 
notice that together with this clause goes another clause which, in .effect, 
removes from any control trading in ready cotton. There has been some 
misapprehension which I tried to dispel yesterday with regard to the 
control of ready cotton. It was not the intention of Government in this 
Bill,-it is not the intention of the East India Cotton Association,-to· 
retain control-in the way in which it is understood-of transaction11 in 
ready cotton. But there are obvious conveniences to cotton growers and 
cotton traders outside Bombay if the whole of the ready cotton trade 
follows certain rules and regulations. Every trader and grower outside 
will then know exactly what the main trade terms mean. That is the 
only control which was ever intended by this clause. If the honourable 
House thinks it is going too far to proscribe by law the contracts which do· 
not follow the by-laws, I for one sl!_~uld have no objection to removing 
the clause from the Bill. But I can assure you that the only object 
of putting in this clause was the convenience of the small trader· 
and cultivator outside Bombay. You will confirm what I have said if 
you study the by-laws of the East India Cotton Association and read the 
clauses relating to ready business. Most of the control which is exercised' 
in forward business does not apply to ready cotton at all. The honour
able member Rao Bahadur Naik gave a very lucid explanation of the 
cotton business. It is a very difficult matter to understand, as all of us 
know. Rao Bahadur Naik, a practical man who grows cotton and knows 
something of the business, recommends that this control is essential for· 

. the benefit of both parties. If I may do so without any illfeeling, I would 
· like to contrast the honourable member's speech with that of his near 
·neighbour, whom I must also congratulate on the lucid way in which 
he stated his brief. 
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I might explain now the reason why we have put the penal claWJe in 

-the Bill. That is another point which has exercised the minds of honoU,l'-
-able members. The reason was that the lawyers told us that you cannot 
prevent a body of men associating themselves together .to do acts ~hich 
are void at law. Therefore, the unity of control .of. cotton traqe 
in Bombay has not really been effective. That was the sole object of 
putting in this new clause. It is for the honourable HQuse to_ consider 
whether the object should be attained or not. You can prevent 
the formation of an association to carry out an illegal object, but you can 
have an association to do trading, which cannot be enforced in a c~urt of 
law. I would request honourable members to get rid of the curio~ idea 
that it is good for the cultivator to leave speculators to do their 
~;peculation. Speculation-call it ..speculation or call it gambling ....... is 
essential for the prosperity of trade. But if it is abWJed, it cannot but 
result in damage to the cotton grower. Speculation by tw:o or three 
bodies vastly increases the risk of ill-effects of speculation. You have 
two side by side, one lot of gamblers gambling against the other. 

While I am speaking on this point; I would like to refer to the demand 
on the part of this House for representation of cultivators on a. t~ading 
institution-an institution for the r~gulation of trade. I can only pity 
the poor cultivators, placed in the middle of the board of directors who 
are running an immense world trade. You know how difficult it is for 
ourselves to understand the technicalities of the trade. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: 1\iay I inform the honourable member 
the Finance Secretary that it is the recommendation of the Provincial 
Banking Enquiry Committee that growers should be given representation 
on the East India Cotton Association 1 The recommendation was made 
before the Bill was drafted. 

l\tr. G. WILES: Do not let the honourable member misunderstand me. 
I strongly favour the representation of the cultivators, but when t~e 
honourable member suggests that half the number of the Directo~s 
should be representatives of cUltivators, then I think he is going too far. 
By all means have representation on this body which is going to regulate 
the cotton trade. ' 

An Honourable 1\!El\lBER: What percentage 1 
Mr. G. WILES: I don't mind_:_ I or 2 per cent. or more will in fact be 

the same. If they have representatives there, they will be in a position 
to put the point of view of the cultivators before the board, but they 
cannot understand the intricacies of the trade. If they find any rule or 
by-law affecting the cultivators adversely, those representatives will be 
in a position to put their point of view before the directors of the trade. 

I will now deal only with one other point. We are told that we are 
going to increase speculation by permitting the association to control 
business in options. It is not strictly true, as I tried to point out yester
day, that this Bill willlegalise options. Certain options are already legal 
and certain other options are illegal. There is no doubt about it. There 
are two different kinds of options. The sole point at issue is whether 
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the option has cotton behind it or whether no delh·ery is contemplatt'd, 
in which latter case the option is illegal under the gambling law. If 
there is cotton behind the option and delil'ery is contemplatt'd, then it 
is a legal contract. The proposal now is to control these legal contracts 
because the evidence given before my committee was that they could 
not be suppressed. That was the point made by everybody exiX'pt one 
gentleman who gave evidence before my committee, that those transac· 
tions could not be suppressed. It ns therefore considered much more 
advisable that they should be brought under control and put on a cash 
basis. 
. I hope, Sir, I have sho'\rD that the interests of the cultivators and the 
. control of cotton in Bombay are not mutually destructive. The regula· 
tion of the cotton trade in Bombay can only work to the adYantage of 
the cultivator. It is a very difficult question to understand, as various 
honourable members have admitted. May I then plead with those who 
admit that they do not understand it, to accept the advice of those who 
have studied the question and who do think they know a little about it 1 , 
As regards those who have opposed the ineasure, may I plead with 

. them to consider the possibility of their being mistaken 1 Let us not 
run ·the risk-at any rate it is a risk...,..-of producing chaos in the cotton 
tra~e of Bombay. · 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISI~liJI (THAKOR . oF KERWADA) 
(Gujarat Sardars and Inamdars): Mr. President, I rise to offer a few 
remarks in connection with the Bill which has been discussed by the 

· honourable House for the last so many days. I should first like to draw the 
·attention of the House to the circumstances which led the Government o( 
the time to introduce the Cotton Contracts Act. Today it has been 
repeatedly said that this Act was intended to protect the interests of the 
cultivators. I say that it was intended to give protection to some of the 
big merchants of Bombay who, as the after-effects of the War and owing 
to the fluctuations in prices of cotton then, were seized with the instinct 
of speculation and who were therefore gambling in cotton and it 
was with a view to save them, not the agriculturists, that this Act was 
introduced and passed into law. That was a time when I think the 
instinct to speculate spared nobody, not even the then Government of 
Bombay of whose speculative transactions the Bombay Development 
Scheme is an instance and a living monument. As admitted by the 
. honourable members who spoke on behalf of the East India Cotton 
Association, it was at their instance and at their request that special 
legislation of this kind was sought, and I have been able to gather from 
the proceedings of this Council relating to the introduction of this Act 
that it was distinctly made plain to those who opposed it that that was a 
measure of a temporary nature only and that after a time it would be; 
repealed. I would· refer to the speeches of the then Honourable 
:Members of the Executive Council-! mean Sir George Carmichael, 
Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola and Sir Cow-asji Jehangir (Jr.)-and if you will 
also look up their E:peeches you mil find that ~here was no intention at 
that time on the part of Government to contmue the Act permanently 
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"Or even for a longer period than what was laid down in it. Therefore, 
I am rather surprised to-day to be told by some of our honourable 
members that this measure is intended for the protection of the agricul
turists. I challenge them to show a single word throughout the whole 
"Of the proceedings when this measure was introduced which will show 
that it was then intended to give protection of any kind to the 
.agriculturists. I for one do not find any - · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAI\1 HUSSAIN: Did the honourable 
member himself not vote for that Bill 1 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI : I did ndt vote because I was not a 
member of the Council on that occasion, but I can point out honourable 
members who now occupy the offiGial benches or who since occupied the 
'Official benches. I refer to the Honourable :Minister of Agriculture, 
Dewan Bahadur Kambli, and the ex-1\finister Mr. Jadhav who was for 
a long time a very distinguished member of this House and who twice 
held the responsible position of Minister, and I will remind the House 
that both these members, in their non-official capacity, voted against 
that measure. I can point out the instances of other honourable members 
who then voted against that measure. Now I make a special appeal 
to those honourable members who are interested in agricult;ure to bear 
in mind not only the then circumstances and conditions but also, 
with due respect for the Cabinet which was then in existence-I yield 
to none in my respect for the distinguished Members of the Cabinet 
which then existed-that the Cabinet which was then in : power ·was 
largely composed of commercial interests. Under those circumstances 
this measure came into existence. I am surprised to hear from my 
honourable friend Rao Bahadur Bhimbhai Naik and the other honour
able member who represents the East India Cotton Association that 
according to them this measure is meant to benefit the agriculturists. 
It does nothing of the kind, so far as I can see. I am not a lawyer and 
therefore I may be wrong in inviting the attention of this honourable 
House to clause 4 which seeks to give the East India Cotton Association. 
power to frame rules. I refer to sub-clause (e) of this clause 4. It reads : 

"(~) determining and declaring the market rates for cotton of any and every 
?escnption which rates shall be binding for all purposes upon every one dealing 
1n cotton;" 

I think my reading of this is correct -
~Ir. G. WILES: It is incorrect. ~lay I explain, Sir, that determining 

and declaring the market rates is quite a different thing from the fixing 
()f the price of cotton 1 It is merely to ascertain what the market rate 
is for the purpose of the clearing house. 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI : Fixing. 
. ~Ir. G. WILES : Where is the word " fixing " 1 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI : I may be "Tong, as the honourable 
member the Finance Secretary points out. However, what I want to 
point out is that my honourable friend tried to make out that the East 
India. Cotton 4ssociation is simply to. regulate the cotton trade. 
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It is not so. The members are all merchants, brokers and huvers. We-
have to bear in mind that this is the \·ery body which it is p;oposed t(} 
invest with the power of control and which body is romposed of persons 
who are interested in buying cotton for export or consumption. With 
all due deference to them, I must submit that their interest therefore 
does not lie in increasing the prices but it always lies in kt>eping the prirt>s 
at the lowest possible level which can neyer be to the interests of the 
agriculturists. I hope, Sir, I have made my point clear. namely, that the 

1East India Cotton Association being a body directly and largely interested 
in keeping the prices at t.he rock-bottom level, it will hardly be right or 
safe to invest that association with the power to keep prices do"·n as this . 
power will not work to the advantage but to the detriment of the agrirul
turists, the growen of cotton. I am very glad to hear from the honour
able members who represent the East India Cotton Association that 
that association purchases cotton to the tune of 30 crores or something 
like that in a year-

Mr. HARIDAS MADHAVDAS: No, no. 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI: Whatever may be the number of 
bales or the value of cotton purchased in this Presidency, I may say-

. llr. HAlUDAS M.ADHA VDAS: The East India Cotton Association 
does not buy or sell any.cotton at all. 

Sarda.r BHASAHEB RAISINHJI: I mean the members composing the 
East India Cotton Association buy cotton. Do they not 1 The district 
from which I come alone sends cotton to Bombay to the extent of 5o 
crores annually, and from the growers' point of view I may venture to tell 
this honourable House that even a slight difference affects t~e grower to a 
considerable extent. If the price is a little higher, the grower gets that 
much more profit. If the price is a little lower from any cause whatever, 
the grower loses that much. If you were to scrutinise the figures of the 

. prices that have prevailed since the control came into existence and 
since the control has been handed over to that Association, I am quite 
.sure that you will find that the prices o~ cotton have been kept down to 
the lowest possible limit, and this condition cannot in any way be 
beneficial to the interests of the cultivators. 

It is a matter of commonsense that if there are more than one buyers 
of a commodity like cotton, the cultivators are likely to be benefited by 
it due to the existence of healthy competition, but on ·the contrary if .the 
power to sell is restricted to a particular group of persons, whatever may 
be the name of the association, the tendency would be to obtain the cotton 
at the lowest possible rate, at least lower than if there existed a rival 
institution offering fair competition which fair competition would no 
doubt be to the advantage of the cultivators. 

Another argument is that they are not objecting to ready cotton sales, 
that it can be sold anywhere without any control. Whatever w.ay be 
t'he intricacy of the Cotton Trade the fact remains that this Bill intends 
to gh•e power to the dealers in ~otton in direct ,·iolation of the Contract 
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Act, which means that there is an idea in their Il'.inds that there is some 
sort of corruption in making a contract outside the Association. For~ 
if a contract is made with a party who is not a member of this Association, 
the contract is null and void in the eyes of the law. So, if -one has to 
make a contract of that nature, then one has to go to one of the 
members of this Association. '\"hat is the consequence of that~ ,In 
case the other party is not able to fulfil the contract-supposing the 
cohtract is made for Broach cotton-that party can go and substitute 
any stuff which may be lower in price. That, I think, from the business 
point of \iew, instead of securing greater stability of the trade, tends to 
lower the credit of everybody concerned, inasmuch as it encourages the 
making of contracts which are not genuine. For this reason, it is said 
that this Association has dev-eloped the tendency to come forward and 
protect the agriculturist. As against that I can say that ·before the 
present Act came into force, things had been going on v-ery nicely and 
smoothly, and I do not think the imaginary crisis ever came, except in 
one or two cases where they lost on account of heavy gambling. I very 
much admire the enthusiasm of those who want to do a way with gambling 
in cotton by this legislation, but many of my honourable friends and 
I have very grave doubts whether we can ever succeed in doing away with 
it in this way. Do they mean to say that in direct violation of the Act 
they do not gamble to a certain extent within their own Association~ 
Can they tell us that they are not gambling in violation of the regulations? 
They cannot say that they are not doing it. Then, Sir, it was stated that 
these gamblers incur heav-y losses and that has to be prevented, but their 
number is small, and after all the consideration that ought to weigh with 
us is the greatest good of the greatest number. Here we have to take 
into consideration the interests of the millions of poor cultivators who 
toil and labour in the fields. A chance of making a. few rupees more per 
khandi means a benefit to them. On the other hand, it appears we have 
all developed a solicitude for the rich merchants, to see that some of them 
do not ruin themselves by speculation. Outside that, there is no other 
point in this Bill .. Sir, I am sure the honourable member representing 
the Bombay Millowners' Association will admit that he also is interested 
in securing the best cotton at the lowest possible price and he will 
perhaps get up after me and ro..ake a learned speech-! 11nderstand he 
has already spoken-in support of the Bill. But I am certain that he 
agrees with me that by artificial legislation you cannot do away with 
such eYils. In this connection, I refer to the speech he made in 
connection with the Children Bill. There he wanted us to believe that 
by artificial legislation you cannot do away ·with those evils, hut on the 
contrary they will increase. Here, because it suits his purpose-his mill 
wants to buy cotton from the poor cultivators at the lowest possible 
rate-he says legislation of this nature is absolutely necessary. 

Well, Sir, we are very grateful to the honourable member the Finane~ 
Secretary. He hag tried to make things very clear. 'Ve are also grateful 
to the honourable member Mr. Kamat for his very lucid speech, but if 
we look to the sum total of his speech we find that he supports the Bill 
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but says that he objects to election to the board by the existing 
panels as it would amount to what is called a monopoly 01 corner of the 
trade. :My honourable friend Rao Bahadur Bhimbhai Naik who must be 
-complimented on his very deep study of" matter of such great intricacy, 
went so far as to favour some sort of regulation, but with so many big 
provisos. So, I think both the honourable members ha\'e supported the 
Bill with reservations, as the Bill in its present form is not to the interest 
-I emphasise the word "interest "-{)f the cultivator and grower. 
I hope roy honourable friend :Major Ellis Jones will admit that they have 
~roe to this House to legislate-to force this legislation-because the 
rival associations cannot arrive at a settlement between themselves. 
I entirely sympathise with them that they cann~t exist 'Without external 
aid. · But we, the representatives of the masses, know that the agricul
turists are not in any way benefited. The only object of the Bill appears 
to be that some odd gamblers might gamble and the prices of cotton may 
go down. Sir, in 1918 I was the owner of a ginning factory. Some 
ginning facto:r:ies then suffered losses. I can take the typical year when 
prices went up to Rs. 450 and the poor cultivator had some chance of 
making money. 

Then, Sir, is this legislation for the good government of the Presidency 1 
1 do not think so. It is to safeguard the interests of the rich people and 
make them richer than they are to-day at the cost of the poor agriculturists 
who will be made still poorer. Sir,. the honourable member the Finance 
Secretary said that we must give a charter to the East India Cotton 
Association to govern the cotton trade of the Bombay Presidency. 
1 must say it is very interesting, but under present conditions I do not 
think the House will accept the proposal, unless they restore confidence 
among the public. Sir, I know that there is the official bloc with whose 
assistance Government may be able to carry this Bill through. But roy 
humble submission to the Government is that thev should not use tha~ 
official bloo in a measure of such vital importance which affects every 
poor cultivator in the country. I do not say, drop this legislation 
entirely. Let Government bring it up at the next session with suitable 
amendments on the lines indicated by some of the honourable members. 
I offer roy sincere thanks to those honourable members who have expres
sed sympathy for the agriculturist, and supported this legislation to 
protect the rich, but it would be much better for those who have extended 
this sympathy to keep it to themselves without extending it to us. 
I say, on the lines indicated by soine honourable members, without giving 
a monopoly to one association they can frame rules and by-laws 
which would permit of any association "illing to abide by them being 
formed. 

Sir, the first time that there was control over the trade it was successful, 
it did not do very much harm, because it was direct control by Govern
ment. ·There was a Government officer who was not interested, except 
to the extent of seeing that nothing went \\Tong. But here we are asked 
to give a charter in perpetuity to a particular Association, a monopoly 
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of the trade for ever. 'Vith these few observations, I oppose the first·· 
reeding of the Bill. 

Major W. ELLIS JO:SES: Sir, I waited to hear. the speech of the
honourable member the Thakor of Kerwada, befofe rising to support the 
Bill before the House, as I wanted to hear fromhim, as a cotton grower,. 
in what manner the Bill was likely to injure the interests of the cotton 
grower. But I have been disappointed; the 'honourable member has 
paid, I am afraid, a great deal of attention to the literature that has been 
circulated outside this House and very little to what is available in the 
House. If he had read the minutes of the " Wiles Committee " on the 
working of the Cotton Contracts Act, he would have found that every 
section of the cotton trade of Bombay, in supporting the proposal fol' 
unitary control, were actuated by one motive only, namely, the effect 
such control would have on the cotton grower. · 

Sir, the opposition to this Bill has been based on one argument 
in the main, that this Bill would create a monopoly, which would give the
East India Cotton Association power to control prices, with a vi~w to. 
depressing prices in the interest of the exporter and the millowner .. 

Sir, I am a broker and, as my income is determined by the price level, 
I am in favour of high priees .. Am I, therefore, likely to support a body 
that will depress prices and thereby lessen my income 1 In my own 
interest alone, I would be bound to oppose such a Bill. But what are 
the facts of the case 1 

Originally, the Bombay cotton trade was under the dominance of the 
Bombay Cotton Trade Association; this Association was composed 
almost entirely of European exporters. Early in the century~ some of 
the Indian merchants felt that the time had arrived when Indians should 
be associated with the control of the trade, but as the Bombay Cotton 
Trade Association would not agree to this, a new body known· as the 
Bombay Cotton Exchange came into being; but this new body was only 
effective to a small extent in controlling the trade, and then, only when 
there was a difference of opinion between conflicting speculative interests, 
and once the period of manipulation passed, the dominance again became 
that of the Bombay Cotton Trade Association. It was thus that the 
cotton trade was exposed to the vagaries of speculators, and with the 
war, the interruption of the cable services caused speculators, who had 
previously operated in the American markets, to turn their attention to 
the Bombay market. 

Under the conditions then existent, it was found that the interests of 
the cotton grower, the consumer and the financial stability of Bombay 
were in jeopardy by reason of the manipulation ·of speculators; and 
Government, in the interests of all, were compelled to intervene and 
create the Cotton Control Board. This board functioned for three years. 
and in 1922 Government handed over the control to the cotton trade of 
Bombay under the title of the "East India Cotton Association" with a 
proviso that the bye-laws and rules were subject to the approval of the 
Governor-General in Council. · 
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Since 1922, the East India Cotton Association has carried out its task, 

with little or no difficulty except for the occasional arising of parasitic 
growths of small bodies, which were more interestt>d in the question of 
speculation and price difierences than in the economic marketin~ of the 
Indian cotton crop. These parasitic growths contt>nted themselns with 
manipulating prices, dependent for success upon the stability of the 
forward market c.reated "by the East India Cotton Association. 

The soundness of the forward market created by the East India Cotton 
~-\.ssociation has given the smallest merchants opportunities for trading, 
which formerly ·were available only to large capitalists, and with th.e 
.support of the forward market, all traders have been able to enter into 
<:om petition ·in up--country markets as buyers and have, as such, secured 
to the grower, a higher level of prices than would have been available 
had there been no forward market in Bombay. 

The records of prices since the creation of this so-called monopoly 
will show, that not only the prices paid to producers have been higher 
than those existent in Bombay, but that the prices to consumers have 
been lower. This seeming anomaly is due to the stability of the Bombay 
market, which encourages competitive buying in India and competitive 
selling abroad, thus facilitating the marketing of the Indian crop. 

If this Bill is rejected or tampered with in principle, you will not, as 
many honourable members think, remove a monopoly; you will merely 
·transfer the control from an association whose interests are primarily 
marketing, to a number of associations who are primarily interested in 
price differences, which may arise from time to time. Whether you pass 
this Bill or not, cotton control will remain ; only instead of it being in the 
hands of men who are sound in trading knowledge, it will pass to 
sp~culators, who ~ll in turn, once. their operations have culminated, 
leave the cotton market to be exploited by the large capitalist to the 
detriment of the producer. If honourable members will refer to page 
17 of the report of the Wiles Committee, they will find the opinion of a 
-representative of a large firm of exporters. What does he say 1 "As 
far as his firm is concerned, it would not be much affected if the forward 
market in Bombay disappeared ent1iely." 

This was the position before the East India Cotton Association came 
into existence. There were then two or three big houses who entirely 
dominated the up-country cotton markets, buying on account of their 
financial capacity on much more advantageous terms than could the 
small Indian merchant. With the consequent reduction in buying . 
eompetition the prices secured to the grower were comparatively poor. 

In regard to the export trade of cotton, the position would be the . 
same. Under the protection of the East India Cotton Association, the 
small Indian shipper has been able to compete with the big foreign 
shippers and the Indian trade reports will show how the large shippers 
no longer secure the same proportion of the export trade, but that the 
smaller Indian merchants are now able to participate in this trade and 
to a growing extent. 
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If you destroy the stability of the forward market in Bombay, you 

will be hitting the small Indian merchants who are endeavouring to do a· 
small and sound business with a minimum amount of capital to handle 
the export trade of their own country. 

There appears to be some difficulty regarding the term "HEDGE 
-cONTRACT". The purpose of hedge contract is to give to the buyer, the 
l!l'Ower of cotton and also to the consumer a contract that will protect 
them from ~rket fluctuations and at the same time give them 
facilities for handling the actual cotton with the greatest possible freedom 
and enable them to use their knowledge of the commodity to their great 
.advantage. The grower does not know exactly what the condition of 
his cotton will be when he is marketing his crop, he has no idea as to what 
the class of the cotton will be; all that depends upon the weather. But 
with a hedge contract he can sell at a reasonable price forward ; 
that contract may be taken over by a speculator or it may be taken over 
by a consumer under the pledge, that when the cotton comes to the 
market to be delivered, it will be in line with the standard. But it may 
be something very much better or very much worse than the standard 
upon which forward trading was based. What takes place theri 1 If the 
cotton is better than the standard, the grower or merchant can sell it at a 
better price than his hedge anq buy back his hedge contract ; if it is 
worse, he then buys back this hedge contract and at the same time sells 
the actual cotton for what it is worth. But if the seller was compelled to 
-deliver his cotton, he would be penalised, as he would have to make 
allowances if his cotton was short of the standard, whilst he would never 
1ret the full benefit for his cotton, if it was better than the standard. 
That I want this House to understand is the function of a hedge contract 
and not of necessity to enable delivery. · 

X ow, Sir, on the question of two associations, I shall give an instance 
of what happens in the Bombay market at present. We have got the 
East India Cot.ton Association whose contracts are recognised. There 
is another association whose contracts are questionable in law, and who 
open their market an earlier hour and close it later. Between these two 
markets, the transactions show a difference of from 8 annas to 2 rupees 
per candy in price, which is due to the big operator, taking a view against 
the smaller operator, towards the end of the week, when it is necessary to' 
.adjust accounts-in order to make his profit-the big operator (the small 
man has no part in it)-entering into the East India Cotton Association 
and buying or selling sufficient quantities of hedge contracts, affecting 
the price at the particular time that he needs to secure his profit from the 
other Association. That is what takes place; this is what happens and 
will continue when you have two rival associations. One must exploit 
the other. The East India Cotton Association consists of merchants 
who are interested in marketing the cotton grown in India and their 
profits are dependent more upon their knowledge of the commodity than 
€ntirely on guess work as to how prices will fluctuate. The genuine 
cotton trader only operates to the extent of his knowledge of the quality 
of cotton and on the value of this to the consumer. These facts require 
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study, but can become open knowledge to any one. But if you bring into 
the market a wave of speculation by men who are only interested in th~ 
market movements, you put a definite check on all genuine dealings, a~ 
the cotton merchant is trading on' actual values and not sentimental 
values which may swing round at any moment. One honourablE' 
member pleaded for stopping all speculation. The speculator in thE." 
market is a very necessary factor in assisting in the sound marketin~ of 
cotton, out he must be subject to control. ~ 1 

Prior to the Civil War in America there was a movement among cotton 
merchants in Liverpool to create a market which would reduce the risks 
of price movements and the futures market with speculation was 
introduced for this purpose. :Members are aware that cotton crop moves 
quickly into market and within four months about five million bales of 
cotton in India are pressed for sale, and consumers are not in a position 
to absorb this cotton at once. Here is the role played by the speculator ; 
he enters the market as a buyer with his eye on the future where 
the consumer must be and the speculator thus prevents an unnecessary 
slump in prices, and similarly when the consumer enters the market he 
sells and thus checks the advance, which would bring no benefit to the 
producer but would distinctly militate against the consumer. Thus the 
speculator assists in maintining a price equilibrium. 

I hope honourable members have taken the trouble to note the price. 
levels of the last ten years ; they will see that with the exception of one or 
two years the price of cotton has slowly advanced during the marketing 
period, this action is entirely due to the speculator. 

I find that on account of the way in which the term" IMPORTER n 

has been loosely used, there is some misunderstanding and it is not very 
difficult to understand how one honourable member said that importers 
bring cotton from other countries. An importer is the term used to 
apply to merchants who bring cotton from up-country in Bombay. 

Exactly what representation should be given to the various interests 
is a very difficult point. :Many .honourable members desire to giye 
greater representation to growers. The representation given to the 
commission agent who buys cotton up-country and brings it into Bombay, 
and is known as an importer, represents to some extent the cotton grow
ing interest. In view of the various remarks in the Wiles Committee 
I would say, the growing, interest is well protected, but here the 
Honourable t4e Finance Member is willing to leave this, together with 
the constitution of the Association, in the hands of the Select Committee, 
and in view of this undertaking, I would request honourable members 
to accept the first reading of the Bill and remit the Bill to a Select 
Committee. 

A gre~t deal has been made of the fact that an amount of Rs. 20,000 
has to be deposited by any one who wants to become a member of the 
East India Cotton Association. When the Association was started in 
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1922 the figure fixed was Rs. 10,000 with Rs. 5,000 to be paid and 

· Rs. 5,000 to be paid when called, becauseitwasfeltthat at that time it was 
to the interest of the trade to get as many people in Bombay engaged in 
the trade as possible to eJ+ter the Association, and it remained at that sum 
up to 1926. There have, since that year, been but few applic~tions for 
membership. One or two entries have been made by people who were . 
only interested from the speculative side of it, and ~ne or two foreign 
conswr.ers. These latter are only .admitted as n::.embers on a deposit 
of Rs. 50,000. These deposits are merely a security which earns 
interest, and act as a protection from undue rash specUlation. Surely I 

that cannot be said to be any hardship. For example; we have got a. 
case at present before the trade. _·A cextain individual speculated in 
cotton and he lost, he assigned all his assets to his brother under. a per
fectly valid legal document. Now, we are not able to recover any of . 
the amounts due by him to members of the Association, although his. 
brother has recovered certain of the amounts due to him from members 
of the Association. Now, if you had a deposit of Rs. 20,000 all members 1 

would be inclined to think twice before they speculate rashly •. 
because under the system of trading in the market, it is possible for 
each individual member .to decide what interest he will engage in with I 

another member. If the trader's credit is not what may: be . called 
normal, he will be able to operate only a hundred 'or. two hundred 
bales, but certainly not very much more, and any trading beyond that 
lim.it will be carefully watched by the other members .. As security for 
his liabilities there would be this Rs. 20,000 .. Therefore I do not think 
that any attempt should be made to reduce thB.t sum. The subscription: 
to the East India Cotton Association is only Rs. 200 per year, and I think r 

if a I£.an is not able to recover that sum, it is far better he stayed out.; 
To the honourable member Rao Bahadur Bole I would cite the instance 
of a m.illhand who has become a sub-broker. He knew something about 
cotton and he was able to make n::.oney by acting as a broker through 
a member of the Association. The statistics of the cotton market will· 
show that since the establishment of the Association the smaller 
merchants have done more business than before. If you take the 
statistics of the port of Bombay and the port of Karachi you will find 
that the export business has also increased. . . . . 

I have left the question of statutory control in other parts of 'the 
world, such as America, entirely out, because the speculative propensities 
of the people there are more or less controlled either by the Govern-. 
ment or by the nature of the people themselves. The markets· of 
America can only exist on the authority of the Secretary of Agriculture, 
and the Secretary of Agriculture in America at various junctures 
has interfered with the markets in the interest of the cultivator. The 
interests of the cultivator of cotton in America are very little diff~rent 
from those of the cultivator in India. About 75 per cent. of the holdings 
in America are under ten acres, and the American cotton grower is very . 
much like the Indian cotton grower in most respects. 
~oHb6H 
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Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI (THAKOR oF KERWADA): Is it 
intensive cultivation or extensive cultivation t 

Major W. ELLIS JONES : The system in Egypt is rather different. 
There, it is a statutory body; in fact there are two statutory Jil,arkets 
o~e for speculative trade and the other for ready delivery. One wh~ 
'?nts to deal in the speculative Jil.arket is not allowed under any 
Circumstances to handle actual cotton, and the actual cotton merchant 
must operate through the speculative market if he wants to hedue. 
The system we have in our market is very much better, for the ready 
merchant can operate as he will and how he will. If he is a member of 
the Association, he can himself operate in the market and IIl.ake his hedge. 
And it is hedging that has brought the price of the Indian cotton very 
much above its nom.al parity. In nine out of the last twelve years, 
Indian cotton has sold above its parity level, and that has been entirely 
due to the benefits conferred on the trade by this Association. Only 
during three years out of twelve Indian cotton has sold at a lower level than 
its parity.· You will find the confirmation of this from the statistics 
of the imports of cotton. AIIl.erican cotton corr.es into this country 
because it is cheaper than Indian cotton or because Indian stocks are 
insufficient to meet the requj.rements of the Indian mills. That Indian 
cotton has been able to gell above parity is a very distinct gain to the 
Indian cultivator. 

·. I do not think there are any other points I have to clear up. This is 
an exceedingly technical matter, and no amount of discussion in the 
lobby will help to clear the matter unless honourable merr.bers are pre
pared· to study marketing· very seriously. Honourable members have 
been under tha impression that the East India Cotton Association have 
enjoyed a monopoly. There is no monopoly. What the East India 
Cotton Association contends is a perfectly reasonable contention. " We 
are" here a body of ·men who trade in cotton ; those who wish to come and 
join us can do so after complying with certain condjtions.u There is 
nothing unique in this. If I am to become a doctor, I have to pass a 
particular exaJil.ination, and I am not allowed to practise until I pass 
that examination. You have got the same thing in the profession of 
law and in other lines. There is no monopoly to any one here in the 
East India Cotton Association. 

An Honourable UEl\ffiER: Is there any standard of examination 
prescribed for membership of the East India Cotton Association 1 
· Major W. ELLIS JONES : The only condition is that the man should 
b~ interested in the cotton trade and engaged in the cotton ·trade and 
should deposit a sum of Rs. 20,000 as security that he will be able to 
meet his obligations and pay his subscription fee to the association. 
I hB.ve been connected with the association ever since its inception, and 
we have rejected only one man, and that because he was not interested 
in cotton; he was entering into the cotton market purely as a specula to~ . 
. When he was refused admission in the cotton market, he turned his 
attention to the share market, and within six months he was declared 
a ·bankrupt. There. can be no monopoly in this trade. If honour~ble 
members will make enquiries in their districts, they will find t~at smce 
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the inception of the association, the upcountry cultivator has got a. better· 
price for his produce than he got before. 

And now. there is one more point I should like to make in regard to 
this Bill. I do not want the House to think that the trade is absolutely 
unanimous in regard to this Bill. There are differences of opinion, but 
the trade has accepted it as a. compromise in the interest of the whole 
of the cotton trade. When I speak of the cotton trade, I speak of the 
cotton trade from the grower to the consumer. There is, I find, 
a certain body of opinion for more representation of the agriculturists 
on this association. The day may come, and I think it will come, when 
it may be possible to get a greater percentage of agriculturists .on this 
association. But at the present- juncture it is impossible to get a real 
representative of agriculture. \\"hen we were dealing with the cotton 
markets upcountry this honourable House insisted that they wanted 
a certain proportion of agriculturists on the market boards. But we 
find now that that Act cannot be enforced because we cannot get the 
agricultural interests to send their representatives. 

I would warn this honourable House again that it is not a· question 
of giving control to the East India Cotton Association, but whether the 
control shall be by a body of persons interested in marketing the Indian 
cotton crop or by a body of men who are interested in price fluctuatiol1\l. 
Every intert'st is concerned with the grower-s and, if the proceedings·of 
the Wiles Committee are carefully studied, I have no doubt whatever 
that you will support the Bill in its entirety and send it to a select 
committee. • 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : On a point of information, Sir. May 
I how from the honourable member whether the jobber mentioned by 
him in his speech has become a director of the East India Cotton 
Association 1 Is there any guarantee that he woulq not become a pauper 
to-morrow 1 . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. I have got two 
other amendments here. The honourable member Dr. Dixit has a small 
amendment. He has spoken on the main principles and the general 
aspects of. the Bill. He may move his amendment formally, if he likes. 
I may even allow the amendments to b~ moved one after another. ·The 
debate, of course, is almost the same ; the principles are the same. 
I would allow the honourable member from Sllllat (Dr. Dixit) to move 
his amendment to add the words "The Mahajan Association," but I do 
not think he need speak at length on that point at all. If he is agree
able, I will give him a chance. Similarly, the honourable member 
Mr. Surve has not yet spoken on the first reading. Then he might move 
hi8 amendment and. speak on it, but I think we must now curtail the 
debate particularly as many aspects of the question have already been 
discussed. Each speech must, therefore, be limited. Is the honour
able member (Dr. Dixit) ready to move his amendment formally~ 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: As there is one amendment, I am not very keen 
in moving my amendment. I was on the contrary going to propose th.tt 
the question be now put. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : Is the honourable member 
· llr. Surve anxious to move his amendment, or like the honourable 
member Dr. Dixit, does not wish to move itt 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: Sir, I h~ve certain suggestions t'l make.. If these 
suggestions are acceptable, then I think it may be worthwhile to move 
my ·amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : Nobody can give that assurance 
before the speech is made. · But the honourable member can speak on 
the first reading of the Bill : st the same time it is left to him, if he 
.chooses to move his amendment, to move it now. He will get only this 
chance. 

. :rtlr. A. N. SURVE: Perhaps you can, Sir, give me a ruling just now. 
·y have certain suggestions to make and it will take some time for both 
'sides to consider what I have to say, and if the House thinks one way 
or another and I consider that it is worth my while to move my amend
ment, then I may be allowed to reserve my right to move my amendment 
without any speech; otherwise the effect of my moving my amendment 
would be that I would be accepting the principle of the Bill. That I do 
not want to do. ' 

: . Sir, on this momentous Bill I claim the attention of the House for 
reasons, namely, that the Cotton Green is situated in my constituency 
(Bombay North) : the second is that I have been a resident of Bombay 
and have observed the growth of the cotton trade throughout my life 
extending over 48 ~ears. Therefore I think I have a claim to place my 
views before it and to. ask that they be considered seriously. 

Sir, I start with the proposition that control in cotton trade is neces
sary in the interests of the 'welfare of the Presidency. I start with thls 
proposition.· \Thy is control necessary ! Control is necessary because 
you know that cotton is a world commodity. The second reason is that 
•cotton is a staple product largely exported and also largely used in the 
:textile industry of Bombay and moreover it is of national importance. 
'I may go so far as to say that the revenue of the Bombay Presidency is 
very largely, if not entirely, drawn from cotton. As this commodity is 
so important, it is necessary that it should be under control. There is 
an additional reason also and that is that it lends itseH very easily to 
gambling. Anybody <mn gamble in cotton. As a concrete instance 
I will give you some figures. Dtiring the last three years the total 
deliveries of cotton bales-only Broach cotton-amounted to 87,800 
and its value in money amounted to Rs. 1,75,00,000. But thlnk of 
the gambling that was indulged in this particular kind of cotton. 
The differences that were actually paid or received amounted to about 
17 crores of rupees. The commodity was worth only Rs. 1,75,00,000 
and on this ready cotton the gambling amounted to 17 crores of 
rupees. So those honourable members who think that control is not 
necessary may kindly consider the figures which I have quoted. They 
are called upon to discharge a very responsible duty to their Presidency 
·and before they exercise it, let them exercise it with due caution, 
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Now, Sir, why do I suggest that this commodity s~ould ?e under 

control f I may be asked : are there not speculatiOns m other 
commodities 1 I admit that there are speculations in other commodities. 
Take for instance Government securities, stocks and shares of companies, 
grain and bullion. Everybody in Bombay knows that speculatiolll in 
these articles is going on openly. But though there is speculation in 
these commodities and though that speculation is not officially controlled, 
I advocate the control of cotton-by what machinery I shall dicuss later 
on. But I do maintain that control of cotton is necessary for the reason 
that the speculation in other trades is kept within bounds by their 
respective associations. But in the case of the cotton associations which 
have been dealing in this commodity, they have been unable to keep 
their gambling under control, with the result that the stability of trade 
used to be greatly disturbed. For that reason I say that control is 
necessary. 

Then there is the other point, namely, that when speculation goes beyond 
control, one cannot destroy that article as easily as one can the cotton. 
When the gambling goes out of control, the easiest thing to do, is to ask 
some one to throw a lighted match or a lighted bidi on the cotton bales, 
set up an instantaneous flare an,d conflagration of· cotton, for stabilising 
the prices. But one cannot burn bullion or the Government securities 
and stocks and shares, but the cotton can be burned easily. Cotton is 
stored in the open on the Cotton Green where it is open to the · danger 
of incendiarism. For that reason cotton must be kept under control. 
From some of the speeches that I have heard, I think that some oi the 
honourable members have been under the impression. that· cotton. has 
been without control altogether, but so far as my information on that 
point goes, I think they are mistaken. Since the year 1892 cotton has 
been under control, albeit the control was of private associations. 
Cotton merchants need their own associations. I have stated that the 
grain dealers or stock brokers are governed by their. own associations 
and speculators in those commodities cannot enter into those associations 
unless they obey the rules and by-laws of those associations.· Simi
larly, cotton was also under control of its own association or associations . 
. Unfortunately, during the war time the gentlemen belonging to those 
associations indulged in gambling which practically .involved them in 
great difficulties and they had to run to Government to come to their 
rescue. So, those honourable members who are' thinking that cotton 
was not under control are labouring under a mistake. Cotton has 
always been under control since the year 1892. In Bombay cotton has 
been exported not only for the last 40 or 50 years, but it was exported 
I think since the East India Company settled itself there and from that 
time cotton is being exported from Bombay. At that time the volume 
of trade was small, there were no gamblers, all the transactions were 
ready cash transactions, therefore naturally in those ·ancient times 
when the volume of trade was small and there were no gamblers, there 
was no outside control over them, official or non-official, but the moment 
cotton trade grew in volume, the idea of control came in and all these 
dealers who had a tendency. to speculate had to submit themselves to 
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non-official control. Therefore, I think I have made myself quite clt>ar 
on this point that control of cotton by some machinery has bet'n in 
existence for a long time and is necessary. 

I shall very briefly mention the effects Gf gambling. When the pric<'s 
are depressed under the operation of speculation, naturally the a~ricul
turist suflers. Therefore, our idea. should be thiR, when we think 6f 
control we should be on our guard t.o sc~ that as the result of these 
speculations the prices do not fall. If we do not take care of that 

. fact, I warn this House that the agriculturist will suffer if there is only a 
bearish element or that element which depresses the priers and that 
element gets the upper hand, the agriculturists are sure to suffer. On 
the other hand, even if the prices rise, still the whole of the Presidency 
will suffer because when the cotton rises in price, though the agriculturists 
will be benefited, the general consumer will have to bear the consequences 
in the payment of higher prices of cotton articles. For that reason, I 
say that unbridled speculation must be kept under check if the well-

. being of the people as a whole has to be taken care of. Il we cannot 
escape from speculation, then thatspeculation must be kept under controL 
Therefore, I appeal to this side of the House, is it in the interests of the 

. PreSidency a& a whole to allow the cotton speculation to go on without 
control and unbridled 1 If you permit that, you will have to face the 
consequence, namely, that the whole Presidenoy will be involved in 
great trouble. 

· Having stated my view about the necessity of control, I come to the 
question of the machinery of control. What machinery of control is 
proposed by the Bil11 The Bill proposes one kind of machinery which 
I thoroughly disapprove, because it smacks of the character of a mono· 

· poly: and I certainly think that Government is derogating from its duty 
· as administrators if it countenances the sanctioning of a monopoly. 
What is the experience of weswrn countries, especially of the legislation 
to suppress rings in America t Are we going to throw away the lesst•n 
taught by that legislation 1 What were the abuses to which the 
Americans were subjected 1 Through the formation of rings, the entire 
population sufiered, tl1erefore I must warn the benches opposite that 

· when they are countenancing the grant of a monopoly to a body, they 
· are taking very grave risk upon themselves.· Then again I think that the 
notion of a monopoly is antiqua.ted and it is out of date. Arc we still in 
the sixteenth century 1 Are we in the sixteenth century when an 
English monarch gave monopoly or charter as it was called to the East 
India Company! . Are we in those days now 1 Do you want to revive 

· those old items 1 I do not think that Government have any idea of 
that kind, namely, to give a charter to any particular association of its 
selection. 

Then, Sir, I must state my reasons why I disapprove of the machinery 
selected by Government. What is the machinery of this unitary control 
as it is called 1 That unitary control we are told is to be exercised by 
one association, the East India Cotton Association. Now, Sir, I ask the 
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Honourable the Mover of this Bill only four or five questkns ·as a test 
of the chara.cter of this association. First of all, I ask the question,· 
"what is the m~mbership of this association 1 Is it showing an upward. 
tendency or any increase in the number of its membership or is there a: 
decline 1 " 'Ihe life of an associe.tion or its popularity is to be gaug~d 1 

by the number of members on its rolls. From the information which 
have collected, I will give certain figures which ar~ of cou,rse·subject to 
correction if they are wrong. I have collected my infqrmation i~om·1. 
sources over which I have no oontrol of checking, and. therefore I shall 
be glad to be corrected if I am wrong .. ; When the Cotton· Contracts Board, 
was in existence in 1919-1920, there-were 614 members. You know that 
that Board was Government machinery: After that came the East 
India Cotton Association, and when it was inaugurated, its membership 
consisted of about 500 members and its membership to-day is only 331;' 
From 614, it bas dwindled 'down to-day to 331. That' disposes of on~· 
question of popularity. As the membership of the East India Cotton 
Association is on the decline, in popular imagination the transactions of: 
that asso<'iation cannot be said to command .. the confidence of the · 
entire mercantile community. The second question is, "how many new 1 

admissions have there been since its auguration ~" A very few will be' 
the a113wer. The third question is (and this is a very important question)' 
"wh8,t was the volume of orders from abroad for forward delivery 1 ·What 
was the volume when the East Indian Cotton Associaticn was ine.ugurakd. 
and what is it to-day 1" This point is very important, because when 
we receive orders from abroad our cultivators in the rural areas go to 
their fields and grow more cotton. · ·Therefore, the number of orders 
received from abroad for cotton will show whether~ the cotton trade is 
healthy. But information in my possession is that the number of orders 
from abroad has fallen considerably since the East India Cotton Associa· 
tion has come into existence. That meanR that cotton growing is . 
suffering from some malaise. What that malaise is I ask the Honourable 
the Mover to find out. It would be in his interest to do so because he 
has the finances of this Presidency under his charge and therefore 
I appeal to him to find that out. 

' ' 

The next point I should like to touch upon is the importation into 
Bombay of cotton from· outside aren.s. When the East India Cotton 
Association was formed, the cotton which was imported into 'Bombay 
from rural areas \\as owned by Indians to the extent of 75 per cent. and 
that imported by other agencies including fordgn' agencies. which. 
imported cotton into Bombay from the mofussil amounted to only 
25 per cent. But now this proportion is reversed. The Indian-owned 
cotton which is imported into Bombay is only 25 per cent~ and that 
imported by foreigners into Bombay is 75 per cent. Then, the test of 
soundness of a thing is to be judged by the people who are affected by 
it. Might I a.sk the Honourable the Mover of the Bill if the Indian 
commercial bodies recommend the giving of monopoly to the East India 
Cotton Association 1 . 

' ' . 
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Mr. G. WILES: Yes. 
llr. A. N. SURVE: Has the Indian Merchants' Chamber recommencl£d 

it! 
The Honourable Sir GOVI~"'DRAO PRADIIA..": They have. 'Ihe. 

honourable member Mr. Wiles read out the names of those bodies which 
recommend it. 

Mr. G. WILES: Yes. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE : But there are other associations also who do not 

favour that idea. . 
, .Mr. G. WILES: I have already pointed out that every aSsociation in 

Boll!.bay except one has approved of it. · · 
Mr. A. N. SURVE: I am very much thankful to the honourable 

member for. his correction, but still the other points which I have 
mentioned are hard to be answered and still remain to be answered. 
Therefore, I submit that the East India Cotton Association is not 
such a desira~le body as has been tried to be made out. They have 
admitted this • 

.. Then I come to the next principle, whether the control should be 
unitary or m'!lltiple. If unitary control could be v•ell managed, it would 
be an ided thing, but in our everyday experience, Sir, we find that idee.l 
things fall very short of our expectations in everyday life. Therefore, 
though the control should be unitary, it is hardly likely to be of an ideal 
character, and we have to fat.'e practical m&tters. Therefore, in control 
I draw this distinction, the control may be unitary, but it should le 
unitary not as regards its agency but as regards the method of its enforce
ment. That is my suggestion. What I mean is this. If you entrust 

·the control to the East India Cotton Association, it will be unitary 
control as regards the agency. 1 do not favour that. What I favour 
is unitary control as regards the method of enforcement. I shall explain 
what I mean. The Government may drew up rules but before I go to 
that point, I will cite certain instances. Take for instance our banking 

· business or our insurance business or our joint stock company business. 
All these businesses are associated lrith danger to the progress and the 
welfare o£ our country but nevertheless Government has been compell£d 
to admit that every Indian must have the liberty of starting a banking 
business or an insurance business, and therefore what Government h2.s 
done is not that there should be no company or no bank or no insurance 
company-the Government have not taken that attitude. What it 
has done is that it has passed certain laws governing the orerations of 
banking houses and insurance companies and the limited liability com
l>anies. They ha.,·e laid down certain rules for public safety. All thme 
persons who want to gointo anyofthose businesseurerequiredto comply 
with those conditions and Government gives them permission if they 
comply with those conditions. Similarly, in this case Government 
may undertake legislation if that is possible or if that be not possible, 
then there is another remedy for the consideration of the Honourable 
the 1\Iover of this Bill. There are only two points, first of all let the 
rules of the association which shall have the machinerr of control l:e 
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approved by this House. That is the first point. The second :taint is, 
let the operation of the Act be limited tc a certain number of years, i.e. 
let the duration of the Act be limited. Let it come up periodically 
before this House for examination to see how the control has worked. 
In this connection I have to bring to the notice of the House that 
Government tried to keep the power in its own hands. We know the 
present Act was intended only for three years, frcm 1922 to 1925. .After 
1925 up to the year of grace 1931 we know how it has been kept alive · 
by mere Government notifications. Sir, these are the days of demo
cracy. Government professes that it wants the co-operati~n of the people 
in the administration. That is hardly a fair way of dealing with the 
aspirations, the rising aspirations of the Indians of to-day: I think that· 
the Government should limit the duration of the Act say, to two years, 
and after two years if it finds it necessary to extend the OIJerntion of the 
law, let it come before the Council again. The Council will then sit in 
judgment, see how the Act has worked, whether the interests. of ~he 
agriculturists are advanced or have received a set back and all such 
matters. If this suggestion is accepted there is no reason why this House 
will oppose the wishes of Government as embodied in.the present BilL 
Therefore I request both sides of th~ House-those .who suggest that 
there 11hould be no control and also the other side which suggests that 
the control should be handed over to the East India Cotton Association 
to take into their serious consideration the points I have mentioned. 
Let them see if what I have suggested in my amendments which'are 
laid on the table is all right and meets the needs of the present require
ments. If I have an assurance from both sides of the House, then only 
I shall move my amendments. Otherwise, I do not think I shall be safe 
in moving them. Subject to these reservations, I oppose the first 
reading of the Bill. · ' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: We must understand clearly. 
The views of either side of the Hot<se cannot be ascertained until 
the matter gres to vote. Therefore, it is left to the honourable member 
himself to choose. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : At the very outset of my speed I had stated that 
I shall move my amendments, without speaking on them, if I feel it 
my worth while to do so. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: There is no such latitude as 
" subject to reservations " at all: 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: If the honourable 
member wants to move his amendments, he has got to do it now. If 
he docs not move them now, he loses his right of moving them. I hope 
that is the position, Sir 1 

The Honomable the PRESIDENT: Yes. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I hope the 
House will no doubt agree with me that it is a very important Bill. 
I wish to make my position quite clear at the very outset, as to why I am 

xo Hb62-4 . 
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. int-erested in this mattet. Sir, I come from a province ..-hich is largely an 
agricultural province. 1 represent undoubtedly the interests of agricul
ture there, and I am myself an agriculturist. Therefore, my interest lies 
with the gro..-ers so far as this measure is concerned, as it concerns the 
agricult'ilral producti?n alone. I have endeavoured during the last t111» 
or three days to follow the debate and go through the material that has 
beeh supplied to us by all the interests concerned in this measure, an4 
so far as my conclusions go at present l think that the measure is not 
in 'the interests of the agriculturists as it is made out by some of the 
e~akets to be. · . .~ 

Sit, the Wiles committee which is regarded more or less as an expert 
eommittee in this connection and which was set up by Government
the committee should ordinarily be considered as an independent or 
disinterested committee---is divided in its recommendations. There is 
a majority view and a minority view: But, Sir, so far as both these 
yiews are concerned1 they do not go very far to satisfy the interests 
of the agricUlturists. In the first place, the panels which are proposed 
to _be set up in order to maintain control. over the cotton trade 
in _Bombay city. are panels ·more or less entirely representing one. 
interest1 namely that of the business men. For instance, take the. 
electoral panels which are quoted in paragraph 5 of the report, viz., 
the millowners, the exporter1, the importers, the cvmmissi(m, agents, the 
tnerckanl$, the jetkawalaa and the brokers. Now, the millowners are the 
. purchasers for theitown mills. The exporters and importers are also pur
chasers ; the commission agents and merchants are interested in purchase, 
because th:ey want custom, and the jethawalas store the cotton which 
is ()ften purchased by them or they get commission for it. The brokers 
are ~lso interested in it, and they would like to encourage purchasing 
just to earn their commission and secure work for themselves. They 

. would consequently like to earn the goodwill of the purchasers rather 
t.han that of the growers. Therefore, the brokers ' interest more or less 
lies with that of the purchasers. So, I say that these panels that have 
been formed represent one view. -so far as the growers are concerned, 
the only concession which has been shown and which is recommended is 
the nomination of two representatives for them. The honourable member 
the Chairman of this committee (Mr. Wiles) while speaking this morning 
~aid that there is no question of large representation for the growers 
in this matter, and that 1 pet cent. or 2 per cent. "ill do just as well, 
because they will put forward the case of the growers and they have to be 
listened to. But I know, not at present as a grower of cotton but as a 
grower of wheat to a large extent, that whenever there is a dispute 
~tween the purchaser and the grower and whenevet a board of arbi
tration is appointed to settle that dispute, both the sides are equally 
represented on it. But the East India Cotton Association will be r~
presented largely by the interests of the purchasers, and how can It 
possibly appoint a board of settlement which will be equally fair to t~e 
side of the growers. The 1 or 2 per cent. that may be on the board will 
not g() very far to influence, the decision of the arbitrators. 
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I Mr. HARIDAS MADHAVDAS: May I correct the honourable Die~~ 
ber 1 In an arbitration board the parties themselves choose the arbi
trators out of the members. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Exactly, but I personally should 
have very little faith, as a grower, in the members of t~e a.ssoci~tio~ 
itself who do enter into the business themselves and are directly or mdi
rectly concerned as purchasers. . I am going to show how these mem~rs 
are being appointed, but that will be later on. ·At present I am dealing 
with the question as to how the influence of the growers wilr work on 
the association. I have seen that when there is a great difference of 

. <»pinion between two interests, generally the matter goes to voti.Jig, 
and when two interests are so deeply interested, I maintain that it is 
bound to go to voting. Iri that case, I do not see how the voice of the 
1 per cent. or 2 per cent. growers is going to carry any weight in the 
association. 

1\Ir. G. WILES: Their representation is 2 out of 16. · 
Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : I am replying to the point of. the 

Chairman of the committee who said that 1 per cent. will do as much 
as 50 per cent. I agree with the view maintained by the Thakorsaheb 

· <»f Kerwada in this matter that there should be adequate representation 
and I would go so far as to say that it should be about 40 per cent. at 
least, of the growers on this board. . I do not agree that the two nomin
ations will serve any useful purpose. There was 6ne suggestion made 
yesterday in a very lucid speech by my honourable friend Rao Bahadur 
Bhimbhai N aik, that district ·local boards that represent the mofussil 
.should also have a sort of representation. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAlK: May I correct the honourable member~ 
I said that a panel of the district local boards should be formed to elect 
members on the East India Cotton Association board. · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : I was also goi~g to say in the same 
way I do not want nominations but what I would urge is that let the panel 
be formed of the district local boards which are affected by this Bill,. and 
give an adequate representation to the growers who are District Local 
Board m('mbers in large numbers, through this panel. But that should 
not be the only source of giving representation to the agriculturists. In 
addition, associations like the zamindari associations migh.t be recognised 
by Government as associations that might be made to form a panel to . 
send their representatives to the board. There are also agricultural 
development associations in certain places and they will also be able to 
form a real and useful panel for the purpose. Representation through 
all such bodies will positively safeguard the interests and represent the 
interests of the agriculturists. But as the Bill stands only five or six 
panels are sought to be formed which, in one way or another, represent 
only one view, which is that of the purchasers. So I suggest that three 
or four panels of the agricultural interests can be formed to. represent 
adequately the views of the agriculturists. I do not see that it is in any 
way difficult to adopt election for the representation of the growers on 
the board of East India Cotton Association, almost on the lines indicated 
by me. · . . .. 
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· . [Khan Bahadur M. A. Khuhro] ' - Now,. Sir, I come to the constitution and the formation of 
• this association. The constitution, as it stands or as it~ reconunendt>d 
to this House, is very defective and harmful to the interests of the 
agriculturista. Sir, there is no door opt>n to the poor agriculturist to 
~nter this body, however much it may be desirable, because the 
restrictions are such that they are almost insurmountable so far as the 
agriculturists are concerned. In the first plac~, the admission ft>e i& 
prohibitire since one has to pay Rs. 2,500 as admission fee and in addition 
to deposit Rs. 20,000 as well. Those honourable members who hold the 
,view that admission under this restriction is necessary hold that Yiew 
.fundamentally on this consideration that those members of the associ&- · 
tion will be dealers in cotton directly and indirectly, as the forward 
contracta will all be transacted through them, therefore they should have 
an adequate deposit with the association. But, Sir, I say, when this 
honourable House is being as8ured that this association is only a govern
ing body, it is only an·administrative body, then why are the members of 
the association individually being given permission to enter into salt>s and 
purchases, and why are they directly or indirectly allowed to enter into 
forward contracta 1 If that is alloll-ed, then you cannot call it a purely 
administratiYe body, as you definitely give it power to enter into 
-business. It must therefore be a largely self-interested body, interested 
on the side of the purchasers. So, the constitution, in the first place, 
is greatly defective. The two functions are mingled up together and 
there is no discrimination. If Government wish to set up this control in 
the interest of the growers, then I have no objection to that, provided it 
is on different lines and is kept immune from· all these temptations. 
'I hold that in certain cases control may be good. But control in the 
manner and shape that is being suggested to-day is extremely detrimental 
to our interesta. I therefore would even suggest that this body should 
be split up into and thus there should be a separate body or association 
for the purpose of purchasing and there must be a separate body for the 
purpose of administration. The body for the purpose of administration 
should be pure from all these temptations and that body must 
be adequately represented by the agrWulturists. So, the argument that 
the fees should be prohibitive in order to maintain the soundness of the 
association falls to the ground, for when you make it administrative, you 
should not ha Ye this restriction. 

. Mr. G. WILES : Does the honourable member suggest the payment of 
salaries! 

. Khan &hadur :M.A. KHUHRO: Do you pay salary to the president 
of the district local board! Do you pay salary to the president and 
members of the taluka agricultural associations which are a non-official 
body! You alnys find honorary workers. If you think it necessary, 
you can pay them fees for attending meetings. A small levy is made on 
cotton under the Government of India Act which is distributed for the 

·development of cotton area. Similarly a small tax can be levied on the 
'purchaser for the purpose of maintaining efficient control. The cotton 
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that is st<>Fed in Bombay .can be m.ade to pay something to roeet the 
expense. That is not a g1eat objection that should be taken seriously. 

The first thing l wish to make out is that this body should be de~ly 
democratic, in the sense that there' should be adequate representation Q{ 

the growers Qll it. I do not think that the Bill .as it is Cllln ibe acceptable 
to this House. It is held out by horourable J!lembers who auppo:ctea. 
this Bill that the defects ClJ.n be removed in the select tCOmm.ittee. I do 
not think it is an e~sy matter to rectify and radically change .a Bill which 
is defective at the very root in the select committee. : . . 

Another important point is the framing of .rules. Rules ·are .the ohief 
thing which governs this matter. The authority is given to the associa
tion to frame the rules. 'The rules will be framed by a 'body whose 
interests are opposed to those of the growers. So, it can in no way be 
sa:id that these rtrles will be impartial and beneficial to both sides. When 
I perused this Bill I noted these points. It is directly 'harmful so far as 
the interests of the agriculturists are concerned. · · 

Another point to which I object is clause ·2 of the Bill whi~h· ;gives 
power, although it is said that this Bill will continueiorthree years, to 
the Governor in Council to extend the provisions of this Act 1bynoti
fication for as much time afterwards as he chooses. [t is ·rubsolutely a 
novel principle and it is not beneficial in any way .. It thereby gives 
an unprecedented power to Government to ,continue :this ;measu:ne evan 
if it proves .unp~ular, as .it is bound to be. . 11 

Although Rt present rthis Bill does not directly a.pply to the .p1J~vinoe 
of Sind and afiects·only the city of Bombay, but Bombay is.of~ourse·•the 
market controlling the price rfor the whole of India,. ·We 'have besides 
got to be far-sighted in this matter.:: Lloyd Barrage is about to operate 
soon. We will then certainly have much more cotton in Sind. My 
honourable friend the Chief Engineer will tell you how anxious he is to 
increase, and so the entire Government machinery to increase, cotton 
crops in Sind. At present we of course grow less cotton. So, I look at it 
from that point of view. We have therefore got to look ahead in this 
matter; and I frankly say that it has created an apprehension in our 
minds that if we pass a defective legislation like this, on the same analogy 
a similar defective legislation will be passed for Sind. The representatives 
of the agriculturists of Sind should in no way be happy because it afiects 
Bombay and they are immune from the effects of its operation. I, for 
one, thillk that this measure requires redrafting. The main point that 
I have emphasised is that the constitution of the body should be 
absolutely democratic, and it should have adequate representation of the 
growers on it and it should have limitations of powers which should be 
defined and controlled by the Legislative Council. Then the agriculturists 
will have their safeguards·. From the debate which has been going on 
during the last few days, I have ~een that bona fide representatives of the 
agriculturists are opposing this Bill and the representatives like my 
honourable friend :Mr. Petit, w~o represents tbe millowners, are 
supporting it. So, it is obvious that the purchasl:'rs' interest is for it and 
~o Hb 62--6 
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the growers' interest is against it. I have .now put the whole thing in 
a nut-shell before the House. I do think that the Government will be 
well-advised to take the agriculturists into their confidence just as they 
have done in the ca~e of mill owners, before bringing a measure like this. 

1\Ir. J. B. PETIT: I propose, Sir, that the question be now put. 
It has been sufficiently discussed. 

The Honourab1e the PRESIDENT: The question cannot be put until 
and unless the mover of the amendment and the mover of the Bill have 
spoken. That cannot be done within ten minutes . 
. ·Mr. M. M. KARBHARI: I want to speak. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There are honourable members 
who wish to speak. I saw the honourable member Rao Bahadur Chitale 
rising to speak several times. Befo.re him I saw other honourable 
members also. Under these ci:roumstances, I think Government business 
will be carried on to Monday. 
, The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN i The discussion of the Bill 

can be carried on to Monday and, if there is time left, private business 
Cl).~ be taken up. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Remaining Government business 1 
· The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : That is the only 

remaining Government business. 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : This Bill may be continued 

on Monday, and, if any time is left, private business may be taken. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House is now adjourned to 

2 p.m., on Monday, the 3rd August 1931. 

BOMBAY : l'JII:NTED AT THE OOVERNMEN'l' CENTRAL l'BESSo 
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!Jfonday, the Jrd Augu$t 1931 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on l\Ionday, 
the 3rd August 1931, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the ~~esident, 
Sir ALI :UAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI, Bar-at-Law, presiding: . ' 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF IIA.JI IIA.JRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur • 
ABERCROMBIE, Mr. J; R. ' 
ALLAHBAKSH, Khan Bahadur 
AsAVALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BA...'iGI, !Ir. A. K. J. 
BELL, lli. R. D. • 
BHUTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 
BHlJ'ITO, W ADERO W AHIDBAKSH ILLAHIJUKSH 
BoLE. Rao Bahadur S. K. 

· BowERS, Mr. P. L. 
BRA.)."DER, Mr. J. P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. c. H. 
BROWNE,Mr.D.R.H. 
BULLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 
CmKODI, Mr. P. R. 
CmTALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CuYTOY, !Ir. H. B. 
CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. 
CoLUNS, Mr. G. F. S. · 
CoOKE, Mr. G. H. 
DHALCMAL LILARAM, Mr. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
DESAI, Mr. H. R. 
DEsAI, Mr. S. B. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K •. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBAN 
EwBANK, lli. R. B. 
GARRETT, Mr. J. H. 
GHULAM HusSAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GHULAM N.A.BI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GILDER, Dr. M. D. 
GoKHALE, Mr. L. R. 
GovER RoRA, 1\Ir. 
IIARIDAS l\IADHAVDAS, Mr. 
HARRISON, Mr. C. S.C. 
Hunso:N, the Honourable Mr. W. F. 
JAM JA.'ll\UHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JAN liAHoMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur . 
JITEKAR, Mr. HAJI IBRAHUI 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
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Jo~""Es, llajor W. Ews 
KlDRI, Mr. J. s. I ' 

KALBHoR, Mr. G.ll. 
K.u.E, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
KnlAT, Mr. B. s. 
K.umu, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. 
K.um:a.w, llr. M. ll. 
KHunio= Khan Bahadur M. A. 
KULK.A.m~l, Rao Saheb P. D. · 
LELY, Mr. w. G. 
MAcKUY,Mr.A.S.R. 
lliDHAVSANG JoRBHAI, llr. 
lliTCHESWALLA, Mr. G. E. 
lliB:ERBAXSH, Mr. 8. 
MEHTA, Mr. M. H. 
MoDAX, Rev. R. S. 
MoDI, Sardat DAVAR T. K. 
MoRE, Mr. J. G. 
N.ux, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
NAMDEORAO BUDHAJIRAO, Mr. 
NAYLE, Mr. N. E. 
OWEN, Mr. A. C. 
PARULEKAR, Rao Bahadur L. V. -
PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
P ATIL, Rao Bahadur D. R. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
PATIL, Mr. v. N. 
PATIL, Rao Saheb V. S.,-
PRADIUN, the Honourable Sir GoviXDRAO 
PRADHAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
PUTER, Mr. s. H. 
RAFIUDDIN Amw>, the Honourable llonn 
RESALDAR, Mr. A. K. 
SHAIKH ABDUL Azl:z, Mr. 
SHAIKH ABDUL MA.Jm, Mr. 
SHAIKH Y AXUB V AZIR MAHollED, Khan Bahadur 
SHANKARRAO JAYARAliRAO Zm."ZARRAO, llr. 
S:mn>E, Mr. R. B. 
SMART, Mr. w. w. 
SoLAND, Dr. P. G.· 
StiRVE, Mr. A. N. 
SURVE, Mr. v. A. 
SYED Mnu.N lliHOllED SHAH 
SYED Mt'NAWAR, Mr. 
TALPUB, MIR Bnl>EH ALI KHA.'i 

· TH.u:oR Ol' KERWADA, Sardar BHASAHEB RAISI:SHJI 

THons, the Honourable Mr. G. A. 
Tm: .. .u1, Mr. S. S. 
~~.Mr.C.W.A. 

t • 
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Questions and Answers 

VAISHAliPA.YA.:S, Dr. V. G. 
VAKIL, ~Ir. PESTA..~SHAH N. 
VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir Rusroll JEHA:NGJR 
VAXDEKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. 
WADKE, Mr. B. P. 
WILES, Mr. G. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. Questions. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

719 

ABDUR TAKIO BUND BREACH: AssESSMENT IN AFFECTED AREA. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH (Sukkur District) :·Will Government 
be pleased to state the rate of assessment charged for Rabi Khas and 
Dubari in the area affected by the breach of the Abdur Takio.Buri.d ~ 

The Honourable lir. W. F. HUDSON: A statement fnrill~hing the 
information required is placed on the Council table. · . ' · ' ' . · 

Statement showing 

Group 

J .. 
II .. , 

III ... , 

1 
I I 
n 

.. , 
••I 

III .. 
IV .. 

I . .. 
II .. 
III ··J 

cftUsessmen! fc.r Rabi Klw,s and Dubari in th,e area 
th,e breach of AMur Taki<!_ Burul. 

Dubari 

Sailabi amt'Bosi Remarks 

Ploughed Unploughed 1 .. 
-·--

Rs. a. p. Rs.n. p. 

Sukkur Taluka. 

4-4 0 12 0 0 8 0 
4-{) 012 0 0 8 0 

3-12 0 12 0 0 8 0 

Gar hi Y tUin Talul.:a. 
I 

3-12 0 12 0 0 8 0 
3-8 0 12 0 0 8 0 
3-4 0 12 0 0 8 0 
2-8 0 12 0 0 8 0 

Sfdl.:arpur Taluka. 

Sailabi 

I 
Bosi Otherorops Pulses 

3-14: 3-12 1-Q 0 ·6 0 
3-4: 

I 
3-o 1-Q 0 4 0 

3-Q 3-Q 1:.0 0 • 0 I 
I 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : What were the rates of assessment 
ehargPd for Khas Rabi in the affected areas in the Thar Parkar and 
Jacobabad (Cpper Sind Frontier) districts~ 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I want notice of that. I do 
not carry these rates in my head. · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUBRO : Why are the higher rates charged 
in those districts 1 · 
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The Honourable Mr. W. F. H1JDSOX: I want notice. 

TuRKISH BATHS: BoMBAY C1n:. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state
( a) the number of Turkish Baths in the city of Bombay; 
(b) whether the proprietors of these baths are required to take 

licenses from the police ; 
{c) whether these baths are inspected by police officers at any time? 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: There are no properly equipped 
Turkish Baths in Bombay. If the honourable member refers to the 
establishments which advertise themselves under various names such as 
"Electric Bath ", "Venetian Bath " etc., the answers are :- · 

(a) Twenty-three. 
(b) No. 
(c) The Police have no authority to inspect baths unless they 

suspect the commission of a cognizable offence. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Are young girls employed in some of these 

baths 1 
.The Honourable Jlllr. G. A. THOl\1AS: I do not know; I have not 

visited them. 
Mr. SYED MUNA WAR : In answer to (c), it is stated that" the· 

\Police have no authority to inspect Baths unless they suspect the· 
commission of a cognizable offence." If. prostitution is found to exist 
in these Turkish Baths, are the police empowered to visit them and to 
bring the bath keepers to book 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: It has been found that 
the Prostitution Act is inadequate to deal with such cases. But I may 
say for the information of the honourable House that Government have 
under consideration legislation in order to deal with these cases. 

PuoTOZINco OFFICE, PooNA : MANAGER AND AssiSTA.."iT 
MANAGER. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state-
( a) :whether the incumbent of the post of the Assistant Manager,. 

Government Photozinco Office, Poona, is an Indian or a European ; 
(b) his educational or technical qualifications; 
(c) whether he holds any diploma or degree; 
(d) the salary he is getting; 
(e) the salary that the Manager is getting; 
(f)· the qualifications of the Manager ~ 

. The Honourable Mr. :W. F. HUDSON: (a) European. 
(b) Mr. Ooombs has passed the Senior Cambridge Examination .. 

He served as an apprentice in the Photozinco Office for three 
years (1915-18), has sixteen years' practical experience, and has worked 
in all departments of that office. He studied the lat€st processes of 
photography, offset printing and photogravure in England at his own 

·expense for one year (1926-27). 
\ 
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(c) No. - . 
(d) Mr. Coombs is at present drawing Rs. 480 in the grade of 

Rs. 4:50-30-660 plus Rs. 100 as personal pay. 
(e) The Manager is at present drawing Rs. 530 in the grade of 

Rs. 500-30-800. ' 
(f) Mr. D. K. Pradhan, the Manager of Press, is a B.A., B.Sc. (Bombay). 

He served as an apprentice in the. Photozinco Office from June 1924 to 
January 1926 and was then sent to England for further training 
at Government expense. He studied Photo-Engraving. and Lithography 
at the Bolt Court School and holds a diploma in Photographic and allied· 
processes of the Leeds Technical College. He had further· practical 
€Xpcrience in the Photozinco office from January 1929 till his appointment 
.as Manager in July 1930. 

APPLICATIONs AND APPEALS· To. GovERNMENT OFFICER~': REJECTION'. 

~Ir. V. N. JOG for Mr. H. R. DESAI (Deccan Sard.ars and Ip.a.mdars): 
Will Government be pleased to state-

( a) whether they are aware that hundreds of applicants and 
appellants go to the civil court on account of Government's giving 
replies to their applications or appeals such as "Application is 
rejected", "Appeal is rejected," "The ...•.. sees no reason ,to 
interfere with the order passed by the ...... " etc., etc., without 
stating any reasons for such replies; , 

(b) whether Government intend to issue orders to. the officera to 
the effect that they (officers) should state the reasons as to why the 
application or appeal is rejected or why the order of the lower officer 
cannot be interfered with 1 , · 
The Honourable Sir, GHULAM HUSSAIN: (a)· and (b) The 

honourable member's attention is invited to the reply given to a 
similar question by Mr. L. R. Gokhale which has been givt'ln during the 
current session of the Legislative Council.* 

Couats IN SuRAT DISTRICT : ExPENDITURE ON EsTABLISHMENT. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT (Surat City): (1) Is it a fact that th~ugh the 
budget grant for the purpose was exceeded, leave was continued to be 
sanctioned to certain members of the staff in the Surat District Judge's 
Court and, other courts subordinate to him 1 · • ' 

(2) Is it a fact that frequent transfers have been ordered by the District 
Judge of Surat and that thereby Government had to incur expenditure 
on travelling ·allowance, which could have been avoided 1' 

(3) Is it a fact that persons of the higher grade were ordered and 
allowed to work in the posts of lower grade and were allowed to. draw 
higher grade pay in the Surat district judicial courts 1 · 

(4) Is it a fact that some clerks in the Surat District Judge's office 
have been put in the higher grade and given efficiency bar grade 
certificates, without testing their efficiency 1 

• Printed in the lst Auguat 1031. • 
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~he Honouxable 1\lr. G. A. THOMAS: In the absence of any 
indication as to the period for which the information is required it is 
given for the last financial year : 

(1) During that year the budget grant for pay of establishment 
including leave salary was not exceeded. 

(2) No.. · 
. (3) In one case a higher grade. clerk who was in bad health was 

allowecl to work in a. lower grade post. This arrangement was 
temporary and the clerk is now doing the work of his proper gmde 
_again. 

· (4) No. 

LAND REVENUE AND TACCAVI: THAB PARKAR. 

Khan Bahadux GHUWI NABI SHAH (Thar Parkar District): 
Will Government be pleased to· state-

( a) whether it is a fact that a majority of zamindars of Thar Parkar 
have been reduced to poverty by continuous calamities, viz., unpre
cedented heavy rains and floods of 1927, havoc caused by frost and 
locusts of 1928, heavy rains and floods o£ 1929, and slump in prices 
during 1930 and 1931, and· that consequent thereupon taccavis and 
land revenue amounting to over 50 lacs of rupees have fallen into 

' arrears against the zamindars ; 
(b) if so, whether Government have considered the advisability of 

remitting 50 per cent. of these arrears ; 
(c) if not, whether Government are prepared to consider the question 

now.1 . 

The Honourable Mr. W.' F. HUDSON: (a) Excluding the current 
·year's deinand the arrears in Thar Parkar are:-

Taka vi 
Land Revenue 

Rs. 
15,98,000 
. 3126,000 

(b) and (c) Government have, after full consi.deration, remitted 40 per 
cent.-of current year's land revenue in five talukas and 25 per cent. in 
seven talukas. They are not prepared to remit 50 per cent. of the arrears, 
but postponements will be allowed when necessary. 

BACK BAY RECLAMATION. 

:Mr. L, J:t. GOKHALE (Poona City) : (a) Will Government be 
. pleased to state what is the present position with regard to " Back Bay 
Reclamation " 1 
'_ (b) Has further work 'on the scheme been abandoned 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUESAIN: (a) and (b) By the decision 
of the Legislative Council in the budget session in March 1927, the work in 
connection with the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme was restricted to .the 
reclamation and development of blocks 1, 2 and 7, and the reclamatwn, 
without development, of block' 8 with a connecting road between 
blocks 2 and 7 along the existing foreshore. .Dredging operations finally 
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terminated in March 19~9 when the wet filling of block 2 was completed. 
The dry filling and topping of block 1 was completed in October 1929 . · 
and that of block 2 is very nearly complete. A layout plan for blocks l 
and 2 was approved by Government and published fo:r general infQrma
tion in May 1930. The reclamation of block 7 is restricted for the present 
to an area of about 28 acres only at its east end out of a total area, of 
about 135 acres. With a view to facilitate the laying of ~ siding• to 
block 7 and also for sanitary reasons Government' approved the dry 
filling of a small triangular portion at the south-east corner of block 6 
measuring about 39,800 square· yards. Work on the restricted portion 
of block 7 and the small portion at the south-east corner of block 6 was 
completed during the last financi~l year. The reclamation of block 8 
was completed in May 1929 and the block excluding a 100' strip along 
the sea wall reserved for a road way was handed over to the Military 
authorities with effect from 15th October 1929. An area of about 
30 acres out of block 1 has been reserved for recreation· purp~ses~ 
The grassing of this area is in progress. The area is expected to be ready 
and fit for use in 1932. The parapet wall along the sea wall in. blocks 1 
and 2 is practically complete. In view of the present financial situatiQn, 
the actual cons~ruction of the proposed roads i:Q. the reclamation area 
has been postponed for the present. Some of the roads. will merely be 
lined out and kerbed for the present so as to enable prospective buyers 
to have a clear appreciation of the layout. The actual, construction. 
of the roads will be carried out by the Bombay Municipality at the cost 
of Government when the financial situation improves. 

JAIL OFFICIALS AND CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE PRISONE~S. 

Mr. L. · R. GOKHALE (Poona City} : (a} Will G~vern~~nt be 
pleased to state whether any Indian jail officials in this Presidency have 
been punished either by reduction in salary or dismissal, or otherwise, ·on 
the ground amongst others that some of the civil disobedience prisoners 
released under the Gandhi-lrwin agreement of March 5, 1931, who 
were relatives of such officials, sought temporary shelter under their 
roofs~ 

(b) If so, will Government be pleased to give full information .on 
the subject ~ ' 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a} No. 
(b) Does not arise. 

PooNA·BANGALORE RoAD: HuBLI-DHARWAR SECTION. 

Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(i) whether they are aware that the road between Hubli 
and Dharwar on the Poona-Bangalore Road is in a very bad condition; 

(ii) Is it a fact that Government contemplate asphalting this road 
in the near future 1 · · 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: (i) Yes. 
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{ii) The question of asphalting certain miles of the Hubli-Dhanvar 
Section· of the Poona-Bangalore Road is under the consideration of 
Government. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: When will the work of asphalting be taken up 1 
·The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: Probably soon 

after the programme is sanctioned by the Road Conference at Simla and 
soon after the monsoon. 

CROPS IN KARNATAK. 

Mr. V. N. ,JOG {Dharwar District): (1) Will Government be pleased 
to state whether they are aware that Ryot sabhas were held in various 
places in the four districts of the Karnatak viz., Dharwar, Belgaum, 
Kanara (North) and Bijapur ? 

(2) Are they aware that ryots petitioned to the proper authorities to 
grant remission of land revenue for the current year on account of the 
partial or total failure of crops and also considerable decreases in the 
prices of grain, cotton, etc. 1 · 

(3) Has the attention of Government been drawn to the condition of 
crops in Sirsi and Siddapur Talukas of the Kanara District and Kalghatgi 
and Hirekerur Talukas in the Dharwar District? 

(4) Are Government awar~ that complaints were made in Hirekerur 
and Kalghatgi Talukas regardin~ the valuation of crops made by the 
officials 1 

{5) Have the district authorities adopted any measures to give any 
relief to the ryots in these four talukas 1 

(6) Has any attempt been made to meet the ryots and to understand 
their condition ~ · 

(7) Will Go~~rnment be pleased to give the rates of the staple crops 
(viz., Jawari, Cotton, Wheat, Ground-nut, Paddy, Cocoanut, Betel-nut; 
Cardamom, Pepper) in the four districts during the last five years 1 

(8) Will Government be pleased to give the valuation of crops in Sirsi, 
Siddapur, Kalghatgi and Hirekerur Talukas during the last three years 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: {1) Yes. 
(2) Yes. 
(3) Yes. 
(4) The annewari of the crops was made through village Committees 

according to standing orders. No objections were raised against the 
annewaris within. the prescribed period. 

(5) Yes. In the Sirsi and Siddapur talukas the time within which 
the second instalment of land revenue was to be paid was extended from 
5th April to 15th May to enable khatedars to get better prices for their 
produce. Recently Government have granted suspensions of about 
Rs. 8,000 to poor khatedars in the Sirsi taluka and of about Rs. 12,000 
in the Siddapur taluka. . No past year's arrears were ordered to 
be collected in the Kalghatgi and Hirekerur talukas. Besides this the 
relief given in the latter taluka was as under:-

{a) automatic remission of land revenue of 1927-28 in 7 villages 
amounting to Rs. 4,388 ; · 
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(b) full water rate remission in 96 villages and half water-rate 
remission in one village amounting toRs. 45,649; , 

(c) half suspension of land revenue for the revenue year 1930-31 
in 2 villages amounting to Rs. 1,266 ; , , . 

(d) the suspension of soil assessment on Tarj and Bagayat land 
Rs. 42,000. No relief was found·necessary in the Kalghatgi taluka 
as the annewari ·of the crops was six annas and above. ! . 
(6) Yes. .. . . 
(7) A statement showing th~ rates of staple crops prevailing in the · 

four districts during the la~t five years is placed on the Council table.· · 
(8) Anna valuation of crops during the last 3 years ranged from 6 td 

12 annas in the Sirsi and Siddapu~ Talukas, from .7. ~o, 10 annas. in· 
Kalghatgi T~luk.a and from 4 to, 9 annas in Hireker~ Taluka. 
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I &~~-
Name of District I" ear ~---,----I 

II Ground- , 

Uharwar 

Belgaum 

Kanara 

Bijapur 

Jowari Cotton Whtat nut 

3 5 j 6 

•• 1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

•• 1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

•• 1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

I 
J 

•• 1925-26 •• . 

· S. Ch. 

8 8 
8 2 
8 l 
9 3 

' 12 0 

9 1 
8 7 
9 15 
0 11 

12 3 

Seers 

s. Ch. 

14 0 
12 0 
13 0 
13 0 
19 0 

Per maund 
of 3,200 

to IN 

: c:.llr 
3 12 
4 14 
fl 8 
6 0 

4- 13 
5 0 
5 13 
7 2 
7 15 

Seers 

,.,_. I ... --:- .,,_. -M • 'li . 
w.wl• i.u&J:l• w.wl• 811• JJ Dl· ...... ! -=1= :um mum mum 

j Rs. Pot~. 

mum: 

Sl I IOf 29 42 4i 

1926-27 .. 91 I lli 20 32 4! 

1927-28 • • Si I 10} 27 48 41 ! 
1928-29 .. lOt I 131 27 38 61 ' 

1929-30 .. 9t i 12 20· 
I i 

31 
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ofpricu. 

per Rupee 
:,,'!• • ·,I 

: ,, ·Remarks 
Paddy Cocoanuts Betel-nut Cardamom Peppel.\ ,. ~ ' per 100 .. 

7 8 9 10 ll I~· 

s. Ch •. Rs. a, s. Ch, s. Ch. s. Cl!. 

6 4(Rice) 
. I .. ~ 

5 13( .. ) 
5 15( .. ) 
6 8 
G 9 

! 
4 ll(Ril'e): 
6 12(" ) I 
u 2 ....... 
ll 3 
12 1 

. \ .• 
, ..... .... •'··-

10 3 8 6 1 6 0 3 0 13 
10 3 7 12 I 9 ' 0 3 '0 u: 
10 3 
11 6 
13 0 

8 0 I 9 0 3 0 .. II. 
6 12 1 9 0 3 0, It 6 9 2 .4 0 3 0 

1·. 

''f 

I. 



Questions awl A1wrers 

ExCisE DEPARDIEXT, )lt'HA:mr.mAx OFFICERS . 

.:\Ir. J. S. K.illRI ("Sorthern Di...-ision): 'Yill Governnwnt be 
1-·leased to state the present number of )Iuhammadan officers in the Excise 
Department and how many of them were recruited during the last three 
years, stating the posts to which they were appointed. 

The Honourable )lOL'LVI RA.Frt1:miX AIDLill: The pn'sent 
number of Muhammadan officers in the Excise Department is 45. Out 
of these six were recruited during the last three years ending 31st )larch 
1931, one being auointed as Superintendent of Excise, one as Inspector 
and four as Sub-Inspectors. 

)lr. SYED )ll"'XA WAR : Out of a total of how manv officrrs 
are these 45 .:\luhammadan officers ? • 

The Honourable )lOl'L VI RA.Fll'DDIX AH.:\L\D : I belie\"<' out of 
300 and odd. 

RETRE:XCBliEXT: DISCllARGE oF GovER:XliE:NT SERVANTS. 

)lr. G. )1. KALBHOR (Poona District): Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) from what offices, hands were discharged on account of 
retrenchment from January 1930 ; 

(b) the number of hands employed in such offices with their castes, 
designations, pay and period of seryice ; 

(c) the number of hands discharged with their castes, designations 
pay and period of service to their credit at the time of discharge 1 
The Honourable Sir GOVI~l)RA 0 PRADHAN : As retrenchment 

is in progress and must still go on, Government consider that it would 
~erve no useful purpose at present to gather the information, which 
would involve a great deal of time and labour. 

P Ansru.AL AssEsslrExr; ARE TARF P ARALI. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Satara): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

la) whether a petition signed by some 40 khateclars of Are Tar£ 
Parali, taluka Sa tara in Sa tara Dist ict, was sent in May 1927 and again 
in ::\lay 1929 and lastly in April1930 to the Collector of Satara statin;; 
that the Pat (water course) by which half the villagers used to get. 
water for their lands has ceased to exist for the la>t 30 years (since 
1900) .and requesting th~>refore that the Patasthal as~essment on their 
lands should be abolished; 

(b) why no reply has yet been received by the villagers; 
(c) whether an enquiry was made by the Sub-Divisional Officer 

~bout 18 months back; 
(d) what steps Government intend to take in the matter 1 

The Honourable ::\Ir. W. F. HL"DSOX: (a) In all two applications
one dated 29th October 1926 and the other dat:d 21st )Jay 1929-were 
u·ceived by the CJllector fr-:>m the villagers of Are Tar£ Parali in the 
matter. 
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(b) A reply was given to the villagers by the Collector on 9th April 
1~31. 

(r) The District Deputy Collector, C. D:, Satara, inspected the bandhara. 
personally on 30th January 1930. · ' 

(d) Does not arise. 
Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : The applications were made first in 1926 

and then ~,gain in 1929. Then the. Deputy Collector visited the place 
in January ~1930 and the reply was given in April1931. ·can Govern
ment explain this extraordinary delay in the disposal of these-
petitions ~ .. 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I am sorry I am not able to
give an explanation. The cause was official slackness. · 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : May I ask whether any enquiry will be 
made as to the delay and what steps have been taken on the 
petition 1 

The Honourable llr. W. F. HUDSO~: I can tell the honourable 
member what steps we are taking. We are giving remissions for this. 
year. I am looking into the mattet; myself and we shall decide what 
assessment should be recovered in future. 

Rao Baha.dur R. R. KALE: Tlie rules are tha.t when applicationS ~re 
made the matter should be investigated, but we find that these matters 
take such a long time to decide and grow more and more serious. . 

The Honourable Mr. W. F: HUDSON : I am qUite '(io:riic1ouit"-·ofthat: 
But I think this is rather an exceptional case. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~""'T: Next ques~ion. 

IRRIGATION WORKS : FINANCIAL RESULTS. 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT: Will GoverJ?lllent be pleased to place on the
Council Table a statement bas'ed on administrative accounts, Public 
Works Department Irrigation Branch, showing under the following 
heads the financial results for the year 1929-30 of outlay on a.ll Irrigation 
Works under the budget head 55-Construction of Irrigation, etc.-

Total capital invested to end of 1929-30 
on A-Irrigation Works. 

' 

(i) Total, productive works 

(ii) Total, unproductive works .. 

Grand total .. 

Percentage of net revenue 
on capital invested 

for 1929-30. 

The Honourable Sir G HUWI HUSSAIX : A statement ~ontainin(J' 
the information required is placed on the Council Table. . o 
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Slaftrrttnl &hOfl'ing jiMncial re,.UU of Jrri']fltiort Jrorl·1. 

Total capital inl"t>sfed to t>nd of 1929-30 
on A-Irrigation Works. 

Rs. 

Decca" a11d Gufarat. 

Productive -works 1,57,969 

Unproductive works .. 10,23,51,09.2 

Grand total 10,25,09,061 

Sind. 

Productive works 1,94,16,324* 

Unproductive works 2,54,93,565 

Grand total .. 4,49,09,889 

I
!Pel'l.'entage of\ 

netn<l"enue 
on capital 
inns ted 

for 
1929-30. 

1·16 

1•28 

1•28 

10·63 

t 

3·58 

ReJUarl•a. 

*Exclusive of Rs. 13,79,37,2i6 
invested in the Llovd 
Barrage and Canals C'.On. 
strnction Project. 

tThe net revenue ia a minus 
figure, hence no figure of 
percentage has been given. 

lluxHTYARKARS: 1\Iuswrs ·A..."D NoN-Musl'.Ills. 
Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): (a) Will 

· Government be pleased to state the number of acting 1\Iukhtya.rkars in 
Sind; . . 

(b) How many of them are Mussalmans and how many non· 
Mussalmans 1 

(c) Are Government aware of the sCheme framed by Mr. P. R. Cadell, 
C.S.I., C.I.E., I.C.S., late Commissioner in Sind with regard to the 
recruitment of qualified Mussalmans in Sind direct as Head Munshis, 

. with a view to increase the proportion of l\Iussalmans in Revenue 
Department ! . . 

(d) Under what conditions were these Head Munshis recruited l 
(e) What period· of tiu;le was specified for their training before they 

were appo:nted as 1\Iu.khtyarkars 1 
(/) For how many years was this scheme given efiect to and how many 

were appointed under this scheme~ 
(g) Will Government be pleased to st.a.te how many of these have been 

since promoted to the grade of Mu.khtyarkars 1 
(k) H none, when Government propose to raise them to the grade of 

Mu.khtyarkar as specified in the original scheme 1 . 
(r) Will Government be pleased to declare their policy with regard to 

the continuation of this scheme! 
!-i) Will Government be pleased to state whether they int..,nd to revive 

thlS scheme and if so, from wh.a.t year 1 
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The Honourable Mr. W. F. HL'DSON: (a) 32. 
(b) Mussalmans .7 

Hindus , . . . 23 
Others 2 

(c) Yes. The scheme was sanctioned by Government and published 
in a Press Note dated 31st llarch 1927. · · 

(d) and (e) The Honourable Member's attention is invited to the Pres~ 
Xote. It was placed on the Table in connection with the reply given to 
his question printed at pages 741-142 of Volume XXIX of the Bombay 
Legislative Council Debates and is again so placed. · : 

(j) The scheme was sanctioned experimentally for five years, that is to 
say, till the candidates in the third batch complete their probationary 
term of service. The number of candidates appointed since 1927 is 21 
in 3 batches of 7 each. ' · · 

(g) Of the 7 in the first batch, one died and another was d~clared unfit 
for appointment as Mukhtyarkar without further experience. ,The 
re:rn.aining 5 have been appointed to act as 1\Iukhtyarkars. The candi
dates in the second and third batches have yet to complete their 
probation. 

(h) Does not arise. 
(i) and (j) The working of the scheme during five years (1927-1932) 

is to be examined in 1932 when the candidates in the third batch recruited 
in 1929 should complete their three years' probation. Till then nothing 
<:an be said about the continuance or otherwise of the scheme., · 

PRESS ;NOTE. 

In pursuance of the policy of bringing about a fair representation of Musalmans in the 
Public Service of Sind, Government in 1918 adopted a systetn of making direct appoint
ments of Musalmans to the grade of Mukhtiarkars to the number of four a year. In 
11121-1924 no recruitment was possible owing to reduction of establishment caused by 
r~>trenchment and the necessity of absorbing the men already appointed, but in. 1925 
three appointments were m'.l.de. · · · · 

Experience has shown that the system of direct recruitment to the grade of Mukhtiar
kars hss several disadvantages. In the first place, men appointed direct do not possess 
8Ufficient experience to perform efficiently the difficult aud varied duties of a Mukhtiar
kar's post and in consequence the interests of both Government and the public suffer 
and undeserved discredit is brought on Mu.salman officers in general. ;Moreover although 
the number of Musalman Mukhtiarkarsis increased by the system of direct appoint
ment9, the number of Musab:~!tns in the Talub.a. offices tends. to decrease since 
:.\lusalman graduates try for direct appointments as Mukhtiarkars and do not accept 
lower places as no special facility is given them to rise from the lower rankB. It has 
al!!o been found th&t Musalman graduates do not accept quite good posts in other 
•lepartments because they prefer to wait for the chance of being $elected for the 
~rukhtiarkara' appoint~nta. , . 

Government. have given the subject their careful consideration with a view to devising 
a fresh scheme which would be of greater benefit to the administration as a whole and 
w the Musalman community in particular. Before adopting the scheme described below, 
Government have taken the opportunity of consulting Mu.salman opinion, which has 
been found to be in favour of the scheme. 

Under the scheme in each of the seven districts of the Province an appointment will be 
provided each year in the grade of Rs. 85-5/2-IOn, ta which a Musalman graduate 
will be appointed by direct recruitment. 1he total number of appointments made in 
this way will be limited to 21, which number will be reached by the end of three years, 
A Musalmang:raduate appointed to any of these posts will serve for theiirst six months 
as second !llunshi in a Taluka office, after which period he will be made a Taluka Head 
:.\lunshi. He will then be sent for a course of training and will be required to pasa the 
qualifying examination within three years from the date of his first appointment. ln 
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default he will revert as an ordinary padua k> clerk. After completing the pniod of 
three yean of training and after passing his qualifying exurination the selt:ctt:d <'andidate 
will be tried u a lllukhtiarkar in an acting vacancy as roon as this is pos&ible lcokinjl to 
·the state of the cadre, etc., and if found fit, will be confi1med in due roune. Qualif.u! 
Musalmana already in the grade of Ra. 85-612-100 are to have the sane claim fer 
promotion in the Mukhtiarkan' cadre as the new recruits, and Mul'&lman graduatu 
already in the grade of Ra. 30-6/2-80 will be held eligible for ~ct appointments under 
the new acheme. Once t.he maximum number of 21 appointrr.ents hu been reached. 
further direct recruitment to these posts will take place as vacancies occur by the appoint· 
ment of previously recruited Musalman graduates as Mukhtiarklll'!l; 

n will be seen tha' the new scheme provideafor a ('!(nsiderably larger number of Mueal· 
matl enfirants into the Public Service, the number of posts held by directly rerruitt>d 
Musalmans being raised from an existing maximum of four to a OOlllltant ti~nre of 21. 
It also gives security of tenure to such entnnts, sinre men appointed under the new 
scheme who fail to be confirmed as Mukhtiarkan will simply revert to a rlt'rical 
appointment instead of, as at present, being discharged from employment altogethu. 
Finally the men who are appointed as lllukhtiarkan will have had training, discipline 
and experience during their service a9 Head lllunshi, so that the general ffficit'ncy of tl e 
service will be increased. 

No. 7440/2!. 

REVENUE DEPABTliENT, 

Bombay Castle, 31st March 1927. 

Forwa1-ded to-

the Commissioner in Sind (with a request that the Press Note may l:e translated 
' ·into Sindhi and that printed copies may be distributed to the Editors of Sindhi 

Newspapen in Sind), 1 

the CommiSBiooer, N. D., 
tbe Commissioner, C. D., 
the Commissioner, S. D., 
the Commissioner, Bombay Suburban Division, 
the Commissioner of Settlements, 
all Collectors in Sind, including the Deputy Commissioner, rprer 8ind F10ntit"1', 
'the Director of Information, , 
the Private Secretary to His Excellency the Gonrnor, 
the Director of Publio Instruction, 
the Accountant General, 
the Oriental Translator to Government, 
the Educational Department, 
the Finance Department, 
the Home Department, 
the Editon' Tables, 
the Editon of Newspapers, and 
the Secretary to the Legislative Council (for the Reading Room for memlm of th 

Legislative Council). 

By order of the GoYernor in Council, 

A. S. V • .ACOTT, 
Deputy Secretary to Government. 

Khan Bahadur M: A. .K.Hl.;1IRO : May I know why those Head 
:Munshis who have had two years' training are not being given a chance 1 

The Honourable ?tlr. W. F. HUDSON: Three years is the time 
of training. · 
· · Khan Bahadur M. A. KliiDIRO : In view of the fact that the 
number of acting :Mussalman Mukhtiarkars is very low compared to 
the non-Mu.ssalman :Mukhtiarkars, can Government not reduce the 
period of training ! · 
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The Honourable ~Ir. W. F. HUDSON : I cannot reduce the period 
of training whiJh was laid down after very careful CQnsideration. 
Government must. also take into account the vacancies. I 

Khan Bahadur 1\I. .. .:\ .. KHUHRO : Will Government take into consi~ 
deration the claims of 'lllil.slims for future vacancies 1 

SYED 1\HRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Is it a fact that Muslim clerks 
are excluded from these posts 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I am certainly not aware of 
that. · 

Khan Baha~ur 1\L A. KHUIIRO: There are many actually acting· 
Mukhtiarkars, and why are not Muslim clerks being allowed a chance of 
being promoted 1 _ ·- . . ... - _ ~-·· . -

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I am not aware of that.· If 
the honourable member will quote any cases, I will look in~o them. 

. ' . . 

Khan Bahadur 1\1. A. KHUHRO: When the scheme ~s· sanctioried1 

for five years, why was the recruitment made orily for three year~ 1• 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: That was part ofthe schem~. 

LAND AssESSMENT REcovERIES: GuJARAT. 

1\Ir. M. H. MEHTA (Panch Mahals District): (l)'Will Govetnment 
be pleased to state what the recoveries of Land Assessment in' the· five 
Districts of Gujarat namely, Ahmedabad, Kaira, Panch Maha1s, Broach 
and Surat, respectively, were by the 15th of February 1931 and what 
was the percentage of the realization. to the total assessment due 1 

(2) In how many cases were Government obliged to attach the lands 
or other properties of the agriculfurists aind sell by auction fu realise 
the assessment 1 

(3) How many acres of lands.have been forfeited on account• of 
defaults in payment of the assessment and how much out of them. have 
been auctioned away. . · 

(4) Are Government aware that· many agriculturists in Kaira· and 
Surat Districts lef.t the British territory owing to Police Repression 1 

(5) If so, will Government state what steps they have taken to induce 
them to return 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. W. F. HUDSON: (1) A statement• containing 
the required information is placed on the Council Table. It is presumed 
that the Honourable Member is referring to the revenue year 1930~31 
and the information given relates to the current demand of this year.· 

(2) Property was attached in 357 cases, out of which it was sold1in 
129 cases. 

(3) 1,419 acres and 28 gunthas have been forfeited of which none has 
been sold. Lands were however forfeited and sold on account of arrears 
of the year 1929-30: 

(4) and (5) There has been no police repression. Some of the 
agriculturists from the Surat and Kaira Districts had voltintarily gone 
on hijrat but have now returned. 

MO Hb63-2 
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Statenwtl dotri11g IM rt(ortNtl of kuul !Hiuntt'lll i• Abt~dabad, Koiro, Parul 
JlaluJU, Brooc:l Gild S1rat dillridl by the 15/l Ftbrwary 1931. 

bt instalment. 2nd instalment. 

Name of district. 
Recoveries. Per rent. R~overies. Per rent. 

I Rs. Ra. 

Ahmedabad 
I 
I 3,86,22~ 60 33,063 'i ... 

Kaira 9,98,2-i5 87 1,31,979 13 
Panch Mahala 2,58,418 95 55,367 33 
Broach 24,393 20 l7,5i6• 1 
Surat 4,18,571 30 2,555 2 

LIQUOR SHOPS : K..&Ju.cm CITY il"D OTHER ToWNS D' s~o. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District) : Will 
Government ~e pleased to state- , 

(a) the number of the new liquor shops opened in Karachi city and 
other towns in Sind in 1930; 

(b) the locality in which those shops have been opened ; 
(c) whether the owners of the gutas (liquor shops) in Karachi city 

have been permitted )>y the District Magistrate, Karachi, to sell 
.liquor at theit: homes and in other places in addition to the gutas at 
any time during the night; 

(d) the names of the places where the sale of liquor has been specially 
allowed even after the fixed hours ; 

(e) the reasons for this special permission; 
(j) the period for which this permission is to last 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RA.FIUDDIN AlDIAD: (a) and (b) 
N'o new liquor shops were opened anywhere in Sind in the year 1930. 

(c) Sale at approved places other-than a licensed shop was permitted 
as explained in the answer to clause (e). 

(d) Karachi City and Cantonment, llirpurkhas town, Sukk:ur District, 
Hyderabad town and Cantonment, Nawabshah, Shahdadpur and Tando 
Adam. 

(e) In order to provide reasonable facilities for the sale of liquor in 
areas where liquor shops were severely picketted and where the molesta
tion and intimidation of customers amounted to undue interference 
with civil h'berties and freedom of trade, Collectors were given discretion 

. to allow a relaxation of hours of sale between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m. and to 
permit sales at approved places other than a licensed shop. 

(j) The relaxation of excise restrictions is no longer permitted in any 
of the places mentioned. 

RELIEI' Fm."D DISTRIBUTIO:S: Su.u.'t'R. 
:Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL :MAJID (Karachi District) : Will Govern· 

ment be pleased to state-
(a) whether it is a fact that the SuperVising Tapedar of Circle 

:Mahamudabagh, distric:t Sukkur, has been accused by people of 
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having exacted from them annas eight per head from the' Relief FlJ;nd 
distributed by him ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the people of Amil and Yari Nehr !lind 
Mahamudabagh villages in Sukkur District have made applications 
to the Collector and the Mu.khtiarkar in that connection ; 

(c) if the reply to (a) and (b) is in the affirmative, what action was 
taken by the authorities in the matter t · 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. · . · . 
{c) An inquiry was held by the Deputy Collector, Shikarpur, into the 

3llegations which were found to be false. 

AGRICULTURAL LAND : EXECUTION OF DECREES BY COLLECTORS. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Ka.rachi District): Will Govern~ 
ment be pleased to supply 'the following infol'IllAtion in a tabular form 
for the last five years :- · 

(1) Year. 
(2) Name of district. . 
(3) Number of civil court decrees for the auctioning of agricultural 

land forwarded to Collectors for execution. · · · 
(4) Number of cases for which postponement was granted. 
(5) Number of cases in which sanction for execution of decrees was , 

granted. 
(6) Total area auctioned in each district. . 
(7) Total amount realised from these auctions in each district. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The infol'IlJAtion required by 
the Honourable Member is not readily available and to collect it would 
involve an amount of labour disproportionate to the value of the results. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID: I want to know in how many cases 
Collectors of various districts have shown consideration to the zamin~ 
<Iars and how do you say that the labour involved would be dispropor .. 
tionate to the value of the results 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: To collect the information 
Government would have to employ a special staff. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Have Government issued any 
instructions to the Sind Civil Administration to take into consideration 
the present economic distress prevailing in that province while issuing 
or effecting execution of decrees against the agriculturists 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : That does not arise out of the 
question. '· 

" LAND REVENUE APPEALS ; DISABILITIES OF ZAMINDARS. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that in appeals made by zamindars in Land 
Revenue matters to' the Collector the zamindars are not shown and 
cannot get the copies of the reports or the statements made by the 
subordinates of the Revenue Department ; · · · . · 

Ko Hb 63-2a 
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(b) whether it is a fact that in such questions the zamind.ars do not 
possess the right of engaging a pleader to advocate their cause ; 

(c) if the replies to (a) and (b) are in the affinnative, whether 
Government propose to take any, and, if so, what steps in the matter t 
The Honourable Mr. W. F.lfGDSO~: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) No. 
SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SlUR: What are the reasons for n·ot 

giving certified copiea of the reports or statements made by the 
subordinates of the Revenue Department 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. Ht'DSOS: Surely the honourable 
member.is aware that copies of official correspondence are not given 
to private persons under any circumstances. · 

SYED MIRA.N M.AHO:MED SHAH : Is it· not right that they should 
be enlightened on these matters so that they may be given a chance of 

· refuting the arguments in the reports or statements of the subordinate 
officers t 
, The Honoura~le ~~ W. F. HtJDSON: That is a matter of opinion. 

SYED MIRAN 'MAHOMED SHAH : Why is it that they are not 
given the aid of legal advisers in the revenue courts 1 
· The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSOX: That is a matter of law. If 

the honourable member wants the law to be changed, it is for him to 
bring forward a Bill in this House. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : What is the remedy for these 
people then ! 

SYED MIRA."{ M.AHOl\JED SHAH: Is it not a fact that when any
body wants extracts from the Revenue Department he is charged ' 
always for the certified copies and also for the true copies and thus he 
has to pay double fees 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HlJ'DSON: I want notice. "' 

GOVERNllENT DEPARTMENTS IY STh"D: CORRUPTION. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Will 
Government be pleased to state-
. (a) whether; it is a matter of common knowledge that corruption 
is rife in Sind in almost all the departments of Government ; 

(b) if the reply to (a) is in the affirmative, whether Government have 
employed C. I. D. officials in every Department to report cases of 
corruption to Government ; 

(c) if the reply to (b) is in the negative, whether Government have 
taken any other steps to put a stop to corruption in consultation with 
the representatives of Sind 1 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSO~ : (a) Government are not aware 

that corruption. is rife in. Sind. If the Honourable Member refers to 
cher, msai a.nd lapo, he is. informed that every effort has been, and 
is being, ~ to stop these practices. 

(b) and (c) Do. not arise. 
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llr. SHALKH .ABDUL :MAJID: •I wish to draw the o.ttention·of<the 
Honourable ·the Revenue :t.Iember ·to the report of the :Cattle IJifting 
Commitke iu which responsible and important .officials i()f LGovernment 
have made 8tateroents .that corruption does exist in !the subordinate 
nnks ; and how does the Honourable ·the Revenue ·Member say that 
Gove:rnment are not aware that corruption is rife in Sind 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: The honourable member 
merely draws my attention to it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : In view of that report, how is it. 
that that fact is now denied 1 This is what the honourable member 
means. 

SYED MIRAN 1\IAHOliED SHAH : Does corruption -exist now .1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON.: That was not 'the question 
·which the honourable member Mr .. Majid asked. 

SYED lURAN M..ffimiED :SHAH : What steps bave been· taken 
to stop that corruption~ 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: The reply has already been 
given that if the honourable member refers tocher, rasai and lapo, every 
effort has been and is being made to stop these particular practices. If, 
however, the honourable member means the ordinary practice of bribe
tak-ing, which does exist in every country of .the world, -then this 
Government takes the same skps aa every other Government ; when 
.a case comes to light the offender is prosecuted. 

SYED lURAN MAHOMED SHAH : Do Government employ 
members of the Criminal Investigation Department to inquire .into 
.allegations of corruption 1 . . 

The Honourable .Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Certainly if any serious.:case 
is brought to the notice of Government, Government would employ the 
C. I. D. if it was considered suitable for their investigation. 

DACOITIES IN SUKKUR : PROSECUTIONS. ' 

SYED lURAN l\IAHO:.\IED SHAH (Hyderabad) : Will Government. 
be pleased to state-

(a) whether their attention has been drawn to the a.rticle3 in Muslim 
local papers complaining about the organisation set up by the Hindus 
for the purpose of prosecuting Mussalmans charged with rioting and 
-conun.itting dacoities in Sukkur in August last; , 

(b) if the reply is in the affirmative, whether Government ha.ve taken 
any steps in the m.atter; 

(c) if so, the results thereof! 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) The attention of Govern

ment was not drawn to articles of the nature referred to. It, however, 
came to the notice of the Commissioner in Sind that both Hindu and 
:Muslim papers were publishing provocative articles. 

(b) A press note wa':l issued by the Commissioner in Sind in which he 
.appealed to the publishers and editors of all papers to refrain from giving 
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publicity to any matter likely to cause bad feeling. The District 
Magistrate, Sukkur, also interviewed the editors of all Suklm papC'rs. 
and obtained their promises to stop publishing provocative articles. 
A copy of the Press Note referred to is placed on the Council table. 
, (c) There was a great improvement in the tone of the Press and the 
tension that existed between the two communities relaxed considerably. 

No. 736-CfXLVIII •. 

Karachi. 8th/9th Seprember 1930. 

PRESS NOTE. 

The Commissioner in Sind has noticed with deep regret that a number of editorials,. 
letters and statements have been lately appearing in the press on the subject of the recent 
riots and dacoities, which are calculated to ~xcite the feelings of one community against 
another. The allegations so made are often of the most exaggerated and inflammatory 
character and can serve no useful purpose. , The Commissioner in Sind therefore appeals 
to the publishers and editors of all papers in Sind to refrain from giving publicity in future 
tetany matter which is likely either to make the task of investigation into the crimes that 
have been committed more difficult or to intensify the tension which is now existing 
between the Hindu and Moslem communities. , 

G. A. THOMAS, 
Commissioner in Sind. 

SYED MIRAN MA.HOMED SHAH : Does any such organisation. 
exist against which complaints have been made by the papers 1 

The Honourable Mr. 'G. A. THOMAS: The attention of Govern
ment has not been drawn to any such papers. 

SYED MIRAN MA.HOMED SHAH: I think the .attention of 
Government has been drawn to these papers and I want to know 
whether they have enquired as to whether there existed any such 
organisation which assisted the prosecution of Mussalmans. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : I refer the honourable 
member to the first part of my reply to the effect that the attention of 
Government was· not drawn to articles of the nature referred to. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Is it not a fact that some Hindus 
of the town of Sukkur made f~lse complaints to the Enquiry Officer 
named Khan Saheb Sukhia 1 
. The HonoUrable Mr. G. A. THOl\IAS: Not to my knowledge. 

CRwmAL CASES: CINEMA AcTRESSES, BoMBAY. 

Mr. SYED MUNAW AR : Will Government be pleased to state-
( a) whether their attention has been drawn to the various newspaper 

reports regarding various alleged acts of conspiracy, black:rn.ailing and 
deception on the part of some of the " film stars. " during the last five 

, months· · · 
(b) whether their attention has been drawn to the articles in the 

Evening News of India. disclosing the fact ~~ there beiJ;t~ re~lar
organisations to decoy grrls of respectable fa~lies to lead VICIOUS lives 
as prostitutes ; 
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(c) whether any specific complaints or representations have ~een 
made to Government by individuals or institutions against such 
actresses and other persons concerned ; 1 

(d) if so, the steps taken by Government to bring such offenderS to 
book; ' ' · ' 

(e) the number of criminal cases pending in the_ courts of law in 
Bombay City and the Suburban District against persons of the types 
mentioned above and the names of the accused in such oases 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS : (a} No. 
(b) They have seen one such article. 
(c) No. 
(d) Does not arise. 
(e) None in Bombay City. · In the Bombay Sttburban District, there 

are three cases pending in the Courts. The names of the accused in these 
cases are:-

Case No.1-
(1) Fatm.a Begum, daughter of Ijiatkhan. 
(2) Sultana Jillani, daughter of Fatma Begum. 
(3) K. V. Acharya. 
(4) Saleh Mahomed Ismail .. 
(5) Kazi Abdul Latiff Londav. 

Case No.2- . 
(1) Sultana Jillani, daughter of Fatma Begum. 
(2) K. V. Acha.rya. 
(3) Sorabji Ardeshir Talathi. 

Case No.3--
·same as (1) to (5) in Case No. 1. 
(6) Sayad 7..aimul Abedin Sayad Valuddin. 

Mr. SYED MlJNAWAR: If there was no case pending against film 
actresses at the time. the answer to the question was prepared, may 
I know whether the attention of Government has been drawn to the 
Times of India dated 30th July which contains the caption "Well 
Known Film Actress Sues for Maintenance " 1 In that report of the 
court proceedings it is stated that coercion and fraud were practised. 
Has the attention of Government been drawn to this 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The article in the paper 
appeared after the honourable member had asked his original question 
and after the reply to it had been prepared and printed. Notice should 
therefore be given of a new question. . 

SUKKUR RIOTS : MURDERS. 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI (Western Sind): Will Government be pleased 
to state- . 

(a) whether it is a. fact that 30 murders of Hindus were committed 
by Muhammadans at Sukkur during the last Sukkur riot in August 
1930; 

(b) how many murder cases were challaned before any competent 
Court; 
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(c) were all murder cases challaned; if not, what are the reasons 
therefor; 

(d) how many persons were convic~d or discharged or acquitted. 
in each of the cases t , 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:llAS: (a) No. The number of 

Hindus so murdered was 19. ' 
(b) Six. 
(c) No; in the other cases there was insufficient evidence. 
(d) Four cases involving ten persons ;were withdrawn by the District 

Magistrate on the advice of the Public Prosecutor when it was clear that 
the evidence was insufficient to proceed further. In one case two persons 
were acquitted by the Sessions Court. In one case two persons were 
convicted by the Sessions Court and were acquitted on appeal. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. K.HUHRO: With regard to reply (d), is it not 
a fact that the Public Prosecutor on whose recommendation cases 
against ten people were withdrawn was a Hindu gentleman l 

The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THOMAS: Ten cases were not with· 
drawn; only four were withdrawn. I do not see how the supplemen· 
tary question arises. 

SIWIDADKOT TALUKA : SEPARATION FROM UPPER SIND FRONTIER 

DISTRICT. 

Mr. S. S. TOLA.l>\1: (Western Sind) : Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the Hindus and Muhammadans of 
Shahdadkot Taluka in Upper Sind Frontier District have protested 
and sent a representation to the Commissioner in Sind requesting that 
their taluka. be not detached from Upper Sind Frontier District ; 

(b) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, what steps have 
Government taken in the matter 1 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUD.§_ON: (a) Yes. 
(b) The Deputy Commissioner toured in the taluka and after discussing 

the proposal with a great many zamindars and with the Shahdadkot 
panckayal found that there was scarcely any opposition to the transfer. 

GOVERlli'lf.E..'i'T SEBV ANTS : REDUCTION OF SALARIES. 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI (Western Sind): (a) Will Government be 
pleased to state whether it is a fact that the Indian members of the 
Retrenchment Committee of the Bombay Presidency are of opinion 
that retrenchment should be made from the top commencing with the 
officers of the Imperial service downwards ! 

(b) Has there been a difference of opinion between the Indian and 
European members of the aforesaid Committee 1 

(c) What are the reasons for not starting the retrenchment from the 
higher officers in the Bombay Presidency 1 

(d) Wba.t steps have Government adopted to see that the retrenchment 
.in the Eervice and the salaries is made throughout the whole service from 
the top to the bottom 1 
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The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : The honourable 
tnember is referred to the report of the Committee. 

BILL No. XX OF 1931 (A B.ILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
REGULATION AND .CONTROL OF TRANSACTIONS IN . 

COTl'ON .IN B.OMBAY). 
Question again proposed : 

".That the Bill be read a. first time." 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I think the disoussion has ·gone 
~n for a sufficiently long time on this Bill, and if I at all give more 
honourable members a chance to speak, it will be to a . limited 
number and for a very short period. The honoura.ble member Rao 
Bahadur Patil. 

Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Sir, I rise to 
oppose the first reading of this Bill for the. sirD.ple reason that it 
indirectly encourages speculation, and speculation ;is nothing but gamb
ling and speculative business has ruined many persons and will ruin 
many more. Of course, if you, Sir, look to the provisions of the Bill and 
to the discussion that has gone on for the last few days, you will 
find that the interests of the agriculturists are at stake because if 
honourable members encourage forward transactions, these will have 
an indirect effect on the prices of cotton which is grown by the agricul
turists. Therefore, the interests of the agriculturists are to be 
considered. From this point of view, I may submit that the views of 
the agriculturists ought to be invited as they are the growers of cotton. 
The Wiles Committee did not invite the opinions of the 'agriculturists 
but only those of the Director .of Agriculture and ,the Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies. The honourable member Mr. Wiles .has stat~d 
in his speech that the members of this honourable House should not 
throw out the Bill in a hurry. I think .it has got some force, ,bu~ ~ay 
I tell him in return that the Government also should not proceed with 
the Bill in a hurry? Therefore, I submit that the Government should 
be pleased to invite the views of cotton growers who form the bulk of 
the agriculturists, and I think it will be better for the honourable 
members of this House to examine the pros and cons of the l3ill after 
knowing the views of the agriculturists. I do not think, Sir, that 
anything will be lost if the consideration of the Bill is postponed to the 
next session. Now, the Act which is sought to be amended by this Bill 
will cease to operate in the year 1932. Therefore, I do not think there 
is any hurry to proceed with the Bill. So, if the Government is pleased 
to postpone the consideration of the Bill to the October session, and in 
the meantime invite the opinion of the agriculturists, it will be 
very much better in the interests of the cotton growers. The question 
will arise, how are we to know the views of the agriculturists 1 
The views of the agriculturists can be ascertained through the district 
local boards and agricultural developme:ut associations which contain 
a very large agricultural element. Therefore, the views of thei!e various 
bodies should be invited, and unless and until this is done, 
I submit that this Bill should not be proceeded with in this session. As 
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for myself, I am firmly of opinion that there ought to he freedom 
of trade, and I do not require any control on cotton trade as con
trol destroys competition, and in the absence of competition naturally 
agriculturists will suffer by not realising the he~r prices which 
they would get when there is healthy competition. From this point of 
view, I am opposed to the principle of control. I m.ay submit, 
Sir, th.at the trade h.as been going on for a long time, and for years and 
years together there was no necessity for such a measure, and thus there 
was no necessity to control the trade. Simply because during the War 
the prices of commodities increased abnormally, G<>vemment control 
was necessary. It is only under such exceptional circumstances, in my 
opinion, that G<>vemment should interfere. I know that Government 
are ac!!l8ted with the best of motives. Thev have no self-interest 
wh.ataoever in proceeding with this measure. They are doing so at the 
instance of the traders. But then, why should the Government not 
consult the wishes and views of the agriculturists as well in the 
way I h.ave indicated ! 

In conclusion, I submit that the Gonmment would be well advised 
in not proceeding with the first reading of this Bill at this session. They 
can do that very well at the next session. Then we shall be in a position 
to know the views of the various district local boards and agricultural 
development associations. With these few remarks, I conclude my 
speech. 

· Rap Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar District): ·Mr. President, 
we h.ave been listening to this debate for a pretty long time, and all that 
could be said on both sides h.as no doubt been said. But the mental condi
tion of the average member of this Honse is almost the same as described 
in Charles Dickens's novel, wherein one character cries out "that 
Codlin is my triend and not Short." The point is, who shall be 
our friend ! My position, Sir, is this. I have considered this Bill to 
the best of my ability. I should think that the fact must he boldly 
faced th.at the farmers and the agriculturists come in a very small way 
as far as the consideration of this Biltis concerned. After looking into 
the Bill itseH, it appears to me that it is conceived more for regulating 
the trade amongst cotton merchants and others who are interested in 
the trade. I think the various operations from the point at which cotton 
is sown until it is marke~d must J>e put before the House. I must say, 
Sir, th.at the Cotton Markets Act, for the better regulation of cotton 
markets in the Bombay Presidency, which was enacted in the year 1928, 
is allowed to remain a dead letter as far as the Bombay Presidency is 
concerned which, I should think, is a very great mistake. If these cotton 
markets were properly regulated as expect~d under that Act, the 
grievances of the common farmers would disappear, and all these 
committees can join together in the interest of the growers themselves. 
No doubt, Sir, the traders have to do with this trade from the very 
beginning. They finance the trade. Here credentials may be asked for, 
and I will give my credentials. As chairman of a co-operative central 
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bank for over 20 years which makes advances both to the traders and 
the agriculturists on this, what is called, the money crop, and out of 
which the debtors usually pay their debts, I know that the agricul
turists borrow and, as a matter of fact, pledge their crop in advance; 
and they take money either from the village sowcars, or from the 
district sowcars or, fm: the matter of that, from bigger interests. They 
borrow large amounts of money and their method is to pledge the crop 
at so much per khandi, to be delivered when the crop is ready. There 
are various abuses by which the merchants cheat these farmers. There 
is short weight. As a matter of fact, sometimes a palla, which is 120 seers, 
is calculated at the rate of 130 seers, and there are so many abuses by 
means of which the farmer is ~ulc~ted. There is that grievance. Before 

. the cotton comes to the market-Lam speaking from a knowledge of 
certain facts-anywhere between 60percent. and 70 per cent. at least will 
be found to have changed hands, and is more or less the property of the 
traders. There are very few genuine agriculturists who can, as a matter 
of fact, afford to keep their goods for a very lo11g time. As I have said, 
they are financed from the very beginning by the traders ; their crop is 
pledged, and therefore they have nothing to do with the prices themselves 
ruling on any day, except the prices which would be given to them by 
the traders, local or otherwise. After the cotton once goes into the 
hands of the traders, the traders themselves are concerned and I am sure 
that out of about 35lakhs of bales. in Bombay every yearJ .not even 
5 per cent. will be found to be owried by borrowers. And may ~ tell 
this honourable House that, in the last two years, when prices have been 
falling, it is the agriculturists who have benefited and it is the traders 
who have suffered losses. 1 · 

An Honourable 11IEliBER : Question. 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : Yes, the agriculturist has benefited, 

because in the first year when the prices began to fall the agriculturists 
got the prices which were ruling when they pledged their crops; and those 
prices were higher than the prices that obtained when they gave delivery 
in November or December and April or May; therefore, they secured 
better prices than the traders themselves who had to wait. Under those 
circumstances, if these facts are correct, I should think that th~ present 
representation which is intended to be given to the growers, namely, 
one-eighth, may perhaps be a little inadequate, but I do not think that 
it is so inadequate as to justify us in throwing out the Bill. On the other 
hand, the trade no doubt, as at present organised, has infused credit in 
mercantile circles, through the business principles of this association. 
As a matter of fact, there is no doubt that it can be improved upon 
having regard to all the interests, but still the point remains that so far 
as the European and Indian interests which at one time up to 1892 were 
divergent in which our Indian traders felt that their self-respect was 
wounded has been healed and now Europeans and Indians are rubbing 
sh.oulders in building up a world trade. It is certain and clear to my 
mmd that the East India Cotton Association, if it is improved on a proper 
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basis, will be my first love. Therefore that is the basis on which we 
ought to build. Under these circumstances I have decided to support 
the first reading of this Bill. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : I should like the honourable 
member to state why he thinks that the Cotton Markets Act is a dead 
letter. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: It has not been enforced. 
Mr. R. D. BELL·: A cotton market has been opened in Dhulia. 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: That was only last January and a · 

solitary instance. . 
Rao Saheb B. G. DESAI (Kaira District) : Sir, I rise to oppose the ' 

:first reading of Bill No. XX of 1931. In the first place the question is · 
whether it is at all expedient to undertake such a legislation as this. The 
Honourable the Finance :Member and the honourable member Mr. Hari
das lladhavdas who represents the East India Cotton Association have 
told us that the principle of the Bill has been accepted by this House by 
-placing on the Statute Book Act No. I of 1919 and Act No. XIV oi 1922 
for nine Jong years and that the present Bill is nothing but the ampli
fication of the said Acts on the same lines. But from the proceedings 
of the Council when these Acts were passed into law it will dearly appear 
that the Act I of 1919 was passed against great opposition and the Act 
XIV of 1922 was passed only by a very narrow majority. It will thus 
give the House a clear idea as to the conditions and circumstances under 
which the principles were accepted and the said Acts were passed. There 
is therefore no justification or reason for this House to perpetuate the 
principles of those Acts any longer by sanctioning the present Bill. 

The Honourable the Finance Member while presenting the Bill 
to the House, has informed us that the main object of this Bill was 
to prevent speculation. If we now look into the debates on Act No. I 
of 1919 and Act No. XIV of 1922, we have the authority of Sir Purshot
tamdas who said that it was very difficult to draw a line of demarcation 
where genuine business ends and where speculation begins. In the light 
ot that statement made by a respon11jble person like Sir Purshottamdas 
Thakurdas, I would ask this House to say whether it is possible at all to 
stop speculation,-where it is obviously difficult to distinguish it from 
genuine trade without affecting the very trade itself. Let us consider 
whether the East India Cotton Association, which was established with 
the object of preventing speculation, has been able to stop speculation 
since its inception. Instead of preventing speculation, its members 
are known to indulge in all sorts of speculative transactions much more 
than before under their preoent character. Even the HonJurable Sir 
Cowasji Jehangir and the honourable member :Mr. B. F. :Madon have 
declared during the debates in this very House that no act of legislation 
can prevent gambling and speeulation. It would thus be entirely futile 
to attempt to check speculation by any legislative enactments beyond 

· the existing law which declares all wagering and gambling transactions 
as illegal and void. 
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Another ground on which the Bill is objectionable is the sole 

monopoly of trade it intends to han dover to one single association, na~ely, 
the East India Cotton Association. The East India Cotton Association 
has hardly justified its existence during the last nine years· of its career. 
It will appear beyond doubt from the discussions that have· taken place 
on the floor of this House that it has not inspired confidence in the mi:D.d 
of the public by its working and control of trade in the public interest. 
The violent protests that the honourable members. of1 this House 
representing the Presidency have raised against the working of the East 
India Cotton Association for the last nine years, leave no manner of 
doubt that tl.e worh."ing of· the· association was· neither successful' 
nor beneficial to the various interests of cotton trade. Therefore the' 
object of the Bill to vest the monopoly in a handful of members of the· 
East India Cotton Association cannot be accepted 1 or-· the· principle· 
underlying the Bill cannot be allowed any longer lease or trial for· it has 
had sufficient trial and experiment already. · 

Then, Sir, the Bill is objectionable on the ground that it empowers the 
East India Cotton Association to fix the prices of all classes of cotton for 
all purposes of trade. It has already been pointed out by the honourable: 
member the Thakor Saheb of Kerwada that this form of fixing the prices 
should not be vested in the East India Cotton Association. But in. reply 
to the said argument it was pointed out by the honourable member the 
Finance Secretary that the power of fixing the prices is not given: to the· 
association. But on comparison of the wording of similar sections in 
Acts of 1919 and 1922 with the wording of the present clause in the Bill. 
before the House, it will clearly appear that the wordings in the said. 
sections are " Fixing and declaring the market rates "while in the present 
Bill the words are " determining and declaring the market rates ". l ask 
the honourable member the Finance Secretary topointoutwhatdi:fferenoe 
if any he can draw between the aims and objects of these provisions 1 · 
I for myself do not see any difference in the phraseology of the old Acts 
and that of the present Bill, so far as the question•of fixing the prices of. 
cottons is concerned, Then, it is provided in the Bill that1 the rates:,so 
fixed should be binding on the members of the Association; It may howM 
ever be observed here that there are no doubt very wide powers that· the· 
Bill aims at investing the East India Cotton Association with. Such a. 
delegation of powers to rule the prices o£ cotton all over the country is 
unknown and has no parallel in the cott~n exchanges of the world, 
Again we are told that the East India Cotton Association have always. 
abused their powers in: their own interests in the past and raised·and 
lowered the prices of cotton as it suited their selfish interests, regardless 
of the interests of the· agriculturists and the upcountry traders and 
even the general interests of cotton trade of the country· as a. whole~ 
GenuiM trade cannot countenance DJ.onopolies of any kind, but means 
only tree and healthy competition and· cannot tolerate any restraints· 
on private rights and freedom of contract such: as the one the pres~mt• 
Bill seems to advocate. · 
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Then, there is a clause which makes Yoid and illegal any transaction 

entered into except through one or the other member of the East India 
Cotton Association. Now as is well known to all the honourable members 
of the House the East India Cotton Association is composed of buyf:'rs, 
consumers and exporters and the agriculturists haYe no adequate re· 
presentation on that body. It will be rf:'membered that the Act I of 
1919 and the Act XIV ot 1922 were both vehemently opposed on the 
ground that they did not safeguard the interests of the agriculturists 
whose interests as sellers do conflict with and are diverse from those of 
the purchasers. Besides the constitution proposed in this Bill for the 
formation of the central board of control is highly detrimental to the 
interests of the agriculturists and hence the Bill is objectionable. It was 
stated that it is not possible to find a suitable panel for the election of 
agriculturists on this Board. But it may be pointed out that thf:'re are 
many agricultural associations. I do not know much about Surat 
district, but in the Kaira district there are various agricultural 
associatic.>ns and organisations established all over the district. If these 
bodies are taken as the constituency, it is easy to bring in elected 
representatives of agriculturists to represent them on the board of the 
East _India Cotton Association. Thus the principle of the Bill so far as 
I can see is that it gives a monopoly into the hands of the East India 
Cotton Association which consists of buyers and merchants who ate 
interested in keeping down the prices as low as possible in order 
to purchase cotton at the cheapest rate from the growers, which is surely 
objectionable and no one regardful of the interests of the growers and 
producers can assent to. Again the Bill is objectionable inasmuch as it 
proposes to legalize transactions known as the so-called teji ma.ndi 
options. What are these transactions but mere speculation 1 In 
legalizing these transactions, the Bill is legalizing nothing but speculation 
which it is its ostensible object to curb and prevent. Again, the dealings 
in the so-called Hedge Contracts are equally objectionable and are 
a mere device to secure profits to a coterie of monopolists of the East 
India Cotton Association who possess vested interests in the trade. 
It is also quite well known to the House that all previous measures, 
namely, the Indian Cotton Control Committee established under 
the Defence of India Act as a temporary war measure of emergency 
for six months only as well as the subsequent Acts No. I of 1919 and 
XIV of 1922 which took its place were meant in the first instance to 
remain in force only for a particular period but were subsequently 
extended for a period of nine years not at the request of the agriculturists, 
nor at the request of other trade associations, but at the request of the 
East India Cotton Association, who were anxious to retain their 
monopoly of the trade as long as they could conveniently secure it in 
their own selfish interests. At any rate the honourable member 
:Mr. Haridas has not been able to make out a good case for the East India 
Cotton Association, and has failed to carry the House with him nor has 
the honourable member Rao Bahadur Bhimbhai who has talked more as 
a dealer than as an agriculturist throughout his speech has carried the 
House with him in fa'\"'our of the East India Cotton Association. 
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Now I come to the various provisions of the Bill. The Bill is 

generally objectionable on account of its penalising clam.e as well 
as the wide powers that the Bill proposes to leave to the East India 
Cotton Association for making its by-laws. Besides the constitution 
of the Board of Directors in whose hands the active control of the cotton 
trade is sought to be placed is too narrow and gives preponderance· to 
onlv one set of trade interests to the exclusion of the agriculturists and 
the. upcountry trade associations who are directly concerned. It is 
proposed to give two seats only to the agriculturists on the board and 
that too by nomination by some institution known as the Indian Central 
Cotton Committee which is hardly known to the agriculturists and can-; 
not bo regarded as really representing the agricultural interests of the 
growezs and producers of cotton in this Presidency. 

Therefore taking all these points into consideration, I do not se~ any 
reason why the East India Cotton Association should be invested with . 
the legal powers to monopolize the entire control of cotton dealings, by 
the instrumentality of legislation sanctioned by this House. to the 
-exclusion and annihilation of the noble institutions like the Bombay· 
Cotton Trade Association and the Bombay Cotton exchange', which have 
iunctioned successfully and efficiently since over half a century past and 
against whom even the numerous and sturdy supporters of the East India 
Cotton Association have not been able to say even a word, and I am 
confident that the House will leave the various cotton trade associations 
in this presidency to evolve a well disciplined and finest cotton exchange 
worthy of the name and reputation of the Presidency, by voluntary and 
private arrangements and seWement of petty di:fferences amongst them
selves and thereby work its own salvation and refrain from taking this 
most unusual step of interfering with the freedom and independence of 
trade by legislation as had been promised in unequivocal expressions 
in the past by the very responsible Honourable Members of this House, 
the Honourable Sir Carmichael, the Honourable Sir Cowasji Jehangir 
and the Honourable Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola, who were in charge of the 
Bills that have resulted in Acts No. I of 1919 and No. XIV of 1922, and 
I trust that the House will abide by the same. With these remarks, 
I oppose the first reading of the Bill and trust the House will throw 
it out. 

Mr. V. N. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Mr. President, coming 
as I do from a cotton-growing district, naturally I am anxious to see that 
the agriculturist, that is the grower of cotton, gets a good price for his 
produce. We all know that when in certain years the agriculturist gets 
a bumper crop the price for his produce is comparatively low. Last 
year, when the cotton crop was satisfactory, as the ruling price was very 
low, the agriculturist instead of being in a better position was in a worse 
position. Now, Sir, the attitude of the representatives of the rural areas 
to this Bill will be decided by the effect that they think this Bill will 
have on the price of cotton . 

. Acco~ding to the Bill, the control over.transactions in cotton in Bombay 
w1ll be m the hands of the Board of Duectors of the East India Cotton 
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Association, and the Board will consist of sixteen members, four 
representing the buyers, four representing the sellers and six represt>ntin•' 
the brokers, and only two representing the growers. That goes to sho; 
that· the grower is not sufficiently represented, and the whole control 
of this institution is in the hands of buyers, sellers and brokers. The 
suggestion made by the honourable member Rao Bahadur Naik that 
fifty per cent. of the members of the Board should be representatives 
of the agriculturists was ruled out of order by the Wiles Committee. 
I think, Sir, any institution which deals with the welfare of the people 
must have a majority of the people on its controlling board. The only 
justification, if there is any justification, for the existence of this associa
tion is that it is for the welfare of the growers. If that is so, naturally 
the growers must have a substantial representation on the body which 
is to control the affairs of the association. If Government do not want 
to give substantial representation to the growers, then, Sir, I do not 
understand why Government should seek to give any representation 
to the buyers and sellers. Let the board consist only of brokers, as in 
foreign countries. If buyers and sellers are given any representation, 
it. seems to 'be reasonable and fair that the growers should be given 
substantial representation on the board of directors of this association. 
We all know the plight to which the agriculturists are reduced at 
present. Therefore if Government want to give preference they should 
give preference to the agriculturists. But this Bill will do quite the 
opposite. This Bill seeks to perpetuate the dominance of certain vested 
interests in this association, the board of which, as constituted as present, 
consist mainly of exporters and millowners. When we look to the 
character of the business of the so-called buyers and sellers of this 
association we find that the nomenclature "buyer" and "seller" is 
misleading .. Buyers and sellers of this association mean one and the 
same people; they are ·mostly millowners and exporters. Naturally, 
these people want to buy as cheaply as possible. The brokers can be 
independent persons, but obviously they would be in the hands of these 
big people. So, when it is in their ~terests to buy cotton as cheap as 
possible, it is their interest to see that the price of cotton is kept as low 
as possible. I admit that this association cannot keep prices permanently 
low, because prices in the main are determined by world conditions. But 
all the same, I think there is a great deal of force in the contention that 
they cari manipulate the prices temporarily, and this power of 
manipulation is likely to be grossly abused. Therefore, Sir, there must 
be an assurance from Government that the board of directors of this 
association will be completely overhauled and that the agriculturists 
will'be given substantial representation on it, amounting to as much as 
50 per cent. as was urged before the Wiles Committee. The honourable 
member 1\Ir. Wiles smiles! But Sir, I have already submitted that the 
only: justification for an institution of this kind is that it is working for 
the welfare of the growers and that as the growers themselves can look 
after their own interests better than others, it follows that they should 
have a large representation on that ~stitution; · There must therefore 
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be an assurance from Government that there will be substantial represen-
tation of the growers. . · .. , . 

It seems to me that the bye-laws of the association and the articles of 
association pertaining to the constitution of this association should be 
placed before the Council for sanction. That is a very important thi?g. 

The question as regards control-whether there should be control, and, 
if so, who should exercise that control, whether control should be unitary 
or not has been dealt with by the honourable member Rao Bahadur 
Naik. He has clearly shown the necessity for control of cotton transac-
tions and for unitary control. · , , 

Now, Sir, there is some mis:understanding as regards the word 
'control'. This Bill does not seek to give control to Government but to 
one association which is called the East India Cotton Association. , Instead 
of Government exercising the control directly, they are to get it done 
by the association. Government is to sanction the rules and regula
tions of this association, but that does not amount to control· by · 
Government. If that is called control, then every honourable member 
of this House can be said to be under the control of Government, 
because he comes to this honourable House as a result of Government 
legislation. Government will have power only to sanction the bye
laws and rules and regulations, and it is obvious that that does 
not amount to control. The honourable members Mr. Kama.t and Rao 
Bahadur Naik have explained why unitary control is. necessary~ ·To 
me it is absolutely necessary, if there is to be control, that control 
1\houlJ be Unitary. For the better regulation of transactions· and for 
stopping over-speculation, it is absolutely necessary that the control 
must be vested in one single association. 

There is also another misunderstanding. Some of my . honourable 
friends seem to think that the East India Cotton Association is some· 
thing of a monopolistic combination-somrthing like the trusts they 
have in America or the cartels in Germany. The character of the East . 
India Cotton Association is quite different from those monopolistic 
combinations. Here there is no restriction of trade whateveJ: . with 
regard to the individual members of the association: ·the various 
c:omponents ot this body are independent as regards their trade. Here 
it is not a single combination which is controlling any commodity. 
The East India Cotton Association does not itself trade. It is the 
members of tl1is Association who trade and they are quite independent. 
Therefore the question of giving monopoly by this Bill to the East India 
Cotton Association does not arise, The sellers and the buyers come 
together in one Association just for the proper regulation of the trade. 
Their powers of trading are not restricted in any way by such. an 
A.~sociation. 

Now, Sir, some of my honourable friends think that if there are more 
&!isociations, it will be 'better for the growers. But to me personally it 
appears that one single institution like this-if Government accept the 
suggestion that the board should contain a suitable number of growers' 
representatives-where the growers are represented to the exte:p,t of 
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50 per cent., is a far better institution than nrious institutions 
controlling the trade where the farmers and growers are not rrprtSt'nted 
at aU. There is nothing to prevent these diflerent associations-when 
they come to find out that they are losers by working independently
from coming together, and if they come together the grower has 
no remedy. But this is an institution where the grower will be 
substantially represented and where his interests will be properly 
looked after by the representatives of the growers. But I must 
say that the present system of unitary control is worse than no control, . 
. because the association at present is dominated by interests that an~ , 
not quite friendly to the grower, becaWle they want to buy the cotton' 
as.cheaply as possible. · 
· There is a great controversy . between the East India Cott(ln A8so

ciation and the Mahajan Association. Various allegations have been 
made by these bodies one against the other. We need not go into 
details with regard to these accWJations. What we want for our ; 
· purpose,• is a large body of cotton dealers who will compete '"ith one 
another in !1 healthy spirit of rivalry and who will owe allegiance to a 
common authority. The only difference, as far as I can find out, in the 
constitution of these two bodies is that in the East India Cotton 
Association a member has to fay a deposit of Rs. 20,000 while in the 
Mahajan Association he has to pay Rs. 4,000 and' the unit of trading i-; 
100 bales in the East India Cotton Association while it is 10 bales in the 
Mahajan Association. If this institution, i.e., the East India Cotton 

. Association is democratised, it is quite possible to bring all the Associa
tions under· one association. At present the inttrests of these two 
associations as against the growers are not divergent from each other. 
They can combine with one another any time to the detriment of the 
grower. Rather than let these two associations combine against him. 
it is better for the grower to have one single association where be will 
be substantially represented. However, I have my own doubts as 
regards the future constitution of the East India Cotton Association. 
I do not think that Government would be willing to accede to the wisheR 
of the non-official members on thiSside and give representation to the 
growers to the extent of 50 per cent. In that case I do not think it 
would be advisable to support this Bill. I think it would be better if 
the Government will withdraw the Bill and bring in a new Bill 
after considering all the sugge~tions and after framing a constitution 
which will properly represent the grower. If they do that, the pext Bill 
would be palatable to this side of the HoWle. 

Mr. C. N. PATEL (Kaira District) : Sir, I rise to oppose the first readin~ 
'of this Bill. In the first place, I must say that legislative sanction for 
control is not necessary. The trade should so organise itself as to 
·engender a feeling of security among its members and make it impossiblu 
for rival institutions to exist altogether. Much has been said here about 
there being control in other cotintries. I submit that there is no control 
in Liverpool, New York and other places. I can give the examples of 
these countries because I have procured the books relating to cotton 
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· industries in various countries. There is no such control in 'other 

countries which is sought to be thrust u.Pon the cotton trade in Bombay. 
The articles of Association of the Liverpool Cotton Association provide 
for entering into partnership with rival institutions. So the very fact 
that rival institutions can exist gives a deathblow to the arguments that 
have been brought forward as regards unity of control. ' 

As regards the argument that speculation ought to be prevented as 
far as possible, instead of controlling speculation, impetus has been given 
to speculation by the Cotton Contracts Act of 1922. One of the terms 
of reference to the Wiles Committee was to enquire into the working of 
the Cotton Contracts Act and I submit that the Wiles Committee have 
failed to do that. Examination into the working of the Cotton Contracts 
Act would mean an examination into the working of the East India 
Cotton Association. But looking to the constitution of the committee: 
it was not possible, because most of the members of the Wiles Committee 
were members of .the East India Cotton Association and as ~uch they 
could not be expected to do justice to the question. Had that question 
been gone into, we should surely have established a case fordoing away 
with the East India Cotton Association, an examination into .th~ 
working of the East India Cotton Association would have shown that 
the Act has been used to give benefit to the purchasers of cotton at the 
expense of the agriculturists. Prices nave always been kept low, that· 
being in the interests both of millowners and exporters -who constitute 
the majority in the East India Cotton Association and its board. of 
directors. Transactions are entered into not with a view to take actual 
delivery but merely for speculative purposes. It ha~ seldom been heard 
that delivery of cotton has been taken in forward contracts, Persons 
who want to buy cotton thus manage to keep the prices low by specula
tion and then go to the cotton districts and make purchases there. 
The East India Cotton Association should put their own house in order, 
Their members have not been observing the by-laws laid down and. we 
are asked to give them more power so that they can go on breaking their 
own by-laws. The by-laws are honoured more in the brJJ.ach than in 
the observance. There was a fixed time limit for trading and, as the 
report of the Wiles Committee will show, the members never observed 
these rules. On the other hand, speculation is going on at all hours of 
the day. · 

Then, again, the transactions in new crops which are generally done 
in the month of May are begun at a much earlier date and there also the· 
by-laws of the East India Cotton Association are violated; many of the 
members knowing full well that the transactions in Katcha Khandi and 
other wagering contracts are against the by-laws, are still carrying on 
the transactions. Many members ·and even directors indulge in 
speculations. The East India Cotton Association is controlled by 
muccadarns and brokers who have their own separate associations and 
they set up rival institutions and conduct them in ways best suited tQ 
themselves. · · 
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It has been said by the honourable member Rao Bahadur ~aik that 

his constituency (Surat District) is in favour of the Bill. I think, you, 
Sir, have received various representations from different parts of the 
Presidency and amongst them· there is a protest sent in by the agricul
turists and merchants of Surat district on the 9th July 1931 which dearly 
shows that the honourable member's views are not shared by his 
constituency. There WE.'re numerous such prott'sts and thE.'y all go to 
show that if anybody is in favour of the Bill, it is the UH'mbers of tl1e 
East India Cotton Association alone. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: May I interrupt the honourable membt'r. 
for a inoment: Sir! May I know the names of the signatories to that 
protest from the Surat district ! 

Mr. C. N. PATEL: ...... Patel from Surat district. He is himself 
a cotton grower and supervisor of the Cotton Sales Society of the district. 
I doubt if my honourable friend is in a better position to speak for the 
growers than that gentleman. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: [Inaudible.] 
Mr.' C. N. PATEL: I submit that it is fully representative and that 

protest has much more backing than my honourable friend's views have. 
' It has been suggested that there ought to be unity of control. As 

regards the unity of control, I submit that it should not be vested in the 
East India Cotton Association because that Association has failed in 
discharging its duties properly. It has kept down the pricE.'s arbitrarily, 
which has acted to the detriment of the growers. 

Prior to 1918 there was no such control and the law of the land was 
quite sufficient ana strong enough to put down all wagering transac
tions. ·All forward transactions, according to the law then existing, 
where in no actual delivery was contemplated, were void and thE.'y WE.'re 
not enforceable in a court of law. What happens at present is that no 
actual delivery is contemplated ; only differences are paid and specula
tion is going on. The figures quoted by the honourable member 
Mr. Surve of the differences paid during the period of the working of the 
East India Cotton Association from 19'11-22 to 1929-30 will show that 
the amounts of ,cotton transactions in that Association aTe very huge as 
compared to the actual deliveries of cotton. In 1921-22 the differencrs 
paid on the exchange of that Association amounted to Rs. 12,19,91,565 
whereas actual bales delivered were 1,32,000 and odd. This would 
show that when most of these transactions are entE.'red into actual 
delivery is not contemplated and therefore they are purely speculative 
and wagering transactions. Such speculation under the aegis of the 
East India Cotton Association is not to the interest of the growers and 
we should not perpetuate an association of this type. 

The honourable member Rao Bahadur Bole quoted the name of an 
influential member of the East India Cotton Association-Mr. Chunilal 
\Iehta-a member and director dealing in thousands and thousands of 
bales per yE.'ar without ever contemplating actual delivery of a single 
\lale. Then what about ordinary membE.'rs ? Are we going to perpe
tuate by this legislation a system and an association which enco~ages 
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speculation on such a hngA scale 1 I submit, Sir, that it is we, the non.; 
official side of the House, who represent the growers of cotton in 
this Presidency and we think that to pass this bill in its present form: 
would not be in the interests of the poor agriculturists. · · ' 

As regards unitary control, if any control is necessary, then it should 
·be placed on the lines of the Liverpool Exchange or some other 
Exchange. There, there is no statutory control but the control is 
t>xereised by the members of the cotton trade themselves and it is 
voluntary contro1. Such voluntary control ought to be developed and 
no monopoly should. be given by means of a legislative measure. 
Moreover, by eliminating other associations dealing in cotton, you will 
be throwing out a large body of persons on the streets because they will 
lose their employment and in this manner you will only be adding to the 
existing economic distress. Gambling in cotton will not be stopped 
but will go on under the aegis of the East India· Cotton Associa
tion. We should give a free hand to those who desire ·to deal in cotton. 
Let us give them all a chance and see how that works; We have seen 
the working of the East India Cotton Association for nine years and no 
good has been done by it. Let us now give a chance to all the people 
concerned to carry on free trade and let all those institutions that want 
to do business in cotton have an opportunity of doing so for a year or 
more, and let us see how that works ; let us see whether that works to 
the benefit of the agricultu~ists. After all, our primary duty here is to 
look after the interests of the agriculturists and if we find that after a year. 
or so the agriculturists suffer as the result of free trade in cotton, then · 
we can think of imposing some kind of control for w;hich of courst: at 
present there is no necessity,. · . , ,. . 

Now, I would appeal to the Government benches and ask them one 
question-is it the interests of the East India CottQn Association which 
they want to protect by this measure or is it the interests of the agricul
turists-as suggested by the honourable member the Finance Secretary, 
which they want to promote by bringing forward this Bill1 I submit 
that the agriculturists and the growers are best represen~ed by us, the 
non-official members, and we are convinced that this measure would 
work a considerable hardship on the growers. I would request· the 
Government benches to refrain from voting on this Bill when it is put to 
the first reading, and this procedure will give the House an idea of how 
exactly the non-official side feels about the provisions of the Bill, I am 
sure that if my suggestion is accepted, the verdict of the representatives 
of the rural areas will go against this Bill and if in spite of that 
the Government decide to use their official votes and to get the 
Bill passed, then that will prove that it is in the face of the opposition 
of the representatives of the rural areas that Government carry through 
this measure. If Government have the slightest care for the, opinions 
of the representatives of the people, they should abstain from voting and 
they should give an opportunity to us to show whether we would 
or would not have a measure of this kind. 

With these few remarks, Sir, I oppose the first reading of this Bill, 
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Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay Cnin•rsity}: Sir, a point has 
just struck me which does not appear to have been taken into account 
in framing the provisions of this Bill which, howHer, says something of 
options in transactions. As a matter of fact the outline of the Bill is 
so scanty and meagre that there are many things which require to be 
filled up, and in fact the opposition speeches show that there is a great 
deal of room for numerous provisions to be introduced, so much so that if. 
the Bill is taken to a select committee, it will emerge from the dE'libna tions 
of that committee in an almost revolutionised state. The Bill as it stands 
now seeks to legalise option contracts. This option contract is at present 
doubtful or illegal. When therefore by this legislation you are going to 
legalise optional contracts, then I would suggest to the Honourable the 
Finance Member who is the mover of this Bill to admit some provisions 
by which such optional contracts can be taxed. For this purpose I can 
refer him to an enactment in America which is given as an appendix to 
a book called "Organised Produce,Markets" by Mr. Smith. In that 
,appendix you will lind that a tax is imposed of 20 cents a bushel on every 
bushel involved in a contract of sale for future delivery. It also providPs 
for hedge contracts and other· protective measures in the interests of the 
growers. That is the objective of a control legislation, to minimise 
speculation and to keep it down. Whatever is in the interests of the 
legitimate protection need not be taxed and just as in the rase of betting 
there is a betting tax, I do think that this point may be considered in the 
select committee if at all this option business is going to be legalised. 

Mr. C. W. A. TURNER: I move the closure, Sir. 
, The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I accept it. 

Rao'Bahadur R. S. ASAVALE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I do not 
want to take much time of the House now because for the last two days 
the 'subject has been fully discussed and I shall therefore confine mysrlf 
only to my own amendment and show why it has been moved by me. 
It is only for this reason that I am fully convinced that there should be 
no monopoly given to any particular body in this trade. It has been 
amply demonstrated in this House by almost every non-official honourable 
member who has spoken while opposing this measure that if monopoly 
is given to the East India Cotton Association by legislation, the result 
'will be a great loss not only to the agriculturists hut to a large number 
of small merchants throughout the Presidency, and also to the Govern-
ment. By giving monopoly to one particular association which is the 
'East India Cotton Association· mentioned in this Bill, what will you 
achieve t You will only add to the large number of suicides by prominent 
merchants which we have already witnessed, and you will bring ab~Jut 
considerable unemployment among the small merchants who have bern 
thus far indulging in cotton trade. The responsibility for such a state of 
affairs will be on the shoulders of the Government if such a big havoc 
results from the passing of this legislation. 

I acknowledge that there should be some kind of unitary control, but 
I contend that that control should not be left in the hands of a particular 
association or even the Governor in Council but it should be left to suc·h 
an association as would be approved by the Legislative Council. The 
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framing of constitution and rules must rest with the Legislative Councit 
If the Honourable the Finance 1\fember gives a promise that he would 
allow this thing to be arranged and to consider what sort of an institution· 
should be given the power to exercise unitary control, then I would have 
no objection to the proposed measure being carried at the first ryading. · 

It has been argued here by those official and, nominated members 
that the East India Cotton Association mentioned in the Bill has done 
a great thing in the interest of the agriculturists, the cotton growers but 
from the speeches made in this Council in the year 1930 at the bridget 
time when there was a token cut on 34-Agriculture, it has been brought 
to our notice what good has been done by that association for the agricul
turists. I shall quote from a speech of one .member of the East India 
Cotton Association itself, Khan Bahadur Vakharia:. That will.prove 
the kind of association the East India Cotton Association is. At the 
time of speaking on 34-Agriculture and on the motion for ,token cut 
moved by the honourable member Mr. Deshpande, Rao Bahadur 
Vakharia said (Vol. XXVIII, page 999) :- · · , . · . ·. 

"Some of my honourable friends ma.de 'remarks about; the · East India Cotton 
Association. I am sorry I am one of the members of that assooiation. . . 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: If the honourable member is sorry, let 
him resign his membership. · · ' · · · 

Rao Bahadur P. R. VAKHARIA: I cannot help it: I have to do business and, if 
I am not a member,! cannot do business with them. It is their monopoly., Before 
the formation of the East India Cotton Association, there were two cotton associations 
in Bombay, the Cotton Exchange and the Bombay Cotton Traders' Association. 
They were managing very well. But at the time of the War, this Ea.st India 
Cotton Association was constituted. In the East India Cotton Association 
they have introduced hedge contracts, and the system of hedge contracts is 
beneficial only to those cultivators who can deal with this association, but there 
is not a single representative of the cultivators in this association. There are six 
panels in this association, viz. the exporters, the millowners, the brokers, the mukadams, 
the commission agents and the importers. Well, Sir, the commission agents and 
mukadams look after the interests of the sellers, but these people have to work with the 
exporters and millowners and all the others, who also take the side of their 
party, whichever it may be. But owing to this association, I say with certainty, that 
the cultivators are suffering heavy losses in prices. Some four or five days ago, we were 
Rs. 42 below parity and today we are about Rs. 30 toRs. 32 below parity. Since the 
last two years the parity has remained between 24 and 42. This year it was the highest, 
we were Rs. 42 below parity. In this way, that burden also falls on the shoulders of the 
agriculturists." . 

I will now draw the attention of the honourable members to page 1015 
of the same Volume XXVIII. A question was put to the Honourable 
Mr. Jadhav, the then Minister of AgricultU.re, as regards the East India. 
Cotton Association and see what he replies :- . . . : , 

"The Ea.st India Cotton Association had to face a very serious indictment from one 
who is a member of it. As the wearer knows where the shoe pinches, and as 
I am perfectly ignorant of the affairs ef the East India Cotton .o\ssociation, I accept what 
has been said on the floor of this House-that the East India Cotton Association is a body 
tllat is robbing the poor cotton cultivator of some of his profits. Of course I am open to 
correction and I should like to hear the views of other members who are interested and 
think it their duty to ju~tify the existenC'e of that association." 

Then the present Honourable Minister of Agriculture, Dewan Bahadur 
Kambli, who was then a non-official member, asked :......:. 

" Am I to understand that early steps will be taken to abolidh that body?" 

to which the Honourable Mr. Jadhav replied: 
"It i~ for thiH Hou.se to decide. I am entirely in the hands of thi• House," 
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whereupon the then honourable memb('r Rao Saheb D. P. Dt'Sai saiJ: 
.. Bring in a n.-pealing hill •• .tJl the n.-presentativt>s of the agrit'nlturillt~ op110ft>d that 

bill wbea i~ wu brought in t.bia Council " 

upon which the Honourable Mr. Jadhav ob!t<'rwd: 
•• They were not in a majority unfortnnalt>ly " 

when Rao Sabeb D. P. Desai said : 
" They were beaten by one vote " 

which remark was followed by one from tht> th<'n honourabl<.' memh<'r 
Mr. B. G. Pahalajani who said: 

"Sir Ibrahim's vote". 

I need not quote further. I feel that I have made out a very strong ca~ 
for the refusal of any monopoly to the East India Cotton Association 
or any other association which is not approved by the Legislative Council. 
I would only remind this House of what the Honourable the Financf' 
Member said when introducing this Bill, viz. that the main object of 
Government in presenting this Bill is to prevent speculation and gambling. 
But, Sir, what has been proved by the spel"Ches of the honourable 
members in this House for the last two days1 It has bet>n proved that 
not only there is speculation going on in cotton trade in the city 
of Bombay amongst other persons other than the members of the East 
India Cotton Association but it is carried on to a greater extent 
amongst the members of the East India CottonAssociation and it has not 
been pointed out or made clear to this House that any steps as provided 
in their constitution were ever taken against such member or members. 
The representative of the East India Cotton Association who has been 
called out here as an expert admitted that one of the members once had 
speculated very heavily and he had to commit suicide. There are so many 
other persons in Bombay who have been ruined by heavy speculation. 

Mr. HARIDAS MADRA YDAS : I never said that anybody 
committed suicide. 
· Rao Bahadur R S . .ASA. VALE : I would ask him whether Mr. Umar 

Sobani, who was a member oi the A!sociation, did not commit suicide. 
He has also admitted that speculation is going on among the members 
of the body which is empowered to control the trade. On aecount of 
the monopoly of control given to thls body, they speculate to a larger 

, extent, and the growers and the sellers of cotton, the agriculturists, are 
being ruined on this account. · 

Sir, it has also been stated that the representatives of the exporters, 
importers, brokers, muccadams and millowners should be on the body 
by a majority. But these are all one. and the same ; they do not belong 
'to difierent interests. The exporter sends his men to the districts 
to buy cotton for him and when he brings the cotton into Bombay he is 
called an importer, the same way is the case of broker and muccadam. 
The exporter or an importer can have his own man as a broker or 
a muccadam when he is a member of this Association. Even some of 
the millowners can have a member on the body of the East India Cotton 
Association, a broker or a muccadam of his O\\"ll and thtlil ean have a 
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monopoly of the trade of cotton. Therefore, Sir, I ask whether 
such association can work satisfactorily in the interest of the cotton 
growers or small merchants who are not the members of this East 
India <kltton Association. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE:XT: The honourable member is repeat-
ing arguments now. . 1

: 

Rao Bahadur R. S. ASAVALE: Sir, I am not going to repeat; I ain 
going to conclude my speech. So, I have made out a very strong case 
that a monopoly to such an association should not be given. The control 
should be with an independent body which has no connection wit~ the 
cotton trade whatsoever. - · . 

The Honourable Sir GOVi~l)RAO PRADHA ... ~ : · :r.Ir. President: 
various speeches have been made in this House in favour of this Bill and 
against it, but I was surprised to hear from some of . the .honourable 
members that they think that the Wiles <klmmittee was .a nook 
and corner affair. ~rtainly, it was not. That a committee represen: 
tative of various interests and bodies was going to be appointed was 
actually made known to the. whole public. The committee prepared a 
questimmaire, and it was wrong to say that the questionnaire was not 
sent to agricultural associations. The honourable member for East 
Khandesh (Rao Baha.dur D. R. Patil) stated that the 'agricultural associa.~ 
tions and development associations and co-operative credit · 8ocieties 
should be. consulted. I say they were consulted. Not only were they 
consulted, but the questionnaire was sent to them, to every body, to every 
person who was connected with the cotton trade, to. every person who 

. was connected with the growers, to every such association. . · 
Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL: On a point of information. Were the 

district local boa.r<h consulted ! 
The Honourable Sir GOVIXDRAO PRADHAN : The district local 

boards have got nothing to do with it. The agricultural development 
associations are the bodies which ought to be consulted. What has a 
district local board got to. do with the growing of cotton 1 Do the 
district local boards grow cotton 1 Are there any representatives of 
eotton growers on those bodies 1 · 

Rao Bah.adur D. R. PATIL: Oh, yes; there are. 
The Honourable Sir GOVHU>RAO PRADHA.."i : I m:ust differ fro~ 

the honourable member. Members of district local boards are certainly 
not growers of cotton. There may be exceptions, but it is not a quali
fication-that a grower of cotton will be a member of a district local 
board. [lt!Urruption.] 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ and the TH.AKOR or KERW ADA rose. 
The Ronoura.Lle Sir GOVTh'DRAO PRADHAN : I( every blessed 

member is going to get up, I am not going to yield. •. · 
The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T : The honourable· member' has 

certainly been excited by the attitude of honourable members opposite: 
but the word "blessed" is unrJarliamentary. . 
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· It must be known tAl honourable membe~ by now, as thev have read 
the Standing Ord('rS ovtr and over again, that while an· honourable 
member is addressing the House if another honourable member stands 
np ro say something, the honourable member addressing must show 
whether he yields. If he does not yield, the honourable nwmber 
interrupting must resume his seat . 
. Dr .. M. K. DIXIT :'Are we blessed ID('mbers, Sir? 

The Honourable the PRESIDE:ST : The Honourable :Member was not 
right in saying so. 
' The Honourable Sir GOVTh'I>RAO PRADH.AN : So, Sir, as I was say
ing, the questionnaire was prepared and it w~s sent to everybody concern
ed. Then the. committee went on sitting day after day. Then the report 
of the committee was made public. Then the Bill was prepared, ba!!!ed 
upori that report. That Bill was sent for opinion, and after the opinions 
were collected, this Bill has been brought into this honourable House. 

Rao Saheb R. V. VAJ\'DEKAR : How many agricultural association!'! 
were consulteil ! 
· ' The · Honourable Sir GOVIJ\'DRAO PRADHAN : Whatever 
agricultural associations were . known to Government were commlted. 
~ have said that. . 
: Rao Saheb R. V. VANDEKAR: What was their number 1 
· The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : I do not carrv the 

number in my head, nor do I know how many such associations 'there 
are· in the Presidency. So, all such associations were consultetl; 
if anybody says that they were not, it is wrong. 
· Then, Sir, it was said that the two members appointed wero 
not really representatives of the growers. One of them (Rao Bahadur · 
B. R. Naik) is sitting in this honourable House, He has told this House 
that he was really a grower of cotton. He does not dabble in the sale of 
cotton as a trader. Of course, he has got to sell his OVI'll cotton, but that 
does not mean that he is a cotron trader. Because I have got to sell 

. my paddy, that does not make me a paddy trader. Rao Saheb Shirhatti, 
the second member of the committee, is also a grower of cotton. It is the 
unanimous opinion of the committ.€ethat there should be control of the 
cotton trade and there should be control by one body. That is 
the unanimous opinion of the whole committ.€e, including the two 
representatives of the growers. 

Now, Sir, what is the principle of this Bill? I have all along 
been saying that the only two principles of this Bill are whether there 
·should be regulation and control of the cotton trade or not, and if that i~ 
accepted, whether that control should be exerrised by one body or by 
more than one body. Those are the only two principles of the Bill. 
. The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : I must correct the Honourable 
Member; the third principle is that if there is to be control by one body, 
that body shall .be the East India Cotton Aasociation. 

The Honourable Sir GOVI1\1JRAO PRADHAN: Yes, I am coming 
to. that .. I made it perfectly clear that the East India Cotton Association 
'was a body which came under the Act of 1922, but it was open to this 
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honourable House in the select committee to change the constitution of 
that body and to give that body any other name, the Western India. 
Cotton Association, the Southern India Cotton Association, or, for the 
matter of that, the All-India. Cotton Association, or any other name they 
liked. I made it perfectly clear that there shall be no objection in. the 
select committee to change the constitution of this body or its name: 

Then, Sir, some honourable members say that there should be 50 
per cent. representation to the growers. I should like to tell them that 
they must have noticed the difficulty which has been pointed out in the 
report that, in the first place, this is a trading body; then it has got 
c()ntinuous sittings from day to .day ; that it is located in Bombay and 
the representatives ot the growers will be from the mofussil ; and that 
emergent meetings are held at a. moment's notice. How are the 
representatives of the agriculturists to attend the meetings 1 Then~ 
further, the representatives of the agriculturists are given the right to 
be honorary members without their having to pay any fee for membei
ship. Honourable members must have noticed that the , deposit 
of Rs. 20,000 is not required from the representatives of the growers. · 

Then I must point out to this honourable House that in the year 1927 
all the representatives in this House thought it necessary that there should 
be such an Act as the Cotton Markets Act ; they did adopt that Act. 
Why~ Was it to control the cotton trade~ Certainly not. That Act 
was intended, as the honourable House is aware, for the benefit of the 
growers. That Act provided for the appointment of cotton committees. 
That Act also gave the cotton committees power to make rules and by
laws for regulating brokerage, weights and measures, and. such other 
matters, and for regulating the trade in general. Honourable memberS 
will also please remember that the present Bill is for the City of Bombay 
and the Island of Salsette. It has got absolutely nothing to do with the 
mofussil. In the mofussil you are at liberty to sell co'tton in any way 
you like ; you may trade in any .way you like. Let there be a ready 
contract or a forward contract or anything you like .. For the mofussil, 
in order to safeguard the interests of the growers, in order that they may 
not be deceived by false weights, that they may not be deceived 
by excessive commission charges, the Cotton Markets Act was passed 
by this House, and it is in force. It is an enabling Act. If the cotton 
committees are not appointed, it is not Government's fault. · . 

Then, Sir, some honourable members stated "We are the represen· 
tatives of the agriculturists; we have the agriculturists' interest at 
heart." But is that the monopoly of honourable members1 Have the 
Government not got the interests of the agriculturists at heart ~ It is 
even in the interest of the Government itself to safeguard the interests 
of the agriculturists. Why is it assumed that the interests of the 
agriculturists are safe only in the hands of the representatives who are 
elected, and that Government--- . . 

Rao Bahadur D. R. PATIL: I have never said so. 
The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: Not the honourable 

member, but some honourable members did say that. So it is not the 
monopoly of the representatives who are elected, but the Government 
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Members also have the interests of the agriculturists at hl'art, b('('au~t> 
they have. got to see t~at the agriculturists are contt'ntt>d and happy. 
· Then, 81r, a suggestion was thrown out that Gov£>rnmf'nt 1\hould frame 
rules and by-laws, and evf'ry association that obf'ys tho~e rules and 
by-laws should be allowed to tradt>. That means thf're should bl" no 
unitary control, but tht>re should be Government control. But somt> 
honourable members got up and said that Go\·ernment ought not to 
dabble in this matter. I quite agree; that is quite right. '\'by should 
Government dabble in this matter! Thf'y do not want to do it. That 
is exactly the reason why Government RaY that it should be the work of 
an association. The association makes the rules and by-laws, Govern· 
ment merely supervises. So, these rules and by-laws are to be made 
by an association~all it by whatever name you like, whatevf'r may hi' 
its constitution-and these rules and by-laws will be scrutinized by 
Government ; the association will exercise control. 

Many of the honourable members are making a mistake in confounding 
the East India Cotton Association with its individual membf'rs. The 
~ast India Cotton Association is a different body ; it is a body whirh is 
controlling and regulating the trade in cotton. If the individual membt'rs 
ot that body gamble, it is not that body that gambles. This honourable 
House is one compact body ; if the members of this House gamble or do 
anything else, the House does not do it. So, please make that distinction. 
The East India Cotton Association is a different body from its individual 
members. 

Mr. M. 11. KARBHARI: May I know if Government have reserved 
powers in their hands to control the maladministration of this association 
during the first three years1 If not, does it not mean that you are handing 
over absolute control to that body for three years and thereafter again 
the period will be extended 1 
'·The Honourable Sir GOVISDRAO PRADHA.~: The powers which 
Government have are explained in the Bill .itself; in the Bill itself every
thing is explained ; I cannot explain anything further. The Bill says that 
the rules and by-laws shall be framed hJ the association, but they will be 
subject to supervision and control by Government. After the rules ancl 
by-laws are passed by Government, they have got the force of law. 
· Then, Sir, there is another misapprehension which was tried to be 
removed by the honourable member .Mr. Wiles. He said it most 
emphatically more than once that the association does not lay down the 
prices,' that it merely registers the market price for the day. If the 
market price fluctuates from Rs. 190 toRs. 500, all that the East India 
Cotton Association says is, "Let us say that the market price for a 
particular kind of cotton to-day is so much," and that is the settled price. 
It never dabbles. It has not got the power, when Rs. 250 is the price, 
to say tliat it shall be Rs. 50. Let it be remembered that no power is 
vested in the association to decide that a particular price shall be the 
price of the day for a particular variety of cotton. It merely registers; 
it merely determines and decides according to the fluctuations in rates, 
as to what the market price of a particular kind of cotton is and declares, 
" To-day the market price of this variety is so much." · 
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Then, Sir, as regards the point that even ready contracts are not to be 

entered into except with the help of this body, as the honourable member 
the Finance Secretary explained, ready contracts are to be regulated 
by this body in so far that no excess brokerage, no excess commission~ 
and no excess charges are levied from the person who.deals in. ready 
contracts. There is nothing to prevent ready contracts being entered 
into by anybody who is not a member of the East India Cotton 
Association. Then, I may point out that it is not in the interest of 
growers to have merely associations which deal in pharak. It was asked; 
where shall we stop this gamble 1 It is impossible to do it. But we are 
trying to minimise it .. That is our object. What is speculation 1 Every 
trader speculates. He goes to buy in the cheapest market and sells in 
the highest market. Even a petty shop-keeper does it. Othe:rwise he 
is not a good shopkeeper. There will be no trade without speculatio~. 
But let it be within proper bounds. Let it not be of such a nature as to 
ruin families and persons and make them insolvents. · We are trying to 
regulate speculation and keep it within proper bounds,. ·.. .: ·· . . 

Then, it is suggested that , there should not be a penal clause. 
If honourable members will read the Wiles Committee report they· will 
find that the wagering contr&cts were (lriginally void and not. enforce~ 
able in law. If there is a. wagering contract and if the parties settle the 
difference among themselves, there is nothing to prevent them from 
doing so. But if it is taken to a court of law, it is null and void~ That is 
the only distinction ; but even the provision of a penal clause does 
not prevent such bodies as are existing frorri dealing in· wagering 
contracts. This question also can be discussed in the select committee, 
as I have already stated. . · . · . 

Then, it was suggested that clause 8 should be deleted. The honour
able member Mr. Wiles has already given an assurance that if it is not 
wanted, it shall be deleted. But this is a matt-er of detail. 

Then, the question of contracts of sales made in the mofussil 
was raised. How does this Bill come in the way of those sales~ 
M.any of the poor agriculturists who have got 20 or 30 bales. of cotton 
sell out their cotton then and there. , The honourable member irom 
Ahmednagar stated that they have to pay loans. In that way, . what 
is there which comeR 1n the way of these agriculturists in this Bill1 
It is only when cotton is sent to Bombay, voe want some regulation 
of speculation. We do not want too many middlemen. W'hat is the 
object of co-operative societies 1 They try to remove the middlemen, 
so that there may be direct connection between the producer and 
the consumer. Let the middlemen go away. If there are too many 
middlemen, the producer is fleeced and the object of this Bill is to 
eliminate the middlemen, because they specul~te for their own profit. 
They do not work for the interest of the growers. Is it urged that the 
members of the Mahajan Association, who circulated so many pamphlets, 
are working in the interest of the poor agriculturists l ·They have 
started this association with a view to put more money into the pockets 
of the big growers. [lnterntptwn.] It was stated that they too should 
)lave their rights. It is a <J.Uestion open for discussion in lhe select 
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committee. I most emphatically say that Government have <onsi
dered all these questions and they honestly believe that this Bill i:i in 
t.he interest of the growers of cotton. Government have brought this 
Bill for the sole ohject of, if not actually remo\'ing, minimising !lpecula· 
tion as far as po.~sible. So, if this Bill is thrown out at the first readin~, 
the re"ponsibility will be upon this honourable House. Government 
have done their duty and they believe honestly that this Bill is in the 
interest of the grower and they have brought this Bill with the best 
of intentions. 

Question put. House divided. Ayes, 44 ; Noes 41. Motion carried. 
··'Division No.8. 

Ayes 
AliDt'L LATD' HAJtliA,JBAT KHu, Khan NAVLE, lllr. N.' E. 
, Bahadur. l PABULIKAB, Rao Bahadur L. \'. 

AsAVALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. . PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
BHUTTo, Sir SHAH NAWAZ : PATEL, Mr. C. N. 
BoLl, Rao Bahadur S. K. I PATtL, Rao Babadur D. R. 
DHALUMAL LILA.&AX, Mr. PATtL, Mr. N. N. 
DESAI Rao Saheb B. G. i PATtL, Rao Saheb V. S. 
DESAI, Mr. H. R. PRADJUN, Rao Bahadur G.\'. 
DBSAI, Mr. S. B. RasALDAR, Mr. A. K. 
DuiT, Dr. M. K. SHAIKH ABort Aztz, Mr. 
GHULAM NABI StuH, Khan Bahadur SHAIKH ABDUL l'tlAJID, ltlr. 
GoKHALB, Mr. L. R. SHANURRAO JAYARAlii.RAO Zt'NUR• 
GovBR RoBA, Mr. BAO, Mr. 
JITBKAB, Mr. HAJJ IBRAHIM SuavB, Mr. V. A. 
,JoG, Mr. V. N. Sun MIBAN l'tlAHoliED Stu8 
KADBt, Mr.J. 8. Suo MunwAB, Mr. 
KALBHOR, Mr. G. M. TALPt'B, Mm BANDER ALI KuA~ 
KABBHARI, Mr. M. M. Tnuoa or KERWADA, Sardar BnASAHED 
KBUBBO, Khan Bahadur M. A. RAISINHJI. 
KULKARNI, Rao Saheb P. D. ToLANI, Mr. 8. S. 
MAotuvsANO JoRBtui, Mr. VAISJUMPAYAN, Dr.\'. G. 
lliHTA, Mr. M. H. VANDEKAB, Rao Saheb R. V. 
1\loaB, Mr. J. G. \V.&on, Mr. B. P. 
NUlDBORAO BuDtuJIRAo,llr. 

Ttllu11 JQF the Ayu: Dr. M. K. DIXIT and Rao Bahadur S. K. Bou. 
Noes 

ABBJICltOMBIE, Mr. J. R. I KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. rK.AxAT, Mr. B.S. 
BauTTo, WADEllO WAHIDDAK.SH lLLABl·l KAMBLI, the Honourable Dcun Bahadur 

BAX.SH. s. T. 
BoW11BS, )lr, P. L. I LELY, 1\lr. W. 'G. 
BRANDER, Mr. J. P. MACKLIN, Mr. A. S. R. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H. 1\lonu, Rev. R. S. 
Baown, Mr. D. R. H. · • I NAIK, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
Bl'LLOCKK, Mr. A. GnnLu:. OwEN, llr. A. C. . 
Cnmoor, Mr. P. R. PB.&DHAN, the Honourable Sir Govindrao 
Cwuu, Rao Bahador G. K. PRATI!R, llr. S. H. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. RArtt:DDUt AHMAD, the Honourable 
CoLLt!ls, )Jr. G. F. S. lllonvr. 
·Coon, Mr. G. H. SHAittH YAKt'B VAZIB MAHoMED, Khan 
D'SouZA, Dr. J. ALBA.IIi Bahadur 
EwBANX, }fr. R. B. SMART, Mr. W. W. 
GARBETT, Mr. J. H. 8ounr, Dr. P. G. 
GBt'LAJI HrssAm, the Honourable Sir Tumus. the Honourable llr. G. A. 
H.lBtDAI MADHAVDAS, Mr. TrBNEB, Mr. C. W. A. 
HARBISON, Mr. C. S.C. VAKIL, Mr. PESTANSRAH X. 
HrosoB, the Honourable Mr. W. F. VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir UtS'N'II · 

· J.&l.f ldAHOIIllD KRAJC, Khan Bahadur JEJUNOIB. 
Jous, Major W. Eu18 Wu.u, Mr. G. 
· Ttllu• J()F 1M N ou: Major W. EW& Jons and Mr. S. H. hATER1 
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The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHA.~.'{ : Sir, I withdraw the 
Bill. 
. The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, CJrder. · There is one 
particular matter that I wish to bring to the notice. of honourable 
members and which they must remember for their future guidance. 
I have ruled Lefo~:e that smoking is not permitted within the precincts of 
this Hall. I noticed several honourable members doing that. When 
a ruling is given, it is given to be obeyed and followed. 

Now, Government business is finished, and private business .will be 
taken up. ·Six: days have been allotted by His Excellency for private 
Lusiness. Four and a half hours count a day. Therefore, ·calculating 
the number of hours for the remaining five days, I shall have to. stop 
private business when that time is finished. · 

Resolutions is the first item of business. According to the under
standing &rrived at between both sides of the House, the resolution 
which stood in the name of the honourable member Mr.: Jog has 
been permitted to be redra.fted, and it is in my hands. · I have given 
permi<;sion to the honourable member Mr. Jog to move the redrafted 
reSQlution as his own. 

I ,·1,' 1 • ; j 

RESOLUTION REGARDING REDUCTION OF SALARIES OFt ... 
GOVERNMENT SERVANTS. · .· ··· ... 

' . 
Mr. V. K. JOG (Dharwar District): Sir, I beg to mov~·the fqllowing 

resolution-
This Council, whilst of the opinion that a radical reform reducing the salary s~~~~s ~nd 

number of public servants in all departments is the proper way of putting the finances of 
the pre~idency on a safe basis, looks with disfavour on the recommendations in the ad 
inJerim report of the Retrenchment Committee appointed by Government resulting· in 
any curtailment of the activities of the nation-building department11 which would tend 
to give a set-back to these departments, and considers the recommendations in the 
ad tnlerim report of the P.etrenchment Committee regarding the public services as 
inadequate, and, therefore, recommends to Government that the scale of salaries of all 
Government servants including t.he AU-India, Provincial and Su hordinate services in all 
Government departments be reduced as per the following schedule with effect from lst 
September 1931: , , ; 

5 per cent. per mensem from salaries of Rs. 51 to 100. 
10 Do. do. do Rs. 101 to 250. 
15 Do. do. . do. Rs. 251 to 500. . 
20 Do. do. do. Rs. 501 to 1,000. ' 
25 Do. . do. do. Rs. 1,000 •. 

Sir, in moving this resolution, the first thing I want to bring 
to the notice of this honourable House is that for the past few years we 
have been faced with deficit budgets, all our accumulations have been 
depleted, and for the last two years especially, we have not been able to 
meet our expenditure out of the revenues. I will only quote a few 
figures from the Blue Book for 1931-32. You will find, Sir, from the 
revised estimates for 1930-31 (page 3) that the • ordinary· revenue 
is Rs. 14,68,97,000 and expenditure charged to revenues (page 9) is 
Rs. 15,87 ,89,000. Coming to the current year (page 15), you will find 
that the total revenue which is budgetted for is Rs. 15,23,97 ,000, and the 
expenditure which is charged to revenues is Rs. 15,89,54,000. That is a 
clear deficit of Rs. 65,57 ,000. I am told that since we passed the budget 
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the deficit has shoWll a tt>ndency to grow. Therefore, it is quite necrs."'3ry 
that we must try to balance our budget. Several times, from the floor 
of th~ House, Government have been warned that they should try their 
best to curtail their expenditure and bring it within the revenues, and 
Government took upon themselves to appoint retrenchment officns, but 
no headway was made. The House will remember that at the time when 
the budget was being discussed in February last, this side of the House 
insistt>d on giving substantial cuts to the demands for grants and leaving 
Government to adjust for themselves, because it is very difficult, Sir, for 
this side of the House to get at exact figures. I am sorry to say tlu~t 
when interpellations are put, the answer given is that the time and labour 
devoted to getting the information will be incommensurate with 
the benefit which will accrue. You will remember, Sir, that a few days 
back I wanted to know what the exact number of persons who are going 
to retire by 31st March 1931 and 1932, and I was unable to get any answt>r 
to that. My object in seeking that information was to consider whether 
new entrants should be appointed to the vacancies arising out of those 
retirements or keep the places vacant. It is the belief .of this side of the 
House tha:t in certain departments there is over-manning and the knife 
must be applied to the personnel But, Sir, we have not been able to 
get. any reply to that question. Whatever that may be, the burden 
which this Presidency has been shouldering and the deficits which 
are facing us are caused, not entirely I must say, but chiefly by certain 

·adventurous schemes which the Bombay Government undertook and 
which ended in gross failures. · I may, for instance, quote the Back Bay 
Development Scheme. There, we lost more than five or six crorcs, and 
the interest charges on that are accumulating and we have to contribute 
not a little towards the Sinking Fund. Similarly, you will find that 
year by year the charges we have to pay on account of interest 
are swelling. We have been finding that the salaries are also increasing
chiefly the salaries of the higher posts. And when we find that our 
expenditure is not adjusted to our revenues, the right thing to do is to 
bring our ordinary expenditure wit~}n our ordinary revenue. 

When we have to consider this point, the question of salaries becomes 
prominent. Referring to the ad interim report of the Retrenchment 
Committee, where certain suggestions are made with regard to the curtail
ment of expenditure, I find that most of those suggestions do not go in 
the direction of permanent reduction of expenditure. They propose only 
to stop certain works, thereby stopping development. That is not, Sir, 
the right way of retrenchment. I do understand that they were only 
considering at that time the immediate retrenchments possible. But 
the point I wish to emphasize is, if you wish to have real retrenchment, 
it must be retrenchment of permanent expenditure. For instance, you 
· will find in statement C of the report of the Retrenchment Committee 
(page 18) what they have suggested is-" Public Works Department 
(Irrigation)-Rs. 3,36,000: Roads and Buildings, Rs. 2,54,000; Civil 
Works, Rs. 1,54,000." If you go through the details, you will find that 
they have suggested temporary stoppage of develo:pments neces~ry for 
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the well-being of the province, simply because we have no money. · That 
is not the sort of retrenchment that we require. Similarly, Sir, they 
propose a reduction of more than three lakhs in Education, and how do 
they propose that it should be carried out l They propose the stoppage 
of scholarships to poor students, and stipends to teachers, and also a cut 
of five per cent. in grants to university and secondary education. This 
is not retrenchment but stopping progress and killing education~ That 
shows that the committee have merely proposed the swppage of certain 
works out of the year's programme. Beyond that, except the suggestion 
regarding cut in salaries-to which I am coming presently-they have 
done nothing. · 

With regard to the item on Reforms, which is ·shown here, that· 
is really an item which is not wanted. A sum of Rs. 4 lakhs has been 
budgetted for and though the reforms are not expected to come soon, 
they have still reserved Rs. llakh and surrendered Rs. 3 lakhs. ·That 
is not retrenchment, because all the money will not · be wanted during 
the current year. · 

Then you will see that there are many discretionary grants and · a 
saving can very well be made there.. Therefore as I said, Statement C 
simply shows that certain works have been stopped.:· That means 
that the future programme has been curtailed. But what about 
the permanent reduction 1 · 

Now I come to the amounts surrendered by the officers which 
are sho·wn on pages lG and 17-Rs.10,12,700. From the discussion that 
we had on the supplementary demand which was made the other day 
that even the two important cuts which we had made, namely of Rs .. .f) 
lakhs under Land Revenue and Rs. 2! lakhs under Jails and a 
few minor others which amounted to about Rs. 8 lakhs have been 
included in this list. The other day when we were discussing the' 
supplementary demand under Land Revenue, mention was made · of 
Rs. 40,000 with regard to chavdis. · Before I went through the recom• 
mendations of the ad-interim report of the Retrenchment Committee, 
I was under the impression that the recommendations for cuts which 
the Retrenchment Committee would make would be besides those 
which were made by this House. But now I find that the cuts which 
were made by this House during the budget session have helm included 
in the report made by the Retrenchment Committee. That does not 
take us far. You will find that the cnt which this House made in the 
Jails budget last session has been included in the surrender which the 
Inspector-General of Prisons has made, namely, of Rs. 1,12,000. The 
suggestion~~ which have been adopted by the Retrenchment Committee 
were offered by the various heads of offices who were. called in and 
examined. This will clearly show that the officers of their own accord 
surrendered these various items. This again goes to prove that there 
was, to a certain extent, overbudgeting. Within a month or two of the 
budget the officers come forward and say " we are going to surrender 
this sum of Rs. 10 Jakhs or so." If these figures had been· lare
fully gone into before they were submitted to the Council 4l th~ 
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last budget se&rlon, the retrenchment which has been suggested wouhl 
have been possible. But this surrender is due to the fact that Govern
. ment were forced by this House to accept the cut of Rs. 5 lakhs, and 
. to efiect some retrenchment, by appointing a retrenchment commitke. 
When the budget was introduc~d nothing was said with regard to the 
appointment of the Retrenchment DJmmitke, but when the Govern
ment thought that the House might move cuts after cuts and that 
there was a likehnood of those cuts being carried, Government thought 
it better to announce the appointment of the Retrenchment DJmmittee. 
When the assurance was given, you know what effect it had upon ~he 
House when the subsequent cut motions were moved, viz. the House 

· ·did not like to press the nts, most of them were withdrawn. \\nat do 
we find now t The fluggestions and surrenders made by the officers have 
only been accepted by the Retrenchment C<lmmittee in their ad-interim 
report. The retrenchment of 28 lakhs which has been recommended 
consists, with a few exceptioM, only of a reduction in the programme 
of works and stopping grants which are essential for nation-building 
activities. But the chief point I have been making is that our finances 
cannot be said to improve unless we eifect real retrenchment, retrench
ment of a pel'lll3nent type, that is, retrenchment in salaries. With that 
view, Sir, I had tabled the original resolution. Unless we apply the 
pmning knife to the salaries, in certain respects very high at the top, 
I think the resources of the Presidency cannot be well in band. 

With regard to this question, let us see what we have been spending 
for our servants from our revenues. By the end of the year 1930-31, 
our revenue amounts to &. 15 crores nearly and out of this sum what 
are we spending for the service alone 1 I.et alone other needs. I take 
only the expenditure on salaries paid to our services. I am taking the 

·figures which have been given by the Government themselves. I have 
not with me j118t now the Blue Book for the year 1930-31. I could not 

•tind'it to-day, but the figure comes to&. 5,37,00,000. The figure which 
has been given on page 9 of the ad-interim report of th~ Retrenchment 
Committee is&. 5,37,00,000. You will see that the pt>rcentage is more 
than 35 of the total revenue oCthe Presidency. We are sJlending 
35 :Per cent. of our revenue on our services alone-leaving a~;ide . 
other items of expenditure. I ask, Sir, is this justifiable expenditure 1 
There are other wants of the community such as education, sanitation, . 
medicine, drinking water, roads anrl buildings and flO many other 

. thlngs are to be managed. But I am now adverting my at~ntion to 
salaries for the present. 
· '\Then we are ·coMidering this question, let us coMider what facton 

we have to take in settling this. In the year 1914-15-1 have again 
taken the figures from the budgets-<>ur income was &. 9,32,00,000 and ' 
the expenditure for the same year was Rs. 8,31,83,000, this according 
to post-reform classification. But the actual revenue as classified at 
that time was &. 7,55,80,000 and the expenditure amounted to 
Rs. 7,93,00,000 and odd. Wben we take the fi~Ires of 1921-22, we find 
that the revenue has grown toRs. 13,89,00,000 and the expenditure t<l 
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Rs. 15,54,00,000. When we were earning only about Rs. 8 'to 9 crores, 
we were spending about 7 to 8 crores ; but when the income has risen, 
the whole of the revenue bas been exhausted and we have been spending 
even something more. ' , .' · · · · 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN: May I ask if tlio~e 
figures did not contain a lot of money for civil works which were delayed 
owing to the Wad . · · · · · · . , 

Mr. V. N. JOG: There might have been something spent on _roads and 
buildings but infinitely more is absorbed by salaries. I am going to show 
what we were spending on salarie_s previously and what we a;re spending 
now. I am only saying that if the revenue has grown, we have been 
spending it in a rather incommensurate proportion. on salaries. That 
is the point which I am making. As the Honourable the Fjnance 
Member has interrupted me, I shall take the figures of salaries prior to 
1921-22-the year 1914-15. No doubt, as I said, it is very difficult for 
this side of the House to get at exact figures. We have to. collect the 
various figures from the reports which are made available. to: ~onourable 
members. I may be wrong, if so, the Honomable the Finance Member 
may correct me. I may be acting upon calculations which .m~ty ... be 
imperfect and not quite accurate, but I am sanguine .. DfY 1 figures are 
approximately correct. I am quite sure that we were not spending more 
than Rs. 2 crores on salaries previous to 1914:-15 .. ·My figure waso~cy 
Rs. 1,58,00,000, but I make a certain allowance for miscalculations. hei:e . 
and there. Then what were we spending in 1921-22 and 1927-28-:-which 
have been shown in the Blue Book of 1930-31 ~ In 1921-22 the amount 
of salaries rose to Rs. 4,46,51,000 and in 1928-29 it rose to 5,37,00,000 
and odd. The increase in the All-India services is Rs. ~9,83,000, in 
the provincial services Rs. 30~63,000 and in the clerical and subordinate 
staff it is Rs. 2 crores and 12 lakhs, and menial servants 14lakhs and 
odd. They have given the percentages ot increase also. The p~rcent
age is 44: per cent. on All-India services; 63 per cent. on provincial 
services and 105 per cent. on the subordinate clerical services and 84 per 
cent. on menial servants. I know the argument would be hurled at me 
that while the percentage on All-India services is only, 44, . that pn 
provincial and subordinate services is 63 and 105 · respectively. 
According to my proposals the reduction on the lower salaries is smaller 
and that on the higher salaries is bigger and it is not in proportion to, the 
increases. It was very difficult for me to get the ratio of the subordinate 
services to the All-India services in 1858 when those services were formed. 
[Laughter.] I may very well be laughed at. But we have to take into 
consideration the capacity of the tax-payer. There ·was a certain ratio 
fixed at that time a!fd there were only two divisions-All-India services 
and subordinate servjces. Most oftheprovincialservice menasconstitut,.; 
ed now except the Indians now taken in provincial services were under 
the All-India services at that time. Certain services have now become 
provincial. The point which I was going to make was that.after this 
ratio was fixed and before the lower subordinates ~ot their increas~, the 
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All-India eernces had got increase in their salaries twice and thriee. And 
when these ratios of U and 63 per cent. are quoted, they are forgettinj;t 
that the All-India services got an increase twice. That is the point whith 
I wish to place before this House. There was a Royal Commission in the 
year 1912 before the war on whose recommendations the All-India 
services got increases and again in 192!-25 they got another increase 
known as the Lee CoiiUQ.ission increase. Besides this they have overseas 
pay and several allowances. I am yet willing to hear upon what those 
percentages of increases which I quoted were based, whether upon the 
lastincreaseorwhetherupon the salaries in 1858. If the pereentage given 
of the increases on the All-India senices and provincial services were 'on 
the last increase, then surely the increase must be more than it is quoted. 
But apart from this argument in suggesting the cuts I haYe recommend
ed I have been guided by the capacity of the payer, I have gone on the 
principle that the broadest shoulders should bear the highest cut., the 
smaller should bear the smaller and the smallest should bear the smallest. 

The lower subordinates have now got 105 per cent. The school-master 
was paid Rs. 8, the peon was paid Rs. 10 toRs. 12. and clerks were paid 
Rs. 20 to Rs. 25. These never had an increase before. These servants 
now·absorb 144lakhs above Rs. 60 up to499 and 191lakhs below Rs. 60. 
They had not for a long time got any increase and for this reason they 
were rightly given those increases though in some respects a little higher. 
I have suggested a higher cut on the higher salaries because those services 
had already got increases before and in view of this fact the percentages 
I have indicated in my resolution will I hope not be considered too high 
and, therefore, unfair. · Besides, we must not forget that these hlgher 
·services are in receipt of various k-inds of allowances which are not 
allowed to the lower officials. 

Another point which I desire to emphasize while on this subject is 
that we should refer the question of ratio which the highest salary should 
bear to the lowest salary paid in the Presidency to any Government 
servant. This ratio should in my opinion be permanently fixed and we 
should decide what we should pay 19 our servants out of our income in 
considering which latter question we should also consider the question 
of the ratio between the salary of the highest paid officer and that of the 
lowest paid servant. The lowest paid servant must of course be paid a living 
wage.· The lowest paid clerk draws Rs. 30 and the highest paid officer 
in the Reserved Department geta Rs. 5,333 and on the Transferred side 
Rs. 4,000. What should be the ratio between the lowest and the highest 1 
Unless the ratio is settled, we shall not be able to .settle this problem 
satisfactorily or ev:en properly. In other countries this ratio is not more 
than 30times the lowest, sometimes 40 at the mo&t.' In Japan, according 
to my latest information, the ratio is 20 times and nJt more than Rs. 1,000 
is paid per month to the highest salaried servant of the State. This 
is also the limit laid down in the resolution passed recently by the 
Working Committee of the greatest premier Nationalist body in India, 
namely, the Indian National Congress. Whatever that may be, we 
can make a liberal allowance and ~till lay down a certain pro~ortion, 
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·our present proportions are 177 times and 133 times in the Reserved and 
Transferred Departments. So it is up to us to consider what should be 
the highest pay we should allow to a government servant. When 
compared with other countries, our proportions seem extraordinarily · 
larO'e. We should t.herefore try to reduce them by reducing the salari~s 
in the higher rungs. That will give us a saving for the nation-building 
activities instead of living from hand to mouth. Oftentimes, when com
parisons have been made comparing our province with other provinces in 
reference to scales and cadres, instances are quoted of other countries,, 
and when reforms are to be introduced instances are quoted of other. 
countries. I will therefore put it to Government whether they have 
compared the ratio obtaining in various other countries and whether they 
have found out the proportion between the lowest salary and the highest 
salary paid in those countries to government servants. \\"hat has first 
to be settled is what should be the minimum and decent living wage 
and if that is once agreed upon, it will easily give us an idea of what the. 
highest salary should be. If this is done, you may be sure, Sir, that the 
salaries paid now will be bound to come ~own-- . . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member's time 
is nearly up. I shall give him five minutes more. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: Thank you, S~. When arriving 'at this ra.tio, we 
must also bear in mind what we are paying to the lower subordinates 
who, as a matter of fact, are the real workers and pillars of the adminis
tration. It is really the lower subordinates who do the real work of the 
Presidency. We have been spending more-disproportionately more
on direction, supervision and control. Who is really doing the adminis· 
tration now 1 The greatest bulk of it is done by subordinates. No doubt 
supervision and control is required, but there must be a reasonable 
proportion. If we go through figures, we shall find that we have. been 
spending nearly 40 per cent. of the salaries on direction, supervision and 
control. In this I include inspectors, deputy inspectors, superintendents, 
directors etc. of Excise, Police, Education, Public Works Departments 
in fact everywhere we have been spending nearly 40 per cent. 0~ 
supervision and control--

:Mr. P. R. CHIKODI.: Will the honourable member include th.e High 
Court Judges also ? · 

Mr V. N. JOG: No; the pay of the Judges does not make much differ
ence in the percentage I am giving. The honourable member· being a 
member on the Retrenchment Committee is in a peculiar position having 
been working at it for the last four months while I have to depend for my 
figures upon outside sources. He is therefore more well-informed than 
I am. I ask, what are the salaries paid to their supervising and controlling 
staff by firms and associations which have been carrying on huge 
businesses in Bombay, and what pay do they give to the 'real workers 1 
If we carry our inquiry further, we may get some interestina figures 
showing thlc' ratio betWic'lc'n the salary of the persons who do the r~al work . 
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nd the salary of those who fllerely are responsible for supervision and 
control and direction. I would even suggest certain rt:'duction of the 
personnel it-self now that the ad-interim rt:'port of the Retrt:'nchmf'nt 
Committee is under the consideration of this House as wdl as of Gov('rn
ment, as I think it can be proved without much difficulty that Wt:' have 
been paying a good deal more than is nt>rl.'ssary to our supl.'rvisionaland 
controlling staff~ 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T: The honourable mt:'mbfr is almost. 
nearing his time. · 

. Mr. V. N. JOG : I hope, Sir, you will allow me only a few ~inuks 
more. · 

;_Th~ Honourable the PRESIDENT: I think the honourable member 
has spoken for 35 minutes. 

· Mr. V. N. JOG: I will reserve whatever further I have to say to the 
time when I shall rise to give a reply to the debate. · . ·\.) 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : ProYided that is a · reply as 
properly understood. 
· ::r.Ir .. V. N. JOG: The gradations which I have suggested will bring 

about a reductio:Q of about 50 lakhs in expenditure as against the deficit 
of 65 lakhs, and aceording to my proposals the reduction of 50 lakhs 
will be a permanent one. No doubt, the Retrenchment Committee has 
simply said that the reduction should be temporary. I do not at all 
approve of that suggestion. They say that the reduction to be made 
now may be restored by the end of 1932. So, my submission is that the 
salaries must be permanently reduced and they cannot be allowed to 
continue at the very high level at which they now stand, especially 
the cost of living has gone down considerably. Before 1914-15 if it 
was 100, it rose in 1920-21 by 55 to 57 per cent. According to the 
latest figures which I have taken froiQ.the Labour Gazette, the cost of 
living in Bombay itself has come down to 109. So, there is a reduction 
of more than 40 per cent. For this reason I submit that the reduction 
in salaries should be made according to the scales which I haYe recom
mended bearing in mind the capacity to shoulder the burden. That 
is the correct method of reduction because it is based upon the capacity 
of the payer. I submit that the House will be pleased to accept my 
resolution. 
· Question proposed. 

(Afterirecess) 

· The H~nourable the PRESIDENT: If no other honourable member 
is coming forward to speak on the resolution, I shall call upon the member 
in charge to reply. 

· Rao Bahadlir S. K. BOLE : Sir, I thought that some members would 
be making s:pt>erht-s on ~ resolution and that I should move my 
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amendment later on. But as nobody is coming forward, I shall move 
my amendment now. The amendment runs as follows :-

SubRtitute "100" for "51" and "150" for" 100" in line 5. Snbatitnt.e "151 " 
for " lUI " in line 6. Substitute " Rs. 1,000 to 2,000 " for "of over Rs. 1,000 in line 9. 
Add at the end'' 30 per cent. per mensem from salaries of over Rs. 2,000." • 

Sir, in the first place, I must make myself clear. If salaries are going 
to be cut, then the cut should be made from the top to the bottom. 
If the salaries at the top are not going to be touched at all, then there 
is no use cutting the salaries of subordinate officers only. The Retrench~ 
ment Committee in their report Jiave said : • 

"Without ignoring these considerations the following four members •.••••••• : •• ,. 
consider it undesirable to deprive thtllowest ranks of the advantage given to them by 
the fall in commodity prices and propose to exempt all salaries below Rs .. 40 
in the mofussil and Rs. 60 in Bombay." 

The majority of the members have said that the fall in prices has benefited 
only the lower salaried servants. Sir, I am surprised to see these remarks. 
I am of opinion that the lower salaried servants are getting low salaries 
in the first place. If they are going to have a cut in the salaries of those · 
who are getting below Rs. 60, then those men getting below Rs. 60 will 
be very much affected by this cut. If you want to ha.ve any cut, then 
you should suggest a large cut at the top, because they are getting much 
more than is necessary. These subordinate men-the clerks I mean.......: 

·have to maintain a certain standard of living, and I think Rs. 100 per 
month is the minimum wage that a clerk should get. Sir, just as the 
highly paid officers have got their families and children, so also these 
poor clerks have to maintain and support their families and children. 
They have to educate their children, they have to rent houses, and so 
on. So, the fall in the prices of commodities is not the only factor in 
this respect. There are so many other factors which should be considered. 
These clerks have to maintain a certain level, and therefore I submit 
that below. Rs. 100 there should be no cut and there should ba a cut on 
a graded scale in salaries over Rs. 100. These low paid clerks who ought 
to have been given house rent allowance are getting nothing as house 
rent allowance whilst the highly paid officers are getting house rent 
allowance. Not only that but they are getting other sorts of allowances 
also. 

Some honourable members will be surprised that I have suggested a 
cut of 30 per cent. from salaries of over Rs. 2,000. I think these salaries 
are very high, and it is high time that they are cut to some extent, ·as 
these cuts will not affect these persons very much. 

Then, about the Retrenchment Committee's report, I would say that 
there is no necessity for the Peshwa Daftar now. That can safely 
wait. As far as education is concerned, I would say that primary 
education is national education, and Government should not touch the 
amount that is spent for primary education at all. But as Government 
have intended to cut from the amount spent on primary education by 
5 per cent., so the majority of the members of this committee suggest 
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that there should be a cut of 5 per cent. in the grants for secondary 
education also. I am not in favour of cutting the grants given to educa
tion, whether it be primary or secondary. But if a cut is going to be 
made in primary education, then by all means it is natural to have 
a cut in secondary education also. Sir, up till now the policy of Govern· 
ment was to encourage secondary education, and they have neglected 
primary education. It is the duty of the State to give education to 
each and every child in the country. They have failed to do that up 
till now, and it is onJy now that they are going to give effect to the policy · 
that is now undertaken, the policy of giving free and compulsory education 
to children. It is necessary to grant substantial amounts for that 
purpose because there are so many children in the country who remain 
·uneducated. The percentage of education in other countries is 95 
per cent. and here it is quite the contrary. So, I submit that the cut 
which is going to be made on primary education should be restored and • 
there should be no cut on secondary education. But if they think that 
there must be a cut on primary education then it ·will be necessary to 
make a cut on secondary education also as suggested in the Retrenchment 
Committee's Report. With these words I move my amendment . 
. , Question proposed. · 

' The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable ml'mber 
:Mr. Bye~ ~Iuna~ar may move his amendment now .. 

Mr. SYED MUNA WAR : Sir, I rise to move my amendment which 
runs thus: 
"(1) Dalete 5 per cent. per mensem from salaries of R~. 51 to R11. 100. 

(2) Substitute the following for the next 4 lines:-

R6. Rs • 
. 5 per cent. o~ salaries from 200 to 500 

10 per cent. on salaries from 501 to 1,000 

15 per cent. on salaries from 1,001 to 2,01l0 
20 per cent, on salaries from 2,001 upwards" 

Sir, if the axe of retrenchment is to be applied at all to the salaries 
of Government servants, as my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Bole 
said, the retrenchment must commence at the top; and the poor clerks 
and peons should not be deprived of any part of their salaries. 
The Retrenchment Committee itself-four members of the Retrench· 
ment Committee, Mr. Kamat, .Mr. Chikodi, Rao Bahadur Patil and 
Mr. Rahimtoola-have suggested that there should be a 5 per cent. cut 
on the salaries above Rs. 60 to 199 in the Bombay city and that salaries 
from 40 upwards toRs. 199 in the mofussil must bear the same cut of 
5 per cent. But, Sir, they have to recognise the fact that in Bombay 
city though the prices of the commodities have fallen a bit, still 
'the rents have not fallen. On the other hand the poor employees 
drawina less than Rs. 200 have to pay enhanced rents in regard to 
premis:s occupied by the.m. So, the f~ctor of. fal.l in prices of comm?· 
dities shoulJ not be considered as suffirtent to JUStify a retrenc·l1ment m 
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the pay of Government servants 'drawing less than Rs. 200: Besides, 
when owing to the appreciation of the rupee and owing to the fall 
in revenue, Government is bent upon effecting economy in the cost of 
administration, is that the only source for effecting economy 1 There 
are other sources and ayenues open to Government for retrenchment. 
On Government securities they have been paying an interest of 5 .or 6 . 
per rent. from the boom period up to now. Why should the interest on 
these securities be not reduced ~ There are again semi-government 
administrations where saving cal! be effected. Similarly, there are so· 
many other directions. If at all the retrenchment , of salaries of 
Government e]Uployees is to be taken in hand almost at once, it must• 
apply to all services-the All-India service, the provincial service and 
the subordinate service .. If this principle i~ given effect to, I. would 
urge on Government that Government employees getting a pay up to · 
Rs. 200 have many demands on their pockets-they have to educate 
their children at heavy cost and pay high rents. In the rural areas, 
where they cannot secure houses they have to pay 10 per cent. of ~heir 
salary for Government buildings and where there are no Government 
buildings they cannot secure decent houses for Rs. 20. 

With regard to salaries from Rs. 200 to Rs. 500, I suggest a reason
able retrenchment of 5 per cent., which will not operate heavily upon 
those employees. Similarly, I suggest 10 per cent. from Rs. 501 
to Rs. 1,000. These people are in a position to surrender to Govern
ment 10 per cent. and it would not work a hardship on them~ Fro~ 
Rs. 1,001 to Rs. 2,000 I suggest a cut of 15 per cent. arid from 
2,001 upwards I suggest a cut of 20 per cent. These people are 
in a position to forego a part of their income in order to enable Govern~ 
ment to solve the question of the deficit of about one crore of rupees for 
this year. In any case, this reduction in salaries should not be 
permanently made, but as a temporary measure to meet the present 
deficit. · · 

Now, Sir, with regard to the r~trenchment policy in g~neral, 1 wQuld 
like to point out that it is a very wrong p~inciple to apply retrenchment 
to medical department, for instance, hospitals. In Bombay there is a 
cry that the number of beds in the J. J. Hospital and the Goculdas 
Hospital have been reduced and the extra diet of patients has been 
curtailed. It is a great hardship on those people who take advantage of 
these hospitals. Instead of effecting economy elsewhere and 
retrenching the salaries of highly paid officials in the hospitals, Govern
ment have taken a wrong step, thereby denying the benefit of medical 
relief to poor patients. 

As regards education I agree with the minute of the honourable 
member Mr .. Rahimtoola. I am not at all in favour of any retrench .. 
ment. propos~ls that are ~alculat~d to check the spread of education, 
espectally prllllary educatton. W1th these few words I move my amend
ment. 

Question proposed. 
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Dr. J .. ALBAN D'SOUZA (Bombay City, South): Sir, I rise to move 
the following amendment :-

.. (I) Delete 5 per cent. pet mensem from salarit:"S of Rs. 51 toRs. 100. 

(:l) Subl!titute the following for the next four linE'S: 

t'p to Ra. 40 .. 31 per Cf'nt. 

Above Ra. 40 up to Rs. 499 • • 5 Do • 
. Above Ra. 500 up toRs. 1,4!19 • • • .61 Do. 

Rs. 1,500 and above . .. 71 Do. 

· Provided tha' atepa are takt>n to rt'store this cut as eoon as financial t>qnilihriunt 
is attained. · 

I daresay that my honourable friend Mr. Jog for whose assiduity, skill, 
keenness and prowess in Council matters, I have the highest opinion, 
must have been in a rather ungenerous, excitable aml vituperative 
frame of mind when he sat to draft the resolution which is now under 

· discussion before tQ.e honourable House. Sir, it is stated that 
one's first thoughts are usually the best. It is also said that exceptions 
prove the rule. I have no doubt that this resolution of my honour
able friend must have been his first thought, and it is evidently one of 
the exceptions that prove the rule, I have just quoted: that one's first 
thoughts are usually the best. However, that my honourable friend could 
make up his mind to lop by a mere stroke of his first thought a quarter 
nay even a third of the hard-earned salaries of others, surpasses 
my understanding and I .feel sure will surpass the understanding of 
every single honourable member of this honourable House who 
chooses to give more than a thought to the resolution. Sir, I feel that 
I shall be expected to substantiate my statement that the resolution 
seeks to cut 25 per cent. nay even 30 per cent. of the salaries. May 
I refer the honourable House, Sir, to page 2 of the Agenda on which the 
resolution of my honourable friend is printed. He says that a cut of 
20 per· cent. should be made on salaries ranging from Rs. 501 to 
Rs. 1,000. Add to this the progressively increasing percentage cut by 
the emergency income tax which between Rs. 500 and Rs. 1,000 works 
about 6 per cent. and the total ciil comes to more than 25 per 
cent. Similarly the cut on salaries ranging from Rs. 1,000 upwards 
come~ to 33 per cent. 

Sir, as against this rather ill-considered view of the situation we have 
the well-considered " ad interim " report of the Retrenchment Committee 
which has been in the hands of the honourable members for some time 
already. Inasmuch as this report is the result of the mature considera· 
tion of a combination of eight trusted honourable members selected by 
this honourable House, the majority of whom are non-official and 
inasmuch as the report is based on information obtained and sifted on the 
spot, I feel sure that on general grounds it must be considered worthy 
of acceptance on all counts. Differences on small and unimportant 
O.etails will arise and must be permissible. 

Now, Sir, in regard· to. the percentage cut which constitutes the main 
subject for to-day's discussion there are four recommendations put up 
by the F,..,trenchment Committee of which I have, after due consideration, 
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selected one as the most suitable, viz., that suggested by the Ch!tirman, 
for reasons which I fully trust the honourable House will find convincing. 
Sir, I may inform the honourable House that it is .not the glamo~ of 
ministerial suggestion that has made me select this recommendatiOn. 
I selected it on grounds of equity and fairness. The honourable House 
will note that I propose a cut of 31 per cent. on salaries up to ,Rs. 40. 
I know this cut .may go against the grain of honow;able members 
representing the backward classes but still I have thought it fair to select 
it for weighty reasons. · 

Sir, the first reason that has actuated me to support the 31 per cent. 
cut on salaries below Rs. 40 is this. I may inform the honourable House 
that I have ascertained for a fact that the prices of cereals which 
constitute the main and staple food of the lower classes have fallen by 
more than fifty per cent., viz., from about Rs. 12-8-0 per month to about 
Rs. 5 or Rs. 6 per month. . . ' 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: No; 

Dr. J. ALBAN D'SOUZA: I am subject to correction,i i~ my 
honourable friend Mr. Syed Munawar is able to give more solid proofs 
than I have been able to collect. .The prices of cereals have fallen from 
Rs. 12 toRs. 5 or Rs. 6 per month. This is what I have ascertained from 
persons who are concerned. Now, what does a. cut of 3l per cent. amount 
to in a. salary of Rs. 40 1 It works out at Re. 1-4-0. · When there has 
been a. reduction in the price of the staple food of 50 per cent. it cannot 
be maintained that a cut of Re. 1-4-0 in Rs. 40 is not fair. 'rhe second 
reason which actuated me to select this recommendation is as follows. 
My honourable ftiends will look to page 9 of the ad inte:rim report. It 
is stated there that the total cost to Government of salaries below Rs. 40 
per mensem worked out in 1928-29 is 150 lakh.s of rupees. The 3l per 
cent. cut gives us a saving of no less than 4lakhs of rupees. It may be 
suggested that this cut could be piled on the cut of the higher salaries. 
If this were done the saving effected thereby would barely amount to 2 
lakhs of rupees. Adding to these reasons, Sir, the fact that after the 
introduction of free and compulsory primary education, the education 
of their children costs them practically very little, my argument becomes 
very clear indeed. The point therefore that I wish to ilnpress upon the 
honourable House is that the 3i per cent. cut on salaries upto Rs. 40 
gives us about four lakhs, the pinch of which ought not to be fel~ by the 
party subjected to the cut. · 

Now, Sir, I come to the questio~ whether this heavy cut proposed by 
the honourable member Mr~ Jog lS really necessary. I think it will be 
granted, Sir, that our object in bringing about retrenchment at this 
stage is for eliminating the deficit of 6llakhs of rupees-the deficit for the 
current year. Let us survey the situation and find out where we stand 
with regard to this question. We know from the "ad inte:rim" report 
of the Retrenchment Committee that their recommendations, excluding 
the cut in salaries, will bring about a. saving of 30 lakhs. I have selected 
a proposal which is estimated to give a. saving of Rs .. 26! lakhs, but which 
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according w my estimate will give a saving of about Rs, 271akhs, hera use 
the figures given in the report are based on the salaries of 1928-29 and 
within the last two years the expenditure on thelle salari('s must have 
risen.· Putting these two 'Wgether, we get a saving of Rs. 57lakhs. The 
balance ia only 4 lakhs. Now, what will be the saving if the 
recommendation of my honourable friend Mr. Jog is accepted 1 I have 
calculated on the figures given of the salaries prevailing in 1928-29, and 
it works out at about 56 lakhs of rupees. These 56 lakhs with the 30 . 
lakhs of saving as per findings of the Retrenchment Committee give 86 
lakhs. There will thus be an excess saving of 25lakhs of rupees. If by 
any manner of means this saving is effected there is one appeal I would 
earnestly make w the honourable House an~ this is that the saving 
should be utilised to help the hospitals in Bombay that are just now ill 
a. sad plight. 

Before I leave the subject of the percentage cuts as proposed in the 
resolution, I would like w draw the attention of the honourable House 
w a well-known maxim, which in times of excitement is more honoured 
in the breach than in the observance. The maxim runs thus: Do 
unw others as you would have others do unto you. We have members 
here representing all professions, medical, legal, engineering and others. 
H in addition w the increased amount they have to pay as income tax, 
they are also made W accept a cut of 25 per cent. in their incomes, I am 
sure thev would be inclined to shower anathemas on the heads of those 
responsible for it. Sir, may I remind my honourable friends that what 
is poison for the gander is also poison for the goose. 

Sir, in the remarks that I am now going to make I hope I shall not be 
taken as speaking on lines of Oieero pro dornn sua. The other day, when 
'demands were made for supplementary grants, in the interests of the 

. miserable and suffering poor of the City of Bombay, the southern section 

. of which I have the honour to represent, my heart was sinking within. 
Supplementary grants by the thousaiJ~ were asked for the conversion 
of juvenile jails into Borstal institutions. Supplementary grants were 
asked by the thousand tor the purposes of the depressed classes and 
aboriginal tribes. Supplementary grants were asked by the lakh for 
pot-hissa measurement and city survey operations and for cost 
of boundary marks. I wish to ask this honourable House, Sir, whether 
human beings driven w misery and desperation by illness and disease 
are not more worthy of care and attention than human beings healthy 
and living under sufficiently healthy conditions 1 I again ask this 
honourable House, Sir, whether human beings created by God to his 
own image and likeness do not deserve as good, if not better, treatment 
than lands for which lakhs of rupees are demanded ! There is only one 
point more I have w mention and this ia as regards the proviso I have 
put down. I have stated : " Provided that steps are taken to restore 
this cut as soon as financial equilibrium ia attained." :My object is w 
preserve the feeling of security in the minds of Government clerks and 
officers. If it is w be understood that this cut is going w he penn.anent, 
their feeling of security will be disturbed. I quite agree with my 
honourable friend from Bombay, the honourable memlJer Mr. Humphrey 
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when he says that if we break our pledges to the services such action would 
be disastrous not only morally but also from the point of }liew that it 
would create a bad precedent. This is the reason why I have thought 
it fit to introduce this proviso. Those whose salaries will be redqced 
should have an assurance that the cut will be restored as soon as financial 
equilibrium is attained. . 

With these remarks I move the ·amendment. 
QlJestion proposed. 
Mr. S. H. PRATER : Sir the original resolution of my honourable 

friend Mr. Jog has been amended to enable honourable members W 
express their opinion on the various implications of the Retrenchment 
Committee's Report. I wopose to limit my remarks to the recommen
dations on education, more especially to the recommendations embodied 
in paragraph 29 of the Report. The majority of the committee, subject 
to the dissent <;>f the minority, state that a cut of o per cent. has been 
imposed on primary education. They therefore· see no reason why a 
similar cut should not be made in the grants to secondary schools and 
colleges. The argument provides a new and original version of an old 
proverb, it is this-of two evils choose both. 

Education in whatever stage, Collegiate, Secondary, or Primary is the 
last department in which retrenchment should be applied in a country 
so backward as India: Financial stringency cannot be made an excuse 
for tampering with that which is so vital to the interests and progress ot 
its people. In Europe nations like Austria and Germany which have 
been vanquished by the war and plunged from wealth into poverty have 
not dreamt of limiting their educational programmes-rather are they 
endeavouring to increase their efficiency. England in spite of her acute 
financial distress attempted last year to introduce a measure which would 
have considerably increased her expenditure on education. . , 

When countries so advanced in education refrain from ·limiting or 
curtailing its development and in spite of the difficulties with which they 
are faced endeavour to promote its advancement, are we in India where 
the standard of literacy is so appallingly low to contemplate measures 
to stifle its growth 1 · 

Take first the all-important question.of primary educ~tion. .Govern
ment has not been able to fulfil its commitments under the Compulsory 
Primary Education Act and now to make matters worse it has imposed 
a cut of 5 per cent. on primary education which this honourable· , 
House unfortunately accepted (Honourable members: No) I may be 
wrong. 

This country is on the verge of far reaching constitutional reforms, 
reforms which imply a wider application of the principles of democratic 
Government based on a considerable extension of the franchise. The 
argument is put forward that the principles which we are endeavouring 
to introduce cannot flourish in this country because of prevailing 
ignorance. Wider and better facilities for primary, education are 
advocated as the only means by which the tree which we are endeavouring 
to plant can take root and flourish, b this the time to take measureS' 
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which must impede its growth t Are these the means to help the country 
on its road t<> constitutional progress ! · 

Now come to the question of secondary education. If primary 
education is the means by which we can raise the general standard oi 
living of the masses, secondary education is to them the gateway to a.· 
more economic wage, to better pai4 employment. 

Under conditions which govern employment to-day, its necessity to the 
poorer and backward classes cannot be minimised. That their children 
should acquire a knowledge of and a proficiency in English as a means 
of obtaining better paid employment is a desire universal among parents 
in India. Secondary education is the means by which they acquire this 
knowledge. The system may not be efficient, there may be and there is 
considerable wastage but this wastage is not due to the money spent on 
secondary education but to faults in the system itself. And until we can 
reform ~md improve that system, do not let us destroy and cripple the 
little that we have. And what is the position of our secondary schools 1 
The position of secondary schools has been made clear in the report of the 
Director of Public Instruction in the Bombay Presidency. In para· 
graph 28 of this report, under " Control", he says:-" There has been 
no increase in the allotment for grants to Secondary schools during the 
last six years while the expenditure of schools has considerably increased . 

. The result of this is that the amount provided is inadequate to allow 
pajrmE>nt of full admissible grants even to those schools which are already 
registered. In addition, over 100 schools have applied for registration, 
and some 75 for the registration of additional standards ........... . 
As stated in the previous year's report, this inability of the Department 
to pay the full admissible grants is greatly to be deplored. It is difficult 
for the Department to insist on improvements which are necessary 
in the interest of pupils when it is not in a position to pay grants 
necessary to enable managers to carry them out. " Again in his 
speech before this honourable House.... during the budget session of 
the Council the Director of Public Instruction said : " The Grants 
to secondary schools are already substantially below what they may 
be expected to receive under the grant-in-aid code. .Many of these 
institutions are extremely pressed for funds. They are living from hand 
to mouth, and any reduction in· their grants might so cripple their 
activities as to react to the detriment of the pupils who attend them." 
Do not these statements fully bear out the contention of the minority 
in the Retrenchment Committee who feel that a cut in the grants to 
secondary schools would be crippling in its effect. 

And now I come to the question of higher education. If primary 
education is a pledge for the greater happiness and contentment of the 
masses, if secondary education is a gateway t<> better wages and better 
paid employment for the people, then is higher education a guarantee 
for the progress of the country, for from our colleges are derived the 
leaders of its political, its social and its economic life. Now let us consider 
the position of our Arts Colleges. There are four Government Arts 
CollegE's and seven aided colleges,. The purpose of a Government' I! Art 
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College which naturally costs the State more than a private institution 
is to serve as a model to the private institution. Take the case of the 
Elphinstone College in Bombay: it sets a standard to private colleges 
both in the type of teacher and in the standard of teaching. · This is the 
main justification for its greater cost. But its whole purpose would be 
lost if the private institutions were unable to approach the standard of 
the model because they lack the means to do so. Afpresent our aided 
colleges are not receiving the full grants to which they are entitled. 
A direct result in the reduction in their grants would he a lowering in 
the standard of teaching in these colleges which give higher education 
to nearly three times the number of students in Government colleges. 
And what is the solution proposed ~ Raise the fees in ~econdary schools 
and colleges. The proposal puts me in mind of those trenchant lines·: 

"Tbe toad beneath the harrow knows 
Exactly where ea.ch tooth point goes, 
The butterfiy upon the road counsels 
Contentment to the toad." . 

But here it is not only a case of counselling contentment but of sharpening 
the teeth of the harrow. 

We are not concerned here with those rich people who can afford to 
send their children to any school or college in or outside this country. 
We are concerned with the majority who are struggling to give their 
children a good education and find that struggle becoming daily ~rder. 
I was talking to the principal of one of our biggest aided colleges in 
Bombay. He told me that the number of students admitted on reduced 
fees to his college duriJ;lg the present year represented a loss of income 
to the amount of Rs. 10,000. It meant that or the refusal ofhigher 
education to numerous deserving cases. Parents and guardians who 
11end their children to our secondary schools and colleges may be as a 
class richer than those who limit the education of their children to primary · 
l!('hools but the great majority of them can in no sense be called rich 
within the limits of their class., Clerks, subordinate workers in offices, 
professional men in a small way of business, tMse are they who form 
the majority-men who by th£ir standard of culture and education 
are compelled to maintain a certain standard of living. Any advantage 
that they may have derived by the fall in the cost of living has been 
largely offset by increases in income tax, retrenchment in salaries, losses · 
in trade, and unemployment ·amongst members of their families. We 
have no figures available of unemployment in India. But I am sure if 
these were forthcoming to-day they would stagger the imagination. To 
the burden which they are struggling to bear to-day, do we want to add 

. tbe increased cost of education 1 Are we going to make secondary and 
higher education the preserve of the rich and prohibitive to the poor 1 · 

There is yet another aspect to this question. Like King Charles' 
head the problem of the Minorities enters into every question. I would 
not he guilty of dragging it into this one had it not been for the fact 
that education to the minority communities is a particularly vital 
question, The minorities are clamouring for protection and for ~>afe
guards. What is the basis of their cry 1 Fear. Fear that they will 
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become unequal competitors in the struggle for existence. The fatht•r 
of a family, the bread-'Winner is not intrinsically concerned about the 
creed or the caste of the man lrho is to govern him but he is essentiallv 
concerned with the assurance of a means of livelihood for himself and 
his children. Our trouble is trouble of loaves and fishes. It is in the· 
main an exploitation of empty stomachs for political ends and for motives 
which are not always impersonal. Competition there must and alwavs 
will be. The struggle for existence and the survival of the fittest is o~e 
of Nature's immutable laws. This is a fundamental issue. It is not 
governed by the language of pacts and safeguards or the niceties of the 
statute book. The translation of these safeguards into realities imp[cs 
better means for competition in life's &truggle. And this summed up 
is wider and better facilities for the better education of the minoritic11 
and the backward classes. And are you now going to introduce measures 
which will make this education more difficult of approach ? No, looked 
at from whatsoever aspect any measure which would imply the curtail· 
ment of the growth of education in this country cannot but meet with 
opposition from all sections of its people. The edifice of national educa· 
tion with its broad foundations of primary education, its superstructure 
of secondary education and its -crown of higher education is an edifice 
built from the revenues of the country by many hands, with the labour 
and sweat of many years. It is a heritage which the representatives 
of the people must strive to preserve and their duty has ten-fold more 
significance in a country 80 back-ward in education as India. 

Sir, I submit that if a resolution was put before this House asking 
Government not to give effect to the Retrenchment Committee's recom
mendations relative to cutting the grants to secondary schools and 
colleges, it would be carried by an overwhelming majority. 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI (Thana and Bombay1Suburban Districts): 
Sir~ I thoroughly endorse every word of what the honourable member 
·hom Bombay (Mr. Prater) has said about the grants for 
education. I think jp the interests of Government as well as those of 
the country which is so backward in education, no attempt should be 
made to cut down the educational grants. We know that secondary 
education which always depends upon private ventures of individuals 
is starving. The grant assigned to that branch of education being 
one-third of the expenditure incurred, is not given as at present in full 
quota and to. reduce it still further by 5 per cent. as suggested by the 
Retrenchment Committee is to me a surprising thing. But at the same 
time I will draw the attention of Government to the fact that I am not 
one with the suggestion made 80 far as the reduction of salaries are 
concerned. The mover of the resolution as well as the Retrenchme.at 
Committee should have, before making any suggestions for the reduction 
ofpay,foundout by e\idence, the waste by superficial posts and the excess 
leave which is being enjoyed by several services betore they tried and 
tackled the problem of reduction of salaries for the Government servants. 
If Wf' would onlv refer to the Civil List or to the Imperial List, we would 
futd that ru.any.juniur offiC(!N have been acting a& superior offic~r~ and. 
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they have been taking full advantage of the leave and have been drawing 
additional acting allowances for their services. In fact, when we come 
to examine the whole thing, \ve will find that considerable economy pan 
be effected if only the grant of leave is properly restricted. Sometimes, 
for the same post we are paying for two servants instead of one. A lot 
of saving can be effected by restriction of the grant of le.ave. - · 

I am not, Sir, at one with the Retrenchment Committee when they 
accept the suggestions of the Excise Commissioner. I believe there is 
also a very good scope for retrenchment of the number of servants that 
are at present employed there, but then the obvious fact which 
the Retrenchment Committee and the mover of this resolution have 
forgotten is that they take it for granted that the pays of all the 
servants are on a level or are relatively equal to each other, looking to 
the work and the responsibility which they have to carry. There 
I thoroughly disagree with them. There is ano~her obvious injristice 
which they do not appear to have noticed. Supposing retrenchment .is 
to-day effected in accordance with their suggesti.ons, what about the old 
servants who will be suffering an injustice at the time of getting their 
pensions 1 Supposing an old servant who has done faithful service ·of 
this Government for about 23 or 24: years is now put on retrenchment 
pay, then the pay which he will be drawing at the time of retiring will 
be a very much reduced pay1 much lower than what he would 9rdinarily 
he entitled to draw. If any retrenchment in the pays of the servants is 
to he effected, then I submit that special consideration should be shown· 
to the case of the old servants and we must see that they will not suffer 
unnecessarily. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division): Sir, retrenchment 'and 
economy is the cry of the day and Government find. themselves in,. 
a dilemma about the growing deficit in their budget. How to balance 
the budget is a question of great moment, not only td the Bombay' 
Government but also to the people of the Preside.ncy at large. There· 
is a national emergency arising out of financial stringency and it has to· 
be met by ways and means which will not affect the loyalty of Govern
ment servants and create discontent among them. It is on the 
Government servants' contentment that Government have to depend 
to a considerable extent for good Government and we must see' 
that these faithful and loyal servants of Government do not suffer· 
needlessly even for the sake of meeting this national crisis. 

As a matter of fact, I am not in favour of any cut in salaries 
paid to Government servants, for the reason that they have been 
serving sa to say under a contract and on the understanding that their 
present salaries will not be reduced, but as there is a very strong ground 
for cutting their salaries to meet the financial deficit of Govern- · 
ment, the least cut possible may be effected. I advocate reduction of 
superfluous posts and pruning down top-heavy departments to effect 
neeessary savings to meet the growing deficit of Government, 

JrlO Hb63-5 
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In making these cuts we have to bear in mind the various points 

brought out by the honourable member Dr. D'Souza in his spe('l'h. 
The cuts should be evenly graduatt>d and made in such a way as not to 
affect harshly the low·paid servants who bart>ly earn a li,·ing wagt>, 
but as these servants are immune from income tax and other . 
taxes, they will not be affected much, if a small cut of half an anna per 
rupee as proposed by Dr. D'Souza is made in their salaries above a 
certain limit. 

As regards the higher scales, I agree generally with the principles laid 
down by the honourable member, but before sanctioning these cuts, 
I would request Government to explore all other avenues of ecoi:wmy 
in the various departments. I would first refer to the Pul?lic Works 
Department which swallows a very large amount of Government 
income, and I find that at present, particularly, there is a large numb('r 
of officers in that Department who are almost sitting idle and drawing 
fat salaries--

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAL.'\ : No, no. That is not so. 
Mr. -J. S. KADRI: I think a very great cut can be effected in the 

Public Works Department budget. 
Then comes the Excise Department, in which there is rather a 

surplus of Superintendents, inspectors, assistant inspectors and sub
inspectors. Many of them have got very little work to do, in compari· 
son with the salaries they draw. It may be noted that in several cases, 
there is no need for inspectors and sub-inspectors for small talukas in 
which they enjoy themselves at present. If convenient talukas are 
combined and placed under inspectors or sub-inspectors and if some 
higher posts of Superintendents are done away with, I think the 
department will in no way suffer. Besides, it is a department, the goal 
of which is total prohibition within a limited number of years, and 
unless regular retrenchment in its top-heavy staff is made from now, it 
will be very difficult to get rid of-its surplus officers by the time 
when total prohibition comes into force, . 

Coming to the nation-building departments I think it is most unfair. 
and uncharitable to the public at large to make any cuts in them at all. 
A reduction in the number of beds and in the scale of diet in 
public hospitals, will, no doubt, operate very harshly on the poor. The 
relief of the sick and the suffering among the poverty-stricken masses is 
the bounden duty of Government as well as of the rich, and I trust the . 
House will be well advised not to support any cut in the .Medical 
Department. 

Coming to the Education Department, Sir, I find that thtlre are other 
ways of effecting retrenchment in this departmtlnt, without giving effect 
to the proposals made by the Retrenchment · Committee. The 
Conunittee has taken a very wrong attitude in proposing the withdrawal 
of scholarships, which will result in a saving of Rs. 50,000. This cut will 
adversely affect the poor class of students who receive education simply 
through the monetary assistance of small amounts they receive in th~ 
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shape of scholarships out of which the Committee is going to make a 
saving of Rs. 50,000, which will mean the withdrawal of the means of 
education from a large number of poor and deserving students .. These 
scholarships are generally of small amounts, ranging from Rs. 3 toRs. 10 
per mensem. There is of course a proviso in the proposal of the 
committee that the interests of backward communities should not suffer 
by such a withdrawal, but I understand that scholarships have already 
been withdrawn or stopped in a number ot cases and the result has been 
a great outcry amongst poor students. Education is the birth-right of 
every child, and I think Government is in duty bound to provide 
education, particularly primary education for the masses. The country 
is crying hoarse for compulsory education under the Primary Education 
Act but we find that the Act is a dead letter and .various 
schemes ot compulsory education have been withheld by Government, 
simply because there is no money available for giving grants to various 
local bodie~ desirous of introducing compulsion. It is very unfortunate · 
that a cut of five per cent. has already been made in the primary 
education grant by Government. This has resUlted in the withdrawal 
of facilities for acquiring literacy from the poorer classes. It is 
only the poor that suffer in the long run, and here also a five per cent. 
cut must mean the closure of so many schools attended by backward and 
poor classes. Generally, the children of such people cannot afford to be 
regular at school for lack of means of subsistence and thus naturally their 
education suffers. I am therefore quite against any further cut in the. 
primary education grants. On the other hand I wish that it. may be 
possible to make good the five per cent. cut already made by other means. 
I will suggest a concrete instance. The attendance allowance which is 
being given to primary teachers (headmasters and first assistants) .has 
really been a bone of contention among the teachers themselve,s. Several_ 
boards have passed resolutions against the grant of attendance allowances 
which have proved a great evil not only to schools but also to teachers 
themselves. There have been dissensions among the teachers, because 
only a few, viz., headmasters and assistants, get this allowance at the 
expense of others who also work and contribute to the attendance 
at schools. If this attendance allowance is done away with, there w~ 
be a net saving of more than a lakh of rupees to Government~ and its 
withdrawal. will not cause any discontent. Government have not 
probably yet investigated into the possibility of this retrenchment, which 
is worth careful consideration. · 

Then as regards the proposal to make a cut in the grants for secondary 
schools and colleges, I would point out that it is only recently that the 
backward classes have come to take advantage of secondary education. 
They could hardly einerge from the primary stages to take advantage of 
secondary education until lately but now that they are coming forward 
to take advantage of it, that education is becoming more and more costl:y, 
we may say, rather prohibitive, for them, and, in such circumstances, 
curtailment of facilities for secondary education will be a great misfortune 
for them. I how from my own experience that many secondary high 
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and middle schools have recently come into exisf;('nce, but they have been 
receiving no encouragement from Government. On the contrary, muclt 
discouragement has been their lot, and any curtailment of grants from 
~he old institutions ll"ill he very disheartening to the managers of those 
which have \>een struggling for their very existence and lh'ing from hand 
to mouth. As a matter of fact, Government is not able to give them the 
grants which is their due according to the ratio laid down in the Grant-in· 
Aid Code. They are barely getting one-fourth when they are entitlod 
to one-third of their net expenditure according to the code, and in several' 
cases they do not get even one-fifth. Under such circumstances, it will 
~e giving a death-blow to popular education, if any further cut at all is 
made in primary or even in secondary education. I would not favour any 
Cent even in the grants to colleges. In short, I am against any cut being 
made under the whole head of Education. It is education and sanitation 
and medical relief which require our first attention, but I would say 

· that at the bottom of all the prosperity, health and happiness of 
the country, lies. education and for the sake of education, I will go a step 
further and urge that more funds should be made available for the 
expansion of education by cutting down the extravagant expenditure of 
other departments. The Retrenchment Committee propose in paragraph 
98 of the· interim report to make a saving of Rs. 2,500 by abolishing 
scholarships or stipends as they are called, to teachers in primary 
training colleges.. Now, Sir, those persona who go to primary training 
schools and colleges to become teachers are generally very poor. After 
passing the Vernacular Final Examination, they join training institutions 
simply to earn a decen~ livelihood as teachers after receiving training for 
a year or two.. They receive as stipend only Rs. 12-8-0 per month, 
which is barely sufficient to keep their body and soul together. If is 
proposed to withdraw even this small pittance. of Rs. 12-8-0 from these 

. poorly-paid teachers. I think it will be very unfair and unkind 
to make any retrenchment in this direction at the expense of poor 
teachers. 
· Then as regards the proposal to make a saving of Rs. 2,08,000 which i~ 

expected from a reduction of grants to secondary schools, I think a good 
deal of saving can be effected by other means without touching secondary 
education at all. There are several superfluous institutions which can 
be cut down, and I would particularly urge on the a'ttentioB of Govern
ment the need of cutting down some high-paid posts, which are almost 
not wanted. I had suggested to the Retrenchment Committee that 
there are several posts; high-paid posts, which are not absolutely necessary 
under the present circumstances, for example the Personal Assistants 
to the Educational Inspectors. That is merely a luxury. I myself was 
an EdQcational Inspector and would have done without a Personal 
Assistant. I was in charge of two divisions, still I could manage to do 
my work without depending much on my Personal Assistants because 
they were no good to me at all. · 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL :MAJID: May I ask a question 1 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member spealring 
does not yield. 

The honourable member has only one minute more. 
Mr. J. S. KADRI: Then, Sir, there is overlapping in Government 

institutions. · For example, there are more classes t~an needed in some 
schools. It is a. principle laid down by Government that Governn;tent 
high schools should be maintained only as model in:stitutions. ~ We do 
not need model schools with a large number of classes in places, where 
there are other sister institutions of the same kind. We can cut down 
Ruch classes and make a saving.- · 

There are various other directions in which I am going to suggest 
retrenchment to the Retrenchment Committee when their questionnaire 
is answered by me. On the whole, I press on the attention of this House 
the wisdom of not supporting cuts proposed under the heads of education 
and medical relief. With these words, I say that if any scheme of cuts 
in salaries of Government servants is worth consideration, it is the scheme 
proposed by my honourable friend Dr. D'Souza. The cuts must be 
reasonable and must be such as would not press hard on the resources 
of the poor employees. In case, there is no other remedy but to have 
cuts in salaries, I think the graded percentages of cuts suggested by 
Dr. D'Souza appear to be mod~st and fair. 

Dr. M. D. GILDER (Bombay City, North}: Sir, we are thankful to 
the Honourable the Leader of the House for' giving us this opportunity 
of expressing our views on the Retrenchment Committee's report and 
on other matters connected with retrenchment. We are also thankful 
to the members of the Retrenchment Committee who, I hear, have had 
about 30 sittings lasting over two months, taking, I am told, about 
8 hours a day to go through the whole scheme of retrenchment, and I am 
told that the President of the committee even gave up a Parsi holiday 
and held a meeting on that day. Sir, they have taken all this trouble, 
and what has been the result~ Most of the cuts that they have been able 
to put in have been recommended by the heads of the departments 
themselves or, as my honourable friend the mover of the resolution said, 
most of the cuts have been made by stopping works which were going on. 
As far as their own recommendations are concerned, I do not think 
they have themselves made a retrenchment of more than about four to 
five lakhs of rupees. The mountain has been in labour and has delivered. 
a mouse. On the question of the cut in tha salaries, they have had 
differences of opinion amongst themselves. They have wobbled among 
themselves a great deal and at last have come to some sort of determin
ation to recommend retrenchment in salaries by a majority vote. I am 
sure, Sir, that a cut in the salaries at the present moment is justified, 
just as in a business house, when it is working at a loss, a cut in the salaries 
of its employees or a diminution of the personnel is the only way in which 
the firm could be restored to a position of solvency. And, Sir, it is 
justified in other ways too. We see in the Council Honourable Ministers, 
when questions and supplementary questions are asked, looking to the 
Secretaries for replies when, for helping in the replies the files on those 
qu{'stions which they would need have been with th~m and not with the 
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Secretaries on that very day. Sir, have not we seen the Honourable 
the Finance Member-1 am sorry he is not here-movinO' a Bill and 
then leaving it to the honourable member the Finance Secret:ry to make 
an explanation as to the principles involved in the Bill t And is it any 
surprise, Sir, that ·one of the reporters mistook the Finance Secretary 
for the Finance Member and in his report put down "Mr. Wiles, the 
Honourable the Finance Member, said so and so "l Sir, we have seen on 
another' occasion, even when this· question of the discussion of the 
Retrenchment Committee's report was brought before this House, when 
an honourable member asked a question of the Honourable the Leadt'r 
of the House, he gave a reply, but then he sat quiet ·and another 
honourable member of the Council took up his place and replied to our 
questions. If, Sir, the Honourable Ministers and the Honourable 
Members of Council are either so carelt>ss or so lazy, they do deserve 
retrenchment. 

Sir, coming to another question, the question of education, 
I perfectly agree with what has fallen from the honourable member 
repreSenting the Domiciled European and Anglo-Indian community as 
regards the harmfulness and the utter futility of a cut in education, 
whether it be primary, secondary or university education. He said, 
Sir, that out of the students who take education in the university 
colleges a great many cannot afford to take it. Sir, take the instance 
of my own year in the Arts College. When I passed the B.A., 4 of us 
were in the first class, and 3 out of them could not afford to pay the full 
fees of the college and were reduced fee students. If we had not been 
accepted as reduced fee students, we would not have been to-day in the 
positions which we occupy. 

Then, Sir, coming to the Medical Department, the other Department 
in which I am interested, the Department start~d by making a 10 per 
cent. cut in the diets. The diets, when they are worked out, vary from 
Rs. 0-10-1 toRs. 0-7-9 in the Bomby city hospitals. Just imagine, at 
the Cama and Allbless Hospital a woman who has delivered a child 
being fed on Rs. 0-7-9; and the Honourable Minister wants a cut in 
this department, and the department wants a cut out of Rs. 0-7-9 to 
feed two souls, the mother and the child. Sir, in cutting down this, a 
peremptory order has been issued that the officers in charge of these 
hospitals will be responsible for any excess of expenditure incurred and 
such excess of expenditure incurred will have to be reimbursed 
from their pay. Imagine the result of that. In one of the hospitals
! am not exaaaeratina, I am narrating facts-there was a convalcs- . 
cent typhoid patient 

0 

needing an extra egg a day. It is said that ' 
if an extra egg is giYen, it will send up the cost of the diet. The 
lay Secretary comes up with his lay mind to see whether an extra egg 
is necessary. The matter is reported to the ·Principal Medical Officer, 
and the Principal Medical Officer comes down to see whether an extra 
egg is necessary, and the chances are that as the Principal Medical 
Officer's pay will be docked if the regular cost that has been put down 
increases, the poor patient most probably or possibly may not even get 
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the egg. But, Sir, imagine the waste of time of two officers, one paid 
Rs. 1,000 a month and the other paid over Rs. 2,000 per month coming -
down to see if a patient deserves an extra egg. Sir,' the honorary 
officers of the J. J. group of hospitals have already represented to the 
department that such working is not possible, and I trust, Sir, that the 
matter will receive the attention of the Honourable Minister. · 

Another thing is that Government provides for the · whole popula
tion of Bombay 839 beds~ the Government group of hospitals, .and the 
daily number of patients treated js 882 · 8 on 839 beds. Out of these, 
I say Government have docked 150 beds. 

An Honourable MEMBER : How can 882 patients be treated · ori. 
839 beds 1 

Dr. 1\1. D. GILDER: They have put them on the floor. As I was 
saying, out of those, Government has cut down 150 beds, or nearly 150, 
because the real number is.148: so that the Government is supplying 
only 689 beds for the whole of the city of Bombay. I am working at 
another big hospital-luckily it· is not a. Government hospital..:.......and 
it is heart-rending to refuse admission to patients, and ultimately, 
perhaps a week or ten days later when they have gone worse, to admit 
them merely later on perhaps to perform a post mort.em on them. This 
diminution in the number of beds is really heart-rending. 

There is another matter to which I refer with a great deal of hesita
tion, namely, unequal treatment· to the different communities in 
the hospitals. It is a matter to which I refer with a great deal of 
diffidence. At the St. George's Hospital Government is providing 220 
beds, but Government is providing 689 beds at the other hospitals. 
May I ask, Sir, whether the population of' Bombay consisting of 
Europeans and Anglo-Indians and the population of Bombay Indians 
is in that ratio 1 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE: What is the cor:.t per head 1 
Dr. M.D. GILDER: I am coming to that. The average number of , 

beds occupied at the St. George's Hospital-! have taken my figures 
from the Report on Hospitals and Dispensaries-is 125·5. As. I said, 
the average number which was 839 beds was occupied by 882 patients 
on the Indian side. Then, Sir, the diet in the St. George's Hospital 
costs Rs. 2-11-1, and I understand that that is not subject to the, 
10 per cent. reduction. It is said, Sir, that the contributions from the 
patients and from other sources amount to more than the cost of the 
diets. It may be, but the Government itself is spending out of its own 
contribution Rs. 4,47,881 for keeping 125·5 patients at the St. George's 
Hospital per day, and it is contributing Rs. 4,45,000-Rs. 2,000 less
for keeping 391 patients at the J. J. Hospital per day. 125 · 5 patients 
cost Government Rs. 4,47,881 in the St. George's Hospital, whereas 
391 patients cost Government Rs. 4,43,000 at the J. J. Hospital, and 
in spite of that the reduction is all on the Indian side. As I said, I am 
very so~ry to refer to this matter, ~ut it is a matter which has got to 
be ventilated. As regards the Medical Department, I daresay there is 
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great room for cuts, but not in the poor patients• food and not in the 
medical relief that has to be supplied to them. The personnel on the 
medical side ~ far too great. There. are men ·who haYe hardly any 
lectures to deliver, or hardly any teaching to do, who receive fat salaries. 
There are assistants and assistants to assistants, and assistants to them . 
and to them aga~, who ~any away a great deal of the money. And: 
Sir, where men gtve thetr honorary work and where men give their 
honorary work by way of consultation, their payment is taken away, 
so that we see the anomaly of one .man getting Rs. 2,000 for doing the 
same work for which another man is given Rs. 50 I It was formerly 
Rs. 150, but it has been retrenched to Rs. 50. The principle adopted 
is, ''Give more to the people who .have and take away the little from the 
people who have not." This is a principle that was formerly followed 
by the Bourbon princes, prior to the French Revolution. There is a 
great deal of room for cutting oil contingencies. All over the budget 
"contingencies, contingencies, contingencies." The total amount of the 
contingencies will be more than a crore. Possibly there can be some room 
for making a cut. But I maintain there is absolutely no room for making 
any cut on the medical side as regards either the help that is given to 
the patients or as regards their diet. I support the resolution as moved 
by my honourable friend Mr • .Jog. 

Dr. V. G. VAISIL\MPAYAN (Sholapur City): Sir, it is undoubtedly 
a matter for congratulation that this question of retrenchment has come 
to be forced into the open. When in the last session Government readily 
accepted the retrenchment committee of the non-official members of the 
legislature, I was rather surprised. I knew, as many of you must have 
known, that Government on their part have threshed C?Ut this question 
more or less completely. . Time and again they have appointed I.C.S. 
and account officers to examine the question and probably have proved 

· to their satisfaction that there was no scope left for retrenchment. The 
.Ieason of their having readily accepted the committee I think must have 
been that they imagine they could satisfy the representatives of the 
public on the committee that further room for retrenchment there was 
none. Thus to obtain their support and through them that of the 
legislature for fresh measures of taxation would be an easy matter. 

The conditions of the world-wide depression accentuated in India by 
political unrest made, however, the authorities realise that not only 
additional taxation measures would not get the support of the legislature, 
but if taxes were imposed the collection thereof would be a matter of 
difficulty. Retrenchment to meet both ends meet has thus been practically 
forced upon Government and the committee has to propose measures for 
the same. With their limited experience it is not surprising that the 
enquiry has not been thorough. The members had obviously to be 
guided by the experience of official experts associated with them and 
be satisfied by proposing measures of their prompting. Now that the 
question has been un.avoirutbly forced into the open, it is perhaps time 
that it should be examined in all its bearings. It has been the common 
complaint for years wgether of all public men that the cost of adminis
tration in India is disproportionately higher \\ith reference to the 
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economic condition of the people. The administration has become 
extremely top-heavy and the nation-building activities have been starved 
on account of the resources being wasted upon maintaining an establish
ment which is not giving its proportionate return. It has also been the 
general complaint that in view of the pr.ogres~ of. Indian education, 
when for performance of duties of administration, according to the 
working of the general law of supply and demand, talents are available 
at cheaper rates, on account of-some extraneous principles it is that 
a much more highly paid agency has been forced upon us. It has also 
been advanced that, whenever any ideas of actual service to the people 
are put forward, opportunity is seized upon for creating highly paid 
posts and the resulting benefit to the public is practically niL Whatever 
service is actually given, it costs the public disproportionately high. 
The resources of Government are thus wasted to the extent of 50 
per cent. at least. · -

An opportunity is afforded at th~ present moment of going thoroughly 
into the matter; the co-operation of the public and the press· might be 
obtained and all views brought before a just and appropriate decision 
on the matter can be reached. The present enquiry· is only a 
step forward in so much that in this enquiry with the vested interests of 

·the superior services have been associated some representatives of the 
public. For an enquiry to be thorough in all its sides, the personnel 
should consist not only of one side but all sides, that is, the provincial, 
the subordinate service, the public at large, the press and so on. We 
have the knowledge of the Railway Enquiry in which it was found out 
too late that overlooking the subordinate interests was a. blunder. Later 
on, a compromise had to be arrived at by settling with the representatives · 
of the latter. Let that mistake be not repeated here. 

It is a matter of common knowledge that in the subordinate service of 
Government, there are men educationally fitted for posts of a. higher 
nature of duties but who have been held back under the present statutory 
conditions from reaching posts which they should reach with benefit to 
themselves and with benefit to the nation. From the report before us 
I know that about five crores and thirty-five lakhs are required for the 
cost of establishment which looks after a gross income of about thirteen 
crores. Is this cost in line with the cost obtaining in other governments ! 

Another_ point is the ratio between the service of the lowest and the 
highest, that is, whereas the lowest clerk in Government service is. paid 
Rs 30 the pay of the Minister comes toRs. 4,000. Is this ratio obtaining 
in any other countries 1 · 
. Perhaps the suggestion of the committee· which has been shrewdly 
made on a matter of which they have a thorough knowledge is an index 
of the state of things existing in respect of superior service. The Com
mittee are thoroughly satisfied that the work of the seven Executive 
Coun~illors (inc!uding Ministe:s) can ~asily be managed by about four, 
that 1s, expPnditure on supenor sernce necessary for the discharge of 
efficient administration should be four while we are maintaining it at 
seven. The division of service into classes I do not think exists 
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in any. other country. For maintaining the British character of 
admini!tration and ensuring European status to officers responsible for 
law and order, this division must. have been introduced and must have 
been slavishly followed elsewhere or in other departments. ·When in 
Law, Engineering, Agriculture and Medicine, fully qualifil'd men, equal 
in calibre to Europeans are available in India very cheaply on account 
of 'the general law of supply and demand, why should distinctions 

· be. maintained in the departments 1 Why should not a thoroughly 
qUa.lified man start at the lowest rung of the ladder and come up to the 
highest! Why should not in the Judicial Department men start on 
'Rs. 200 as munsiffs and go straight up to the highest post by seniority 1 
·Why in the.Engineering Department, is a graduate started as an overseer 
not . allowed the opportunity of reaching the post of a Chief Engineer 1 
Why should not an Agriculture graduate some day become the Director 
of Agriculture 1 I mean why should not opportunities be quite open to 
all and wJ1y should there be distinctions of classes 1 If these views can 
be aceepted, it will be possible to re-arrange the whole service, provincial 
as well as superior services, beginning on, say, Rs. 200 reaching up to a 
maximum of Rs. 1,500 and within this amount it is possible to ensure 
·highest efficiency consistent with maximum economy. , 

In every :field, Medical, Agriculture, Public Health, Engineering, 
·posts costing money out of all proportion have been created, e.g., for the 
aimple needs of relief of congestion in beggarly municipalities, when by 
l!Ome simple rules the desired end can be reached, costly establishment 
of the Consulting Surveyor to Government bas been maintained. Where 
public health is least directed, where the simple work is that of collecting 
~rtain statistics, costly Directors of Public Health and Assistant 
Directors· ~f Public Health who are of no use to the villagers are 
maintained. Whether this state of things should be allowed to continue 
is a matter for consideration. -· 

I may say that the enquiry is of a halting nature and that the personnel 
of the committee has been such that a thorough enquiry into the matter 
·could not be made possible, and I propose that only after allowing the 
press and the public free opportunity for criticism a Bill should 
be brought forward in the next session bringing about suggestions of 
a lasting order. The present economic condition is not of the nature of 
a temporary ailment which can be treated by some palliatives. It must 
be recognised that it is a chronic disorder and, unless drastic measures are 
proposed, disorder is bound to. go beyond limits. Until, however, such 
remedies can be thought of and applied, some temporary relief must be 
given and I suggest the following measures can be brought into effect. 

·The total saving in the recurring expenditure on account of these 
measures will be about equal to what the committee has proposed. 

Pension o:ff, in all departments, men who have grown up in service and 
over fifty. Do not fill in the vacancies so created, but distribute the 
work, if necessary, by posting to the vacant posts temporarily senior 
men fro_~ the lower grades. 
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Stop all future recruitment. Stop all annual increments. Recently 

a questionnaire has been drawn up and presented to each of the hono~rable. 
members. Many of us cannot be familiar with the exact functions of the 
officers referred to. I may suggest that a brief resume of their duti~s 
should be furnished along with the questionnaire. . 

FLOODS IN THE RATNAGIRI DISTRICT. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member :Mr. Surve 

has placed in my hands a request which I thought was with a view to 
ask my permission to ask ths Honourable the Revenue Member. a 
question if he would obtain information, to make a statement to-morrow 
or during the course of this session regarding the damage caused by 
lloods in the Ratnagiri district. · . · 

The Honourable :Mr. W. F. HUDSON: The honourable member 
1Ir. Surve told me to~day that he wanted this information. I am doing 
my best to collect it. Government have no information at present on 
the lines desired by the honourable memb~r. As soon as I get the 
information I will place it before the House. I think that I ~:~hall 
certainly be able to do so before the end of this week. 

PUBLIC MEETING OF MAHOMEDANS IN SURAT ON THEIR · 
PROPHET'S BIRTHDAY. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Then, there is another matter 
which the honourable' member from Ahmedabad (Mr. Resaldar) had 
placed in my hands in a different fqrm this afternoon. He wanted to 
move an adjournment of t~e House on the strength of the information he 
had that a public meeting ol :Mahomedans on the occasion of the birth
day of the Prophet was prevented from taking place in Surat in one of . 
the public halls there. I advised him to get a statement from the , 
Honourable the Home Member before he resorted to. that step and 
returned the motion to him. Can the Honourable the Home .Member 
let the House know what the circumstances were which led to the 
prevention of the meeting, if it is a fact 1 That might save the House 
the necessity of discussing an adjournment motion. . . , 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Sir, I only heard of this 
incident mentioned by the honourable member (Mr. Resaldar) this after
noon for the first time. The event, if it happened, must have happened 
last Tuesday, six days before-that was the birthday; I think. 
I have telegraphed for information, and I will try to get the information 
and, if I get it before the House rises finally, I will inform him and, if 
desired, the House also. . ·. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House is now adjourned to 
2 p.m., to-morrow, Tuesday, the 4th August 1931. . · 

BOMBAY: PRINTED AT !'HB GOVERNMENT CENTRAL l'l!ESII, 
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Tuesday, the 4th August 19.11 

Tb, Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Tuesday, 
thA 4th August 1931, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, 
Sir ALI M:AHOl\IED KHAN DEHLA VI, Kt., Bar-a.t-La.w, presiding. . 

Present: 

ABDUL LATif! HAJI HAJRAT K!UN, Khan Bahadur 
ABERCROMBIE, l\Ir. J. R. 
ALLAJmA.K.SH, Khan Bahadur 
AsAVALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BANGI, 11Ir: A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 
BoLE, Rao Ba.hadur S. K. 
BoWERS, Mr. P. L. 
BRANDER, 11Ir. J. P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H. 
BROWNE,~.D.R.H. 
BuLLOcKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 
CmKODI, Mr. P. R. 
CmTALE, Ra.o Bahadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, lir. H. B. 
CoLLINS, 1\Ir. G. F. S. 
CooKE, .Mr. G. H. 
DHALUMAL LILARAM, Mr. 
DEsAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
;DESAI, Mr. H. R. 
DESAI, Mr. S. B. · 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBAN · 
EwBANK, Mr. R. B. 
GARRET'l', Mr. J. H. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GHULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GILDER, Dr. M. D. 
GOKHALE, Mr. L. R. 
GovER RoRA, Mr. 
HARRISON, Mr. C. S.C. 
HunsoN, the Honourable Mr. W. F. 
JAM JAN lliB:oMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JxTEKAR, Mr. HAJI bum:M 
JoG, lir. V. N. . 
JoNES, Major W. Etus 
KADRI, Mr. J. S. . 
KALBHOR, Mr. G. M. 
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KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
KAMAT,lh.B.S.· . 
K.umu, the Honourable Dewan Babadur S. T. 
K.A:&BJURI, Mr. M. M. 
KRUHR.o, Khan Ba.badur M. A. 
KULJWL.."'fi, Ra.o Saheb P. D. 
LELY, Mr. w. G. 
MACKLIN, Mr. A. s. R. 
lliDHA.VSANG Jo:&BHA.I, Mr. 
MEBE:&BAXSH, Mr. s. . 
MEHTA, Mr. M. H. 
MonAX, Rev. R. 8. 
MoDI, Sardar Da.var T. K. 
MoRE, Mr. J. G. 
NAix, Rao Babadur B. R. 
NAMDEORAO BUDHA..Til!.AO, lh. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
PABULEx.u\, Rao Bahadur L. V. 
PAri:L, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
PATIL, Rao Bahadur D. R. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
PATIL, Mr. v. N. 
PATIL, Rao Saheb Y. S. 
Pru.DHAN, Rao Bahadur G. V. 
PRATER, Mr. s~ H. 
RAli'IUDDIN AHM:AD, the Honourable MouLvi 
RESALDAB, Mr. A. K. 
SHAim ABDUL Azxz, Mr. 
SHAim ABDUL MAJID, Mr. 
SHAim YAKUB V AZIB MAHOMED, Khan Babadur 
SHA.NKABRAO JAYARAMBAO ZUNZAR:UO, :Mr. 
SHINDE, Mr. R. B. 
SMART, Mr. w. W. 
SoLANKI, Dr. P. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
SURVE, Mr. v. A. 
SYED :MIBAN MAHOliED SHAH . 
SYED MUNAWAB, Mr. 
TALPUR, M.IB BANDEH ALI .KHAN 
THAKOR or KEBWADA, Sardar BHASAHEB R.AISINHJi 
THoll!.S, the Honourable Mr. G. A. 
ToLANI, Mr. S. 8. 
TURNER, llr. c. W. A. 
VAISHAliPAYAN, Dr. V. G. 
VAKIL, Mr. PESTANSHAH N. . 
'VAKIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir Rusro:M JE~NmB 
. V ANDEKAB, Rao Saheb R. V. 
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WADKE, Mr. B. P. 
WILES, Mr. G. 

Questions and Answers 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. Questions. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. ·. 

ScHooL CoMMITTEE: BoMBAY MumrnALITY. 

794: 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state--· 
(a) the number of members in the Bombay Municipal School 

Committee ; · 
(b) how many of them belong to the advanced Hindu classes, how 

many belong to the Ba.ckward and to the Depressed classes respectively 
and how many are Parsi!, Muhammadans, Christians and Europeans ! 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) Sixteen. 
(b) The following statement contains the required information:-

Hindus- . . 
Advanced Classes . . 9 
Intermediate Classes . . I 

Muhammadans . • 3 
Parsis 2 
Christians . . I 

Rao Ba.ha.dur S. K. BOLE : Why has no mention been made about 
the depressed classes 1 I asked the question in (b). . 

The Honourable liOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Because there 
is no member of the Depressed Classes in the Committee. 

Rao Ba.hadur S. K. BOLE : Did any member stand for election to 
the Schools Committee ~ · 

The Honourable liOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD: I do not know. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will the Honourable Minister please 

m»ke enquiries t · · · ' 
The Honourable liOL'LVI R.AFilJ1JDIN AHMAD: I will' 'make 

tnquiries if the honourable member gives me notice. '· · 

SuuT M1l'NI.CIPALITY: SUPEllSESSIOif. 

Dr. :U.K. DIX[T (Surat City): (1) Will the Honourable Member 
for Local Self-Government state whether he gave an assurance, when 
Rao Bahadur Cbitale moved an adjournment motion on the occasion of 
the supersession of the Surat Municipality, that he will restore the 
municipality as 10on as possible if la.w permitted t , . 

(2) If so, what is the legal opinion in that regard t 
(3) Did he lay down any other conditions which had to be fulfilled 

before the reswration of the municipality could be effected! 
(4) If so, what were they and hav~ they been complied with by now! 

. (5) Is it a fact that the honourable mover ef the adjoumment motion 
withdrew the same on the assurance given by the Minister t 
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The Honourable Sirdar Sir RCSTOll JEliA..\"GIR VAKIL : (I) Yes, 
subject however to the conditions referred to below. 

(2) There is no legal bar to the termination of the period of su~rst>S
sion before the date specified in the notification. 

(3) Yea. . 
(!) T.he Committee of Management should pass the budget and 

complete and publish the new electoral roll. The first has been complied 
with. With regard to the second the attention of the Honourable 
Member is drawn to the statement recently made by me in this House . 
. (5) Yea. 

Dr. lL K. DIXIT : May I know on what date the publication of the 
rolls will be made t 
. The Honourable Sirda.r Sir RL""STOll JEJIA...\"GIR VAKIL: I am 

not in possession of the facts at present, but in all probability before the 
15th August. 

r' LA...~ REVD-uE AssESSllE~"'T: RATES. 

Khan Bahadur GHCLlll NABI SHAH (Th.ar Parkar District) : 
Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) on what principles the present rates of assessment are based ; 
(b) if they are calculated. on a certain share of the produce, what 

that share is; 
(c) whether Government are prepared to accept that sh~re of the 

produce in lieu of the assessment ; 
(d) if not, the reason therefor ! 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. ffi"DSOX: (a) and (b) The principles 
on which the present rates of assessment are based are explained in the 
instructions for ~he guidance of settlement officers contained in Circular 
No. M of the Com.missioner in Sind's Special Circulars. 

(c) No. · 
(d) The levy of assessment in kin<!_is impracticable. 
:Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: What e:ffect have the Government 

of Bombay given to the recommendations of the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee that the principles of assessing land revenue should be laid 
down in the statute book ! 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HCDSON : The honourable member is 
well aware that at present we have made no statutory provision. 

Khan Bahadur 1\1. A. KHUHRO : Is it not a fact that Government 
appointed a revenue committee in 1924 to make recommendations in 
this respect ! 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSO:N: Yes, it is a fact • 
. Khan Bahadur M. A. KHCHRO : '\That effect has been given to 

the recommendations of this collllllittee! 
The Honourable llr. W. F. HCDSOX: None. 
Rao Bahadur D. R. P A.TIL: Wlien is legislation likely to be introduced 

giving e:ffect to the recommendations! · 
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The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I have already explained at 
great length in my speech in the March session and again in answer to 
a questiQn, I think, this session. I am nat able to say when it will he 
introduced. 

Khan Bahadur :U. A. KHUIIRO :· Is it not a fact that we have received 
promises from ~vemment during the last two years that the legisLi.tion 
will be introduced 1 · 

The Honourable :Mr. W. F. HUDSOS: I do not·remember having 
made any promises. · · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : '\Then does the Honourable Member 
propose to bring in the Bill ~ . 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I have already said that I ani 
.not in a position to say when we shall he able to introduce legislation.v 

L.ul> REVE~"'UE RECOVERY : Mm.l'URKllAS .ll.l> THAR p AB.W. ·. 
Khan Bahadur GHULA:M NABI SHAH (Thar Parkar District) : 

Will ~vernment be pleased to state-
(a) how many warrants have been issued on .zamindars in each 

taluka of Mirpurkhas and in the Nara Valley Divisions· of the Thar 
Parkar District, Sind, for the realisation of Land Revenue Assessment ; 

(b) how many heads of zamindars' cattle have been auctioned for 
the realisation of Land Revenue Assessment ; · . · 

(c) how many zamindars have sold or mortgaged their lands in order 
to pay land revenue! · · 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) and (b) The attention of 

the Honourable Member is invited to Appendix III to the Land Revenue 
Administration Report for Sind for the year 1928-29, a copy of which 
will be found in the Cotincil Library. This contains all the information 
that is available and Government do not consider it necessary to incur 
the trouble of collecting further details. Similar information for 19"29-30 
will be published in due course in Appendix Ill to the report for that 
year. . 

(c) No statistics are available which would enable Government to 
answer this question. 

PooNA ELEcrmc SUPPLY Com.Ali'Y : DEPOSITS 

• FROM: CoNSUMERS. 

:Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City): Will Government be pleased 
fu~te- . 

(a) whether they are aware that the Poona · Electric Supply 
Company levies a deposit fee of Rs. 25 from each of its consumers to 
ensure regular payment of consumers' bills; 

{b) what is the total amount of the deposits recovered by this 
Company from such of its consumers as have deposited amounts less 
than Rs. 100 as deposit fees; · 

(c) whether Government are aware of the hardship caused to these 
small deposit<>rs by the loss of their interest on the amount of 
these deposits ; . 
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(d) whether they are. aware that. the trouble and the ~xpens& 
involved in giving these small deposits their interest is very insigni-
ficant; · 

(e) whether they intend to· withdraw the directions given to the
Company in their letter No. 6847-M, dated 19th May 1925; 

(/) whether they are aware that the said letter is enabling the 
Company to make an unduly large profit on these deposits at the cost. 
of its consumers without. any return for the same 1 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSO~: (a) The Supply Company 

take deposits generally only from consumers ~ho are found dilatory in · 
the payment of bills. 
, (b) Rs. 54,216 up to the end of June 1931. . 
' (c) Government do not think that any great hardship is caused to an 
average consumer on account of the loss of interest which in any case wilt 
not exceed Rs. 3 per year at the Post Office Savings Bank rate. 

(d) No. For a deposit of Rs. 25 the trouble involved in keeping an 
account for .the small annual interest of annas 12 would not be insigni
ficant. 

(e) Government have no such intention at present but they wilr 
consider the question of modification of the directions. . 

(f) Government do not consider that the Company are making any 
large profits on these deposits. The total amount of small deposits. 
held.by the Company is about Rs. 54,000 up to the end of June last, and 
interest on this amount, say at 5 per cent., comes to Rs. 2,700. Taking· 

. into consideration the cost of maintaining the accounts of about 2,00(} 
consumers who have paid these deposits, the amount of interest earned 

· may be regarded as not unduly large. In any case Government will 
consider the question as stated above. 

TRAINING CoLLEGES FOR MEN AND WoMEN: NATURE 

STUDY EXAMINATION. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona Ci.tJ): (a) Will Government be
pleased to state whether it is a fact that for the subject of Nature study 
there is only a written examination in the Training College for Women,. 
while in the Training College for Men, there is only a practical examina· 
tion for t.he same subject 1 

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, do Government intend to. 
have uniformity in the Training Colleges both 'for men and women 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) Yes, except 
that in the case of women candidates there is also the written examina
tion. 

(b) The matter is receiving consideration. 

TRAINING CoLLEGE, DauLIA : CouRSE. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City): ·(a) Is it a fact that there is 
no second year class but only a first year class in the Training College 
at Dhulia t . 

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, do Government intend 
to convert it into a training school and reduce the staff in that institution t 
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The ijonourable :MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD: (a) Yes. 
(b) No. Posts of teachers not at present required are kept vacant. 

TRAINING ScHOOLS: ABOLITION. 

· Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City): (a) Is it a fact that many 
of the training schools have been abolished~ ' 

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, do Government intend to 
abolish the training institutions at Bhiwandi and Phulia and thereby 
effect a saving 1 · 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) Yes. 
(b) No. . ·· 

KARACHI Mum:ciPAL BILL: BACKWARD CLASSES. 

Mr. GOVER RORA (Karachi City): (1) When is the new 
Karachi Municipal Bill to be introduced in the Legislature~ , 

(2) Do Government realise that there has been a great delaY, over 
this 1 · · 

(3) Does the draft Bill contain any special provision for the representa
tion of the Backward Classes 1 If not, do Government intend to 
keep any seat .reserved for this class 1 · . . 
. The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUST OM JEHANGIR VAKIL : (1) It is 
hoped to introduce the Bill in the September-October session of 
the Council. · 

(2) Yes. 
(3) The matter is under consideration. 

KATCHA KHANDI CASES. 

Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): (1) Will Government be 
pleased to state whether the cases known as Katcha Khandi cases are 
now over 1 · · 

(2) If so, how many hearings have the same taken before the Courts 
of Presidency Magistrates and before the High Court 1 . ' 

(3) What have been the actual or approximate costs of the cases to 
Government 1 

(4) Have any outside agency, and, if so, which provided the costs of 
the said cases 1 

(5) What is the amount of such costs so paid 1 
(6) Is it a fact that one of the cases, namely, case No. 254/S of 1926 

filed in the middle of March 1926, was kept pending even without a first 
trial till the beginning of this year 1 . . 

(7) If so, why was the sam~ so kept pending 1 . 
(8) Are Government in a position to cite any other cripUnal case 

which was kept pending for a· period of nearly five years where the accused 
were available on the spot and the case not brought to a hearing 1 · 

(9) Is it a fact that the accused in the said case persistently applied 
both to Government and to the Courts that the case against them be 
taken up without delay 1 · 

(10) Is it a fact that such applications were from time to time 
opposed on behalf of the prosecution 1 , 

(11) How many accused in all were implicated in cases Nos. 186/1? to 
190/P of 1926 and 254/S of 1926 1 
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(12) At whose instance were the raids and anests in the abeve cases 
Nos. 186/P to 190/P made' 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOllAS: (1) Yes. 
(2) Before the Presidency Magistrates' Courts 102. Before the 

High Court 11. 
(3) The cost to Government was negligible. 
(4) and (5) No outside agency provided any costs. The fees of the 

Counsel who assisted the Public Prosecutor were paid by the East India 
Cotton Association. This was an anangement made by the Public 
Prosecutor. Government are not aware of the amount paid as fees. · 

(6) Yes, until 27th October 1930, the dav on which this case 
was, with the permission of the Presidency "Magistrate, 3rd Court, 
withdrawn. · 

(7) A large number of criminal cases were involved. In ihe begin
ning one was taken up as a test case. It was strongly contested and was 
finally decided aft~r an appeal to the High Court nearly three 
years· after the premises were raided. Thereafter such of the other 
cases as were considered important enough to proceed with wE:'re taken 
up in order. This case being a summons case was kept till the last, 
the others being warrant cases. It is usual to dispose of warrant 
cases· before summons cases and on the representation of the Public 
Prosecutor the Magistrate saw no reason to alter the procedure. 

(8) The reason for the delay lJ.as been stated in the answer to clause 
(7). Government are not prepared to undertake an inspection of the 
criminal files of all Courts to find out whether there have been any 
analogous case&. 

(9) Yes. But there was only one insistent applicant in the person of 
one .of the Directors of the Shri Mahajan Association. The other 
.Directors of the Association were content with the judgment given by 
the High Court in the test case. 

(10) Yes.· 
(11) There were 354 names on the charge sheets in cases Nos. 186/P 

to 190/P. In summons case No. 254/S the onJy accused was the 
Shri Mahajan Association through its Directors. . 

(12) Th~ Commissioner of ,Police acted under section 6 of Act IV of 
1887. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: The answer to ·(3) says that the cost to Government 
was negligible. Whether negligible or not, what was the amount 
of cost 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS:. Rs. 45. 
Mr. V. X. JOG: Were the fees of the public prosecutors included in itt 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. TH011AS: The public prosecutor does 

not receive any special fees, but permanent fees. The other fees were 
not paid by Government. 1 

Mr. V. N. JOG: In answer t.o questions (4) and (5) it is Btated that 
no outside agency provided any costs. Did not the East India C<Jtton 
Association pay the counsel's fees ! · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A; THO:\L\.S: No costs are given in India; 
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r. GoRDON SETTLEMENT IN THE SouTHERN MARATHA CouNTRY. 

Mr. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): (1) Will Government be 
pleased to state whether the sub•sharers in the Pargana Watandars' 
families in the Southern Maratha Country were consulted by Goyern~ 
ment when the settlement known as Gordon Settlement was effected 1 

(2) Is it a fact that the Khatedar alone was consulted.at that time 
and that he alone produced all the information he held at that tinie ~ 

(3) Who are the parties to the Gordon Settlement agre~ment ~ 
(4) \Vho proposed the terms in the sanad given by the Secretary of 

State in consequence of the enquiry o£ the ~ordon Settlement ~ '· · 
(5) Is it a fact that the Dharwar and Belgaum 'District Pargana 

Watandars were willing to. commute their services· by paying certain 
·extra judi to Government without any other condition~~ r . · .· · 

(6) Is the third condition in the sanad granted for Pargana Watandars 
in the Dharwar and Belgaum Districts inserted in it with their 
consent ; have Government any record to show that they have 
eonsented to such a condition 1 . . '.:' . · . 

(7) If not, will Government be pleased to state under what. circum.J 
stances the third condition in the sanad came to be inserted 1 

. The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (1) and (2) At .the time ·of 
the application of the Gordon Settlement the terms of that settlement 
were. offered to, and accepted by, those watandars .whose name~ 
had been entered in the Government· records as holders of District· 
Hereditary Officers' watans. · '· · 

(3) The Gordon Settlement was not of the nature of an agre'ement 
between contracting parties on equal footing. It was merely an 
indulgence granted by Government to District Hereditary' Officers 
permitting them to hold their watans on payment of judi 'to Govern~ 
ment in lieu of service, as the services for which the watans had 'been 
created were no longer required. 

(4) The Gordon Commission proposed the terms included·.in ,the 
sanad, after ascertaining the wishes of District Hereditary Officers 
generally. · · · ' 
~)N~ . 
(6) Yes. In the case of every sanad issued the grantee signs the 

sanad in token of having accepted the grant on the terms and conditions 
mentioned in the sanad. 

(7) ·Does not arise. ,. 

LIQUOR SHOP NEAR MOSQUE : NADIAD. 

Mr. J .. S. KADRI (Northern Division): Will Government b~ 
pleased to state-

(a) whether they are aware of the grave dissatisfaction prevailing 
among the Muhammadans of Nadiad (District Kaira) in regard to the 
location of a country liquor shop in the vicinity of their mosque ; 

(b) whether they have received a representation from the Muslims 
of Nadiad, praying for the removal of this shop from the 
Muslim quarters ; 

(c) what steps are proposed to be taken in the matter~ 
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The Honourable MOCLVI IUFirDDIS .llDIAD: (a) and (b) Yes. 
(c) Steps are being taken to remove the shop from its present locality .. 

Rao Saheb B. G. DES.U : How long has the shop been located in 
that place! 

The Honourable l!Ol"LTI RA..Flt'DDIX AIDLID: I do not know. 

Rao &heb B. G. DES.U: Is it a fact that in about 1925 the then 
Excise lfini.ster (the Honourable Sir Dehlari) accompanied by the 
Excise officers paid a peroonal visit to tht' place and passed orders that 
the shop must stay there ! · 

The Hocourable MOCL TI RAFil'DDIX AJ.DI..ID : I do not know 
but should the honourable member give me notice, I would find it out. 

Mr. C. N. PATEL : Is it a fact that the. shop has been in existence 
for a long time without any complaint3 from any one ! 

The Honourable :liOULVI RAFitDD~ AJ.DI..ID: I cannot say. 

Mr. C. N. PATEL: May I know if it is a fact that the premises 
belonging to the mosque .-ere used for the plli}'OSts of a liquor shop l 

The Honourable MOUL VI RA.Fit'DDIX AIDIAD : I do not know 
how it arises. 

Mr. C. N. PATEL: It arises out of the question, because the premises 
belonging to the mosque \tere let out for manufacturing liquor. 

[No reply.] · 
Rao Saheb B. G. DESAI: Is it a fact that the District :Magistxate 

some time ago refused to entertain applications in regard to the location 
of this shop ! 

The Honourable lJ:OUL VI RAFitDDIX AIDIAD : If the honourable 
member gives me notice I will find it out. 

Rao &heb B. G. DESAI: '\That is the reason given! 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFirDDIS AIDI.AD: Does not arise. 
Rao Saheb B. G. DES.U: The reply has been. given that stt>ps are 

being taken to remove the shop from its presentlocality. It appears 
from this that Government have made some enquiries and are thinking 
of some steps to be taken. I .-ant to know what enquiry has been made, 
.-hether enquiry has been made into all the prerious correspondence and 
whether the opinions of district officers have been obtained or not. 

The Honourable llOt'LVI RAFirDDIS AHlL\.D: All the infor
mation that GoYernment are able to give has been given in the reply 
to the question. 

Mr. C. X. PATEL: Is any provision made for the shop to be located 
in another place ! 

The Honourable llO~n RAFit1JDIX AIDLID: I cannot say. 

KAB..."'ATAX CoLLEGE, DIUBw AB : PB.onssoa or KAn.ru:sE. 

Rao Rahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay l'niversity): (a) Is it a fact 
that since the Chair for Kanarese was started at the Kamatak ~liege, 
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Dharwar: two persons were tried for the post and sent away one after the 
other and that a third has been appointed 1 

(b) Is he 3 hand from the Mysore Government 1 
. The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) Yes. 

(b) He had been in service in Mysore State. 

URDU AssiSTANT DEPUTY EDUCATIONAL INSPECTORS: CoNFIRMATION. 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL (Northern Division): (a) How 
many Persian and Urdu teachers ill Government schools were confirmed 
during the last year 1 · . 

(b) Is it 3 fact that the permanent incumbents in their places were 
Urdu A8sistant Deputy Educational Inspectors and that they have not 
been confirmed 1 

(c) Will Government kind.ly give the names of such Assistant Deputy 
Educational Inspectors and their period of service (i) as Urdu or 
Persian teachers, (ii) as acting Assistant Urdu Deputy Educational 
Inspectors~ 

The Honourable l\IOULVI RAFIDTIDIN AHMAD: (a) Nine .. 
(b) No. ' , · · · 
(c) Does not arise. · 

GovERN}!:ENT ScHooL HosTELS: INCREASE OF RooM-RENT. 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL (Northern Division): (a) Are 
Government aware that by the increase of room-rent in Government 
school hostels from Re. 0-8-0 to Re. 1-8-0 the agriculturists, who send 
their sons to them for higher education, are much hard pressed 1 

(b) Were the head masters and the Director of Public Instruction 
consulted on the desirability of this increase 1 . 

(c) If so, will a copy of their opinions be put on the Council table 1 
The Honourable MOtJLVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) No. The 

increase was only annas 8 per month. · 
(b) Yes. 
(c) The reply is in the negative. 

PoLICE SUB-INSPECTORS AND INsPECTORS: :r.~usr..nrs. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ (Central Division) : Will Government 
be pleased to state- · 

(1) the number of sub-inspectors and inspectors of police in the 
Presidency proper in January 1921 and in January 1931; 

(2) how many of the above were Mahomedans ; 
(3) the number of vacancies in these grades since 1921 year by 

year, including such long term acting vacancies as eventually became 
permanent or are to be permanent ; 

(4) how many of such vacancies were filled by the appointment of 
:Mahomedans ; · 

(5) whether the Government policy of appointing a certain 
percentage of backward classes is applicable to this service and if so~ 
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whether the Government orders have been communicated to the 
authorities responsible for filling these vacancies; 

(6) if the policy is applicable to this service, whether it has 
been observed by the Department ; 

(7) whether Government called for figures of vacancies and enlist
menta from this Department since the orders of percentage were 
issued; 

(8) similar information in respect of acting sub-inspectors and 
inspectors excluding those appointed for civil disobedience movement l 
The Honourable lli. G. A. THOMAS: (1) The permanent sanctionPd 

strength was as follows :-
1921. 1931. 

. (1) Sub-Inspectors 605 539 
(2) Inspectors 87 85 

(2) Sub-Inspectors • • 130 119 
Inspectors 9 8 

(3) and (4) Gove~ent regret that they cannot supply the informa
tion as the collection of it would involve an expenditure of time 
and labour disproportionate to the value of the results. 

(5) No definit-e percentage has been laid down. The orders referred 
to by the Honourable Member apply to clerical appointments only. 

(6) and (7) Do not arise .. 
(8) Vide reply to clauses (3) and (4). 

· Mr. SHAlKH ABDL"L AZIZ : What is the reason for reducing so 
many sub-inspectors during these 10 years l 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOliAS: Retrenchment. 
Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ: How many of those reduced are Maho-

medans! • 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The number of Mahomedan 

sub-inspectors reduced is 11 out of the total of 66 retrenched. 
· Mr. SHAIKH ABDlJL AZIZ: May_ I know ·whether the Government 
orders regarding the appointment of 50 per cent. from the back--ward 
classes does not apply to inspedors and sub-inspectors 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The answer is perfectly clear 
that" the orde:t:s referred to by the Honourable Member apply to 
clerical appointments only." 

REVD."UE RECOVERIES I:S SI:SD. 

llr. SHAIKH ABD'L"L MAJID (Karachi District): Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) the number of warrants by the revenue authorities against the 
zam.indars in Sind during the current year and the last year for the 
recovery of land revenue assessment ; 

(b) the number of warrants withdrawn against and the number 
served upon them ; · 

(c) in how many cases arrears were realised by
(i) the sale of cattle; 
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(ii) confiscation of crop; 
(iii) attachment of other property; 
(iv) auction of agricultural land; 

(d) the cash realisations under each head mentioned in (c); 

804: 

(e) in how many cases orders were issued under section 141 (B), 
Land Revenue Code 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) to (e) The attention of 
the Honourable Member is invited to Appendix III to the Land Reyenue 
Administration Report for Sind for the year 1928-29 a copy of which 
will be found in the Council Library .. This contains all the information 
that is available and Government do not consider it necessary to incur 
the trouble of collecting further details. Similar information for 
1929-30 will be furnished in due course in Appendix III ·to the Report 
for that year. · 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : The urlormation asked for 
related to the current year and the last year, but the reply refers us to 
the administration report for the year 1928-29 only. · 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I am well aware of that. The 
figures are not yet complete and will take some time to collect. · I .think 
since this answer was printed the information for 1929-30 has· been 
published and, if not, it will be published in the course of the next few · 
days. · 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : What about the figures for 
the year 1930-311 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Those figures are not available 
and will not be available for some time. · 

DACOITY CASES, SUKKUR: EXPENDITURE. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad): .(a)· Will Go.vern
ment be pleased to state what is the estimate of the expenditure 
t.o be incurred by them in the conduct of the cases arising out of 
dacoities and riots in Sukkur in August last 1 

(b) How much have they paid to the Public Prosecutors 1 

(c) How much have Government so far spent on these .cas~s 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) Rs. 46,000. 
(b) Rs. 10,783-10-0. 
(c) Rs. 44,618-11-5. 

PRICKLY PEAR: UsE OF PARASITES FOR DESTRUCTION. 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether they are aware that the Madras Agricultural Depart

ment have of late introduced some parasites for the destruction of 
prickly pear in that Presidency and that the desired result has been 
achieved without the least harm ; 
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(b) whether any experiment of introducing the parasite in this 
Presidency has been undertaken by the Agricultural Department · 
and if so, when and with what result ! ' 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KA."\IBLI: (a) The Agricultural 
Department in this Presidency is aware of the work undertaken by the 
Madras Agricultural Department in the utilization of insects for the 
destruction of prickly pear. 

(b) The Agri~tural Department has been in communication with 
the Australian Department of Agriculture for some months past and is 
arranging to import a certain insect found to be effective in that 
country in destroying prickly pear without causing injury to other 
plants. 

PoiJCE L'i SL~n. 

lir. S. S. TOLA11 (Sind): (a) Has the· attention of Government 
been drawn to the following resolution of the Hindu Conference held at 
Sukkur from 27th to 29th December 1930 and to the article" Insecurity 
in Sind" by Mr. Lalchand Navalrai, e.z-M.L.A. (Sind), published in the 
" Sind Observer" dated 12th February 1931 :-

''Looking to the callou.s and communalisti~ attitude of Muslim 
police in connection with the recent riot in Sukl-ur District, this 
Conference urges that proportion of Hindu.s in the Police Department 
in Sind should be at least. 50 per cent. in order to ensure safety of life 
and property. That all the new appointments tal'ing place should 
therefore go to Hindu.s until the above proportion is reached t" 
(b) Do Government propose to take any steps in regard to the 

insecurity mentioned in the aforesaid article ! 
{c) What is the number of Hindu constables and head constables in 

service in Sind as compared to those of the other communities 1 
(d) Is it a fact that the All Sind Hindu Association and Hindus 

. in Sind generally have since long been making a demand for the appoint
ment of Hindu constables and head constables in the interest of the 
Minority Community ! 

(e) Is it a fact that Government decided to appoint 33 per cent. of the 
Police in Sind from the Hindu community ? 

. (/) Is it a fact that many offers have been made by Hindus to 
the Deputy Inspector General of Police in Sind and to the District 
Superintendents to join the Police Service as head constables and 
constables, and that all such offers have been rejected 1 

(g) Do Government propose to increase the Police force in Sind and 
if so to what extent 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOlL.\.S: (a) Their attention has been 
drawn to them since they received the Honourable Member's question. 

(b) and (g) The reorganisat-ion of the Police force in Si~d has 
been sanctioned and already brought into effect in t'pper Sind. 
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~vernment consider that this will give greater security to all oouimuni-
ties. The increase in Upper Sind is as follows :- , 

District. Officers. Other 
Establishment. 

Sukl"Ul 
Larkana 
Upper Sind Frontier . ,_ 

. Tcit..l ··I 

1 
1 

2 

220 
190 
40 

450 

(c) The total number of Hindu constables and head constables in 
service on 31st December 1930 in Sind as compared to those of othef 
communities was as follows : 

Hindus 
Muhammadans 
Others 

(d) Yes. 
(e) No percentage is reserved for Hindus, but the Deputy ID.spector 

General of Police for Sind in 1927 issued instructions to all District 
Superintendents of Police that efforts should be made- to maintain 
a proportion of 35 per cent. Hindus in the Sind Police. · · · . 

(/) Offers have been made by Hindu gentlemen to provide· Hindu 
recruits and have not been rejected. · 

Mr. S. S. TOLA.l\"1: Are Government aware that the District 
Superintendents of Police have not made efforts to maintain the propor-. 
tion of 33 per cent. of the Police in Sind from the Hindu community ' . 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Government are not aware. 
Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : Is it not a fact that it is difficult 

for the District Superintendents of Police in Sind to secure. efficient 
men from the Hindu community to act as constables and head· 
constables in Sind 1 · 

The Honourable :Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Hindu candidates are not 
often forthcoming. When they are forth~oming and . are suitable, 
they are always employed. _ 

SYED MIRA.'\ MAHOMED SHAH: Have Government passed any 
orders about this 33 per cent. proportion. of the posts to be given to 
Hindus! 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The answer to (e) is that no 
percentage is reserved for Hindus, but the Deputy Inspector Gtnera.l 
of Police for Sind in 1927 issued instructions to all District Superin
tendents of Police that efforts should be made to maintain a. proportion 
of 35 per cent. Hindus in the Sind Police. The orders of the Deputy 
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lnspeetor General of Police on this subject may be rt>garded as the 
orders of Governmt>nt. 

LocAL BoARDS, SISD: Hrsnu WEIGBTAGE. 

Mr. S. S. TO~I (Wt>stem Sind): (a) Are Gonrnmt>nt aware 
that Hindus in Sind pay about one-third of the Revt>nut's of the District 
Local Boards ! 

(b) If the answt'r to (a) be in the negative, what is the proportion paid 
by Hindus t . · . 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RGSTO)I JEHANGffi VAKU.: (a) and 
(b) The main solll'Ce of District Local Boards revenue in Sind is the 
Local Cess of which the Hindus pay 29·57 per cent. 

Mr. S. S. TOLA~\1: Is the Honourable the Minister aware that Hindus 
h_ave. ~ot got proper tt>presentation on the district local boards 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOll JEILL.\"GIR VAKIL: I suppose 
the honourable member means to say that the proportion should be on 
the basis of the cess paid by the community. · 

Mr.· S. S. TOLA..\"I: ~opulation basis and the taxes paid. 
The. Honourable Sirdar Sir RCSTOll JEILL.\"GIR V AKIT.. : The 

representation on the ~trict local boards is made not merely on those 
two considerations. There are several other considerations which have 
to be very carefully considered; I am not in a position at present to 
give the information, but I can give it to him if he gives notice. 

Mr. S. S. TOLANI : Do Government propose to give weightage to 
Hindus, who are in a minority there 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOll JEHANGIR V AKU. : In 
certain cases wt>ightage is given, but I am not in a position to say now 
whether weightage is necessary in the case of Hindus. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: Do Government contemplate 
giving weightage to the Mussalmanulso in the municipalities in Sind, 
where they are in a minority t 

(No reply.) 
MAB.TIA.L LAw IN SuoLAPuR. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN (Sholapur District): (1) Was 
there any disturbance or riot at Sholapur between 13th May and 
1st July 1930 wht>n the city was placed under Martial Law 1 

{2) Is it a fact that stones were thrown at the Military at Sholapur on 
or about 20th May 1930! 

(3) Will Government be pleased to state the names of persons found 
to have thrown stones at the Military and the punishment awarded to 
them for this offence ! 

( -l) Had the stone--throwing incidenf any connection with the exten· 
sion of the Martial Law period ? · 

(5) On what date did Mr. Bristow, the then District Magistrate, take 
away the bullet from the pillar of the Jain Boarding where Gajanan 
Ranade, a boy_of 14:, was shot 1 
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(6) Will Government be pleased to state the date on which Sergeant. 
Hall's furniture was burnt¥ . · 

(7) Is it a fact that the furniture of Mr. Hall was burnt at 8 a.m. in 
the morning! . . .. - . . . 

(8) Is it a fact that the room of Mr. Hall had a lock intact when the 
furniture was burning inside t · ' · · 

(9) What articles, if any, were burnt! . 
(10) Has any inquiry been made as to who set fire to the .furniture 

and have any offenders been found! . · - · 
(11) If so, wfiat is the punishment awarded to these oil~ders t 
(12) Are Government aware tliat shops were broken open: an~ looted 

at Sholapur during the early days of Martial Law regime when the 
curfew order was still in force t . , . . . ; . 

1 
(13) If so, will Government be pleased to stat~· . ' . . . : 

(a) Whethe! the Military or. Police Officers· at Sholapur. p.ave 
received any complaints of sue~ _thefts ! · . . . . 

(b) 'Whether any inquiry has been made into these complaints¥ 
(c) If so, with what result t · · · · 

The Honourable Mr. G~ A. THOliAS: (1) No. · ' ' 
(2) Yes, at a military patrol. · 

• (3) The names of the persons are Raghunath Santaram, 'Narayan 
Nagappa, Govind Rakhmaji and ·sidram Lax:m.an. They were fined 
Rs. 50 each. 

(4) :No. 
(5) and (6) 30th May 1930~ 
(7) No. The time was between lO.and 11 a.m. , 
(8) The lock on the front· door of the room was intact. Entry 

appeared to have been made by unlakhing the bathroom door at the 
back and then opening the bolt of the door of the middle room through 
a hole made by 'breaking a glass panel. 

(9) A list of the articles which was burnt is placed op. the' Council 
~k . 

(10) and (ll) The case was investigated by the police but the offenders 
were not traced. . .· 

(12) and (13) No such complaints were made to the polic~. Two were 
made to a Magistrate, who sent them to the police for enquiry. The 
offenders were however not traced. · 

. Some complaints were received by the :Military and were dulv 
enquired into. They were either found to be unsubstantiated or n~ 
proof was obtainable of the identity of the offender. · 
Li81 of artW:lu belonging to BergtanJ R. A. D. HaU oftll.t Bombay Di81rid Police tlutroytd. 

by Jire bg80me tmkMtrJ& p~8011 Ill hi8 ruidence oa 30111 of May1930. 
I. One dress snit. 
2. 8 pairs silk pyjamas. 
3. 4 tweed &uits. 
4. One gold wrist watch. 
6. One gold hunter watch. 
6. 12 silk ahirta. 
7. 2 tlann ~~ blazers. 
8. 3 pain flannel trousers. 
9. 6 unif...,. coats. 

10. I pairs nuiform breeches. 
11.0 Bb ioi--2 
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11. One eoir mattreea. 
12. One moequito curtain. 
13. One bed. · 
14. J doleD khaki shirts. 
15. 4 pairs golf Btookings. 
16. One carpeUO' x 20'. 
17. Pillow, blanket, bed-sheets. 
18. One tweed sports coat. 
19. Ladies underwear. 
20. One fishing rod. . 
21. One 32·40 Winchester rille. 
2!, 210 rounds, 12 bore ammunition (for destroying dogs). 
23. 77 rounds of Government ·~s rel'oh·er ammunition. 

· 24. Household linen. 
%5. One camera. 
%6. Five ten-rupee notes. 
27. Two woollen pulloT.en. 

(L-\'ca. 1931 

Dr. V. G. VAISHA.."\IPAY!J.'i: Why was the Martial Law Ordinance 
of 1930 enforc_ed for such a long time in Sholapur city, when there were 
no. riots or'disturbances for over a month and seventeen days t 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOllAS : ~Iartiallaw was kept for just 
so long as it was necessary to keep it. 

Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: The reply is that there was no 
disturbance or riot from 13th May to the 1st July 1930. So, why was 
it kept! 

The Honourable llr. Q. A. THOMAS: The reason why there was no 
disturbance is because martial law was kept. 

, Dr. V. G. VAISH.AltPAYAN: With regard to (2), may I know the 
part of the city in which the stone-throwing incident took place t 

The IJonourable llr. G. A. THOlL-\8: I do not know. 
Dr. V. G. V AISIIAMP AYA...'i : With regard to (3 ), will Government 

be pleased to place the charge sheets of these people on the Council 
table I 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: N'o. 

lliRTIA.L LAw: REMOVAL or NATIONAL FLAG. 

Dr. V. G. VAISH.Ali.PAYAN (Sholapur District): (1) Was the 
Martial Law Ordinance IV of 1930 extended to any area outside Sholapur 
Municipal limits! 

(2) Is it a fact that the Military made raids at Walsang, Barsi and 
_Pandharpur in May 1930! 
· (3) Is it a fact that the National Flag hoisted on the building of the 

Pandharpur :Municipality was removed by the Military or by the Police 1 
(4) Was the National Flag then prohibited by any order of the Execu

tive in the area of the Pandharpur Municipality ! . 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOliAS: (1) No. 
(2) The raids at the places ~entioned' were made by the police 

supported by the military. 
(3) No; the flag was removed by the )Iunicipality. 
(4) :Xo. 
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Dr. V. G. VAISHAMPAYAN: With regard to (3), did the Pandharpur 
llunicipality pass any resolution for removing the National Flag¥ 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOli.AJJ: We are not aware of any such 
re~olution ; it }u~ofl not come to our notice. ' ~ · 

SHORT NOTICE QUESTION. 

Dumucr LocAL BoARD, SHOLAPUR : REcONSTITUTioN. 

llr. J. G. MORE (SholapurDistrict) and Dr. V. G. VAISHAMP.AYAN 
(Rholapur City): (a) Will Government be }!leased to state whether it is 
& fact that the DiHtrict Local Board of Shola.pur was superseded in 1927 
for three years l · .' · · 

(b) Is it a fact that during the period of supersession the Collector of 
1 he district had been administering the afla.irs of the Board 1 , · 

(c) Is it a fact that with a view to restore the normal constitution of 
the Board the electoral roll of the voters and the dates of the election 
were J!ULiiKhed 1 . 

(d) Is it a fact that Government cancelled the election and se~1 up a. 
tra.nKition con11titution for one year commencing· from 16th December 
19:30 and ending on 15th December 19311 · .r 

(e) Is it a fact that the transition board is conl!tituted of eight elected 
members and ten nominated members under sec.:tion 7 of Local Boards 
Aet of 1923 l ' 

(/) Is it a fact that out of tbef:fe ten nominated members about Dine 
ar1! from urban area 1 · · 

(g) Do Government propose to restue the normal constitution.ofthe 
board on 15th December 19311 · 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOl[ JEHANGIR VAKIL: (a} to 
(j) Yes. 

(!J) Governm(•nt are ronHidering the matter. 
lfr. J. G. liORE: With regard to (a), on what grouru.IH wal the district 

lo<·ttl board IIUJlerHeded for three years 1 . 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOll JEIIANGIR VAKIL : I could 

rwt narrate all the grounds on which ~}le diHtrict local board of Shola.pur 
was 11uperKeded, but from memory I can ll&Y that it was superseded for 
grot~H mismAnagement. · 

)Jr. J. G. MORE : With regard to (e), iH it nota fn.ct that undcuection 7 
of the l..oca.l Boards Act such steps are to be taken for " exceptional 
r1·awnH 1 " ' 

Ti1e Honourable SinJar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL: I have 
said, yes. · 

)Jr. J. G. MORE: What were the "exceptional reasoDIJ" for 
recon11tituting the tliHtrict local board for one year 1 

Ti1e IlonouralJle Sirdar Sir RUSTfnl JgJIANGIR VAKIL: The 
fl''lliOn wal! that for a fleriod of three yearH tbe people residing in the 
dit~t rid local oourd area were JlracticaiJy out of touch with the local board · 
adminiMtration, and it was found dellir&.hle to have a kind of transitory 
lJoarrl to t1ring the di11tri(~t area in touch with the administration. 

Jllo Hb 6.&-2a . 
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ll.r. J. G. MORE: If the district rural area is ro be bzought into tou<'h 
with the admin.istration of the board, then whv out of 10 nominateod 
membem, 9 are from the. ~ban area! • 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUST0:\1 JEIIA..'\GIR VAKIL : Acrordin11 
to my information, the rural population in that particq)ar district had 
not been taking great interest in the affairs of their district local boarcl,. 
and it was found desirable, in the interest of the administration, to ha\·e 
more intelligent people-people belonging to a more intelligent cbss. 
·viz. Brahmins-put in for a very short period. 
·' . 
; · Mr. J. G. MORE: The reply has already been given that in order to. 
bring the rural population into touch with the administration d the 
district local beard, which was carried on bv the Collector, it was necessnv 
to have a. transition cvnstitution; and the Honourable Minister ju;t 
aaid that the poople residing in the district local board area "ere to .be 

, brought in touch with the administration ; then why were people from 
the urban areas nominated on the transitional body Y 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir Rt'STG:\1 JEHA...\'GIR YAKIL: The 
honourable member is well aware of the fact that all the presidents of 
the taluka local boards are nominated on the transition~l-hoard. Tbfc're 
are 7. · . .~ ' 

Mr. J. G.' MORE : Are these 7 nominated 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir Rt'STOll JEIL\.NGIR VAKIL: Yes, 
and they sufficiently represent the interest of the rural area. 

Mr: J. G. MORE: Is the present board going on satisfactorily 1 

· ,,. The Honourable Si.rda.r Sir Rt'STmi JEHA...""GIR VAKIL: Yes. 

Mr. J. G. MORE: With regard to (g), Government say that they are 
considering_the matter. The district local board was superseded for three 
yeam. Then there is.the transition period of one year. Government 
say that the tn..nsitional board is w-9rking satisfactorily. Then why is 
Government considering the ·matter 1 

: The , Honourable Sirda.r Sir Rt'ST01l JEH!XGIR VAKIL : Does 
the honourable member mean to say that the period must be extended 
a.t once t 
' Mr. J. G. MORE: I mean the nol'lital constitution of the board ought 
to be restored by the Government. They say they are considering the 
matter. I want to know why at a.ll this matter is being considered by 
Government ? Is it to extend the period of the preSfc'nt transitional 
hoard or othfc'l'\\iBe ? 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir R'CSTOll JEa\..\'GIR VAKIL: My reply 
is very clear. Government are now considering as to whether the time 
ha.s come. for the. regular full election to take place or not. 

Rao Ba.hadur D. R. PATIL: May I understand from the reply to (g) 
that Government are considering the matter for the purpose of restoring 
the normal constitution of the board l 
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The Honourable Sirtlar Sir RUSTOM JEH.A ... ~GIR VAKIL : They 
are considering whether to restore the district local board or whether. to. 
continue the present board for som,e more time. . ', 

Rao Ba.hadur D. R. P A TIL : What is to be the basis for considering 
the matter 1. On what basis will the :matter be considered!· · · 

Dr. V. G. YAISIIAMPAYA..~·: Do fkvernment think that the people 
-of the rural area have now got sufficient administrative e:xperience t~, 
~arry on the local board administration ! · ' . · . ! , 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHA..~GIR V AitiL : i do-
not follow the question. ·-

The Honourable the PRESID~'"T : The Honourable Minister stated 
that certain steps were taken because it was found desira.ble; and 
particularly because it was found by Government tha.t the people did 
not have administrative experience for local board work. The question 
now put is, do Government find that the people have gained that 
experience by now ~ ' 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGlR V A.Kl:L : They' 
are gaining experience, Sir, by, and by. 

Rao Bahadui D. R. PATIL : What considerations will induce the 
Government tQ restore the normal constitution of the board in December 
1931? 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTO:M JEIU,~.,GIR VAKIL: The only 
consideration is the welfare of the district. When Government are 
convinced that by restoring the district local board the welfare of the 
district will be sufficiently protected, they will immediately do so. 

Ra.o Bahadur D. R. PATIL: How do Government decide the welfare 
of the district t · 

lli. ll. M. KARBHARI : What is the criterion of Gonrnment to find 
out the capacity of the people ~ 

Dr. ~l. K. DIXIT: The Honour~ble Minister said that the board was 
superseded because of gross mismanagement. May I know whether 
there was any misappropriation of funds 1 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOll JEHA.."\GIR VAKIL·: It is 
an ancient history. I cannot give information offhand. 

Dr. ~1. K. DIXIT: I only want to know whether there was 
misappropriation of funds ? , . 

The Honourable Sirda.r Sir RUSTOli JEH.A ... "\GIR VAKIL : There 
were several charges levelled against the board. I do. not remember ' 
whether this was one of them. 

DISCUSSION ON RESOLUTION re: REDUCTION OF SALARIES 
-resumed. 

~Ir. V. A. SeRVE (Ra.tnagiri District) (Addressed the House in 
.Marathi): Sir, now we have before the House the report of the 
&trenchment Committee and the resolution relating to it moved by the 
honourable member Mr. Jog. So long as Government held the powe:t · 
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they revised their own e.a.larit's as thE',. likE'd.launched schE.'mt'S like the
Back Bay and Lloyd Barrage, introduced district and other courts in 
Karachi and other places, and incurred unnecessary expenditure in all 
ways as they liked. MatU!rs came to such a pass that they had to yield 
to the appointment of a Retrenchment Committee. In the ad ir1tuim 
report issued by the Retrenchment Committee, they have shown 
retrenchment to the extent of Rs. 28,3j,000 in the salaries of Government 
employees, with a view to meet the deficit of 60 lakhs in the current year's 
budget. What the Government did was, they increased the expenditure in 
four or five departments solely with a view to show a deficit in the bud!!et . 
. Even if the excess expenditure in these departments is reduced and restored · 
to the original lew I, there will be no need for all this trouble. If this is 
done, there will be a saving of nearly ll crores of rupees. In the Stamp 
Department; the expenditure has been increased by Rs. 4,15,000. In the 
Forest Department, the expenditure has been increased by Rs. 71,01.10. 
In the Land Revenue Department the expenditure shows an increase 
of Rs. 96,63,000. .\s ·regards the reserve with Government, they have 
increased it toRs. 1,95,000. I am sure that the Retrenchment Committee 
should have taken all this into consideration, but still I wanted to remind 
them about this, if they have not so considered this aspect of the question. 
Now, they have proposed a cut in the salaries commencing from Rs. 50. 
But the position of the Council is this. We have no control and no voice 
over the salaries of the Civil Senice and there are non-voted items which 
we cannot touch. If we !eave aside these big items, we have very little 
scope to suggest any retrenchment. Look at the enormous growth in 
expenditure in the Bombay Secretariat. Where there were two or three 
secretaries before, there are more than half a dozen now, all of them in 
receipt of a salary of more than Rs. 2,500. Can we not cut short the 
number of secretaries and also curtail their salary~ Look again at the 
amount of money provided for all the laboratories in the Presidency 
including the Parel Laboratory ! That is an institution reserved f~r 
colonels of the Indian 1\Iedical Service-military men-and when there IS 

no work to be provided for any I. M. S. man, he is appointed as Director 
of the laboratory. It is stated that medicines for all diseases are prepared 
there. The medicines prepared there on serpents' bite are of no use 
and the expenses incurred thereon are quite unnecessary. I therefore 
do not see any necessity for these institutions. Take, again, the Direc~or 
of Public Instruction and the host of educational inspectors under h1m. 
What are they doing f . They are all paid high salaries for pract~cal1Iy . no work, and the cultivator is saddled ll-ith the cost. Then, there Js t 1e 
Public Works Department. In spite of the high salaries preval~nt 
in this Department, it takes them Rs. 50,000 to execute & work wluch 
the district local board can do for Rs. 16,000. 

Again, in all these departments a nun1ber of allowanc~s are provided
house allowances, touring allowances and what not. How is the culti
vator to pay all these ? 

Again~ take the Police Department. There also there are highly 
paid officers. 
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There is another channel through which the public money is .wasted 

in connection with the increments in the salaries. of big big police officers 
· such as Inspectors and Deputy Police Superintendents, eto. When the

King-Emperor was here, a sum of nine lakhs of rupees was sanctioned 
for increasing the salaries of policemen, but, unfortunately the sum was 
utilised in revising the salaries of officers of higher ranks and the ·poor 
policemen remained as they were. · · · 
· Coming now to the Revenue Department, I find from a reply given to 

an interpellation by Mr. Gunjal that. the replacement of kulkarnis by 
talatis costs Government 28 to 30 lakhs annually. 'Yhy not abolish 
the talatis and revert to the kulkarni system and make a saving, of 
28 to 30 lakhs thereby 1 - · · · 

Then, I find a sum of 86 lakhs and odd provided for' the Irrigation , 
Department under the Head XIII and IX-Irrigation, Embankments, 
etc., in blue book, which does absolutely no work. Why should they. not 
stop this unnecessary expenditure temporarily until our finances 
improve, and make a saving thereby 1 · . . ,_ 

I have now shown how more than a crore can be saved by the adoption 
of the suggestions I have made. I therefore request the Governmen~ . 
to consider the proposals I have made to-day.· If they are not given 
effect to during the next two or three years, then we will .see that the 
departments are removed. . . . . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member's time 
is up. . 

Mr. V. A. SURVE: Only three minutes, Sir. With regard to the 
Excise Department, I think it will automatically be retrenched when the 
reforms come. 

I do not oppose the resolution which is before us. I have only made· 
certain suggestions and I hope that they will be accepted by the Govern· 
ment. 

Mr. G. WILES: Sir, the honourable the mover of this resolution put· 
forward some rather vague figures. I think it is rather dangerous for 
any honourable member to prepare vague estimates and assume that they 
are correct if they are not disputed by Government. · It ,is not always 
easy to follow the figures which are produced in the course of a debate ; 
and I suggest that it is most unsafe for any honourable member to assume 
that his figures are correct, if they are not immediately disputed. 
I therefore propose merely to make a statement of such figures as I have 
been able to gather of the actual cost of establishment. I ask you to . 
bear with me while I give in detail possibly rather uninteresting figures. 
If any honourable member wishes to take them down, I will proceed 
slowly. But I will place the statement on the Council table as soon as · 
possible. 

I will give you the figures of 1919-20. I divide them into three cate· 
gories, (a), (b) and (c); (a) gazetted officers, (b) non-gazetted officers and 
(c) inferior servants. In 1919·20, gazetted officers numbered 1,621 and 
the cost was Rs. 1,22,19,000. In 1928-29 the number of gazetted officers 
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was 1,723 and the cost waa Rs. 1,71,46,000. Non-gazetted oflicexs in 
1920 numbered 56,198 and the cost was Rs. 2,67,10,000. The number 
in. 1928·29 waa 52,166 and the cost was Rs. 3,35,59,000. Inferior 
servants numbered 12,701 in 191g..2o and the cost was Rs. 22,48,000; 
in 1928-29 they numbered 18,661 and the cost was Rs. 30,52,000. The 
totals are :-

Number. C011t. • 

R&. 
1919-20 70,520 4,11,77,000 
1928-29 72,550 5,37 ,57,()()() 

I propose to add together (b) a~d (c}--
Mr. V.· N. JOG: Are these the figures before the war 1 
llr. G. WILES: Will the honourable member let me complete my 

statement and ask any questions afterwards? 
Adding (b) and (c) together, the numbers are 68,899 and the cost 

Rs. 2,89,58,000 in 1919-20. In 1928-29 the totals are 70,827 and 
Rs. 3,66,11,000. I will give the reasons for adding these together. 
In 1919, under the Civil Service Regulations which were then in force, 
officers on a pay of J;ts. 10 and under were classed as inferior servants. 
In 1928, under the Bombay Civil Services Regulations, officers on Rs. 30 
and under were classed as inferior servants. This accounts for the bulk 
of the increase under" inferior servants." But there has beenanincrease 
of about 600 under Excise, Jails and Justice. 

Secondly, the apparent increase of gazetted officers from 1,621 to 
1,723 is almost entirely due to the change of classification of inspectors 
of police numbering about 187 and the creation of the Bombay Engineer·· 
ing Service with a cadre of 180 with consequent promotion of upper 

. subordinates to gazetted. rank. During 1919-20 the revision of the 
following services took place. Part of the additional cost thereof falls 
jn the year 1919-20 :-

Indian Civil Service, 
Bombay Civil Service, 
Indian Service of Engineers, 
Indian Educational Service, 
Indian Medical Service, 
Indian Police Service, 
Bombay Police S!)rvice, and 
Indian Forest Service. 

The ~tal increase in that year over the cost of establishments prior to 
revision was Rs. 4·8 Jakhs for gazetted officers and Rs. 16'7 lakhs for 

. non-gazetted officers-total about Rs. 2lllakhs. The pre-revision cost 
of establishments was therefore Rs. 390 lakhs approximately. 

These. figures include all esta.blislunents-per:m.anent and temporary
and all special pay and allowances except travelling allowances and 
compensatory allowances which are given in certain expensive places. 
Prior to the general revision which took place in 1919-20 and subsequent 
years the clerical establishments in a number of departments had already 
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been revised and peons and other menials received war ~llowa.nces.. The 
estimated total cost amounted to about Rs. 10 lakhs. The I.C.S:. and . 
the I.M.S. had also received certain additions to pay, the av.erage cost 
of which was estimated in the year 1922 (not actual figures-only esti .. 
mates) io be Ra. 3llakhs and Rs. I!lakhs respectively. Lm.a.y as well 
tell the honourable House that a complete statement o£ the dates of the 
revisions and the offices was given to the Legislative Council in 1922 and · 
\"\·ill be found in Volume V of the Legislative Council Debates of that 
year. The cost, however, as given in that statement was not the actual 
cost of the revisions but it was based on certain formulae which experience· 
has shown have been excessive, particularly in the case of services which 
are placed on a time scale. Speaking froin. memory, I think the cost 
of the All-India Services was put in that statement at about Rs. 92lakhs. 
As far as I can find o~t, ~e _total cost has .never exceeded SQ lakhs.; 
The cost of the All-India ServlC.es to-day, that 1s to say, 1930-31, accord~ 
ing to the latest figures we have, is Rs. 77,42,000. Of this sum the. cost 
-of European members of the Services is Rs. 57,89,000 and of Indian 
members is Rs. 19,53,000. In 1915-16 the estimated cost of the . .All-
India Services was Rs. 67,69,000. ' . 

Mr. L. R. GO.Kll.ALE (Poona City): Sir, in the first place,.! wish to 
express my appreciation of the ad interim report of the RetreiWhment 
Com.m.ittee. I think, Sir, that it is really a very valuable document 
I do not agree with the expression of view of my honourable· ftiend 
Dr. Gilder, about the ad interim Report. I find in the repor.t expression 

• is given to two important opinions which will be of great use to 11s. in the 
near future. . : · ' 

Firstly, at page 5 of the report, paragraph 20, it is s1;,ated what should 
be the strength of the Executive Councillors and Ministers. That is 
Yeally an essenti1.l and I should say a bold statement f~om the populat 
point of view. Many have been thinking about the reduction of strength 
of the Executive Council. They have been of opinion that, considering 
the financial condition of the country, there are too many Executive 
Councillors and perhaps too many Ministers, but very .few have given 
expression to these thoughts in a definite way. Tha.t is one point which 
is worth remembering in the report of this committee. · . . 

The second point tha.t the Committee has taken up is on page 7;. 
paragraph 32. 

On page 7, paragraph 32, they say in the last three lines:-
" At the sam'e time we recognise that all salaries from top to bottom must be dealt with 

simultaneously in the interesta of equity and that statutory difficulties ~f any in the way 
of doing this must be left to the authorities to deal with, •.•. , •• " 

This is another expression of opinion which is equally essential a~d 
equally fearless. I do not thereby mean to say that·we do not appreciate · 
the very valuable services rendered to us by the mem.bers of the Indian 
Civil Service, but really, Sir, a time ha.s now come when a. definite step 
-ought to be taken as regards these pays as not only in .Bombay, not only 
in India, but all over the world the cry of economy has gone forth ; and 

-1 believe this com.m.ittee has very fairly put the case from the popular 
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point of view. Considering these two positions, I think we haw to 
consider the present question before us. My honourable friend from 
Satara., Rao Bahadur Kale, has certainly given expression to his vit>W 
in the amendment which he has proposed and which view has beE'n sin<.'e 
incorporated in the resolution moved by the honourable mowr. That 
resolution reads thus : 

· · "This Council, whilst of the opinion that a l'tldical reform reducing the salary arale~ 
and number of public servants in all departments is the proper way of putting the finances 
of the Presidency on a Bafe basis. looks with disfavour on the recommendations in the 
otl interim Report of the Retrenchment Committee appointed by Government resultinlt 
in any curtailment of the activities of the Nation-Building Departments whkh would 
tend to give a ~~et-back to the~ departments, and considers the rerommendations in the . 
ad inle:rim Report of the Retrenohment Committee regarding the Public Services as 
inadequate and therefore ••• ,; •. •·" · . 

· Now, Sir, I find in the Retrenchment Committee's report there are no 
defini~e proposals made as regards these two points noticed by my 
honourable friend Rao Bahadur Kale. They have merely indicated the 
line on which these retrenchments ought to go. We have to remember 
this is an ad interim report only, and I am sure that if the committee worb 
further with the same spirit and with the same zeal with which it has been 
working, better results and more acceptable results will follow and that 
their next reJ:ort will be of great use to us. Probably, had not this 
resolution been so much widened at this stage, I am sure all these 
proposals \l.·ould have been better defined, and better considered. 
Sir, a number of resolutions have been tabled as regards this retrench· 
ment question. One of those resolutions stands in my own name about , 
a non-official committee. I do not think that resolution will be reached 
in this session. It advocates the appointment of a combined committee 
consisting of 15 members of whom 8 should be non-officials and 7 officials 
and in that I say that that retrenchment committee should prepare 
a scheme giving us the opinion of the official and non-official members 
as regards the strength, the scale of pay of the whole service. That of 
course is a part and parcel of this very question. Then again, I had 
asked for certain information which the Government thought was too 
costly for the House to be supplied with ; that was also about the pays 
of the various officers and their a.llowaiices. I am glad to find that the 
honourable member the Finance Secretary has now been good enough to 
give us' certain data for certain years for salaries of the three services. 
All these questions require careful study before we are able to put forth 
a well thought out scheme before this House for its acceptance. ~he 
main principle to be kept in mind is that there ought to be' a reduction 
not only in the salaries but in the strength of the various departments
that is the only way by which we can secure substantial retrenchment
and, further, that the retrenchment must begin from tlte top. I want also 
to state one more fact. If we are not by any means able to begin from the 
top at this stage at the present time, I would certainly say, "Let us make 
a halt and say 'No. Unless we begin the retrenchment from the top 
and come to the bottom, any propooals of retrenchment somewhere e_lse 
will be resented and will not be accepted with that quiet mind with whiCh 
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"·e ought to accept them'." Therefore, I would· tell the honourable 
House that if possible we should express our opinion unitedly that. there 
ought to be curtailment from the top, and until that is done, we should 
not proceed with the retrenchment question, and I am sure if we _adopt 
this attitude, certainly the high quarters are sure . to hegin some 
retrenchment at the top. · . ; . 
. Then the next point on which, I am sorry, I do not agree with tnY · 

honourable friend Dr. Gilder is as to what he said about the Executive 
Councillors and the l!.Iinisters. No doubt the Councillors and the 
l\Iinisters have to depend upon their Secretaries and surely they cannot 
he supposed to carry figures and facts in their heads or: in their :r:ockets. 
They have to administer so many departments and we know that t4ey 
are often asked for certain facts.:......very detailed facts-which it .is not 
easy for them to remember. If my honourable friend Dr. Gilder, as is 
quite likely, adorns the front official bench wme day, I am sure he will 
also require the help of his Secretaries probably on a Ja.rger sc<tle than is 
now the case with our present Ministers.. And, there is one great diffi~ 
culty in the way of the Ministers. The Secretaries are too many. 
If they are not consulted, somebody will ask, " Why are they there and 
why are they being paid for ~ " That is a point for consideration also. 
So, the question arises, if we have such a long list of Secretaries, Deputy 
Secretaries, Under Secret8,ries, Assistant Secretaries and assistants to 
the assistants, and assistants to the assistants, what would you do with 
them unless you made them work 1 That also is a point to. be 
remembered and thought about. The fact remains, however, that they 
must be working and that they must be made to work. I for one know 
what a splendid service is always ready at your beck and CJ.ll. Let. the 
Ministers and Members ask any question and we know the answers a~e 
very prompt and very helpful. The inform'ltion that we get is from the 
back-benchers, the Secretaries-- · . . . . 

An Honourable 1\IEl\IBER : '\\"hat a compliment, Back-benchers ! 
1\Ir. L. R. GOKHALE : Certainly; it is a compliment to them and we 

must pay it to them because they dese'rve it. Therefore, I do not agree . 
with my honourable friend Dr. Gilder in the remarks that he made. · 

After having said so much about the comments of my honourable 
friend Dr. Gilder, I want to say something about retrenchment 
itself. I must say that retrenchment must first begin with the Public· 
Works Department and I will give my reasons. They are people who 
lh·e in the mofussil and their wants are low and they live always in a very 
frugal way, and therefore I say we must begin with that department. 
The pay they get is probably much more than what they need. I say 
this Lecause, Sir, in some cases the accumulation of these officers at the 
time of their retirement is probably more than double the total pay that. 
they have received during the whole of their service. This is the report; 
you may take that for what it is worth. You may put it down to any 
reason you like, but that fact remains. If the officer gets Rs. 100, by the 
time he retires; we find that he has accumulated wealth in his house--
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An Honourable liEliBER: Rs. 50,000. 
llr. L. R. GOKHA.LE : .A good deal more tha.n that. And that is 

-excluding the erpe118e8 of hi& family, excluding educa.tional expell!k's 
.and so on. 1Iia net ga.ina are more than his accumulated pay. 

Dr.ll K. DIXIT: How I 
llr. L. R. GOKHALE: I do not know, I 'rilllea\"e it to be understood. 

One of my mends says they may be nry frugal and they do not l!ptnd. 
Anpray they accumulate and accumulate, and they increase their 
-earnings probably by lending money out on interest. [Laughler.) 
WhaUTer that may be, the fact appears to be as I have stated. 
I am sure that those who are responsible for this will take it seriously_ 
into their heads and will make an enquiry to see whether what I am saying 
has any grain of truth in it. If there is, I am sure the question requires 
.an immediate consideration at an early date at the hands of those who 
are responsible--for this state of things. Sir, it is not an innocent thing. 
lly honourable friend Mr. Surve has told a good many things to us aoout 
the Public W orb Department. I know we are holding our courts in the 
Poona city in a palatial building which has cost Government some
thing like 21 lakhs of rupees. That building is an embodiment of 
inconvenience and uselessness. (Laughlet.) It is for the Court however 
a beautiful building, a beautiful pile of buildings containing offices, 
chambers and what not ; but with all that, it has all the disadvantages 
-of a building for a Court house. Wnat is the cost of that building 1 
lb. 21,00,000. If that b\lilding had been done by a private individual 
.departmentally, it would have cost at least 30 per cent.les.'!. It may be 
that the people who built it are experts, and that in what 1 "Sot in 
aaving money but in spending it. The question of savings possibly does 
not enter their minds at all. People who build at their own cost and 
departmentally are more frugal, are more sensible, are more sensitive 
-of loss of money that is spent by them. That aspect of the question 
was probably not present to the department which built that building, 
but I submit it ia a question which requires immediate consideration at 
the hands of Government and of this House. Of course, I am aware 
that the principle of the resolution having been widened, we have almost 
reached a second debate of budget as ifwere. I thought of making some 
definite proposals about the strength of the various departments, but 
I can at this stage not go into it as my time is coming nearer and 
nearer the limit laid down by the Honourable the President. 

There is one more fact which I want to say as regards the general 
policy of the cuts. Let me definitely say that no cuts, if we can avoifl 
them, should be below the salary of Rs. 100, at any rate below the 11alary 
(){ Rs. 50. It has been asked," when the prices have gone down by 50 
to j0 per cent. why should there not be a reduction in salaries 1 Those 
whose wants are very limited do not live in the silks of Germany and 
Japan or in the cotton of Linrpool, neither do they take any material 
from America or other foreign countries. They live in India upon Indian 
made articles and if the prices of the Indian made articles han gone 
down, why should they not be the first to have their pay cut down!" 
.!n argument of this kind has been advanced. ! consider it as a most 
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n1islo?ading argument, not to use ~harsher word. The only reason why 

; I say these people should be left untouched is~' ~at these persons 
whose salaries range up to Rs. 100--at least a ma]onty of them-used 
t.o live on half a meal a ·day aitd perhaps used to clothe half of their· 
bodies. By the aid of an increase in their income, they have been able 
to get two full meals a day and to clothe their bodies fully and to educate· 
their young children. Are you now going to deprive them of ~heir· 
necessities ! I was simply surprised to hear my honourable fr1end 
Dr. D'Souza yesterday. Probably the learned Doctor has no idea of how
the poor people in the Bombay chawls live. I do not ~ow if the learned 
Doctor alwavs wants a fan in his room, perhaps he does, perhaps he does. 
not. perhaps he wants a fan when he delivers lectures in the Grant Medical 
College and the pay of men in these positions may be reduced, but what 
about all those who are living in the chawls in Bombay, in these· 
wretched chawls of Bombay ! Should you not look to them ! Is it not 
our bounden dutv, Sir, to see that we clothe them properly, that we feed 
them properly, jru:t as we have to look to the Bombay millhand, and the 
poor agriculturist in the field ! He is our backbone, he feeds us, and. 
I believe it is due to him that we should look at him for a moment when 
we talk of retrenchment in p'ay. Therefore, I say,'! Do not look at. pay 
.which is less than Rs. 100." . 

The next point I wish to bring out, Sir, ~ 
The Honourable the PRESIDE~"!: The honourable member has only· 

one minute. 
~Ir. L. R. GOKHALE : If the Chair will kindly give me five minutes, 

I will be very thankful In some places there are magistrates and. 
judges too many. I do not say so about Poona, because I represent 
Poona City; I leave it to others to say that. But I do say, speaking· 
generally, that there is an over-number of the judiciary. There are more
Sub-Judges than we really want, and my proposal is that out of these 
at least some should be invested with magisterial powers. Instead of 
reducing the number, let them have magisterial powers.' I am sure that 
now the hobby of prestige of Government is no more considered as very 
reasonable. Times have changed, and a separation of the judicial and. 
executive functions may be available perhaps soon. But before we do 
that, my submission is that we should at least make this arrangement, 
as that will save us a lot of posts. 

The next point is about the Revenue Department. I have been always 
saying that the Commissioners ought to go. Then there are the Prant 
Sahebs. ~\nat a Prant Saheb is, I really fail to see. They are a post 
office, takmg from the mamlatdar something and handing it over, with 
compliments, to the higher authority. That is major portion of their 
work, and we should look in that direction and try to save something. 
Then t~ere are two other Departments, the Veterinary Departm~t and 
the Agncultural Department, in which some economy is possible. Then 
there is als~ the Department of what is said to be making sc~mes of 
town-plannmg, the Department of the Consulting Surveyor to the 
Government of Bombay; that is a department which we really do not 
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want. These are some of the departments that we should concrrn 
ourselves with and try to reduce their strength. at any rate for the time 
being. These are my tentative proposals. The time will come wht>n 
all these proposals will be taken in their order, and sug(l'estions for 
permanent reduction will have to be made. 

0 

In conclusion, I would only say this. Our policy as regards retrench
ment in pay should be first to enquire into the wants of the servants. 
To say that we should have this wholesale retrenchment at a stroke of 
the pen, to say that whoever draws so much should be retrenched or 
whoever draws so much should be given an addition, this kind of whole
sale retrenchment is, I think, not sound in principle and desirable in 
practice. If they find that the Retrenchment Committee's report will 
take too long a time-I hope they will not take that time-then the 
Government benches with the representatives of the people should sit 
together and, as an interim measure, come to some understanding about 
these retrenchments. I believe even in this House there are honourable 
members on the popular side with so many proposals for retrenchment. 
They should put their heads together, put fo!fh a reasonable scheme and 
submit it to Government for their consideration. With these remarks, 
I support all the amendments, with the exceptions that I have indicated, 
and also the resolution. 

Iko Bahadur R. R.' KALE (Bombay University) : Sir, various cir
cumstances have combined to make the question of salaries an extremely 
important one at this juncture, and especially the financi8J situation in 
which the local Government and the Government of India find themselves 
.at the present moment, and the time is ripe for the devolution of the 
'control over the Services in the immediate future to an agency different 
from that which had been in operation for the last so many years. I am 
grateful, at the outset, to the Retrenchment Committee as well as to 
the Members of the Government for having allowed a discussion on the 
:whole question of salaries including those of the All-India Services . 
. It will be seen, Sir, that the question of salaries is closely allied with 

the question of recruitment, and the present position regarding the 
salaries paid to various public servants will disclose that it has 
been reached in coursed time from the year 1858 to 1925. And what 
has been ·the controlling factor all along 1 The controlling factor has 
been the standard of the pay of the Imperial Services, which was 
'fixed under circumstances which certainly justified the scale fixed 
at the time,· and which in the beginning, we are told, was fixed so 
long ago as the year 1858, on the report of Mr. Reeks, who was 
specially appointed as Commissioner to go into the whole question (jf 
salaries. But on account of later developments-mainly the question 
(If recruitment which affected the Europeans when it came to be revised 
in the year 1886 with the help of the Aitchison Commis11ion,-the 
-question assumed a different aspect, and that Commission of 1886 
tried to give a different turn to thi.'l recruitment, and also, as a 
<:onsequence, to. the question of reduction in the cost. But I am 
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sorry to say that the recommendatkns of that Commission of 1886 ' 
were not given effect to and, in fact, Sir Reginald Craddock, in his 
reply to the questions of the Lee Commission, himself stated· that 
the local Governments did not pay enough attention to 'the carrying 
out of those recommendations. The next landmark. on this subject 
was the Islington Commission of 1914-15. It took a different view 
of things, and the question of . keeping the level of Indians ·and 
foreigners as far as p<issible on an equal footing was again stressed. 
Lastly came the Lee Commission, and later on we had . of course 
the Report of the Simon Commission, and the Round Table Conference 
also had discussed the question of the Services. My point ·is that 
throughout the angle of vision from which the question of the Services 
has been looked at has been the standard of pay for European recruits~ 
and it has been fixed not by reference to the criteria which ought to 
govern questions of this kind, but· with reference 'to the standard 
which was set up in the early beginning. As a matter.of fact, there must 
be independent criteria on which new scales of salaries must be based; 
and in this connection I may be excused if I quote some statistics with . 
regard to salaries in other countries, showing the proJX.rtion· of the· salaries . 
of the highest administrative posts to the lowest clerical posts and the 
earnings of unskilled labour. · A statement of that kind may be useful, 
I submit, in coming to a conclusion as to the condition of salari,es in this 
country. In giving my figures, I shall first give the proportion between 
the lowest clerical salary and the salary of the highest administrative 
post and then the proportion between the earnings of unskilled. Ip.bour 
and the highest administrative posts .. In the United Kingdom it is 1:30 
and 1: 32. In Canada it is I : 10 as between the clerical salary and the 
highest administrative post and 1 : 17 as between unskilled labour and 
the highest administrative post. In the United States of America the 
proportion between the clerical salary and the highest administrative 
post is 1 : 9 and between unskilled labour and the high~st administrative 
post 1 : 9. In Germany it is 1 : 13 and 1 : 13, as between the lower clerical 
establishment and the wage earner on the one hand and the highest paid 
post on the other. In Japan it is 1: 13 and 1: 14. When we.oome to 
India, the proportion between the lower clerical establishment and the 
highest administrative salary is 1 ~ 200 and the proportion between.the . 
wage earner and the highest administrative post is 1 : 133. The figures 
of the i.pcome per capita are also very important, as they show that with 
very limited wealth the burden of salaries is enormous sc. far as our 
country is concerned. I shalJ content myself by making the remark th:tt 
the national income per capita in India is 74; in Japan it is 295; in 
Germany it is 520; in the United States of America it is 1,850; in Canada 
it is J ,420, and in the United Kingdom it is 1,240. The figures of the 
lowest clerical salaries and the highest administrative salaries are also 
important and I shall just quote them. In the United ·Kingdom the 
wages of unskilled labour, of the lowest clerical establishment and the 
highest administrative salary are 1 ,333, 1,266 and 40,000; in Canada. 
the ngures are 2,740, 1,650 and 27,400. 
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P.ac:. Bah.adur D. R. P ..\TIL: .Are they lUp4!'e~. or poo.nrl!!, or wh1t t 
Rao Bahadur R. R. K.!LE: All tl1ese figures are gh·en as rupets. In 

the t'nited States of .Am~rica, the ~!7tl.re$ are 2,9:')(), 3,123 and !i,400; 
in Germany, l,UO, 1,110 and !!'9,-1()4}; in Jspan 673, &j() and 8,800 ~ 
and in India the lowest clerical salary is 360, the wage for unslcilled labour 
is 2ro and the higheEt &al»ry is 48,000. These ~CI'Ul'es lriii be found quoted 

· in a pamphlet which is likely to be soon published l>y the Economic 
Institute of the Sen-ants d India Society, and it will perhaps pro'\"e of 
great help to the Go¥emment when they will be in a position to examine 
the question of the cut in salaries. lty point is that in India. the high 
pitch of the salaries is due to the fact that the original standard that ns 
set up was and has been all this time with reference ta the scale fixed £0r 
the Imperial Sen-ices. Of course it hl.S been admitted that in 
the 'beginning the difficulties of foreigners serri.ng in this country were 
much greater than they are to-day, as in those days they did not ha'\"e the 
facilities and adnnt2ges which they DOW have. They ha'\"e rome from 
a d.istance of 6,000 miles and they suffer from some di.sabilities ewn now, 
but still the point is that these difficulties han~ decreased as the years 
hal'"e gone by. 

An Honoma.ble liDIBER : How l 
RaO Ba.had.n:r R. R. KALE : Oring to facilities in the shape of more 

n.pid communication and other JD&tters which are available now, there 
is a difference between the early sixties &nd the present year. Howevt>r, 
that is another JD&tter. · The whole point that I am stressing is that the 
real criteria of fu:ing the salaries must be those which are taken as a 
sta.ndard in other countries to-day, ·irrespective of the present standard 
with regard to provincial service men. I am not going to make any 
distinction between Europeans and Indians, but I am looking at the 
whole question from the taxpayers' point of view. II the income of the 
taxpayer is insufficient to bear the highly eostly administration. it is up 
to us to fiild out a way uti revise the whole tiC heme. Therefore I submit 
thete ought to be a revision of the whole question of salaries from 
top to bottom on graded percentages. In this connection I am glad to 
uy that the Retrenchment Committee has issued a questionnaire, an 
exhaustive document. Those who take the trouble to study the questions 
will be able to support with facts and ~oures any recommendations they 
may soggest and assist the Retrenchment Committee or the Mtmbers of 
Government to come to a proper conclusion in this matter. 

Now, after having statffl. so much, I have- to consider the second part 
of the resolution which relat~s to the recommendations of the 
Retrenchment Committee ·-,.ith regard to other matters. I must say 
that the Ret:n-nchment Committee laid down before themselves two 
principles. Firstly they prOceeded to say that there must be retrenchment 
in order to meet the deficit of the Ct~ITent year. They therefore laid 
down certain snggestiODil. As a JD&tter of fact; the deficit this year as 
tontemplated was 60 IAkhs which DOW threatens to be one crore. All 
the retrenchment that has been proposed by the rolllDl.itke is 28lalli. 
I' will hardly be sufficient to meet the deficit. As the MArathi pro¥erh 
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goes: " ~io ~ ~ tmf ~.~' There must be some source like 

a trmporary borrowing by which this can be met. The question of 
E-a.lary cannot be settled this yE"ar. I must say and it has been stated 
by Government that it is an all-India question. The question of salaries 
not onlv relating to this Presidency but relating to the other presidencies 
also m~t be taken a.s a whole and all the heads of the diffe!'ent 
provinces must put their heads together and frame a new scheme. Ail 
we are now on the eve of getting su-araj, we shall have to carry on the 
administration with the object of expanding what are c~lled the nation- · 
building departments. We feel that sufficient money ha.s not been 
8pent on these departments. Therefore we must look at this question 
from. a different angle of vision and prepare a schE'me in consultation 
'With different governments. . Then alone some solution can be found 
which will be satisfactory to all. Therefore I submit that the retrench
ment proposals in c.ertain matters are not satisfactory. For instance 
I cannot agree with the proposals to reduce education grants. Can yo~ 

· believe that the members of the Retrenchment Committee willingly 
suggested this cut 1 As a. matter o£ fact, it seems th:\t they must have 
reluctantly submitted some proposals here and there for the time being 
like the stopping of this grant. All these activities are useful activities. 
Aga.in the Retrenchment Committee has shown in Appendix B the item of 
surrender by offict'rs. There are no details ~~os to which officers surrendered 
what. In the year 1922, officers were asked to make retrenchments and 
therea~r repeatedly. They have effected retrenchments· in such a 
way that it has caused dissatisfaction all over the Presidency. When 
officers are asked to make retrenchment, they do it in any way just a8 the 
Retrenchment Committee themselves have made proposals, because 
they have fu put forward some proposals. We know how we suffered 
for want of furniture in courts and. in. offices. Really the retrenchment 
was carried to extremes with the ·result that it caused dissatisfa.Ction. 
Having regard to Peshwa Dafta.r, it has been doing good work at a very 
low cost of Rs. 5,000. It is recommended to be retrenched ! Really 
it ought not to be. Similarly the ·curator of the Satara Museum. It wa.s 
opened by His Excellency only last year and it has just commenced 
working. After all, the amount is very small. What is to be done with 
the curator ? He must be given some post some:where. .A.fU!r all, these 
proposals bring in a small saving of Rs. 18,00,000~ I endorse 
fully the remarks m.a.de by some of the previous speakers that it is a. sad 
~lief that any proposals should a.ffect the :;rants-ill-aid to higher and 
aecondary education. It will ultimately fall ori grants-in-aid which will 
&fter all, bring in Rs. 50,000. This Rs. 50,000 must be spread over aome: 
whe~e. It may .affect some acti~ties and may ultimately be to th,.e 
detrunent of the mterest of educatiOn conducted by private bodies. . · 

The DEP'CTY PRESIDE~'"T : The honourable member's time is up. 
I will give him a. few minutes. more. . 

&a.o Ba.hadur R. R. KALE : We are called upon to express our opinionS 
with regard to the proposals of the Retrenchment Committee within 

KO Hb 64---3 . 
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a very short space of timto. These suggt>stiQns by the rommitt~ ... m 
not be re<'tived ~th favour. We do not approve of theS(> suggt.>stions. 

La.stly I should like to say som~thing about Appendix D, ... here a 
time ecale of pay is propo.'!('d.. ('YQ\'t.>mmt>nt have issut>d a statem~nt 
.as to ... hat they propose to do. I submit I am not satisfied ._.ith tht> 
proposed scales ; they must be furtht'r reduced. I do not know again 
,..hy the proposed ecales are restricted to Ct'rtain departmt'nts only. 
I should be in favour of a ,..holesale proposal brought into force rt'garding 
.all departm<.?nta transferred or reserwd. I consider th1t the scales 
which have been laid do"'D are much mort> than what they ought to be 
for the future. As I said, the ~oation Department ,..as not admitted 
into the .All-India Service and so also the Educational Department until 
the recommendations of the Islington Commission. When theSE' depart· 
ments were ad:mitW into the fold in the Educational Depart:ment, the 
professors and principals of Government Coll~ges became highly paid 
-officers. In this connection we have to take into consideration the 
.question of supply and demand. :X ow. ._.e are in a position to get 
-educated men to fill these posts in the Education)} and other depart
m~nts at a much cheaper cost. You must pay them cheaper, because the 
money comes from the poor taxpayer .. Therefore I submit that the 
revision proposals must be such as to meet our simple ,..ants. The wants 
of Indians are limited. Whatever may have happened in the past with 
regard to the ~Ies of pay fixed then, in comparison with the figures 
I gave prevailing all over the civilised rountries, I submit that the time 
.has come ,..hen we should be bold to frame a scale of our o"'D. What 
is the value of a clerk in an establishment! It ought not to be more 
1han that of a ... age-earner. If a ... age-earner gets Rs. 20 or Rs. 2.5, a 
<!lerk ought not to get more than that. That is what is found in other 
<!ountries. With reference to these circum.stances, ,..e have to take 
into account and proceed to frame proposals in regard to this question. 
'Therefore, I do hope that the Retrenchment Committee ,..jth the assis· 
tance that they may receive-Government al89-must take into account 
.all these various proposals and frame a scheme ":hich will be in the best 
interests ·of the Presidency and give a2_e.ad to the other presidencies also. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. .K.Hl'HRO (Larkana District): Sir, I ,..ould 
like just to move a small amendment to tlie resolution itself. 

The DEPl.i'TY PRESIDE~""T : I cannot allow any amendment at this 
stage. The honourable member must have noted that the Honourable 
the President disallowed an amendment which wu proposed to be moved 
by Rao Bahadur Asavale. If the honourable m~mber refers to Standing 
Order Till he ~I realise the point. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: lfa.y I ask the Leader of the House 
whether it is not a fact that this resolution is discuSSE'd in this House 
in order to give an opportunity to honourable members to place their 
,;e,..s before the House l This is- not to be put to the vote to decide 
the result one way or the other. 

The Honourable Sir GHl"L!ll· HUSS..U:X: Xo. 
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Ra.o Bahadur R. R. K.A.LE : The resolution is there. The honourable 
mo::>mber can express his views. · · 

Kl1an Bahadur ~I. A. KHUHRO: Sir, I wish to make a. general 
observation with regard to the proposals of the Retrenchm~nt Com· 
mittt-e appointed by this House. I shoulcllike to divide the proposals 
of the committ~e into two parts. First of all, let me tackle the question 
whether th~ committee have made sufficient retrenchment in the reserved 
departm'?nt.s or even certain transferred departments where they have 
either failed to make any cut or have done very little which, is not 
at all sufficient to meet the satisfaction of this honourable House. , Later 
on, I will take up the question whether the cut they have proposed in 
the Educa.tion and :Jiedica.l departments is at all justified. 

Xow, I would submit that tlie retrenchment that is proposed to be 
~ffectcd in the reserved departm~nts is not sufficient. It is an established 
fact and it is rather difficult to refute that statement that the expendi
ture that is being incurred in the reserved departments is rather very 
lavish and amounting to extravagance, so far as the highly paid appoint
ments are particularly concerned. The question of Sa.laries is a very 
gen'2ral question and I propose to deal '\\ith it later on. At present we 
have to consider whether the present number of top appointments in the 
reserved d'?partments is necessary. I should like to. follow the line 
adopted by the retrenchment committee and deal with all the departments 
one by one in the order prescribed by the Retrenchment Committee .. 

On the question of the Public Works Department, my remarks will 
be confined to the province of Sind, with which I am well acquainted. 
Leaving aside the expenditure on the maintenance of the canals, for 
which money is provided in the shape of grants every year, I shall deal 
with the question of the number of appointments. I will start with the 
provision of two posts of Chief Engineers in Sind. The Barrage is going 
to come into operation from the year 1932, and I understand that there 
is "" proposal to retain the two Chief Engineers even after the Barrage 
is amalgamated with the Public Works Department .. I .also understand 
that the late Chief Engineer, who has only just retired from the post, 
has recommended to Government the abolition of the post of Chief 
Engineer of Sind, on the ground that th~re is not sufficient work for that 
officer. When the Barrage is amalgamated with the· Public Works 
Department, apart from the Barrage work, there will be still less work 
for a separate Chief Engineer of Sind. It will not at all be difficult for 
the Chief Engineer of the Barrage to undertake the supervision of workS 
over the whole of Sind. Moreover, the question of the abolition of the 
post of Chief Engineer of Sind is as old as 1923. The Retrenchment· 
Committee of 1923 also recommended that either this post should be 
done away '\\ith, or that the posts of two superintending engineers should 
he done away with. Coming to the question of superintending engineers, 
I understand that the Chief Engineer of the Barrage has submitted a. 
proposal to Government for the creation of five posts of superintending 
E>ngmeers for the Barrage. I do not think that the proposal is justifiable. 
At present there are only two superintending engineers, and in the 
future I think there should not be more than three superintending 
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enginef'rs and in addition one Cbitf Enginf'er only. The question of the 
number of divisions and suh-diYisions is a matt~r of deti'.il. but I hope 
that the 4onourable member from Sind who is serving on the Retrench· 
ment Committee 'Will pay sufficient attention to that and see that n() 
more divisions than are necessary are created. 

I come now to the question of Public Health, which is the next item 
dealt 'With by the Retrenchment Committ~l.'. Honourable membt>rs 
w-ho have knowledge of the worldng of district local hoards and wh() 
come in constant t<luch with the public health officers-assistant dir<'ctors 
of public health-know perfectly well what work they have been doing. 
The only duty tha~ devolv('s on the assistant directors of public health 
is supervision over vaccination. Honourable members who are presi· 
dents of district local boards will be able to tell you that practically all 
the cost of vaccination is borne bv the district boards and onlv a.. 
negligible amount is being contributed by Government. For instaice, 
I understand that the District Local Board, Larkana, gets a grant of only 
Rs. 300 against an expenditure of Rg. 12.000 which is incurred by 
them on vaccination. The district local boards have got sufficient 
establishment to take over the supervision of vaccination in their areas. 
Therefore, it is absolutely unnecessary to keep these assistant directors 
of public health. Considerable saving can, therefore, he effected by 
handing over vaccination to the local boards. If Government choose it, 
for the .sake of show, they can retain the appointment of Director of 
~ublic Health, hut there is no justification, I suggest, for retaining the 
assista.nt _directors of public health. 
·. Then I come to the posts of Director of Information and Chief Conser
vator of Forests. I understand that the post of Chief Conservator of 
Forests was abolished .for some time, but was subsequently restored. 
I am glad to .find that a suggestion has been made by the members of 
the Retrenchment Committee that there is no justification for retaining 
this appointment. I hope that when the Retrenchment Committee 
come to deal 'With the question of permanent retrenchment, they v.ill 
consider this point. Most ()f the honourable mt>mbers of this House 
also feel that the work done by the Director of Information oJ: the Chief 
Conservator does not justify the retention of these two appointments 
of great cost and involving considerable expenditure. 
· I come now to another reserved department, namely. the Home
Department, in connection with which the Retrenchment Committee 
have proposed only a cut of Rs. 51,000, and that too mainly concerni;ng 
the payment of " bhattas " to the witnesses that go to attend the Courts. 
A huge lot of money is spent by this department. The House will remem· 
her how lavishly money is spent by this department. Only during 
the last budget ·session, an excess of three lakhs. of rupees over the 
. budget provision had to he authorised by the Council for police in Sind,. 
although we made it clear to the honourable House that it was a 
:wasteful expenditure. A eonsiderable part of this House protested 
against.it .vehemently, but Government carried their demand. There is 
~ufficient room ·for retrenchment in this department, and it is. for the 
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Retrenchment Committee to suggest a reduction in the number of 
.appointments coming under this department. 

As regards the departments of Revenue and General Administration, 
the recommendations made in 1923 have not been given effect to. 
I think the Retrenchment Committee would have been well advised to 
recommend the immediate carrying out of the proposals :m.ade by the 
committee of 1923. If those proposals are put into e:fiect .irn.rnediately, 
considerable saving will be :m.ade ev€n in ·the present year's budget. 
Take, for instance, the appointments of huzur deputy .collectors. The 
Abolition of these posts was recommended by the Retrenchment Com~ 
mittee of 1923. They had suggested that wherever there was a branch 
<>f the Imperial Bank, there was no necessity for these appointments. 
They formerly used to do a certaip. amount of judicial work also, but 
now since it is becoming a growing policy not to give them any judicial 
work, there is indeed very little work left for them to do. The'\work 
connected with the treasury is only signing whatever is put before them 
by. the head accountant. Therefore, there is no necessity for these 
appointments. There are now four places in Sind where these deputy 
collectors are retained. Then I come to the question of daftardars and 
the supervising tapedars in the Revenue Department. I hope that the 
Honourable the Revenue Member will admit that these daftardars ·who 
.are of deputy collector's grade can easily be replaced by mukhtiarkars~ 
'The practice of having da.ftardars of deputy collector's grade continues 
in three districts of Sind. In Nawabshah and Thar Parkar there are 
only chitnises. If these daftardars are replaced by· chitnises,· who are 
<>f mukhtiarkar's grade, there will be some saving. 

As I am pressed for time I wi~ come to the more important question 
of the salaries. From the figures supplied in the report of the Retrench~ 
ment Committee, we find that no less an amount than Rs. 537 lakhs 
.are spent on salaries, which roughly comes to 40 per cent. of the incollle 
of the whole presidency. This is really a big sum, and I think that at a 
time of such great economic distress it is essential that there should be 
sufficient reduction effected in the salaries. I am sorry to observe that 
the committee h.ave not been unanimous in their recommendation 
about the cut in salaries. Even the highest cut proposed .by four 
members· of the committee will not be considered sufficient at the present 
time by this honourable House. The House knows how the agricultural 
business and the industrial classes are hit by the economic depression. 
Their incomes have been reduced from 100 to 20 and in wme cases even 
15. Therefore, it is only reaEonable that the .service class too should 
share in this misfortune and contribute their full quota. I .hope 
-Government will make a substantial reduction in the salaries. 

As regards the recommendation made by the committee in rQlation 
to education, I join in the protest against the cut of five per cent. in 
the grants to secondary schools and colleges. The cut of five per cent. 
in the grants made to primary education was given effect to by Govern
ment without the previous sanction of tl1e House1 and I feel that even 
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that cut sl:ould be restored, as it is seio1.15lv detrimt"ntal to the intel't'"•t. 
of the people in mofussil who :e.re wry backward in education. 

Then, as regards the lledieal Department. The condition of tht 
~itals in Sind is nry bed at present. The grant for diet charges 
and c:~ has been reduct>d to a nry grt"at extent. Certain philan
thropic officel"!, like the present Collector of Hyderabad namely 
Mr. Gornlla ha¥e been trying to collect funds for hospitals by organising 
benefit performances and sl:.owll. I hear that the Collector of Hyderabad 
has collected about Rs. 10,000 for the wpital at Hyderahad. &n·ern
ment should not ha¥e dri¥en their officers to this method of resorting 
to private help for satisfying the needs of dril hospihls. I hope that 
the honourable Honse will protm against this rut in the :llt><lical 
Department, and I hope that Gowrnment will restore this rut as early 
as possible. · 

&o Bahadur B. R. X.llK (Surd District): llr. President, it has 
just :cow been said that the House is oot going to ¥ote on the resolution 
but is going merely to carry on a discussion in order to con¥ey to Got'ern
ment the riews of ho£ourable members of this House. Jmt now, the 
Honourable the Leader of the Hou..~ was questioned bv the honourable 
member Rao Bahadur Kale whether ¥otes are to ~ taken on this 
resolution and the reply m~s gi¥en in the negatin. This side of the 
House simply has to place its news before Go¥ernment so that Got"ern· 
ment mav know them and trr to carrv them out. But of the result of 
ronnymg the views to Go¥~rnment ~r enn of passing the resolution 
I am very «!oubtful. 

So far as the question of retrenchment is concerned, this question has 
been and is being discussed on the floor of this honourable House for 
the last 10 years and I would ask the Horoura ble the Leader of the Howe 
and for the 1112:tter of that hocourable members oprosite whether any 
of the recommendations worth the name of this sided the Hou.<~e have 
been gil"en effect to. · 

.As regards the rerort of the Retrenchment ('ommittee, I would not 
like to go into details es the time for discussion is short and also I was 
asked by the Retrenchment Committee to send my proposals to them 
which I han done in det.eils. I would re-quest the Retrenchment 
Committee to pay due considerations to them. I would therefore ~b 
general ohservat!ons on the recommendations of the ColllDllttee. 
I would first take the nation-building departmt-nts. First I take the 
Educational Department. I quite agree with the preYiou.s speaker 
Khap. Bahadur Khuhro that the Retrenchment Committee was not W"t'~l 
advised in making any cut in the educational expenditure of this ~tsl
deD.cy and specially the primary education. The control of p~ry 
education .-as handed O¥er to the local bodies with certain rondrtJOM 
laid don, -one of them being th2.t Go¥emment would contribute. to 
lorall:oards the wl:ole ro,-t incurred by Go¥ernment prior to handing 
0\"el' the control to local l:oards on primary edurat!on. Xow Go¥em
ment rome forward and &ay that they will get 5 per cent. less than they 
were promised. The result is r.ot only a breach of agreemtnt on the 
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part of Government, but looking to the finances of the local bodies,. 
they will not be in a po~:~ition to carry on the work entrusted to them. 

The Honourable Sir GHULA)I HL'SSAIX: 1\Iay I interrupt the 
honourable member for a moment, Sir 1 How much out of the educa
tional grant is spent on establishments t 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: I will come to that. The department 
concerned has addressed all local boards on the subject and asked ~hem 
to cut their budgets by 5 per cent. That is the circular we have received 
from the department concerned. After all, Government are spending 
11 crores on primary education, which is only 8! per cent. of the total 
revenue of the Presidency. And now Government asks us to cut down 
5 per cent. of the grants fixed for primary education. I ask, is there 
no other source left for Government to retrench that they should come 
down on the Educational Department 1 As ·we all know, the Educa
tional Department is an essential nation-building department. There 
is so much illiteracy in the Presidency. You will, Sir, allow me· to tell 
the Government that while they are receiving .Rs. 7-8-0 per head as 
revenue from the Presidency, they are only spending 10 annas per head on 
primary education in the Presidency. Yet Government c~me to u.s 
with a. cut of 5 per cent. in Primary Education. One would be inclined 
to accept this cut as an emergency measure, but I ask Government 
whether they have tried all available sources of retrenchm,ent. My 
reply to this question is an emphatic "No". 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAL~ : Most of the monev is 
spent on s!l.laries. · 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK : I a.m. concerned with. the revenue a.nd 
expenditure of the Presidency. Out of a. total revenue of 15 crores 
537lakhs are absorbed in salaries and 240 lakhs are spent oil contingenciEs 
and travelling allowances ; so more than half of the revenue of the 
Presidency is spent on salaries and allowances. My contention is that the 
Government is spending only 8! per cent. of the total revenue on primary 
education, and looking to the present financial condition of the local 
boards, I tan say that they will not be in a position to efficiently carry 
on the administration of primary education. There is no doubt that 
this is a distinct breach of faith on the part of Government. · 

Take the-state of the Medical Department. There the Government 
have cut down diet charges, while they have retained the post of Personal 
Assistant to the Surgeon General, which was recommended by the 
Retrenchment Committee of 1923 for abolition. At that time Govern· 
m.ent contended that it was an I.M.S. post and therefore it could not 
be abolished without the permission of the Secretary of State.. But at 
present it is not being held by an I.M.S. officer but by a. Bombay Medical 
Officer. It would therefore be quite easy for Government now to abolish 
this post. I may say for the information of honourable members that 
Government is spending a. quarter of anna per head of the rural popula· 
tion on medical relief and at .tht! same time they have maintained a. 
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specialist in Bombay for venereal diseases costing Rs. 28,000 per annum 
with establishment. 
, Take the post of the assistant to the Dean of the Grant ~Iedical Collt-ge. 
This post was created in 1920 which costs about 6,000 to 7 ,000. Till then ' 
the work was done by the head clerk. All such posts can be easily done 
away with and some saving can be effected. 

:Xow, Sir, I come to another most important item, general administr-.1· 
tion. Is it not possible for Government to realise that it is now time to • 
do away with the posts of Prant Officers 1 The revenue duties could 
be done by the mam..Iatdars and the magisterial duties could be handed 
over, to the aval karkuns and judicial officers in the districts. Then 
there are certain districts which can easily be amalgamated and managed 
by one collector--

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSOX: Would the honourable member 
just mention one or two such districts ? , 

Rao Bahadur B. R. :NAIK: Surat and Broach can be amalgamated. 
'l'he Honourable Mr. W. F. HL"'DSO~ : Thank you. 
Rao. Bahadur B. R. YAIK: Take the question of huzur deputy 

collectors. They are not necessary in places where the Imperial Bank 
has branches. They are not necessary in such places. The head 
accountants can do the work. 
· With regard to the posts of Commissioners I have in my note to the 
Retrenchment Comn:llttee made certain recommendations and I do not 
think I .. should go into detail now. Sir, there is so m:uch overlapping 
in many departments-not only in the revenue departm~nt, but in other 
departments also. I can assure the Honourable the Revenue Member 
that if he . makes a careful search, he will find that in many of the 
departments ~here are more clerks than are necessary. 

With regard to the forest department also, if it is properly examined, you 
will find that it is overfed and overstaffed. I have submitted my proposals 
tO the Retrenchment Cvmmittee in this connection also and I would 
request the members to go through them and pay due consideration. 

As regards the Public Works Department, I have stated on the floor 
of the House and I repeat it again: what effect has been given to 
Mr. Shah's recommendations? He W:\S an officer belonging to the 
Accountant General's office ; he had no connection '1\ith the Public. 
Works Department. He knew his business very well. He proposed 
a cut of Rs. Ill lakhs and so far as I have been able to find out, only a 
few of the reco"mmendations have been accepted and a few posts have 
h€en reduced. · 

lit. G. WILES: llay I correct the hono~able member, Sir 1 .Out 
of the proposals of retrenchment of.ll! lakhs, proposals for retrenchment 
of Rs. 8llakhs have already been accepted. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK : I am glad to hear that, but besides that, 
there is sufficient scope in this department for retrenchment. There 
are more .sub-divisions than necessary. Xow, I ask the· honourable 
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member the Finance Secretary to obtain the figures for Surat and other 
districts and study them. How many subdivisions are there and what 
is the expenditure on establishments in proportion to the total 
expenditure on works 1 So far as I know, the expenditure· on Public 
Works Department works in Sura.t and Broach amounts to Rs. 4 lakhs. 
For carrying them out there is one executive engineer, three subdivisional 
offi<;ers and about a dozen overseers and so many mistries and clerks, 
such might be the case in almost all the districts. There are certain 
works which could easily be handed over to the district local boards. and 
which can be economically done by them. Government will thus save 
establishment charges by doing away with some higher officers and at 
the same time local boards will be benefited by having t~ do large volume 
of works by engaging qualified engineers in their overhead charges. 

These and others are the suggestions which I have made to the 
Retrenchment Committee and I hope they will receive full consideration. 

Another suggestion which I have made in my note fc.~ th; Retrench
ment Committee relates to the judicial department. I don't deal with 
it here but will draw the attention of the member8 of the committee to 
the suggestion and ask the_m. to deal with it properly and care~y and 
see what can be done. · · · · 

X ow I come to the important question of cutting of salaries of establish-: 
ments. Apart from the question of financial crisis of the Government
which is no doubt serious_:_! would earnestly ask honourable members 
{)pposite whether the services in India are not more highly paid than in 
any other part of the world. Taking all circumstances into consideration, 
Sir, about a year ago, I tried t<, give the cost of general administra;tion · 
in other dependencies of Great Brit~in which ranges from 3 per cent. 
to 8 per cent. And what is the cost d general administration here 1 
Fourteen per cent. We are spending about 2! crores out· of a :r;evenue 
{){ 15 crcres on general administration which comes to about. 14 to lp 
per ~ent .. I sincerely ask whether there is no scope for retrenchmen~ 
lesvmg aside the financial crisis-for reducing the salaries of 
Gowrnment servants ? There is no que!3tion of community-European, 
Indian, all alike should come under it. . . · . 

The Honourable the PRESIDEKT : The honourable member· has 
got hardly three minutes now. . 

Ra~ Bahadur B. R. NAIK: Sir, I earnestly ask honourable members. 
~PP.OSite-leaving aside the question of financial crisis during which the 
nation has got a right to appeal to the patriotism of Government 
servants-is it not fair that the nation should ask them to consider this 
q~estion dispassionately and see if they are not overpaid in comparison 
with the rest of the world. If that is denied; I would respectfully 
challenge honourable members opposite to stand up and say which part of 
the ~·orld pays .its civil and other covenanted and soine of the provincial 
~erVIc€s on a higher or on the same scale that we do in India-whether 
they be In~ians or Europeans. I have spent, Sir, several years in a 
{!Ountry whiCh stands very high from the point of view of the standard 
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of living-11hich is one of the most costly (Ountrit>8, the t>Xpenditurt" on 
general administrat:on there is fzom 3 to 8 per ct>nt. I say from my 
own penon.al experience that the- Indian Ci,·il 8er.-ice and otht>r 
covenanted serrices and provincial ~en·ict>s in India art' pllid at hight>r 
rates of sal!iry. It is necessary. thert>fore, in the prest>nt financial crisis, 
for the Government servants themseh-es to voluntet>r and as8i!'t 
Government. As one of the honourable members said, the agriculturist~ 
are hit -rery hard. He is not in a position to bear the present taxation 
and much less in a position to be taxt>d an~ further. I therefore MV 

that"it is for the Retrenchment Committee a~d Govt>mment to find out~ 
way by which the salaries of highly· p1id officials be equitably reduced 
and some exception can be msde in favour of low-paid Gon·rnment 
servants. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : Would the honourable member 
~nlighten the House as' to the country which he says has!!. higher standard 
of living than India and which ne\"erthelesg has a much lower co8t of 
general administration! 

Rao Bahadur B. R. SAUK : South Africa. The standard of living in 
South Africa is very much higher than that in India and yet the ~ost. 
of general administration is much lower than in India. In my budget
speech of the year 1930, I gave certain figures of the cost of adminis
tration in the provinces of South Africa., Australia and other countries 
such as Japan and the 'C'nited States of America. The Governor of the 
Province of lllionois in the t"nited States of America gets only about 
600 dollars say about Rs. 2,100 as salary per month. 

It. has been suggested that all servants from thP lowest paid menial 
to the highest paid official should be brought under retrenchment. 
I am not in favour of that. I say that Government servants drawing 
salary of Rs. 100 and under, should be exempted, and if at all thd 
Govt>mment or this honourable House or the Retrenchment Committee 
itself desire to touch salaries below Rs. 100, then I would request them. 
not to touch "salaries of Rs. 50 and below. It has been asked why only 
the higher paid salaries should be pen~lised and not the others. The 
present sahries were fixed wh~n owing to various causes such as the 

. conditions brought about by the war and monett>.ry and other transactions, 
the standard of living of these people went up, and it would therefore 
be very difficult, if not well-nigh impossible. for them to adjust them
selves to reduced expenses at this time of day. lloreover although 
the prices of certain cereals and other commodities have no doubt come 
down to· the pre-war_level of 1914 still the cost of some other necessities 
of life has not come down to the B2.me pre-war level of 1914, and I t'.m 
firmly of the opinion that these low paid-servants will be hard hit if 
their salaries are retrenched. This is a point which the Retrenchment 
C<lmmittee will do well to bear in mind. I mention this particularly 
as I find that some ot the members of the Retrenchment Committee 
consider it desirable to retrench sslaries of low-paid servants drawing 
pay below Rs. 50 also. I ha\·e recommended 3 pe-r cent. cut in the case of 
servants drawing Rs. 51 to 200 and above that 5 per cent., 10 per cent., 
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15 per cent. and so on on a. grac1ed scale. I would earnestly request 
the members of the Retrenchment Committee to bear in mind that these 
poorly paid servants who even now can hardly make both ends meet 
will find it still ha-rder to do so if their present salaries are cut down. 

There is also this to be considered. · You can reduce your comforts 
or luxuries but you cannot cut down your bare necessities. You may 
ask me to reduce my comforts but I want something to eatand I must 
have something to clothe my body with and to educate my children; 
I cannot do without these necessities. Therefore I say that those who 
have ~ot surplus money should have their salaries retrenched. Govern
ment too recognises this principle in the schedules laid down under the 
Income Tax Act under which those who get higher salaries or higher 
incomes have to pay a super tax and to pay at higher rates. That is a 
very salutary maxim which may be followed with advantage and justice 
in ma.l;ng their recommendations for the retrenchment of salaries of 
Government servants. Those Government servants who· get such s'l.bries 
which leave them a surplus after providing the necessities and which 
enable them to spend on comforts and luxuries might of course be 
subjected to the retrenchment axe, but not those poorly paid 
Government servants who can hardly meet their day-to-day living 
expenses. I sincerely trust thtt the.Retrenchment Committee will not 
bil to bear in mind this point when they come to make their final 
recommendations. With these few remarks~ I resume my seat. 

(After recess) 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT (Surat District) : Sir, I am glad that there is a.t 
least one Honourable Member on the opposite benches to represent the 
Government. He is the Leader of the House and he can be taken to 
represent all the sections of Government. 

It is quite natural that Government officers take very little interest 
when we are discussing the subject of retrenchment. 8<? many 
honourable members on this side have talked on this particular resolu .. 
tion, and many ,of the things they have said have probably been ~~aid 
several times. We have been at retrenchment for the past so· many 
years. For ten years we have been discussing the subject of retrench
ment. A retrenchment committee was appointed, then a retrenchment 
officer, and now we have the present retrenchment committee. But 
the result has been very unsatisfactory. Even in the case ·of the present 
retrenchment committee, I do not know what will be its report, a.nd·to 
what extent retrenchment will be carried out, or how far its suggestions 
will be put into effect. But I hope for the best. An honourable member, 
who is a member of the retrenchment committee, asks ns. to hope for 
the best. There is nothing wrong in hoping ; we can hope against hope. · 

Sir, this is such an import~nt subject that suagesting a cut here or a 
cut there does not solve the problem. We are o~ the eve of an era when 
the. anticipated income of the Presidency will be in the melting pot. 
Thmking about the recent politica.i agitation that has been going on fot 
the last so many years and the vanous proposals that are put forward by 
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the pec:ple 1rbo are carrying on that agitation, the chief one of them is in 
f.a,-our of a reduction in the la.nd reYenue. Sir, the Council will be well 
advised to take it that when the new order of things romes into effect, 
the la.nd revenue income is going to be curtailed to an appreciable extent . 
.Another point is about the liquor and toddy business, from which 
GoYemment derive a handsome income. This House has been t&lki.ng. 
about prohibition, and Governmental~ haYe acctpted that policy; and 
!he agitation outside this House for prohibition also proves that oUt 1 

mcome from the Excise Department is bound to be appreciably reduced. 
l"nder these circumstances, W"e haYe got to consider to what extent .,..e. 
can retrench our expenditure. One has got to be very careful aoout the · 
income, but one has gc·t to be still more careful about the expenditure, 
because, it is after all the incorpe which will giYe u some criterion for 
cur expenditure, and if it is certain that our income i:; going to be gradually 
but appreciably curtailed, I think we must see th3t our expenditure is 
·kept well 'Within our grip. From this new-point I want to submit that 
the solution of this very difficult problem is to be considered from one 
standpoint, and that is reducing the salaries of these different kinds of 
tJervices-the AD-India Semces, the Provincial Senices, the Superior 
Serrices, and so many other services. We cannot afford to ~he very 
high·sa.Jaries to the public serrants in our Presidency, particularl.v when 
the new order of things romea in. The honourable member the Finance 
Secretary gave us certain figures, and what interested me most was that 
he made one specific division of gazetted officers, into Europeans and 
Indians. Sir, there is a demand in the country for the inJ.ianisation of 
the serrices. & far as I have been able to tackle that subject and form 
an opinion about it, my new is that indianisation of sen-ices should ~ot 
rest merely with putting an Indian in these jobs ; the important thrng 
is to fix their emoluments on the basis of Indian financial considerations. 
To put an Indian officer in the .All-India Services on the same pay as a 
European gets is as good or as bad as appointing a European to the 
post. We do not want to make distinctions as between Indian and 
European officers. When we talk of indian,isation d sen·ices, what we 
want is that any man may be appoiated according to our requirements
Indian or European officers, but what is demanded is that their em~lu
menta should be fixed e.ccording to Indian standards of life and lnd1an 
standard of income, and not according to foreign standards of life. By 
indianisation I mean not an Indian appointed in a post, the salary and 
allowances of which are fixed up according to European standard of life 
and European income. That is my 'iew. I hope this aspect of .the 
questicn will be considered by the Retrenchment Committee. Poss1bly 
their recommendations may not be accepted by the present Government or 
the future Governments, but the record d their report will be very useful 
for consideration by future generations. We all know very well-we 
have all been saying for probably more than a quarter d a century
that the I.C.S. is the most highly paid serrice in the world. I do not ":ant 
tu waste time of the House by quoting figures borrowed from nnous 
books, and give comparative ~O'lll'esfrom England, Germany, Canada, 
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Japan and Austr~>lia and to repeat alJ that, but I have just one or twc 
Eluggestiom; to make to the Retrenchment Committee. We have talked 
ahout. education, about Public Works, about Excise, about the Judicial 
Department and ether departments also. But I shall say just a word 
which I would request the members of the Retrenchment Committee tG 
take note of, and that is about the Medical Department. ; 

Sir, the crigina.l resclution, embodying the amendment moved by the 
honourable member Rao Bahadur Bole, la.ys down one fixed principle, 
that retrenchment should not be effected in nation-building departments. 
Of all the nation-building departments, the most vital and the most 
useful is the 1\Iedical Department. The 1\Iedical Department is very 
povrly organised in our country, arid retrenchment that has been effected 
in the number d beds and the scale of diet for the patients attracted the 
attention of this House, and the honourable member .Dr. Gilder 
yesterday gave very illuminating figures regarding the retrenchments 
effected in the 1\Iedical Department. He has drawn the attention of . 
the House to the fact by quoting certain figures in certain hospitals. 
I do not want to enter into the question of the racial discrimination 
in the matter of the number of beds and the diet charges. I suppose it 
is enough if the attention of the authorities is drawn to that point. He 
also referred ton reduction of 10 per cent. in the diet charges in certain . 
hospitals, and pa'rticularly in the hospitals in Bombay city. He referred 
to the Cama and Allbless Hospitals where a reduction in the die.t charges
had been made, the result of which is that the women coming to the 
hospital for delivery have their diet reduced at a time when they require 
better diet than the ordinary diet as they have got to feed themselves 
and their babies also. I just want tc refer to another point which he 
has left out, and that is about the reduction of beds in the Cama and 
Allbless Hospitals. Eighteen tuberculous beds have been reduced there~ 
Br tuberculous beds I mean beds required for people· suffering from 
consumption or pthisia. Now, these 18 beds are removed altogether
from that particular hospital. What will be the effect of this 1 There. 
may be advanced cases c•f pthisis or consumption, and there may be 
early cases. If you remove the early cases, if you do not admit them,. 
the result will be that these cases will grow worse, and from early cases 
they will be converted intv advanced cases, and later on all the attention 
that they will require will be~ post-mortem examinatio~. If you discharge· 
the advanced, the old, the chronic. cases, the .result will be that they wm 
be spreading infection in the whole city, and the spreading of the
contamination outside will result in many more people being attacked · 
by consumption. I think the authorities in chuge will be well advised 
to see that these 18 beds which reallY. give relief to a few poor people and 
which would prevent them tfom spreading the infection throughout the· 
city will be restored, and relief given to the poor in that direction. That 
is not a direction in which retrenchment might.usefully be effected. 

Then I want to refer to another point. I hear that in certain hospitals 
the medical officers in charge of the out-pati~nts department have been 
instructed to admit into the hospit11J those patients only, who will 
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bring their own diet from home. It may be a gooJ point' from 
one consideration; those people \\·ho can afford to have their diet from 
home can do so and get relief in the hospitals. But so far as my experience 
of the hospitals goes, I find that tho8t' who come for admission to tht> 
hospital are absolutely poor. Th£>y are people who live from hand to 
mouth ; they are people who earn their wages and spend it, and nevrr 
Jay by money in the bank; it is they who come to the hospital. As soon 
as they are ill, they cannot go to work and they do not get any mont'Y 
.and they come to the hospital, and they must be fed by som£> agency. 
If they are asked to bring their own diet from home, it will be impossible 
for them to remain in the hospital. They will have to move about in the 
.city begging, get more ill and ultimately die. But there is another 
consideration. Very often there are certain diseases which require special 
.diet. If you ask a JII2,fi suffering from typhoid or dysentery or diarrhoea 
to bring his own diet from home, he will bring any sort of diet. He will 
bring his bhakri or chapati and clwtny. If a man suffering from typhoid 
or dysentery is fed on bhakri or clmpati and chutny, it will make him worse. 
So, as far ll.s the dietary of the p':ltients is concerned, I think the pruning 
knife should not be applied to it. If there are any orders sent out to 
the hospitals to admit only those who bring their own diet from home, 

. -they should he withdrawn and the status quo should be restored. If 
the Retrenchment Committee wants some retrenchment to be effected 
in the Medical Department, I have got one or two suggestions to 
make. 

For instance, in the J. ,J. group of hospitals, there are three 
superintendents-one for the J. J. Hospital, one for the Cowasji Jehangir 
Hospital and third one for the Motlibai Petit Hospital. There are 
three hospitals and for each one the Chief Medical Officer gets a sort of 

_,superintending allowance. Now, these hospitals are situate in a single 
compound. Instead of paying allowance to three men, you can pay it 
to one man for superintending the work of the three hospitals. Another 
source of retrenchment is about the -lay secretary. When he was 
.appointed, it was stated that he was to he appointed for two years 
temporarily as an experimental me3sure. I do find that he has been 
.able to effect certain economies during the last two years. If you keep 
him there permanently however there is no further economy to be effected. 
You cannot have a Retrenchment Committee to sit all the time. The 
function of the Retrenchment Committee is to suggest retrenchments 

. looking to the conditions that prevail at the time. In the same way 
the lay secretary may be dispensed with now when sufficient economies 
have been effected. I do not think the economy that has been given 
effect to by Government is acceptable to the House. The honourable 
member Dr. Gilder very humorously described the work of the 
lay secretary. He would think whether an orange and egg should be 
given to a patient and waste half an hour and he will then take it to the 
llief Surgeon to decide the point whether it is necessary. I think the 
1ime has come when the lay secretary can be dispensed with. He can 
.easily be retrenched. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : The honourable member has 
€Xceeded his time. 

Dr. )I. K. DIXIT: O~e more source of effecting a saving is this. There 
are certa.in posts of a tutorial nature for lecturing to stud~nts on subjects 
which do not form part of their curriculum. I think they can go. The 
system of admission to the l\Iedical College at present prevailing is a's 
follows :-The students· have to pass their inter-scien~e before they are · 
admitted in the )Iedical College. In this inter-science examination they 
ha,·e finished the preliminary and subsidiary subjects. Only the principal 
subjects directly connected with the medical side of the curriculum. are 
to he taught. Still we have lectll.l;ers on chemistry and physics. To 
my mind this is a waste of money from the Government coffers. and 
a waste of the time of the students. I think they may as well go .. 

)Ir. J. R. ABERCROliBIE (Bombay Chamber of Commerce): 
Sir, I understand that this debate is to be of an academic nature and 
I must say that I am glad to hear that the resolution moved by the 
honourable member)\Ir. Jog and the amendments moved to it by other 
honourable members will not be put to vot~, because I think it would 
be in the nature of a. vote of censure on those honourable members 
who have given their time and labour on the Retrenchment Comm.ittee. 
The amended resolution also seeks to limit the scope of the committee's 
acth'ities and enquiries and I would like to put forward certain figures 
which show how necessary it is to examine with utmost care the 
expenditure of this Presidency on education. The honourable member 
Ra.o Bahadur Naik produced som':l figures which seemed to show that 
Gover~nt is making a very poor contribution towards primary 
education. I would like to produce certain figlires which throw a 
different light on the subject. I have taken.the figures of expenditure 
per million of the population. I find that the expenditure per million 
of the population on education of all classes in the Madras Presidency 
is 6•26lakhs; in Bengal it is 3·14 lakhs; in the United Provinces it is 
4:53 lakhs ; in the Punjab it is 8· 55 lakhs; and in the Boli)~Y 
Presidency it is 10· 54: Iakhs. I have taken these figures according to 
the provincial budgets for this year, 1931-32. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: I said abo~t the percentage· of expenditure 
on primary education. !\lay I request the honourable member to giv~ 
figures of revenues of tht> different provinces he is referring to, . side 
byside 1 · 

lir. J, R. ABERCROliBIE: These figures, as I 8aid, were taken from 
the provincial budgets of this year, 1931-32. They show that the 
Bombay Government is spending two Iakhs more per million of the 
population than any other presidency or province in India. It is far 
from my intention to say that in this province we have gone too far in 
the matter of primary, or secondary, or any sort of education. I should 
like w say that there is no Englishman who does not realise how backward 
lndi~ is in this respect, but I do feel that perhaps we have gone too fa.st 
<:onsidering the resources at our diilposal. Also .it is very necessaey to 
see that the money that is spent is properly spent and that there is u() 
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waste. In this res~t I would likt' to reft'r to tht' spe('('h of th:J 
honourable member Mr. Beckett in the last St's.<~ion : , 

"lD thia connection. I woold point out that tht proportion of thf' f'lWrn<litlll"f' 011 
pri•ary education in this presidency ill higher than anywht>ff' elM> in lndia.'anrl that the 
share ~ by Government of the distriet !oral board,. n penditure on prima" f'<l ura t i()n 
is well over 80 per cent.. of the t~tal rxpend itllft'. The pen:enta~ rontribut ion of l;o\'t'm: 
men~ towa~a primary edueation ha,. inei'NSed far more in reft'Dt years than the 
pertentage mcreMe of the local boards' contribution. Al.-o the ptl'l'fntage contribution. 
from boards toward& primary education i~ murb lower in this presidt'nrv than eltoewhP"' 
in India." • : 

I 

Let the Retrenchment Committee look into it. I have no desire t() 
prejudge the issue by suggesting what recommendation the Retrench~ 
ment Committee should make, but I have shown the necE-s.sitv for 
a careful exaiillnation of the expenditure on education and I ho~ th~ 
Retrenchment Committee will examine every item of the accounts and 
make their proposals without fear or favour. If they do so, I can assure 
them that they will receiw the support of this portion of the House nt 
anv rate. ' 

i want honourable members not to overlook the fact that when the, . 
. plead for the dumb millions they have also got obligations to the tax
payer. Each member who has made a speech on this subject hP.it 
complained and protested against cuts in particular departments.· 
Everybody seems to be quite willing that the Public Works Department 
and the Excise Department should be cut down, but all of them haw 
suggested that particular items in which they are personally intereste-d 
should not be cut. 

I would like to make a few remarks on the subject of salaries. I shall 
1 

be no party to any cut in any salary which would involve a brMch 
of contract on the part of Government. I feel this most strongly, becaus · 
in ordinary business, if I have a contract with one of my employees an<l 
if I dismiss him, he has recourse to a court of law. This is not so in the 
case of a Government employee. Therefore, it behoves Government to 
be niore careful than even a private individual or a finn would be in thi~ 
connection .. I would also remind.._honourable members of the remark~ 
which were made in the budget session on the question of the ~1inisters' 
salaries. I was extremely gratified to hear the remarks passed on my 
countrymen in Government service who for many years have given their 
time and service, efficiently and honestly, and as far as I could gather. 
to the satisfaction of this honourable House. I therefore hope that, 
whatever scale for the new cadre ma.y be proposed by this honourable 
House, in connection with the salaries of the present cadre, · eithE-r 
provincial or all India, no cut~J will be propos('d. I understand that 
a provincial commission was held to study the question of salarie-, in a!J 
the provinces. I feel that at the present time it "'oald be prematur~> 
to decide what cut is necessary in the salaries until we have the report. 
of thl!.t committee before us. I would say in this connection thP.t 
I entirely agree with the proposal put forward by the Retrenchment 
Q)mmittee that such cuts as are made in the Government servantii' 
salaries should also be applied to servants of local bodies which recein: 
Gov('rnment grants. That is all that I have to say. I hope in th(' light 
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of these remarks the honourable member Mr. Jog will ·withdraw his 
resolution. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUST0::\1 JEHANGIR VAKIL: Sir, 
in pursuance of the statement that was made day before yesterday 
by my honourable friend the Revenue Member indicating the intentio11; 
of Qovernment Members not to participate in the discussion on this 
subject, I have no intention to speak on the merits of any of the propo· 
sals made by the Retrenchment Committee, . at this .juncture, but 
I think it will be perfectly right if I were to draw the attention of this 
honourable House to such criticisms which, according to my opinion, 
have been based on a misappreciation of facts. I would simply say, 
Sir, that two honourable mem}?ers here, Dr. Gilder and Dr. Dixit, stated 
that orders--..lrere issued by the Government that 10 per cent. of diet 
should be reduced. This is not absolutely correct. I stated this in 
the last Council ;meeting also. What was really meant by reduction in 
the diet charges was that the number of patients admitted into the 
hospitals would be reduced by 10 per cent. I am sorry that iri spite of 
that explanation this criticism has been repeated again. What has 
been cut down really is the extras. Last October they amounted to 
40 per cent. of the total diet charges in the J. J. Hospital. ·Much'ofthe 
extras, soda water, etc., ordered never reached the patients. The 
medical staff may sanction them, if necessary, but they must order them 
specifically~ That is what is in~nded. . 

Both these honourable gentlemen stated that much valuable time 
was wasted by the superintendents and other officers over very trivial 
matters. That is not exactly so. The effect of this close attention has 
been to reduce the cost of free extras from Rs. 3,200 per month in October 
1930 toRs. 750 per month in April1931, i.e., from 40 per cent. to 14 per 
cent. Now, I just leave it to this honourable House to say whether 
the attention which is being paid is paid to a trivial matter as is endea·· 
voured to be made out 1 It comes to. nearly Rs. 25,000 a year. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: Is it suggested that the medical officers order 
out these extras without proper consideration 1 · 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTmi JEHANGffi V .A.KIL ; I have 
no intention to impute any bad moti~es to the officers at all. 

Sir, a certain amount of criticism was directed towards the reduction 
of beds and the relative charges of different hospitals. I am not in a 
position at this moment to get the exact figures from Bombay, but 
I think that the honourable member Dr. Gilder is not correct in saying~ 

"There is another matter to which I refer with a great deal of hesitation, na.mely, . 
unequal treatment to the different communities in the hospitals. It is a matter to which 
I refer with a great deal of diffidence. At the St. George's Hospital Government is 
providing 220 beds, but Government is providing 689 beds at the other hospitals. May 
I ask, Sir, whether the population of Bombay consisting of Europeans and Anglo
Indians and the population of Bombay Indians is in that ratio !" 

Further on, he says-
" The average number of beds occupied at the St. George's Hospital-! have taken 

my figures from the Report on Hospitals and Dispensaries-is 125·5." 
lllO Hb 64-4 
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Xow, in the first place, eYidently the honourable member Dr. Gilder 
is referring to the report which was published in the year 1930 arlll which 
referred to the working of the year 19~9. But the honourable mcmlwr 
has not taken the trouble to refer to the budget figures of 1931-3~. The 
honourable member proceeds to say-

" As I said, tht- nt-rnge number which was 8:39 ~ls were occupiro by~~::! pati•·nt~ 
on the Indian side. Then, Sir, the diet in tht> St. George's Hospital costs R•. ;!.ll.l,. 
and I understand that that is not subject to the 10 per cent. reduction." 

The most imrortant point is when he says-
" It may be but the GQ•emment it.self is ~pending out of its own contri\"lnti•'n 

Rs. 4,4i,881 for keeping; 123'5 patients at the St. Gt>orge's Hospital pt-r day, and it is 
contributing Rs. 4,43,01.10-Rs. 2,(l()() less-for keeping 3\ll patients at the .J. .1. 
Hospital per day." 

This statement is not strictly correct.. The estimate for 1931-32 for 
J. J. Hospital is Rs. 4,14,000 and the estimate for St. George's Hospital 
is Rs. 3,3:2,000 and not Rs. 4,4:7,000 as stated by the honourable member. 
The receipts from patients in St. George's Hospital is Rs. 1,33,000; 
the receipts from patients in J. J. Hospital is Rs. 500. If you deduct 
Rs. 1,35,000 from the figure of 3,32,000, it comes to nearly 2 lakhs. So, 
the expenditure on St. George's Hospital comes to about Rs. 2,00,000 
and not Rs. 4,47,000. 

Dr. M. D. GIWER: ~lay I ask whether the figures which I quoted 
are correct, according to the Report on Civil Hospitals and Dispensaries ? 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir Rl'STOJI JEIIA ... 'WIR YAKIL: Ye~, 
for the year 1929. But the honourable gentleman did not take into 
account the receipts. The receipts even in 1929-I ha\·e not the figures 
with me-were perhaps over a lak:h of rupees. 

Dr. )I. D. GIWER : I said that. I said that they received over a 
lakh of rupees from the patients. If the Honourable l\linister looks at 
the Repvrt on Civil Hospitals and Dispensaries for 1929 he will see that 
the tot<.l of Government contriburions is Rs. 4,47,000, as I said. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir Rl'STOJI JEIIA....\"GIR VAKIL: The 
honourable member is perfectly right. The total Government contri
bution was Rs. 4,4i,OOO in 1929. But, as I said, the honourable member 
forgot wdeduct about Rs.l,25,000 of the receipts. That is my point, 
Sir. 

Dr. l\1. D. GIIJ)ER : If you look into the report, you will see th11t 
the total contributions do not include that Rs. 1,25,000. In Table G 
of the Report it is stated that this Rs. 1,25,000 is in addition to the 
Government contribution of Rs. 4,47,000. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOJI JEH.L\'GIR YAKIL: The 
second point was that it would have been much safer to make a compa
rison tal-ing into account the latest figures in the budget. That is what 
I am trying to point out. There are many other things which I would 
like to bring out, because these stat~ments are likely to give an incorrect 
impression to the House, but as I said, I am not in possession of all the 
figures, at this moment. If the honourable gentleman wants to know 
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the ex.a.ct state of thing", I shall always be prepared to supply him with 
the necessary information. · . 

Sir, comparisons are sometimes very misleading and odious. Both 
the honourable ~mbt!rs referred to the fa.ct that very. highly paid officers 
are engaged in Government hospitals. The honourable member Dr. Gilder 
in the course of his speech said- . · • . 

" i &Ill 'll'orking at another big hospital-luckily it is not a Government hospihl" 

thereby implying that the hospital with which the honourable gentleman 
is associated is managed on more economic lines. I should <!ertainly 
be very glad ii that hospital worked on economic lines and set an example 
to others. But in the sa.me breatli the honourable gentleman proceeded 
to say that very highly paid officers were employed in J. J. Hospital 
and other hospitals. Colonel Vazifd.a.r, as professor in the Grant Medical 
College and Superintendent of J. J. Hospital gets only Rs. 2,115 per 
month. The corresponding officer at the .hospital where my honourable 
friend is working, I am informed, gets considerably DlOre than·that. 

With regard to the reduction of beds, the respon.Sibility for m.OO.ical 
xelief rests with the :llunicip'l.l Corporation. Government as· part of an 
old settlement with the Corporation undertook to maintain certain. 
institutions on a certain scale and they have done so. Provision: for 
expansion rests with the Corporation. GOvernment are sorry .that they 
<l&nnot do more. They are fully carrying out the terms of the settlement 
and cannot at present give more to relieve the Corporation of their 
responsibilities. A certain number of beds has been reduced, but the. 
present number, even with the reduction, is not less than ·what was. 
stipulated for in the origin.a.l settlement. But I suppose that the honour
.able gentleman would agree with m.e when I say that it gives no pleasure 
to Government to reduce the number of beds simply for the sake of fun. 
We all know that we are in a very bad way· finailcially, and if we are. 
going to reduce all other departments, we have to reduce some expendi-' 
ture in the ::\Iedical Department also, and, as I said on a previous occasion,· 
Bombay has got so many hospitals run by the Corporation, by Govern-· 
ment and by private individuals that 130 beds could probably be reduced· 
without any serious inconvenience to the people of Bombay. If you 
compare the Bombay hospitals with those in the DlOfussil, I am sure 
that you "ill be inclined to think that Bombay, in point of medical 
facilities, is by no means treated unfairly. With these remarks, I again' 
request the honourable members Dr. Gilder and Dr. Dixit to note that. 
I shall be very glad to consider any suggestions that they may be·. 
I) leased to send to the Retrenchment Committee and that they ·will 
receive very careful consideration at the hands of my comniittee. 

Dr. :\1. D. GILDER: On one point which the Hon~urable Minister, 
made, Sir, I would like to know whether, when he comp!lored the pay of. 
Cobnel Vazifdar with the pay of the similar officer at the other hospital,. 
he was aware that the officer at the other hospital is not only the Dean, 
of the hospital but is also the Dean of. the Medical College for which in 
the Gove:rnm.ent College there is a separate individual. Seco:ridly, Colonel 
Vaziidar has the right of privat~ p~tice, whereas the Dean of the other. 

xoHb 64-4~& 
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college has been depriv~:d of his private practice. Consequently his 
pay has been fixed a little hi,gher. Was the Honourable Jlirrister a'Ware 
of that when he made the st~tement ? 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: Order, order: I just 'Wanted 
to make the position clear. The Honourable )Iinister, at the beginning 
of his speech; said that members on the Gonrnment benches were not 
going to take part in the discussion and that that was the impression 
he got from some statement made by the Honourable the Revenue 
l\Iember. I did not U.nderstand the statement to mean that. I think 
that during the discussion as points arise affecting any department of 
Government, some light should be thrown on them by the Honourable 
Members concerned with a view to curtailing debate. At least the non
official side expects honourable members o"n the Government benches 
to rise and make some statement like the useful statement made bv the 
Honourable Minister just now. " 

Rao Bahadur R. S. ASAYALE (Bombay City, Xorth) : Sir, at the 
outset we must thank the Chairman and members of the Committee 
that was appointed to go into the question of retrenchment of expendi
ture. There is no doubt that they have considered this question 
thoroughly well; not only have they themselves done this, but they 
have also consulted some of the honourable members of this House 
with a view to arriving at some decision in order to cope with the deficit 
in the budget of this year. They were also asked to suggest ways to 
curtail permanent expenditure. I hope that the honourable members 
who were consulted have sent in useful suggestions and that those will 
be considered by the Retrenchment Committee. I find from the ad
interim report that they have accepted some suggestions made by the 
said honourable members. I only agree with the recommendations 
made by four members of the Committee. There is no doubt that the 
suggestions made by them are very good but they are not sufficient, 
yet for the present they should be accepted by this House. I am quite 
sure that the Government as is constituted at present, will not be in a. 
position to act according to all the suggestions made by the committee 
though they are good. Several proposals though acceptable to this 
house but some of which are beyond the power of the Government 
and the Retrenchment Committee. They require the sanction of the 
Secretary of State and an amendment of the Government of India Act. 
They have promised to refer this matter to the Secretary of Sb.te. Until 
the sanction is obtained they are not in a position to carry out the 
suggestions. 

If the recommendations of the four members of the Committee are 
accepted, there will be a cut of 25!lakhs in the salaries paid to Gonrn
ment establishments. If the other cuts in expenditure as recommended 
by Government t{)gether with the cut proposed by the Retrenchment 
Committee are at present accepted the deficit of this year will, to a certain 
extent, be wiped out and there will not be much difficulti for the 
Govei:nment "for carrying out this ye~r's business. The ratio which 
they have adopted for the cuts is very small and I request the members 
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of the Committee to go into the question again, Sir, they have recom
mended a 5 per cent. cut from Rs. 60 toRs. 199. I say this is right. 
But as regards the further reductions, on salaries from Rs. 200 to 499 
they recommend only 6! per cent. That is not sufficient. Taking 
into. consideration the cut of 5 per cent. on salaries from. Rs. 60 to 199, 
the percentage in this case should be at least 7!- Then I would request 
them to reduce 10 per cent. on salaries from 500 to 999 and from. Rs. 1,000 
up to 1,999 I would request them to effect a cut of 15 per cent. · Then 
further a cut of 20 per cent. should_ be effected on higher salaries. If this 
is done, I am quite sure that the saving will be about 50 hkhs in salaries 
only and there will be no difficulty in carrying on the administration 
of the Presidency in future. 

Now, I come to the recommendation of an honourable mem.ber who 
has proposed a cut in the salaries of persons getting 10 or 12 rupees also~ 
I really pity the honourable member who sugge~ted it. · · 

I must also strongly protest against the cut suggested by som.e members 
in the nation-building departments such as education and medical relief.' 
I do admit that there should be cuts in other departments, but not in 
these departments. The medical department is specially meant for 
the poor classes. Hospitals are opened by Government not for the · 
use of the rich but for the use of the poor classes who are not in a position 
to spend a farthing on medicine. Sir, if it is proposed that there should 
be a cut in this department, I am afraid that it will be a very dangerous 
cut. With regard to primary education also, we know nowadays how 
illiterate people have been Jllisguided in this count;~:y and if Government 
insist on keeping these masses illiterate, it will be both much trouble
some and difficult for the Government themselves. It is therefore very 
essential that the people should be literate; otherwise it will be extremely 
difficult for the Government to carry on the peaceful administration of 
this Presidency. With these few remarks, I would request the Chairman 
.and members of the Committee to look into the suggestions I made 
very carefully and carry them out if possible. For the present let us 
.accept the recommendations made in the ad interim report by the four 
honourable members of the Retrenchment Committee. . 

Mr. M. H. MEHTA (Panch Mahals District): Sir, it is admitted that 
our finances are in a very bad condition. We also know that the 
condition of the agriculturist is not good. If the present crisis continues, 
Government will have to consider the revision of the assessment in some 
districts. Consequently, the revenue also is likely to be reduced. As 
my honourable friend Dr. Dixit has stated if agitation starts again, the 
revenue from the excise department will also be reduced. Therefore 
our liabilities would be met with only by reduction in salaries. If we 
do not touch the salaries, the only remaining source is nation-building 
departments. Many honourable members here have pointed out how 
difficult and dangerous it will be to have the pruning knife on these 
two departments. The Educational Department has suffered long and 
Government, by passing the Primary Education Act, has thrown the 
·whole burden of primary education on the local bodies.. When tha 
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question for opening new schools comes up the people have not now to 
come to Government ; they are directed to the ·loea.l bodies if they 
approach them. We know the financial condition of the local bodies. 
Without the assistance of Government nothing can be done in the way of 
development schemes which have been framed and submitted to 
Government for sanction and which have been shelved. Now we are 
faced 'With a cut of 5 per cent. The position is that though the number 
of pupils has incre~sed we have not been able to employ additional hands. 
Nor have been able to open more schools. On the contrary, some of · 
the amount that was being spent on scholarships, etc., in order to 
encourage the children of backward classes has bad to be reduced in 
order to make both ends meet. 

The other d~partment that has been touched is the Medical Department. 
Now, the Honourable Minister said that the number of beds had to be 
reduced so that the diet· amount will be proportionately reduced. l\Iy 
contention· is that the people are poor and when they are not able to 
take tt:eatment privately they have to go to the Go\·ernment hospitals. 
I agree with the honourable member Rao Bahadur Asavale when he 
says that Gove~ent hospitals are meant for poor people. Now, if 
the. facilities provided in Government hospitals are reduced, where 
should they go for treatment. 

In order, therefore, to save these two departments from su:ffering, 
it is the duty of Government to look for savings to other sources namely, 
the salaries of their employees. The salaries that are paid to the All
India and provincial services are extremely high as compared with those 
of other countries. We have also seen how posts of a number of officers 
in difierent departments can be either abolished or reduced without 
any loss of efficiency. I am told that in the Medical Department too 

· there is scope for retrenchment. The Personal Assistant to the Surgeon 
General is a medical officer and has to do administrative work which 
can easily be done by a head clerk. Lam told that there was once a 
suggestion that that post should be abolished and his work should be
given to the head. clerk, but still the medical officer is continued. In 
the same way, in the Public Works Department there are c.ertain posts 
which could be very well reduced. We know that.Government have no 
money now to spend on any new construction either of buildings or 
roads, and yet Government have got very highly paid officers like the 
Consv.lting Surveyor and Superintending Engineers. Sir, I am told 
that there are 12 posts of Superintending Engineers and Government 
can certainly reduce at least six of these posts without any difficulty. 
and thereby the expenses could be· reduced, and the amount thus saved 
could be spent on the nation-building departments. 

In the same way there are certain departments such as the Co-operative 
Department and the Agriculture Department. These two departments 
can be combined and instead of the two high officials who are at present 
supervising these two departments one officer may be put in charge of 
both the departments. In this way, I submit the expenses could 
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be reduced and there will be no necessity of starving the nation-building' 
departments. . 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : I move the closure, Sir. : , 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to know the opinion 

of the House as to whether they intend to continue the debate on this 
resolution over to-day. That would of course be at the cost of the other 
items before the House. I have no objection; but I thought that the 
material points had been placed before Government from this side of 
the House. 1£ there are any new points to be placed or sources of 
retrenchment to be . pointed out, then I would not accept the closure ~ 
othenrise I feel inclined to accept the closure. How many honourable 
members wish to speak ~ May I know 1 

[Several honourable members stood up.] , 
I see there are quite a number. The honourable member Syed Miran 

1\Iahomed Shah. 
SYED. MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad ·District): Sir, 

I had no mind to participate in .this debate--- _ · 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I wish the honourable member: 

had stuck to that resolve. 
SYED MIRAN MAH01rffiD SHAH : I would have certainly done so, 

Sir, but I have certain new points which I wish to place before this 
House as everybody who has spoken up to now seems to have skipped 
over them. I will take only five minutes and that too for the ben~fit of 
the members of the Retrenchment Committee. I shall speak only 
about the departments with which I am rather intimately connected 
and I will not traverse the ground which has been gone over by my 
honourable friends who have preceded me. · 

I propose to confine myself to the recollllllendations of the Retrenchment 
Committee. I think my honourable friends' should not have attempted 
to plunge into a general discussion suggesting permanent retrenchment 
and anticipating the results of the final deliberations of the committee. 
I am sure that when the Retrenchment Committee complete their final 
report, we shall have ample opportunity to criticise their recommenda· 
tions. At the moment I think we should strictly confine ourselves 
to the recommendations which are before us. 

I shall first speak something about the Home Department because 
being a practising lawyer I am rather intimately connected with the 
working of this department in so far as the judiciary is concerned. There 
is a mention in the report of the Retrenchment Committee of a certain 
fact which induces me to throw light on the subject in order to point out 
certain new sources wherefrom the Retrenchment Committee can find 
more funds to meet the deficit. On page 5 of the committee's report, 
under the heading Home Department, paragraph 22, the Inspector 
General of police has generously offered to surrender Rs. 1,62,000, and 
this officer has promised to point out ·certain other sources . also 
for reduction in the Police Department's expenditure. I find that there 
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are only two heads where the Retrenchment Committee has applied the 
pruningknife,oncisthe reduction of the fees of public prosecutors bringing 
abouta saving of something likeRs.2,08,000andtheother is the reduction 
·of bhatta to·witnesses which will bring about a saving of about Rs. 2,500. 
I. say there is room for further reduction in the item, fees to public 
prosecutors. I have been urgiilg in the past also upon Government that 
the activities of the public prosecutors should be only confined to the 
work in the sessions division at the headquarters, that is to the sessions 
cases, and that they ought not to be permitted to go and conduct cases 
in the mofussil where they claim enhanced fees-not ordinary fees but 
enhanced fees-pl·us trave;lling and daily allowance. They travel in the 
evening, stay for the :night, conduct cases the next day so that they can 
claim the daily allowance which they cannot do if they return on the 
same day on which they travel. In my opinion no public prosecutor 
who gets an emolument of Rs. 150 or so and who is entitled to draw daily 
fees :in addition, should be permitted to go to the smaller magistrates' 
courtsandtoconductcases there. There are police prosecuting inspectors, 
police prosecutors a.nd police sub-prosecutors and yet we find that the 
great public prosecutors are asked to. traverse a long distance to the 
mofussil towns and to conduct cases-even small cases-in those towns. 
The public prosecutors of course charge enha.nced fees and draw the 
travelling and daily allowance. Even though the cases are small and 
'&Ilimportant which can very well be conducted by the police prosecutors, 
public prosecutors have been engaged to conduct those cases. I will 
give you an instance, Sir. One gentleman happened to take two cows. 
He failed to return those cows within a particular time, and the District 
Superintendent said it was an important case and took it into his head 
to prosecute that gentleman. The services of the public prosecutor were 
engaged, and that case has been going on for 12 months (Laughter). Why 
should public prosecutors be engaged even in small cases such as mentioned 
by me when the police prosecutors are available and can conduct those 
cases without much expe:r;tse to Government 1 It appears to me that 
engaging public prosecutors even in small cases in the mofussil is nothing 
but a lavish waste of money and as unnecessary as it is unjustified-

MI. P. R. CHIKODI: The honourable member has m.ade no definite 
proposal indicating a definite percentage, whether 10 per cent. or 15 per 
cent. or 20 per cent. or 25 per cent. Would he tell us what percentage 
he suggests 1 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : I do not suggest a greater 
percentage of reduction in the daily fees or the salaries of the public 
prosecutors than suggested by the committee. I do not mean that. 
I agree with the recommendations that have so fs.r been made by the 
Retrenchment Committee, but I go a little further and suggest that further 
retrenchment can be made if only the services of the public prosecutors 
are not requisitioned to conduct small cases in the mofussil and if only 
the public prosecutors are confined to the sessions courts at the head· 
quarters, so that the payment of enhanced fees, travelling allowance, and 
Matta can be avoided and savings effected to that extent. 
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Another thing. The Karachi Sessions Division has been attached to 

Hyderabad Sessions Division recently with the result that the public 
prosecutor from Karachi travels for each case to Hyderabad, claims the 
travelling allowance and the bhaua. Why not engage a locd la.wy~r 
from Hydera.bad itself to conduct the cases in the Hyderabad sessions 
and s-ave the money on travelling allowance and bhaua paid to the Public 
Prosecutor, Tatta 1 I am pointing this out just to impress upon the 
honourable members of the Retrenchment Cominittee that there is still 
room for further savings if they would only take the trouble of 
investigating and if they would only induce Government to impress upon 
the heads of departments that they should feel for the interests of the 
general taxpayer and that they should disclose all those sources which 
do not ordinarily come to light and to the attention of the members of 
the committee who are not expected to know these details. 

Another thing which I would just like to bring to the notice of the 
members of the Retrenchment Committee is the cut suggested by them 
in regard to the grant to district local boards. Government has been 
generous enough to grant Rs. 5,000 each year for the pay of establishment. 
The district local boards, as we all know, are struggling for existence. 
How can they bear a reduction in the grant made to them by Gov~ 
ernment 1 Does the Retrenchment Committee suggest that we can work 
the constitution well or that we have understood the principles of self
government or that we can create new sources of revenue or that we can 
invent money 1 A.re not our interests inter-twined with the interests 
of Government 1 ·wnen the Government themselves are on the verge 
of bankruptcy, are not the district local boards likely to slide into 
bankruptcy if their grants are reduced or abolished 1 On account of 
abnormal times and general depression our resources are being reduced 
proportionately to those of Government. I think they should not simply 
presume that we are working well and that we have come to our own and 
that therefore we are able to bear any cut that may be imposed upon 
us. I think that is not a. fair attitude to take up. It will simply mean 
undermining self-governing institutions which are rendering so much 
useful service to the people. The step that the Retrenchment Committee 
suggest is not an advisable step in my opinion and should not be 
supported. 

As regards salaries, I think many honourable members have spoken 
and so I shall not say much. I think only one principle should be taken 
into consideration namely, that the Government servants should consider 
themselves as the servants of the public in the truest sense of the word, 
not in the sense in which that word is now understood. They should 
<'onsider themselves as the true servants--not masters-of the public. 
These servants should look to the pockets of their masters and consider 
. whether the masters can afford to maintain their servants at such high 
rates of salaries, also they should consider whether their masters' income 
has been reduced by 75 per cent. or by 10 per cent. and whether their 
salaries should be reduced to that extent or not. My honourable· friend 
.Mr. Abercrombie here has been reminding us of conventions and 
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contracts. If the masters' income itself is reduced, "·hat shouU 
they say to their ~ervants 1 Supposing I am a master having a 
servant, and my income is reduced. W'hat would I sav to the
servant 1 I would certainly say uLook here. So lona I have been 
paying you a salary of Rs. 20 per month. Now my in~ome has been 
reduced, and so I cannot pay youRs. 20 but I will pay you something. 
less. If you do not agree to it, you are at liberty to resign and go 
away". The honourable member tall11 of conventions and contracts. 
I believe. the honourable member knows that there is the option ginn 
to the c1\'il servants of ours to retire on proportionate pension$. 
That option is always there. They are quite welcome to take advantage
of it. 'Then our income has dwindled by one crore, how can we continue
to pay. on the same scale on which we were paying before 1 We have 
learnt from their own literature the maxim " Cut the coat according to 
your cloth." "\'\"hen the cloth is not much, how can a bigger coat be made 1 
They should feel for the taxpayer's interests-they should feel like true
servants. I do not depr.eciate their sen·ices. They have been rendering 
.very useful. semces, but they should now appreciate the fact that our 
,POCkets are now empty and that we cannot afford to pay our servants as 
,nuch as we used to in more prosperous times. My honourable friend ' 
the mover :Mr. Jog proposes 25 per cent. cut. I do not want to go above; 
15 per cent. Th& cut should not be above 15 per cent. I do not also 
agree with the proposal made by my honourable friend Khan Bahadur 
Allahba.ksh who says that even the peons should be brought under the 
retrenchment axe. I do not think that that is a sound proposal even 
from the financial point of view. I do not think it would be a sound 
principle from any point of view. The Khan Bahadur lays down the 
principle that the burden should fall on the shoulders most capable to 
bear it, and yet he sugge~ts that even the low paid menials should bear 
a share of retrenchment. How can they bear this burden 1 The Khan 
Bahadur answers his own question. 1Then the low paid peons cannot 
bear the existing burden of their 4!ily expenditure how can they bear 
the pinch of the pruning knife. 

Dr. P. G. SOL.ll."KI: Sir, I rise to offer a few observations on the 
report submitted by the Retrenchment Committee. Much has been 
said about particular departments and so I will confine my remarks to 
the departments which most affect the masses. One such is the 
Education Department. l\ly honourable friend Rao Bahadur Asavale 
has spoken much about it. I however. w~uld l~e to say a few wo~ds 
about the 5 per cent. cut which has been inflicted m the last budget sess10n 
on primary education. That cut has been inflicted inspite of the prote.sts 
of this House, that no cut should be made from the Educat10n 
Department's budget for primary education. '!'he result of that cut has 
been, as far as the city of Bombay Municipal Schools are concerned, 
that the children of millhands and of the depressed classes are now asked 
to pay fees for upper primary standards in prim~ry schools. This :works 
a great hardship on these people. I know that Circulars haY~ been Issued 
to teachers in different schools in Bombay city to enforce this rule. The 
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parents of these pupils refused to send their children to the school on the 
ground stating that the Government and the municipality wanted to give 
compulsory and free education to the children of the depressed and the 
labouring classes ; and now comes this new news to them that they should 
par their fees. The result is that the ·children of the depressed classes 
are scared away from the schools, and the education of the depressed, 
and bark-ward classes has suffered. Sir, I want to remind this House 
and the Government benches particularly that the cotton cess and the 
entertainments taxes were levied with the sole object of and with ·.solemn 
promise of spending the money thus collected on the education of these 
classes and particularly for giving them compulsory and free education. 
Sir, that promise has not been fulfilled as yet and over and above this 
unfair treatment this 5 per cent. cut is really a very great hardship uporr 
these. people. I request Government to restore the income from ·the' 
entertainments tax and the cotton cess for spending on primarY' education~ 
so that it would come to the help of these people, and on this education 
the 5 per cent. cut would be minimised by spending this amount.· Regard..: 
ing secondary education and university education also the Retrenchment 
Committee has suggested a cut. Secondary education and university educa.:. 
tion are also necessary for the aspiring young men of all the communities. 
I do not advocate this cut but, at the same time, if it comes to this, that 
it is absolutely necessary that the cut should be made to make both ends 
meet, then secondary education and university education may be brought 
under the axe of retrenchment. Sir, I may be charged again with 
partiality, but I would say that the young men of advanced communities 
have been saturated with higher education, result being that there is 
unemployment and discontent among the young men of these classes. 
Therefore, I think it would be better if they do not take to higher education 
for sometime so much as they do now, and the axe may be applied in 
the cases of advanced class boys giving chance and facility to their most 
backward and depressed country~en, but if that cannot be done and the 
advanced classes do not agree to it, I think secondary and university 
education may be given.to them and a 5 per cent. cut must be made. 

Regarding the Medical Department, I do know that the really 
poor s~ering persons from the backward and the depressed classes, and 
th: millhands when they fall ill, they cannot afford to pay the fees of 
private medical practitioners. Naturally, they rush to the Government 
hospitals, for medical aid and relief but in many cases the result is 
that they are refused admission into the hospitals on the plea of no 
accommodation and this condition was prevailing before this retrenchment 
c~me on. Now there is a reduction in the number of beds and patientst 
d1et too. It is a great calamity and hardship on these poor people; 
I would request Government not to reduce expenditure at least in these 
tw.o department.s, and to restore the cut of 5 per cent. in the budget under 
pnmary educatmn and to restore all the beds in the different hospitals 
in Bombay city. 

Sir, a. lot of expenditure in other departments can be saved such as 
the Public Works Department and the Excise Department. We know 
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that the picketing against liquor and toddy is carried on and anti-drink 
propaganda is carried on by social workers among the masses and the 
people are giving up the habit of drinking liquor and toddy. \V'hen 
such is the case in these days, it naturally follows that we do not and will 
not require 300 to 400 officers in the department and also so many 
.inspectors and sub-inspectors 1 It is a great burden upon the tax
payers, I would request Government to make very great reduction of 
expenditure in the Excise and the Public Works Department, so that the 
money required for meeting the present emergency may be made 
available very easily. 

Coming to the question of sa.I.a.ries, I do urge very strongly, that 
servants who are drawing Rs. 100 and'below ought not to be to1_1ched at 
all. But as it is the desire of 4 members of the committee that, persons 
drawing Rs. 60 and below should not be touched, I am inclined to agree 
with them, and the scale put up by them may be accepted by this House 
and by the Government, so that Rs. 25,50,000 may be saved oa that 
account, and thus this amount together with the amount of Rs. 28,00,000 
which has already been retrenched may wipe off the deficit of 
Rs. 60,00,000 and the balance of Rs. 7,00,000 out of Rs. 60,00,000 may 
be made up by proper scrutiny and pruning in various other 
directions. With these observations I resume my seat. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay_City, North): Sir, ~he resolution that is 
before the House is, so far as I understand it, based on two assumptions. 
The first assumption is that the finances ot the province are in a parlous 
<:ondition and the second assumption is that the retrenchment of sal.a.ries 
is the way to rehabilitate the finances. Sir, I think that both these as
sumptions are not correct. First of all, every one in this House knows 
that the revenue of this province is about Rs. 15 crores, and it is stationary 
at that figure for a number of years. I could understand that if the 
revenues were to fall and fall with leaps and bounds successively then 
it would be something, but so far that contingency has not arisen. 

Then, Sir, I come to the next point, viz., retrenchment in salaries as 
the means to improve our finances. On that point I might just mention 
that the pay bill of the Presidency amounts to Rs. 537 lakhs. Now, 
on the question whether that is a. high figure or a low figure opinions may 
differ. If we are to judge these figures according to the balance sheets 
of joint stock companies, perhaps this pay bill may appear large, but the 
Government of our Presidency is not a joint stock company. There are 
several factors to be taken into consideration-the large area of the 
Presidency and the various items that are to be provided for the well
being of its population. On this basis, if Government want to discharge 
the duties which they are bound to discharge, then the sum of Rs. ~37 
lakhs spent on salaries is, according to my opinion, not~ figure at which 
anybody should count ... I at least would not consider it very hig~. 
Now, Sir, turning to the amendments that are placed on the table, 1t 
will be found that one of the amendments is to the effect that no salary 
belqw Rs. 200 per month shall be touched. I£ th~t amendment is carr~ed 

. by the Ho~e, the result of it would be this. I request the attention 
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of the honourable members to paragraph 36 (page 9j of the Retrenchment 
Committee's ad interim report, where the amount~ spent on different 
grades of salaries are given. According to that statement, the pay 
below Rs. 40 per month amounts to Rs. 150 lakhs. Between Rs. 40 and 
Rs. 59, it amounts toRs. 41lakhs ; from Rs. 60 toRs. 199 it amounts tp 
Rs. 144 lakhs. If we add all these three items it comes to Rs. 335 lakhs 
or over Rs. 3}- crores. That is to say, if the amendment is carried, out , 
of Rs. 5 crores we cannot touch these Rs. 3l crores. Now, Sir, we come 
to the last item, viz., pay above Rs. 1,000, and the total amount spent 
on it is Rs. 91lakhs. Now, about this item, we know that it is governed 
by the provisions of the Government of India Act. I refer honourable 
members to page 64 of the Council Manual, section 96B (2) of the Govern~ 
ment of India Act which says: · 

"The Secretary of State in Council mar make rules for regulating the classification 
of the c·ivil services in India, the methods o their recruitment, their conditions of service, 
pay and allowances ........... " , , 

Sir, the salary of all these servants who belong to the I. .C. Sr is abov(\. · 
Rs. 1,000, and if the Secretary of State does not sanction the reduction, 
then I think a large portion of this Rs. 91 lakhs .will remain sacrosanct. 

I Therefore, if you remove the first three. items, that is the items relating 
to salaries below Rs. 200 per month and the portion of the salaries above 

· Rs. 1,000 per month, then what remains is the salaries from Rs. 200 to· 
Rs. 499 and from Rs. 500 to Rs. 999. These are the only two items in 
which you can carry out your retrenchment. That would only mean 
this, that out of a pay bill of Rs. 5 crf)res and over, you will be using your . 
pruning knife on a. small sum of R13. 67 lakhs, plus Rs. 44 lakhs, which 
comes to about. Rs. 111 lakhs. I think this itself will show that the 
larger part of this House is not in favour of retrenching the salaries of 
these servants, and that is not the way which would accomplish what is 
desired. · 

Then, Sir, coming to the items proposed to be retrenched, as mentioned 
in the Retrenchment Committee's report, I refer to the vacancy scholar
ships to backward class students which if stopped would give a. saving 
of Rs. 50,000. I humbly beg to express my emphatic protest against 
that suggestion. It will work very harshly against the poor students 
belonging to these classes. Then, coming to the suggestion to make a 
reduction of 5 per cent. under secondary education, I may say that if 
the grant given to SP.condary schools, is reduced its natural consequence 
will be that the managers of the schools will increase the fees, because 
after all they have to make both ends meet, and if Government reduce 
their grant they will have to recoup the amount which is reduced by 
increasing the fees. Even at present, the members of the backward 
communities have a very strong complaint to make against the existing 
rates of fees. The backward classes cannot meet these fees .. Many of 
them are obliged to keep their children at home because they cannot 
afford to give them secondary education. Therefore, I humbly submit · 
that if this step which is suggested is taken it will in effect mean that 
secondary education will be a closed door to the children of the backward 
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communities. I think, Sir, that is not the intention of the Go'\'ernment 
or of this House either. Even if we are keen about wiping out the deficit 
of 60 lakhs still that is the direction in which retrenchment is not to be 
effected. 

Now about the hospitals. I would only mention this. If you reduce 
the diet of a patient, he will stay in the hospital for a longer period to 

., get cured, which means additional expense to the State. So, I submit 
that the idea of reducing the diet should be given up, as a false 
economy. 
. I am very glad to notice that at least two or three members suggested · 
that there should be .no retrenchment in the Excise. There was a time 
in this House when the income from Excise was looked upon as tainted 
money. To-day at least there are a few members who say that Excise 
should not undergo retrenchment in view of the fact that Excise is a 
source of income and if we do away with the servants, there is a likelihood 
of Excise crimes increasing and the revenue of the State decreasing. 
I think: the Excise Minister will take a note of this. The honourable 
member the Commissioner of Excise has consented to a cut of a large 
amount of expenditure. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: The honourable member stated that some members 
on this side in their speeches said that the Excise Department 
should not be cut. lhave not come across any such speaker on this 
side so far. · 
· The Honourable the. PRESIDENT : Perhaps the honourable 
member has misunderstood the remarks of Dr. Dixit. Perhaps he refers 
to that. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: I think, Sir, that the honourable member 
Dr. Solanki also said something to similar e.fiect. But if I have 
misunderstood them I shall give it as my ov:n opinion. If you want I will 

· give my personal experience. In the Ratnagiri district, I may bring to 
the notice of the Honourable Minister of Excise that the agitators are 
doing the picketing work with the idea--to close down the Government 
shops and to sell illicit liquor manufactured by themselves. The net result 
of this is that intemperance is not checked and there is a loss of 
revenue to Government. That is a thing which is not desirable. 

Then, Sir, to be very brief, I refer to the larger issue, namely, whether 
there should be retrenchment at all. You must have your eye to provin
cial autonomy, that is coming and the apportionment of revenues between 
the various presidencies and the central Government. If provincial 
autonomy is coming, I do not know what will be the proportion of the 
All-India services in the presidencies. My own idea is this. At that 
time the distinction between provincial service and the All-India service 
will be done away \rith and we will have only provincial services. In 
that case all the labour that has now been undergone in the cause of 

· retrenchment will be wasted. The second point is if we try to put our 
house in order and try to make it appear our financial position is strong 
at the time of apportionment of revenues, this factor will go against us. 
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We are crying hoarse that the Meston settlement is unsatisfactory nay 
unjust so far as our presidency is concerned. At the time. when this 
question will be re-opened the authorities responsible will say " your 
finances are very satisfactory." They will say that the Boi:nbay Presir 
<lency is well off and does not stand in need of replenishment, therefore 
its sources of revenue may not be increased. That will be the only 
reward we will obtain by enthusiasm to put our house in order at this 
psychological moment. · 

Lastly, we have been given a list. I refer to Appendix B.· Here the 
Go'\·ernment officers have voluntarily accepted a retrenchment to the 
~xtent of 10 lakhs. We do not know in what way that retrenchment 
is to be effected. If that retrenchment is to affect the newly employed 
servants who mostly consist of the members of the backward classes· 
and the liahomedan community, I request Government to see that 
no injustice is done to these two communities. Power is vested in these 
Government officers to dismiss the temporarily employed men. There, 
is a fear that the interests of these two communities who are new in 
service will be sacrificed. With these remarks I oppose the resolution 
before the House. · · 

llr. PESTANSHAH N'. VAKIL : Sir, I should like to draw .the 
attention of the last speaker to the last 3lines on page 7 of the ad interim 
report of the Retrenchment Committee. It says : · · 

" At the same time we recognize that all salaries from top to bottom must be dealt With 
simultaneously in the interests of equity and that statutory difficulties if any in the way 
()f doing this must be left to the authorities to deal with." · 

"fiat justification has the honourable member to say that the· sala;ies 
above Rs.l,OOO will be left untouched1 ·He is thereby doing an injustice 
to the services. 

. . 

The Honourable liOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Sir, you were 
good enough to remark that Ministers should intervene in order to explain 
matters arising out of the debate. It is only for that purpose that l 
have stood up. The last speaker does not seem to have heard that all 
the previous speakers dealt on econ01ny in the Excise Department and 
not for any increase of expenditure in· that department. The Excise 
Department is quite alive to the necessity of economy and it is already 
thinking of not filling fresh vacancies at the present time. I must, how,
ever, remind the honourable members that ~hen they agree that prohi
bition is coming, there ought to be a very great reduction in the staff, 
th~t the argument involves a serious fallacy. In the first place all 
protective industries require protective agencies and secondly even 
""hen prohibition is established you will require a very large staff of 
Excise Officers in order to prevent illicit manufacture of spirits. Take 
the case of America. There is prohibition there but what a large number 

, <?f the protective staff is kept there. Look at the expenditure. I do 
: not know whether the honourable member who is known as a great 
: reader of periodical literature has hea.rd of Pussyfoot Jhonson of America 
. and his work. If he were to read his _books on Excise in America he 
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would like to have some more increase in the sbff of thl' Excise Dep<'.rt· 
ment here. Now I come to his reill!l.rks on education. Again the 
honourable member was wrong in apprehending that the Educa.tion.'\1 
Department was thinking of abolishing the scholarships for the back· 
ward classes. There is no such proposal, at present before Governmt>nt~ 
He need not be afraid of it. 

That an axe is already to fall on the back-ward class officers newly' 
engaged in the departments under me is also a misapprehension. If 
the axe is to fall it will fall equally on all classes of servants and possiblv 
less on the backward communities. · • 

Certain remarks were made about the 5 per cent. cut. There is a. 
great deal of misapprehension now about it. It is admitted that a good 
deal of wastage is taking place in the primary schools and the school 
boards of municipalities. My honourable friend Mr. Abercrombie who. 
is very well acquainted in regard to expenditure on education had drawn. 
my attention in the last budget session to the wastage. 60 per centJ 
of our primary students do not proceed beyond the lower standards 
and considerable wastage takes place in primary schools and, therefore 
it is necessary to take steps to prevent it. I would. also remind thti 
honourable members of the several answers given by me in this House· 
regarding the .wholesale transfers of schoolmasters for electoral' and 
political reasons; That incr~ses travelling allowance among other 
things. I think the 5 per cent. cut would be very easily made up if i 

local bodies would take care to prevent wastage. 
I am thankful to the House for reminding the retrenchment committee. 

as well as all bodies interested in economy that the axe should not fall 
on the Educational Department. 

Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO (Larkana. District): Sir, if the question· 
of retrenchment were not such an imperative necessity of the moment, 
I would say that we are considerably amused at most of the arguments 
that have been brought before the House. Sir, what I have been noticing 
is that almost every member from t'tlls side of the House has spoken with 
a particular object and each one is attempting to advocate the cause and 
interest of his own section that a. particular department in which he 
is interested should not be .touched, forgetting and disregarding all the 
time the fact that the retrenchment proposed so far is not adequate 
and that we have to make further savings to the extent of one crore 
of rupees before we can balance our budget. It is absolutely necessary 
that some solution should be found out. I consider this nothing short 
of a calamity. The cut will have to be distributed all over. I do not 
mind whether it is education, medical or reserved departments, if we are' 
anxious to save the ship of :finance of the Presidency from wreck. Other~ 
wise I feel that Government may come to a standstill and that would be 
deplorable indeed. So far as the question of salaries is concerned. 
I would submit, Sir, that the difficulty is of Government's own creation. 
I will give only a few instances. Just before the scales of pay were 
revised a. few years ago, an overseer d the Public Works Department, 
who was drawing Rs. 60 toRs. 80, when his scale of pay was revised 
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by the p:enerou.s Government of Bombay, jumped up to Rs. 250 to start 
with. The same was the case with sub-judges: they used to start on 
Rs. 150 ; from Rs. 150 the jump was to Rs. 300 or Rs. 350. Remember 
that we did not get a better stuff than we had and with sam\) qualification, 
nor :was there any scarcity of recruits at the then existing rates. We 
ourselves made our position very difficult by counting on the continuance 
of the prosperity that we had for a few years. · 

An Honourable ~IE~IBER: We~ 
Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO :-We are a part of Government, as we 

are members of this Council. 
At the same time, I feel that we ought to avoid discontent. In 

these days of trouble and turii\oil there are only two classes to whoii\ Govern .. 
II\ent can look for support and co-operation i they are the agriculturists 
and the services. There is great economic depression in the country 

, among agriculturists ; they are struggling hard for existence and there is, 
therefore, a lot of unrest among them. If we are to cut ruthlessly and. 
without any consideration the salaries of the services we will ma.ke them. 
also discontented. Then, we do not know what the end will be. The:re: 
fore, I would suggest that we should apply the general axe, so that nobody 
should have any reason for a.ny grievance. What I submit is that at 
present the prices prevailing are nearly the same as those of pre-war days·; 
in some cases the prices have even fallep 50 per cent. below the pre-war 
rates. That being so, why should we not have the sa..Ille scales of salaries 
as were in force in pre-war days, in respect of all the services, lxnperial, 
Provincial, Subordinate and Menial ! · I do not wish to use very blunt 
language, as you II\ight call me to order, but I wish to urge that barring 
agriculturists, everybody has gained by the fall in prices. As for the 
agriculturist he is eternally in the grips of the money-lender and the 
fa.ll in the level of prices hg.s no m.eaning and no application to him 
except that he has less wherewithal to pay the m.oney-lender. Except 
this class, even the menials and the industrial labourers have benefited 
by the fall in prices. The fall in prices bs brought no relief to the 
agriculturists; as I have already stated, they have been )lit hard; 
whether prices are high or low, whatever they produce is taken away by 
the money-lenders, and they have to look up again to the money-lenders 
for advances whether they are charged 36 or 50 per cent. This anxiety 
is only to secure loans for their existence. The labourer who gets a :rupee 
or so a day is II\Uch better off than the agriculturist, as he can live on 21-
to 3 anna.s worth grain per day instead of 8 annas it cost him in past. The 
same is the case with the menial servant, as the articles of food on which 
he used to spend Rs. 10 to Rs. 12 per month can now be had for Rs. 3 to 
4. I do not think it is right that we should provide them with comforts 
to which they are not used and at the cost of those who have a.III\ost lost 
everything. Why should not their pay also be cut down 1 Therefore, 
I would suggest that the cut should be applied to all the ranks,. 
Imperial Services, Provincial Services, Subordi112.te Services aJld Menials. 
There is justification for reverting to the pre-war scale, .because the cost 
of living now is even lower than in thP old days. 

1r1o Rb 64-5 
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At the same time, I would suggest that, if Government is not obstinate, 

. some departments can be done away with. There is absolutt>ly no 
necessity for them. Thereby perhaps we might avoid any big cut in the 
salaries. Those departments are m.ainhined perhaps only for reasons· 
of prestige or political considerations. We have got no money, and yet 
we go on creating Directors who have nothing to direct, except smoking' 
cigars and cigarettes. 'When there is no money and hence no work, why 
should we maintain them 1 It is better that we have fewer departments. 
and fewer officers, and we pay them well and avoid cuts as much· as 
possible. · 

With these remarks, I resume my seat. · 
·Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Sir, I have no 

· mind to enter into the details of the retrenchment scheme. I think 
honourable members of this House have made sufficient suggestions to 
Government and any further discussion on the details of the scheme is 
likely to cause more confusion. There is one thing, however, that is 
admitted on all hands, and that is that India is a poor country, rather 
the poorest country in the world, but its administration is the costliest 
and most expensive in the world. It is a good sign of the times that 
on account of the economic depression or other causes the provincial 
governments as w.ell as the central government in India have begun to 
devote serious consideration to the question of retrenchment. Sir, 
I am riot a pessimist, but if I judge properly the conditions as they exist 
at present, I think that without retrenchment there is going to be some 
sort of revolution in India. There will be agrarian riots, there will 
be discontent among the people, and there will not be enough money 
for the maintenance of the costly administration, all these things will 
create a state of chaos in India. The people of India have been taxed 
to their utmost capacity; there is no further room for taxing the people." 
Whence is the money to come to carry on this costliest administration 1 
The only way left open to Government is to retrench and retrench as far 
as possible. An honourable member from the European group made 
a reference to the· breach of contract that may be invol·v-ed if salaries 
of people belonging to the Imperial or other services are cut. I do not 
want that any Government should commit any breach of contract, but 
it behoves the I.C.S. people and those belonging to the Pro\rincial Services 
also to come forward and voluntarily surrender part of their salaries, 
if they do not like that there should be any breach of contract on behalf 
of the present Government or on behalf of future Government. They 
have eaten the salt of India for long, and in the present economic 
distress it behoves them to tell the people of India, "Here we are, ready to 
surrender a part of our salaries in the interest not only of the adminis
tration but also of the people of India." If they are not prepared to 
show this spirit of sacrifice, it behoves Government-and I think it is not 
beyond the bounds of possibility, so far as Government are concerned
to find out ways and methods to revise these contracts in such a manner 
as to cut the salaries of the people of the Imperial as well as of the 
.Provincial cadres. · 
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With these few words, I do not support any particular amendment or 

the resolution, but I support the central idea underlying them and that 
is retrenchment. : . 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : Sir, I should like to make a request' on 
behalf of the House, that we should sit half an hour earlier to-morrow 
and the day after, and one hour earlier on Friday, and thus make up the 
two hours lost yesterday. If we do so, we shall be able to finish our 
sittings by Friday, and there need be no sitting on Saturday. As we 
are now on retrenchment, perhaps the saving involved will be welcome 
to the House. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The position as calculated by 
me is that the six days allotted for private business, taking 4l hours to 
be a day, will end by 12-30 on Saturday. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: At 12-15. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: This is a suggestion to save the 

sitting of the Council on Saturday and close our sittings· on Friday. 
Will the Honourable the Leader of the House state what his views are 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : We have no objection if 
the other side want us to sit half . an ho1ir earlier to-morrow and the 
day after and an hour earlier on Friday. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : If the House is agreeable, 
I will adjourn the House till 1-30 p.m. to-morrow. · . · 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Will the tea time be the same ~ 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : What would suit honourable 

members 4 or 4-301 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : I think we might rise 

for tea at 4. . 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The tea interval will begin at 4 

instead of 4-30. · 
The House is now adjourned to 1-30 p.m. to-morrow, Wednesday, 

the 5th August 1931. - . · -

BOMliA Y ~ :PRINTED AT THB GOVER!fW:NT CENTRAL :PRESS• 
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Wednesday, the 5th August 1931 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Wednesday, . 
the 5th August 1931, at 1-30 p.m., the Honourable the President, 

· Sir ALI ?IIAHOUED KHAN DEHLA VI, Kt., Bar-at-Law, presiding.· 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF l:Lui HAJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
ABERCROMBIE, 1\fr. J. R. . 
AsAv ALE, Rao Bahadur R. $. 
BANGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 
BoLE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BoWERS, Mr. P. L. 
BRANDER, M:r. J. P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H. 
BROWNE, Mr. D. R. H. 
BULLOCKE, Mr. A. GREVILLE 
CmKom, :arr. P. R. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, 1\Ir. H. B. 
CoLLINS, 1\fr. G. F. S. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DHALUMAL LILARAM, Mr. 
DEsAI, Rao Saheb B. G. 
DESAI, Mr. H. R. 
DESAI, Mr. s. B. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr. J. ALBAN 
EwBANK, :arr. R. B. 
GARRETT, M:r. J. H. 
GauLAM: HussAIN, the Hol).ourable Sir 
GHULAM NABI SHAH, Khan Bahadur 
GILDER, Dr. M. D. 
GOVER RORA, Mr. 
HuDSON, the Honourable 1\l.r. W. F. 
JAM JAN MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JAN lliHOMED KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
JJTEKAR, 1\Ir. HAJI IBRA.Hlll[ 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KADRI, Mr. J. s. . 
KALBHOR, Mr. G. M. 
KALE, Rao Baha.dur R. R. 
LMAT, 1\Ir. B.s. 
KAXBLI, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. 
KA.RBHARI, Mr. l\1. III. 
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KlrrHRo, Khan Bahadur :U. A. 
Kn.KAR~"I, Rao Saheb P. D. 
MACKI..IN, lli. A. S. R. 
liADHAVSA...~G JORBHA.I, lh. 
:ID:B:ERBAKSH, Mr. 8. 
1.1J:B.u, SA.BIBZA.DA ll. A. 
MEHTA, lli. M. H. 
l!on.u, Rev. R. S. 
lloRE, Mr. J. G. 
:X.ux, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
'NAlmEORAO BCDHUIIUO, llr. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
PA.Bcr.EKA.R, Rao Bahadur .L. V. 
PATEL, Khan Bahadur A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
P ATIL, Rao Bahadur D. R. 
PATIL, Mr. N. :X. 
PAm., Mr. v. :X. . 
PAIIL, Rao Saheb 'V. S. 
P..unmniY Alnw>, the Honourable lfonn . 
lb:SA.LDAR, Mr. A. K. 
SHA.IK11 .ABnn Am:, lir. 
SHA.IK11 .ABnn Y.uro, Mr. 
SHAIK11 YA.lti'B V AZIB llmoliED, Khan Bahadur 
&w."KA.BB.Ao JAYA.B.A.li:BAO Zn"ZABRAo, lh. 
8:BINDE, Mr. R. B. 
8llART, :Mr. W. W. 
8oLA.NXJ, Dr. P. G. 
8UBVE, Mr. A. X • 

. SUBVE, Mr. v. A. 
Snn :MmA.!i lli.Holi.ED SHAH 
8n:D liUXAWA.B, Mr. 
TA.LPUR, lim Bn~m ALI Kn.~ 
TB:.u:oB o:r KEBw ADA, Sardar B11A.S.!HEB R.llsn~JI 
THoXA.S, the Honourable Mr. G . .l. 
Tou.~, Mr. S. S. · 
TLBNEB, Mr. C. W. A. 
VA.ISBA11PAYL"'i, Dr. v. G. 
v AXIL, llr. PEsr.usHAii N. 
V AXIL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir Rl:'STOll JEH..UGm 

Vn~EKA.B, Rao Saheb R. V. 
W ADKE, Mr. B. P. 
WILES, Mr. G. 

NEW MEMBER SWORN. 

[5 At"G. 1931 

The Honourable the PRESIDD.""T: Order, order. Swearing in of a 
new member. 

Sahibzada Harun Qadir Saiyid lfusa Ali llirza made the prescribed 
affirmation of allegiance to His :Uajesty the King-Emperor and took 
his seat in the Council. 
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Mr. J. R. ABERCROMBIE (Bombay Chamber of Commerce): W,ill 
GoY~rnment be pleased to state- · · 

1. whether they are in a position to lay before the House an 
authoritative statement of the circumstances attending the assault on 
His Excellency the Governor at the Fergusson College on July 22nd ; 

2. whether it is the case that, on the departure of His Excelle,ncy 
after the attack, certain of the students made a hostile demonstration, 
as a result of which one o£ the windows of His Excellency's car .was 
broken; 

3. whether a similar demonstration was made when the police 
subsequently visited the college for the purposes of investigation; 

4. whether it is the fact that His Excellency was not accompanied 
by the usual police escort, and if so, whether the .reason for this was 
that the college authorities apprehended that the presence of; the 
police might be resented by the students ; · . , .. 

5. whether subsequent investigations indicate the eXistence of a. 
spirit of disaffection in the college involving in addition to the assailant 
other students or members of the staff; . 

6. if the answers to questions (2) to (5) are substantially in the 
affirmative, whether Government propose to institute an enquiry into 
the state of affairs existing at the college, or what action they propose 
to take 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (1) to (4) The facts are as 

follows:-
His Excellency accompanied by Lady Hotson was paying: an 

informal visit to the college and was inspecting the New Jerbai Wadia 
Library, where about two hundred students were seated. at about 
11-50 a.m. when the ten minutes recess begins, when one of them, by 
name Vasudev Balwant Gogate, fired two revolver shots at him.at point 
blank range from a desk near the entrance where he was seated. ·The 
first bullet struck His Excellency on the breast pocket o~ his coat,· and 
.after passing through a wad of currency notes was stopped by the 

. metal stud of a thick pocket book which he was caxryjng, and ·was 
afterwards found in the lining of the coat. The second bullet passed 
through his coat near the lapel and was found in the .lining of the coat 
some time later. His Excellency assisted by his Aide-de·C11mp 
immediately seized and overpowered his assailant. The assailant .was 
sear<'hed and in his pockets another fully loaded revolver was found. 
Later on the police found on him a photograph of His Excellency taken 
from the issue of a newspaper which appea,red when he was a.ppointed 
acting Governor and a. large clasp lmife. He was handed over to the 
college authorities, and was taken downstairs to be handed over to the 
police while His Excellency continued his inspection of the lib~ary. 
l!ost of the other students had by that time come out from their olass 
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rooms for the recess and were present in large numbers. As the 
assailant came out of the library building, he shouU>d Bmulf 
Jlataram three times. Some of the students surged round him 
shouting 'Well done ' and 'Bravo' while the assaillnt shouted that 
unfortunately he had failed to kill His Excellency, that he wished to 
avenge the Sholapur 1t.f.artyrs, that he would be hanged and that 
?!Iaharashtrians should take revenge. 

. Lady Hotson, who had ~en visiting another part of the college and 
was on the ground floor of the Library when the shots were fired, 
joined His Excellency when he came do'\\1l.Stairs. When thev had 

·been garlanded and were about to leave, a section of the students "·ho 
had surrounded the car in large numbers raised shouts of 1 shame', 
1 Long Live Revolution' and 1 Down with Hotson', and as Hi.i 
Excellency was getting into his car one of them smashed the back 
window of the car. It is, however, believed that a large number of the 
students were crowding round out of curiosity or in concern for His. 
Excellency. 

On the arrival of the District Superintendent of Police with an 
Inspector shortly afterwards, some of the students raiSed cries of 
'Shame', but these officers were not molested and when they entered: 

·the reading hall in the library building, where about one hundred· 
students were seated, there was no demonstration. There were some: 
further shouts of 1 Shame' when the Deputy Inspector General of 
Police, Crimirui.I Investigation Department, and other police officers-

. anived. 
The assailant's ·room in the Hostel was searched shortly after the 

occurrence and forty-eight live and eight fired rounds fitting· the two 
revolvers seized on him and pictures of well-known revolutionaries 
were found. The same evening a student handed over a locked leather 
bag which had been given to him for safe keeping by the assailant, and 
it was found to contain a knuckle duster and a powerful air pistol. 

The assailant is a third-year student and was Secretary of the-
. College Gymnasium. He belongs to Mi.raj where he received his 
education before coming to the Fergusson College. It seems that he
purchased the revolvers in Hyderabad Deccan, where some of his 
relations live. 

Special arrangements were made with His Excellency's approvar 
that there should be no police inside the compound of the College a.nd' 

· the Principal himself undertook to be responsible for the protection oi 
His Excellency while he was in the College precincts. The object of 
these arrangements was to preserve the informality of the visit and to
avoid any risk of a demonstration by the students against the presence 
of the police in the College precincts. The District Superintendent of 
Police, however, arranged with the Principal that the City Poli ~ 
Inspector should be &&ted in his car near the Principal's quarters~ n 
case he should be required and that a squad of police should be tn 
attendance in the police chowki close to the College gates. It is not 

· usual for His Excellency to be accompanied by a police escort at any 
time, although it is customary for police to be stationed in the premises 
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<Jf an instiution which he visita and for police to line the route along 
which he passes. On this occasion the route was lined \\ith police as' 
far as the College gates. · 

The Honouratle MOL"LVI RAFICDDIN AIDIAD: (5) and (6) 
Enquiries into the actual crime are being carried on by the policie and 
into all the circumstances of the case by the College authorities. Before 
these enquiries are complete it would be premature for Government to 
(lOme to any derision regarding the action which they may think :t proper 
to take. They expect the College authorities to take whatever steps are, 
nl'ct>ssary for the maintenance of a. proper standard of discipline and 
good conduct among the students, and intend to keep in close touch with 
the progress of the enquiry. They believe that the College authorities, 
are fully aware of the gravity of the situation and. will take adequate 
mea.<;ures to deal with it, and consider that it will strengthen the hands of_ ' 
those authorities~ they are given freedom of action at ~he present stage .. 

1\Ir. J. R. ABERCROl\IBIE: In reply to my questions l to 4, page 2, 
last paragraph, it is stated" to avoid any risk of a demonstration by the' · 
students a.gainst the presence of the police in the College precincts." 
Why should there be any demonstration against the police! · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOl\rAS : There have been such demons
trations on previous occasions. It was feared that there might be a'. 
demonstration on this occasion also. · 

Mr. J. R. ABERCROl\IBIE! With reference to my questions 5 and. 6, 
have Government got the right to inspect schools and colleges which 
receive Government grants ' 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\Lill: Yes, they ha.ve 
the right. · • · . • · ·, · ,. · · '. 

Mr. J. R. ABERCROMBIE': Is it being exercised ! ~ . 1 
' • ' , 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\!AD: Yes, it is being 
exercised through the Director of Public Instruction. · ; 

Mr. J. R. ABERCROl\IDIE: Do Government inspectors report on 
the discipline and morale of schools and colleges t l 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AffiLID: Yes, they report 
to the Director of Public Instruction. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI: With reference to the reply to questio~ 5 and 6, 
are Government aware that this C-ollege has been guilty of rowdy: 
oeeurrences on the Jl&rt of its students in the past, for example, the 
recl'nt incident in connection with the maltreatment of a Muhammadan 
.student! 

The Honourable l\IOl:LVI . RAFIIDDIN . AID!AD : I think 
I mentioned it last time. There was a riot in the college and I received 
a deputation from the management of the college, and Government 
ha Ye receiYed an assurance from the management with regard to the 

· ('Ondu'ct and di.sci11line of students in future. 
lir. J. S. KADRI: .~ Government aware that a large number of 

~luhammadan students ha.d to lea•e the college simply on account of 
~lack discipline and racial discrimination prevalent in the college! 
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-The Honourable MOl'LYI RAFil"DDIX AIDLID: I do not know 
whether a large number of students had to leave, but some students had 
actually left and joined some other college. • · }Ir. J. R. ABERCROMBIE: With regard to the disturbance to which 
my honourable colleague referred, was it left to be dealt with bv the 
Principal ! · 
· The'Honourable :UOULVI RAFil"DDI~ AIDL\D: Yes; it was left 

to be dealt with by the Principal and in connection with that I receivf.'d 
the deputation from the management who promised that proper steps 
would be taken to maintain discipline among the students in future. . 

SYED MIRA.l'{ MAHOMED SHAH: Are proper steps being taken 
now to maintain discipline t 

· The Honourable l\IO'UL'\1: RAFil"DDIX AIDL\D: I have answered 
that we are waiting fo.r the report of the enquiry. 

Khan Bahadur 1\I. A. KHUHRO: Have Government'enquired whether 
proper steps have been taken 1 
· The Honourable l\IO'L'L VI R.\.Fl'L"DDI~ AIDIAD : As I said, it is 

premature now to pronounce any judgment upon that point. 
1\Ir. J. R. ABERCROMBIE: Does Government think that the 

Principal, unaided, is competent to deal with a matter of such 
importance 1 

The Honourable :UOULVI RAFI'L"DDlN AH)IAD: We are keeping 
iD close touch with the college authorities and if it is found that the 
Principal is incompetent, we shall certainly see that proper steps are 
taken to ensure discipline. 

1\Ir. J. S. KADRI: Have the college authorities informed the Govern
ment of the steps they have taken in connection with the l\Iahomedan 
boy's incident 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: I do not l:now how that ari:'les 
out of this question. 

. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

SUKKUB RIOT PJUSONERS. 

1\Ir. SHAIKH ABDlJL MAJID for Mr. HAJI l\IIR MAHmiED 
BALOCH (Karachi City): (1) Will Government be pleased to state the 

, total numhE'r of l\Iuslims arrested on account (\f thf' riots in the SukJ..•tr 
District in August 1930 1 

(2) How many of those have been discharged t And h<.'w many of 
them have been conlicted t 

(3) Is it a fact that on account of oveHongestion in the jail a number 
of under-tria) prisoners fell ill and W<'re released on bail tn medical 
8(hice Y 
· (4:) How many of those referred to in (3) above died either ~n jail 

or outside of it t 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO)IAS: (1) 1,212. 
(2) (i) 23 were convicted. · 

(ii) 8! were discharged for lack of evidence. 
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(iii) the remainder were discharged owing to the cases being 
withdrawn on the parties coming to an agreement. 

(3) 101 were sent to hospital of whom 28 were afterwards released on 
the advice of the l\Iedical Officer. It is true that there was congestion, 
but their illness cannot be attributed to this reason. 

(4:) One died in the jail hospital. Government have not heard that 
any died outside. · 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDlJL :UAJip : Is it a fact that thei:e was congestion 
in some of the lock-ups in the Sukkur district and that the illness ofthe 
prisoners was due to that conge~tion 1 · · 

The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THOl\~S: I did not catch the question. 
l\Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL M:AJID: Is it a fact that there was congestion 

in certain lock-ups in the Sukkur district and that the illness of the 
prisoners was due to that congestion 1 • 

The Honourable l\Ir. G. A. THOl\lAS: I have replied to that in (3) 
thus: · ' ! 

"It. is true that there ~as congestion, but their illness cannot be attributed to 'this 
re&SOn.H , ' ' t • :r • 

l\Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL l\IAJID·: How do you account for the illness 
of 101 prisoners 1 

The Honourable l\Ir. G. A. THOl\IAS : I cannot account for it. 
SYED l\IIRAN l\IAHOl\IED SHAH : Are not the officers concerned 

responsible for the congestion ~ ·' \ 
The Honourable l\Ir. G. A: THOl\!AS: No . . 
SYED l\IIRAN l\!AHOl\!ED SHAH : Then who is 1 . 
The Honourable 1\Ir. G. A. THOl\IAS : The pris~ners. 
l\Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL l\IAJID: Is it a fact that complaints were 

published in the local newspapers that there was congestion in certain 
lock-ups and that the prisoners remained confined therein for a long time 
without being removed to any other jail1 . 

The Honourable l\Ir. G. A. THOl\IAS: I do not know. 
Khan Bahadur :U. A. KHUHRO : Is it· a fact that . the number of 

people admitted into the jail was twice the number for which there was 
accommodation? 

The Honourable l\Ir. G. A. THOl\!AS: I must have notice of that. 

FERRY STEAMERS, Ko:NKAN CoAST :. FARES. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state-
( a) whether the fare was increased during the war time by the 

ferry steamers plying on the Konkan coast ; · · 
(b) whether it has been rt>duced after the war 1 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a-) and (b) A statement 
containing the information required is placed on the Council table.* 

• Kept in the Secretary's office. 
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ToDDY Ltc:t.::scEs, Bo:uBAY. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE: Wi11 Gowrnnu•nt be pleased to state
(a) what is the policy adopted by them as l't'gards the .sale of toddy 

licenses; 1 

(b) whether it is a fact that licensees of toddy shops in Bombay were 
prepared to give any amount fixed by Government for thl'ir res}l('ctiva 
licenses; , 

(c) whether it is a fact that Governml'nt are trying to introduce a 
tender system for the sale of toddy licl'nces and, if so, the rl'asons 
~~; I 

(d) whether it was the policy of Government not t<> give liquor or 
toddy licences to any syndicate but only t<> individuals ; 

(e) whether they have accepted tenders for toddy licences in Bombay 
from a syndicate t · 
The Honourable liOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHllAD: (a) The shops are 

generally disposed of by auction or tender or both. 
(b) Yes, but they also indicated a maximum limit. 
(c) No. In t'he City of Bombay tl'nders Wf:'re invited this yl'ar as this 

course was considered preferable to open auctions. 
(d) Yes. 
(e) No. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : By adopting the systl'm of tenders refl'rred 

to in (c), did Government think that they would get more money than 
in open auctions 1 

The Honourable :MOUL VI RAFIUDDI~ AHMAD : Possibly not. 
Dr. l\I. D. GILDER : What was the reason why tenders were not 

accepted from syndicates! 
The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : You mean in a 

collective capacity? 
Dr. M.D. GILDER: Yes. 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I think that the 

proper system is to take tenders from individuals rather than from a 
syndicate or a collection of individuals. 

Dr. M. D. GILDER : Any particular reason for that ? 
The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN Allll.ill : That is the usual 

practice. I think the reasons are better left to the local officers. 
Rao B~hadur S. K. BOLE : With regard to reply to (d), were not the 

persons who offered tenders members of a syndicate 1 
The Honourable :llOUL VI RAFIL'DDIN AHliAD : Some of them 

may be members of the syndicate but they submitted tenders 
individually. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Are not the same persons import.ing toddy 
into the city of Bombay from Gujarat under the name of Patel Pavri 
&Co.' 
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The Honourable .1\IOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I require notice 
of that question. 

REvENUE AssEssMENT: SATARA. DISTRICT... , .. 

:\Ir. R. B. SHI~TDE for Khan Bahadur D'. B. COOPER (Satara. 
Di~trict): Will Government be pleased to state- · · · · · 

(a) In what year the last revision of Land Revenue Assessment in 
the Satara District was made ! · · 

(b) What the total land revenue per year before the last' revision 
was, and what the total land revenue after the revision has been 1 

(c) What the price conditions for agricultural produce at the time 
of the assessment revision were, and whether these prices were above 
.or below normal when the assessment was fixed 1 

. (d) How current season prices of agricultural produc~ compare' with 
those prices ruling at the time the assessment revision was made~ , 

(e) Whether Government are aware of the fact that'the land revenue 
assessment is hitting the ryot very hard this year 1 · 

(j) If so, what remedy do Government propose to adopt•in 'the• 
matter! 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON~ (a) The dates ofint~oduction 

(If the current settlements of the several talukas of the Satara District 
are given below :- · · · · 

Year of intro• 
' ' duction. • · ' Taluka. 

(1) Tasgaon ' .1• ·' l918-l9': 
(2) Khatav 1926-27' ' 
(3) llan · 1926 .. 27 
{4) Khanapur , .. 1926-27 
(5) Kor€gaon . . 1926-27 
(6) Wai taluka and Khandala mahal . . 1926-27 
(7) Javli taluka and .1\Iahableshwar mahal . . 1926-27 
(8) Satara 1926-27 
(9) Patan . 1926-27 · 
(10) Karad . . . . 1926-27 
(11) Valva· taluka and Shirala petha 1926-27 
(b) The total land revenue per year before the last revision ~ettlement 

was Rs. 20,14,820 and that after the revision settlement ·was 
Rs. 25,93,799. - ~ · ~ .... ··· ·--·- ... ----~---·· ·- ··~--

(c) and (d) A statement of prices for each taluka station from 1908-09 
(five years before the War) to 1930-31 and the latest recorded current 
price in 1931 is placed on the Council table.t ·. · , ' · 

The Honourable Member is informed that the average of the five years 
before the War is taken as normal for purposes of comparison. 

(e) and (f) The attention of the Honourable Member is drawn to my 
speech in the Bombay Legislative Council on 25th February 1931 and to 
Go~er~ment Resolution No .. 5710/.28, dated 7th'March 1931, a copy of; 
whiCh ts placed on the Council table. 1 • ! 

• i.e., year of levy of revised rates. t Kept in the Secretary's office. 
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M.rsoa IRRIGA.TIO:x : F ..un:sx TRACTS. 

Mr. R. B. SHTh"DE for Khan Bahadur D. B. COOPER (Satara 
District): '\Till Government be pleased to give-

(a) A complete list of estimates for minor irrigation works prepm:d 
by the Special Superintending Engineer Mr. Lowsley for the· 
districts of Poona, Nagar, Sholapur, Bijapur, Dharwar, Belgaum and • 
Satara; 

{b) A list of the works on this list which have been completed.: 
' rogether 'With the cost thereof ; : 

· {c) A list of projects which were undertake-n to give rt>lid to the 
people living within the famine tracts ; . 

{d) A list of projects for the remaining list in which Gonrm.nent 
propose to spend money out of the Famine Insurance Fund during 
the year 1931-32 ~ 

. The Honourable :Mr.'\\. F. UUDSON: (a) and (b) Statements A 
and B containing the required information are placed on the Council 
table. 

(c) ·All projects of minor irrigation works referred to in reply to clause 
(b) above have been undertaken with a view to the extension of irriga
tion as a measure for the prevention of famine. 

(d} The minor irrigation works for which provision has been made in 
the budget for 1931-32 are mentioned below. The expenditure on them 
is debitable to'' Famine Relief Fund". 

Dismct. 

Alu1111dnagar •• 

Sa tara 

Sholapur 

Poona 

Name of work. 

.. Irrigation tank at llandavgan, taluka 
Shrigonda. 

• • Irrigation tank at Ajnuj, Petha Khandala •• 
Bandhara at '\fakeshwar, taluka Khatav •• 
Bandhara at Dhondewadi, taluka Khatav •• 

· • • Irrigation tank at Gherdi, taluka Sangola •• 

I 
Bandhara at Waki, taluka Sangola •• 

•• Inigation tank at Rakh. taluka Purandhar. 

A 

Budget 
grant. 

Ra. 
27,545 

12,45S 
13,727 
1,508 

25,000 
14,516 
16,510 

Staltmt:RI A llltottoi11g ll!e proj«u for miiiOI' irrigolima troTkl at~tl llleir t.9limatu 
pre]JQfttl 1rf Mr. C. 0. Low8ley, Sp«ial Enginttr, Jlinor Irrigati(Jfl Worh. 

Na!IUI of project E.!timate& 

Bandhara at Tinelwadi 
Irrigation tank a$ Rakh •• 
Irrigation tank at Madan wadi 
lrrigatioa tank at Paludeo 

Dilllrid POO'IIa. 
Rs. 

8,652 
•• 1.05,596 

3.68,007 
2,.U,5.50 
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Name of project 

District AAmeilnagar. 

Soaking compartmt>nts at Belwandi 
Bandhara at Bota •• 
Irrigation tank at Pimpalgaon Kunjhara 
Improvements to the tank at Arampur . 
Bandhara at Ambilwadi 
Bandhara at Sakur 
Bandhara at Gunjalwadi 
Irrigation tank at Kuran 
Irrigation tank at l\Iandavgan 
Bandhara over the Mehekari river at Pimpalgaon Landaga 
Construction of a tank at Nilonde • • • . 
Bandhara at Sonewadi 
Improvements to the Bandhara at Zo18. •. 
Colllltructing a Bandhara on the.Sobalwadi Nala at Sobalwadi 
Colllltructing a Bandhara on the Bijdara Nala at Karajune Haraya 
lmprovements.to the water supply tank at Kangar 
Constructing a masonry Bandhara at Bhalawani .. 
Constructing a masonry Bandhara at Nimaj •. 
Colllltructing an irrigation tank at Deulgaon Sidhi 
Bandhara at Akheri over the l\Iehekari river 
Improve menta to the Bandhara at Sakur 
Constru{'ting a Bandhara and Irrigation Channel at Kasara 

District S~olapur. 

Completing the irrigation tank at Hotgi 
Irrigation tank at Vagholi • • . · .. 
Proposed irrigation tank at Jeur 
Irrigation tank across river Bhagawati 
Irrigation tank at Gherdi , • • . 
Bandhara at Waki , • • • . . 
Improvements to Chichagaon Tanks • • . . 
Proposed scheme for soaking compartments at Jeur 
Constructing a tal scheme at Laul 
Koravati Tank .. 
Irrigation tank at Akola 

District Sa tara. 

Tank at Ajnuja .. .. ..• 
Bandhara across the river Yerla at Wakeshwar •. 
Bandhara at Dhondewadi • • . . . . 
Irrigation tank at Kodegaon · • • • • 
Improvements to the Water Supply tank at DeorastrE
Bandhara at Shene 
Bandhara at Retre 

District Bijapur. 

Irrigation tank at Nagthan 
Bandhara at Bhutnal 
Dudhihal Bandhara •. 
Irrigation tank at Karjol .. 
Irrigation tank at Nandargi 
Irrigation tank at Tadvalga 
Improvements to the Atharga tank •• 
Improvements to the Kudgi irrigation tank 
Indi Bandhara . . • • 
Bandhara at Ingalgi 
&rdol Bandhara 
Bandhara at Hippargi 
Bandhara at Mulsavalgi 
Bandhara at Kannoli 
Irrigation tank at Asangi 

869 

Estimates 

R!. 
6,074: 
5,513 

1,22,559 
6,505 
3,565• 
7,4:32 

17,241 
57,381 

1,4:2,817 
3,382. 

25,124 
10,789 
. 7,784: 

3,015 
4,501 
3,4:17 
7,399 

. 5,485 
2,40,384 

6,471 
7,4:32 .... 

2,90,000 
2,01,300 
1,67,000 

4:3,00,000 
1,65,882 

22,900 
574 .. 3,360 

14,747 
3,16,250 
4,00,000 

37,231} 
35,019 

5,461 
1,64,691 

1,451 
7,753 
2,459 

4,50;000 
20,390 
21,400 
25,000 

1,15,487 
2,40,001) 

2,200 
32,285 
31,201 
36,489 
36,00() 
11,076 
22,034 
24,256 

2,22,887 
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:Xame of. project 

District Bijapur--contd. 

Irrigation tank at the junction of Hulledgennur and Gursangi Nalas 
'Irrigation tank at Kalaekop • • • . . . 
Improvement& to the tank at Tulsigeri 
Tal in survey No. 110 of Mumal •• 
Tal in survey No: 93/4 of Yadahalli 
Irrigation tank at Sunag .. 
Tal scheme at Shirur 

Di~rid Belgaum, 

Irrigation tank at Yellihadalgi 
Kohalli irrigation tank •• 
Aigalli Bandhara •• 
Nandgaon percolation tank 
Water supply tank at Athni 
Malaprabha irrigation scheme 
Parasonhatti irrigation tank 
Bandhara at Ghanewadi .• 
Bandhara at Mendagalli 

Di8trkl Dharu·ar. 

:Xil. 

B 

[5 Ar~. 1931 

Estimates 

Rs. 

:4,60,000 
+,00,000 

20,000 
1,046 

900 
88,474 
16,530 

61,650 
.i,-11,000 

18,454 
39,893 
4,570 

. . ! 8,00,000 
34,285 
4,000 
2,(t(JO 

. Statement B containing tht numu of worka referred to in 81utemtnl.4, u:hich hare 
bun completed and the con therecf. 

Name of work 

Di.stricl Jhmednagar. 

Constructing a tank at Nilonde .• 
Baudhara over the river Mehekari at Akeri •• 
Constructing a masonry bandhara at Sonewadi •• 
Constl'llcting a masonry bandhara at Pimpalgaon Landga 
Soaking Compartments at Belwandi • • · 

District Sholapur. 

Improvements to Chinchgaon tanks, taluka Madha 

Cost 

Rs. 

25,12-1 
6,471' 

10,401 
3,382 
7,533 

522 

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMEl\'T AND RESEARCH CIRCLE : Amr:n."1STRATION 

. REPORTS. 

:Mr. R. B. SIDNDE for Khan Bahadur D. B. COOPER (Satara 
District): Will Government be pleased to place on the Council table 
copies ·of the administration reports of the Irrigation Development and 
Rtfsearch Circle for the last three years ! 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
The information required will be found at pages XXXVIII to XL and 

XLI to XLIV of the Administration ReportPartli, Irrigation Works, for 
the year 1927-28, at pages XXXVI to XXXVIII and XXXIX to XLII 
of that for 1928-29, and at pages 14 to 17 and 52 to 57 of the Irrigation 
Administration Report, Part !-Deccan and Gujarat, for 1929-30. 
Copies of the three Reports are pla~ed on the Council table.* 

• Kept in the Secretary's office. 
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KuLKA.Rl\"1 WATANS IN SOUTHERN DIVISION AND CENTRAL DIVISION: 

; CoMMUTATION. 

~Ir. H. R. DESAI (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars)': Will Govern
ment he pleased to state-

(a) the number of Kulkarni watans commuted in the Southern1 and 
Central Divisions ; 

(b) the average allowance (potgi) that was being paid to an officiat-
ing Kulkarni in each of the two Divisions ; · 

(c) the minimum pay of a Talati who is appointed to officiate as a 
Kulkarni in place of a watandar Kulkarni whose watan is commuted;:. 

(d) the number of cases in which suits have been filed against. 
Government to set aside the commutations and ·the result& 
thereof! 

The Honourable :Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a), (b) and (d) What. was: 
commuted was not the kulkarni watans themselves, but the right of 
senice attached to them. ·A statement giving the requisite information 
is append~d. · · 

(c) Rs. 25. 

STATEMENT. 

The number of The average 
The number of cases in kulkarni watans allowance 

commuted (potgi) that which suits have been 
Name of the district was being paid filed against Government 

to an officiating to set aside the commu-
Com- tations and the results 

Partial kulkarni per 
thereof plete year 

\ 
. ' 

Central Divi8ion. 
Rs. 

Ahmednagar .. 1,320 38 66 88 (all pending). 
East Khandesh .. 1,716 28 142 115 (104 pending, 111 

West Khandesh 643 150 
. dismissed or abated) . .. .. 24: (7 dismissed,· 17 

Nasik 1,027 179 81 
pending). .. .. 82 (all pending) . 

Poona .. .. 1,096 76 94 47 (all dismissed) • 
Sa tara .. .. 1,048 118 84 88 · (29 dismissed, 59 

Sholapur 161 141 85 
pending). .. .. . 40 (all dismissed) • 

Sou.lilern DWillitm. I 

Belgaum .. .. 183 31 tl5 3 (2 dismissed; in. 
one suit commutation. 

Bijapur 3 330 
was set aside), .. .. No suits • 

D~rwar .. .. 86 23 I 104 19 (16 dismissed; in 3 

are no klulkarni watana). 

suits commutations-

Kanara (There 
were set aside). .. 

.. 1 Kolaba .. .. .. 3 I 144 No suits • 
Ratnagiri .. 8 2 15 Do •. 
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pADDY CROPS : SIXD. 

[j ArG. 1931 

Khan Bahadur GHUL.:L'\1 XABI SHAH (Thar Parkar District): 
Will Government be pleased to state-

(a). whether the Mithrao and Thar are two old canals where paddy 
erop Is grown ; 

(b) whether dry crops such as cotton, bajri, etc., grown on Janus 
irrigatt-d by the above canals yield less produce than the cro})s grown 
on Jamrao and other canals ; 

(c) whether the mouths of Thar and :Mithrao Canals have hPt'll 

narrowe~ with a view to produce only dry crops ; ·· 
. · (d) whether dry crops on lands dependent upon these two canals 
yield little produce, which causes a great loss both to Government and 

. the zamindars ; 

(e) if so, whether they intend to revert to the maintenance of paddy 
-crops on these canals ; 

(J) if not, the reasons therefor 1 
.The Honourable Sir GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN:· (a) The :Mithrao and the 

'Thar Canals are old canals. Both paddy and dry crops are g;rown on 
them. . 

(b) and (d) No. The dry ·crops grown on the 1\Iithrao and the Thar 
Canals do quite well. 

(c) No. 
(e) .No order has been issued prohibiting rice cultivation on the :Mithrao 

.or the Thar Canal. 
(f) Does not arise . 
. SYED MIRAN 111AHO:UED SHAH : Is it not a fa~t that owing to 

the reduction of the heads of the water courses the rice cultivation has 
.been reduced ! 

The Honourable Sir GHULA.'\1 HUSSAIN : I want notice. 
Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO: Have not the mouths of the Thar · 

.and l\lithrao canals been reduced 1 -
The Honourable Sir GHUL.UI HUSSAIN : I want notice. 

SYED MIRAN MAHO.liED SHAH : Have the mouths of the water
-courses on the Thar and M.ithrao canals been reduced 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\I HUSSAIN : If notice is given, I will 
find out whether that is so. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO: With regard to the reply to (c), 
I want to know whether the word "So" which is the answer to (c) 
Tefers to the question " whether the mouths of Thar and 1\Iithrao Canals 
have been narrowed" or to the latter part of that question, namely, 
"'with a view to produce only dry crops." 

The Honourable Sir GHlJL.A.!\1 HCSSAIS: It refers to the whole. 
On the contrary, the head of the regulator on the Thar canal has been 
Temodelled to increase the discharge from 2,100 cusecs to 2,400 cusecs, 
~~d -~·third_bar is _being widened to increase the present supply. 
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b.A...'\IDARS : GovERNMENT REsOLUTIONS AND GovERl\"MENT ORDERS. 
. ' 

~o Saheb P. D. KULKARNI for Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City): 
Will Government be pleased to quote the Government Resolutions or 
Orders affecting lnamdars' interests issued or communicated to 
lnamdars in accordance with Resolution No. L.C. 1225, dated 31st;July 
IM41 -

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Goverrunent Orders affecting 
inamdars are of two kinds. (1) those affecting· the interests of 
particular inamdars, and . · · · · .' 

(2) general orders affecting the interests of inamdars as a class orders 
falling within class (1) ar~ invariably communicated to the parties 
-concerned but are too numerous to be enumerated .. The orders falling 
within class (2) which have been distributed are-

' ' 1. In the Panch Mahala, Government Resolution No. 4966/24, 
dated 1st May 1929 laying down revised rules regarding the grant of 
suspensions and remissions of land revenue in the Presidency Proper. 

2. In Surat, Government Resolution No. 5506/24, dated 6th March 
1931 regarding abolition of patasthal assessment in inam villag~s. 

3. In Ratnagiri, Government Resolution No. 507/24, dated 25th 
February 1931 regarding extension cf Igatpuri concessions to .inam 
\illages, and · •. · i 

4. In West Khandesh, Government Resolution No .. L.C.: 1549 
dated 15th June 1925 regarding anna valuations in inam villages. 
A revision of the procedure for communicating the purport of Govern· 

ment Resolutions to inamdars is.'under consideration. Y" 

~- INAM VrLLAGEs, CENTRAL DIVIsioN AND Sm::rrriE~N DmsmN. · 

~o &heb P. D. KULKARNI for Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona 
City) : Will Government be pleased-

( a) to lay on the Council table the following information in a tabu
la~~ .form with regard. to inam villages in ~he Central,and So11the111 · 
Dmswns of the Presidency : . · 

A list of inam villages suinmarily settled und~r ·Acts II and VII 
of 1863 with the dates of their settlement. · · · ' ... · ·. · . 

A list of inam holders to whom the sanads of summary settle- · 
ment have been issued by Government, with the dates. 

A list of inam villages inquired into under Act XI of 1852. The 
names of the registered inam holders. : 
(b) to quote the resolutions affecting inamdars' interests issued 

and communicated to inamdars after Rule No. L.C. 1225, dated 31st 
July 1924; ' 

(c) to state the year of the original survey of Brijkhol and Chapperi 
of taluka Ratnagiri ? ' · · · 
The Honourable Mr. W.· F. HUDSO:N: (a) The honourable member 

is referred to the reply given to his question regarding the settlement 
of inam villages in the Central and Southern Divisions.* ./ 

v • Prin~d at page 26 of Vol. XXXI of the Bombay Legislative Council Debates. 
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(b) No. L.C.l225 dated 31st July 1924 is not a rule, but a Governmt-nt 
Resolution. The honourable member's attention is in,ited to tht> 
reply giYen to his question on the subject of "Inamdars: Govunnwnt 
Resolutions and Government Orders" at thl" cunl."nt session. 

(c) 1865. 
AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI for l\Ir. L. R. GOKHALE (Poona City): 
(a) Will Government be pleased to give the number of agricultural 
bias schools and agricultural schools in each di,ision of thl." 
Presidency ! 
· (b) Have they considered any proposal to abolish the Post of Inspector · 
of Agricultural Schools by distributing his work, if any, among tht> 
Deputy Directors of Agriculture of the divisions of the Presidency 1 
. The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: (a) The numbt>r 
of such schools is as shown below :-

Agricultural bias schools. 
Division 

Sind 
Northern Divisior, 
Central Division ... 
Southern Division 
Bombay Division .. 

Vernacular ·agricttltural schools. 

Central Dhision •. 
'Southern Division 

Number 

7 
12 
27 
25 
8 

2 
1 

3 
(b) Government considered the question of the abolition of this rost 

}Jut dropped it as the post is nec~ry for promoting the scheme of 
trimary bias s~hools. - · . 
· · :r.Ir. V. N. JOG: With regard to (b), who is the present incumbent of 
this post 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: One Mr. Pawate. 
·ltfr. V. N. JOG : When was he appointed 1 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAl\IBLI : About two months 

ago. 
Mr. V. N. JOG: Has he taken charge~ 

. The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI : I dO' not know. 
lli. V. N. JOG: If he has not, will the Honourable Minister kindly see 

that, in the interests of agricultural bias sch~ols, this officer takes chargE' 
soon 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. K.UIBLI : I will look into the 
matt~r. 
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Rao &heb P. D. KULKARNI for Mr. L: R. GOKHALE (Poona City) : 
(a) Is it a. fact that jurors are su.mm.oned to be prese~tin the. cou~ of 
the District and Sessions Judges a.t 10-45 a.m. though the Courts do not 
begin work before 11-30 a.m. 1 · I 

(b.) If so, have Government considered the advisability of taking ste'ps 
to see that as short an inte~val as possible will be left between the time 
at which jurors are summoned and the commencement of the· work of 
the court 1 . 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a)· In no Court except 
Belgaum are jurors required to. be present earlier than 11 ·a.m; · 

(b) Instructions are being issued that jurors in Belgaum 'shohld ~n 
future be summoned for 11 a.m. It is not advisable to fix a later time, 
since the persons summon~d are often unpunctua.l and the commence
ment of work is delayed. 

I 

CAUSEWAY OVER THE PAVANA RIVER ..... 

1\Ir. G. M. K.ALBHOR (Poona District): Will Gover:o,m~nt ·be 
pleased to state when the work of constructing the. causeway over. the 
river Pavana near Aundh, taluka Haveli, on old Poona-B,ombay .road 
will be taken up for execution.~ 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: The old Bom.b~y
Poona road does not cross the Pavana river near Aundh. Presumably 
the Honourable Member refers to the Mula river.- A causeway. over 
this river is not now considered to be of such necessity as to justify the 
expenditure on it . of public funds. Government have, . therefore1 

decided to drop the idea of constructing one for the pr~sent; · · · 
Mr. G. M. KALBHOR: Are Government aware that the villagers 

living beyond the l\Iula river are put to considera~le inconvenience 
especially in the rainy seas~n ¥. 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur- S. T. KAMBLI: r' require ·notic~ 
of the question. · · · ·. ; . . 

Mr. G. M. KALBHOR: What is the test ·of Gover~e~t in' order to 
justify the expenditure of public funds on this road 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S .. T. KAMBLI: The answer is that 
a causeway over this river is not. now considered to . be necessary. 
I emphasize the word" now:'. . · ·. · · · 

Mr. G. M. KALBHOR : What is the test of justificatio~ for exp~nditure 
of public funds 1 . , . ·' 

The Honourable Dewan Bahdp.:r S. T. KAM~Ll: The a~ount of 
public funds available, the relative urgency and importance of the work 
und the needs of various other important works which have to be 
attended to. 

Mr. G. M. KALBHOR: Do not Government think that there is a 
necessity for this causeway now 1· 

HoHb66-2 
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The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KA .. '\JBLI: The answer given 
to the original question is clear enough. 

· · GoVER..'OIDI'T CoLLEGES : PoLICY REGARDING YER.."'AC'CLARS, 

· Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE {Bombay University): Will Government 
be pleased to state their policy in regard to vernaculars in ~vernment 
colleges-whether it is in consonance with the spirit of the Despatch of. 
1854 or the recommendations of the Sadler C{)mmission ! 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AIDlAD : The policy of 
Government is to aftord facilities for the teaching of VernacularS in 

. ~vernment Arts Colleges as far as fun<Ls permit. It is not inconsistent 
with the spirit of official despatches, past or present, on the subject of 
Education. 

GovEIDi'MENT CoLLEGES: PART-TUIE TEACHERS. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): (a) What do 
Government. exactly mean by " part-time " in the case of vernacular 
college teachers t 

(b} Has it any bearing on the number of hours of work done by 
a College professor ! 

(c) Will ~vernment kindly furnish a list of teachers in the Royal 
Institute of Science who do less than eight hours of actual teaching work · 
a week with the number of hours shown against each such member of the . 
!taft! 

. The Honourable MOu"LVI 'RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) and (b) 
A part-time teacher is one who is engaged to teach during a part of the 
College day only but who is free in the remaining portion of the day to 

, undertake any public or private work for remuneration or otherwise. 
(c) There are none., 
Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: There is one answer given to both (a) 

and (b). Part (a) asked, what do Government exactly mean by "part
time" in the case of vemacular college teachers! Part (b) asked, has 
it any bearing on the number of hours of work done by a college 
professor! I do not think that part is sufficiently answered. 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIL"DDIN AHMAD: Would the 
honourable member like to have any particular infonnation 1 

Rao Bahad.ur R. R. KALE: My question is, in the case of vernacular ' 
teachers, as a rule, are they part-time or whole-time teachers 1 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN .AID.IAD: As a rule, they 
4. are part-time. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : Are Govemment aware that they are 
required to do other work in addition to teaching the vernacular 1 

The Honourable :MOu"L VI RA.FIUDDL~ AIDLU> :· lam not so aware, 
but if the honourable member gives me notice I will find it out. 
· Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : Has the practice of part-time professors 
been in force with regard to other subjects l 
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The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHUAD: Yes, for law and 
commerce. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: I am talking of arts colleges. Is that in 
force in arts colleges 1 . · ·• 

The Honourable ?IIOu"LVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I do not know 
about arts colleges.· . · 
~ Ba.ha.dur R. R. KALE: Am I to take it that there is no such 

practice, or that if there is such a practice the Honourable Minister is 
not aware of itt . 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AffiiAD: I am not aware 
of it. If the honourable member would particularly like to have thls 
information, if he gives me notice, I will find it out. · 

llr; SYED UUNAWAR: What is the number of hours a part-time 
teacher has to work t Is it defined 1 · 

The Honourable MOL'L VI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD : No, jt is not 
defined. . . 

PETROL Tu : RECEIPTS A..'I'D ExPENDITURE. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University) : (1) Will Govern
ment be pleased to give in a tabular form the income from the petrol 
tax in each division of the Presidency and Sind t · · 

(2) Will Government be pleased to state the amount of petrol tax 
allotted to the Presidency by the Government of India and how it·has 
been expended or is proposed to be expended ? 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: (1)· The petrol 
tax is collected by the Central Government on all supplies marketed m 
India. The distribution by .Divisions is not known. It is therefore 
impossible to supply the information asked for. 

(2) Allotments to the extent of Rs. 25·60 lakhs have so far been made 
by the Government of India. As regards the amount expended or 
proposed to be expended the Honourable Member is referred to the reply 
to the question regarding.Roads in Sind put by M.r1 S. S. Tolam (Western 
Sind)*. . . . 

ATTENDANCE ALLOWANCE: ABOLITION. . 

)lr. J. G. )!ORE (Sholapur District): Will Government be pleased 
to state {a) whether the Honourable the 'Minister for Education agreed 
to allow any local authority to abolish attendance allowances; 

(b) if so, whether it was subject to any conditions; 
(c) what those conditions are ; 
(d) whether the Pandharpui Municipality, or any other local authority 

has in giving efiect to any new Scheme delayed the payment of attendance 
allowances ! 

The Honourable MOCLVI RAFIL"DDIN AHMAD: (a), (b) and (c) 
A copy of Government Resolution, Educational Department, No. S. 72, 
dated the 12th November 1930, which gives the information required by 
the Honourable 'llember is placed on the Council table. 

(d) Yes. 
• Printed in to-day's debates. 
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Pay n4 allwa11rt.'J. 
Primary School teachen;. 

Abolition d Head llasters' and 1st 
Assistant!' aUowanlW. 

GOlER:\"liO"'T OF BO::IIBAI". 

E»rc.&notuL. DKPAll'IllEn. 

· · Reaolution :Xo. S. 72. 

Bombay Castle, 12th November 1930 • 

. RESOLITIO:X Ol GOVER:\"liO"T. 

'.Government have fo~ aome time betn colll!ideri.njr whether the Head Masters' and 1st 
Assistants' allowances eanctioDed with effect from )larch let, 1923, under Government 
Ret!olution Xo. 560, Educational Department. dated the lOth March 1926, are fuliilline: 
the pu:rpoee.a 'With which they ftre institured. and whether Local Authorities, who are 
dissatisfied with the system, might be permitted to discontinue such allowances. .After 
ea.re.ful consideration they are pleased to announce that they will raise no objection if 
any loc:al authority wi.ahetJ to withdraw such allowances after December let. 1930. 
They, however,lriah to make it clear that. they will no~ be prepared to collllider any pro
poeals for the grant of consolidated scales of pay in exce88 of th~ laid down in Govern
ment. Reaolntiollll. Educational Department, Ko. 560, dated the 24th :Mal'Ch 1924, and 
:No. S. 72, dated the 12th July 1929, as the case may be, but in special cases, where the 
oomparatiwly high oost of living jUl!tifies such a step, Government will not refDSe to
consider, on their merits, proposals for tbe grant of local allowances in addition to the 
llla'li:mum scales of pay prellll'ribed in the Reaolutions cited above. 

To 

' By order of the Government of Bombay 

The Commissioner in Sind, 
The CoJIUD,i.ssionere of Divisions, 
The Director of Publil' lnstml'tion. 

(Trallllferred Departments), 

T. T. KOTHA V .A.L.A., 
l"nder Sec-retary to Government. 

All Collectore (excluding the Collector of Bombay) and the Deputy Conuni.,<Sioner .. 
Cpper Sind Frontier, · 

The Accountant General, 
The Examiner, Loeal Fund Accounts. 
The Fina.noo Department. 

Mr. J. G . .MORE :.If a local authority makes a delay in the payment 
of the attendance allowance to be paid to the teachers, what is the remedy 
of the poor teachers ! 

The Honourable MOGL VI RAFit'DDIS AIDI.ID : Il they complain 
to Government, Government takes steps to see that they receive it. 

Mr. J. G. :MORE: Have they received any complaints from the 
teachers of the Pandharpur Municipality 1 · 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFll'DDIN .AIDI.ID: I thl,nk we haYe. 
·Mr. N. E. NA VLE : Are Govemment aware that some local authorities. 

like the Ahmednaga.r district local board have amalgamated the atten
dance allowance in the regular pay of the teachers 1 

The Honourable MOLL VI R!FIDDDIN' AIDIAD! I cannot say off-· 
hnd. . 

Mr. N. E. N.A. VLE : Will Government think it desirable to allow certain 
local bodies to amalgamate the attendance allonnce with the regular
pay of the teachers ! · 
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The Honourable .MOl.!"LVI_RAFIL"DDIX AIDLID: I do not think so.· 

~Im.1ciPAL ScHOOL, Rn."DER: SALAIUES oF TEACHERS. 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL (Northern Division): (a) ·.Axe 
Go,·ernment aware that the Rander Municipality has not paid salaries 
to the W:t.chers since October 1930 and that the teachers have decided j;o 
t~ase. work if their pay is not paid after a certain date!· · . · 

(b) Have Government received any application frQm the .teachers, 
-calling attention to their condition, and requesting ·Government to 
arrange for the payment of their salaries! I£ so what has been done 
in the matter ! . . . 

(c) (1) Has any outstanding inStalment of the Government G_rant, 
ah-eady fallen due and has not yet been paid to the local authority, 
Rander! 

(2) And if so, what are the reasons therefor ¥ 
(3) What steps do Government propose to take in the :matted 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: ·(a) to (c) The 

.attention of the Honourable Member is invited to the reply given in the 
-current session to a similar question put by Mr. Syed Munawar. *. 

SUBORDL"A;.TE Enu.cATIONAL .SERVICE RECRUITS ·IN BomAY 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICE: SPECIAL ScALES 6F PAY. · 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL (Northern Division): (a) Have. 
Go,·ernment sanctioned a special scale of pay for Subordinate Education&] 
Ser,ice recruits in the Bombay Educational Service for secondarfand 
inspecting branches ! 

(b) I£ not, when is it expected to be sanctioned! 
(c) Will Government kindly give the names of those who were recruit

~d from the Subordinate Educational Senice in the Bombay Educational 
Ser\ice in the above branches {1) now retired and (2) in active service 
after the cancelling of the Government Resolution counting one-third 
of the Subordinate Educational Service for giving advance inc~ments 
in the Bombay Educational Service t 

The Honourable MOUL'\1 RAFIUDDIN .AIDIAD: (a) No~. 
(b) No special scale is under contemplation at present. 
(c) A statement giving the desired information is placed on the Council 

table. ' 

Xo. 

STATEME:!\7. 

Same. Designation. 

. I I 

Whether • 
retired or in 

active service. 

---~----.--.~------- r---~-

' I 
, Steondary Branch. . i • • 

llr. B. G. '\"arde •. I Head Mast('r, Gan:id High) Retired. 

llr. B. X. Vagal , ., Head Master, High &·hool, In active service. 
1 School, Dhnlia. I · 

----------~ Satara. . . . 

• Printed in to-day's debates. 
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No. Name. 

3 Mr. K. D. Desai . 

• llr. R. I. Parikh 

5 Mr. B. B. Kamat 

6 Mr. G. K. Puranik 

7 Mr. M. V. Desai 

8 Mr. B. J. G. Shastri 

Mr. V. B. Joglekar 

2 Mr. M. D. Dalal 

3 -; Mr. M.I. Farooqui 
I • 1 Mr. J. A. Sayed 

5 i Y.lr. K. L. Hingorani 
j 

Designation. 

8wmdary Brall('~ontd. 

[5 ArG. 1931 

! \\"hfther n-tinod 

I orin ~ctin 
lk'fTl{'e. 

i 

• • Head llaster, High School, Ret.irt'd. 
Nadied. 

• • Head ~laster, High School, Retil't'd. 
God!m.. 

• • Head Master, Northrote High In actino 8ervi~. 
School, Sholapur. 

• • Head Master, High School, In active servire. 
Dharwar. 

• • Head Master, High School, Retil't'd. 
Broach. 

• • Head Master, High School, In active sen·ice. 
Nadiad. 

I 
I 

IMpt.cling Branch. 

, • Personal Assistant to the1 In actino servil't'. 
Educational Inspector, C. D. i 

• • Deputy Educationalllll!pector, Retired: 
Panch 1\lahals. : 

• • Deputy Educationalllll!}lector, In active service. 
Aden. , · 

•• Deputy Eduratiqnallnspector, In active servil't'. 
Kaira. 

• • Personal Assistant to the In active service. 
Inspector in Sind. 

URDU AND PERSIAN TEACHERS: SCALES OF PAY. 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL (Northern Division): (a) What is 
the scale of pay of Urdu and Persian teachers 1 

(b) What is the scale of pay of an ordinary under-graduate in th~
teaching branch 1 
· (c) What is the grade of pay of a drawing master who may or may not 
be an under-graduate ! · _ · 
. (d) Are Government aware that owing to the handing over of control 
of primary education tQ local authorities th('re are very few chances for 
Urdu or Persian teachers to be taken up to the inspecting line 1 
. (e) Do Government intend to c~nsider the revision of their pay 1 

The Honourable l\IOlJLVI RAFHJDDIN AHl\IAD: (a) Rs. 60-5/2-
120. 

(b) Men-Rs. ·45-4-85 efficiency bar 5-150 Women-Rs. 55-5-
75 efficiency bar 5-150. 

(c) A scale ofRs. 60-4-100-5-150 has been sanctioned for Drawing 
Teachers and Drawing Masters subject to the proviso that no Drav.ing 
Teacher shall rise above Rs ... lOO in the scale unless he h8.s passed the 
Drawing Masters' Examination. Drawing teachers are eligible, on 
passing the Drawing Mastt>rs' Examination, for the grant of two advance
increments subject to certain restrictions. 
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Drawing Teachers in Sind are granted two advance increments in 
the scale. 

(d) Yes. 
(e) No. . 
Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL~ It is stated that the pay of Urdu and 

Persian teachers is Rs. 60-5/2-120, while the pay of an under-graduate 
in the teaching branch is Rs. 4:5--4-85 efficiency bar 5-150. What 
are the reasons for this difference in pay ? 

The Honourable MOLTL VI RAFIUDDIX AIIl\!AD : The Urdu and 
Persian teachers are supposed to be proficient only in their own subjects, 
and very often do not possess the, high qualifications that other teachers 
possess. -

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL: Are they not doing teaching work 1 
The Honourable 1\IO:LTLVI RAFIL"'DDIN AHl\IAD: Yes, they are. 
Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL: Are they competent in their own 

sphere? 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD : They are doing · 

very good work in their own sphere. 

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTliE:NT: PAY OF 1\IATRICULATES. 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL (Northern Division): (a) Will 
Governme~t kindly state whether matriculates of (1) 1919 to 1922 and 
(2) those prior to 1919 and subsequent to 1922 are started on different 
initial pay in the Educational Department? · · '· 

(b) If so, what is the scale of pay in each of these classes? 
(c) Is it a fact_that owing to the different scales of pay the clerks 

appointed between 1919 and 1922 get the same pay as tho&e joining 
service in 1923 ? 

The Honourable 1\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a) Yes. 
(b) The scale of pay for both classes is the same, vi,z.: Rs. 30-5/2-80. 

The starting pay of (I) was Rs. 30 and of (2) Rs. 4:0 per mensem in this 
scale. 
(c) Yes. 

POLICE TRAINING SCHOOL : 1\IAHOMEDAN OFFICERS •• 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ (Central Division) : (a) . Will 
Government be pleased to state how many candidates not belonging to 
the Police Department applied, were recommended by district officers 
and finally admitted to the Police Training School from ·the Central 
Division during the last five years from each district? 

(b) How many of those referred to in (a) were Mahomedans and of 
other backward classes and how many were from the advanced classes ? 

(c) How many head constaples from the department were recommend
ed and how many were taken up in the Training School during the last 
five years according to castes ? 

(d) How many head constables and of what castes were refused and 
on what grounds ? 

(e) How many of those sent up finally passed and how many failed 
and were sent back ? · . • 
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(j) Was it possible to give those who failed and were sent back grace 
marks or some other concessions or to extend their term and make them 
eligible for sub-inspectorship instead of sending them back after 
spending so much public money on them f . 

(g) Baa the percentage of the Mahomedans and the backward classt>S 
of those referred to in (a) and (c) been in accordance with the policy 
laid down by Government ; if not, what are the reasons for the shortage t 

(h) If sufficient numbers from these castes were not forthcoming, 
were any steps taken to secure them and, if so, what 1 ' 

(i) How many sub-inspectors and inspectors, and of what caste in 
each case, were appointed or promoted permanently or in acting 
vacancies in each district 1 . . 

(j) Is the policy of a fixed percentage of each class to be observed 
in this branch of Government service; if so, has it been observed, and, 
if not, what are the reasons therefor 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: (a) to (e) A statement giving 
the required information is placed on the Council table. 

As regards clause (d) it will be seen that eight head constables were 
rejected. The reasons for rejection were that the number of vacancies 
was limited and they were of inferior material to those selected. 

(J) No. The Examination Board does give grace marks in deserving 
cases and does, when it thinks desirable, make recommendations for the~ 
.concession of an additional term. : 
. (g) No definite percentage for admission to the Police Training School, 
has been laid down. · 

(h) Does not arise. . · 
(i) Government regret that they cannot supply the information as 

the collection of it would involve an expenditure of time and labour . 
altogether disproportionate to the value of the results. . 

(j) No policy of a fixed percentage of each class is laid down, but due 
regard is paid to the necessity for a due admixture of castes. 

Ahmednagar 
East Khandesh 
West Khandesh 
Nasik •• 
Poona •• 
&tara •. 
Sholapur 

District 

STATE:llENT. 

ClaUIJe (a). 

I Number of Number 
candidates re· admitted to 

~commended by the Police 
i District Training 

I 0;; I S<ho:

7

:1 

20 
31 1 11 
21 I 9 
16 I 4 

I 
I· ---1---
1 1a2 1 46 

I 
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Clawe (b). 

883 

Other ·' · · 
1\Iaham· backward Advance · Total ~ 

· madans classes classes 

Number of candidates recommended by 27 
District Officers. 

53. 

~umber admitted to the Police Training' · 9 
School. • 

24. I , 

52 
j 

132 

•, ~ "I ! J ', . • ,
1 

1 

'·' 
' 

Cla~t~u (c) aml (d). 
I •o.' I 

Muham· 
madans 

'Oth~r ba~k~ I .A~v~nce .. 
. ward cla~~es . : cla~ses 

X umber of head constables rec~mende<l . 5 

4 X umber of head constables admitted to the 
Police Training School. , 

Cla1t8e (e). 

Muhammadans Other backward 
classes ; 

- •.. - .. ~ ... -· 
--.,....- I 

I. Failed , i Failed. 
, P~ssed or dis- Passed . or dis-

charged ! charged 
•• M. ·-·--.--

Direct Nominees .. 8 1 15 9 
Head constables .. 11 3 0 3 

·----- -~--.. ------
Tot.al .. 9 4 20 ' 12 

I ' ' ' 

! } ·.' ·' ' ::t 

· :Advance· : I 

classes 
. I. 

. ' 

·Faile~: 
Passed or dis· 

charged 
•. 

~ilK ' 3 •• ' 

~ 

14 2 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ: With regard to {d); the answer is ''it 
will be seen that eight head constables were rejected. The reasons·for 
rejection were that the number of vancancies was limited and they were 
()f inferior material to those selected." May I ask what is the criterion 
for_ determining inferior and superior material1 -

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOl1A.S: Is the question: What is the 
difference between inferior and superior 1 · : . . .. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ: What is the criterion for determining 
inferior and superior material1 

,· 

The Honourable lir. G. A. THOliAS: Common sense. 
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HIGH ScHooL TEACHERS, SIXD : DEn:rnto:s FOR TRA.I..'\l..~G. 

Mr. SlliiKH ABDL"L ll.UID (Karachi District): (a) Will 
Government be pleased to state whether it is a fact that out of four 
assistant t~achers deputed this year for training from Government hi(Th. 
schools in Sind, three are Hindus and onlylUne is a .Muslim ! 

0 

(b) U so, what are the reasons thereforl 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFWDDIX AIDIAD: (a) Yes. . 
(b) No other Mlllllim untrained assistant teacher was considered senior-' 

enough to be sent for training tlli year. · 
_Mr. SHAIKH ABDlJL ~llJID: Is it a fact that there is a paucity of 

trained Mnslim teachers in Sind t · · · 
The Honourable MOL"L VI RAFiti'DD:rn AIDIAD : I believe it is. 
SYED MIRAN ~UHOID:D SHAH : Are Mahomedans sent in larger 

numbers for training 1 
The Honourable MOL"LVI R.U'IL"'DD:rn A.IDUD: Yes; if they are-

found to be well qualified, they are. · 
Khan Babadur M. A. K1IlJHRO: Have Government issued 

instructions that a larger number of Muslim teachers should be sent for 
training! 
. The Honourable MOULTI RAFIL"'DDIX AHMAD: Yes. Govern· 
ment are always issuing these instructions. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDL"L WJID: In the answer to (b), it is not denied 
that qualified Mnsli:m assistant teachers were available. Then why was 
only one sent for training ! 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIX AIDLID: I have said that 
they were ;not senior enough. , There is a certain standard of seniority 
maintained; and I think it is a very good thing for the efficiency of the 
Department that only those who are senior enough should be sent up for 
training. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID: Is the Honourable Minister sure 
that the non-Moslems who have been sent up for training are the senior-
most among the assistant teachers in Sind ! · · 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFfUDDIN AIDIAD: What does the 
honourable member mean by "sure" Y I am only going upon the 
reports that I have received from the Inspector. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHJl,O: Will the Honourable Minister be 
ple3sed to make enquiries in the matterY 

The Honourable MOlJL VI RA.FIUDDIX AlillA.D : Oh, yes. If 
the hon~urable member gives me notice, I will enquire. 

ZAllTh"DA.RI .Assocuno:ss, Sr:sD : REsoLtiTio:ss AND GovERXllENT 
ORDERS. 

Mr. SlliiKH ABDL"'L :MAJID (Karachi District) : Will Govern
ment be pleased to lay on the Council table a statement in a tabular form 
showing- · · 

(a) the resolutions passed by the various zamindari associations in 
Sind submitted to Government for their consideration ; 
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(b) the orders passed by them or th~ revenue officials i~ Sind on 
~ese resolutions 1 . 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: (a) and (b) Government have 

received resolutions from many associations on a great variety of subjects~ 
and it is not clear from the question for what period or on what subjects 
the honourable member requires information. If he refers to question 
of concessions in the matter of land revenue, his attention is invited to 
the press note recently issued by the Commissioner in Sind on this subject. 
The total remissions of land revenue this year in Sind will be about 
39lakhs. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID: My object was to enquire how far 
the grievances of the zamindars hve been redressed, apart from their 
demand for the concession in land revenue assessment. 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: If the honourable memb~r 
had only stated so in his question, I would have tried my best to answer 
him. He must see, if he reads his question over again, that it gives me 
no guidance whatever. · 

SIND MusLIM EDUCATIONAL CoNFERENCE : · AcTION oN 

RESOLUTIONS. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL ~1AJID {Karachi District): Will Government 
be pleased to state-

(a) whether their attention has been drawn to the resolutions 
passed by the Fourth Sind Muslim Educational Conference held at 
Karachi on the 28th and 29th March 1931, under the Presidentship of 
Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto; 

(b) what action has been taken by Government regarding the 
resolutions mentioned above ~ 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD: (a) Yes. 
(b) The matter is under consideration. 

RICE RESTRICTIONSt SIND. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District) : Will Government 
be pleased to state- · 

(a) whether they have imposed a.ny restrictions (bandash) on 
the cultivation of rice in Sind; 

(b) whether they are aware that there are lands in Sind which are 
not capable of any other cultivation but rice ; 

(c) whether they are aware that the restrictions on rice cultivation 
have created discontent among the zamindars ~ 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: {a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. · 
(c) No. 

SYED MIRAN MAHO~IED SHAH: Is the restriction to b~ imposed 
even on the lands which are referred to in part (b) ? 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I do not think so. But 
I should want a very careful examination made of th~ whole. questio~, 



before I answer that cstegoric~lly. Ct'rtainly, that is not the intt'ntion 
of Government. 

Khan Bahadur ~I. A. KHrHRO: Is it not a fact that the Chid 
Engineer in Sind is receiving a lot of complaints from the~e zamin.lau 
with regard to not getting enough wat€r for rice cultivation ? 

The Honourable )lr. W. F. Ht'TISO:X: Of course. there are a lot of 
eomplaints. But the question is whether ·• the zamindars" means the 
whole bodv of zamindars. Some of them, of course, are verv discontt'ntt>•l 
on accow{t of this restriction, but some of them are pieased l~'cau~t~ 
it enables them to get water. 

SYED )liRAX )lAHO)lED SHAH: There is this complaint from the 
.zamindars that they cannot get enough water for rice cultivation ? 

The Honourable )fr. W. F. HFDSOX: Vndoubtedlv. There are 
-complaints against any action taken by Government, bec~use an action 
:that benefits one person does not benefit another. 

PRDIARY TEACHERS, RA~DER. 

:\lr. SYED )fl"'NAWAR: \Yill GoYernment be pleased to state-
(a) whether any representation was made by 23 Primary Teachers 

of Rander to the Honourable the :\Iinister of Education and the Dine
tor of Public Instruction on the 9th February 1931 stating that their 
salaries were not paid by the )lunicipality from October 1930; 

(b) whether the headmasters of these primary schools have not 
been paid their duty allowance of Rs. 5 per mensem each for ten 
months (:\larch 1929-December 1929 inclusive) though they 
deinanded the sar:te a number of times; 

(c) wily their pay and the duty allowance haw bet'n withheltl for 
such a long period i 

(d) who is responsible for this non-payment; 
(e) whether it is a fact that the teachers are organising a strike 

to indicate their resentment; 
(f) whether it is a fact that the ::\Iunicipality has paid the teachers 

for six months and that the payment for the other six months of the 
vear has been "ithheld because Government haw withheld their 
grant to the ::\Iunicipality; -

(g) what Gow·rnment propose to do in the matter~ 
The Honourable l\IOt'LYI RAFil'TIDIX AIDIAD: (a) Yes. 
(b), (c) and (d) It is rt'ported 'that the pay and duty allowance wt>re 

uot paid to the teachers concuned as sufficit'nt money was not re(;(·in:d 
b'· the & hool Board either from Gowrnmmt or from the local Au tho1ity. 
The Chairman of the School Board sent a tt-legram to tht' Diw:tor of 
Public Instruction on 12th :\larch 1931, asling for more grant. On 
receipt of this the School Board was requested to furnish the <1etails in 
support of the extra grant asked for with a Yiew to ascertaining ":hat 
further grant, if any, was due to the Board. As a result of the examJDa· 
tion of the details a further provisional grant was sanctioned in )larch 
1931 in addition to the grant already paid to the Board in two instal
ments in April and September 1930. It is reported that the arrears of 
salaries up to 193Q-31 have already been rJaid to the teacbt'rs concernt'd. 
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: (!") Yes, the teachers had decided to go on strike but they did not 
actually do so. . · · 

(f) and (g) Vide reply to clauses (b), {c) and {d) above. 
Mr. SYED MUNAW AR: At the end of the answer to (b), (c) and. 

(d) it is stated " It is reported that the arrears of salaries up to 1930-31 
have already been paid to the teachers concerned." Were they pain 
before the Honourable Minister received notice of this question ? 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHI\I~: .I am not quite· 
sure. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: May I know the reason why the 
Government grant to the school board was withheld 1 · 

The Honourable l\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Who 'says it 
was withheld ? · · 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: Yes. In one part of the answer it is: 
stated that some grant was withheld, and after exa.illination it has been. 
subsequently paid. · 

The Honourable l\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: No_ grant due to· 
the school board was withheld. I understand that h~\wanted to know 
whethe~ it was actually due. 

Mr. SYED l\IUNAWAR: May I know whether any arrears· of pay· 
were due to the teachers for months after March 19311 

The Hon~urable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\iAD: l'thln.k .they
have been paid up. If the honourable member gives me notice, I shall. 
enquire. · 

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT: APPOINTMENTS IN CLASS II. 

l\Ir. S. S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) the number of appointments in the Educational Department· 
in class II in Sind : 

(i) reserved for Muhammadans; 
(ii) reserved for Hindus; 
(iii) open to Muhammadans; Hindus and other communities; 

(b) the names of the incumbents of each of the three classes of_ 
appointments with their total service and the dates of confirmation 
in case they are confirmed, and in cases where they are not confirmed, 
the nature of their acting service whether in a clear vaca:ll.cy or other-· 
wise and the acting period ; · 

(c) the probable date when the acting men are likely to be-
confirmed 1 · · . , 

The Honourable 1\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AmiAD: (a) and (b) A 
statement showing particulars about Bombay Educational Service 
(Class II) appointments in Sind is laid on the Council table. None of 
these posts is specifically reserveq for any community. · 

(c) No probable date can be given. 
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3 

De•i.rna tion of po~t 

.lle11'8 Brn~~~:A-A.dmi11i ... 
tmti!"f. 

Xune of t.he 
P"-'*nt in('umbent 

3 

Whetht>r holding 
the po~t $Ub· 

stanti"rrlv or in 
an otlkiatin~t 
rapacity only 

• Personal A.-sistant to 
Educational Inspector 
Sind. 

)lr. K. L. HiJt¥orani. Permanent 

Deputy Educational Inspector )lr. A. R. Farooqui. 
for ~luhammadan Education,' 
Hyderabad Dinsion. 

Deputy Educational Inspector )fr. A. ('. Abro 
for ~lahammadan Education, 
L&rkana Di\ision. 

On probation for two 
veara from 20th 
~lay 1931. 

Officiating 

Deputy Educational Inspector )[r. Shafi )[d. Haji! On probation for two 
for Muhammadan Educa- )!d. Ibrahim' veara from 20th 
tion, Sillur Dinsion. I Qureshl. : )Iay 1931. 

, I 
Principal, Training College~ )lr. X . .-\. Ghulamali. 1 Permanent 
for Men, Hyderabad. I i 

6 : Deputy Educational Inspector, llr. K. G. Gid¥ani 
1 

Lukao~ ··1 
Do. 

7 i Deputy Educational Inspector.' llr. A. H. Shaikh 
Hyderabad. 

I 
I Do. 

g Head Master, X. J. High' llr. L. G. Bhojwani. Do. 
School, Karachi. I 

i 
9 Ht'ad )laster, Hi~?h School, llr. L. P. Wadhwani•. Do. 

Hyderabad. . i )!r. D. T • .-\d"rani .. [ Officiating 

I 
I 

10 Head )la.ster, High School,i llr. X. H. Ad "rani •. ; Officiating 
Larkana. I 

I 

! 

i 
11 Head llaster, High School, )lr, D. v. )lir-! Permanent 

Shikarpnr. c~andani. I 

..I 
I 
I 
I 

•• 1 
I 
I 

I 
.. I 

I 
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. Cla81 11 (.'!Ien'a and lromen'a BrataChu), in Sind. 

Total If officiating, the nature of 
service on Date of confirmation the officiating appointment 
1st July lif confirmed) and the period for which 

1931 officiating 

"5 6 7 

I 
Y, m. d. 

! 
25 2 1 4th June 1931 .. . .... 

10 0 12 .... .. ·~· 

19 10 10 ..... Officiating in a clear vacancy 
froll\ 25th July 1930. 

0 1 12 ..... .... 
_, 

16 11 16 lst .Aprill921 .. I .... 

.34 6 0 1st Aprill921 .. Special Telllporary Educa· 
tiona! Inspector, N. D., from 
15th July 1929 to 31st 

~ December 1930; officiating 
Educational Inspector, N. D., 

I from 1st January 1931 .. 

.26 2 25 lst .Aprill921 . ·I Lent as School Board 
. Administrative Officer, 
i District Local Board, 
I Kara.ehi, frolll 1st March I 1927. I 
I 

.:n 6 21 1st April1921 ··I .... 

.30 9 15 3rd April1923 I .. .... 

.21 4 26 I ..... Officiating frolll 29th June 
1931, vice .Mr, L. P. Wadh· 
wani on leave preparatory to 
retirement. 

24 5 28 ... , Officiating frolll lOth July 
1929 in a vacant post. He 
has also previous non-con. 
tinuoua officiating service 
in B. E. f), to his credit. 

27 10 28 6th Seprember 1921 • . ... 

889 

Remarks · 
i 
I 

.g 

~ 

The lieu of Mr. M. 
·I. M. K. SUillra 
on the poet of 
Deputy Educa-
tional Inspector 
for Muhalll·. 
madan Educa-
tion, Sukkur 
Division, has 
been suspended 

•on leave pre 
para tory to 

m retirement fro 
~5th July 1931 
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No. Designation of 110" 

l 
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present incnmlle'nt I 

I 
"1 

: , . 
3 

I 
I 

(5 Aco. 1931 
1 • 

Whether holdi~ 
the ponaub. 

atan~vely or in 
an offi<"iating 
capacity only 

---t--M-,.-.,-B_ra_d-~~d=i-nt~-. • - -------~ 

mdi"-contd. I 
12 Head Master, Madressah and 

High School, Naushahro. 
Mr. 0. G. Ansari,!!' On probation ur-
Head Master, Mir· to 27th Novembes 
purkhas Madreasah )931. 
and High School,, 
doing duty here. 

Head :&laster, Jllirpurkhas Mr. I. Y. Suleman • • Officiating 
Mad.reasah and High School. 

Women's BrancA. 

Lady Superintenden:t, Train- Miss D. Sethna • • Officiating 
ing College for Women, 
Hyderabad. 
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Total If officiating, the nature·of 
service on J)a ~ of confirm&- . the officiating appointment Remarks lstJuly tion (if confirmed) and the period for which 

1931 officiating 

5 6 7 8 

Y. m. d. 

5 9 2 J Doing duty vice Mr. G. N. D. ..... 
Kazi lent as School Board 
Adl!\inistrative Officer, 
District Local Board, 
Larkana. Mr. Kazi's lien 

10 0 9 
has been suspended. .... Officiating from 24th July 
1929 vice Mr. 0. G. Ansari 
doing duty at Naushahro. 

22 10 26 .... Officiatiiig from 3rd April 
1931, vice }Irs. E. N. Judd on 
leave preparatory' to 
retirement from 18th August 
19a1. I 

xo Hb 66-3 
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PRosEct·rto:s- uxnER GlliBLixG Acr, LARKAXA: 'rxrHnR.,wAL. 

llr. S. S. TOL.\~1' ('Wwrn Sind): (a) Will Government l~ 
pleased to state whether it is a fact that in the month of Octo\x>r 1930 
a case under the Gambling Act was challaned in the Court of the Rrsident 
llagistrate, Larkana, in which two Sub-Inspectors stood on the list of 
accused persons along with several others t 

(b) Was one of the accused made approver in the case l 
(c) 'Was the case withdrawn before the hearing of the case commenced ? 
(d) Is it a fact that no responsible officer was consulted and that the 

Assistant Superintendent of Police, Mr. D. B. T. Judge, who had raided, 
the den and initiated the proce-edings, withdrew the case on his own 
authority! 

(e) Is it a fact that grave doubts were entertained by higher 
authorities regarding this conduct of the Assistant Superintendent of 
Police"'! 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. TH0:\1.\S: (a) Yes. The Court concerned 
was that of the Sub-Divisional.:\Iagistrate, Larkana. 

(b) and (c) Yes. 
(d) Mr. Judge on 'his own authority directed the Police Prosecutor 

to withdraw the case. · · ' 
(e) No. 
Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : What is the special cause for the 

withdrawal of this case 1 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOliAS: Because it was thought that ~ 

there was no sufficient evidence. 
)Jr. S. S. TOLAN!: It is mentioned in part (b) of the reply that 

there was an approver in the case. Is that not sufficient evidence ? 
The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:\IAS : It is not the question whether 

I consider that there was sufficient evidence. The case was withdrawn 
because the officer responsible for the withdrawal thought there was 
·not sufficient evidence. 

PRIMARY TEACHERS : PEXSION RULES. 

Mr. S. S. TOLAN! (Western Sind): Will Government be pleased 
to state- - · 

(a) Whether it is a fact that the New Pension Rules of the Bombay 
Civil SerVice Manual, 1929, were applied to all the guaranteed Primary. 
School Teachers [i.e., the teachers handed over to Local Authorities 
under section 8 (1) of the Primary Education Act]; 

(b) Whether it is a fact that almost all the Primary School Teachers 
had accepted the application of such rules; 

(c) Whether it is a fact that they have cancelled the application of 
the said Pension Rules to Primary School Teachers until further 
orders; 

(d) Wnether it is a fact that almost all Local Authorities have started 
their own Provident Funds ; 
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(c) Whether it is a fact that on account of the postponement of the 
Xew Pension Rules contained in the Bombay Civil Service Manual, 
19:29, there has been discontent amongst the. Primary School 
Teachers; . · 

(f) Whether Gov"ernment have decided to apply the old Pension 
Rules contained in the Civil Service Regulations to all the servants 
of other departments also ; · 

(g) If the reply to (f) be in the negative why the Primary School 
Teachers alone have been' dealt with differently 1 l 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN A . .IDIAD: (a) Government 

l1ad agreed that guaranteed teachers [i.e., those handed over to Local 
Authorities under section 8 (1) of the Bombay Primary Education Act, 
1923), should be given the choice of exchanging the Pension Rules in 
the Ci,·il Service Regulations for t4e new Pension Rules in the Bombay 
CiYil Serviees Rules. · 

(b) Some had accepted. 
(c) Yes. · . .· : 
(d) 35 Local Authorities out of 76 have started their·own Provident 

Funds. 
(e) Yes .. 
(f) Ko.' ; 
(g) Steps are being taken to amend the rules so as to provide that 

-every Primary School Teacher taken over and employed· by a Local 
Authority under section 8 (1) of the Bombay Primary Education Act, 
.1923, shall be eligible for pension as provided in the rules in force in the 
Government Educational. Department on the date of his retirement 
unless he has exercised the· option, within the prescribed period," of 
remaining under the old rules to which he was previously subject. · 

RoADs IN Snm, 

)lr. S. S. TOLA...'\1 (Western Sind): (a) Will Gover.nment be 
pleased to stat~ what allotments have been made by the Government 
Q{ India to the Bombay Government from Central Funds for expenditure ' 
Qn road developments sinee their resolution on the report of the Indian 
Development Committee dated 4th February 1930; . . 

(b) How was the grant or grants again apportioned by the Bombay 
'Government amongst their divisions including Sind and on what 
basis; . 

(c) Was any amount out of it spent on the roads in Sind .. If so, on 
which roads ; 

(d)\\ ere any schemes for road developments submitted to the Govern-. 
~nt of India in pursuance of the aforesaid resolution; 

(e) If so, will Government be pleased to place on the C<>uncil Table a . 
.copy of t.he same with any modifications made by the Standing Com-
.mittee for roads ; · · 
. (j~ What roads in Sind has the committee appointed for provincia.

lJzatwn of roads recommended to be provincialized in Sind and has any 
-effect been given to it ; 

MO Hb 66-3a 
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{g) Will Go'\"ernment be pleased to place a copy of the report of the 
Committee on the Council Table 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAllBLI ~ (a) Allotmenb
to the extent of Rs. 25·60 lakhs have so far been actuallv made bv the 
'Government of ·India to this Government out of the p~oceeds of the 
petrol tax. 

(b) The grant was apportioned by this Government as shown below 
on the basis of the needs of each Division and the amountavailable :-

Division 1930-31 1931-32 

Thana 
Burat and Broach 
Ka.ira and Panch :Mahals 
Ahmedabad 
Nasik 
Poona 

·Khandesh 
Kanara 
Dharwar 
Ratnagiri 
Belgaum 

Total for the Presidency Proper .. 

llyderabad Canals· .. 
BegariCanals 

· NasratCanals 

Total for Sind 

Rs. Rs. 
2,61,900 2,16,1(!0 
1,35,000 1,41,700 

25,000 14,600 
40,000 40,000 

15,000 
68,000 
7,500 

22,500 
1,82,500 

45,000 

8,02,400 

1,00,000 
20,000 

1,60,000 

2,20,000 

60,000 
85,000 
11,000 
50,000 

2,12,000 
1,22,700' 

67,000 

10,20,100· 

1,39,00(} 
1,41,000· 
1,00,000· 

3,80,00(). 

Total for Presidency Proper and Sind . . 10,22,400 14:,00,100· 
Add experimental works to be carried out 

in th~ Presidency Proper and Sind 1,37,500-

Grand total . . 10,22,400 15,37,600· 

(c) A sum of Rs. 2,20,000 was proposed to be spent in 1930-31 on the 
following roads in Sind :-

(1) Road from Hyderabad to Ha.Ia 
(2) Road from Sakrand to 1\loro 
(3) Shikarpur-Kotri-Baluchistan Road 

Rs. 
1,00,000 
1,00,000 

20,00(} 

2,20,000 

No expenditure ~ould however be actually incurred on tliose works
in'that year'for the reason that by the time funds were available chan~es. 
in 'the types of construction to be adopted made it necessary to rense 
the estimates. All these works are being done in tlie current year. 
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(J) and (e) The following 12 schemes were submitted to the Govern
ment of India and were accepted by the Standing Committee for roads 

:without any modification:-
1. Bombay-Poop.a-Aurangabad Road. 
2. Bombay-Ahmedabad-Rajputana Road . 
. 3. Dhulia-Bhusawal-Edlabad-Nagpur Road. 
4. Bombay-Agra Road . 

.. 5. Karwar-Bellary Road. 
-6. Bombay-Goa or Konkan north to south Road. 
7. Bombay-Poona-Sholapur-Hyderabad Road. 
8. Bombay-Poona-Bangalore Road. 
~. Karachi-Sukkur-Punjab Road on the west side of the river 

Indus. 
10. Karachi-Sukkur-Punjab ~oad on the east side of the river 

Indus. 
11. Hyderabad-Mirpurkhas-Rajputana Road. 
12. Sukkur-Shikarpur-Jacobabad-Quetta Road. . 

(f) and (g) Government have not appointed any committee for the 
provincialization of roads in Sind. The Honourable Member presumably 
refers to the Roads Sub-Committee of the Advisory Compmnications 
Board, Sind. At its meeting held on the 22nd May 1931 the following 
recommendations were made by the Committee in regard t~ the provin-
.cialization of roads in Sind :- · · 

"The Sub-Committee ar~ of the opinion .that all Inter~Provincial. 
• roads (or their sections not yet provincialized) should be provincialized, 

so that the District Local Boards may be relieved 'to that ·extent 
in order to be better able to look after the remaining roads. . 

The Chief Engineer in Sind will submit a list of such ~oads al~ng 
with the necessary map for Government orders being obtained in the 
matter." · 

The Chief Engineer in Sind has accordingly recommended that the 
following District Local Board roads in Sind should be provincialized :---. 

Miles. 

1. Karachi (Malir) via Tatta and Jherruck and Meting . . 123 · 
2. Rohri via Ghotki to Bahawalpur State Frontier 73 
:3. Kotri-Sehwan-Dadu · . 105 
4. Dadu-Kambar-Larkana 73 
5. Larkana-Rato Dero via Garhi Yasin-Shikarpur 48 

Total 422 

The question of the provincialization of these roads is under the 
consideration of Government. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK: It is stated in the reply "on the basis 
of the needs of each Division." May I know whether any procedure 
is laid down to ascertain the need 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. ~IBLI: Yes; there are 
divisional hoards to recommend the needs of each division. 
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Rao Bahadur B. R. XAIK: • .\.re the total amounts of both the wnrs 
to be spent this year ! · 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAliBLI: The amounts of 
the two years are intended to be spent this year. 

Mr. 8. S. TO~l:: May I know when these roads, mentioned in 
lj), will be provincialized ! 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. K...UIBLI: It is already stateJ 
in the reply given that this subject is under the consideration of 
Government. 

lllr. S. S. TOL.ll."l : When will Government arrive at a decision 
regarding provincializing of these roads ! . 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. :J'LUIBLI: As soon as possible~ 
SYED IDRAN MAHOMED SHAH : Is it proposed to construct 

those roads from this fund ! 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: I require notic~ 

of this question. 
Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK : May I know whether each district is 

represented on this board ! 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S; T. KAMBLI: The Divisional 

Commissioner who is in touch with all the districts in his division is one 
of the· members on this board. 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : May I know whethe! the amount 
of Rs. 2,20,000 which is proposed to be spent this year is being 
spent 1 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KAMBLI: The answer is 
there: 

"No expenditure could however be actually incurred on these works in that ~ear for 
the reason that by the time funda were available changes in the types of construction 
to be adopted made it necessary to revise the estimates. All these works are being done
in the current year." 

SYED liiiRAN M.AHOMED SHAH: No work has been taken up so 
fad 

The Honoqrable Dewan Bahadur S. T. KA.MBLI: I require notice.· 

ASSISTA."iT MASTERS, SIND. 

Mr. S. S. TOLA.NI (Western ~ind) : Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) Whether it is a fact that the services of Messrs. D. J. Hingorani. 
K. · A. Israni, H. R. 1\Iirchandani and B. S. Shahani, assistant 
masters in Sind, were dispensed with in March 1931; 

(b) Whether it is a fact that Mr. H. :M. Java was retained in 
· preference to the above masters ; · 

(c) Whether it is a fact that 1\Ir. H. lii. Java was junior to them; 
(d) The respective length of their service in the Education Depart· 

., ment; 
(e) The reasons. for preferring 1\Ir. Java; 
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(f) 'Wbether it is a fact that Messrs. D. J. Hingorani, IL R. Mir· 

chandani and B. S. Shahani, were reappointed in Aprill931; 
(g) If so, whether their previous record was satisfactory; 
(11) Why they ":(lre superseded by Mr. Java; 
(i) Whether the break in the services of Messrs. D. J. Hingorani, 

H. R. Mirchandani and B. S. Shahani, will be condoned 1 · 
The Honourable 1\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: (a), (b) and (c) 

Yes. • , 
(d) The following statement gives the required information :_:_ 1 

Name. 

1. Mr. D. J. Hingorani .. 
2. Mr. K. A. lsrani 
3. Mr. H. R. 1\fuchandani 
4. Mr. B. S. Shahani 
5. Mr. H. M. Java 

Service on 27th March 
1931, the date of dis· 
charge of Nos. 1 to 4. 

Y.m.d. 
1 8 27 
1 6 11 
0 11 17 
0 9 7 
0 8 24 

(e) and (h) Under the orders of Government, preference is given to 
Honours graduates. 

(f) and (g) Yes. 
(i) No. 
Mr. S. S. TOLAN!: May I know whether Mr. Java's record was found 

more satisfaqtory than so many others whom he superseded ~ · · 
The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : The supersession 

is because Government have issued orders that preference should be 
given to Honours graduates. 

l\Ir. S. S. TOLAN! : I want to know whether his record was satis· 
factory. J 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I thirlk so, .. 

Mr. A. K. RESALDAR: I want to ask some information from the 
Honourable the Home Member why the Surat meeting was prevented 
on the Prophet's day ? 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: I am informed that the hon
ourable member's information is incorrect, as there was no order issued 
by the District Magistrate prohibiting the procession. If this honoil.rable 
House is interested in the matter, I shall make a statement giving full 
facts after recess. 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL : I understand that the Honourable 
the Home Member wants to say that there were two processions-.--

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Honourable Member said 
nothing of the kind. He informed the honourable member that his 
information was not correct and no order of the District Magistrate was 
issued at all. But if the House is interested in knowing the full facts, 
llJ:l would be ready to make a statement after recess. 
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DISCVSSIO! 0! RESOLtmO! n : REDUCTIO! OF 
SALARIES-rt~!lmal. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (.\hmednagar District): llr. President, 
I generally agree with the views expressed by the honourable mem~r 
Sir Shah Nawu Bhutto. but I have to make two suggestions. One is 
that the Retrenchment C~mmittee number of memb4'rs should be 
increased by the addition of my honourable friends lli. Surve and 
llr. Jog,' BO that they may be able to bring their knowledge and put in 
their proposals before the House when the Retrenchment c~mmittee 
comes again with their report. • ' 

lly another suggestion is this. I know that it is a high question of · 
policy. The House will find from an answer to a question to-day that · 
the k:ulkami watan.s have been converted and as a matter of fact . 
talatie.a have been appointed costing Government more than 25 lakhs . 
of rupees. If the Retrenchment Committee is not precluded from · 

. going into that question, I think that this matter also might nil be 
considered because· it gives Government an amount equivalent to 
that which the Retrenchment Committee have proposed to save, 
after a labour extending over six weeks. In commuting these watans, 
a hope was ·expressed that this would contribute to better service. It 
will be one of the. questions for the committ~ to consider whether 
that hope has been realised. If not, the matter can be looked into 
having regard to past considerations and conditions of that service. 

The Honou.ra.ble Sirdar Sir RCSTOlt JEHA...~Gffi VAKIL: Sir, 
I did not exactly follow the honourable gentleman. What dld he say that 

. the Retrenchment Committee should do with regard to this question of 
kuikarni watans ! 
- Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: What I said was that it was 
a question of high policy, but if the Retrenchment Committee was not 
precluded from considering that question, this was a head in w-hich 
a nry large amount of saving could be effected. I indicated that if the 
commutations of these w-atans were cancelled-there are 6,000 l...11lkarn.is 
-then we can gain about 25lakh.s a year. That in,·olves going back to 
the old system. That is one of the points which the Retrenchment 
Committee will do well to consider. · 

:Mr. N'. N. PATIL (K.olaba DistriCt): Mr. President, I shall be very 
brief in expressDig my humble views on this resolution concerning the 
report of the Retrenchment c~mmittee. I know that there is Yery 
little ·remaining for me to say. Anyhow, the Government of Bombay 
:han been compelled to effect retrenchment in almost all the departments, 
and it is a matter of gratification that the heads of Yarious departments 
have voluntarily made a 811Il'ender of a portion of the grants made for 
. their departments. From the trend of the discussion that has taken 
place during the last two days it has become quite clear that the eye of 
honourable memb4'rs on this side of the House is on the big salaries of the 
highly paid Gof'emment servants, especially as the salaries of those 
Government servants who are recruited from outside India are 
abnormally high. There is a proposal for retrenchment in salaries, and , 
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I shall submit my humble views as regards that. If we apply a cut of 
"4percent. to salaries over Its. 40and up toRs. 59, we will be able to make 
·a sa\ing of Rs. 1,64,000; if we apply a cut of 5 per cent. to salaries over 
Rs. GO and up toRs. 199, we will be able to make a saving of Rs. 7,20,000; 
a~d by effecting a cut of 10 per cent. in salaries over Rs. 200 and up ii6 
Rs. 499, we will sa ,.e Rs. 6, 70,000; and by applying a cut of 15 per cent. 
to salaries over Rs. 500 and up toRs. 999, we will saveRs. 6,60,000; 
and by applying a cut of 20 per cent. to salaries over Rs. 1,000, we will be 
able to make a saving of Rs. 18,20,000. The total, Sir, comes to about 
Rs. 40,34,000. In applying these percentage cuts, I am of opinion that, 
so fa.r as the City of Bombay is concerned, salaries below Rs. 100 should 
not be retrenched. 

It has been said on the floor of this honourable House by many of the 
honourable members that the Education Department is a nation-bUilding 
department and in that department there should be no cut at all. 
I would like to go further and say that this department is not only 
a nation-building department but a department which should be ~eld 
sacred by all honourable members who have the educational welfare of 
this country at heart. This country is extremely backward in 
education. Sir, the 5 per cent. cut already made in the grants for 
primary education is sure to go a great way-rather, it has gone a great 
way-to hamper the progress of the education of the backward classes. 
What has been the result of this cut 1 I understand that some of the 
local boards are contemplating the closing down of some of the schools 
under their control. If the local boards do it, the schools that will be 
closed down will be the schools located in the villages inhabited by the 
agriculturists. In that way the agriculturists will be hit hard. Sir, 
these agriculturists "·ho belong to the backward and depressed classes 
are extremely backward in education. •Ninety-nine out of every hunrued 
souls in the villages are still illiterate; they do not know how to read and' 
wTite. Their representation on the local boards, school boards and in 
t~is Council al<>O is very meagre. If their schools are closed they will be 
h1t hard. I feel that the local boards will not dare to close the schools 
located in tovms, because they are attended by the boys and girls 
belonging to the advanced classes, and if those schools are closed, the 
advanced clas'es will raise a hue and cry. They know how to trouble 
Government. They are educated, they have their newspapers, and in 
the columns of these newspapers they criticise Government. Naturally, 
to some extent Government are afraid of criticism. But these backward 
classes do not know these ways, and therefore, Government are naturally 
careless about their interests. 

I also find that in the report of the Retrenchment Committee there is 
a proposal to effect a 5 per cent. cut in the grants to university and 
secondary education. I am not also so much in favour of this proposal. 

So far as this report is concerned, I think at this stage the House will 
l1e well advised to accept it, taking intoconsideration the trouble that the 
members of the committee have taken to collect information and to 
11rest-nt their report to thls honourable House. ~Iy special thanks are 
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due to those members of the committee who were and still are deadh· 
opposed to any cut in the grants for primary education. With the;e 
words, I resume my seat. . 

Rev. R. S . .MODAK : Sir, I was privileged to listen to the enlicrhtened 
discussion yesterday on this subject of retrenchment and at thls sta~e 
I feel that a member like me coming from outside ought not to suggest 
anything definitely about the various departments managed bv Go~·~rn
ment, for the simple reason that a certain amount of work has· got to he 
carried on and as to how best it should be done cannot be decided from 
a distance and without experience. I feel that at the present moment 
when the Round Table Conference is going to consider the progress of 
the country it will be opportune to trust more and more the local bodies 
in the ~fferent districts and hand over a good deal more work to them. 
Then, again, I feel that there is a real need, especially at this time of 
financial trouble, to merge some departments with others and to close 
others ; so also to merge some posts with others and discontinue some 
more. I wish there was no need for us even to think of reducing the 
salaries of workers of Government. However, if any cut is to be made, 
I would certainly maintain that the salaries of people who are getting 
less than Rs. 100 a month should not be touched and in order to maintain 
goodwill in the country I consider that those who are getting high sala
ries should not be left out from the cut. At the same time, it would 
be a great pity, even at a time like the present, to touch the .Medical 
Department which is already inadequately supported . 

. With regard to the Educational Department, I think that some saving 
can be made if the number of Government colleges and schools is either 
reduced or closed down and private educational institutions are helped 
more and more. • 

I think that the Retrenchment Committee will be well advised to 
accept the suggestions made by my honourable colleague from Ahmed· 
nagar (Rao Bahadur Chitale) of adding some more names on to it. 

1\Ir. R. B. SHINDE (Satara District)'"';-Sir, the Indian finances have 
come to a very sorry plight in all provinces, not excluding the Bombay 
Presidency. Now, the question of how to make up the deficit has been 
entrusted by the Government to the Retrenchment Committee. We 
had hoped that by this time the committee's final report would have been 
ready and the G9vernment would be in a position to make some definite 
proposals to the Council and give effect to them as soon as possible. 
I fear that the work if prolonged in this way will not be complete even by 
the next budget session and new deficit will be added to the deficit which 
we already have on our hands and the position will be still worse. 

Sir, we know the poverty of the people and we know that the prices 
have gone down to a very. great extent. With these facts before us, 
we expected Government servanta, who receive comparatively high 
salaries, to come forth and show wi!11ngness to accept some l-ind of 
reduction in their emoluments. But that is not to be. They are expect· 
ing some ,kind of decision from this honourable House. · 
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Now I come to the recommendations of the ad interim report of the 

Retrenchment Committee. This committee has been very conservative 
as regards its proposals of cuts in expenditure of departments like the 
Public Works, Forest and Excise departments, and has been very lib~ral 
as regards cuts in nation-building departments like education, sanitation 
medical relief, etc. General education is the foundation and necessary 
antecedent to the development of the country and in consequence of 
general education the economic equilibrium is maintained and the 
wealth of the country is distributed equally amongst all people. And 
the Retrenchment Committee-has suggested cuts in the Educational 
Department. I belong to the backward community which is ·most ·. 
bacl"Ward in respect of education and consequently I feel very much 
pained to see the committee proposing cuts on Educational Department, 
and especially the cuts in scholarships that are given to poor students . 

. Sometimes when the scholarships are left vacant the committee to· our 
wonder proposes a saving by keeping them so. It has been the policy 
of Government ever since the Primary Education Act was passed to 
encourage the backward classes and if the cuts in the scholarships are 
made, we will feel it more than any other community. · 

Again, there is the question of stipends given to the teachers admitted 
in the Training College. Nowadays we find that a majority of the 
teachers belong to the backward communities and their condition is 
poor. If these stipends are stopped, we will feel IIJ.Ore injured than any 
other community. . 

The Government have committed a mistake by effecting a cut of 
5 per cent. in primary education. It was thrust upon us during the last 
session of the Council and in order as if to set right the mistake committed 
by the Government, the Retrenchment Committee comes forward and 
suggests a possible cut in secondary and collegiate education also. 
This suggestion should not be accepted by the Council. I .think Govern
ment are following the policy of penny wise and pound foolish. In 
other departments the expenses are increasing daily. I will give· you 
only one instance of the Judicial Department. In one of the districts 
there are three judges-one District Judge, one Additional District 
Judge and one supernumerary Assistant Judge. There ·is no necessity 
for three judges. One judge is quite competent to deal with the work. 
He is quite competent to dispose of 8 appeals in 2 hours. He is an 
expert hand. In spite of this, three judges are kept there. It is 
common experience that officers of the standing of District Deputy 
Collectors are seldom found in their office before 2 o'clock in "the after:. 
noon and thereby the inefficiency and the work of the offices under 
them increase. ' 

Then, again, take the dairy branch of the Agricultural Department .. 
They held recently an auction sale of she-buffaloes and cows. These 
40 animals were bought for Rs. 8,000 some four months aao and. they
werE" sold by auction for Rs. 5,000. Thereby the Governm~nt were put 
to a loss of Rs. 3,000 within a period of four months because, it is stated', 
that the animals hHe gone weak. ·Whatever the reason may be, this is 
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a fact. These are things "·hich Gon•rnment seem to ignore. I therefore 
think that this penny-wise and pound-foolish policy should be discon
tinued and this extraordinary expenditure that is being incurred in some 
-of the departments should be curtailed. Then the necessity for effectin,g 
retrenchment in the nation~building departments will not arise. The 
Government servants also-the All~lndia and Pro,incialServices-should 
-come forth and express their willingness to accept some reduction in 
their salaries. The argument is generally advanced that if the salaries 
.are reduced, the efficiency of the service will be impaired. Had there 
been any efficiency, there would not have been a deficit budget faring 
us. It is deficiency of the efficiency that is being highly paid. We who 
.are representatives of the people are not concerned with this question 
at all. I hope that Government servants will come forth and accept 
reduced salaries instead of being compelled to do so by this House. With 
these remarks, I resume my seat. 

Khan Bahadur ABDl.JL LATIF HAJJ HAJRAT KHAN: Sir, 
1 move the closure. 

The· Honourable the PRESIDE:NT: I accept it. 

1\Ir. V. N. JOG (Dharwar District): Sir, I do not wish to take Ill long 
time. I want to disabuse the minds of certain honourable members 
by saying that the motion which I have placed before this House is not 
in any way a censure motion. There is an impression that the resolution 
.is meant to convey disapproval of the work done by the Retrenchment 
·Committee. I must frankly say that there is'no motive or intention of 
rthis sort in the resolution. It simply says that it looks with disfavour 
.on the recommendations made in the ad interim report of the committee 
which curtail the activities of the nation-building departments. What 
·this side of the House is anxious and keen about is that the nation-building 
departments should not be crippled. That is the only intention under
lying this resolution and I assure the House that nothing is mea~t by 
way of censure against that body which has been labouring and giving 
the best attention to its work. 

Coming to the next item, I submit that r" had tabled my previous 
resolution concentrating my attention on salaries because I was quite 
.aware that if any suggestions with regard to the retrenchment of certain 
items in the various departments were made, naturally there would 
be favourites of those departments and they would not like retrenchment 
being·effected in their own particular departments. That is what.we 
found in the discussion. If something is retrenched from educatiOn, 
educationists in general would not like it. If the retrenchment is 
suggested in the l\Iedical Department, then those intimately connected 
with it may not like it. Similarly, with other departments; and 
.in order to reach a common opinion, I thought that we must concen
trate our attention on the reduction of salaries, as then only there 
mi(l'ht be some unanimity of some sort. No doubt, there is a 
difference as we have seen ; even in the Retrenchment Committee 

· itself, among the eight members there are four a.}ternatiYe JllOposa}s 
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·with regard to how- t.hat retrenchment should take place .. If 'll·e ~ave 
to have permanent retrt>nchment tnen, as I have submitted, the~ is 
no other altPrnat.ive but to cut all salaries wherever they are very high 
and, as l'l'e are not able to retrench anything in the nation-building 
departments, the only alternative possible is to find -out some money to 
balance our budget, and that is the only source to my mind. which is 
a Yaila ble to us. Exet>pt in certain departments, the budgets need not be 
eurtailed but only the personnel; "·herever it is found that the department 
is owr-rn.anned, that shall have to be reduced and in all the ·departments 
the salaries rr.ay be cut dovm .. In working out these figures, I thought 
that we should have to wipe out the whole deficit of 65 lakhs, -a.t least 
50 lakhs, and with this view I had to work upon the figures which nave , 
been supplied to us in the various. Government statistics. In this way· 
I approximately arrived at about 50 lakhs and I have suggested that cut. 
It was said, I think, by the honourable member Dr. D'Souza that accord
ing to my figures the 'amount would go to about 85 lakhs together with 
retrenchment in various departments suggested by he Committee,. 
though the deficit is 65lakhs. But he has forgotten that if the Retrench
ment Committee's recommendation to bring about a reduction is acted'. 
upon and if that retrenchment is to come at all, it will come, but I do not 
l"llow when, whether after six months or after the next month .. Hat 
all retrenchment comes, I think it will come perhaps at the time when 
the year is ending. Therefore, if the suggestion made by the Retrench~· 
ment C.ommittee is acted upon from the next month, the sum which .. 
they have suggested, namely, 25! lakhs, will be reduced to half, Rs. 12!: 
lakhs, and so I do not thinkthere will be any surplus as the hononable· 
member Dr. D'Souza says. Even if there is, I submit, Sir, that my 
intention was that we must always have some· savings, that we should. 
not merely make both ends meet to balance our budget, 'but we should' 
ha. ''e some savings, so that we could carry on some development acti\ities. 
in Yarious nation-building directions. With 'this view I tabled the 
..resolution. Taking into consideration aU 'the views which have been 
presented on this resolution, we can say that the unani:m.ous voice of this· 
House is that there should be retrenchment of salaries. 

With regard to the percentages, no doubt there is a difference, some· 
honourable members saying that the higher salaries ·only should be cut 
and some others saying that lower salaries should also be ·cut. l3ut , 
I think that commonsense and reason would suggest that the ·etrt 'Should 
be in such a way that the people against whom it is made should be able· 
to bear it, · 

Then, Sir, a question was raised with regard to the pledge made to the·. 
members of the All-India Services, and the fear was expressed that there 
would be a breach of faith and breach of contract. I submit, Sir, that 
such would not be the case in a majority of cases for the reason that there 
would be no cause for grievance or complaint in 'the case at least of those 
who entered service before the revisions took place and before 'the scales 
were increased. In the case of these officers, l certainly think there will 
be no injustice caused to them if the scales which were increased after· 
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they had joined se~ce are brought down now owing to the need foJ: 
retrenchment. In the case of those entrants who joined serrice in 
1920-21 and after when there was a particular revision, and to whom a 
cert-ain offer has been made by Government, the case would be slightly 
different, but that would cover only a small period, not a large one. It 
bas already been pointed out by one of my honourable friends who spoke 
on this resolution, that if you have a private servant and if your own 
income is reduced, then you are quite justified in saying to that servant, 
·" I cannot pay you what I used to. If you like, you are at liberty to 
quit the service. I will pay you only so much. Accept it and stay on 
.or leave." Similarly, even in the case of those servants who joined after 
the 1920-21 revision, the same rule will apply. 

I beg to submit that there is a consensus of opinion that the nation
building departments should not hue this cut, but that there should be 
a certain cut with regard to salaries only. Government have not taken 
part in this debate except to explain certain matters so far, but not by 
way of opposition, and they have simply been listening to the speeches 
of honourable members. They now know what the trend of the opinion 
of this House is. They may take into consideration all the suggestions 
made by the Retrenchment Committ-ee, as well as the honourable 
members who have spoken on this subject. I trust they will accept the 
resolution and act upon it as far as lies in their power. 

With these remarks, I resume my seat. 
The Honourable Sir GHCL .. t.\l HCSSAIX: Sir, the honourable 

member Mr. Jog was allowed to amend his resolution in order to afford 
.an opportunity to this House to discuss the report of the Retrenchment 
Committee. We have heard with great interest and attention the discus
ilion on this resolution, and I assure honourable members that we will 
.bear in mind the various suggestions that have been made in regard to 
the various departments while considering the report of the Retrench
.ment Committee. We fully realise the gravity of the situation,· and m 
lact we have commenced giving e:ffeet to some of the recommendations 
of the. Retrenchment Committee, and we are considering the other 
.recommendations. 

I have heard very scathing criticism levelled against the Public W orb 
. Department. If the honourable. members examine carefully the recom· 
mendations of the Retrenchment Committee, they will see that the 
Public Works Department has made a saving of nearly one-third of the 
total retrenchment that has been recommended by the Retrenchment 
Committ-ee. Under these circumstances, I think this department 
.deserved well of this House, and did not call for the ruthless criticism that 
has been levelled against it. 

Again, I was very much amused at the rem~rks made by one of my 
henourable friends whom I do not find here, the honourable member 
Dr. Dixit from Surat. If I rightly followed him, he said that we were 
on the threshold of a new era, that Puma Swaraj would be soon coming, 
but at the same time he threat~ned us by saying that land revenue and 
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excise revenue would .be appreciably reduced. Well, the honourable 
members of this House know that two-thirds of our revenue comes from 
these two sources. If under Purna Swaraj you are going to lose both 
these sources of revenue, then to whatever extent you cut down salaries 
and even if you abolish all the services and carry on the administration of 
this Presidency with non-official.agency, you will not be able. to find 
enough money for the nation-building departments, ~ecause the revenue 
from these two sources is about 10 crores of rupees, and, as has been said 
repeatedly in this House, the cost of administration is 5 crores. If you 
lose both these sources of revenue, I am afraid it will spell disaster for 
this Presidency. 

The Retrenchment Committee have made recommendations in their 
ad interim Report in regard to this year only, ~nd they will consider 
the question of permanent retrenchments · hereafter. I assure the 
honourable members that this (Government) side of the House will bear in 
mind all the suggestions that have been made in regard to the present as· 
well as in regard to the future while considering their recommendations. 

The first part of the resolution rela.tes to the All-India Services.· The 
honourable members know very well that the salaries of the All-India 
Services are outside the province of this Council as well as outside· the 
pro,i.nce of this Government. They cannot be touched unless the 
Government of India Act 'is amended. However, the honourable 
members can see the bona fides of this side of the House from the fact 
that they have allo"·ed them a free discussion even on these items which 
are, as the honourable members know, non-votable, in order to ascertain 
their opinions. 

Before I sit down, Sir, I take this opportunity, on behalf of the Govern~ · 
ment benches, to express our appreciation of the good work of the 
Retrenchment Committee. · ' 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RCSTmi JEILU\GIR VAKIL: Sir, you 
were good enough to say yesterday that any .information from the 
·Government side calculated to help the honourable House to arrive at a. 
-correct solution of this retrenchment problem would be welcome and 
might with advantage be offered. I have only one or two suggestions to 
offer and, if I am in order, I tna.y be permitted to do so. When the 
Honourable the Leader of the House got up, I did not realise that he 
was winding up the debate, but I thought that he had got up to make 
some kind of a statement with regard to the work to be taken· in hand 
tomorrow. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Honourable llfinister is not 
in order to speak after the debate has been wound up. The honourable 
the mover of the resolution was called upon to reply and Government 
reply to that has been given. But if the Honourable Minister wishes me 
to give him a special opportunity beyond the question of the rules which 
guide the debate, and if the Honourable the Leader of the House has no 
objection, I will allow the Honourable :Minister the opportunity he asks 
fu~ -
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The Honourable Sir Gffi"L..UI m·ssAI:S: I ha'\"e no ()bje'('tion, Sir. 
The Honourable Sirdar Sir RrST0:\1 JEIUSGIR YAKIL: Sir, tht> 

honourable mt>mber Dr. Dixit, in the eour!ll" of his speerh wsterdal". said 
that he had heard that certain hospitals, or ratht>r the mt>diral offi~ers in 
charge of the out-patient departments, hM·e ~>fen instructed bv C'tOvt>rn
ment t~ admit into the hospital tho8e patients only who will bring their 
oW'll d1et from home. I may inform the honourable member that 
Government ha'\"e issued no such orders and I can tell him further that 
evm the Surgeon-General has not issued any such orders department.all~·· 

· Dr. M. D. GILDER : Is the Honourable llinister aware that such a· 
procedure is taking place in some of the hospitals t 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir Rt~ST0:\1 JEHA"'~GIR VAKIL: Thank 
you. U any instance is brought to my notice where patients are turned 
don merely on the giound of their refusal to bring their own diet, 
I shall be very glad to enquire into this question and inform this 
honourable House about the resulb! at a later stage. 

· With regard to retrenchment in general, honourable members, I am 
sure,. will help the retrenchment committee by sending in their valuable 
8tlggestions, and I can assure them that they '\\-ill receive very careful 
consideration at the hands of the committee. But while doing that, I am · 
sure that they will not lose sight of the fact that retrenchments have bee-n . 
made very recently. The possibility of reducing expenditure by · 
retrenchment has from time to tim~ bee-n thoroughly explored. The · 
retrenchm~nt committee of the Legislati'\"e Council which sat in 1922 has 
made various proposals which resulted in a perm,nent saving of 
somet~ like Rs. 38,00,000. In 1926 an expe-rienced official was 
appointed to exandne every department with the same object, and at 
the same time a selected audit officer was appointed to examine in detail 
the expenditure from contract grants and for fluctuating expenditure. 
As many as possible of the recommends tions of both these officers were 
put into force, and it was estimated that the total retrenchment a mounted · 
to someRs. 23,00,000.· Again, in the year 1929, an audit officer was put 
on special duty to examine the establishment charges of the Public 
Works Department, and it was estimated that those of his 
recommendations which it was possible to put into force involved a 
sa\ing of someRs. 8,00,000. It will be seen that retrenchment in 
·expenditure has been and still is the subject of constant examination. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: That is all reading from printed 
matter. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RrSTO:\I JEH.-L~GIR VAKIL: Yes, 
Sir. The result of the continued retrenching both in recurring and non
recurring expenditure over a number of years is that the Presidency has 
been left without any margin of non-recurring expenditure the savin!l 
of which will be available to meet an emergency . 
. I simply bring this fact to the notice of the honourable House in order 

that, while making recommendations, they will bear in mind the fact 
that retrenchments have taken place during very recent years. But in 
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spite of that, our committee will do its utmost to make recommendations 
which, while not impairing efficiency, are likely to make a substantial. 
saving. 

Mr. V. N. JOG: Sir, after having heard the assurance given by the 
Honourable the Leader of the House that he will try to meet the wishes 
of this side of the House as far as possible, and also the assurance given 
by the Honourable Minister, the Chairman of the Retrenchment Com
mittee, I- beg leave to withdraw this resolution, with the hope that all 
the wishes of this side will be met as far as possible. 

Resolution, by leave, withdrawn. 
SYED 1\IIRAN 1\IAHOl\IED SHAH (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I move 

the following resolution-- · 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to Inform honourable 

members about one thing. They will find that the resolution as the 
honourable member is going to move is slightly different from that printed 
in the Agenda. I have allowed a few changes in the wording to make the 
resolution a little more comprehensive. 

SYED 1\HRAN 1\lAHO:MED SHAH: S1r, I beg to move the following 
resolution : · 

" That this Council recommends to Government to appoint every year a. ~ertaill 
number of contractors in each district in Sind to supply foodstuffs and other necessary 
things to officials and their staff on payment of bills, and to punish in the manner deter· 
mined by Government any officer receiving anything or asking his subordinates or any 
of the public to supply anything to him free of charge in the shape of kind or cash known 
as lapo." 

By moving this resolution I think I am not springing a surprise upon 
tills honourable House nor inventing a new thing. I am only re-narrating 
an old story and recapitulating the circumstances that led to the existence 
of an evil since pre-British rule and which haa flourished and thrived 
under British rule for three quarters of a century, that is since the British 
conquest of Sind. I will try to divide the ~ubject into three parts. In 
the first part I will deal with the history of the subject, in the second 
part with the causes that led to the Pstablishment of the system, and in 
the third part with the remedies. 

Firstly, Sir, I may cursorily mention the circumstances that led to the 
institution of this evil system in Sind. In the days of pre-British rule 
the land re\'enue system was such that Government always levied their 
share of the re\'enue in kind-a share out of the produce. The reven"G.e 
officers were paid scantily, so that they supplemented their income by 
levying certain perquisites from the agriculturists. Commodities being 
very cheap in those days and on account of the insufficiency of communi
cations, they could not purchase things in the small villages, and therefore 
they took them from the agriculturists. As a matter of fact, some· of 
the zamindars of their own free will extended their hospitality to those 
officials. In those days the burden of taxation was very small, anJ grain 
and other products were so very cheap that the agriculturists did not 
assess their value and did not consider it a btuden on themselves. Thus 
the history of this evil began. 

MO Hb 66-4 . 
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Umll'r Briti~h rule thetapedar was substitutt>tl for the 1\'Yenut kamdar 

of the lfirs, the pre-British rulers. C'ash &S..."'t'S."Dlf.'nt was }~,it'd in~t.'atl 
of paym.mtsinkind and \arious settlern('nts wereintroduct>tl, for inst.am·r, 
revenue S('ttlements and irrigati(..n settlt'ments, under which ,·arious 
c-omplications arose. The complications afOS(' as thl.' inh.'rln'tation of 
law and the rules was beyond the scope of the comprehension of the i!li
terate agriculturists, and as the new rul('s and ngulations could rwt t:asily 
be interpretM by the illitt>rate agriculturists, they St'rwd as a han~:lle in 
the hands of the subordinat.e official to exact tilt: gal gratification. and aii'O 
exact illegal pro,isions from them for tht:ir maintt:nance while on tour. 
Sir. as far back as 1902 a notification was issued by th(' Comm.i:::~ionu in 
Sind, in which the existence of this evil has been admitted. It is datt'tl 
the 7th of May 1902. They had imit('d cert<"lin n'})orts frf'rn the tlistrirts, 
and the Commis..qgioner in Sind has incorp<lrated the sum and sul•stanl'r 
llf the rtports in the follo"ing terms in the notification: 

.. Tbl.'se papt>rs disclO&' tbl.' uistl.'nce of a dl.'t'p·rooll.'d Hil ll·hirb, in tbt' oritlinn 11f thr 
Governor in Council. is deplorable and calcnlat<'d to brin!r diliCredit on tht' adruini~
tration. That llnkhtiarkars should manage funds rolleded by tht' tapt'dars for the 
entE-rtainment of Government officials and tht>ir establishrut>nl, and that tht' e~tahli~h
menta of district oltiren from thf Co1nmissioW'r downwards should lin~ while on tour at 
the expellllll of the people is nothing sbor1 of a l!<'andal.'' 

I think I cannot use a stronger term than that. This is the word uS<'d 
by the Commissioner himself in 1902, from which we can meal'!ure the 
extent of the evil. 

The next big step that was taken towards the ~radication of this nil 
was the motion brought by the late lamentt'd Honourable Mr. Bhurgri 
in the pre-Rdorms Council in 1917. Some of the honourable memlwrs 
of this House like Mr. Kamat, the Thakor 8aheb of Kerwada and tlw 
Honourable Sir Ghulam Hussain, who adorns the Government benches 
now, were members of the prt-Refonns Council in 1917. In that yPar. n 
resolution was moved and a eommittee was aprointed, which carried on 
investigations in Sind and issued a report, which is in my hamls now. 
Thisrtp(>rt was placed before the Go'H'rnment of Bomhay in 1919. Sim·f' 
then no imestigation has lx-en held to see whrthcr that e\il has subside1l, 
or whether it has disapyeared, or whether it is working any hardship (\f. 

the agriculturists in Sind. This is, I think, the third strp that I am 
taking, in order to bring to light th.? extent of th<:' .. ,;} that dot's rxi~t 
even now and to suggest c~rta.in remedies to eradicate it for go0<1 

Sir, this is the l)3St history of the evil. I llill new try to give a brief 
deSfription of it, because some of my honourable friends might not }1., 
able to understand what l'\;l it is that I am dt>s(:ribing to-day agaimt 
which I am monng this resolution. 

Sir, everybody in this House is aware that Government officers, wh(•n 
they go out on tour, take a lot of establishment and their subordinate 
staff with them. "\Then they go out to various places, they require what 
every human being Will requirt>, viz., all sorts of provisions for th~>ir 
maintenancl". Sir. in the name of these provi~ions the subordinatt> staff
for instance in the Revenue Department the ta}>f'dar, in the Public Works 
Department the daroga and the sub-divisional offi~r, in the Police 
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Department the thanadar and the sub-inspector, and so forth-raise a 
regular fund from the people by levying one anna per rupee of land 
revenue, or Rs. 2 per survey number, or at the rate of Rs. 5 per water
wheel or Rs. 10 per water-course and so on. Tqey levy that amount in 
cash and raise a regular fund, and th"at fund is kept at the head-quarters. 
That practice still continues, and its existence is apparent from an inci., 
dent which has been recently detected by the Deputy Commissioner of 
l:pper Sind, in connection "VIith which one mukhtiarkar has be~n suspen
ded on the charge of maintaining such a rasai fund. This leads to the 
conviction that there does exist that evil, and to the same extent to which 
it exist-ed twelve years back. ·So, regular accounts are .kept for that 
fund and provisions are purchased from this fund. For instance if officers 
require eggs, mutton, butter, milk, fuel and grass and hens also-all these 
things are taken from the agriculturists and free of charge.' As regards 
wines, fruit, green grass, spices, rice, etc.-all these are bought from the 
rasai fund. This was disclosed for the first time by certain documents 
presented to· the committee. This description shows the extent of the 
evil and the hardship it entails on the agriculturists. Besides, in certain 
cases the zamindars are put to an expense ranging from. Rs. 200 to 
Rs. 1,000. On page 12 ot the report it is stated:. 

"Therefore the annual expense on riJ8ai total from· Ra. 100 to Rs. 500 or even to 
Rs. 1,000 for an individual landlord as estimated by the various r.amindars irom the 
different districts of Sind." ' · 

This is the extent of the hardship. and this is levied on peopl~ without 
the sanction of law or canons of morality. This is being carried on 
under the very nose of a civilized Government, though we are living in 
the atmosphere of modern times. This is all the history· of ·the evil 
I have related. ' 

As regards the causes that have led to this I have enumerated ~dew. 
There were two points of view submitted to the committee. bne. was 
the official view and the· other was the non-official view which. always 
collide one with the other. The official side state that the cause for this 
could be looked into the past history ; secondly to the traditio~ hospi- · 
tality of the people ; and thirdly to the low standard·of morality. . These 
were the three causes that were assigned by the officia1B, who gave evi
dence before that committee and still that is the defence from the official 
side. The non-official view was that this evil exists on account of the 
corrupt tendencies of the various subordinate officia1B and continued by 
innumerable opportunities offered to them by a complicated system of 
administration. Secondly they say that it is due . to the laxity· of 
supervision on the part of the superior officers with regard to the action 
of their subordinates. This is the sum and substance of the causes that 
were advanced by the various witnesses official and non-official before 
the committee. There is a difference of opinion as usual on important 
matters between the officia1B and non-officials. Let us scrutinise as to 
which view is correct. As regards the past history, I think I had better 

MO Hb66-44 
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quote the Honourable the Leader of the House, who was one of tho 
memben of that committee. He very pithily described in his minute 
on page 22: 

•• The previou<t origin of the abuses complained of is obviou~ly no exru~ for its 
oontinuance. They have been universally reoognieed and condemned. Tht>ir c.-on· 
tinued existenc.-e admittedly brings the administration into dimpute." 

Let me stop short there. I am tempted to quote one of his colleagues 
to whose word always weight is attached-I mean Mr. Harchandrai who 
says on page 17 of the report : · 

.. The historical survey in the Opt'ning part of the l't'port should not be undl•flltood 
aa a justification for the evils under consideration. These evils, it is true, are a It> gary 
from past administrations. But. when those administrations are admitted t-o be one 
oontinuous agony of misrule, oorruption and oppl't'ssion and the systems of ra.oai, lnpo 
and rAer are recognized aa illustrations of such misrule they should be made the 
object.s of aversion and suppression rather than of excuse or pallistion." 

These are the words the Honourable Member's colleague has expressed, 
so that past history is no justification for its existence nor even a 
palliative. 

Let us set; whether traditional hospitality can be a ground for the con
tinuance of it. So far as"hospitality is concerned, even if you refer to 
dictionary, it means entertainment of friends or others on friendly 
terms. It daes not imply compulsion but volition. This is how 
I understand the word hospitality. So, by show of force or compulsion 
hospitality should not be extorted from the Sindhi agriculturists. 
We were hospitable and we will be hospitable, if officers accept our 
hospitality, which should be on the basis of friendship. If such a 
hospitality is expected it must be accepted with gratitude. If it is 
stated that it is a heritage of the past m.jsrule, that position we rt>sent 
and we are not prepared to extend that hospitality in these modern 
times and in these depressed timeSin c~nsequence of force, compul~ion 
or display of power. 

The third reason· given is the low standard of morality. Who is to 
blame 1 Who is the cause of it ' Is it also the legacy of the past or the 
endowment of modem civilization 1 Who is responsible for this low 
standard of morality t You know, Sir, the conditions of village life. 
While at J;he stage of my boyhood I knew people who would shudder 
to swear by the name of a local Pir if they were asked to do so as a testi· 
niony of their innocence with ngard to an offence. Now I am 33 years 
of age and I see people going to courts and swearing on Koran, without 
the le!l.st possible scruple. [An Honourable Member: There is no harm 
in that]. There is harm, because they swear by Koran falsely. But is 
that the fault of the people! Is that the fault of the society or is that 
the fault of Government under whose civilization this is ooing done l 
~ybody who studies these things \\ill see who is responsible for the 
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low standard of mqrality in the present times. I will quote one line 
from the report again : 

"They (evils) have survived and expanded in many directions according to a large · 
number of witnesses, under the improved but more intricate machinery of the British· 
Government." ' 

It means therefore that it is the British Governm~nt which should 
be held responsible for the introduction and continuance of this evil. 
Some zamindars had come here to attend a conference in this House. 
They stated certain things which I have re~uced to writing and which 
they said contributed to the low.standard of morality. Absolute powers 
are vested in the !ocal officials in Sind, under which agriculturists can not 
resist any illegal action by officials. If he cannot coerce the agriculturist 
directly he does so indirectly. '.~;his is the cause which compels zamindars 
to offer illegal gratification. I shall give an instance. Supposing 
I have been cultivating a survey number on eksali tenure for the last five 
years. Every year it has got to be renewed. I apply for the renewal 
ofthe lease, but the tapedar asks forlapo for rasai. I have no. money. 
The watering season is getting short. My application is not disposed 
of in time. If I go and cultivate it it becomes unauthorised cultivation 
and I am penalised for that. If I make a petition to the deputy collectc:r 
the tapedar's word would be law and I might not get even audience 
of the deputy collector. I shall give another instance, Suppose my 
water-course is overflowing with. water. According to the settlement 
I have a lift land on such a water-course. If water flows into ·that 
land I am fined for having used that flow water withoat permission. 
That may be accidentally done but still I have to pay the fine on the 
report of the tapedar. Many such things are being done by the local 
officials and they can do many more. We are within the four corners 
of the grip of the tapedar. I may give you my own e::q>erience. This 
is what has been done by a tapedar against an enlightened zamindar like 
myself. He included 5 or 6 numbers belonging to Government as 
having been cultivated by my Baris and charged me for the same. When 
the bill of assessment came to me I scrutinised it and found that 
these numbers did not.belong to me at all in that locality. Now, if th~ 
tapedar can play faLc;e with a man like IDe, who can claim to belong 
to the legal profession and also to be an enlightened agriculturist, JOlt 
can well imagine what havoc he could play with that mass of humanity 
which is steeped in ignorance and does nQt know anything about law. 
Honourable members will therefore realise that we cannot get out of the 
necessity of offering illegal gratification to the tapedar; we ere forced, 
as it were, to pay la1Jo or rasai; we have to entertain the man and 
keep him' khush.' 

As regards the sub-inspector of police, God forbid that he should ever 
enter a village. No one within the four corners of Sind dare to refuse 
anything to a sub-inspector, because even the greatest man can be brought 
by him into trouble. Section 110 of Criminal Procedure Code is there. 
Many people, even some honourable members of this House, have been 
put to loss to the tune of lakhs and lakhs by being actually prosecuted 
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or reported for prosecution under this section or the other only on the 
presumption that they are thieYes or harbourers of thieves or receivers 
of stolen property. This leads to absolute corruption of the police as a 
mere report from a subordinate police officer places the greatest man · n 
Sind under prosecution. When we have to exist in such atmosplH.'re, 
how can we resist the iemptation of giving illegal gratification 1 I sny, 
therefore, remove the cause which degrades our moral standard. No 
doctor can uproot a disease by mere palliatives ; you must strike at the 
root of the disease before you can cure the evil. These are thE' causes 
which lead people-even possibly peoplE' like me-to give illegal 

. gratification. I must assert that we have to give it under compulsion 
but the remedy is in the hands of Government. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Only five minutes more. 

~YED MIRAN MAHO)IED SHAH : This is a very important mnttrr, 
Sir,. and I hope you will give me some indulgence. 

Now, Sir, I have given reasons for this low standard of puhli~ 
morality in Sind and stated that the non-offieial view is. that it is t h<' 
result of the corrupt tendencies of subordinate officers generated 1Jy 
the intricate system of administration prevailing in Sind. 

Now! I come to laxity of supervision. I only say that if the screw 
is tightened, this evil will not be heard of within the course of a couple 
of years. Only the screw has to be tightened by the higher officers. 
One Assistant Collector (l\fr. Shillidy) gave evidence before the Rasai 
Committee. He was presented with a bill by his 1\lukhtyarkar and when 
he questioned why it was so small he was told that his camp did not cost 
much, it was the collector's that cost much. A Similar reply was given 
to the Collector when he questioned why the bill presented to him was 
very small. The reply was that-it was the assistant collector's camp 
that had cost much. This goes on still. When bills are presented the 
superior officers do not care to scrutinize them and see if the small amounts 
charged to them represents the real "Value of the things consumed by 
them. The officials should have imagination and commonsense enough 
to see that the delicious things they consume must have cost much more 
than they are charged. But they do not care. If an officer gets fresh 
fruit at the extreme end of his beat he does not enquire what it has cost, 
though it could not have been procured from places other than Karachi or 
Quetta. There is lack of supervision on the part of the superior offic('rs, 
who do· not put their heart into this problem. ·They say "Bring 
'evidence". How· can· I bring evidence against my tapedar or 
Sub-Inspector or Daroga? I have to deal with him in hundred matters. 
If I displease him, he will put me down in his black list and hand it over 
to h:s successor telling him " This man always troubles us and brings 
us to the notice of higher officials. Always trouble him and keep up the 
illustrious tradition behind us." That is the way they maintain the 
golden chain of oppression. This is due to laxity of supervision on the 
part of superior officials and they are certainly responsible to that ext1.·nt, 
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Now. I will come to the remedies suggested by the committee after a. 

long and laborious enquiry lasting for two years. Their suggestions 
serm to have been jettisoned in the Arabian Sea. The first is-

.. Caf?ping grounds ~,hould be. fixed as far as pOBsible and early steps should be ~aken · 
t.o provtde bungalows. , 

I am not concerned with' this. My resolution is concerned with the 
appointment of contractors. I suggest this system because under that 
system no subordinate will get a chance to levy illegal gratificati~n. Jf a 
subordinate official is made responsible for making arrangements for the 
officers, then, in the name of that he will levy an illegal gratification. 
Therefore, independent contractors should be appointed each year "to 
supply foodstuffs and other necessary things to officials and their staff on 
payment of bills." I have put in the words ''on payment of bills'' . 
after careful consideration. · This bill will be signed by the officer'. 
concerned and sent to the Collector or other Superior Officer at the end 
of every season, so that these bills would be scrutined to see ·whether the 
amount charged for is really sufficient and could represent the real cost 
of the materials supplied for the period to which the tour has extended. 
Each taluka may have a contraator, or each district. The area may be 
adjusted according to local needs. Then the committee had suggested 
the appointment of baniaa and seridars. The suggestion was tQ give the 
seridar about 20 acres of land in lieu of his service. But that man will 
boss over the people. He will say" I am the friend of such and such 
an officer; give me so much or else I will see that you incur the 
displeasure of that officer." I myself would not sometime dare to 
incur the displeasure of an officer. Therefore, that suggestion has not 
heen accepted. Then, the next suggestion is-

" The subordinate establishments of the talukas should not be responsible except to 
the extent of informing the bania.s and seridars or contractors of the requirements of 
the touring offioers and in special cases with having recourse to the local zamindars.", 

I do not like having recourse to the local zamindars. The committee 
themselves have recognised that it is only an independent contractor; 
who will be paid for the things he gives according to the market rate, 
that ran be trusted. Neither the local subordinate officers nor the 
zaminda.rs should have anything to do with it. Then, the fourth is-'
Another recommendation of the Committee runs thus- · 

" Cots and water jars should be carried or maintained locally and tents should be 
taken if required for stables and kitchens and for all members of touring establishments." 

·In the past when cots and water jars were provided, in many cases 
they were n~ver returned. They were taken away by the patawalas or 
peons-that is my information. Have Government ever enquired whether 
these cots and water jars were returned 1 Then, the next recommendation 
is that there should be reduction in the period of touring. I think every· 
one will agree with me in saying that there should be a reduction in the 
~lPriod of touring. I do not see what benefit these officers confar on 
the public by touring regularly for a long time. They may, by all means 
when they have got any specific business to attend to or any complaint 
·~ investigate, visit differ~nt places. But why should it be compulsory 

• I 
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for them to tour six months, nine months or so in the year! There is now 
every facility to visit ewn the remot('st part oft he district in one day and 
return to head-quarter on same day. ln my c-apacity as presidt>nt of.the 
district local board, I do go to the remotest parts of the district in motor 
car. It is a bit costly, but these offic{'rs get pennan{'nt trawlling 
allowances and they can afford to pay the cost of a motor journey if tht' 
period of touring is not fixed. There are motors available new and 
everybody is using the car, and travelling long distanC{'S in a singlr day. 

These in brief are the recommendations I make, and these are 
consistent with the recommendati(Jns made by the ccmmittfe. I only. 
want that Government should put them into execution. Let them try 
this contractor system. I undertake to provide them with the 

·contractors, and if I fail the whole system may be taken to have failed. 
I think that that system will prove practicable ; if it does not we can ¢ve 
it up. We shall at least have the consolati<.n that Governmrnt trird 
sincerely to adopt it. 

With these remarks, I resume my seat, and commrDd the resolution 
to the House for adoption. 

Ques~ion proposed. 
· Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I really feel 
that I will not be able to do as much justice to the resolution as the honour· 
able member the mover of the resolution has done in his momentous 
and historical speech. I do appreciate the relevancy of some of the 
instances quoted by him. He might have exaggerated in certain cases, 
especially when he said that he also does not dare to expose an officrr 
when he comes to know that he has taken lapo or rasai. So far as 
I know, Sir, he is ~old enough and enlightened enough to expose any 
officer who takes lapo or rasai. But at present we are talking of the general 
public a large proportion of whom, it is an admitted fact, are uneducated. 
And this grievance remains for the very reason that the zamindars are 

· . unedtreated and ignorant ; and chiefly on account of the surroundings 
and the intricate machinery of Government they are unable to expose · 
the subordinate officers of Government who receive rasai and lapo. 
I wanted to move an amendment to the resolution but I find that it has 
·been embodied in the modified resolution which has just been moved. 
·I wanted particularly to lay emphasis on lapo. Honourable members 
must have read the report of the committee appointed at the instance 
of .the late honourable member Mr. Bhurgri. Lapo is a fixed levy on 
zamindars according to the area which they cultivate. The lowest 
subordinates of the Revenue Department in Sind known as tapedars 
(whom you call tala tis in the Presidency) recover something like 4 annaR 
and in some cases I am told even 8 annas per acre, and this levy is called 
lapo. This levy is recovere.d invariably from every khatedar who culti
vates his land so much so that this deep-rooted evil has come to be 
regarded as a part of land~assessment or some sort of legalized levy. Out 
of the amount rPilOvered a substantial portion is surrendered by these 
tapedars to the mukhtyarkars of the taluka, out of which a 'Rasai Fund' 
i~ maintained, that is what my honourable friend the mover of the 
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· resolution implied. This fund is invariably maintained in every taluka 
and has become really a curse and a nuisance to the zamindars. No 
khatedar in Sind escapes this tax. Every tapedar recovers this tax from 
zamindars and there is no mukhtyarkar,sofarasthis question is concern
ed, who can be regarded as honest and who does not collect the ra.sa.i 
fund. There are.mukhtyarkars, I know, who are strictly honest and are 
flefinitely against this practice and who would not like to charge anything 
for themselves and actually they do not spend a single pie out of. the 
already collected fund upon their person. They consider it unlawful 
according to their own honest and honourable convictions. But for the 
sake of affording facilities to superior officers who come on tour to their 
talukas-not necessarily for the officers themselves, but their large retinue 
and their clerical establishment and pattawallas and ao on-they are 

. compelled to go against their convictions. In order not to incur the dis~ 
pleasure of their Rnperiors, they are compelled to maintain this rasaifund. 

It may well be asked why the zamindars pay this lapo to these tapedars. 
The reasons have been explained at great length by the honourable the 
mover of the resolution. The tapedar in Sind possesses very many 
powers which he will invariably exercise against those who fail to pay 
this levy and satisfy him. According to the Land Revenue Code he has 
certain powers ; and according to the Irrigation Act he has still more 
powers. All these powers are apt to be misused by the tapedars. There 
is not sufficient verification made by superior officers and the tapedars 
are not brought to book for playing such mischief. I will ;mention one 
of the cases which has probably escaped the notice of the honourable 
the mover. The tapedar has been given power which is known as " Ziaii ' 
pani" which means "waste of water". This power, I understand, he 
gets under the Irrigation Act. This power is used if anybody uses more . 
water or allows water to run to waste. In times of flood it invariably 
happens that a certain quantity of water flows to the roads or adjoining 
waste survey numbers and this weapon is so very wide and so uncontrol
lable that he can at any time exercise it against any zamindar. He has 
simply to visit the survey numbers and enter in his diary some false notes. 
It is very difficult to find out whether there is waste water or not after 
the report is made-which takes one or two months ordinarily to attract 
the attention of the mukhtyarkar. If the khatedar makes a complaint 
that the report made against him regarding waste of water is not correct 
he has no facility to prove it as a 'long time elapses since the date of such 
a report, if any, and the time when he is served with a notice whether he 
has wasted water, hence he is at a considerable disadvantage to 
substantiate his case and refute the false charge levelled against him. 
He ought in fairness be given adequate opportunity to show whether it 
was beyond his power or not. So he does not get sufficient facility even 
according to the existing law which is very defective, to protect himself 
against the adverse operation of the power exercised by the tapedar. 
Similarly, other instances have been quoted by my honourable friendin 
regard to eksali cultivation. Applications for permission for eksali 
cultivation of laud are generlllly sent by the mukhtyarkar to the respective 
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tapedars.. When the muktyarkar distributes lOU to :!00 such 
applications between different tapedars according to their bcats it i~ vt'ry 
difficult for the tapedar to say which application he recciverl and whieh 
he did not. If a tapedar wants to wreak vengeance on a certain 
zam.indar, he keeps away the application and do<'s not dispose of it in tinw. 
The mukhtyarkar possibly does not remember it. It is clear thrrefon• 
that those khatedars who fail to satisfy him fall easily within his grip. 

The law as it at present stands gives very large powers to the tapedars 
in Sind and enables them to misuse these powers. Therefore this lnpo 
has become an evil and the zamindars, however educated they may be, 
find it difficult to resist it and will consider tv.-ice before they will 
antagonise the tapedar. I therefore submit that the statement that the 
Government machinery is so complicated and extrPmely intricate is 
absolutely correct. I support that statement. 

I 'submit that the best remedy for the Government will be to try to 
stQp this system of lapo in Sind. I will not agree if either the Collectors 

·or the Deputy Collectors report to the Commissioner that they do not know 
.about the existence of this evil or that it is being practised without their 
knowledge. All the officers in Sind know perfectly well that lapo is being 
levied. by tapedars. · Therefore the excuse that they do not know any
thing about it is not justified. I therefore submit that there should be 
.very strict orders on this point and the Commissioner in Sind should take 
this matter in hand himself and see that all the Collectors in Sind try their 
level best to stop this system and wherever they come to know that a 
tapedar has. taken this lapo from khatedars, he should be summarily 

. dismissed. Unless such drastic action is taken, it is impossible to era(li
cate this longstanding and deep-rooted evil in Sind. l\fukhtyarkars 
should also be warned and told clearly that the rasai fund should not he 
coUected and maintained. The appointment of contractors, as suggested 

. hy the honourable mover of the resolution, v;ill, to a great extent, facili
tate matters, because when the officials come on tour to head-quarters 
of talukas, particularly, at the time of jamabandi, they have to stay ~t 

. pae place for at least 10 days. The11ollector does not stay at one place 
lot more than 3 or 4 d9.ys an~ he visits only important villages., Most of 
the time is spent by the officers in places where there are facilities for 
communications and.facilities for getting materials. If contractors are 
appointed in each taluka head-quarters and e\en non-official aid is securPcl 
in the matter of appointment of ·suitable contractors, I think the evil of 
ha'ing to maintain the rasa·i fund v;-ill disappear. When the necessity 

. for the maintenance of this fund disappears, automatically the need for 
recovering lapo will also disappear. After that there "'ill be no justifica
tion for mukhtyarkars to support or back up their tapedars who recover 
lapo. ·Under the p1esent system it is very difficult for any higher 

. authority to catch hold of the tapedar because the mukhtyarkar is bound 

. to support him. These tapedars do feel themselves secure, since they 

. know that their immediate superiors are also partly guilty of the dillrge 
. and participate in the continuance of this kind of comtption. I will 

. give one instance which happened four years ago. There was a complaint 
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against one mukhtyarkar in the press that he was taking money and 
presents out of the rasai fund and therefore tapedars were compelled 
to recover double and treble the usual amount of lapo. This complaint 
originally appeared I think in" Al Wahid" paper and it was reproduced 
later on in some other vernacular papers. There was a large number ,of 
allegations against him from the zamindars and these. allegations 
I reproduced in my letter to the Conunissioner in Sind (Mr. P.R. Cadell) 
and I aho sent some interpcllatiollR to the Legislative Council. I was 
subsequently informed that the Commissioner in Sind had instructed the 
Collector to hold a confidential enquiry into the matter. That confiden
tial enquiry was entrusted by the Collector again to the Sub-Divisional 
Officer. Urfortunately for us· ana fortunately for the mukhtyarkar 
concerned, the Sub-Divisional Officer at that time happened'" to l:e of .the 
sarr e caste (Amil) as the mukhtyarkar and even slightly· related ~o him. 
Besides the com plain ants "ere at a disadvantage inasmuch as they could 
not be given ar.y chance of explainiag the allegations because there was 
the word" Confidential ". The enquiry was therefore held confidentially 
"ithout giving anybody any chance to be heard. The result w~s that the 
Sub-Divisional Officer made sweeping rerr.arks even against roe in his 
confidential report, saying that I had a personal grudge against the 
mukhtyarkar. Mr. Cadell himself told me that these remarks were made 
against me. He was ve~y good in this respect that though the report 
did not suppmt the allegations, he knew petfectly well that the mukhty~ 
yarkar was dishonest and he transferred him with a light punishmenir
suspensio{l of tromotion fot two years. So you see how, difficult it is 
for us and how cold water is thrown on the applicants and upon the 
allegations that a1e sent to the higher officials. If at that time an open 
enquiry had been held and the public had been given due opportunity to 
place the facts against the mukhtiarkar, then the other mukhtyarkars · 
would have also feared and would have hesitated to maintain the rasai 
fund. And if Government are strict about this matter and the Commis
sioner in Sind, also takes serious steps in order to eradicate this evil it 1s 
not difficult for him to put· a stop to it with the aid. of his immediate 
subor.dinates and the educated non-officials. I have gxeat pleasure in 
supporting the resolution. 

Mr. M. M .. KARBHARI: On a point of informatio.n from the 
honourable member, Sir. The honourable member from J,arkana is 
I believe a big zaroindar hilil.P.elf. l\Iay I know if be bas been paying lajJO? 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: I admit, Sir, that I have been put 
into a great difficulty by this very pointed question that has been asked 
of me. I would like to say frankly that Even I am not altogether immune 
from thf' payment of lapo. 

Khan Bahadur SHAIKil YAKUB V AZIR MUHAMMAD : 
Mr. President, my honourable friend has described the situaticn rathrr 
very (1arkly. I find that it bas become more or less a .fad with every body 
to run down that wretched creature, the tapedar, in season and out of 
season. I do not say that he is a paral!on of virtue. He i'3 as human as 
~~ouyone in the world, though I wou.ld abhor a dishonest :man. 
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Sir, whateV('r may have been thP. system in former times, I ran assure 

this honourable House that when formerly the Collert{)rs U8ed to mo\"t 
about with a paraphernalia of about 15 clerks end what not, at prr!l('nt 
for the last four years and a half I have been moving as the Coll<'rtor of 
my district with one clerk. The A.'lSistant and the Deputy Cullertors 
are moving with ho derks. The Mnkhtiarkar of course has one rink. 
You can iir.agine, Sir, that if at all anything is happening-()ne clerk as 
against 15 or twc. clerh against what not, I should say the hon<'nrn.hlt> 
House alone can jt.dge the t>xtent of Ra.~ai in Situ]. 

: SYED ?lllRAl~ l\IAHOMED SHAH : That would r?ertainly ~ 
satisfactory if it was true of all the C(}llectors. 

Khan Bahadur SHAIKH YAKUB V AZIR ~IUHAl\IMAD : I mer<'ly 
speak for myself. Now, Sir, we must find out, after the Retrenchment 
C-ommittee's report, as to what is being done. W ~find that we have to 
formulate our tour programme something like 15 days beforehand. It 
goes to everybody and everybody comes to knew about it, and I can 
assure this House that a Collector noV~-a-days finds it impossible to move 
int.o the interior of his district and has to confine himself mostly to his 
heaJquarters, because his timt during the last two years on account of 
the different movements has been more or less taken up at headquarters, 
but that does not mean that hi'!! tour is not suffi.ci~nt. Now-a-days, each 
one of us has a motor car. I think two o£ my sub-divisional officers have 
got a car of their own, and we can reach every nook and corner of our 
charges. · I can assure this honourable House that during the last year 
and a half, there is not a deb in the whole of the Sukl·ur district to which 
I have not gone from the taluka headquarters. 

Government has done and is doing everything in its power to suppress 
this rasai.' All that is humanly possible is being dtne. Thorcugh and 
prompt enquiries are made if there is any complaint. I know an instance 
in question just now-there is one case at Jacoba bad which is before the 
Commissioner-in-$ind and before the enquiries were completeq, 
immediately a telegram went to suspend the mukhtyarkar and he is 
suspended. 

Seridars have been appointed at every difierent place. How are 
tliese seridars appointed ? We fot~nd that it was almcst impossible to 
}lersuade any of them to provide supplies. I found everywhere in the 
district that it was a very tough job to get seridars at all, you could not 
get them easily, and I was considerably relieved to hear my honourable 
friend telling this House that he can have these contractors-any number 
of them, and if he is certainly prepared so far as Hyderabad is concerned, 
I wish he would do the same for Sukkur where I will certainly try to help · 
him all I can. I can assure this honourable House that his proposal, 
from the point of view of those who have to live in Sind and who have to 
deal with Sindhis, is most impracticable. w~ have to send our lists of 
supplies of whatever provisions we need, like fowls, chickens, eggs, 
water-chattis,t>tc., things of which I do not think any superior officPr takes 
any the least advantage. B<'sidt>s we have now got distrirt bungalows 
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·and the Public WorksJ)epartment bungalowsalmostalloverthe province. 

Sir, I have ne'\'er heard a single complaint from those few 1\Iuslim 
zamindars who come forward as seridars up till now, and I have been 
CQJlector of Nawabshah and Sukkur for the past four years and a half. 
I purposely and personally asked them about it and found thE.'m ~ll 
happy, there was nothing wrong against them. When I was acting as 
the senior assistant of Mr. l\Ionie who was the Collector at Nawabshah, 
we both of us tried thatexperimE.'nt of having contractors. We appointed 
at different places so many Hindu contractQrs, and what was. the result t 
Each one left within three months. As the story goes, there was a Rishi 
and he had a vE.'ry ha.ndsome wife •. Somebody was of course enamoured 
of her. This Rishi had a cock and a cow which were kept in his house. 
As soon as the cock crowed at four o'clock the Rishi would go to the 
bank of the Gang s when the paramour would get in. One day this 
paramour, who was also a religious man, said to the tock, "Dont you 
crow at four o'clock, better crow at midnight." As soon as the cock 
crowed at midnight, the Rishi left and this man came. When the Rishi 
returned, he found this another religious man in his house and so he 
cursel the cock and said, " No Hindu will ever keep you in the house " 
and he told the cow, "Of course, you are the mother of India and as such 
the whole of the earth is on your head, and therefore the curse I pronounce 
upon you is only this that you will eat the dung in front of different 
houses." This is the curse which the Rishi pronounced upon his cow 
and cock. I asked these Hindu contractors why they left the business. 
They said, "We cannot possibly get fowls, chickens, meat, etc. ·We can 
never deal with them or in them. We can never do any such thing." 
I do not know how our friend thinks he can get zamindars to act al!l 
seridars in return for 60-rupee-assessment-free land .. 

I have got nothing more to.say. I have proved to you here.that 
there is absolutely no laxity of supervision as regards the eksaw. I can 
assure the honourable members who have spoken about .this eksaw 
business, that eksalos are being held in open kacheris by Deputy 
CollectQrs, and I should ask whose morality is low if nobody goes to 
speak to the Deputy Collectors against the tapedars ~ With these few 
remarks, I oppose the resolution. ! 

(After recess.) 

SI:ATEMENT re: A PUBLIC MEETING AT SURAT. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Sir, Government have received 
copies of the resolution shown to me by the honourable member 
Mr. Resaldar, which reads as follows: 

" This meeting of the Muslims and other citizens of Surat expreBSes strong indignation 
and vehemently protestll against the highhanded and autocractic act of the District 
Police Superintendent of Surat in banning the religious meeting to oelebrat.~ the Prophet
Day which waa fixed to be held in the Nagincband In~titute Hall to·day at 5 p.m. This 
highhanded and unwarranted interferenC"e in the religious function of the Musalmana . 
has wounded their religious feelings greatly. This weting therefore urges the Govemor 
in Council to inquire into the matter and redreBS the grievance of the Musaalmans and to 
Jlo88Ule them that no such insult to Ldam and the Mussalmans y.·ill be made in future." 
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This meeting was not banned by the District Sup('rintRndent of Pulit"e. 

The facts were as follows : 

The body known as" The Yomtg lluslim Brotherhood and the Bohf"d 
}:duration Society" announced its intention to hold a mef'ting at the 
Xagin~h.and Institute full t6 celebrate the birthday of the Propht•t 
(Id Milad) on July 29th last at 5 p.m. This body was known to be a 
political organisation and the donor of th(' Hall imposed a condition that . 
the Ha.ll was not to be hired or let for political purposes. ~Iorcovrr,· 
the Sunni Muhammadans were holding their usual Bara Wafat prol'l:'ssion 
"ith green flags and the &bras were to h.a,·e a b&ck flag procession to 
protest against the Waki Act that afternoon, and it was apprehended 
that the processions would pass the :Xaginchand Hall with the coll&'quent 
}.10ssibility of a serious disturbance . 
. The District Superintendent of Police accordingly "Tote to the trustees 

of ~he Hall bringing ~e facts to their notice and requesting th('m to 
cancel the permission "in the interests of the peace of the city.'' The 
trustees thereupon withdrew their permission. 

The Society subsequently held its ~r.eeting at the Lal Mahal and it 
was not in any way interfered with by the police. The resolution which 
foi'.Dl8 the subject of this statement was passed at this meeting. 

·Several prominent l\Iuh.ammadans afterwards thanked the District 
Superintendent of Police and his officf.'rs for their efforts in preserving 
the peace. The District Magistrate "·as similarly thanked the next 
day and he was assured that any undesirable speeches on such a religious 
day as Bara Wafat would haV'e been rf.'sentRd by the Muhammadan 
community. 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL (Xorthern Division): Sir, I wish to have 
some information on the point. The Honourable the Home 1\tf.'mber 
has said, of course on the authority of the District Superintendent of 
Police, that no political meeting was 'to be allowed, according to the 
desire of the trustees, in the Naginchand Institute Hall. 
, The Honourable 1\tr. G. A. THO)L-t:s: I beg the honourable memLcr'a 
pardon. It iss a condition imposed by the donor of the Hall. 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL: But this meeting, according to what 
we understand, was never a political meeting, and therefore there could 
be no such fears as regards the meeting being a political one or of political 
speeches beina made. The Honourable the Home Member must have 
come to l"now

0
that even afterwards when the meeting was held in another 

Hall, no such political speeches were made. What ground did the 
District Superintendent of Police have to fear that there would be any
thing like political speeches 1 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOll.\S: The organisation was a political 
onmnisation,-I do not think the honourable member would df'lly that,
and the donor had imposed a condition that the Hall was not to be used 
for political purposes .. But that was only one reason and not, I think, 
the chief reason. The chief reason was that the Sunni :MnhammadaWi 
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~we holding their llsual Bara Waf.at procession with ~n flags and the 
&bras were to ha,·e a black flag proc~ssion against the Wakf Act, and 
there was a danger that, if th~ two processions met in front of the Hall. 
t h('re would be a clash. I need not remind the honourable member that 
there have been in~tant-es in recent years in Surat of such a clash between · 
two tl('ctions of the l[uhammadan community, and I think the incident 
which occurred a couple of days ago in Bombay also has a bearing upon 
this. 

Khan &hadur A. E. PATEL: I think this information is rather 
misleading. 

The HonouraLle lli. G. A. THOlrAS: I must protest against that. 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL: I mean misleading in this sense, that 
the information received from the District Superint~ndent of Police, 
Surat. on which the statement· of the Honourable the Home Member 
is bas~d, is misleading. As stated by the Honourable the Home llember, 
I would take it that the Young Muslim Brotherhood may be a political 
association ; I am not prepared to deny it. But thismeetingwaaorganised 
not only by that Association. It was organised jointly by· that 
Association and the Shiah community. Therefore, there could be no such 
suggestion that it was organised by one particular ~tion and that 
it was meant for political activities. It had no bearing on the question of 
p<~litics. The meeting was intended to celebrate the Prophet's Day, 
and anything that would be spoken would be in reverence of the memory 
of the Prophet and nothing else. Therefore, this suggestion that there 
was a fear of political speeches being made and that the meeting was 
organised for a political purpose by a political body does not hold good. 
There ought to han been no fears of that kind. · 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOlW: Is the honourable member 
aware that three of the speakers advertised to speak on the occasion 
were not ~Iahomedans ! 

Khan Bahadur.!. E. PATEL: I think that is exactly where the shoe 
pinches. I beg to protest against that attitude of the authorities. : H 
Hindu friends join in ~lebrating the Prophet's Day and paying a tribute 
to the memory of the Prophet, it will tend to rather conciliate the 

. feelings between the hro communities, and that is all for the good. 
I do not know why objection should be taken to any Hindu gentlemen 
who want to pay a tribute to the memory of the Prophet. 

The Honourable llr. G. A. THOlL\.S: Is the honourable membel 
aware that two of these Hindu gentlemen have been in the habit of 
making highly inflammatory speeches r . 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL: What ~ounds were there to feu 
that there would be anything like political speeches on the occasion! 
It was a meeting for commemorating the memory of the Prophet and 
anything spoken would have been in reference to the life and teachings 
of the Prophet on cosmopolitan grounds. There was nothing objection· 
able in such action. ' 
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The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:\IAS: Is the honourable member 
aware that the same organisation had on several pn>vious occasions 
held meetings for religious or educational purposes whirb bad den• loped 
into political meetings ! 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO. In order to make this thing more 
clear, I would request the Honourable the Home Member to bt>ar in 
mind a few facts that I am going to state and to get further information, · 
if it is necessary. I am t<>ld, Sir, that though this Hall was constructed 
out of the donation of a certain gentleman, yet it is in the hands of a 
regular managing board and it has a secretary.. One of the honourable 
members of this House, Sardar Davar ~Iodi-he is not preBt'nt here 
to-day-himself told me that he is the sern>tary of the Hall. Beside11, as 
my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Patel said, this meeting was to be 
convened to celebrate the birthday of the Prophet. So, necessarily, there 
would be no political speeches in that meeting. . So, the fear entertained 
that there would be a clash between the two communities or two sections 
of. the community, or that it was for political purposes was absolutely 
groundless. The object in view was that the Mussalmans would meet 
there for commemorating the memory of the Prophet's birthday, and 
that was 'absolutely in order. 

:; Tne Honourable the PRESIDENT: What is the further information 
that the honourable member suggests the Honourable the Home Member 
should getJ 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: My point is that it was only on 
religious considerations that the meeting was to be held and not on politi
cal considerations. So political speeches would not have been made on 
that occasion, and I do not think the Honourable Member can give 
any instance anywhere in the Presidency where meetings held for religious 

. purposes came to be political meetings. 

The Honourable Mr. G. A: THO::uAS: I can quote many instances 
of meetings held by religious organisations developing inw political 
meetings. 
·:Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHR()..;..That may be on other occa!lions, 
but not 0'11 religious occasions. They may have held meetings 
deliberately for political purposes. 
· The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOli.-\S: Is the honourable member 

from Larkana going to contend that a meeting which was held solely 
with a view to celebrating the bifthday of the Prophet would be graced 
by the presence of two prominent Hindu political speakers 1 Can he 
quote any instances of that 1 

SYED 1\IIRAN 1\UHOlfED SHAH: In Hyderabad (Sind), the 
Christians, Parsis, Hindus and. Mussalmans joined together in paying 
a tribute to the memory of the Prophet. It i.<J customary on our side. 
• Mr. SHAIKH ABDL"L MAJID: lf.ay I know whether it is a crime 
for any political association or any politically minded persons to take 
part in the celebrations of the Prophet's Day or the birthday of any 
other religious leader 1 
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. Sirdar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI, THAKOR o:F KERW ADA : Sir, 
I should like to request the Honourable the Home Member to make further 

·enquiry. One thing is <'·ertain. He can find out whether the meeting 
was held somewhere else. If it was held, as I understand it was held, 
there must haYe been police reporters, and they must have reported 
whether any political speeches were. made or not. Apart from that, 
the trustees of the Hall having given permission for the use of the Hall, 
till the last moment no intimation was given to .the organisers of the 
meeting that they would not be allowed· to meet in the Hall. Fancy 
the Muhammadan and other gentlemen who were going to celebrate 
the birthday anniversary of the Prophet marching up to the Hall and 
then being told that they W'ould not be allowed to hold the meeting in 
the Hall on the pretext that they·apprehended that political speeches· 
would be made. I think the proper course would have been for them 
to give timely intimation to the organisers of the meeting that they 
would not be allowed to meet in the Hall. I may be permitted to say. 
that such actions wound the feelings of the Muhammadan community, 
and I think such occurrences should always be avoided. · 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK (Surat District): Sir, I have not been able 
to follow the Honourable the Home Member, and I would like to have 
information from him on one point. The permission to use the Hall 
was given by the members of the Managing Committee of the Hall, 
and among the member~ of the Committee is the District Magistrate 
and Collector of Surat. So I take it that permission was granted by the 
members including the District :Magistrate and Collector. Now'it has 
been said that there was an apprehension of a breach of the peace. 
I would like to know from tlie Honourable the Home Member whether · 
there was any representation made to the District Superintendent of 
Police by any leaders of the Muhammadan or Hindu community that 
there was likely to be a breach of the peace· and therefore the police 
should take steps to stop the meeting. The next point is, why did the 
District Superintendent of Police go and request the m:embers of the 
Managing Committee of the Hall not to allow the meeting to be held 
there instead of taking direct action which was in the power of the police 
under the District Police Act. · : 

The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOMAS: The District Superintendent 
of Police is responsible for the maintenance of law and order, and he is 
entitled to take any action without any representation either from the 
leaders of the communities or from the leaders of the public. It is 
perfectly open to the District Superintendent of Police to take any 
action ; and he knows the situation much better than ·anybody else. 
I do not think that the trustees, even if they had known the truth or 
possibility of a disturbance, could have taken any action on their own 
responsibility, without consu.Iting the District Superinwndent of Police. 

Khan Bahadur A. E. PATEL: If the District Superintendent 
of Police anticipated a disturbance or a breach of peace, he could have 
stopped the meeting of his own accord without requesting the trustees 
not to allow the meeting to take place there 1 
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The Honourable Mr. G. A. THO:liAS: He could hav~, hut he prder
red to make a r~quest to the trustees and leave it to their good 
sense. 

Mr. J. S. KADRI: The meeting was not banned, as stat('d by the 
Honourable the Home Member. If it ~as not banned, there must have 
been no ground for suspicion or fear. So there is no locric in the arcru
ment that there was any likelihood of breach of peace. 

0

Had that b:en 
the case, the meeting would not have been at all allowed to be held. 
But there was a meeting held afterwards in some other building. The 
grievance of the Mussalmans is that, without any good grounds, the 
meeting was not allowed to be held in Naginchand Institute. As has 
been pointed out by the honourable member Rao Bahadur Naik, the 
trustees of the Institute are responsible persons and they gave 
permission after placing themselves in possession of all the facts. As 
a matter of fact, the procession and the meeting were for religious 
purposes and there was no reason for any doubt or apprehension 
about any breach of peace or seditious speeches being delivered on the 
occasion. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : What is the question that is being 
asked 1 I would not allow the subject to be discussed in this indirect 
way; 

Mr. J. S. KADRI : My point is that the District Superintendent was 
not justified in the action he had taken and he should be asked to adduce 
further grounds for his action which has offended and insulted the 
l\Iahomedan community. Why did he not take into confidence the 
leaders of the Shia and Sunni Mahomedans who were both united in 
holding the meeting 1 I request the Honourable the Home :M.ember to 
make further enquiries in the matter, so that the ruffled feelings of the 
Mahomedan communi~y may be pacified. 

The Honom:able Mr. G. A. THOMAS: Whether there was any 
apprehension of breach of peace or not, the District Superintendent of 
Police is in a far better position to judge than the honourable membe~. 
The responsibility rests on him. If ~y breach of peace had taken place, 
he would have been held to blame for not taking proper precautions. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I must stop discussion by these 
various questions. It is taking the form of a discussion on the subject. 
There was a statement called for. It has been made. It is now for this 
side of the House to consider whether any further steps should be taken. 
I shall not allow a discussion of this kind. 

· Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO (Larkana District) : Sir, while sympa· 
thising with the resolution of my honourable friend from Hyderabad, 
I have got my own views on the subject. There are two different subjects 
covered by this resolution that is under discussion-rasai and lapo. 
The resolution moved by my honourable friend mostly concerns the 
question of rasai. 

SYED l\IIRAN l\IAHOliED SHAH: Lapo is adde~. 
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Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO: Mostly, I said. 
The Honourable 111r. W. F. HUDSON: It is an afterthoughp. 
Sir SHAH NAWAZ BHUTTO: He has made suggestions for remedy

in cr the evil of rasai. I believe the honourable mover of the resolution will 
ad~it that there is an appreciable improvement so far as rasai isconcern
~d. There were times in the past when the mukhtiarkar: after the visit 
of the Commissioner in their taluka, used to go on a couple of months' 
)eave to build a beautiful new house and to celebrate the marriage of his 
<laughter or son out of the savings after the Commissioner had moved 
the camp from his place. To-day I think the mukhtiarkars pray in 
mosques and temples to escape the camp of the Commissioner to their 
talukas because it is no more a paying proposition to them. The rasai · 
is reduced to such an extent. So far as the high officials are concerned, 
like the Commissioner and Collectors, my honourable friend the Collector 
of Sukkur has already explained it, not only one Collector but all the 
Collectors from Karachi down to Jacobabad take only one clerk now-a
clays to accompany them while they are on tour. I do not mean to say 
that there is no rasai at all ; what I want to impress upon the House is 
that it is reduced to a minimum. The credit is due to the efforts made by 
high Government officials and at the same time due to public opinion which 
is rapidly developing in that province. I also know· having personal 
knowledge that some of the high District officials have tried even to· 
stop that minimum rasai if possible, but they find it ·very hard, though 
I have positive instances where they paid 12 annas a day out of their pockets 
to each of their menials over and above what they get from Government 
for 10 to 12 days. In spite of this sacrifice on their part they have not 
found ~heir peons contented and were threatened by them to leave service. 
There were times when while touring these subordinates and menials 
were to make enough saving of provision collected during their touring 
season to provide themselves for seven or eight months for the non-touring 
season while they were to remain at headquarters, but those daysare gone.· 
Whatever rasai exists at present, it is not only in Revenue Department, 
it exists in all departments, Police, Public Works Department and others. 
What they expect now-a-days is just their necessary requirements for 
which they "subordinates" don't feel inclined to pay. Minimum 
rasai exists in almost all the departments, but I think the methods 
differ. · 

The second question is about.lapo. That is the reai trouble .. In the 
past they recovered two annas per acre but now my colleagues tell me the 
ta.pedars have raised their percentage and recover froJll two to four annas. 
(An Hunourable Member: It has inereased to one rupee.] I am not 
awareofitnow nor I know the details but my information is that the per
<·entage of lapo is incr~ased. I sqould not be misunderstood to mean that 
the district officials encourage it because they have got absolutely no 
interest in it. I know some Collectors have made serious efforts to stop 
this lapo altogether at very great inconvenience to themselves. I can 
give instances of the District Magistrate of Jacobabad, Mr. Beyts, and 
~Ir. ~Ionie at Nawa.bshah District. They had made serious and hard 
efforts and were able to stop it. But generally no notice is taken of this 
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system. It is within the knowledge of all the officials th1;1t a joint £uml 
is maintained at the headquarter of each taluka. It is not po~sible that 
it would escape their knowledge. 'We understand that this joint fund is 
maintained to pl'(;vide ra.Yai. It serves in the place of rasai. As I haw· 
explained above, rasa& is reduced considerably and lapo is fully int~.ct, 
so out of two evils one evil still exists. As rasai is rffiuced to -a minimum.· 
it is supplied out of lapo fund. The expenses of all the subordinatt> 
establishment, menials, the mukhtiarksr (mamlatdar) and the hl'ad~ 
munshi who is called karkun in Presidency proper are met from this. 
joint fund. 'Whenever there is a misunderstanding between .the 
ta.pedar and the mukhtiarkar, the tapedar is transferred from a riel} 

. tapa to a poor one and the tapedar, owing to fall in his income, refuses to 
contribute his share fully or the mukhtiarkar is more greedy than an 
averagemukhtiarkarthenthetroublearises betnen him and his suptrior, 
and it is only then that a regu1ar complaint is made to higher officers .. 
'When there is a regular complaint t-o a superior officer the complaint 
is taken and a thorough investigation is made; if there is enough evidenre, 
a very serious notice is taken. If there is no sufficient evidence for a 
prosecution. a departmental action is taken. 

AB regards the suggestion of providing contractors, Government officials 
' did make some efforts in the past ; they even offered series t<· zamin
.dars ; but they found it v.ery difficult to get contractors. 

'What I would, therefore, submit is that when public opinion de'Vrlops 
the rasai and lapo will swp by itself. But till then the Collectors should 
take serious notice of all cases brought to their notice and Government 
should impress on them the necessity of their doing so. If they did that 
although it might not be stopped entirely, yet it would he reduced to the 
minimum. An impression has to be created in the minds of the taluka 

· officials that not cnly oomplaints but even an information regarding the 
exiStence of this joint fund will be taken serious notice of by the Collector. 
Besides that high officials should even scrutinize their bills when preeent· 
ed and if concession in rates is noticed action should be takl'n against 
the officer concerned. If such efforts are made I don't see why the evil 
should not be remedied to a great extent. 

Another practical suggestion that I can make is that the tapedar should 
have nothing to do with rasai; he should not even be present at the place 
where the offi-:rer is encamped. I do not see what business he can have 
there. If he is not present there, his responsibility ceases, and he will 
have no care to levy lapo. [Interruption.] How many of us pay volun· 
tarily expecting small favours from them! I do not wish to go into. 
those details. I haT'e suggested this remedy, which may not be 
liked by my friends and I ho~ it will be tried. I feel confident that they 
will prove useful. Some of the officers may say that it will he difficult 
for them to get provisions. But that can be remedied if standing orders 
are issued fixing centres for camps. There is no taluka where there are 
not at least half a dozen important towns where they can get anything 
and everything they want. For instance, Ratodero, Panjudero, N'audero~ 
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·and Asguldero can be.fixed as camping centres for Ratodero taluka. The 
()fficials can ask their own peons and butlers to make purchases and on 
payment they can get anything they require. If this does not satisfy 
them, then I would say they are not particular to put a stop to the evil. 
()f course there are exceptional cases where camps may be. extend~d 
beyond selected places but that would be rather seldom.. . 1 

There are practical difficulties, I admit, and at present I cannot think 
()£ any other t:uggestion. There is no necessity for the tapedars to be· 
:present at the camps of officers; camping centres should be fixed ; and • 
the Collector should take serious notice of the joint fund, when I am sure 
the mnkhtiarkar will think twice _before encouraging it. . 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\I HUSSAIN: Mr. President, the hon-. 
ourable mover of the resolution has told this honourable House that 
rasai is an evil of pre-British times. 

SYED 1\llRAN 1\WIOMED SHAH: I said that it had its.origin in 
:pre-British times. 

The Honourable Sir GHULAl\I HUSSAIN: Sir, it is a legacy of the 
past. I agree with him in thinking that there is no justification for its 
-continuance although it is a legacy of the past. Now, Sir, I had the 
honour of being a member of the Rasai Committee, and I still adhere to 
the minute that I wrote to that committee's report. · 

I have heard the various speakers from Sind. One of them gave an 
impression to this House that rasai is existing to-day in its .old form. 
But his leader gave us qUite a different version; he said that it exists 
in a lesser form. Personally, I have not been in touch with the affairs 
-of .Sind for a long time now. However, what is the recommendation in 
the resolution 1 The honourable member has merely copied the recom
mendations of the Rasai Committee. ·I understand the contractor 
system was tried but failed. When zamindars do not come forward as 
-contractors, who is going to .do it 1 I will quote the evidence of a very 
important zamindar before the Rasai Committee. 
. ''The latter (zamindars) were unwilling to aecept the responsibility because they felt 
1t derogatory to their dignity to undertake it as a business proposition. This is well 
mustrated by the reply 'that he was not'prepared to take up the work of a bania but 
that he .had been always ready and willing and would continue to provide supplies and 
~verythmg else for the comforts of officers' given by Kha.n Saheb Shah Nawaz Khan 
and by other zamindars." · 

The zamindar was Khan Saheb Shah Nawaz.Khan. 
Kow, as I have just shown, zamindars would not come forward as con

tractors. If any contractor comes forWard, I am sure the Honourable 
the Revenue Member will consider that proposition sympathetically. 
But contractors must come forward, whatever class or community tqey 
may belong to. 

But, Sir, I look at the question from quite a different point of view. 
I have stated in my minute that evils of this kind cannot be uprooted 
without the co-operation of the people. We ought to educate· the 
:people ; we ought to create public opinion against such evils. For that 
we have to carry on regular propaganda. Now, I have been very much 
struck by the energy and zeal of my Sindhi friends in tackling some of 
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the questions in this House. I am sure that if thE'\" deYote the ~me
energy and .zeal to uprooting this nil, they will soon ·find that no trare 
will be left of it. They have greater opportunities now of organL<i.ation. 
From each district of Sind we have two or three repr£'sentath·es in this. 
Cl»uncil. They are in a position to know what happens in Sind. Coming 
from the province to the districts, we have Mn-official presidents of 
district local boards, and some of my honourable friends are presidents 
of the Yarious district local boarWt-and in those district local boards the 
popular element is represent.><!. The members of the district local 
boards are &1so mostly non-officials. I think, therefore, they haYe _a 
regular organisation in those boards. They can edumte the members 
of those boards and through them create public opinion in the district. 
If they do so, I think they will be able to eradicate this eYil for ever. 
Again, coming to smaller areas like talukas, there also there are non
official presidents and elect~ members. They can make use of these 
taluka boards to raise public opinion against this eYil. In district local 
board areas there are smaller municipalities, where also there are non
official presidents. I am sure that, as soon as my honomable friends 
educate public opinion, nobody will dare to demand msai or lapo. If 

. illiterate people do not know that it is illegal to demand free supplies, 
it is the duty of educat~ people to make them know it. They ought 
to make it their duty to do so, and GoYernment will co-operate willingly 
with them. That is the only way to. my mind-co-operation of officials 
and non-officials-of eradicating this evil. II my friends will make an 
honest attempt, I am sure they mil succeed. 

MlR BA!\l>EH ALI Kill...~ TALPt"R (HyderabaJ District): Sir, 
I am going to be- · 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1'T: The honourable member is not 
heard by the reporter. 

MlR BA11>EH ALI K.H.AX TALPt""R: Sir, I am going to be brief. 
The Honourable the Leader of the House has stated that if the members 
of district and taluka local boards co·oferate with Gowrnment official-,~ 
this evil system "WiJI be eradicated. T assure him of my supFort, but 
I must saythatthissytem is very Gld. The members of district and taluka 
local boards are afraid of the official element in Sind, and I do not think 
that any president of a district or taluka board will be bold enough to 
refuse this sort (){ ra&ai or illegal gratification at this moment. There 
are two kinds of ra&ai. My hontJurable friend from Larkana has stated 
that it has decreased considerably. I do agree with him in that state
ment, but I should say that although that is true ()f the town.s, it is not 
so in regard to the Yillages. The people who liYe in the yj]Jp,ges are 
Tery :much afraid of the officials to whom tl1ey have to render rasai . 

.As regards lapo, a small zam.ind.ar related an instance that once when 
he went to pay &..'%lellSment, he did not pay lapo. The tapedar came to 
him and ask.E-dhimtopaytheassessmentwithout presenting the bill. He 
paid some amount-may be about Rs.l5. The tapedar took away that 
money and after a fe-..- days he again presented the zamindar with the 
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:bill. That man went to the mukhtiarkar and complained that he had 
already paid the assessment and again a bill had been presented to_ him. 
But the tapedar did not admit this. In this way they take undue ad
vantage of the illiterate z~mindars and take lapo. I think it is high time 
~;omething is done to stop this practice. With these few words I support 
the resolution. 

Mr. M. M. KARBHARI (Thana and Bombay Suburban Districts): 
Sir, I cannot reasonably support this resolution and to do so would be 
to take leave of my common sense. If there is anything which I have 
been able to gather from all the discussions that have been heard on the 
floor of this House, it is that this is a local s6cial evil. Not only it is a 
local social evil, but Government have also made honest efiorts to mini
mise the effects of this social evil. The various quotations given by the 
honourable the mover of the resolution from the evidence before various 
committees, clearly show that Government, having recognised the evil 
which was prevalent in Sind, have tried their level best to minimise the 
effects of that social evil. The committee itself shows that they have 
tried their level best to meet their wishes as far as possible. And I believe 
that if the evil still exists it is no fault of the administration, but it is 
the fault of the general public. If the honourable member had taken 
care to create public opinion in his own part of the country and if they 
had tried from tirue to time to bring these facts, if they still existed, to 
the notice of the higher officials, I am sure and positive that Government 
would not have refused their co-operation and help to them. By 
bringing forward this resolution they have made out no case. May 
I know from the honourable member themoveroftheresolutionandother 
honourable members from Sind if they have ever attempted to bring 
these facts to th~;; notice of Government, if they have ever attempt-ed to 
make out a trial case out of it, taking this matter before the courts! 
Was any tapedar or anybody who was taking illegal gratification hauled 
up before any magistrate 1 If they had done that and failed, I think 
they would have had justification for bringing this resolution before this 
House. The only course open to them in those circumstances was to 
request Government to help them to eradicate this evil, and tell them 
that though they had attempted to eradicate this evil, still ther.- was 
room for it, and to request Government to appoint a committee to find 
out ways and means how these things could be stopped for ever. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH (Sukkur District): Sir, I sympathise 
with the ignorance of the last speaker about the conditions prevailing 
in Sind ; and I must equally sympathise with the fate of Sind being 
linked with the Bombay Presidency. Sir, I know that the members from 
the Presidency try their best to understand things in Sind, but the 
conditions in Sind are so complicated that, however hard they may try, 
they cannot enter into their heads. • 

Sir, there are different systems of lap~ and rasai in Sind. I cannot 
agree with the mover of the resolution that the practice of appointing 
contractors would be a success. But when he gives an undertaking 
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that he will supply the contractors, I think the experiment is worth 
trying at least in the Hyderabad district, and if it prons a success, we 
will fully co-operate with the mover of the resolution in making efforts 
to appoint such contractors in other parts of Sind. . 

Every one except my friend Mr. Karbhari has admitted that the evil 
exists in Sind, and I must equally admit that the Government officers 
have tried their best to stop it. And I know in certain cases it , 
has stopped.' Sir, it depends upon the officers. There are officers who . 
have really made efforts to stop it; there are officers who have taken no 
trouble to stop it. It depends upon what view they take of the situa
tion. My honourable friend Sir Shah Nawaz says that rasai has 
decreased, and I agree with him, but we have had no relief from the smaller 
rasai which is being recovered . at present. We do not know whether 
the tapedars re,cover rasai,the amount we pay is the same. There was 
a difference of opinion between two honourable members. Sir Shah 
Nil.waz says that it is 2 annas per acre and my honourable friend Khan 
Bahadur Khuhro says it is 4 annas per acre. I think both are right. 
In certain cases it is even half an anna per acre. When an officer 
encamps in a village, if the zamindar makes the rasai, he has not to make 
full payment to the tapedar. Those villages where officers do not 
encamp have to pay full contribution of 2 annas per acre. But those 
villages where officials come and encamp have to pay only half an anna 
per acre. Therefore it cannot be said that lapo has any bearing on 
rasai. Whenever we ask the tapedars to reduce their lapo in these hard 
times when we are not able to pay assessment, they say," What should 
we do 1 Our rasai is the same . " 

What is the reason for paying this lapo to tapedars 1 It is a tax for 
harassment, I should say. The powers of the tapedars are so large 
that they can penalise any big .zamindar, however strong he be. For 
instance, tapedars have power to fill in what we call in Sind Form F. 
They say that the boundary marks according to the Land Revenue 
Code should be 9 feet in length, 4 in breadth and 2 feet high. Now, 
I assure you that not a single bounda.a mark is up to the specification in 
the whole of Sind. I have 4,000 or 5,000 acres of land, but I assure you 
that not a single boundary mark will be according to the specifications. 
That is the case everywhere in Sind. Now, if I do not pay this, I know 
I would be penalised for it. Therefore I would suggest to the Honour
able the Revenue Member that he should reduce the dimensions of the 
boundary marks. 

The Honourable· Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I propose to dispense with 
them .almost altogether. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH : Then I assure you that we will 
pay something less in lapo. · 

Another question is the "Peech mubadil ",-change of water course. 
Suppose one zamindar has two karias. If he finds that he has not 
enough water in one, he naturally takes water from the other water 
course. Any tapedar can come and say : " The source is from this 
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·water course. You ~ust take from this water course." No respon· 
sible officer-mukhtyarkar or Deputy Collector-visits the site and sees 
whether the zamindar is taking water from that particular bund or not. 
It is left to the tapedar. He can fill in the form and say that instead 

. of taking water from this course, he has taken from that and can penalise 
the zamindar. That is another weapon in the hands of the tapedar. 
I would suggest to the Honourable the Revenue Member that as the 
Barrage is going to operate and everything is going to be systematical; 
it is no use retaining this Form F, so far as it pertains to the change of 
peech. At the same time, I assure you that if the tapedars were sincere· 
and their object was to enhance t~e revenue of Government by filling 
in this form and penalising the zamindars, the assessment would have 
been three times what it is now. But they will not fill in the form 
because they l-now that if they do so, they will not get lapo. It is no 
use, therefore, giving that. power in the hands of petty .officers ·like 
tapedars. This is another suggestion I would make to the Honourable 
the Revenue. Member. Government is' going to get revenue, whether 
the zamindar uses water from this water course or that. It makes nQ 
difference, especially when both the water courses are owned by one 
zamindar. It may be different when there are partneJ"S in the water 
courses. If there are partners, it may be said. that if one zamindar 
takes water from a particular point, he will deprive his other partners 
of water. In that case, let this form be retained. But what about 
cases where the water courses are owned by one man 1 I therefore 
request the Honourable the Revenue Member to see that where the water 
courses are owned by one zamindar no form is filled in. lthink this will 
serve to a great extent to reduce the hardships of the zamindars. 
With these remarks, I support the resolution. 

Khan Bahadur GHULAl\I NABI SHAH (Thar and Parkar Dist~fct) 
(Addressed the House in Urdu): Sir, the honourable moV'er's resolution 
relates to the evil of lapo and rasai. This is an old standing evil from 
which Sind has been suffering without any relief coming to it, in spite of 
the efforts made by the Commissioner and other high officers of Govern
ment. The Lapo Committee appointed by Government some years ago 
went into the matter thoroughly ,and made certain recommendations 
with a view to stopping this evil. Their effort> haV'e borne little fruit. 
The tapeda.r is still levying his one rupee as lapo, and in certain cases even 
two rupees per each survey number. I know that many higher officers of 
Government are opposed to the lapo system, but I cannot say the same 
thing of their staff. I also admit that some of the Assistant Collectors 
and Deputy Collectors do not favour lapo but I cannot :ay the same thing 
of their staff. The Honourable the General Member and the Honourable 
the Revenue Member and the Honourable the Home Member are perfectly 
a\\·are of the existence of this evil system in Sind. The honourable 
mE-mber Khan Bahadur Shaikh Yakub Vazir Muhammad, the Collector 
of Sukkur, told us that at present one mukhtiarkar of Jacobabad is 
under suspension and that an enquiry is now proceeding into a charge of 
receiving lapo, etc. At the same time the honourable member told us, if 
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I understood him rightly, that he found considerable difficulty in 
appointing seridars and that where seridars ha'\'1! been appointed, they
have given up the business after a short time. Xewrtheless, I am firmly 
of the opinion that if the system of appointing contractors to supply 
foodstufis is adopted, that the ecl of lapo will be checked to a 
considerable extent, but nothing can be done without tht> active support 
and cooperation of the ~mm.issioner and the Collectors and their 
assistants. The Honourable the General ~!ember said that a zamindar
eontractor would mean a nominal seridar and the work would ha ,.e to be 
done by the tapeda.r himself and as the tapeda.r would take his rasai, 
there would not be much difierence in the situation. I do not quite 
agree with him. At least, let him giYe this plan a trial and see how it . 
works in actual practice. Let him not condemn it beforehand without · 
experiment. 

My experit>nce in Sind has been that the e\il system which ''"e ha\·e 
been discussing now obtains not only in the Revenue Department but 
also in the Engineering and the Police Departments in Sind. The Police 
Sub-Inspector and the Police Jemadar collect a fund out of which they 
can supply provisions to their District Superintendents of Police when 
the latter visit their charges on tours. The Darogah or <h·erseer of the 
Public Works Department collects his fund in order to supply the wants 
of his Executiv-e and Superintending Engineers when they come on tour 
into their circles or beats. We have of course often been asked as to why 
the people pay lapo and thus negatiYe the efforts of Government to put a 
stop to the system. It is all v-ery well to ask such a question, but I will 
tell Government that the zamindars have to do every moment "ith the 
lower officers of these various departments and they find that if they do 
not conform to the established custom, they come intoallsort3 of troubles 
with the lower officers of Government. To go to the sup('rior officers and 
get redress is of course out of the question because it is a sheer 
impossibility owing to the expense of time and money that it would mean. 
We have also been told that whenever we come across such exactions by 
tapeda.rs, we should furnish proof of them to the higher officers so that 
the offending tapedars could be -proceeded against. But you can 
understand, Sir, how very difficult, if not impossible, such a thing 
would be. 

The honourable mover of the resolution seeks to punish the party 
which takes lapo, etc., just as much as the party who giv-es it. 
The honourable member Khan Bahadur Allahbaksh has told us just now 
how clever the tapedars are and how, no matter what precautions 
and safeguards you provide, the tapedars can outwit the.zam.indars in 
the matter of water courses and so on. Therefore, unless the officer who 
takes lapo is punished and punished in a deterrent manner, it will be very 
hard to control this evil practice. 

During one of his speeches on this subject, I belieYe cne of our 
a-honourable members Mr. :Mountford,I.C.S. told this honourable House 
that he was surprised to see huge palaces built by officers whose salaries 
were not more than Rs. 100 and he said he was "onderingas to the source 
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:from which those offi,cers made all their money. The reason is not far 
to seek. We all know it. Even the Honourable Members in charge 
of the Police, the Revenue and the Irrigation Departments know it vr:ry 
\rell. The C{)mmissioners in Sind know it. The Distri_ct Collectors 
know it. If only they wc-uld ma'ke up their minds to help us to eradi· 
cate this evil from our midst, we mi~ht succeed. With ~ukewarm 
support, not much improvement would be possible. The Honouxable 
the Generall\Iember advised that the district local boards should also 
cooperate in this matter. They v.rill do so, I can assme him. I knew 
of a very goal Collector, 1\Ir. ~Madan, who promised' to give us all . 
the help that was needed to II!,eet this evil practice. The honour
able member Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto told us of all the help given 
by another very good District Collector Mr. l\Ionie in whose time the 
tapedars were not allowed to come near hi:m. Our present Commis
sioner in Sind l\Ir. Gibson has shown that he too is sympathetic towards 
the zamindars of Sind and I . hope he will also do his bit in checking 
the evil system of lapo and rasai. I trust that everyone concerned will 
do his very best to achieve the very laudable object which we have, and 
that this honourable House will aocept the resolution placed before it 
by my honourable friend Syed 1\iiran M:ahomed Shah. 

Sarda.r BHASAHEB RAISI~"HJI (THAKOR oF KERW .ADA) 
(Gujarat Sardars and Inamdars): Sir, as the honourable the mover of 
the resolution has told us, this very subject formed the matter 
of a resolution brought before a predecessor of this Council by the . 
late Mr. Bhurgri. Much has been said about this evil,·the existence of 
which has been repeatedly admitted by Government, and so I shall 
make only a few observations. 

I accept the statement made by the honourable member Khan 
Bahadur Shaikh Yakub Vezir 1\Iuha:rnmad, the ·Collector of Sukkur, 
and also the statement made by the Honourable the Leader of the House 
and the hon6urable member Sir Shah Kawaz Bhutto that things have 
improved a lot of recent years. Whether the illegal exaction is call~d 
lapo or whether it is called rasai, in whichever form it is t.llken, the fact 
remains that Government and responsible officers of Government are 
conscious of the fact that in spite of their effcrts so far the evil .has not 
been eradicated. Looking at it from the moral point of view, I think 
it is the duty of Government to do their very best for the sake of good 
government of the country as well as for the protecticn of the poor who 
are forced by circumstances to pay amounts which have been aclrnow
ledged to he illegal paym~nts. 

The honourable member the Collector of Sukkur has told the House 
that as far as his touring goes, he travels light with only one clerk and 
that whereas in the old days the Collectors used to go about with a 
paraphernalia of about 15 clerks and what n< t, he can now move about 
in his motor car and do with only one clerk while in camp. Th.is would 
~f course reduce to a certain extent the rasai and lapo evil, but regard· 
mg tours, I should like to say that I am a hit conservative and I am of 
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opinion that touring in motor cars at gr.!at speeds does not give the . 
district officers much of an opportunity of mixing with the people li'ing 
in the villages and getting to know them, getting to understand their · 
grievances a~d their troubles. The officers do not come int<l that 
COntact with th~ population which is necessary for the good goYernment 
of the district. I for one would request district officers to tour more, · 
from village to village, and to study things more minutely than they 
now do, instead of taking a morning trip on a flying visit, taking lunch 
and returning to the bungalow in the evening. To oo able to get a 
grasp-a real grasp-on the conditions as they really obtain in the 
villages (and what is a district but a collection of varicus \illages), it is 
necessary for the district officers to spend more time among the villagers, 
to diso\1.88 with them their problems and to understand their difficultii;!S, 
and .wherever necessary, the district officers should explain to the village 
people how they can stand on their own legs and not a1low themseh·es 
to be subjected to these illegal payments. Whatever remctlies may have 
been suggested by the honourable mover of the resolution, I think 

. the .real difficulty seems to be the absence of receipts for these 
payments. T& absence of fixity of tenure in certain tracts largely 
contributes towards giving larger power in the hands of the subordinate 
officials. The tapeda.r is so much empowered as to take false receipts 
from the persons who a.re in possession of the hnd. Government should 
find Qut ways and means by which the zamindars will be protected, by 
seeing .that the tapedar has no power to make false entri.-s and fatten 
himseli thereby.. · 

As regards the suggestion made by the Honourable the Leader 'of 
the House, it will be agreed that the co-operation of the district local 
boards and the outside public is necessary to carry on the propaganda 
and edurate the masses. I am in full sympathy with that suggestion, 
but, at the same tim:e, Government should declare it once for all that 
they are not going to countenance this sort of practice. That sort of 
policy is absolutely necessary, for, after all, private propaganda does 
not go very far. If this evil is not checked by Government, my appre.: 
hensions are that other people will try-to teach the right method to the 
people, and that would land the Government in a sad predicament. 
With these words, I support the resolution. I hope the Revenue 
Department, the Public 'Yorks Department and the Police Department 
also-because allegations are made against the Police, and it applies to 
them with greater force than even to the Revenue Department-will 
all combine and make an earnest efiort to help the people and save them 
from the tyranny of this time-honoured system. 

llr. J. S. KADRI (Northern Division) : Sir, I whole-heartedly sym· 
pathise with the spirit of the resolution, in so far as it relates to ~n e~l, 
a time-honoured evil, deep-rooted in the country of Sind. It IS said 
that lapo is aleuacy of the past, but that is no ground why it should be 
allowed to be pe~tuated. It is an evil which vitally affects. the i~te~es~s 
of the zamindars, the public, and the Government. I think, SU', It IS 

an evil which cannot be defended either on moral or political grounds. 
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· It therefore requires to be eradicated by the joint co-operation of Govern· 

ment and the pv.blic. The public of Sind is however, not sufficiently 
educated and bold enough to withstand the risk of discarding the system 
of rasai and lapo, as has been clearly explained by our honourable friends 
from Sind. I think as far back as 1902, when our Honourable President 
was in Karachi, he had worked hard to enlist the sympathy of the Govern
ment officers with a 'view to do away with this evil altogether or at least 
to eliminate it as far as possible, and the result was that there was 
a. Government Resolution on the subject and that resolution has been 
instrumental in minimising the evil to a great extent, as testified by some 
of our Sindhi friends. This undesi}'able practice is no doubt, detrimental 
to the interests of the zamindars as well as of the public services, so 
far as the moral consequences go. It is therefore very necessary 
that Government should do their best to redress the grievance of the 
people by issuing stringent instructions to the heads of various Depart
ments to bring about the eradication of this demoralising system. Unless 
Hovernment comes forward seriously to uproot this evil, it will be very 
difficult for the people themselves to do much in this matter. As we 
have heard, the people are helpless and under the peculiar circumstances 
which prevail in the country incapable of eradicating this long-standing 
evil single-handed. The object of the honourable mover of the resolution 
will, I think, be served, if Government gives this honourable House an 
assurance that they will leave no stone unturned to check this corrupt 
practice and have it wiped out as far as it lies in their power. Then 
the co-operation of the zamindars and the public will step in, and as 
education advances and the people become more enlightened and con-. 
scio~ of their rights and privileges, through propaganda in the press 
and on the platform, there will be every chance of this illegal levy 
becoming extinct in the near future. With these few remarks, I whole
heartedly support the resolution. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Karachi District): Sir, in supporting 
the resolution of my honourable friend from Hyderabad (Sind) I will 
not take much time of this House. What surprises me most is the state
ment made by the honorable member Khan Bahadur Sht~-ikh Yakub 
Vazir Muhammad, the Collector of Sukkur, when he totally denied the 
existence of this evil at least within his own jurisdiction. I think the 
retort given by the honourable member Khan Bahadur Allahbaksh, 
who comes from the same constituency, must have convinced him that 
his district is not an exception to the rule. Besides that, as far as 
I remember, when he was the Collector of Nawabshah district, the people 
made complaints about the prevalence of rasai in that district. I should 
say that, as an Indian Collector, he knows the habits and the ways of 
his own people better than a European, and I wish that he had been more 
accurate in depicting the true state of affairs that obtains in Sind. · 

Sir, I do not deny that efforts have not been made by responsible offi~ 
cials of Government from time to time to eradicate this evil. The people 
of Sind still remember 11Ir. Cewman who was Commissioner in Sind for 
a short time and who had acquired a reputation for himself as an avowed 
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enemy of rasai. Similarly, Colonel Mayo is another English gentleman, 
who was Collector of Sukl-ur as well as Deputy Commissioner of Jaco· 
babad, whose exploits are to-day sung by the villagers in the province 
of Sind. What has to be deplored is that. the successors of these great 
British statemen and administrators have not taken that personal interest 
in eradicating the evil which their predecessors did. · 

Sir, the Honourable the General Member has paid a tribute to the, 
energy and intelligence shown by the honourable members from Sind 
in discussing questions that have come before the Council, and has made 
an appeal that they would educate public opinion to such an extent as 
to make this evil impossible. I think there is much weight in the advice 
that he has given to us. But I would inform him at the same time that 
there is greater need to educate those who live upon the people and 
whose_ very wages are given from the eamings of the people. If the 
Government do not take serious steps to eradicate an evil which is a 
blot on any Government now-a-days, then the people who depend for 
their needs upon the officials cannot be expected to raise their voice 
against the evil, and if they raise their voice against it they do it at their 
own cost. It is the primary duty of r:. civilised Government to see that 

·evils. like rasai and lapo are eradicated once for all, and I think if 
the present day officials begin to evince that peraonal interest in the 
eradication of these evils which was manifested by some of the illustrious 
Epglish administrators whose names I have given-:Mr. Cewman and 
Colonel Mayo-then I see no reason why this evil cannot be eradicated. It is 
only recently that a mukhtiarkar has been taken to task for maintaining 
a regular rasai fund. The fact is that so many honourable members in 
this House coming from Sind have ltated that a rasai fund is maintained 
by every head munshi at a taluka place, and I cannot understand why it 
is impossible for Government to find out for themselves whether such a 
fund exists or not. Those who maintain such a fund should be hanged 
on the nearest tree. As for myself, I can wait for Swa.raj, I can wait 
for independence, I can wait for the new reforms, but I cannot wait for a 
single day so far as the tyranniesexercisedoverthepeople are concerned. 
I want to ~~ve an assurance to the GOvernment that, so far as I am 
concerned, I will not talk of independence or freedom at least for two 
year3 to come, if they accept my co-operation and agree to my assisting 
them in eradicating the evil from Sind. I see no reason why this evil 
should not be eradicated. The Honourable the Revenue :Member has 
been Commissioner in Sind, and if he takes the advice of the represen
tatives of the people into consideration, I do not see why this evH cannot 
be rooted out altogether. Sir, we have been told to educate public 
opinion through the district local boards and the taluka local boards, 
but are Government prepared to issue instructions to the district officials 
and the taluka officials toacceptomco-operation, to consider our reports, 
when it comes to our knowledge that a certain official is taking rasai 1 
I may mention that all these officials in Sind live upon corruption. 
I shall be able to place facts and fio!TU!es in the hands of the Honourable 
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the General Member, if he were to institute an enquiry into the conduct 
of officials who live· upon corruption in Sind. · . 

My honourable friend Sir S~ah Nawa.z has rathe~ ~imised t~ a ~ertain 
extent the existence of rasat by statmg that m.Immum rasa~ ensts at 
present. I do not know what lie means by minimum or maximum rasai. · 
At the same time he has stated that the lapo has increased. The net 
result is that there is no diminution in the total. What was formerly 
taken as msai is now being taken by way of lapo .. Therefore rasai does 
exist. 

As regards the contractors, the extract read out by the Honourable 
the Generall\lember referred to Mr: Jatoi rather than to Sir Shah Nawaz. 
I feel that the system of contract suggested by the honourable member 
from Hyderabad may help somewhat towards exercising a certain amount 
of check over the officials exacting rasai and lapo. But I do not think: 
that the eYil can be eradicated altogether unless officials of Government . 
take a personal interest in the matter and consider it a blot on th~ 
administration. Unless that is done the evil will not be eradicated. 
With these words I support the resolution. 

SYED 1\IIRAN MAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District): Sir, the 
sum and substance of the arguments that have been· advanced tend to 
show that they are in favour of my resolution. But a note of pessi· 
mism was struck by some of my honourable friends which I think is due 
either to their association with the evil or due to ignorance. I cannot 
blame my honourable friend the Collector from Sukkur as I cannot fail 
to explore the fountain head of his sympathy for these poor creatures, 
the tapedars, who he said cannot be the paragons of virtue. From the 
lowest rung of the ladder to the position he is now occupying, all along 
his official career, I think he has received assistance and sincere service 
from the tapedars, the poor creatures, for whom he has evinced so much . 
sympathy. Therefore he cannet be blamed. Naturally if anybody 
has been sincerely sympathetic towards me and assisted roe in roy child· 
hood, I must be grateful to him and would try to protect him. I was 
also not surprised to listen to the very few words of my honourable 
friend the enthusiastic speaker 1\fr. M.l\1. Karbhari who is always very 
keen to protect the interests of the agriculturists at the top of his voice. 
I believe that his remarks are due to his ignorance of the state of affairs 
in Sind. Various honourable members from Sind have stated their 
experience how they were threatened with prosecutions for incurring 
the displeasure of the officers. I myself was going to be prosecuted for 
bringing to the notice of the authorities corruption on the part of one 
inspector of police. His Excellency could not protect me and the Hon· 
ourable the Home Member could not protect roe. Four honourable 
members of this House were maligned. Neither His Excellency nor 
the Honourable the Home 1\Iember could save these honourable members 
from the invective of an Inspector of police, leaving aside the Deputy 
Superintendent of Police and the Superintendent of Police, because we 
·wanted to expose an illegal action of his. There was a regular conspiracy 
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launched against me and another honourable member from among the 
four who had complained of illegal act of the Inspector to the Collector. 

The Honourable the PRESID~'"T: That is a foreim mattrr . . e 
com.mg m. 

SYED IDRAS MA.HOllED SHAH·: I want to illustrate to t.he 
honourable members the position in which we stand in Sind. The 
conditions in Sind are not the same as in the Presidency. Here you can 
bring the officer concerned to book, bring his actions to light. That 
condition does not exist in Sind. When I reported to the superior 
officers that one Inspector had taken bribe, I was called upon to 
substantiate my statement ; otherwise I was threatened with prosecution 
for defamation. If I were to collect evidence I would have to go t() 
24:,000 people of my constituency. Could I go to these 24,000 people 
to collect evidence to prosecute any officer who troubles them 1 How can 
we show any sympathy to these officers 7 Being separated by distance 
you cannot realise the real situation. That is a wretched province which 
we want to be separated from the Presidency as soon as possible. I have 
clearly shown to you in the words of the members of that committee 
that on account of the intricacy of the administration no one can avoid 
giving this illegal gratification-whether he is a gallant Knight or 
anybody. · 
. Another argument advanced by my honourable friend the Collector of 
Sukkur is this. The Collectors do not go on extensive tours and therefore 
this argument cannot hold good in their case. I ask him whether it is 
not a fact that certain dates are fixed during the course of the year 
when he has to go out on tour. I1 that is so, is it not a fact that the 
district officials carry their families with them 1 They must go out for 
four months. They take with them their immediate subordinate officers 
like the Dafterdars and Seristedars with them. Is it not consistent that 
in the ordinary course they require elaborate arrangements for their 
families t I do not allege that the district officials directly levy rasai or 
take lapo. But it affords an opportunity to the subordinates to rob 
people. l will again quote my honourable friend the Leader of the 
House and he will support me. 

"The r1.181Ji levied by the subordinates and1benials of the touring officers in varioua 
forma and by various means, as discloeed by the evidence, though not directly involving 
the higher officers, nevertbelesa reflects unfavoUl'&bly on the administration." 

Therefore, in the interest of the administration this corruption on the 
part of the subordinates and the menials should be sternly suppressed. 
I want a stern suppression. That has been urged by every honourable 
member from Sind. It is on account of their strong efforts that rasai has 
assumed a little minimised form, though I cannot believe that it has 
diminished to the extent to which my honourable friend the gallant 
Knight wishes me to believe. I may be permitted to say that he has not 
got first-hand knowledge of the people in the rural areas. It is proved by 
the facts that he has migrated from his village to Larkana, perhaps to 
avoid inroads by subordinate officials on his bulky purse. Migration is 
8 n indication of that. My honourable friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro 
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has also migrated to the headquarters, Larkana. ·So I have"migrated to 
Hyderabad. My honourable friend Khan Bahadur Ghulam Nabi Shah 
has unreservedly exposed the illegalities perpetrated by officers in Sind. 
He lives i~ his village and his information is firsthand and unsophisti
cated. He did not follow our arguments in English. He therefore could 
not be said to have borrowed our arguments. He gave the firsthand 
information as to the conditions prevailing in the rural areas of Sind. 
On the 26th of the last month an article was published by a Zamindar 
.Association of Sukl"lU' district itself that lapo was being levied in spite of 
the strict orders of the Commissioner. We have been raising protests in 
our associations, on pulpit and platform to eradicate this evil, but we 
have got our limitations and our disabilities. Those prevent UB from 
bringing every such officer to book. particularly when no sympathy and 
no response comes from the superior officials. U my honourable friend 
the Collector of Sukl"lU' would co-operate with me I would extirpate the 
evil in no time. In a social function last winter I told the Deputy 
Commissioner, Upper Sind, that if he co-operated with the people and 
showed them sympathy and friendship the evil of corruption and 
demoralisation could be put down in no time. But if on the other hand 
you keep them at arm'sle~crth, then nothing could be done. I can invite 
the officials and extend my hospitality if they treat me on equal footing 
and show due courtesy and sympathy. If the officials C<H>perate with 
us, we can eradicate the evil in a considerably short time. , 

I tannot help, and it is my bounden duty, to thank the Honourable the 
General11Iember, who naturally, being our compatriot, gave a. very good · 
piece of advice. I really thank him for the very considered advice he has 
given us. I am going to try the experiment suggested hy him. In every · 
taluka I would convene meetings provided there is response from 
superior officials and some sympathy be emnded'to lis. Every taluka 
member will try to eradicate the evil. I thank all the £·ther members 
who have spoken in my favour. The experiment suggested by the 
Honourable the General Member should be tried. 

A.s regards seridars the position is that the seridars were given a little 
piece of land, say about 10 acres, some several years back. In .return 
he is asked to supply provisions free of charge and t.hey are required to 
go on supplying the articles always wh:ich is impossible for them to do, 
and it is on this account that the system of seridars has failed. Therefore · 
I have suggested an independent contract system on payment of bills 
which will be scrutinised by officials periodically. With these few 
remarks I expect my Honourable friend the Revenue Member to give a.· 
sympathetic reply, and accept the resolution. 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSOX: Sir, the honourable member 
from Hyderabad is rather optimistic, but I am a little disappointed when 
I look down the list of resolutioM that he should have selected this 
one to be put before this honourable House. The honourable member, 
as we know, has a nimble tongue and a resonant voice, but he also has a 
fertile mind. If you look to pages 3 and 4: you will find that Government 

llO Hb 66--6 
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have spent a good deal of money on printing a large number of wrv 
interesting resolutions which, if time permitted, he would have bee~ 
prepared to lay before this House. Now, it seems to me that it would 
be of much more interest if we were to discuss the cottage industries, the 
registration of money-lenders, or the exemption of the ::Mussalmans cf 
Sind from the operation of the Child Marriage Act or the abolition of the 
" antiquated system " of granting chairs. Instead of these subjects of 
general interest, the honourable member has to my regret select-ed this 
threadbare topic which arouses interest only in a small section of the 
House, as has been clearly indicated by the condition of the House during 
part of the debate. Well, now, to me, Sir, of course, Sind arid its 
domestic problems and the trials and tribulations of zamindars a~:e 
of permanent and abiding interest, an interest that will last long after 
I lay aside my official harness. But I venture to suggest that the majority 
of the members of this honourable House must have become tired of 

·discussing the problems of Sind zamindars during the course of the 
present session. However, Sir, the honourable member, by the turn of 
the ballot, has the right to inflict this resolution upon us and he bas 
managed with the skill that is characteristic of his legal mind and with 
your consent and mine to combine two of his resolutions in one. It 
has given him ·one of those (\pportunities,. which he never misses, of 
pouring invective upon the officials of Government, 98 per cent. of whom 
are his own countrymen. However, Sir, the House knows the :honour
able member by now ; he has never learned the art of light and shade ; 

. he always paints with such a black brush that it is almost impossible to 
distinguish what the pictUre is. We all of us know that he has a very 
kind. heart, but we have to take what he says with a very considerable 
grain of salt. I may assure the House, with the experience of a gMat 
many years, that his countrymen are not such rapacious scoundrels as 
he makes them, nor are the zamindars such miserable cowards as has 
bEen sugg~sted in some of the speeches this afternoon. 

Coming now to the resolution, Sir,-1 mean the amended resolution
! have great pleasure on b.ehalf of Government in accepting the second 
half, that is to say, that portion which recommends that Governmen~ 
should punish any one-I will not go....so far as the honourable member 

. from Karachi, and. hang any one on the nearest tree-who is found 
guilty of any of the malpractices which have been referred to in this 
debate. There is nothing new in that; that has always been the 
attitude of Government. My IT'.ind goes back more than a quarter of a 
century ago to an incident which has always stuck in my mind. When 
I was a junior Assistant Collector, a certain official tried to extort from a 
small zamindar a little goat, a goat worth about Rs. 3. I am very glad 
to say, although we have been told that this never happens, that the small 
zamindar at once made a complaint to the Collector ; the Collector 
held a summary enquiry; and as he found that the accused was guilty, 
although the man had 27 or 28 years of service, dismissed him. There 
was nothing remarkable about the fact, although as it occurred soon after 
I entered service it has remained in my mind. This sort of thing has 
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happened over and over again ; it has been my painful duty on· many 
occasions either to dit:miss or to uphold orders of dismissal against officers • 
of Government who- have. been convicted of an attempt to extort lapo· 
or been guilty of malpractices in regard- to rasai. Although of course we 
do not punish people unless there is a reasonable case against them, never
theless when a reasonable case is proved, there is no question as to what 
the attitude of Government is in the matter, and no attempt has eyer 
been made by any officer, to my recollection, in any way to defend such 
practices. So, Sir, I have great pleasure in accepting the second part of 
the resolution. I can assure the honourable member that that always 
will be the policy of GovernmE;nt, at any rate so long as my honourable 
friend the Leader of the House and myself stand here. 

The Honourable M:r. G. A. THOMAS: What about me 1 [Laughter.] 

The Honourable :Mr. W. F. HUDSON : Of course, I include the 
Honourable the Home 1\Iember. Well, now, Sir, we come to the 
question of lapo. lam not sure that it is strictly relevant to the 
resolution, alt~ough I admit the connection between rasai , and lapo. 
The question of lapo was, if I may say so, dragged in at the end 
by the honourable mover. There are just one or two things which 
I want to say. I am not for a moment excusing or admitting 
the incidence of lapo, although I was ·very interested to hear · from 
some of my honourable friends that they now pay a general rate of 
3 or 4 annas per acre, because I quite well remember being told in the 
early days, when I started service, that it was one rupee an acre: 
Therefore, if there is any truth in that, we have made progress to 
that extent. But I do desire to emphasize the fact that lapo is not 
by any means a compulsory levy except with those who wish to get 
something in return. Now, I think I have told this story to this 
honourable House before, but as a good many of the members may 
not have been here then, I venture to repeat it now. In the second or 
third year of my service, I was having a talk one afternoon with a very 
big zamindar, who owned thousands and thousands of acres in three 
talukas and who certainly was the biggest ma.n in tha.t division. In 
addition to that, he was also an educated man. He ca,me to me one day 
after tea and our talk turned on the question of lapo and the exactions to 
which the zamindars had to submit. I am quite certain that he t.old me 
that it was one rupee an acre. I grew more and more depressed, as I 
had no idea how this evil was going to be eradicated. I said to him, 
" You are an educated man; why do you submit to it 1'' He said that 
he never paid one pie of lapo. M'.ay I commend that to my honourable 
friends, some of whom-I do not wish to throw this up against them, 
because it was very honest of them to have admitted it-some of whom 
admitted that they themselves on occasions had-I will say-fallen in 
with this ancient custom 1 One of the things which I wish to point out 
is this. It is no doubt perfectly true that the tapedar has a great 
deal more power than we should like him to have. That is an evil inevit. 
t~.ble Ullder the system, and I admit that his power is exercised in thia 
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direction: when he hasreceived hislapo he shuts his eyes. Now, one of 
•the things that will happen, undoubtedly as a result o( th(' Barrage 
system, is that the tapedar's power will be greatly reduced. I may tell 
my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Allahbaksh that most of the things 
that he wanted me to do will be done, by the rectangulation and sub
rectangulation which he himself and his friends opposed strongly last 
week. I think that form No. 8 will be reduced to a minimum, ctisputes 
about boundary marks will be reduced to a minimum, and the day will 
come when the honourable members will realise that by insisting on 
rectangulation and sub-~ectangulation, Government did the best thing 
for them in the Barrage area that has been done for the last thirty years. 

Khan Bahadur ALLAHBAKSH: What about those who are outside 
the Barrage area 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: We will come to that later 
on: Now, Sir, about lapo, I entirely endorse the remarks of the Honour
able the Leader of the House as regards the education of public opinion 
in this matter. That is undoubtedly the first step, and Government are 
quite prepared to co-operate in every way possible. But it is difficult to 
help people who will not help themselves. And my experience has been
!ltnd it is a pretty long experience dating back further than that of 
any one in this House, except my honourable friend (Sir Ghulam Hussain), 
further even than that of Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto-that it is extremely 
difficult to get the zamindars to co-operate in this matter. How many 
scores, I was going to say hundreds, of times have I implored the zamin
dars to tell roe if anything has been taken by myself or my servants or 
roy establishment, which has not been paid for, and yet in my experience 
of twenty years, except twice, no complaint was made. 
· Now, it was suggested by some of the honourable members 
that Government has done nothing in the ;ma.tter. I heard the honour
able member from Hyderabad reading out a very interesting resolution 
issued by the Commissioner in Sind as far back as 1902, which I believe 
I helped the Commissioner to draft. From that ti:m.e onwards a very 
definite attemEt has been made to reduce this evil. I a:m. not pretend
ing that it has been entirely succt§§ful, but I think Sir Shah Nawaz 

. Bhutto was quite right when he said that there was a considerable 
diminution in the system of rasai. 
. Then, coming to the report of the Rasai Coxnmittt>e, in connection 
with that also Government issued as strong an order as any Government 
eould have issued, and time and again the Co:m.missioner of Sind has 
issued orders to improve the state of things. Now, one of the recom
mendations of that committee is also the one which this resolution 
recoxnmends, namely, the appointment of contractors. I would have 
been glad to accept that, if I thought that it was a practicable proposi
tion. But I am sorry that I am not able to accept that part of the 
resolution, because experience has shown-this is not theory-experi· 
ence has shown so far that it does not work, and I am not prepared to 
commit Government to it. This resolution says that Government may 
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be pleased to appoint every year a certain number of contractors in 
each district. If I accept that I must try to put it into practice. But 
how can you make people undertake to contract against their will! It 
is quite true that we did make this experiment in a few places. We 
persnaded people to take it, but very soon they threw it up as a bad job, 
and I will try to explain to the Honse why they did so. It will be 
perfectly simple of course to get contractors in places like district head
quarters, but they are not necessary there. There · is a bazaar 
and anybody can go to the bazaar and buy the things necessary .. The 
honourable n1embers also suggested taluka headquarters. My fersonal 
el:perience is that even in taluka headquarters we can get the supplit:s , 
from bazaars. . Where we want contractors is really in the · mofussil 
villages. If it ",'ere possible to say that in each taluka there are only 
four or five villages where- the touring officials will go, then, it might be 
possible to find contractors for those villages. But how is a contractor ~ 
to deal with a problem like this 1 The Assistant Superintendent of 
Police is camping at Tando 1\Iahomedkhan, and the.re is .a contractor' 
there, quite likely, prepared to produce as far as possible what this officer 

· wants. But the Assistant Superintendent gets a telegra:t;ll froJn a village · 
ten miles south of Badin that there has been a murder thr.:,re. · He 
takes t.he first train to Badin, and gets off to th~t village ten miles away 
as fast as he can, tither on a pony or by other means of conveyance. 
He knows that the investigation, as very often happens, will take him 
two or thr~e days. ·Js he going to take the contractor along with hiJn 
u is he going to starve 1 . Who is there to provide him with the ordinary 
nectssities of life, except the subordinate officers or the local zamindar 1 
That is only one: very ordinary case. Then, take the case of an Assistant 
Engineer at Hyderabad. He gets news that a bund has breached twenty 
miles away. To put it right he has to go as fast as possible .. Is he to 
take the contractor with him 1 The difficulty is to get a contractor in 
these plac<'s. There are. such places in every. district and in every 
ta.luka in Sind. 1\Iy honourable friend has made an offer. He says that 
he will find the contractors. I want to close with the ofier1 if he is 
prepared to find a man who will supply provisions at a reasonable rate. 
The honourable member will see that the contractor cannot be allowed 
to charge three times the bazaar prices or anything of that sort. • It must 
be a business proposition. We have already cut short the travelling 
and daily allowances of our officers, and we cannot expect theirt to pay 
three times as mueh for their supplies as they would be paying 
for thew in their headquarters. But, as I said, if the honourable 
member can procure a reasonably substantial contractor who is 
prepared to take on the job and if the contractor is prepared 
to follow 25 different officers all going in different directions, 
then certainly Government will not stand in his way, and 
if the honourable member will go to the Collector and pu.t 
his scheme before him, I am quite sure that the Collector will be only 
too pleased to accept it. Then, as regards the seridars, I tried my 
best to make the seridar system a success. We appointed nearly 200 
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in the whole of Sind and some of them did actt1ally succt'ed, but tbl'y 
could only do it in their own villages. Even there it was not. t.'nti.rt'ly 
successful, although-! may say thi.s for the information of honourable 
members who do not belong to Sind-there is nothing a zamindar in 
Sind ~ppreoiates so mu<-h as an inam. We give a remission of aSSt.'ssment 
of Rs. 75 and the man calls himself an inamdar when be is induced t<' 
do this work. Nevt.>rtheless, in my expt.>rience quite a large number 
of them came forward and plearled that they really could not be 
bothered with providing the necessities of life and it '\ras found 
that the game was not worth the candle. We really have made deter
mined attemp.ts to work the seridar system, and although it has been 
successful in some parts of Sind, it has certainly not been ruccessful in 
others.· I am afraid that the same difficulty will arise in connection with 
contractors. Nevertheless, if the honourable· member can produce 
anythi.ng 'of that kind, we are quite willing to make the experimt>nt. 
But l must say that I am not prepare4 to accept this part of the rt>solu
tion as it stands, because that binds Government to do somethi.ng which 
we have already tried and found, I regret to say, to be unworkable. 
I can, of course, give the House the assurance for whi.ch some of the. 
honourable members asked-! really do not think it is nec<'ssary
and that is that Government have not lost sight of this particular evil. 
A£. a matter of fact we have been curtailing a good deal of tour
ing. When I first joined the Commissioner's camp in the year 1900 
he had 35 clerks. W'hen I was Commissioner, I took only 3 clerks: 
my honourable colleague the Home Member also had 3. The Collec~r 
of Sukkur and most Collectors take only 1 clerk. We have also con· 
siderably curtailed actual touring. Although I incline to concur in my 
honourable friend the Thakor of Kerwada's opinion that touring in 
motor cars is not so useful as the old method, neverthelrss, this motor 
car habit does reduce many of the difficulties in connection with ra11ail 
because if an officer starts in the morning and retr.rns in the evening, 

· less rasai is required than if he stays for two or three days in the village; 
and with the development of roads in Sind which is taking place, 
though it is not very expeditious, there is no doubt that touring will 
become more and more simple, and the necessity for ra.sai v.rill eventually· 
disappear. Apart from aH that, lean only give an assurance on 
behalf of Government that we are fully conscious of the fact that raMti, 
although considerably reduced in the last quarter of the century, does 
still exist, and we look to the zamindars and the local bodies to assist 
us in educating the people in the correct ideas on the subject, and we 
shall do our best to assist any one who will make any useful suggestions 
in thi.s respect. With these words, I venture to suggest that the honour
able member may see fit to withdraw his resolution, which I oppoEe 
solely on the ground that we have tried the contractor system and 
found it to be not feasible. · 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH (Hyderabad District) : Sir, in 
view of the assurance given by the Honourable the Revenue Member 
that he ":ill assist every member of the public who comes forward to 
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eradicate this evil and also give an option to find out certain contractors 
who would be willing to carry on the business and do everything 
possible to erad.icate.this evil, I beg leave of the House to withdraw the 
resolution. · 

Resolution, by leave, withdrawn. 

PREVENTION OF BEGGARY. I 
Mr. SYED MUNAW AR: Sir, the resolution. which I rise to move, 

runs thus: 
"This Council recommends to Government to appoint a. committee of- .officials and 

non-officials at an early date for the purpose of suggesting practical steps for the 
prevention of beggary in the Presidency in general and in Bombay city in particular." 

At the outset, Sir, the House will agree with me w~en I say that this 
social evil has nowadays become a veritable scourge. and is widespread 
not only in the city of Bombay, not only in every district town, of .the 
Presidency--

An Honourable MEMBER : Including Sind. · • 
Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: Yes, including Sind, but in every rural area 

also. I am glad to be assured by one of the honourable members from 
Sind just now that they too are inclined to support my resolution. Not 
only every social reformer, but every educated man and every sensible 
man for the matter of that, no matter to whatever community he belongs, 
will concur with me when I say that it is high time for us to adopt 
practical steps to solve this beggar problem at an early date. • 

Let me now analyse the various aspects of this question .. As regards 
the existence of beggary in the whole of India, we find from the figures 
available that in 1923 there were 2,882,641 beggars. I quote this figure 
from the Legislative Assembly Debates, where in answer to a. question 
from Mr. Doraiswamy Aiyangar, the Honourable Sir Malcolm Hailey 
replied that in 1923 the total number of persons engaged in unproductive 
occupations were 28lakhs and odd. In Bombay city, Sir, from a rough 
calculation made from crude census figures, it will be seen that 7,000 
out of a population of lllakhsin 1921 were beggars. Out of this number, 
1,000 were children in Bombay city, and as regards the 'other parts of the 
Presidency there were 14,000 juvenile beggars. Out of a population of 
20 millions in the Presidency including Sind there are roughly 75,000 
beggars. Now, Sir, the honourable member from Karachi reminds 
me of Brahmins and priests. Even excluding Brahmins and priests, the 
number has swollen to a big figure. This number relates to bona fide 
or professional beggars. ' 

Before I proceed with the various aspects of this question, 1 think it 
is necessary for me .to define what a beggar is, and 1 cannot do better 
than quoting here the definition given by the Government expert on the 
subject -I mean Mr. Starte, the Criminal Tribes Settlement Officer. 
?.Ir. Starte defines a beggar as follows : . 

" A beggar means any person found in any street, premises or place for the PurPOses 
of begging or receiving alma or of inducing the giving of alms, provided that such person 
shall not be deemed to be a. beggar if he solicits or receives alms in such a. way aa not to 
cause annoyance iri priva!le premises or in religious places with the consent of the trustees 
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or in ~he. immediate .vic~ty of religi~ua plact's as dtofined by order in writing by the 
Com~oner of. Police 1n Bombay t'Jt~ or by the Distri!'t lia!listrate of the district, 
pronded also he 111 not by reason of any disease a danger tot be public health." 

Beggars can be classified into two kinds-real and unr('al or impostor
beggars. The real beggars. are those who are poor, old, disE-ased, 
decrepit and other disabled persons, who ha¥e no other avocation than 
begging. Professi?nal beggars are mostly unreal; they are impostors ; 
they are able-bodied persons. 

The problem of che~l-ing this evil has been agitating the minds 
of the public including the honourable members of this Counril, and 
including yourself, Sir. There are several landmarks in the history 
of this problem. The first landmark that I could pitch up<!n is the one 
which is presented by the brochure written by yourself, Sir, as ('arlv as 
1900, entitled "Mendicancy in India". After that, in the Boni'bay 
City Corporation the matter was seriously considered several times. 
Iu 1917, the then Honourable Mr. Phiroze Sethna who was a member 
of this Council moved a resolution in this House for the appointment of 
a commit~ to suggest measures for the prevention of professional 
beggary. That committee was appointed at a time when the honour
able member Mr. Kamat was also a member of this House. The 
committee submitted its report in 1920. The report contains startling 
disclosures about the widespread evil and the alarming proportions 
which it has attained during the last 80 many years. Consequent on 
that report, the Government asked Mr. Starte, the Criminal Tribes 
Settlement Officer, to submit a scheme for the prevention of professional 
. beggary. Mr. Starte was even deputed by Government to visit institu-
tions doing the work of utilising the labours of these able-bodied beggars 
in continental countries and in England. On his return from Europe, 
Mr. Starte issued a report, whiclt is really a very illuminating document. 
Government have up to now taken very little action on that report. 
That is why I am moving this resolution to-day. 

So far there has been established in Bombay city only one Beggars' 
Camp under the management of the Helpless Beggars Relief Committee, 
which is financed to a great extent by the Corporation and which 
receives a grant-in-aid from the Government also. This Beggars'. 
Camp has 80 far admitted only 1,ll.4 beggars, of whom 298 are 
llahomedans, 220 are Marathas, 144 Mahars, 81 Bhayyas, 81 other 
Hindus, 60 Christians, 35 Wagris, 32 Madrasis, 18 Mangs, 16 Thalrurs, 
15 Telugus, 15 Brahmins, U Ahirs, 13 Chambars, 12 Pardesis, 
11 Kolis, 9 Pathans, 8 Garthis and 31 others. 

It will be seen from these figures and these denominations that this 
social evil, this great vice, is prevalent among all communities in all 
places in the Presidency. There are even 15 Brahmins who have taken 
shelter in this Beggars' Home. Now, Sir, this Home was started as 
a. result of that committee's efforts. The Bombay District Benevolent 
Society was asked to receive beggars. The beggars were accommodated 
by them for some time, and then a committee was appointed, and under 
that committee this Beggars' Camp at Rowli Hill was started, and there 
these beggars were given shelter, 
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The Children Act, the Children's Home and certified Homes for 

Children under the Act are also the result of the Sethna Committee 
recoDUllendations. ·Still much more has to be done under the· said 
recommendations and under the Starte Scheme. 

Now, Sir, turning to the other aspects of beggary as to whether it is 
sanctioned by religion, let me quote a few passages from the same 
brochure ''Mendicancy in India''. Neither Islam nor Hinduism/ nor 
Christianity nor Zorastrianism, sanctions beggary. . As a matter of fact, 
the Parsis and the Borahs have taken the lead or rather 4ave set an 
example to the other communities, even in the absence of legal powers 
to check this evil. There is not a single individual either in the Parsi 
or Borah community, who is see_n begging iii the streets and annoying 
the people. That is due to proper organisation and direction of charity 
in the said communities. You see here a wonderful example tO 4e. 
followed by the other communities. Unfortunately the other :com
munities lag behind in this respect. There is too much of individual 
charity in them which is misapplied and misused with the result that 
there are too many paupers in those other communities. · 

A glowing illustration of the fact that Islam has ·forbidden beggi~g · 
is seen cited in the same brochure "Mendicancy in India", and it is 

• this: An able-bodied man once approached Khalifa Omar, an Apostle 
of the Prophet Muhammad, for. alms-

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : I fully 
recognise the need for removing this evil and I request the honourable 
member not to dwell much on this point. · ' 

:Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: If the honourable House considers this 
illuminating, I will quote a few more interesting passages .. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT.: The honourable membe~ ~ay 
proceed as he likes. . · · . 

Mr. SYED MUNA WAR: The Khalila ordered .that the man should 
be given something. A little later, the Khalifa saw him begging in the 
streets and carrying a bag full of alms. The Khalifa noticed at the same 
time a camel carrying some bags for the " Baitulmal " or property 
commonly treasured and utilized for the service of God and man, and 
ordered that the bag be snatched from the beggar and emptied into the 
Baitulmal, and that the beggar be whipped. Such are the doctrines of 
Islam in respect of this demoralising evil. 

Then, as regards the Hindu religion, Hinduism has made no provision 
for the maintenance of the poor, nor does it sanction the giving and taking 
of alms in general. It is true that the giving of alms to Brahmins ·is 
mentioned as a duty in the Vedas and Shastras, but the Brahmins of 
to-day cannot as a class be called beggars. Some Brahmins may play the 
part of hypocrites and beg alms, and on occasions like marriage may be 
given some offerings. Although Brahmins may be entitled under their 
religion to take alms, they as such have not reduced themselves to 
beggars. 

xo Hb 66-7 
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Now, Sir, with rega.rd to the practical methods for the rre•:ention of 

professional beggary. The committee appoint{'d in pursuance of the 
resolution of the Honourable Sir Phiroze Sethna recommt:>nded that 
there should be special legislation to deal with beggars, but that before 
legislation was passed some remedial measures should he undertaken. 
1\Ir. Starte is of the view that it is the duty of Government in co-operation 
with local boards and with the aid of voluntary agencies in urba1t and 

· rural areas of the Presidency to set up committees of public assi~tanee 
and associations of social service in the various areas concernt:>d. As for 
the legislative measures, the committee's report say11 that thl.'y 11hould be 

· classified under three heads, punitive, preventive and curative. As 
a' punitive remedy it is suggested that the District Police Act and Bombay 
City Police Act should be amended so as to give adequate powers to the 
police and the magistracy; that there should be a special enactment 
against beggary ; that begging in streets should be made a cognizable 

·offence; that there should be legal provision for treatmentof fustoffenderl! 
and for that of habitual offenders. Coming to the curative remedies, it 
is suggested that just as·a magistrate has power to pass a reception order 
in the case of a lunatic under the Lunacy Act or a leper under the LeJ>ers 

. Act, .so should he have power to send a professional beggar, infirm or 

. minor, to a recognised infirmary or an orphanage as the case may be. It 
is alsO suggested that there should be legal provision for the establish-' 
ment of certified schools fo;r the admission of such convicted beggars. In 
regard to certified schools, there are several institutions already existing 
in the Presidency, for instance Lady Willingdon Infirmary, Surat; the 
Hindu ::flla.hajan 'Anathasram, Surat; the }Iindu Anathasrams, Broach 
and Nadiad i Rao Saheb. M:ahipathram Anathasram and Orphanage at 
Ahmedabad; several Mussalman orphanages and other institutuions in 
the City of Bombay and elsewhere. These institutions are fit for the 
reception of those ordered to be sent by the magistrates to such institu
tions. As regards remedial measures--

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: It is now seven. The honourable 
·member has ten minutes more, and he may continue to-morrow. 

.. The House is now adjourned to 1-30 p.m. to-morrow,, Thursday, the 
6th August 1931. . -

i . 
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Thursday, th~ 6th August 1931 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Thursday, 
the 6th August 1931, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, 
Sir ALI :MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI, Kt., Bar-at-Law, presiding. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF IIAJI liAJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
ALI.AHBAKSH, Khan Bahadur 
AsAVALE, Rao Bahadur R. S. 
BANGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BHUTTO, Sir SHAH NAWAZ 
BotE, Rao Bahadur S. K. 
BowERS, Mr. P. L. 
BRANDER, Mr. J.P. 
BRISTOW, Mr. C. H. 
BROWNE, Mr. D •. R. H. 
CHIKODI, Mr. P.R. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadtir G. K. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. 
CoLLINS, Mr. G. F. S. 
DHALUMAL LILARAM, Mr. 
DESAI, R11.0 Saheb B. G. 
DESAI, Mr. H. R. 
DESAI, Mr. S. B~ 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
D'SouzA, Dr . • T. ALBAN 
EWBANK, Mr. R. B. 
GARRETT, Mr. J. H. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Sir 
GoKHALE, Mr. L. R. 
GovER RoRA, Mr. 
HuDSON, the Honourable Mr. W. F. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KADRI, Mr. J. S. 
KALBHOR, Mr. G. M. 
KALE, Rao Bahadur R. R. 
KAMAt, Mr. B. S. 
KAMBu, the Honourable Dewan Bahadur S. T. 
MBHARI, Mr. M. M. 
KHUHRo, Khan Bahadur M. A. 
KULKARNI, Rao Saheb P. D. 
MACKLIN, Mr. A. S. R. 
MEHERBAKSH, Mr. S. 
MEHTA, Mr. M. H. 
1\JtRZA, SAHIBZADA M.A. 
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llonn, Rev. R. S. 
llORE, Mr. J. G. 
X..ux, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
N.umEoRAo Brn1LU1RA.o, Mr. 
XAVLE, lli. N. E. 
PARULEKAR, Rao Bahadur L. V. 
P J..TEL, Khan Bahadur A. E • 

• PATEL, Mr. c. N. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
PATIL, Mr. v. N. 
PAm., Rao Saheb V. S. · 
PRADHAY, the Honourable Sir GommRJ..o 
RJ.FIUDDIN Amw>, the Honourable Mon. VI 

RESJ..LDAR, Mr. A. K. 
SH.Um ABnn AZIZ, Mr. 
SBAJ.KB ABDt"L :M.um, Mr. 
SBAJ.m YnUB V AZIR MA..HollED, Khan Bahadur 
SH.U."XARRAO JAYA.RAllRAO Z~-zARRAO, Mr. 
SJinn>E, Mr. R. B. 
SllART, Mr. w. w. 
Sor..u"X.I, Dr. P. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
St'RVE, Mr. v. A. 
sfin MIRA.~ MAaollED SHAH 
SYED M~AW"AR, llr. 
TA.LPnt, liiR B.uDEH Au ~ 
THAXOR OF' KERw ADA, Sardar BHASAHEB RAISDiliJI 
TaollA.s, the Honourable Mr G. A. 
Tor..u"I, Mr. S. S. 
T~~ER,Mr.C.W.A. 
VAISHA.11PAYll, Dr. V. G. 
Vlllt, Mr. PESTAXSHAJI N. 
V lliL, the Honourable Sirdar Sir RcsTo:\1 JEJIANGIR 
V.u."1>EKAR, Rao Saheb R. V. 
WA.D:u:, Mr. B. P. ' 
WILES, Mr. G. 

[6 Auo. 1931 
• I 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~'T: Order, order. Questions. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

BollBAY PoRT TRusT:. PAY OF OmCERS. 
Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kola.ba District): (a)· Will Government be pleased 

to state whether it is a fact that some of the officers in the Bombay Port 
Trust are drawing more pay than the pay attached to the posts held 
by them! . 

(b) H so, will Government be plea.sed to state in regard to each of 
such officers (i) the grade and pay of the officer, (ii) the grade of 
the post, (ii•1 the reasons for allowing pay in excess of the scheduled 
pay of the post ! 
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The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : (a) Under section 21 of 
the Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879, the Board is required to prepare 
and sanction a schedule setting forth the amount and nature of the 
salaries, fees and allowances which the Board sanctions for each officer 
<>r servant. No officer of the Port Trust draws salary in excess of the 
.amount sanctioned and set out in tlle Schedule of Staff. 

(b) Does not arise. 
I 

BoMBAY PoRT TR~ST : REVISION oF PAY OF OFFICERS. ' • 

Mr. N. N. PATIL .(Kolaba District): Will Government be pleased 
to place on the Council table a statement showing in ·regard to each of , 
the departments of the Bombay Port Trust-· · · 

(a) the number of appointments carrying a monthly payo£ Rs. 5oo 
and over, created since 1st April1923, the designation and the grade 
and pay of each such appointment and the name of the ·present 
incumbent ; . · 

(b) the number of appointments carrying a monthly pay of Rs. 500 
and over, the emoluments of which have been increased since 1st April 
1923, the designation, the grade and pay of each such appointment 
and name of the present incumbent ; · 

(c) the number of appointments carrying a monthly pay of Rs. 500 
and over, the grades of which have been reduced and the same parti-
culars as mentioned in (a) and (b) above~ , 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM BUSSAlN : Statements giving the 

information required are placed on the Council table. · . · · · 

xo Hb 67-la 
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(e) s~ tlottillg 1M ... ~of appot.,.;,_, torryillgll 

! Pra!ent grad& 

Designation Grade pay when I ------· created I I 

Grade 

Rs. Rs. 

l. DeputyCha.irman 2,75C}-125-3,000 2,00C}-]0C}-2,500 
+ 100 Motor Car 

Allowance. 

' Cl{q Ellgi'MM'• Deptlrlmnl. 
+ 250 Pel'80ll&l Pay. 

. 2. Chief Engineer and Dredging Master 650-30--800 650--30-800 . 
"Chelura ". with free quarters. with free quarters. 

3. 2nd Engineer and Relieving Dredg · 500--3~0 50()-3()-..650 
ing Master," Chelura". 

'· Dredging Master," Barbu,. 600--30---800 650-30-800 

Chlef Engineer and Relieving Dredg 
with free quarters. with free quarters. 

I .5• 650-30-800 650---30-800 
ing Master " Barbua ''. with free quarters. with free quarters. 

6. 2nd Engineer, " Barbua " SO~o-650 50().....3~ 

7. Engineer, " Bustard " 40C}-20---600 400-20---600 
8. Engineer, " Red Shank " Do. Do. 
9. Engineer, " Widgeon " •• Do. Do. 

10. Relieving Engineer, Dredging :neet. Do. Do. 

11. Engineer and Dredging Master, 600 fixed with free 600 fixed with free 
"Nautilua". quarters. quarters. 

12. Junior Assistant Mechanical Superin· 400-25--500 400-25--500 
tendent. 

13. Do • Do. Do. 

.Railwy~ 

14. Asaiatant Railway Manager 5.50-50-1,200 550-50-1,000 

lA.rulorul Bunder1 ./)epGrlmt'ltl. 

15. Pel'80n&l Assistant to. the Land 350--30--500 350-30-500 
.Manager. 

Pprl ./)epGI'IrMnt. 

16. Deputy C4DBervator .. • • 1,800-100-2,300 . 1,800-100-2,300 

17. Pilot .. 1 750-30-1,230 750-30-1,230 
I 
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f1W11lhlg pa1J of&. 600 and over creatt.d li71.1le 18l.April1923 • 

.and pay I 
~ 

Ra. 

Name of the present 
· incumbent Remarks 

2,500 Mr. W. R •. s. Sharpe. 
+ 100 M.C.A. 
+250 P.P. 

710 

650 

800 

680 

lS30 
500 

I 500 
420 
.500 

750 

440 

1,900 

780 

Mr. P. M. Lyons. 

, D. H. McCia.chlali. 

, T. J. Cochrane. 

, A. McGill Ard.agh .. Additional Officers, had to~~ engaged. 
(On leave preparatory for new vessels- purchased for the 

to retirement.) Dredging Fleet, b~Jt several posts haw, 
' since been abolished, fJide statement in 

, J. X. D'So~. 
,, N. S. W. Dyaon. 
, A. Monteiro. 
,. E. Chamrette. 

C. G. M. Corke • 
(On leave preparatory 

to retirement), 
V~W~nl. 

Zafar Ahmed. 

Vacatlt. 

Mr. P. M. Boyce. 

., R. G. Deehm.ukh. 

a.nswer to question (c). 1 • 

Commdd. G. l<moh •• I In .. ~ ....... ro. tho. pooto of .Pod 

I 
Officer and Asaistant Port Officer. 

}lr. R. H. Friedlander. 
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(6) 8krlatal Mowi., IN....,_. of •noi~ li1t01lll J,rii 19!3 ,_.,.,.., 

I • I 
I Grade prior ~ in- I 

neue in the 
emolumenw Grade 

----------------------- :------------

LAil.-' Bnclerl ~ 

I. ](auger, Lt.Dd and Bonders •• 1 1,150-7 3-1,7 50 
2. Deputy M.I.Dager, land and Bandera •. 800-50--1,100 

i 

DocU Depori'lftftl. 

3. DePutY Docb ll:anager (Office) 

f. Deputy Manager, Hamallage 

5.· Do. Docb· 

G. Do. do. 

E agi__., DepGrl'lftftl. 

7. Surveyor 

Porl~ 

8. Pod Depa.rtmmt Inspector 

I 
I 

..1 750-00--1,000 
; 

' 
•• 

1 

900--50-1,200 

•• : 1,000-7i-1,450 
i 

•• : 1,ooo...:;s-J,450 

I 

• 300-2S-350 

• 600-23-700 

1

1,800-100-2,300 
1,000-'i3-1,.SO 
+ 100 llotor Car 

Allowance. 

I 
I 730--50--1,000 
+ 100 Special pay. 
+ 100 Pei'IIOllal pay. 
1',000-73-1,4.30 
+ 100 Car rJlowance 
1,000-75-1,450 
+ 100 Car allowance 
1,000-75-1.~0 
+ 100 Car rJlowance 

200-10-250 
300-25-000 

600-23-700 
150 Penonal pay. 
50 Car rJlowance. 

----------------------~--------~ 
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&ad pay. 
Name· Remarks 

P\t.y I 

-----l---------------

1 
1,900 I llr. F. H. Taylor. 
u2s 1 •• B. c. Durant. 

+lOOllohrl 
C... A. . I 

1,000 llr. P. A. DaVies. 
+ 100 SpLpa 
+ 100 P.P. I ' 
14.SO W. G. H. Templeton..l · 

+'•oo Car A. 1 

1 4.SO " F. A. Borissow •• i A compensatory allowance of k 100 
+'1oo Car A. 'J for maintenance of a car. 
1,375 F. S. W"llli&ms •• 

1

1 

+ 100 Car A. 

I · · I 
lid. B. I 

+ 150 Pe (On leanpreparato 
700 ~ llr. J.llunster. , 

Pay .., reQrement.) 
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(c) Statemtfll 11tow:ing tltt fltlmber of appoifllmtnll eilllf l&I.April192.J MfTYi"f . 

Grade prior to 
Present grade 

Designation reduction 
Grade 

Rs. Ra. 
I. Deputy Chairm'f 2,750-125-3,000 2,000-100-2,500 

100 Motor C. Allee. +100 M. C. Alire. 
+250 Personal Pay. 

Sf#dary'B Departmenl. 

2. Secretary • • 1,800-100-2,300 1,400-75-1,700 . 
3. Dy. Secretary 900-50-1,200 700-50-900 

.Accounts DepartrM.m. 

'· Sr. Assistant Accountant .. *1,000-75-1,450 700-40-900 

5. Assistant Accountant (Loan~ 600-40-800 550-25-700 

Engineera' DeparlrM.m. 

6. Deputy Chief Engineer .. 2,100-100-2,300 1,800-100-2,300 
'1. Chief Foreman (Worksh~ps) 70()....40.....900 550-25-700 

8. · Shipwright and Carpenter ForerUn 550-25-650 500-25-550 
(Workshops). 

9. Boilermaker Foreman (Workshops) • 550-25-650 500-25-650 
10. 2nd Engineer, '' SilUl'Ull " •. 640-30-700 500-30-650 
11. Dredging Master 650-30-800 650-30-800 

12. Engineer and D. Master 
with free quarters. with free quarters. 

500-30-650 500-30-650 
13.' Do. •• 500-30-650 500-30-650 
14. Engineer and R. D. Master 500-30-650 600-30-650 

15: _ .... 
Do. 

with free quarters •. with free quarters. 
do. Do. Do, ·• 

16. Engineer, Dredging •. 500-30-650 500-30-650 
17. 3rd Engineer, •' SilUl'Ull " 540-30-600 500 fixed. 
18. Engineer, Dredging 400-20-.~iOO 400-20-500 
19. . Do. 400-2()...000 400-20-500 

Railway Departmem. 

20. Railway Manager •• • • 2,~0-100-2,500 1,800-100-2,300 
21. Deputy Railway Manager 1,150-75-1,750 1,000-75-1,600 • 

22. Do. 1,150-75-1,750 1,000-75-1,600 
23. Assistan~ Ra~way Manager 550-50-1,200 550-50-1,000 

24. Do. .. I 550-50-1,200 550-50-1,000 
25. Do. ''i 550......00-1,200 550-50-1,000 

Engineera' Departm.enJ. 

26. Sr. Assistant Engineer •• .. ~1,000-75-1,600 600-50-1,300 
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,. momlUg pay of Ra. 600 and over and the grades of wkich Milt been reduced. 

and pa.y 
Name, Remarks 

Pa.y 

Rs. 

2,500 Mr: W. R •. s. Sharpe. 
lOOM. C. A. 
250P. P. 

1,700 
900 

860 

485 

2,000 
900 

500 

575 
650 

.2,300 
1,750 

1,225 
1,200 

750 
550 

800 

I . 

I Mr. N. M. Morris. I" A.S.Jlok ... 

I Mr. W, E. McDonnell • • *In substitution of the post of Deputy 
I Accountant. ' 

I , 0. V. Hyde (officiat. 
ing). 

+ 

I 
Mr. A. Hale-White. . . 
, A; C. Strelley , • . Grade of Rs. · 70().....4:0-900 perso:P.a.l to 

I • Mr. Strelley, . . 1 • I .. J.C. R. Walsh. 

I , G. B. Laws. ' 

I , R. McCracken. 
Post abolished. 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

Do. 
Do •. 
Do. 

Do, 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

j Mr. D. G. M. Mea.rns • 

I 
,. A. F. Watts 

,. H. A. Gaydon. 
! ,. S. G. N. Shaw 
I . 

I 
.I 

-I 
. I 
•• i Grade of Rs. 1,150-75-1,750 personal 

I to Mr. Watts. · 
I 

.. t Grade of Rs. 550--;-50-1,200 personal 
: to Mr. Shaw. 

P. M. Boyce. 1 

,. M. E. A. Kizilh&sh. I 

Mr. F. M. Surveyor •. l•rn substitution. of an Executive ! J Engineer. 
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Bo:mu.Y PonT Tnt'sT: Exnxsto~ or SERncx or liEcii.u'lc.u. 
StTERD'TENDENT. 

Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kola.ba District): Will Gowrnment be pleased 
to state-

(a)'whether it is a fact thet the Trustees of the Port of Bombay 
have very recently granted an extension of seni.ce to their Mechanical 
Superintendent on the ground that the prospective incumbent wished 
to proceed on leave; 
. (b) whether the leave required was for reasons which were indi.spens· 

able; 
(c) what would have been the immediate annual saving in establish'

ment charges if the extension had not been granted; 
(d) what are the principles on which extensions of service are grantt>d 

by the Trustees and whether these principles were departed from in 
the present instance ; and, if so, the reasons therefor ; 

(e) whether Government will lay on the Council table a copy of 
the Trustees' proceedings in the matter T 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: (a) Yes; an extension 
of six months. 

(b) Forreasons which the Port Trustees considered good and sufficient. 
(c) There would have been no immediate saving. 
(d) The principles a.re-

(1) that it is proved to the satisfaction of the Trustees that the 
extension is in the interests of the Trust, and 

(2) that the officer continues to be thoroughly efficient and able 
to perform his duties. 

There wa8 no departMe from these principles in the present instance. 
(e) A copy of the proceedings is placed on the table. 

Bombay Porl Trust. 

SECBETABY's OmcB : 
BALLARD RoAD. 

ExcERPT from the Proceedings of a Meeting of the Trustees of the Port of Bombay 
held on the 2nd June 1931. 

EzteMion ofllervict lo Mr. R. McMIIJI.ay, Mechanical Superintendent. 

ll, Submitted extract from the proceedings at a joint meeting of the Finance and 
General and Marine Committees• held on 26th May 1931, as follows:-

Submitted Cha.irman 'a note circulated with the marginally·noted paper11 to the 
Committee under Circular No. 102, dated 21st May 1931, 

Rt/t'ttfiUI :- as follows :-
33~1c!f,~n::;'kfo· E 1-61 .M.r. llcMumy, Mechanical Superintendent, attains, t.he 

Chief A!ountant'a No. age of 55 on the 28th October 1931 and the Cb1ef 
BtCE-17 o1. 18th AJrillO.~t. Engineer for reasons given in his letter of the lOth April 
ll.~~~~:!~"m:.J ~- recommends that his services be extended for the period 
:HI:Gregor. one year. 

·~IIIN:-

1. W. JL Neilson, Esq., CAai1111001. 
2. Sll Ernest Jatkl!on. 
S. L. B. Taln~, Esq. 
'· Meyer N lseim, Esq. 
6, T. A. Stawu:1i, Esq. 
e. B.ear-.ldmlral B. T. Wahrya. 

7. A. R. Dalal, E&q. 
8. E. C. Reid, Esq. 
9. w, L. Clement, Eeq. 

~~: ~ ~: r.~t~:J; Esq. (Spteial Mfllllit:l') 
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One Assistant Mechanical Superintendent was retrenched in 1928 and the superior 
staff of the Workshop is now a.s follows:-

1 1\lechanical Superintendent. 
1 Senior Assistant Mechanical Superintendent. . . 
3 Assistant Mechanical Superintendents. 

Due to the retrenchment there is no Assistant Mechanical Superintendent to fill leave 
vacancies and when one of them goes on leave the work has to be divided up between 
the others. The Chief Engineer points out that Mr. McGregor, Senior Assistant 
Mocha.niral Superintendent, who will act for Mr. McMurray, is due for leave next year, 
and while it is advisable to let him ta.ke this leave, it will naturally mean a. certain 
'amount of disorganisation if this lea. ve is taken shortly after he succeeds to the post of 
Mechanical Superintendent. With this I agree, and I think the difficulty can be got over 
by allowing Mr. McGregor to go on leave as soon as .Mr. Watt, Assistant Mechanical 
Superintendent, returns from leave in October next and extending .Mr. McMurray's 
term of office by six months. This will avoid two changes in the post of Mechanical 
Superintendent in the year 1932. · 

We have one JWlior Assistant Mechanical Superintendent and two apprentices 
(Indian) under training now but it will be some time before any of them will be fully 
qualified to fill the post, so it will be necessary to recruit a. man to fill the post 
of Assistant Mechanical Superintendent due to Mr. McMurray's retirement. This 
could he done by getting an Electrical Engineer (and it should be possible to obtain 
a fully qualified Indian for this post) for a period of, say, three years, and appointing 
him from October next as supernumerary in the first instance. This would enable . 
the new Assistant to be fully capable of carrying out the requisite duties before 
1\Ir. 1\lcl\lurray leaves and would also simplify future leave arrangements. Therate 
of s!!.la.ry for the new post can be fixed l':l.ter on. 
The Committee agreed that in the circumstances the proposed grant of an ~xtension 

of service to Mr. McMurray for six months was in the interests of the Trust and decided 
to recommend the proposals as set out in the Chairman's note to the Board for sanction. 

RESOLUTION No. 217.-The recommendations of the Committee are sanctioned. · 

Forwarded to-
The Chief Engineer. 
The Chief Accountant. 

No. 

TRUE .EXCERPT, . 

A. S. BAKRE~· · 
. Acting Secretary • . 

Mr. N'. N. PATIL: With regard to (d), I want to know whether 
extensions are granted to Indian employees of the Port Trust or whether 
there is any different criterion for Indian employees in regard to 
this extension 1 · . · · . 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : The same principle 
applies. . . · 

Mr. N'. N. PATIL: Was not extension asked for by Mr. Turkhud, 
Assistant Accountant in the Port Trust, and was it not refused 1 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : I do not know. 
Dr. :M. K. DIXIT: Was there any case where Indian employees asked 

for extension and were not given 1 · 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN:· That does not arise out 
of this question. 

Dr. :M. K.' DIXIT: It is for the Honourable the President to say 
whether it arises out of the question or not. . 
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The Honourable the PRESIDE.."'\T: '\That is the qut>st~~n l 
Dr. ll. K. DIXIT: W'hetht>r tht>re wt>re any instanct>s where Indian 

employees asked for t>xtension of service and were refuiJed it ! 
The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: That does not arise. 

MOTION FOR ADJOURNMENT. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: Ordt>r, ordt>r. The honourable 
· member from Surat (lli. A. K. Resaldar) has placed an adjournment 

motion in my hands. I shall read it : 
•• This Council do adjou.m in order to disc1188 the action of the District Snpt'rintendent 

of Police, Surat, in d..i.recting the trustees of the Naginchand Han to 'Withdraw tht }lt'r· 
miasion granted by \hem to ll11881lm&na of Surat to celebrate the Prophet's day and 
th11.11 interfering in the performance of the religiou obligations to the sacred mt>mory of 

· \he great Prophet and injuring the feelings of the entinl Muslim community, particularly 
in riew of the UliSitisfactory statement made by the Honourable the Home .Member." 

I have allowed it. Has the Honourable the Home ~!ember any 
objection! 
· The Honourable Mr. G. A. THOliAS : I object to it, Sir. My first 
objection is that it refers to an event which occurred nine dajrs ago and, 
under the practice and traditions of this House, an adjournment motion 
should he moved within 24 or 48 hours of the occurrence of the event to 
which it relates. 

My 8econd objection is that I made a full statement yesterday and 
placed before the House all the information at my disposal. Several 
questions were asked, which I answered to the best of my ability. 
I can only repeat that statement to-day, and I cannot see any object, 
therefore, in spending more time of this House, which has only two days 
left, in rediscussing matters which were discussed at some length 
yesterday. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDID,"T : Has the honolll'able member who 
has asked for leave to move his adjournment motion, the leave of the 
House ! Those who support him will please stand in their places. 
(.After a count) There are only 24 honourable members in favour of the 
motion and, therefore, leave is not granted. 
· 'I he diScussion on the honoura~le.member Mr. Syed MUD.awar's resolu- · 

tion will now proceed. -

DISCUSSION ON RESOLUTION re : PREVENTION OF 
. BEGGARY --t'esumed. 

Mr. SYED MUNA W .AR : Sir, I will now continue from where I left · 
yefterday. Yesterday I was suggesting remedial measlll'es and 
I enumerated two classes of remedial measures. The third class 
is preventive measures. t'nder thls head legal provisions are necessary 
against habitual offenders. Those who live in Bombay city and even 
those who visit it for a few days will bear me out when I say 
that the present position of beggary as it obtains in Bombay has become 
a positive nuisance and annoyance, and constitutes a serious menace to 
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the peace and well-being of that city. The beggars go about begging 
from door to door, infest public streets, stand in front of doors of houses 
in congested localities, commit thefts and spend their earnings 
from beggary on numerous vices. Able-bodied persons who are neither 
lame nor disabled carry on the profession by singing on public streets. 
They refuse to take food but insist on receiving cash. Many of them who 
get rich food from Anathashrams, Sadavarts and Jamatkhanas sell that 

. food, make money thereby and waste that money on vices and luxuries, 
while deserving crippled beggars owing to their physical disabilities are 
l'nable to move about to get their bread and go without food--· 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There are only five minutes more 
accor.ding to the limit laid down. 

l\Ir. SYED MUNA WAR : I will have to claim your indulgence to give 
me at least ten minutes, Sir. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~""r : I will give the honourable 
member five minutes more than the time allowed under the rules. That 
means ten minutes ~om now. 

Mr. SYED !lUNA WAR: I shall now describe a scene as it has been· 
depicted in the book " Mendicancy in India " : 

"We are not unfamiliar with the scenes at the door of the Alms-giver. H we take 
a tum through a well populated {liLy like Bombay on a. holiday we a.re sure to see some 
Shaithia or a Mian Saheb standing on his spacious verandah with a heap of whea.t on one 
side and a bag of cash nearby. There in the street is an impenetrable crowd of beggars, 
perhaps representing all parts of India. Indeed some have tra.velled like birds of p&IIB&ge 
from as distant countries as the Punjab, United Provip.ces, Bengal or Madras. It makes 
one blush to see these specimens of humanity falling on one another and elbowing each 
other as they force their way impatiently to the Alms-giver. He is in the meanwhile 
indiscriminate in his giving, and whimsical in his patronage, as he distributes the charity. 
First come first served soon becomes the order, and the strong carry the day, the weak 
go to the wall. In poblic bazaars also these vagrants do not give one a chance ofshopping 
peacefully. ·"They get their fill all the same. A Fakir or a Bawa caJlllot be refused! 
That may bring calamities ! If refused, a departing sigh or even a meaningless curse 
may ruin the most prosperous ! These are the mi@guided beliefs of the people, and 
these their sympathies upon which grows fat the race of idlers I" (Pages 15 and 16 of 
" Mendicancy in India" by A.M. K. Dehlavi, Barrister-at-Law, printed at Ahmedabad 
in 1900). 

I am confident, Sir, that the honourable House will understand and 
appreciate my solicitude to turn these vast hordes of unindustrious people 
into a productive force of honest labourers. How is this to be achieved t 
This can be done by sending all able-bodied beggars to workhouses, 
industrial ho~es where all sorts of cottage .industries may be provided 
for them. What is required is the initial expenditure. The recurrent 
expenditure will be met from their earnings. As for the initial 
expenditure, Government will do well to take the help of charities meant 
for these beggars, charities to distribute khichili, particularly food to 
beggars daily, I mean Anathashrams, Sadavarts and Jamatkhan.as, and 
such other institutions may be asked to co-ordinate and to receive beggars 
or to subscribe to the expenditure required for that purpose. The 
expenditure on feeding the poor may be subscribed by them to these 
industrial homes. This is not a mere ideal that I am putting before the 
House. It has been done in several countries lika Bavaria, Holland, 
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England, and the United States of America where agricultural colonit>s 
have been set up for able-bodied drones and have shown satisfactory 
results. I have referred to the fol'lD.ation of two bodies in this 
connection. One is a Committee of Public .Assistance and the otht>r 
is the Council of Social Service. The Council of Social Semre may be 
composed of representatives from important bodies like the Chamber 
of Commerce, the Indian :Merchants' Chamber, the Millowners' As_qocia· 
tion, the Marwari Association, the Grain :Merchants' Association, the
Social Service League, the Salvation Army and several other social sen'ice 
institutions who may be asked to nominate their representatives ; and 
this body should be an advisory body. It must function to give advice 
to .the Committee of Public Assistance which may be set up in every 
district and taluka town, and in every municipality. 

As for the cost, Sir, the question may be asked how in these days of 
financial stringency Government is going to undertake such vast 
expenditure. I may suggest that, as is done in the United States of 
America, a small rate may be charged-a rate of one pice in the rupee 
of land revenue assessment or house-tax. This may be collected and any 

·deficit that may be found may be supplemented by Government. This 
is quite a feasible suggestion, and the committee that my resolution seeks 
to appoint will throw more light with regard to the question of 
administration and,finance. I have thus indicated constructive proposals 
to deal with this great social evil. As regards ways and means, the com
mittee which my resolution seeks to appoint will be able to suggest them. 
I now appeal to the honoUTable House to accept my resolution, and 
I earnestly hope that the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Govern· 
ment, who happens to be a Parsi gentleman, by nature charitable, will 
accede to my request and take me into confidence while appointing this 
cqmmittee of officials and non-officials. · 

Before concluding, I must say that the object of my resolution in ask-ing 
for the appointment of a committee is that though the last committee 
that was appointed in 1917, in pursuance of the Honourable Sir Phiroze 
Sethna's resolution, has submitted its report eleven years ago, it has 
been shelved up to now. Now, in the light of the suggestions advanced· 
by me, I think it necessary for Government to appoint this committee 
and expedite its work, so as to remove this curse, this great blot upon 
this Presidency. Nowhere else in any civilised country, in any country 
in Europe, have I found such a vast army of beggars as·l find in this 
Presidency. I hope every section of this honourable House will support 
my resolution and see that effect is given to it at an early date. 
With these remarks I commend my resolution for the acceptance of the 
House. · 

Question proposed . 

. Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Sir, I am in 
perfect agreement with the ,;ews expressed by the honourable mover 
of this resolution, and I feel that this is one of the items of social reform 
which evidently needs to be undertaken without further delay. But 
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when the resolution under discussion asks for a committee of officials 

· and non-officials for the purpose of suggesting practica] steps, I submit 
· I have to disagree .for the very reason that the honourable mover · 

himself gave in his opening remarks~ namely, that this question is an 
old one, and, as a matter of fact, in pursuance of a resolution moved in 
this Council, the Government of Bombay did appoint a committee, 
which took evidence and submitted a report suggesting various steps, 
and among them the desirability of having legislation and amendments· 
of the existing Acts such as the District Police Act, the City Police Act, 
and so on. I submit, therefore, that there is no need for a f~esh 
committee to investigate these matters. As a matter of fact, the Press 
Note on the report of the committee that was issued by Government 
stated that the work of the committee had been fully appreciated. 
The Press Note also stated that the committee have carefully weighed 
the different aspects of the whole question and examined the views of 
representatives of various religious organisations· concerned! The 
Press Note further states that there is no doubt of. the desirability 
of definite steps being taken to prevent professional beggary. It 
further states that, with regard to the general question of beggary, with 
the cognate matter of the provision of relief for the honest poor, it is 
desirable, in the opinion of His Excellency the Governor in Council that 
this should be dealt with after the meeting of the new Councils under 
the constitutional reforms. So, in fact, a promise is contained in the 
Press Note that after the constitution of the new reformed Councils. the 
matter would be taken in hand. If that is so, I think that all. that 
we need now press upon the attention of Government is· ·not the 
appoip.tment of a further committee but to to give effect to the recom
mendations of the previous committee by undertaking the necessary 
legislation. The recommendations contained in the report of . the 
committee contain suggestions for a draft Bill. But it is a matter of 
great regret that there were so many committees appointed in the past, 
which have produced very full and comprehensive reports, and also 
made suggestions and recommendations, but all those reports have been 
lying on the shelves of the offices without any effect being given to those 
recommendations. For instance, the question of standardised weights 
and measures is as old as the hills. Committees were appointed, 
reports were made, legislation was suggested. In reply to a question 
of mine on the subject the Honourable Minister stated that legislation 
is being considered. My submission is therefore-without taking more 
time of the House-the need for some measures for the prevention of 
beggary cannot be disputed. We are all aware-the people in the 
mofussil as well as the people in the cities-what an annoyance it is
apart from other considerations-that we should be troubled by these 
beggars. As a matter of fact, it is a matter no doubt partly rest~ 
ing with ourselves in a way. If public opinion is sufficiently advanced, 
we might really prevent beggary to a certain extent by not giving alms 
as a matter of course when they are claimed. I know in my own place, 
25 years ago, it was customary-in fact I suppose it was customary in 
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other places als()-{)n fixed days of the week, :Mondays and Saturdays 
if I remember aright, for the beggars, men, women and children, to flock 
together .and go round the streets, and everybody ·used to give alms. 
If we are giving alms and if they are maintaining themselves on charity, 
why shol,lld they care for work 1 As a matter of fact, there is a colony 
in Godoli in the Satara district. They are called' Kudbude Joshis' and 
they go about begging' alms and they say that it is their profession, and 
that they are bound to follow it. That is their attitude and we people 
do not put forth eflorts to put down that feeling in them and discourage 
them from beggary. So all the blame cannot be laid at the door of 
others. It requires an amount of courage to come forward to put a 
stop to this thing by abstaining from giving alms whenever somebody 
~omes for begging. However, some change has taken place during the 

· last 20 or 25 years and public opinion is veering round the view 
that these beggars ought to be prevented from wandering in the streets, 
railway stations, and at places of entertainment and so on where we get 
down on business in a hurry, and these beggars pester us with 
demanding charity, and thus annoy us. That requires very drastic 
measures. If no special legislation is to be undertaken, provision can 
be made in the Bombay City Police Act and the District Police Act to 
give power to the police to take action when a complaint is made. 
This· will go some way to give relief. The honourable mover has 
no doubt a very good case which is irresistible, but there is no need for 
any committee. In Madras in the year 1924, after the new 
Reforms, they appointed a committee which made recommendations. 
There is no lack of material on the subject. There is ample material 
and the only thing that is required is some legislation to give effect to 
the recommendations. If Government promise to undertake legisla· 
tion, the purpose of the mover will be served and perhaps it will not be 
necessary to have a fresh committee appointed. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHAN'Gffi VAKIL: Sir, 
I rise to oppose the resolution. My object in getting up at an early stage 
of the discussion is that, if I gave the honourable House a very brief 
history of the case, I am sure the honourable House will be convinced 
of the fact that the creation of a new committee is going to serve no useful 
purpose at all. 'My opposition, however, does not by any means imply 
that I am not in full sympathy with the object underlying the resolution 
just moved. Any measure that is calculated to secure relief to the poor 
and the destitute is entitled to the whole-hearted support of the whole 
House. · It is the most pitiable and helpless section of the society and 
I congratulate my honourable friend Mr. Syed Munawar on his having 
brought before this House the matter once again. 

I may ·inform the House that diligent eflorts have been made in the 
past to tackle this problem. During the last 16 years this question has 
been threshed out threadbare. The beggar question was first considered 
by the Bombay Corporation, who, in 1915, appointed a Committee to 
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submit a scheme suggesting the lines on which it should be dealt with 
and in accordance with that committee's report a representation was 
sent by the Corporation to Government in 1918, requesting Government 
to take early steps to establish a Refuge, an Infirmary and Workhouse 
and to undertake legislation for a Vagrancy Act applicable to particular 
areas in the first instance but liable to be extended to any area in.the 
Bombay Presidency at the discretion of Government. In the meanwhile 
a Committee was appointed by Government, in pursuance of a resolution 
carried at the instance of the Honourable (then 1\Ir.) P. C. Sethna at the 
meeting of the Legislative Council held on the 6th December 1917 to 
consider and formulate proposals for the prevention of professional 
beggary and, in particular, for stopping minor boys and girls from being 

· turned into or sent out as beggars and mendicants by their parents, 
preceptors or others, who might for the time being have the care of such 
minors. The Government Committee's .report, which was published 
in 1920, contained recommendations for various remedial measures and 
suggestions as to how the expenditure involved should be met~ Mter 
this report was received, Government enquired of the Corporation on. 
what lines they desired Government to take action on the proposals 
contained in their representation referred to, so far as Bombay City was 
concerned, and requested them to furnish an estimate of the total cost 
of their proposals showing what share of the cost the Corporation would 
be prepared to bear and, in what manner, by a poor rate or otherwise, 
they would propose to meet this share, if any, of the cost. The recom
mendations and suggestions of the Municipal Corporation were received 
in July 1923. The main recommendation was to have a Settlement 
including inter alia an Industrial Home and Workhouse for able-bodied 
vagrants. As it was difficult to work out a rough estimate of the 
initial and recurring expenditure of a Settlement as designed in the 
Corporation's letter, Government in 1925 appointed 1\Ir. Starte, Criminal 
Tribes Officer, Bijapur, on special duty to prepare a rough scheme for 
establishing and maintaining a beggar settlement in .the vicinity 
of Bombay on the lines of a Criminal Tribes Settlement which should 
include inter aliar-

(a) An Industrial Home, 
(b) A Workhouse for able-bodied beggars, 
(c) An Infirmary for those incapable of doing any work. 

Accordingly, he submitted a preliminary report. dated the 16th 1\farch 
1925. In that report he pointed out the importance of the issues 
im-olved and the need for further study. Thereupon, while he was in 
England on leave, he was asked to make a further study of English and 
Continental Institutions and methods, the study to be as short as 
possible in view of the present financial stringency. He studied the 
English and Continental systems of poor relief in Liverpool and 
Copenhagen, and subm,itted a more complete report on the subject 
at the end of December 1925. It was divided into two parts-

Part !--Consideration of the question as a whole for the Presidency. 
Part II-Its particular application to Bombay City. 

xo Hb 67-2 . 
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His repo:d contained several well thought-out and practical recommend&· 
tiona. !a regards the cost of his proposal.s, so £u as the Bombay City 
is concerned, the total recurring expenditure comes toRs. 3,02,358, while 
~e non-reeurring expenditure amounts to Rs. 15,30,500. 

X ow, in this connection, it will be useful for the House to know whether 
. any bodies interesttd in this problem were consulted or not You will 

be glad to know that nearly eleven important public bodies were consulted 
and their opinions obtained. They were-the Bombay European Relief 
Association, the Helpless Beggars' Relief Association, Bombay Humani· 
tarian League, the Society for the Protection of Children in Western 
India, the Seva Sadan Society, the Servants of India Society, the Indian 
Merchants' Chamber, the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, the Bombay. 
Millowners' Association, the Marwari Association and the Social Service 
League. 

There are many other things worth saying, but I do not wish to take 
np the time of the Honse any more, for the simple reason that 1 hope 
that I have been able to convince the honourable Honse that everything 
that could possibly be done to solve this very complicated problem has 
been done. I am perfectly certain that any new committee is not going 
to do anything more than what has already been done. As my honourable 
friend. Rao Bahadur Kale said, what requires now to be done is to give 
efiect to the recommendations which have already been made. That 
cannot be done at present for the simple reason that we have no money.' 
I would, therefore, recommend to my honourable friend the mover of the 
resolution to have patience and keep this question in abeyance for 
further consideration at such time as the Government's finances, the 
finances of the Corporation and the finances of other public bodies, all 
of which are very low at present, improve. [Interruption.] 

The honourable mover suggested the imposition of a tax on land. 
That is what he said a few minutes ago. But how to bring money to 

. Bombay which is essentially a. business place 1 Bombay will remain 
without much money. 

Mr. SYED MU:XAW AR: My resolution is not concerned with Bombay 
City alone; it applies to the wholeof the Presidency. The question 
asked by the Honourable Minister is-How is the money raised by levy 
of a rate on land in the rest of the Presidency going to help Bombay 
City t That is not a proper answer to my resolution. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOll JEHA..~Gm VAKIL : Sir, the 
honourable Honse will agree with me that when more important schemes 
have had to be left over for future execution, this matter can certainly 
wait. 

· Before I close my remarks, Sir, I can say that, so far as the question 
of funds is concerned, it is primarily the duty of local authorities to 
undertake schemes of this character, and then approach Government 
for any legislation or for grant. But from what I can gather from the 
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-speech of the honourable mover, he is relying upon Goveni.ment to do 
enrything that could be done in order to secure the relief which he wants 
to bring to the poor. In view of what I have said, I would again urge 
the honourable member to reconsider his decision and withdraw the 
.resolution. 

~Ir. B. S. K..UIAT: Sir, when the Honourable Minister jumped up 
to his feet, I was expecting that he had a satisfactory explanation or a 
ready scheme for the solution of this problem which has been hanging 
fire ever since 1917. But all that I heard from him was an advice to the 
honourable mover to have patience and to depend on an overflowing 
·dose of sympathy, which in these days is cheaper than irrigation water, 
{)n the part of Government. The explanation was that Government, 
after the deliberations of this co:ii:unittee, deputed Mr. Starte to make 
enquiries not only in London but even in far off Copenhagen, a city 
which I know, frorq a personal visit, to be a charming place. :ijut 
I wonder why one need go as far as Copenhagen to find a solution for an 
Indian problem. The Honourable Minister has explained that there is 
the difficulty of finance. There has been this difficulty ever since 1927, 
I know ; but it does not explain why practically nothing was done 
between the years the question was reported upon and the recommenda
tions of the committee were made and the years of prosperity when other 
schemes in the Bombay Presidency were carried out. After all, these 
recommendations involved an initial expenditure of 15 lakhs and a 
recurring expenditure of 3 lakhs. "\Thile lakhs and lakhs of rupees 
were spent on the development of Bombay between the introduction 
·of the Reforms in.1919-20 and 1925-26, to say that during those years 
Government could not have spared 15 lakhs to do something in this 
social question is not a very convincing statement. . . 

The Honourable Minister advised the mover of this resolution 
not only to have patience and to wait till better times, but further on 
he added that the initiative ought to come from the district local 
boards. As far as I can see, the recommendation of the committee, as 
pointed out, was that there should be co-operation between the local 
authorities and the provincial governments. Now, I do not agree that 
the initiative ought to come from the district local boards in ·this 
matter. In all schemes of sOcial reform, so far as legislation at 
any rate is concerned, the duty lies on the local Government to take the 
initiative. If they want the district local boards to co-opera~ with 
them, let them ask for that co-operation. But all these eleven years, 
since 1919,-the year of the introduction of the Reforms,-to sit tight 
and say that we must have patience and that the district local boards 
should take the initiative is not a satisfactory reply. Something should 
have hoon. done by the local Government· in the way of initiating 
legislation and then inviting the co-operation of the local bodies to find 
•out how to solve this problem of street begging. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE: Sir, I offer my hearty congratulations to 
my honourable friend Mr. Syed Muna.wa.r for moving this resolution. 

llO Hb 67-2a 
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He has done immense service to the public, and I wholeheartt-dly 
support him. I am glad, Sir, that the Honourable Minister has 
extended his sympathy, but at the same time I rt-gret very much that 
that sympathy was only lip sympathy. That lip sympathy should now 
be transla.Md into action. Sir, as ·has been pointed out, committees 
and committees were appointed, and those committees made several 
recommendations. The last attempt made by Government in this 
connection was to ask Mr. Sta.rte to submit recommendations to prevent 
the nuisance of beggary. Mr. Starte submitted valuable proposals 
which were forwarded to the Corporation. The Corporation appointed 
a sub-committee for the consideration of this report and I was a 
member of the sub-committee. The sub-committee gave careful consi
deration to the proposals and drafted a reply to the Government. 
That reply, approved by the Corporation, was sent by the President of 
the Corporation to Government. In that reply the President 
says: 

"I am to observe in the first place that Mr. Starte's report contains very valuable 
and useful suggestions for the prevention of professional beggary and that the scheme 
outlined by him reflects great credit on tha~ officer for his thorough grasp of the whole 
problem. The Corporation are in general agreement with the ways and methods suggeBted 
by Mr. Starte for dealing with the beggar problem. They are also glad to note that 
most of the recommendations made by the Corporation in their Jetter No. 3364 dated 
the 17th July 1923 have been practically accepted by Mr. Starte. They however regret 
to tind that .Mr. Starte differs materially from the recommendations made by them in 
their aforesaid letter with regard to the question of dealing with religious mendicants. 
and as to the expenditure to be borne by the Corporation in respect of any scheme thl\t 
may be designed for the prevention of beggary in the city." 

Sir, the Corporation accepted some of the proposals made by 
llr. Sta.rte and on some disagreed with him. I am of opinion that no 
beggars, whether professional or religious, should be allowed to beg for 
alms on public streets. The religious beggars can beg at mosques and 
at temples, but they should not be allowed to beg on the roads. What 
,do ~e see in the city of Bombay 1 Go anywhere ; at tram stands, at 
filiops, anywhere you go, you will find beggars on the roads. They are 
pestering the public and the public get annoyed with them. It is high 
tim~ Government took action in this matter. As regards religious 
beggars, my ho~ourable friend Rao Baha.dur Kale has given instances 
,of Kudb\lde Joshis. But what abolltpriests 1 How many priests will 
stand the test prescribed by 1\lanu 1 Present day priests are nothing 
but parasites. Therefore, these priests should not be given differential 
treat~ent from ordinary beggars. 

As'regards the e:q>enditure, I think the Corporation was right when 
they said that they were prepared to bear half of the recurring expendi
ture that would be· incurred in providing a suitabl(\.~entre for these 
beggars. But they were prepared to bear that expenMture so far as it
related to beggars who were residents of Bombay. They. were not 
prepared to bear the expenditure relating to beggars who come from 
outside and who rush to the city of Bombay·and continue to be a burden 
to the city. I think they were right in this. It is said that the 
:Sombay Government is spending more money on Bombay hospitals. 
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but from the statistics it will be seen that the mofussil men-men who 
come from up-country-are deriving more benefit from the Government 
hospitals than the residents of Bombay. [An Honourable 1\:IEI\IBER: 
Question.] Study the statistics. Not only that. The. municipality 
has started a hospital of its own-the King Edward Memorial Hospital_:. 
and in that hospital many eminent medical men are rendering honorary 
service. To take advantage of their advice many men from Gujarat, 
Kathiawar and other places come to the hospital. That can be. seen 
from the statistics. I, therefore, think that this burden on account of 
·ou~iders should not be thrown on the shoulders of the Corporation. 
1'he respective districts should be asked to bear their share of the 
expenditure. If Government agree ·with these proposals, ·I think 
there will be no difficulty in st_arting the institution proposed . by 
1\Ir. Starte. 

As regards the non-recurring expenditure incurred in constructing the 
institution, the Corporation say that they will not bear that expenditure 
.as it will not be used only by the residents of Bombay, . but also 
by beggars from other places who would be admitted there.. The Cor
})oration is not to be blamed for this. The blame lies at the door 'of the 
Government for their inaction. 

Sir, the Honourable Minister has stated that the local bodies should 
iiake up this question. I may tell, Sir, that the local bodies in Bombay 
are doing their humble bit in this matter. There is the Beggars' Home 
started by a private society.' There are other institutions like, the 
Lady Northcote Orphanage, Children's Home, Institution for the Blind1 
Bawla Orphanage for Muslim girls. • There are several other institutions, 
'There are Sadawartas and Jamat-Khanas also but able-bodied men take 
advantage of them and disabled and infirm men don't get any benefit 
<>f these institutions. Strong men rush forward and take the lion'$ 
share and disabled and infirm men have to starve. So, I submit that 
the local bodies are doing their best in this connection. But unless 
Government support this problem it cannot be solved. I may point 
out that this question is not left to the local bodies in countries like 
England. In England nodoby is allowed to beg on the street. Public 
assistance is given in various ways such as unemployment pay and sic~ 
benefit which are given by Government mainly out of contributions 
made by employers and employees; old pensions are paid by Government 
out of taxes, blind pensions are paid through local bodies in the. form 
:<>f Government grants. Then there are boards of guardians and under 
their control are casual wards, workhouses for the infirm and the aged, 
special institutions for children such as the Group Cottage Homes 
and Scattered Homes. So, the legal obligation of relieving the neces
sitous poor is recognised in England as well as in many other European 
countries. I would therefore urge upon the Government the necessity 
of taking some legal action in this matter. This matter has been shelved 
for too long a time and as one of my honourable friends said it is no 
use appointing fresh committees. Mr. Starte submitted his report in 
1925 and after that the Corporation submitted their proposals. So it 
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is necessary -~ see what were the recommendations of llr. Starte and 
~hat were the proposaJs of the Corporation and what should be don~ 
~the n:u"tter .. Therefore, a· fresh rommittee is neces.••;ary. If a eommittee-
11 appomted, 1ts first work should be~ go into all_ the recommendations .. 
I therefore request the Go\""emment to accept the resolution mond 
by the honourable member Mr. Syed llunawar and re11ume mv 
~t . 

Mr. A.. K. J. B!...~GI (Southern Division) : Sir, I rise to support the 
resolu~on. ~ere can be no denying the fact that beggary is the curse 
of In~ and_JS, to some extent, responsible for its povE'rty. It may not 
be Without mtelE'st ~ know, Sir, the nrious causes that contribute 
to the existence and splE.'ad of mendicancy. The first and foremost 
of these is the influence of the Indian climate which brings on a feeling 
of Jas.situde and disinclination~ work. This is the reason why many 
a family will he found dependent on the earnings of a single bread-winner. 
The second rontributory cause is the religious obligation to give alms, 
as among the Hindus. The third cause of beggary may be sought in 
the sanctity attached to an act of charity .. Fourthly, the superstitious 
fear of calamity, descending on one's head through refusal to give alms 
to a beggar, acts as a further incentive in this direction. Fifthly, unem
ployment is the most potent cause of all, which has driven thousands 
to beggary. :Ulam strictly forbids beggary except under three circum
stan~, (1) when a man is made poor by standing as a surety to another, 
(2) when some unforeseen calamity has overtaken him and (3) when 
he is on the verge of starvation. Khalifa Orner is said to have got 
a beggar whipped, when, on search, tis wallet was found to he full. In 
India begging has become a profession with many. The beggars act 
as a host of parasites Qn the earniilgs of honest and industrious people. 
There is certainly no objection to alms being given to the really deserring~ 
such as the aged, the infirm, the decrepit and the sick. It is only the 
artful mendicant, who is able and strong enough to work, yet refuses 
to do it, and plays upon the credulity of the ignorant and practises 
&Sud, that deserres to he put down with a firm hand. It is a meritorious 
deed to relieve the needy and protect the poor, hut it is unrighteous. 
to feed the undeserving. In England. beggary was put down by an 
act of legislation. The Poor Law was enacted for the purpose of prohi
biting beggary. Though some of its provisions were brutal in their 
operation, it had an instantaneous effect in suppressing the evil. The 
able-bodied beggars were sent to the workhouse, while ~e aged, the
sick and the infirm were sent to hospitals. As a remedy agamst beggary 
caused by unemplovment, big merchants were asked to find work for 
the unemployed. f may point out, Sir, that the Criminal Tribes Settle
ments have worked wonders in reducing crime during the last few years 
of their existence. Before they came into being, thefts, highway 
robberies and dacoities, sometimes attended with murder, were not 
uncommon. But ever since the introduction of the Settlement systemt 
the offences have been largely on the decline. The ~~~ption of son:"e 
similar mea.snres, Sir, may reduce beggary ~ the nurumnm even m 
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this country. It may be within the memory of this honourable House 
that only a short time ago, Mustafa Kemal Pasha, the Regenerator of 
Turkey, by a single fi.rman, eradicated mendicancy from his territory. 
He ordered all Dervishes and attaches to Anqafs or religious endow
ments to earn their livelihood by doing some private business or by 
entering the state· service. Beggary can also 'be stopped, Sir, by a· 
concerted action on the part of all the members ot a community, as has 
been done by the Parsis, the Bohras and the Khojas, by readily lending 
a helping hand to any member of their community who is found to be 
in need of it. · 

With these few remarks, I heartily support the resolution. 
Dr. :M. K. DIXIT (Surat District) : Sir, I congratulate my honourable 

friend Mr. Syed Munawar for bringing a resolution of this kind. As we 
have been told just now, this question has been hanging fire for the last 
17 years without anything being done about it. I think this matter is 
very urgent. As this question of beggary is a great social problem, we 
must begin somewhere. I do not agree with the Honourable Minister 
when he says that the mover of the resolution should have patience and 
something will be done later on. For 17 years Government and other 
bodies have been considering this question. The reports of. the 
committees have been before the Government for the past several years, 
but Government have not done anything .. There are two things 
suggested in the report as far as remedial measures are concerned-one · 
is some sort of legislation and another is finance. He quoted certain 
figures and said that 15 lakhs were required as the initial expenditure 
and 3 lakhs as recurrent expenditure. In those years which were 
considered prosperous by the local Government, nothing was done 
although something could have beeri done. Now when the finances 
have gone down and when our resources are very thin, we are told that 
our finances are poor and nothing can be done. This is an anomaly which 

· I suppose Government at any rate should not take advantage of. After 
all, a small beginning made will not cost much. At any rate, before 
spending any money, if legislation is introduced to control beggary, 
I think the House will admit that Government will have begun 
somewhere. The Honourable Minister wants that the local bodies should 
take the initiative. I am afraid I am not at one with him there. It is 
the Government which should take the initiative; at any ·rate, 
an enabling Bill for local bodies to start organisations such as workhouses 
and poor houses is necessary. Suppose a local body or a municipality 
wants to start a workhouse and wants to see that the streets which are 
full of beggars are cleared of them, it cannot do so in the absence of some 
sort of law enabling it to do so. The municipality which starts a poor
house cannot get hold of a turbulent able-bodied beggar and force him 
to go to the workhouse because there is no law under which it can do it. 
Suppose the municipality holds the inducement of feeding that beggar 
t~E're with free meals every ~ay, what will be the result 1 That beggar 
w1ll take the free meals all r1ght and as soon as he has done so, he will go 
out and again start begging and collecting cash. In th~ way the nuisance 
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will ?o~ti~ll;e unabated. Unless there is some sort of. legislation enabling , 
mumctpalities to start poor-houses and unless certam powers are given 
to the municipalities enabling them to compel those beggars to stay in 
those workhouses and to make them work there. I do not think the local . 
bodies can do much there. · 

. The question 1.$ very important. There is one point which I wish to 
specially impress upon this House and that is the danger to which society 
is exposed by diseased beggars. I have seen times out of number 
diseased beggars, particularly beggars suffering from leprosy, moving 
about the streets and scattering contamination and infection in several 
places, I also blame the public to a certain extent because the usual 
practice with these charitably inclined people is to distribute some money 
to the extent of five or ten rupees or so once a week. It is not religious 
alms given, but the charitably inclined gentleman who wishes to give a 
little money in charity wants to give away say five rupees in charity. 
What he does is this, he wants to give one pie to one beggar but he has 
not got sufficient change in copper pies for the five rupees which he wants 
to distribute. W'ith these five rupees he can distribute charity to about 
a thousand beggars at the rate of one pie each. What he does is that he 
asks some beggars to get all the pies that they may have gathered in 
their begging and he obtains 1,000 coins of one pie and pays five rupees 
in cash to the beggars who bring that change. This gentleman as a rule 
very often is a Parsi gentleman, and I have come across some gentlemen 
doing this sort of charity. After collecting 1,000 coins of one pie each, 
he sits at his shop well clothed, well dressed, probably after offering his 
prayers, and he thinks he is doing a very charitable act and goes 

· on distributing one pie to each beggar. But he forgets that the 1,000 
coins which he has collected are' contaminated with dirt and infection 
from leprous people.. He keeps these contaminated coins on his table 
and starts distributing. He gives those contaminated coins to lepers 
as well as those beggars who are not suffering from leprosy, and in doing 
this charitable act of his he goes on spreading the disease. I am afraid 
he is not very careful about washing or disinfecting his hands before he 
enters his own home and he touches all kinds of things and carries the· 
infection which he has caught from t~oins which he has collected from 
diseased beggars. The lepers and other diseased persons to whom he 
gives the coins, in their turn go' to vendors of foodstuffs such as kurmuras 
(parched rice) and they give those infected coins to the kurmura-wallas 
who in their turn take the coins and put them into their cash-boxes and 
with the same hand get hold of eatables and give them to the beggars. 
They in their turn go on distributing this sort of food which is infected 
to other people. This is how the diseases are spread. The matter is 
very urgent. It may look like an exaggeration on the face of it, but this 
is what actually takes place. I ]lave seen with my own eyes 
and therefore I have asked some of my friends never to go to particular 
shops where these beggars go and buy their eatables. This is a sort of 
a vicious circle and the disease goes on spreading. 
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This matter is not confined only to the disease of leprosy but it spreads 
· .also to many other infectious diseases like itches, scabies, ek From this 
· standpoint too, it is also very necessary that something should be done 
to eradicate or control the beggar problem. There are some privat~ 
bodies which have undertaken to feed the poor. Of course they are 
careful enough to give food to those only who deserve it and they do not 
giYe food to able-bodied persons but only to those who are very ~ld, 
infirm and are unable to do work for a living. In Surat there are two 
institutions, the Leper Asylum and Lady Willingdon Ashaktashram, i.e., 
Home for Disabled People. I am told that in Madras. the Poor Houses 
.and 1\lutual Benefit Association is doing good work. I have recently 
heard that the Madras Municipality has started a poor-house and "the. 
Poor Houses and Mutual Benefit A.<Jsociation " contributes a certain 
amount of money, and I am given to understand that that Association is 
li:\ely to begin to work along the same lines on this side also. After all, 
the initiative must come from Government. Legislation must be· firstly 
introduced and passed and certain powers must be given· to localoodies. 
Then and then only they can successfully deal with the problem of 
beggary. I am not very keen about appointing a new committee, but 
looking to the keenness of the honomable mover of the resolution, I think 
.a committee working on honorary lines may be appointed so that there 
would be no charge to Government for the expenses of such a committee. 
There is no harm in having a committee of this kind and in revising the 
whole question, and even in examining the recommen.dations made by 
Mr. Starte who we are told will always be ready to give us the benefit 
of his experience which he has obtained of similar. institutions working 
in Liverpool and Copenhagen. Such a committee will not cost Govern
ment anything and I see no reason therefore why the Honourable Minister 
should not accept the resolution. With these words I support the 
resolution. · 

Rao Bahadur R. S. ASAVALE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I·rise to 
.support the resolution so ably moved by my honourable friend Mr. Syed 
:Manawar. It is true that the finances of the Presidency are not very 
atrong just now but, as has been pointed out by the honourable member 
Dr. Dixit, an honorary committee may be appointed so that the cost to 
Government will be nil or negligible. · 

Why a committee has become necessary can· be proved by only one 
reason, namely, that the recommendations made by' the committee 
appointed in 1917 have not been carried out. When the committee 
was appointed, it must have been the intention of Government that 
.something must be done in the case of the beggar problem~ In the same 
way, the Bombay Corporation have done their best to remove this 
.anomaly from the city of Bombay specially for one reason that the citizens 
of Bombay have been bothered and troubled by the beggars who come 
not from the city itself but from out-stations. They belong mainly to 
the districts in the Bombay Presidency, but most of the beggars are from 
the Indian States. If the Honourable Minister goes through the 
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correspondence that was carried on with the GoYemment by the Corpora
tion, he will find that generally most of these beggars in the city of 
Bombay come from the other provinces of India or the Indian Staws. 
If the Government makes out a case and asks the Indian States as well 
as the other Presidencies from which these beggars come to the city of 
Bombay to pay for their maintenance, or passes a law preventing these 
beggars from coming into Bombay, then I am quite sure the States and 
other Presidencies will be forced to pay something for the relief of the 
beggar.s who belong to them. It is only for this reason that the 
honourable mover has brought this resolution. It is not a fact that the . 
beggars belong orJy to the city of Bombay, and therefore the GoYernment 
will think twice before they say that the condition of their finances comes 
in the way, and I hope they will try to do something to eradicate the 
evil of .beggary in the city of Bombay. 

Rev. R. S. MODAK: Sir, I thank the honourable mover of the 
resolution for having brought this matter to the notice of this House. 
In no way can we justify professional beggary. I feel, Sir, that there is 
a very urgent need at the present time to take up this matter and to find 
ways and means to check it. It is as important to check professional 
beggary as it is to check any other crime. Sir, in some Western countries 
many systematic methods are being used to discourage beggary. In one 
particular case, when I happened to be travelling, an unfortunate creature 
came to me and asked for money in the street. I gave him some money, 
but when one of his countrymen saw that he ran up to him, snatched 
away the money, gave it back to me and asked me never to do it again 
in that country. I feel that beggary is a degradation to society and if 
other crimes cannot .be checked without the help of legislation, I feel 
.that this evil should also be tackled by legislation. It would please me to 
have a committee appointed by this honourable House, at any rate to 
bring in fresh proposals, and thus discourage beggary in our Presidency. 
I do not want to take the valuable time of the House by discussing the 
harmfulness of beggary, but I support the resolution wholeheartedly, 
and I trust that this honourable House will pass it. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID (Earachi District): Si!', the honour~ 
able member from the city of Bombay has given us some very 
interesting facts and figures in support of this resolution, and side by 
side he has given us his estimate of the teachings of various religions 
which militate against the spirit of begging. The problem is no doubt 
a very complicated and a knotty one, and in a country where millions 
of people hardly get one square meal a day it is no surprise that begging 
should exist in a very acute form. It is the duty of all of us to tackle 
this economic problem in the best interests of our country. 

Sir, there are beggars and ·beggars. Some of them are driven 
to beggary on account of extreme poverty and on account of circum
stances over which they have not any control. There are in India 
some beggars who might be called gentleman beggars. There are so~e 
Pirs, Syeds, Brahmins, Sanyasis, Bawas and many others who uerctse 
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a sort, of religious control over the minds of the people, and I think my 
honourable friend does not contemplate that Governfi:!.ent should bring 
in legislation against this sort of beggars. 

Mr. SYED MUNAWAR: I protest against the remarks made'with 
regard to Syeds and Pirs. I want to know whether all Syeds are 
beggars in his estimate. · 

. I 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID: I never meant to say that all Syeds 
are beggars. When I uttered the words " Syeds, Pirs, Brahmins,· 
Sanyasis and Bawas,". I meant that there are in our country people 
calling themselves Pirs, Brahmins, Syeds, Sanyasis · and Bawas, who 
live upon the charity of the people and who exercise a sort 
of religious control over the min<Js of the people. If the resolution of 
my honourable friend intends to touch these men who otherwise cannot 
be touched, then I think there is some substance in it. , 

Sir, the difficulty in India is that we people have got very strange 
notions about charity. Our .charitable persons also are in a way 
responsible for the existence of this sort of beggary that is in vogue in 
India. Apart from that, when there are people in India who· possess 
lakhs and lakhs of rupees and who do not spend their money in estab
lishing homes and asylums for the poor, why do you condemn a class 
which, merely by force of circumstances, has been compelled to take to 
begging 1 My honourable friend stated in the course of his speech that 
it was compulsory on Mussalmans to pay zakat out of their earpings. 
I ask him, how many Mussalmans are there in India who pay. zakat 
in accordance with the teachings of Islam and spend their zakat in the 
right manner as taught by the teachings of Islam 1 I do not say that 
my honourable friend coming from Bombay does not pay zakat, 
but knowing the condition of the community as I do, I can assert that 
the majority of us do not pay zakat as we ought to pay. Similarly, 
I say if other well-to-do and moneyed people spend their savings 
properly, or at least devote a part of their money to the education and 
protection of the poor people in India, of course the problem would not 
exist in the acute form in which it exists to-day. It is very easy to call 
upon Government-and my honourable friend must know that I have 
no love for Government, I never spare Government whenever I can
it is very easy to call upon Government to put a stop to beggary and to 
start· homes and asylums, while the richest people of India ·are not 
coming forward themselves to tackle this problem. One honourable 
member from this side of the House has stated that the people 
from other parts of India, who form the bulk of the' beggars in Bombay 
city, should not be allowed to enter Bombay city. Well, Sir, Bombay 
city is a cosmopolitan city, and people from all provinces come to the 
city of Bombay for their professions. The city of Bombay is the 
richest city in the whole of India. It is but natural that beggars from 
different provinces of India should come to the city of Bombay in the 
same manner as all the riches of India come to the city of Bombay. 
I think that it would be absolutely impossible for any Government to 
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ue:reise that sort of check oyer all beggars who happen to rome 
to Bombay in the sam~ manner as it will not be possible for Gonrnment 
to prevent beggars from the city of Bombay going to other pro\ures. 
lly honourable colleague from Bombay city should not think that I am 
not in sympathy with the spirit of his resolution. I am for it, but what 
I mean is that, in the first place, our own well-to-do people should act 
in accordance with the teachings of their religions and should gh·e 
charity and spend charity in the right manner. As soon as that is 
done, the problem will be easily solved, and Government also may be 
expected to lend its helping hand in the solution of this problem. So 
long as the economic condition of the Indian people has not materially 
improved. I think the problem of beggars cannot be satisfactorily 
solved. With these words, I support the resolution. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KCLKARXI (Poona District) : Sir, I rise to support 
the resolution. Begging is the worst enl existing particularly in this 
part of the world, i.e., in India. Particularly in India begging is prevalent 
to a great extent, and from every point ot view it is condemnable. The · 
-country is deprived of its wealth in nrious ways by the existence of 
this evil, and we should look to the question from an economic point 
of view. The country is deprived of the labour of so many persons . 
.As stated yesterday by the honourable mover of the resolution, I think, 
they number hundreds of thousands in this part of the country. On 
the other hand, the country is to support them. Not only this but 
they make much money in the profession. So many beggars come to 
the pilgrim centre under my charge and I haYe occasions to see their 
real nature. They are a nuisance to the sanitation also. They are 
turbulent in manner ; they possess large amounta. They are a source 
of trouble to society. They ask for money in season and out of season. 
They are made so by the misdirected charity of the men of religious 
trend. I remember a story which I read in the history. It is an incident 
that took place during the time of .Aurangzeb. Once .Aurangzeb thought 
of giving a sumptuous dinner to the :takirs. The arrangements were 
made accordingly ; but the condition laid down \ras that the fakirs 
should give their rags to the emperound in return they should receive 
new clothes from him, to which the fakirs objected very- much. This 
oondition from the emperor was a surprise to the then officers and sardars 
of the emperor. The fakirs however were deprived of their rags forcibly 
after the dinner was over and new clothes were given to them. To the 
surprise of all much money was found in the rags and .Aurangzeb could 
fight many wars with that money of beggars. That is an example of 
what can come out of beggary. Begging is a sort of tax levied by beggars 
on the poor resources of this country ; and there is unanimity of 
opinion as to the necessity of eradicating the enl as soon as possible. 
[An Honourable MIDIBER :Will Government be benefited ?] You must 
not see the case in that way: Charity of Indians in many ca8e8 is mis
directed and it should be brought to the right path in order that it mav 
help in solving the economic problem before us in this rase. 
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Another thing which I wish to bring to the notice of the honourable 

House is this. Something was said about the Brahmins and friests. 
When once a thing is condemned by certain men, is it to be condemned 
on all sides without giving due consideration to the merit of the case 1 
I do not see that any special right is given to Brahmins which other ' 
persons do not possess. Beggary is condemned by every caste and 
every community. Ko special magna charta is granted to Brahmins 
empowering them to beg at their free will. The point is misunderstood 
by the other classes. Brahmins are allowed to beg in a certain stage 
of their liie. At the time when they prosecute their religioug studies, 
with a \;ew that they may devote their whole time and attention to 
the study. Whlle they are not prosecuting their studies, this monopoly 
of begging is not given to them. The Satya Samajists have formed 
a separate priest class of their own and they have got their. own Jagatguru 
to govern them. A separate- caste of priest\! they are creating now 
by their action. This prevails in every caste. No honest Brahmin will 
come forward and support beggary. [Some Honourable Members : 
Ko, no.] What is the use of saying "Ko, no" 1 [One Honourable 
:Member : Do they not receive dakshana 1] They receive dakshana 
from householders for whom they have to perform sonie religioUB work. 
That is not a polished way of beggary. They are paid for their labour 
in an indirect way. [Interruptions.] I do not wish to be interrupted. 
Let me address the House. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Why does the honourable member 
allow himself to be interrupted 1 

Rao Saheb P. D. KGLK.AR~!: :Uy point is that the evil is prevalent 
in each caste whethe:~; they be Mahomedans, HindUB or Christians. 
It is an evil which should be eradicated by any means, either by appointing 
a committee or by bringing a legislation before the House as soon as 
possible. It is high time that something should be done to eradic.ate -
this evil once for all and to make the country free from this burden. . 
Beggary is depriving the country of its wealth and labour. My object 
in rising to speak on this resolution is to remove the misapprehension 
about the Brahmins who are wrongly said . as licensed beggars. 
I again point out, Sir, that only those Brahmins who are engaged in 
prosecuting their religious studies can beg under the existing religious· 
rules. I have expressed my own views and in that light I support the 
resolution before the House now. · 

:\lr. J. S. KADRI (Xorthern Division): Sir, prevention of beggary is a 
matter of very great importance. I say, of national importance, because 
it affects the economic, religious and social lile of the ·country. The 
question of beggary is an old and antiquated one, and it has been threshed 
out very closely and minutely by various committees already appointed 
by Government. It is understood that Government are sympathetic 
towards this question and keen about its solution. But the problem 
bristles with so many practical difficulties, that Government cannot afford 
to treat them lightly. The responsibility for the solution of this question 
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lies chie~y wit~ the people themselves. who are encouraging professional 
begg~ry m vanous ways. The q.ueshon has a religio~s tinge about it 
and 1t cannot be tackled very eastly by GoYernment without the whole· 
hearted co-operation of the people of various castes, creeds and 
co~unities. As is evident from Islamic tenets, beggary is absolutely 
forbidden by Islam. Our holy Prophet emphatically discountenanced 
beggary and encouraged industry. His motto was "AI Fakro Fakri " 
meaning" Poverty is my pride." The Syeds who are descended from the 
Prophet have always tried to act up to his precept and have even sacrificed 
their lives and property for the propagation of Islam and the improvement 
of their CO· religionists. Syeds and Pirs have rendered invaluable service 
to Islam. Here is a living example of my honourable friend :Mr. Shaikh 
Abdul Majid, who has become a convert to ISlam as a result of the 
preachings of Syeds and Pirs . 

. Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : I have not become a convert to 
Islam as a result of the preachings of the Syeds, but as a result of my 
own studies. · 
' Mr. J. S. KADRI: I am glad of the news. What I mean to point out 

is that the Syeds and Pirs whose religious duty is to serve their co
religionists by imparting religious instruction to them and serving as their 
religious and spiritual guides, are worthy of all veneration and reverence, 
and as such they should not be mixed up with this question of beggary. 
[An Honourable MEMBER : They are excluded.] There lurks some 
misconception or rather prejudice against Syeds and Pirs in the minds 
of a section of Mussalmans who call themselves reformers. This point, 
however, has no bearing on the main issue of the resolution. The problem 
to be dealt with by this honourable House is to find out ways and means, 
and offer. practical suggestions for remedying the evil of professional 
beggary which is rampant in the country. It is no use becoming hair
splitting on minor points not directly bearing on this questidn. 

The rrux of the question is how to finance the various srhemes which 
are proposed or suggested for doing away with professional .beggary. 
Beggary is admitted to be an evil, both by Government and the public. 
It has to be eradicated. But, what about the money which is required· 
to eradicate it 1 I would make . a- suggestion. All communities, 
particularly Hindus and Mahomedans, have got numerous religious, 
charitable trusts which ar~ specially meant for the poor and the needy. 
If these charities are properly 9rganised and co-ordinated, we shall have 
money available to manage such i~titutions as poor houses, infirmaries 
and industrial homes which would provide honest occupation to profes
sional begga.rs. So, the solution lies with the Hindus and 1\Iussalmans 
themselves. If they organise their trusts and place them on a proper 
basis and if Government legislate for the proper management, organisation 
and ~tilisation of these trusts, the Government will not only be doing, 
their duty, but they will be helping the various communities in uprooting 
the canker of beggary which eats into their vitals. I think the beggars 
have a claim on Government. :Most of the professional beggars, fakirs 
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sadhus and sanuyasis patronise the Government by contributing their 

· quota to the revenue of the Excise Department. They have been 
· helping forward the ~ale of Charas,. Ganja, Bhang and other deleterious 

-drugs to which they are addicted. A large amount of their income, 
whether earned by fair means or foul, goes to Government through the 
Excise Department. I suppose they contribute lakhs of rupees to the 
coffers of Government. So, if Government sets apart a part of their 
Excise revenue to assist the beggars to stand on their own legs, by 
providing· occupation and industries for able b~ggars and by providing 
relief for the weak and the infirm, I think Government would be doing 
a duty which they owe to the beggars. If Government would take real 
interest in the matter, even without undertaking any legislation, by 
issuing an appeal to philanthropi~ and charitable persons, they would 
succeed, as they have succeeded in the case of the Governors' Hospital 
Fund for which they were able to secure severallakhs of rupees for the 
extension of relief to the suffering humanity. At the same time, people 
who have religious trusts in their charge, will come forward to contribute 
large sums for constructing poor houses and infirmaries and . even 
~sta.blishing hospitals and dispensaries for the poor beggars. I think 
by such measures, they will be helping the country at large in the matter 
<>f sanitation and public health. Many beggars have to beg, simply 
because they have got nothing else to do. But if beggars are provided 
with a Workhouse where the abl.e-bodied among them will be doing 
aome sort of work suited to their physical capacity, I think they would 
aoon be accustomed to depend upon their own exertion rather than 
upon begging for their livelihood. When the sense of self-respect i~ 
evolved among the beggars, they will begin to look d~wn upon beggary 
as a heinous profession. In our Presidency, there are among Hindus 
several sects of sadhus with Mahants as their Gurus, who own large 
-estates and have big funds at their disposal. These big people, who 
are supposed to be the religious beads of.their sects, can be pursuaded to 
.contribute their quota from their funds towards the upkeep of poor 
houses and the medical relief of beggars. Before I conclude, I would 
~nquire of the House whether it is really necessary to hav~ a committee 
appointed to investigate into the ways and means of preventing 
beggary. I am of opinion that instead of embarrassing Government 
with a proposal to appoint a committee-and committees do not always 
result in practical good, so far as I know-we must ask Government to 
undertake legislation for regulating religious and charitable trusts and 
thereby assist us in finding money for financing schemes and adopting 
remedial measures for the prevention of beggary. 

With these words, I support the principle of the resolution, but do 
not favour the appointment of a committee, which will mean so much 
expenditure of money, energy and time, particularly because the matter 
has already been threshed out fully in the past and we have got enough 
materials for our purposes. What is wanted is practical action in ·carrying 
.out the various suggestions made by Mr. Starte ·in his report to 
Government. 
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llr. L. R. GOKillLE (Poona City) : Sir, we must be t'h~nkful to the 
honourable member for having given us an opportunity to discuss this 
question of beggary in this House. I believe the question of beggary is 
entirely a social problem, and I do not think it can be a subje-ct of State 
action either by legislation or otherwise. What I mean to say is this, 
that the societies to which the beggars belong must look after them and 
must try to improve their lot or to improve the condition inwhich they 

· Diove. I divide the beggars into four classes, roughly speaking : the 
privileged beggar is one cla..<!S ; the able-bodied beggar is the second ; 
the helpless be&,IJ'8r is the third and the needy beggar is the fourth. We 
have in India beggars divided into these four classes. The privileged 
beggar belongs to the Hindu, llahomedan and Parsi communities. 
They are called Dasturs among the ~arsis--

Mr. M. ll. KARBHARI : I object. They are not beggars. 
· Mr. L. R. GOKH.ALE : --Brahmins are priests among Hindus, 

Syeds among the Mahomedans. 
Mr. SH.A.IKH ABDUL MAJID : There is ~o priesthood in Islam. 
Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : I never said that is sanctioned by Islam. 

I descnoe the thing as it is popularly understood. I am sure beggary is 
not sanctioned by any religion, be it Hindu, Mahomedan, Christian or 
Zorastrian. It is the duty of any society to support some people, what
ever name you may give to them. That is the real meaning of beggary. 
Unfortunately in this resolution the word " beggary " is used in a wide 
sense. The honourable mover says that practical steps should be taken 
for the prevention of beggary and that too throughout the whole of the 
presidency. The wide form of this resolution is certainly objectionable. 
What I suggest is ~his. These privileged beggars I would style as priests. 
People who differ from me are free to choose their own name for them. 
There is a class of persons whose existence is absolutely necessary for the 
welfare of society, persons without care of personal interest or gain, and 
they are the chief advisers of people in matters of religion. Whether 
such persons belong to the Brahmin community or the. non-Brahmin 
community or to any other community matters very little. But there 
ought to be a ~lass of persons whose principal duty would be to guide the 
people generally in spiritual matters. and that class of people 
ought always to be protected. ·J style that class of people as privileged 
" beggars ". I would not like to nse the word " beggars " in regard 
to them, as other honourable members have done, but I only have 
to a®pt it. This privileged class is entitled to every sort of help and even 
respect from us. It is a part of their duty to give advice to the 
people-

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : .Axe they doing their duty now 1 
Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : Some of· them are doing ; others are not, 

because their gishya1, whether they belong to the Brahmin community 
or the non-Brahmin community, also forget their duty. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : .Are they not following the example of 
the- Brahmins! . . 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : They are not ; they are, on the other hand, 
going againSt them. Their chief idea is not to imitate the Brahmin, 
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but to go against him, which they are unable to do. Whatever that may 
be, the point remains that this privileged class, whether they live in 
a Christian monastery, a Shankaracharya mutt or a Mahomedan mosque, 
are absolutely essential for the well-being of society and they should 
not be considered as beggars. - · · 

Secondly, you have the able-bodied beggars, whose problem is really 
serious. As my honourable friend has stated, you will find a l~t of them 
-they are not paupers~making a living by working upon the sentiment 
of the general public. I am told that in Bombay there are contractors 
who supply infants or babes, four or six months old, or grown up persons 
with limping feet or unsound limbs to able-bodied men and women who 
go round and work upon the sentiment of the people· by showing these 
infants or lames and make two or three rupees a day and give one or two 
rupees to the contractors. Such class of people ought to be dealt with, 
I think, by some sort of Government measure. · 

As regards the helpless beggars, we have to help them. 
Then, there are the needy beggars by which term, I mean the poor 

students belonging to the Brahmin or non-Brahmin class, who come to 
us for help in the way of fees or food. We have a great number of tliem 
in Poona, studying in various schools and colleges. It is our duty .to 
assist them by organising charitable funds, and they must never be driven. 
to the necessity of going in the streets to secure help in the way of funds 
for paying school fees and for food. That is a class that deserves our 
help. A committee appointed to look into the question, whether it be 
official or non-official, will not be of any use. I think that leaders of 
society ought to form associations or societies which will tackle 
this question. I do not think Government legislation or Government , 
miJ,chinery under the present circumstances will be of any practical use 
for the solution of this problem so general and so wide which is no doubt 
in some respects an evil. · 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, charity is a. quality of 
the heart, not of the head. If we wish to solve the beggar problem, we 
l!hall have to look at it from the point of view not of the head but of the 
heart. This question, Sir, is not purely a social question: it is a mixed 
question. Its solution lies partly in legislative measures and partly in 
l!ocial organisations. Therefore, I think that those honourable 
members who have tried to shelve this question as being purely social 
have done a great injustice to that class of beggars who are comprised. 
according to the nomenclature given by the last honourable speaker, in 
the category of helpless beggars. Sir, helpless beggars must be 
provided for. If we say that this is not a question to be dealt with by 
legislation, I do not see any way as to how we can relieve the helpless 
beggars. Helpless beggars are there and we must provide for them out 
of humanitarian motive. There is the further consideration, viz., that 
many of these helpless beggars are carriers of contagion. So far 
as the protection of society at large is concerned, you must take · 
some action. You cannot say that it is a social question and that 
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&OCiety must try to find a solution for it. For soh'ing this question, we 
have to come to the legislature. 

Again this question, Sir, is as ancient as the world i~lf. ~lany 
charitable gentlemen have gi'ftn their attention to it. It has lx-en 
tackled in one fopn or another in different places and time.,. And 

· I am glad to say that I have rome across a book with the title 
"Mendicancy in India".· It is a paper which was read Jx.foro His 
Highness the Maharaja of Baroda by out. Honourable the Presi1lent 
himself. It is a very high compliment to him that after 32 years he has 
the good fortune of seeing that his worthy example is being copied in 
this House. What are "·e doing ! Our worthy President at that time 
r~d that paper before His Highness the Maharaja of Baroda antl \\·e 
are doing the same thing, only we are addressing the I't"pre :entatives of 
the King. We are appealing to· the benches opposite who form 
the Government to devote their mind to this question. It is a 
very serious question and its seriousness increases when a large 
population is kept in a small area like that of Bombay City whose popu-

. lation is 12 lakhs, among which there are a few beggars full of sores and 
other contagious diseases. If you allow them to mix with the people 
at large, the danger to public health is very great. I request the 
benches opposite to look · at this question in this light. I pray 
you not to shelve it. By shelving it you will be avoiding your duty 
in two ways. You will not be making provision for the Jx.ggars who 
need it and you will be exposing society at large to the danger of 
contagion. 

The second :Point I would like to mention is that some members 
think that it is no use appointing a committee ; that we had already 
appointed one committee. That is true, the Bombay Government had 
appointed a committee in 1920 and it has been pointed out that since 
the publication of the report nothing has been done. Well, I think it is 
a matter of viewing at things. I notice thatsome good has come out of 
that report. I am referring to the legislative measures which have 
been passed on the recommendations made in that report. For 
instance, the report refers to juvenile beggary and the House is aware 
that since the publication of that report we have passed in this House 
the Act of Prevention of Cruelty to Children. Now, Sir, under that 
legislative measure, what have we done ! We have, by passing 
that measure, practically given protection to one section of beggars-

. the juvenile beggars. To-day if. you find an orphan in the streets of 
Bombay, he will be immediately brought under the operation of the Act 
and he will be carried to certain institutions which are meant to house 
such juvenile beggars. Therefore, I, do say that some good does come 
out of a committee and out of its report. To say that nothing has come 
out of that report, I think, is a misstatement. 

Another point is about the beggars' camp maintained at Rowley Hill 
in Bombay. We have taken some steps in that direction. The 
helpless beggars found in the streets were isolated at one end of the city. 
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We have one hill-Rowley Hill-to the north of Bombay, and there 
·these beggars were taken and fed. Whether that beggars' camp is still 
functioning or not I ·do not know. [An Honourable Member: It is 
functioning.] For some years it had a very useful careet. If it is not 
functioning as effectively now as before, stt'ps may be taken tO revive 
it. Thus beggars falling under the catt'gories of juvenile and helpless 
are provided for in the city of Bombay. In this way, it will be noticed 
that some good has come out of the Report of 1920. 

Now, Sir; there are certain other beggars whom my friend called 
the prirueged beggars. I beg to differ from him in one respect. In 
every religion there are some persons who are mistaken for beggars . 
. But I think they are not real beggars but they render some sort of service 
to the community at large. I give-the instance of our Hindu beggars 
who go under the name of" Vasudev ". I am mentioning this because 

1he is considered as a beggar, whereas he is not a beggar. He renders 

I
' specific service and that service is that early in the morning he. goes 
along the streets of a village or a town with a SD;lall reed pipe and a small 

1 

tinkling bell in his hand. He goes on calling the different names of 
1 
God. The real servic-e he renders to the public is to rouse the public 
.from their beds in the morning. That service ik nowadays being done 
·by alarm clocks. But in the old days when alarm clocks were not avail
able, this "Vasudev" always roused the people from their slumbers. 
He did not render only that service; he went further. He led the 
minds of the people heavenward by the repetition of the names of God 
and further still when he received some alms, he asked the donor the 
name of his ancestors and when the names were given to him he repeated 
one small song which meant that the descendant of such and such a person 
had given alms and as a result of the charity his ancestors received 
consolation in heaven. There is some meaning in this. The meaning 
is "Your forefathers have done good acts; you a~ follow in their 
footsteps and act in your lifetime in an equally honourable manner.". 
The real meaning of these services has been perhaps oblitt'rated or 
misunderstood. I for one will not consider that kind of servant of the 
society as a beggar. Similarly in the Muhammadan localities of Bombay 
early in the morning the fakirs go on singing songs. I think by the 
repetition of these songs they are really leading the thoughts of the 
people heannward and they are doing a kind of spiritual service. These 
fakirs therefore cannot be called beggars, because they are actually 
rendering service. Therefore, these fakirs or" Vasudeva" of the Muham
madan or Hindu communities do not really fall within the scope of the 
beggar problem. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE}.'"T : Two minutes more. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : I will finish, Sir. 
There are difficulties in the way of legislation. Unless some voluntary 

organisation comes into emtence, legislation is useless; therefore, to cry 
out fnr legislation for suppressing beggary without starting associations 
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to enforce it is knocking at the wrong door. Take for instance the 
Prostitution Act. Until a society was formed, the Act remained a dtmd 
letter. I say, therefore, that two agents are nece88ary in such f&ses and 
th~ agents are ~gislatio»; and social organisation. I think· it is very 
advtsable that this resolution should be passed and that a committee 
should be appointed because times and angle of 'ision have changed 
since 1920, and there is every likelihood of more good coming out of the 
deh"berations and findings of a new committee. I therefore support the 
resolu~on wholeheartedly. . 

Mr. PESTANSHAH N. VAKIL (Ahmedabad City): Sir, I am m 
entire agreement with the underlying purpose of this resolution. But 
the honourable the mover of the resolution could not have select(!d 
a more tardy, more cumbersome and more wasteful procedure than the 
appointment of a committee. This is particularly the case in the present 
instance because we have before us the considered report of the com
mittee appointed bt the Government in the year 1918. In the Press 
Note which forms the preface to the Report, the Government pay a well· 
deserved tribute to the labours of the committee in these words : 

"'The report, in addition to ita succinct reoord of all the conclll8ions arrived at by the 
Committee, with the re&I!Ona leading up to thooo conclll8iona, embodie11 also in ita 
appendices a mus of informative material and evidence obtained and 11ifted by the 
Committee in the co111'88 of ita investigations." 

Therefore, unless conditions have changed a good deal in the last decade, 
all the material and all the data necessary for action are in front of us. 
I :bow, Sir, events move apace in this world, especially after the war, 
and I am prepared to admit that things have changed even in this 
changeless East. At the same time, I am not prepared to admit that 
conditions have so altered during the last 10 years as to necessitate the 
appointment of a fresh committee. 

Now, Sir, as the Bible says," The poor will always be with us." Even 
Soviet Russia, with its unfettered experiment in socialism which purports 
to do away v.i.th poverty by levelling up all distinctions and by a 
redistribution of wealth, even holy Itussia, has not been able altogether 
to banish poverty from its boundaries. 

Dr. M. K. DIXIT: There are no beggars in Russia. 
Mr. PESTA..~SHAH N. VAKIL: But poverty is rampant even in 

the richest countries in the world. People who are able to work in 
order to maintain life are oft-times not in a position to secure work 
and are thus redured to beggary. But the SO<'iety there looks down 
upon beggary; the beggars themselves are ashamed of it. It is considered 
to be a crime against society. Whereas this is the stau of affairs in thl' 
West, in the East and particularly in India, it is exalted and glorified 
into a religious act of self-abnegation. And what is the result 1 Under 
the garb of religious mendicancy an army of paupers, really work-shy 
people and loafers, throng the streets of cities and pester honest people 
who are willing to work for their living. And, as my honourable friend 
Rao Bahadur Kale pointed out, even distant \illages are not immun~ 
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from the nuisance of able-bodied beggars. This is the problem before 
us. Beggary and mendicancy are in this country. That is never denied. 
The materials collected by Mr. Starte and his committee are also there. 
The crux of the question is, what action is necessary for reducing its 
proportions, because you cannot altogether do away with beggary 1 
I am not at all in agreement with the opinion of my honourable friend 
Mr. Gokhale that this is not a fit case for action on the part of Government. 
I think it is a suitable case for the combined efforts on the part of three 
several bodies, the Government, the semi-public bodies like district 
local boards, municipalities and charitable institutions, and thirdly, 
society itself. This is pre-eminently a case for the joint' co-operation of 
all these three bodies. Now, coming to the first, what have the Govern~ 
ment done 1 The statement made by the Honourable Minister for 
Local Self-Government is rather disappointing. The promise held out 
in the press-note that " this will be dealt with after the meeting of the 
new Councils under the constitutional reforms " has not yet been carried 
out. It is more than 10 years since these Councils were constituted, 
and yet, beyond sending Mr. Starte to Copenhagen and Liverpool, 
Government do not seem to have done anything very tangible and that 
is the complaint on the part of the non-official members. Some practical 
measures should, therefore, be immediately taken to mitigate this 
evil. 

As regards the municipalities and public bodies, enough has been 
said by speakers who have preceded me, and as for society, I think that 
question has also been adequately dealt with. I shall therefore only 
add one remark, and that is that the appointment of a committee at 
this stage is not going to help in the solution of the problem. · What is 
required is an assurance on the part of Government that they will take 
immediate steps to give effect to the recommendations of the committee. 
As to how Government can help in the solution of the problem, they 
can help in two or three ways, namely, (1) by passing the necessary 
legislation. For instance1 they should empower the police immediately 
to send able-bodied beggars into lock-ups and to compel them to 
work-

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: Work where~ 
Dr. M. K. DIXIT: .1\Iake policemen of them, I suppose! 
Mr. PESTANSHAH N. VAKIL: That is exactly what is suggested 

in this report. The report makes valuable suggestions. As has beetr 
pointed out by my honourable friends Dr. Dixit and Mr. Surve, some 
of these beggars, the unfortunate ones, are also a menace to the health 
of society in general. Something is necessary in that direction surely. 
Then secondly, the Government commands the largest resources. Of 
all the public bodies and institutions the Government is the agency 
which has the largest funds at its disposal, and if Government is not 
in. a positio~ to tackle this problem, whic·h other public body, I ask, 
w1ll be commg forward to undertake this responsibility 1 And what, 
after all, is the financial responsibility 1 The Honourable Minister 
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says that the non-recurring expenditure is 15 lakhs and the recurring 
annual expenditure is 3 lakhs. He has not given any detailed infor
mation, but surely 3 lakhs is not such a mighty amount in a. budget of 
15 erores, and Government--

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL: That. is 
for Bombay City only . 
. Mr. PESTANSHAH N. VAKIL: At any rate, I should request 
Government to make a beginning and place before this Council a revised 
estimate. Since Mr. Starte's scheme was submitted to Government 
prices of commodities have considerably fallen, and it is just possible 
that there will be a substantial saving in the initial expenditure of 15 
lakhs, and perhaps the Government will find itself in a position to make 
a beginning, by.way of an experiment. It is only by actually working 
the scheme that defects will be brought to light. I therefore have 
nothing more to add, except this that Government should give a tangible 
proof of their desire to help in the solution of this problem. 

(After recess) 
Notice taken that 25 members were not present. Bell rung for three 

minutes under Standing Order V, 1. House counted; and 25 members not 
being present-

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I am extremely sorry to find 
that until this moment there were only 23 members present. But there 
are 25 members present now. It is an important thing for the House 
to 'consider that we are going on with the Private business, and it 
is really the concern of Private members to see that there is a quorum. 
Unfortunately, there is no team work or a well organised system on the 
non-official side of the .House. Otherwise, they would have seen to it 
that they did not lose some hours of the time allotted to them. When 
it is Government business, I think Government sees to it and takes care 
that the attendance is more than 25. The President has no choice left 
to him except to adjourn a meetingJf the quorum is not present, and 
the quorum is 25. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE : If Government members are not there 
· to listen to the debate of the non-official side, how is the non-official side 
to be encouraged ~ They think it is a waste of time. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: That would not apply in the 
present case. The Member of Government concerned is the Honour
·able Minister for Local Self-Government, and he is here ; so also the 
Honourable the Leader of the House, who represents Government. So 
·the fault lies with the non-official side of the House. 

Mr. R. B. SHINDE (Satara District): Sir, it has been said by many 
of the honourable members that the question of beggary has a social 
aspect. But I think it has an economic aspect also. Sir, the fact is 
that the centre of economic equilibrium of this country has been 
disturbed. In bygone years we find that there was not so much 
berrrrary in India, bL'rmu;e the indigenous industries were flourishing, 
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but since the advent of British rule the indigenous industJ;ies have been 
ruined, and, in fact, if anything has to . be done, the economic 
equilibrium ought to be restored which will remedy the problem 
of beggary. The ·indigenous industries of the country ought to be 
helped by ffi>vernment, and in order to do so of course there ought to 
be the co-operation of· the people. 

Now, I do not think it is necessary to bring the beggars under 
the clutches of any law to be passed by this Council, because. it is not 
the desire of persons to beg, but they are compelled by the circum
stances to beg, and if they are not allowed to beg, and if they are 
to be brought under the clutohes· of the law, naturally they are ruined. 
If at all Government wants to help them, of course they can very well 
open industrial homes or work-houses. The Honourable Minister has 
said, from the reports and the information that the Government has 
collected by referring this question to many of the local s~cieties that 
the ffi>vernment is thinking of doing, and it would be very good if these 
measures are brought into force at once. 

Now, Sir, coming to the question as to which of the beggars should be 
given the advantage of industrial homes and work-houses, I think that 
would depend upon the differentiation of the beggars according to the 
communities from which they come. One of my honourable friends said 
that in India no religion has given a sanction to beggary. That may 
be true to some extent. Sir, I do not wish to refer here to the question. 
of Brahmins versus Non-Brahmins. But take the example of Saint 
Ra.mdas and also of Saint Tukara.m. The followers of Ramdas do 
actually beg, and even the followers of Tukaram, when they go 
to Pandharpur, think it their right to beg and fall at the feet of the god. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI: I protest against it, because-· 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. The honourable 

member addressing the House is not yielding. 
Mr. R. B. SHINDE: I am referring to this question only so far 

as the Hindus are concerned. We cannot guarantee or say definitely 
from what books we start so far as our religion· is concerned, but the 
Saints like Tukaram and Raio.das are taken as religious persons, and 
they have given their sanction to this kind of religious beggary: 
There is nothing in ·my speech that will go against the Brahmins, 
because even the followers of Tukara.m do the same thing. If the 
Vedas are taken as the religious books of the Hindus, then there is no 
sanction given in the Vedas to religious mendicancy. l3ut after the 
Vedas, other religious teachers sprang up and they have sanctioned it. 
In order to remove all these difficulties-because whenever religion is 
brought into practical every day life, naturally our actions are ruled and 
brought under the clutches of religious convention-in order to 
remove this killd of intellectual beggary, The Satya Shodhak Sa.maj 
has been started with its doors open to persons of all the communities. 
There is nothing in it which is against the Brahm,ins or against the Non
Brahm,ins. I say, Sir, it is intellectual roguery or an art tO deceive 
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other people. Instead of begging like ordinary beggars, these people 
go-~ ~oor to door, influence the minds of the poor people by 
the reCitation of Mantras, and ask for alms in order to feed themselves. 
We can actually see that those who are placed in charge of the god-idols 
the Gmavs, Pujaria and Badawes 80 far as their character is concerned, 
have been spoiled to such an ~nt that they desene to be taken to 
Yeravd&. If Government at all start industrial homes and work
hoWJeB to help the beggars, of course, at the time of putting the beggars 
into such institutions, this kind of intellectual beggary should be taken 
into consideration. Such institutions will come to the relief of the real 
and helpless beggars. 
. As I have a.lready said, Government should also try to restore 
the economic equilibrium by helping the indigenous industries of the 
country. In• my opinion, the problem of beggary is more of an 
economic nature than a social one, and Government ought to come to 
the help of the be~oars instead of penalising them and bringing them 
under the clutches of the law. 

Dr. P. G. SOL.A}.lU: Sir, I rise to support the resolution moved by 
my honourable friend Mr. Syed Munawar, with some reservation. I am 
very glad to find that the question of beggary has given an opportunity 
to members on the opposite side to give their views on the question. But 
on the side of Government, members seem to be indifferent, while really 
they ought to take the question seriously. It is a great slur on the good 
and fair name of the city of Bombay and I believe my honourable friend 
Mr. Syed Munawar has brought this resolution for the city of Bombay 
in particular, and for the whole of the presidency, in general. I am 
speaking particularly for the Bombay city which is flooded with these 
be~oars. Sir, in the category of beggars members of many communities 
come in. The honourable member Mr. Gokhale, said that the Brahmins 
should not be treated as beggars, though they may be receiving daksha11a 
and making claims upon people who can afiord to do 80. I want to be 
clear on that point. In the Vedic times any young man belonging to. 
any parentage living in lndia-(1 allN}pen to correction by my learned 
Brahmin friends on the other side)-who wanted to have education, was 
encouraged and helped by rich people as well as the rulers. Institutions 
were started by the ruling princes for that purpose. Even up till very 
recently the Maharaja of Baroda was spending a lakh of rupees per year 
for the education of the children of Brahmins. That is a very laudable 
idea. I do not deny that. I wish really aspiring young men of any 
community ought to be given encouragement even by the State. I have 
nothing to say against that. But that noble custom has been degraded. 
Brahmins have used that custom as an instrument and a privilege and 
they insist on this right to beg. Among Brahmins, there are two sec~ 
one is Grihasthas and the other is Bhikshukas. If my honourable friend 
Dr. Dixit is here; he will bear me out. 1 dtt not know whether 
that divi..<tion of Brahmins prevails in Maharashtra. BAM:shuis a beggar. 
In olden days it was an honourable term.. Amon~ t~e Buddhis~ .the 
Bhibllul:l are seekers of truth and they dedicate thellln·es to religton. 
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Even now, these Bhikshuks go about in yellow robes from door 1:.9 door 
begging food but they accept food only to sustain themselves. Sir, 
I want to refer to a remark made by the honourable member Mr. Gokhale. 
He said that the number of beggars is increased by the depressed classes. 
But it is quite the contrary. I would invite my honourable friend to 
('ome to Gujarat and point out even a singledepressedclassoruntouchable 
class man, except one, who is very destitute and supportless and quite 
unable to work and earn his daily bread. There is a ~lass of depressed 
dass€'s known as W ankars who will prefer death to begging. If you ask 
them about be&,aing, they will at once say that it would be a disgrace 
and degradation to live on begging. It is only people who are destitute 
and unable to secure any oc.cupation that are compelled to resort 
to begging among these classes. I presume the honourable member 
Mr. Gokhale referred to the Vagris ·and such other castes which 
are unfortunately merged in the classification of depressed classes in the 
Primary Education Act Schedule. They are a class of criminal tribes 
and owing to the discrepancy in the Primary Education Act, they were 
induded among the depressed classes. That is the reason why ~he 
nomenclature of the depressed classes has been revised by the Starte 
Committee. Such a stigma of beggars should not be applied to the 
depressed classes. K o more insult should be added to the injury inflicted 
by the Hindu society for the last so many centuri~. · 

Speaking about the Brahmins. they can claim a share in every walk· 
of life and in the earnings of any respectable gentlemen and even from 
a labourer. [An Honourable MEMBER: Depressed classes.] Yes; even 
from the depressed classes. The Brahmins are held in such high respect 
and re\"erence that, when a depressed class man sees him, he pays him 
respect and, if he is a professional beggar, he gives him alms. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : Is that the aim of the resolution 
and is it relevant ~ 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: His aim is to abuse the Brahmins, 
because the other side is silent. 

Dr. P. G. SOLfilU: If it is taken as an abuse-
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: Certainly. 
Dr. P. G. SOLfi'"KI: If it is understood as an abwie by Rao Bahadur 

Chitale, then I do not want to go into further details; The honourable 
member Rao Bahadur Chitale can reply to me ••.. [Interruption.] on 
this particular point when he gets his chance to speak on the snbject. · 

Regarding the beggar question a committee waa appointed and 
Mr. Starte has made a splendid report. If the recommendations of the 
report had been given effect to, there would have been no necessity for 
the honourable member Mr. Syed Munawar to bring forward this resolu
tion before this honourable House. I request the Honourable Minister 
in charge to take prompt action on the recommendations made in that 
report, so that there will not be any necessity of appointina a committee 
and taxing the financ·es of this presidenry. During the tU:es of finantial 
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stringency if we appoint a committee, it will be a burdt>n and a drain 
upon the Government reYenue. If the Honourable llinistt>r assures this 
House that prompt measures will be taken by him, then, I would 
request my honourable friend llr. Syed llunawar to withdraw the 
resolution. With these words I resume my seat. 

Rao Bahadur B. R. NAIK (Surat District) : Sir, I rise to support the 
principle underlying the resolution but I am not prepared to support 
the latter part of it relating to the appointment of a committee. It has 
been pointed out by the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government 
that a committee was appointed so far back as 1918 and the question 
was thoroughly threshed out then. Since then, the question is before 
the public and Government. Further to my mind no useful purpoRe 
will he served by appointing a committee, because the materials to be 
collected by the committee that is to be appointed is already there. 
The problem of beggary is a very important problem and every one 
will admit that it is also a great nuisance to the general public but as 
has been pointed out by the previous speakers, beggary is a social problem 
connected with the economic condition of the country. In a country 
where-the average income per head is 0-1-7, how are you going to 
stop this beggary by legislation! I believe no amount of legislation 
would stop beggary unless the economic condition is imprond. · 

AB has already been pointed out, there are three or four classes of 
beggars. As regards the beggary among the high class Brahmins, the 
priestly class, and among the Sayad Moulvis [Interruption.] I do 
not call them beggars, they are respected by the community and they 
receive alms from the public for which they have to give something in 
return. They are the spiritual teachers. They are teachers of religion 
and they give all sorts of lessons to the general public and in return 
they get alms from the public. Therefore, if you want to stop beggary 
of this type of the priestly class, which is still respected by the people, 
you will have to change the mentality and sentiments of the public. 
Even by legislation, you cannot prohibit these priestly beggars. The· 
other class of beggars are those who are helpless and driven to beggary 
through circumstances. No one likes to be a beggar if he or she can help 
it. Men, women or children lose their self-respect by beggary. There 
is a proverb in Gujarati ·which says that the best occupation is agricul· 
ture ; the next best is commerce; the third which does not carry any 
respect is senice ; and when one finds nothing to do he has to beg. 
Therefore, I say that most of the beggars in the country are compelled 
to adopt beggary owing to the economic condition of the country. The 
question of beggary will be partially solved when the economic condition 
of the country improves. It has not been stopped in any country by 
legislation without providing for them State help. Therefore I say 
that I support the principle underlying the resolution. As regards 
professional beggary, there is a certain class in which able-bodied men, 
.women and children take to it. I do not know how this will be distin
guished from the real beggars. The honourable mover of the resolution 
wants to sup beggary in the streets. [ll1l.erruplw11.] There are beggars 
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from door to door. The street beggary can be stopped. But there is 
a lot of other beggary going on, what I call a refined beggary. How 
are you going to stop it 1 

Another aspect of the question-! do not know the exact figures
but there are about 5 million sadhus in the country. Before you prevent 
these people from begging, it is the duty of the State to educate public 
opinion. If you prevent this class from begging, it will give offence 
to religiously minded people. Rightly or wrongly there is a religious 
instinct ingrained in men, women and children that by giving alms to 
these sadhus, they are rewarded in the next generation. It may be 
religious or sentimental. That is a tradition existing in the country 
for a long time and you cannot root out this tJ;adition which has been 
established for years. Unless you change the mentality and educate 
people that it is a sin to give alms to these sadhus, or able-bodied people 
it is impossible to prevent them from begging. In this direction it is 
the people who should be educated first that they should not encourage 
beggary by giving alms. Supposing a committee is appointed and on 
its recommendation Government bring in a legislation which is passed 
by the House, are Government in a position to find funds for putting 
it into effect 1 First of all, we must try to maintain some poor houses 
in the country. Begging cannot be checked by legislation, unless some 
provision is made for them. · Unemployment is everywhere. Even in 
England there is this unemployment and Government are providing 
relief to the unemployed from State funds. Here, how are you going 
to provide for them 1 Fifty per cent. of these beggars will be unemployed. 
Therefore, you must have funds to establish these institutions before 
legislation can be undertaken. 

It was stated by an honourable member that these beggars live in 
insanitary condition and carry diseases from one place to another. It 
may he true. But may I ask whether diseases are carried only by the 
Leggars 1 How many of our agricultural workers and industrial labourers 
are dwelling in insanitary places~ Insanitation is there throughout the 
country. It is no use talking about insanitary conditions in a country 
where a prisoner is better fed and clothed than an ordinary peasant. 
But that is a separate problem. I do not support the resolution as it 
stands, but I would ask the Honourable Minister in charge of this depart
ment to see if he cannot take some steps which might be acceptable to 
this side of the House at the present stage, such steps which will be· 
preliminary to what Government may do when funds are available. 

:Ur. SYED :UUNAWAR: Sir, I am gratified to find that no ~ewer 
than sixteen honourable members of this House, including the Honourable 
Minister, have expressed fu1,lsympathy with the spirit of the resolution. 
The Honourable Minister said in the course of his speech that the initiative 
should come from local bodies. But my honourable friend Mr. Kamat 
has pointed out that unless Government initiate legislation nothing will 
be done in regard to the solution of this great problem. The honourable 
membt>r Dr. Dixit has emphasized the fact that during the· eleven years 
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that have elapsed aft€r the submission of the report of the last committee 
on the subject, no action has been taken. He also touched on the 
question of dealing with beggars who are infected with leprosy. I quitE> 
realise that there is financial stringency staring this Presidency in the 
face at present. But, Sir, Government may ask the committee which is 
sought in my resolutiqn to suggest palliative measures whkh will not 
involve Government in any heavy expenditure. There are ways and 
ways of going into the problem. At least a beginning can be made with 
!egard to the solution of this vital problem. For instance, with regard 
to legislation, this committee will be able to suggest the various amend
menta necessary in the existing Acta, the District Police Act, the City 
Police Act, the Lepers Act, the Municipal Acts and so on. Besides this, 
the committee will be able to find out whether and by what means the 
co-operation ofthecharitableinstitutions dedicated to the relief of beggars 
can be sought. It will a1so be able to point out where a beginning can be 
made. ' As has been suggested by my honourable friend Dr. Dixit, the 
committee to be appointed may be an honorary committee, so that the 
need of spending money on the travelling allowances of the committee 
may thereby be obviated. This committee will be able to suggest 
practicat·steps to be taken at once without launching Government into 
any alarming expenditure. It will also suggest in what ways and by 
what means the district local boards and the municipalities can be asked 
to co-operate with Government in the matter, so as to minimise 
Government expenditure. It is obvious that it is the primary duty of 

·Government to take the initiative in the matter. To leave the problem 
to be solved by district local boards and not to give them any legisla.tive 
sanction amounts to nothing, and will lead to no solution at all. I will, 
therefore, appeal to the Honourable Minister of Local Self-Government 
to consider my proposals and accept my resolution. 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : Sir, the 
# honourable member Mr. Kamat was silent as regards his attitude in 

respect of the suggestion embodied in the resolution, namely, the forma
tion of a committee, and his attitude was not understood. But I was 
glad to find later that he was not in favour of the committee. I was 
rather surprised when the honourable member said that he did not attach 
much'importance to the experience gained by a. study of the conditions 
obtaining in other countries with regard to this question of beggary. 
I submit that if a study in the western countries was necessary in respect 

·of agriculture and other important problems, it is all the more necessary 
in a matter like this where there has never been any legislation before 
in this country. Sir, the only question which this House has to consider 
·is whether a committee should be appointed or not. I said in my first 
speech that there was no disputing the fact that there is a great nee~ for 
the eradication of this great evil and Government were fully consmous 
of this fact and were alive to the gravity of the situation. We are not 
shrinking from a rigorous examination of this question. But the point 
is that this question has been most exhaustively dealt with by tho 
committee that was appointed in 1921. I did not hear any suggestion 
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made by any of·the honourable members here which has not been taken 
into account by the committee that was appointed in the year 1921. 
Now, the amendment of several Acts, special enactment. for the 
protection of children, allocation of costs to other provinces and Indian 
States with regard to in.f:irnu;, suggestions to make the provision of the 
Lrpers Act more stringent, enumeration of beggars provided for at the , 
census, the suggestion to devise a m~thod of co-ordinating private . 
charities, and all cognate questions have been fully considered by the 
committee that was appointed in the year 1921. Subsequent to the 
submission of the report of that committee, as I said before, Mr. Starte 
was deputed to take this matter in hand, and we have had some further 
recommendations from him. Now, what is a new committee going to 
do 1 That is what I want to know. ln the first place, the committee 
will have to deal with the problem of beggary not only so far as the 
Bombay City is concerned, but also so far as it affects the whole of the 
Presidency. That is what the resolution wants and that is what I heard 
the honourable mover to say. At the fag end of his speech the honourable 
mover suggested that a committee might be appointed which would not· 
involve any expenditure to Government, a committee which would not 

. draw any travelling allowances. May I know whether the formation 
of such a committee is not possible without the intervention of 
Government ~ They can appoint any committee they like, and it is open 
to them to make enquiries with a view to solving the problem, and theu 
they can address the municipalities, the Corporation of Bombay and the 
district local boards, and arrive at certain concrete and constructive 
recommendations which this House will be able to consider. · 

SYED MIRAN MAHOMED SHAH : May I know tmder what 
section of the Local Boards Act a district local board can appoint 
a committee 1 

The Hon~urable the PRESIDENT: The Honourable Minister did 
·not sugg0st that the committee should be appointed by the district 
local board. · · · 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : You 
can appoint a committee irrespective of any public body or Government, 
since they are not going to charge an.vthing fgr their travelling, but are ' 
merely going to investigate the problem further. 

The point was made, Sir, that the Municipal Corporation of Bombay . 
was willing to give a grant. I am afraid that, in view of the contem~ 
plated amalgamation of the .City Improvement Trust with the Bombay 
Municipality, I am not quite certain whether the Municipality of 
Bombay will be prepared at the present moment to renew the offer 
which they seem to have made in the year 1927. This amalgamation 
will add considerably to the responsibilities of the MunicipalCorpora~ 
tion-- · 

Mr. B. P. WADKE : When will the ~ma.lgamation take place Y 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL :-and · 
I think it is not a very soimd policy to count upon the offer which was 
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made about ' yeal'l ago when absolutely different conditions obtained 
financially. 

Now, I want to know whether, even if a committee were appointed, 
any recommendation which that committee will make will not involve 
expenditure; and I have made it very clear that at the pretl('nt 
juncture, in the present financial stringency, it is not possible either for 
the Government or the llunic!Pal Corporation of Bombay to offer any 
financial assistance. The only thing I can suggest in the meantime is 
that the problem of beggary might be, in an indirect way, effectively 
dealt 'With by withholding public patronage which this profession has . 
been receiving. That is the impression I got from almost e\·ery 
honourable member who got up to speak. If the patronage were with· 
held, I am sure they will find the evil much lesser than it is at present. 

With regard to assurance, I must confess that I am not in a position 
to hold out any promise which I am not able subsequently to carry out. 
The financial position is very uncertain ; it may take some time before 
itis-

Sardat BHASAHEB RA.ISTh"HJJ (THAKOR or KERW ADA) : On 
a point of information, Sir. After all, what will be the actual expendi
ture if the committee is appointed 1 It cannot be ...-ery prohibitive. · 

The Honourable Sirdar Sir RUSTOM JEHANGIR VAKIL : The 
only assurance I can give is that, as soon as the financial condition of 
Government appreciably improves, Government will be very glad to 
take in hand this question again and try to do what they possibly can 
with a view to the eradication of this evil. I hope that in view of 
my explanation the honourable the mover may be inclined to withdraw 
his resolution. 

Question put and lost. 

COMMITI'EE re : DECCAN IRRIGATION WORKS. 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : (Ahmednagar Dkltrict) : 

Mr. President, I beg to move the following resolution : 
"This Council recommends to Government toappoint a committee consi~ting of the 

following gentlemen to consider and report after taking evidence as to how the financial 
aspect ()f the irrigation works in the Deccan can be improved, having regard to the fact 
that the present returll on the amount of about R4. 10 crores, which ia eunk in their 
con&truction, is even les& th~,n one per cent. and to suggest ways 1md mean& to improve 
theaame ............... . 

Then I mention the names of the members. 
The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : Is. the honourable the mover 

very particular to move the second part of the resolution ? 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : I shall only refer to that; I am not 

very particular about the personnel of the committee. 
The view which I wish to put before this House is an extension of the 

views that I had advocated at the time of my budget speech and is a 
c~rollary to the discussion that we had on the retrenchment proposals. 
W'e can improve the finances of the Presidency in two ways; first by 
retrenchment, and next by improving the receipt sidt: c,f our income. 
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Now, \\ith respect- to the problem, it appears, Sir, on authoritative data 
which cannot be challenged that the irrigation works are divided into 
productive and unproductive. It appears from the data that at 
the end of the year 1929-30 there were 32 irrigation systems classed as 
productive. Of these l was under construction and 1 not in operation. 
Of the remaining 30, 11 have been in operation for over 36 years, 1 for 
over 25 years and 18 for over 7 years. In 12 of these s:r.stems the return 
on the capital invested shows an indication of falling below the produc· 
tivity standard and the question of classifying one as unproductive is, 
I understand, before Government. In view of this continu.al.failure, 
in the rest of the 11 cases an -abnormal increase in working expense 
occurred without a corresponding increase in revenue. In 4 others the 
receipts were less than even working expenses. 

Now, this is the picture of our productive works in the irrigation system 
which ought to be an asset. In the unproductive class there ~re 54 
systems including 5 under construction, 1 in abeyance and 1 abandoned._ 
Of the remaining 40, the revenue of 21, that is half the number. was 
insufficient to cover the working expenses and in 12 cases there 
was a marked decline in gross receipts as compared with that of 1928-29. 
In 13 concerns there occurred an abnormal increase in working expenses 

. not accompanied by an adequate increase in receipts. · 
Thus, the revenue position is that on the productive works the 

net revenue is about 20 · 65 and on unproductive 8 · 60, total29 · 25. The 
interest charges on the first come to 6·98lakhs, the interest charges on 
the second 49 ·11 lakhs, total 56· 9 lakhs. Thus on the first, that is, 
productive works, we have a return on capital of 1· 4 per cent. 
but excluding the Lloyd Barrage which ought to be excluded~ the mean 
total sum at charge was 191 rupees mostly in Sind which alone is giving 
us about 10 per cent. and in the rest, namely, the mean sum at charge 
for the rest of the works which comes to about 12·70 lakhs, the return 
is 68 per cent. The picture is that the irrigation system in our Presidency 
is giving us no return absolutely worth the name and, as a matter of 
fact, it appears to be eating away a large part of the Presidency's 
finances. 

We will now turn to the other side of the picture. Comparing 
ourselves with other provinces, we find-these are again authorita.tive 
figures taken from the Government of India whe,.rein our returns have 
gone but they are for the yearsl928-29-that in the province of Madras 
there are 72 lakhs and over of irrigated acres and the percentage to area 
sown is 18·7. In Bombay we have about 403,229 irrigated acres and 
the area sown comes to about 1·1 excluding Sind. In United Province 
the same percentage is 9 · 6, in Punjab it is 36 ·I. In Burma it is 11 · 3 and 
so on. That is, from the point of view of the utility of the works to the 
agriculturists in general, we find that the area. sown is only 1 ·I; So, 
not only is the irrigation estate not paying us an appreciable revenue, 
but it has not been even of much use to the agriculturists and therefore 
the ar~ent that they are protective works will not hold good .. 
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· Turning to the problem now in hand, I will make one point clear at 

this stage. It appears from the public reporta and the House also knows, 
that from the point of view of paying revenue sugarcane is the bt-st 
commodity. On that you get about Rs. 45 an acre. It appears that 
we had reached the summit in the year 1926-27 when there was brought 
a large area under sugarcane which varied, I might say, from 38,000 
acres to about 42,000 acres-! will not be quite exact there. But in 
1929-30 it appears to have fallen by two-thirds, and if my figures are 
correct, they came to about 14,000 acres. In 1930 it is reduced still Jess, 
and I am afraid that in the year 1931 the reduction will be still more. 
I have, therefore, put before the honourable House the point of view of 
the earning capacity of our irrigation system and I am also trying to put 
before the House the earning capacity from the point of view of the 
agriculturists by the ratio of the total amount of irrigable area to the area 
sown. The House knows that the only difference between the other side 
and this side of the House is-and I say so most emphatically-that the 
Irrigation Department is not keeping pace with the business methods of 
all other concerns which they ought to do. I may state that as soon as 
they found in 1925-26 that the area was going up and that the people 
were hankering after more acreage, they increased the rates from Rs. 45 
to about Rs. 66 when the department was under the charge of our friend 
Sir Cowasji Jehangir. He held several meetings and in view of what he 
himself saw, he did not enforce those rates. It is necessary at this stage 
of the case to state that I myself intervened as I had been studying this 
question for over ten months from the practical side of it. I approached 
the Honourable the General Member who is now the Leader of the House 

, and led a deputation. I was anxious then to get correct figures and he, 
no doubt from honest motives, wanted to help me. He only told me that 
a committee was enquiring into the matter and that I could put forward 
my case before it, but when I went there, to my astonishment I was 
treated more as an advocate, which is my usual profession, but I was not 
allowed to take part in the discussion at the Round Table and to demolish 
arguments that could be advanced b.!_hind our backs. I protested and 
I stated there that this was not the fairest way of dealing with a problem 
which concerns both Government and.the people, but they were obdurat~ 
and they said, " We will consider between ourselves and send in a report 
to Government." That report gave usa little here and a little there from 
the point of view pet;.haps of vested interests; I must say so'because you · 
are not prepared to take the tillers of the soil, namely, the bagayatdars, 
into confidence and to allow them an opportunity of demolishing the 
argument across the table and you are going to forge your own proposals 
behind their backs and you are not even going to grant my request-a 
very simple request-that if these decisions are taken they may 
be treated as tentative and may be sent over to the bagayatdars in order 
that they may sendinarepresentationalongwith that so that Government 
may be able to consider both sides of the question. That is the way in 
which this problem has come to the front. Now, I am making a point 
of this. .It is this, that I find from the published report' ljQ far again 
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that in spite of all this we find researches and larger amollD.ts being spent 
irrespective of the taxpayers' capwity to bear the strain; The House 
will remember-! am speaking only of the Deccan Irrigation; I am not 
atta.cking the Lloyd Barrage but in the Deccan proper you . will 
find, as I have said, that the· irrigated area and our income are 
being reduced. Still I find that last year there was an amount of 
about 125 lakha being spent on the extension of the new tanals. ,And 
may I tell you that we are not earning even one per cent., only ·68 per 
cent. is our earning, and I am absolutely sure that theHonoura.ble the 
General Member will remark that on the amount which has been spent, 
namely, 25lakhs in the last two years, there will be running up a. bill for 
current repairs of 2} per cent. That is their method~ a very good 
business method, namely this that " put in the money irrespective of 
the return; then see that the repair charges are added on, na.mely, at the 
rate of 2 · 5 per cent. and then see what lieil on the lap of gods.'~ My 
point is that there is an amount of one crore of rupees yet tG be spent. 
If you are not able to make good and to make good use of the 

. present acreage of irrigation which on the figures. you are not making, 
then I say where is the guarantee and where is the business method in 
going ahead and 11pending money and being the worse and worse for it ~ 
May I put it to the Honourable the General Member that t..his 
is not the business method and the sooner the knife is applied and this 
amount of one crore of rupees is saved irrespective of any other thing1 
the better it would be 1 And I think you would at least be saving at the 
present rate of interest llJl amount of 6:llakhs. It appears that that 
proposal is not to be found in the Retrenchment Committee's 
recommendations, but it appears to me that that problem is not yet 
solved. In such ca&es, usually I do not want to attack them, I merely 
wish to draw their attention to it. I know it is a problem which may 
bristle with difficulties, technical and otherwise, and theretore I thought 
it proper that I should invite attention to that point which.ought to be 
looked into from the financial point of view by experts, and then after 
getting their verdict on this, we should go ahead and frame our proposals. 

One more point I will make and it is this, that as far as we could see, 
it appears to me and I believe it is no breach of confidence here, that the 
Accounta.nt-GeneraJ or the · Aud.iior-General for the matter of that, 
has commented very seriously and very severely ori this phase of the 
financial aspect of our irrigation Systems. There is a warning 
which is uttered by a very high authority and, therefore, I pray 
that the Honourable the Leader of the House, who is the Member 
in charge of this portfolio, would do well to accept my proposition. 
I do not insist upon the personnel which I have mentioned, but 
I would like to put forward the view that no amount of quibbling and 
no amount of saying that th~ vested interests &lone will look into this 
picture will do for me. I want independent people who are experts in 
their own business and who would look at it from that outside point · 
of view. Therefore, the personnel that I had as a matter of fact 
suggested was made on that basis. I might r,ay that I had put as 
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chairman our old Finance Member (Sir Chunilal Mehta) who was with 
us for a very long time and I thought that he would be able to manage 
this particular problem from an eminent and a practical point of view, 
but he has informed me unfortunately that he has no time to 
serve. Then I had stated that in my opinion in these matters an 
expert who is a retired Chief Engineer is the most prop~r person to guide 
our deliberations and from that point of view I had suggested the name of 
Mr. Vartak who h~ served not only here but also in Sind. He has just 
retired and is therefore fresh and he can bring to bear his freshness and 
his experience upon this rather intricate problem, and I had mentioned 
then our Finance Secretary (lli. Wiles) and I said that he l!hould 
also serve on the committee, but I have no objection even if he is now 
made the chairman of the proposed committee. In fact it is his 
business to look after the financial side of it, he is our watch-dog, and as 
a matter of fact I shall have absolutely no grievance against him even 
if he is -made the chairman. The Commissioner, Central Division, 
comes in because he has now investigated the problem in which 
the officers of the Agriculture Department, the Revenue Department 
and the Irrigation Department have collaborated and he has very 
probably sent in his own proposals and is in touch with this 
problem and though he has not served here for a very long time, he is 
acquainted with it and then I have mentioned only a few persons 
including my humble self, but I do not insist on even myself being 
included as my Non-Brahmin friends may take objection because I am 
a. bore to them, but I tell them, Sir, that this is not a personal problem, 
this is not a problem about which my Non-Brahmin friends including 
the honourable member Dr. Solanki need be afraid-Brahmin brains 
are there and so long as the Brahmins possess those brains, they are not 
afraid of anybody. Under those circumstances, I say that I am not 
very pa.:rticulin about the personnel. I am particular upon one point 
that if anything could be found by experts so that we could have useful 
suggestions by which the finances could be improved, then it would be 
a very good saving to Government. That only is my view and I have 
tried to do my honest best from that point .of vie\Y'. If my resolution 
oommends itself to the House, I hope it will be accepted. 

The Honourable. the PRESIDE..'t\IT : If the latter portion of the 
resolution is not insisted upon in view of the honourable mover's 
remarks that he is not particular about the personnel, the resolution will 
read as follows : 

"This Conncil recommends to Government to appoint a committee to comider and 
report after taking evidence as to how the financial aspect of the irrigation works in the 
Deccan can be improved, having regard to the fact that the present return on the amount 
of Ra.lO crol'88, which is sunk in their construction is even lese than one per cent. and to 
suggest wayil and meaD.ll to improve the same." 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : I agree, Sir, to the form in which 
you have read the resolution. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE..~T : Has the honourable member 
the leave of the Honse to amend his resolution as read out by me 1 

Question put and leave granted. 
Resolution, as amended, proposed. 
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Mr. P. R. CHIKODI (Belgaum District) : Sir, I rise to support the 
resolution moved .by my honourable friend from Ahmednagar. The 
situation is really very critical from the financial point of view. Crores 
of rupees have been sunk for irrigation in the Deccan, but the results· 
so far have been not only very disappointing but I fear they are going 
to be disastrous. If QQvernment think of increasing the rates of assess
ment or water rates to make up for the loss, then I think those proposals 
will never be acceptable to the non-official mempers nor to the publiQ, 
and the remedy has got to be sought by examining the whole system 
of running the administration of the Irrigation Department and enquiring 
into the causes which have brought about this loss. Of the 48 systems 
which are put down as unproductive, only 6 are yielding a very small 
profit. The rest, that is to say, 42 are working at a loss. I should like 
to draw the attention of the House to some of the figures contained in 
the Administration Report, to indicate where ~ some extent the loss 
is accruing. As was pointed out by the honourable mover, the working 
expense& are considerably higher than the revenue yielded. Take the 
case of the Shirsuphal tank. The gross revenue is Rs. 5,110. ·The 
working expenses include two kinds of expenditure. One is the revenue 

· management and the other is the charges for maintenance and repairs. 
The revenue management is costing the Government a good deal. For 
preparing the bills to collect only Rs. 5,000 the establishment charges 
are Rs. 13,000. Similarly, in the case of the Yerla river irrigation works, 
the gross revenue is Rs. 20,800, while the revenue management is costing 
Rs. 24,000. I may cite other instances, but they are all given in the 
Irrigation Administration Report, and I would recommend honourable 
members to go through them to see where and how the cost of establish
ment has increased. Then again, Sir, I would refer· to the final issue 
of the Public Works Department budget, XIII, for 1929-30, and there 
it will be found that the percentage of the cost of establishment on the 
outlay on our irrigation works in the Deccan and Gujarat is -192. Is 
that a business proposition 1 It is not as if only for this particular year 
this rise in the establishment charges has taken place. If the figures 
since the year 1921-22 are studied, it will be noticed that there has been 
every year an increase in the cost of establishment. If I mistake not, the 
percentage was 60 or somewhere about that figure in the year 1921-22, 
and by the year 1929-30 it has gone up to 192 per cent. Is .there no 
scope for considering this problem from this point of view ~ My 
honourable friend to my left suggests retrenchment. We have reserved 
these matters for further consideration. We have issued a questionnaire, 
and I hope my honourable friend Mr. Jog will appear before the 
Retrenchment Committee and give his advice. All the same, it is 
absolutely necessary that this matter should receive the earnest con
sideration of Government and also of the public ; of the public because 
any increase in the rates would be resented by the public and that ought 
not to be done at all. In these days Government should show that all 
possible avenues have been tapped, and if the public are convinced that 
there is no other way, then they may con'!ider the question of increasing 
the water rates. · 
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l was told that a conference of the irrigation officials and official'l of 
other departments was held a few weeks ago. The results of that 
eonference are not known. If the deliberations of the conference and 
the decisions which it arrived at were made public, it would be nry good, 
All the same, I think tha~ there is a case for the appointment of an 
expert committee, and I wholeheartedly support the resolution moved 
by my. honourable friend from Ahmednagar. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Sir, if I rise to 
take part. in this debate, I do so not to inflict any speech in support 
of the resolution. "When we are on the eve of financial bankruptcy, 
I feel sure that it is a matter of the utmost importance that the Govern
ment itself should come forward with proposals to investigate sourcl's 
of revenue as well as sources of retrenchment. The question of salaries 
is an important one, but this question of irrigation expenditure is, in 
my humble opinion, of equal importance, and therefore it will not be 
necessary for members on this side of the House to make any speeches 
in support of it. I do hope and trust that we are simply assisting the 
Honourable the General }!ember, the Honourable the Finance Member 
and other members in this matter by asking for an enquiry which, in 
their own interest,· they ought to undertake. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : On a point of information. I want 
to know from the honourable mover of t.he resolution t.he real object of 
this resolution-whether he wants to improve the financial aspect of the 
Irrigation works in the Deccan by asking Government to sink a few 
crores more on irrigation works--

Rao aahadur G. K. CHITALE : No, no. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID :--or by effecting ;etrenchment in 
the administration. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: I have stated that an amount of one 
crore of rupees, which has yet to be spent, ought not to be spent. I have 
.also suggested that as the ratio of irrigable area. to area! sown shows 
such a large deficit, the present method of irrigation should be brought 
up to date, so that as large an area as possible may be eultivated even 
at smaller rates, while Government are insisting upon higher rates. 
I say it is a matter which is well worth looking into by experts. I am 
not an expert. I cannot say how the rules should be relaxed ancl in 
what particular manner. Therefore, I have suggested that there should 
~ ~n expert oommittee which should guide us. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI (Poona District): Sir, the grievances 
of the irrigators are of long standing. The shoe pinches, but the wearer 
knows better where it pinches. There were so many proposals made 
on the floor of this House by my predecessors. Some are for appointing 
committees and others are for eradicating the grievances directly as 
soon as possible. So many promises were given and so many complaints 
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are made in this matter. But when we take into consideration the 
opinion and experience of the irrigators themselves, we come to know 
that no real relief is given to them at all, except p. little one which was 
promised by the Honourable the General Member in the Bombay session, 
i.e., of making a ratio of 1 in 3 acres of the block of sugar. But 'that 
concession also is not so much capable of giving as much relief !loS was 
C'xpected from Government. To appoint a committee-I am not against 
that principle in this case-is to kill time. That is my experience at 
least in such cases. Now the cup is full to its brim and the indebtedness· 
of the irrigators has gone to its apex. To lo;;e time is to allow them to 
destroy, -and they will be going" from· bad to worse if the officials are 
allowed to treat them in a )Vay they a.re following now. The rules which 
are framed and passed. are of such an impracticable nature tpat up till 
now many of them could 'not be enforced. Some of them are now and 
then enforced according to the whim of the officials. Steps are being 
taken to make them hard and fast. Sometimes, the amount of :line 
fixed under the rule is prescribed to much more extent by issuin~ a 
c~rcular by the officers even. So many things are done arbitrarily and 
the irrigators are annoyed thereby. Irrigators are not allowed to have 
their representative on the committee. They' are never heard. They 
are heard as mere witnesses or as advocates engaged by their clients .. 
They are never taken into confidence by the Government. They are 
not allowed to have a voice in casting their destinies also .. That is the 
worst thing. No opportunity is given: to them even to ventilate their 
own grievances. 

The remedy suggested by the honourable member Rao J3~ha~w 
Chitale, of appointing a committee is not the only way. ·The suggested 
measure is not quite competent to meet. the wants p£ *e day. 
Committees and committees ~1e going on. Wb.at I urge I).OW ~ere is 
that instantaneous relief ml).st necessarily be given in th,e lllatte:r py doing 
away with the grievances which were so broadly and velwnently placed 
before this House and the Honourable the General Member by the honour- . 
able member from Ahmednagar in his speech at the.time of discussion 
of the budget in last February. Also, there seems to be theup.animity of 
opinion that complaints are rarely heard, and they are never redressed. 
Only promise of patient hearing will serve no useful purpose. The 
proposed committee is to examine and ascertain measures to improve 
the financial condition of Irrigation. But, at the same time, the interests 
of the irrigators must not be overlooked. With that condition, i.e., the 
committee will be empowered to hear grievances, 1 give my support 
to the proposal. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : Sir, I take part in 
this debate not because I am against what the honourable mover has 
eaid in his speech, but I want to point out one or two things which have 
~.be t_aken into ~ccount in calculating the return that we get from the 
rrngatlon works m the Deccan, and I mentioned them in the course of 
my reply to the budget discussion in the last session. When we calculate 
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the interest which we get on our irrigation works, we have also got. to 
take into consideration the prevention of famine, which AAves the 
Government a lot of expenditure. If no expenditure had been incurred 
in the construction of these irrigation works, we would ordinarily have 

· been obliged to spend a lot of money on famine relief. Since these 
irrigation works were started, famines have practically disappPared 
from the Bombay Presidency. That is one thing. We have al11o got . 
to take into consideration the additional money which we put into the · 
pockets of the agriculturists in the shape of higher produce which they 
get. So, these are factors which also ~ave got to be taken into account 
in calculating the return which the Government get from the~e works. 
Of course, if you make a calculation on paper, then it is only, say, 1 per 
cent., ll per cent., or 2 per cent. That may be the percentage according 
to the calculation, but to that we have got to ~dd the money which 
we save by the prevention of famine, and the additional money which 
we put into the pocket of the agriculturist. All these are the gains 

. which also should be credited to irrigation works. 
Then I have also to bring to the notice of the honourable members as 

to why the area. under sugarcane went down. Unfortunately, the 
prices of sugar and gul went to rock bottom, with the result that the 
cultivators did not get even the money which they spent for preparing 
gul, the prices having gone down. That is one factor. The second 
factor is that at the time when prices of sugar had gone up, the cultiva· 
tors, without caring to see what return they would get, because 
tbe prices were good, went on having too much cultivation (expecting 
a good return) o~ particular areas of land. The result was that 
they took too much water and too much manure. When the prices 
went down, the law of diminishing returns came in and they still 
continued to have intensive cultivation, so that they spent a good deal 
more for manure and took too much water, but they did not take into 
consideration the fact that the yield was poor and was not commen
surate with .the money they spent upon it. While I was Minister of 

• Agriculture -
· Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI : Is this argument applicable to second 
class irrigation w~rks also ~ 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : They are mainly for 
prevention of famine. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI: The depression in prices is not the 
only ruling factor in decrease of area in first class irrigation works. 

The Honourable Sir GOVINDRAO PRADHAN : I am not 
questioning what the honourable member says. I am pointing out 
why the area under sugarcane went down. It was for these two reasons. 
Then a sugar expert, 1\Ir. Sawyer, was brought and he held two con
ferences to find out why it is not paying in the Deccan to grow sugar
cane. One main reason he put forward is this. The cultivators wanted 
too much return from a. particular area, with the result that they used 
too much manure without fleeing whether what they spent on the land 
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gave a. commensurate return. Instead of having too much: return from 
a particular area, if they had confined themselve~ to taking less water· 
and putting less manure, they would have profited. ·These two things 
I wanted to bring to the notice of this honourable House.· · 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, l may 
say that thi.& is not a new view, but that is a view which I find promul
gated broadcast by Government engineers in the_ Times, of India, 
a cutting of which I have got before me. It is this: · 

"Government engineers with whom I have discussed the matter question the accuracy 
of the statement that the sum which has been sunk in irrigation in the Deccan is not 
showing any more than one per cent. return, and believe it to be a considerable exaggera· 
tion, At the same time they point out that times have changed and with them the 
Government outlook on irrigation schemes. 

When proposals for the various Deccan projects were launched, the Government was 
chiefly concerned with insuring the people of the Deccan against famine which used to 
devastate the country about once every eight years .. The works were solely designed as 
• protective' works and were not intended .to be 'productive:• As protective works 
they have been entirely successful, and if account had been taken of the saving to the 
country the percentage return on the money invested would now be very much higher 
than the accounts show. · 

When the schemes were launched and water finally supplied. to the parched lands, 
·land values soared and many lakhs of rupees, totally unearned, went into the pockets 
of the Deccan landowners. No attempt was then made to meet any of the capital cost 
of the scheme by recovering any of this 'windfall' although I understand that Gover~!-· 
ment have been considering for some time whether means cannot be devised to secure 
80me share of this unearned increment." 

That is the view which is put forward by the Honourable the Finance 
Member. I wish to combat it this way. Really speaking, Govern~ 
ment does a great wrong in relying upon the figures given by their 
officers and generally it is perfectly human to see that Government 
officers should try to protect and say as much as they can .. in 
favour of the particular schemes which have miscarried. Now, the 
point of view which I wish to combat by practical experience is this : 
The view that the lands are giving lesser and lesser ret~m, because 
they have been over-manured and over-watered is not correct. As a 
matter of fact the only experiment that they have made at the Manjri 
farm under their own guidance of expert officers of the Ag~icultural 
Department is no good an answer to the practical experience of those 
people who have been doing it as business for the last 20 years. While 
I may say that, I am in a peculiar position, because as I said in 
the criminal cases that I was engaged in I had the good fortune of look
ing into the accounts of several of these irrigators-the· amount that is 
spent on manuring and the rest. What the fact was that the Agricul
tural Department beca.me jealous of the fact that while the agricul
turists can get a yield of 55 to 70 bales per acre they on the Government 
side on the same class of land got a yield of 30 or 35 bales per acre. I 
even challenge the officers who have served on the Godaveri canals 
which have been running for a pretty long time that that was so and as 
an explanation was needed, that explanation was based on the solitary 
fact of the Manjri farm the accounts of which were kept by them.· 
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Another point is this, though we are not here to combat·th.at ,·iew, 
bu' they say that a. large amount of money went into their pocketa. 
May I tell them even now that the money went into their pockets while 
the war was on t You will find that the rates have been going down 
since the year 1921-22. As a matter of fact the elasticity of the rules 
which should have been there has not been brought into force. What 
their grievance is I shall tell you. The reserve department which has 
been suppOrted bas spent lakhs of rupees, though they may have 
converted some lands which were first water-logged there. Government 
do not tell wha~ it cost them to reclaim those lands. If you, as a matter · 
of fact, take into consideration the cost of reclam~tion of the water-logged 
area, \'therein you find at the tail end of the course splendid lands, and 
there was no dearth of it as it appears from the statistics, is it bu.sine&s 
again, I ask, to spend lakhs and lakbs of rupees on water-logging, not 
saying that this land ia only fit for this and not for the rest 1 I may 
mention here that .we have not been fortunate to have rectangulation 
and .sub-rectangulation, because people do not know what to plant, 
when to plant and where to plant. These are the mistakes which I wish 
to be corrected and I do beseech Government not to rely so much upon 
. the figures which have been supplied to them, because they are on their 
own defence and therefore their testimony, as we call it, is not altogether 
.disinterested. Yore than that I will not say. There is a simi.Lu instance 
in the irrigation system in Sind, wherein we find two crores of money 
has been spent with a minus return. Mr. President, you will find that 
in reply to one question that has been put by my honourable friend 
Mr. Kamat, the nominated member,-it is in the 11th list on page 11-
it appears that they spent 2 crores and 5t lakhs of rupees on an 
unproductive work in Sind with a minus figure for the return.. Therefore 
that minus figure was not given. Then, why do you spend on working 
expenses? Why should you not scrap it f [Interruption.] IJoydBarrage 
is ~here-a very big scheme. I am pointing out that they do not even 
want people to know what that minus figure is-two crores of money · 
'has been sunk in Sind, where the lands are absolutely parched up every 
bit of which is required and so these protective works must have been 
undertaken. The return is minus. This state of things ought to be 
looked into and deserves to be looked into, I say, by experts, because 
I would not match my knowledge, even though practical it may be, 
with the the.or~tical side of the experts. When they come for cross· 
examination, the practica~ I hope, will get the better of the theoretical 
of which you can be absolutely surt~. 

The Honourable Sir GHULA:M HUSSAIX : 1.h. President, I am one 
of those who do not believe in the fetish of committees. But I find 
there is. a desire on the other side that Government should appoint this 
eommitk-e. In order to meet the wishes of the other side of the House, 
I accept the resolution, except in regard to the personnel, which 
Government will appoint. At the ~tame time,'I may warn the honourable 
House that this committee, or any other committee which we may 
appo~t, will JlOt he able to turn the protective works in the Deccan 
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into productive. I am very much afraid that, when the recommendations 
come we will find that we have wasted money on the committee. My 
hono~able friends who will be members of the committee will see how 
they are criticised by the irrigators themselves. However,. in order to 
meet their wishes, and to give them an opportunity to investigate the 
matter a.nd satisfy themselves, I accept the resolution.· · 

As regards the extra crore proposed to be spent upon irrigation works 
in the Deccan, I may inform the House that we are nQt going to spend. 
this amount owing to the improved methods of irrigation and economy 
in the distribution of water. · 

Question put and carried. 

STARTE COMMITTEE'S REPORT ON CONDITIONS OF DEPRESSED · 
CLASSES. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI : Sir, I beg leave of this' honourable. House. ·to 
move my resolution. The resolution which is on the agenda is modified 
by me with the permission of the Honourable the President, the 
Honourable Minister and the Secretary. I hope the House will have 
no objection to the modified resolution which I move. It runs as 
follows: 

That this Council recommends to Government to give immediate effect to the following 
recommendations of the "Starte Committee" appointed by the Council to inquire into 
the educational, economic and social conditions and disabilities of the depressed classes 
and aboriginals in the Bombay Presidency-

(a) to appoint forthwith a. •' Backward Classes Board" as recommended in the 
committee's report; 

(b) to launch the smaller of the two schemes mentioned in the report under the 
heading '' Backward Classes Officer " in Appendix III; 

(c) to adopt in all the schools and colleges and in all the Government offices and 
in the various departments under the control of Government and local bodies, such 
as local boards and municipalities, the schedule of the revised nomenclature of the 
depressed classes as published in Appendix II of the committee's report. 

Sir, early this week, the Government and this House were kind enough 
to sanction a supplementary grant for the appointment of an Assistant 
Backward Classes Officer and a staff to work under hjm. To-day 1 have 
the good fortune fo move this resolution, urging the appointment forth
with of a Backward Classes Board. · There is a keen desire on the part of 
Government and of all the communities in this Presidency that 
the depressed classes and the aboriginals should be raised in their status 
and that the injustice under which these classes have been suffering for 
centuries past should be removed. I will read out the recommendations 
of the committee itself, with a view to save the time of the House. 

"We consider it to be essential that the ne~ds of the backward classes should be con· 
sidered as a. whole and that there should be some one definitely charged with the duty 
of seemg that t.heir progress is con~inu~us. and their rights upheld. 'lhough their uplift 
must come mamly through education ·It IS by no means the only way in which help is 
neede~. Education alone will not solve the problem. Highly educated de11ressed cl&sEea 
are still treated ad untouchable, and refused the ordinary rights which they should share 
equally with the rest of the community. We should emphasize the grave danger to 

·the rest of the community if the backward classes are neglected. We have hen much 
MO Hb67-5 
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impressed with the '"'wing l!lelll!8 of bitterness of the df'pre81!ed dasses. et}le('ially the 
younger and more educated members, who are reali&ing their inherent rights as human 
beings, and the injutice under which they now labour. 

The interests of the aboriginal tribes are specially liable to be overlooked as they 
are very unorganised, and have no effective means of making their grievancee and needs 
bon and redressed. We therefore consider tha' it ia very oet'Mll&ry lhal a Badnrard 
ClaSB Board with a Backward Cla3S Officer working with it should be appointed to wat('h 
over their intereste:• · 

Sir, in the Madras Presidency, there is a Backward Classes Offirer, who 
is known as the Labour Commissioner, and his main duty is to look after 
the interests of the depressed classes and the aboriginal tribes. The 
grade of that officer is that of a senior Collector. I am glad to know 
that Mr. Starte, who was the chairman of the com.mittet>, has been 
confirmed as the Backward Classes Officer as mentioned in the 
supplementary grant that was sanctioned. 
, Sir, this resolution does not involve any fresh expenditure or finanrial 
responsibility on the Government. The members to be appointed on 
the Backward Classes Board will be honorary members. The only pay
ment they will require will be travelling allowances for attending the 
meetings of the Board which inay be held four times in the year, and that • 
amount has already been provided for in the supplementary grant already 
'tianctioned. Therefore, there is no fresh demand made for any extra. 
grant. The resolution is therefore non-rontroversial. The committee's 
recommendations regarding this Board. are- · 
~·"We are ohpinion that this officer should· have a board associated with him for 
r.::~Mtdtaliue and dired&Nl pnrposea "-

1 wish to lay emphasis on the words '' consultative and directive" -
on important problems relating to the backward classes. The board will help to keep 
him in touch with current public opinion, and in shaping that opinion towards the removal 
of the disabilities of the backward classes. 
· "'~In this connection we recognise the growing importance of the Legislative Council 

a.s a meane for considering the needs of these da.."-.<~e.ll and enfof('ing their rights and for 
aha ping public opinion to 688ist in their uplift, but the C>uncil needs assistance from· 
a small body of persona who can spare the tim~o study the subject in more debil. We 
therefore propose the institution of a Board called the Backward Cla&~e~~ Board mainly 
eompoeed of the members of the Legislative Couneil." 

then the committee make specific proposals as to the composition of 
the board.· Three persons who represent the depressed classes from this 
C{)uncil, three persons to represent the aboriginal tribes ..... . [lnterrup-
tiM.] 1 Is my resolution in order, Sir 1 · 
1 '·~he Hon~urable the PRESIDE~'"T: The honourable member has been 
perin.itted to· move it· in the amended form. 
--Dr.· P. G. SOL...~ "XI: For the enlightenment of the opposite side, 
I wish to quote these passages hom the report. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T : The House is following the 
honourable member, and if he speaks briefly, it will be to the interest 
1of the House. · · 
· · Dr. P. G. SO~"XI: Acrording to the recommendation of the 
committee, I propose tha.t the Bar.l"Ward Classes Board should 
.4 ~ I ,J 1 • 
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be instituted. I lt>ave it to Government to· choose the personnel 
in accordance with the recommendations of the committee. ' Ncnr,' u 
regards part (b) " to launch the smaller of the two schemes", I am grate
ful to this Hoose and to Government for having sanctioned a part of the 
smaller scheme already. Though that scheme baa not yet been folly 
sanctioned, yet I hope that immediate action will be taken in consultation 
with the members of the Board and the Backward Classes Officer. ·· .. ..; 

Coming to part (c) of my resolution I would lay SFJal 'emphasis 
(In this portion. It will not require a long time to put it into effect. 
Government have only to insist upon the adoption of the revised nomen
clature recommended by the committee in all w.:hools, colleges, 
Government offices and various departments onder the control of 
Gov!!rnment and local bodies. During the last four years I .have very 
bitt.erly rt>alised the inability of one or two persons of the 
depressed classes, however educated they may be, in this Council to bring 
to the notice of the officers the grievances and disabilities of the schOC?l 
going children of the depressed cLu!ses as well as of the depressed classes 
as a community. All my efforts till now have not met with any great 

.success. I have not received very satitdactory replies from the depart-
ments conc.erned to my questions put in this House. Many communities 
which are not really depressed classes were included in the nomenclature 
of '' depressed classes'' by the officer in charge who prepared the schedule 
under the Primary Education .Act, and these communities took. 
ad\·antage of certain cOncession.~ which were meant for the. ~I depressed 
cluses. I may mention one instance. There is a oommunity in Gujarat 
known as Barots. Yon yourself know them, Sir, and some of the 
Gnjarati houourable members opposite, may be knowing them. · They 
are l1ards to the Uajas and Sardars. It is very anomalous that such 
communities should be included in the term " depressed classes " and · 
that they should thus be allowed to share in the concessions primarily 
intended for the real depressed classes. Joshis and many other profes:. 
sional communities which are touchable were ushered in as depressed 
cluses under the Primary Education Act. The Starte Committee has 
gl)ne carefully through the Primary Education-. Act Schedule and in the 
revi.setlllthedule only the actual deprefiSed cJasses are included in that 
nomenclature. I earnestly request the Honoursble :Minister to issue iJt&.. 
tructions for the adoption o( the new ~eheclule without any ~her delay. 

With these words, Sir, I move this resolution and commend it to this 
honourable Hoose for a.ccepting it unanimoualy • 
. Question proposed. . 

Rao. Bahadur 8. K. B~LE: Sir, _I whole-heartedly support the 
rf21lJlut1on moved by my honourable friend Dr. Solanki. Sir since his~ 
nomination to this Council, my honoura.Lle friend Dr. Solanirl has been 
rendering valuable services to the depressed classes. He w· tried to 
ventilate the grievances of ihe depressed cla.&ses on the floor of 
jhis House and tried to get them redressed at the hands of Government. 
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Although he sometimes did not receive satisfactory rPplies from 
Government, still he has tried to get the door opened. I admire his 
tenacity and he deserves thanks, not only from the depressed classes, · 
but also from the other communities. I am very glad to see that 
Government now is doing something for the depressed classes. Vp to · 
this time Government were negligent of their interests, but they have 
now taken up their cause in right earnest and are trying to do sorrething . 
for their uplift. Sir, the Starte Committee's report is before us. 
People say that it is no use appointing committees ; but the Starte , 
Committee was appointed as per resolution moved by my honourable 
friend Dr. Solanki, and Government have come forward to give effect 
to the recommendations made by the Starte Committee and have 
ai!.Dounced their intention to take up certain measures mentioned in the 
report. The honourable the mover wants Government to appoint an 
advisory board ; and I hope Government will take steps in right 
earnest and give effect to the resolution before the House. With these 
words, I support the resolution. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University): Sir, I should say 
that my view has always been that, in a case like this, where a 
committee has been appointed as the result of a resolution passed by 
this House, the recommen.dations made by that committee should be 
carried into effect at the earliest possible moment. When the Govern- · 
ment themselves appoint the committee, it must be compulsory on the 
Government to carry out the recommendations of the Committee. 
Otherwise, the mere appointment and production of a report of 
the committee, instead of doing any good, only a.dds to the discontent 
that already prevails. As soon as Government receives the reportst 
I think it is their duty to .take steps to give effect to the recommendations 
made therein. Then the public will know that some good has come. 
out of the labours of such a committee. · 

As far as the resolution before the House is concerned, I take it that 
the appointment of an advisory board does not entail any further 
:financial burden and there should, therefore, be no objection whatever 
to accept this recommendation. This board of advisers will be of 
assistance to the officer, and this assistance, in my opinion, is necessary 
for him to Ca.rry out his duties in the true spirit. 

With regard to nomenclature also, I do not see why there should be 
any objection to that also. It has resulted in something which was not. 
intended and it ought to be removed by issuing a notification. It 
should have been done aJ.ready without any resolution being 
moved in that behalf. 1 therefore do think that the Government 
should accept. this resolution and there should not be any further 
discussion. 
• The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There is no point made against 
the mover that he need reply. I think I shall call upon the Honourabl~ 
.Minister to revlv. 
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Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: Sir, I thank the honou'rable members on the 
Government benches in anticipation that they · would r accept ·my 
resolution. 

The Honourable 1\fOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHM:AD ~ Mr. President, 
I think the honourable member who has moved this resolution ought to . 
thank Government for the action which they have already taken on the 
report of the Starte Committee. It is a matter well known to :u~, both 
in this House and outside, that in the present year the Government of 
Bombay were placed in ·a very unfortunate position and . we had· . 
to reject many useful proposals and recomme~dations of coinmittees. 
But, so far as the Starte Committee's report IS concerned, the House 
knows that Government came forward with a sup:{>lementary de;mand 
and have practically m3:de provision for all that was needed and asked 
for in this resolution. · 

With regard to the first part, the appointment of a Backward Classes 
Board, provision has already been made in the budget, but I may inform
this House and the honourable mover of the amendment that the Back
ward Classes Officer, namely, Mr. Starte will begin his ·work from 
September 1st. I had an interview with him and he told me that he 
would come and see me some time after he assumes charge and then 
he would let me know the names as well as the proceedings which Govern
ment ought to adopt in connection with the formation of this board, and 
therefore, although in principle I accept the resolution and I will.make 
provision, I cannot .at this time say that we shall appoint this hoard at . 

·once as this resolution asks us to do, but we shall be guided by the opinion 
of Mr. Starte and we shall no doubt grant this demand also but after 
some time, after consulting Mr. Starte and the Assistant Officers under 
him . •.; . ,. : 

With regard to the second, Government have already ·accep~d th~ 
smaller scheme and the House has made provision for· it and therefore 
nothing need be said about that now. 

With regard to the third, the nomenclature, you, Sir, will find that the 
depressed classes commonly are put under the backward classes, and 
it is extremely difficult for us to find out what is real and what is not real, 
included in these depressed classes. Therefore, we have sent a circular 
round to all the Commissioners and Collectors to have their opinions· 
with regard to the names mentioned in the nomenclature by the Starte 
Committee. As soon as their replies are received, Government is thinking 
of accepting this part of the resolution aLc;o. I think there is nothing 
more to be said. There is no Government in the whole of India which 
looks at the present time more after the interests of the depressed classes 
than the Government of this Presidency. 
, An Honourable MEMBER: The Madras Presidency. 

The Honourable MOUL~ RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: .In Madras they 
may have done much more m the past, but I say at the present time, 
and I am very proud to say that soon after this committee's report 
was received, something really substantial has been done. With this 
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assurance, I am sure the honourable member will withdraw his resolution 
and Government will carry out all that is needed. 

Honourable MEMBERS : No, no. Why don't you acct'pt the n•solu
tion at once ! 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFit"DDlN AIDIAD : I acCt'pt it in 
principle, but with the proviso which I have mentioned . 

. ·The .Honourable the PRESIDE~'T :·May I ask the Honourable 
Minis~r .one thing 1 I think from his speech the House has understood 
that he has practically accepU!d the resolution with a small amendment 
that the words " immediate " and " forthwith " be struck out, in which 
case the Honourable 'Minister would be willing to accept the resolution, 
I suppose! · 

The Honourable MOULVJ RAFIDlJDIN AHMAD: Yes, Sir. 
Dr. P. G. SOLANKI : I should like an assurance from the Honourable 

Minister that, when the names for the proposed Back-ward Classes Board 
are considered, the honourable members of the Council will be consulted 
11ith regard to those names,-1 mean sitting members. 
. The ; Honourable MOL"L VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Government 

· will consult all persons that are inU!resU!d in this question and whom 
Government think it necessary to consult. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T .: The resolution, minus the word! 
" immediate " and "forthwith, " will now be put to the House. 

Question put and carried .. 
Th~ Honourable the PRESIDENT : If the honourable member the 

Deputy President wishes to move his resolution to-morrow, I will adjourn 
the House now. 
. Mr. N. E. NA VLE : I will move it to-morrow, Sir. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEr-.'T : 'fhe House is now adjourned 
to 1 J.>.m .• to-morrow, Friday, the ii1i. August 1931. . 

BOliBAl': l"JWIT:BD AT 7.1f.JI r.Ov:EBJiliEliT CEliiBAl. I'B.E58. 
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FriM.y, the 7th Aug1Mt 1931 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Friday, the 
7th August Hl31, at I p.m., the Honourable the· President, Sir: ALI 
MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI, Kt., Bar-at-Law, presiding. , · 

Prese11.t: 

A.l.LA..HBAK.SH, Khan Bahadur 
.AsAVALE, Ra.o Bahadur R. S. 
BANGI, Mr. A. K. J. 
BELL, Mr. R. D. 
BoLE, Ra.o Bahadur S. K.· 
BOWERS, Mr. P. L. 
BRANDER, Mr. J. P. 
BB.ISTOW, Mr. c. H. 
BROWNE, Mr. D. R. H. 
CHIKODI, Mr. P. R. 
CHIT ALE, Ra.o Bahadur G. K. 
CLAYTON, Mr. H. B. 
CoLLINs, Mr. G. R S. 
DHA.LIDIAL Ln..uwr, Mr. 
DEsAI, Ra.o Saheb B. G. 
DESAI, Mr. H. R. 
DESAI, Mr. s. B. 
DIXIT, Mr. M. K. 
D'SouZA.,Dr.J.ALBAN 
EWBANK, Mr. R. B. 
GA.BBETr, Mr. J. H. 
GHULA.H HusSA.IN, the Honourable Sir 
GoKRA.LE, Mr. L •. R •. 
GoVER Rou, Mr. 
HUDSON, the Honourable.Mr .. W. F. 
K.!DBI, Mr. J. S. 
K.A.!.BHOR,.Mr.G.M. 
KALE, Ra.o Bahadur R. R. 
K...uu.r, .Mr. B. S. 
K..!.M:BLI, the Honourable Dewan :&hadur S. T. 
KABBHA.BI, .Mr. M. M. 
KHuHBo, Khan Bahadur M. A.· 
KULKJ.R.'(l, Ra.o Saheb P. D.· 
llicKLIN, Mr. A. S. R. 
MEHERBAKSll, Mr. S. 
MEHTA., Mr. M. H. 
Mmu, SA.11IBZADA :u. A.: 
Monn, Rev. R. S. ·. · 
MoRE, .Mr. J. G. 
NAIK, Rao Bahadur B. R. 
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N'AliDEOB.A.O BUDlLUilUO, Mr. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
P ARULEXA.R, Rao :&hadur L V. 
PATEL, Klian Ba.ha.dur .A. E. 
PATIL, Mr. N. N. 
p ATIL, Mr. v. N. 
P ATIL, Rao Saheb V. S. 
PIW>JUN, the Honourable Sir Govx:rnuo 
RA.mrnnm Amw>, the Honourable MonVJ 
RESALDA.R, Mr. A. K. 
SJWX.H ABDUL Am, Mr • 

. SJWX.H ABDUL MAnn, Mr. 
SJWX.H YA.KUB VAZIR MA.HolW>, Khan Baha.dur 
SB.ANlUli.RA.o JAYA.B..UI.RA.O ZUNZA.RRA.o, :Mr. 
SBlltJ>E, Mr. R.. B.i 
SMART, Mr. W. w. 
Soul;·n, Dr. P. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
SmVE, Mr. V. A. 
SYED MUNAWA.R, Mr. 
TA.LPUB., Mm B~J>EH ALI K.:aA.N 
T.JI.&.Ko:a or Knw ADA, Sa.rdar BHA..SA.BEB RA.ISIXHJl 

THolU.S, the Honourable Mr. G. A. 
Town, Mr. S. S. 
TuB..~ Mr. C. W. A. 
v A.ISII.UIPAYA.N, Dr. v. G. 
VAKIL, Mr. PEsTA.NSB.A.H N. 
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WILES, Mr. G. 

[7 Atm. 1931 

The Honourable the PR&SIDEl't'"T : Order, order. Questions. 

QUESTIONS AND-ANSWERS 

Hll Pn.GB.Dls, BoMBAY .em KA.RA.cm : REFUND 

0.11' RETURN PASSAGE llO:XEY. 

Ra.o Bahadur S. K. BOLE for Mr. SYED M'CX.A WAR : Will 
Government be pleased to state--

.(a) whether it is a fact that owing to certain defects in the relevant 
regulations afft>Cting the refund of Haj pilgrim passage money, 
thousands of rupees were claimed and recovered by the shipping 
companies from the Commissioner of Police, Bombay, or directly 
appropriated by them as their own money, though in reality the 
amount belonged to the pilgrims and should have lap!V!d to Govern
ment for the relief and repatriation of destitute pilgritus, in the event 
of there being no claimants to the same ; 

(b) the amount so appropriated every year since the year 1926; 
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(c) whether there is. any provision in the Indian Merchant Shipping 
Act. authorising Government to inspect the books of shipping 
companies with a view to ascertain the amount of unused and . 
unclaimed tickets that has lapsed to them ; . . 

(d) whether it is a fact that a certain shipping company has consis· 
tently evaded payment to the legal heirs of deceased pilgpms when 
they applied for reftmd of return passage money · through the 
Commissioner of Police, Bombay ; 

(e) if the reply. to (d) is in the· affirmative, whether Government 
consider it advisable to introduce the system of deposits to the 
exclusion of the system of return tickets as recommended by the Raj 
Inquiry Committee, to remedy the evil in the future ~ 
The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : As the honourable 

member is aware, the Local Government are merely the agents of the 
Government of India. in regard to "Raj Pilgrimake ". Their informa~ 
tion is, however, as follows: · 

(a) It is a fact that owing to certain defects certain Shipping .. 
Companies refused to refund monies due on unclaimed unused return 
passage tickets and that a large sum of money had to be refunded t<t .. 
one of the Shipping Companies as a result of these defects. · 

(b) It is not possible to state the amount withheld by Shipping ; . 
Companies since the year .1926 as the Pilgrim Department has : 
no means of ascertaining such figures from the books of the Shipping 
Companies concerned .. 

(c) No. 
(d) Yes. . · · · 
(e) The matter is under the consideration of the' Government of 

India in connection with the recommendations of the Raj InqUiry 
Committee. · 

RESOLUTION re : ABOLITION OF BLOCK SYSTEM IN. 
DECCAN CANALS. 

Mr. ~. E. XAVLE (Ab.mednagar District) : Sir, the resolution that · 
stands in my name and which I propose to move reads as follows :-

" This Council recommends' to Governm.ent that the block system now existing in '. · 
almost all the Deccan Canals areas be stopped and that water charges be levied according 
to the crops grown by irrigators." 

Sir, before I proceed to explain the object of this resolution, ·1 must,. 
rather for the information of the honourable members who come from· 
'Gujarat and other parts of the Presidency and who are not familiar 
with the block system that is obtaining under the Deccan canals
explain exactly what this block system means. The block system 
simply means that when an irrigator under the Deccan canals has to 
apply for permission to cultivate sugarcane, for every acre of sugarcane 
he has compulsorily to apply for 3 acres, the remaining 2 acres being 
~llotted to crops called seasonal. He is pel'Illitted to . grow sugarcane 
~ one acre .o~t of a. block of 3 acres, provided he grows seasona.l.crops 
m the remallllllg 2 acres of the block, and he has to pay in a lumpsum 
for that small unit of block .. Now, Sir, how this system has been ruinous. 

KoHb 6~la 
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from the point of view of the agriculturists, the irrigators, under the 
Deccan canals, I will try to explain. 

Sir, it is well known that gul is going down in price in the market, 
and there are various difficulties in the way of the irrigators under the 
Deccan canals. I do not speak in the name of the Saswad mali& alone ; 
but I als:» plead for the poor agriculturist who is both a petty irrigat:>r 
and the owner of the soil. Matters have been made very difficult for 
him by the application of the present block system. It is now Yery 
difficult for him to grow sugarcane. t'nder the block system, as I have 
explained, he has to apply for 3 acres, out of which 1 acre is to be utilided 
for BU.gtrarcane cultintion, other seasonal 'crops being grown on the other 
2 acres. 'But the fact is, whether he grows seasonal crops on the remain
ing .2 acres or not, he is ch&rged water rate for those 2 acres, and that. 
becomes an additionaVburden on the expenses which he has to incur . 
for the growing of 1 acre of sugarcane in the block. This, Sir, is really 
a lum;lship which has no justice in it from any point of view. Why 
should not an irrigator be asked to pay exactly for the area which is 
really and actua.lly brought under cultivation by him 1 Is it justice, 
Sir, that he is required to pay water charges for areas not brought under 
actual cultivation ! H we e:x.amine the blocks under the Deccan canals, 
what. do .we find ~ We find that it goes rather difficult for the agricul
turist to bring aJl the 3 acres under cultivation, to grow seasonal crops 
on the 2 acres, and therefore in that block he keeps the 2 acres fallow. 
In many cases that has been the case, and the difficulty is that he is 
made to- pay water charges for all the 3 acres, besides the rent which. 
he has. to pay to the owner of the soil for all the 3 acres. 

Now, Sir, .I will try to exph.in. how this block system came into 
existence. It was introduced by Sir M. Visvesvaraya.. He- was a 
famous engineer and he introduced the system. 

The Honourabie Sir G~\l. ~SS.Arn '! He is also a. zamindar. 
• · Mr. N. E. N.A VLE : He introduced it with a different motive. His 
intention was to guarantee water to the irrigators for six years. That 
object has been very .skilfully defeated "by the experts of Government · 
in Uie Inigation Department, especially when the technical department,. 
viz., the Development and Research branch came into the charge of 
Mr. Inglis. He it was who made rules which became rather hard and 
difficult for the irrigators to follow. · 

Now, the system has been in vogue for years, and a clamour has been 
raised since its introduction by the irrigators under all the canals in the 
Deccan. There hav~ been meetings and conferences of the irrigators 
in the Deccan and deputations have waited upon the Honourable the 
General Member. Deputations have waited upon the predecessor of 
the present General Member, Sir Cowasji Jehangir, and upon the prt>sent 
General Member, and the deputationists have put forward their grie
vances with regard to the present block system. I must say here that 
Sir CoWDBji Jehangir and the present General Member were extremely · · 
sympathetic,- and I must pay them a compliment here in as clear terms 
as :I can, that they were extrel:J:lely sympathetic ~ ascertaining and 
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understanding 'the view·point of the irrigators themselves, and they 
tried their level best to remove some of the grievances of the irrigators. 
Sir, an influential deputation of the Deccan irrigators waited upon the 
Honourable the General Member last March when we were in session at 
Bombay, and I remember, as I was one of the deputationists, ·when 
my honourable friend Ra.o Bahadur Chitale pleaded for the deputation 

I because he was the leader of the deputation; and he put forward a strong 
plea for the abolition of the system as web; though the question about 
which the conference met was rather different, namely, the application 
of 1 to 4: block instead of 1 to 3. The Honourable the General Member 
.got information telegraphically, and when he was convinced of the 
justice of the demand of the irrigators, namely, that the introduction of 
the 1 to 4: block was ruinous from the point of view of the agriculturists, 
he issued peremptory orders to abolish that system. But, Sir, even 
though the 1 to 4 block system has been abolished and the old 1 tG 3 
.system is allowed to be continued, is it not an injustice, when trade 
-depression is prevailing in the whole of the world, and the prices of gul 

, have gone down, is it justice that the agriculturist should be harassed 
by requiring to pay for the additional 2 acres when those 2 acres are 
usele.ss for him as they are not brought under cultivation in many ·cases! 
I do not say for one moment that if the irfiooator grows seasons~ crops 
in thJSe 2 acres he should not be made to pay for it. I admit that if he 
utilises the 2 acres by growing seasonal crops, Government have every 
right to levy water charges. But if it is not profitable for hlm to bring 
those 2 acres under cultivation on canal water,· if he is satisfied with 
-cultivating only 1 acre by growing sugarcane with the irrigation water, 
.and would depend upon rain for the rem.a.ining 2 acres, then· why' tn.ake 
it compulsory for him to pay additional water rate for the· 2 acres ~ ·It 
is not just and proper that this harassing difficulty, should be placed ·m 
the way of the irrigators. · · 
·Sir, m.a.ny of the' honourable members know that there is a. syndicate 

called the Belapur Syndi<ate at Belapur in the .A.hmednagar district
Belapur is a large commercial town in the .A.hmednagar districk:Od 
this syndicate is running a sugar factory. 'The block system is not 
.applied to the area which is brought under cultivation by the Bela pur 
Syndicate. . Ia it not difficult for the ordinary irrigator, who has no 
technical knowledge and the costly implements which this syndicate 
has, to work under the present block system, when a powerfnl company 
like the Bela. pur Syndicate is exempted from the rules of the block 
system ! The block system. is not applied to that company, and it is 
not compulsory for them to grow any seasonal crops at all. 

An Honourable MEMBER : Why ! 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE: I am informed that· a special concession ms 
been given to them, and l am complaining against that. Sir,- I: plead 
that this system be now abandoned and that the irrigators· be allowed 
to pay only for the acreage which is really brought under cultivation 

· ()n a.nal· water. · That ·will simplify the present· system, which is 1:1\&de. 
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rather cumbrous by difficult intricate rules and regulations being intro

. duced in the working of the block system by !IIr. Inglis. 
· Sir, I had a conversation on this subject with some responsible officers 

of Governm.ent in the Irrigation Depart:rllent, and they are convinced 
of the justice of the demand of the irrigators contained in my resolution. 

· It has to be seen what views are being held by Government over this 
very important subject. Still, as I gathered it privately from a respon~ 
sible officer of Governm.ent in this department, their fear is that Govern
ment revenue is going to suffer if they abolish the block system. I d() 
not agree with that view for a moment. On the contrary, I definitely· 
assert and say emphatically that Government will stand to gain by the 
abolition· of the block system. Their treasury will not suffer, their 

· revenue will not suffer ; on the contrary the revenue will go on increasing 
if the block system is abolished. It is very easy to see that if the difficulty 

· which is introduced by this system in the way of the irrigators is removed,. 
the area under sugarcane will increase and go on increasing as the years 

. pass by, and in that way the returns from the canals, the revenue which. 
we get now will go on increasing. It is for this reason-consider it from 
any point of view, from the Government point of view as well as from 

· the irrigators point of view-that I do not think the present system 
is p~:fitable from any side, from any view which you may take of the 
matter. The irrigators are clamouring for its abolition, and the Govern
ment treasury also is suffering. It is therefore beneficial, from the 
irrigators' point of view as well as the Government point of view, that 
this system be abolished forthwith. 

Mr .. M. M. KARBHARI: On a point of information. Under the 
. block system has sugarcane cultivation decreased during the last few 
yearst · · · 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE : The honourable member has asked an important 
• and pertinent question on the subject, and as far as I know I can say 

· that the· area under sugarcane has decreased on account of this block 
system. 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN : Prices 1 
1\Ir. N. E. NA VLE : They have an effect on the area under cultivation 

· but it is not the only deciding factor. That is one of the reasons. But 
you cannot neglect the very important question on the other side. You 
have made it difficult by means of your own technical and useless rules 
to grow more sugarcane on the canals. How is it justifiable ? It is 

. not justifiable either from the point of view of revenue to Government 
or from the point of view of the agriculturists. Therefore I say that 
it is high time that the system was done away with. Sir, I know that 
Government may find it rather difficult to accept my resolution in toto ; 
and therefore I am prepared to go so far as to accept a compromise. 

' I am prepared to accept a position like this. If Government abolish 
· this system temporarily say for 5 or 6 years as an experimental measure 

in order to see whether they lose in their revenue or get more, I am 
prepared to accept. that position. If Government find at the end of 
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the experimentaf period that they are getting more revenue, I· do not 
see any reason why that system should not be abolished permanently, 
nor can Government advance any reason for its further retention. 
It was only yesterday that the Honourable the Leader of the House 
accepted the resolution moved by my honourable friend Rao Bahadur 
Chitale in order to inquire into the grievances of the irrigators: In 
this case the irrigators have many a time waited in deputation, memoria- · 
lised Government, and held public meetings and forwarded their resolu
tions to Government. If Government at least abolish the system tempo
rarily as an experimental measure to see the results, I am prepared to 
accept that position as I am sure that Government will then be 
convinced that the block system· is not profitable even from the~ 
stand-point. Sir, I therefore urge that the system be stopped. With 
these words I move my resolution with the hope that it will be accepted 
by this honourable House. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL MAJID : I would like the honourable member 
to throw light on the question whether the block system is the same 
as rectangula.tion or it is different. . ' · 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE : Recta.ngulation is different from the block system. 
Question proposed. · 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar District): Mr. President,. 

I must state that the problem has many phases and cannot be isolated 
from the consequential results. It is necessary to state at the beginning 
that Government and their officers are now in possession of all the facts 
bearing on this matter and it is true to state that the bagayatdars in almost 
all the Deccan canals, including the Girna canal, have put forward their 
views not only in public meetings or conferences, but they have put them 
into writing and forwarded them to Government. I had the honour 
and privilege of leading their deputation, and I may say, as it very often 
happens, self-interest prevailed more than it ought to. I tried my best 

. to collect and co-ordinate the several views of these irrigators in different 
canals and analyse their grievances under certain main groups. As 
I said yesterday, Government had appointed a committee under the 
presidency of the Commissioner, Central Division, in which the Revenue 
Department, the Agricultural Department and irrigation officers • were 
represented. After I had collated the whole information, I had given 
them in writing my own views of the case. But as Mr. Mackie had left, 
the deliberations of the conference could not be finished. As the present 
Commissioner is a new man to the work, it was pointed out that the same 
conference should take place and I have obliterated myself from it. They 
had their own case from their own point of view. I must say that the 
b(){Jayatdars were given fullest opportunity to give their statements in 
vernaculars and in English. It is no doubt true also that, as far as 
possible, Government have by now given them such prompt relief as 
was possible on account of the lowness of price of gul and other products~ 
I must thank Government and their officers for giving that relief as 
promptly as possible. Not only that, but their main complaint about 
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the reduction of the block area haa been considered at least for this year 

. pending .. the: fullest possible investigation into that problem by the 
committee which I have referred to, and possibly decisions are now to 

. be come to by Government. aa a. whole. · 

·The complaint of the bagayatdara and others is only that they have 
not been made aware of the views of the officers.who deliberated in that 
conference, because they are afraid that perhaps a one-sided tiew of the 
mattt>r may be taken by Government, as they have not been given proper 
representation to explain away suggestions by either the inigation officers, 
or agricultural officers or officers of the Revenue Department. I must 
say here that the two points of view, as a matter of fact, will again be 
collated by the financial experts committee-I hope and believe that it is 

. intt>ndedbytheresolution distinctly as it ~fter taking evidence. Then 
these bagayatdara would be given one more opportunity to state their 
vie)VS and state their data, so that those views could be dissected by 
cross-examination and it could be seen as to how far they can spend • 

. That is how the matter stands at present. I understand that the · resolu
tion is not to be taken to vow. I think the main purpose of it is to 

.. know whether orders have .been passed by Government as. a . result of 
the deliberations of that conference. If these orders have not been passed, 
the tt'ntative conclusions of the conference should, in fairness and justice, 
be circulated to the bagrJyatium and their associations, so that they may 

. give their opinion on the views that have been so far formed. The 
, point is of some importance, because what we have been· stating all 
along with due regard to the financial phase of the problem is that you 

. cannot extort one rate for all seasons and for all times ; especially as 
. these seasons and times are changing fast, the prices of the agricultural 
. products are now at rock bottom and all that they want is an assurance. 

· , If they grow any particular crop, there must be at least some margin of 
, profit, let alone the rffenue to Government. 

·There is another man from the research department. Owing to the · 
difficulty of there being no rectangulation or. sub-rectangulation, the 
people themselves do not know where they stand, what kind of crop 
they will be allowed to reap and what land would be considered suitable 

· by the research officer, who has almost superseded the functions, if 
· I may be allowed to say so, the ordinary functions, of the Superintending 
, Engineer for. Irrigation. To statt' one instance among many, suppose 
: I get five aeresfor sugarcane. The research department, which ultimatt>ly 
. means the mistry, comes forward and says that about one guntha or 
.5 gunthas of this land are not fit for sugarcane. I have to leave those 

, five gunthas and I am supposed to grow sugarcane in the rest of the area •. 
~Then there areother matters-the land which is occupied by the bunds, 
-which must be of certain dimensions and so on. I have also to bear 
· the aaeage rate that is levied. . I think it is not proper and I believe 
• there is a Sllbstantial grievance. :When you say that the acreage- rate 
· will be Rs..4:aan acre, if it is true that bunds take np 5 to 8 gunthaa or 
one-fifth or one-eighth of the area, how is it possible to define that he 
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shall pay one-fifth ·or one-eighth of Rs. 45 for getting no crop! ·Their 
~omplaint is that in practical experience the rate is not Rs. 45 per acre 
but Rs. 60 or varying from Rs. 55 to Rs. 60. ;But this is a problem 
which we cannot solve in this House, because it may be said that it is 
not true or that when we levy that rate of Rs. 45 we always mean 
subject to the rules and· so on .. But there is a substantial grievance. 
The bagayatdars themselves do not know where they stand, and they do 
not know what will happen and so on. There is an atmosphere of 
unc€rtainty which ought to be removed. I understand that the problem 
is considered from all points of view by this conference, as far as I could 
see. The trend of opinion of lhe revenue officers in the conference 
seems to b~ that they .. are quite willing to relax. the rules, if my 
information is correct,-of course it is a public gossip and I caJffiot 
vouch for it. We do. .not know what the decision of the Government 
is. The Honourable the General Member may accept the position of the 
majority, but if he takes a snatch vote, I would simply say that that is 
no decision at all. Even decisions come to unanimously must wait. 
One can very well realise that the three departments could not have 
worked as a team, because there are different viewpointsamong them 
in· relation to these . problems: I think, therefore, that it is necessary 
in the interests of the bagayatdars that the conclusions that may have 
been arrived at should be recirculated, especially in ·view of the fact 
that another committee is going to look into it, and that final orders 
should not be passed at this stage. This new committee is no~ going 
to take a long time to be appointed ; their materials are almost ready ; 
only the sifting of those materials remains. I, therefore, pray to the 
Leader of the House that he should give an opportunity to the 
bagayatdars to state what they have to say with respect to the conclusions 
which have been tentatively reached, either unanimously. or only by 
a snatch vote. I think that will serve the . purpose of this res<>lution. 

·As I said, it is not intended that it should be taken to a division. 
Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI (Poona District) : Sir; crores of rupees 

have been spent in constructing the canals in the Deccan. . Yesterday 
a statement was made from the Government benches that they were all 
protective works; works to protect the people from famine. Looking at 
the present policy followed by the department in this case; I think that 
it is better to save the people from this sort of protection. -People 
are harassed by the officials and they are very much tired of the tyrannical 
rules forced on them. The rules are applied in such a tyrannical way 
that people are pouring in. their applications requesting to cancel their 
blocks. The news has been published in the newspapers that ·out of 

. 20,000 acres irrigated under the Nira. Left Bank Canal, blocks of 14,000 
:~res have been applied for, for cancellation. That is the sort of protec
tion that the people think is being given to t.hem by these canals .. I wish 
to answer one point that has been raised in this ·connection by·some 

· membe~. .They want to know. whether the area under irrigation is 
<leereas~g ~ay byd~Y:· ·.Y~s. !Itis also admitted by the-department in 
the Irrigation ·Administration Report for 1929-30, ·but no adequate 
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reasons are ginn by Government for that decrease. Let me first take the 
case of Godavari Canals, where land is cultivated mostly by tenants. 
The report shows that in the case of lands under that canal there is 
a marked decrease in the irrigated area: 

"The decrease ia the area irrigated and the colll!equent decrease in assessment on the 
..-hole Godavari system 1l"a8 due to less perennial irrigation du.ring the year under report. 
About 2,4.00 acres of blocks were cancelled by the irrigators during the vear on both the • 

· cana1s."-(Page .No. 26. paragraph No. 57) • 

That is the case with the area on the Godavari Canals. Let u.s see 
· what the position is with regard to the area on Nira Left Bank Canal. 

where land cultivated by tenants is less in proportion when compared. 
with the Godavari Canals. It is stated in the report : . 

.. The decre&lle in the perennial are& is due to the cancellation of J•ereunial block areas 
by the irrigators. The area under perennial blocks during the year (1929-30) was 18.905 
acres ia the Nira Leh Bank Canal against 19,627 acres of the preceding year."-(Page 

. 26. paragraph 57) 

This clearly shows that there is a decrease in the irrigated area of 
Class I Irrigation Works and people do not want to take advantage of 
the protection that is given by Government so kindly by constructing 
these canals at a cost of crores of rupees of the public. It is owing to 
some tyranny that people are not taking advantage of the facilities given 

· to them by Government in this case. Let me quote the reason given 
in the same report for this decrease : 

"The heavy decte88e in the area irrigated and the consequent decrease in assessment 
· ..-as due to water not being taken for irrigation by the cultivators."-(Page 30. 

paragraph 63) 

The cultivarors are not taking water-that is the reason given here • 
But why are they not ~king the water 1 The reason given in the report 
for this is that there is a depression in the gul market. May I ask whether 
the depression is confined only to the gul market 1 No. There is a 
drop in the prices of bajri, jowari and all other seasonal crops also. If 
the argument about depression applies to gul, it should apply to other 
erops also, with the result that the '"mlltivators should not be cultivating 
any other crops also. Now, what we find is that the decrease in acreage 
is seen only in areas under first class irrigation works. -In second class 
irrigation the area is not decreasing.· If the depression in the gul market 
aflects the lands under first class irrigation, it should aflect also the lands 
under second class irrigation works. And consequently there should be 
no demand for water for 1n1oaarcane in the second class irrigation areas 
also. It is admitted in the report that the demand for water for 
irrigating sugarcane crops is increasing in the second class irrigation 

· lands. The rt>al cause for the decrease in area in first class irrigation 
lands is the block syst~m which is applicable only to first class irrigation 
lands and not ro second cla.ss irrigation lands. The report says as regards 
second class irrigation lands : 

"The area irrigated during the ytar 1l"a8 942 acre&, which brought in an irrigation 
aDd groea assessed revenue of Rs. 3,806 and Rs. -1,120 reepectirely, the corresponding 
figures for the previous year being 656 acres and Rs. 2,733 and R&. 2,914."-(Page 49. 
paragraph 108) 
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From these fic,l1llfes it is clear that in area under second class irrigation 

works there is no decrease ; on the other hand, the irrigated area· there 
is increasinu. The decrease is only under first class irrigation works. 
Why He ~ot people taking advantage of the protection given by 
Government ~ I say that it is due to the hard and fast rules which 
are forced on the people against their will and which operate against 
the interests both of Government and of the agriculturists. 

I use the phrase '' block system" here a.s it is understood by the local 
irrigators. There are three kinds of lands (1) lands under perennial 
irrigation, (2) lands under 8 months' lease and (3) lands under 4 months' 
lease (or rabi lease as they call them). I will first ta.ke the case of lands 
of the perennial blocks. They are placed under great many disadvantages 
in every possible way. It has been argued by the supporters of the block 
system that it is to the advantage of the tenants and that the tenants 
will be ruined if that system is not applied. That is really a lame excuse, 
which I shall presently expose. Under the block system, if a. tenant 
wants to cultivate sugarcane in an acre, he has to take a lease for three 
acres. That means that in order to cultivate one acre of sugarcane he 
will have to pay irrigation charges for three acres. Therefore; from. the 
point of view of the tenant, the block system is not profitable. Now, 
take the case of the owner. If an owner has ten acres of land, he is 
restricted to grow sugarcane in one block, i.e. three acres and for getting 
water to that block he has to make a contract of six years with the 
department. Even though he may not be able to cultivate sugarcane in 
any year, he will have to pay the irrigation chlrges for those three acres 
for that year. If the rule restricting cultivation to these particular three 
acres is not enforced there, he will be able to put all plots of his land of 
10 acres under sugarcane by instalments year by year if he finds that 
process profitable to him. This is not allowed now under the existing 
rules. In this way, owners are also unfairly restricted and put to loss. 
Therefore the system is neither to the advantage of the tenant nor to 
the advantage of the owner. 

Then, another argument put forward by the department in support 
of the system is that this block system prevents waterlogging. May 
I point out that this block system is not in existence in area under 1Iutha 
Canal and yet for the last fifty years there has been no complaint of 
waterlogging there ! There has also been no complaint of waterlo&,oing 
in the areas under second class irrigation ~orks, although this block 
system is not in existence in those 1.reas. 

11Ir. P. L. BOWERS: May I explain, Sir, that there is little or no 
perennial irrigation on second class works, where cultivation is nearly 
all seasonal ~ · · 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKAR11 : There are many perennial crops in 
that area, and I shall prove it by quoting figures from Government report 
on irrigation. There is no complaint of waterlogging in the area under 
sugarcane in second class irrigation works. W aterloggi.ng is not a good 
~xcuse for continuing this block system. I have already placed a map 
m the hands of honourable members of this House and from that it will 
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be seen that bunds of one foot height and width are required to be con
structed at a distance of each 20 gunthas. Under this block system 
in that way 5 gunthas per acre are unnecessarily wasted. Agriculturists 
-cannot take· advantage of that area. On these 5 gunthas out of every 
• 40 gunthas no culbivation of the nature of sugarcane is allowed, 
although they have to pay the prescribed proportionate charges on these 
5 gunthas without· getting 8JlY advantageous return from the gunthas 

1 occupied by bunds. In the Nira Left Bank 08Jlal area they have to 
1 tpay Rs. 66 for one block of 3 acres, i.e. for cultivating sugarcane on one 
acre of land-the other two acres being practically left without cultiva
tion as other crops are not going to be paying to.the irrigator in any way. 

·Mr.· L. R; GOKHALE : ·On a point of information, Sir,-

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI : I do not yield. 
·The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member may 

':Proceed . 
.'Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI: The other two acres are meant by 

the' department for seasonal crops. In the map which I have circulated 
now to honourable members there are three parts, A, B and C. The 

· .itrea marked A and colol1red green is to be reserved only for sugarcane 
-cultivation. Seasonal crops are allowed on B and C plots as shown 
in· 'the map. But honourable members are aware of the fact that 
seasonal crops are not paying crops now-a-days and therefore people 
are not naturally inclined to grow seasonal crops on these two blocks. 

'They are to keep them vacant and thus sustain additional loss from them. 
, The worst of it is that the bunds of the prescribed height and width 
are made compulsory . even in plots shown in the map as B and C 8Jld 
(Jonsequently the agriculturists have to bear heavy charges on that head 
-even in respect of seasonal crops. And what crops are sown in plots 

· B 8Jld C 1 J wari and bajri. ··For growing these crops they are compelled 
to construct bunds of standard measure at a distance of 20 gunthas. 
, That is a great hardship on the agriculturists. They cannot concentrate 
their whole attention on the paying one acre which is meant for sugarcane. 
By. these rules it is diverted to the other plots where jwari, bajri and 
ground-nuts etc. can only be grown. And they have to bear the burden 
ofRs. 66 for these 3 plots i.e. one acre of sugarcane. In that sum one 
rupee is added for the purpose of rounding the figure. I do not know 
under what mathematical system they are obliged to pay this additional 
.rupee. According to the usual mathematical system they will have ~o 
pay' Rs. 65 only. One rupee is not an insignificant amount, Sir, when 1t 
is a question of charging thousands of acres now irrigated. 

My another point is that this socalled useful hund syBtem is not 
enforced in Government farms at all. Are they not situated in India ~ 
.Have they got another climate 1 Have they got another kind of water ~ 
:No. Io that respect, I think, similar conditions obtain in Government 
farms also. Yet they are· not forced to adopt this bund system. ·They 
·are not also forced to plant sugarcane in one ·acre and leave the other 
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two acres for seasonal crops. The bund and block systems are not 
enforced in the case. of the Bela pur Sugar, Syndicate. I£ it is .to the 
advantage of the agriculturists, why has it not been made , applicable 
to Government farms and the Bela pur Syndicate 1 . They ar~·. also 
growers. . 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable·· member· ·has 
already exceeded his time by five minutes. He has taken 20 minutes· 
already. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI: If you allow, Sir, I will ta~eup only 
two or three minutes more. . · 

·The irrigators' lot is miserable.· The main reason· for this· )s, 
I suppose, that there is no co-operation between the Agricultural and. 
Irrigation Departments here; presumably because the Ag:dcultt~Xal 
Department is a transferred one and the Ir:l;'igation Departme:ot is 
a. reserved one. That is the defect of dyarchy. In .the, prooeedin.gs 
of the Royal Commission it is recorded that one of the Directors of 
Agriculture complained that there if no co-operation between the 
two departments. 

Rabi leases also are oi 11 six years' binding, they are not free from 
defect of this block system. The six years' contract acts as a great 
hardship on the agriculturists and is having a bad effect on the irrigators 
when they are to pay though it ;rained. Therefore my request is that 
Government should come forward with some assurance to the .effect 
that they would try to remedy the grievances of the agriculturists without· 
any loss of time. Otherwise, as my honourable friend from Ahmednagar 
said, the matter will be stretched too far. I think this 'question of such; 
vital importance should not be. passed pn so easily'~ We ·are the 
representatives of the people and want to safeguard their interests and 
in this it can be secured without detriment to the interests of G-overnment.· 
Therefore we must concentrate our miJ:J,ds in eradicating th~ difficulties 
of the irrigators and we should see that they are not ruined,,, They are 
now on the point of being ruined and by their ruin Government is sure 
to suffer great loss. It is therefore in the interests of Government.also , 
to come to the rescue of the irrigators immediately and give them as. 
soon a11 possible the just relief which they have been demanding for years. 
With these remarks, I again request Government to come to the relief 
of the agriculturists with· definite assurance in the matter. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE (Poo'na. City) : Sir, my honourable friend from 
Poona Rural (Rao Saheb Kulk.a.rni) has made· a. very valuable contr~
bution in his own way to the discussion of this question. , I am sure, 
Sir, that this question of the block system has a great bearing on . .the 
well-being of the irrigators of certain canals. It m.ay be stated that this 
block system obtains in the areas irrigated by the Godavari, the Pravara. 
and the Nira. and it does not obtain in the areas irrigated by the Mutha. 
canal. That is the only canal to which the block system. does not apply. 
No doubt this system. was. introduced, with an ~ye .to the good of the , 
irrigators. Under. ·that system· the irrigator is assured "Of, .a, certain. 
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quantity of water for a certain period, generally six years. That is one 
advantage. Secondly, he is also assured that he ~.n grow, along with 
sugarcane, other crops. Now, suppose one crop fail'~,• sugarcane may 
not have sufficient demand or may be lost by reason ofl:lQme disease or 
some other reason or the cultivator m.ay not be able to seL'\lfe sufficient 
capital. In that case other crops are useful to him to make , both ends 
meet.' So, from that point of view I think this system was introduced. 
But the circumstances have now changed and I think that at least for 
some years to come the present character of the block system shoUld be 
changed. This demand at present has a good deal of force in it. , 

This block system has been defined in sh<trt by the honourable the 
mover of this resolution. But I will read the definition given in the 
rules. That will tell us what exactly the block system means : 
, " Block System " means a system of water leases for a period of years in areas specially 

demarcated for this purpose on which perennial, and other crops which will not require 
water after the <expiration of the lease period may be grown during the lease period on 
terms agreed on and recorded in the contract. · 

According to his definition, those crops which are permanent, such as 
garden.g of guava or orange gardens are not included in it. Only those 
crops which are seasonal are to be included. This system is subject to 
certain rules. It will be seen from page 17 of the Rules how this system 
iB worked. I am referring to the Public Works Department Rules of 
the Irrigation Department. At page 15 a form is given. That form 
mentions the details which are to be supplied to the authoritie~ 
for obtaining the irrigation water under this system. And then on 
page 17 certain notes are given. In these notes there are the conditions 
laid down. My request to the authorities is that a change should be 
made in 3 or 4 out of these conditions. These three conditions 
in particular are working harshly against the irrigator. I will read the 
first important condition : 

. "Sugarcane may be planted in not more than one-third of the area of the plot entered 
in column 11 (of the form on page 15); or in lieu of sugarcane hot weather crops and . 
perennial crops other than sugarcane may be grown in half the area of the plot entered ' 
in column n... . . 
That is, if there are 21 acres, in 7 acres alone sugarcane may be planted, 
in lieu of sugarcane other crops m.ay be planted in 10i acres. In the 
remaining area, other crops are allowed to be grown. 

'Xhe third· rule reads : 
"In the remaining 2/3 or 1/2 of the plot on which sugarcane or other perennial crops, 

as the case may be, are not allowed to be grown, water will be given for irrigation 
for about 8 months, i.e., from the commencement of the monsoon till the 14th of 
February following." 

The fifth rule is : 
"Water rates shall be payable so long as water is available for the whole period of the 

permit whether a plot is irrigated or not ............. " . 

It will be seen that this is a somewhat inequitable condition, to say the 
least. Whether the plot is irrigated or not, the irrigator has to pay for 
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the whole period th~ charges for the water.· I may tell the honourable 
House, Sir, that the charges levied are as follows:' 

Rugarcane areas • • Rs. 45 per acre. 
Kharif 4 
Rabi 8 , -;. 
s.monthly crops • • ,, 18 

If out of 3 acres, I acre is sugarcane, the charge will be Rs. 45 and if in 
the other two remaining acres you have Bajari crop or wheat or gram ' 
(harblwra), rabi crops, the charge will be Rs. 8 and for the 8-monthly 
crops such as ground-nut, tur, etc., the charge will be Rs. 18. This is 
the rate of charges charged for the block system. It will be seen that 
for the last 2 or 3 years nearly, this block system has worked to the 
disadvantage of the irrigator, because the sugarcane crop has not remained 
a paying concern on account of competition having increased due to . 
which prices have gone down as regards jaggery and particularly sugart · 
The other crops also are not paying. At one time when the prices were 
very high, all these crops paid very well, but now they do not. 

The Block system is intended to be an assurance to the irrigator 
that he will get sufficient water for his sugarcane crop but along with 
that assurance there is this condition 'that he must also pay for the 
remaining acres at a certain rate which is rather penal and inequitable .. 
All that is now demanded is that this condition under rule 5 should be 

. varied in favour of the cultivator, and it should not be argued that he 
is bound, even if he does not cultivate the remaining area of two acres, · 
to pay for that area- · 

Mr. P. L. BOWERS: May I ask the honourable member to read the 
remaining portion of the rule 1 ' · 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE: I am coming to that. If, on the other hand, 
he does not, there is a certain rate given which is I! times. My con~ 
tention is that he should not be charged at all and there should not be ~ 
compulsion upon him to irrigate or to grow anything upon the remaining 
~.rea. I am aware as I said of the subsequent clause to which I will refer 
later on. The present position is that no sooner you apply the block 
system than there is the lega.l obligation on the irrigator to cultivate 
all the areas and if you do not cultivate you are penalised under the 
second clause to which reference is made bv the honourable member · 
opposite (Mr. Bowers). It is under this clau~e if in any particular year 

·an applicant is unable to irrigate the entire plot he should apply for 
~xemption before the 15th November in form VII which may be obtained 
from the sub-divisional officer ; should such exemption be granted 
subsequent to the permission to irrigate, the area exempted will only 
be given at a higher rate of 1!- and if water is available. This makes 
the matter doubly inequitable," if water is available". That is a condi~ 
tion which is not very fair. As a. matter of fact the department is bound 
to give him water, and simply because he applies for a.n exemption you 
put in the condition "if water is available" and you say that if water 
is available, then only it will be given to him and furthermore a.t a. rate 
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which is higher. No doubt the rule should be so amended that if the 
man applies within that period the rate will be the same as agreed upon 
for the period and for the area in which he will grow crops or which he 
will bring under cultivation-whatever that rate may be, Rs. 4 or it may 
beEs. 18. What is wanted is that there should be an equitable arrange
ment between the irrigator and Government. What at present goes on 
is that. there is a strict business-like condition, perhaps too business
like. I do not think this sort of attitude under the present circumstances 
is desirable. That is the ~hole point in this discussion, and I hope 
Government will see its way to modify these rules so as to suit the 
present needs and conditions of the bazaar. · 

:Mr.' H. B. CLAYTON: That is not quite in accordance with facts. 
The fact is that first of all there is a contract by which Government agrees 
to supply water and the cultivator agrees to take it. If the cultivator 
desires not to have that water, as the rule provides he can ask for permis
sion not to take it and in that case he is not charged. If, on the other 
hand, subsequently he changes his mind again and says "I want the. 
water, which since I once refused it you .have agreed to give to so1:9-ebody 
else", .then he is charged ll time~ t.he rate at which he was originally 
entitled·to receive that water. That is the position as I see it. 

:Mr, L. R. GOKHAI~E :· I thank my honourable friend, but he does 
not give me anything new.. No doubt there is a contract, but I submit 
with due respect that we should not be Shylock-like, and even if the 
contract is there, yet if a particular irrigator cannot fulfil the contract, 
Government should not insist upon it-

Mr. H. B. 'CLAYTON: Why 1 Is Government always to be the 
loser 1 

Mr. L,i R. GOKHALE : I know it is a little one-sided business, but 
Government should remember that in the times through which we are 
passing the position of the irrigator has become very miserable and there 
should be some sympathy and a soft comer for the irrigator on the Govern
ment benches. That is my speciafPlea. You may say that Govern
ment have every right to insist upon the contract, but my reason is 
that under the present circumstances it should not be done. Secondly, 
Sir, this period comes on the 15th November. ··The form is to be obtained 
at a. certain office. Our people are not competent enough to understand 
the importance of observing the time limit. If a man goes on the 16th 
November, he is told "No". What I want is that the irrigation 
rules must be administered with sympathy and not with an eye to the 
treasury; No doubt, if there is an eye to the treasury only,· there will 
be no·· sympathy. What is wanted· 'badly is sympathy for the poor 
irrigator. • I would therefore· ask Government to revise these rules in 
keeping with the remarks of the honourable members who addressed · 
the ~o~e on this· question. · · 

The Honourable ,the ·PRESIDE!\'l'f: Five minutes more,. 
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)Ir. L. R. GOKHALE: Yes, Sir. It will be seen, Sir, that the 
complaint about t~e bunds is n()t a trifling one. Under the rules it is 
laid down that no crop shall be planted within six feet of the edge of a 
main water-course but the decision as to what is a main water-course 
will rest with the Executive Ji:ngineer. The condition that no crop shall 
be planted within six feet means that a large strip of land on both sides 
of the water canal has to be left uncultivated. Either this rule should 

-be modified or the charges should not be made for the area so compul
f\orily left uncultivated. That area is charged. My honourable friend 
Rao Saheb Kulkarni was perfectly right in saying that- there were so 
rnan.v bunds compulsory under the system and that aU these bunds 
required certain margins and t~ese margins meant a larger proportion 
of charges of irrigation and if nominally the charge is Rs .. 45 it jumps 
to more than Rs. 55 or Rs. 60.. Apart from the question whether the 
irrigator leaves a certain portion uncultivated or not, the result of the 
who'e situation is that charges are unnecessarily heavy and therefore 
this rule as regards the six-feet of the edge should be also modified. 
I think the Executive Engineer is made an authority under rule 4, which 
savs that the decision as to what is a main water-course will rest with 
th~ Executive Engineer. But though I do not exactly make bold to 
suggest what other officer should be mentioned therein, I believe that' 
the Executive Engineer is not a very proper officer as he. is interested 
in the charges which are to be levied from the irrigator. I think if that 
power is given to the Collector of the district or any other independent 
officer, it will be more convenient, my point being that there ought to 
be some independent authority between the Executive Engineer for 

· Irrigation and the agriculturist. That is my suggestion. 
Of course, I admit that the reduction in the area irrigated under the 

\·arious canals is not necessarily due to the block system. It can be 
argued and it is arguable, but it cannot be denied that that. is one 'Of the 

· reasons or perhaps the main reason of reduction in the irrigated area and, 
as I have tried to show, the nominal charge of Rs. 45 gets multiplied 
under various circumstances. This is certainly one more reason why 
the block system is becoming unpopular. The people cannot afford· io 
purchase water from Government at such a high rate. 

The honourable mover said that he did not represent the Malis of 
Saswad. I do not quite understand the point that· he wants to make. 
The Malis of Saswad have entered into very large contracts with Govern- ·· 
ment on this block system and it is they who are hard hit, and if anybody 
is sufiering most in the Presidency, it is these Saswad people .• They 
went in for hundreds of acres in some cases. Times changed. Some 
say they speculated. They may have, but who does not speculate! 
Even we have noticed speculation in cotton contracts. Speculation is 
no doubt a sin but it is not a sin within certain limits. So, these Sasw~d 
cultivators are hard hit and it is they who first deserve our sympathy. 

I do not know why this question is not going to be put to a division. 
Perhaps if it is put to a division,_ it would not be quite difficult for us 
to carry the resolution, but as the mover does not seem quite keen about 
it, I do not know why I should insist upon it. 

¥0 Hb 69-2 
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:Yr. N. E. X.A. TI.E : Xot to press this resolution to a dh"ision i~ nen•r 
my intention. If no sympathetic I't'ply is forthcoming from QQ,·ern· 
ment, I will certainly press it to a dirision. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : But I do not think that G<>Yernment shouU 
desire a di'rision on this point. That is what I wanted to say, becau~e 
as the House is situated now and as the question is of such Yital impor• 
tance, very likely G<>vernment 'Will not ask for a di\ision. So, if Gonrn• 
ment is prepared to concede the point, we need not ask for a di '~ion~ 
Otherwise, it is certainly necessary that the sense of the House shoulJ 
be taken on this question by a resort to a division. · 

With these few words, I support the resolution and pray that QQ\·ern• 
ment will think over this question with sufficient sympathy for the poor 
agriculturist. . 

:Mr. P. L. BOWERS: Sir, may I tell the honourable member from 
Ahmednagar that, so far, the report of the Irrigation Conference held 
last month has not been received by Government l I may also inform 
him that Government are contemplatirg the formation of an Irrigation 

·Advisory Board from amongst the cultivators of the Deccan, and I can 
pro~se l!afely that if there are any points in their resolutions which 
they are not unanimous about, or on which Government want furtht>r 
information, such points will be referred to this Advisory Board, which 
Government propose to form in the near future. : 

As regards the block system, to which a reference was made this. 
aftt.rnoon, let me Pay that there is nothing r.ew in that l!ystem. The 
block system was derived from the "phad,. system, which· 
bad been in vogue for generations on some of the bandharas of Kasik 
and Khandesh. The " thai " or area commanded by a " bandhara ·~ 
and channel is usually divided into four nearly equal parts or " phads ",. 
the )""hole of which is brought un::ler irrigation annually. Each "phad" 
is divided into an equal number of shares of fields according to number 

· of owners. In a.ny one year the whole of one" pha.d" is devoted to rice, 
ano,her to sugarcane, the third to wheat, gram, peas, etc., and the fourth 
ff bajri or kharif, jowari, etc. In the next year the same crops are 
grown, but on different" phads" in rotation. This rotation continues 
without interruption, the only periJ& of fallow being the intervals between 
the crops. This system is termed quadrennial rotation, and the rates 
they pay in Khandesh for these" phads" are, I believe, Rs.l6 an acre. 
The block system is derived from this, but instead of having quadrennial 
rotations the blocks are allowed triennial rotations. When this 
syotem was introduced on the Nira Left Bank Canal, there wa~ a 
tremendous increase in cultivation, and the cultivation was systematised . 

. With your permission, Sir, I will read what Sir M. Visvesvaraya said in 
his report about the many difficulties which were met with on this canal 
before the block system was introduced. This is what he said: 
. ···At present the distribution of &re6 to be watered from season to ae&80n among all the
villages under command of a canal. especially when there ill an increase in the demand and 
a eimultaneou.aly short supply, is one of great difficulty. The capacity of the canal etaii 
is taxed to the utmost in order to ellllUl'(l a fair distribution and mature u large an area 
as po!ISible. The are6 irrigated nries coDlliderably from year to year. The increa&ed 

· demand OCCUl8 uaually when the rainfall is deficient. In a year of pressure like that, 
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there is much difficul~y in distributing the nter-supply between sugarcane and rabi· 
crops on some canals. What proportion of the wster should be aet apart for sugarcane 
and 11·hat for rabi and other cold weather crops! Suppoae a proportion is fixed by a rule 
of thumb method, how are such areas to be distributed by vi.ll.ages and how again between 
the individual culth·ators of each village 1 . 

"Some villages have small areas under irrigation while others may be over·irrigated. 
· Capitalista monopolise the wster-supply for large areas. The poorer cultivators cannot 
obtain capital and have no chance in a. year of plague or famine. Regulation on SOJ~Ut 
system is necessary to prevent these inequalities. · 

"Another common difficulty. is when the cultivat()rs spend large sums on manure 
and prepare lands for sugarcane and then submit their applications. Some ignorant 
or perverse cultivators do this before making sure that water-supply is available. 
Exceptions have had to be made to help poor cultivators but the concessions have 
frequently led to a repetition of the irregularity." · 

This was the system which was in vogue "on the Nira Left Bank canal 
before the introduction of the block system. 

Sir, I think the most serious objections to this system have come from 
the Godavari and the Pravara areas. On those canals, when irrigation 
was first started, there was a tremendous rush of people, mostly the 
Saswad Malis, who took up the land and went in for sugarcane cultivation 
on a large scale. In those years the prices of gul were high, and the 
tenants benefited, as they cultivated practically nothing but sugarcane. 
The effect of their overmanuring and overwatering in order to obtain 
a heavy yield of cane was that not only cultivation had to be abandoned 
in very large areas as the land was spoilt, but they were also responsible 
for the waterlogging of very large areas adjacent to their fields and for 
a certain amount of salt effi.orescence. It was to stop this that the block 
system wa3 intro:luced into that area. The present outcry against th~ 
block sy~tem is, I think, mainly due to the fall in the prices of gul coupled 
with the fact that in the last few years rainfall has been sufficient and 
well distributed. The cultivators do not like to pay for water when the 
rains are sufficient, but they are perfectly willing to pay for the water 
if there is not enough rainfall, and the block system is really an insurance 
against scanty rainfall, as the cultivator is guaranteed water fo:. his 
kharif and rabi crop.s. . · . . . . l 

1 With regard to what the honourable member from Poona said · 
about rabi leases, may I inform him that on talus where we have not 
got an assured supply the system of rabi leases is popular t As an example, 
on the Ekruk tank where the assured supply is not sufficient for more. 
than 2,500 acres, the whole of this area is taken up in leases; and when 
I was Superintending Engineer, Central Circle, I had numerous 
applications for the leased area to be enlarged. · 

I have not got the actual resolutions passed in this Irrigation 
Conference; they considered the simplification of the canal rules. 
1- believe that they are going to be simplified considerably as there is 
a sub-committee sitting at present to try and IIl!lke these rules more 
understandable by the cultivators. 

As regards the complaints about the block areas, it is proposed to carry 
out ex:p~riments on the Godavari and Pravara canals in which 6-year 
leases Will be granted for sugarcane only. I am not quite certain what 
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· will be charged for cane under these leases, but it is obvious that some 
increase in the cane rates will have to be made as there will be loss of 
efficiency and loss of assured revenue on other crops and extra cost to 
Government for annual selection, measurement, and demarcation,· 
because we shall not know, as we do in the ordinary block system, exactly 
where these cane areas are, and so they will have to be demarcated and 
measured annually. The objection _to this experiment is that the 
declared policy of Government for many years past that the " right of · 
water " is "to the land " and not " to the individual" is to be departed 
from. This policy has been followed in the past even in the case of 
the Mutha averages. So the proposal is a complete departure from the 
policy of Government. II honourable members desire it, Government . 
propose to try that experiment. I do not know whether it is going to 
be. a success or not, or whether it is going to be an advautage 
to the cultivator, because he is giving up his rights to water for seasonal 
~rops, his rabi and kharif cultivation. In the years when rainfall is 
scanty, where there is a rush of applications for water, he will have to 
take his chance with the other cultivators. The money which he now 
pays under the block system is an insurance of his right to receive water 

. whenever he wants it. "Q'nder the proposed system he will get it for 
11ugarcane only. I should not like to bank on the success of this experi
ment, but if the cultivators want it, they may gamble on it. I do not 
think it is wise of them to do so, hut if they want it, we are prepared to 
try it .. 

The honourable member from Poona made rather a large point 
about waterlogging._ The areas under these second-class tanks, to which 
he referred, are small and they are very much nearer the main drainage 
lines than those on the big irrigation systems, where areas may be 5 miles 
or SJ away from the drainage lines .. On these second cla.ss irrigation 
works, there is an extraordinarily small amount of perennial irrigation. 
It is not the ordinary 4 months or 8 months irrigation which causes 
w"terlogging ; it is perennial irrigation which causes it. 

Another point is that the decrease-in area under second cla.ss irrigation 
tanks is generally due to the fact that there is not sufficient water in 

·. these tanks, and the decrease is due to the decrease in the rainfalL 
Generally, in most of these works, we have a fairly good demand for 
water, and we meet it as far as possible, and if we cannot meet it, then 
the area under. cultivation derresses. On the main. big works, except 
in the case of the 1\lutha canals, we have at_ present water sufficient to 
meet the irrigators' demands for the whole of the year. 
:With these remarks, I think I can assure the honourable members on 

the opposite side that Government understand now what the cultivarors' 
difficulties are, and in the conference that was held the other day 
I think a really honest attempt was made to meet the cultivators and to 
make the irrigation rules simpler. With these words, I would ask 
the honourable the mover of the resolution if he will not consider fit to 
withdraw it. 
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Mr. N. E. NAVLE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, I do ·not think that 
I need say much by way of reply. I am thankful to the honourable 
members who have participated in this debate, and I thank the 
honourable member from Ahmednagar (Rao Bahadur Ch.itale) and the. 
honourable members Rao Saheb Kulkarni and Mr. Gokhaie· for their 
sympathetic ApPeches. I have to refer to only one remark made by the 
honourable member Mr. Gokhale, when he quoted one .sentence ·from 
my speech, which he took to mean that I did not so much represent the 
Saswad Malis. Far from that, Sir, what I said was ~hat I am not only 
a representative of the Saswad M!llis, but also of the owners of the soil 
in the irrigated area. I do represent the Saswad Malis, as I know I am 
their representative. _ 

I am thankful to the honourable member .Mr. Bowers, who made a 
very lucid speech on the subject. He gave a definite promise to this 
House that Government were prepared, if it was the desire .of this side 
of the House, to start an experiment in this matter, by dropping this 

. system on the two canal"!, viz., the Godavari and the Pravara canals.. 
I am glad that he has given that promise on behalf of Government. . But 
I would ask him, why not carry on the experiment on the Nira Left Bank 
canal also 1 Why exclude tha+. particular canal where the block system 
now obtains ! It is the largest area ; it is a big canal,. and by such 
invidious dis1;inctions between canal and canal you are making 
the position rather worse both for irrigators and Government. If you 
want to carry on an experiment in the Deccan. where the canals exist, 
why exclude a particular area and give additional cause for complaint 
on the part of the irrigators under that canal? In that way, there 
would be '\ flood of petitions tc Governn•ent complaining th!:l.t they are 
making invidious distinctions between the irrigators of different canals. 
'lhey would complain that concessions have been given to the irrigators 
under the Godavari and Pravara. canals, whereas those concessions have 
been denied to them. That would be the position. Therefore, I would 
beseech Government, ·especially the Honourable the General· Member, 
that he would be sympathetic enough tc assure thi"l House that 
if Government is carrying on an experiment, it will be carried on under 
all the canals including the. Nir:~. Left Bank canal, and no canal where 
the block system now exists would be left out, With these words, 
I request that the resolution may be accepted by Government .. 

The Honourable Sir GHUL.AJ! HUSSAIN: Mr. President, the Joint 
Secretary, Public Works Department (Mr. Bowers) has dealt with this 
question. He has shown this honourable House the necessity of the 
block system and its advantages, and he has traced the source of the 
complaints made against the block system. Sir, several honourable 
members spoke to me ab9ut these complaints, and in accordance with 
their wishes, I referred all these matters, including the questio~ of the 
block system and other grievances of the irrigators, to the Irrigation 
Conference, over which the Commissioner, Central Division, presided. 
All these questions have been considered by that conference, and 
Government have not yet received the recommendations of the 
conference. There is a request on behalf of the other side that, before. 
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giYing effect to these recommendations, Government shoultl take into 
confidence the representatives of the irrigators. The honourable member, 
the Joint Secretary, Public Works Department, has JUst now informed 
the House that an advisory committee of irrigators will be constituted 
shortly. I shoulJ like to inform the House that on those rf:'commemla· 
tions on which there is no unanimity of opinion, the members of the 
ad\·isory board will be consulted. 

As regards the ne\r experiment, the honourable member, the Joint 
Secretary, promised it to this House. But the honourable mover of 
the resolution wants it to be extended to all the canals. I may point 
out to this honourable House that I accepted a resolution yesterday 
brought by my honourable friend relating to the financial aspects of 
irrigation. Is this honourable House going to handicap that committee I 
Let them go through the existing system and see whether the present 
svstem should be abolished and a new sYstem should be introduced. 
,,.e will be handicapping the committee i( "·e scrap the existing system 
before their enquiry. Let the whole matter be first investigated by that 
committee. Let them consider the pros and cons of the present system 
and make recommendations. They will take into account the financial 
aspect of the irrigation works in the Deccan. If the honourable mover 
insists upon going to a di,·ision, it will handicap the committee which 
we appointed only ~-esterday ; and therefore I hope the House will 
vote against it. The honourable mover and every member of this 
honourable House know that Gon'rnment are very sympathetic towards 
the irrigators. "nenever the irrigators haYe approached me or my 
secretaries, we have taken prompt action and gi\·en them prompt relief 
whenever and as far as we could. Therefore I would request the 
honourable member to withdraw his resolution. 

:\Ir. N .. E. NAVLE: On a point of information .. I would like to know 
from the Honourable the General ~Iember ·whether he wants to go back 
upon the definite promise given by the Government member, the Joint 
Secretary, :\Ir. Bowers, who said that they are prepared to start on the 
experiment in the Pravara and -Godanri canals in pursuance of 
my resolution. Does the Honourable :Member deny that such a promise 
was given by ?IIr. Bowers in his speech 1 

The Honourable Sir GHT:LUI Hl'SSAIN: "·e are ready to carry 
out this experiment. "·e are not going to have the system for ever. 
We are tryinO' that experiment on these two canals, but we are not 
making it the 

0

rule to scrap the block system and introduce a ne": 
system. To carry out the experiment in the Pravara and the Godavari 
canals, that is the promise we have made. 

)lr. X. E. XA '\LE: In the light of the reiterated assurance given by 
the Honourable the General )!ember, I think that it is advisable for me 
to withdraw the resolution, as the resolution has been accepted by 
GoYernment for GodaYari and PraYara canals for experimental purposes. 

Resolution, by leave, withdrawn. 
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Dr. ll. K. DIXIT: Sir, in view of the statement made by the 
Honourable Minister for Local Self~Government and in view of the reply· 
·to a supplementary question that the publication of the electoral roll 
will be done before the 15th of this month, I do not think that any useful 
purpose will be served by moving the resolution. Therefore, I do not 
mo\'e it. · ·. . . . 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, my' first resolution. 
haYing lapsed by reason of my having moved the motion, I am now 
moving the second resolution standing in my name ~n the agenda. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The first resolution .should not 
be moved, not because of the motion he has moved, but because the 
nominations to the Round Table Conference. have already been made. 
The question is out of date and so he can move the second resolution. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI (Poona District): Sir, may I not be 
allowed to move my resolution ~ 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Is that not the same as the one. 
which was just now discu~sed 1 ... 

Rao Saheb P, D. KULKARNI: .There is a. difference of principle 
between the two. The honourable member from Ah:o:iednagar recom
mended to have the charge according to the crops and I have clearly1 

stated in my resolution that it should be according to the area occupied 
by the crops. · · · · . . · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member has' 
used all those arguments in his speech on the last resolution. . 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI: At that time this distinction was 
not discussed. The Nira. Left Bank canal has been now excluded in 
giving the facility because it is those people.who started the movement 
against the block system and made an agitation. That is the fact told 
by the newspapers also. _ . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : We are not to be. guided by 
:newspapers. · · 

P..ao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI: No, we are to follow the facts. That 
is the reason which is likely to be ascribed by the irrigators of that side. 
Under the wrath of Government they may say they are excluded in 
getting the facilities which are now promised to Goda:vari and .Pravara . 

. people. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Does not the honourable member 

think that, if he is allowed to m.ove the resolution, the wliole· ground 
will be traversed over again 1 . . · 
, Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI: No, Sir; I will make out a different 
·ease of the irrigators of Nira J~eft Bank canals than those of Godavari · 
and Pravara. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : What about the other honourable . · 
members ? It is almost the same point. . 

Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARNI: The Nira Valley Canal area is not· 
<;barged according to the area. und~r crop. That point was not made . 
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dear in the honourable member lli. Nnle's resolution which l\i..ll be· 
made now if I am allowed. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE:\'"T: That is distinction without 
dilterence. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KL!.K.AR~'1: WhAtever the difference mav be. 
it is there and on that ground let me have s chance to place m~· \·iews 
before the House on that point. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE:\'"'T: It will be my painful duty to 
stop him if the honourable member repeats the arguments already 
•dvanced by him. On technical grounds I allow him to move the 
resolution. 

Rao Saheb P. D. KL'LKARXI: Particularly, I must thank the 
Honourable the President for hning given me an opportunity to move 
my resolution and place before the House the grievances, particularly,. 
of the Nira Left Bank canal irrigators. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: Very sorry I had to do it. 
Rao Saheb P. D. KULKARXI: Speaking about the grievances of 

the Nira Left Bank· Canal irrigators, I daresay that there is ample 
water now. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1"T: The honourable member has 
to move the resolution first. · 

Rao Saheb P. D. KCLK1R...~I : The resolution I move runs thus :.. 
"This Connell recommend~ to Government that the block system now existing in 

almost all the Decnu Canalll areas, be stopped and that irrigation charges be levied. 
taking into account only the actual areas occupied by the crop itself." 

I am moving an amendment to the resolution if allowed k-indly. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE..~T: No, the honourable member· 

has stood on his rights ; I too would be strict. 
Rao Saheb P. D. Kli.K.ARXI: This is my resolution. I crave 

the indulgence of the House for some time. Only because the irrigators 
of the Nira Valley Bank canal made particularly 80 many complaints 
with a view to get redress for the gnevances of the irrigators in general, 
they are ta.ken to task by Government now by withholding the concession 
in their case only. Their present condition is that they sre crushed 
under heavy debts and are already on the verge of bankruptcy, 
and this state has come to them as a result of the application of 
this rule. Owing to the extension of the Bhatgar dam, there is .ample 
water there. The Nira Left Bank canal has been irrigating the lands· 
for 80 many years. They have not received any concession from Govern-· 
m.ent as yet, as the irrigators of the other canals have received. Looking 
to the state of their indebttdness, which will be ascertained even from 
the record of rights, this concession will be justifiable in their case only. 
Give them relief at present as of right. They are in wretched plight and 
I hope their pitiable state will be taken into consideration by Govern
m.ent. I request the Honourable the General Member to sanction this 
('()ncession at least temporarily to the irrigators of Nira Left Bank canal.. 
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I make this humble request on behalf of the irrigators of the Nira Valley
Bank canal. I have given trouble to honourable members to hear me. 
This may be made fruitful by giving their support here to my proposal
now placed before them. 

Question proposed .. 
The Honourable Sir GHUWI HUSSAIN : I fear the honoU:rable · 

mover has not received any support from the House. 
Question put and lost. 
Mr. A .. N. SURVE : (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to move: 
"This Council recommends to Government not to renew this year the temporary liquor 

lkenca to the refreshment stall in the second enclosure of the race-courae at Poona." · 

Sir, this resolution is self-explanatory, and it is meant to save people 
who are bent on ruining themselves by visiting the race-course. Th_e 
non-official side of this House is greatly against race-gambling. It is 
obvious that every sort of encouragement is given to the punters. Sir, it 
is the duty of Government to protect its subjects from the ruin to which 
every gambler is exposed. But what we find in ·our Presidency is that 
every tacility is given to persons who wish to gamble. For i.Dstance, when 
meetings are held at Poona trains are rushed from Bombay to Poona- and_ 
return tickets are given at cheap rates to people who travel by those 
trains. \rb.en people want to go on pilgrimages to holy places, they are 
not allowed such cheap rates as are given to the punters at the. races. 

Another point is that when a man enters into a race-course, he gets 
into an excited frame of mind and there is danger of his getting excited 
still further and losing his money, if this facility for drink is provided 
for him. In order that these gamblers may not lose their sobriety,. 
this licence should not be renewed. 

There is another factor, and that is the re-introduction of bookies for· 
the fust time after many years._ Till now there was only the totalisator 
which is a mechanical contrivance. Therefore, whether a man was sober· 
or not, his chances of loss were regulated by that mechanical contrivance. -
~ut now, the bookies have been introduced and the stakes will be very 
large. In view of that fact also there is very good reason why the -
liquor licence should not be renewed. . 

Then, Sir, you will see from the wording of the resolution that 
I have confined it to the second enclosure only. The second enclosure 
is patronised only by the middle class people, and as these middle-class
men who come from Bombay are in humble walks of life, it is absolutely-
necessary that they should be protected. · 

For all these reasons I commend this resolution to the favourable
consideration and acceptance of the House. 

1tlr. SYED MUNA \V AR: :rtlr. President, I rise to support the resolution. 
moved by my honourable friend from Bombay City (Mr. A. N. Surve) •. 
I have myself tabled a resolution on the subject. Besides, in February 
last, I have made a representation to the Honourable llinister that the 
temporary liquor licence given in the second enclosure of the race-courses-
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at Bombay and Poona be cancelled in the be stinterests of the mi,l.dle 
and lower and labouring classes that generally resort to that enclosure. 
Sir, the honourable mover of the resolution has made out a case. The 
revenue that will be lost to Government by the cancellation of this 
licence will be amply met by the tax on the licence fees derh·ed from 
bookies which was agreed to at the last Council session. The revenue 
from bookies will more than counterbalance the loss incurred by closing 
down t~e liquor shopa in the second enclosure. It is a grave danger to 
allow liquor shops to remain in existence in the second enclosure for any. 
length of time. The second enclosure liquor licence is only temporary, 
and it can be cancelled immediately after the expiration of this year. The 
Honourable llinister for Excise was himself, I understand, disposed to 
cancel this licence at the end of the last official year. :Now, in view of 
this resolution, I hope that the Honourable Minister will cancel the 
licence immediately so that the families of those labourers that indulge 
in gambling at the race-course may be saved from further ruination due 
to liquor shops in the second enclosure. 

Rao Bahadlir R. S. ASAVALE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I rise to 
support the resolution moved by my honourable friend Mr. Sun e. The 
second enclosure is generally visited by persons who are of small means 
and unable to support their families. It is the poor people who flood 
the second e:1closure both in Bombay and in Poona race-course. When 

· there is the liquor shop in that enclosure, first of all they spenJ some 
money on liquor and go on gambling recklessly, because after drink they 
lose their sense. Sir, I am sorry that the resolution is confined to the 
second enclosure only. It ought to have been extended to the first 
e:1closure also. I am sure that the licence fees which Government get 
from this liquor shop must be very small, as the licence is only temporary. 
Government will not, therefore, lose much if they give effect to this 
resolution. 

Moreover, there are so many shops outside the race-course, and I do 
not see any reason why a liquor shop-should be allowed to be opened 
in the compound of the race-eourse. 

I will show that it is not even in the interests of the punters that there 
should be a liquor shop in the compound of the race-course. If the rid.er, 
who is called jockey, drinks and rides a horse, the punters who put fa1th 

. in the capat:ity of that h:>rse may lose their money. Therefore, for that 
reason als~ there should be no liquor shop in the race-course. If a liquor 
shop is allowed inside the race-eourse, it will ruin not only the poorer 
classes but also the richer classes who are big punteu.' I therefore hope 
that the Honourable llinister of Excise will see his way to discontinue 
this temporary licence in future. With these few words, I support the 
resolution. 

Mr. PEST.A...."'\SH.AH X. VAKIL (Ahmedabad City): Sir, the over· 
cr-owding on the Government benches may be explicable, but the scramble 
101' room on the non-official benches is indicative of the int~rest that the 
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honourable members take in these temperance questions. Now, this 
resolution seems to me to_be an attempt to reform the race-goers by 
instalments. The honourable mover seems to have taken his cue from 
the management of the Singer Sewing Machine Co. or, perhaps; the 
company that sells. refrigerators. Ordinarily what is sauce for the 
goose should be sauce for the gander. But no. The reforming· zeal 
{)£ the honourable mover stops short of the first enclosure. Why ~ Is 
it suggested that the visitors to the fint enclosure are past redemption, 
or ie the honourable mover afraid of catching a tartar inwhathe is plea~ed 
to call the '' punters " of the first enclosure 1 I should have thought 
that, if any body of men required the assistance o£ the reforming zeal of 
temperance preachers, it is the race-goers of the first enclosure, because 
. the very indigence of the poor is a sufficient guard against the temptation . 
to which they would be exposed. But what about consistency 1. 
I think consistency is a vice of which the present-day politicians are not 
{)ften found guilty. Therefore, unless my honourable friend the mover 
extends the scope of the resolution and inakes it applicable to the visitors 
of the first enclosure, I for one am not prepared to support him, although 
I myself am a believer in temperance. ' 

~.t;r. B. P. W ADKE (Bombay City, South): Sir, I must thank the 
honourable mover of this resolution for having brought this with a good 
.motive to relieve the poor visitors of the race-course who go there under 
a temptation to make more money but who generally lose money :not 
only in the race but also in drink. Sir, yesterday in this House a good 
show was exhibited by all communities, Hindus, Mahomedans, Brahmins 
and non-Brahmins, when dealing with the question of beggary and the 
official benches witnessed it complacently. · Sir, Government should 
ha"e investi~ated the causes which promote beggary instead of finding 
measures to stop it. Instead of encouraging the spread of education: 
which is one of the chief nation-building activities, Government have 
reduecd by 5 per cent. grants to prilll.'iry education, increased college 
fees and stopped scholarships. I submit, Sir, there are civilised forms 
of gambling iutroduc~ by Government by various enactments. 
Government should inve&tigate whether they ·cause beggary.. As has 
been pointed out, professional mendicancy or Fakiri is the chief . 
curse of India and on account of laziness, beggary has increased; 
Instead of criticising such resolutions as the one moved yesterday, 
Governtnent should have taken proper steps to stop this civilised 
gambling, viz., racing and the licences for all intoxicating drugs from 
which a considerable revenue is derived by Government, and thereby 
it will be much better for the people. With these words, I support the 
resolution moved by my honourable friend Mr. Surve. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : Sir, I need hardly make any reply. Those 
bonourable members who have spoken have supported me. I think 
it is the general opinion in the House that the temporary licence granted 
to the liquor shop in the second enclosure should not be renewed. The 
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honourable member to my left (llr. Vakil) has asked me to widen the 
scope of my resolution. But my submission is that the number of race
goers who visit the first enclosure is very limited. They all belong to 
a very select company of rich persons, and I think that rich people are 
able to take care of themsElves. The non-official side of thi~ HouEe does 
not think it necessary to take any protecti\·e measures against these 
persons. But that is not the case with middle class people who visit. 
the second enclosure. As has been pointed out by various 11peakers, the 
second enclosure is visited largely by poor and middle class people and 
we· are concerned with their welfare. Trains are rushed from Bomhav 
to Poona and those. persons who lose are the citizens of Bombay city. 
For these reasons I was moved to place this resolution before this House 
and I trust that the Honourable .Minister will be plea11ed to see his way 
to _accept it. I may remind this Howe that a resolution of the same 
kind waa accepted by Government and the third enclosure was removed 
from the race-course. I moved that resolution on the floor of this Hou~e 
and Government, seeing that it waa neces~ary to give protection to the 
poor people from the evil tendency, had the wisdom to accede to my· 
reque.E-t and the third enclosure was done away with. 

I again repeat my request that the Honourable Minister will be pleased 
to see his way to accept the resolution without compelling us to go to 
a division of the House. 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Sir, I am sorry 
that I am not in a position to comply with the request of the mover of 
the resolution. This licence has been granted for the last 14 or 15 years. 
I do not know why, all of a sudden, he has now emerged fro:q~. his slumber 
and come forward to say that this year the temporary licence should be 
stopped: ·The only reason that he has given is that bookies have been 
introduced. As you know, Sir, there were bookies before. At that time 
also this licence was given. I am not .quite convinced that the introduc· 
tion of bookies makes the least difference in the matter of the sobriety 
of the people who go to the second enclosure. i am, Sir, opposed to this 
resolution on the basis of equality for all. Why should rich men get the 
privilege of drinking after the fatigue and the sorrows of the race-course 
and why should the poor and middle class people be deprived of it ? 
11Iy honourable friend always jumps up to demand every right·that is 
given to the rich man to be given to the poor man also. I cannot under· 
stand why on this occasion he does not fight for the rights of the poor 
classes with regard to their choice of refreshments. l\Ioreover, I may 
inform my honourable friend that I have not received any complaint 
from the race-course authorities with regard to any disorders in the second 
enclosure-- · 

Mr. ~YED :MUNAWAR : I have made a complaint. 
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The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD: Not from .the 
authoritit>s of the race·course. I have received a complaint. from the 
honourable member Mr. Syed Mun.awar and also from the honourable 
·the mover of the resolution. But they. are well known as 9ha:rp.pi<:ms 
of t('etotalism and also they are against the races and gambling~ 
I therefore think that the same consideration cannot be paid to t~eif' 
representation as is due to that of the people that go. to the races a.nd see 
conditions for themselves. The complaint that is now ,made seems to me . 
to be against the races itself.. If the honourable member had brought 
in a resolution saying that all drinks at the race-course should be put 
a stop to, perhaps something might have been said in its favour, although 
some honourable members might have been strongly against it. I am 
quite sure that the frequenters of the second enclosure are able to take 
care of themselves. M one of my honourable friends remarked, this 
protection ·from intoxicating drinks is needed more for the first enclosure 
than for the second. The people who visit the second enclosure are more 
sober ; there are among them some religious people even, who. go there 
and sometimes they also have recourse to refreshments ~hen· they lose 
their money. All the same no case has been made out for this resolution. 
lioreover, I may inform the honourable member that the licence has 
already been given. If my honourable friend would produce any 
substantial reason showing that evil has resulted from the license ~nd if · 
the racegoers themselves would support him, I shall consider the mise. 
Xo case has at present been made out in favour of the resolution. 

Question put and lost. 

~Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ (Central Division): Sir, I beg to move 
the following resolution : · 

"This Council recommends to the Governor in Council to appoint a committee of 
officials and non-officials with a non-official majority to inquire into the Hindu and 
'Muslim Devasthan properties (i.e, Wakf properties) in the Presidency excluding the 
city of Bombay, and their present use by the managers and to suggest means and 
measures to make the occupants and possessors use a sufficient portion of the income 
from such properties for the Devasthana." · 

Sir, I have brought forward this resolution simply to point out that the 
wakf properties are not managed properly in the Bombay Presidency. 
In the year 1929 a resolution regarding the l\Iuslim wakf properties was 
moved in this honourable House by my friend ~Ir. Syed 1\Iunawar. As 
the result of the resolution a committee was appointed and that com· 
mittee has submitted its report. The report has been circulated to 
honourable members of this House. Up to this time, except in on~ 
~esp~ct, no action has been taken o~ the report .. From that report 
1t Wlll be seen that many of the charitable propert1es in Bombay are 
not being managed properly by their" 1\Iutwallis ". Though they were 
in rossession of the properties, they did not come forward .and sa.y th~t 
those properties were wakf properties and were dedicated to some chari
table purpose. On the contrary, they use all the income derived from 
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these properties for their personal use. After so much uertion and 
effort, very few persons in the city of Bombay ha,·e come forward. to 
give a real statement atout the charitable properties. B~t many of 
those properties are still hidden and the people in charge do not disclose 
them. The effect is that the purpose for which these properties were 
dedicated by the donors is not fulfilled and the public at large cannot ·, 
take any benefit from the income of these properties. 

We know, Sir, that there is financial stringency and there is no money 
. with the Government. If, therefore, the charitable properties ~re 

discovered and the income is used for the purpose for which it is intended 
I think that most of the difficulties in the way of education and other 
purposes will be remedied. With that view I have brought this resolu
tion, so that the management of charitable properties will be. conductfd 
in such a manner that the purpose for which they are dedicated will he 
achieved. 

I myself know so many properties in the mofussil and the Honounble 
Minister who is in charge himself knows that in Ahmednagar, West 
Khandesh and in Satara. there are many such properties which are really 
not used properly by the persons who are in possession or charge of them. 
I cannot say that all of them are using these properties for their own 
personal and private purposes to the exclusion of the purposes intended 
or laid' down by the donors, but from the information which I have got, 
I can say that many of these properties are not properly administered 

. or used for the purposes for which they were given by the donors. 
I can cite one instance. In Sindkheda in West K.handesh there is such 
an instance as .I have in mind. There is a mosque for which I think 
more than 100 acres are dedicated f~r repairs and management of that 
mosque, but that mosque is lying in a dilapidated condition without 
any management and there is no b'hangi, pesk imam or sweeper or any, 

· one to look after it. In the same way there is a charitable property 
at Dhulia, the purpose of which is that all the travellers who come there 
should be treated and looked after. Until a few years back some poJ;tion 
of that property was used for that purpose but now-a-days no part of 
the income is used for the purpose for which it was given and nearly 
all the income has been and is being used by the persons who have got 
possession of that property ~or their own purposes. In the same way 
in Ahmednagar there are some funds for education and these funds 
are not properly managed by the trustees there. There are 'so many 
complaints against the mismanagement of those funds but nothing has 
come out of them, so unless something is done by Government in the 
way of creating a board to enquire into all such properties and into 
the way in which such properties are being managed, nothing much will 
be accomplished. If Government take action, many such properties 
which are at present un1mown to Government will come to light and 
those which are not managed well will be compelled to produce their 
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accounts and in this way many of the present obs?cles will' be 
removed. 

I am not aware whether or not there is some legislation already on the 
statute book fur the control of Hindu devasthans, but for the l\Iussalman 
wakfs an Act was passed in 1923 in the Legislative Assembly and that 
Act was applied in 1926 to the Bombay Presidency. That Act has 
however really accomplished nothing. At that time the Bohra com
munity was excludtd from that Act but that bar has been removed 
by a resolution brought forward by my honourable friend 1\Ir. Syed 
Munawar in this Council and Government has taken action on that 
resolution. But what I \\ish to emphasize is this that the Act in existence 
is not giving good results. \Vhat happens in the mofussil is this that 
persons come there with their accounts but nobody goes into the details 
of those accounts. They file those accounts and go away and some 
other persons who have properties in their possession do not .even come 
at alL There is no means by which those persons can be compelled 
to come forward and to give their accounts in order to show in what 
way they have been using the income from those properties. Sir, it is· 
good in one way that a committee-was appointed for the city'of Bombay 
only an<\ that committee has made its report. Similarly,: I say ~hat 
another committee should be appointed for the Bombay Presidency 
as a whole. Failing that, if the recommendations by the Bombay ,city 
committee are applied to the rest of the Bombay Presidency, even 
then much good will result. Because that committee was confined to
the city of Bombay only, I felt myself compelled to inove the present 
resolution so as to cover wakf properties in the mofussil also. 

Khan Bahadux ALLAHBAKSH : Includllig Sind. 

Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ: Of couxse, including Sind as there are-
some wakf properties in Sind also. · 

Now as regards Hindu devasthan properties, I enquired from some 
of my Hindu friends here and they said that there was no need of doing 
anything for the Hindu devasthans and their properties. · 

Hindu Honourable MEMBERS : Who sa'id so ~ 
Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ ; I am not going. to divulge the name 

of that gentleman, but suffice it to say that I did enquire and'I did'. 
get a reply that there was no need of doing anything for the Hindu 
devasthans. . . 

Hindu Honourable MEMBERS: No, no. 
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Mr. N. E. NA VLE) : Order, order. 

Let the honourable member go on uninterruptedly. 
. Mr. SHAIKH ABDUL AZIZ: I am glad that my Hindu friends are 
m need of such measuxe and they will support me. With these remarks 
I ~e~uest. that my resolution should be accepted by the Honourable 
MllllSter m ·charge. . 
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The DEPUTY PRESIDE~'"T: I may inform the honourable House 
·that the honourable mover of this resolution moved his resolution in 
an amended lorm "Which was allo"Wed bv the Honourable the President 
and so I 'Will read and put it to th~ House in the amended form a~ 

·under: 

"This Council recommends to the Go~emor in Council to appoint a Committee of 
officials and non-officials with a non-official majority to enquire into the Hindu and 
Mnlllim Devasthan properties in this Presidency excluding the city of Bombay and ' 

. their present use by the managers and to suggest m~ans and measures to make the 
occupants and poslle880rll use a sufficient portion of the income from such prop!"rties for 

·the devasthans." 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE (Bombay University) : Sir, while I agree 
'With the anxiety of the honourable mover of this resolution to have some 

·measure by which the object which he has in view, viz. the control 
of the accounts of these devasthan properties, whether Muslim or Hindu 

·can be secured, I have to part company ·with him when he proposes 
a committee for this purpose, because it will ba seen that this is a question 
"Which is as old as the hills. Before the reforms, attempts had been made 
from time to time to bring resolutions, and also in this Very House a Bill 
was brought in the year 1911 by the Honourable Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola, 

-th,Leader of the Mahomedan community, who was afterwards ~he Leader 
· of this House and the President of this honourable House until a few 
years back. In that year 1911 a Bill was actually introduced and I think 

. ·it "Went to the stage of a select committee, but ultimately it was dropped. 
Later, there was a resolution in this very House, in fact I myself had 
moved a resolution in the year 1923 by which I sought that some kind 
of legislation should be introduced for the purpose of removing the abuses 

· that have been so rampant in the matter of the management of the 
. devasthan properties. That resolution was discussed at considerable 
length and I pointed out at the time that the old order of things had 

. changed since the reforJIIB. The reason why the Government. of the 
. day was reluctant to undertake any measure in this direction was that 
-it "Was a sort of a socio-religious question and Government were afraid' 
· that they would be interfering in matters which might be regarded with 
·some suspicion by the communities with whom it was concerned. But 
it was pointed out, immediately after the reforms came and when the 

·Government of India passed a Bill in the year 1920, by Sir William 
Vincent in the course of the debate that the Bill was limited in its scope but 
at the same time it afforded an indication that the Government of India 
"Was now prepared to allow local Governments to undertake legislation 
-on lines which would be appropriate to the conditions of the particular 
,provinces. The Bill that was passed was merely a permissive sort of 
measure and then we understood, Sir, that sQme legislation would be 
undertaken on the lines that might be suitable for each province by the 
local legislatures. But to our regret we must say that no attempt has 

-been made so far to tackle this very important question. When I moved 
my resolution in the year 1923, the Honourable the then Leader of the 
House, "Who was no less than the Honourable Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola 
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who was the sponsor of the Bill of 1911 as I stated, in 1911, said that 
this is a matter which ought to be brought forward in the form of a Bill 
by a private member. Taking up the suggestion, I ·myself began a 
correspondence because the Bill could not be brought without the sanction 
of the Government. of India, and I must say that the correspondence 
which I started in the first years of this Council resulted in several explan· 
ations being called for time after time and ultimately it came to nothing 
until the Council was dissolved. In the year 1927, I think, I again 
brought the matter to a head by asking the Local Government to take 
the necessary steps to obtain the sanction which was required before any 
private member could he enabled-to bring a measure before this House: 
Then again, the draft Bill which was submitted by me was returned for 
amendments and after I had again sent it, still some further amend~ents 
were considered necessary. In the end I said. that I was not going to 
make any further amendments, hut would leave it to the Government 
to frame the draft in their own way and let us have a measure of some 
kind before the House, so that the House would he enabJed to bring in 
any amendments they liked, and thereby an opportunity would be 
afforded to the members of the House to see in which form such a Bill 
would be appropriate to the condition of the country. . There the matter 
has rested, and I have not heard anything further from the Government 
on that point. What I urge is that there is ample material with the 
Government. There is the Bill of 1911. The Bill was circulated for 
opinion, and although I was not in the Council then, still as a member of 
the public I had occasion to give my own opinion on it in another capacity. 
Again after the proposals which I had made in my Bill in 1923, the matter 
was referred to severalloc~l bodies and also to the local officers in the 
districts for their opinions and for 'collecting some statistics. . My point 
is that all the information that is necessary in this behalf has been already 
in the possession of the: Government, and therefore I say" that the 
appointment of a committee is really not now necessary. The materials 
which are necessary for this purpose must be in the possession of the 
Government, and the time has come when they should certainly tell the 
honourable members on the opposite benches whether they are thinking 
of taking any steps whatever to further the cause which all of us. both
Hindus and Mahomedans-have at heart, so far as the management of 
these Devasthans, which are spread over the whole of the Presidency, is 
concerned. I submit, Sir, that if the honourable members on the other 
side give us some inkling of their mind, and if they give us an undertaking 
or assurance that they themselves will, in the near future-! must be 
guarded and not say immediately-they will bring some legislation iDt this 
behalf, then the purpose of this resolution will have been amply served, 
and perhaps the honourable moV'er of the resolution will consider whether 
it is' necessary to press this resolution to a division. In my opinion, the 
object of having a committee has already been attained, so far as 
I am aware, and therefore we now await the initiative to come from the 
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the Government in the form not of an enquiry but in the form of a definite 
measure, however small it may be. I know there are difficulties in the 
way of tackling this question. Some say that we should have more 

, powers to control Devastha.ns, while others sav that we should interfere 
as little as possible, and so on. The best rem~dy, in my opinion, is for 
the Government to bring forward a Bill, and then it will no doubt be 
open to honourable members on this side to suggest amendments to the 
Biii, to accept the principle, and the whole matter can be disposed of 
satisfactorily in that way. I thexefore hope that the honourable members 
on the opposite benches will give some explanation as to their attitu1le 
on this subject. .As I say, from the time that the Government of India 
passed their Act in 1920 opinion has changed distinctly in favour of some 
kind of popular measure by which some control can be established owr 
the management or mismanagement of these. DeYasthan properties. If 
Government indicate what their attitude on the subject is, I think the 
purpose of the resolution would be amply served. 

llr. J. S. KADRI (:Xorthem Division): Sir, the question of control 
over religious trusts has been mooted for a very long time, and 
in consequence of a motion brought forward by my honourablt' friend 
Mr. Syed llunawar, for investigating into the oondition and management 
of Mussalman charitable and religious trusts in Bombay city, 
Governm~nt had appointed a committee, of which I had the honour 
t(} be the Secretary. From the experience I have gained as Secretary of 
that coiD.lllittee, I find that i~ is an undisputed fact that the religious 
and charitable trusts of the ~Iussalmans are not properly managed and 
utilised for the purposes for which they were intended. I think the 
Hindus have also the same complaint, and I find that, after the report 
of our committee was published, even the Parsis have moved in the 
matter, and they are going to draft a Bill which they want to bring in 
the Legislative Council in course of time. So, it seems that all 
communities are unanimous· in regard to this question, which is of very 
great magnitude and importance to the public at large, and in which 
Government also is very keenly intexested. As pointed out by my 
honourable friend the mover, there is, I think, a large number of trusts 
which are still shrouded in mystery and of which no benefit is derived 
by the beneficiaries concerned. As regards the wakfs and trusts which 
are well known to the public, some are well managed and properly )ltiilsed, 
but there is not a small number of such trusts which are either mismanaged 
or misused. Govemm<>nt has, I think, already taken action on 
the report of our oommittee by withdrawing exemption from certain 

. trusts intended for certain sections of the Mussalman community, and 
. th'l.t has given enormous satisfaction to the )Iussalman community at 
large, ·including eYen the Dawoodi Boralts who were enjoying exemption 
from the operation of the Wakf Act for some years. I have been receiving 
a number of communications on this subject trom well known societies 
and eminent gentlemen of the Dawoodi Borah community itself, and 
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I think Government 11.Jso have received such expressions from the 
D;1 \>oodi Borah community itself. . . . · . · · . 
~ow, the enquiry which was made was particularly in connection with 

the liussalman trusts in Bombay city, ~nd the House would naturally. 
he inclined to know the attitude of Government in regard to the final 
<lPrision they are going to take on the report of the W akfs Committ~e. · 
That will give them ·an insight into the future attitude of the memb~rs 
ou this side, showing them the way they should act in future. We should 
like to know whether Governm~nt are prepared to take any .action .by, 
undertaking any legislation on the subject, or whether they expect the, 
communities concerned to move in the matter by bringing in private 
Bills on the subject. I for myself am thinking of bringing m a Bill for: 
the management of Mussalman wakfs in case Government is not inclined, 
to undertake this duty. So, instead of lengthening the discussion on 
this m<ttter, the best course would be for this House to hear the views 
<>f Governm~nt on this subject, and then we shall be iii a position to · 
come to a decision for our own communities. I think tb,e interest of the 
various communities is common in one respect, that the public at large.· 
is int~rested in the question. But there are diversities of customs and 
practices, and it would be better fo~ each community to pave its:· own'. 
legislation, suited to the requirements and needs of the people concerned. 
I would request the Honourable Minister to enlighten us abo1;1.t the views 
of Government, and I should, therefore, request him to inform the House 
whether they are going to issue any orders on the Wakfs Comni:ittee ·. 
report which has already been published by them, and il'!- regard to which 
th"'y have already taken some action by withdrawing the exemption 
from certain sections of the 1\Iussa.lman community. I think we should 
wait for his views on the subject before we go on further with · 
the discussion. · 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD .:·Sir, the subject 
of the resolution is already under the consideration of Government. 
I may inform the House that exactly about two years ago I had made. 
a speech on the resolution of the honourable member Mr. Syed Munawar, 
when he moved his resolution asking Government to appoint a committee 
with regard to the Mahomedan wakfs in Bombay city. ·.On that occasion, 
I had pointed out that the Government of Bombay had been considering · 
this question even forty or fifty years ago. A draft bill bad actually 
been prepared, but on account of certain objections on behalf of certain 
communities, that Bill was totally abandoned. In the year 1911; as 
the honourable member Rao Bahadur Kale has pointed out, a private 
m-:>mber, Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola had brought in a Bill for the regulation 
of ~Iussalman wakf properties. I was a member of the select committee 
on the Bill, which had received the blessings of the then Council. It was · 
sent to the Government of India but on account of some technical· 
difficulty the Bill was not allowed to be proceeded with, and we had to go 
without it. Then a private member in the Assembly brought in a Bill 
for~Iahomedan wakfs, and what is now known as the l\Iahomedan Wakf. 
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Act. This was applied, by a resolution of this Council, to thE.' Bomhay· 
Presidency in 1925. Since then it was pointed out to me and to Gowrn·· 
ment that, although this Act was applied, there were in it a number of 
difficulties on account of which the object was not gained. Many of the 
managers and trustees esc.aped their responsibilities, and the benefits 
of the trusts did not accrue to the people concerned. GovernmPnt. 
therefore, appointed a committee, of which my· honourable friend· 
Mr. Kadri was the Secretary and the Collector of Bombay the President. 
That committee was necessarily appointed for the city of Bombay first. 
because the largest number of trusts were in the city of Bombay, and 
secondly because we wanted to try the experiment in a limited area 
before extending the same to the Presidency. I had expressed clearly 
in my speech that that was the object of Government. 

Now, the report of this committee is before us and Government han• 
already taken a considerable step in withdrawing exemptions enjoyed 
by certain sections of the Mahomedan community. The honourable 
member Mr. Kadri has already referred to the tdegrams of public &1tis· 
faction received by Government regarding them. The other 
recommendations of the committee are under the consideration of 
Government. One of the recommendations of the committee is that 
there should be no enabling clause. In the original Wakf Act, there 
is an enabling clause which allows the local government to give exemp· 
tions to certain communities residing in their territories. But it is an 
all·lndia .subject and therefore I cannot say anything with regard to 
that, except that we shall forward the recommendation of the committee 
with our views on the subject. 

Other recommendations, as I have already said, are under the serious 
consideration of Government and I think Government will be in a 
position to come to a decisio~ regarding them in a very short time . 

. With regard to the trusts of the Hindu and other communities I think 
the position was very lucidly and briefly explained by my honourable. 
friend Rao Bahadur Kale. The facta....are ·as stated by him. He had 
himself brought in a Bill and serious. objections were taken to certain 
amendments and then the honourable member dropped the Bill and 
left the matter to Government. 

Rao Bahadur R. R. KALE: I did not bring in a Bill. I could not, 
without the· sanction of the Government, bring in a Bill. I submitted 
draft Bills, proposals and so on to Government for their sanction 
.only. 

The Honourable MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: The honourable 
member himself has explained the difficulties of the amendments. He, 
therefore, left the whole matter to Government regarding the trusts of 
Brahmins, Parsis and other communities. The honourable member 
gave that information to the House. I am able to say at this moment 
that the Bill was considered very recently by the Remembrancer of Legal 
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Afia.irs. That Bill is under the consideration of Government. Only 
a few days ago we considered the Bill and possibly it will be referred to 
Collectors and others and the public for opinioli. I am therefore in 
.a position to say that Government is not sleeping over it but they are 
alh·e to the importance of the measure. In a few months: the Council 
will be in a position to know more a bout it. There will be no useful 
purpose served by appointing a com.m.ittee. The object has already 
bet-n attained so far asllahomedans are concerned. . .As the honourable 
member Pww Bahadur Kale said the Committee is not necessary in the 
ease of Hindus. I think it is best for the honourable member to with
draw the resolution with the assurance I have given to the honourable 
House. 

:Yr. SR.UKH A.BDL"L .AZIZ : As everybody knows, the committee 
was appointed for the city of Bombay. Whatever materials were 
-collected relate only to the city of Bombay. In the mofu.ssil there 
are 80 many other trusts. I think nothing is known to Government 
about their management. · · · ' , 

The Honourable liOULVI R.AFITJDDIY AIDLID: I think I have 
already expla.ined that we will, if necessary, apply all these provisions 
to the Presidency including Sind. Besides, I explainid to the honourable 
m!:mher the difficulties with regard to the administration of the Wakf 
.Act and that they are common to ·the whole Presidency, so that the 
measures which will be taken to remedy them will also remedy the evils 
in other parts. · - · . 

Khan Bahadur .A.. E. P .ATEL : lfay I bow from the Honourabie 
llinister in charge whether the -Bill that is proposed to be brought ·will 
be limited in its application to the Hindu Dev~han.S ~nly t · 

The Honourable liOUL VI RATICDDIN .A.1DIAD : As far as 
llahomedans are concerned, there is the Wak:f Act and 80 that Bill will , 
he limited to the Hindus. 

llr. SHAIKH A.BDtL .AZIZ: As a result of the a.ssuran~ given 
by the Honourable ltini;ter, I beg leave of the House to withdraw the 
resulution. 

lli. PEST.AXSHAH N. V.AKIL: If the proposed measure is going 
to be applied to the Hfudu community and the Wakf Act is to be 
applied to Mahomedans, what about other communities t Why should 
n~~ a comprehensive measure applicable to all communities be brought ! 
" ill the Honourable llinister throw light on it ! 

. , ~ao Bahadur R. R. KALE : So far as my pro~sal is concerned, · 
Jt li) of an all-embracing nature. 

The Honourable liO'CL VI R.A.FICDDIX .AIDlAD : If it is brought 
to my notice, I v;ill seriollSly consider. 

R~~lution, by leave, withdrawn. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : The honourable llh'mber 
:Mr. Gokhale. 

Mr. L. R. GOKH.ALE : A reply has been giYen to the que:;tion I put 
about the interests and rates. So, I am not moving the· resolution. 
If I do not move the resolution now, then under Standing Order X, 11, 
I will not be able to move it at the next session. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T : Move it. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE : What I want to do is this. It is stated there : 

"A 1'e80\ution of "'hich notice has ~n given by a non-official membt-r and whkh lias 
been admitted, if it is not moved during the session., shall be deemt'd to hne been with· 
drawn." 

Under 12 (2) of the same Standing Or.der: 

"When a resolution has been disallowed under the Rules or Standing Orders or bas 
been withdrawn with the leave of the Council, no resolution raising suhlltantially thl' same 
question shall be moved during the same session." 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is if the honourable member 
moves it. If he does not move it 1 

, .· Mr: L. R. GOKRALE :. Shall I ha,·e a right 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is quite a different point 
entirely. 

Mr. L. R. GOKHALE .: I do not move the resolution. 

·The Honour&.ble the PRESIDENT: Which is the resolution the 
honourable member :Jr4an .Bahadur Khuhro wishes to mo\·e 1 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: Resolution No. 2. With regard 
to No. 1, I do not want to move it, unless it is properly amended. 

· The Honourable the PRESIDENT: What is it that the honourable 
member wishes to do 1 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO :-'!'he following portion in resolution 
No. 1 is out of place: . 

. "tTntil the reduction is effected all the ~~coveries of the land revenue, which harve not 
been made so far, be forthwith suspended." 

because Government have already issued orders on the 6th or 7th July. 
The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: Wliat would the honourable 

member like to do 1 

· Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : I request your permission to 
~ove my second resolution. 

' The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T : If the honourable member says 
that Government have met the public demand in respect of the important 
part of the first resolution, he may on that ground move the second 
resolution. But the House is not aware of the fact, except possibly 
through the Gonrnment Gr.zette. I do not know how the demand of 
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the people has been IDP,t. The honourable member says that Govern
ment have issued orders regarding the remissions, etc., somewhere in 
the month of July. 1 

• · 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO: That is so. 
The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: I do not re~emb~r the ~xact 

date, perhaps in the ·end of June or beginning· of July. ' If the 
honourable member refers to Sind,-there is nothing in the resolution 
to show that it refers to Sind1:-I think the order was issued in the 
last week of June. . 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHURRO: The GoveriJ,ment of Bombay have 
sent instructions on the 2nd or 3rd of July and we got the Commissioner's 
press note about the 7th of July. The intimation thus received by us 
about the Government decision·was after I got the' letter from the 
Secretary about the ballot. Therefore, I had no opportunity to inform 
the. Secretary about my intention to move my resolution no. 2 first. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member has 
evidently anticipated me in what I was just going to point out. It is . 
the duty of honourable members to inform the Council office of any 
resolution which they do not wish to move in view of certain circum
stances, and of the resolution which they want to stand first in the list 
against their names. The honourable member fully knows the Standing 
Orders. I would, however, allow him to move the second resolution 
after recess. · 

(After recess) 

FLOODS IN RATNAGIRI DISTRIC'J,\ 
Notice taken that 25 members were not present; House coun~ed; 

and 25 members being present-
The Honourable Mr. W. F.' HUDSON: Sir, the House will remember 

that in response to a question put to me by the honourable member 
Mr. Stuve, who is now conspicuous by his absence, I promised to make ! 

enquiries as to the report of the floods in Ratnagiri. I wired to the 
Collector and he replied on the 4th : . 

"Heavy rains in Malwan caused damage to crops alongside creeks, some houses 
collapsed and a few lives lost by overturning of boats, Will report details on receipt of_ 
mamlatdar's report." 

Later on, on the 6th he wired to me: 
" No relief measures likely to be necessary from Government. Newspaper reports 

were exaggerated." . . . 

Sir, it is no surprise to us that the newspaper reports were exaggerated. 
We have heard ot that before in connection with the Hoods', but I would 
assure the House that 'if a later official report shows that there is' any 
need for official relief, we shall anticipate the wishes of this House and 
make such provision as is necessary. 

1\Ir. V. A. SURVE (In 1\Iarathi): Sir, I have received a letter, which 
I have shown to the Honourable Member, to the effect that 26 villages 
were Hooded, 773 houses. \Wre lost, and about 6,000 people were 
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rendered homeless and left without food, and that a relief committee 
had distributed 2,000 pieces ot clothing and 52 bags of rice, and that 
Government had not done anything. The floods occurred on the 21th, 
but it has taken so long for the Honourable Member to receive this report. 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSO~: Sir, I have nothing to add to 
what I have said. 

Khan Bahadur ll. A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I beg to 
move: 

"This Council recommends to Government that the powers with regard to the appoint
ment and selection of the head-liW!ters of the Government high schools that have at 
present been delegated to the Di.re<'tor of Public Instruction may in future be exercised 
by Government themselves." · 

Sir, as I find that there is a very small number of honourable members 
present here and that there was even difficulty in securing sufficient 
number of honourable members to form a quorum, I ~m inclined to make 
a short speech. The resolution relates to the appointment of head 
masters and it is a reasonable recommendation that I· am asking the 
House to make, and I do hope Government will have no objection in 
accepting it. The honourable members of this House know thai all 
gazetted appointments, such as those ·of professors, assistant professors 
deputy educational inspectors, etc. are made by the Government of 
Bombay themselves. · As these head masters have to deal with questions 
of policy such as admissions, etc. in relation to the schools under their 
control, I urge that it is very necessary that all the communities, depressed 
classes, Mussalmans, non-Brahmins, etc. should have a proper share 
in these appointments. Our Government is becoming more and more 
democratic from day to day, and we are now on the eve of getting 
full democratic government in India. Consequently as Government is 
'becoming democratic, the tendency has been to centralize powers in 
the hands of Government. In connection with the district school boards 
and municipalities this honourable House has accepted that even 
nominations should rest in the hands of Government. The reason for 
this is that the non-official side has felt that if Government which' 
is responsible to this House has stiCh powers in their hands, then 
honourable members of "this House will be able, by means of questions 
or resolutions, to bring any abuse or misuse of such powers to the notice 
of Government and bring their viewpoint to the attention of Government. 
This particular power of appointment and selection of head masters 
was handed .over to the Director of Public Instruction a few years ago, 
without the previous consent of this honourable House. We are at a 
loss to know what the particular reason was which induced the late 
Minister of Education to delegate this important power to the Director 
of Public Instruction. I am led to think that it may have been because 
he was worried by honourable members of this House belonging to the 
various communities urging that the appointments should be 
proportionately distributed among all classes and communities, so that 
questions regarding fair and equitable admission of boys belonging to 
different communities might not arise, and he wanted to shirk 
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his responsibility. . I am not casting any reflection on the gentleman, 
who is not in this House, but I say that that may be one of the reasons 
and one can easily draw such inferences. We have been seeing that 
questions are put by honourable members suggesting that admissions 
.are not regulated properly. My honourable friend Dr. Solanki the o1jher 
4ty even said that a boy or a girl w-as not admitted into a certain school. 
'This question of admissions creates complications for Government and 
they have to interfere in very many cases, and correspondence increases 
thereby. Therefore, not only from the point of view of the representation 
of all classes in these appointments, but also from the point of view of 
.admissions, and therefore for the. administrative facility too it is better 
that Government should take over this power from the Directorof Public 
Instruction. I can give various instances of this nature, but it will take 
.a long time of this House if I were to quote all of them. I was a member 
{)f the select committee on the bill relating to city municipalities; and 
I remember that the members of the select committee after a lengthy 
and forceful discussion recommended that the power of nomination on 
the municipalities should be given to Government, .and . not to 
the Commissioners, as it used to be before and that was ultimately 
.approved by this honourable B;ouse. So, I think it would. be a wise 
policy for Government to take back to themselves this powe~ from the 
Director of Public Instruction. The advantage that the honourable 
members of this House will derive from that will be, that they vrill have 
a chance of seeing that the rights and privileges of every community 
.and every class, and even the recognition of individual merit, are 'properly 
safeguarded and that there is no cause for anyone to complain that he 
was superseded and proper justice was not done to him .. If the power 
is given to any subordinate of Government, it will be 'very difficult for 
the Honourable Minister, who has to act upon the information placed 
in his hands, to redress the grievances that honourable members here 
place before Government. If the power were to be exercised by 
Government then that difficulty will automatically disappear, and when. 
there is a reasonable demand from the public Government will be in a 
position to meet that demand and even anticipate that demand and do 
the needful. I think this resolution is a very reasonable one and should 
he accepted by this honourable House. · . · 

Question proposed. · 

.Mr. PESTANSH.AH N. VAKIL (Ahmedabad City): Sir, the honour
able the mover will pardon me, but I have not been able to follow him. 
at all. What is the meaning of " Government" 1 It is a corporate 
body and it must act through one of its agents. And if the Director 
of Public Instruction is not Government, I fail to see whom he means 
by Government. Does he mean the Honourable Minister o£ Education ~ 
If he means the Minister and if he is not satisfied with the Director of 
Public Instruction, he only substitutes one bad man for another. That 
is the only inference that I could draw. Now, I am sorry his speech 
was not characterized by clarity of reasoning. He has travelled over 
an enormous ground ; he . talks of injustice to certain communities. 
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An Honourable l!ElffiER: And individual,g, 
Mr. PESTA113IllH X. YAKIL: And indi-riduah:!., rna,· bt-. 
Now, we have heard much about communal rlaims ht-~. We han.• 

had enough of tht-m. I pay a ready tribute to the zeal with which tht> 
honourable member Dr. Solanld has espoused the cause of his peopl~. 

'But, after all, there should be a limit to communal zeal, and to trot out 
communal claims in season and out of season is certainlr not to bt>. 
admired. . 

Now, as regards the appointments of head-masters, if there is one 
,appointment more than another which should not be made on communal. 
claims, it is the post of head-master. He moulds, as it were, the destiny· 
of hundreds of students and, if such responsible offices are given on . 
communal lines and not on claims of merit, it will be an evil day for 
this ~esidency. On this ground I am disposed to look askance at the 
resolution. 

· Mr: M. H. MEHTA (Panch Mahals District) : Sir, I oppose this resolu
tion. I would like to support what my friend Mr. Vakil said. The 
appointments of head-mast~rs should rest with the Director of Public 
Instruction, who is in a position to l-now the conditions prevailing in 
the various schools under him and he will be the proper person to make· . 
the selection. Even if this power is transferred to the Minister, still · 
the Minister will always be guided by the opinion of the DirE.'ctor of . 
Public Instruction. The other day a question was asked how a Muham- : 
madan came to be appoinkd as Superintendent in the Director's office· 
and the Honourable Minister's reply was that the Director had reported 
that he was the most competent person to occupy. that office. So, enn 
if this power is transferred to the Minister, still he has got to be guided 
by the Director of Public Instruction. Therefore if that officer make~ 
the appointments, there is nothing wrong. On the contrary, if thl" 
claims of other persons are ignored, thPre will be an appeal to the :llinister. 
I am therefore of opinion that there is no necessity for any departure 
from the present practice. 

RaoBahadurG. K. CHITALE (.Ahmednagar District): Mr. President. 
I think, Sir, that communalism has run amok in many of the departments 
of Government and I think that the sooner the last nail is put in the coffin 
the better. What is meant by this resolution l The thin end of the wedg!" 
of putting an end to the administrati,·e machin!"ry of Go·remment. If 
head·masters' appointments are made by GovernmPnt, why not those of 
the teachers Y I am speaking quite frankly. So long as the. ministry 
is drawn from the point of tiew of communiti~s, I think it \nll be the 
gravest danger to give that power to any of the ministers, because ~wn 
if a minist~r may act from the most honest motive, his actions are likely 
to be misunderstood. In the case of certain persons who may be wry 
.amiable and '\"ery able, the moment it is found that they are )fuham
tnadan or Maratha or anv other caste, motives will be attributed 
unnecessarily and his hon;ur will be sullied. In these circumstances, 
.I do not think that public interE.'sts will be served by the acceptance 
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of this resolution and I hope this House will not allow trotting out of 
communal horses any longer on its floor. 

Mr. J. S. K.WRI (Xorthem Division): Sir, I find that the resolution. 
brouaht forward by the honourable member from Lark.ana. has not been · 
pro~rly understood by some honourable members. I do not believe 
that he wanted to bring in communalism in this resolution. n the 
resolution is judged on its merits, it would be admitted that the head
mas~rs· posts in the educational department should be under the direct 
control cf Government, irrespective ot the Minister, whoever he may 
be or to whatever community he may belong. All the higher gazetted 
posts in other departments are filled by Government, and there is no 
reason why appointments to such gazetted posts in the Educational 
Department should rest with the head of the department. Of course 
the head of the department will be advising and guiding the Minister 
in filling ·up the posts of head-masters: but the Minister should be the 
proper person to look into the merits of the candidates of various 
communities and pass final orders thereon. At present it happens that 
the head of the department has his own views and sometimes his own 
prejudices and as a result, some injustic-e is done to deserving per5ons. 
I can cit~ instances to prove this. An assistant of 15 years' Service 
was made head-mas~r in supersession of a number of senior and more 
deserving assistant masters in the Southern Division. There was a hue 
and cry raised against this appointment and many complaints were 
made but no redress was given. The head-master was a Hindu and he 
had served under me. I myself had reported that he was not fit to be 
considered for that post, because be was a junior and, did not possess 
any high qualifications. But scme influence worked in his favour and he 
succf:eded. Thus several senior men were superseded and poor fellows 
had no remedy. Some of them made representations to the Director of 
Public Instruction and even to Government but they were not heeded as 
all petitions had to go through the head of the department, and he did 
not c~re to forward them to Government. He has got the power to 
ket-p DacK the appe'l.ls, 1f he so chooses. Ureat injustice is likely to be· 
done to desen-ing persons in the department, if the power of appointing 
head-masters vests in the Director of Public Instruction. Formerly 
this power rested "ith the Government and I think it was only as a 
temporary measure that it was delegated to the Director. Without 
ca.sting any rt:flection upon and with due deference to the present 
Dllector of P~blic Instruction, I may say that the power of appointing 
head-mast:€rs m the Educational Department would be well placed in 
the hands of the Minister rather than of the Director, who is, I think, 
~ot .quite in a position to judge matters independently, because he is not 
~ ~ect touch with the head-masters and he is likely to be led away in 
~IS JU~ament by prejudices of his subordinates or by other extraneous 
mfluences. The :Minister of Education is, therefore, the proper indepen
dent authority responsible to this Council, who can very well decide and 
make higher appointments. With thtse words, I support the resolution 
moved by the honourable member Khan Bahadur Khuhro. · · · 
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Khan Bahadur ALL..UIB.-\.KSH (Sukl'lll District): Sir, I rise to 
wpport the resolution moved by my honourable friend Khan Bahadur 
Khuhro. Sir, I was surprised to hear the prt'nous speabrs, honourable 
m":"mbers Rao Bahadur Chitale and lli. Vakil when tht'y said that this 
resolution is on communal lines. It appeart to me that the honourable 
members are more communalistic. They have looked at the resolution 
from their own point of view. 

Honourable members W"ill remember that the first protest in regard 
to this question came from these very benches which were originally , 
occupied by the Sationalist.s and which are- at present occupied by. 
these honourable members. The honourable member 1\Ir. Snminarayan 
()bjected to the power remaining with the Director of Public Instruction. 
X ow, because the portfolio happens to be in charge of a :Muslim :Minister, 
honourable members- · ' . -· 

The Honourable the PRESIDD."T: Order, order. I do not think 
that sort of motive need be imputed at all. The honourable member· 
is entitled to argue, but cannot impute motives against honourable 
members.· 

Khan Bahadur. AlJ.,\HBAKSH: I have no intention of imputing 
.any motive. These were the facts. At one time this question was 
raised by the Sationalist party, that this power should be with the 
Minister rather than with the Director of Public Instruction . 

.An Honourable liiDIBER : llr. Swaminarayan was an independent 
member. 

Khan Bahadur AI.L\HBA.KSH : He was a leading member of the 
.Xationalist party-
. lli. P. R. CHIKODI: No, he never joined the Xationalist party. 
'Khan Bahadur • .\TJ.AHB.AKSH: We know full well that under the 

present procedure the Director .W"ill be the master of the situation so 
. far as the appointments of head-masters are concerned. If the powers 
.are with the llinister, he will get the recommendation.q from the Director ; 
and there W"ill be the Secretary and both the llin.i.ster and the Secretary 
can consider the recommendations and decide the matter. Even if 
the Minister and the Secretary do not agree between themselves, then 
the papers are to put before the Cabinet. Therefore there 1re more 
safeguards if the powers are delegated to the Government rather than 
h the Director of Public Instruction. With these words, I support the 
.resolution. 

Rao Bahadur R. S. A.SAV ALE (Bombay City, ~orth): Sir, 
I rise to support the resolution moved by my friend Khan Bahadur 
Khuhro. Sir, it has been stated by the honourable member Rao 
.Bahadur Chitale that he has brought this resolution from a communal 
point of view. As far as I can see, there is no com.munal question 
4lt all. The question is whether the power of appointing head· 
ma.sters should be left to the Director of Public Instruction or 
should be transferred to Government (the llinister of Educl\tion). 
Sir, whenever we the representatives of the people ask questions 

· to the llinister, he always ba..c;;es his replies on the information 
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supplied to him by the officer in charge of a particular department. In . 
fact he should be in· possession of all information about the department
under him. But now what happens ~ He depends on the information 
supplied to him by the officers under him, and w,hen he replies on those 
bases we the representatives of the people become helpless in getting 
the correct information as sought for by our questions put. There ]s 
no communalism in this question. 

We do not say that any incompetent man should be appointed to the
post of headmaster. If such argument had been put forward, then the
honourable members who occupy the opposite benches and possess. 
the opposite view could have come forward and said that as we wanted. 
to appoint only incompetent men we had brought up this resolution and. 
that it was not in the interests of the department. Sir, it is quite natural 
that, on the eve of attaining Purna Swaraj or Swaraj as we are demanding 
and clamouring for, we want our own representatives to be in sole 
charge of the department. But some of us now say "No, let the charge 
be with one of our servants but not with us". Is it not a fact that the 
Ministers are selected from our own midst 1 They represent us. Should 
not therefore we trust in them rather than trusting our servants or their 
subordinates 1 I therefore strongly support the resolution and urge· 
that it should be accepted by Government. . 

1\Ir. SHAIKH ABDUL ?IUJID {Karachi District): Sir, I fail to 
understand why communal colour has been given to a question .which 
is quite colourless. I hope the honourable members recognise that there
is nothing of communalism in this resolution which runs as follows : 

"This Council recomm.ends to Government that the powers with regard to the appoint . 
m.ent and selection of the headmasters of the Government high schools that have at 
present been delegated to the Director of Public Instruction may in future be exercised 
by Govemm.ent themselves." . · . 

I think the honourable mover of this resolution used some words to
the effect that the interests of the different communities may be safe
guarded if the powers are transferred to the Government and perhaps. 
those words have led to the belief that there is some communal motive 
behind it. May be, I do not know it, but as the resolution appears. 
on the paper, it does not convey any idea that there is any 
communalism in it-;--

Mr. PESTA.'\SHAH N. VAKIL: On a point of personal explanation~ 
Sir. Although there is nothing in the wording of the re~olution to sugGest 
a communal tinge, the honourable mover advanced argument after 
argument pointing out the injustice that has been done not only to his 
own community but to other communities. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHDJIRO: The honourable member has 
.completely misunderstood me. That was one of the !lrguments which 
I advanced, but when I get up to give a final reply, I will explain what 
I exactly mean and I hope I Ehall prove that my speech haB 
been completely misunderstood by the honourable member. 

Mr. SH:UKH ABDUL MAJID: Sometimes in discussing matter~ 
of general Interest, some such arguments are unavoidable. For instance, 
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I would only refer to the resolution that was being di$CUS5&l only O'le 

or two hours before this, I mean the Wakf Properties resolution, -when 
the honourable member .Yr. Pesta.nshah Yakil himself sugge~ted that 

. for the Parsi commWlity-
. Mr. PEST.L~SH.AH :X. ¥ AKIL: I did not say anything of the sort. 

I did not even use the word "Pa.rsi ". I said, •· What about the other 
communities!" and I pleaded for an all-embracing Act. 

Mt. SH...UKH ABDL'L ll.UID: A.s I. said, he wanted to include all 
the" communities (his own community included) within the pun-iew of 
that resolution which was then under discussion, and so long as we exist 
in India as difierent communities, it is but natural that sometim~s · 
references are made to the names of communities. Howsoe¥er this 
aspect of Indian life may be regretted, the truth is that it is the rank 
communalism and caste-ridden mentality of the major community which 
has given birth to the smaU communalism of the minor communities. 
If there had been manifested a little bit of broad-mindedness on the 
part of the majority community and if they had displayed a national 
outlook on things and questions affecting India, then I think this 
communal sentiment from the smaller communities would have also 
disapp~ed. . 

The resolution does not discuss personalities but it refers to a question 
of principle only. We have every respect for the Director of Public 
Instruction or the other officials of Government who are performing 
their duties honestly. One thing which has compelled my honourable 

. colleague from Larkana to propose this resolution is simply this that in 
the Legislatin Council he will be in a position to bring the grievances, 
if any, very easily and most effectively to the notice of the Honourable 
Minister of Education if he happens to exercise the power of appointing 
the headmast&s of high schools. He has very clearly stated that the 
int&ests of all the communities can well be safeguarded if the power is 
given to the Honourable Minister of Education. I do not agree with 
the remark that fell from the lips of one honourable member whom you, 
Sir, checked from attributing any motives that simply because the 
Honourable Education .llin.ister happens to be a llussalman, therefore 
this commtu1al colour has been given. I myself do no.t like that-in fact 
we are not sure how long the Honourable Minister of Education is going 
to retain his llini.stry and his portfolio because, who knows, he may die 
to-morrow (although I wish him long life) and the portfolio may be 
transferred to· another .llin.ister whoe'\"er he may be-a llu.ssalman, a 
Hindu, a Parsi, or a Christian, European or an Indian. Those nationalists 
who are giving a communal colour to this resolution are simply revealing 
their own fommunal outlook as they ha\"'"e always done on each and 
enry question that has come before this Council .. 

SYED liiRA .... ~ lLU101lED SHAH (Hyderabad District) : Sir, 
I rise to heartily support this resolution. I think the honourable member 
Rao Bahadur Chitale might have misunderstood the bona :fide8 of the 
honourable morer of this resolution. The honourable mover simply 
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means to sav that a headmastership being an important post the per~on 
occupying ~rhich is. in charge of .an institution imparting seconda~y 
education, the making of an appomtment to such a post sh?uld he ?n, 
the hands of the Minister. Why should it be so 1 I will explam~ 
There should be no hiding of the fact that it is necessary f!om 1 the po~t 
of view of the various communities and classes to get prpper representat1on 
for the posts of headmasters. It is no use concealing .this fact, l!ec~us~· 
the communities feel so· and until this feeling disappears. completely, 
from their minds, we must not lose sight of it, however muc~ it may 
be deplored. Supposing the power continues to be v.ested in .the hands 
of the Director of Public Instruction-! of course do not desire to past 
the slightest reflection upon the impartiality of the present'incumbent_: 
justice in appointments cannot invariably be done. In th~se days we 
cannot accept the argument that it is 'only the heaven~born B~ah:mins 
who should have the privilege of imparting education and that they 
alone should be appointed as headmasters and that it is they and they 
alone who can impart education to the children of all other. comm.u~ities: 
Take for instance the Amil cominunity in Sind. Why should they alone 
have the privilege of imparting secondary education r It is not_ .fail 
to other communities. If the head of any institution belongs .. tO any 
community, he can, without doing injustice to any other communit:y, 
employ all his po,rers to encourage his own community to send their 
children to his school. That particularly is the case on our side, because 
liahomedans are generally averse to education. If there a.re Mahomedan 
headmasters in a fair proportion with requisite qualifications, our desire 
for knowledge and our literacy are both bound to improve considerably. 
The honourable member Rao Bahadur Asavale raised this particular 
point about the qualifications of candidates. We do not mean to say 
that you should employ Mahomedan matriculates as against Hindu 
li.As. Requisite and necessary qualifications should be there and j£ they 
are at par, then proper representation should be given to the Mahomedan 
community as also to other backward communities. If the non~ Brahmins 
feel that in any particular locality, the Non~ Brahmins are predominant, 
then they ought to be given a fair representation in the appointments 
of headmasters provided that they possess the requisite qualifications. 

As to the remark made by my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chitale 
that he detests the idea. of this power being vested in the Minister so 
long as he (the Minister) is returned on a communaJ electorate, I presum~ 
that he still thinks that even in the next reforms there will be iw separate 
electorates, but that the joint electorates will be given wholesale. That 
is a. point which is being contested for a long time now in the country. 
without there being any settlement at all In fact, we can safely assume 
that at least for the next ten years we are going to have separate 
electorates. Therefore, .we shall have 1\Iinisters from different 
commu~ties. Does he suggest therefore that this power should not be 
vested m the Minister's hands 1 The Minister will of course exercise 
that power with the assistance of his Secretary. Such an idea should 
not in my opinion find expression at least in this Council. One argument 
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advanced was that the Direcwr of Public Instruction is an &gent of 
Government. If that is so, the Assistant Direcwrs &.re the &gent3 of 
Gove~ent, the I~wrs &re the agents of Government, the Deputy 
Educa.tional and AssiStant 'Deputy Educ!Ation&l Inspecwrs are also 
&gents of Government, and similarly the headmasters are &1!o agents 
of Government. In fa.ct, every offi.~r is a.n agent of Government. 
By the term "Government", we mean to say the central hOO.y 
which is the final authority. The Governor acting with the 
Minister makes the appointments. The Minister acting on the 
advice of his Secretary behind hlm makes a recommendation to 
the Governor, and the Secretary of course is guided by the reports 
received from the subordinate offi~rs. It is after all the Governor 
who has to give his final san~tion. So it will not absolutely he 
the Minister himsell who will give the final sanction. He will act 
in conjunction with His Excellency the Governor. The honolll'able 
members can at le-.ast have faith in the impartiality of His Excellency 
the Governor. His Excellency has to look to the interests of ewry 
community and has to maintain the equilibrium of the rights and 
liberties of all communities under his charge and His Excellency will 
have to do this at least until such time as we form such a Mtion on this 
earth tlult nobody \\-ill ever talk of any particular community hut of 
one Indian nation. The very fact that the honourable member Rao 
Bahadur Chitale opposes such a resolution is in itself a proof th'at we 
are still actuated by communal considerations. Why is it that he opposes 
the resolution and why is it that the representatives of the backward 
classes do not oppose it hut support it ! Why is it that the-members 
of the advan~d communities oppose it and the members of the ha.cl-ward 
communities support it ! There is a sharp line dividing the two, as 
everybody can see it plainly. That is the c:llit~auishing feature, there 
is the line of demarcation. The communities which are already advanced 
cannot make up their minds to part with their power and with the rights 
which they have so long enjoyed hacked up by machinery which in the 
Presidency is represented and dominated by Brahmins. So far as I have 
been able to see of the office of the Direcwr of Public Instruction, the· 
staff of that office is composed largelyof Brahmins and the predominant 
element is the Brahmin element in that offi~. In fact, if I am not 
mistaken, even my noD;-Brahmin friends complain that their community 
is barely represented. There is of course a little sprinkling of red Fez 
caps here and there, hut that is infinitesimal. I believe also that repeated 
representations have been made to the Honolll'able Minister to give 
their due share to the bacl-ward communities in the office of the Director 
of Public Instruction. My point is that from the point of view of the 
machinery on which the action of the Direcror of Public Instruction 
depends, it seems necessary that the .resolution moved by my honoura hle 
friend should find acceptance with this House. The better plan would 
seem to be that instead of demolishing the whole machinery of the office 
of the Direcror of Public Instruction which is not an easy task, the power 
ziliould be vested in the hands of the Honolll'able Minister of Education 
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supported by his Secretary with His Excellency the Governor as the 
final authority to give sanction. For all these reasons, I think this is 
a simple and innocent resolution which, far from being opposed, deserves 
to be supported by each and every honourable member on the non· 
official side of this House. . 

1 
• • 

With these few remarks, I support the resolution and resume my seat. 
Mr. N. E. :KAYLE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, I rise to lend my 

hearty support to the resolution moved by my hono~able friend Khan 
Bahadur Khuhro. What does the resolution ask for 1 It asks that 
the powers now delegated to the Director of Public Instruction of making 
selections and appointments of heJ~.d masters of Government high schools 
should now be withdrawn and should henceforth be exercised by 
the Honourable the Minister in charge of the portfolio. I do not see 
how communalism or any communal feeling could be introduced in an 
impartial debate like this. I heard, Sir, with great attention the speeches 
of two or three honourable members who preceded me, and it seems a 
reference was made to the speech of my ~onourable friend from 
Ah.mednagar Rao Bahadur Chitale. The power of selection and 
appointments of headmasters is now exercised by the Director of Public 
Instruction ana one honourable member said that the Director is. a 
delegate or an agent of Government. He is a delegate or an agent of 
Government no doubt, but he, in his turn has to depend upon the members 
of his office. He is necessarily guided by the expert opinion· that is 
provided by the machinery of his own office. Look at the office of the 
Director of Public Instruction. Times out of number questions have 
been tabled, and the Honourable Minister has been deputationised on 
this point, viz., that adequate representation should be given to the 
backward communities and Mahomedans in the office of the Director of 
Public Instruction, but without much effect. Of course, the Honourable 
Minister had great oralsympathyforu.s. His predecessor also,Mr.Jadhav, 
had his sympathy towards us, but these Honourable gentlemen could 
not do much in the matter. Naturally, they cannpt displace . or 
dismiss the men already in service, nor can we ask any responsible 
Minister or Member of Government to do that. . Their hands are tied, 
they are guided by the rules and regulations ; but the request now is 
that, as the Director is necessarily and essentially guided by the 
experts of his office, and as the office consists predominantly of persoris 
belonging to the forward classes who have proverbially very little · 
sympathy for the interests of the backward communities, it is but proper 
that the power delegated to that officer should now be withdrawn and 
it should be exercised by a person who is selected as Minister in charge 
of the portfolio. 

An Honourable ME?IffiER: Kot by our choice. 
Mr. N. E. ~AVLE: The Minister may be seiected by His Excellency 

the Governor, but after all, even though he is a Minister, he does not 
lose his position as an elected member of the Council, and to that extent 
he is respon&ible to this Hous~. I do not think that an honourable 
member, as soon as he leaves the non-official bench and adorm; the 

' KO Hb 69-4: ' 
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Government bench as a Minister of the Governmellt, loses his position 
as an elected member altogether. Sir, he continues in both the capa
cities; he is an elected member-elected by a particular constituencv 
-:-and he is also a responsible Minister of Government, responsible to 
this house and amenable to its vote. · 

Sir, I do not mean that I have less confidence in the Director of Public 
Instruction or the Deputy Director. I have the honour of knowing 
these two gentlemen, I mean the present incumbents of these offices, 
Mr.·Beckett and Mr. Grieve; they are excellent persons, and we have 
no quarrel with them., They are following an excellent policy. They 
are really sympathetic towards the demands of the backward claoselh 
But at times they cannot do anything for these classes. The office 
does not allow .them to do so, because certain difficulties are created 
by the office. Artificial difficulties are shown in the way of 
backward class candidates. The office puts proposals before the 
Director in such a manner that it is impossible for him or for the 
Deputy Director to accept the proposals of the backward classes. It 
is no use saying that the Director himself is an impartial man. It cannot 
be disputed that he is an impartial man, and that he is sympathetic 
towards the claims of the backward classes candidates ; but then his 
hands are tied by his office. I should therefore give my congratulations 
to the honourable mover of this resolution, that he has come forward 
with this resolution, that the power delegated to the Director of Public 
Instruction should be withdrawn and be exercised by the Honourable 
Minister himself. I wholeheartedly support the resolution which, 
I hope, will be accepted. by Government. 

Mr. P.R. CHIKODI (Belgaum District) : Sir, the arguments advanced 
by those who have supporttd it have failed to convince me of the principle 
underlying this resolution. Sir, apart from the question of safeguarding 
the interests of the backward communities, there is the question of 
efficient administration. The question is whether the power which 
is centred at the headqu!ll'ters should or should not be delegated and 
exercised by those who are subordinate to the central authority. That · 
is to say, whether there should be a decentralisation of the powers vested 
in the central authority. I say that this resolution offends against that 
well known canon of administration, namely, decentralisation. The 
power which is now delegated to the Director of Public Instruction is 

· sought to b~ withdrawn by this resolution. That power, I think, was 
delegated only three years ago,· and within the period of three years, 
may I know whether it has been abused by the Director of Public Instruc
tion so much so that the matter deserves the attention of this House 
by mesns of a resolution moved in it! Sir, it means a serious reflection 
on the administration of the Director of Public Instruction. 

Honourable MEMBERS: No, no. 
Mr. P. R. CHIKODI : In my opinion there has been no abuse 

of the powers exercised by the Director of Public Instruction, and if 
that is so, then there is no case at all for withdrawing them. They 
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-cannot have it both ways. Either they must . say that· these- powers 
have been abused, or they must admit that the resolution is prompted 
by feelings other than those of the interests of efficiency of · 
administration. 

Sir, I have been a very staunch advocate ofthe cause of N on-Brahmins 
and my opposition to the resolution need not be interpreted as 'being 
prompted by any prejudice against the interests of the non-Brahmins. 
I may quote here to-day an instance. When there .was a Brahmin · 
:Minister in the person of :pr. R. P. Paranjpye, I had a complaint against 
a Brahmin Principal of a College, and I got him punished, and I received 
thanks from the Government for my action.' That example is well ' 
known, and shows that I am as staunch an advocate of the cause of 
the· backward communities and Mahomeda.ns as any body else. But 
here the question of communities does not arise at all. Suppose a 
-certain policy is laid down by the Government ·or this Council and that 
policy is not carried out by the Director of Public Instruction or by his 
subordinates, then it is the Minister of Education who remains respon
sible to this House and the Minister cannot evade that responsibility. 
Do they or do they not admit this principle 1 If this principle is admitted 
then a resolution of this sort, abking Govern.ment to centralise the powers · 
already delegated to the Director of Public Instruction is not the riglit' 
remedy. If the office of the Director of Public Instruction does not 
carry out the orders of the Director of Public Instruction, or if the Director 
of Public Instruction has abused the powers vested in him, I hold the . 
Honourable Minister responsible and ask· him why this is so and what 
step he would take to set the matters right ~ That: is exactly. what 
obtains in all forms of responsible government. If this House lays down 
a policy, which is acceptPd by Government, a.nd-if.that policy is not 
carried out by auy of the subordinate officers of Government, I admit 
there is room for complaint and the remedy is for the Minister io take 
the necessary disciplinary action. ~ut in the present instance, I do not 
think it has been proved that the Director of Public Instruction has not 
made right use of his powers. Therefore, I think that this resolution is 
going against one of the best principles of administration, viz., more 
and more powers have got to be decentralised. The right and proper 
course would be for this Council to expect the Minister to take all the 
necessary steps for safeguarding the interests of the communitie&, if 
they are going· to be adversely affected by any actions or orders of 
subordinate officers. I therefore oppose the resolution as it stands. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, I rise to support the resolution. · Sir, 
it is but natural that members of the communities which have so far 
~njoyed a monopoly of holding posts in the Educational Department, 
when they see such resolutions moved in the Council, should be excited. 
Sir, this Department was the preserve of that privileged community. 
:My honourable friend 1\Ir. Kadri had asked a question as to the number 
-of clerks in the Director of Public Instruction's office, with their castes, 
.and the reply was that there were about 42 Brahmin .clerks, 6 non-

xo Hb 69--44 
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·'Brahmins and 3 Mahomedans. J\nen the backward dasses and )laho
medans see that their claims are neglected, of course it is their duty 
to come forward and bring up such resolution. From my own know
ledge I can say that in the district of Thana there were teachers, qualified 
and senior teachers, belonging to the non-Brahmin community, but 
their claims were neglected by the Brahmin Inspector. They were 
superseded and the Brahmin teachers were put above them. When 
I came to know about it, I did not l-now what to do. But I went up to 

, my honourable friend Mr. Kadri who was then there. He has no doubt 
sympathy for the backward classes, and I told him about the grievance. · 
He then took up the matter in right earnest and redressed the grievance. ' 
·The other day in one other Department there was a clerk. He was a . 
B.Ag., and was working as an acting clerk for five years. By 
manipulation his Brahmin head put above him other clerks belonging 
to the Brahmin community, and this poor man was left behind, 
and he is not still confirmed. When this is the state of affairs there 
is no other remedy but to bring such resolutions and if such 
resolutions are brought the members of the privileged classes 
smell communalism. Let them say whatever they like but I submit 
that· my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro has done well 

· in bringing up this resolution, and the powers delegated to the Director 
of Public Instruction are required to be withdrawn as asked therein. 
Sir, I do not know whether the Director himself makes these appoint
ments, or whether he in his turn delegates his powers to somebody 
else. I do not know that. I would go further than the resolution 

· and say that in the case of clerks also the right of appeal to the Minister 
should be allowed. Then only the people belonging to the backward , 
classes and the Mahomedan community, who have been neglected up 
till now will get justice. Till"then I do not see any prospect of justice 
being done to them. When we go to the Exe~utive Councillors and 
Ministers with our grievances in reapect of clerks they say '' The powers 
have been delegated to the subordinate officers what are we to do 1'• 

.They express sympathy, but that sympathy does not help us. So, 
I would go further and ask my honourable friend to bring in a resolution 
next time with regard to the clerical establishment of the Director of 
Public Instruction's office. With these words, I support the resolution. 

Dr. P. G. SOLANKI: Sir, I rise to support the resolution moved 
by my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Khuhro. Sii, this resolution 
does not ~ean any destruction of the privileges of the advanced classes. 
It means that the Director of Public Instruction should consult the 
Minister and the Secretary under him with regard to the appointments · 
of head masters. I am sorry that such an innocent resolution should 
be looked upon with suspicion by the honourable member Mr. Vakil. 
He comes from a community which is well known for its catholic sym
pathy for the backward and downtrodden communities: I was rathe~ 
surprised to hear from the mouth of a gentleman belongmg to the Pars1 
community that the honourable member Khan Bahadur Khuhro has ' 
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brought forward this resolution with the object of putting forward 
communal claims. ·Sir, the honourable members in this house and 
the people outside this hall who talk about communalism and charge 
others with being communalistic, are themselves the most · staunch 
communalists. Sir, it is these people, with the o}jject of safeguarding 
the interests of their own community, who lay such charges at the doors 
-of others. I never expected that the honourable member Mr. Vakil 
would utter these words. I thought that only the advanced classes 
·among the Hindus had such perverted ideas, but to-day I find my honour
able friend Mr. Vakil doing the same thing as the advanced classes. 

' Perhaps lie believes that he is one_ of them as he is sitting among them 
<>n the same bench and might have got the infection of a sense of 
.superiority from them but he will be very soon disillusioned by .personal 
·experience. In the nearest future many occasions will arise to convince 
him of it to find it out-though rather too late-that he is never accepted 
as one of the privileged Brahmin class. I admit that among the 
Brahmins there are many good and noble persons. It was Dr. Paranjpye, 
a Brahmin, who formulated the scheme of scholarships for the 
·depressed classes and did his best to improve the education of this poor 
community .. At the same time I would give my praise and tribute 
of honour to persons like the late lamented Gokhale, Ranade ·and Bhan
.darkar whQ did render very great services to the backward communities.,, 
But from this it does not mean that the majority of the advanced olasses, 
and Brahmins, are sympathetic towards these backward and depressed 
communities, because· they are very orthodox and staunch com~ · 
munalists in their outlook. It has been stated by many speakers 
and particularly by the honourable member Rao Bahadur Bole, how 
the rights of the backward communities and of even Mahomedans, are 
·being suppressed by the head clerks in the Governinent offices and 
headmasters in schools. In order to remedy that ·evil, this resolution 
has been brought. 

I do not see the reason, why the honourable member Mr. Vakil objected 
to this resolution. I know no man of his community who has done an 
injustice to the backward communities. uptil now. But now I know 
this that Mr. Pestanshah Vakil is an exception to his community. Even 
young men of his community were done injustice by the members of 
the advanced classes and the Brahmins. Many influential persons 
·Of his oommunity have told me that young men of their community. 
are done injustice in all departments and in schools by· men belonging to 
orthodox Brahmin and other communities who are at the helm of affairs. 
I do not want to reveal the names of these persons. The honourable 
·member Mr. Vakil belongs to a very rich and influential family which· 
is above all such harassments and free from troubles of seeking services 
in the various departments. He does not know the difficulties of securing 
-services, the difficulties of serving under the privileged Brahmin classes, 

. .and the advanced classes. [Interruption.] There are backward 
.communities in education, the .1\Iahomedans, the Marathas and the 
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.non-Brahmins and the depressed classes and there are many educated 
young men a.mong them. There are graduates, and some with 
honours among them. Their claims are not considered at all. Since 
I han been here in this ~uncil I han heard from educated men of 
the depressed da.sseA that they hue no chance of getting into Govern
ment sen ice as long as the Brahmins and advanced classes are in chuge 
of offices as head clerks and superintendents. The result will be di..~content 
among them, the non-Brahmins, the Maoomedans and the depressed 
classes and the disastrous consequences following the discontent. In 
order to avoid that, this resolution has been brought. 'r\nat harm is 
there, if the Honoun.ble .Minister who is the head ()f the depirtment i& 
~nsnlted by the Director of Public Instruction. Ia there any hu.miliation 
to the Director of Public Instruction in consulting the Minister and 
the Secretary. I should think that the Director of Public Instruction 
would welcome this proposal. It is good for him. He will be relieved 
of the responsibility, and thereby will be free from the charge of being 
partial or of showing favouritism. It was '3tated by the honourable 
member .Mr. Chikodi that if any subordinate ~fficer commits any mistake 
in any Government department the head of the department "ill be 
responsible for it. Here, the Minister of Educaticn will be responsible 
for any misdeed or misconduct or mistake of the ~;ubordinate officers 
in his· department. If this responsibility lies i>n the heal of the 
Honourable Minister of Education, then why should the Honourable 
Minister himself be not given a voice in the appointment of headmasters t 
It is not too much to say that if this power is given to the Honourable 
Minister everything will be all right. It happens so that the present 
1\Iinister is a 1\Iahomedan and the honourable mover pf the resolution 
is a Mahomedan. I hope the Honourable the Minister may bold the 
post for a long time. A stray remark made by the honourable member 
Mr. Shaikh Abdul Majid surprised and moved the whole House. U~ 
after some years, the present Minister chooses to retire from his office 
anda·manfrom the most orthodox Hindus may occupy the place, then, 
what will be the fate cf the depressed classes 1 I have had experience· 
of this during last four years. But liaving taken into account all the 
odds, I still do feel that a responsible Minister will not go again~t the 
interests of the backward communities. 

Lastly, I would like to put one question t<: the honourable member 
Ml. Vakil. Does he not want the children of the backward and depressed 
classes to rome up ! Does he not want them to be enlightened and 
educated f May I again ask him whether he believes that the privileged 
and advanced classes will always reserve and preserve all the powers 
and posts and seats for them after two years 1 Does he not see the
eventa coming on ! Does he still believe that the times will remain the 
same for ever, without the privileges d the backward and the depressed 
classes being recognised in any cf the departments of Govemm~nt 1 
If that is his idea be is sorely mistaken. He must be ready to take tliDe6. 
as they come. He must remove the idea from his mind that the membera 
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of the 1\I.a.h.omedan and other backward communitiea are not proud of 
their country and are not Indians. They ;ue as much Indians as anybody 
else. If you want to have any political advance, you :must take them 
onward with you. You cannot have swaraj without taking them on wjth 
you i and even if you have swaraj without their advancement, you 
cannot keep it longer and enjoy it. With all the emphasis I can com~nd 
I support this resolution and hope that. the House will pass it una.nim~usly 
without a. single dissenting voice. 

The Honourable Sir GHULAM HUSSAIN: Sir; I think that the 
discussion has reached a stage when I should intervene, because I see 
that the main issue underlying this resolution has been side-tracked. 
The proposition has been expanded by importing extraneous considera
tions. The question underlying the resolution as it is appears to me to be · 
whether this House is in favour of decentralisation or not. Now, there ' 
is a Minister, whoever 'he may be whether a Mahomedan, a Hindu, a 
Christian or a Parsi. The question is whether you want to have the power 
with the Minister, who is responsible to the legislature, and is remove
able by the legislature, or whether you want to have this power with an 
executive, which is not responsible to you. As far as I remember, · we 
had delegated the power of nom.ination to the local bodies to the Commis.:.. 
sioners. I perfectly remember that these very benches opposite me went 
against that principle. (Honourable Members: No. no.) You sa.id that 
we should not delegate these powers, and that these powers ~ught to be 
in the hands of the ~r who is responsible to you. The issue at 
present is whether you are in. :favour :of decentralisation or not. · 

Secondly, I understand that these headmasters are gazetted. officers. 
So, the question is whether you want the appointments<>£ gazetted officers 
to be made by Government, or whether you want that power· to be 
delegated by Government to their officers. To my mindt these are the 
two main issues, and Government would like to have a lead from this 
House. 

Mr. P. R. CHIKODI : lfay I know the grounds on which these powers · 
were delegated to the Director of Public Instruction three years ago¥ 
. Mr. B. S. KA:l\IAT : Sir, the Honourable the General Member very 
kindly invited expression of opinion from this side of the House on this · 
issue. Unfortunately, I was not present here when the honourable 
mover moved his resolution and when some speeches were · delivered. 
But the main question, as the Honourable the Leader of the House has 
explained, is the question whether we are now in favour of decentraliza
ti~n. or "~hether we like to centralise all the powers in the hands of the 
!l~llliSter, whoever he might be for the time being .. I consider the ques~ 
twn has to be looked at from two points of view~one the administrative, 
and the other the constitutional side· of it. 

Speaking first on the administrative side, I believe I can remind ~ome 
~on~ura.~le members of this House that an officer ~r. Shillidy who· 
~qUlled mto the working of the office of the Director of Public Instruction 
m 1926 has proved that the hands <>f the Director of Public Instruction 
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are 80 full and that he is 80 busy that it is impossible for him to look into 
all these appointment&. (Honourable members: Hear, hear.) ~ad 
of advocating delegation of powers to the hands of the Director, 
Mr. Shillidy has gone much further to say that if the Director of Public 
Instruction is relieved of all work which he has now to attend to, such 
as appointments, transfers and so on and if all such work is still further 
delegated to the educational inspectors, at any ra~ of minor appoint
ments, it will be a great relief to the Director of Public Instruction. 
In other words, Mr. Shillidy is decidedly in favour of decentralisation. 
This is from the ad.mini.strative point of view. I honestly think there 
is a great deal in that. On the other hand, I know there is a great d~a.l 
perhaps, 80 far as my backward class friends are concerned, in their 
point of view that the office of the Director of Public Instruction, as 
constituted at present, may be confined to one particular section of the 
community as an accidental circumstances and that community may 
be a dominant one. Now, Sir, I for one during the course of my· 
public life have never willingly taken part in any comm\lllal discussion 
o~; controversy. I am rather reluctant as· a rule to take part in this 
controversy on a communal basis. I pe.rsonally happen to belong neither 
to the backward community as ·describ~ in •official literature, nor do 
I happen to belong to the community which is under discussion, namely, 
the community which is said mainly to constitute the people in the 
clerical staff of the office of the Director of Public Instruction. I shall 
therefore attempt to take as impartial a. view of the case as is possible. 

Looking at the resolution therefore from a detached point of view, 
I do not see the logic of the remarks and the observations which have 
fallen from a good m9.ny of my honourable friends. Assuming, for the 
sake of argument, that a great deal of injustice is done to certain com-

. munities in the matter of appointments of headmasters, because of the 
fact that the office of the DIIector of Public Instruction is predominantly 
composed of one particular community, I do not see the logic of the 
remedy which is suggested. In the first place it was open to my honour
able friends to prove by facts and statistics that in the matter · 
of appointments of certain headmasters, injustice has often been done. 

, They should have quoted the number of appointments made, the number 
of Brahmins appointed and the number of non-Brahmins not appointed 
and therefore disappointed. From that point of view, by facts and 
figures they should have shown that the Director of Public Instruction 
has not been. able to look into these appointments with fairness so as to 
withstand the in:fluence of his office. .A.s.sunUng however tha~ this has 
happened and the allegation has been proved by facts and figures, I do 
not see the logic of the remedy proposed. If such a state of things · 
prevails, it means that the Direct9r of Public Instruction must overhaul 
his own office and have a mixture of communities in his staff ; it does not 
mean that the powers delegated to the Director of Public Instruction 
should be snatched away from him and given to the Minister. As has 
been pointed out by the honourable member M.r. Chikodi the remedy 
suggested is not sound, no ·doubt it is a reflection on the Director of 
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Public Instruction. What are the implications of this ~esolution 1 
It means that the Director is a simpleton and that he does not know 
how he is imposed upon by his office. On the other hand, the resolution 
implies that if the powers are restored to the hands of the Minister, :the . 
. Minister would be partial to the community to which he belongs and 
to the backward communities which would always as it were depend 
upon him. I do not think that any Minister, .be he a Mahomedan, be 
he a Brahmin, or be he a non-Brahmin, will deliberately do so. Hopes 
should not be concentrated in a Minister always to help one community. 
at the expense of another merely b,ecause he happens to· belong to a 
particular community. It is an assumption unjust to a Minister .. It 
<loes not always follow that if the power is retained in the hands of the 
Minister he will necessarily sacrifice the claims of other communities 
than his own. Whether he belongs to the backward classes, Mahomedan 
()Ommunity or Brahmin community, the Minister must impartially look 
after the interests and claims of all the communities concerned, ·.I have 
thus shown, Sir, that the remedy suggested by my friends is not . the 
right one. · .. 

Now, I have my objections to this remedy on constitutional grounds 
also. Transfers, promotions, etc., should be substantially left to the 
permanent ·services. Many of my honourable friends who have looked 
into the constitutions of other democratic countries must be aware of the . 
fact that generally in other countries powers of appointments and 
.recruitment are not concentrated in the hands of the Ministers, because 
of the fear of political influence affecting these appointments. Political 
influence is a factor which is not peculiar to this House ; it is a factor 
which is in existence in other countries as well. It may not be entir~ly 
based on communities, but the fear is-and this fear is common to other 
countries--that the Minister may promise appointments to friends and 
relations of men who help him to get into power. That is what is meant 
by political influence. The tendency in democratic countries is to take 
.away such powers from the hands of the Minister and to hand them ·over 
to an absolutely independent and ~partial body like a public services 
.commission. I think it has been pointed out by important committees 
and political commissions that the time is now ripe in I_ndia to take away . 
.all such powers from the Ministers-even trom the Brahmin Ministers 
for the matter of that-and to give them to an independent and impartial 
body like a public services commission. Members are aware there has 
been such a public services commission in existence for the Government 
-of India for the last few years, and to my mind the permanent solution 
<>f. t~e question now lies in establishing Provincial public service com.
liUSSlons for each province. I for one think that if &ome of my friends 
are labouring under certain disadvantages, because of the composition 
{)£ a particular office, the real remedy is to look for· redress for any in
justice in promotions, etc., to an independent body like a provincial 
public services commission. That commission should be composed 
no doubt of men belonging to different communities. It may be com
posed of five persons ; there might be thereon a lla.homeda.n, a backward 
class man and a depressed class man and also representatives of other 
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communities. Any cases of injustice to public servants belonging to. 
a particular coiDinunity may be referred to such a local public servict>s 
commission. That is the right remedy. The remedy is certainly not 
centralisation. It is no use casting reflection upon the Director of Public 
Instruction or the Minister or complaining about the composition of the 
personnel of the office of the Director of Public Instruction. If you like, 
you overhaul that office. I again repea.t that there might be grounds 
for the feeling of dissatisfaction and discontent in certain backward 
colll.IDUl).ities so far as the appointments emanating from the Office of the 
Director of Public Instruction are cQncerned. Consciously, unconsciously 
or sub-consciously, the Director may have been influenced by his office, 
but assuming, as I say, that the accusation has been proved by facts 
and figures, the remedy suggested in the resolution is not the right one. 
The real remedy is the institution by legislation or by Government order 
of an absolutely impartial and independent body to take care of these 
appointments and selections, and to redress the grievances .of aggrieved 
public servants. 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI (THAKOR oF KERWADA) r~se. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Does the honourable member 
want to address the House t Does not the House think that they have 
discussed this question sufficiently~ 

Sardar BHASAHEB RAISINHJI (THAKOR OF KERW ADA) : Sir~ 
I want to answer one point which has beent raised by the honourable 

. member Mr. Kamat. H~ referred to the decentralization of powers. In 
regard to that, I ask if the Honourable Minister, who is responsible to this 
House for giving efiect to the policy dictated by them, is divested of ~tll 
the powers, how can he give effect to the policy desired by the House t 
The honourable member Mr. Kamat has said that the Minister should 
not interfere in the internal administration of any department. I d() 
not pretend to be a great authority on constitutions, but I find that the 
Labour Party in England, when they come into power, appoint governors 
of their own choice from their own party. I do not know how any · 
constitution will work if our Ministers-are divested of powers to make 
such small appointments as headmasters. It may happen that in a 
particular place a man su.ited to that locality is needed. The Director 
of Public Instruction, as has been admitted by the honourable member 
lfr. Kamat, is overworked, and therefore there is no chance of his looking 
into it. But the Minister, who come8 in daily contact with the people, 
will be the proper person to select the proper individual for that locality. 

Khan Bahadur M.A. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I was very 
sorry to hear certain remarks which were made by honourable members 
who, opposed the resolution. The honourable member Mr. Kamat, 
for whose opinion I always entertained great respect, has surprised me
the most. His arguments to-day were most fallacious, and, if I may 
say so, they were to a c.ertain extent reactionary. He said that the entire
power of appointments and selections should rest with the public services 
()Ommission. He would not trust any Minister in the future Government 
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to exercise that power. I do not think any independent politi~ian 
will accept his view. Sir, I do not think that his argument will convmce 
8Jlyone who is a broad-minded nationalist and who claitns independence 
and self-government. His views will surprise any honourable member 
on the non-official &ide of the House. If, Sir, we are going to distrust 
our own people, our Ministers who are responsible to this House, as 
unfit to govern, it is absolutely useless to claim self-government f~r 
India. If this honourable member will deliver this speech ,in a public 
platform I assure him that he will find very few to listen to him and 
he will easily be pooh-poohed. 

Sir, I am thankful to the Honourable Leader of the House for giving 
a correct interpretation of my intention and the intention underlying 
the resolution. · 

As there was a vE>ry small number of non-officialmembers present 
in this House, and as I thought that it was a eelf-explanatory resolution,· 
I did not want to waste the time of the House by laying stress on every 
argument. I could have illustrated every one of my arguments. .. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable meJllber cannot 
do that now. · 

Kh8Jl Bahadur 1rt A. KHUHRO: That is why I did not de~l with 
my resolution fully. As I was· only partially heard, there have been 
misunderstandings and misquotations. · · · 

The honourable member 1\Ir. Kamat said that Mr. Shillidy· came and 
admitted in h.is evidence before the Retrenchment Committee. · 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT: I did not say before the Retrenchmtnt Committee. 
It was in 1926-27. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : It might have been somewhere 
else, but he said that Mr. Shillidy said that the Director of Public Instruc
tion was overworked, and, therefore, he could not look into everything 
that was placed before him. We believe Mr. Shillidy's statement that 
the Director of Public Instruction is overworked, because in my own 
experience in connection with the management of a school board, I come 
into frequent correepondence with the Director and find that matters 
are delayed sometimes six to ten months in his office, although the 
corre&pondence relates to such trivial matters as supplies of stationery 
or appointment of peon, etc., involving expenditure of' not more than 
Rs. 5 to Rs. 15 per mensem. The honourable member Mr. Kamat 
further said that Mr. Shillidy suggested as a remedy that the power. 
to a certain extent should be delegated to educational . inspectors. 
Every sensible gentleman should agree with me , that it will be a 
retrograde step. The sum and substance of the honourable member 
Mr. Kam.at's argument was that he trusted the educational inspector~ 
a eubordmate of Government, but distrusted the Minister who could 
be displaced. by the vote of the' Legislative Council. I do not think 
anybody will accept the argument that an ordinary officer of an 
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educational inspector's rank should be trusted better than an Honourable 
Minister responsible to this House. 

As the Leader. of the House has put it, the whole question is whether 
power should be decentralised or centralised. n the House is going 
to favour centralisation of such power in. Government, as they have 
favoured it all these years, then they will support my resolution. The 
tendency of this honourable House. in the past has clearly been 
to centralise power in Government. 

My honourable friend Mr. Pestanshah N. Vakil, who calls himself a 
nationalist, said that these powers should be handed over to the 
~ubo~ates. This is the first time that this argument has been used. 
m this House. ·My honourable friend Mr. Vakil has come here in the 
place of Mr. Swaminarayan, who undoubtedly was a nationalist and 
a very staunch believer in congress creed. My honourable friend has 

· come here to-day because of the attitude of the Copgress towards 
the elections. My honourable friend who claims to be a nationalist 
will have bitter experience in the future; with all his present activities 
as a friend of nationalists, and a supporter of their creed, he will have 
no place in this House when. the Congress will fight the elections, and 
he will soon realise how his nationalist friends have treated him. 

The Honourable th~ PRESIDE~"T : An evil thought that. 
Khan Baha'dur M. A. KHUHRO : That is my view based on sound 

reasoning. I think that the ministry is now working on the principle 
of joint responsibility as laid down by the Montagu-Chelmsford Report 
and the Government of India Act and the ministry in the future will 
.all the more work on the principle of joint responsibility. We are surely 
going to have a ministry which will be jointly responsible to the House, 
and we shall have representatives in it of all the important sections and 
communities, not only Brahmins, but non-Brahmins, depressed classes 
and Mahomedans. We must have the representatives of all these 
important sections to make it a successful and a popular ministry. And 
this joint responsibility will be a proper safeguard for all the interests · 
of the various communities. If you were to use this argument before 
any real nationalist-nationalist in the real sense-he will think that the 
arguments which have been used against the resolution are reactionary 
arguments. The honourable member Mr. Swaminarayan rightly 
protested, and most strongly too, at the action of the Honourable .Minister • 
in weakly yielding this pow.er to the Director of Public lnst~ctlo?·. 1\Iy 
honourable friend Mr. Kamat wanted one instance of unfatr decision of 
the Director. I may tell him that so many honourable members gave 
·instances but unfortunately the honourable member Mr. Kamat was 

· not present from the commencement of the debate O? this question .hut 
he came in the middle of the debate and therefore he did not hear previOus 
speakers. Therefore his argument against the resolution shows that he 
is not well informed. My honourable friend Mr. Kadri actually quoted 
the instance where injustice had been done and some other instances too 
were quoted by some other honourable members. I need not therefore 
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repeat it. Some hpnourable members have stated that it is not possible ' 
for the DirectOr to look personally into every case and decide what is 
just. I do not know whether the attitude of honourable members who 
are trying to oppose my resolution should be taken to mea~ that there · 
should be Brahmin Raj in the Presidency and Amil Raj in Sind. ·If it 
is the attitude of the honourable members with that mentality that 
whene-ver a resolution is brought by an honourable member belonging 
to the backward classes, it should be viewed with ali eye of suspicion, 
I do not know what is going to be the fate of provincial autonomy in 
this Presidency. I happen to be from the Muslim commUnity and there~ 
fore it· appears my resolution is .going to be opposed by ,such members. 
Because my friend Rao Bahadur Bole belongs to the backward classes, 
therefore his resolutions also must be opposed by them. This is 
absolutely a narrow view of the situation. Those honourable members 
who call themselves nationalists should not show that spirit and should 
not unnecessarily be opposed to it. If they choose to call themselves 
nationalists, they should also act as such. I. would . nQt call those 
nationalists who would try to oppose everything brought in by anybody 
else on the communal issue. I will remind those honourable members 
who oppose my resolution that less than a week ago my friend Dr. Solanki 
asked a question in this House whether it was not a fact that a girl was 
not allowed admission in a certain municipal school. The management 
of the school supported the action' of the headmaster. ·Honourable 
members who oppose my resolution say that I am a communalist, that 
Dr. Solanki is a communalist, that Rao Bahadur Bole is a communalist. 
But is this the attitude to he taken up by the nationalists ! Is this 
the right spirit to be adopted by the school board, I ask them in .all 
seriousness, to disallow admission to a depressed class girl by supporting 
the action of the headmaster ! 

The Honourable the PRESIDE11"f : It was not a headmaster of a 
high school who was conc_erned in that case. 

Khan Bahadur M. A. KHUHRO : I mean to say that my honourable 
friend Dr. Solanki had grave suspicion that it was done whether by 
the headmaster or the school . board because she belonged to the 
depressed classes. · 

We must work as fellow-men. We must trust each other, have 
confidence in each other. It is not that only one community will rule 
over the whole country. One community cannot da;re to override the 
claims of other communities. Only one community cannot monopolise 
the power. It will be joint responsibility with proper representation 
of all classes. · · 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T: The honourable member has 
very few minutes. ' 

Khan Bahadur 111. A~ KHL'RRO : I need not say much more in support 
of my resolution. I have made it amply clear and I hope this resolution· 
will not be opposed by any member of the House. 
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The Honaurable MOtTL YI RA.FIUDDL~ AIDLID : Mr. President, 
I am very sorry that the debate haa taken an undesirable turn. I thought 
that this resolution would be disposed of within 10 minut<>s. It St>em' 
Sir, that honourable JlleDl.bers who have spoken upon this resolutio~ 
have not 'studied the subiect. 

The Minbrter :makes all gazetted appointments in the departments 
UJ:lder him. The Minister of Agricultrue :m.akf.•s all gazetted appoint
ments in the Agricultural College. My honourable friend on my right 
(Sirdar Sir Rustom Vakil) makes all the appointments in the ~Iedical 
College-gazetted appointments of professors, assistant professors and 
so on.. And the Minister of Education makes the appointments of 
principals, professors, assistant professors, lecturers, assistant lecturers. · 
And if he is not accused of partiality in all these appointments, how is it 
reasonable to suspect his impartiality,in the case of Head ~lasters. 

I :ma.y tell you why this particular power was handed over to the 
Director of Public Instruction. My honourable friend Mr. Kamat was 
quite right.l.n saying that Mr. Shillidy, who was the Retrenchment Officer 
a few years ~go, had recommended that in the interest of decentralisation 
the power might be handed· over to the Director of Public Instruction. 
A.s a measure of experiment, therefore, it was decided by my predecessor 
Dewan Bahadu.r Harilal Desai that the appointments of headmasters 
might be made by the Director of Public Instruction. I am very sorry · 
that reflections have been cast upon the character of the Director of 
Publio Instruction. I can assure you thaUhe Director of Public Instruc
tion is beyond such reflections. He is not to be blamed at all. The power 
was only delegated to him. Sir, whatever may be said in this House, 
I am trying. my best to hold the scales even between all communities, 
and whatever the extremists may say, people have come and honestly 
and conscientiously acknowledged that I was doing the right thing. 
Take the instance of my reply to Mr. Abercrombie last week. The honour
able member Mr. Ka:m.at came and informed me that I acted most 
impartially in 'my judgment about the Fergusson College. Excepting 

· those people who are extremely prejudiced, every member will easily 
understand: that the Minister, in the :matter of appointments, has to act 
according to his .conscience and according to the best recommendations 
that he receives. With regard to this power, two questions were put to 
me two years ago, one by the honourable member Mr. Swaminarayan. 
He asked me why this power was delegated and why it was not taken 
back. I told him that the Minister very often depends upon the 
recommendation of the Director of Public Instruction and not much 
harm is done if he exercises that power. Again this question was 
repeated and I was asked to consider the revision of the Government 
Resolution seriously. I must confess that my predecessor Dewan 
Bahadur Harilal Desai himself told me that he would support, if I would 
desire the reversion of the power to Govemm.ent. I was most surprised 
to hear the speech of my honourable friend Mr. Chikodi against the 
resolution. He had himself written a letter to me bitterly compla.ini.ng 
against the appointment of Mr. Rambramha as Head Master made 
by the Director of Public Instruction (llr. Lory). 
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Mr. P. R. CHIKODI : I must explain, Sir,~ 
The Honourable .MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : The honourable 

1nember will have an opportunity of explaining. 
The Honourable the · PRESIDE~'"T : The honourable member will 

not have another opportunity. . 
Mr. P.R. CHIKODI: I did write a letter to the Honourable Minister· 

-complaining about the appointment. That was a matter between a 
"Brahmin and a Brahmin, and not· between a Brahmin . and I a 
non-Brahmin, nor between a Hindu and a Mahomedan. The complaint · 
w-as not made on communal ground, nor for the purpose of · showing 
that the powers had been misused and should be. withdrawn. The 

:Director of Public Instruction may have his own reasons for appointing , 
a particular man. That does not mean that the Director was influenced 
by his office or he misused his powers. In the case I have complained 
against, the Director was not at all influenced by his office into 
.appointing a wrong man. · I 

The Honourable MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I never said 
anything of the kind. I sa.id I received a letter from. the honourable 
wmber questioning the judgment of the Director of Public Instruction. 
He further asked me to receive a deputation of certain persons on the 
subject. I did receive a deputation a~ his request and they all complained 
to me that the judgment was wrong (and there were subordinates also 
in the deputation) and I told them that if the judgment was wrong . 
in their opinion and if any injustice was done to them, they could send 
an appeal. They said that it was useless because they had to send it 
through the Director of Public Instruction who sometimes suppressed 
applications and sometimes m.a.de his own remarks and they were afraid 
()f him. That was the view which they placed before me. !.admit 
that sometimes the judgment of the Director may be wrong; sometimes 
my judgment may be wrong. But to say deliberately that the Director ' 
of Public Instruction allows himself to be unduly influenced and guided 
by his suoordinates, is, a libel upon him. ' 

Well, Sir, as I explained, the power was delegated by my predecessor. 
I have already said that all ()ther gazetted appointments are made by 
me-principals, professors, and so on. The argument now is that it is 
~nomalous that only the power of appointing headmasters should rest 
with the Director. On that ground perhaps a good case can be ~de 
()Ut. But, Sir, as has been pointed out, the Minister is generally respon
sible for his department. He has to exercise supervision over the depart~ 
ment. His responsibility, in any case cannot be denied. With regard 
to this particular matter, I had given a reply ~o years ago that the 
Government were considering this matter. As the honourable member 
has brought this resolution, I am entirely at the disposal of this House. 
If the House thinks that this power should be exercised by Government 
~s the power in the case of other appointments is now exercised, I am 
ready to take the power back. I am however not anxious to take it 
back. I am bound to add that since the present Director of Public 
Instruction has taken charge no complaint has been received by me. 
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On the contrary there was a complaint in this Honse that the Ditector of 
Public ln.struction appointed a lluhaiiUnadan junior clerk as a Superin
tendent in his office. Perhaps some people might have beJ.ie,·ed that 
I made the appointment over the head of the Director of Public ln.struc-

. tion. I therefore quok>d in my reply the very words of the Director 
of Public Instruction in support of the appointment. It will be seen 
that 80 far as the Director of Public Instruction is concerned, he is 
_perfectly impartial. I would not like to take the power back from him 
on the ground of partiality. But if the House wishes that as other 
appointments &re made by the lli.nister, so the appointments of 
headmasters should also he made by him, I shall have no objection 
to resume the power. I leave it to the House to decide. 

Question put and carried. 

., Rao Bahadur S . .K. BOLE : Sir, the resolution that stands in my 
name rnna thua : 

• This Council reeoiiUIIellda to ~n\ to take immediate steps to introdtJCe> 
a Teoancy :Bill in the intereR of tenants in. khoti 1illagee of the Ratnagiri and Kolabt. 
Diatzicta. .. 

This khoti system is nothing but an institution of serfdom and I do not 
know whether Lady Simon, who is reported to have collected some 
information about slavery, has come to know about the serfdom that 
exists in the Konkan. The khots had no proprietary rights in land 
in the Konkan but were farmers of revenue like revenue patels in the 
Deccan. But after the advent of the British rule, the revenue patels 
iii the Deoc&n remained revenue patels and did not claim any proprietary 
righta in the land but in the Konkan the khots IDallaged to get proprie
tary righta in the land because they possessed not only brains but they 
possessed ultm-i.nft.uence. In the Bombay Gazetteer "it has been said 
that 90 per cent. of the tenants were permanent occupants of the )and 
and it is after the advent of the British rule that the khots began to 
acquire proprietary righta in the land. Mr. Coles. who was deputed . 
to make an enquiry in this connecti<m, says : 

.. The plaguy question of the Collectorate hu been to define the term Khot. I consider 
him afiii"'N.F do ltan.111rpttl tptGI pririUgu rA.t. ao c.V..C.t nut ltallll ••••••••• " 

Then Captain Wingate wa.s asked to make a report in this connection. 
In his report he says: 

"The rights j, the khota appear to me to faD -rery fa~ short of an absolute proprietor
ship of the aoil. .c\Jl ryota have a claim to permanent oc:cupanc:y, but., owing to our 
re'ftntte oflicen iJnagining the Khota to be proprietora of their 'rillages aod an the 
nltinton to be merely tenant.at-Yill. and thua deelini.ng to interfere for the 
adjll8tmell\ of dispotee bettreen the Kho\ and h.ia ryot, the Khata grad aally ac:q uUed 
increased poYer." 

The Khoti .Act was passed in the year 1865. It was based on wrong 
information 811pplied by the khots and when the .Act was pasaed in this 
Council, there were representatives of Khots but not of the tenant& 
That Act wa.s amended in the year 1880. The tenanta being ignorant 
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and illiterate and quite innocent of the art of carrying on a successful 
agitation, allowed their rights and claims to be neglected and made it 
easy for the Khots to get the cultivators' names removed from the 
settiement register. The Khots being expert agitators, Government 
finally yielded to the Khots' agitation and so their names were entered 
in the register and the names of the cultivators were ordered to be 
removed from that register. After that Rao Bahadur Desai, a respon
sible revenue officer, was asked to make a report, and in his report he 
says: 

"Both the offices have been in existence side by side from the sixteenth century, 
though the patil's origin may be traced to more distant times. But untill818 neither 
of them were allowed to encroach beyohd their original limits. But all this equality 
of treatment ceased directly the British Government took charge of the Konka.n terri
tQries, because for the time the administration had to view things through eyes not their 
own. The discovery of truth became a matter of chance : conflicting opinions, sometimes 
running to extremes, prevailed. In such a confused state of things, it was thought by 
Government to be the safest policy to let things alone, so that they may find their level. 
It was an unequal contest between the ryots and the Khots; and eventually when Govern
ment intervened, the matter became worse, because they had exaggerated notions of the 
khots' rights and privileges. The result of all this is manifest in the QQvernment Reso
lution No. 2474 of 1876 and the Khoti Act based thereon. Such is, in brief, the history 
of the khoti question in this district. It affords a most instructive illustration of how an 
error which a timely contradiction would have entirely removed, develops by mere 
repetition-first pleads the sanction of usage, and backed eventually by a ·misinformed 
legislature, derides all fair attempts at its exposure." 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: There is no quorum in the ;Hou8e. 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE: You may ask the Secretary to ring the 

bell, Sir. 
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: [After a co·unt.] The honourable 

member may go on. · 
Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : In the year 1922 I moved a. resolution 

and asked Government to appoint a committee to go into the grievances 
of the tenants of the khoti villages in the Konkan districts. .Mr. Mount
ford, who was then Revenue Commissioner, Southern Division, visited 
Konkan at the time, promised to go into the matter, said that the 
Provincial Co-operative Institute was going to appoint an Enquiry 
Committee which would go into the matter and asked me to withdraw· 
the resolution. But this matter was not referred to the Konkan Co
operative Enquiry Committee at all. Therefore, I and my honourable 
friend Mr. A. N. Surve moved similar resolutions in the year 1925. Then 
again :Mr. Mountford proposed to make an enquiry in the matter. At 
~st he told us that we would be members of the committee along with 
hun but he afterwards informed us that he would conduct the inquiry 
himself and we should be present at the enquiry upon which we refused 
to take part in that enquiry. That enquiry proved a one-sided 
enquiry because, whereas the khots' representatives were there, there 
was no representative of the tenants. The tenants were called there 
~nd they were asked to state their grievances or complaints against khots 
m the presence of the khots. How can they make complaints in the 
presence of the khots 1 It was just like asking the sheep in the presence 
of the wolf whether there was any complaint against the wolf. The 

llO Hb 69-0 
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process of reducing the perma.nt'Dt tenant to & state of rpri is $!Oin~ 
on and the tenants are subjected to great hardships. Mr. ~Iountiord 
says in hia report attached to Revenue Department, Government 
Resolution, No. LC,"208S, dated 21st July 1926: 
· "In the invl!lltigati0118 Thklt I have held I have found that the lai"Jrt majority of til. 
ktlante at will who cultivate khoti khatllri have been on the land for 50 yean and more 
and I admit their position to be extremely difficult. They have to pay to the khot om•. 
half of the groee prodoce and in 110me CMl'S more. Their housee are on the khots'land. 
u ~an is khoti land. Their cattle have no ~t~"&Zing except in the khota' ~tint lands: 
as there are no public gruing grounds. They have to perform all kinds of labour that is 
demanded-ploughing or threshing, traD11planting, fuel-cutting, carrying goods 1o the 
khota' houae. etc., on a pittaoce of one anna and a DlE'&la day. It is uselt'!lll to point out 
to the ktlanta that they shoWd not Work on these Wl'llll!. Tenants at will of the khot· 
reply that although they and their fore-fathers have l'ultivat«l the khots' Ianda c:onti· 
nu0118ly they are tenants at will and cannot risk the khots' displeasure 11rhich mi~Zhl end 
in their being turned out of their Iande and therefore they have to comply. Refusal 
would D1eaB 10111 of grazing.lO!I! of fuel, 10811 of house and 10811 of land. A permanent 
tenant il only a man whoee name iJ entered in the settlement register, i.e., a man who h111 
cultivated continuously through his fore-fathers since 1843. Permanent tenant.s also 
mal eupply" f~ "labour whenever, as iJ generally the case, they depend on the khot 
for gruing and fuel. Refusal to work on very poor wages meanaloea of these privilegee." 

Then, 'Mr. Mountford in his note says : 
"I append a noreon khots in general and t'pri wnant& as an appreciation of lhe habits 

of both parties is necessary to arrive at a correct estimate of the nlue of complaints. 
A pan from ' nth', a good deal of petty exactioos undoubt«lly takee pi~. except 
among the better class of khots, as is to be expected when n have khota of all claa!ea. 
Brabmina, Parbbu.s. Maratba.s, Sonars and MahomedaDII. It is not poesible to improve 
the condition of the tenants at will11rbo have to bear a crushing burden of rent and are 
at the mercy of the khot for their grazing, except by improving the rate of pay for enforced 
labour." 

Further, Mr. Mountford writes in his note under the heading " The 
Tenant-At-Will " : 

"The Upri tenant is one 11rho bas cnlti~ated for many yeara. A permanent tenant 
andet' the Act is one who 1II'U a permanent tenant in 184:5. Thus, tenants of 70 years' 
standing are t'pri. They have improved the land, are wedded to the soil which they 
have improved, and except in the coast villages, where some go to Bombay, they have 
no alternative b11t to BUbmit to aU the exactiona of the khot under penalty of eviction 
frolll land which their fathera and grand-fathen and in some C&lle8 great-grandfathen 
have enltiva~ before them. They have to provide labour to plough the khots' lands 
and to thresh and harvm where the khots themselves cultivate; they have to cut fuel 
and take it to the khota' ho09e8 and 80 forth on a miserable pittance ranging from 3,'' 
ol a seer of grain up to 2 annu and a meal. T11.e.Jmit" of jack trees raised by their fom
fa.tbers, whioh il an important item of food in the Konkan, is taken by the khot. There 
may be 40 khots and they have to work in moo villages for each and every khot. 
They dare not refuse ae they stand to lose this land. Moreover they have no grazing 
grounds and they have to use the khote' lands for grazing. There are no village sites 
except iii khoti land and they have to live on the khots' land. Any refusal to work 
for the khota entails refo.sal. of grazing, impounding of their cattle and the danger of 
eriction from their bouee. They caa neither afford to buy a village site nor grazing 
land even if Government were to acquire such. They enjoy privile~e of free grazing 
and fuel and 80 are subject to any amount of forced labour the khots may demand 
under paiD of losing these privileges. The Khoti Act does not protect them from 
evict.ionatanytim.eandforcedlabourillthereforetherule on every khoti eatate and 
is exacted by every khot and co-sharer of the estate and some estates have 80 such. 
The condition of these Maratha Kulwadis, oppressed by the khot, ia pitiable: their 
physique is poor: their clothing raga. They are all illiwate. Tho conditions of 
Kulwadi.s, especially in the inland taluku like Chiplun ia no credit to our 
administration: but in all the COrretlpondenee underlying Out khoti settlements which 
I hl1'e studied from 186S, no atwmp' baa bee• made to eecure them any rights." 

The DEPUTY PRESIDFJ..'"T: Order, order. Is the honourable 
member going to read the whole of the report t 
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Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE: No, Sir. I am only-
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT : I should advise him, in the. best 

interests of his own resohition, that he should read to the House only 
relevant portions of it. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : What· I am reading is very· relevant. 
T:.te report goes on to say: . . I 

" The prevalent idea that they can go elsewhere if they are rackrented is false in its 
entirety~ They cannot and will not go elsewhere. They pay half or more of their gross 
produce and must labour for the khots as well as cultivate the fields they rent from the 
khots at this very high rate of rent which is paid in kind. The Government official.in 
the village is the Police Patil and he is invariably a khot or a near relative as he must be 
able t.o read and write, and no Kulwadi can read or write. Hence no complaint is listened 
to. ThiA latter point I am dealing with a.nd have directed that in all villages where there 
is complaint of" veth" (and that is in 90 per cent. of most villages) the Police Patilship 
must be changed and if possible given to a permanent tenant. 

'' The improvement of land whereby a level plot of rice is won from a sloping hill by 
stone levelling the land and erecting stone dams which collect silt deposit over a run 
of scores of years must be seen to be understood, and it would be but fair to pass a 
Tenancy Act whereby compensation for improvement should be a necessary corollary 
to eviction of a tenant of over 12 years' standing." · · . . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is a quotation which seems 
to have no end. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, Mx.llountford has seen it fit to ;report 
that a Tenancy Act is necessary and depicted a true picture of the miser
able condition of the tenants and stated in the report how they· are 
harassed. It is not necessary, therefore, to make a long speech in support 
of my resolution as there is no time. I would only appeal to the Honour-· 
able the Revenue Member to accept my resolution. Sir, I want, to see 
that the whole khoti system is abolished, but that will come later on. 
For the present, many of the grievances of the tenants would be removed 
if '1. Tenancy Act is passed by Government. It is true that the tenants 
are very poor. They do not know how to agitate. But they are of 
course awakening now, and I hope Government do not want them to 
follow the example of the tenants in the United Provinces and the · 
Punjab; I hope Government do not expect the khoti tenants to create 
disturbances. I therefore hope that my resolution will be accepted by 
Government. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. N. N. PATIL (Kola.ba. District): Sir, from the .agricultu.i-ists' 

point of view, this is a most important resolution, which has been moved 
by my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Bole. I know full well that the 
honourable member Rao Bahadur Bole is taking the keenest interest 
in the amelioration of the poor agriculturists to whittever class or 
community they belong. He is the president of the Konkan Cultivators' 
Union, of which I have the honour to become the secretary. Under the 
auspices of this union many meetings were held in Kolaba and Ratnagiri 
districts. There were two big conlerences held one at Pen in the Kolaba 
District and another at Khed in the Ratnagiri district. This resolution 
urges upon Government to abolish the khoti system. We are 
opposed to the khoti system. Unlortunately the tenants are systema
tically and conveniently exploited by the khots ·of the Ratnagiri 
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and Kolaba Districts. All the tenants have been reduced to the condition 
~f mere serfs. These khots have means of their own which they use in 
systematically exploiting the poor and the ignorant agriculturists. At 
the ·time of taking rents from the tenants, these khot.s use invariably 
the false and big measures and for this rent no receipt is given to the 
tenant. So far as measures are concerned, I should like to say that they 
are merely lifeless things made of wood but you will be amused to S{>e. 
how they grow like living ani.mals. We call the measure phari which 
should lawfully hold 12, adholis of paddy. But at the time of takin~ 
rent the phari instead of holding only 12 adholis holds from 14 to 16 
adholis. So, they grow like living animals. · 

The Hon~urable the PRESIDENT: I should like to draw the attention 
of the honourable member and the honourable member next to him 
(Mr. V. A. S11IVe) that there are only 20 minutes to seven left now. 
H I have to put the resoluti~n, then the Honourable the Revenue 
Member must have a chance to reply. I would, therefore, ask honourable 
members to limit their speeches to five minutes each. 

Mr. N. N. PATIL: Without making any further remarks on the 
point, I whole-heartedly support the resolution moved by my honourable 
friend Rao Bahadur Bole. · 

Mr. V. A. SURVE {Ratnagii:i District) (Addressed the House in 
Ma.rathi): Mr. President, I rise to oppose this resolution. He who has 
no land ought to become a tenant under the man who has got lands ; 
he· who haa no power has to obey those who have power. That :ia the 
Situation. In the Ratnagiri district, there a.re 25lakhs of acres of land. 
It is incorrect to say that the khots ill-treat their tenants ·and extort 
rents from them by foul means. I can give an instance of a clerk under 
a khot becoming a. khot himself. In the Chiplun taluka, there is one 
agitator against the khots. As. a result of his instigation a suit was 
filed against khots, which was decided in the High Court in favour of 
the khots. These tenants receive four annas per day as wages and they. 
are supplied in addition two meal&-a day. The total remuneration 
represents Rs. 17-8-0. What the honourable member Rao Bahadur 
Bole says about their remuneration is not right. All this trouble has 
been brought about by one Mr. Bendke, who is a lieutenant of 
the honourable member Rao Bahadur Bole. He is working there and 
creating discontent among these tenants. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE: Sir, the honourable member is making 
allegations against a gentleman who is not present here. Is it 
permissible t 

Mr. V. A. SURVE: He is going among the people creating discontent 
among them. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member Rao 
Bahadur Bole has raised the pdint that the speaker is referring to a 
gentleman who is not present here and therefore cannot reply. 
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.Mr. V. A. SURVE: Then, I will leave itatthat. The argument of 

my honourable fri~nd the mover of the resolution comes to this. If a. 
man occupies my houae for a number of years then he should get the 
possession of it. Let us take the analogy of the workers in the cotton 
mills of Bombay. If the argument of the honourable mover of ·the 
resolution is carried to its logical conclusion, the cotton mills shpuld 
belong to the workers.. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member has 
only a minute more . 

.Mr. V. A. SURVE : These tenants do not all belong to the district. 
They were brought there by the khots. They came from various parts 
of India, from Maharastra, Karnatak, and even such a remote place 
as Rajputana. A complaint has been made that the khots. do not pass 
receipts for the amounts which they receive from their tenants. As 
the law stands, ample provision has been made to compel the khots to 
give receipts for the amounts received by them. No special legislation 
is required. The Revenue Department can deal with the defaulters 
under the present law. · 

il 1 

I therefore oppose the resolution moved by my friend Rao Bahadur 
Bole. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEN:T : I shall now call upon the 
honourable mover to reply. 

Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : Sir, there is no time to give a reply t~ 
the honourable member Mr. Surve. If time permitted, I would have 
repudiated the allegations made by him, but as there is no time, 
I disregard them. · · 

The Honourable Mr. W. F. HUDSON: Sir, the honourable the mover, 
I suppose, has made his last speech for this session, a fact which, I am 
sure, he regrets as much as we. I am now going to make my last speech 
without any regret at all, and it is going to be a short one owing to the 
exigencies of the clock. I agree, cf course, with my honourable friend 
on the other side when he says that this is the most important resolution 
that has been moved in this session, but the emptiness of the benches 
opposite would hardly suggest that fact to a casual observer. · 

I do not propose to follow the honourable the mover into the history 
of the Kukt,s or Khots. As far as I know, I do not think I have ever 
seen a khot, but I am sure I would have recognised him had he been, 
as suggested, in wolf's clothing. But when I heard from the mover of 
the privileges to which a khot is entitled, I wished for a. moment that 
I was one myself. [Laughter.] 

As to this tenancy legislation which the honourable member wishes us 
to undertake,-and it seems to me he proceeded rather light-heartedly,
! would just like to give a. word of warning. Tenancy legislation has 
been undertaken in many parts of the world by many Governments, 
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an~ altho~h I do not profess to be an n:prrt in the complrtt' history 
of It, I think every educated man knows that it has very seldom hren 
a success. It has, indeed, been the cause of the downfall of manv 
Governments and in many cases it has fa.iled to help the people for whos.t> 
benefit it was passed. That being so, it obviously behoves us to move 
very warily in this matter,· even if we are persuaded that there is, in 
certain parts of the Presidency, some need for legislation of this kind. 
There is no doubt that Government has taken a considerabl~ 
interest in the matter of late years. There is a vast amount of literaturt> 
on the subject before me at the present time; but if we havl' not mowd 
in the matter, and if my predl'c.essors have not moved in the matter: 
I feel sure it is beeause they were painfully ronscious of the rocks and 
the· snags which surround this torm of legislation and because th~>y 
were not convinced that the remedy would not in some ways be worse 
than the disease. 

lbving said that much, Sir, 1 will let the House into a secret, which 
probably they. know, and that is that some years ago a Bill was prepared 
to deal with the question of Tenancy legislation ; and after the most 
carefnloonsideration of that Bill, Governml.'nt decided Mt to proc.eed 
with it. 

·Now, there are various forms which this legislation could take. 
It oould take the fonn of some slight amendment of the Land Revenue 
Code which would apply to the whole Presidency. It could also take 
the fonn of a new Bill for Tenancy legislation for the whole Presidency. 
It can also do what the honourable member confines himself to in the 
resolution, that is to say, it can deal only with the khoti villages. 
Government at the present momE>nt are considering which of these three 
alternatives, if any, they should undertake. They are not committed 
to anything, and I am sorry to infonn the honourable mover that 
I cannot accept thi<:j resolution in exactly the words in which he has put 
it, that is to say, he recommends the Government to take immediate 
steps to introduce a Tenancy Bill.in th~ interests of the tenants of the · 
khoti villages of the Ratnagiri and .Kola.ba districts, and I say that 
because we are not yet convinced either of the necessity of legislation 
or of the fonn (if we v.ere convinced of the necessity of legislation) which 
such legislation should take, but I hope the honourable member will 
be content with the assurance which I am now about to give him, namely, 
that Goveminent will take immediate st~ps further to consider the 
desirability of introducing a Tenancy Bill in the interests of the tenants 
in those districts. I may say that in making that promise I propose 
to carry it out v&y literally. Early tomorrow morning, when my 
honourable friend will doubtless be still asleep, I shall be considering a 
file as big as that box dealing with the whole correspondence which has 
arisen out of these proposals, and I would therefore suggest to him that 
he would do well to follow the advice which he hi~lf gave today to 
another honourable mfmber, namely, to withdraw the present f!.'Solution 
and bring in another at the next session. 
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Rao Bahadur S. K. BOLE : In view of the assurance that has been 
given by the Honourable the Revenue Member, I beg leave of the House 
to withdraw my resolution. · 

Resolution, by leave, withdrawn . .,~ 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I have now to intimate to the 
House that I have received a Commission from His Excellency dire.cting 
me to announce that he is pleased to order that the present session of the 
Legislative Council should be prorogued. Accordingly, by virtue of. 
this Commission of His Excellency, I declare the Council prorogued until 
the date of which due notice shall be given. This Council is now prorogued. 
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We
1 

the members• of the Select Committee appointed to consider 
Bill No. III of 1931 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Irrigation 
Act, 1879) have the honour to report as follows:- · 

We have carefully considered the Bill and hav~ made considerable 
alterations therein. The reasons for the principal alterations are noted 
against the clauses as re-drafted. We have amended the original plan 
of the Bill to suit the convenience from a drafting point of view. The 
consequential changes which have been necessitated by the insertion of 
new provisions have been suggested to be made in the Act itself, and the 
new provisions themselves, which are bnly applicable to lands irrigable 
by the Lloyd Barrage Canals, have been suggested to be incorporated 
in a special part (Part XI) at the end of the Act as it stands at present. 

·Clause 2.-This corresponds to clause 3 of the ·original Bill, and the 
only alteration made therein is due to the re-numbering of the proposed 
new sections in 3 separate part by themselves at the end of the Act. 

Clause 3.-This corresponds to clause 5 of the original Bill. 
Clause 4.-This clause provides for the introduction of 3 new part 

(Part XI) in the origmal Act. · 
Proposed new section 90.-This section incorporates the principle 

which was accepted in the Council that these provisions should apply 
in the first instance to lands irrigable by the Lloyd Barrage Canals only. 
We have omitted thewords •'inSind" after ''the Lloyd Barrage Canals,'' 
because we understand that some of the lands irrigated by the Lloyd 
Barrage Canals do not fall strictly within the territ<;>rial limits of the 
province of Sind. We have also provided that before this part is extended 
by a notification to lands irrigable by other canals in Sind, such noti
fication should, in the first instance, be laid on the table of the Council 
and should be approved by it on a motion made by Government~ 
that effect. 

Proposed new section 91.-Bub-section (1) corresponds to section 20A 
which was proposed to be inserted by clause 2 of the original Bill 'In 
re-drafting this clause we have provided that the Canal-officer who 
exercises powers under this section should not be inferior in rank to an 
executive engineer. We hal•e omitted the words ''for the settlement 
of any dispute concerning a water-course," because we think that the 
provision '' for the more efficient distribution of water" is sufficiently 
comprehensive for all ptirposes. · 

• .~.Yott.-The signatures of Mr.\·. N. Patil, Khan Baha.dur lL. A. Khuhro, Syed lliran 
Mahomed Shah, Khan. Bahadur .Allahbt.k:sh Cmar and Sir Shah :Xanz Kh.ar1 
Bhutto., Kt., will be notified wheu received. 

110 Hb i0-1 
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In sub~section (2) we Jun·e laid down what procedure is to be adopted 

after obje<:tions have been called for under sub-section (1). We think 
that a period of thirty days is sufficient for the purpose of lodging any 
objections with the Canal-officer.• W' e have also proYided for an amicable 
settlement of any objections as between the Canal-officer and the holder 
of land: We think that if no such settlement is arrived at, the matter 
should be referred to the Collector whose decision, we consider, should 
be final and conclusive subject to such orders as may be passed by the 
Commissioner in revision. 

Sub-section (3).-This ~ub-section bars the jurisdiction of civil courts 
in the matter of entertainment of any suit or application in regard to 
the proposed alignment or construction of a water-course. We are o{ 
opinion that speedy disposal of objections is essential in cases of this 
kind and a recourse to the civil courts, if allowed, is bound to hold up 
the construction of water-courses and the efficient distribution of water 
throughout a canal system. · ' 
· Sub-section (4).-We realise that a landholder should not be called 
upon to pay twice for the alignment and construction of a water-course. 
We have therefore provided that any further alterations in the alignment 
or construction of a water-course which has been newly constructed 
should be carried out at the expense of Government. · 
. Proposed new section 92: Suh-sectinn (1).-This corresponds to sub
section (1) of the new section 20B, which was proposed to be inserted 
in clause 2 of the original Bill. 

Sub-section (2).-This sub-section is intended to provide for the con
tingency which may arise if the holder of land exercises the option given 
under sub-section (1) of constructing the new water-course himself and 
then fails to construct it either to the satisfaction of the Canal-officer 
or within the period specified .. We think that in such a case. the Canal
officer should have power to construct or re-construct the same in whole 
or in part. 

Su~sectioo · (3).-This sub-section incorporates the provision that 
was made in sublsection (2) of the new. section 20B which was proposed 
in clause 2 of the original Bill, the only dllierl'nce being that the sub-. 
section as re-drafted by us provides foi...the handing over of the posses&ion 
of the water-course, after it has been constructed, without waiting for 
the payment in full of the cost of constructing the water-course.· This 
is necessary, because, as will be pointed out later, we have made a provi
sion for the cost being recovered in instalments which may extend over 
a period of t~enty years. · · 
· Sub-section (4).-Part (a) of this sub-section lays down how the cost 
of constructing water-courses. is to be apportioned among the holders 
of the land concerned. We think it equitable that the whole canal 
system of a particular canal should be taken as the unit and that the 
cost should be distributed on an acreage basis. We realise that it is 
not altogether fair that lands which have a water-supply at the present 
time should be called upon to pay for the cost of constructing new water
courses in the same proportion as lands which have never had a water
Eupply so far are called upon to pay. We have therefore provided that 
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<~ccupied lands which have not been cultivated during the last twenty, 
nars should pay three times and Government lands should pay twice 
the rates chargeable to occupied lands which have been cultivated 
during the last twenty years. We have made our meaning clear by 
adding an illustration to show how this is to be effected. ' 

Part (b) of this sub-section is intended to provide for the· contingency 
that may arise if a part of the new water-course is ~onstructed by' the 
holders of the land at their own expense and the remaining portion is 
constructed by the Canal-officer in virtue of the power given to h.im: 
under sub-section (2) of this section. We think it is but fair that credit 
f>hould be giv-en to the holders .of land for the cost they have incurred 
in constructing a part of the w~r-course and that in arriving at the" 
cost per acre of constructing the water-courses the area. of the land 
w-hich would have been irrigated by the water-courses· partially con
structed by the holders of the land should be excluded from the calcula.; 
tions and that the rate per acre should be levied only on those lands 
which would not have been so irrigated. We have made our meaning 
dear by adding an illustration to show how this pr6'Vision would.actually 
work. 

Part (c) of this sub-section provides for the cost of .the water-courses 
being recovered, at the option of the holders of the land,. in. not more· 
than twenty annual instalments, and we think it right that .the rate of 
interest levied when the option is so exercised, should not exceed· the. 
rate which Government have to pay on their own borrowings on the 
date on which the sum due from the holders of the land becomes payable. 

Part (d) provides for the recovery of the amounts payable by the 
holders of .land imder the provisions of section 57 of the Act. 

Sub-section (5).-This sub-section corresponds to sub-section (3) of 
section 20B which was proposed to be inserted by clause 2 of the original 
Bill. 

Explanation.-In re-drafting the explanation in the original Bili we 
have provided that the cost of the preliminary survey operations should. 
not include more than two-thirds of the cost of the main rectaniulation~ 
and sub-rectangulation. We think that both these operations are 
essential for the purpose of laying down the water-courses scientificallY. 
and that the major portion of the cost should therefore be recovered 
from the holders of the lands which would benefit directly from these 
scientifically constructed water-courses. 

Sub-section 6.-This sub--section takes the place of section 35! which 
was proposed to be inserted by clause 6 of the original Bill. In view 
of the fact that all lands in the Barrage area will receive water and the 
fact that a provision has been made in sub-section (4) of this section 
for the more equitable apportionment of the cost of constructing water
courses, we do not contemplate that any questions for the payment of 
compensation would arise. We have therefore in re-drafting this part 
of the Bill made a provision for a _petition being presented to the Collector 
by any person who considers himself to be aggrieved by the order of 

Mo Hb 70-la 
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the Canal-officer as regards the apportionment of the cost of ronstruction 
of a water-course. Just as the Colledor's order as regards compensation. 
under the abovementioned section 35A was proposed to be made final 
by the mention of that section in section 36 of the Act [clause 7 (a) of 
the original bill], so we have proposed that the Collector's decision at 
regards the apportionment of costs should be final and conclusive subjecs 
to revision by the Commissioner. , 

Proposed new sectwn 93.-This section takes the place of clause 4 in 
the . original Bill. We have, however, added an additional pro\-iso 
that no compensation shall be payable for the stoppage of the supply 
of water to any water-course or to any person who is entitled to a supply,. 
if such stoppage was due to any action of the Canal-officer in changing 
or transferring the sources of water-supply under the provisions of 
section 91 during the period between the 1st of Ju.ne 1926 and the coming 
into operation of this Act. This provision is essential to cover the cases 
of water-courses the construction of which has already been undertaken, 
the case ·of water-courses to be constructed in future being cover?<~ 
by the amendment of section 28 propo~ed in clause 3 of this Bill. 

Clause 'l of the original Bill.-We have deleted this clause as it is no 
longer necessary. (a) The finality given to the Collector's order under 
sub-section (6) of the proposed new section 92 makes the amendment of 
section 36, proposed here, .unnecessary. (b) As the provision for 
compensation has been done away with, the amendment proposed here is 
also unnecessary. (c) It follows therefore that the marginal note need 
not be amended. · 

Clause 8 of the original BiU.-As the provision for compensation made 
in section 35A, which was proposed to be inserted by clause 6 of the Bill,.. 
has b.een deleted, the amendment of section 38 proposed in clause 8 of the 
original Bill becomes redundant. 

We recommend that this report, with the minutes of dissent, if any, 
and the Bill as amended be translated and published in :Marathi, Gujarati, 

· Kanarese and Urdu in the Bombay GQVernment Gazette and in Sindhi 
in the Sind Official Gazette. · · 

(Signed) G. B. PRADHAN, 

( 11 ) W. F. HunsoN, 
( " ) R. R. KALE, 
( , ) P. G. SoLANKI, 
( , ) S. N. ANGADI, 
( , ) V. N. JoG, 
(, " ) B. s. IU.MAT 

(subject to a minute of dissent), 
G. v. PRADRAN, ( ,, ) 

( " ) 
( " ) 

ABDl"'L LATIF fuJI fuJRAT KH!N, 
A. :N. St"RVE 

. (subject to a minute* of di.9sent) • 

.. Will be published when recei\·ed. 
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(Jlinute of ifissem by . ..llr. B. S. Kamal, ..ll.L.C.) 

( 1) In the not~s to the clauses, in clause 92, sub-section 5, Explana;. 
iion, delete the sentence after the word '' snb-rectangulation " and in 
()rder to bring the language of the note in conformity with the language of 
the sub-clause substitute the following :- I· 

"We are advised that both these operations are essential for the 
purpose of laying down the water-courses scientifically; while the 
holders of the land would be directly benefited by such rectangulation 
Gonrnment also would benefit indirectly therefrom .. We have there• 
fore provided that the cost of the preliminary survey operations shall 
not include more than two-thirds of the cost of the main rectangulation 
and sub-rectangulation." 
(2) I would omit the illustration to sub-clause '4 (b), clause 92, of 

ihe Bill as amended. I consider this redundant. It unnecessarily 
.owrloads the sub-clause, which appears- to be sufficiently clear. 

2nd July 1931. (Signed) B. S. K..!MAT. · 

(.Minute of dissetu by Jlr. A. N. Surve, Jl.L.C.) 

Standing Order VIII, 6 (4)-Council Manual, page 234, provides for 
.hearing " representatives of special interests affected by. the measure,, 
and in view of the grave issues involved in the bill and the interests of 
the public affected by its provisions, I consider that it was necessary ta 
have followed thio; procedure, especially because all the relevant material 
which would have considerably helped the forming of a right judgment 
was not forthcoming. 

Again, the omission to make use of the procedure laid down in Standing 
•Drder VIII, 6 (3)-Council Manual, page 234:, was in my opinion a grave 
.. defect which has considerably affected the value of the report. · . 

.Moreover, the attitude of Government with reference to this bill is of . 
. a double character. It is called upon to be fair and equitable 
.in its capacity as "Administrators" and at the same time it has to look 
.to and to take care of its 011-n interests as " holders of land". That 
these functions are mutually conflicting and do not permit ~£ 
reconciliation is made apparent by the proposed section 92 (4) (a) which 
subjects Government lands to twice and occupied land not. cultivated 
before 1911 to three times the assessment for the calculation of costs. As 
Government will be selling these lands to purchasers in due course of time, 
it is unfair that these lands should be lightly burdened as compared with 
other uncultivated lands, which are held by inhabitants of Sind or of this 
Presidency, especially because there is no guarantee that the purchasers 
from Government may not be inhabitants of other Presidencies or ev611 
foreigner~. If this contingency occurs then a stranger 11ill be receiving 
preferential treatment, as against the inhabitants of Sind or of 
this Presidency who may be holding lands which were not cultivated 

• 
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before 1911, in the matter of burden of assessment of costs. This is 
hardly fair or even just if wa consider that the stranger has not
contributed a single pie to the Government reYenue, whereas the holders 
of land have been contributing to the reYenues which keep the Gowm
ment functioning and enable it to undertake and to carrv out schemes 
of the nature of Sukkur Barrage. . • 

Similarly calculation of costs on u acreage basis " irrespectiYe of co~ts 
incurred in particular areas [section 92 (:1) (a)], ousting of jurisdiction 
of civil courts [~ction 91 (3)] and retrospectiYe efiect (section 93, first 
proviso}, illustrate the ex.tent to· which principles ot legislation are 
disregarded at the behest of the spectre of the financial prospects of the 
scheme. In an "Emergency Bill" proYisi()ns of this nature may be 
permissible but in the present bill their presence is objectionable on two 
grounds, viz. (1) that the duration of the bill is not limited in time, and 
(2) that its operation may be extended to future undertakings. 

The concession involved in the remission of one-third cost of survey 
for purposes of rectangulation and sub-rectangulation, is more appart>nt 
than real, inasmuch as it saddles the holders of land as a matter of fact 
with two-thirds of the cost for the supposed benefit which in actual 
practice they never receive. These operations-scientific.! as they are 
called--:result in giving a barely sufficient supply of water to holders 
of land who formerly received enough or more. It is alleged that they 
are benefited when as a matter of fact they are receiving a reduced supply ; 
the portion thus saved is supplied by GoYernment to new landholders 
'in return for which it receives payments. 

In this manner the ho1der of land is subjected to a double loss involved 
in reduced supply of water and the burden of two-thirds ·part of the 
costs. It is therefore hard to accept the proposition that the holders 
'of land would be benefited-directly or indirectly is no matter of 
concern-when it is apparent that the benefit is one-sided only and 
accrues solely to Gov;ernment. But apart from the merits of the question,. 
the fact is that the idea of rectangulation was borrowed from the Punja~ 
some three years ago and has been in-operation since then in the Barrage 
area. It, therefore, follows that the charges .for these items were not 
included in the estimates by Government when they were framed or 
placed before the Coll.ncil for discussion. Therefore, it would hardly 
be fair to ask the landholders to bear the costs at all, but even to ask 
them to ~e~;~or two-thirds of the costs is, in my humble opinion, perfectly 
unjust on merits and unwarranted by reason of omission to inclu~e 
this item of costs in the estimate which was placed before the Council. 
I, therefore, submit that the whole cost of these operations should he 
'borne by Government alone. 

I am of opinion that the provisions for ousting the jurisdiction of 
civil courts made in section 91 (3) and also in section 92 (6) are in excess 
of the powers of the Select Committee. As a matter of fact, these 

· provisions constitute altogether a new matter which was not in the 
original bill when it was discussed in the Council. It will be a question 

' . 
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for decision wheth~r the ~lect Committee was within its powers in 
incorporating these provisions which constitute a grave and serious 
invasion of the rights of a fundamental character enjoyed by the subjects 
of all civilised and well ordered Governments. · 

For these reasons, I beg to differ from my honourable colleagues · 
on the following points, viz. :- · 

(1) Discriminatory assessment of costs as between Government 
lands and lands occupied but not cultivated before 1911 ; 

(2) Division of costs of rectangulation and sub-rectangulation 
survey between landholders ·and Government ; 

(3) Calculation of costs on acreage basis ; 
(4) Ousting of jurisdiction. of civil coui-ts; and . 
(5) Extension ot application to other areas in Sind which may be 

improved and remodelled in future. 
On these points I beg to submit my proposals as stated below ::- · 

(1) Holders of lands occupied but not cultivated before 1911 should 
he assessed at twice and Government at three times for purposes of 
costs of construction. 

(2) Costs of rectangulation and sub-rectangulation should be home 
entirely by Government. · · 

(3) Some more reasonable and workable unit should be adopted in 
lieu of the unit of canal system proposed by the Select Committee. 

(4) Jurisdiction of civil courts should. not be excluded-not at 
least in cases of other canals to which the Act may be extended in 
future: 

(5) Clause empowering extension of the new chapter to other areas 
. should he dropped. 

(Joint minute of dissent by Kf111n Bahadur M.A. Khuhro, 
Jf.L.C., and Syeil Jlimn Makomeil Shah, Jl.L.C.) 

We regret that we cannot agree with the contentsof the report of the 
Select Committee, which is more or less written without our co-operation . 
and consent, as representatives of the Province of Sind, which is going to 
be affected a great deal by the operation of the proposed amendments 
in the Irrigation Bill. · 

It would have been in our opinion really a very desirable step on the 
part of the Committee to have decided to visit at least some important 
centres Uke Hyderabad, Sukkur and Larkana, in order to see things for 
themselves and record evidences of the representatives of the Zamin
dary Associations who sp~ak for the agriculturists affected. 

If this could not be done, at least the representatiom and the protests 
of Sind public ought to have been translated and circulated among the 
members of the Select Committee prior to its deliberations. 
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· In new rlause 92, sub-daWJe (l) (a), we do not feel that the deri~ion of 
the Select Committ~ is based on any sound reasoning or any just and 
fair consideration in apportioning the cost of the construction of Karil\3 
with re~t ro the three kinds of lands existing in Sind. Justire 
demands that the discrimination should have been based on fairer and 

·more h"beral considerations, because lands that are cultivated at present 
· do not benefit to any considerable extent by the change of irrigational 
system and therefore the proportion of cost assigned to them is 
far more in proportion to what they will gain, consequently we 
hold that the proportion of their payment should be reduced 
further. It would have been in fact proper to exclude this class 
altogether from payment in, view of the infinitely small and negligible 
advantage that may be derived by them. Furthermore the discrimina· 
tion made between the private waste lands and Gowmment waste 
lands is held by us to be wholly unsound and unjustified, when a private 
landholder whose land is uncultivated is imposed the burden of paying 
in ratio of 1 to 3, there is no justification whatsoever that the Govern
ment should escape that rate and pay at the ratio of 1 to 2. We there· 
fore propose that the share to be borne by Gowrnment waste lands 
should also be raised to the same standard as that of the private holdings, 
as both lands will benefit alike. · 

'We also fundamentally disagree with the explanation to sub-clause 
(.i) as it is worded, invoh-ing the principle of debiting two-thirds of the 
cost of main rectangulation and sub-rectangulation to the landholders. 
'We disagree with this decision of the Committee on this consideration 
that the main rectangulation and sub-rectangulation was and bas been 
undertaken by Go¥emment without obtaining the consent of the private 

• landholders, who strongly maintain that by this rectangulation 
surrey they in no way benefit, but it is the State alone that 

'benefits. There are only two obvious advantages of this survey, viz., 
the proper and equitable distribution of water whereby only those lands 
benefit which do not get adequate water at present ; and they by 
getting adequate water supply would be' liable to pay land assessment, · 
which is evidently a gain to the State. Secondly it facilitates the 
assessing of land .reYenue on each Kh.atedar, which also is the sole 
concern of the State. The Zamindars have got used to the present 
s'D.lTey and they l.aYe no cause to complain. It is no use trying to say 
that they are paying more land assessment at present by not cultivating 
their entire survey numbers: they being too big and unwieldy. They 
:know their interests better and therefore it is for them to come forward 
if they so desire to han their lands surveyed by the rectangula
tion survey and in that case those people who think that they will 

- benefit by this survey are at liberty to bear ·whole or two-thirds of the 
~ost, as the Gowmment settles with them. · 

Besides we wish to mAke it clear that the bill, as it was originally 
introduced in the last session, nowhere gives the indication that the 
cost of rectangulation and sub-rec:ta.ngulation sun·ey was intended to 

J 
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be charged to the landowners. We therefore strongly maintain that 
-two-thirds cost of· this survey imposed on the agricultuxists is not 
justified, but that it should entirely be borne by the Government .. 

As decided in the Select. Committee, the Civil Couxt has jUrisdiction 
of hearing appeals in all matters of dispute except alignment ~nd 
-construction of water-courses. But we feel that the present clause· 92) 
sub-clause (6), belies that decision.inasmuch as the. word Civil Couxt. 
does not appear anywhere. We would therefore suggest that the 
word " Civil Court " should be inserted in view of the decision of the · 
Select Committee after the word " Commissioner " in the last line of · 
sub-clause (6). 

We also strongly object to the second proviso to clause 93 which 
intends. to deliberately deprive the owners of lands from . claiming 
.compensation even if they suffer by losing a crop in the event of a slow 
and untimely procedure in altering the source of water supply, ·by ·a 
Canal-officer. We therefore suggest that this proviso shoUld entirely be 
eliminated. 

These are the reasons which we feel are of a great consequence and we'. 
wish to press them in the next Council session hoping that justice woul~ 
be done by the Legislative Council as a whole to the landed class of this 
Province and we cannot therefore he a party to this Report of the Select 
Committee. · 

(.Minute of dissent by Si-r Shah N awaz Khan Bhutto, Kt., 
C.I.E., O.B:E., M.L.O.) 

I disagree with the explanation, as it is worded, involVing the principle 
of debiting 2/3rds of the cost of main rectangulation and sub-rectangula
tion to the land holders. I disagree on this consideration that the main 
rectangulation and sub-rectangulation was and ·has been undertaken by 
Government without obtaining the consent of the private land holders,· 
who strongly maintain that by this rectangulation survey they do not 
benefit .anything, hut it is the State alone that benefits. There are only 
two obvious advantag{'s of this survey, viz., the proper and equitable 
distribution of water whereby only those lands benefit which do not get 
ad~>quate water at present and they by getting adequate water supply 
would be liable to pay land revenue assessment, which is evidently a gain 
to the State. Secondly it facilitates the asses~ing of land revenue of 
each Khatedar, which also is the sole concern of the State. The 
zamindars are used to the present survey and they have no cause 
to complain. It is no use trying to say that the agriculturists are paying 
more land revenue assessment at present by not cultivating their entire 
~urvey numbers, they being too big and unwieldy. They know their 
mt~rests better an~ therefore it is for them to come forward if they so 
~es~re to have thelf lands surveyed by the rectangulation survey and 
m that case those people who think that thev will benefit by this survey 
are at li~erty to bear the whole or 2/3rds of the cost, as the Government 
:Settles w1th them. But I strongly maintain that the principle of inflicting 
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2f3rds of the cost of this 8Ul'Yty on the agriculturists, will not ~ filir 
and that the State should ~ar it entirely. The agrirulturi.,.ts will nen·r 
be prepared to undertake this burden of the cost of surrey 1rhich it 
wu never imagined by any of us 1rould enr be lt'OOVered from the 
land o1rners. Even the explanation as it was worded, wh('n th(' Bill 
wu originally introduced in the last session, did not by any 
chance contain anything whereby it could have been presumed that thE
cost of rectangulation survey 1ras intended to be f('("()vered from the land 
01rners. 

Aa decided in the Select Committee the Ciril Court h~ jurisdiction of 
hearing appeals in all matters of dispute exc('pt alignment and construc
tion of water--courses. But the present clause 92 sub--clause (6) dQ('s not 
explicitly carry out that decision inasmuch as the words "Ciril Court " 
do not appear an11rhere. I would therefore suggest that the 
words" Civil Court .. should be inserted in new of the decision of the 
Select Committee after the word " Commissioner '' in the last line of 
sub--cIa use ( 6). 

I also strongly object to the second proYiso to clause 93 which intends 
. to deliberately deprive the o1rners of lands from claiming compensation 

even if they sufier by losing a crop because of a slow and 
untimely procedure in altering the source of wat('r supply, by a Canal~ 
officer. I therefore suggest that this proviso should be entirely 
eliminated. 

BILL No. m OF 1931. 

A Bill further to _amend tlit Bombay l"igation Act,18i9. 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the Bombay Irrigation · 
Act, 1879, in manner hereinafter appt>aring; and whereas the previous 
sanction of the Governor General required by sub-section (3) of section 
80.! of the Government of India Act and the previous sanction of the 
Governor required by section 8CC of the raid Act have been obtained for 
the passing of this Act ; It is hereby enacted as follows :-

1. Slwrt t&lk a~Hl eemmeaeemeat. This Act may be called the
. Bombay Irrigation (Amendment) Act, 1931. 

3. 2. Amendment of sect ton 24 of Bom. VII of 1879.-In section 24: of 
the Bm.,.baylrrigalion Act, hereinafttr called tli~ said Act, after the word 
"water-course" the words " and no land occupied by a water-course 
constructed under section gQB 92" shall be inserted. 

:i. 3. Amendment of section 28 of Bom. f II of 1879.-In section 28 of 
the said A.c~ at tAt end of clause (e) for tlie full llop a semi-colon daU be 
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substituted and afte( the said clause the following clause shall be inserted· 
namely:- . · 

"(j) whenever the source of water-supply of any land dependent 
on any water-course is ordered to be changed by a Canal-officer under 
section g~ 91.'' · · 

9. New seetiea a5A ef Eem.-VII ef 18+9-. AFteF seetiea :il5 ef' 
the saifl Aet the fellewiag seetiea shaY be inse1:'tea,~-:-

" ~. ~lJeasatiea ea. aeeel'HJ:t ef ehaage ef se1ues a£ water·. 
~.-(1) Aay persoa aggrieve a by aa erfle£ of a Caaal oiB:etH:' 
ll:Rfler seetiea g~ay pFe~eat a petitiea .fo:r eempeasa~ 
the CeYeeteF for aay less a1·isiag fl-eHl SReh &£EleP-,-an4-~
leeteF may, after eeasulting the-Caaal oiB:eer, awal'EI: te. the peti 
tieae1· 1·easeaable eempeasatioa £or sReh:-less.. . . 

(2) Ia making aa awal'EI: RB:Rt'l' sRb seetioR (1} the CoYeeteP· 
may El:in·et tllat th · aiEl by the 
~r-e¥-h:eklers-ef..th:e-lan4-wlliell may have beneiite~he
el'ael' macle·RB:tlel' seetiea 2Q.A : 
~El that ao orfleF shaY be passefl ·.mfler this seetien 

agaiast aay peFseR ll:Rless he llas beeR heanl-En•-has had a 
ft'asoRable opllOl'tRRity-ef..beiRg llea1·EI: ia the matter." · · 

+. AmeRffi:B:eRt of seetion· a9 ef Eem.~~-lgf.{}, IR seetie& 
~he. saifl Aet,- . 

(a) feF the wePds-1
;. eitlle.F of t:he-last-twe p~:·eeefliag s~ '' 

tlie-~ and iigRl'es " see#ea---Q4,-35 eF 35} .. "-s~ 
~~; . 

(b) aftel' the woPEI: "&WaF4e4 "-the--wei'4s-" er-th.e ptn·soa-b.y: 
wl!om-the-eBmpensatieR-Shall ~e payable "-shall be ilassrteel :-i:ffi4. 

(c) feHhe maPginal nete,-the-feYowiBg shall be s:•bst~,. 
B:!tmely :-

" Ikeisie-a:-as-te-ameaat-4eemp~n eF the pePs oR by whom 
it shaY be payaele eEleP seeti~4,-8~5 .. A eoaeltl:Sive." 

8. Amenf.lHI:eat of seet~S of Eonl, VII ef lS.f-9.-IB:-seet~ 
&i-t-he saia :J .. et £oF the-wei'il-~:m~s-" ~a "-tfte.wopfl aa€6 
~~~ g5 and g5A ··~~tlited. · 

4. Insertion of a new Part Xl.-After section 89 of the said Act, the 
• following heading and sections shall be inserted, namely:-· 

"Part XI.-Special provisions for certain lands 
irrigable by the Lloyd Barrage Canals. 

90. Application of this ·Part.-This Part shall apply, in the first 
instance, to lands irrigable by the Lloyd Barrage Canals only. The 
Govemor in Council may, from time to time, by notification in the 
" Bombay Government Gazette" extend this Pm·t to lands irrigable by 
sur;h other canals in Sind as may, from time to time, be improved or 
t'emodelled for the more efficient distribution of water therefrom : ' 
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Prot·ided, lotfft·tr, tAat no such t~olijirotiml may~ published tmtilthe 

scheme i11 rtsj;td of it has betnlaid on tht Co•mc-il tablt and approretl by 
the Coum:tl o;a a. ,wtimt made by Gorernmenl. 
a. Xew seetiea 2QA aatl 2Qll ef lleiB. YII ef l~iQ. AhH 

et>etiea gg ef tlie llemllay Irrigatien Aet,-±8+9, 'htPeiBafter enlltfl 
.1Jte ~aia Aet, tlie fellewi:B:g seetieas shalllle iBserted,~ :-

" g()A. Pewt>r te ehaage seltfee ef water sHpply.~-vH 
it appears te IH:iy Caaal efieer that it is Ufledieat te eha:t:tgt" 
the Sf:rtH'ee ef watn supply ef aay laatl, either fer the mere eftiei!'BS 
·<lietrfbetiea ef watt~• er fer t'ht> settlemeBt ef RBY di!iip\ttt> eeBet>ra 
Big a watt>r ee~e. lie s'hall sern a aetiee ea the 'helller er helflt>rs · 

· ef. the laBil, B:B!l if he JIF&peses te traBsfer t'he eetH'E't' ef witter 
· SUJ!J!ly ef t'he laB!l te aBy existiBg water eert:rse, eB the e~ 
. eWBers ef saeli water eeurse alse, ea:lliBg upeB tht>m te state their 
-&lljeetieftll,~, te tlie ehiH:i:ge ;aaa if B:R elljeetiea is raisetl,-ef' 
.if IH:iY elljeetiea is :Faised aH:d is feu-Bd lly the ~ efieer te lle 
iBsnfieieat er iBvalid, the t'IH:i:al eilieel' may ehaBge the se\H'ee 
bf ·water SU:f'fllr ef the laaa iB sueh meaeF as he thiBks 

·t'Xflt"<lit>Bt." . 
91. Power to change source of water-supply.-(1) ll'heuet·er it 

appears to any Caool-officer not inferior in rank to an Executire 
.Engineer that il is expedient to change the source of water-supply of any 
landfor the more efficient distribution of water, he shallsen·e a notice on 
.the holder or lwlders of the land and, if he proposes to transfer' the source 
.()f u:ater-supply of the land to any existing water-course, on the wner or 
.Qtfners of such tOOter-course also, calling UJXm them to state in tcriting 
'"their objections, if any, as to the alignment or construction of the proposed 
trater-course. 

(2) (i) If no objtetion is raised· within thirty Jays fmm the date of 
·.sen-ice of the Mlice, the Ca11al-ojficer may change the source of vater
.supply of the land in such manner as he thid·s expedient. 

(i&) If any objections are receit•eil u·ithin the said period of thirty days, 
'.the Canal-officer shall gh·e the holder or holders of land concerned a 
rrosom~ble opportunity of being heard ruid may, if the said objections are 
.settled, proceed to change the source of water-supply accordingly. 

(iii) If no seltlemePct in respect of the said objections be arrit•ed 
.at between the Caool-officer and the Jwlder or holders of land wncel'ned, 
the Cam~l-officer shall forthu·ith refer the maUer to the Collector u·hose • 
. decision, subject to any orders that may be passed in re-t:1sion by the 
.Commissioner, "shaU be final and condusire. 

(3) No cit·il court shaU entertain any suit or application as regards the 
proposed alignmnli or construction of a water-course. 

(..l) If after the construction of any ner.c water-course the CaMl-ojficer 
finds that any further alteratioils in the alignment or cornstruction of the 
said. troter-course are necessary, it t~hall be lawful for him with the 
pret·ious sanction of the Collector to carry out the necessary alterations at 
the expense of Got·ernme1cl. 
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" ge,m, Geastl·aetien af B:ew-w:MtoP-eeHl'ses and liaai±itr ef -la.aa·· 
~Ps fer flRymefl:t ef east thereef. (1) ~;tll'saaaee ef tl:te 
tmwisieB:s e.f-the last llF~g' ~ielH:t-sha.ll appeal' te~Gaital
effiee-P-~w-wate.t'-eeai'Ses-s-l:tew:ld-9e-eeastraeted ff:lJ! the ir1·iga · 
tie:a-ef aay land ia plaee af aay ~istiag wah~r eel:H'ses, it ~hall 
he-lawful:-i&l'-hlm-te eeastruet saeh -water ee'IH'ses--fJrS---he-~s 
li~iHf: 

~ea-~-tlle--hehlEH' er hela~eH's ef-.e:aeh laa£1 agl'l:ll!l te 
eoastPaet saeh aew water eE:ffirses at lris eWH: east to the satisfaetiea· 
~ CaaaJ offieer withiR a speeifieElpePied,-the St~id effieer saaR 
~ helder er hel4el'&-an eptiea ef sa eanstrnetiH:g the same. _ 

(2} The east ef eaastPaetiH:g aay SHell water eelH'se shaY,-~. 
the wate1· eem·se is eaastru~y:-tli~aB:&l-e4Iie~,-'Be-pai~· 
helde'P eP helElePs. ef the laaa te ee--irrigatea "By it te the Gaaal· 
~. The GaaaJ affieer shaY, en eampletien ef the wate1· eeurse, 
give te tl:te llelaer er helaeJ~s ef laaEl eeneeraea netiee thereei 
aaEl ef the SU:l!i· payaBle -By-tllem ea aeeauB:t e£ tlle east .ef· 
eeastraetiag the water ee~lPse. GR-&aeh netiee beiH:g given,--s:a:e-h· 
fffiB:1-5hall ae dae frem snell helEler 91' helaers ·af laaa te-fhe· 
Caaal effieer. Oll Ieeeipt ef -:Pfl.YJ:R€B:t iH: faY a£ the east e~ 
eenstraeting the water eeu~CaaaJ effieer shall 1nake eve¥· 
pessessioa ef the wat~se te tlle helaer er-heldel's of laaa· 
een€t'~. . 

(3) Eve1·y helcler e£ lana te whempessessie:a. ef a water -ee~· 
is-given in aeeeiEla:a.ee with the previsie:a.s e£ su"B seetien (2)-sharll: 
tie aa ewne1· ef sueh water~. 

Explanation.~·tfte..):ll:H'peses ef this seetien 'e&s:t·-ef-eeB:S-· 
h'aetiag a watPP ee:use'-shaY iaeluae the eest-&£-a,li.gning the . 
water eeurse aaa ef sueh p1·elimiaa1·y slH'vey epePaAiiens . ~
ne>eessa:py-fep sueh alig:a.meat." 
92. Construction of new water-courses and liability of landholders: 

for payment of cost thereof.-(1) If' in pursuance of the provisions of the 
last preceding section it shall appear to the Canal-ojfioer that new watet··· 
courses should be constructed for the irrigation of any land ~n place of any~ 
existing water-courses, it shall be lawful for him to construct such water-
courses as he thinks necessary : , 

Provided that if the holder ar holders of such land agree to constriwt such·. 
new water-courses at his or their o-wn cost to the satisfaction of the Canal
officer within a specified period, the said ojficer shall give the said lwlder or· 
holders an option of so constructing the sam.e. · 

(2) In the event of the holder or holders of any land failing to construct 
any water-course either to the satisfaction of the Cana't-officer or within the 
period specified in this behalf, the Canal-o.fficer may construct the same or 
reconstruc,t the whole or any part thereof as he thinks necessary. 

(3) The Canal-qffieer shall, on completion of any such wat~r-course 
as is referred to in sub-section (1) or (2), give to the holder or holders of land' 
wncerned notice thereof, and shall make over possession of the water-course 
to tl1e said lwlder or lzolders. 
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(4) (a) The rost of co11.structing all tt:ater-courses trhich hat·e bem 

~Mtructed in u:hite ()(' in part by the Canal-o.fficer and are fed by the same 
' roMl system shaU be calculated on an acreage basis and charged on the lands 

im'gat.ed by them in the follou:ir~g proportions, tram~ly :-

H Occupied land which has not been cultirated since the 1st day of August 
1911 shaU be assessed to three times and Government land shall be assessed 
to ttc~ the rates chargeable to occupied land trhich has been cultit•ated since 
tlze date af()r'esaid. 

IUustration.-The total cultivable area under a canal-system. is 6 lacs 
of acres. Out of this (1) the area of occupied lands not cultit-ated since 
1st August 1911 is 1 lac of acres, (2) that of Government land is 2 lacs of 
acres, and (3) that of occupied lands cultivated since 1st August 1911 is 
3lac$ of acres. Assuming that aU the u·ater-courses for irrigating these lands 
ate constructed by the Canal-officer at a cost of Rs.lO lacs, the app01tumment 
fJf the cost of construction will be as follows :-

As the assessment of the cost is to be recot·ered from. these lands in the 
proportion of .1: 2: l, the rate per acre will be found by distributing the cost 
<()J rupees 10 lacs over the total area as if the area of the land in class (1) was 
.3 lacs of acres, that in class (2) was .J lacs of acres and that ia class (3) was 
.3 lacs of acres, i.e. a total of 10 lacs of acres 1t'hich git•es a general acreage 
rate of Re. 1. Thus occupied land not cultirated since 1st August 1911 
u·iU pay at the rate of Rs. 3 per acre, Got·ernment kmd will pay at the rate 
.()f Rs. 2 per acre and occupied land cultivated since 1st August 1911 will 
pay at the rate of Re.l per acre. 

(b) Where the holder or holders of any land hat•e, under the option given 
,to them by the proviso to sub-section (1), constructed only a pm·t of the water-

. course irrigating their land and the remaining part of the water-course is 
constructed by the Canal-ojficer as prwided in sub-section (2), such holder 
fJr holders shaU be charged the cost of constructing such remaining part 
-only. Such cost shaU be arrived at by fir·st ascertaining the extent of the area 
•u:hich wt"U be irrigated by the pmtion of the water-course constructed by the 
Canal-officer and then applying the acreage basis to the said area. 
\ Illustration.-The tot.al cultivable ar60.. unde; a canal-system is 500,000 

acres and a zamindar wlw holds 10,000 acres of cultimble land under the 
canal-system avails himself of the option given py the proviso to sub-section (1) 
to construct his own water-courses but actually construct.~ only a pa1t of suck 
u'ater-courses within the prescribed time. The Canal-officer decides first 
the.extenl in .acres of the area served by such water-courses as have been 
coMtructed by the zamindar to the satisfaction of the Canal-officer and finds 
that it is 5,000 acres. As the Canal-~ffi.cer has to complete the remaining 
portion of the water-courses, the pmtion constructed by him will be such as 
to serve the remaining 5,000 acres~ 

· For this the Canal-officet will then proceed to apportion the charges to be 
bonte by the zamindar as follows :-
. Total area to be considered for arrit'ing at tl1e charge on an acreage basi.<J 
= 500,000- 5,000 = 495,000 acres. 
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.Suppose the total ro.~t of the water-courses constructed by hinJ in· the 

canal-system is&. JO,OO,OOO. The acreage rost is therefore &. 1!;~:: 
= 2·02 rupees approximately. 

Applying thi8 acreage cost to the 5,000 acres of the zo.mindar for which. 
~e has not constructed water-courses, the amount chargeable to him a8 hi's 
.share of the rost of construction of water-courses by the Canal-o.Jficer will be 
Rs. 5,000 X 2·02 = 10,100 rupees approximately. 

(c) The Canal-officer after ~ining the sum th~ payable by each · 
holder of wnd on account of the rost of ronstrueting the water-course shaU 
g£t·e notice thereof to the hclder or holders of the w-nd concerned, with a.n 
intimation that such sum has becom_e due from the date on which possession 
of the uYiter-course was made over to him or th.ern and tlur.t, if so desired, 
he or they shaU be permitted to pay the sum due by not more titan twe:nJy 
annual instalments rogether with interest at suck rate as may be fiuil by 
-Gorernment but not exceeding the rate payable _by Government on its own 
borrowings on the date on whi£k the said sum became payable as aforesaid. 

(d) In the event of any default in payment by the said lwlder or holders, 
tl1e sum payable shaU be recoverable under section 57. 

(J) Et'ery holder of land to whom possession of a water-course is given 
in accordance u:iih the pravU;ions of sub-section (3) shaU be an owner of such 
~cater-course. · · 

E:xpwnation.-For the purposes of this section "the cost .of ronstructing 
a UYiter-course " shaU incl~ the OOJt of aligning the· water-course and of 
such preliminary survey operations as are necessary for suck alignment, 
but shall not include more titan two-tltirrh of the rost of main rectangulation 
qnd sub-rectangulation. · 

-(6) Any person aggrieved by an order of a Canal-o.fficer under sub
section (4) as to the apportionment of the cost of construction of a water
rourse may present a petition to the CoUector requesting kim to revise that 
order, and the Collector after suck if!quilry as he thinkS necessary and after 
giving the persons concerned a reasmw.ble opportunity of being heard may 
pass such orders as he thinks fu. The orders passed by the CoUector skaU, · 
subJect to re1Jision by the Commissioner, be final and conclusive. • 

4. .Reh'es}.3eeti¥e epepatiea ef seetiaas 2 a.ad 3. The previsieas 
eeatai:IHHl ill seetiea 2-l exeept the J.3Pev:ise ta s'l:l.:b seetie:B: (l)-ef 
~~~:-20B] aad seetiea 3 shal:l--ae- deemed ta have eeme iB:ta 
otH'ratiaB aad ta ha¥e had eiieet bam 1st Jee 192l3:_ 
· P1·evitled that aaythiB:g~ by the CaaaJ. eftieer eder the sarid 

pPed:sieas betweea the 1st h:ae 192@ aad the date ef the eamiB:g -. 
iBte epe1·atiea af this Aet shall aet l:le iR¥alid mel'ely ea the g'i'Bed . 
that aay J?Peeeii~ dewa ia the-sai£1 }.3Fev:isieas has aet 
IH•ea fellewed. 

9~. Retrospective operation of ~edions 91 a~il 92.-:-The pr~ns of 
sectwns 91 and 92 [except the pravtao to sub-sectwn (1) of section 92] shaU 
be dPPiiU:.d to have come into operatwtl and to have had effect from the 1st June 
1926: ' 
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Prorided tAal anything dottt by the Canal~ffict'J' uruler tl.t 36id prot'isio11.• 

bdlff'm tkt Ill JuM 19:..">6 flftd tht date of the comipg into operation of tlii..'f 
Act 1haU ftol bt inrolid mtrely on the grCilmd that ony pr<.crdurt lnid dmrn 
irt tAt said pronsianl lias "« bma foUmrtd. 

· ProriJed JurtAer that no compe'flsation sllaU be payablt for the 1!/oppnge 
of tk mpply of troler to any trolef'-<'Otmt or to Ofi!J person u-ho W'QS tnlitld 
to BUC1a 811pply if IUCh stoppage tros due to any adime of the Canal-officer 
ill cAanging or trintsjming the SQUrre of troler-~·upply under the prori.~ion.• 
of section 91 duri11g the period aforeroid.'' 

APPE.XDIX 2. 

BILL No. XV OF 1931 • 

.d .Bill further to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923. 

(As published in the" Bombay Government Gazette "of the 
30th May 1931.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the Bombay Local Boards 
~~i Act, 1923, in manner hereinafter appearing ; It is hereby enacted as 
1923. ·follows :-

Bom. 
not 
1923. 

L Slwrt title.-This Act may be called the Bombay Local Boards 
(Amendment) Act, 193 . 

2. .dmenilment of wi.ora 9 of Bom. VI of 1923.-In sub-section (2) 
of ·section 9 of the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923, hereinafter called · 
the said ·Act,-

(a) In clause (d), for the full-stop oecurring at the end a semicolon 
shall be substituted, and the word "or " shall be added at the end ; 
and 

(b) After clause (d) the following clause shall be inserted namely:
"(e) being a police patil, who is an a-c.fficio keeper of village 

cattle-pounds under the control of the local hoard." • 

3. Amendment of sedum 75 of Bom. VI of 1923.-In clause (d) of 
section 75 of the said Act for the words " the district local board " tht
words- " a municipality " shall be substituted. 

4. Repeal of sub-section (3) of secti<m 92 of Bom. VI of 1923.-Sut
section (3) of section 9"2 of the said Act shall be repealed. 
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASOXS. 

The objects of the amendments are explained in the following notes 
on the clauses of the Bill :-

Notes on Clauses. 
Clause 2.-It has been held that under section 9 (1) (e) of the Bombay 

Local Boards Act, 1923, police patels who are ex-offido keepers of village 
cattle-pounds and who receive remuneration for such work from Jocal 
boards are disqualified from being members of local boards. . In order 
to become qualified to be members of local boards they have, therefore, 
to resign from their services as pound keepers, and the Board stands to 
lose the services of these officerS; Many police patels can do much. to 
advance local institutions in rural areas and it is desirable in the interests 
of local boards that they should not be debarred from participating i~ 
their administration. The object of this clause is to make police patels 
eligible to be members of local boards. 

Clause 3.-Under section· 2-A of the Bombay Ferries Act, 1868, 
Government can vest a public ferry notified under section 2 of the Act 
in any local body or jointly ip. local bodies exercising authority over the 
area or areas in which the ferry is situate. A public ferry can, therefore, 
be vested in a municipality or in a district local board but under 
section 75 (d) of the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923, the proceeds of all 
such ferries (which are not vested in a district local ~oard) form part 
of the local fund. The result of this would either be that the proceeds 
of public ferries· vested in a municipality can be claimed by the district 
local board or that the discretion given by section 2-A of the Bombay 
Ferries Act to vest a public ferry in any local body or bodies so as to 
entitle that body to take the proceeds thereof is curtailed. This was 
apparently not intended and the proposed amendment, therefore, seeks 
to remove the discrepancy between the provisions of the two Acts. 

Clause 4.-In view of section 10 (4) of the Bombay Local Fund Audit 
Act, 1930 (Born. XXV of 1930), sub-section {3) of section 92 of the 
Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923, is no longer· necessary. It is, 
therefore, proposed to repeal it. ' · 

20th May 1931. 
(Signed) RustoMJEIUNGIR VAKIL. 

APPENDIX 3. 

BILL No. XVI OF 1931. 

A BiU further to amend the Bombay District Police Act, 1890." 

(As published in the" Bombay Government Gazette "of the 
2nd July 1931.) 

"llEREAS it is expedient further to amend the Bombay District Bom. 

Police Act, 1890, in manner hereinafter appearing ; It is hereby enacted ~~9Z~ 
ns follows :-

Mo Hb 70-2 
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1. Slum title.-This Act may be called the Bombay District Police 
(Amendment) Act, 193 • 

Bom. 2. Amendment of section 42 of Bom. IV of 18.90.-In section 4:2 of 
IV of the Bombay District Police Act, 1890, . 1890. 

(1) in sub-section (1) 

(a) the words ", or in his absence and subject to his order 
the Magistrate of the first class having jurisdiction in any town 
or village and present therein 01 in the neighbourhood thereof, " 
shall be deleted ; 

.(b) for the word ·"such" where it occurs for the second time, the 
word " any " shall be substituted ; and 

(2) after sub-section (I) the following sub-section shall be inserted; 
namely:-

. ~' (JA) In the absence of the :Magistrate of the district a Magistrate 
of the First Class or a Magistrate of the Second Class specially 
empowered in this behalf having jurisdiction in any town or 

' village and present therein or in the neighbourhood thereof 
may similarly issue a prohibitory order of the nature referred 
to in sub-section (1) which shall have operation in such town 
or village and the vicinity thereof .. " . 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

Section 42 (1) of the Bombay District Police Act, 1890, has been 
interpreted by the High Court· of Bombay in Emperor v. Dattatraya. 
Laxman Sarpotdar (XIV Born. L.R. page 158) to mean that it is necessary 
for the Magistrate of the District or a Magistrate of the first class, issuing 
an order under that section, to be present in the town or village, to which 

. the order applies or in the neighbourhood thereof at the time when he 
issues the order. Circumstances however often arise, which make it 
impracticable for the District Magistrate to be present in person in or 
near the several towns and villages to which it may be necessary to apply 
a prohibitory order under section 42. The amendment is intended to 
dispense with the condition of being present in the case of the District 
Magistrate, when he issues the order. The condition will remain in the 
case of a Magistrate of the fust class. A Magistrate of the second class 
specially empowered in this behalf may also issue such prohibitory 
orders. · · 

24th June 1931. (Signed} G. A. THOMAS. 
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APPE...,DIX 4. 

BILL No. XVII OF 1931. 

A. BiU further to am,erul the City of Bombay Improvement Trust 
Transfer Act, 1925. 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the . 
9th July 1931.) ' ' ' 
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'WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the City of Bombay.Bom. 
Improvement Trust Transfer Act, l~25, in manner hereinafter appearing; fg~of 
It is hereby enacted as follows:-- • 

I. Slwrt title.-This Act may be called ·the City of Bombay 
Improvem~nt Trust Transfer (Amendment) Act, 193 • 

2. Xew secti<m SSA. of Bom. XVI of 1925.-M.ter section 55 of the Bom. 
City of Bombay Improvement Trust Transfer Act, 1925, hereinafter fg~1of 
-called the said Act, the following shall be inserted, namely :- • 

" 55A. Pou·er to grant loans fw building purposes.-(1) Subject 
to the provisions of this Act and of the bye-laws made thereunder the 
Committee may, on behalf of the Board, advance loans to persons 
desiring to erect buildings on land vested in or belonging to the 
Board. 

(2) Any person desiring to erect a. building on land vested in or 
belonging to the Board may make an application to the Committee 
in the form prescribed by the bye-laws for a. loan to be advanced' by 
way of a mortgage on the security of the building to be so erected; 
and the Committee may, after making such enquiry· as they think 
necessary, and subject to the conditions mentioned in sub-section (3)' 
and in the bye-laws made under section 113, advan?e such lo~n. · · · 

(3) Every such loan shall be subject to the following among other 
.conditions :- · · 

' ' 

(1) that the building in respect of which the loon is advanced. 
shall be used wholly or mainly for residelltial purposes ; 

(2) that the aggregate amount of the loan shall not exceed· 
twenty thousand rupees in any individua~ case ; 

(3) thAt the period within which the loan shall be repayable ~hall 
not exceed twenty years fro~ the date of the first occupation of 
the building ; . · . · . 

(4) thAt the amount d the loan shall not.exceed 65 per cent. of , 
the cost of the building (including outhouses and other works, it 
any, connected therewith) irrespective of the period of repayment; 

(5) that the person to whom the loan is advanced shall execute 
a mortgage of the building (including outhouses and other works, 
if any, connected therewith) in favour of the Board containing such 
covenants and conditions as may be prescribed in the bye-laws." 

ll•J Hb 70-2a 
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3. Amendment of section 68 of Born. Xri of 1925.-In St>ction 68 of 

the said Act, after the figures " 18!)8, the following words shall he 
inserted, namely :-

"or for the purpose of ad,·ancing loans under section 53A ". 
4. Amendment of section 88 of Bom. XVI of 1925.-To Sl'~tion 88 of 

the said Act the following clause shall be added, name!~· :-
" (5) advancing loans in accordance with the provisions of 

section 55A." 
5. Amendment of section 91 of Bom. XVI of 1925.-In clause (J) of 

section 91 of the said Act for the words" other than " the words" includ· 
ing loans advanced under section 55A but not " shall be substituted. 

6. Amendment of section 113 of Bom. XVI of 1925.-In section 113 
of the said Act-

(1) after clause(~) the following clauses shall be inserted, namely:._ 
"(d) the conditions on which loans shall be advanced under 

section 55A ; 
"(e) the manner in which accounts of loans advanced undu 

. section 55A, and of the interest charged thereon, an<i of the instal-. 
ments received towards repayment thereof, shall hE' kept." 
(2) clause (d) shall be' re-lettered (f). 

STATEl\lENT OF OBJECTS AND REASON'S. 

lt h$s been ·represented to Government by the Board of Trustees for 
the Improvement of the City of Bombay that a number of plots belonging 
to the Board, especially those in the north of the island, are lying idle 
OJl account of the continued trade depression and of the consequent 

·depressed state of the land market in the City of Bombay. Applications. 
are from time to time received by the Board, especially from their staff, 
for the grant of loans of money to enable the applicants to construct 
buildings on the Board's lands but, as there is no provision in the Act 
empowering the Board, to advance loans for building purposes no such. 
loans can be granted, with the consequence that the plots cannot he· 
disposed of. It has, therefore, been urged that legisl!ltion should be 
undertaken to give the Board power to advance money on prescribed 
conditions to individuals who take up land on the Board's estates for 
the erection of small buildings to be used mainly for residential purposes. 
A ·Bill on this subject (Bill No. XXV of 1929) was introduced in the 
Bombay Legislative Council by Mr. Hussenally M. Rahimtoola in the 
yearl929 but it was rejected by the Council on an assurance being given 
that Government would shortly introduce a Bill on the subject. The 
Municipal Corporation for the City of Bombay who will ultimately have 
to bear the financial responsibility for the operations of the Improvement 
Trust was consulted by· Government and has agreed to the propoRed 
amendment of the law. It is, therefore, proposed to amend the City of 
Bombay Improvement Trust Transfer Act, 1925, with a view to enable 
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the Board to give advances to private individuals subject to the condi~ions 

· ]aid do\\-n in the Act' and in the bye-laws to be framed by the Comtmttee 
under section 113, in the same way that Government have granted 
building loans to purchasers of their plots in the suburbs of Bompay. 

4th July 1931. 
(Signed) Rcsro:M J EHA....~GIB VAKIL. 

APPESDIX 5. 

BILL 1jo. XVIll OF 1931. 

A Bill further to amend the Bombay Hereditary Qffices ACt. 
' . 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the , 
10th July 1931.)" · · 

WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the Bombay Hereditary Bom. 
Offices Act, in manner hereinafter appearing ; It is h~reby enacted as lli~~ 
follo"'S :-

1. Slwrt title.-This Act may be called the Bombay Hereditary 
Offict-s (Amendment) Act, 193 . · ... 

2. Amendment of section 64 of Bom. Ill of 1874.-In .sub-section (1) Bom. 
ot section 64: of the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act, after clause (e). the ~:f 
following cbuse shall be inserted, namely :...:.... , ' 

" (/) To permit the watanda.r whose duty it is to officiate, to 
appoint a deputy for performing the duties of his office!' 

STATE)IE:NT OF OBJECTS AND REASOI\S. 

It has been brought to the notice of Government that wata.nda.:rs 
holding several watans, such as patil, kulk:arni, · talwar, m.ahar, etc., 
have been allowed to perform the services appertaining to inferior village 
ht-reditary offices through deputies. Though the practice is said to be 
of long standing there is no provision in Part X of the Bombay Hereditary 
Offices Act, similar to that in sections 24 and 42, which allows performance 
of service in the case of inferior watans by deputies. At the same time 
it is not desirable to deprive the present watand:us of their inferior 
ws tans merely because they are unable to serve in person. · It is, therefore, 
proposed to remove this defect by amending section 64 of the Act so as 
to provide tor performance of service by deputies in those cases in which 
such a course is not considereD. by the Collector to be inadvisable. , 

1st July 1931. 
(Signed) W. F, HUDSON, 
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APPEXDIX6. 

BILL No. XIX OF 1931 • 

. A BiUfurtker to am~nd tl1e Bombay Entertat'nwnds Duty Act, 1923. . 
(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " or the 

10th July 1931.) 

Bom. WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the Bombay Entertainments 
~9ia Duty Act, 1923, in manner hereinafter appearing; and whereas the 
6 & 6 previous sanction of the Governor required by section SOC of the Govern

Ceo. V, ment of India Act has been obtained for the passing of this Act; It is 
c. 61. hereby enacted as follows:-

1. Short title.-:-This Act may be called the Bombay Entertainments 
Duty (Amendment) Act, 193 . · 

f~(· 2. .Amendtnent of section 2 of Bom. I of 1923.-For clause (b) of 
1923. section 2 of the Bombay Entertainments Duty Act, 1923, the following 

shall be substituted, namely:-
" (b) ' payment for admission ' includes · 

.(i) any payment made by~ person who, having been admitted to 
one part of a. place of entertainment, is subsequently admitted to 
another part thereof for admission to which a payment involving 
.duty or more duty is required, · · . 

(ii) any payment for seats or other accommodation in a place of 
entertainment, 

(iii) any payment for a programme or synopsis of an entertain· 
ment, and 

(iv) any payment for any purpose whatsoever connected with an 
entertainment which a person is required to make as a condition of 
attending or continuing to attend the entertainment in addition to 
the payment if any for admission to the entertainment." 

. STATEMENT OF OBJOOTS AND REASO~S. 

· Under section 3 of the Bombay Entertainments Duty Act, 1923. a 
duty at the rates specified in that section is levied on all payments for 
admission to an entertainment. The duty is not leviable where the 
charge for admission to an entertainment does not exceed four annas. 
It has been t10ticed that the tax is sometimes evaded by various devices, 
e.g., by advertising the admission to an entertainment either as nomi· 
. nally free or chargeable at the rate of four annas, but requiring the 
people taking advantage of the invitation to reserve a seat on payment 
and also to purchase a programme so that the total payment thus 
received by the management generally exceeds the amount for which the 
tax is leviable. · 

It has also been observed that one common method of charging for an 
· entertainment is by means of the sale of programmes which cost little to 
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the management but for which they charge just as much as they' think 
they can get the aullienee to pay. This portion of the receipts escapes 
the tax at present. 

To meet such cases of evasion it is proposed to amend section 2 of 
the ·Act on thP lines indicated in the Bill. 

2nd July 1931. (Signed) W. F. Hn>sos. 

APPEXDIX7. 

BILL Ko. XX OF 1931. 

A Bill to protide for tJ,e regulatwn and control of transactions 
in cotton in Bombay · 

(As publishei in the " Bombay Governmen& Ga.zette " or the 
'14th .July1931.) • 

WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for the regulation and control of 
transactions in cotton in Bombay and whereaa the previoUB sa.nction of 
the Governor General required by sub-section (3) of section BOA.. of the s a: 6 
Go¥ernment of India Act haa been obtained for the passing of this Act ; Geo. v; 
It is hereby enacted aa follows:- . e. 61. . 

I. SAort title, COmm.trteefntflt ·and tluratwn.-(1) This Act may be 
called the Bombay Cotton Contracts Act, 193 • 

(2) It shall come into force on the lst day of Aprill932 and shall. 
remain in operation for thrte years and thereafter for such period as the 
Governor in Council may, by notification in the Bombay GovernmeNt 
Gazette, dirtct. 

2. ~ and sm:irtg clau8t.-(1) The Bombay Cotton Contracts Bom. 
Act, 1922, IB hereby repealed: · • XIV of 

Prorided that- · l9!2. 

(a) such repeal shall not afleet the liability of any person to pay any 
sum due from him under any contract entered into under the' 
provisions of the Act so repealed or the validity or invaliditv 
of anything already done thereunder; • 

(b) contracts entered into before the 1st Aprill932 shall remain 
subject to the provisions of the Act so repealed and of the 
bye-laws made thereunder. 

(2) Contracts entered into on or alter the 1st April 1932 shall be 
subject to the provisions of this Act a.nd of the bt"e-lan madt 
thereunder.. -
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3. Ihjinitions.-In this ..!ct, unless there is anything repugnant in 

the subject or conterl, 
(a} "Contract" means a transaction in cotton to be carried out in 

whole or in part in Bombay, exct>pt such as the Govt'rnor iu 
Council may, by notification in the Bombay Gm~nment 
Gazette, declare to be excludt>d from the provisions of this 
Act; 

(b) "Ready contract" means a contract in which immediate 
delivery is contemplated; 

(c) "Forward contract" ineans a contract for the delivery of cotton 
. at some future date ; 

(d) " Option in cotton , means a contract entered into or to be 
carried out in whole or in part in Bombay for the purchase 
or sale of a right to buy, or a right to sell, or a right to buy or 
sell cotton in future, and includes a. teji, a mandi and a teji-
mandi in cotton ; · 

(e) "Bombay" means and includes the City of Bombay and the 
island of Salsette ; 

(/).The "Association" means the East India Cotton Association, 
Limited; 

· (g) The " Board " means the Board of Directors of the Association 
acting through at least a quorum of their number at a meeting 
of that Board duly called and constituted ; 

(h) " Certified godown " means a godown maintained by the 
Association for storing cotton certified under the bye-laws 
of the Association. 

4. Power of Board to make bye-laU's.-(1) The Board may, subject 
to the sanction of the Governor in Council, make bye-laws for the 
regulation and control of transactions in cotton :-

(a). providing for the admission of various classes of members of the 
Association and the exclusion, suspension, expulsion and 

. re-admission of such member.s ; 
(b) providing a clearing house for the periodical settlement of 

contracts or difierences thereunder and for the passing on of 
delivery orders and for any purpose in connection with options 
in cotton, and providing for the regulation and maintenance 
of such clearing house ; 

(c) prescribing the number and classes of contracts in respect of 
which settlements shall be made or differences paid through 
the clearing house ; 

(d) fixing, altering or postponing settling days; 
(e) determining and declaring the market rates for cotton of any 

and every description which rates shall be binding for all 
purposes upon every one dealing in cotton ; 
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(j) prescribing the t{'rms, conditions and incidents of contracts and 

the forms of such contracts as are in writing ; · 
(g) regulating the making, performance and cancellation of 

contracts, including contracts between a commission agent 
and his constituent, or between a broker and his constituent, 
or between a jetha.wala. or mucca.dum and his constituent, or 
between a member and a non-member of the Association, and 
providing for the consequences of insolvency on the part 
of a seller or buyer or intermediary, the consequences of a 
breach or omission by a seller or buyer, and the responsibility 
of commission agents, muccadums and brokers not parties 
to such contracts ; 

(h) prohibiting specified classes or types of dealings in cotton by ~ 
member of the Association ; . 

Ci) pro\·iding for settlement of claims and disputes by arbitration 
and for appeals against awards; 

(j) providing for the levy and recovery of subscriptions, fees, fine& 
and penalties ; 

(k) providing disciplinary measures against members of the Associa
tion, including suspension, expulsion, fines and non-monetary 
penalties, for breach of any bye-law made by the Board ; 

(7) regulating the course of business between parties to contracts in 
any capacity; · 

(111) providing for the institution, maintenance and control of certi~ 
tied godowns ; and 

(11) regulating the making, performance and cancellation of options 
in cotton. · 

(2) If any person committing a breach of any bye-law of the Board is 
.a company, every director and officer of such company shall also be 
deemed to have c()mmitted such breach unless he proves that the breach 
was committed without his k-nowledge and control. 

(3) Bye-laws made by the Board under sub-section (1) shall be subject 
to the condition of previous publication and when sanctioned by the 
·Governor in Council shall be published in the Bombay Government Gazette; 
bye-laws so made and sanctioned may be enforced before publication 
in the said Gazette . 

. ). Legality and alteration of Articles of Association.-The articles of 
Association relating to the constitution and administrative machinery 
of the Association shall not, except with the sanction of the Governor in 
Council, be altered in respect of- . 

the number or constitution of panels or the representation upon 
(a) panels or (b) the Board; · 

and it is hereby declared that the legality of the constitution and 
administrative machinery set out in the said Articles of Association or in 
the Articles as duJy altered from time to time with the sanction of the 
·Governor in Council, where necessary, shall not be called in question. 
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· 6. Prohibition cf frmrard contracts ucept by Q1' thro!lgh the· agei'C'J cf 
membera Q1' associate members of the Association.-(1) Xo forward contract 
shall, after the date on which this .Act comes into force. be entered into 
except by or through the agency of a member of the .Assodation. 

· (2) 'Any such contract entered into after the date aforesaid which 
contravenes the provisions of sub-section (1) shall be void and any person 
entering into such contract shall upon conviction be liable for each such 
ofience to a fine not exceeding one thousand rupees. 

1. Ready contracts contravening bye-laws to be wid.-Any ready 
contract (whether eithet r-arty thereto is a member of the Association or . 
not) which is entered into after the date on which bye-laws made under 
this Act are sanctioned by the Governor in Council and published in the 
Bombay Government Gazette and which contravenes any bye-law relating 
to such contracts shall be void. 

8. ·Power to declare certain contracts to be outside the purt•iew of Act.
The Governor in Council may, by notification in the Bombay Got•enl
ment Gazette, declare that any contlacts specified therein which can only 
be made subject to the rules of any Foreign Exchange shall be excluded 
from the pro,isions of this Act. 

9. O.fficer, etc., not personally resJxmsible.-:So officer or servant of 
the Association shall be held personally responsible for anythi1lg in good 
faith and not negligently done or omitted by him within the scope of 
. his autho1ity as such officer or servant in relation to anything authorised 
by this Act or the bye-laws made thereunder. ' 

STATEl\IENT OF OBJECTS !},1) REASONS. 

·Bombay Act XIV of 1922, for the regulation and control of transac
tions in cotton, has been extended by notification until August 1932. 
The present bill follows the general lines of that Act, and is intended to 

· inc01porate those recommendations of the Committee appointed to 
examine the working of that Act, .Jrhich have been accepted by 
Government. 

The report and the orders of Government thereon have been published 
in the Press. 
· The principal changes now proposed to be introduced are as 

follO'\lS :-
(1) The taking of authority to frame bye-laws for (a) the xegula

tion of option dealings and (b) the institution and maintenance of 
" certified godowns ". 

(2) The restriction of forward business to the agency of a member 
of the Association and making illegal the passing of other forward 
contracts. 

(3) The amendment of the constitution of the Association in the 
manner proposed in the minority report of the- Committee. 
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In brief this involves the abolition d the Representative Committees, 

and the amalgamation of the five Faaels into three, 1epresenting buyers, 
sellers, and brokers, with representation upon the Board of 4, 4 and 6 
members respectively. Two representatives of the Growers of CottQn, 
to be nominated by the Central Cotton Committee, v.i.ll be added tp ,the 
hrl ~ 

The life of the Act is restricted to three years, so that any change of · 
public opinion in respect of the constitution of the Association and its 
functions, may automatically come under review within a. reasonable 
period. 

3rd July 1931. (Signed) G. B. PRADHAN. 

APPE11)1X 8. 

StATEliEn OF DEMAND FOR A ScPPLEMENTARY GRllT. 

RESERVED I. T4e Honourable Mr, G. A. THOMAS. · 

Conrersion of the Dharwar Juvenile .Tail into a Borstal Institution. 
The Bombay Borstal Schools Act was passed by this Council in 1929. 

The Act was brought into operation with effect from the 1st April1931, . 
and the Dharwar Juvenile Jail was declared to be a Borstal Institution 
from the same date. The staff of the Juvenile Jail has been transferred 
to the Borstal School with different designations, the only addition 
made being the creation of a new post of Agriculturist Instructor on 
Rs. 75-5/2-100 per mensem. The plans and estimates for the readap
tation of the Juvenile Jail building and the construction of new buildings 
for the Bmstal School are under preparation, but owing to financial 
stringency, it will not be possible tQ carry out the work for the present. 
The cost of the Borstal Institution has been directed to be met from the 
provision made in the Budget for the Ju,enile Jail, and the InspectQr 
General of Prisons will point out a source to meet the ex.penditu:re on 
account of the new post in due comse. The rules for the management 
and control of the School have been framed by Government under 
section 19 of the Act and copies of the rules were placed on the Table 
of this Council during the February-March Session of this year. 
A Bombay Presidency Bmstal Association has also already been 
established. As the expenditure for the Borstal School re1ates to a new 
service, the sanction of the Legislative Council is requested to the 
demand for the gtant of a token sum of Rs. 10. , · 

Demand as Voted and now increased. 
25-Jails and Convict Settlements. 

Rs. 23,71,000 + Rs. 10. 

FINANCE DEPARTME~'T: 

Bombay Castle, 24th June 1931. 
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APPE~"1>IX 9. 

8TATEYE:ST or DEli.L~D FoR .& SrPPLE:uEnARY GRA~"'T. 

TRAXSFERRED 2. The Honourable ~Ionv1 RAFIUDDI~ AHliAD. 
Appointment of Backu"ard Classes Qfficer. 

The Depressed Classes and the Aboriginal Tribes Committee appointed 
!by Government in the year 1928 came to the conclusion that it is essential 
:that the needs of the Backward Classes should be considered as a whole 
.and that there should be some officer definitely charged with the duty 
.of seeing that their progress is continuous and their rights upheld. They 
have accordingly recommended inter alia in their Report that a Back· 

··ward Classes Oflicer should be appointed to watch over the interests 
.of these classes. Government desire in the interests of the backward 
.Classes to carry out as many of the suggestions in the Report as possible. 
They have accordingly accepted the above recommendation and decided 
:.to appoint Mr. Starte, I.C.S., who was Chairman of the Committee, as 
Backward Classes Officer in addition to his own duties. His duties will 
:be to act as the adviser to Government on all matters specially or di:tieren
:tia'lly affecting the backward classes, and to investigate and report on 
.any question relating to them that may be referred to him by Govern· 
ment. He will also be charged with the general duty of enquiring into 
·.their needs and grievances, and where he considers it necessary, of 
making suggestions or representations to the departmental officers 
responsible for taking action. If after discussion with the departmental 
authorities he is not satisfied with the action taken, he will be empowered 
to refer the matter to higher authorities or to Government. Mr. Starte has 
asked for no allowance for himself for carrying out these additional duties. 

On the as~umption that work starts onlst September 1931, '!-sum of 
Rs. 8,806 made up as under will be required up to the end of the year to 
.cover the initial expenditure pertaining to this appointment:-

Rs. 
1 Clerk for Backward Classes Officer on Rs. 85 in the 

Rs. 85-5/2-100 grade . . . . . . 
1 Clerk for Backward Classes Officer on Rs. 40 in the 

Rs. 30-5/2--.;80 grade . . - . . • . 
J. Assistant Backward Classes Officer on Rs. 450 in the 

Rs. 300-50-550-50/2-650 grade .. 
1 Clerk to Assistant Backward Classes Officer on Rs. 40 

in the Rs. 30--.'5/2-80 grade . 
:2 Peons on Rs. 18 each 
Travelling Allowance for 1\Iembers of the Backward 

Class Board . . . . 
Travelling Allowance for the Assistant Back~ard 

Classes Officer · 
Travelling Allowance for the Clerical and Menial Sta.ff 
Contingencies · 
piscretionary Grant 

510 

240 

2,700 

240 
216 

1,200 

700 
400 
600 

2,000 

8,806 
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After careful examination Government consider that this is the minimum 
staff required for enabling the Back-ward Classes Officer to make a start 
with his new work on a modest scale. The arrangement will be 
temporary and will be sanctioned in the first instance for a period of 
five years subject to the vote of the Legislative Council. .The average
future annual expenditure on account of these proposals will be· 
Rs. 12,720 approximately. The pay of the Assistant Back-ward Classes 
Officer has been shown at Rs. 450, but Government may be able to;, 
secure a suitable man for this post on a lower pay and in that case in the 
interests of economy will not utilize the whole grant. They propose to 
go further into this matter after the vote of the Legislative Council.. 
The expenditure is debitable to "37-Miscellaneous Departments,. 
(Transferred) and as no provision exists in the Budget under this Head' 
for the scheme in question the Legislative Council is requested to· 
sanction a supplementary grant of Rs. 8,810 in round figures .. A corres
ponding amount will be treated as a set offfromtheprovisionsurrendered' 
during the current year in the form of a 6 per cent. cut as a measure of 
retrenchment. 

Demand t•oted and now increased. 

" 37 -lfiscellaneollS-:-Transferred Department-s." 
. ! 

Rs .. 14,000 + Rs. 8,810. 

F~A..'iCE DEPARniEXT: 

Bombay Castle, lOth July 1931. 

APPE!\!>IX 10. 

RESERVED 3. The Honourable l!r. W. F. Iiunsox-. 

Expenditure under "5, Land Revenue". 

After a close scrutiny of the departmental estimates under the head: 
"5, Land Revenue," Government made a demand of Rs. 58,55,000· 
(excluding refun<¥ of 4lakhs) under that head for the current year. This 
amount ns however reduced by Rs. 5,00,000 by the Le!!islative Council 
durin~ the debate on th~ demand for this grant. ~ c~mpliance with 
the w~Bhes of the Council, Government have endealoured to carry out 
the reduction and have again carefully scrutinised the various items of, 
expenditure pro,"ided under this head. They haV'e, however, been able 
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so far to retrench expenditure to the extent of Rs. 1,09,600 only as shown 
below:- · . 

Rs. 
(1) Construction and repairs of cha¥dis 40,~ 
(2) Cost: of boundary marks recoverable from 

land holders 32,000 
(3) Ta}!edars' Training School 2,600 
(4) Cost on account of the work done by the 
· · · <:Alnsulting Surveyor to Government in con· 

' nection with the defence of land acquisition 
appeals· .. · .. .. .. 10,000 

(5) Probable savings under the Sub-head '' Super~ 
intendence,. under the .llinor head ''Land 
Records" anticipated on the basis of past 
actuals · 25,000 

1,09,600 

This re~enchment still leaves a deficit of Rs. 3,90,400. 
On the other hand it has become necessary, since the budget was 

passed, to provide for the following additional charge :-
Rs. 10,572 for temporary establishment in connection with the work 

of survey classification and assessment of woodland plots in 
the Thana District. 

Woodland plots in the Thana District were given out in 1904 at "tery 
low i:'ates of assessment. The objects of the concession were to induce 
wild tribes to settle down to a steady occupation and to presen-e the 
protected fores~ in good condition. As the result of experience gained 
.since 1904:, Government have decided to distinguish between (1) wood· 
·land plots proper and (2) plots which are far hom the forest and contain 
bo tree-growth or which have become merged in the general cultivation 

. .or which are actually rice land. The former are to continue as woodland 
plots subject to an increase of 33~ per cent. in their assessment which 
• was last fixed in 1904. The latter are to be disa:tlorested and gi-ren out 
.oa occupancy price on ordinary tenUre. Out of 19,488plotsit is estimated 
that 6,000 will fall in the second category. These plots require to be 
measured and classified and assessed according to then classification. 
The work is estimated to lastfor 25 months: Go"temment have accorded 
sanction to the entertainment of the temporary establishment and to the 

. incnn:ing of extra expenditure as detailed below in connection with the 
work of surv'ey classification and assessment :-

1 llahalkari on Rs. 160 per mensem plus local allowance of Rs. 16 
per mensem and ordinary tra'\"'elling allowance admissible 
under the rules. 

4 Sun eyors on Rs. 65 per mensem each. 
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5 Peons on Rs. 17 per m.ensem each. 
8 Labourers at Re. 1 per ·day, each. 

Contingencies Rs. 4:80.. · . 
The charge incurred in 1930-31 was met from the grant at the dis

posal of the Settlement Commissioner. an~ Dll:~to1 of Land Re~pis. 
A provision for the expenditure reqwred m this case should ~ve been 
made in the budget estimates for the year 1931-32, but was accidentally 
omitted. 

2. The deficit thus amounts toRs. 4,00,972 or say Rs. 4,01,00Q for 
which additional funds have to be provided. 
. 3. An idea of the expenditure of the various departments under 
5, Land Revenue can be gathered from the following_ figures of voted 
expenditure for the past fi\"e years :- '· · 

Year. Accounts. 

Rs. 

1925-26 49,57,000 
19:26-27 00,46,000 
1927-28 51,66,000 
1928-29 49,37,000 
1929-30 00,86,000. 
1930-31 (budget) 00,12,000 

The original provision of Rs. 58,55,000 proposed by Government 
included an amount of Rs. 7,82,000 on account of the following charges 
which on account of a change in the method of accounts, must now be 
pro~ded un~er the head " 5, Land Revenue~' :-

(1) Pot Hissa Measurement operations 
(2) City Survey operations 
(3) Cost of Boundary marks 

. '' 
These charges are recoverable. . . 

Rs. 
5,68,000 

46,054!. 

1,68,000 
-~.-· 

7,82,054 
··I 

Deducting their amount, the net amount required to meet the ~oted 
expenditure under this head comes to Rs. 50, 73,000. This amount 
approximates to the actuals of the past five years, and includes the 
normal increases in the provisions for pay of officers and establishments 
who are on incremental rates of pay. ·It will thus be clear that but for 
the augmentation of the estimates by the inclusion of the fresh charges 
referred to above, there was no appreciable increase in the ordinary 
charges under this head. 

4. The question of further retrenchment under the head " 5, Land 
Revenue" depends on the curtailment of what has hitherto been regarded 
as permanent recurring expenditure. A temporary curtailment of this 
expenditure is not practicable and· a permanent reduction involves 
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drastic changes and radical re-organisation of administrati·n• arrange· 
ments. It has not been possible for Government in the time available
fully to consider this difficult question and in any event they would pn>fer, 
before making final decisions, to await the recommendations which will 
be made by the Retrenchment Committee as the n>sult of their indepen-

. dent enquiries. The Retrenchment Committ~e has received suggestions 
from the Heads of Departments, including the Collectors of districts, for 
effecting some savings this year but there has not been time for 
Government to consider these suggestions or t-o ascertain under what 
budget heads they will fall. As the consideration of further retrenchment 
will necessarily take considerable time yet, especially in view of the 

-desirability of awaiting the result of the investigations of the 
Retrenchment Committee, Government desire to regularise their 
expenditure by asking the Legislative Council for a supplementary 
grant. 

Demand as t'Oted and nmc increased. 

'.' 5, Land Revenue." 

Rs. 57,46,000 + Rs. 4,01,000. 

APPEl\lHX 11 . 

. BILL No. XXI OF 1931 • 

.A. BiUfurtlter to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, aml 
the Bmnbay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925. , 

(~ _pu~hed in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the 15th 
. . 'luly 193t-.) 

&m. WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the Bombay District 
~~f.1 ~unicipal Act,.l901, and th~ Bomb~y Municipal Boroughs Act, 192jr 
Bom. m manner heremafter appearmg; It Is hereby enacted as follows :-
.X~II . 1. Slu:wt title.-This Act may be called the Bombay District MunicipaF. 
192.1... and Municipal Boroughs (Amendment) Act, 193 • 

2 . .A.mendwmt of BCim. III of 1901.-ln the Bombay Distrkt 
Municipal Act, 1901-

(i) In sub-section (2) of section 11 for the words "this section ' 7 

the word, figure and brackets "sub·section (l) "shall be substituted ; 
(ii) In sub-section (1) of sections 12 and 13 and in sub-section (5) 

of section 22, after the word, letter and brackets" clause (c)" the words, 
fi.!!U.l'e and brackets "of sub-section (1)" shall be inserted; 

0 
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(iii) after clause (e) of sub-section(2} of section 15, the}ollowing 

shall be inserted; namely :- . 
" (/) fails to pay any arrears of any kind due by him to the munici

pality within three months after a special notice in this behalf has 
been served upon him " ; · 

',\ 

(iv) in section 23, , : , 
(a) in the proviso to sub~section (7A), for the words." in the case 

of a new municipality constituted under this Act ~~ the words " on 
the constitution of a new municipality after the . general election " 
shall be substituted ; I. • • . • , .•• • 

(b) after sub-section (7..4.); the following sub-section; 'shall be· 
inserted, namely :- ' 

"(7B) On the. dissolution of a murucipality otherwise than on 
the expiry of its term o~ office and after a general election' or on 
the re-establishment of a municipality under section 179 after its 
supersession or when a municipality is constituted under this Act 
for the first time, the Collector shall call a meeting for the purpose 
of an election under clause (c) of sub-section (2) and shall appoint 
a person to preside at such meeting until the municipality elects 
its own chairman for that meeting. In case of an equality of 
votes the result of the election of the chairman shall be decided by 
lot to be drawn in the presence of the perso~ presiding in such. 
manner as he may determine. The meeting shall then proceed 
to elect the new president." 
(c) In sub-section (10), before the word "when " the following 

shall be inserted1 namely :- ' 
"Except in the cases provided for in sub-section (7B)." 

(v) In section 46, 
(a) in item (i) before the word ''execution,. the words "issue 

and " shall be inserted ; 
(b) in proviso (b) for the words "Governor General in Council" 

the words " Governor in Council " shall be substituted ; 
(vi) in sub-section (4) of section 69, after the word "section'' the 

following shall be inserted, namely:- · 
"(a) a dwelling-house within the limits of a municipality notified 

by Government as a hill-station municipality shall, if otherwise 
unoccupied, be deemed to be vacant notwithstanding the fact that 
it contains the furniture habitually used in it ; and 

(b)." 

(mi} In section 85, 
(a) for clause (b) the following shall be 'substituted, namely:

"(b) every warrant issued under sub-Section (1} of section 83 
or distress made under sub-section (4) of the said section, and"; 
and · I 

MO Hb 70-3 
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(b) in clause (c) for the ·words " the said sub-section " the words 

and figures .. sub-section (4) of section 83 '' shall be substituted. 
(viii) Af~r section 133; the following section shall be inserted, 

' namely :- ' . 

"133.4.. Regulation of washing of clothes by wa.shmnen.-(1) 
The municipality may, by public notice, prohibit the washing of 
clothes· by washermen in the exercise of their calling, except at 
such places as.it shall appoint for this purpose ; and whea any such 
prohibition has been made, no person who is, by calling, a washer
man shall wash clothes at any place not appointed for this purpose . 
by.the municipality, except for such person himself or for the owner 
or occupier of such place. 

(2) Washing place to be provided by the municipality fM washemwn.
The municipality shall provide suitable places for the exercise 
by ·washermen of their calling and may require payment of such 
fees for the use of any. such place as shall from time to time be 
determined by it. · · 
. ; (3) The municipality shall, before issuing any public notice under 
sub,.section (1), publish in such manner as shall in its opinion be 
sufficient, for the information of persons likely to be affected thereby 
a list of washing places proposed to be provided under sub-section 
(2), together with a notice specifying a date on or after which the' 
lis~ will be taken into consideration; and shall, before finally fixing 
the said places, receive and consider any objection or suggestion in 
respect thereto which may be made in Miting by any per.:on before 
the date so spec~ed." 
(ix) In Schedule C, after the words ,; For service of· notice ...... " 

the words "For issue of warrant ...... " shall be inserted.: 
3. . A'ftlendment of Bom. XVIII of 1925.-In the Bombay Municipal 

•. Boroughs Act, 1925, . · 
(i) In item (j) of section 58. before the word "execution" the 

. words "issue and" shall be inserted; 
. (ii) In sub-section (4) of section 86, after the word " section " the 

" following shall be inserted, namely :-. 
"{a) a dwelling-house within the limits of a municipal borough 

· · notified by Government. as a hill station munidpal borough shall 
be deemed to be vacant notwithstanding the fact that it contains 
the furniture habitually used in it, if otherwise unoccupied ; and 

(b) " 
(iii) In section 108 for the words, figures and brackets "every 

distress or attachment made under sub-section (4) of section 105" the 
following words, figures and brackets shall be substituted, namely :-

"every warrant issued under sub-section {1) of section 105 or 
distress or attachment made under sub-section (4) of the said 
section." 
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(itJ) After sect!on 165, the following section shall ~ inserted, 

namely:- , 
"165A. Regulation of washing of rlnthes by was'hermen.-,(1) 

The standing committee may, by public notice, prohibit the washing 
()f clothes by washermen in the exercise of their calling, except at 

· such places as it shall appoint for this purpose ; and when any such 
prohibition has been made, no person who is, by calling, a washer~ 
man shall wash clothes at any place not appointed for this purpose 
by the standing committee, except for such person hiinse~ or for 
the owner or occupier of such place. · 

(2) Washing place to be prottided by the standing committee few 
washermen.-The standing committee shall provide suitable places 
for the exercise by washermen of their calling and may require 
payment of such fees for the use of any such place as shall from 
time· to time be determined by it with the ap1uoval of the 
municipality. · ' 

(3) The standing committee shall, bef01e issuing any public ~otice 
under sub-section (1}, publish in such manner as shall in its opinion 
be sufficient, for the information of persons likely to be affected 

·thereby, a list of washing places proposed to be provided under sub
section (2), !Qgether with a notice specifying a date on or after 
which the list will be taken into consideration; and shall, before 
finally fixing the said places, receive and consider any objection or 
wggestion in respect thereto which may be made in writing'by any 
person before the date so specified." 
(t•) In Schedule VI, after the words "For senice of notice ...... " 

the words "For. issue of warrallt .......... '' shall be inserted. · 

. STATEliEXT OF OBJECTS A..'W REASOXS~ 
The objects of some of the important amendments in this Bill are 

-explained in the following notes. on the clauses :- . , .. 

Clause 2 (iii).-It is considered desirable that there should be a 
provision in the Bombay District :Municipal Act, 1901, similar to that 
in sub-section (e) of section 28 of the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 
1925. 

C~~se 2 (iv).-Section 23 (7A) and (10) of the Bombay District ' 
Muruc1pal Act, 1901, provide for the calling of a meeting for the election 
of t~e president when a new :Municipality is constituted after a general 
elect10n on the expiry of the term of office of a Municipality and also in 
the case of a casual vacancy under sub-section (8), but there is no 
provisio? in the Act for the calling of such meeting when a Municipality 
1s constituted for the first time or when it is re-established or re-consti
tute~ ~fter dissolution or supe~session under section 179. The necessary 
provJSton has, therefore, been made now by the insertion of new 
sub-section (7B) in this section. ' 
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1 Clausu. 2 (v), {vii) and (i.r), and 3 (i), (iii) and (t·).-&ction 85 (b) 

of the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, and section 108 of the 
Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, prescribe fees for distress made 
under sections 83 'and 105, respectively of the two Acts mentioned above 
and, therefore, no fees can legally be recovered for issue of a distress 
warrant, unless there is an attachment of property in execution of the 
warrant. The result is that a defaulter who pays up the amount men
tioned in the notice of demand only when the bailiff or clerk comes with 
a warrant evades attachment and also escapes payment of the warrant 
fee. · The object of these amendments is, therefore, to authorise the 
municipalities ~o levy separate fees for the issue of warrants in cases of 
the nature described above.~ 

r Clauses 2 (vii) (a) and 3 (i).-The amendments of section 46 (i) of 
the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, and of section 58 (j) of the 
Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, are only consequential. 

' . 
Clauses 2 (vi) and 3 (ii).-Section 69 of the Bombay District Municipal 

Act, 1901, and section 86 of the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925. 
provide that buildings which have remained vacant and unproductive 
of rent shall be entitled to a certain remission of rates in certain circum
stances: This provision does not apply to owners of bungalows in hill
stations which have to be kept furnished for seasonal tenants :even 
though they may remain unoccupied for the whole year. It is desirable 
that such houses or bungalows wheri not actually occupied should not 
lose the benefit of the remission simply because they happen to be 
furnished and are not, therefore, literally vacant. The proposed 
amendments of sub-section (4) of section 69 of the Bombay District 
Municipal Act, 1901, and of sub-section (4) of sectio~ 86 of the Bombay 
Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, are intended to give efiect to this object. 

Clauses 2 (viii) and 3 (iv):-It has been represented to Government 
· that the washing of clothes by washermen is at present being carried out . 
in all quarters of towns and cities with.,th.e result that the practice breeds 
mosquitoes and that municipalities have no powers to regulate the 
washing places or to control them in any way except as regards public 
places, where only washing can be prohibited under section 133 of the 
Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, or section 165 of the Bombay 

, Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925. It is, therefore, proposed by these 
clauses to amend these two Acts by the insertion of provisions on the 
lines· of section 397 of the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888. 
Provision has also been made for the municipality to invite and consider 
objections before prohibiting the washing of clothes by washermen at 
places other than those specially provided for the purpose. 

\ ' , ' . - . ' 

12th July 1931. 
. . , ' 

·· · (Signed) RusTo:M JEHANGm VAKIL. 
'\.,, ' 
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Supplementary Agenda for the Second Session, 1931, of the 
Bombay Legislative Council, which commenced on 

Monday, the 20th July 1931. 

[Vide Standing Order X, 1 (i) (d).] 
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DISCUSSIOX OF ?!UTTERS OF GE:NERAL PUBLIC INTEREST. 

Resolution by Jlr. L. R. Gokkale, JI.L.C. 

1. " This Council recommends to His Excellency the GovernOf in 
Council to put the finance of the Presidency on a sound basis by enforcing 
strict economy in all branches of the services by the reduction of salaries 
especially in the higher ranks and by the reduction of_ two Executive 
Councillors and one Minister." · 

P.esoluti<m by Rao Sakeb R. V. Vandekar, Jl.L.C. 

1. "(As Xo. 1 of Mr. L. R. Gokhale.)" 

Resoluti<m by Rao Sakeb P. D. Kulkarni, M.L.C. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that the dates fixed 
for the p~yment of instalments of the land revenue, payable in respect 
of lands assessed for purposes of agriculture only, be changed to 
1st March for the first instalment and to 2nd April for the second in the 
case of the villages placed under Class I and to 1st April and 1st May 
respectively in the case of II Class villages." · 

Resolution by Mr. N. N. Patil, M.L.C. 

1. ".(As No. 1 of 1\Ir. L. R. Gokhale.) ,; 

Resolutwn by Syed M iran Mahomid SM,h, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government to introduce, without 
delay, legislation prohibiting execution of Civil Court decrees against 
agricultural landholders and farmers for the next two years, and prohibit
ing institution of any new Civil Court proceedings against them for 
past debts for the next two years." · 

Council Hall, Poona, 
23rd July 1931. 
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G. S. RAJADHYAKSHA, 

Secretary to the Legislative Council 
of the Governor of Bombay. 
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